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QUESTIONNAIRES FOR JVITNESSES. 

The following Questionll.aires were issued by the Tariff Board:-

I.-CENERAL 

(IssUBD ~o ENOINBBBINQ FmKs AND AssocIATIONS.) 

Letter, dated t9t'" August 19t8. 

I am directed to enclose a copy of a short questionnaire drawn up by the 
Tariff Board in connection with their enquiries into the steel industry. 

2. The Tata Iron and Steel Company have put forward their claims io 
protection and have asked that the rates of duty on imported steel should 
be raised from 10 to 331 per cent. An important aspect of the case is the 
effect which the imposition of duties at that rate would have upon other 
industries for which steel is all. important raw material. It is from this 
point of view that the questions have been framed. The Board are most 
anxious to ascertain the views of the firms interested in iron and steel, and 
the questions are intended to indicate the main points on which they desiTe 
information. At the same time the Board would like to make it plain that 
the questionnaire deals with onll one aspect of the case and is not intended 
to be exhaustive. It is, of course, open to anyone to adduce evidence to 
&how that protection for steel is unnecessary or that the amount proposed 
is either excessive or insufficient. Apart from that your firm may wish to 
direct the attention of the Board to other aspects of the case which are 
important to you. But for the present the proposal put forward by the 
Tats Iron and Steel Company holds the field and it is the duty of 'the Board 
to &8C8rtain as far as possible what the consequences are likelY' to be if effect 
were given to it. ' 

3. I am to ask that if you intend to lay any representation before the 
Board full information may be given on the points brought out in the ques
tions. It is important that all such representations should be sent in with 
the feast possible delay. Unless they are received by the 15th September 
it will be difficult for the Board to complete their work by .. the date when 
it will be necessary for them to submit their recommendations to the Govern
ment of India. If you desire to adduce oral evidence the Board' will fix a 
date after receiving the written statement of your views. I am to add that 
if you put forward proposals for the protection of any articles manufactured 
by your firm, it is desirable that the question of the cost of production should 
be dealt with as fully as possible. 

4. It is the intention of the Board to take evidence as far as possible 
in public in accordance with the recommendations made In paragraph 303 
of the report of the Fiscal Commission. If, however, you are unwilling to 
publish part of the information you -desire to lay before the Board, they 
will be prepared to treat it as confidential. It is to be remembered, however, 
that the Board may find themselves unable to base their recommendations 
on information which, cannot be made public and it may, therefore, be 
important from your point of view that the main facts should be brought 
out in public evidence. 

5. I am to request that, if possible, 6 spare copies of all documents 
placed before the Board may be sent. 

6. All communications should be addressed to me at the office· of, t.l!.e 
Board at No.1, Council House Street, Calcutta. ' 



vi 
QUESTIONNAIRE. 

i. The proposal which has been p~t forward by the Tata Iron and Stee 
Company, is that the duties on imported steel should be raised from 10 t< 
331 per cent. Do you . consider that the adoption of this proposal woul, 
adversely affect the operations of your firm and if 80 to what extent? 

2. What are the principal products manufactured by your firm for which 
steel is a neceBBary raw material P 

. 3. State approximately the kinds of steel, and the quantity of each 
kind, required by the firni annually for the ma~factureof their products. 

4. What proportion does the cost of .the stolel bear in the case of each 
product to the total cost of the finished article P 

5. What. is the approximate Indian consumption -of each product, and 
what proportion of that consumption is (a) imported or (b) manufactured 

. in IndiaP 
6. What was the actual outturn by your firm during each of the last 

five years in the case of each product and what is the maximum outturn 
of which your plant, as at present organised, is capable P 

7. Who are the principal consumers of the articles produced by your firm 
and for what purposes are they used P Are any of these products exported 
from India at present and if so to what extentP . 

8. Are any of the products of your firm used as the raw material for any 
other industry, and if so of what industriesP 

9. What foreign competition (including fur this purpose competition from 
the United Kingdom or other parts of the Empire) do the products of your 
firm have to. meet-

(a) in the Indian market, 
(b) elsewhereP 

10. D\I you consider that, in accordance with the principles laid down 
by the -Fiscal Commission in paragraph 97 of their report, the circum
stances justify the grant of protection to any of the products (of which Ilteel 
is the principal raw material) produced by your firm-

(a) if the duties on steel were to remain unaltered, or 
(b) i~ the rate of duty were to be increased to 331 per cent. P 

11. If prot~ction is considered necessary in the case of any product at 
what rate and in what form do you consider it should be granted P 

12. Does the industry in which your firm is engaged ever suffer from 
dumping 80 far as those products are concerned for which steel is a principal 
raw material P 



Il .. -RAILWAYS. 

<a) Steel Castings. 

Letter No. e71, dated 19th September 1ge8. 
In connection with the enquiries of the Tariff Board into the steel iniIustr .. 

two commercial firms producing steel castings in India have put forward a 
request for protection. Complete statistics of the import of steel castings 
into India are not available in the Trade Returns, but the Board understands 
that the Railways are the chief consumers and I am, therefore, directed to 
ask whether you will be good enough to inform the Board of-

(a) the weight and value of steel castings imported as such by your 
Railway during the last 2 official years; , 

(b) the chief purposes for which these castings were used; 
(e) the approximate weight and values, if ascertainable, of steel CRSt

ings imported as parts of wagons, locomotives, carriage under
frames or other important articles during the last 2 years; 

(d) whether you expect that the annual requirements of your Railway 
will increase during the next five years. . 

2. If steel castings are produced for your own purposes in' your own 
workshops, it would help the Board if you- would state the amount of your 
output during the last 2 years. 

3. One of the firms referred to above makes its castings entirely from 
steel scrap and the question has been raised whether the supply of raw 
material of this kind would be adequate for the manufacture- of steel castings 
on a large scale. In order that they may satisfy themselves on this point 
the Board would be glad to know the average amount of steel scrap which 
your Railway can place on the market for sale annually. 

(6) General. 

Letter No. e7e, dated 19th September 1928. 
The Tariff Board have been directed to examine the question of protection 

to the steel industry and an important branch of their enquiry is the effect 
which the imposition of protective duties on steel would be likely to have on 
the Railways in India. I am -directed to enclose a set of questions which 
have been drawn up on certain points regarding which the Board would be 
glad to have information from your Railway. I am to request -that, it 
pOll8ible, the replies may be sent so as to reach the Board not later than thf 
1st November. 

2. In my letter No. 271, dated the 19th September 1923, the Board hav. 
also addressed you regarding the requirements of your Railway in respec' 
of steel castings, and another communication will be sent shortly on thl 
subject of the claims which have been placed before the Board by the wagoD 
building firms. Apart from the special problems, the Board will be glad to 
reeeive any expression of the views of your company on the general question 
of protection to the steel industry as affecting Railways which you may care 
to submit. 

S. [To Companies other than (1), (2), (3) and (4).] If YOII desire that 
ural evidence on behalf of your Company should be taken, the BolQ'd will 
endeavour to arrange for this either at Calcutta before the 10th November, 
or at Bombay between the 12th and the 23rd November. 

3. [To (3) Rnd (4) only.] The Board would be glad, if possihle, to examine 
a repreSentative of your Railway orally lit Bombay hetween the 12th and the 
23rd November. 

S. [To (1) and (2) only.] The BORrd would be glad to examine a l'epre
"ntative of your Company orally at Calcutta. If possible this might b~ 



done before the 12th OctobeT, but if the answers to the questions are not 
ready in time the Board will endeavour to fix some date after the Puja 
holidays and before the 10th Nov!)mber 1923. 

General Questionnaire. 

1. What do you estimate as the probable annual cOnDumption duri'itg th'e 
next five years by your Railway of the kinds of steel included in the enclosed 
statement* which has been supplied by the Tab Iron and Steel Company P 

2. To what extent would the annnal capital or revenue expenditure gf 
your Railway be increased if the import duty were raised from 10 to 331 per 
cent., assuming that customs duty was payable on all imported materials 
and that the price was increased to the full extent of the additional dutyi'. 

3. What further increasjl of expenditure would result if the higher import 
duty were extended also to structural steel imported in a fabricated condition? 

4. Would the increase of expenditure be of such magnitude as to render 
an increase of rates and fares necessary or to prevent a reduction in rates 
and fares which otherwise might have been possible P 

5. Do you consider that the increase in the price of steel resulting from 
the raising of the import duty to 331 per cent. would be likely to retard the 
construction of Railways in India i' 

6, Do -you consider that the establishment of the steel ind ustry in India is 
desirable in itself from the Railway point of view plltiling aside for the 
moment the question of the means by which that result is to be attained P 

7. Assuming that the industry cannot be established without protection, in 
\,\,hat form do you consider it should be given P 

(c) Wagons. 

Lette'l' No. 919, dated le6th Septembe'l' 19le9. 
In connection with the enquiries of the Tariff Board two fi"ms manu· 

facturing wagons in India have put forward a claim for protection. I am 
directed to enclose a set of questions which have been drawn up with reference 
to this claim and I am to request that the Board may be favoured with the 
replies of your Company to these questions not later than the 1st November 
next, if possible. 

Questionnai'l'e conce'l'ning Wagon,. 

NOTE l.-Quantities, weights and costs of the wheels and axles required 
for the wagons 'dealt with should be eliminated from the figures given in reply 
to this questionnaire. . 

NOTE 2.-Where possible figures should be given for (a) 1922-23, (b) 1923-
24 and (c) probable avemge for the 4 years 1924-25 to 1927-28. ' 

1. What is the total number of wagons used by your Ranwayi' How 
many are of each of the main types P 

2. What are the annual requirements of new wagons of each of the main 
typesP 

3. Do you build wagons in your own workshopsP If so, please give details 
of ('osts for the main types. . 

4. How many wagons have been bought in India P 
5. What have been the costs of each of the main types of imported wagons 

(a) cd.f. 'Indian port plus landing charges and duty; (b) finally erecred and 
ren.dy to l'un, not including C'o~t of wheels and axles, firstly, if erected in your 

• Vide Statement 2 (a.) in the statemen~ anil T1ote~ receive<l from tllll 
Tah1ron II-n<l Steel Company, Lill\ite<l. 



own works, and secondly, if erected by private firms. If erected in yOUl' own 
works please 'give details of costs._ 

6. For each of the main types of wagon what are the weights ot tht> fol-
lotving per wagon P 

(a) Total wagon. 
(b) "B" Class steel used in manufacture of wagon. 
(e) " D " Class steel used in manufacture of wagon. 
(d) Steel castings used in manufacture of wagon. 
(e) Spring steel used in manufacture of wagon. 
(f) Steel plates and sheets used in manufacture of wagon. 
(y) Structural steel .(angles, channels, etc.) used in manufacture of 

wagon. 
(11) 'Wrought iron used in manufacture of wagon. 
(i) Iron castings used in manufacture of wagon. 

If any other class of steel is used to an 'important extent please give in
formation. 

7. Have you adopted, or are you considering the adoption, for wagon 
axlell, tyres and springs the alternative British Standard Specifications 
(Report 24, Nos. 3a, 5a, 6a) or any other specifications which permit the 
use of basis open-hearth steel for these purposes P If not, why not P 

8. Do you consider that the establishment of a wagon building industry 
in India is desirable in itself from the Railway point of view putting aside 
for the moment the question of the means by which that result is to be 
obtainedP -

9. Do you think that it would be more economical "in the long rlfn for tht> 
Railways to develop their own wagon works P , 

10. ,The wagon companies in India are asking for assistance to an extent 
which would bring the price paid to them for an A-I type broad gauge wagon 
to about Rs. 4,600 while the price of steel in India is as at present. They 
have also asked that if protective duties are imposed on steel they may be 
compensated for the resulting increase in their cost of production. They 
estimate that for each increase of 10 per cent. in the duty the cost of the 
finished wagon would go up by about Re. 220. Assuming that assistance to 
the extent asked for is necessary and advisable, in what form do you consider 
it should be given P 

11. If assistance were given in a form which would increase the cost of 
wagons to the Railways do you think that the increase would be of such 
magnitude as to render an increase of rates and fares necessary or to prevent 
a reduction in rates and fares which might otherwise have been possible'P 
And do you consider that the increase wouid be likely to retard the construc
tion of Rail~aY8 in India P 

nl.-LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. 

(a) 'Quantities of Iteel conlumed in the mufallal. 

Llltter, dated 27th September 1928. 

The appointment of the Tariff Board was 'announced in the R,esolution 
of the Government of India in the Department of Commerce, No. 3748. dalPel 
the 10th July 1923, and at the same time the question of protectiOn to the 
steel industry was referred to them for report. The Board have been able to 
obtain information regarding the major industries for which steel is a prin
cipal raw material, but so far they have not been able to collect much regard-

, ' ing the consumption of steel in the mufassal generally or regarding the minor 
~ .... ~." ....... .;_ .... ;a ............ _~A ... .a. -. .... B ........... l "'1,_ .......... :_ ........ : ............. _ ..... l.: .... l.. 4-l. ..... ]:!na ...... r10Q0a~ ... A 



information are covered by the- enclosed questionnaire and it would be of 
, great assistance, to the Board if a note could be prepared on these points 
I by the lo(!al Director of Industries and supplied to them. Any observations 

which the Government of may car~ to make on some or all of ~he 
points will, of course, be welcomed by the Board. 

2. I am to add that, if possible,- the note now ask for should reach the 
Board by the 15th of November. The time within which the Board have to 
submit their recommendations to the Government of India is limited and 
if the information is to be of ]Ise it must be received by the date indicated. 

Questionnaire regarding quantities 01 steeZ consumed in the mulassal. 

1. What articles made of steel are in common use in villages and small 
towns in P ! 

2. To what extent at present are the articles enumerated in' the reply 
to (1) imported and to what extent are they manufactured in India? 

3. Where the articles are locally manufactured to what extent-are they 
made from steel bars (either imported or manufactured in India) and to 
what extent from steel scrap P . 

4. How iar would an increase in the duty on imported steel from 10 to 
331 per cent. involve increased expenditure to the ordinary cultivator .or to 
the resident in it small town P 

5. What minor industries exist in for which"llteel is a 
principal raw material P 

6. How would these industries probably be affected by an increase in the 
duty on steel from 10 to 331 per cent. P 

(b) Quantities of Steel purchased by Local Governments. 

Letter, eluted 9rdOctober 1929. 

Tn the representation address;d to the Tariff Board by the Tata Iron and 
RteelCompany the proposal has heen made that the customs duty on' im
ported steel should he raised from 10 to 331 per cent. Under the existing 
rules customs duties are not payable on GovernI!lent stores and an increase 
in the duty would not affect Government expenditure on imported steel 
although under tbe operation of the stores rules, it might lead to larger 
purchases in India at a higher price. It has, however, been urged by wit
nesses who. have given evidence before the Board that customs duties on all 
imported stores should actually be paid by all purchasing Departments of 
Government. If this proposal were adopted Local- Governments would be 
affected by an increase in the duty on steel to the same extent as other 
commmers, and the Board are anxious to ascertain, if possible, what the 
result would be so far as Provincial Governments are concerned. -

2. ] nm directed t.o r"quest that, if there is no objection, the Tariff Board 
may he fU\'llished with information on the following points:-

(01) What was the average quant.ity of steel, whether fabricated or un-
fahricate(l,. \lsed annunlly by the Government of _ for 
public works during the last 3 yearsP 

(b) Can this quantity be talren as an approximate estimate of their 
average annual requirements for the next 5 yearsP 

(c) To what extent would the cost of the steel used by the Local Govern
ment be increased if the import duty on steel were raised from 
10 tn 33~ per <-ent. as proposed by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company and duty were payable on 'Government importations of 
steel P 

The Board will wel<-ome any observations which the Government of 
TIIay cnre to make on the basis of the fl\ets (1isclosed, 



xl 
3. i am to add that if possible the information asked for lihould reach 

the Board by the 15th of November next. The time within which the Board 
have to submit their l'ecommendations to the Government of India u. limited 
and if the information is to be of use it must be l:eceived by the date 
indicated. 

IV.-SPECIAL. 
Letter, dated S7th September {9S9, (1) The Bengal 'Iron Company, (2) The 

Indian Iron a,nd Steel Company, (3) The United Steel Corpo!'ation. 0/ 
Asia. 

The Tat: Iron and Steel Company in their representation addressed to 
the Tariff Board, have argued that, if adequate protection is accorded to 
the,manufacture of steel, it is probable that; other firms will also commence 
to manufacture and that before many years have elapsed the price of steel 
in India will be affected by internal competition and will eventually be 
brought down by this means to the world level. This 'question is of great 
importance in connection with the enquiries the Boa.rd are now carrying 
on, for so long I!S the manufacture of steel is carried on in India by a singlu 
firm only the danger of monopoly prices always exists. 

2. To (1). The Board understand that some years ago your Company 
commenced the manufacture of steel but eventually abandoned the experi
ment, Bnd the experience then gained will render your opinion of ~pecial 
value. - ' 

To (2). The Board understand that when the Indian Iron and Steel 
Company was formed it was intended to manufacture both pig iron and steel 
but that the scheme for steel manufacture has been dropped for the present. 

To (3). The Board understand that the object in view when the United 
Steel Corporation of Asia was formed was to manufacture both pig iron and 
steel, but they do not know whether the manufacture of steel still form~ part 
of the Corporation's plans. . 

3. (To all.) I am directed to enquire whether you would be prepared to 
assist the Board by furnishing them with a written statement of your views 
on the Bubject indicated in paragraph 1 above. The claim put forward on 
behalf of the Tata Iron and Steel Company is that the rate of duty on 
imported steel should be raised from 10 to 331 per cent., and the question 
on which the Board would be glad to have. the opinion of 
the Bengal Iron COmpany 
the Indian Iron and Steel Company 
the United States Steel COrporation of Asia 
is whether the imposition of that rate of duty would induce other firm& to 
enter on the manufacture of steel. If you consider that the rate of dut, 
proposed is (a) excessive or (b) inadequate to secure the object in view the 
Board will be glad to have your opinion. 

To (2) only. Any information that can be given as to the reasons which 
led to the Indian Iron and Steel Company to modify their original plans 
for the manufacture of steel will be useful to the Board. 

To (3) only. If, as things stand' at present, the United Steel Corporation 
do not intend to proceed with their plans for the manufacture of steel, any 
information you can give as to the reasons, underlying the decision of the 
COrporation will be useful to thu Board. 



'eplies by LocBl Governments to Questionnaires issued to them. 

No. 29. 

Letter, dated- the "14th N01JembeT 1923, from the G01Jernmem of Bihar and 
Oris,a forwarding replies to questionnairs No. III (a). 

With reference to your letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 1923, 
I am directed by the Government of Bihar and Orissa in the Ministry of 
Education to forward a copy of letter No. 7341, dated the 12th November 
1923, from the Director of Industries, Bihar and Orissa, containing the in
formation desired by the Tariff Board. 

2. The local Government have nothing to add to the views expressed by 
the Director of Industries. 

No., 7341, Patna, the 12th .November 1923, 
From-B. A. COLLINS, Esq., I.O.S., ·Director of Industries, Bihar 

and Orissa, 
To-The Secretary to the Government of Bihar and Orissa, 

Education Department. 
With reference to Memo. No. 2649-D., dated the 2nd of October 1923, for

warding a questionnaire from the TaTiff Board, I have the honour to" gl'l"e 
the following answers to the questions aijked:-

(1) What articles made of steel a1'e in common use in 1JiZlages and small 
towns in Bihar and Orissa? In the villages the following are the chief 
articles of iron and steel used-

I (a) ploughshares; 
(b) wheel centres and tyres for bullock carts; 
(c) sugar cane mms; 
(d) pans for boiling sugar juice; 
(e) hoes or khurpis; 
(f) kodalis; 
(g) kerosene tins; 
(h) artisans' tools; and 
(i) horse and bullock shoes. 

(2) To what e:z:tent at pTesent are the articles enumero,ted in the reply to 
{1) imported and to what e:z:tent are they ma·nu!a.cturect·in India? All thesa 
.articles are entirely manufactured in India with the exception of some of tha 
pans for boiling sugar juice, kerosene tins and kodalis. Pans for boiling 

sugar juice are made up from tinplates, which are either scrap or imported 
for the purpose.. Kerosene tins have hitherto been manufactured in India 
from imported tinpmtes, but tinplate is now. being made on a large scale ut 
Jamsbedpur. 

(3) Where the articles are locally manufact'lJll'ed, to what e:z:tent are they 
.made from steel bars (either impoTted or manufact'lJll'ed in Ind;a) and to 
what e:z:tent from steel ,,,,-ap? Most of these articles which are manufacbared 
locally are made from mixed iron and steel scrap, but steel rods "lr bars, 
either imported or made at Jamsbedpur, are sometimes used and appear to 
be the only material from which the cart wheel tyres are made .. It IS impos
eible to give any idea of the relative quantities of serap and bars used, but 
probably the chief Bouree is from scrap. 

(4) How far W01l.ld an increase in the duty on imported steel from 10 to 
.$8i per cent. ifl1Jol1Je in",-ea,ed" Il:Z:Pllflditu.rll to the o:raiflary cu.lti1lator or to 

VOL. III.. B 
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the resident in a small town? The actual increase in the cost of the articlelt 
mentioned above would not be a serious tax on the cultivator or resident in. 
a small town, but an increase in the price of kerosene tin would involve a 
material increase in the price of oil. The chief effect o~ the resident of the
mufassal would be indirect, e.y., the increased cost of transport, since the 
proposed increase of duty would mean a substantial increase in the capital 
and working cost of railways. 

(5) What minor indl£striis exist jn Bihar and Ori.ssa /0'1' which steeZ is a 
principaZ raw material P There are not many small industries in Bihar and 
Orissa which use steel, but there is a certain amount of cheap cutlery, aXflS', 
tea pruning knives, pa1lrCutters, etc., made in the Manbhum district, the 
raw material for which consists chiefly of old rails. 

(6) How would these industries probably be affected by an increase in tht 
duty on steel/rom 10 to 991 per cent P An increase in the duty on steel would 
naturally mean an increase in the cost of the raw material of this industry, 
but it would bediflicult to prophesy its exact effect. 

No. 29(a). 

Replies to questionnaire No. III (b) /rom the Government 0/ Bihar and Orissa, 
dated 20th November 1928. 

With reference to your letter No. 353, dated the 3rd October 1923, on the 
above subject, I am directed to furnish the following information required in 
paragraph 2 of your letter under reference:-

(a) The average quantity of steei used by this Government during the 
last three years is 500 tons a year inclusive of local. 

(b) The average annual requirements for the next five years may be 
taken at 547 tons. 

(c) Assuming the cost of imported steel in future years to be Rs. 100 
per ton, the cost payable by the Local Government for 448 tons 
of such steel representing the average annual requirement for 
the next five years, will rise from Rs. 71,680 to Rs. 95,573, it 
effect is given to the plopo~als. 

No.' 30. 
Letter, dated the 9th November 1928, from the Government of Assam /orwarcl· 

ing 7'epZies to questionnaire III (a). 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 
1923, regarding the consumption of steel as a raw material for minor indus
tries in Assam, and to forward a copy of a note prepared by the Director of 
Industries, Assam, in reply to the questionnaire annexed to your letter. 

Replies to questionnaire No. III (a). 

1. Honsehold and agricultural implements, carpenters' and blacksmiths' 
tools, sc.issors, needles, trunks, cash boxes, nails, screws, etc. 

2. Roughly one-third of the articles enumerated above such as saws, 
edges, chisol~, gimIA~s, scissors, needles, etc., are imported. Ordinary .domes
tic· and agricultural implem~nts are manufactured locally. Steel trunks and: 
cash boxes in use are largely of Indian manuflJ.cture. , 

3. Household and agricultural implements like daos, knives, plough
shares, etc.,' are mada locally from steel bars and spades from steel scrap. 
In cutting implements the edges are of steel bars welded into ordinary scr~p 
iron hammered to proper sizes. Trunks Rnd boxes are made out of thlll 
steer piatt'S or sheets. Wire nails and screws are also now largely made ill 
India: 
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4. As imported steel is still used in manufacturing many articles the 
increase in the duty or. steel bars (flat and round) and steel sheets will neces
sarily raise the cost of production and affect the people living in the villages 
and small towns. It is difficult to estimate the increase in the expenditur~ 
of such people consequent on an increase of the duty from 10 to 331 per cent. 

S. The bazar blacksmiths' industry. 
6. I am afraid the raising of the duty will increase the cost- of the im

ported steel and there is every reasou to suppose that the price of Indian 
steel, which is Bought to be protected, will also be raised so that the increased 
taxation will ultimately fall on the consumers. ' 

No.30(a). 

Replies to questionnaire No. III (b) received..from the Government of Assam, 
dated 16th NovemlTcr 1923. 

With c-eference to your letter No. 353, dated the 3rd October 1923, I am 
directed by the Government of Assam to supply the information required by 
the Board. 

(a) A statement showing the average quantity of steel, (fabricated and 
unfabricatad), obtained annually by the Government of Assam 
for Public Works during the last 3 years is enclosed. 

(b) This quantity can be taken as a very rough approximation but 
under the present changing conditions and financial stringency 
it is impossible to make any reliable forecast. 

(c) The cost of this average quantity of steel used by the Local Govern
ment would be increased by Rs. 15,195 and Rs. 9,707 on local 
purchase and on Home indent respectively if the import duty on. 
steel were raised and charged, as suggested. 

A verags quantity of stp.el <fabTicated and unfabricated) obtained during the' 
last 3 years in Assam . 

• 

YEAR. 
Obtained by local Optained from 

REMARKS. purchase. England. 

Tons. Cwt. Qr. Ibs. Tons. Cwt. Qr. lbs. 

1920·21 22 5 3 15 59 13 .2 23 

1921·22 38 13 0 4 13 19 2 0 

1922-23 71 7 0 12 4 4 0 0 

No.31. 
Letter, dated 9th. November 1923, from the Government of Madras forward. 

ing replies '0 questionnaire No. III (a). . 

. With reference to your letter No. 326, dat~d 27th September 1923, I am 
dlrect.d .. enolose a note prepared by the Du-ector of Industries Madras 
on the points mentioned in the Tariff Board's questionnaire. 'The oni; 
comment that the Government of Madras wish to offer at .this !jtage is that 
'h~ Dir~tor of Industries has, in their view, somewhat exaggerated the 
evils ~hl?h would fo.llow an enhancement of the duty on imported steel. 
:rhey I~cline. t.l the VIew that the encouragement of the manufacture of stool 
In IndIa w~lCh would follow on an increase in the. duty would in the'long 
run result lU steel manufactured in this country proving cheaper. thall bu-

.~ 
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ported steel. The entire burden of the enhanced import duty would not, in 
these circumstances, fall on the comumer and the competition both between 
the steel manufactured in this country and thnt imported and between the 
companies manufacturing ~teel in this country which would follow on the 
development of the steel industry in India would naturally bring about a 
reduction in prices by which he would be benefited. 

Copy of letter from the Director of Industries No. 771-A/23, dated the 30tb 
October 1923. ' 

Government Endt. No. 2396-11/23-1, dated the 9rd October 1929: 
. I have the honour to submit the required note. 

Q1iestwn 1. 
The articles made of steel in common use in small towns and villages are 

those enumerated below. 
1. Agricultural implements such as ploughs, ploughpoints, sickles, scythes, 

bill hooks, pickaxes, woodaxes, mamooties, crowbars, shovels, picks, forks, 
hoes, trowels, horse and bullock shoes, picottah buckets and boring tools and 
appliances. 

2. Articles used for domestic purposes, e.g., - measures, moulds, pails, 
buckets, sieves, strainers, nut crackers, knives, razors, rat traps, steel trunks, 
iron safes, padlocks. 

3. Axles and tyres for carts, carriage springs, wheel rims for country 
carts. 

4. Carpent~rs', blacksmiths' Goldsmiths' and Stonecutters' tools and 
machine tools generally. . 

5. Structural steol ,,:ork such as steel beams and sections of various kinds, 
angles, Tees, iron gates, etc., pans for manufacture of jaggery, various tanks 
for containing water, oil and other liquids. . 

Questwn 11. 
Steel ploughs are import~d in considerable quantities. It may be taken 

that in the list furnished above, a very large 'proportion; say, 90 per cent. of 
articles made of carbon or tool steel which require to be hardened after being 
wrought are imported and the balance 10 per cent. manufactured, in India 
out of imported steel or scrap. Other articles which are made of lower grade 
or mild steel' are largely manufactured in India. 

Question III. 
Almost all the articles are made from steel bars and plates with the excep

tion of setme minor articles which are made up from steel scrap. Of the 
articles mlrnufactured in India, about 80 per cent. of the articles are mad .. 
from imported ste('l lI.nd 20 per cent. from scrap. These figures must De 
regarded as very approximate, however. The steel scrap is practically a1; 
'scrap of imported steel which has paid duty and the price of scrap would 
react to any increase in the duty. 

Question IV. 
The ordinary cultivator or town dweller would have to pay a higher prico 

for the finished product of steel. The whole of the duty would necessarily 
be passed on to the consumer and on top of that probably something' more 
ior the l;Ilanufacturer's percentage of profi~ is invariably calculated on the 
cost of materials. The object of a tariff is to develop the home manufac>
tures. . It will be a long while before mass production of steel articles is so 
stimulated by the proposed tariff that the manufacturing cost falls and 
thereby makes posSible a reduction in price to the consumer. Till then thl'l 
consume~ contemplated in this question will have to pay much more for his 
necessaries and when the expeoted millenium of m~BB. p.~oduotion is reaohed, 
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it will be the death knell of the Bmall producer, the village blacksmith, car
riage and cart builder, knife maker, etc. 

Question V. 
The main industries are the various Engineering concerns and workshops, 

local blacksmiths motor garages, carriage and coach building works, etc. 

Question VI. 
The best answer to this is implicit in the reply of one Engineering firm 

consulted which is that "the minor industries would greatly benefit by the 
proposed increased duty if it were on manufactured articles and fabricated 
goods only and jf the duty on raw materials such as steel bars, plates, steel 
beams, angles rounds and such like sections was kept at a. very low rate, say, 
21 per cent. as hitherto." My answer would be that as the manufacturer 
must pay more for the raw materials so must he charge considerably for what. 
he makes and that unless his customers find, some miraculous way of increas
ing their incomes they will have to restrict their requirements and go short 
of necessary tools and implements or find substituteB, e.g., use wooden for 
iron ploughs, lumber instead of steel beams, springless for spring carriage! 
and so on. ' 

No. 31(a). 
Replies to questionnaire '/Vo. III (b) received from the Government of Madras, 

dated 15th November 1928 .. 

I am directed to state:-
(1) that the avelage quantity of steel JIsed by this Government for 

Public Works, during the last 3 years may be -taken approxi
mately as 260 tons per annum: 

(2) that the a.verage annual consumption for the next 5 years may be 
assumed to be about 300 tons, and 

(3)·.that the proposed enhancement of the duty and its payment by 
Government departments will cost this Government about 33! 
per cent. more than under existing conditions, as most of the 
5teel articles are imported from the United Kingdom. 

No. 32. 
Letter, dated 13th November 1928, from tke Government of Bombay; forward

ing replies to questionnaire No. III (a). 
I am directed to refer to your letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 

1923, on the subject mentioned above and to forward herewith for the in
formation of the Tariff Board the accompanying report of the Director of 
Industries which furnishes an interim reply to the questionnaire received 
from the Board. A further report, if received, from him will be forwarded: 
to the Board. . 

The view" stated' are those of the Director of Industries. The Govern
ment of Bombay does not propose to express its views .at this stage. 

Report 0/ ths Director of Industries. 
SubjeCt: -Tariff Board: Questionnaire,.e steel Industries: 

Q. 1. In villages and small towns, the following are articles in common. 
use made of steel:-

Nails, Screw3, door and window fittings, carpenters' and blacksmiths' 
tools, ploughshares, cart tyres, boiling pans, angle and, T iron for 
Bome buildings.' . 

Q. fl. Of the articles mentioned in (1) practically only angle and T iron 
are imported (plus nails and screws, but it is impossible to say what prop:lr-
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tion of 'nails are manufactured in this country_) The'village carpen'ter uses 
a large quantity of locally made nails, but wire nails, to the extent of 4 lakhs 
in value were imported into Bombay in 1922-23 and into India to the extent 
uf 37 lakhs_ The other articles ouch as fittings, tools, plough-shares alld 
uther agricultural iml,lements, cart tyres, boiling pans, are manufactured in 
the Presidency and usually locally. 

Q. 3. The articles manufactur3d locally are almost en~ircly made from 
imported steel bars and sheets, the greater part of the scrap, steel beillg 
exported (pre-war to Germany, now to some extent t:J Italy: this country 
is deficient in necessary machinery to re-roll steel). The only articles whicl\ 
are made from imported scrap are some carpenten",' tools, especially chiseltl, 
made from worn out files which are sometimes imported. 

Q. 4. An increase of duty on imported steel would probably raise tb« 
price to the local consumer to the extent of the duty if not more, unless 
the local retailer or artisan manufacturer is still keeping up the prices at 
which he sold during the war when the price of steel was some four times 
that of pre-war and has no~ dropped his price to the present relative price 
uf steel which is about twice pre-war. If the price is still artificially high, 
there is every probability that an increase of duty on the imported r'l,W 
steel would be passed on to the consumer. 

Q. 5. The only miDor industries which exist in the Presidency for which 
steel is the principal raw material, is that of the village blacksmith. It IS 

presumed the engineE)ring shops in large towns which in Bombay are a vel"y 
important industrial feature, are not to be taken into consideration. 

Q. 6. The ,-illage bIa('ksmith would almost certainly pass on the duty to 
the consumer as the articles he manufactures are practically all of them 
necessities. 

2. The majority of articles which used to be made locally of wrought 
iron are now made of mild, especially Continental, steel which is at present 
'not only cheaper but more easilv worked. It is very doubtful whether any 
'successful definition can be made which will differentiate between imports 
'Of wrought iron and some of these mild steels. 

3. One of the mllst important metal articles used in the districts is cor
rugated iron ,sheeting which, presumably, it is not intended to place a duty 
on. 

4. It is presumably unnecessary to refer here to the fact that under 0. 
system of protection or bounty to the steel industry, the money for the 
assistance afforded to that industry would have to be found by somebodJ 
and can only be found by the general tax-payer or the general consumer 
and that the effect would notably be an increase in the cost of construction' 
of all works using steel which, in this country, are mainly constructed by 
Government and public or semi-public bodies and that to that extent the 
general tax-payer and general consumer would have to pay more for the 
various amenities and facilities they enjoy. In other words, it would PI-Ob
ably have an indirect as well as direct effect on the cost of living to the 
ordinary.coDsumer. . 

No. 32{a.} 

Replies to questionna,ire No. III (b) received from the Govemment of Bombay, 
dated 10th Janu,a,-v 1924. _ 

With reference to your letter No. 353, dated 3rd October 1923, I am 
direct9d by the Government of Bombay (Transferred Departments) to for
ward a statement containing the information required in paragraph 2 of the 
letter under reply anel to observe as follows:-

This Government do not desirp to express an opinion on the main ques
tion of the proposed 331 per cent. tariff on steel, but to confine their atten
tion to the suggestion that Provincial Governments should be made to pay 
the duty from which they are at p'resent exempted. 



Whatever the duty that may have to be paid on imported steel; this 
Governm'!lnt canllot buy any more Indian manufactured steel than they are 
actually doing at present. The natural inlet for engineering raw materials 
into this Presidency is by the ports and, as far as can be foreseen, the sea 
freight on steel from Europe to Bombay is always likely to be less than the 
railway freight from the steel works in India. . 

The Bombay Governmeut must therefore protest and protest strongly 
against any proposal which will involve their having to pay duty on im
ported steel, as it will involve a very considerable addition to their expen
diture. Moreover once the principle of Provincial Governments having to 
pay duty on steel imported by them is admitted, it will quickly be applied to 
all stores, involving Provincial Governments in large extra expenditure 
merely by way' of contribution to the Exchequer of the Government of India. 

To give one example, manual labour is now costly without the counter
~alance of increased efficiency, and it is found that machinery will have to 
replace to. a very great extent the usual manual labour in the excavation of 
-the canals of the Lloyd Barrage Scheme. If this Government has to pay 
-duty on the steel they import, it means a call upon this great scheme, 
financed by the tax-payers of this Presidency to contribute at least half a 
,crore of rupees extra, and possibly more which will only be yet another ~n
tribution to the Government of India. It is difficult to see any accruing 
'benefit to the tax-payers of this Presidency in being called upon to shouldel' 
this heavy additional burden. • 

Statement. showing average quantity of r.teel, whether fabricated or un
fabricated, used annually by the Public Works Department, Bombay Presi
nency, during the last 3 years, thE' average annual requirements for the next 
5 yenrs and the inorease in the C06t of the' steel used, on acoount of the in
creaseof import duty from 10 to 33t per ccnt. 

Average quantity Average Increase 
of steel whether Approximate Estl- In the cost of the 
fabricated or un- mate of average .teel used on 

Name of the offioor. fabricated used requirements of account of the 
annually during steel {Dr the next d~~~~~ f:r:r;3. the last three Ive yea1'B. 

yean. _ per oont. 

I' 2 8 4 

Ton. Tons R!! 

The Mechanical Engineer to Govern-
meut 

(5 45 3,154 

Tho Ruperlnte;"lIng Engineer, Central 
Division. 

73 65 9,000 

Tho Consultlng Architect to Govem- 88 " ·11,000 
ment.· . 

The Superintending Engineer, Northern 292 200 15,000 
Division. -. -'rho Superintending Engineer, Sonthero 210 55 12,000 
Division. 

Tho Superintending Engineer; Deccan 175 150 22,000 
Irrigation Division. 

"lbe Sanitary Englneor to Govemment 56 56 14,910 

'fho ~~r;~~n~~~f.I!~glneor, I"dn. 120 120 5,880 

Th~ Q"1Tt"rint."n1In5! Enp:lneer, 1,,<1"8 500 .600 10,650 
. Right Bank Division. 

fie Chief Engineer in S!n4 5 5 300 

The Chief Engineer, Lloyd Dallago and 
Canal. Construo1lion. 

.. 10,000 .. -- -...... 
TOTAL l,fiM4 11,340 85.8P4 



No. 33. 
Letter, dated 15tk November 192.1, from tke Government of the Central 

P7'ovinces, forwarding replies to questionnaire No. III (a). 

With reference to your letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 192a, 
I am directed to forward a copy of letter No. 5850-D., dated the 29tk
October 1923, from the Director of Industries, Central Provinces, contain
ing his reply to the questionnaire regarding the steel industry and _to sa! 
that the Local Government has no observations t~ make on the subject. 

Copy Of letter No. 5850-D., dated tht' 29th October 1923, from N. J. 
Roughton, Esq., I.C.S., Director of IndUbtries, Central Provinces, t~ 
the Secretary to Government, Commerce and Industry Departmt'nt, 
Central Provinces, 

With reference to Secretariat endorsement No. 2052-1738.XIII, dated 
the 5th October 1923, I have the honour to re.ply to the questionnaire as' 
follows:-

'U) 'The articles in common use are the axles and tyres of wheels I •.• 
bullock-carts, the blades of hoes, the tips of ploughs and seed-drills, pick
axes, crowbars, phowrahs, carpenters' axes and edges, blacksmiths' tools r 
bullock-tips, betel-cutters, razors, knives, goldsmiths' and silversmiths' tools. 

(2) Naturally, most of these things are made in India; only a very small 
percentage, about 5 per cent., being imported. 

(3) About 50 per cent., from bars and 50 pel' cent., from scrap.' 
(4) To what extent the increased duty would increase the expenditure of 

the ordinary cultivator or the resident in a small town cannot be estimated, 
but it is thought that the whole of the increased duty would be passed (In 

to the consumer. 
(5) The minor industries are those of making axles and tyres for cart~ 

and the iron parts of agricultural implements, also betel-cutter, raoo£ and 
knife making. 

\6) It is thought tha.t increased duty would result in ciecreased consump 
tion, but the effect would not be very marked. 

No. 33(a). 

Replies to questionnaire No. III (b) received from tke Government of tke
Central Provinces, dated 15tk Nov~mber 1923. 

In reply to your letter No. 353, dated the 3rd October 1923, I am directed 
to furnish the information asked for as follows:-

(a) Average quantity of steel used annually by the Government for 
Public Works during the last three years=650 tons. 

(b) Approximll-te average annual requirements during the next nVIf 
yearA=380- tons. . ' 

(c) Approximate annual incre1.se in the cost of steel based on the figurlt 
in item (b) above if the duty is raised from 10 to 331 per cent. 
= Rs. 3~,500. 

No. 34. 

Letter, dated 15tk November 1923, from the Government of tke Punjab, 
forwarding replies to questio7t'!laire No. III (a) 

In reply to your letter No. 326, dated 27th September 1923, I am directed 
,to forward herewith a copy of. a letter No. 4466, dated 3rd November IJ2~ 
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from the Director of Industries, Punjab, together with a copy of its 
enclosure. 

2. The Punjab Government (Ministry of Agriculture) are generallyio 
agreement with the views expressed by the Director of Industries. The
Punjab is an agricultural province,' and as a considerable quantity of steal 
is used in the mannfacture of agricultural implements, an increase in the 
imp'lrt duty.on steel would not be welcome. Whether such an increase is 
justified depends upon the prospects of a fairly lapid development of the 
Steel Industry in India, and upon the extent to which prices are likely t<Jo 
be reduced when the Industry is established. 

Copy of a letter No. 4466, dated 3rd November 1923, from the Director of 
Industries, Punjab, to the Financial Commissioner (Development),. 
Punjab, Lahore. 

Protection. of -thll ,teeZ in.oostry and, proposed increaaed customs duty Jro1flr 
10 to 931 per cent. 

Your endorsement No. 800-27.12353, dated 15th October 1923, I attach
herewith, on a separate sheet, my replies to 'the questionnaire accompany
ing your endorsement. 

2. It will be seen that if the import duty on iron and steel is increased: 
it will entail a considerable burden on the people of this province. I am
of the opinion that the existing import duty of 10 per cent. ad valorem in
cluding wharfage and landing charges, together with the cheaper rates ~f 
pay to labour in this country co~psred with that paid in other steel pro
ducing countries, should supply ample protection to the steel industry if it
is ever going to stand on its own feet. I would draw your attention to the-
extraordinary sot-back in building and general business enterprise which 
took place in the year 1919 in this province when price of iro!! was at 'l 

, very high rate, and if an import duty, as suggested, is imposed, a Rimilar 
impediment to industrial expansion will undoubtedly occur. For' these
reasons I am of the opinion that this Government .should strongly protest 
against any increase in the import duty on iron and. steel. . 

BepZiel to the questionnaire taken. in ord,er. 
, 1. All agricultural implements, with very few exceptions, are manu
factured in the province from 'imported raw material. These include
ploughs, reaping instruments, country carts axles, bolts and olher fastenings 
for country (larta, eroel persian wheels and other iron used in water lifts and' 
carpenters' and blacksmiths' tools. 

In the small towns rolled steel beams, bolts and other' fastenings' for use
in buildings, cooking utensils, axles and fittings for pony carts and tongas 
and carriages, gardeners' tools, carpenters' and blacksmith~" tools, etc., are
nearly all manufactured from imported material. 

To give someid3a of the amount of iron and steel, including sheet iren 
and sectional iron which is imported into the Punjab, the fonowing figures· 
are given from the 1921-22 Report on the Illternal Trade of the Prov~nce:-

Total imports 44,638 tons . 
. Value at present existing rates of 

iron including wharfage, landing 
charges and freight to Lahore . Rs. 1,00,44,000. 

On this value an sdditional tax of 231 per cent. would entail on the-, 
province an annnal additional expenditure of Rs. 23,43,600. 

2. As indicated above a great majority -of the articles mentioned ;.n 1, 
except rolled steel beams are manufactured" in the province from imported;" 
material. 
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3. A very small portion of the articles manufactured are made from 
steel scrap. The majority are made from imported sections. 

4. From my reply to questionnaire 1, it will be seen that the-additiona,j 
annual expem;iiture incurred in the prov~nce would amount to Rs. 23,43,600 if 
the duty be lUcreased. . , 

5. The following minor industries exist for which iron IS used:
Manufacture of agricultural implements. 

Steel Persian Wheels. 
Country Carts. 

P9ny Carts. 

Tongas and other conveyances. 
Cutlery. 
Cooking Utensils. 

Bolts and nuts. 

Steel trunks and safes. 

6. These industries should undoubtedly be adversely affected as fewer 
people could afford to purchase their manufactures. 

No. 34{a} . 

.Replies to questionnai1'e No. III (b) received from the Gove1'nment of the 
l'u1Ijab, dated 15th November 192.'. 

In reply to your letter No. 353, dated 3rd October 1923, I am desired to' 
state that this Government is unable to answer (a) as time has not been 
.available to get full details. , 

2. Point (b) 600 tons may be taken as an approximate estimate of the 
.annual requirements of the Buildings and Roads Branch, Punjab, for the 
next five years. Irrigation Branch 'figures cannot be supplied as they are 
not available yet. 

3. It is impossible to answer point (c) as it is not known what action the 
Tata Company is going to take if the import duty was raised. 

4. I am to add that the Punjab Government, Ministry of Agriculture, is 
of opinion that the imposition of an ad valorem duty on steel would be dis
astrous to the import of high grade steel from Great· Britain. It would 
-encourage the import of cheap and inferior continental grades, with which 
the country is alr~ady flooded, as these cheaper steels would be less heavily 
taxed than the .higher class British steels. Thus if the duty is not to injure 
Government works, it should be imposed as a fixed duty on the weight of 
imported steel. 

Further replies to questionnaire Nt). III (b) received from the Gove1"ltment 
of the Punjab, dated 21st November ~92.,. 

In continuation of this office letter No. 1{S/18/1954/G., dated 16th 
'November 1923, I am desired to forward herewith copy of a letter No. 4142/ 
:A.I., dated 16th November 1923, from the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Works, 
Punjab, giving the information required by you on the subject cited above, 
so far as the requirements of the Irrigation Branch of this Province are 
()oncerned. 
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From tke Ohief Engineer, Irrigation Works, Punjab, to the Officiating 
Secretary to GotJernment, Punjab, Public Works Department, Building. 
and Roads Branch, No. 4142/A.I., dated 16th N01Jember 1923. 

Oustom, Duty on Imported 'Steel. ;, 

With reference to your endorsement No. I/S/18/1744/G., dated 29th 
-october 1923, on the subject noted above, I have the honour to supply the 
>required information as noted below:-

(a) The average quantity' of steel both fabricated and unfabricatea 
used annually during the last 3 years, was 5,500 tons approxi
matelo,y. 

(b) The estimate of average annual consumption during the next 5 
years cannot be accurately determined, ·but it may be taken as ' 
approximately 4,000 tons. 

(c) The increase in cost of steel may be approximately taken at 30 per 
cent. Taking Rs. 10 per cwt. as rate of steel, the inllrease in 
cost will amount to Rs. 2,40,000 approximately. 

No. 35.. 

Lette'l', dated 19th N01Jembe'l' 1923, j'l'om the G01Je'l'nment of Bengal, /orwllTd
ing 'replies to questionnai'l'e No. III (a). 

With reference to your letter No. 326, date!1 the 27th September 1923, I 
am directed to forward herewith copy of a note prepared by the Director of 
Industries, Bengal, on the questionnaire regarding the efl'ect of an increased 
,duty on steel on the minor industries in Bengal. 

1!Jzt'l'act fTom II letter No. 840B-D.I., dated'the 13th N01Jember 1923, /'I'Qm 
the Director oj Industries, Bengal. 

Q. 7. The following articles are in common use in villages and small town. 
,in Bengal:.... " 

(11) Spades, Digging forks, Hoes, Crowbars, Shovels, Anchors for 
boats, Locks, ,Carpenters' tools, Blacksmith tolls, Goldsmith 
tools, Carriage fittings, Hammers, Nails, Rice bowls. . 

'(b) Plough shares, 'SickleS, Pickaxes, Daos, Axes, Bullock cart 8]tles, 
Betolnut craQkers, Sacrificial knives. " ' 

(c) Pruning knives, Scissors, Ordinary knives, Steel trunks, Fishlag 
hooks. 

Q. fl. ThoSl) in group (a) are generally imported from foreign Countries; 
those in group (b) are almost invariably manufactured locally, while those in 
group (c) are both imported and manufactured locally. 

Q. 8. The articleR in group (b) are manufactured in practically all dis
'tric" of Bengal from scrap steel and to a smaller extent from steel bars, 
either imported or manufact'ured in India. As there are no statistics avail
able i~ is impossible to give accurate figures, as to the extent to which' these 
articles are manufactured in Bengal er as to the extent to which they are 
manufac~ure~ from scrap steel. 

Q. 4. An increase in the duty' on imported steel with a correspondi:cg i!l
-crea~e in the duty on imported articles in use-manufactured from steel-
-will naturally involve an increased expenditure of a correlative amount to 
tthe ordinary cultivator or resident in a small town. 
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Q. 5. The minor industries in Bengal of which steel is the principal raW" 
material are those which manufacture the articles included in the groups 
(b) and (c). 

Q. 6. Without a corresponding increase in the import duties nn the
articles indicated in groups (b) and (c) these minor industries would be 
adversely affected by an increase of the import duty on steel. 

No. 35(a}. 

Beplies to questionnail'e No. III (b) l'eceive.d from the Government of Bengal, 
dated 6th December 1923. 

With reference to your letter No. 858, dated the 8rd October 192;1, I am 
directed ,to furnish the following information in respect of the three points 
noted in paragraph 2 of your letter:- ' 

(a) The average annual consumption of steel in this Department for 
the last three years may roughly be taken as 400 tons but thi& 
includes Tata steel as well as imported sections. 

(b) As far as can be predicted the above figure may be taken as an 
approximate estimate of annual average requirements for the
next 5 years. 

(c) No answer is possible as it is not known how much of the require
ments will be imported and"how much will be obtained from Tata. 

2. Referring to the latter' portion of paragraph 2, I am to say that this 
Government does not" view with favour the suggestion to raise the import 
duty based, as the proposal is, on a request from a private firm presumably 
in order to swell its own profits, for it does not appear that the necessity for 
protection by the impost of an enhanced import duty has been proved. 

No. 36. 

Letter, dated 20th November 1923, from the. Government of the United 
Provinces, forwarding replies to questionnaire No. III (a). 

With reference to your letter No. 826, dated September 27th, 1928, asking. 
. for a note by the provincial Director of Industries on a questionnaire relat
ing to the use of steel articles in villages and BlIlall towns of the liniLed 
Provinces, I am directed to forward a copy of the note which the Di!'ector 
has prepared in response to your request. It is regretted that there has 
been a few days' delay in forwarding this note. 

2. Owing to the shortness of the time allowed for consideration of the 
Board's questionnaire, the Governor, acting with his Ministers, does not 
desire himself to offer any opinion on the points discussed in it. 

NOTE. 

1. A list is herewith attached of articles made of steel which are manv.-
factured in India. 

2. Vide columns 2, 3 and 4 of the attached list, 
S. Vide columns 5 and 6 of the attached list. 
4. The increase in the duty on imported steel would appreciably buL not 

materially affect. the price which the cultivator or the resident in small toWlllf 
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has to pay for the articles made.from steel. The largest increase will prob
ably take place in the price of buckets (balties) and trunks, but even In the 
case of these articles the increase in price resulting from increase of dl'ty 
'Will not cause any real hardship to the consumer, 

IU1/.8tration.-A steel trunk 27 inches in length which is made of aboal) 
Ra. 4 worth of &teel and at present sold at Rs. 7-10 will in case of increas& .of 
duty, be sold at R3. 8-7 if the increase in the price is proportionate to the 
increase in the price of imported steel. ·But it is probable that the increase 
in the price of the finished article will not be quite proportionate to the 
inerElase in the price of the raw material. The increase would be almost 
negligible in the case of such articles as cutlery because the cost of the raw 
material in such articles is a small proportion of. the total cost of produo
tion. 

IU1/.8trotion..-The fonowing are roughly the various items in the cost -of 
making a dozen scissors:-

Rs.- a. p. 
Price of 21 seers &teel 1 0 0 

Cost of c~tting steel into crude parts 1 4 0 

Coal 1 9 0 

Blower's wages 0 2 0 

Hammering 0 6 0 

Filing 012 0 

Hole making 0 2 0 

Tempering 0 3 0 

Grinding and emmel'ing 1 0 0 

Polishing, etc. . 0 7 6 

Nailing 0 4 0 

Sharpening 012 0 

Establishment charges, etc. 0 8 0 

Total cost price 7 12 6 

Present selling price 9 0 0 

Selling price in case of increased· duty at 33 
~er cent. 9 5 4 

5. The important minor industries of the province for which steel 'lS a 
principle raw material are those for the manufacture of:-

Trunk, Cutlery. (knives and scissors), Nutcrackers, Locks, Pitchers 
made of Iron (gagras), Buckets (balties), Sugar and Oil Pr~se8 
(kollhus), Pans. 

6. The price of articles manufactured in the province as shown in the list 
in answer to Question 5 would rise. But the rise in no case would go beyol'd 
10 per cent. at the very outside. . 

WAJID HUSAIN, 

Director of lndustries, .United ProVlnce;;. 

12th November, 1923. 



LIST. 

In this list To what To what A==Imported ; extent are extent are B==Manufac .. To what articles articles tured locally; To what extent made from made from Names of articles. 0= Partly extent manufac- , steel bara steel scrap manufactured, imported. tured In when they when they locally and India. are locally are locally partly manufac- manufac-imported. tured. tured. 

1 II S 4 5 I 6 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
1.-AgricuUllrallmpl ..... nI. 

Plough blades (phar) B I 1 99' 75 25 
011 and sngarcane presses 0 . 

5 95 50 50 (kolhus). 

Spades (Phawra) • B " 100 75 25 
Hoos (kudal) B .. 100 75 .2S 
Weeding knives (khorpl) · B .. 100 10 90 
Ohllppera (gadansi) 'B 

" 100 " 100 
Sickles (hansla) B .. 100 .. 100 

Buckets for irrigation (dol) B 
" 100 109 .. 

Hatchets (Kulhari) B " 100 ., 100 

II.-C'arp.nI.r', Tool •• 

Ohlsels (chheni) 0 

I 
50 50 .. 100 

Hand-saws (ara) A 100 .. .. . . 
Hatchets for cutting 'wood 0 40 60 .. 100' (bansula). 

1l1.-MaBOfI'. Tool •• 

Trowels (kunni) B .. 100 .. 100 

Hatchets for cutting brIcks B .. 100 
" 100 (bansull). 

lY.-B .. rb ... •• Tool •• 

B,alora (&stura) 0 25 75 .. 
I 

100 

Sclssora (kainchl) , · 0 25 75 .. 100' 

NaU cuttera (Nahanni or Nak. 
hungeer). 

0 .. 100 .. 100 

V.-BI .. ck.milA.' Tool., 

Hammers (hathawara) 0 50 50 .. 100 

Pllera (Bans I) 0 .. 100 100 .. 
I'Ue8 (raltee) 0 95 5 .. 100 

Borew Drlvera (pechkas) · 0 75 25 .. 100 

AnvU • 0 25 75 .. 100 



In this list To what To what 
A=Imported; extent are extent aEe 
B=Manufa .. To what articles articles 

tured loeally ; To what extent made from made from 
lIames of articles. C=Partly extent manufac· steel bars steel scrap 

manufactured Imported •. tured In when they when they 
locally and India. are loeally are locally 

partly maIiufac· manufac .. 
Imported. tnred. tured. 

1 2 3 , 6 6 

-
Vl.-Hou,.holtJ Regu;,it ... 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Nut crackers (sarawta) • B .. 100 .. IJ)O 

Frying pans (karahl) B .. 100 100 .. 
Baking pans (tawa) B .. 100 100 .. 
~dles (karchha) B .. 100 100 .. 
Tongs (chlmta) B .. 100 100 .. 
Knlve. and 8eisson C 25 '15 50 50' 

Needles A 100 .. .. .. 
Locks • ~ C 20 80 50 50' 

Iron pitchers (gagras) °B .. 100 100 .. 
Stoves (angetls) B .. 100 90 10' 

I 

Trunks B .. 100 100 .. 
Bucketo for domestic purposes B .. 100 100 .. 

(baltles). 

Vll.-MIItIrio'., •• BuiltJ-
ing. and 'urnitu ••• 

Naill C 50 50 .. 100-

Chains for doors . B .. 100 . . 100' 

Holdtasto C 50 50 100 .. 
IrOn catch tor Chains (kundhls) C .. 100 50 50' 

Hinges (kabza) C '15 26 100 .. 
'·lll.-Mi,ce/lGntou,. 

Large pans for manutacturing B .. 100 100 .. 
crud. sugar (karha). , 

Tyres B .. 100 100 .. 
Axles . . B '16 26 100 .. 
Iron shoes fot allilDals (nal) B 10 90 10 90. 
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No. 36(a) . 

. :·Replies to questionnaire No. III (b) recei'l)ed from the Government of the 
United Pro'l)inces, dated 11th December 1923. 

With reference to your lette.r No. 353, dated the 3rd October 1923 . in con
·nection with the propo~al that the customs duties on all importe'd stores 
'should actually be paid by all purchasing Departments of Government I am 
.directed to furnish the following informations asked for: - ' 

. (Ii) Average quantity of steel, fabricated and unfabricated, used an
nually by the p'ublic Works Department, Irrigation Branch, 
during the last 3 years was 1,677 tons. . 

(b) An appr;}ximate estimate of the average annual requirements for 
the next 5 years is 2,223· tons. 

(c) Tatas Iron and Steel Company will ~ndoubtedly put their prices . 
upto the imported price (that is the object of the protection) so 
that the increase to the Irrigation Branch will be 231 per cent. 
on all goods purchased in India and 331 per cent. on orders 
imported as Government property. This increase would hit the 
Irrigation Branch, a semi-commercial department, verY badly. 
It will enhance the cost of the irrigation works and assuming 
that water rates are fixed so as to give a return on capital it 
will mean that for all time the cultivator will pay more for 
water. 

'The proposed change is so heavy that it will in many localities result in 
the substitution of wood for steel, as being cheaper. 

Further replies to questionnaire No. III (b) "ecei'l)ed from the GO'l)ernment 
of th~ Unit~d Provinces, dated 24th December 1923. 0' 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 353, dated the 
3rd October 1923, and to communicate the information asked for as detailed 
Ibelow:-

(a) What was i,he average quantity of steel, 500 tons approximately. 
whether fabricated or unfabricnted, used 
annually by the Public Works Depart-
ment during the last three years? 

(b) Can the quantity be taken as an approxi- 450 tons approximately. 
mate estimate of their average annual 
requirements for tho next five years? 

(c) To what extent would the cost of the steel Re. 27,000 in all. 
used by the local Government be increased 
if the import duty on steel were raised 
from 10 per cent. to 331 per cent. as 
proposed by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company; and duty were payable on 
Government importations. 

It will bl'understood that the actual consumption depends entirely on the 
·:amount of funds available for expenditure during each year. 

2. I am also to enclose a minute containing the personal opinion of the 
_ .Hon'ble Minister on the subject. . 

S. The delsy in replying is regretted. 

PersonaZ opinion of the Hon'ble Minister (United Provinces). 
I am a follower of Mr. Baldwin and believe in protection. I see no harm 

if the duties are raised from 10 per cent. to & higher pitch, although 331 
per cent. I regard as & bit too high. 

AHMED SAID KHAN • 
.J5th December 1923. 
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No. 37. 

Letter, dated 17th. November 1923, /l'om th.e' Government of Burma, forward
ingreplies to questionnaire No. III (a). 

In reply to your letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 1923, to the 
address of the Chief Secretary to the Government of Burma. on the subjoot 
noted above, I am directed to forward for your information a copy of letter, 
No. 375-7 I-US, dated the 13th November 1923 and of its enclosure from 
the Development Commissioner, Burma, furnishing the information on thQ 
six points contained in the questionnaire attached to your letter, and to ~ay 
that the Government of Burma (Ministry of IndusJiri41f>t concurs with the 
views expressed by the Development, Commissioner, in the matter. 

rrom Maung Saw Hla Prue, B.A., B.L., A.T.M., Officiating Secretary to 
the Development Commissioner, Burma, to the Secretary to the Government 
of Burma, Department of Agriculture, Excise and Forests, No. 375-1 
1-115, dated the 13th November 1923. 

Subject: -Steel. Manufacture, use, etc., etc. of -' '- in Burma. 

With reference to your letter No. 1134J1.{/X.23, d~ted the 16th October 
1923, on the abovementioned subject, I am directed to forward herewith a 
note embodying the information on the six points contained in the question· 
naire attached to letter No. 326, dated the 27th September 1923, from the 
Secretary, Tariff Board, Calcutta, regarding the manufacture, use, etc., ot 
steel in the minor indus'tries in Burma. -

2. Burma is purely a consumer and a non-producer of iron-steelj what 
little manufacture of this article there is in tlie province is carried Olit by 
two or three great European firms, and then mainly for their own consump
tion. There is no iron ore of commercial .:value in' sight. It is true, no 
doubt, that iron implements, from home ores, were in use before the opaning 
up of communication with the outer world j but the superior quality and 
cheapness of the imported material has overwhelmed home ores. The Deve
lopment Commissioner is therefore inclined to think that the proposal to 
impose _ high import is detrimental to the interests of the people. A duty 
of 331 per cent. would be equivalentr to imposing on cultivators and resi
dents in small towns, additional taxation to the tune of at the very least. 
five lakhs, for the benefit of people who have no claim whatever on Burma, 
and probably do not possess the capacity, even with 'the proposed bolstering 
to capture our market. 

Manufacture, use, etc., of .teel in Burma. 

(1) Steel is used in the form of sh~fts and pulleys in all factories. Struc
tural steel is used to a very limited extent and scarcely at all outside the 
larger towns. Saw and other steel cutting-tools are used extensively in the 
saw milling industry. Steel enters into the construction of the machine tools 
used in .most industrios. Dah. (combined. choppe! and knife) is the staple 
steel artIcle. Plough shares are of cast Iron whIch may, however, be mild 
steel. Cart wheels are of Belgian wrought iron. . 

(2) Shafts, pulleys, Saw steel cutting-tools and machine tools are almost 
~nt~rely imported. A small quantity of the oth~r artic~es. mentioned in (1), 
10 Imported from the west but the overwhelmmg majonty are made in. 
Burma. 

(3) The overwhelming majority of articles used in villages and small towns 
is made of steel bars;' or iron bars or the mild steel bars we call iron aU 
imported frem the west. ' 

(41 The percentage of increased expenditure to the ordinary cultivator or 
to the resident iQ a small town would be small as steel articles he requires 

VOL. III. : • c 
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are few and last long. Bilt whatever the cost, the duty would lncrease it 
precisely pro tanto, for the great majority of the articles are made from 
imported bars at mofussil smithies. 

(5) Blacksmiths only, the engilleering and shipbuildip,g works beil'g ex
cluded from consideration. 

(6) Of course every artisan needs a knife or probe, many of these knives 
.'<\re specialised and some are quite tiny. But they are mostly made froIr. 
imported bars at mofussil smithies. German and Japanese penknives do not 
seem to be common outside the towns. The chances are therefoTe that these 
smithies would go Qn in the same way a~ before, inspite of the increased 
duty. 

Setting aside the Burma Railways, the Irrawaddy Flotilla Compa.ilY al1-
nually send illto the interior, exclusive of the Delta, 1,500 tons of steel iron 
such as is used in villages. Messrs. Chas. Rowie's 'alone send 200 tOIb bar 
steel to each of such places as Pakokku, Myingyan, Hsipaw, bar iron is in 
addition. Such centres diRtribute it to the village smithies. The greatest 
centre in Upper Burma, Mandalay, takes 700 tons of bar steel from Cowie's, 
md further quantities from Indian importers. Even Indian importers .do 
not import from India, and all but a small fraction of our imports, raw or 
iinished whether for the mofussil or not, come from the West---Belgiur.', 
frnited Kingdom, United States of America, Germany, Norway. I ap;:end 
some figures showing the amount imported of a type suitable for mofussiJ 
consumption. 

Sea imports into Rangoon. 

QUANTITY (TONS). VALUE (RS THOUSAND). 

CLASS. 

1919-20. 1920·21. 1921-22. 1919-20. 1920-21. 1921-22-

-
IrOD bar and Channel 1,458 4,523 2,306 477 1,323 376 

Iron or steel .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Hoops and Strips. 578 821 531 249 844 147 

Steel bars 2,435 5,46~ 3,977 868 184 675 

cast steel bars .. 37 5· .. 23 3 

--
TOUL . 4,471 10,848 6,819 1,594 1,87,1 1,201 

, , I , , I 

ANNUAL AVERAGB Seven thonsand tons Fifteen and half lakba 
- -

Overland Imports are 'all from Western Yunnan and' average annually 
8,000 tons worth one lakh. 

The gross annual total is thus 10,000 tons worth Rs. 16,50,000. 
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No. 37{a}. 
'1 
I 

Re.Jl/ie& to qllestionnaire No. III (b) received from the Government of Burma, 
dated 13th :Vovember ]923. 

In reply to your letter No. 353, dated the 3rd of October 1923, r am 
directed to ~tate· that, during the Jast three years the Hurma GovemIDPnt 
has used approximately five hund~'ed tons of steel work per· annum and that 
a like amount will probably be required annually for the next 'ive years; 

2. Were the import duty on steel to be paid by Government the cost of 
imported steel used by the Local Government would be increased by the 

.amount of such import .duty. 

3. In cases of local purchases of steel work manufactured- ex-India, or 
manufactured in India from imported steels, the increase in cost due to a·n 
enhancement of the import duty from 10 per 'Cent. to 331 per cent. would 
·amount to the actual increase in the import duty plus the additional profit. 
which importers would exp~ct to receive owing to their extra outlay on 
import duties. 

4. Rail and ste9.mer freights on Indian manufactures of steel used in 
Burma amount to 25 per cent. to 30 per cent. of the value of the steel ex
manufactory and the result is that it is ordinarily cheaper to impdH direct 
from Europe. Increased duties on imported-articles will result in increased 
prices for Indian steel work. This will mean a decrease in stocks held by 
merchanh owing to the extra capital required per ton of stock held and such 
decrease will adversely affect all works such as steel bridges and steel frame 
buildings. 

5. His Excellency in Council would, however, point. out that the levy of 
Customs duty on steel impOrted by Provincial Governments would involve the 
surrender of the wholo principle of the exemption of imported goods belong
ing to Government from payment of Customs duty which they have enjoyed 
since 1878. The consequence would be that Provincial Revenues would be 
called upon to pay It new form of Contribution to Central Revenues which 
was not contemplated at the time the last financial settlement was made. 
His Excellency in Council could not, therefore, in any event, accept the 
proposal that Customs duties on all stores imported on behalf of Government 
should actually be paid by the purchasing Departments without a re-adjust
ment. of the financial settlement to counteract the adverse consequential 
effects IIpon Provincial Revenues. -

- No. 38. 

Replies frJm the Collectors of Customs, Bombay and Calcutta. to qU(ls
tionnaire issued to them. 

Letter from the Collector 01 Customs, Bombay, to the Tariff Board, S. R. 
- No. 5969, dated the 12th. December 1929. 

I have the honour to refer to the informal discussion which I had with the 
'ariff Board on 30th November 1923 and to ask you to communicate to the 
:oard the following remarks on the note then debated:-

Question I.-Would it be possible by enquiries in India to ascertain with 
lasonable accuracy and reasonable promptitude the price at which steel 

c2 
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was actually being imported or would enquiries in foreign countries also, 
be necessary P 

Answer.-It would be possible to ascertain in 'India with reasonabl& 
accuracy and promptitude the c.i.f. price at which - steel was actually 
being imported into India, and enquiries in foreign countries would not b& 
essential. When goods' are being passed through the Customs, invoices are 
almost invariably demanded, even if assessment be at a specific rate or on 
a tariff valuation, in order that quantities can be more easily checked, and 
classifications ·verified. Section 29, Sea Customs Act, gives us power t(» 
insist on the production not only of invoices but of any other documents 
or information wherewith to checko declarations. The submission of false 
invoices and d~cumentary evidence in support th!!reof is of course quite 
possible in individual cases. For example, a consignment might be invoiced 
at a price exceeding the true price and be supported by a bank draft 
for a corresponding total value; and thereafter the consignor might allow 
a rebate to the consignee by a direct remittance or by an adjustment of 
accounts over a given period. Collusion of this kind would, if skilfully done, 
be almost impossible to detect, but it is difficult to believe that it would 
be extensively practised. If it were not, a skilful and attentive appraising 
staff would have a fair chance of detecting over declarations of value by 
comparison with correct valuations for similar goods. 

Question 2.-In the absence ~f British official agency in foreign countries, 
would there be any objection to the Customs authorities a.ccepting quota
tions for foreign goods in the usual Trade Journals such as the Iron and 
Coal Journal, the Iron l\Ionger, etc.? 

Answer.-Quotations in recognized Trade Journals will help thl) appraisers 
to keep in touch with the course of prices, but would not often enable them 
t;) challenge the values declared for particular consignments, as the importer 
-ceuld plead special circumstances such as forward contracts, etc. 

Question S.-What "reliance can be placed on the declared values of 
imported steel as given to the Customs authorities at present? Is it often 
found that they are inaccurate and require to be corrected P 

Answer.-At present we can rely on the values for steel declared by 
importers, as a very large proportioll" of the steel imported is assessed on 
tariff valuations. Hence the importer.s have no inducement whatsoever t() 
misdeclare the real value of their consignments. 

Question -'.-Do the Customs authorities insist on the production of 
invoices at present even when the duty is assessed on a tariff valuation? Are 
such invoices when called for found to be reasonably accurate? Would the 
compulsory production of invoices in the case of protected articles (e.g., steel) 
lead to undue interference with businessP 

Answer.-This has already been answered in (1) above. 

Que8tion 5.-Is it advisable that the production of invoices both in sterling 
and in foreign currencies should be insisted on when the imported goods 
originate elsewhere than in the United Kingdom? , , 

AnBwer.-In point of fact goods -from countries other than the United 
Kingdom are already invoiced in sterling more often than not. especially now 
that European currencies are so unstable. Even if the contract be in a foreign 
currency, payment is normally effected through an Exchange bank on a 
sterling basis. With exchanges fluctuating as at present I do not see how 
the production of invoices in two currencies would help us. What we want 
and aemand is one authentic invoice which if necessary we can check against 
the bank draft, the indent or contract, the insurancepolioy ,- etc. 

, QueBtion B.-If the proposed s~heme were introduoed-it is to be remember
'ed that the primary.Jiuty would be specific and not ad valorem-would there 
lIS a danger that the prices of imported steel would be overdeclared, and 
would -such overvaluations be easy or difficult to detect? 
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AnBwe1.-If the proposed scheme were introduced and there were a spe~ifi~ 
primary duty, the- only object of overdeclaring values of particular consIgn. 
ments would be to create the general impression that the cost_ of impo~ed 
steel was higher than it really was, and thus to pave the way for a reductIon 
of the primary duty or to prevent the imposition of an off-setting duty. The 
benefit anticipated from such a course would probably be too remote to induce 
importers to enter into a general conspiracy to overdeclare, but the tendency 
to overdeclare would doubtless remain. Our safeguard would lie in the pro
bability that most importers would make honest declarations whereby we 
could check less honest declarations as indicated in my answer to question (1). 

Que8tion 7.-Would it be possible to devise machinery in the Customs 
Department by which records would be kept of the declared values of imported 
llteel 80 that a constant watch -could bekeRt of the movements of prices? 

AnBwe1.-At the cost of some ilicrease in staff records would be kept in 
each major Custom House of declared and accepted values of steel in the 
Bame way as records of market values for tariffed articles are _ kept at present. 

Que8tion B.-What should be the enquiring agency on whose report the 
-Government of India would act? The sole duty of that agency would be to 
determine whether steel was entering India below the basic price and if 80 
.at what price. It would be a pure question of fact. 

An8we1.-The figures so collected would have to be submit/ied, presumably 
in the form of monthly averages for specified classes of goods, to a central col
lating authority, such as the Director General of Commercial Intelligence (to 
whom average market values of tariffed articles are at present Bubmitted,), the 
Board of Central Revenue, or the Tariff Board itself. The selected authority 
would then merely have to compare the average value _for the whole of India 
with the basic price. 

Que8tion 9.-Would it be necessary or desirable ~at the enquiring agenc:v 
-should be vested with statutory powers to compel the -production of documentll 
-and to take evidence on oath. 

AnBwe1.-Assuming that the agency which collects information in th' 
iirst place will be the Customs, as proposed, that agency already possessel 
statutory powers to demand documents under Section 29, Sea Customs Act 
Refusal or neglect to produce documents is punishable by a Magistrate undl!4 
1:lection 167 (72). It would possibly be advantageous if Customs Collectorl_ 
were authorized in law to administer an oath if and when deemed necessary 
for special purposes, as the risk of a prosecution for perjury might -prove .. 
deterrent; on the other hand it is very difficult to prove perjury, and we 
probably have sufficient powers of penalizing misdeclarations without recourse 
to a Court of law under the Sea Customs Act as it stands. What we do 
require is power to demand documents bot only at the -time of importation or 
exportation, hut also during a period of 3 or 6 months thereafter. I believe 
thnt the U. K. Customs possess this power a,lready, and proposals have been 
made to the Government of India that tbe Sea Customs Act should be suitably 
atnended. . 

Que8tion lO.-Under- the present tariif the duties fixed on a tariff valuation 
are in effect specific duties for the perio~ ~uring which the v~l!ation iain 
force? What IS the procedure for -ascertammg the Proper valuatIOn and has 
it been found satisfactory? -' 

An8we1.-Tariif valuations are meant to represent wholesale market values 
less duty. Each major Custom House ascertains the prices ruling for each 
tariffed article and forwards them monthly to the Director General of Com. 
mercial lDtelligence. Once a year Collectors make their recommendations to 
the Director General of -Commercial Intelligence, which are firSt considered 
at an Appraisers' Conference at Calcutta under the presidency of the Director 
General. A provisional schedule is draW1l up at this conference which is 
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, sent to Collectors and Commercial ,bodies for criticism, and eventually t' 
Director General submits' definite proposals to the Government of India, wi 
notify the new schedule shortly belore it takes effect at the beginning of ea' 
calendar year.' The va-Iuations are mainly based on the past year's averal 
market values, qualified in some degree by the prospects of trade in tl 
ensuing year. The one exception is sugar, which at the request of the tra( 
is valued solely ou the past years' average market values. The procedu: 
has been found satisfactory. 

Question 11.-If the Customs authorities had reason to believe that larl! 
consignments of steel wcre being imported at a price substantially below tb 
normal price, is it desirable that they should have power to detain such consigI 
ments pending an enquiry to be made under the directions of ~he Governmer 
of Jndia. If so, would it entail serious inconvenience in the course of business 
Could the difficulty be obviated by allowing the importer to remove the good 
on executing a security bond to pay such additional duty as might be impose 
after enquiry by the Government, of India? 

An8wcT.-It is certainly undesirable that Customs authorities should hav 
power to detain consignment!! of steel. Physically such a course would h 
impossible, as the docks would be congestod and heavy demurrage would be 
come payable by importers. It would also entail seriQus inconvenience in th 
course of business if clearance were permitted on the execution of a llecurit: 
bond. Apart from the extra work resulting from the execution of bonds botl 
to the publio and to the Customs, such a course prevents any finality it 
business dealings. Under the Indian Tariff any new or enhanced duty can bl 
added to a contract price (vide Section 10), but a contingent liability is I 

difficult thing to pass on. -If the actual importer does pass it on, and h 
eventually not called on to pay it, with the best will in the world he cal 
not arrange for a refund to the first purchaser to be passed on to subsequen1 
purchasers. The actual importer, in fact, will be seriously hampered in quotin€ 
prices by the fact that the customs duty payable has not been finally deter
mined. In my opinion the best course to pursue will be for the additional 
or off-setting duty to take effect after an enquiry which should be limited 
to one month; price' figures will be a.vailable at very short notice if the proce. 
dure suggested in my answers to questions (7) and (8) is adopted, and a 
delay of one month oould do little harm to the Indian steel industry as large 
consignments of cheap steel could not be imported at such short notice. If, 
however, it be oonsidered essential that even this muoh delay should be 
avoided, the addition or off-setting duty might take provisional effect from 
the date of a Government of India notification directing an enquiry, the 
enabli_ng legislation being on the lines of the Provisional Collection of Taxes 
Act. It must however bo rememberl!d that prc.visional coliecti,.n af duties 
entails a large volume of refund, account and audit work in the Custom 
Houses if the provisional taxes be not 30nfirmeil or l-e iu ally way varied 
before confirmation. 

Que8tion lS.-Would there be a serious danger of over-valuation for Customs 
purposes if tb.e Bcheme were adopted? 

AnswBT.-There would undoubtedly be a very great dimger of over valuation 
if this plan were adopted, beoauBe Buch over-valuation, if accepted, would be 
of immediate pecnniary advantage to every individual exporter. In other words. 
the temptation would be immediate and constant in contrast to the indirect 
temptation mentioned in my answer to question (6). 

QuesfionH.-If over-valuations were numerous would they be easily 
detected by the Customs authorities? 

AnsU'er.-The temptation to o"er-value being so much stronger and wide
'pread the m:eatest ingenuity would be exercised to avoid detection. Conse
quently over-val~ations would be very diffioult to detect, the more so as the 
safeguard mentioned at the end of my answer to question (6) would er 
~ypothB8i disappear or at least be greatly diminished. 
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Question 14~-Would the necessity of carefully valuing each consignment of 
steel be a serious addition to the burdens of- Customs officers and would 
it be likely to entail the employment of a largex: staff? 

An,wer.-The necessity of carefully valuing each consignment of steel 
would be a serious and an unfair addition to the burdens of Customs officers. 
I do not wish for a moment to reflect on the honesty of my officers, but shOUld 
be lacking in my duty if I did not point out- that when importers have 
great incentives to misdeclare and receive great rewards' for successful 
misdeclaration, equally great temptations are put before the Customs officers 
who have to check declarations. Even a considerable addition to the gazetted 
staff of the Customs Houses as well as to the non-gazetted appraising staff 
would hardly reconcile me to the obvious dangers of the, proposal. 

Que,tion 15.-The object in view being protection and, not revenue is it 
desirable that the duties should be specific 01' ad llalorem or by means of a 
tariff valuation. The objection to the ad llalorem duty is that the duty is 
lowest when protection is most needed and highest when it is least needed. 

An.wer.-For protective purposes specific duties are ~ obviously desirable 
when practicable. - ~ . . .. 

Que.tion 16.-The present tariff duties are partly ad llalorem and partly 
on a tariff valuation. Would the Customs authorities welcome the extension 
of specific or ·tariff valuation duties to those steel products which are at 
present assessed ad llalorem? Would there be. serious difficulty in adopting 
this course in the case of products which though classified under one head 
differ widely in value? Are there many such products P 

An.wer.-The Customs authorities would welcome the extension of specific 
duties or assessment on tariff valuations in the 'case of steel products at 
present assessed qd llalorem, so far as this is practicable. It must however 
be remembered that the tariff- valuation schedule as it stands has aimed at 
the maximum extension of the tariff valuation system in the case of steel, 
and a great proportion of the steel imported is already assessed under that 
system. In my opinion the only method whereby this system could be 
further expanded, or specific duties imposed, would be to amplify the 
number of heads, classing together goods which do not differ too widelY' ill 
value. For example, plain pipes and tubes (excluding fittings) and various 
types of beams,- girders, etc., might possibly be capable of further classifica
tion, and might then be assessable on tariff valuations or at specific rates. 
Fabricated steel, on the other hand, would probably defeat all efforts at 
classification. 

QUeBtion 11.-What exactly are the difficulties anticipated in discriminat
ing between wrought iron and steel? 

An'wl!f'.-Hitherto this Custom House, has not been able to obtain an 
expert opinion in border line cases. The difficulty will partly disappear if 
and when we can obtain a definite opinion from an .expert at short notice. 
U we cannot obtain a test report within a few days, the importer will be 
handicapped by not knowing definitely the duty payable and will not be 
able to quote firm prices to purchasers. 

No. 39. 

Mernorondurn from the Collector of Custom" Calcutta. to the Secretary, 
Tariff Board, No. 18594, dated the 14th December 19!58. 

RBPLIB8 TO Q1JlI8TION8 AlKED BY .TBII TABID' BOARD. 

Que,tio1l1.-Would it be possible by enquiries in India to ascertain with 
reasonable accuracy and reasonable promptitude the price at which steel was 
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actually being imported or would enquiries in foreign countries also be 
~ecessaryP 

Question S.-In the absence of British official agency in foreign countries, 
would there be any objection to the Customs authorities accepting quotations 
for foreign goods in the usual Trade Journals such as the Iron and Coal 
Journal, the Iron Monger, etc. P 

Answer.-The invoices presented at the Custom House for each consign
ment show the price at which steel is actually being imported: the price 
shown in such invoices includes, of course, all extras ;n regard to size, 
finish and strength (as evidenced by the tests to which the steel has been 
subjected), which would not be necessary for the purpose of the Board, if, 
as is understood, the propose!I Tarilt would not differentiate between steel 
products varying in these particulars. The simplest method of arriving at 
variations of price of steel products generally would be to watch variations 
in 'the basis price of steel as quoted in ,Trade Journals, such as the 
Ironmonger, etc. It is true that other factors might temporarily affect prices 
but on the whole the basis price would provide the safest guide .. 

. It would, however, be possi-ble to compile statistics from the invoices 
pre~4!lnted, but in order to eliminate " ExtraI!' " as far as possible, it would be 
necessary to .lay down the types of goods for which such statistics should be 
kept, i.e., those goods, the price of whilCh is to form the basis of the specific 
duty proposed. This would enable the Custom House officials to concentrate 
(In certain articles and to base their price ~eports on essentials. 

Question " . .....,What reliance can be placed on the declared values of 
imported steel ,as given to the Customs authorities at presentP Is it often 
found that they are inaccurate and require to be corrected? 

Answer.:-'It is not found in pr8lCtice that such invoices are unreliable, but 
for the majority of steel imports, tariff valuations have been fixed and in 
eonsequence the invoice values are not required. In this connection the reply 
to question (5) may be read: the value of such London invoices is at times 
enhanced in order to obscure' the' quality to local purchasers in India. 

Quution 4.-Do the Customs authorities insist on the production of 
invoices at present even when the duty is assessed on a tariff valuation P 
Are such invoices when called for found to be reasonably accurate? Would 
the compulsory production of invoices in the case of protected articles (e. g., 
eteel) lead to undue interference with business P 

Answer.-Invoices are required at present 'and are reasonably accurate: 
110 addition'al interference with business would be imposed. 

Question 5.-ls it advisable that the production of invoices both in 
eterling and in foreign currencies should be insisted on when the imported 
goods originate elsewhere than in the United Kingdom? 

Answer.-Most continental invoiCes are at present in sterling, but fre
quently continental manufacturers' invoices are not obtainable, e.g., where 
(lontinental steel is shipped vid. London and the London branch of the Indian 
Importing firm invoice the goods. It would be necessary to insist on manu
facturers' invoices in every case. 

Question 6.-If the proposed scheme were introduced-it is to be remem
bered that the primary duty would be speci:lic and not ad valorem-would 
there be a danger that the prilCes of imported steel would be overdeclared, 
and would such over-valuations be easy or difficult to detect? 

Answer.-There would be some danger of such over-valuation but with the 
basis prices of steel products as quoted in the Trade Journals, as a guide, it 
should be possible to detect them in the long run. 

Quution 7.-Would it. be possible to devise machinery in the Customs 
Department <by 'which records would be kept of' the declared values of 
imported steel so that a constant watch could be kept'of the movements of 
prices P , " . ' 
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An.wer.-It would be possible to keep a record of invoices: to do this 
properly it would be necessary to.have a specialist in the steel trade as it 
would be of little value merely to record prices without ascertaining and" 
noting at the time reasons for variations in the price of certain consign
ments: it would need a specialist to detect such variations and to conduct 
the necessary enquiries: in Calcutta, I am of opinion that a whole time man 
would be needed to cope ,!"ith this work. " 

Que.tion B.-What should be the ·enquiring agency on whose report the 
Government of India would act? i'he sole duty of that agency would be 
to determine whethet: steel was entering India below the basic and .if so 
,at. what price. It would be a pure question of faot. 

Quutio1l..l/.-Would it be necessary 01: desirable that ·the enquiring agency 
-should be vested with statutory powers to compel the production of docu
ments and to take evidence on oath. 

An.wer.-Periodical reports of prices as ascertained from importations 
should be submitted by Collectors of Customs to" some Central authority
the Central Board of Revenue or the Director General of Commercial Intelli
gence: this authority should report to the Government of India· when he 
considered that the change in price necessitated a change in duty, and suggest 
a new rate on the basis of the prices reported to him. The new rate could 
then be published by the Government of India and were it higher than the 
old rate, a period could be fixed within which the Trade could lay objections 
before the Central authority. An enquiry into these objections might be held 
-either by the Central authority or if time and space presented this, by 
<Jollectors of Customs. As such. objections would constitute in reality a 
-challenge to the prices reported by the Customs Houses, it would be 
lIlecessary to give the enquiring Agency" (either the Central· authority or 
the Collector of Customs) power to call for the invoices on which the reports 
were based and to take evidence on oath. Section 29 of the Sea Customs 
Act only authorizes the Collector to call for invoices, etc., at the time of 
importation and not afterwards: it further only considers documents in the 
possession of the Importer or Owner: it would be advisable to specify the. 
original manuf,\cturers' invoice. 

Que,tion lO.-Under the present tariff the duties fixed on a" tariff valua
tion are in effect ·specific duties for the period during which the valuation is 
in forceP What is the procedure for ascertaining the proper valuation and 
hal it been found satisfactory? 
" Answer.-Tariff valuations are based on market values in "India (less duty) 

during the proceeding year, but consideration is given to the tendency of the 
trade. at the close of the year. They are subjected to discussion by the 
Chambers of Commerce before being finally fixed: speaking generally, the 
procedure has been ~atisfactory. 

Quution ll.-If the Customs authorities had reason to believe thaj; large 
-consignments of steel were being imported at a price SUbstantially below 
the normal price, is it desirable that they poould have power to detain such 
consignments pending an enquiry to be II1.ade under the directions of .the 
Government of India P If so, would it entail serioui!l inconvenience in 
the course of businessP Could the difficulty be obviated by allowhig the 
importer to remove the goods on executing a security bond'to pay such 
additional duty as might be imposea after enquiry by the Government 
of Indiap· . 

An.wer.-It is not desirable to de~in large consignments unless absolutely 
necessary as apart from the inconvenience entailed to the Importer, such 
a practice might lead to'serious congestion at Docks and Jetties. Conse
quently, such a step should be avoided if "possible. Under the law as it 
stands at present if a consignment is wrongly declared in respect of quantity, 
description of value (quite apart from the question of the duty at the time 
being on the actual consignment) the Importer is liable to be penalized 
and to have bis goods confiscated~ Pending such "proceedings the goods ca,:,-



be detained. Such steps are not ordinarily taken now unless actual duty 
is involved, an~ as a rule, only small penalties are imposed where statistical 
accuracy alone IS at sta~e. Under the ,proposed scheme it would be necessary 
th.at we should be ~atIsfied that the Invo~ce value of consignments, which 
mlgJ!t form O.le basIs of a future change In duty, should be correct. Ordi
narilr detent~on ?f a sample alone would. suffice for the purpose of the 
enqUiry, but It might be necessary to detain more than a sample in order 
to cover any possible penalty that might be imposed for misstatement of 
value. 

It would not be necessary to detain consignments pending an enquiry 
ordered by the Government of India, i.e., when Government decides that an 
enquiry is necessary and proposes to give retrospective effect tiP any addi
tional duty that may be imposed as a result of such enquiry. The security. 
bond system would meet such a case: further, if the procedure sketched in 
my reply to questions (8) and (9) were adopted, such additional rate could 
be levied provisionally pending the result of any objections raised by the 
Trade. 

Questi9n 12.~Would there be a serious danger of over-valuation for
Customs purposes if the schemes were adopted P 

Question 13.-1f over-valutions were numerous would they be easily 
detected by the CustoIils authorities P 

Question 14.-Would the necessity of carefully v~luing each consignment 
of steel be a serious addition to the burdens of Customs officers and would 
it be likely to entail the employment of a larger staff P 

Answer.-This scheme would be decidedly dangerous and would place a 
premium on collusion between importers and Customs subordinate officials. 
The value ·of elilCh consignment would need tery special attention requiring
a largely increased staff and causing a very considerable amount of deten
tion to consignments: the majority would probably have to be passed on 
the security bond system, which would again entail extra work and addi
tional clerical staff. 

Question 15.-The object in view being protection and not revenue is it 
desirable that the duties should be specific or ad valorem or by means of a 
tariff valuation. The objection to the ad vaZorem duty is that the duty is 
lowest when protection is most needed and highest when it is least needed. 

Answer.-From the administrative point of view there is little to choose 
between a specific .duty and a tariff valuation. Either is infinitely pre-: 
ferable to an ad valorem duty, which entails, though in a minor degree, 
the disadvantages of the system proposed in paragraph 5. 

Question l6.-The present tariff duties are partly ad vaZorem and partly 
on a tariff valuation. Would the Customs authorities welcome the extension 
of specific or tariff valuation duties to those steel products which are at 
present assessed ad 'ValoremP Would there be serious difficulty in adopting 
this course in the case of products which though classified under one head 
differ widely in value P Are there mnny such products P 

Answer.-The present tariff includes under one valuation products whi~h 
differ widely in value. It would be scarcely feasible to extend the tariff 
valuation system to fabricated prodlWt of the steel products nQw asseSS?d 
ad valm'em, rails and unfabricated joists alone lend themselves readily 
to such extension. ' 

Question 17.-What exactly are the difficulties anticipated in discriminat
ing between wrought iron and steeU 

Answer.-The present tariff does discriminate between iron and steel: 
the difference in tariff valuations is not great and there is not much temp
tation to importers to make wrong declarations in this respect. Were a 
heavy specifio duty imposed on steel and were iron products left as they are, 
such temptation might prove a real source of danger and we shonld 
probably filld considerable difficulty in distinguishing between the two: we 
have no means of fra.cturing samples or of subjecting them to metallurgical 
tests on the spot: such tests could be carried out by sending samples to 



a test ho~se, but it would be difficult to avoid detaining the consignment
pending the result of the test, -in order to cover the penalty leviable or to 
enable the Collector to confiscate the goods which might be necessary in 
a case, where a large amount of duty was involved. In the case -contem
plated here duty would be directly involved: in the answer to question 11. 
thia would not be the case. 

Differentiation between products of 'Various countries. 

This would present great difficulties: cases occur now where manufac
turers' invoices are not produced: power could be given to insist on their 
production, but cases might arise where they could not be produced, e.g., 
the goods might be dumped in an intermediate country and purchased from 
there. Further, continential steel may be subjected to a final .process of 
manufacture in the United Kingdom. 
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Repli.es by Railway Companies to Questionnaires issued to them • 

. No. 40. 

Replies to queltionnai'l'e No. 11 (a) 'I'eceived /'I'om Assam Bengal Railway Co., 
Ld., dated 2nd Novembe'l' 1929. 

With reference to your letter No. 271, dated the 19th September 1923, 
[ have the honor to reply as below:-

(a) The weight of steel castings imported by this Railway during the 
fast two years was Ton" 14-15-0-0 and the cost was Rs. 58,551-11-0. 

(b) For rolling stock. 
(c) Tons 381-10-0-0 separate cost not ascertltinable. 
(d) There will be only about 30 tons under "0" above during the 

next five years. -

PaTag'l'aph 2.-We do not make steel castings. 
PaTag'l'aph 8.-Approximately 90 tons- of steel scrap of all descriptions 

including mild steel. 

BepZiea to questionnai'l'll No. 11 (b) 'I'eceived /'I'om A&&am Bengal Railway Co •. 
Ld., dated 5th. Novembe'l' 1928. 

With reference to your letter No. 272, dated the 19th September 1923, 
I have the honour to answer. as below the question asked by your Board:

(1) The approximate value ~t present rates for requirements of steel 
of all kinds for the next five years is Rs. 2,30,000 per year. 

(2) The increase in Capital and Revenue Expenditure would amoun~ 
roughly to Rs. 53,000 per year. 

(3) If Rolling Stock is to be considered as structural steel, the further 
expenditure incurred would amount to about Rs. 2.,30,000 per 
year. • 

(4) Any increase in cost of materials must affect general workin!!: 
costs and must have a retarding effect on rate reductions. 

(5) The increased price of steel resulting from the imposition of a duty 
of 331 per cent. would undoubtedly tend to retard Construction 
of Railways. , 

(6) It is most desirable from the Railway point of view that the 
steel industry should be established in India on a firm basis. 

(7) I do not agree with a prot~tion duty of 331 per cent. but if it 
is assumed that some protection is necessary it'is suggested that 
protection should be afforded in the form of a subsidy for a 
fixed period of years after which the position should again be 
reviewed. The payment of any such subsidy would necessitate 
the keeping of Manufacture Accounts in such a manner that 
production costs could be accurately estimated. 

l'lepZiea to questionnai'l'e No. 11 (c) rllceived from AIBam Bengal Railway Co., 
Ld. dated 5th November 1928. 

In reply to your letter No. 313, dated 25th September 1923, I beg to 
answer the questionnaire enclosed with your letter as under:-

(1) Total vehicles 5364-Main types:-
(i) Covered goods wagons, 4-wheeled 

(ii) Covered goods wagons, bogie • 
(iii) Open high-sided wagons, bogie • 
(iv) Timber or rail wagons, bogie • 
(v) Ballast wagons, hopper, 4-wheeled 

(vi) Oil tank wagons, bogie 

4,185 
100 

58 
129 
170 
10 

TOTAL • 4,649 
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(2) Annual requirem,ents for the nelllt 5 years will )le, approximately:

(i) 100 Four-wheeled covered goods wagons. 
(ii) 10 Timber or rail wagons, bogie, and about 50 re-builds in our--

Workshops. Others nil, -

(3) We do not build wagons in our Shops. -
(4) Nil. 
(S) Cost of the main types of imported wagons-ilxcluding wheels and 

axles :-(a) Cost of stock received in 1922-23, (b) Cost of stock received jn 
1923-24, (e) Probable average C03t for 4 years 1924-25 to 1927-28. 

- C. i. f. In- ERECTION CHARGES. Total cost, 
dian Port, finally 
plUllland- ~ erected 
ing charge 

Labour. I 
and ready 

and duty. Stores. to run. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

r 3,000 100 100 3,200 

(i) Iron covered goods wagon, 4- (b) 2,500 100 100 2,700' 
wheeled. 

(e) 2,500 100 100 2,700--

- r .. .. .. . . 
(Ii) Iron cO"'Bred goods wagon, (b) 5,000 - 200 200 5,400-

bogie. 
(e) 200 5,000 200 5,400-

r .. .. .. .. 
(iii) ~teel high·si(ied wagon, bogiei (b) 5,300 100 100 5,500-

(e) 5,300 100 100 5,500' 

r 5,600 300 100 6,000--

(ill) Timber truck, bogie • (b) 4,800 300 100 5,200-

(e) 4,800 300 100 5,200' 

r .. .. .. .. 
(I) Ballast wagon (hopper) 4- (b) .. ',' 

100 I 
.. "-wheeled. -

(e) 2,300 .. 2,400' 
: r .. .. .. .. 

vi) Oil tank wagon, bogie (suit. 
able for carrying petroL. • (b) .. .. .. .. -. 

(e) 25,000 300 100 25,400 

(6) Statement attached. • 
(7) Yes, we have adopted the alternative British Standard specification. 
(8) On main principles .. Yes .. but only if the cost price is not therebY 

increased. The Railways have to be run on a business footing and purchM:! 
must be made ordinarily in the cheapest market. The l;l.lglier all round quality.-
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.and standard of English worl{manship also comes into 'consideration and 
might influence contracts being .placed in England even if the Indian price 
'was more favourable. . 

(9) No. 
(10) This question has already been answered in reply to Question 7 in 

the questionnaire forwarded with your letter No .. 272 of the 19th September 
1923 and the answer is that, whilf> a protest must be made against the idea 
.of a high protective duty, yet, if some further protection higher than the 
existing 10 per cent. duty is necessary. it is suggested that protection should 
be affordea iIi the form of a subsidy for a fixed period of years after whieh 
the position should again be reviewed. The payment of any such Bubsidy 
would necessitate the keeping of manufacturing accounts in such a manner 
that production costs could be aocurately estimated. 

(11) An increase in the costs of materials -obviously affects the costs of 
working. The increase in cost might not be sufficient to necessitate an 
immediate increase in rates and fares but undoubtedly it would influence 
transportation costs and might; retard rate and fare reductions. Au 
..increase in the cost of materials would seriously affect railway constructiolls 
especially as at the present moment a return of 6 per. cent. on capital is 
required by the Government of India.' 



ASSAM.BENGAL RAILWAY COMPANY, LIMITED. 

(Inoorporated in Great Britain.> 

Statement showing main types of wagons and difio~nt class of mat6rials usod in their manufactur6. 

-- . 
Total liB" class UD" claa8 Steel I Structural 
weight steel steel Steel Sprlnp: plates steel Wrought 

DESCBIP!t'ION. of used In wedin .... tlngs. steel. and (angl .. and iron. 
wagon. manufacture. manufacture. sheets. I chaunels). 

. 
1 2 8 4 Ii 6 7 8 9 . 

T. O. qr . T. O. qr. T. O. qr. T. O. qr. T. O. qr. T. C. qr. T. C. ,qr. T. O. qr. 

• ovored goods 
,eled. 

wagon, 4· Ii 18 0 .. 1 1 1 0 6 0 0 Ii 0 1 2 0 111 0 1 6 2 

ovorcllgoods wagon, bogie. 10 12 0 .. 2 2 2 0 8 a 0 6 8! 2 Ii 0 2 0 11 a 6 31 

iligh .. lded wagon, bogie 9 4 0 .. 2 2 2 0 8 8 0 6 8i 1 18 0 1 Ii 0 a 0 8i 

If truck, bogie • 1110 0 .. S 2 2 0 8 1 0 6 at 2 12 0 3 Ii 0 214 8i 

t "lagon (hopper) '-wheeled 4 0 0 .. 1 1 1 .0 6 0 0 4 2 1 2 0 017 0 0 9 ,0, 

nk wagon, bogie (suitable 
carrying petrol). 

17 4 0 .. 2 2 2 0 8 0 0.7 8l Ii 15 0 ,218 0 Ii 10 2& 

Iron 
ca.lltinb~. R"M&RKS. 

10 11 

T. O. qr. 

0 1 1 

0 2 0 

0 2 0 

0 0 2 

0 0 1 

0 2 °1 
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No. 41. 

Replies to questionnaire No. II (a) received from South Indian Railway, 
dated 16th November 1929. 

• I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 271 of 
19th September 1923, and to give below seriatum answers to your 
enquiries: - -

(a) 43 tons-Rs. 1,25,328. 
(b) Loco. repairs. 
(c) Cannot be -ascertained. 
(d) No. 

Scrap steel available annually 750 tons. 
We do not produce steel castings in our own Workshops. 

Letter dated 20th November 1929, from the South India'll Railway, forwlU".t: 
ing replies to questionnaire No. II (b). 

In compliance with your letter No. 272 of the 19th September 1923, I 
have the honour to enclose herewith the questionnaire with my reply again,t 
each item. 

Replies to questionnaire No. II (b). 

AMwer. 

1. 30,000 tons exclusive of fabricated steel. 
2. Ann~al increase in expenditure:-

Capital 
Revenue 

3. Further annual increase:-

Capital 
Revenue 

Rs.-
4,55,000, 
1,71,800 

Re. 
4,62,000 
1,05,000 

4. Yes, certainly would prevent any reduction of fares. 
5. Yes, it is bound to do so now that any proposal for extensi.on ~8 

judged on its capacity to pay a fair return on Capital before sanctIon IS 

given. 
6. In itself, yes. 
7. By means of a subsidy or a bounty on production. 

Replies to questionnaire No. 11 (cyreceived from the South India'll Railway 
00., Ld., dated 29rd November 1929. 

I have the honour to give below my replies to the questionnaire forwarded 
to me with your letter No. 313 of the 25th September, 1923., 

1. The total number 'of wagons ixsed by this Railway is:-

Metre Gauge 
Broad Gauge 

• 4.464 
• 1,867 
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Metre Gauge
Main type. of, wagon,. 

Bogie covered goods 
Bogie high-sided • 
Bogie timber trucks 
Bogie ballast wagons 

Broad Gauge-, 
' .. 

1,328 
171 

49 
50 

Covered goods • 763 
• Open goods • 251 
Timber trucks (double bolster) 176 
Steel ballast wagons ~25 

2. The following have been iLcluded in the five years programme:-

I 
1924-25. t 1925·26. 1926·27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 

I Jlme Gaug-. 

Bogie covered goods 75! 60 
wagons. 

I .. High-sided wagons 35 ! , I .. Ballast wagons . -..20 : 
I 

Broad gauge-
I 

50 I Covered Goods wagons '. 
-_,Ope .. goods wagons 15 

Timber trucks . 30 

3. No. 
4. None. 
o. Please see statements attached. 
6. (a) Metre Gauge-

.. 

.. 

80 

30 

... I 

/----

35 

.. 

.. 

.. 
30 

.. 

Bogie covered goods (exclusive of wheels and axles 
Bogie high-sided 
Bogie ballast • 
Bogie timber trucks " 

Broad Gauge-

.. 
" 

. . 

. . 

' , 

38 

30, 

Tons, 
8-9 
7-9 
7-5 
6-5 

Covered goods • 6.a 
Open goods • 5-16 
Timber trucks • 5-8 
Ballast wagons • •••• 5-5 

(b) to (i) I regret it is not possible for us to give this information. 
7. Yes. 
S. Yes. 
9. No. 
10. By subsidy. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

50-

.. 

.. 

11. Would undoubtedly prevent a reduction of fares ani also rebrcl 
the construction of Railway •• 

VOL. III. D 
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Reply to No.5. 

Metre Gauge-E,timated Amount, 1929-2.4. 

~ ..... 
'Bogie " " "Bogie Bogie 

covered high. ballast, 
goods.' sided. 

-, ' 

.. '- . 
Re. 

.,_ h. ,-, w. 

Rs. _Re, 

English :cost e. i. I. pl1lll landing. charges 4,050 5,550 4,050 
and diity but (less C()st of whllCIs "nd ' . 
a~es). ; -- ., 
.... 

Erection--.:. 

Labour · · .- 180 150 90 

Stores ~ -------00 30 40 · 
General charges 30 25 20 

Depreciation on buildings and plant 215 288 210 

--- --, - ,. 
TOTAL 4,525 6,043 4,410 

.-

• 

Broad Gauge-E,timated Amount" 1929-2.4. 

I 
Covered Open Timber . 
goods. goods. truoks. 

Rs. Re. RB. 

English oost e. I. I. "Ius landing charges and 3,765 3,765 3,765 
.duty but' (less 898tof wheels ,and axles) •. 

. '. 
Ereclion-oo.., 

Labour . · · · . · 140 iOO 100 

" Stores . . · · 60 50 30 

Genera~ charges I ·30 25 22 , · · . · 
i' 

f_., -
Depreciation on buildings and plant. · 200 197 ~96 

-
: TOTAL 

• j 4.195. 4,i37 4,113. 
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llepl,lto QuiBtion No.5. 
Erected in our Workshop, j'll 19218-23. 

. MBTBB GAtJGB. . . 
--ACTtJALS. 

Bogie covered. Bogie bigh-
sided •. goods. 

Re . 

• English cost e. I. t. "Ius landing charges 
duty but (less cost of wheels and axles). 

and 7,825 

Erection,-
• 

Labour . 118-

Stores 64 

General charges 16 

Depreciation on buildings and plant 401 

-. 

TOTAL .. 8,424 

BnOAD GAtJGB. 

" 

. - .. -"-'" 

~ 

Bs. 

5,222 -> 

- 74 

22 

10 

266 

_5.594 

ACTUAL!.' 

"""" .... -; . t' ~"'t In': I"!f 

Covered goods (single 
. unit.) 

Re. 

English cost eo .. f •. 1l1US landing charges and duty hut' (Iesa cost 1,030 
of wheels and axles). '. 

Erectio_ 

Labour 

Stores 

General charges 

Depreciation on buildings and pl&nt 

TOTAL 

6.7. 

23'. 

15. 

207 

4,342 

Figures for. other types I,ave not heen given as they have not heen turned out in: 
1922·23 or programmed for d.!Jring If,l2~-24. 

D2 
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No. 42. 

Replies to questionnaire. No. II (u) received from The Madm., and Souther", 
Mahra.tta Radway CI)" Ld., dated 29th October 1923. 

In reply to your No. 271 of thl' 19th September 1923, I have the honour 
to state as follows:-

The weight of. st~l ~astings imported as such during the last two official 
years was approxunately 60 tons valued at Rs. 36,000. 

~hese castings were mostly used for the renewal of parts of locomotive
carrIages and wagons. 

No separ~to record is kept of the weights of steel castings imported as 
parts of rollIng stock or other. important articles, it is probably about 200-
tons valued at 1 lakh. 

~t is expected the normal requirements will increase by about 50 per cent. 
durmg the next 5 years. 

No steel castings are manufactured in our own shops. This Railway is' 
situ~ted a~ a gr~at dis~ance from t~e Indian works undertaking st"eel 
castmgs whiCh are SItuated In the North, It has been suggested that economies. 
could be effected by utilizing scrap locally. 

This Railway at present puts about 150 tons of steel scrap on the market 
annually. . 

Repliell to questionnaire No. II (b) 'l'eceived from The Madra, and Southern' 
Mahratta'" Railway Co., Ld., dated 80th October 1928. 

With reference to your letter No. 272 of the 19th September 1923, I have
the honour to reply as follows:-

The probable. annual consumption of 'steel of the kinds mentioned during
the next 5 years is 12,400 tons, of which 11,000 tons would be rails, and 1,400 
other sections. 
• Assuming that the price of the steel was increased to the full extent 
of additional duty, a rise in import duty from 10 to 331 per cent. would 
involve an additional expenditure of about Rs. 70,000 on Ca~ital and 3t 
lakhs on Revenue account annually. 

If the increased duty were extended to structural steel, imported in the
fabricl/oted condition, there would be a further increase in expenditure, 
mostly on Capital account, of 21lakhs a year. 

The increase in customs duty might add about 1 per cent. to the current 
working expenses, there would also be an addition to the interest charges' 
on account of the increased Capital cost. This would have to be met by 
increasing earnings; it might not involve an immediate general rise in 
rates and fareB. though, if the duty were continued for a long period, this. 
must eventually result, on account of the increased Capital expenditure. 

Most of the proposals in the area served by this Railway are for new 
branch lines. The return on these generally would be less than " per cent. 
on the present costs of construction; the net result of increased Capital' 
cost and working expenses by the introduction of higher duties would be to 
decrease this return and this would have a discouraging effect on new 
construction. . 

With every desire to encourage local industries, it is considered that 
the fostering of particular industries would injure others, and frOID: the 
Railway point of view the question of the means by which the end IS to· 
be attained is of paramount importance. 

It is considered that an increase in tariffs or the restricting of orders to 
the local market would destroy healthy competition and would not result 
in the growth of a sound industry. It is also considered that the cost of 
developing 'specific industries should not be made a charge on transporta
tion. India is a country of great distances; it is of vital importance to 
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many industries that the cost of carriage should be kept as low as possible 
and a tax which affects Railways hinders general development. 

The Steel industry enjoyed a practical monopoly during the War- period 
with the result that wages were increased to an extent not justified by the 
comparative efficiency of the labour. There is no guarantee that the arti
ncial continuance of a monopoly by the imposition of a tariff barrier would 
result in improvement on sound business lines. 

Railways are largely owned by Government and financed from Government 
IGans, and any-form of encouragement to rising industries should be strictly 
limited to the amount necessary to enable the industrial concern to gi~e 
a return similar to that obtainable on money invested in. Government 
loans. If Government· take action to ensure .tha.t certain industrial invest
ments pay rates of interest higher than those obtainable on Government 
loans, it will tend to discourage the provision of money' badly needed for 
the development of communicati.ons .. 

The demand for steel in India is for mluiy years likely to exceed the 
local supply, while at present there is no local competition to control prices. 
The principle of protecting industries of national importance has long been 
recognized in the case of Railways, where the guarantee was restricted to a 
rate of interest slightly below that obtainable on Government loans an!} a 
-Government control imposed to prevent the exploiting of the public. 

If the Steel industry iq' in the opinion of the Government of national 
importance and cannot be continued without protection, it is considered this 
·should be given preferably in the form of a subsidy payable from general 
national revenues. 

Jleplie. to questionnaire No. II (c) ret;ei"ed Irom Ths 'Madras and Southern 
Ma"hratta Railway 00., Ld., dated 2nd November 1923. 

I have the honour to give below answers to the set of questions referred to 
in the enclosure to your letter No. 313, dated the 25th September 1923:-

No.1. 

Total M£mber 01 wagon ... 

Broad Gauge 
Metre Gauge 

TOTAL 

Main types 1. R. O. A. 

Covered wagons 4-wheeled 
Open wagons 4-)Vheeled.
Oil tank wagons 4-wheeled 
Explosive vans 4-wheeled 
Covered wagons bogie 
Open wagons bogie 
Rail wagons bogie 
Oil. tank bogie 

.. Broad Gauge. 
3,692 
1,314 

36 
20 

TOTAL • 5,062 

5,553 
6,661 

12,214 

Metre. Gauge. 
4,894 

870 , 

13 
127 
231 

Nil 
33 

6,168 
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Othe'l' types-B'I'oad Gauge. 

Double bolster trucks 4-wheeled • • 93-
9 

48 
3 

34 
T 

13" 
1 

If). 

Single bolster timber trucks and rail trucks 4 pairs 
Open goods wagons six-wheeled • 
Platform trlliCks 8-wheeled non-bogie 
Oil tank wagons six-wheeled 
Water tank wagons four-wheeled 
Gas trucks four-wheeled 
Engine carrying, truck bogie 
Travelling cranes ' • 

,Support wagons for travelling cranes 
Store vans four wheeled ' 
Tool vans'four-wheeled, 
'Brake vans 

Total Broad Gauge 

TOTAL 

IS" 
4-

14-
• 236 

. 49l' 

491 + 5,062 = 5,553: 

Othe'l' types-Met'l'e Gauge. 

Double bolster timber trucks 4-wheeled lQ4;, 

Single J>olster timber trucks 4-wheeled 45 
Oil tank 'wagons 'four-wheeled 4 

'Store vans four-wheeled • 3 
'Loco. oil vans four-wheeled 8 

Low sided wagons fitted with moveable bolsters four-
wheeled 16, 

Low sided wagons with sides and ends coupled, six 
wheeled 2. 

Gas trucks four-wheeled 36 

Tool vans four-wheeled 14, 

To~l vans six-wheeled 

Water tanks four-wheeled 
Travelling cranes four-wheeled 

,Travelling cranes six-wheeled 

Travelling cranes eight-wheeled 
Support wagons for bravelling cranes 

Liquid fuel tenders four-wheeled '. 
Platform wagons six-wheeled 

2; 

" 7't: 
6, 

9 

4 
; 1& 

3: 
, Sl 

Brake vans 142-

'r0tal Metre Gauge , 
Total for Broad and l!.{etre Gauges 

TOTAr. • 493 

493+6,168= 6:661 
5,553 + 6,661 = 12.,21" - .' 
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No. s. 
- Annual requirement. Main Types-Broail Gauge Section. 

Covered goods wagons four-wheeled, about 200 
Open goods wagons four-wheeled about ioo 
Oil tanks four-wheeled .bout .1 
Explosive vans four-wheeled about ," 2 
Covered goods wagons bogie N iZ 
Open goods wagons bogie 1 
Rail wagons bogie 1 
Oil tank wagons bogie Nil 

Metre Gauge Section. 

Covered goods wagons four-wheeled about 
Open goods wagons four-wheeled about 
~xplosive va~s 
Covered goods wagons bogie . 
Open goods wagons bogie about 
Rail wag~nsbogie about. . 
Oil tank w~ons bogie about 

No. S. No. 

No. -,. 

Broad Gauge Section 
Metre Gauge Section 

Broad Gauge Section. 
No.5. 

" 

TOTAL 

260 
laO 

1 

Ii 
1 
1 

• 1,214 
-,-'-. 

Covered goods wagons A-2 type I. 'R. C. A. lour~wheeled. 
(a) R's. 4,405. 
(b) RI. 4,595. 

Covered goods wago~s A-2 type I •. R. 0: A. ordered but n~t re~ived., 
(a) RI. 3,450, contract price+freight, etc. 
(b) Not available, wagons not yet received. 

Bogie open wagons B.C.-! type I. R. C. A. ordered but not ~eceived. 
(a) Rs. 8,200, contract price+freight, etc; 
(b) Not available, wagons not yet received. _ 

E'xplosi(e wagons X type I. it.. b. 4. f~u~-~h~leCi ord~r~d but not received. 
(a) RI. 5,000, contract prUle+freight, etc. 
(b) Not available, ~p.gons not received. 

Rail wagon bogie B.D.-l typ~ I •. R. C. A. o~de~ed but not received. 
(a) Rs. 7,100, contract price+freight, etc. 
(b) Not availal1le, wagons not yet received. 

Oil tank wagons J.-1 type I. R. C. 4. ordered bu~ notye~ re::ei~e~·. 
(a) Rs. 6,500, contract price + freight, etc. 
(b) Not available, wagons not received. 
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7ll etre Gauge Section. 

Povered goods. type four-wheeled M.A.-l type I. R. C. A. 
(a) Rs.2,300, contract prioe+freight, etc. 
(b) Not.ava~lable, wagons 'not yet reoeived. 

Oil tank wagons bogie M.B.,J.-l type I. R. C. A. 

(a) Re. 9,700, contract price+freight, etc. 
(b) Not available, wagons not yet received. 

No.6. 

Broad Gauge Section. 

Covered goods wagons four-wheeled A.-2 type I. R. C. A. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(8) 

U) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 

Metre Gauge Section. 

T. C. 
7 13 
o 13 
o 6 
o 3 
o 12 
1 10 
4, 0 
1 0 
o 3 

Q.lbs. 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
2 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 

Covered goods wagons four-wheeled, M.A.-l Type I. R. C. A. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(J) 
(g) 

(h) 
(i) 

T. C. Q. lbs. 
\.46222 

1 6 2 14' 

o 5 
o 7 
1 7 
o 12 

• 0 5 
o 1 

~ 15 
2 16 
o 0 
3 0 
o 0 
2 0 

No.7. No. It is not considered advisable to make any alteration in either 
quality of material or severity of the tests. 

No.8. It is considered the establishment of a wagon building industry in 
Jndia is only desirable from a Railway point of view in so far as it eliminates 
the payment of heavy freight and landing charges and thereby tends to a 
reduction in transportation charges. While generally favourable to proposal 
tending to the development of Indian industries the means by which this is 
achieved is of paramount importance. From the Railway point of view it 
mUilt be such as will not increase Railway working costs. 

. No.9. Provided Railways were so grouped as to admit of large scale 
manufacture in .Railway shops this should be more economical as the interest 
to be paid on capital investment would probably be smaller than that 
demanded by outside industrial concerns and certain overhead charges couIp. 
probably be shared by other works. 
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No. 10. If the industry in encouraged on the grounds that it is of 
national importance, the financial assistance should take the form of a 
subsidy paid from general funds; it should not be a tax on transportation. 

No. 11. If the price of the A-I wagon to Railways was raised to Rs. 4,600 
exclusive of wheels and axles it would probably not result in an immediate 
rise in rates or fares. The effect of the increased cost would be. partly 
cumulative and would result eventually in concessions being refused or rates 
raised earlier than otherwise necessary. 

If a further Rs. 440 per wagon were added on account of increase of 
duty on steel from 10 to 30 per cent. it would probably be necessary to 
investigate the possibility of increasing earnings at once. 

The proposed increase in duty would discourage Railway construction. 

No. 43. 

Replies to questionnaire No. II (a) received from the Benga~ and North 
Western Railway Co., Ld., dated 16th October 1929. 

I beg to give below the information asked for in the above:-

(a) The weight and value of steel 
c"asting& impQfted during 

Weight. Cost. 
Tons. 

the last two official years • Nil. Nil. 
(b) Purposes for which used Nil. 
(c) Approximate weight and 

value of steel castings im-
ported as parts of wagons, 
Locomotives, Carriage un-
der-frames or other import-
ant articles during the last 
two yea'rs 393-19-0 £34,505 

(d) As far as known to. this 
office the annual require
ments will not increase 
during the next five 
years 

2. No BteellCastings are produced in our Workshops. 
3. Average amount of steel scrap which can be placed on the markel for 

sale annually, 15-0-0 tons. 

Lettef'dated B7th Octobef' 1929, from the Benga~ and North Western Railway, 
fOf'War,ding Replies to. questionnaire No. II (b). 

'In reply to your letter No. 272, dated 19th .September 1923, I beg to 
forward a statement giving replies to the questionnaire received with your 
letter quoted above. 

Repli61 to the questionnaire II (b). 
'1. I estimate the annual requirements for the nenS years of the B. &; N. 

~. Railway of the kinds of steel included in the statement which has been 
supplied by the Tab Iron and Steel Company at approximately 6,500 tons. 

The mild steel supplied by Tatas has been found unsatisfactory for any 
class ,!f .work that has t? be mach~ned. The mild steel is too hard and large 
quantities have been rejected 'as It damages the machines. 

2. The yearly Capital and Revenue expenditure of the Railway would be 
increa~ed ~y apl!roxima~ely Rupees 4. lakhs if the import duty on all steel 

.' materials including rolling stock whIch are now imported were increased 
from 10 to 33i per cent. 
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3. The~" will be no further increase as all imported materials have been 
included under question 2. -. 

4. The increase would obviously encroach on the margin available from 
existing rates and fares. 

5. It is estimated that in the case of a proposed railway similar to th& 
B. & N. W. Railway the raising of the import duty to 331 per cent. would 
increase the cost of construction by approximately 16 per cent. This would 
certainly be likely to retard the iCOnstruction of Railways in India. 

6. If the establishment of the steel industry in ~ndia will facilitate the
supply of materials of good quality' at reduced prices it 'is desirable from a 
railway point of view. It seems to me unlikely that this object will be-
attained. . 

7. If it is decided that the steel industry be established in India and 
that protection is necessary 1 consider that the protection should be given 
in the form of a bounty. . 

RepZiea to questionnaiTll· No. II (c) recei'llea .from the Bengal ana Nortlt 
We3tern Railway Co., Ld., dated 15th NO'llember 1929. 

In reply to your lett~r No. 313, dated 25th September 1923, I beg to state
as under:-

1. Total No. of wagons on 30th September 1923 
Programme from 1922-23 to 1927-28 

Details of each type attached. 
2. Annual requirements of new wagons of each _type:.:... 

9,513, 
.2,460' 

C.G. wagons 4-wheeled, 18' 40() 

Bogie timber trucks, 40' 10 
3. Whetlier wagons built in Workshops-Yes, from raw material with 

wheels and axles and buffers coming from England. 
If so, details of tCosts for main tl'Pes-

English material excluding cost of wheels and axles • 

Labour and Indian stores 

Total per wagon • 2,10(} 

4. Wagons bought in India-None. 
5. Cost of each of the main type of imported wagons-

(a) lndian port plu, landing charges and duty-Figures not 
available in this office .. 

(b) Finally erected and ready to run excluding cost of wheelS 
and axles-

C.G. wagons 18 feet 
Bogie timber trucks 

Rs. 
• 2,250 each. 
• 4,900 each. 

6. Weights of the following per wagon is noted against each:-

(a) Total wagon . 
(d) Steel casting 
(e) Spring steel 
(J) Steel plates and sheets 

.. 

(g) Structural steel (angles, chann~ls, 
(r) Wrought iron ' 

ek) 

Tons. 
4-12-0 
0-5-0 
0-4-0 
1-4-9 
1- 9-8 
0-10-0 
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7. No.' British Standard Specifications Report No. 24 not received in this. 
oflice. 

8. Whether the establishment of a wagon building in,dustry in India con
sidered desirable.-Yes. 

9. Whether the development of own wagon worb for Railways considered 
more economical in the long run.-In a Railway such as the B. &; N. W. 
Railway it would be more economical to develope own wagon works. 

10. Assistance to Wagon Companies in lndia.-Inthe fo~m of a 'bounty 
or subsidy. 

11. U assistance is gi~en which increases the cost of wagons to the Railway. 
would the increase be of such magnitude as to render an increase of rates and 
fares, necessary ,or to prevent a reduction in rates and. fares which might 
otherwise have, been possibleP~When taken into account along with other 
increases such as wages,etc., it would certainly tend in that direction . 

. Would the increase retard the construction of Railways in India
J'robably would. 

Detail, of Goods .toek. 

(a) Open Low-sided wagons, wooden, four-wheeled 
(b) OpeD ,LoW.,IIided wagons, iron, four-wheeled 
(e) Open Low-sided wagons, iron, bogie 
(d) Timber trucks, iron, four~wheeled 
(e) Timber trucks, iron, bogie 
(f) C. G. wagoDS,s:.wheeled 
(g) C. G. wagons, bogie 
(h) C. G. wagons, (18' wooden) 

(18' iron) 
~i) C. G. wagons; (16' 46 iron) 
CJ) C. G. wagons, (14' wooden) 

(14' iron) 
(Tc) Oil tank wagons, 4-wheeled 
(Z) Oil tank wagonS, 6-wheeled • 

TorAL 

Prografllll/lo8. 

1922·23. \ 1928·24. 1924·25 • 1925·26. 1926'27. 

~\B1~ . \~ ---

. i 8 ! c;.) dl, dl B ... to) ... ----
I 

C. G. wagoDS, rour·Wheeled, 18 ft. 179 .. 840 60 260 210 260 210 275 206 

llogie timber 'rucks . 10 .. \ . 4 6 , 6 .. 6 .. 
i 

241 
252 
28 

267 
00 

942 
196-

24 
3,499 
3,061 

33 
904 

8 
8 

:.......L-
. 9,513 

1927·28. 

·Ii 
Total., 

to) ... 

-'-,-' 
220 160 2,400 

6 4 60 
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Letter, dated 29ra: November 1929, from the Burma RailwllI!/ 00., Ld., 
' forwarding Replies to questionnaire Nos. 11 (a) and 11 (b). 

Referring to your letters Nos. 271 and 272, both dated the 19th September 
1923, I beg to reply as follows:-

2. On the general question of the protection of the steel industry in 
India, I agree entirely with the views of the Burma Chamber of Commerce, 
,as expressed in letter dated the 1st September 1923, from their Secretary. 
I may mention that I am a .member of the Committee of that Chamber, 
.and was consulted in drafting their reply. 

3. Several feeder railways are at present being constructed in Burma 
from funds provided by the Government of Burma, and it is the intention 
-of tb,at Government to provide funds for the construction of further feeder 
railways later. If . special protection were given the steel industry in India" 
it would increase the cost of constructing those railways and would result 
in the construction programme having to be curtailed. Owing to the back
'ward state of development in Burma, as compared with most .provinces in 
India, the construction of those feeder railways is essential, and any measures ' 
which would have the effect of retarding their. construction are greatly to be 
-deprecated.. \. 

4. I should also like to point out that the freight on steel manufactures 
,from Calcutta to Rangoon is very high-in some cases as high as the freight 
-on such articles from England to Rangoon-which would· increase the cost 
-of railway construction were it necessary to import such artitCles from India 
·owing to the high protective duties. 

5. From the point of view of the Burma Railways I think it is very 
·doubtful whether the establishment of the steel industry iii India would 
offer any material advantages. 
, 6. If it be decided to 'protect that industry, I would advocate that protec
tion be given by means of a bounty and not by the enhancement of customs 
puty. 

7. I have not had time to obtain the views of my Home Board, and 
the views expressed in this letter .are, therefore, my, own. 

S. I have no desire to give oral evidence on behalf of my Company. 
9. I enclose a statement giving the information asked for. 
10. l. regret exceedingly the delay in replying to your letters. 

Replies to questionnaire No. II (a). 

1. (a) Steel castings imported as such during the last two I1fficial years:
Weight 31 tons: Value Rs. 10,000 approximately. 

(b) Parts of locomotives, carriages and wagons. 
(c) Steel castings imported as parts of locomotives, carriages and wagons 

-during the last two official years:-
Locomotives 234 
Carriages '. • 4 
Wagons • 334 

TOTAL • 572 

Value not ascertainable. 
(d) Probably yes. \ 
2. No steel castings are produced in our own Workshops. 
3. The annual accumulation of steel scrap is about 720 to!1s of which 

about 300 to 400 tons is available for the market, the balance bemg used for 
weighting brake vans. 



Replies t~' QueatwnnaiTe No. II (b). 

1 •• 60 and 50 Ibs. rails and fastenings 
Girders 
Angle irons, tees, etc. 

Channel8. 

Ii" xli" 
li" xII" 
2" xli" 
3")( 11" 
4")( 2" 
1")( 3" 
8")( 3i" 

12")( 4,6 • 
15" )(4" 

6" )(3" 
9q )(4" 

1011 x4" 

TOTAL 

L 
I 
j 

TOTAL 

Repairs. 

Tons. 
2 
1 

33 

36 

Il'ons. 
5,300 

480 
30 

5,810 

New work_ 

Tons. 
1 

3 

4 

Channels which are not gi1len a8 Tata standard size •• 

8" x 3')( ~315 

111/)( 11" 
5")( 5" 
6" )(6" 

li")( lil/ 
2"x2" 
21" X 211/ 
21")( 2111 
3" x3' 
3il/)(3111 
41/x4" 

TOTAL 

Tons. 
420 

• 456 

Tons. 
350 
354 

L---v--...I 

GRAND TOTAL 810 tons •. 

EquaZ AngZes. 

~Nil. 
Tons., Tons. 

1 
10 15 

10 
60 60 
15 20 
.1 

1 

148 105 
L...--v--' ...I 

GRAND TOTAL 253 tons.-_ 



'H"xl" 
2" xli" 
5"x3" 
6"x4" 

45 

Unequal Angles. 

1 Nil. 

J 
Repairs. New work. 

2"x2" 
.g" x2" 
Non-Tata standards 

Flat,. 

'The Tariff Board sizes 1" to 6'" and 8" are not 
clear p,nd so total probable annual consumption 
is given. 

Ii" x i" 
2"xi" 
1" x I" 
2" xl" 
2i" x In 
.3" x I" 
~i"xl" 
V" x I" 
Ii" x i" 
2"xl'1 

a" x I" (SprlJIg steel) • 
211 Xi" 

2,"xi" 
21" x i" 
'2" x IN 
ao x 1" 

Tons. Tons. 
4 

10 
11 1 

11 15 
'--...,.-1 
TOTAL 26 tons. 

Tons. 
8 

90 
3 

12 
9 
8 

30 
40 
18 
18 
21 
3 
7 

20 
25 

7 

Tons. 

3 

50 

12 
10 

5 

325 80 

~..J, 

'l'orAL 405 tons. 

Round,. 

1 
12 
57 
50 
80 
21 

3 
60 
27 
7 
5 



I' 
1-1/1611 

Il' 
11' 
It' 
11" 
2" 
2!' 

~arious widths up to B4W. 

1/160 

ill 
3/16' 
iN 
IN 
to 
I' 
I' 

8'x3' 

Channels 

.. 

Equal angles 
Unequal angles 
Flats 
Rounds 
Plates 
Sheets 

46 

Plate,. 

Summa",. 

4, 

2 
3 
3 

12 14 
4 ~ 

12 
S- IS 

264 129 

L..-.--v----I 
TOTAL 393 tons. 

Repairs. New work. 

Tons. Tons. 
7 35 

10 25 
25 45 
50 120 
53 9 
3 20 

5 
3 ---'-'-" 

151 259 

, 
'ToTAL 410 'tons. 

Tons. 
12 

Tons. 

'I 

TOTAL 12 tons. 

Repairs. 
Tons. 

'- 456 
148, 
n 

325 
264 
151 
12 

New ,,"ork. 
Tons. , 

354 
i05 
15 
80 

129 
259 

1,367 942 
\ J 

GBAND TOTAL 2,309 funs per annum. 
:NOTB.-channeIs and Unlqual angles 431 tons are not Tata standards.) -
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2. Approximately' Rs. 3,05,400. 
3. Will import none. 
4'. The increase .would undoubtedly tend towards. an increase in rates and 

fares. _ _ ' 
5.' Yes, unless more money was available to meet the increased cost of 

materials. 
6. See paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of covermg letter. 
7. See paragraph 7 of covering letter. 

Letter, dated 2Srd November 1929, from the Burma RaiZway, Company~ 
flJ'l"Warding repZie, to Que.tionnaire No. II (c). 

Referring to you/letter No. 313, 'dated the 25th Septemper 1923, I enclose
a statement containing the information asked for. 

2. I regret I liave not had time to obtain the· views of my· Home Board,_ 
and the opinions expressed are my own. 

3. Please also see,'my letter No. 13829/112·S. of date, on the subject of 
protection of the steel industry in India. 

Replies to Questionnaire No. -II (c). 

1. Total wagons No. as on 31st March 1924 .' 
Main types I. R. C. A. 4 W. covered goods Type MA·1 . 
Burma Railways, 4 W. covered goods, all teak 
Burma Railways, 4 W. covered cattle wagons, all teak 
Burma Railways, 4 W., 14-ton bfake vans, all teak 

No. 
8,61!} 
1,160 
3,660 

Burma Railway's, 4 W., ballast-wagons, steel frame, wood body 
Burma Railways, 4 W., bogie timber truck all steel with 

323 
90, 

206. 

I. R. C. A. bogie 
The above types include wagons now being placed on the line. 
Types that will not be repeated are not given. 

200. 

2. The annual requirement in new wagons ·for additions and. renewals is 
approximately: -

Av.1924-
-- 1922·23. 1923-24. 25 to 1927· 

28. 

L R. C. A. covered goods. . . 223 778 91* 

21 59 
, 

177 B.Rys. covered goods . . 
" 

cattle wagons 56 .. 54 

" 
brake vans t6 20 7 

" 
ballast wagons , 3 100 2 

" 
timber truoks .' 54 - 80 30 

I 

* These may be B. Rys. type. 
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3. Yes, but at present only all timber wagons, The workshops are now 
Being extended to permit of building all steel wagons; it is anticipated that 
construction of such stock may commence in 1925-26.' 

(a) The cost of one Burma Railways standard 4-wheeled covered goods and. 
cattle wagon of lIt tons capacity excluding wheels and axles is at Rs. 15 
per £1 sterling: 

Labour , 

.Timber teak 

Structural steel angles and .channel_s 

Spring steel 

Steel bar flat and round Class B 

Plate M. S. 

Iron castings 

Brass castings • 

Buffer. and sockets imported 

Galvanized 'roof sheets imported 

TOTAL 
'I· 
'1 

Qty. (weight). 

Tons. 

2'()·0-0 

11-2-24 

4-0·10 

16-0·22 

1·1·24 

4·1·26 

0·1-4 

2·3·24 

3·0·0 

I 
4~4-0·22 ! 

I 

Cost. 

Rs. 

442 

500 

106 

44 

234 

15 

30 

13 

226 

no 

1,720 

The above is the only type of vehicle flOW entirely built in o'ur workshops. 
4. None. 
5. The cost of main types of imported wagons erected in ollr shops (none 

erected by private firms) is, including cost of timber bodies in certain cases, 
8S follows, exclusive of wheels and axles and at Rs. 15 per £1 sterling. 

(a) I. R. C. A. 4-wheeled covered goods wagons. 

UnderfFame and body complete imported 
c.L{. Rangoon including landing charges 
and duty 

Lahour erection

Fitters 
Rivebters 
Lifters 
C'.oolies 
Painters 

• 20 
.45 
,.10 
, 20 
, 19 , 

,T. C. Q. Ibs. . Rs. 

4 0 0 0 1,920 

114 lID 

VOL. III. 



(b) Burma Ua'ilwa~s type 4-wheeled 14-ton brake-vans. 

Underframe complete imported c.i.f. Ran- T. O. Q. Ibs. 
goon ~ncludiIlg landing charges and duty.' 2 6 0 3 

Labour erectioll

Carpenters 
Smithy 
Fitters 
Lifters 
Coolies 
Machining timber 
Puinters 

Timber teak • 
Structural steel 
Steel bars, class B 
Cast iron 
Galvanized roof sheets . 

.340 
125 
15 
10 
25 
15 
25 

550 

210 0 0 
0 4 2 12 
o 14 o 22 
0 2 0 8 
0 3 0 0 

TOTAL' 

(,) Burma Railways type 4-wheeled 11i-ton Ballast wagon. 
Underframe complete imported c.i.f. Ran-

goon including landing charges and duty . 2 16 2 0 
Labour erection-

Carpenters 30 
Smithy 100 
Fitters 25 
Lifters 1(\ 
Coolies 10 
Machining timber 5 
Painters 15 

195 

(d) Burma Railways type bogie 20-ton timber trucks. 

Underframe complete with I. R. C. A. 
bogies imported c,i.f. Rangoon including 
landing charges and duty 

Labour erection-
Fitters'. 45 
Lifters 15 
Coolies 15 
Painters , . 15 

90 

TOTAL 

812 0 0 

Ro. 
2,050 

550 

710 
45 

227 
14 

110 

3,706 

195 

1,830 

4,6~0 

90 

4,750 
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'A. 
(l. I. R. C. A. 4-wheeled covered goods. 

(a) Total 'Veight excluding 
nxles 

(b) "B" class 
.1IJfI. 

(c) Steel castings 
(d) Spring steel 
(e) Plates and sheets 
(f) Channels and angles 
(g) Wrought iron 

. (h) Cast iron 
(i) Brass 

Wdght: 
T. C. Q. Ib3. 

wheels and 

TOTAL 

B. 

.' 4 0 0 0 
O. 8 0 26 

Ii 4 0 22 
o 5 118 
1 10 .024 
110 1 5 
o 1 0 4 
001 9 
O. 0 1 4· 

4 00 0 

Burma Railways.type 4-wheeled 14-ton brake vans. 

(a) Total weight excluding wheels and 
axles . 12 18 0 0 inclusive of SCrR'· 

(b) " B" class 
NIt. 

(c) Steel castings 
(d) Spring steel 
(e) Plates and sheets 
(f) Channels and angles 
(g) Wrought iron 
(h) Cast iron • 
(i) Brass 

TOTAL 

C. 

for weighting .. 
o 6 2 22 

0 4 o 22 
0 4 016 
0 5 2 0 
1 4 o 19 
0 1 0 4 

0 0 1 4 

2 6 0 11 

Burma Railways type 4-wheeled Hi-ton Ballast wagon. 

(a) Total weight excluding wheels and 
axles 

(b) "B" class 
NIt. 

(e) Steel castings 
(d) Spring steel 
(e) Plates and sheets 
(I) Channel and angles • 
(g) Wrought iron 
(h) Cast iron 
(i) Brass 

TOTAL 

3 12 0 0 including timber. 
o 7 215 

0 4 o 22 
0 5 2 16 
014 3 20 
1 2 1 25 

.·0 1 04 
0 0 1 6 
0 0 1 4 

• 216 2 () 

E2 
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D. 

Burma Railways type 20-ton Timber truck. 

(a) Total weight excluding wheels and 
axles 

(b) "B" class 
Nil. 

(c) Steel castings 
(d) Spring steel 
(e) Plates and sheets 
(f) Channels and angles 
(g) Wrought iron 
(h) Cast iron 
(i) Brass-

" 

TOTAL 

•. This subject has not been gone into. 

Weight 
T. C. Q. IbJ. 

812 0 0 
2 6 2 23 

o 13 1 0 
0 8 1 26 
2 7 024 
2 10 1 25 
0 1 0 4 
,0 4 1 2 
0 P 2 8 

812 0 0 

8. No. Since Railway Companies must maintain considerable establish
ment for repair of stock and the additional expenditure necessary to equip
these shops for wagon building is comparatively small. In the case of the 
Burma Railways, it IS found that" all steel" covered goods stock is a definite 
failure due to repaid corrosion of the bodies; the standard covered stock will: 
in future be wooden body with steel underframe to suit; the underframe will 
on account of the body design almost certainly not be possible of construction
to Indian Railway Conference Association in all respects. 

The cost of importation from India to Burma will also be prohibitive OIl> 

account of high freights resulting from a shipping monopoly. 
9. Yes, for reasons given above. ' 
10. I do not agree with a protective tariff. which is bound to result in 

increased cost of production. 
'11. The increased cost of rolling stock would undoubtedly tend to rende~ 

necessary an increase in rates and fares but the extent of this will be depen
dent on quantity of stock to be obtained. 
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No. 45. 

Commissioners for the Port of Rangoon. 
Lette1', dated i9th October 1293. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 388, dated 
9th October 1023, and to say that after duly considering all the points which, 
arise directly and indirectly from the subject matter of your 'reference I 
bave come to the conclusion that the matter,is not one on which the Com
luissioneM! for the Port of Rangoon, as a public body, can submit an opinion. 

No. 46. 

Madras Port Trust. 

lVl'itten Statement, dated 30th October 1923. 
With reference to your letter No. 388, dated the 9th October 1923, for

warding, for an expression of views of the Trust, copies of two letter3 
addressed by the Tariff Board to the principal Railway Companies in India 
in connection with their enquiries into the steel industry, I have the honour 
to inform 'you that the Trustees in their meeting of the 26th October 1923 
have resolved that they, as a corporate body, do not desire to express any 
opinion on the general question of protection to the steel industry as affect
ing Railways. They further resolved that as their railway operations form 
110 small a proportion of the whole work of the Port that an;y information 
they could supply as to the effect of protection on the steel industry would 
not be of much use to your Board. 

2. A copy of their Resolution is .enclosed. 

EJ'tract Irom the proceedings 01 th.e Trustees 01 the Port 01· Madras, at a 
Meeting held at the Office of the Board on Friday, the 26th day 01 
October 192.'. . 

• • • * * • 
~56. Read a letter ~o. 388, dated the ~th October ~923, from the Secretary, 

Tal'lff Board, forw8rdmg, for -an expressIOn of the VIews of the Trust, copies 
~f letters ~dress.ed by t~e Boa~d. to ~he principal Railway Companies in India 
In connectIOn With their enqUIries Into the steel industry. Read also note 
thereon by the Chairman. 

Resolved that the Secretary of the Tariff Board be informed that the 
Trustees, 88 !& corporate b?dy, do not desire to' express any opinion on tho 
general questlO~ of ,ProtectIOn t~·the steel industry as affecting Railways and 
that the Trust s raIlway operations form so small a proportion of the wllOle 
'work o! the Port. that any information they could supply as to the effect of 
protection thereon would hardly be of any value to his Board. . . . . .. . 

* * .. 
No. 47. 

The Karachi Port Trust. 

Written Statement, dated 16th Novemher 1923. 

With reference.to your No. 388, dated 9th October 1923 I am directed 
to state that the vIews of the Port Trust in connection with 'the inquiries of 
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your Board into the steel industry are as given in the accompanying copy of 
the Report of the Port Trust Committee which has been approved by thE.' 
Board . 

. lteport 0/ the Oommittee "appointed 'Under Board's Resolution No. 539, datell 
2nd November 1923. .... 

The Committee met in the Port Trust Office at 12 noon. on Monday" the 
12th . November 1923. . 

Read the Secretary, Tariff Board's letter No. 388, dated 9th October 1923, 
ibrwarding two letters addressed by the Tariff Board to the principal Rail
way Oompanies in India and requesting the Karachi Port Trust Board io
make any observations they may wish to, by November 15th. 

The Committee first considered letter No. 272, dated 12th Septembel' 
1923, in so far as it affects the Karachi Port Trust, and have framed the 
following answers to the questionnaire. 

Answer. 

1. (a) Oon.~ructioll. Work.-(Capltal Expenditure from loans.) 

The approximate value of steel work, including tug, barges, suction plant, 
sheds, cranes, rails, etc., to complete the first six berths at the West Whari' 
amounts to Rs. 84,00,000. 

1. (b) Maintenance Expenditure.-{Revenue Expenditure.) 

The E.'stin:ated amount to be spent per annum on Machinery and matE'~ 
rials for special repairs to Dredging Plant, Hydraulic Cranes, Mooring 
Buoys, etc., is Rs. 4,00,000. 

Answer 3 (a). 

Oonstruction work.-(Capital Expenditure from loans.) 

Of the amount, Rs. 84,00,000, shown in answer 1 (a) Rs. 58,50,000 are a~ 
present dutiable at 10 per cent., therefore, if the duty be increased to 331 
per cent. the additional expenditure would be· Rs. 13,1\5,000 during the next 
6 or 7 years. /' 

AnSloer 9 (b). 

Maintenance Expenditure.-(Reven.\le Expenditure.) 

Of the amount, Rs'. 4,00,000, shown in answer 1 (b) Rs. 3,00,000 are 
dutiable at 10 per cent. the additional expenditure would be Rs. 70,000 pe" 
annum or Rs. 4,20,000 in the next. 6 years. 

Answe1 8 (a). 

Oondruction work.-(Capital ExpenduQre trom loans.) 

Of the amount, Us. 84,00,000 given in answer 1 ~a), Rs. 25,50,000 ara 
'dutiable at 2, per cent., the increased expendit.ure, if the duty were in· 
creased to SSt per cent. would .be Rs. 7,86,250 in 6 or 7 years. 

Ansrrer 8 (b). 

Maintenance Expcnditure-(Revenue Expenditure.) 

Of the amount, Rs. 4,00,000, given in answer 1 (b), Rs. 1,00,000 are dutl 
able at 2l per cent., if this were increased to 331 per cent. the extra (SpeD 
diture would be Us. 30,833 per annum or Rs. 1,84,998 in 6 years. 
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Answer 4. 
Emphatically yes. 

Answer 5. 

The raising of the import duty would most certainly retard progress, in 
fact it would p'robably enforce schemes to be shelved entirely. 

Answer 6. 

Yes, provided that the establishment of the-steel industry is not fostered 
by means of a high protective import duty. . 

Answer 7. 

If, after fun enquiries it is established, tha1r it is absolutely essential that 
the steel industry should be given some protection, it should take the shape 
of a bounty or subsidy that would not hit the consumer and would react less 
unfavourably on the Port Trust than an import duty. This bounty should 
only be given after every indirect means of support to the steel ill.Justry has 
been thoroughly exploited. 

General. 
In order to analyse the '9,nnual inC\-eased expenditure which would result 

from the imposition of the increased duty under paragraph 2, Loan and 
Revenue expenditure will have to be taken separately. 

Oonstruction work.--(Loan Expenditure under Question 2.) 

For the construction of the first six berths the addition~l expenditure is 
estimated at Re. 13,65,000 which means that Revenue e~penditure would have 
to meet the Interest and Sinking Fund Charges on this amount. This sum 
works out as under:-

Per ailDum. 

Sinking Fund to be set aside on a 5 per cent. basis 
on Rs. 13,65,000 

Interest on Rs. 13,65,000 at 5. per cent. 

TOTAL 

Rs. 

68,250 
75,075 

1,43,325 

Maintenance Expenditure.-(Revenue Expenditure under Question 2.) 

Increased Revenue Expenditure 
Total annual increase under both heads 

Further incr,*sed expenditure under Question 3. 
Construction work (Loan Expenditure) Rs. 7,86;250. 

Its. 
70,000 

2,13,32Q 

Per annum. 

Amount to be. set aside on tJ.", basis of 5 per cent. 
on Rs. 7,86,250 

Interest -all 5f per cent. on Rs.· 7,86,200 

TOTAL 

Rs. 

39,312 
43,243 

82,555 



·Maintenance Expenditu,re.-(Revenue Expenditure.) 
Re. 

Increased Revenue Expenditure 
Total under both heads .. 

30,833 
1,13,388 

The total increased expenditure may therefore be summarised as follows:

Annu~l 
2 . 

Annual 
3 

increased 

increased 

expenditure under question . . . 
expenditure under question 

Annual increased expenditure under questions 

• ..us. 
2,13,325 

1,13,388 

2 and 3 3,26,713 

Now the average income of the last three years as shown in Statement I 
"Of our application to Government for a further loan is Rs. 60,18,255. 

In order therefOre to meet this extra expendit;ure charges would have to 
be enhanced. as under:-

Per cent. 
Under question 2 31 J . "1 Approximate. Under questions 2 and 3 ...,.. 

These percentages at first sight do not appear very high, but when the 
receipt side of the Budget is examined it will be seen that tnis percentage 
cannot possibly be added to each and every item and the result would be 
that Table I would have to stand the bulk of the increase and without a 
careful analysis of the charges it is impossible to say what the extra charge 
would be in terms of percentage of the present charges already heavily 
enhanced since the wa.r. 

As regards the second letter No. 313, dated 26th September 1923, at pre
sent the Port Trust is not in a position to answer the questionnaire in detail 
as the North-Western Railway do all the railway transport in connection 
with the Port. . 

On the completion, however, of the berths now under construction on the 
West side of the harpour, the Port Trust will in all probability work this 
side of the harbour as far as the railway is concerned. 

The estimated capital cost of this undertaking is Rs. 20,00,000 and if the 
duty is enha.nced from 10 per cent. to 33l per cent. the increased expenditure 
would amount to Rs. 4,66,666 making an annual charge for sinking fund and 
interest of Rs. 48,999 which would have to be raised by further enhancement 
of charges to the public. 

No. 48. 

The Bombay Port Trust. 

Written 'Statement, dated 20th November 1929. 

With reference to your letter No. 388, dated 9th October 1923, and your
memorandum No. 412, dated 12th idem I have the honour ·iltl say that as the 
Questionnaire relates specifically to Railway working, 'it is not possible for 
the Port Trust to give definite replies as it is obvious that· railway interests 
and Port Trust interests in this connection may not coincide on all points. 
Further, some of the points raised are only of academic interest to the Port 
Trust. 

The activities of the Port Trust embrace matiy other matters besides those 
of their Railway. The increase in cost of railway wagons due to any en
hanced duty would not affect seriously the working of the Railway as the 
numbsf purchased annually on Capital account only amounts to about fifty. 
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Any increase, however, in the cost of steel, .whether fabricated or not. 
would nndoubtedly affect both the revenues and the Capital expenditure of 
the Port and if this increase was extended to include sucb, items as dredgers 
barges, tugs, cranes, locomotives, !!alSSOnS, dock gate.~, etc., whether imported 
complete or in parts fo~ re-el Ection, a further increase in Port Trust tolls 
and charges would inevitably become necessary. 

Itis estimated that the Trust will be purchasing 1,370 tons per annum of 
fabricated steel, the duty 011 this at 10 per cent. being approximately 
Rs. 28,770 but· jf increased to 331 per cent. it would amount to Rs. 95,895, 
an increase of Rs. 67,125 per annum. 

In the I.bove connection a point of. great importance is that a further 
increase on fabricated steel if applied to steel hulls, etc., of dred&J.ng flotilla, 
.... ould enormously increase the Port Trust expenditure. At present it is 
estimated that during the next five years £87,000 will be spent in Customs 
duty at 10 per cent. on the floating plant to be purchased. If this is in
creased to 331 per cent. the additional exp&.nditure would be say Rs. 30 
lakhs, or Rs. 6 lakhs per annum. 

It will thus be seell by summarising the above totals for fabricated steel, 
hoth ordinary and dredging, that the additional annual cost to the Port 
Trust for some years to come, due to increased Tariff, if approved, would he 
as follows:-

Fabricated steel ordinary . 
Fabricated steel floating plant 

Rs. 
67,125 

6,00,000 

6,67,125 

The Trade generally is pressing for a decrease in Port charges and by 
means of economic working in every direction, efforts are being made to 
achieve this obiect. These efforts will be entirely stultified if the Customs 
dntiesare to be raised as proposed. 

The Port Trust naturally would welcome any increased industrial actjvity 
in India but would prefer that this should not be attained at the expense of 
Indian trade. 

With the existing tariffs and with the extraordinary mineral wealth of 
India, placed by nature in such a favourable position, it is difficult to 
believe that Indian steel industries should not be able to compete favourably 
with the products of other countries, without imposing a further, almost 
prohibitive, tariff. 

If, however, in order to foster industry -in India, some form of help is 
neCE'!'sary it appears preferable that it should take the form of· a limited sub
sidy which, although eventually paid for by the people, would be more 
equable in incidence. 

'No. 49. 

Indian Mining Federation. 
Written Statement, dated the 28th September 1923. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 280, dated the ~Otn September 
1923, in which you invited an expressif)n of opinion from the Federation 
regarding the proposed protection to steel industry. Th~ matter has had 
"' very careful consideration of the Committee of the J!'ederation and I am 
directed to say that while in their opinion the proilosed inl'rease in tariff 
will not reflect itself to any marked extent on the working cost of the coal min
ing, it will appreciably add to the capital cost of the collieries. There SeelIl.'l, 
therefore, reas~nable ground for the apprehension that an increased dut:V of 
B31 per cent. on steel products will be keenly felt by the smalhr collieries. 

2. The Committee do not propose to give oral evidence befo'·e the Tariff 
Board. 
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No. SO. 

Indian Jute Mills Association. 

Written Statement, dated the 1st December 1923. 

The Oommittee of the Indian Jute Mills Association have the honour to
refer to your letter No. 36, dated 'the 17th July 1923, enciosing, for the 
inf"rmation of the Association, copy of' a press communique regarding the 
Board's examination of th" question of extending protection to the manufac
ture of steel in Indio.. The press communique explained. that the Board would 
have to take into account the effect which any measures recommeI!ded by' 
£ohem might have on industries dependent on the use of steel, and in this. 
connection it was requested that those interested in such industries would 
submit statements of their views, stating at the same time whether they 
desired that witnesses should be examined orally I in support thereof. I am 
to explain that this Association does not wish to nominate any witness 
for oral examination by the Board, but that it is .considered desirable that 
the following statement should be submitted, indicating generally the views 
of the jute mill industry on the question of the suggested protection of the 
manufacture of steel in this country. 

,2. The jute mills are, it will be understood, considerable consumers oi 
steel and steel manufactured articles, both in respect of original construction 
and equipment, and in regard to recurring charges for replacements, repairs,. 
etc. So far as original construction and equipment is concerned, it is esti. 
mated that approximately 75 per cent. of the block expenditure is required 
for constructional steel, machinery, engines and plant geneJ'ally. As 0. matter 
of interest it may be mentioned that the present day cost of erecting and 
equipping a jute mill, including lanrl., staff and labour quarters, railway 
siding, etc., is at least Rs. 16,000 per loom against approximately Rs, 6,OO~. 
per loom before the war; and there are at present some 46,000 looms in 
the jute mills on the Hooghly. Then with regard to annual recurring expendi
ture, it is calculated that the amount spent by the mills per annum on 
imports of raw steel, and spare parts made of steel, is about Rs. 57 lakhs; 
this figure is calculated on the basis of the actual expenditlll a on these 
accounts of several representative mills during the past three years. 

3. There is an important factor which it is necessary to keep in view 
in considering any question likely to affect the cost of production of jute 
manufactures. It is true that jute is a lJIonopoly ')f India, but jute bag~ 

. and jute cloth are not by any means the only materials that can be used 
for carrying the world's products. They are in fact used llecause of their 
cheapness as compared with other materials, and as suon as -the virtue of 
cheapness disappears they come into competition with other articles. It is 
essential that this point should not be overlooked, for anything which may 
tend to increase cost of production undoubtedly endangers the existence of 
the industry to 0. much greater relative extent than is the case with an 
industry that is not so dependent on selling its product at a low cost. The 
cost of production from a jute mill, and the minimum price at which it 
can sell its manufactures without loss, are already of course much higher than 
before the war. 

4. The Committee have now indicated generally the extent of the interest 
of the jute mills as consumers of steel and steel manufactured articles, and 
the necessity of keeping cost of production on a low level. . It is inevitable 
that if protection is given to the steel manufacturing industry in this country 
one consequence will be to increase the cost of jute fabric production, the 
cost of construction of new mills, and the cost of extensions to existing 
mills. The natural expansion of the industry will thus be. hampered, if not 
severely checked: for, as has· been explained, "it is chiefl:v because of their 
cheapness that jute manufactures are used. If, in addition to the much 
righer cost of construction as compared with the llre-war basis, the tQtal 
block expenditure on new construction or extensions is to be subjected to a 
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further material increase, the cheapness of the finished produ~t will" be' 
threatened, consumption will decrease, and the natural expanslo~'of the
industry will be restricted. Assuming that the, increased cost, m cons~
quence of a protective tariff on steel, affected only half of the block expendl
ture and that it involved an additional payment of 20 per cent. on the
value of that half, the cost of construction would be Rs. 17 ,600 per loom 
instead of 16,000 as at present, and Rs. 6,000 before the war. 

5. With regard to repairs and replacements, if the import duty or, machinery 
is increased in order to' assist machinery manufacturers in this country-and, 
within the last few years several manufacturers have laid, down, plant folt 
the manufacture of machinery-;-it is obvious that the recurring. expenditure 
of mills will be adversely affected. If, on the other hand, the Import duty 
on machinery is not raised, but the import duty on raw steel is, the price· 
bt which the local manufacturer of machinery can place his product on the 
market will be increased-if indeed he is not crushed out of existence-ana 
his foreign competitor will of course raise the' price aGcordingly. The Fiscal 
Commission (parag.aph 109) fully realised the necessity of allowing machinery 
to come into the country at the cheapest possible cost,- but at the same 
time they referred to the .. obvious advantages in the encouragement of the 
manufacture of machinery in India." They were of opinion,however, that 
such encouragement should not be given by import duties, but by means of 
bounties. It is true that the Commission contemplated ,the possibility
in view of jute being a monopoly of India--of the jute manufactUl'ing industry 
being able to bear an import duty on its machinery, with a vil'w to develop
ing the mlDlufacture of this machinery in India. But, as ha.~ bE'en stated: 
above, and indeed, as is obvious withoat being reiterated, any protection 
that may be given to steel, whether or not it is accompanied by protection 
to machinery manufactured in India, is bound to lead to an increase in the 
price of machinery, an increase which will of course affect machinery generally 
and not only the machinery required for, jute niills. The position with 
regard to spares and replacements other than machinery will be precisel.\" 
the same. ' 

6. The Association is therefore, in view of the cOllsiderat.ions which hav& 
been mentioned, opposed to protection l·eing given to the steel industry in 
India, but it is desirable to mention one further point of importance. It is 
recognised in the industry that there are certain qualities of steel required 
lor jut:e. mill machinery ~hich c~nnot be produced in this country, and, in 
the opmlOn of the Committee, Will never be pr,)duced here. Th" Committ6jl' 
ref~r to the spec~al cast steel used for the drawing rollers of drawing and 
rovlDg frames, spindle ~teel, etc., and should ;t be decided, notwithstanding: 

,the st~ong protests a~alnst prote.ctioQ. which have been made, to impose a 
protective duty to asSist t.he Indian steel manufacturer of ordinary qualities 
such special eteels (which can be clll~sified without difficulty) would requir; 
to bs excluded. ' . 

No. 51. 

The Indian Mining Association. 

1,etter; dated 28th September 1929. 

I have the honour to acknowledgs the receipt of your letter No 280 dated 
20th Sept,ember ~923, ,enquiring whether any member of this' Assdciation 
woul~ deSire to gl,,!,e eVidence before the Tariff Board in connection with the
questIOn of protection of the steel industry • 

. 2. I am directed to say 'that the .committee have considered your sugges. 
tion but, that; ,they do not think ,the Assooiation could usefully contribute
to the diSCUSSion at the present stage. The Association therefore' donp. 
propose to offer any evidence in the matter.' ' 
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Letter, dated ~1th January 1924, from the Indian Mining Association. 

The Committee of this Association have had under consideration for some 
months past, the question of the proposed import tariff on steel as a measure 
,of protection to the indigenous industry. 

In view of the fact that it was extremely unlikely that anything like 
.unanimity would be reached, and also that several members of the Asso. 
·dation were to give direct evidence before your Board, my Committee at 
first decided, in order to avoid repetition and .. overlapping," to offer no 
·direct evidence, nor to submit any- written statement. 

As they have reason to believe, however, that this attitude has given 
rise to some. misunderstanding an.d comment, they ha\'e recently drawn up 
and circulated to members a " questionnaire" inviting expressions of opinion, 
.0. copy of which I enclose herewith. 

This •. questionnaire," as you will doubtless note, may, at first sight, 
.p·erhaps give the impression that this Association holds a brief fur the prin. 
ciple of .. Protection." l'his I am to state is far from being the case; but 
the .. questionnaire" was deliberately prepared and put· before members in 
the form of a series of .. leading questions " in the hope of obtaining in the 
-replies something more than mere negation or affirmation. 

Thil; object has been attained and the views expressed by members are so 
varied-as to be almost incspable of being blended to express the solid opinion 
of this Association. For this reason the Committee have considered it desir . 
.able to forward the accompanying copies of the replies received from members, 
'with a note on each reply of the annual· raisings which the writers represent. 

It will be noted from these replies, representing, as they do, total annual 
raisings in 1922 amounting to 7,098,388 tons or approximately 42 per cent. 
of the total output of the Bengal and Bihar and Orissa coalfields in that 
.year, that while the consensus of opinion is against the proposed increase 
in the import duty on foreign steel, the balance of opinion is only in favour 

"' if the actual continuance of the existing Steel Industry is absolutely' clepeD 
-dent upon some form of State RSsistance, which has certainly stili to be 
proved. In the present state of the Government of India's finances it would 
-appear that .. bounties~' or .. State guarantees" are out of the question, 
while a compromise such a:l an increase in the present duty of 10 per cent. 
or, say, 15 per cent. or 20 per cent., though preferable to the 331 per cent. 
!lsked for, may not be sufficient if the need for State aid is real. 

In the remote contingency of the extinctio~ of the Steel Industry through 
the absence of protection, the Coal Industry. would have from 2 to 3 million 
-tons thrown on the market annually, and consequently a severe decline in 
prices to f8.(.6 out against this, there is. tho fach that this quantity 'Would be 
,available for absorption in other directions more particularly in the recovery 
of lost mark~te. A further most important factor is the statement by the 
Railway Companies, that the cost of transport musb be increased if the duty 
iq imposed, whereas this Association has consistently pressed for more effi. 
ciency in, and lower charges by, the transport agencies. 

The Committee think it will be readily recognised from the correspondence 
now forwarded that the views of members are by no meani! unanimous, and 
it is with a view to placing all shades of opinion 'before the Board that I 
am instructed to forward the accompanying copies of the actual replies to 
the .. questionnaire 'J in the hope that they may prove of int~rtO!t to the 
'Tariff Board having regard to the aggregate raisings which the repliee represent. 

THE TARIFF BOARD. 

(Proposed Ilztension of protection to) the _Steel Industry.) 

QUESTIONNAIRE. 

l. Are you of opinion that· the maintenance of a healthy St~el Industry 
jl1 India is vital to the interests of the country generally and/or to the Coal 
Industry particularly? - -
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2. If BO, are you in 'favonr of assistance to the Steel Industry in .any farm7 
S. Do you think that assistance in any of the following alternativ~ f?~1! 

would be preferable to the direct protective duty on steel asked for' If It lB· 
decided that the Steel Industry needs aSllistance for imperialreasons::---

(a) By a .. bounty" system. 
(b) By a state guarantee of a fixed percentage on the capital employed: 

as is done in the case of Railways, coupled with some form of 
Government control. 

(c) By a lower rate than the suggested SSl per cent: on imported steel 
(say, 15 per cent. or 20 per cent.). 

4. To what extent do you consider vour Coal !nteres~ l}kelyto s.lifer if 
any of the _above alternatives are adopted, namely :-

(1) In increased raising costs. 
(2) In inCTeased capital cosbl. 
(S) In increased .. depreciation." 
(4) In transportation costs. 

5. If protection to the Steel Industry is not given in any of the above
forms, and, for the sake of argument the industry collapses, what will 'be the 
.e1lect, in your opinion, on the Coal Tra4e, of the loss of the present market 
for some It to 2 million tons, the present annualconsump~ion ot Coal by ,the 
Steel Industry? 

. '6. 11 not the e1lect on the selling price of Coal likely to be disastrous and 
far more than outweigh the additional costs outlined in question .four above?' 

7. Have you any other alternative to put forward as a poseible solution 
of the problem, should the principle of the desirability of some form of .. State 
Aid" to the steel industry be affirmed by the Tarit'f Commiasion now sitting? 

8. In view of the conflicting views likely to be .expressed by members ot 
thiEi association in connection with this problem, are you in favour of a direct 
representation to the Tariff Board in the name of the Mining Association, or 
not? 

9. If 80, would you be prepared to give evidence before the Board? 

INDIAN :mNING ASSOCIATION. 

The Tari1l Board-Proposed Extension of Protection to the Steel Industry. 

(Replies to Circular No. 118-B, of the 7th December 1929,) 

1. No. 
A. 1922 raisings 77,689 tons. 

2. No. 
3. (a) No. 
(b) Yes. 
ee) Yeis. 
4. (1) Nil, if control is kept within reasonable rates. 
(2) This will not be a1lected if a fair competitive rate is kepf. 
(4) Some Government control should apply here. . 
~. Coal trade ,Eihould not be a1lected if Government wiII assist Coat Com-

pames by reductIOn of transportation charges. . 
6. This would be balanced by export trade gained. 
7. Leave things as they are and open to healthy competition. 
8. Yes. 

9. No, all suggestions required should· be given by the Association. 

B. 1922 raisings 128,195 tons. 
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With referimce t~ your circular 'No. lI8-R., dated 7th instant, a repre
sentative of our Company has already' tendered evidence both written and 
'Oral and it, is not considered that any useful purpolle would be served by 
-duplicating this. ' , 

C., 1922 raisillgs 892,615 tons. 

1. We copsider that a prosperous indigenous steel industry 'is of the 
.greatest importanC'9 to the Industrial development of the country. Whilst not 
.going so far as to say it is necessarily vital, the position that arose during 
the war clearly demonstrated the enormous advantage to India and the Empire 
of a local steel industry, even in the stage of development it had,then reached. 

Provided 'that the State aid given is on a reasonable scale, and carries with 
'it the right to some form of Government control, such aid need not in our 
<>pinion necessarily entail any serious increase in cost to the consumer, and 
there is no doubt but that a prosperous steel industry would be of consider
able advantage to the Coal Trade. 

2. We are in favour of the principle of .. State aid " in .. Key" indus
tries if such assistance is found to be really necessary to save them from 
~xtinction. 

'3. Yes. Of the 4 alternatives given, we prefer (b) namely a State guarantee 
<>f a fixed return on the Capital emplO3'ed as is done in the case of Railways. 

IIi such aC8.Se, however~ it would probably be necessary to obtain an 
.outside and expert "Re-valuation" of the property and assets of the 
Industry and the Capital value thereof fixed. If necessary the existfng 
" Book" capital values should be written down to agree with the "Re
valuation." 

Such State aid connotes State control and this could be made effective 
by, the appointment of a. permanent Expert Government Director on the 
.Board, and the employment of Government Auditors. ' 

4, 5, 6. These three questions can be more conveniently taken together. 
It must be obvious that State aid in any form must raise the cost to 

;:the consumer either by a d~rect increase in ,the price of steel or by a direct 
increase in taxation to meet the cost of sllch assistance. 

As to what this would amount to it is impossible to say, but if the form ' 
. -of State aid outlined above were adopted the additional cost to the coal 

industry under the various headings given would probably be so small as to 
De negligible, more particularly having regard to the benefits the coal industry 
.at present derives from the very large and growing consumption of coal 
by the steel industry. 

In the words of- the ee questionnaire" should the steel industry collapse 
-the losi! of this matket for from I! to 2 million tons annually might well 
prove " disastrous" to the coal market, coupled with the loss of the export 

.coal trade owing to competition by bounty fed foreign coal. 
7. No, other than to state that failing the adoption of the above suggested 

'form of assistance in our opinion the increase of the present import duty 
'from 10 per cent to 15 per cent. or even 20 per cent. would be far 
:preferable to the extinction of the Indigenous Steel Industry. 

8. Yes. 
9. Yes, on the above basis. 

D. 1922 rasings 27,956 tons. 

With reference to your Circular No. lIS-R. of the 7th instant the follow
ing are our replies to your Questionnaire:-

1. We are !)f the opinion that the maintenance of a healthy steel industry 
is vital to the interests of the coal 'industry. 

2. We are in 'favour of assistance being given. to the steel industry. 



.. 3. If it is decided to give assistance to the steel industry we would 
prefer it to be given in form of a bounty. 

4. If such assistance ·is given in form of a· bounty there will be very. 
little if any increase in coal raising costs. 

5. If the steel industry collapsed the loss. of the present consumption of 
It to 2 million tons per annum by that industry would be a very serious 
matter for the coal trade. 

6. The effect on the selling price of coal in such case would. be very bad. 
7. We have no alternative to suggest and our views have already been 

given to . the Tariff Board. 
S. We think the llining Association would give evidence before the Tariff 

Board. . 
9. We have already given_evidence before the Board; 

E. ... 1922 raisings 481,509toll,s. 
We find it a matter of some difficulty to accommodate our replies exactly 

to the questions submitted but beg to offer the following:-
1. The main~enaru:e of a steel industry in India we regard as being 

most desirable tending towards establishment of reasonable industrial pro. 
gress for the greatest. good of the' greatest possible number of India's 
population though we shol,lld hesitate to describe it as vital. 

In connection with the coal industry in particular however we tend to 
the opinion that the maintenance and expansion 'of a 'numberof large 
industries consuming coal are vital to the continuance and prosperity of 
the privare.owned coal industries of India. Amongst coal consuming indus· 
tries purchasing from private-owned' collieries steel, iron and engineering 
trades must be considered as of great importance. 

2. If after careful, impartial and expert examination it should be ascer· 
tained that the actual continuance of the existing steel industry absolutely 
depended on some form of State assistance, we should be inclined to support 
luch a proposition. -

3. Jlaving regard to general considerations we would not support-

(a) Any system of prohibitive tariffs, or partially prohibitive tariffs. 
(a) A "bounty" system. 

(b) We would merely offer a suggestion that the necessity of some 
assistance being fully established, . it might take the form 
of :-,. 

x. State guarantee of a reasonable fixed percentage for a limited, 
period on Capital actually sunk in productive works, such, 
guarantee being subject to some form of control mainly 
Governmental but perhaps allied with representation of other 
industrial interests. 

y. Fixed contracts for the supply of a reasonable quantity of steel 
material for Railways and other works of public importance 
at reasonable though remunerative rates to the Industry, such 
Contracts however to appy for a. limited period, possibly 
5/10 years. . 

4. We are of the opinion that coal interests would not suffer but on the 
contrary benefit from such assistance being given as outlined above but we 
Ufe of the opinion that coal interests would .suffer should prohibitive tariffs 
or heavy bounties be imposed implying dearer Steel, more costly M~chinery, 
'and other Accessories and that such increase in costs would~ 

1. Increase working costs .. 
2. And parti.cularly ·increase capital. costs especially. in the case of 

new collieries and new' installations necessary for. the· develop. 
ment of the coal trade. 

3. Increase in "depreciation" cost would also follow. 
4. It is . likely that transportation costs would also be increased. 
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5. Admitting merely for the sake of. argument the possible collapse of 
the existing steel industry, having regard to the fact that this Industry 
pl'ol'ides a present market for, say, II million tons of coking coal annually 
carried· over short railways leads· that ~uch eventuality would be a very 
severe blow to the development of the coal trade must be admitted .even 
though the coal so released being all of good quality should eventually find 
other markets. -

6. The immediate effect on the selling price of coal would be likely to be 
serious particularly if consideration be given to the present loss of markets 
for Indian coal, viz., Bombay and other Indian Ports, Colombo, Straits 
SettJements, etc., and the existing want of transport at competitive rates. 

We are, however, unable to state whether such effect would be really 
disastrous ox: whether or not it would outweigh additional costs likely to 
accrue from the imposition of prohibitive tariffs or heavy bounties as the 
problem is one of great extent involving so many interdependent Industries, 
and trade relations. 

But we are of the opinion that if any special help should be given whicb 
would have the effect of increasing the present burdensome Railway Trans
port rates and also tend to restrict rather than improve the present 
madequate Railway Transport facilities allQCated to the coal trade, such 
effect coupled with the fact that the policy of Railway Administration implies 
continued acquisition and expansion of Railway-owned collieries and some
what unsympathetic attitude towards the private-owned coal industry would 
be to this our private industry, "disastrous." 

7. We are unable to put forward any other alternative as a possible 
solution of the problem. 

8. At present there does not appear to us to be ·any particular necessity 
for a direct representation to the Tariff Board as in general we associate 
ourselves with the opinion of the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce which opinion has already been put forward.' 

9. Should, however, it be considered advisable and expedient to give 
evidence before the Tariff Board we would be willing to associate ourselves. 
with the Committee of the Indian Mining Association in this connection. 

F. 1922 raisings 320,519 tons. 

Your circular No. 11B-R., dated 7th instant, dealing with the proposed 
extension of protection to the steel industry, to hand. As members of 
the Association, we must express our regret at the delay which this important 
quest!on has experienced. It is now many months since the Tariff Doard 

.. invited the co-operation of the Indian Mining Association. The Tariff 
Board themselves spent ten weeks in Calcutta during September, October 
and November, and, in accordance with the request of several Associations 
who had not been heard by them, they returned to Calcutta last week, 
and are, we believe, leaving again to-day. It is only now that the Committe~ 
of the Indian Mining Association circularize members, and ask for their 
opinion on the subject. We propose to deal with your questionnaire, though 
we must admit that we do not like this method of reference. Questionnaires 
have' of course been drculated before, but they have been questionnaires 
drawn up by the Commission or Committee or Board who were appointed 
ttl make the investigation. In cases where no questionnaire has been issued, 
as in this case then members are usually asked for their opinions, and are 
allowed to giv~ them in their own way. In this iCase th~ Col!lmittee of the 
Indian Mining Association have drawn its own q~estIonnaIre,. and h~ve 
only asked the views of its members on these particular questions, which 
seem to us. to have been framed with an obvious bias towards protection. 

Question 1.~The maint:enance of any healthy industry, steel or ot.herwise. 
is good for any country. We cannot say, however, that a steel ~ndustry 
is vital to India or to the Indian coal industry. Without the steel mdustry 
India would be no worse off than she was before. Steel is not a basiC' 
industry, to the same extent as coal,or the Railways:· or ports. Steel can 
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b;; procurea from' Europe with ease,and at prices which are only slightly 
above pre-war prices, and in quantities to the full extent of India's demands. 
Steel is not vital to the ,coal industry. Steel affects coal in two WaYS, (a) 
a8 a customer, (b) as supplying machinery, etc. The coal industry cannot at 
,resent supply India's own industrial demands, as nearly a million tons 
per annum of foreign coal are imported into Bombay. In addition to this, 
Bengal coal has lost practically all her export trade. For constructional 
and productive purposes steel from Europe is better and cheaper than 
Indian steel, and even if the steel industry is lost as a customer, whooh we 
do not think likely, there are other customers which have already been 
lost, and which are only, waiting to be re-gained, viz., the Bombay trade 
and the export trade. ' 

Question e.-We are not in favour of assistance to the steel 'industry, 
or any other industry in any' shape or form. 

Question S.-(a) We have no great objection_to 'a bounty system, in itself. 
The danger is that if you once begin giving bounties, it is difficult to know 
where to stop. At the present moment we consider bounties out of the 
<luestion, as the Government of India simply cannot afford it. 

(b) This proposal amounts very ,much to a bounty, and the same remarks 
apply. We think it 'Very misleading to compare the proposal to the case 
o()f State Guaranteed Railways as the two cannot, in our opinion, be justly 
('ompared. Steel can be imported, railways are essential. 

(c) We are against any form of Tariff. We consider that a compromise, 
Buch 8S 15 per cent. or 20 per cent. would be almost worse than the 331 per 
cent. demanded. The latter would certainly please the steel trade, and the 
former would please nobody. 

Question 4.-Thi, seems to be an attempt to get at figures which would be 
-entirely misleading. We will content ourselves by saying that, in our 
t'xperience, in the capital cost of a colliery, oJie-third represents steel and 
its products. This is increasing and is likely to increase as mechanical means 
are introduced to supplement labour. The proposed Tariff will add one
third to the cost of this, and this will be reflected in raising costs,' by the 
increase in depreciation, and by an increase in the cost of repairs and 
renewals. Transportation costs need not be dealt with in our case by the 
Indian Mining Association. It is already dealt with by the Railways and 
by the Port Commission. Mention need only be made of the fact that 
fl'ery increase made by the Railways, or by the Port Commissioners, 'or 
throuth handling charges, all comes back, on coal. , 

Queltio1l 5.-We do not admit for a moment that the steel industry is.. 
likely to collapse, if it is not protected. Tatas may have to reconstruct, 
or even go into liquidation, but that does not necessarily mean that the 
eteel industry will come to an end. They have a magnificent property, and 
if it came into the market, we do not believe that the liquidator would 
have any difficulty in disposing of it. We have already heard of one big steel 
combine wishing to start in India. What better chance could they have 
-than by buying up Taw, if that concern went into liquidation. In' .. our, 
opinion, then, the chance of the coal industry losing the steel industry as ,0. ' 

~ustomer is too remote to be seriously contemplated. We will, however, 
answer the question by saying that if such a state of things ever came to 
lIass, the effect might be unpleasant to begin with, but the' drop in price 
would enable Bengal coal to compete more successfully with foreign coal 
in Bombay, and might enable us to re-gain some of our lost markets in 
Aden, Colombo and Singapore. 

Quution 6.-The answer is in the negative. A high eelling price is not 
'always a good thing for, an industry, especially when it is accompanied, as 

" it ill at present, with accumulated stocks, difficulties of transport, and: a 
-falling off in output, which automatically increases the raising cost, 

Quutio1l 7.-As we are opposed to State' aid in a.ny shape or form, we 
have no alternative to lIut forward. As we said before, the least objectionable. 
-from 0,!lr point ~f view, would be a bounty, if money could be found for it: 

VOL. III. 

• 
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Question B.-The views expressed by members of 'the Indian l\-Iining: 
Association will presumably be either for or against protection of steel. W a
believe that the large majority will be against, as was the case with the Chamber 
of Commerce. We cannot of course expect all members to hold the sama
views on such a question a's this, and we have no objection to a representation 
going into the Tariff Board giving the views of both sides, and explaining how 
many members were of one point of view, and how many were of the other 

.point of view. This has already happened in the case of the Bombay Chamber 
of Commerce, and we have, no objection to the Indian Mining Association 
taking the same course. We tske a strong objection, however, to the Indian 
Mining Association saying nothing, as though their members held no. opinion. 
on the subject whatever. , 

Que8tion 9.-We should be very willing to give evidence but unfortUnately 
our Managing Agents have already appeared before the Board to give evidence
on behalf of their various concerns, including. this Company, and therefore we-
are debarred from' appearing again. . 

G. 1922 raisings 798,590 tons. 
Referring to your circular No. 118-R. of the 7th instant, we gh"e below 

replies to the form of questionnaire set forth therein:-

(1) In our opinion a healthy steel industry would be a desirable asset in the
industrial development of India, but we do not consider that an industry that 
requires anything in the nature of a 33!- per cent. tariff for its maintenance can 
be regarded as healthy and in any event such an Industry is not vital to the
interests of the country generally nor to the coal industry in particular, for the
reason that the country's requirements in steel need not necessarily be of 
Indian manufacture. 

(2) We are not in favour of any assistance to the steel industry of the nature 
of import taritis. .. 

(3) We are not in favour of assistance being given in any of the forms
indicated. 

(4) Coal interests are likely to suffer to a material extent as a result of the
adoption of any of the alternatives indicated in the questionnaire. 

Transportation costs must necessarily be increased as a result of the higher 
charges that will have to be levied by Railways and Port Commissioners. 
Capital costs must be increased on account oi the prices that will have to be
paid for anything in which steel is used and this will result in larger allowances-

Ahaving to be made for depreciation. Raising costs·will be similarly affected in 
consequence of the higher prices that will liave to be paid for repairs and 
replacements. 

(5 and 6) It is .difficult to treat seriously even for the sake of argument the
suggestion that the steel industry in India must necessarily collapse unlesS" 
protection of the nature indicated in the questionnaire be forthcoming. It" 
may be that the existing steel producers will have to reconstruct and, reduce 
their capital at charge but we cannot contemplate the plants now erected in 
India being shut down for all time. If they had to be closed down even for 
.S· time, the consequent reduction in the consumption of coal would certainly 
.react detrimentally on the coal trade which however would no doubt adjust itself 
to··the altered conditions and find other outlets. 

In our opinion it would appear to be inconsistent on the part of the Com
miRee to advocate a system of State aid to the steel industry which must have' 
the effect of increasing costs, while they are agitating for a material reduction' 
on Railway freights and export charges, in order to regain the export trade 
which wall in existence before the Indian steel industry became a factor in the' 
trade of the country. . 

(7) We "lire not sufficiently familiar with t·lle pros and cons to enable us' to 
'llflt forward alternative solutions of the problem which the TariIJ Commission, 
have been appointed to consider. 
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(8 and 9) 'We are in favour of a direct represent~tion being made to the 
Tariff Board in the name of the Indian Mining Association and consider that 
a representative member should be selected by the Committee to give evidence 
before the Board, if desired. .. 

H. 1922 raisings 1,453,980 tons. 

'1. No, and not coal particularly. 
2 and 8. Suggest liounty for first five years. 
4. (1 and .2) Increase in both. 
(3) A larger amount from profits would require to be set aside. 
(4) Would be more expensive. . . 
5. Would regret loss of a market but consider if protection afforded the 

increase ifl raising costs would be more . than the already hea vil:y burdened 
industry could stand, in fact it increases the .,fiifficulties when meetIng foreign 
competition. 

8. Not in favour. 
9. No. 

I. 1922 r~isings 258,999 tons. 

We are in receipt of your circular No. 118-R., dated 7th December, in the 
above connection and now append our replies to the questions therein. 

-1. We consider that the maintenance of a .:lealthy steel industry in India 
is in the interest of the country as it is in the interest of any country. _ 

2. We are not in favour of assistance in any.form 'being granted by the 
State to the steel industry. 

3. We are not in favour of assistance in any ~orm being granted by Govern
ment to the steel industry. 

4. Weare of opinion that if further l-rotection is extended. to the steel 
industry 

(1) Raising costs would undoubtedly be increased. The price of im
ported steel would rise to the extent of the protective duty and 
the price of Indian steel would be. raised to, if not the same level, 
a rate only slightly lower. 

(2) Capital costs would naturally be increased owing to the rise iIi p,rice 
of steel. The capital expenditure of Companies desirous of extend
ing their 'properties woul~ be considerably greater if a protective 
duty were introduced. .. . 

(3) Allowances for depreciat.ion would have to be increased owing. to the 
increased cost of renewals. 

(4) Transportation costs would be increased due to the rise in price of 
steel and the consequent necessity for the Railways to raise the 
rates of, freight to meet the heavier cost of upkeep of rolling. 
stock, permanent way, etc. 

5. In the event of the complete collapse of the steel industry a certain 
reduction in the price of lower grade coals might result. The demand for..nrst 
class coal is in excess of the supply. It must be kept in view .that .the present 
annual consumption of the steel industry' is 1i to 2 million tons .8 compared 
witli total average output of 18 to 20 million tons. 

6. We do not consider that the effect on the selling price of coal would be 
anything like so disastrous as the effect of a protective duty of 331 per cent. 
on steel would be on the whole industry. 

7. We are entirely opposed to State aid in any form. 
8. We are in favour of a direct representation to the Tariff Board by the 

Mining Association. 
9. We consider that the evidence before the Tariff Board should be given' 

~n behalf of the Minirig Association hy a member chosen by the Committee 

.l!'2 
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. . 

preferaply by a' representative of a firm managing a considerable number of 
collieries of differllnt classes. . 

J. 1922 laisings 28,804 tons. 
With reference to your circular No. 118-R. of the 7th instant, re protec

tion to the steel industry, we beg to say, we are of opinion that until and 
unless, the steel factories, here, assure to work their factories, purchasing 
Indian coal the Association should lodge no protection in its favour as the coal 
industry is the mother of all industries and it is essential that in first point 
the coal industry must be protected. Further by giving protection to the 
steel industry, undoubtedly our raising cost will be increased as the prices of 
hardware materials will jump up which please note. 

K. 1922 raisings 595,121 tons.' 
With reference to your circular No. lI8-R., dated 7th December 1923, I beg 

to enclose for your information a copy of my replies to the questionnaire of 
the Ta.riff Board regarding steel and wagon building industries and to say that 
I do not think I can usefully add anything to it. 

L. 1922 raisings 205,290 tons. 
1. While admitting that a. healthy steel industry in India would be bene

ficial, we do not think it vital to the interests of the country generally or to the 
eoal industry in particular. . 

2. We are not in favour of assistance being given to the steel industry . 
.. 3. bur reply to No.8 answers this question, hut if for imperial reasons it is 

considel'eu necessary to give some assistance to the industry, we consider that 
~ither (a) or (b) would be less harmful than (c). , 

4. It is difficult to say to what; Axtent coal interests are likely to suffer, if 
tiny of the alternatives mentioned under No. 3 are adopted, but they would.. 
suffer 

(1) in increased. raising cost". 
(2) in increased capital cost. 
(3) in increased depreoiatiOla 
(4) in transportation costs. 

5. If the steel industry were to colbpse the coal freed thereby would be 
absorbed in other directions, partioularly if we can recover the export trade 
again, and although this might temporarily tell somewhat against prices in a 
depressed market it would not be felt in an active market. 

6. No. 
7. No. 
B. 1'es. 
9. We personally are not prepared to give evidence before the Board, but 

would suggest that one or more members of the Committee be selected to do 
this after having duly considered the views of members and come to a decision 
in the matter. . 

M. 
N. 

1922 uisings 1,120,352 tons. 
1922 raisings 708,269 tons. 

We beg to reply to your circular No. lI8-R. of 7th December, the writers of 
~etter M associa.te themselves with our remal'ks. . ' 

(1) The maintenance of a healthy 'steel industry is in our opinion of the 
greatest importsnce to the coal trade. In all countries so. far as we are aware 
coal and smelting trades go so much hand in hand that the prosperity of either 
is synonymous. At the same time we would remark tha.t an industry which 
requires anything in the nature of a 331 per cent. tariff to maintain ita exist-
'lnce can hardly be regarded 8S healthy. . 

(2) Yes •. 
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, (3) (a) We consider bounties outsi~e all practical politics in the present: 
condition of the finances of the Imperial Government. 

(b) We do not think this is practicable. 

(c) We are of opinion that a lower rate IMD that suggested would meet the' 
case. 

(4) We consider that coal interests are likeiy to suffer to a certain extent in 
increased raising costs, etc., but we are of rJ)inion that the collapse of the steel 
industry would be much more disastrous to the coal trade. 

(5) If we premise that the steel in~l1stry may collapse t~e result would in, 
our opinion be disastrous to the Jherrla field where the cokmg coals are ~on,: 
but it is difficult to treat seriously even for the sake of argumen/i. such premises. 
We cannot contemplate plants such as have now been erected being shut dowO' 
indefinitely although it is possible re·construction may become necessary. 

(6) Again, if we premise the collapse of the steel industry, our answer IS 
in the affirmative. ' 

(7) No. 

(8) Yes. 

(9) No. 
General. 

We submit the questionnaire postulates to a certahi extent that, unless 
protection is given, the existing steel works will cease to exist, 

We incline to the opinion that the existing steel works are-over capitalised 
and have been extravagantly run. In our opinion it would be bad business 
to bolster up such concerns to the extent of the enormous tariff indicated. . 

No. 52. 

Burma Electric Tramways and Lighting Company, Limited. 

Written Statement, dated. 26th November 1923. 

I have' the honour to request your Board to consider the adverse effects 
of an lUcreased tariff on steel and iron ,as reg,ards' electric lighting and 
Tramways undertakings. 

(1) In the first place a large amount of material used by Electric Com
panies is of !Po special character and could not be made satisfactorily in IndiA 
probably even with the help of a duty, such as. for example lighting and 
tramway Poles and steel tramway.rails. 

(2) i'he increased cost of lighting poles if a duty be imposed would have 
to come from the consumer and the increased cost of tramway poles and rails 
would mean either (a) increaaed fares, or (b) extensions of tram lines would 
have to be given up owing to excessive capital outlay. Both of these would. 
throttle the development of tramways and electric lighting in outlying 
districts. . 

(3) Both lighting and tramways are ic the nature of public utilities, 
lften supplied at very little more th"n bare cost, and in consequence' any 
increase in the cost of providing the service required naturally ,bears very: 
hardly on both the public and the undertaking supplying the commodity· 
whether the undertaking be owned by a Company ora Municipality. , 

(4) I have, therefore, to request that due consideration may be given t() 
this important aspecll before any steps are taken to. increase in any way the. 
present Customs duty on iron and steel or on machinery. 
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No. 53. 

The Madras Electric Tramways (1904). 

Written Statement, dated ~7tk November 19~3. 

We have the honour to. enter our emphatic protest againot the placing of 
any additional Customs import duty on manufactured iron and steel goods. 

We are in control both of the Electric Tramways and the Electric Supply 
in Madras, and, during recent years, have been considerably hampered by 
increased prices of nearly all stores necessary for the maintenance of our 
Undertakings. 

When it is borne in mind that steel in one form or another is used in 
almost every industry, it is obvious that a large increase in import duties 
thereon must have the effect of causing an increase in the cost of all articles 
.manufactured .in India. We endeavour to purchase goods locally whenever 
possible, and our running and maintenance expenses would. therefore, natu-
rally increase. ' 

Such articles as tramway rails and steel tyres for tram car wheels are not 
procurable in India, so far as we are aware. At present we import such 
materials from England, and they are fully double their pre-war price. If 
to this is to be added a large protective duty (we understand that as much 
as 331 per cent. has been suggested) it will mean a further large addition to 
''Illir costs. For instance, we recently laid a tramway extension of about 
'Ilne mile and a quarter, and the rails, fish plates, tie bars, etc., imported for 
this wor~ amounted in value to approximately Rs~ 3,00,000. On this, under 
existing conditions, Rs.30,000 is payable as import duty, but under the 
suggested protective tariff, this would be increased to Rs 1,00,000. Such 
heavy expenditure is more than we could possibly bear, and still maintain 
our present charges for electric current and tramway fares. The only thing 
for us to. do would be to increase both our charge per unit for, electricity 
supplied and our tramway fares, and, as the protective tariff would have 
already increased the general cost of living, these would come as additional 
burdens on the general pUblic. 

We do not consider that it is possible to make out any case for the 
suggested increase in import 'duties. The people who are asking for it 
presumably did not establish iron and steel works in India. from philan
thropic motives. It was not their foremost desire to find remunerative
employment for Indian workmen, nor had they chiefly in mind the desirability 
of making India independent of the outside world, for her supply of iron and 
steel goods. They were business men, and, in our opinion, they anticipated 
that, with the cheap labour obtainable in India, they would be able to 
turn - out their manufactures at a less cost than similar articles could 
be imported, and thus capture the market and make a handsome profit. For 
reasons which we cannot quite fathom, this has not been the case, and the 
imported article is still cheaper than that made in India. It is not merely -
a case of Continental firms " dumping" goods in India at low prices, which_ 
are rendered p-ossible by a debased"exchange j but even England and America, 
in' which countries wages are far higher than here, can also send goods to 
India, which can be landed and sold at less than the local manufacturers can 
turnout similar articles. 

To sum up, it appears to us that, although a protective duty might have· 
the temporary effect of restoring the business of the individuals protected, 
it could not have any long lasting effect. A business which needs such help' 
must have further defects, which require investigation. An undouhted effect 
of the protective tariff, however, would be to raise the cost of living for 
everyone in India, which appears to us to be a state of affairs most 
strenuously to be avoided. . 
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No. 54. 

The Calcutta Tramways Company, Limited. 

lVritten. Statement, dated 12th December 1929. 
Ellclosed we beg to forward you, on behalf of this Company, a Statement 

«)f Objections to the proposed protection to the indigenous steel industry of 
India, which we shall be glad if you will place before the Tariff Board. 

To 
Tbe TariJI Board. 

Appointed to enquire into the desirability of accord
ing protection to the .,indigenous steel industry of 
India and of imposing duties on imported steel, 
etc. 

Statement of Objections of ,the Calcutta TTamways Company, Limited, to the 
proposals to enforce the protection. and duty abovementioned. 

1. The objectors are a limited liability Company incorporated in England 
under the Companies Acts in force there, and carrying on business' in 
{)alcutta, under the powers, contained in 'certain special enactments of the 
Indian Legislature (hereinafter called "the Company"). . 

2. The Company operates and maintains the whole of the electric tram
way service throughout Calcutta and Suburbs and Howrah, consisting of 35 
miles of double tramway track. The present maximum' n.umber of trains 
running daily in Calcutta is 195 whilst Howrah is served daily with a 
further 18 cars. For the purposes of the undertaking, large quantities of 
iron and steel and other' metals and iron products are constantly required' 
for the construction and maintenance of the permanent-way, rolling stock; 
generating plant and miscellaneous equipment. The Company is, therefore, 
vitally interested and concerned in any increase in the price of steel and 
iron or other iron products. 

3. The Company claims that the proposals for the imposition of a higher 
i!uty on imported steel would materially and seriously hamper the Company 
and have disastrous effects on the Company and general public. 

4. Any increase in the price of steel caused by the imposition of add;'
"tional import duties on steel or iron is likely to retard the maintenance and 
extension of the tramways in Calcutta and Howrah. 

5. If the suggested increase of the import du.ty on steel and iron should 
materialize, the price of steel and other iron or steel products in India 
would be increased to such an extent as to add very seriously to the capital 
and revenue expenditure of the Company, and would probably, necessitate 
the Company having to increase the tramway fares and thus affect the poorer 

-classes in Calcutt@<. 
6. It is anticipated that the Company's finance would also be materially 

impaired. " , 
7. The Company import annually steel products consisting of rails and 

'fastenings, steel tyres, wheels, axles, etc., to an approximate amount o~ 
'Ra. 2,78,900. The imposition of the suggested duty would impose a further 
',"@lI:ftl! npenditure of approximately Rs. 92,973 per "annum. As regards 
'capital expenditure, this will necessarily depend on the further development 
of the Company in the way of extensions for which there is an urgent 
demand. Such expenditure will, of course, be similarly enhanced by the 
'increased cost of new construction which must necessarily follow the sug
,gested protection of the indigenous steel industry .• 

" 8. At the, present time the Company uses a special type of steel' rails 
(British Standard Section No.7) in connection with the' construction and 
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maintenance of the permanent-way for the manufacture &f which no plant 
exists in India, and it is extremely doubtful whether it..would pay any steel 
manufacturing concern to instal the necessary plant fOil rolling steel rails 
of the required section owing to the comparatively small demand in this, 
country. 

9. Generally the Company object to any such protective tariff on economic 
grounds as the Company feels that it would seriously affect the development. 
of Indian industries snd would be a greater hardship on the poorer classes. 
throughout the whole, country. 

12th December 1923. 

No. 55. 

East Bengal River Steam Service Ltd. 

Written Statement, dated 6th October 1923. 

In compliance with the press communique issued on the 17th July 1923, we 
have the honour to submit the following opinion on the proposal to 
extend protection to the maIiufacture of steel in India. 

While admitting the importance of the steel industry for purposes of 
national defence as shown in the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission 
(para. 59) we are of opinion that the excessive duty on imported steel will' 
prejudicially affect almost all the industries in a country where industrial 
development is urgently needed. 

The Tata Iron and Steel Company have put forward their claim to 
protection and have asked that tile rate of duty on imported steel should 
be raised from 10 to 331 per cent. But they obviously overlook the fact that 
the raising of this duty will have an injurious effect upon other industries 
for which steel is an important raw material. This important aspect of 
the question should not be lost sight of. 

The duty has already been raised to 10 per cent. and most industries 
'will not be able to bear a further advance of duty on steel. And we are 
emphatically of opinion that it is vital to the" interest of some iI\.dustries that 
the duty should be abolished altogether. 

The pre-war price of'steel was Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 per cm., and 'at the present 
time it stands at fromRs. 9 to Rs. 10. But we have reason to hope that. 
with the return of normal conditions the price of steel will come down 
almost to the pre-war rate. 

, If the duty is raised to 331 pel." cent., Great Britain and other European 
countries will be able to build ships at' a cheaper price than India as they 
will escape the Indian duty altogether j and the chance of our developing 
the ship-building industry in India will be lost. At present inland vessels 
are being built here and we ourselves are building them in our dock. If 
the duty on steel is raised, it will not be possible to build them: here, as. 
big inland vessels which can come on their own steam will be built in 
Europe and Indian builders will not be able to compete with Europeans., 
Thus instead of encouraging the ship-building industry here, it will go to' 
put a stop to it altogether. The importance of the ship-building industry 
for purposes of national defence cannot be ignored. At a time, when the
Indian 'Mercantile Marine Committee are enquiring into the prospects of, 
and devising means for, the development of the ship-building industry-in 
India, a spoke should not be driven into the wheel of progress by raising 
the duty from 10 to 331' per cent. 

If the Government want to help the development of the steel industry 
in India, they should adopt other measure, viz., reduction of railway 
freight and placing orders for Government requirements as far as possible
in India, etc. But in no case should the duty on steel be raised.. On the-
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other hand, we are of opinion that the duty on steel required for ship
building and similar industries in which steel forms the chief material andi. 
machinery may be abolished altogether. 

It is a matter of surprise that the Tata Iron and Steel Company have
not disclosed their ICOst of production, but have asked for an increase -of. 
duty. This is hardly fair. They have made enormous profits during the
war and built up a large reserve. Under the circumstances it is hardly fair
for them to expect a return of 15' per cent. on their capital and thereby 
injure the interest of other industries. In a country wher~ industrial.. 
development is urgently needed, --the steel ind\lstry should be content with. 
a very reasonable profit on the capital outlay. 

We beg to impress on tha Board the necessity of providing cheap
materials for the ship-building and cognate industries in India and hop\!!, 
the duty will not be raised to benefit one industry at the cost of others. 

East Bengal River Steam Service Ltd. 

Written Statement, dated 13th Octooer 1929. 

With reference to your letter No. 397, dated 10th October 1923, we beg.: 
to enclose herewith our replies to questionnaires sent to us for consideration. 

1. The raising of the duties of imported steel will greatly interfere with· 
our busineBB both as a Shipping Company and also as an Engineerine;: 
Works. 

2. In our""East Bengal Engineering Works inland vessels and barges are
built or which steel forms the prin.cipal part. Besides this we do other· 
outside works for which steel forms also the principal raw material. 

3. We use mostly mild steel plates, angles,tees, rounds, flat bars, rivets,. 
bolt nuts and corrugated iron sheets and pig iron. The quantity depends on 
the volume of the work we have in hand. For the years 1922. and 1923 we" 
used about 600 tons of mild "steel. . . 

4. It depends on the nature of the work. For flats and barges the cost· 
of steel will be about 50 per cent. of the value of the vessels and for other" 
works the cost of materials is much less in proportion to the value ot the' 
finished articles. 

6. Mild steel plates, angles tees, "etc., used by us are mostly imported' 
goods while the pig iron used by U8 is wholly of Indian manufacture. 

6. The appro.,!timate outturn of our works for the last 2 years will be' 
about 7 to 8 hundred tons a year and for 3 years preceding this period 
it was leBB on account of slump in business. . . 

7. We build flats and steamers for our ow:q use, and sometimes for outside
orders. But none of our products are exported. We alsa" do lot of works-
for local jute presses and other industries. . . 

8. No. . 
9. None. 
12. No. 
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No. 56. 

Messrs. l'he British Burmah Petroleum Company. 

Written Statement, dated 2~th October. 1923. 

I am instructed by the Directors of the British Burmah Petroleum Co., 
'Ld., and the Rangoon Oil Co., Ld. (of which the former Company are the 
Managing Agents) to refer to the evidence put before your Board advocating 
legislation involving a considerable increase in the tariff (up to 331per cent), 

,on iron and steel products imported into India and I am to state that Jay 
Directors emphatically protest against any such increase as indicated, 

'particularly if applied to material used in the Oilfields and Refineries of 
:Burma. 

The broad grounds 'of our protest are:-

(1) The manufactlJorers in India in our view cannot provide the special 
material re9"uired in the petroleum industry. Such material 
includes well-casings, piping of large size, well-drilling tools and 
appliances, plates for storage tanks and oil-stills together with 
pumps and valves of special design. These items represent a 
large' percentage of the cost of an oil company's operations. 
Other materials are drop and die forgings for special work, 
engines and electrical plant, which cannot be obtained in India 
or Burma. 

(2) The oil industry, comprising exploration, production and refining 
work, requires special appliances peculiar to the industrY, much 
of which is manufactured under patents. Other materials 
in general often require specialized experience, training and 
facilities for producing them. SlJJCh have not oeen considered 
or even thought of in India as yet .and it would take years to 
acquire the standard now attained by existing suppliers. 

(3) In our experience such material as is manufactured in India 
or Burma is inferior to that obtained from Great Britain or 
America. . 

(4) A tariff increase or form of bounty will tend to encourage Ii. mono
poly in this special industry, placing it in the hands of the 
strongest financial corporation to the ultimate detriment of the 
industry. 

(5) Our companies are burdened with continually increasing costs of 
operation and onerous charges in respect of Royalty and Excise 
dues some of which have been increased by recent legisla.tion. 

(6) An increase in the cost of producing petroleum products must 
ultimately be borne by the consuming public in India and 
Burma, who now benefit from prices lower than those in most 
other countries because of the manufacture of these products 
in a province of India, and further such higher pri.ces will 
tend to restriction of trade. 

(7) India and Burma are two distinct countries demanding individual 
consideration, and legislation on the lines advocated can only 
react, we believe, disadvantageously in Burma. 

On the above grounds therefore, my Directors cannot do otherwise than 
regard with grave apprehension the addition of further burdens upon our 

"business such as must inevitably result from the introduction of legislation 
·on the lines demanded by the steel interests in India, and we strongly urge 
·that our contentions should receive careful consideration by the Tariff Board 
before submitting its recommendations to the Government of India. 
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"LtJtte-r from fA. '.lanD Board, to Me.srs. '.lhe British Burma'h. petroleum· 
Company, dated 6t'h. November 1923. 

With reference to your letter No. B.-1419, dated the 24th October 1923, 
I am directed to 88y that the Tariff Board would be glad to have informa-
1:ion from the British Burmah Petroleum Company 011. the following points:-

(a) If a capital expenditure of, say, Rs. 10 lakhs is being incurred in 
the sinking and equipping of new oil wells and in the necessary 
pumping, storag9, and distilling plant and other accessories, 
what woul~ be the quality and value of the stee~ or steel work 
used and lU what form would the steel be bouglit by t}:te com
pany? 

(b) When the above pillnt was in full operation what .would be the 
average annual expenditure on steel~ and steel work· for opera
tion, maintenance and repairs and what forms of steel would 
bl' used? Whst ratio would ihis bear to the total annual expen
diture on operation, maintenance and repairs? 

2. Such steel as may form constituent parts of engines, special appli
~nce8, electrical and mechanical plant and machines, pumps, etc., should 
not be couuted as steel for the purpose ·of the questions referred to above • 

. What the Board particularly would iike to know is the consumption of steel 
in the forms in which it is elitered in the present Tariff Schedule under the 
-heading" Iron and Steel." Welded or weldless steel pipe or tubing should 
'be reported separately from pipe built up of plates or sheets. 

3. With reference to the statement in paragraph 3 of your letter, 'lJiz., 
-that steel manufactured in India is inferior to that obtained from Great 
Britain or America, I am to request you to give particulars of the alleged 
inferiority stating when the steel was purchased, whether it was purchased 
-direct from the Tata Iron and Steel Compauy and whether it was of British 
standard quality with a Govemment certificate. 

Letter from Mes.rs. The Britis'h. Burma'" Petroleum Company, Limited, 
dated 318t December 1923. 

We have the honour to refer to your letter No. 515, dated 6th November 
1923, asking the British But"mah Petroleum Company, Limited, to furnish 
-certain information concerning their expenditure on steel products, and we 
now reply to the questions put forward as far as we are able. 

Introductory.-Paragraph 1 (a) takes a hypothetical capRal of Rs. 10 
lakh8 to be incurred in sinking and equipping new oil wells and in establish
ing a distilling plant, or refinery; that is, in initiating and establishing a 
complete oil-producing business, but such capital, of course, would be v.ery 
inadequate for the operations involved in the· question. 

Thus, an expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs in establishing an oil field would 
-only meet the average cost of five of our wells, and many times this .number 
of wells is required. A refinery, of the smallest size to be a commercial pro
position would probably cost Rs. 15 lakhs to instal. An oil-producing Com
pany mayor may not possess its ewn refining plant and such plant· is seldom 
located in the oil field but is practically an independent self-contained con
-cern. 

In drawing up the .following statements of costs we have, therefore, 
·treated the oil field and the refinery separately assigning to each a supposed 
ocapital expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs. The figures are obtained, as far as 
possible, from the expenditure incurred by this Company, reducing the total 
11;0 Rs. 10 lakhs and the various items in proportion. 
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Paragraph 1 (a), Part I. Rs. 10 lakhs capital expenditure in establish-
ing and equipping 5 wellS involve the following items of -steel:-

Rig Irons, l' 
Drilling Tools, 
Steel Cables, 
stee. I Casing and Shoes, J Rs. 
Tank Plates, 
Pump Tubing, rods, etc., 

Total Cost. 
3,78,000 or 37.8 per cent. 

Workshop equipment is not included in the above figures. This would com
prise various special machines of manufactured steel, many of which can only 
be obtained from the United States, motive power plant, etc. For thill an 
additional Rs. 1,27,000 would be required. The balance of the Rs. 10 lakha. 
would include engines, boilers, pumps,' electrical plant and building materials, 
other than of iron or steel, administration, etc. 

The drilling tools are of steel and all are very speCial in design and manu
facture. Steel casing is a special lap-welded tubing. Rig irons are partly 
of cast iron and partly of steel and cast steel. Steel cables are of a very 
special type and manufacture. Pump tubing rods, etc., are alSo a speciality 
of the oil business. Tanks are built of shaped steel plates and are often of 
very large capacity ~uch as one million gallons and over. They are obtained
from firms specializing in the manufacture of large sizes. 

Most of the above material is imported from the United States and very' 
much of it is not obtainable in England. 

Part II. Rs. 10 lakhs capital expenditure in establishing a refinery.
Analysis of the costs of building a refinery shews that approximately 7()' 
per cent. of the total cost of typical refinery plant is on account of imported., 
mater~a~ coming under 1;he heading" Iron and Steel" in jhe Tariff Schedule, 
comprISIng: -

Steel sheets, fabricated for tanks, StillS, etc. ") 
Steel beams, channels, sections, etc., usually un- I 

fabricated, 
W. I. pipes, lap-welded for steam and oil, r Total 
W. I. sheets for buildings, JUS. 7,00,000 . . cent. 
C. I. plpOS for water, 
Tool steel and miscellaneous fabricated ste~l, 

No. 57. 

(Jost., 
01' 70 per' 

Letter trom the Executive Member, Messrs. John Taylor &; Sons' Oommittee,. 
Oorgaum, South. India, to the Secretary, TariH Board, dated the 15th. 
October 1929. 

Under instructions from Messrs. John Taylor & Sons, London, Managers' 
of the several gold mines on the Kolar Goldfield, Mysore State, I have the' 
honour to hand you herewith a reply to the questionnaire which you recently 
issued together with a general submission on the general position as it affects·, 
the mines. '. 

I shall be pleased to endeavour to, supply, luch further information as. 
may be called for. ' 
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Replll bll Me •• r •• John Taylor &: SOfl',' Oommitttee Ofl behalf of the Gold 
Mifliflg Oampaflie. operatiflg on the Kolar Gold Field, MII.ore Statt, 
to tAe que.twflnaire drawn up by the Indian TariH Bowrd in cOflflection 
with their enquiriu into the ,ted indmtry. 

Questionnaire. 
Que,tion,. 

1. The proposal which has been put for
ward by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Compa~, is that the duties on im~ 
ported steel should be raised from 
10 to 331 per cent. Do you consi
der that the adoption of this pro
posal would adversely affect the 
operations of your firm and· if so 
to what extent P 

2. What are the principal products 
manufactured by your firm Jor 
which steel is a necessary raw 
materialP 

3. State approximately the kinds of) 
steel, and the quantity of each I 
kind, required by the firm annually 
for the manufacture of their pro- I 
ducts. t 

4. What proportion does the cost of the \. 
steel bear in the case of each pro- , 
duct to the total cost of the finished 
articleP ) 

G. What is the approximate Indian con
sumption of each product, and 
what proportion of that consump
tion is (a) imported or (b) inanu
factured in IndiaI' 

'fl. 'What was the actual outturn by your 
firm during each of the last five 
years in the case of each product 
and what is the maximum outturn 
of which your plant, as at present 
organized, is capabl(\P 

7. 'Who are the principal consumers of. 
the articles produced by your firm 
and for what purposes are they 
ulied P Are any of these' products 
exported from India at present and 
if 80 to what extent P 

8. Are any of the products of your firm 
. used as the raw material for any 
other industry, and if 80 of what 
industries I' 

Answers. 

Yes, and reference is invited to 
the explanations given in 1<ne 
accompanying submission. 

Gold ,Mining. 

Refer to the submission and the 
accompanying schedule. 

In View of India being a si!ead:r 
importer of gold it maybe said 
that the whole' of' the mines' 
output is consumed in the 
country. 

The value of gold produced during 
the past 5 years has been as 
follows:-

1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 

Rs. 
26,292,321 
25,737,720 
26,148,553 
29,962,374 
26,821,275 
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Question •. 

9. What foreign competition (including 
for this purpose competition from 
the United Kingdom or other parts 
of the Empire) do the products of 
your firm have to meet--

(a) in the Indian market, 

(b) elsewhere? 

10. Do you, consider that, in accordance 
with the principles laid down by 
the Fiscal Commission in paragraph 
97 of their report, the circumstances 
justify the grant of protection to 
any of the products (of which steel 
is the principal raw material) pro
duced by your. firm-

(a) if the duties on steel were to 
remain unaltered, or' 

(b) if the rate of duty were to be 
increased to 331 per cent.? 

11. If protection is considered neces
sary in the case of any product at 
what rate and in what form do you 
consider it should be granted P 

12. Does :the industry in which your firm 
is engaged ever suffer from dump
ing so far as those products are 
concerned for which steel is a prin
cipal raw material P 

AnIWerl. 

Refer to the submission for 
reasons why the gold industry
should be protected from 
damage caused by an increase
of the duty to 331 per cent. 

John Taylor & Sons' Committee, 
by (IUegible)" 

Ezecutille Member., 

{

' The Mysore Gold Mining Co" Ltd. , 
The Champion Reef Gold Mines of India, Ltd. 

On behalf of The Ooregum Gold Mining Company of India, Ltd •. 
The Nundydroog Mines, Ltd. 
The Balaghat Gold Mines, Ltd, 

Submission by Messr •• John Taylor &: Sons' Oommittee on behalf of the Gold' 
Mining Oompanie. operating on the Kolar Gold Field, My.orll State, in 
l'e the application by thll Tata 'Iron and Stilet Oompany for an increas8 
in the rate, of duty on imported ,teet' 

1. The five Gold Mining Companies represented by this Committee have· 
been in constant operation over a period of many years. They have produced' 
within that period gold to the :value of £58,000,000 sterfuig and their present 
output is at the rate of about 370,000 oz. fine gold per annum, value at; 

. present price of gold say £1,665,000 (approximately 21 crores of rupees) .. 
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2. The mines give employment to over 22,000 men and are the centre of' 
an established and prosperous community .• 

3. The Government of Mysore draw direct revenue from the mines in the
form of Royalties to the extent of about Rs. 14,50,000 per annum, and 
income and super-tax for the current year will amount to a further 
Re. 9,00,000. The Government also receive indirect revenue from the sale· 
of electrical power and water, the annual gross receipts from the mines
amounting to Rs. 25,00,000 per annum. 

4. The mines have paid substantial dividends to their shareholders ovel"' 
a long period but in recent years and more particularly during the last 
decade the profits have been seriously diminished. The industry has reached 
a stage where despite the utmost technical skill profits have been reduced 
to. a .JIlinimum considerably due to the high cost of mining contingent on 
the great depth at which operations are now conducted. A most stringent 
II economy" campaign has been enforced for the past two years but although 
it has been attended by considerable success, in that the high costs of the
later war stage period have been reduced, a retul'n to the pre-war level of 
costs cannot be looked for. 

5. Of the total cost tlf mining two-fifths is represented by the cost of 
materials and particulars of these are given in the attached schedule. Many
of the items are of a special character or quality such as, electrical hoisting 
plants, motors and accessories, high speed compressors, wire ropes of the-
very finest quality, drill steel of the highest grade, battery materials, etc. 

6. The items are grouped in a manner to indicate the proportion whicG 
would be affected by an increase in the duty on imported steel and it will 
be seen that it amounts to an annual sum of Rs. 11,25,000. The present 
rate of duty is 10 per cent. and the proposed increase would, therefore, re-· 
present a direct increase in cost to the mines of some Rs. 2,62,500 per' 
annum. 

7. These figure&- are exclusive of machinery and plant, amounting to an 
annual outlay of some 15 lakhs of rupees upon which the present rate of 
duty is 2i per cent. and which it is presumed will remain unaltered. The
price of high class machinery is already almost prohibitive and any increase 
in the duty which might ensue as a consequential result of a large increase
in the duty on steel, would be of the gravest import, particularly in view 
of the need for a constant expenditure under this head if efficiency is to be
maintained. 

8. A further' additional cost which the mines would have to expect to
face is an increase _in railway rates which are already oppressively high. It 
is difficult to avoid this conclusion in view of the large part which iron and 
steel play in the cOst of-railway working. . -

9. Any extra cost of railway freight would not only be felt in its effects 
on the cost of imports but also in' the extra cost of obtaining delivery of 
materials purchased in India. Coal and timber are important items of mine 
consumption and are both bought in India, and whilst 'it is difficult to assess 
what the total direct and indirect cost of rail freight amounts to, it can 
safely be estimated at over Rs. 9,00,00(} per annum. An addition of even 
10 per cent. to this cost would amount to Rs. 90,000. 

10. The mines are so placed ~hat these additions to cost will. be. un
avoidable, in that the machinery and articles used are essential and of a 
character alid grade which, except in the case of a ,few minor items cannot 
be manufactured in India. There would be no recoupment from any enhance
ment in the price or demand for their only product, gold, and the whole' 
of the extra cost would, toorefore, go to directly reduce profits. ' • 

11. In the gold mining industry, any diminution of profit-earningcapllcity 
not only affects shareholders' dividends, but it tends more rapidly than in 
the cases of other industries to discourage any effort which might be made, 
to continue working with a view to waiting for better times. Gold is still 
at a slight premium, but it can only be assumed that the price will ~ntinuEt 
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-to slowly fall until the normal or standard value has ae;ainbeen reached. 
en the credit side, therefore, tlie future holds out no promise, whilst as 
regards cost. a position has been disclosed which indicates little likelihood 

oof further reductions, 
12: If it should, therefore, happen that with the imposition of new 

:burdens profits are still more reduced or are caused to disappear altogether, 
-the effect would be far-reaching in that there would be no encouragement to 
'attempt to continue to develop the business. A process of gradual liquida
-tion would then ensue and the value of the deeper gold deposits of these 
, mines would be irrevocably lost. 

13. It is submitted that the possibility of such a consequence with its 
accompanying loss to the whole country of the benefit of a gold production 

,approaching two ·million sterling per annum cannot be viewed with equani
.mity and if the Tata Iron and Steel Company should be successful in their 
,application for assistance, It should be given in a manner whereby permanent 
,damage will not' be caused to an existing industry: of proved and long 
'benefit to the State. Alternatively, assistance should be granted to the 
gold mining industry according to the measure of the damage caused. 

14. It may not be considered desirable to discuss alternative suggestions 
-within the scope of this submission but reference may be conveniently made 
-to two alternatives the adoption of either of which would go some way to 
,remove the mines' present fears:-

(a) The application of a system of differentiation whereby those essen
tial articles which have to be imported and which cannot be 
manufactured in India will be exempted from duty. 

(b) The substitution of a bounty on production in place .of the in
creas~d import duty demanded. 

John Taylor & Sons' Committee 

by (1ZIegible), 
Ezecutiv6 Member. 

(The Mysore Gold Mining Co., Ltd. 

t
TheChamPion Reef Gold Mines of India, Ltd. 

On behalf of The Ooregum Gold Mining Co. of India, Ltd. 
The Nundydroog Mines, Ltd. 

OOREGUlI, 

!tsth October 192~. 

The Balaghat Gold Mines, Ltd. • 

SCHEDULE. 

Particulara 01 cost 01 materiaZ, conrumed in the year 19S!; 

:1. Iron and ateel and their productl-
(a) Bearing an existing duty of 10 per cent. 

Bolts and nuts 
Nails and' screws 
Pipes and fittings 
Rails . 
Ropes, wire 
Steel anti iron 
Steel drill 
Various (say) 

(231 per ,cent. additional duty=Rs. 2,62,500.) 

RH. 
32,422 
17,417 

2,60,726 
46,106 

2,07,424 
2,51,352 
1,10,079 
1,99,474 

11,25,000 
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(b) Bearing an existing duty of 2i per cent. 

~ Electrical goods 
Linera, tube 
Machinery, etc. 
RocK drills 
,Shoes, dies, etc. 

2. Other iteml-

Belting 
Building supplies 
Candles' 
Chemicals 
Coal' 
Coir matting, ,etc. 
Coke 
Cyanide 
Explosives 
Firewood 
Hydrochloric acid 
Lime 
Liquid fuel 
Lubricants 
Mercury 
Ropes, manila, etc. 
Timber 
Zinc 
Various 

.' 

TOTAL 

No. 58. 

Rs. 
72,897 
40,216 

12,51,805 
1,38,929 
1,00,402 

16,04,249 

Rs. 
67,781 

2,96,304 
2,28,103 

48,001 
13,71,084 

15,659 
36,829. 

6,47,376 
9,89,740 

45,163 
37,360 
77,682 
26,537 

1,51,173 
15,789 
26,441 

13,16,803 
43,779 

4,66,071 

59,07,675 

86,36,924 

The British Indian EIectric CommiHee, London., 
\ 

, Written statement, dated 29th N01lember 1923. 
The Britjsh Indian Electric Committee which represents the large Electric 

Supply and Tramway Companies in India, had their attention drawn to the 
proposed increl\se in the ~dian import duty on steel. After discUSlling the 
matter very fully, my Committee instructed me to cable to you in accordance 
with the enolosed confirmation. ' 

I am instructed to draw your attention to the following points iu support 
of the enclosed message. 

The undertakings which we represent are for the use of the public. The 
rates charged for electricity and the fares charged on the tramways are 
placed under legal limits. These limits are necessarily based on the earning 
POWPI" of the undertakings so as~ to admit of a fair, but not ex~bitant, profit. 

VOL. III. 
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The use of steel enters very largely into the construction of the works for 
Doth tramways and electric supply undertakings. In the case .of tramways, 
steel is used not only for the rails but also for the overhead line equipment 
and for the trucks and frames of the cars. 

As to the electric supply undertakings, I have to point out that, in 
addition to the steel used for engines, boilers and electrical machinery, the 
tendency in these days is to provide steel buildings also and, in a modern 
power station, steel is coming more and more into use in connection with 
chimneys, flues, forced draught arrangements, coal and water storage and 
handling. ·Modern condensing plant, requiring as it does very large quanti
ties of cooling water, calls for the use of steel pipes of large diameter and 
.often of considerable length. 

A great part of the steel work above referred to is of very special con
·struction. It is designed in conjunction with the design of the generating 
plant and it cannot readily be const~ucted in India, 

In the distribution of electricity, the use of steel poles is a large item in 
-the cost of the mains. 

My Committee fully realise that their undertakings already receive pre
ferential treatment as, for instance, in the duty on prime movers and high 
pressure apparatus. They respectfully suggest that, if any increase be made 
in the tariff on steel, they should receive a like preference in regard to their 
imports of that material. 

My Committee feel sure that the authorities in India fully realise the 
importance .of a cheap supply of electricity for power· purposes in connection 
with the encouragement of industrial enterprise in India. 

No. 59. 

The Indian Galvanizing Co., Ltd. 
Written Statement, dated ~8tk January 192.&. 

From the trend of certain evidence as reported to have been given to the 
Committee, it would appear that a discrimination may be urged between the 
rstes of duty leviable on plain ungalvanized J.laterial and the sams products 
,galvanized. 

It is recognised that the imports of galvaOl'zed sheets into India form a 
large proportion of the total steel imports and that as the Indian steel industry 
·does not apparently con~mplate the manufa:lture of this material in the near 
future, no benefit to the industry would result from the increp.se (If import 
duties on such sheets. 

If, however, the duties on black sheets are advanced while those on galva
nized Sheets remain unaltered, the effect will be to severely handicap this Com
pany's activities with the probable result that it will be unable to continue its 
existence. As a new industry which given fair play fully expects to be able to 
make good without asking for high protective duties, we feel that we have every 
justification in urging that any enhancement in duties brought into force in 
order to assist certain lhdustries should be arranged so as not to injure others, 
even if the latter may be considered r(·I'ltively small and unImportant. 

In this connection, it may be pointed out, that for Shipbuilding, ship repair 
work of any description and in certain other contingencies, a galvanizing plant 
is essential to engineering concerns, but that no galvanizing company in thi~ 
country could possibly maintain itself cn the limited amount of such work 
cfiering. Hence for successful operation, 1I'1y galvanizing concern in this 
country must also manufacture galvanized articles, to which aspect we would 
now draw particular attention. 
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It is well known that galvanized articles to be regarded as a first Cla~ pro. 
duct comparable with imported articles must be first manufactured and gal. 
vanized subsequently, hence the raw product must be black ungalvanized 

. material which is genel."ally in the form of sheets. 
For first class articles of this description there are lmportant demands for 

Government, the Railways and leading industries, but at the same time thero 
is a big business done in the bazaars by making articles out of imported galva
nized shejlts. These, in view of the fact that the galzanizing of such sheets 
is very light. and that all other parts of -the article, except those made ftom 
sheet, remain. ungalvanized, are con~iderably cheaper to manufacture, and 
-where price is the only ,"-onsi?eration are purchased. 

Hence it is evident that aity increase in dutif.s on black sheets as compared 
to I(alvanized sheets will render the cost ('f a correctly galvanized article still 
higher in comparison ·with the bazaar made makeshift,and render it thereby 
increasingly difficult for galvanizing companies io work at a ·profit. 

We therefore have to record a strong and emphatic protest· shouU any such 
discriminatory change in duties between black ?oDd galvanized- shects be con. 
templated. 

No. 60. 

Repre8entation from the Burmah Chamber 0/ Commerce, dated 18t September 
. 1928. . 

Your letter No. 36, dated July 17th, 1923, with enclosure, has had the 
very careful attention of the various Sub-Committees and the General Com. 
mittee of this Chamber, and I am now directed strongly to oppose the sugges
tion that special protection be given to the steel industry in India, as, in 
the .considered opinion of this Chamber, such prptection would be a· retro
grade step, which might possibly be helpful to an individual steel company, 
but would prove extremely harinful to the cou,ntry as a whole by unneces· 
sarily but considerably forcing up the price of articles in very general use 
and urgelltly needed for the development of the country, its railways, ship
ping, public works, mills, factories and industries. 

2. In the first place, too much stress cannot be laid on the all.important 
fact that India pO'lSessee unique ore deposits, both in quantity and quality, 
with most convenient supplies of suitable coal within easy reacn. While thus 
so generously favoured by Nature, the poBi!ibilities of the iron and steel indus
try in India gain additional and enormous strength owing to 'the distance of 
the country from external sources of supply, so that freight, insurance charges 
and 1\ ten per cent. Customs duty already constitute extensive and valuable 
protection; and any further increase would go far towards ruining the pros-
pects of an industrial India. ' . 

8. As a matter of fact, it would not be a difficult task to advance cogent 
reasons in favour of a. reduction of the Customs duty now levied, for the 
output of steel in India is at present confined to a very limited range of pro~ 
ducts, and the possibilities of expansion must, for an indefinite period ahead, 
be very seriously prejudiced by the nature of the labour supply. 

4. Cheap steel is essential for railways, tramways, shipbuilding, agricul. 
tural implements and most other public· and private utilities. Failing a 
cheap supply,.costs must increase all round, and . the commercial and indu9-
trial development of the country cannot fail to be severely retarded. 

5. But whatever the view that may be taken with regard to India's ult~. 
mate interest6, I am to lay special stress on the fact. that protection. of the 
steel industry would be entirely unjustifiable in respect of Burma, . as this 
Province has as yet no facilities for steel manufacture, and, owing to her 
extremely backward state, is far more urgently in neell of a cheap supply 
of steel manufactures than any Presidency or Province in India. .., 
. -. G 2 
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6. For these reaso~s I am to protest emphatically against £he proposal t~ 
. pamper the Indian steel ind,ustry, which, in this Chamber's opinion, is 
already more than sufficiently protected by the duties levied for revenue 
purposes; but, if the industry is to be specially favoured with extra protec
tion that can only reaot perniciously on the best interests of India, I am to 
urge that Burma be excluded from the scheme owing to her highly undeve
loped condition, and the fact of her distance from Indian steel produoing 
centres. 

F'Uffther Tepresentation from tht BU1'ma Chamber 0/ Oommerce, dat~d flltk 
September 1923. ' 

With further reference to my letter of September 1st, 1923, I am now 
directed to addr8Bs you on the subject of the evidence which, as r.1ported in 
the Press, was put before the Tariff Board by the Tinplate Company of 
India, Limited, at Jamshedpur, on August 28th, 1923. 

2. According to the reports the Company suggested the imposition of ~ 
45 per ceJlt. protective duty on tinplate and black plate while !l.rging, free 
importation of certain raw materials required by them, and it :lppears from 
the evidence quoted as to their production and the size of j;he Indian demand 
that, if this request were acceded to, the built of the users of tinplates would 
be compelled to purcnliile their requirements at 45 pel\ cent. over normal 
(lost. 

3. In the opinion of my Committee this affords another instauco in which 
a protective duty for the benefit of a small group must inevitably have a 
most undesirable and far-reaching effect on the people as a whole. It is in 
the manufacture of containers for Kerosene Oil and Petrol that tinplates are 
mostly used, and any increase in their price must be expected to be reHected 
in an appreciable rise in the retail price of kerosene to the consumer. As 
it is generally accepted that kerosene is a necessary article of life, it is the 
poorest classes in particular who will ultimately be the sufferers. 
- 4. The circumstances attending the establishment and constitution of the 

Company Beem to show that, in spite of the known adverse conditions, i~ was 
decided to persevere with it as a normal commercial risk; and there "are 
consequently no good groundil for asking the public to bear any consequences 
of non-success. 

5. For these reasons I am to re-affirm in this case the views which arEl' 
applicable and already expressed to you in my letter of September 1st, 1923. 

FUTtheT representation /l'om the Burma Ohamber 0/ OOmmtlTCe, dated 13tk 
November 1923. 

I a~ directed to acknowledge, with thanks, the pamphlets advised i~ 
your letter No. 473, dated October 27th, 1923; and, in reply, to state that 
this Chamber sees no reason to modify its opinions already expI'essed in 
reference to the undesirability of hampering the progress of India by the 
imposition of a protective duty on steel. 

2. It appears to my Committee to be obvious that the present position of 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, is largely due to prodigal expen
diture and to heavy capital cost of extensions and additions in post-war 
years; and it seems to be wrong to penalise all consumers of steel and iron 
in India and Burma for the purpose of bolstering up the position into which 
this Company has permitted itself to drift. 

3. The evidence given before your Board shows clearly, the enormous 
advantages the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, enjoy in their almost 
inexhaustible supplies of high grade ores and fairly good fuel. In addition, 
they have the protention accorded by the present. substant~al" import duties. 
on steel and at.eel goods, as well as long distance ocean frelgnt. 
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4. Apart from the development of India, which requjres s~eel and steel 
.goods in large quantities, a number of industries using steel have sprung up; 
and all of them will be severely handicapped, if not killed, by a heavy in
(!rease in the cost of steel. To meet this-potential situatioIr, heavy protec
tive tariffs are proposed all rOlllld, but this course will increase cost to the' 
-consumer, and it need hardly be pointed out that the deplorable condition 
of the world's trade to-day is largely due to high prices. When goods are 
high in price, consumers ei ther curtail their requirements or go without; and 
this state of affairs in a country where development is greatly needed can 
only have the effect of retarding progress . 

. 5~ If notwithstanding the argnments against, a deCision should be reached 
in favour of protection of the steel industry-a decision which could pre-
1!umably not be taken except in anticipation of benefit to the country as a 
whole,-then the country as a whole should pay the cost and proteetion should 
take the form of bounties on material produced, thus cheapening the cost of 
indigenous steel, and at the same time . obviating the stifling of competition. 
In the opinion of this Chamber. bounties instituted for a number of years, 
and diminishing in the rate per unit as time goes on, will lead to greater 
efficiency tban proteCtive import duties. 

6. As far as Burma is concerned, protective duties would place her at a 
great disadvantage owing to her geographical position; whilst a bounty 
·scheme would affect her very little, even though, as long as she remains a 
Province of India, she would have to contribute towards the cost of the 

-bounties. . 

7. For thes~ several reasons, and those previously expressed to you, this 
Chamber remams emphatically opposed to the protection of steel industry by 
sceans of increased import duties, or even by bounties, if it can be avoided. 

No. 61. 

Madras Chamber of Commerce. 

,ll'ritten Statement, dated 8th...,September 1929. 

I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 36, dated 17th 
July, enclosing a Press Communique No. 35 on the subject of the protection' 
of the steel industry in India. 

My Chamber does not propose to offer witnesses for oral examination 
but instructs me to submit to you a statement of some of its views in the 
ahove connection. 

These are as follows:-
(1) That protection to the steel industry through the impcsition of tariffs 

must directly increase relatively the cost to the consumer of all forms of 
steel which it is proposed to protect. 

As we believe that manufacture in India comprises only a. small fraction 
of the consumption in India the effect at present would be to penalize 
practicalI:1 every user of steel for the benefit of the producers of a comparllo-
tively small proportion. '. 

(2) When it is borne in mind that steel, in one form or ,another, is a 
factor in almost every -industry in the country, as also in Agriculture, it 
will be seen that the proposal is to handicap India's industries and Agri
cultural development. 

The handicap would, in some cases, be ill the form of increased capital 
expenditure (which carries with it increased depreciation charges) with its 
(!orollary of direct increased working costs. 
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(3) We are,therefore, strongly opposed to any tariff nnhancement at. 
\the present moment. 

(4) A less dangerous form of protection would, in our opiilion be by 
means of a bount~, the incidence of this being equally borne by ali classes 
of the community. 

(5) Whether protection of steel is by means of tariffs on all ~mpetitive 
material or by means of bounties its possible danger to the allied industries 
cannot be too strongly urged. 

_ We refer to the possibility of a measu~e of the Government support beiug 
utilised in price concessions to favoured manufacturing concerns to enable 
them to overcome their rivals. 

Unfair concession of this nature though affecting but few at first would 
gradually resolve itself into the formation of a powerful" ring" which, in 
due course, would be in a position to control the prices of manufactured 
steel. 

If any additional form of protection is contemplated it is our view that 
adequate steps must be taken to ensure first that established industries will 
not be adversely affected and that the protection is of such a degree that 
it will be outside the bounds of . possibility to pass on any part of it to r.. 
favoured few. 

(6) This Chamber is not averse to assistance of a temporary nature heing 
granted to new industries provided the evidence obtainable justifies the 
belief that such industries will, if efficiently conducted, become self-support
ing within a reasonable period of time. But they take the view that a limit 
of time for such protection should be definitely declared when it is granted; --
and adhered to, in order that the public may be under no mis;q>prehensions 
in this respect when called upon to support such enterprises. 

(7) If protection ill to be granted in any form whatsoever it appears to 
be most necessary that such assistance should be dGpendent upon the pro
duction of steel of a quality comparable with that against which protection 
is sought; and we would advocate no assistance whatever unless this is made 
conditional. 

We consider that definite standards of quality should be laid down and 
that the ratio of the protection. should be fixed accordingly and that there 
should be no qualification for assistance for any of the production below 
those standards. 

No. 62. 

The Karachi Chamber of Commerce. 

Written Statement, dated ffnd November 1929. 

I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 473, dated 27th 
October, 1923 and its enclosures, and in reply to inform you that this 
Chamber as a'body considers that a free trade policy is in tile best interests 
of India, and it is, therefore, opposed on principle to the protection of any
industry or industries. 

No. 63. 

Representation from the Upper India Ohamber of Oommerce, do,ted,15th 
Jawuary 1924. 

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 473 of the 27th October 1923 for
warding copies of certa.in representations made to and evidence given before-. -
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the Tariff Board by the T~ta Iron and Steel Company when claiming protec
tion for the steel induStry. 

You are good enough to state that if the Chamber desires to put forward 
any expression of its views the Board will be glad to receive il. 

I regret that it has not been possible to give earlier expression to the 
views entertainetl. by this Chamber. Since, however, the Committee of the. 
Chamber would not in any case have been in a position to offer oral evidence 
in support of thei ... views they trust that the statement hereinafter contained 
will still be accepted as a record of the opinion held by the Members of this 
Chamber. This may be summarised by stating that while supporting the 
view that the steel industry in India does need protection by means of a 
tariff, the Chamber cannot and does not agree that a duty of 331 per cent., 
as has been proposed by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, is either neces-
sary or advisable. . 

When giving evidence before the Fiscal Commission in December 1921 
Mr. T. Gavin Jones, the President of the Chamber, gave it as his personal 
view that a duty of seven half per cent. should be imposed on imported iron 
and steel. Mr. Gavi!l Jones' evidence followed on the evidence given by him 
and other representath'es officially on behalf of the Chamber and in which, 
without entering into details, the .Chamber stated that -protection shouid be 
afforded for the manufacture, in the country, of articles. in the production 
of which India should be independent. It may be taken that the Chamber 
considers that steel is one of these articles. . 

It is believed that a tariff on the present scal~ of 10 per cent., or even 
slightly in advance of the present scale, should afford .sufficient protection, 
but if it be shown that the difficulties attending the manufacture of i;teel 
under present conditions are really such that the present tariff is inadequate 
for protective purposes, then such additional protection as may be proved t. 
be necessary might be provided by means of a Government bounty. 

The Committee of the Chamber desire to enter an emphatic protest against 
the proposal to raise the duty on imported steel to 331 per cent. 

They agree without reserve with the other Chambers of Commerce, Mem
bers of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of India and Ceylon, in the 
opinion stated in the resolution adopted last December by that body that so 
high a duty would impose an. intolerable burden on other industries, and 
indirectly on the public generally. 

No. 64. 

The Punjab Trades Association. 

Written Statement, dated the fJ7th July 19fJS. 

I have the honour to acknowledge rm!eipt of your IE-tt~r No. a6, dated th& 
17th instant, forwarding COpy of a press c6=unique regarding the proposed 
extension of protection to the manufacture of steel in India. 

2. In reply I have been directed to '3ay that on general linea my Associa. 
tion protests against Government protecting Indian industrieFI to the ultimate 
exolusion of home industries. I am in this oonnection to say that the 
members of this Association handle imported goods and there are many 
of them who find themselves unable.to handle many lines whioh were staple 
imports in the past owing to the fiscal policy of the Government in protecting 
"he indigenous product by a prohibitive tariff on. the imported· produot. 
Before the war i~ was the definite policy of Government to use this country 
as a producer of raw materials for our manufactures in Great Britain and 
Europe generally and which were later exported as the finished article to 
this country. Times have changed and to.day the advanoed Indian is ola. 
mouring for protection 80 that the raw material produoed in this oountry 
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may be retained in the country and manufactured hllre with Indian labour 
and Indian capital in other words " Swadeshi." My Committee admit that 
no one can take exception to the very natural aspirations of the industrial 
leaders of this country if they backed their aspirations with their personal 
~ecbnical skill; knowledge and endeavour to inaugurate and carryon to a 
successful issue and maintain the same against all comers the industries 
which nature has placed at their doors in the shape of raw materials and 
cheap labour. But they are not prepared to do this and what they want 
is protection, not that they may serve their own people better than they 
are now served with the imported article, but so that they may place their 
goods on the market at a fractional percentage below the price it is possible 
for the British manufactured article to be imported. With cheap labour raw 
material on the spot and protection thrown in does it not, my Association 
observe, point to high profits at the expense of the consumer they so loudly 
claim to protect? . , 

3. There are, I am to add, ~a very fe~ members of this Association who 
do not find some branch of their businesses, some article they were able to 
import. and sell at a profit gradually disappearing from their etocks owing 
to the Indian manufactured article being placed on the market to sell to 
the public at the approximate cost in London to t,he impOlter, due of 
oourse to the fact that the Indian manufacturer is able with cheap labour 
and raw material ready at his hand to undersell the British manufactured 
article, and he undersells at a figure which is based on the price of the 
imported article, not on his own initial nett cost. This being so, should he 
have protection? My Association accepts the position that. India is cla
mouring to be as self~contained as possible, and there can bs no objection 
to this, but should she not build up her own industries by her own effort1J 
and not ask to be " spoon-fed "? 

British industriel and manufactures have, I am to say, heen built up to 
their present state of perfection in a free trade countrv and have so far 
been able to place their goods in the markets of the world (in nearly all of 
which there is a protective or fiscal tariff) at competitive rates. This being 
6(; why, my Association contend should not India do the ~ame. 

No. 65. 

Bepruentation b'om the Marwari Association, Calcutta, dated 20th November 
1923. 

The attention of the Committee of the Marwari Association has been 
drawn to an Associated Press telegram containing a summary of the views of 
the Burma Chamber of Commerce on the question of the protection of steel 
industry in India. The Chamber expresses itself as strongly opposed to the 
extension of protection on the ground that it would unnecessarily force up 
prices of articles in general use· and urgently needed f4'r the development of 
the country, its railways, shipping, public works, mills, factories and indus-
tries and would prove extremely harmful to the country. My Committee 
consider these arguments as entirely fallacious and desire me therefore to 
address you on the subject. 

Prices of all articles have naturally shown a downward tendency since 
some time past but the fall which the price of steel has undergone is more 
than could have been expected and cann~t be regarded as a matter of course. 
It is common knowledge that during t,lle war, when the Government of India 
controlled the prices of Indian steel, the foreign manufacturers made enor
mous profits and accumulated large reserves. Following the usual tactics 
of cutting down prices to extremely low levels, even below the cost of produc
tion if necessary, to strangle a weak or new rival, the foreign manufacturers 
are now dumping their output on the Indian market oil the strength of their 

'War time reserves· and· the object is obvious. If the foreign manufacturers 
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'succeed in their object, _prices will soon again rise high to the serious dis
-advantage of consumElrs. In the best interests of the consumers therefore it 
js urgently necessary that the steel industry of the country should be pro

,tected from foreign attack. 
In the opinion of my Committee, there is no reason to apprehend any 

heavy rise in the prices of steel as the result of a protective tariff. The 
immediate effect is rather likely to be to prevent the fall of prices below the 
cost of production in ,this country, and even if there be /lny actual rise in 
price, it will not be such as to 'affect the consumers seriously who paid 
extremely high prices only a few years back. i'he Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany have been supplying large quantities of rails to the railways of the 
country at prices much below those quoted by foreign manufacturers to the 
great economic benefit of the country. Apart from the saving to the coun
try which resulted from purchase of steel from this company during ~he war, 
the economic gain to the country from the establishment of this industry 
nuring the nine years ending in 1921 amounted to not less than 14 crores in 
tlmployment, wage3, taxes, ~ freight, etc., and~ the actual savIng in money 
IImounted to more than 7 crores. Further development of the industry, 
either by the establishment of new works or the extension of existing ones 
will lead not only to further employment of the large number of unemployed 
'n the country but will necessarily result in the saving of several crores of 
~l1pees annually to the country as a whole, It is hardl)" necessary to add 
that the benefit of such saving wi,ll filter down'to (lven w>iose who as consumers 
may have to pay higher prices. 

It can be safely anticipated that protection of the i:Qdustry will resul1' in 
its large development and growth in the country and the internal competi
tion will also naturally have a lowering effect on prices. Any rise that may 

-take place now can only be tempor~ry but will result in much future pros
perity. Besides, the apprehensions regarding consumers can be reduced to 
a minimum by the grant of protection on a sliding scale to be gradu&ly 
reduced at the end of (Ivery five years, so that after 20 years protection may 
be completely withdrawn. My Committee are fully in agreement with this 
view but they would recommend that the amount of duty realised be given 
to the industry by way of bounty. 

My Committee feel that the necessity and urgency of 'giving protection to 
-the steel industry cannot be overstated or too strongly urged. It is an 
'essential industry and the country possesses all the p.atural advantages for its 
production, such as an abundant supply of raw materials and labour and an 

-extensive market for the finished product. .A . large quantity of raw mate
rials necessary for the manufacture of steel goes out to foreign countries to 
tetum to the country in the shape of steel or steel articles which means enor
mous economic loss to the country. The development of the industry is 

·essential for purposes of national dllfence also and for these .reasons the 
Indian Fiscal Commission commended it to the consideration of the Govern
ment. In the opinion of my Committee the extension of protection to this 
key industry will be quite in keeping with the principle of protection with 
discrimination and they hope that the Tariff Board will recommend 'its pro-

-tection. -

No. 66. 

The Native Share and Stock Brokers' Association, 

Written Statement, dated the 29th December 1923. 

In the sta~ement issued by you to the press onilie i 7th july you invite
-from persons mterested in the steel ~dUB~ry or the industries dependent. pn 
-the use of steel a full statemnet of theIr VIews., 

Many membeIB of this Association and their' clients are directly or 
indirectly interested in the iron and steel industry and 1. am; therefore. 
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asked by my Board to place the following statement -of their views before
the Tarifi Board for their consideration. 

rt is on the following grounds that my Board recommends protection by 
tiariff. 

The iron and steel industry is a truly national asset of every country 
-where it can be brought into existence and fostered to its full natural 

, growth. -
rt has been indisputably shewn that the principal raw materials are to 

be found in .the country itself in ample quantities for decades to come. 
rt is agreed on all hands that every progressive country should strive to 

become economically independent and the placing of the iron and steel 
industry in a safe and sound position by due tariff protection would be the 
first step in helping India to be ultimately self-supporting. . 

It is precisely on this plan of tariff protection that all most progressi,e 
industrial countries like Germany, Australia, the United States of America 
and .Japan have progressed with their industries and built them up as sub
stantial National assets in face of all oppoaition that each country must have 
met in its turn, and it is a well-known fact that all the self-governing 
Dominions of the British Empire also have ll110pted the same policy. 

'l'here is absolutely no convincing reason why the same beneficial policy 
should not be adopted for the ultimate national good of this country. 

That the iron and steel industry is a national asset of the first importance 
and of greatest value to India has heen amply made clear during the last 
great war and openly acknowledged with all possible emphasis by all autho. 
rities from the Viceroy downwards, and the Fiscal Commission has also 
unanimously recognised that it is an essentiAl industry for national defence. 

Apart from the- necessity to this country of a well developed iron and 
steel industry in the -two matters of defence and of communications, such 
an industry gives rise to many subsidiary industries in the utilisation of its 
various bye-products and they in· turn lead to the creation of other indus
tries to provide for the economic use of their products and bye-products. 
Furthermore the railway and industrial and other requirements 'Of this country 
are bound to grow as the country develops and will require larger and larger 
quantities of iron and steel. 

As pre-eminently representing a very .large body of investors, my Board 
wishes to specially emphasise thd following point. Influenced by the reason
ably profitable state of the iron and steel industry during the years of the 
war, and having no reasonable anticipation of unfair and irresistible -com
petition in future by hcavy dumpings from foreign manufacturers,· Indian 
investors have placed immen8e surns in the iron and steel industry snd 
my Board is convinced that if steps are not immediately taken to see that 
the industry is able to earn a reasonable profit on the immense amount of 
capital sunk in it, it will be a veritable disllster and a dislldt.er not only te> 
the present unfortunate investors but to the country in general, because Indian 
capital is proverbially shy and has only during the last few years learned 
to come out of its shell; and if anything happens to the many .£rOl'es of
rupees sunk in this industry, Indian capital will once more withdraw from 
the field of industrial investment and the development of the cOlmtry will 
receive a setback from which it may not recover for de(lades together. 
. Though there will no doubt be a rise in value of iron and 'steel upon the 
introduction of a tariff wall, my Hoard is firmly of opinion that it is a 
temporary difficulty of comparatively minor importance which must inevit
ably be borne for the greater and more permanent good of the country as a 
whole exactly as bas been done by all the progressive countries referred 
to above. -

It is also to be borne in mind. that by the introduction of the tarifi pro-
tection, the iron and steel industry in India will receive a great impetus
resulting in many other concerns coming into existence and this in itself 
will create a healthy internal competition tending to keep prices at reasonabl9' 
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levels and there is absolutely no ground to apprehend a monopoly of any 
desoription, as there are already several oompanies in the field and "more are
Bure to follow if a suitable tariff is adopted. 

If India becomes self-supporting in the matter of its iron and steel 
requirements, this oountry will have saved annually several orores of rupees 
which would materially help to reduce our public debt.' 

My Board has very carefully followed the trend of the entire evidenc& 
BO far placed before your Board, and they find that the only opposition 
to protection by tariff has come from those connected directly or indirectly 
with "1mported iron and steel and its manufactures. Self-interest naturally 
rules supreme with them and in that light it is their business to make present 
and temporary difficulties and losses loom large before the eyes of your Board. 
yet even Done. of them has made bold to declare that the introduction of a 
protective tariff would not be for the ultimate great good. of this .country,. 
and the weigh~ of the whole world'e-experienca..is against such a.dictum. 

My Board oannot sufficiently emphasise the fact that it is pre-eminently, 
nay solely, an Indian question in the interests of India to be considered from an 
Indian standpoint by your Board which has been appointed bJ' the Indiau 
Government and to be decided -upon by the Indian Legislature j and thus· 
viewed thers can be but ont' answer, Villi., the ereotion of a sufficiently yet 
reasonably strong protection tariff wall to run for a sufficient number of 
years on a downward graded scale of percentage. 

My Board wishes to clearly point out to. your Board the very great 
urgency oL having such tariff protection introduoed at the earliest possible
moment in view of saving the industry from the unbearably serious losses 
that are daily accruing by reason of the very heavy dumpings of iron and 
steel now going on from foreign manufacturers. In the opinion of my Board 
this is a process which if, allowed to run ad lib is bound to help foreign 
manufacturers and cut against the vital interests of this country in' a twofold 
manner. When world trade is bad and most doors reasonably shut by 1;ariff 
proteotion, foreign manufaoturers would resort, as they now' do, to heavy 
dumping on our free and open shores .to enable them to keep, their works 
running even though at some loss, yet at the same time stifling and exter
minating the local industries by such unfair and irresistible competition; 
and then with a revival in trade having India, bereft- of its own industries., 
again at their abject mercy to- be milched on their requirements for years 
and years to come. -

In consideration of all the above grounds deoiding in favour .of protection 
by tariff, the next question would be what should be the rate. My Board 
undllrstands that 1 the 'Tata Iron and Steel Company consider 331 per cent. 
necessary. Wlill'e the members of the Tariff Board will Imdoubtedly be best 
able to gauge the figure required, my Board would like to say that the
fig~re e~oulll be su~h as to pe~t of an yield of abo~t 10 per oent. on the 
capital mvested, thiS figure bemg. by no means too high for an investment 
of this nature, partioularly in India where the average rate of interest is
much higher than in Western countries. 

My Board hopes that the members of the Tariff Board will give due
weight to the varions considerations mentioned above and will see their 
way to make recommendations -that will lead to, a great development of the 
iron and steel and cognate industries'in this country. 

No. 67. 

Calcutta Trades Association. 

Written Statement, dated 28th December 1923. 
I have the honour by direction of, the Committee of the Calcutta Trad6lf 

Association to address you in connection with the question of the proposed< 
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pr!>tection to the steel indusfr:l': as affecting those members of this Associa
j;ion interested in the Steel Trade. 

Although this Association has not been asked officially to express its 
. opinion on this important subject, my Co=ittee strongly disapproves of 
the suggestion of granting special protection to the steel industry in India, 

• afl in their cpinion such pro~ection would be a retrograde step, all, while it 
(nay possibly be helpful to an' individual steel Company, it would, it is felt, 
be extremely harmful to the country as a whole, in so far as it would tend to 
unnecessarily force up the prices of arti~les in general use and needful for the 
development of E.tilways, Shipping, Public Works, Mills, Factories and 
Industries in gE:neral. 

In view of the above, I. am directed by my Committee to state that this 
Association is strongly opposed to the proposed protective duty on steel, and 
it is hoped that this letter will receive the earnest consideration of your 
Board, as being the considered opinion of those members of this Association 
most intimately connected with, and interested in, this particular trade. 

Field ope ratio'll and maintenance. 
Pamaraph 1 (b), Part I.-It is practically impossible to answer this ques

tion in general terms jn the forln it is given. No two fields are alike nor 
are conditions similar. 

It is, therefore. only possible to take typical cases from our own experi
ence which Illay cliffeI' considerably from that of another concern, working 
uncleI' different condItions. Having assumed previously that a field of five 
wells has been established by a capital expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs in order 
to carryon "crk from this point as a commercial proposition wells must be 
kept in repair and deepened, oil must be won and stored, and further develop
ment must continue. In the costs in the first statement the initial depth of 
a well was taken as 2,000 feet and it is now assumed that they must be 
deepened to 3,500 feet to reach deeper oil strata. , 

It is assumed that there is a hypothetical amount of Rs. 10 lakhs to be 
used for continued exploration, mamtenance and production, which amount 
is exceeded in our own case. We find that practically 62 per cent. of the 
hypothetical Rs. 10 lakhs is expended on steel materials thus:-

Steel Casing, 
Rig materials, 
tanks, 
Pump Tubing, rods, etc., 

") 

l 
IRs. 

Repairs parts, J 

Total. Value. 
6,15,000 or 61'5 per cent. 

W. I. pipe lines have not been included as .the quantity used,is very varia?le. 
Neither is there any sllowance for additional tools, machllles or electrICal 
appliances, which might amount to a further Rs. 2 l~khs. . . 

Part II. llefine1'Y i1laintenall.ce.-The cost of mallltenance and repairs.m 
a refinery is hable to vary considerably. The iron and steel mat~nal 
consists chiefly of mild steel plates, rolled steel beams and bars, W. I. pIpes, 

"C. I. and steel valves. 
An average figure cannot readily be given but a fa.irly representative 

recent year shews that out of the total annual .cost of maintenance o.f t~e 
refinery, the above materials accounted for practIcally 30 per cent., whIch IS 
a sufficiently near estimate. 

Paragmph 2.-In the preceding paragraphs the costed items enumerated 
all occur in t.h'l Ta.riff Schedule under "Iron and Steel," and do not come 
under the heading" Machinery." It is found that 41 per cent. of the .total 
expenditure on steel material in .field operations is due. to .the one Item, 
steel casing. The schedules are based upon a supposed expendIture of RB. 10 
lakhs in each case and refer to the long established standard methods of well 
drilling. They do not necessarily bear a very definite relation to the actual 
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expenditure by an oil company in anyone year. Thus, .owing to the very
recent introduction into Burma of a different system of well drilling the pro
portion of steel casing and piping is much increased. We find that recently 
OUI" imported casing, with its accessories, bears the proportion of 2,300 tons 
(approKimatevalue Rs. 8 lakhs) to about 50 tons of other "iron and steel" 
aaterial. This casing can only be obtained from the United States. -

Paragraph 3.-With regard to steel material manufactured or purchased 
in India, we have had no direct dealings with the Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany. Steel and. steel articles have been purchased from Engiish firms in 
India imt no GovernmEnt certificate of quality was furnished. While much. 
of this was very probably of English origin some was manufactured in India 
and was regarded by our engineers as lacking the quality and finish and
capacity to stand wear of the directly imported material. 

We trust what we have written wiIl.make clear to your Board what a· 
large item of expenditure Steel is to'a Company such as ours; averaging 
some 50 per cent. of the whole outlay on materials and stores. We have 
pointed out that very much of this material must be obtained from the 
United States . where its production is a highly specialised industry. Beside!> 
the special technique and skill required, the capital involved for the plant 
for its manufacture is extremely heavy and the local demand would not seem 
to warrant such expenditure by an Indian concern. Hence our view is that 
an increase in the tariff would injure our business as .oil producers in order 
to provide a monopoly for a concern which does not and cannot supply our' 
indispensable needs. . 

No. 68. 

Mr. Narendra Nath Nundy and others. 

Written Statement, dated 1st Oetob/lr 1923. 
We, the undersigned importers and dealers in iron and steel at Calcutta. 

lay the following for consideratioD. by your Board :--. 
(a) That we are surprised and much alarmed at the proposed enhancement of' 

duty OD. iron and steel from 10 to 33t per cent. 
(b) That only last year the tariff rate on these goods has been enhanced 

froin 2+ to"\O per cent. thereby greatly enhancing the cost price of-the goods. 
(e) That iron was substituted in place of timber in building materials on 

account of ·cheapness. 
(d) The price in sterling of imported steel is already double that of pre'war

days and the duty has recently been enhanced by four times. Consequently, 
demand from consumers has abnormally fallen and the total quantity of steel 
imported at present annually represents only an insignificant part in com
parison with pre-war days. 

(e) That any further increase in value or the tariff rate would paralyse the 
import of this class of materials as demand from consumers would vanish and 
make them unsaleable. 

(f) That if the proposed revision of the tariff rate is for the protection of 
Indian industries, we are of opinion that the present enhanced value and the 
existing high tariff rate is enough protection for the Indian manufacturers to· 
compete with. 

(g) That in addition to extra charges enumerated in paragraph (/) the 
cost price of the imported steel includes freight which is about 30 per cent. 
'of the original'value of the goods, the insurance fees, the banks' interest and 
the shippers' commission .. 

(n) That the foreign exporters of steel are able to meet competition in spite
of the many items of extra charges enumerated iII: paragraphs (f) and (g). 

(i) That there is orily one steel _ works: in India, The Tata· Iron Works, 
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Limited, and the production is not sufficient for the consumption of even a few 
.months in a year. Moreover, sheets, plates and some other sections of steel 
.are not manufactured in the Indian works. 

(1) That if imposition of protective duty is deemed necessary in order to 
-enable the Indian works to compete with foreign manufacturers, we- infer the 
price of the Indian steel would be much higher than at present and we do not 

• understand how the consumers will bear the additional burden in these days 
., when the world is crying aloud for economy. 

•• (k) That if the proposed enhancement of tarifi rate is intended for increase 
. of revenue, we are of opinion that the revenue will fall abnormally instead of 

increasing. -
(I) That, we fear, the imposition of the proposed enhanced tariff rate would 

ruin our iron and steel business altogether and the consumers failing to get 
cheap supply of iron and steel, will meet, so far as possible, their demands in 

-timber and other materials. 
(m) That from the import tariff lists it will appear that the scope of iron 

.and steel business is a big one, next only to piece-goods, and many thousands 
of men employed in this business will be sorely affected if the tariff rate is 
enhanced which means ruin to this business altogether. 

(n) That, apart from other considerations, we fear that if by artificial means 
the import of foreign steel is stopped or heavily curtailed, the foreign countries 
in their turn may refuse to import Indian jute, gunnies and other products 
to their country which will tell heavily on those trades and thereby making 
millions of Indian labourers unemployed, thereby creating chaos and confusion 
in this country, as in many countries of the West. 

(0) That we request that in view of the above facts, the tariff rate should 
not be enhanced, if not reduced. 

(p) That in the year 1920 we had placed many orders for iron and steel 
.at topmost prices as Government had then been selling reverse Council Bills 
thereby reducing the value of the sterling at Rs. 7-8 to Rs. 8-8, in place of the 
present value of about Rs. 15. But all on a sudden Government stopped selling 
those Bills before goods had arrived and heavy slump in exchange took place 
and ruinous losses accrued. The disaster resulting from the heavy slump in 
exchange was referred to in detail by Sir A. Murray, President of the Bengal 

-Chamber of Commerce, at the Associated Chamber of Commerce in 1921, at 
which His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor·General of India was present. 
'So that we may not have to share the same fate on this occasion we request 
the favour that we may be informed at an early oate whether it is the inten
tion of Government to increase the tariff rate before the beginning of the 
next financial year as in that case we shall have to refrain from putting 
further orders abroad. 

(q) That, if foreign competition is made to disappear, this vast -business 
""ill fall into the hands of a lim!ted few and there is the danger of profiteering 
which wiII tell heavily on the consumers. 

(r) In c.onclusion, if our opinion and prayer be ignored for giving protection 
to the industries of this country, we are of opinion that the same protection 

-be extended to cotton and other trades of this country and also the imported 
-machineries. 

Messrs.lshan Chandra Chatterjee _& Son. 

Written Statement, dated 1st October 1928. 
Recently, we have come across the information that, owing to Tata Iren 

Factory's application for the increase of duty, the Government is pleased to 
appoint a committee to enquire into the matter. We beg to put the follow
ing few Jines before you, as. importers, as well as bazaar shopkeepers. India 

is a poor country and the people want cheap goods, which are sold largely. 
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The good productions of Tatas are sold about a rupee per cwt. higher than 
the Continental goods of Europe. Moreover, if the duty be lowered from 10-
per cent. to 1 or 2 per cent. the European goods may find a bumper sale In 

-this country and good profits to all concerned in the trades. It is for the bad 
luck of our counte' that the duty on iron and steel goods has been raised 
from two annas to one rupee eight annas per cwt. with a paltry Port Com
missioners, landing charge of two annas per cwt. We pray that the committee 
will be pleased to recommend the Government to reduce the duty to pre-war 
rates and accept t.he hearty thanks from the traders and poor people" 
this country. -

Messrs.lndd Bbusan Ddtt & Co. and otbers. 

Written Statement, dated. Itnd October 1928. 

We, the following dealers in iron and steel, lay the following before 
your Board for consideration in connection with your report to the Govern
ment of India about the revision of the present tariff rate:-

(a) We are surprised and much alarmed at the proposed enhancement of 
duty on iron and steel from 10 to 33l. per cent. _ 

(b) We hear the above is a measure proposed to be adopted at the instance 
of the Tata Iron Works, Limited, of Tatanagar, in order to protect their 
industry from foreign competition. 

(e) Iron and steel were s-ubstituted in place of timber and other materials 
on account of their cheapness. 

(d) The price in sterling of imported steel is already about double that 
(If pre-war days and the tariff rate has been enhanced from 2t to 10 per 
cent. only last year. The value of the goods has consequently risen abnormally 
and the demand from the consumers has greatly fallen. 

(e) The present sterling value of iron and steel includes freight which 
is about 30 per cent. of tIie original value of the goods, the insurance fees 
-covering many risks of damages, losses, etc., the bank's intetest and the 
shipper's commission. Adding to these the present high tariff rate of 
10 per cent. we are of opinion that Indian industries are already sufficiently 
protected from foreign comp~tition. .. 

(f) Any further increase in the tariff rate would increase the value of 
-the goods and would paralyse the import of this class of materials as demand 
-from consumers would heavily fall. -

(g) If the imposition of protective duty is deemed necessary in order to 
enable the Indian works to compete with foreign manufacturers the natural 

. inference is that the price of Indian steel would be much higher than at 
present and we do not understand how the consumers will bear the addition
al burden in these days when the world is crying for economy. 

(h) In this connection we would quote the recent words of the late Pre
-mier of the United Kingdom, Mr. Asquith, advocating Free Trade: "Ring 
fence is harmful alike to the protected and the obstructed." 

(i) If the proposed enhancement is carried into effect, our iron and steel 
business will be ruined altogether as the consumers failing -to get cheap 
supply, will, as far as possible, meet their demands in timber and -other 
materials. -

(J) The iron and steel business is an extensive one, next only to piece
goods, and many thousands of people employed in this business will be sorely 
affected if tariff rate is enhanced, thereby ruining our business altogether. 

(k) Apart from other considerations, we fear, that if by artificial means 
-the import -of foreign iron and steel is stopped or heavily -ourtailed the 
foreign countries, in their turn, may stop importing hlte and other i:~dian 
products, making millions of India labourers unemployed_ and thereby 
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creating chaos and cOlnusiqn in ,this country as,in many countries of the-
West." ' 

(l) If competition is made to disappear there will be 'no check' to heavy 
rise in prices and the iron and steel business will fall into the,hands of a. 
limited few dealers. 

(m) In conclusion, if our petition is rejected in order to give protection to 
the only steel works in ,this country, i.e., The Tata Iron Works, Limited, we' 
are of opinion that the same protection be given to cotton and other indus

'\\-ies of this country so that the vast number falling unemployed out of the 
consequent slump in the trades shown above may find employment. 

No. 69. 
A. Ramaiya, Esq., M.A., Vaka. 

,Written Statement. 
PROTEOTION TO THE STEEL INDUSTRY IN INDIA. 

In accordance with t,he reco=endation of the Indian Fiscal Commissiou, 
contained in paragraph 107 of its Report, that "the question of protection 
to the manufacture of steel should be one of the first subjects of inquiry by 
the, Tariff Board," ,the Government of India have selected first the steel 
industry fOl: investigation by the newly constituted Tariff Board, and the 
Board is now holding its inquiry and examining witnesses in that connection. 
The witnesses examined so far would seem to be mostly persons either 
actually engaged in or personally interested, in advocating the cause of 
fostering the development of the industry and their views as expressed, may 
be said to point predominantly in favour of a strong protection to be given 
to the industry by means of a thirty or thirty-three per cent. import duty 
to be levied on all foreign steel, coming into the country. From the sum
mary reports of tbeir evidence in the newspapers, it does not, however, seem 
that the subject has been properly considered by them in all its aspects, 
particularly with reference to the effect that it will have on the general well-, 
being of the country. In dealing with the question of protection to be given 
to any industry, it is very necessary, as pointed out by Dr~ Marshall in his 
recent' book, "Money Credit and Commerce," page 219, that inasmuch as 
those who can speak with tbe fullest knowledge on the technical side of 
such a question are likely to have a strong personal interest,' in its securing 
an answer that will increase the demand for their services or conduce to the 
augmentation of their own profits, arguments put forward by them should 
be scrutinised with exceptional care, even ,when they come from able men of 
the highest character. The object of the present article is to view the 
question briefly from the standpoint of a student of economics,and if it 
should be deemed that protection to the industry is necessary or desirable, 
to suggest the manner in which it should be given-whether by means of an 
import duty or a bounty-having regard to the best interests of the country
as a whole. 

The Indian Fiscal Commission make mention in their Report of three' 
general conditions . that must be satisfied before protection can be extended 
to any industry. First-the industry must be one possessing natural advan-, 
tages for development--Buch as an abundant supply of raw material-cheap, 
power, a sufficient supply of labour, or a large home market. Secondly, it 
must be one which without the help of protection is not likely to develop at' 
all' or develop so rapidly as may be desirable in the interests of the country. 
Thirdly, the industry must eventually be able to face world competition 
without protection. 

Now we may apply these considerations to the case of the stool industry-
in India. ' _ 

First with regard to the possession of natural advantages; so far as the' 
availability of iron ore is concerned, it may be readily admitted that there
are large deposits of ore of good quality in various parts of the country. 
But inasmuch as most of such deposits are not found near coalfields, they-
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sre not to be profitably workable at any rate until railway and othe;' 
transport facilities are made abundantly available and cheap. At present, 
Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa are the only provinces where iron ore is mined 
.for smelting by modern methods. The reason for this is that only in these 
provinces, any sufficient supply of coal can be had, in close proximity to iron 
.ores and mining facilities exist for raising the' produce without digging 
far into the earth. The iron and steel industry as well as coal mining are 
cthus naturally confined' to these provinces. At the present time there are 
.only two prominent companies which are working the iron and steel works' 
in ,India. The Bengal Iron and Steel Company a~ Kulti (Bengal) in spite 
of the great and rapidly increasing demand for its products could produce 
,no more than 86,680 tons 'of pig, and 31,775 tons of iron castings in 1920. 
In the same year and under the same favourable circumstances, and in spite 
.of the encouragement given by the Government through their placing a 
large 'part of their orders before it, the Tata Iron and Steel Company at 
Sakchl was equally powerless to produce more tha.n 221,606 tons of pig; and 
113,222 tons of steel inclu1iing rails. No statistics are available to me, with 
regard to the progress of a third company,-the Indian and Iron and Steel 
(:ompany, floated only a few years ago with a share capital of one million 
pounds, and having its 'works at ABansol, a favourable situation, being 
130 miles from Calcutta and, close to the Raniganj, Jherria and BarakaI 
~oalfields. None of these three companies would seem to have progressed so 
rapidly as might be expected at a time when, owing to the Great War, they 
:bad a splendid opportunity for development afforded to them, through high 
prices and keen "Uemand for their products. 

There are various reasons for this want of development. In the first 
place the coal difficulty has been great. There is not much to be said in 
favour of either the quality or quantity of coal available in the country. 
further the working of ,coal mines is subject to a special difficulty. The. 
-('lasses from which colliery labour is' recruited being_ largely agricultural, 
coal production is adversely affected by a favourable monsoon as the culti
vator in the neighbourhood only turns to mining when his crop fails or his 
tl8vings are exhaus~d. The total production of coal. in India in 1920 was 
.only 17,962,214 tons, as compared with the output fn the United Kingdom 
;n the same year which was 229,532,081 tons, nearly 13 times as much as 
ihe loI.;,dian production. Thus the country being deficient in her coal sup
plies, an enormous quantity of coal, coke and fuel has to be imported every 
year; the value of the imports for last year (1922-23) being Rs. 3,22,46,990. 
'Thus the want of a sufficient supply of cheap coal is a serious handicap to 
Indian industrial development in general, and partic1)larly to the growth 
of the iron Ilnd steel industry. 

The importa.nce of coal to the latter industry cannot be too much 
emphasised. A study of the progress of the industry in England and 
America will make it perfectly clear how much both the site and growth of 
the industry are determined by' this aU-important factor. In the words of 
Professor Taussig. "it was the abundant and excellent coal which formed 
the sure basis of the manufacturing industries and the permanent founda
tion of iron and steel making" in the United States of America as well as 
in England (Taussig: "Some aspects of the Tariff Question" Ch. ix, p, 126). 
Again itS Jevons rightly emphasises in his book on the "Coal Question" 
the geographical condition on which' a large iron industry in a~y country 
must rest is the contiguity of iron and coal. Of course, by an extensive 
-development of railway and other transport facilities and the utilization of 
meehanical a-pp1iances for digging, depositing. loading, unloadinl!:. etc., 
processes, tho importance of this condition may be reduced to a minimum. 
In fRet in the United States at every step direct manual labour is being 
avoided and huge Quantities of coal and iron ore are moved and managed 
by machines and other mechanical devices at it cost astonishingly low. But 
in India such facilities are entirely wanting at the present time, and even 
if the country should henceforth advance at a very rapid rate, it will take 
a considerable length of time, not leBA than a quarter of a century in any 
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case, for the country to have any command over such facilities. So that
the available deposits of iron ore in various parts of the country must' until 
then remain unworked both, efficiently and economically for want of an 
abundant and cheap coal supply. 

The scope and limitation for the development of the iron and steel' 
industry in India are succinctly stated by the Indian Industrial Commission 
in the following sentence in their Report (paragraph 55): "Iron ore is foune: 

.• in many parts of the Indian continent, but the instance in which ore of 
good quality exists in suitable proximity to satisfactory coal ~uppli"'R are 
not very numerous, though sufficient in all probability to warrant large, 
extensions of the existing iron and steel works." 

It will be seen from this that there is not much scope in this country 
for a vast extension of the steel industry like that of the giant Steel 
Corporation of the United States of America or the iron and steel works at. 
Birmingham and Sheffield in England, though the existing iron and steel 
works managetl by the three companies already mentioned may be developed 
tu a considerable extent. In any case if we look at the statistics of the
various kinds of iron and steel products imported into the country and.. 
compare them 'with those of what the Indian companies produce, we shall 
find that the' native production is but a 'very insignificant fraction b(>~h of 
the quantities imported and of the total quantities required by the_countr"y 
every year. 

The following will give an idea of the value of Government imports and, 
private imports of the ,various kinds of articles of iron \Dd steel coming: 
from foreign countries: - • 

Governmp.nt imports. 
1921-22 

Rs. 
1. Hardware, cutlery agricultural im-

plements, etc. 
2. Carriages, carts and parts 
3. Machinery and' millwork • 
4. Iron and steel (metal or ore) . 
5. Railway plant and rolling stock 
6. Ships" boats, etc. . 
7. Telegraphic materials 

TOTAL 

84,70,376 
1,09,73,457 
1,06,13,735 

74,17,154 
2,43,11,360 

32,03,729 
46,54,377 

6,96,44,188 

Private imports, 

1. Vehicles (excluding railway materials 
but including shipping parts) 

2. Umbrella fittings . 
3. Telegraphic materials 
4. Railway materials . . . • 
5. Printing and lithographic material . 
6. Iron and steel-

(i) Iron . 
(ii) Iron or steel 

(iii) Steel 
. . . 

1921.22 
Rs. 

4,41,53,282 
32,08,404 
27,06,862 

18,91,06,135 
18,10,583 

79,73,529 
16,65,46,296 
3,65,90,742 

34,25,50,806 7. Machinery and millwork 
8; Instruments, apparatus, 

and parts . . 
appliances 
• • . 5,14,80,521 

9. Hardware, cutlery and 
ware. 

electroplated { 5,91,90,408 
16,82,295 

TOTAL 90,69,99,863 

19~2-23 

Rs. 

59,65,471 
1,09,82,91()O 
1,89,07,762' 

70,15,757 
2,35,24,579' 

20,79,644 
26,50,315-

7,11,26,438, 

3,42,56,501: 
43,43,925' 
14,51,797 

11,05,80,847 
13,41,312' 

62,31,613' 
14,13,35,508 
3,61,67,391 

23,47,85,632' 

'3,13,40,664 
5,14,89,897 

23,14,933:: 

63,56,40,02(} 
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It will be seen from this that India almost entirely depends for her 
requirements of iron and steel for industrial and other uses, on her imports 
from foreign countries. Of course, it will be to her great national good if 
the steel industry in this country be developed to such an extent as to 
satisfy her own entire demand and make her independent of foreign 
supplies. But with her present limited possibilities no such hope can be 
entertained, .. ven if the industry were to be 'stimulated by a very high 
protective tariff. _ In the absence of rich natural resources and facilities 
for their effective and economic utilisation, and when there is no possibilit;r 
of the home production increasing, sufficient enough to cope with th!' 
country's demand,' a heavy duty levied on her imports of iron and steel 
manufactures will have merely the consequence of throwing an unnecessary, 
useless and permanent burden on the community in the shape of high 
prices, and in those cases in which such manufactures go to satisfy any 
real aD.d nece~ary wants of the people or advance their industrial progress. 
they will even prove positively detrimental to national ipterests. Those' 
companies that have at present a monopoly of iron and steel production 
in India will profit a great deal at the expense of the community, for 
which except the kindling and exploiting of a patriotic sentiment they' 
will make no return. It will be admitted by all people that the country 
as it stands is in great need of material and moral progress in all directions. 
A rise' in price of railway materials, printing, machinery mill work, tele.., 
graphic materials, agricultural implements, electrical, etc., apparatus ·cannot 
but impede the progress of the country. Most of these products of iron 
and steel being needed for providing one or other of the requisites of 
civilized existence, any heavy protective duty, nay even a slight revenue· 
duty on the imports of such products cannot but be condemned as highly 
detrimental to the well-being of the people at large. Protection by means, 
of an import duty, therefore, is not to be thought of in the case' of th& 
iron and steel industry in India. -

But seeing that the industry is a basic industry having much national' 
importance about its development, Government encouragement may be 
ginn for the expansion of the existing iron and steel works to their 
uttermost capacity, both by means of direct bounties on production ,/lnd 
by the offer of. railway and other transport concessions. Such bounties, 
while stimulating the development of the industry as effective-ly as a pro
tective duty, will avoid the drawbacks of such duty. There will be no 
rise in price and no hindrance to the growth of other and de.pendant 
industries or to progress while at the same time production in the countrY" 
will increase, induced by the supplementary profits' assured by the bounties. 

The view of. the Indian. Fiscal Commission would also seem to be in 
favour of protection by means of bounties rather than by import duties, 
,in cases lilt!' that of the steel .industry. In one place, speaking of industries 
which 'Sre new or which like the steel industry are producing only a 
very small proportion of .the needs of the country, they say that State 
assistance to such industries should as a rule be given in the form' of 
bounties (see paragraph .102 of their Report). In another place dealing 
more particularly with the steel industry, they would express "We must 
not be understood to say definitely that the production of any of these articles 
requires Government assistance or that, if Government assistance is required 
it should necessarily take the form of protective duties. On the contrary 
in the case of such industries, assistance by means of bounties or other 
devices of this nature may be found suitable either in lieu of tariff 
protection or in addition to it." Again in a third place they point out 
that "the best way of assisting a basic industry is by a bounty rather 
than by a protective duty. In any case the development of certain basic 
industries may be in the interests of the country generally, either because 
like the iron and steel industry, they will stimulate the establishment of 
other industries dependent on them or because like some of those industries 
which have been classed. as • key' 'industrfes under the British Safe 
Guarding of Industries Act, their products are of such importance that 
any interference .,with the 8upplY-1luch as might arise from a cessation of 
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imports would bring' other industries to a standstill. Our general view is 
that the decision whether protection should be given to basic industries 
should rest rather on consideration of national economics than on the 
-economics of the particular industry." Also with regard to the manu
facture of machinery in India they would suggest that protection should 
,be given by means of bounties and not by import duties. Thus it is clear 
that the proper method of giving encouragement to the steel industry in 
India is by means of bounties and not by import duties. 

In connection with protection, and in order to make it effective, a: safe
guard will also have to be provided against a possible danger, namely 
dumping. The Tata Iron and Steel Company placed some' figures before 
the Indian Fiscal Commission purporting to show that British steel is 
being dumped into this country by being sold helow its cost of production, 
in order that such dumping may destroy or we~ken the chances of progress 
of the Indian steel industry. The Commission, however, expressed its 
opmlon that ,the fad of such dumping was not satisfactorily established 
before them, though they themselves recognised that proof thereof was 
hard to obtain. But it is submitted they had not investigated the matter 
closely, and if they had, they could not have failed Lu perceive that 
dumping on a large scale is being practised alid is most prominent in regard 
to half finished steel products, where, while dumping is easily possible, 
detection is most difficult. In all cases in which such dumping is really 

,calculated to destroy or impede the progress of the Indian industry, it 
may be suggested that the imposition of such an import duty on the 
products soug!>t to be dumped as will be just sufficient to take away its 
iestructive effects, may be imposed on the recommendation of the Tariff 
Board or any other specially constituted Board which would enquire and 
report as to such matters. In this connection the same procedure may be 
adopted here as is provided in Part II 'of the Safe Guarding of Industries 
Act for the United Kingdom (11 & 12 Geo. V, Chap. 47) where on com
plaint being made to the Board of Trade, that any foreign goods competing 
'with British industries, are sold or are offered for sale in any part of the 
United Kingdom at prices below their cost of production, in their respective 
manufacturing countries, the Board refers the matter to a Committee consti
tuted for that purpose and on the report of the Committee, placed before 
and approved by a resolution of Parliament, a protective duty is levied 
on such goods, in order that it may not unfairly compete with or destroy 
the home industry concerned. -

So far we have dealt with the natural resources avail~ble and the manner 
. in which protection should be given to the industry. But there are some 
general difficulties in the way of the development' of the industry, which 
have also to be provided against if the protection that is sought to be 
given should' prove effective. As the Indian Fiscal Commission themselves 
point out, "the mere composition of protective duties, however scientificlI.Jly 
contrived. will not by itself produce the full industrial development which. 
w~ desire." Other essential conditions are a sufficient supply of skilled 
labour, technical knowledge, capital and organisation. All these four factors. 
are generally deficient in almost all industries in India and their want 
has been the chief impediment to industrial advancement in the past. In 
the iron and steel industry as well as in coal-mining a sufficient and steady 
supply of skilled labour is essential. But industrial labour in India being 
mainly recruited from the agricultural classes, is generally unskilled and 
as we have already noticed its supply is liable to be m.uch affected by 
favourable monsoon conditions. Such labour has to be tramed and has to 
be weaned from agriculture and attracted by the offer of more advantageous 

. conditions in the industry such as high wages, good housing and sanitary 
and educational facilities. 

Closely connected with the difficulty of labour supply is the want of 
technicltl knowledge. In th,e iron and steel industry more than in any 

,other industry. advancement in technical knowledge and skill helps a long 
'.way to the rapid development of the industry.' In the three most prominent 
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steel producing countries of the world, England, United States of America 
and Germany, it is this advancement in applied science that has helped the 
vast growth of the industry. Professor Taussig speaks thus with reference 
to the United States "an important cause throughout the industrial field 
was unquestionably the wonderful growth of technica'! and scientific educa
tion. The supply 'of intelligent and highly trained experts to whom the 
management of departments and separate establishments could be entrusted 
with confidence facilitated the process of consolidation and the organisation 
on a grand scale of widely ramifying enterprises. It may be a question 
how far our scientific schools and institutes of technology have been suc
cessful In stirring invention and developing initiative talent. The prime 
essential for leadership seems to be here as elsewhere in the .intellectual 
world, inborn' capacity. But the rapid spread and complete utilisation of 
the best processes were greatly promoted by them. They were largely instru
mental in enabling advantages to be taken in chemical, metallurgical and 
mechanical improvements in the iron and steel works. Their influence 
showed itself no less in the railways-the great commercial and manufacturing 
plants the textile works, manufacturing establishments at large. Their 
influence in permitting all industry with the leaven of scientific training was 
strengthened by the social conditions which enabled them. to attract from 
all classes the plentiful supply of mechanical talent." (" Some Aspects of the 
Tariff Question,'" Chap. X, pp. 149-50.) 

The same remarks apply also to England and' Germany. In all the three 
countries technical advance was both rapid and extensive. So far as the 
Indian steel industry is concerned, there is an absolute want of technical 
training in the country, with the result that for skill and knowledge the 
industry has to look to foreign countries for supply. On this point the 
report of the Fiscal Commission itself is this: "The evidence which we 
have heard suggests that Indian pig iron can hold its own without any 
protection. Steel production, on the other hand, involves highly technical 
processes whiCh until Indian labour is fully trained entail the importation 
of expl'nsive foreign labour," para. 107. Again in another place, "Too 
long has India been dependent in the more skilled branches of industry on 
imported labour, and' nothing is more likely to cheapen the cost of pro
auction in Indian industries than the rl'placeI]1ent of imported SKilled 
labour by equallyetlicient Indian hands." (Para. .) Thus if a 
policy of protection to the industry is intended to bring in any beneficial 
effect one of its. prerequisites undoubtedly is the affording of facilities for 
the advancement of science and training in technical knowledge and skill. 
As pointed out by Professor Taussig in the book ah-eady refElrred to, it is 
this rapid technical advance that ensured the success of the steel industry, 
both in Germany and the United States of America. In both countries, to 'use 
his own words" the wide application of exact scientific methods was pro
moted by the diffusion of technological training while originating and 
inventive science progressed in a manner to command the admiration of the 
world." In our own country India, the Government can well help the 
existing concerns engaged in the industry, in establishing schools for training 
spprcntices and providing for research in applied science; and it may also 
insist whenever its own orders are placed with any firm within or without 
India, that the firms it contracts with should afford facilities for the tech
nical training of Indian apprentices. 

Again in the matter of organisation also, the industry is wanting. 
This is a defect common to all the industries in the country, and is more 
or less inherent in its economic system. It is due to the essentially agri
cultural character of the people and their want of enterprise, and the 
training that our urban population are having in the various industrial' 
centres. It can effectively and speedily be cured by the-attraction of native 
talent to the industrial rather than to the overcrowded learned professions, 
by a revolution in the whole system of education and the training of 
youth, and the diversion of the intelligentia of the country from merely 
philosophical and discussional pursuits to useful industrial occupat~on. 
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Closely connected With . the difficulty of supply of the above factors is 
the problem of the scarcity of capital for industrial enterprises generally. 
Though the Fiscal Commission would seem to be hopeful of a sufficient 
supply of native capital for all the country's industrial enterprises, one 
who understands deeper the real economic situation in the country and 
the poverty of its people may well suspect the' financial strength of the 
country for such large industrial undertakings as developing the iron and 
steel works which involves large and complex plant, and the laying out 
of railways, both of which require enormous capita.l resources. Foreign 
capital has, therefore, to be necessarily resorted to. Though India views 
with suspicion the employment of foreign capita.l for developing Indian 
industries, on account probably of their tendency to restrict the scope or 
-diminish the chances for native control of such industries, there is still· 
some net' advantage in the employment of foreign capital, as otherwise 
iudustrial enterprises will have to be indefinitely delayed or postponed, for 
want of native resources. The foreign capitalist will bring along with 
himself not only capital, but the organisation necessary for utilising such 
capital and also technical knowledge and skill. As the Indian Fiscal Com
mission themselves point out, "apart from the intrinsic benefits of increased 
supplies of capital the foreigner who bring his capital to India supplies 
India with many things of which at her present stage she stands greatly 
in need. . It is on the whole the foreign capitalist who imports into the 
country the technical knowledge and the organisation which are needed 
to give an impetus to industrial development. It is to him that we must 
look largely at first for the introduction of new industries and for instruc-· 
tion in the economies of mass production. By admitting foreign capital 
freely India admits the most uptodate methods and the newest ideas, and 
she benefits by adopting those methods and assimilating those ideas. If 
she tried to exclude them, the policy of industrialisation which we con
;template could with difficulty be brought to a really successful pitch. We 
ihold, therefore, that from the economic point of view all the advantages 
1iVhich we anticipate from a' policy of increased industrialisation would be 
accentuated by the free utilisation of foreign capital and foreign resources." 

All these remarks apply with special force to the case of the iron and 
steel industry. For the successful working of the industry even within its 
own limited possibilities, it will not be enough to give it protection by 
means of bounties or import duties; the more necessary condition for it i8 
the creation of facilities for an adequate supply of skilled labour, technical 
knowledge business, power and capital. Without these no industry can 
grow on modern methods, and much more the iron and steel industry which 
involves at every stage, highly technical processes, efficient supervision and. 
large plant. 

No. 69(a). 

Note .• ubmitted by llIr. B. G. Mani, dat~d 10th December 1928. 
It is rightly said by a leading journali~t that catchwords are the besetting 

danger of democracy. What can be m?re seductiv~ than a sweeping for~ula 
which promises to make everything rIght! But IS there really any VIrtue 
in a cRtchword-even those two famous catchwords Free Trade and Protec-, 
tion? In their best days these words did I!0t represent etern.al tr~ths or 
neresies. They merely summarized alter~atIve lI!eans. of .dealI~g WIth a~ 
actual economic situation. To-day what IS the SItuatIOn m ~hIS co~mtry. 
The economic strain all over India is. hea~ and many of our. mdustrIes are 
.on the point of collapse. This certamly IS not due. ~o any m~e.rent defect 
in our general fiscal policy, but to the abnorm.al condItlo~s prevaIlIng. al~ over 
the world. The simple fact is that our foreIgn competItors a~e. enJoymg a 
'Unique though a temporar:r udvant&;ge o~er us due to the abo!ItIon, for the 
time being, of the gold baSIS for theIr prIces. And the result ~s that .we nre 
victims of foreign flux and dumping and consequently our mdustrIes are 
being ruined. When therefore our steel Qud iron industr;y clamours for pro. 
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-tectioD the issue is . not a permanent change of fiscal policy but a call for e. 
-temporary measure of relief. Our Press politicians, ho'\Vever,-and also our 
pseudo-economists of chambers of commerce-forget this real situation and 
instead each section waxes eloquent on catchwords of Protection aDd Free 
Trade. 

The united wisdom of the Associated Chambers of Commerce has resolved 
-that the proposed protective tariff in favour of the steel industry is an in
tolerable burden on other industries and Jndirectly on the public generally. 
Catchwords again I In view, however, of the state of jeopardy of the steel 
industry the association recommends the grant of a State bounty to it. I 
had hoped that people who pose as. public champions and who show such 
intense anxiety for public burdens would at least know the simple arithmetic 
·that two and 'two make four. If a protective tariff is an intolerable burden 
on the public generally, what is.a St-ate bounty and where is it to come from, 
if not by additional taxation on the public geperally, since our budgets con. 
-tinue to be unbalanced? Moreover, if an effective help. is to be given to the 
steel industry in this country how is the public burden due to a tariff. going 
-to be any greater than the one due to a bounty? This ought to be apparent 
-even to a school boy. But I suppose the 'association's cheap llapdoodle about 
lndia's publio burden is only a thin disguise to cover up its own partisan 
purveyorship of Free Trade orthodoxy. Let the Tal"iff Board for whom 'the 
Tecommendations of the association are intended think coolly and clearly. If 
our fiscal policy is to be guided by nothing more serious than the jigging 
monotony of the sewing-machine dialectics of'the Free Trade school, without 
-deeper analysis of the effect of foreign exchanges on our prices, we shall soon 
have to close down every industry and face unprecedented financial crisis and 
1JIIemployment in this country. It is inconceivable that, as things.stand, we 
-can save any industry, much less steel industry, from ruin by the device of 
State bounties. For argument's sake let us suppose our Government accept~ 
-the principle of bounties. How is it going to W9rk? To-day the difference 
"between the cost of production of indigenous steel and the cost of import<:<1 
·one from Belgium or Germany is say Rs. 3-0-0 per cwt. Our Government 
must therefore grant the indigenous' industry a bounty of Rs. 3-0-0 per cwt. 
if it wants to help the industry effectively. To-morrow the Belgian anel 
'German exchanges go down and the difference between the cost of Indian 
.and foreign products is increased to Rs. 4-0-0 per cwt. Logically therefore 
-our Government will have to htcrease the rate of its bounty to Its. 1-0-0 jler 
cwt. Where will this lead us? Common sense indicates that we shall always 
be at the mercy of foreign exchanges and the rublic burden due to the 
bounty will not only be always greater than that due to the tariffs but ab-
solutely uncertain in dimensions. ' 

The help to the steel industry cannot therefore be effective by any com
promise between Mr. Free Trade and Mr. Protection. We have to go the 
whole hog or abandon all pretensions of succour to the sick labour and capital 
-of India. When I say this I am not unmindful of the British interests in 
-this country. Unadulterated Protection is our only remedy but this does not 
mean that India should forget to be an active member of the Imperial 
Commonwealth. In a very short time Great Britain must get into the fold 
-of orthodox protection. That is her only salvation. Then unless we in this -
~ountry provide II. reciprocal preference for British goods it will be impossible 
for our agricultural trade to prosper in Great Britain. The conclusion there. 
fore is that for India the only workable and prudent scheme is to adopt Pro
.tection and Preference as her new fiscal policy, but in order to satisfy the 
super-sensitiveneBS of free traders let this policy be only a temporary measure. 
When Europe settles down to the normal conditions and its present unholy 
monopolies, rings, trusts and syndicates, whose operations are the organised 
negation of competitive. equality as conceived by Adam Smith and Cobden, 
have been scrapped, we can again re-open the question of our fiscal policy. 

I wonder why Sir Montagu P. Webb is silent. I must confeBS I have 
08eldom seen eye to eye w,ith him, but I believe in economics he is the.soundest 
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and most far-sighted 'Britisher in India. Surely he must know that .the
present agitation of the Chambers of Commerce and other European associa. -
tions against protective tariffs for steel industry is inane fudge and nonsense. 
Why does he not speak? The.question of protecting steel industry is not a 
mere Indian question at all. High imperial interests 'are involved in it. 
France is accumulating German steel alid thwarting England' in every way. 
If, after England adopts Protection, India continues to remain Free. TrJ1der 
it will be the saddest irony of fate, for, then it will be Indian fiscal policy 
which will subsidize France to thwart England. 
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No. 70. 

M. '5. M. Sharma, Esquire. 

Written Statement, dated the 29rd November 1929. 

I am Io~rf!with submitting to .you a small statement on the q',lestion of 
protection to Indian steel industry. I claim t.o speak on beh~lf of just those 
,·ery people on whose behalf Mr. Pilcher claimed to. speak m Calcutta. If 
the B"ard finds time I should be glad to appear m person. I am not, 
however, pressing for an oral examination as what I have to say has been 
made clear in the brief statement that I am submitting. 

Written Statcntent 8ubmitted by M. S. M. Sharma, JournaF8t, Bombay, to 
the Indian Tariff Board: 

I confess I am a protectionist. I am principally concempd here with 
the steel industry in India. I do not claim to have any special knowledge of 
the subject except so far as it affects my profession. I claim to speak on 
behalf of the Indian consuming public. I base my tnt.ire evidence on the 
published evidence of the Tata Iron and Steel Compar.y. It IS enough fOl\ 
my . purpose to confi~e mys.elf to only a few aspecM of the ~!iid evidence. 
The steel industry in India is a yOl).ng and struggling industry. It has, as 
has been illustrated by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, to contend 
against formidable difficulties. Competition and dumping are ehief amongst 
the tliflknlties. Really, if active sympathy of Government could be enlisted 
in the matter of these difficulties, they are. bound Lo vanish.' Because, the 
natural resources in 'India for the development of this industry .are very 
great. Iron ore is said to exist in large quantities in the iron mines of 
13thar and Orissa alone which are expected to last for many centuries. It 
has also been pointed out,-and it has not been so far disputeJ and, there. 
fore, one might be excused ~f- he pins his faith on ~he original statement,
that the percentage of iron in the Indian ore is milch superior to that in 
Europe. Dolamite, limestone, coal and coke are also available in large quanti. 
ties. Manganese could be had in plenty, it is said, from the Central Provinces 
mines. When such the case there is really no reason why India should not 
develop steel industry. 

There se<)ms to be no PBrthly r"a~on agamst it. But, I.IS has been pointed 
out, ,the industry suffers from intense competition and dumping. Remove 
dumping and remo'·e the unfair competition and th~ industry will have R 
fairly steady gl'owth. The )'eason~ adduced fOI' protection of this industry 
are very simple. 13riefiy put, they are:-

(1) That the industry i~ new to India and, therefore ~hould get pro. 
tection till it gets naturalised. . 

(2) In India there are enormous natural facilities and possibilities for 
• development in the' right direction. 

(3) That thereby the revenues of the State would be incrEased. 
(4)-That the problem of un:mp)oyment could be efl'c"tiv~.Iy solved. 

These, I submit, are the four principal reasons amongst others which 
could be urged in justification of a policy of immediate protection. The
second of these has already been canvassed. The firs!. requ;res no argument. 
The argument in favour of this content.ion is afl'orded by John Stuart Mill, 
who confesses that .. on mere principles of politi . .lal economy protecting' 
duties can b.e. defensi.ble .when they .are im~o~ed tempo=aril:r especially in a 
young Rnd ~ISlDg natIOn m .hopes of naturahsmg a foreIgn mtll1stry in itself 
pe.rfectly ~U1table t'? ~he Clr~umstancps of_ the country." Every word in 
thIS quotatIOn so fittmgly apphes to the present condition of the steel industry 
that as a matter of fact if not on merits, it is irrefutable. In one of the 
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publications of the Tata Iron and Steel Company it has been pointed out 
that Mill's lines have found justification in the histories of ~'rance, Germany, 
Japan, United States of America and other countries. The third and the fourth 
reasons, I hope, do not 'require any special pleading. 

Those, who are opposed to protection, do ~ot adduce any other reason than 
that protection will force up prices and that, therefor:}, the Indian consumer 
will be adversely affected. I am very sorry to say, but I could not help 
'saying, that the theory or the consumer is purely II figment of imagina. 
-tion and does not apply to the conditions of a backiVard countT~ like India. 
Whatever its value in political economy may be for clearing ideas, in actual 
practice it has been a bit overdone in this country by Anglo-Indian critics 
who in the absence of any other .argument always resort to the theory of the 
Jonsumer. Whenever there is a proposal to tax Lancashire either in support 
{)f the Charka or the mill industry of India, ther.e is the same bogey of 
.consumers trott-ed forth. But, who are really the consumers of steel on 
whose account this theory is often resorte~ to? Certainly not those poor 
dasses of the communitJ> for which commisseratio.l would bo just, but 
unfortunately it is rather the bOg builders and manufacturers to whom it 
would not matter at all if the price of steel goods were raiseol by a tllird. 
I cannot conceive of a greater blunder than that Indian economist,s should 
-differentiate between the interests of the sO-l'alled consumer and the interests 
of the nation at large. I say with a bit of asserti "eness that there is IlO 

'Such thing as the interests of, the consumer in this country, at any rate 
apart from the interests of the nation at large. Even if it :s the case I 
may be permitted to say that the Indian masses are prepared to trust Indian 
industrialists in the matter and to pay :1 hi~her price for 1\ temporary period 
if need be in order to help towards India's economic regeneration which 
would mean to them really much. I claim to have moved fairly intimately 
with the masses of this country in va rhus parts of India and it is my firm 
belief that no agitation, howev!'r much veiled against protection, is likely 
-t<o find favour with them. 

~he Tariff Board could make no graver blunder than to sllbmit to tliis 
interested propaganda of a few foreign capitalists and importers. I do hope 
that the necessary amount of protection asked for by the Tata Iron and 
'8teel Company will be extended to the steel industr.v in India without any 
n(lsitation. The percentage of protection should be n3tessarily high inasmuch 
as the Indian companies have to contend against local rates of freight both 
in railways and in steamships. Perhaps it w·)uld have been bett~ if the 
terms of reference to this Board also included in a limited degree at least 
-the question of railways and marine. 

I would also earnestly suggest that the Tariff Board in the:r recommen. 
·dation should also provide for a dumping clause in the Indian turiff schedule 
·on the lines of those in Canada, Australia and other countrie~. The High 
Commissioner for India in England or any other special officer who may be 
deputed for the purpose toval'ious fomign manufacturing countries may be 
€xpected to inquire into the domestic pric£'s there 9nd report them to the 
Indian Taritf Board from time to time so that the dumping duty can be 
-effectively fixed. 

I elaim protection for the steel industry because it is a basic industry OD 

which d£'pf'nds not only other Indian sllb~idiary industries but also the Indiar 
national defence as has been shown by the Indian FbCJal Commi~sion. 

No. 71. 

The Fiscal Reform' League, India. 

W1'itten Statement, dated 15th January 192.4. 

I have the honour, by direction of the Executive Council of the Fiscal 
Reform League, India, to send you by registered post, .under separate cover, 
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:a copy of the memorandum in the form of a ,pamphlet under the title: 
.. Protection to Indian Iron and Steel Industry." The pamphlet has been 
prepared and published by me as Joint, Honorary Secretary of the Fiscal 
Reform League. The League will be glad to furnish any further information 
.or enlightenment that you may need on matters arising out of the memo-
,randum herewith forwarded to you. • . 

Since Iron and Steel goods admittedly play a most important part in the 
building up of modern industr~al communities, it is but fitting that the 
Government of India, following the Resolution in the Indian Legislative 
Assembly deciding to remodel the Fiscal Policy of India with a view to accord 
protection to indigenous industry, should have instructed the Tariff Board, 
established in accordance with that resolution, and as a consequence of the 
recommendations of the Indian Fiscal Commission, to carry out 11 detailed 
inquiry into the advisability of granting fisclll protection to the Iron and 
.steel Industry of India. As the evidence submitted to that _ody, for and 
against the grant of pJ:Ptection to the industry in question, tends to obscure 
·certain fundamental points involved in the consideration, an attempt is made, 
in the following paragraphs,to set out at length the points most material to 
the inquiry and yet ignored, as things stand; or not sufficiently treated. 

'fhe scientific, case for protection to any industry may' be thus summed 
llP:-

.. Scientific Protection, as enunciated by List and accepted even by 
J. S. Mill, consists ofa temporary fiscal aid given to selected 
industries, which, from inherent advantages of natural resources 
or other adventitious circumstances of equal efficacy, reasonably 
promise to be successful within a given period, the success being 
measured commercially by profits, and nationally by the strength 
it would bring to the community as !\ whole. Analysed in it~ 
constituents such a principle would necessarily imply:-

(1) That the Fiscal aid granted in the shape of high customs duties 
with competing foreign products be equal to the difference in the 
costs of production within the country imposing such a tax and 
its rivals abroad. (2) In proportion as the efficacy of the pro. 
tected industry grows within the protective country, the amount 
of protection g~anted must be correspondingly reduced. (3) In 
any event provision must 'be made for the abolition of any pro· 
tection to an industry, which, having been given a trial, hali' 
either made its position good, in which case it would not neeC! 
the protection, or has proved a failure, in which case protection 
to it wQuld be unmitigated waste. The period, however,cannot 
be fixed by cast-iron rules in advance, and must be left to vary 
according to the needs of different industries. '(4) That pro
tection be at all given to an industry, it would be necessary to 
make prel~r liriary inquiries giving sufficient proof of the com
mercial possibilities of the industry demanding p'rotection" 
Unless and until such a prima facie case is made out by a com
petent, responsible, and independent body of investigators, it· 
will be sheer waste' of the community's energy to contemplate 
any plan of protection. (5) With such a prima facie case, and 
on conditions laid down above, the method, the degree and the 
form of protection to the article select<ld for the purpose and itf! 
substitutes must also be elaborated in reference to the general 
principles elahorated above." [Trade, Tariffs and Transport in 
India, by K. T. Shah, p. 254.] 

This scientific' basis for protection does not at all make little of the in
evitable limitations to such a policy, nor of the likely loss rernlting in the 
first instance from the adoption of a policy of protection ,to indigenous in
dustry. The policy rests upon the indisllutable basis of the need to develop 
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fully a country's resources. If there is :my burden in fa~t in adopting such 
a policy, it must be borne, either as an t1na,'oidable. cost of national education 
in matters industrial, or set off by other considerations of national advance
ment and self-sufficiency. In practice, the same principle has been elaborated 
by the Indian Fiscal Commission i9: the following terms: Paragraph 97 of 

• the Report, laying down the conchtions or prinriples of the grant of th& 
protection to any industry, ,says :-.- ' 

" (1) The industry must he oue possessing natural advantages, such. 
as a~ abundant supply of the raw material, cheap power, a 
suffiCIent supply of labour, or a large home market. Such advan
tages will be of different relative importance in different indus .. 
tries, but they should be weighed and their relative importance 
assessed . .. . No industry which does not possess some 
comparative adva~tages will be· able to compete with them on 
equal terms, and therefore the natural advantages }'ossessed by 
an Indian industry should be analysed carefully in order to 
eoIIsure as far as possible that no industry is protected which will 
become a permanent burden on the coml1lunit~·. 

(2) l'he industry must be one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to develop at all, or is not likely to develop
so rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the countrv. This is 
an obvious coroliary from the principles which have 'Ied us to 
recommend protection. The main object is either to develop 
industries which otherwise would not be developed, or to develop 
them with greater rapidity. 

(3) The industry must 1Je one which will eventually be able to face th& 
world competition without protection. In forming an estimat& 
of the probabilities of this condition being fulfilled the natural 
advantages referred to in condition (1) will, of course, be consi
dered carefully. The importance of this. condition· is obvious. 
The protection we contemplate is temporary protection to be. 
giv\ln to industries which will eventually be able to stand alone." 

With very slight modifications, we would 9,ccept these conditions as 
evincing a sane, reasonable outlook for the national industrial development 
of India. The last condition, for example, is likely, as it stands, to be mis
understood as implying that the prot~cted Indian industry would or should· 
aim at new conquests in foreign fields, after the home market is captured 
by means of the fiscal protection having been once accorded to it. The ideal 
of the National Indian protectionists is relatively more modest than such an 
interpretation of the third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission 
would imply. We aim: either (a) at developing our own industries so as tOo 
get command for them of our own Indian market which is now dependent 
on the foreign manufacturer and industrialist, but with no ulterior ambi
tions of conquering foreign markets by the products of our industry. with 
the help of protection; or (b) to work up ourselves the raw material this 
country itself produces to the final stage of goods -ready for consumption, 
whether or nor the realisation of this latter aim is coterminous with th.,. 
supply of our own market for the goods in question. Should the raw mate· 
rial thus made up into finished goods be in excess of our home requirements, 
t·hen there would no doubt be a possibility of India engaging in com· 
mercial rivalries with other countries in order to find markets for her surplus
produce; and thereby be involved ill all those international complications. 
jealousies and animosities, with the inevitable, ultimate consequence of armed 
conflict in support of established or vested interests. In so far, however, 
I\S the gold is the more modest one of just manufacturing enough of one's 
own raw material produce as to meet one's own demand for the finished goods 
of that genre, there can be no question of ulterior consequences and considera
tions strong enough to compel a reconsideration of the determination to deve· 
lop national resources to this minimum degree. If, however, the third 
condition laid down by the Fiscul Commission aims only at seeking those 
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industries for prote($lOll which would be eventually able to face world com·· 
,,~ition without protection in their own home market only, th!:n there 'ca:l< 
Le no quarrel with th~ir observations. The Government of India have appa
rently accepted this resolve, with the exceptioll that they have reaffirmed in 
their official resolution endorsing this policy of national protection, a wholly 
extraneous, and radically inconsistent, consideration about their revenues. 
}'or, speaking as a matter of fundamental principles, it is impossibl!l to 
combine, in one and the same set of tariff charges in the customs schedule, 
both protective and productive principles on one and the same article. This 
fact, hOwever, need not influence the findings of the Tariff Board and so we 
.shall take no further notice of it. 

Coming next to the special case of the Indian Iron and Steel Industry, it 
would be well to clear up some basic points affecting that case right at the 
.outset. (1) The Iron and Steel industry is an industry of national importance 
inasmuch as the entire structure of modern industrial communities depends 
and must depend upon the adequate development of 'that industry, and the 
oorresponding supply of its products. Its success, therefore, though com
monly, and outwardly judged and' judgeable from the commercial results of 
the principal ventures in that region, must also be determined with refer
ence to the indirect service rendered to the community by its development. 
In making up a list of the advantages and disadvantages of a policy of 
.ad hoc protection by fiscal manipulation to such an industry, allowance must 
be made for this factor. (2) The case of that industry is at present repre
sented by only one greair concern of Indian origin and management, while 
the opposition to it is engineered by a_whole host of interests not all equally 
intent upon the proper national development of India. These interests are' 
1argely those of mere traders, whose profits depend upon the exchange of 
commodities irrespective of the real gain or loss to the country as such in 
that exchange. They would, therefore, naturally and necessarjoJy desire the 
freest possible exchange, as being most conducive to a rise in their own 
-profits.' But for their salte it would not be wise, in the national interest of 
India, to ignore the needs of this industry or primary national importance, 
iif on other grounds there can be n3 objection to granting the .modicum of 
protection it demands. (3) As already observed, that industry being repre
sented for the present by a single considerable venture, it is open for its 
antagonists in the tariff campaign to represent the concession made to it as 
a concession to a monopolist at the cost of the community as a whole. It 
must, however, be remembered' that there are possibilities of establishing 
ether similar ventures and that there are already in existence attempts at 
internal competition from other parts of India. In proportion as thi~ internal 
competition develops, and it must never be forgotten that the protection now' 
-demanded is calculated to bring about and stimulate this very factor of 
internal competition, ~e a priori dangers now alleged to arise from a grant 
of fiscal protection to the Indian Steel and Iron Industry will diminish, and 
ultimately vanish. On the other hand, if it is reasonably open to appre
hension that the possible internal rivals to' the one existing venture would 
make common. cause, after the advent and under the regis of protection to the 
entire industry, the remedy lies, not in the negation or. denial of the un
avoidable protection without which the industry eannot develop at all, or 
cannot develop as rapidly as is desirable in the national interest, but in those 
regulations of internal combinations of this nature which tend to restrict· 
the internal freedom of trade. 

The Indian Iron and Steel Industry justifies all. the conditions as laid 
down by the Fiscal Commission as the sine qua non of the_grant of fiscal 
-protection to any industry. The initial or na-rural advantages, demanded in 
their very first condition, exist in this instance not merely in the alternative 
'form laid down by the Commission, but in a cumulative form. 

The raw material or iron deposits of India are sufficient at the present 
rate of India's demand in this respect to last us for a .hundred years at least, 
if we merely aim at meeting only our own demands. According to the 
geological report of 1910 the iron resources of British IIidia are given a~ 
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65 millions tons actual 'reserves and 250 million toni! considerable potential! 
reserves. The Geological Survey of India places them at 3,000 million tons, 
while a figure varying from 400 million ton'S to 1,400 million tons was men-
tioned during the examination of the Tata Iron and Steel Company. In a 
good many instances, these deposits exist in close juxtaposition with the
indispensable aid to their development,-coal; while in those other cases, 
where coal is either not available in the immediate neighbourhood of the· 
iron deposit or is not of the requisite quality or quantity, it is possible t() 
elabQrate alternative methods of fuel supply or power resources. 

The resources in respect of labour are not less encouraging. In fact the 
development of local industry on a large scale as an insurance- against the 
great calamity of a disproportionately agriculturist community like the Indian 
people, or 'as a means !>f relieving the present undue pressure of the popula
tion upon the soil by means of developing an alternative source of employ-
ment t.o that section of thE' people who seek a livelihood in the new large
scale industries promised to be developed at any cost in this country, is,. 
by itself, a sufficiently strong argument to demand protection to the pioneers: 
of an industry of a modern type, as the one under notice undoubtedly is. 
The Indian agriculture is overcrowded, with the result that the miserable
standard of living of the people of India is still further steadily deteriorating_ 
The annually increasing agricultural exports from India, and therefore the
seeming prosperity of the foreign trade which is made so much of in certain 
quarters, is I\ot really the result of any real surplus of production, but 
rather of the silent pressure upon the people of India, inexpressibly indebted 

,to foreign peoples under a number of pretexts, to starve themselves or deny 
themselves, so that these their multifarious foreign obligations, political and 
economic, visible and invisible, may. be fulfilled. New industries developing: 
in India must necessarily take - off that surplus population, which now 
presses undu1y heavily upon the still remaining agricultural resources of 
the country, inevitably bringing in its train that series of evils,- which 
begins with the ever increasing sub-division of agricultural land, till it 
loses, and must necessarily lose, any chance of an efficient, economical culti
vation, and ending in that illusory surplus of exports, which is no real 
surplus at all, but the outcome of an inexorable tribute, which, by a rare
combination of economic and political circumstances, the foreigner claims. 
from us. In the long run, therefore, that agriculture must benefit from a 
determined policy of industrialisation of this.country, not only because agri
culture will be relieved of the surplus population now pressing unduly upcn 
the soil and only helping in the progressive pauperisation of the country, 
ill-fed; ill-clad, ill-housed, with a steadily increasing infant and adult morta
lity, and with the still more steady diminution of virility in our manhood 
and womanhood, but also by an inevitably increased demand for the agri
cultural products within the country itself. which the superior resources of 
a larger industrial population in this country must necessarily result in, not 
to mention the higher prices whicJJ. the increased demand for the raw material" 
of every industry obtainable from agriculture would fetch them for their' 
produce. And this "long run" will, in practice, prove to be astonishingly 
short, less than a generation in all probability, if only the determination of 
rapid and intensive industrialisation of the country is inflexibly pur~ued. 
And if the industrialists of India adopt the measures, like those of the Tata 

;'fron and: Steel Company, for the training up of expert skilled technical" 
labour, even that deficit may be remedied in 10 or 15 years at most. 

Finally, as regards the market, the Indian demand for iron and steel 
goods of all sorts totals close upon a million tons a year. The capacity of
the existing Indian Iron and Steel Industry is 125,000 tons per annum pig 
iron, and 250,000 tons steel goods per annum, which, with the extensions: 
now planned, are expected to increase to 400,000 tons per annum in a single
venture alone. The ca:{lRcity of the rival establishments already in being or 
in gestation, is estimated at 150,000 tons per annum. There is thus ample 
room for this industry to develop even under the modest, unexceptionable
ideal of getting command for them of our own market only. We do noli. 
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advocate protection of a type and a degree which would enable the Indian. 
Iron and Steel Industry to compete with their more firmly established rival~ 
in the foreign marketB. But within the local Indian market, there can be
no question of the justice of their claim.. for protection. The hardships 
alleged to flow from a grant of protection are in part exaggerated, in part 
the result of a radical misconception, and in part non-existent. They are 
exaggerated in so far as it is overlooked tha~ one of the primary conditions. 
under which the policy of protection has been accepted by the Government 
in India, and therefore binding upon .any grant of protection at all, is that 
the protection so granted will be temporary only. A period of ten years, or 
twenty at most, may be laid down in 11dvance as the utmost margin for the 
experiment to succeed or fail in. The Tita Company have claimed a mini
mum period of 5 years and a maximum of 15 years, during the last ten of 
which the degree of protection initially grante-d may be reduced. In five 
years the cumulative loss, granting every point that the protagonists of the 
demand can possihly bring forward (for the jlake of argument only) wilL 
amount to Rs. 7 Cl·ores in all, at the rate of Rs. 28 per ton extra duty on 
600,000 tons per annum. The gain, direct to the Indian labour and capital. 
and to the Indian people at large, and indirectly to the country as a whole 
from the industrial as well as socio-political standpoint, would simply be
immense, in the literal sense. The annual gain from the manufacture of 
the Tata Company alone at itB maximum capacity as now planned would be 
Rs. 6 crores, at the rate of 400,000 tons of steel at Rs. 150 per ton. Of 
these,3 crores would go in wages while the gain to the Government through 
taxes, direct and indirect, 118 well as through railways and postal receipts, 
may be estimated at Rs. 1 crore per annum at least. The hardship of 
protection omitB all mention of a possible growth of internal competition;. 
and, what is still more important, the most probable development of a new 
vigorous competition from those who, ,when the present alStul>bed economiC' 
conditions of the world come to be settled, and so have resumed their normal 
activities, will of a surety cOlDpete fiercely among' themselves for the Indian 
custom. The margin of protection to the Indian industry must anc;I will. be
limited in advance; but the extent of reduction in prices due to severe in,:
ternal as well as external competition w0111d be impossible to tell in advance. 
As an illustration let us point out that there has been a fall of over 100 
per cent. in the price of steel goods from the 1920 level* and that in cases. 
where, as in the locomotive industry, the presence of a competing Indian 
industry, compels the foreigner to cut down his prices from £16,000 per a 
standard locomotive to £5,000, there is a strong prima facie argument that 
the real burden of an ad 11a!ore'm duty cannot be fairly measured by taking 
existing conditions as a basis. Prices have fallen still further in 1923. The 
burden will in all probability bo much reduced as prices fall still . further; 
the prices will fall . further in all probability as one afte; another the old 
steel producers of the world have got over their present dislocation of 
industry, and as they seek to u'nloadtheir accumulated stocks, or find markets 
for their exports aided by depreciated currencies of their own. In that case· 
the protection granted in the shape of ad 11a!orem import duties must neces
sarily lose in intensity, even if it continues to maintain its effectiveness at 
sll; and consequently the burdell on the consumer must diminish propor
tionately. 

There is, however, a further aspect of the same argument which must be 
mentioned here, if only to point how glaringly incomplete and unconvincing 
is the outcry of those who have made a fetish of the consumers' interest in 
this connection. Professor Plehn, i.n his Introduction to 'Public Finance r 
mentions several cases in which the real burden of such protective duties is', 
borne by the foreign producer; the most important of these is the case in 
which -the local market is supplied by a group of different and unconnected 

... The price of 11'0.9 Pig Iron .. bleb hai remaine steady at 180 ehillinp during ugust.D";embe. 
1919. stood at I., "hillings during middle of June 1920" (annual Bcvpw of the Trade of India for 
1Il2()'21). Again, The pri.e in F.ngland of Cleveland No. S Pig Iron woe £7·1().Oattbe beginning of Aprif 
lon, and £ .. 1000 at the end of. Moreb 19!I, eorreepondiDg rate. fOI Belgian pig being £6-1()'O and £4-1M. 
B riti.h ong1 .. fell from £17-1000 to £9-:.fI. 
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foreign producers, whose labour and capital invested in the industry affected 
by protective duties is so highly specialised that they could not profitably 
(lr economically turn over their large expensive plant to any other purpose, 
oand must accordingly' continue to produce for the protected market rather 
than scrap their plant altogether. Says Professor Plehn:-

"When a new tax is laid on goods produced with the aid of large 
fixed plant for a limited market, which would be lost if the 
price is raised" as long as the producer is unable to change the 
cha,racter of the plant he must pay that tax; for example iron 
products from the Rhine to be sold to Sheffield." 

Now the iron and steel exports, according, to the annual review of the 
'Trade of India in 1921-22, of the five leading nations, the United Kin.-.dom, 
France, Belgium, Germany and the United States of America, aggregated 
.s million tons in 1921, compared with 111 million tons in 1920, and 15} 
million tons in. 1913. l.'he Indian imports are at the most a million tons. 
(lr less than one-anna in the rupee of the exportable surplus on the pre-war 
level, or 2 annas in the rupee of the exportable surplus in 1921. The other 
principal importers of steel goods have already erected prohibitive tariff 
walls to protect their own steel industry. India is the only considerable 
'market for this surplus steel production of the world; and it is impossible 
to say how far price reductions may have'to be made still further, now that, 
~he war demands and post-war boom aIle over, in order to meet the condi
tions of the Indian consumer. The alternative of scrapping or even closing 
-down on a large scale is unthinkable; while conversely the probability of 
huge stocks now accumulating in countries like Germany must be considered 
as a potent factor in further price reduction. The pre-war price of pig was 
about 45 per ton, while the price at present is Rs. 65; that of steel pre-war 
was in the neighbourhood of Its. 100 per ton, and at present about 130-thuR 
,showing the obvious room for further reductions still visible. 

The foreign producers may, in the hope that some supply for the pro
tected market must still continue to come from them, still further cut their 
prices; and so long at least as the industry in the protected market is not 
equal to meeting the whole of the local demand, the foreir.ner's hope to 
'furnish a portion of the supply will not be utterly unfounded. Biit if this 
hope is to materialise at all, he must bear a part or whole of the burden of 
the protective duty himself. And in proportion as the protected industry 
gathers strength, and the foreigner still continues to compete with it in 
the protected market, on account of his inability to convert his labour and 
capital to other and more profitable uses, he must needs bear an increasing 
-proportion of the burden on himself. Now the iron and steel supplies of 
India are, or can be, derived from a number of highly developed and mutually 

·competitive sources, which will not, cannot, scrap their plant, simply because 
India decides to impose a protective duty on foreign imports. Their pro
'<luction in normal times is much in excess of their own requirements, which, 
though capable of expansion, are neve,rtheless limited. Besides, their pro
i1uctive' capacity is also expanding. The Indian demand is only a fraction 
f to 1/16 of their surplus available for exports. The conclusion is inevitable 
that the prices must fall still further, and f,hat in any case the burden of 
the Indian protective duty need not fall excfusively on the Indian consumer, 
·if at all it does. 

It may be incidentally remarked in passing in this connection that the 
real danger that India has to guard against is not a hasty grant of ill
advised protection to her local industry-the foreign commercial element in 
ner midst may be trusted to see that no such beneficial error occurs; but 
.. ather the sacrifice of Indian interests on the altar of Imperial Preference. 
If, as is probable, the economic rehabilitation of the chief industrial rivals 
of Britain in Europe results in, increasingly severe competition in common 
-markets like India; and if those competitors, adequately protected themselves 
at home, receive active, if somewhat indirect, stimulus in the shape of depre
tinted exchanges, there is every likelihood that the British industrialist will 
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in that case clamour for protection to him against this kind of what he 
would call unfair competition. In that eventuality' the interests of the 
Indian consumers will not matter a straw. And; as the British industrialist 
can always command a most efficient co-adjutor in India,' in the person of 
the British merchant, he may be certain of a most effective and clamorous 
support to his preposterous claim. Finally, as the present Government of 
India is dominated by a spirit of sympathy for their non-Indian compatriots 
of Britain,. there is every likelihood that· the real interests of India will be 
gambled away in a frenzy of Imperial patriotism, which wakes absolutely 
not a single sympathetic chord in India. That over 95 per cent. of the 
purchases on account of our railways still continue to be made in Britain, 
when the Indo-French and Indo-Belgic exchange has been depreciated some 
800 per cent. is in itself ground enough to 'give rise to. the analogous appre
hensions, even if we leave altogether out· of account the German case. 

Finally, a good deal of the opposition to the Inaian demand for protection 
to the local iron and steel industry is. simply non-applicable: The alleged 
hardships, even if they materialise, will fallratller upon the. trading interests 
and their ancillaries, -than upon the Indian producer-whether labour or 
capital,-or upon the Indian consumer. Stric~ly speaking the mere trader 
is not a producer but only a parasite, who levies 'atax for his .maintenance 
upon the producer in industry an\l agricnlture .. When .W. this. we add the 
further fact, that, in .India at least, the. bulk qf . the .interests. involved. in 
our foreign cpmmerce are .of non-Indian complexion, and· aJ;lti~Indian sym
pathies, the weight to be attached to .their outcry.ag&iI\Bt any demand of an 
Indian national character will not be difficult to estimate. Finally, even if 
all this were otherwise, if the trader in India. were not really a parasite and 
were in full sympathy with the Indian national aspirations, there is the 
further aU-important fact that the tioreign trade ·of India, in its present 
character, is obviously organised so as ~imply' to be fatal to any.aspirations of 
national material development. Our exports are mostly of raw materials 
and food-stuffs. In 1921-22 the exports of fQod-stuffs from India amounted 
to Rs. 50'60 crores in value, . and of the 4 principal raw materia1s aggregated 
another 99·32 crores, or close up on' 150 crores, out of .the totaJ exports 
of Rs. 24B'65 crores. The raw materials being exported leaves us needlessly 
poor in the. very basis for any industrial. development;· and so lays the axe 
most effectively at the very root of our national industrial ambitions; the 
food-stuffs are exported at all because we consent to starve ourselves that our 
foreign obligations may be met. We are victimised through our own national 
sense of honour. But because we either consent or are compelled to ·be victi
mised by our foreign commerce, it is not the less true a fact that our present
day overseas trade is a most effective means of our national impoverishment 
and degradation by draining us of our raw material, and' undermining our 
strength and manhood by taking away, under pretence of free exchange, 
our adequate means of nutrition. If, therefore, by a deliberate' orientation 
in the fiscal policy of the country, the entire character of this country's 
trade were altered, as it must be altered, there need in reality be no occasion 
for regrets. The suffering or hardship from such an orientation, if any 
results at all, wi,ll fall on an essentially parasitical class of non-Indian com
plexion and anti-Indian sympathies, which it is absolutely no concern of 
India or Indians to worry about in the least. And this without reckoning 
the fact that any such reorganisation of the trade of India must only be 
to the good of India in the long run. 

What affects traders may be conceded, other things being the same, to· 
affect, with more or less intensity, all those agencies or institutions which 
minister to the development of trade only, irrespective of its character oJ:' 
consequences. Ports and means of 'communications' like the railways. are 
instances in point. Much has been made,' far more than the intrinsic merits· 
of the case reallrdemand, 'of the consequential hardships to the port of 
Calcutta, and presumably to other ports as well, and to the railways of India 
from the grant of protection to the Indian iron and steel industry. We shall 
exaniine in fuller detail later on' the' contention' of the suffering, .alleged~ 
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by ;Mr. Pilcher for example, to be necessarily involved in the proposed change 
in' the fiscal p~Iicy to 'po~ts and railways: Here let us record, frankly and 
freely, the logIcal conc1uslOnof the foregomg argument that if the continued 
prosperity of our ports and railways depends upon the maintenance of an 
intrinsically ruinous system of trading then the ports and railways must be 
allowed to suffer. Of course, as will be shown later, we are not obliged to 
face any such heroic contingencies. The argument which spins out a long 
yarn of suffering for -the ports and railways is misconceived where it is 
not misapplied. 'Here we are simply concerned with the ele'mentary pro
position: that the volume Of the foreign trade of a country could be taken, 
to be an index of its healthy, wholesome, development only if the trade 
enriches, and does not, as the overseas trade of India has invariably done 
ever since the British supremacy was established in this country, impoverish 
or exploit the people or the resources of that country for the benefit of 
another; that the present day trade of India does not at all meet these require
ments; that its diminution or even total disappearance is, under the cir
cumstances, not necessarily a matter of unqua,lified regret; while its re
()rganisation on a sounder, healthier basis cannot but be welcomed; and that all 
institutions and ancillaries of such an iniquitous or unprofitable. trade should 
occasion no 'compunction or regret, if they unavoidably suffer with this 
essentially unsound and unprofitable trade. 

Before taking up more particularly the arguments specifically advanced 
against the present demand for the protection of the Indian Iron and 
Steel industry, let us here dispose of, very brieDy, two side issues, which 
have been needlessly interpolated in this discussion by an imperfect acquain
tanc(. with economic dogma. There is nothing so dangerous as the short, 
crisp aphoristic statement, like, for example; that the exports pay for the 
imports. As a. matter of actual fact, both exports and imports are paid 
for by the common medium of exchange, without whose intervention interna
tion!',l exchange would never have reached the dimensions it has. The 
aphorism is, therefore, not true in its -literal interpretation; for no specific 
item of export can be said to be ear-marked in payment for any given item 
of import. The statement is true at ,all in the sense that in -the aggregate 
the es:ports may and. do largely· serve to pay for imports; and that the 
payment of either by means of the international medium of exchange is 
avoiti'.ld, or reserved' only for the balance, because we have developed, thanks 
to the exigencies of international trade, a whole host of institutions whose 
!!Iole care and business it is to see that the actual payment in money, (in 
whose terms be it remembered' every international, like every transaction 
of local, exchange is made) is avoided or minimised. And even in this sense 
the ~tatement is true only with very considerable modifications. In not 
a single country, 'and probably in not a single year, the visible exports 
just exactly equal and balance the visible imports. There is always and 
everywhere a balance, which a refinement of reasoning seeks to explain 
away by including the so-called invisible items of services and securities. 
Even then the total of goods and services and securities, exported or import
ed,' do not invariably, or necessarily, balance. The statement is thus true, 
if l\t all, in a very broad sense, and with very considerable limitations. 
Now, to base upon such a foundation any argument~tive structure .must 
necessarily be a very chancey affair. To argue, for example, as Mr. PIlcher 
has done, that since the exports always pay for the imports, any fall in 
the imports, brought about by the artificial means of a tariff manipulat~on 
in the protectionist direction, must of necessity bring about a correspondmg 
fall i'l the exports; and that such a wanton diminution of the exports of 
such a country like ours cannot but be highly censurable, since the bulk o.f 
the exporting interest is the agriculturist interest, which is so poor that lt 
is almost a crime to restrict, directly or indirectly, its opportunity to seek 
the most profitable market for its wares, is as misleading as it is ill-founded. 
For it does not at all follow that even if the imports of iron and steel goods 
into India do contract owing solely to the imposition of a protective duty 
on these goods, the total exports of India. must fall in sympathy. Twenty 
years ago Lord Curzon's Government made an exhaustive inquiry'in this 
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very &ubject, and came to the conclusion that the bulk of India's exports were 
(If snch an indispensable character to the importing country that there waS 
no reasonable probability of their diminishing because of any protectionist 
policy in foreign countries, India's customers. In their own interest they 
must and will welcome these articles from India. And 20 years after th~ 
situation has, if anything, still further improved in favour of India. There 
is absolutely no ground to conclude that even if the protective duty when 
imposed, on steel and iron imports into India, does lead to a cont~action 
.of these imports, the exports from India must suffer in consequence or in 
proJ:,c.rtion, or that the Indian agriculturist would suffer thereby. 

'rbe other aimilar side-issue is connected with the interminable maze of 
<l!xch~nge consideration. 

" The perm..anent reduction of importation in the iron and steel and 
machinery group. on a scale parallel to that observable of late 
years in the cotton piecegoods section, would result (more 
especially if accompanised in the export trade by a rapid expan
sion of iron and steel despatched) in the creation of a balance 
of trade so "favourable" to India,-but in reality so excessive 
as against importing countries that a high rate of exchange, 
involving further reduction of the world's already restricted 
buying power, would become all but inevitable. The sufferers 
would be the producers, manufacturers and exporters of India'S 
agricultural output and semi-manufactured goods".. (pilcher). 

Tbis argument rests upon a. series of miaconceptions and false assumptions 
~lUd half-truths. Let us take them seriatim. (a) The exchange movement, 
1Sufficient in degree materially to affect India's exports by the process out
linel in the above argument, is conceivable only if the foreign exchanges 
in rr with India were entirely a matter of free and normal operation 
<(If· the natural economic laws in this connection. As a matter of actual 
fact, however, the 'foreign exchanges of India are strictly controlled an,d 
ocontlc.llable by the Government of India. It is indeed, not suggested that 
-the power of manipulating the ellOChange value of the rupee does not permit 
-the Government a wide license in practice; nor that the license has not in 
1he Jl~st been shamefully utilised. to the gr~ve prejudice of Indi:,n trade 
and mdustry. Facts of recent currency history are dead agamst any 
1Iuch admission. But assuming for the sake 9f argument, which' people of 
-the Pilcher type cannot question,. that the Indian Government does or 
'Should act exclusively and entirely in the Indian national interest in every 
~xer('ise of their formidable reserve of curreooy manipulation powers, we 
'Can not conclude that efforts will not be mad&-<lr cannot succeed if made-in 
80 r(,gulating exchanges as to prevent the series of catastrophes Mr. Pilcher 
assured himself is inevitable if once the balance of trade becomes ." favour
'able" to India, (b) the balance of trade has, besides, been always" favour
-able" to India, except in the year when the Government, in a frenzy of 
'1Iled.lling with the exchanges, gambled away the resources of India, and 
-thereby killed a perennially favourable trade balance for a year or two. 
'The slight restriction on imports, which is at all likely to follow as aconse
queT,ce of the protection of our local iron and steel industry, cannot possibly 
'bring such a considerable influence on our foreign exchanges as to harm the 
"ilXpOIts of India in the manner, or to the extent, implied by Mr. Pilcher. 
Even if the Indian industry really gets a most effective protection in spite 
of the likely further fall of prices or dumping, it cannot meet ,the Indian 
demand at its present dimensions for a good few years to come, let alone 
any allowance for the normal expansion in that demand. There can thus 
be '0;) room for any hopes of India exporting her own iron and steel goods, 

'as Mr. Pilcher has paranthetically insinuated. The reduction in imports
or rather the difference on the balance-will not, in the event of our most 
6angoline expectations being realised from this our first protectionist ex
periment, exceed 15 crores per annum. Out existing favourable trade balance 
has ranged from Re. 50 crores to 120 crores in the last decade; so that the 
'UtmC!st affect on the exchanges cannot exceed 30 per cent~ (c) But this 
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reasoning implies that international trade is so rigid that it cannot and 
will not, adjust itself if once disturbed. As a matter of fact the 'trade 
most easily adapts itself to altered conditions. If imports fall in one direc
tion they are almo~t certain to rise i~ another, and thereby compensate 
for the fall. The history of the most vigorously protectionist countries 1ik& 
Germany or the United States is conclusive on this point, and there is no 
reason tv apprehend that it will not be repeated in India. Those wh() 
ignore these staring facts of recent economic history can have no claim to 
be heard in sooh matters. (d) The variation, moreover, in the trade balance 
of Indi~ during, and on account of the War, was large enough to warrant 
the belIef that, properly handled, the balance can be coped with without 
prejudicing our export trade. During the war, in spite of every attempt 
by the Government and their allies the banks to restrict non-essential exports 
from India by price control and financial restrictions, the total volume of 
exports ,from India went on increasing till it reached the record figure" 
which gave a trade balance in favour of India of Rs. 120 crores in 1919-20. 
But in this period the great stream of payment due from India in connection 
with the Home charges had not only dried up; but that stream was actually 
reversed owing to the Government of India having undertaken large pay
ments on account of the British Government for their numerous side shows 
in Africa and Mesopotamia, etc. The recoverable expenditure on account of 
the Home Government amounted to 198'1 million sterling between 1915-16 
and 1918-19. The balance of accounts in favour of India was thus much 
larger than even the balance of trade. Nevertheless the Government succeed
ed for two years in maintaining the exchange at the fixed point; and even 
when they departed from it, the departure was by slow degrees, and under 
a misapprehension of the available alternatives. Had the Government of 
India done what, under similar predicament, the Government of the United 
States did, there need have been no necessity of raising the exchange at 
all. India owed considerable amounts to foreigners, mostly Britishers. Had 
the strong favourable balance of accounts between 1914-19 been utilised 
to buy up these foreign holdings of India's indebtedness, there would have 
been no exchange problem at all, and no such series of disasters as com
menced in 1920. But as the Indian Government of to-day is distinguished 
by a perversely anti-national view in such matters, we suffered an exchange 
debacle deliberately brought about by Government action, and absolutely 
unparalleled in any other country. ,But the blunders or 'crimes of the 
Government of India cannot be made a reason for misreading the economic 
situation. It is possible to iControl and maintain our foreign exchanges at 
a given point, notwithshanding a disturbance in the trade balance far 
greater than the one likely to result from granting protection to the Indian 
Iron and Steel Industry. (e) And even the supposed disturbance in the trade 
balance is largely imaginary, since the United States after the War has 
erected' a tariff barrier higher and more forbidding than ever before, has 
an exchange in its" favour" with almost every country, and still has suffer
ed no great diminution of trade to speak of. The example in our ju.dgID:ent 
is conclusive against the bogey conjured up by Mr. Pilcher and hIS kind. 
(I) Finally, even if our 'foreign exchanges were and could be left to be 
adjusted by themselves; if they were regulated as in nor';llal. times, the 
disturbance, if any, will bring its own corrective. The fall In Imports due 
to the rise of prices must and will also react on the exports; and would 
consequently restore the exchange equilibrium even if we grant that it 
can and will be disturbed effectively by such means. 

THE BURDEN ON THE CONSUMER. 
Let us next, turn to th~ principal limitations of a pilicy of national 

protection. Says the Indian Fiscal Commission:-
" The burden of protection arises from the increase in prices. It iii 

obvious that an import duty tends to raise the price, not only of 
'the imported artwle, but also of the cO';llpet~ng lo~ally produc~d 
article. Cases are analysed by economists In which for speCial 
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reasons or for temporary (sic) periods, the normal result does 
not follow, or follows only partially. But broadly speaking there 
is no dispute as to the tendency of import duties to raise the 
prioes of the article taxed". (paragraph 61l; Majority Report). 

This. observation, thpugh not quite so sweeping as the majority of the 
dogmatic free-traders Indulge in, needs to 'be analysed before it can be 
accepted even in its modified form~ But it is first necessary to dispose of 
a most common misapprehension in this connection. The case of the con
·sumer is generally held up as the II open sesame" of the free trade argu
ment. But who is the consumer? Is the sympathy demanded on his account 
really iusti6.edP There is a prejudioe which holds as though the consumer. 
was always a poor, helpless personage,whom the industrialist is invariably 
()ut to exploit, and whose exploitation would be all the more facilitated 
if the State artificially and deliberately protects the ('''ploiter. But, except 
in the case of the commodities which being, lilea food-stuffs in England,' 
the most elementary necessaries of life, are of universal consumption, a 
tax on which would really be a burden on the large bulk of the community 
for the benefit of the relatively limited class of the producers thereof, the 
consumer is often as strong as, if. not even stronger than the producer, 
being as well organised, efficient and equipped as the produoer, who, there~, 
fore, does not· need or deserve the sympathy commonly claimed on his behalf; 
The reason is simple. Most consumers 'are themselves producers. Let us 
illustrate the point by an analogy. In the Middle Ages there .were, in 
almost every civilised community, laws against' usury on the common, and, 
in those days, well-founded assumption that the borrower was weak, 
helpless, and therefore to be pitied. Much of that prejudice still. survives. 
And yet the situation is radically, altered. The most considerable and 
important borrowers of to-day'arE! not the oppressed, ignorant, impecunious 
peasants, or enthusiastic warriors setting out to fight for an ideal at the 
'Sacrifioe of everything; but great, well-advised governments or other public 
and private corporations, able to know the uses of money much better than 
their lenders. Though the old type of the poor agric~lturist or artisan 
borrower still continues, we. do not nowadays advocate a series of anti~usury 
laws on the simple assumption that all borrowers are to be pitied and pro
tected. Laws are now-a-<lays as often necessary to protect or safeguard· 
lthe interests of the modern lender to the modern .borrower as the other way 
:about. Precisely the same is the case with the conflict between producer 
,,/ •. consumer. The consumer, whenever he happens to be another large 
-corporation engaged in further working up of a particular commodity, may 
be trusted to know his interest sufficiently well to' safeguard it by every' 
lIUlans in his power. And nowhere is this argument ~ important as in 
the case of the consumers of iron and steel goods. With 'the exoeption of 
>the users of agricultural implements, the steel-consuming classes enumerated 
'With such meticulous and praiseworthy precision by Mr. Pilcher are all 
1Itrong corporations, who do not u;...hllPothesi need our commiseration. 

'the consumption of steel and iron goods in the case of these corporati()ns
Jute and cotton mills, coal-mines, te~ardens, Port Trusts, Railways, etc., 
usually takes the form of machinery and mechanical equipment required. by 
"them. In so far as modern industry may be regarded as indissolubly chained 
"to mechanical contrivances of steel, without which it cannot possibly fun'o.: 
'tion, we must admit the establishment or creation of steel-making industry 
in any community having industrial ambitions and possibilities to be the 
.'!line qua non of those ambi'tions. The entire industry of that community 
will. run the risk of being paralysed, if it doesilot possess its o,!,n steel 
making plant, and has not its own facilities for producing 'machinery. And 
this risk might arise not only from the unusual contingency of. a world~ 
'War, or at least of a war in which the community deficient in steel-making 
facilities is itself involved,' but even in ·the' Dormal times of peace, thank.") 
to the very !Common possibility of combination among the foreign steel pro
ducers with a view to exploit this 'backward market for their own profit. 

,,such international combinations an! by no means unknown or unlikely in the 
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future. We have but to consider the example of shipping in Indian waters 
which ha~ built up in many places a strong monopoly by means of th; 
~nference and its weapon the Deferred Rebate System which is' thus 
enabled to exploit freely the shippers for the benefit of 'the ship-owners 
and whos~. organisat~on. of ~onopoly ever~ competitor is practically com: 
pelled to JOIn, as an illustratlOll of what mIght happen to the whole Indian 
~ndustry,. m.odernised. with I~rge-scale production and mechanical equipment, 
If the prmclpal supphers of Iron and steel to the Indian market are combined 
to exploit India. This danger is the more to be dreaded while the Gov6r!1- • 
ment of India continues to be a foreign bureaucracy, irresponsible to the-. 
Indian people, and often antagonistic to the Indian national ideas. The-
8&eablishment of such a basic industry must accordingly be judged not Qn 
censideratiolL' of commercial profits only, but rather by those of national 
self-sufficiency against very common contingencies of the modern international 
industrial and commel1Cial, not to say political, life. 

Even on grounds of commercial profit only, the encouragement of the
Indian Steel industry, by means of a reasonably protective duty for a 
given short period, will not result in' a danger by no means quite so great. 
as it has beea represented to be. Admitting for the sake of argument the
very worst proposition that could possibly be alleged against this policy, 
it only amounts to saying that, if the duty does raise the price, there wiII 
be an increase pro tanto in the initial cost of a great modern industrial 
establishment requiring mechanical appliances of steel. This cost, however, 
may not increase if (a) either any p.an of the duty is borne by the foreign 
producer, a not at all unlikely continge~y for the Indian market, as we
have showa above; or (b) if the prices of the taxed article are actually 
falling owing to extraneous international forces. We have already illustrated 
and explained both these conditions. above; but we may repeat here the
illustration of the prices of a standard type of locomotive which were
£15,000 in 1919-20, £10,000 in 1920-21, and £5,000- in 1921-22. If aD. 
additional duty of 23 per cent. is levied at a point, when the price let us 
say was £12,000, the actual cost at a time when the price is £5,000 would 
not be £16,000, as the argument of . the burden implies, but only about 
£7,000 or less, which is far below the basic price itself. We .cannot say 
exactly if all the possibilities of further price reductions.in steel are ex
hausted. If and when Germany comes into her own, or works hand in hand 
with France in an industrial alliance, the steel price may fall still further, 
even without reckoning the American desire for a bid on the international 
market. Anyhow, a duty of 83 per cent. on a price of Rs. 120 per ton. 
gives an internal Indian pril:e of Rs. 160 per ton, supposed to be a sufficient 
margin of protection to the Indian Industry; leaving it a possibility of 15 per 
cent. profit on tIlapital, or a cost price at Rs. 136 per ton.· But if the
price of foreign steel should be further reduced to Rs. 100 per ton, a by 
no means improbable likelihood-the entire margin of protection would 
vanish, unless the management of the Indian industry succeeds in making 
further economies of its own. That is one reason why in cases of an initial 
grant of protection to any promising industry, it would be advisable to
have specific duties (say Rs. 40 per ton) in preference to ad "alorem duties, 
which have a nasty trick of betraying the interest sought to be protected 
in a most inconvenient manner. But in the main such a course of events 
would cut away the entire argument of likely burden to the consumers from' 
a protective duty. 

Granting next, (again for the sake of argument), that the entire duty 
results in a corresponding increase of the price, the burden is not at all of 
that ruinous charal:ter that it is made out to be. And herein let us emphasis& 
,one cardinal feature of modern industry, which is but"too often ignored by 
people who glibly talk of the rights of the consumers. In all reasonable 

• The Tat. IroD and Steel Company have baaed thei •• ecommendation on a basio prlc. of nO. 160 p,!, 
ton, which, with a duty of 881 per cent. would:m.an an Indian c. I. f. &: c. p.i.e of nO. ~,where .s th.,r 
'cost pri •• ia .lightly nnd ••• no. 180 ~.r ton. Thi .. howev.r. ia ...... i,..; and th. remedy In ou' judgment 
Ii •• in Impolinll •• p .. i6.o dut/)" of Be. 40 110 60 pe. lIOn, rather tban an cocI ... l_ duty. But of thIS more 
h .... ft ••• 
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protectionist countri.eethe policy of exempting from taxation all aids to 
industry is too firmly established to be questioned. But the kind of' aid 
offered to industry by machinery and by raw materials is essentially different 
and he_ ~ diiferent treatment ill the protectionist systems. For th~ 
raw material is _ item of' recurrent cost: and 80 the burden will recur 
every time a new output is made, if the raw material is taxed. If machinery 
is taxed, on the ether hand, the burden, even if it oooun at all, ooours 
once in twenty years on an average, the normal life-time of modern 
machinery. The eost, besides, of 1Ihe raw material gets into the working 
expenses; and a tas on it becomes an item directly in the cost of production. 
The cost of the machinery is, OIl the other hand, an item of capital outlay; 
and a tax on that gets, if at all, in th .. cost of production in a'remote 
and indirect maWl8r. According ic> the estimates or statistics availableon 
the subject, it appeua that mechanical equipment absorbs .40' pel" cent. 
of the initial llapital outlay ill. a. modern, indUlltrial establishment like a 
cotton-mill, while the remaining 6(} per cent. is taken up by buildings, plant, 
and fixtures. The day to day workiug capital is provided by floating debt, 
the interest on which is paid off as an item of working expenses, and 
not reserved to Bhare ira the profits. If now a reasonable anticipation of 
profits is 10 per cent., allowing for all risks, an increase in the initial 
capital required, by meanB of a protacti",e duty of 33 pel' cent. on machinery, 

I would raise the capital required to 113 units in place of the old 100, on 
which the anticipated return of 10 has now to be divided giving a return of 
~~' or 8'SO per cent. This' decline ill dividends on capital will occur at 
all if we assume' (1) that there is no chance of reducing the proportion of 
capital outlay on machinery, by reducing the whole capital charge by adding 
to the bank overdrafts or floating debt, or (2) that there is no room for 
adding to the turno",er, or (3) making' any other 'economies which would 
avoid this decline in dividends. The average profit from the modernised 
industries of India-jute, and cotton, coal-mines and tea-gardens, engineer
ing-workshopa-are well over 10 p, c; on an average in recent years: 

The decline would thus be by no means 80 very sever .. even if iii occlirs 
at alII A tas has oftell uted in experience not as a hindrance, as it· is 
alleged'to be, but rather as a stimulant to make all possible economies' 80 
as to avoid the likely hardships. And therefore, the argument of the burden, 
speaking generally, would have no bearing in fact. . 

A point, seemingly of detail, but in reality of considerable practical 
importance, may also be urged in this regard. The burden, of the proposed 
protective duty on steel goods or machinery can only fall upon new ventures 
now to be started,' and that too .on the assumption that prices will never fall 
further. The old ventures already existing, in sev.eral fields' will not 'be 
affected by the incidence of the future duty. If any of them are suffering 
owing .to any part of their mechanical equipment being received or renewed 
during the period when prices were at the peak in the w!J.r or post-war 
boom, they must be held to be suffering from the consequences of their own 
imprudence, which can found no claim to a special consideration from the 
eommunit.y at large, especially when the consideration demanded would post
pone t'he material development of' the whole country .. The statistics of 
the companies going into liquidation ·is only a proof of the imprudence 
or want of foresight that' has affected the entrepreneur in India in the 
last few years. Speaking of the jute industry· of Calcutta Mr. Pilcher 
observes: 

.. It was and I believe remains the ambition 'of the jute .industry.·on 
the Hoogly to maintain a steady ten per' cent. ioorease in the 
number of looms operating on the river,' New construction 
should, therefore, given healthy conditions, be maintained in the 
region of 4,400 new looms per annum, calculated in the basis 
of the overall capital exp~nditure. now necessitated by' the eree> 
tion of new mills, namely Rs. 9,000 per loom ultimately operated, 
that rate of new construction would entail the annual expen
diture of some Rs. 4 crores per annum, of which Ird or 21 
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c~ores w.ould be assigned to machinery mainly of steel composi
tIOn. SInce the War at least two plants have been laid down 
in India. for the manufacture of this machinery. Granted the 
proposed protection of steel, these and all such enterprises for 
the manufacture of jute mill machinery must necessarily be 
afforded a protection of their interests proportionate to that 
assigned to the steel industry or be compelled to close down." . 

If the assumption underlying this admission is conceded! it would 
. amount to this: that instead of the annual capital expenditure in the 
jute industry for its normal expansion being Rs. 4 crores only, it wonld 
be Rs. 4'75 crores owing to an increase of duty by about 23 per cent. on 
machinery. In the past that industry has not always maintained Mr. 
Pi1cher's assumed rate of expansion. Assuming that the average Tlrofit of 
the jute industry is 15 per cent. now, the 60 lakhs additional profit wonld 
be divided between 475 lakhs instead of 400 lakhs, or a dividend of 12'63 per 
cent. on the additional oapitaI. The profits of 36 jute-mills with an aggre-. 
gate paid up, ordinary capital of Rs. 6'67 crores amounted to Rs. 3,57,73,624 
in 1922, and to Rs. 2,56,69,108, for the first half-year of 1923, or a percentage 
of 53 p.c. in 1922, and of 77 p.c. in the first half of 1923. The above" 
therefore, would. 1;le no great reduction of profit, even if such a reduction 
does result at all. But the fact is ignored in this argument altogether that 
the jute industry enjoys a. monopoly, which should always enable it, if 
it is adequately and efficiently organised, to pass on the burden of any such' 
tax to the foreigner. It is the sole justification of the existing export duty 
on jute, and will continue to be the justilkation of any further duties 
that may be imposed on that industry directly' or indirectly. Under the 
circumstanoes, the observation of Mr. Pilcher that:-

" To contend that, because the jute mill industry has enjoyed a pros
perous decade, it should be taxed in its capital and replacement 
outlay in order to assist in the foundation of another industry is, 
from the economist's point of view, puerile." 

is more' than commonly offensive and misleading. The jute industry has 
not only enjoyed an unusually prosperous decade; but it is in a. peculiarily 
entrenched position of natural monopoly, reinfol'lCed by a strong, continuous, 
and relatively inelastic demand. It is in a position easily to shift its burden. 
It has room for further internal economies, judging from the report said to 
have been submitted by a. special expert in 1912, but over-looked during 
the flush of prosperity that followed in the war, and its wake. Accordingly 
if a change of fiscal policy in the broad national interests demands that a 
burden be imposed; and if in sheer recognition of the requirements of 
distributive justioe in the apportionment of the burdens of a community. 
we have to cast about for the entities most easily able to bear the burden, 
it is impossible to find, under existing conditions in India, any industry 
more easily able to bear this additional charge,-or rather its share of it,
than the Jute mill industry. 

We are, indeed; not suggesting by this argument that there is no room 
for normal expansion in our local industries, or that the expansion must be 
postponed if the loss due to increased duty on machinery becomes very 
lubst&ntial. Business men will, of course, of their own accord, postpone 
any such capital commitments, if they feel convinoed that the prioes have 
not yet touched the bottom. To -such men there can seem no wisdom in an 
ad. hoc rule or expansion, like the 10 per cent. expansion suggested by 
Mr. Pilcher. But apart from such common business prudence, the demands 
of industrial development may be interpreted in one of two ways, alterna
tively or even concurrently. India might either aim at industrialisation to 
a degree when. she could supply at least her own demand from her own 
production; or she mighti aim at making up to the stage of finished goods 
ready for consumption at least all the raw material which she herself pro
duces, whether such a production is just equal to her own demand for finished 
goods. or in excess of it. In the case of cotton, India produces 50 la~s 
of bale~ of co~ton on an average in round terms per annum; but her mllls 
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eRn consume only 20 lakhs of bales. There is no doubt room for improv~d
efficiel1(.y and further internal economies in the existing cotton mills, so 
that prcperly worked, even existing mills, with their present equipment, 
could cor.sume another 10 lakhs of bales. But still there is room for ex
pansi in if the ideal of working up a country's own produce of raw material 
IS accepted. All such expansion, estimated to cost about 15 crores more 
of capital outlay . as against 40 crores already invested ill the cotton mil: 
industry of India, will be rendered more expensive, if pr~es do not fall 
by extraneOUB causes, by the proposed increase in import duties. Of the 
15 crores thus required, about 9 crores may be allowed for machinery, which 
w(,uld cost about 2 crores more, if the entire burden of the increased duty 
has to be borne by the promoters of the expansion. These, together with 
the capital already invested, will make a total liability of 57 crores. Eut· iii 
the lowest year (1923) the profits have been estimated at 5 crores; and 
if the expansion at least keeps up the lowest rate of. profits, the total 
profit would be 7 crores'. But 7 crores on 57 crores would give a dividend 
not materially different from what 5crores of profit would give on 40 crores 
of capital. The expansion, therefore, need not be deterred by any such 
dread of increased cost of· capital outlay. 

But the advocates of .e BO protection" make very little allowance for the 
possibilities of effecting further economies in the internal management or 
crganisation of a modern large' scale industry, which, in the insouciant 
days of laissez faire, were never properly searched for; but which the 
moment a tax is imposed will have to be minutely investigated into if the 
equalisation of dividends is iobe maintained. Industrial taxation often 
acts as a most salutary spur to sp~ed uP. managers, ,though it may not 
be to the interest of those managers to stress the beBeficial effects of such 
taxation too publicly. We have already instanced the case of the jute 
industry, whose possibilities of further internal and external economies are 
Baid to have been carefully studied and reported upon by an expert specially 
called in for the purpose, but the exact magnitude of which is not properly 
understood on this side of India. We may instance, next, the case of the 
eotton industry, in which those most competent to judge allege that there is 
corruption enough to account for at least 25 per cent. increase. in the 
apparent cost of production. Will not an indirect tax upon the capital out
lay in such an industry stimulate the management to do away with' this 
eorruption, and so maintain, if not increase, their usual level of profits, 
when the latter are threatened by an increase in the capital at chargeP 

!l'Iie moistDotori~us exauiple of the immense room for such economies • smmaed by tJie Indian railways. Mr. Pilcher contends:- ' , 
.. In view of these desiderata (i.e., need for further expailsion of rail. 

ways and the impossibility of any further increase in rste~ and 
fares) essential a6 they are to the rehabilitation of both Imperial 
and Provincial schemes of' taxation, no lEldS than to the progress 
of the country's industries, the present is scarcely the ideal 
moment for the adoption of a tariff policy, which, whatever it£. 
ultimate benefits, must for years to come increase the cost of 
railway construction and maintenance. Considerations of the 
security of the tax-payers past investment of 600 crores in the 
railway system should surely exercise !l material in11uence when 
claims are made on behalf of, a nailcent industry, the private 
investment in which still falls short of 20, and may never attain 
the limit of 100, crores. 

His contention, however, rests upon a series of false analogiElS and mis
eonceptions, which it would be impossible to examine at sll carefully in a 
general statemen,t like this. To, give but one example, the calculation of the 
railway needs of India simply by reckoning up the total mileage and popula. 
tion, and comparing these with lIimilar data from other. countries, is a mischiev
ously false analogy, all the more dangerous, because it soun<ls so plausible. We 
Dlust consider not only the mileage and the population, but also the productive 
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capacity of that population, the volume of their internal and external trade,. 
the relative costliness of the construction and maintenance of these railwaY" 
and consequently of their charges, the possibility of cheaper alternative means 
of C'Ommunications, and a whole host of other similar factors before we can 
say whether a given mileage it! adequate or not for the transport needs of 
e. given' country. It is the considered judgment of many Indian economists, 
that the railways we already possess are excessive for our present needs, and 
too costly in the service they x:ender; that their construction and alignment, 
has not always been governed by the mOtlt economic or commercial considera. 
tions i but that rather political or military factors have been predominant in. 
India, which are not· even now abolished; that, thanks to the continued. 
heavy programme of capital investment in railway construction and expan.· 
sion. the state in India has deliberately ignored the possibility or profitability 
of inland navigation as an alternative to railway communication; that the' 
present losing state of the Indian railways (they bave never really made a 
profit in the true commercial sense of the term) is due to the immenSe wastage
&lid neglect of war.time, the blame of which there is no reason to father UEon 
the present proposal for II protective treatment of the Indian iron and steer 
industry. In view of these opinions and beliefs, it would be absurd to press 
very much the alleged hardships on the. Indian railways as resulting from 
our first experiment in protec1;i.on. Beside!\., thank8 to the long term contracts, 
which the Tata Iron and -Steel Company has entered into with the Railways 
for the supply of steel at a relatively low price, aa also with many other
conSiderable producers of finished steel goods worked up further from the
steel supplied by the Tata Company, tlie alleged burden from the import 
duty will not affect the railways and the other principal consumers of steel' 
at all.. Sixty per cent. of the present and future Tata output is already con· 
tracted for at these prices, Mr. Pilcher bas himself admitted that .. From 
these figures it is difficult to assess the proportion of Railway outlay, capital' 
and recurring, in which steel plays a predominant part." But immediately 
afterwards he forgets the moderation and wisdom of this remark, and assumes: 
that t of the proposed outlay would be affected by the proposed change in the 
tariff policy. The assumption is wholly gratuitous. But even granting it, 
the charges against the railways are by no means exhausted. Even the 
cursory investigation of the Inchcape Committee in railway expenditure has, 
revealed immense wastage, which will never be remedied if we keep on 
pampering the railways, by keeping them tlafe from all further taxation, 
direct or indirect, lest the investment already made in the railways might 
suffer, and the prospects of the one yet to be made be imperilled. Take the· 
following gems by way of illustration:- '. ' " ' 

(1) Th~ average consumption of fuel per engine-mile increased between' 
1913-14 and 1922-23 from 67·5 lbs. to 82 lbs. or 21 per cent. 6n 
the broad gauge lines, and from 44'4 to 52'7 Ibs. or 19 per cent. 
on the meter· gauge lines •. Including the rise in the price of 
coal, the total cost of fuel on all broad gauge lines rose from 
4·09 to 8'62 crores or 110 per cent. though the increase in quan. 
tity used was only 37 p.c. ,-a clear case of waste suggesting 
possibility of economies of at least 25 p.c. in this single item. 

(2) On the 5 principal lines selected in the Report for illustration though 
the average mileage !'Overed by an engine fell, in the period 
under comparison, the average the cost of repaw-s and renewals 
to locomotives uniformly rose from between 55 and 243 per cent. 
while the similar cost of repairs Ii<> vehicles in stock on the seven 
lines illustrated· rose from between 114 and 388 per cent. 

There is not a single instance of reduction in the charges, though tha 
working expenditure has on the whole increased by over 100 per rent. And 
yet, as the Inchcape Committee has pointed out in unmistakable terms, a 
very substantial proportion of the programmed expenditure of 150 crores in 
5 yearS (i.Il., 67.crores in round figures) is devoted to unremunerative lines. 
A business enterprise like the railways of India, which admittedly leaves 
8t) much room for economy in working expenses, and the extenSion, renewal, 
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repairs or rep!acem.ent of which is 'programmed on not themos.t e~onomical 
lines, cannot In falrness be' heard if they jiemur to a step of mdlspensable
help in national development. For if they press ,too much this their unwise 
demurrer, the inquiry would be inevitable .whether we really want the, exten. 
siOllS our railway administration clamours for; and whether, if th,e present 
proposal increases their' cost, it would ,not be wise for the railway adminis
tration to curtail their programme of expenditure pending, at least the greater 
stabilisation of prices, or the realisation by the .Indian steeCindustry now 
seeking protectioll' of its goal, when again the coats might have fallen. the 
argument based upon the iilleged hardship to the railways is, in fine, so 
tricky, what with errors of commission and omission all through their history 
by the,Indian railways, and what with their essentially wrong and iujurious 
attitude, that' no sharp-witted, far06ighted person would have advanced it. 
The excuse moreover, cannot, be allowed to the railways pf India that if the 
cost of their material is increased by the Pl:esent proposal they, should be
allowed to increase still further their rates ana fares. There is no room, for 
any inorease in this department, not only because of the still remaining vast 
economitlll which the railway admin;stration must carry out before they elm 
ask for any such concession; but also, and mor& forcibly, because railway 
rates are based and varied, not on such elementary cOlll!iderations of thecos. of produotion, but on what each Class of traffic can bear. 

What applies to railways ,applies with no 18!:ls emphasis to the ports of 
India. The commercial c.orporations now governing the principal ports of 
India may plead that by any increase in the customs duty, if the imports fall 
011 in any coIltliderable proportion, the total volume of the trade passing through 
the port must dedine .by an inevitable reaction on the, exports as well; that 
ij the trade declines, and the capital commitments of port authorities remain 
undiminished, or increase still further,- the financial equilibrium of thoi:!e 
authorities could only be attained by a further incresse in their charges, whic1t 
cannot but act as a still further deterrent to the local as well as the 
foreign trade of the country, without taking int() account the increase in 
their own, capital outlay by the increased cost of that portion of it which is 
invested in steel goodll. But this argument, like the similar one of rail
ways, ignores altogether the possibility of economies in port management: 
nor does it make sufficient allowance for the increments in port revenues. 
owing to the rapid development of the property recently acquired. by Port 
authorities like those of Bombay. And the argument, of course; is utterly 
innocent of any conception of those deeper forces which bring about, in the 
~rade between nationll, compensating adjustments automatically. If ste",l' 
l~POrts !all 011, there is no re~son immediately to. conclude that all imports. 
wlll dechne, or that there won t be any compensatmg adjustment; and much 
I~s r?ason there is, of (lourse, to hold that exports will proportionately de. 
~Il!le In sympathy •. Bu~ we !tave already treated of this argument more fully 
m ,Imother connectlOn In thlS statement, and need not, therefore, labour iii 
further in this connection. 

The case of the coal industry standi! on an entirely dillerent footing. We 
may' endorse unreservedly the pronouncement of th~ Indian 'Fiscal Commi8. 
sion"On this head, that:- . 

•• An abundant and cheap supply of coal is the foundation 'of the 
future industrial progress jn India. ,It It x It This is one of those 
cases in which we are convinced t,hat the protection' of the basic 

_ industry or raw. material would ,not be to the advantage of the 
country as a whole. Cheap, coal is essential to industry, and we' 
are not· prepared to recommend any measure which will maklt 
coal dearer." 

Bu~ ~ojust 'interpret~tion 'of. this. ~iotum' would only mean th~t the' 
'COmmltlS10ll would not adv18e the unposltlon of import' duties on foreign coal 
t., afford protection to the domestic coal. It does 'not mean that the intereilts. 
of the coal-mine owners shall constitute a bar to any proposal for the encourage-
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ment and development of any other basic industry, like iron and steel. 
The fact it! the coal industry of India has been demoralized by the accidents 
of post-war development. The panicky, not to say CTiminal, precipitancy with 
which the Railway Board or its agent placed long term contracts with collieries 
for coal-deliveries to the railways, at absurdly high prices, it! the root of all 
mischief, and has been reinforced by the fatal policy governing the recent 

• increases in railway rates, which threateni! to exdude the Indian coal altogether 
., from the industrial centres on the western coast of India. It is bootlest! to 

mention the effect of subsidies granted by the African Government to Natal 
coal. The remedy, however, for reviving the Indian coal industry lies rather 
in a demand for a revision of the suicidal railway rates policy, than in any 
senseless opposition on- its account to the demand for portection of the steel 
and iron industry. 

On a general review of all the arguments about the probable burden likely 
to fall upon the consumer from a protective duty on foreign steel, then, 
it appears that either the burden is exaggerated out of all proportion, or 
that sufficient account is not taken for the benefit likely to result from the· 
develop~ent of that industry as a counterpoise to the burden, if any. The 
an:agonltlts of the proposed protection make much of the probable rise in 
prices; but they forget that the incidental gain in the shape of saving of 
all the medley of charges by way of agents' and banker's commissions, insur
ance, freight and other miadlemen's charges, which are estimated on good 
authority to aggregate to some 25 per ("Cnt. of the F. O. B. price of the . 
foreign material, is quite large enough to offset the whole increase in duty. 
On the total imports of iron and steel goods of all sort!!, aggregating Rs. 80 
croreil in value, this saving alone would be Rs. 20 crores per annum if the 
industry was developed' in India. The Indian railway charges are no doubt 
a factor to be reckoned with for all output of the Indian steel industry not 
consumed on the spot. But that is an argument for the radical revision of 
the Indian railway rating system, rather than for the ignoring of the con
cealed hardships or charges of importing such an essential material from 
outside sources. Moreover all the chanC'ElS of a likely fall in prices will 
materialize only if India has a steel industry of her own that could threaten 
effectively to capture the Indian market if the foreign producer does not 
reduce his prices. If the Indian market is left absolutely helpless without 
any local supply of its own, there can bQ no hope of the foreigners making 
a present to India in the shape of unnecessary price reductiona; so that 'tIven 
in the immediate interests of the consumers in India of steel goodt!, if full 
advantage is to be taken of all the factors affecting or likely to affect the 
world steel market in the near future, it is a wise step to concede the demand 
of the Indian industry for protection. 

The point made by the antagonists of the demands as to the absence of 
the most economic management by the premier Indian Iron and Steel concern 
dOeil not make an argument for negativing protection altogether to that indus
try, though it is pOBSible to expect and obtain guarantees from such a concern 
that the wastage of the resources by dissipation in extravagant dividends, or 
overC'8pitalisation with a heavy fixed rate of interest to the greater portion 
of the capital, will not recur. With the grant of protection, the old policy 
of utter indifference to the internal management c-' such industrial concerns 
muSt. be abandoned, if only to see that the burden imposed on the community 
is not throw;n away altogether. It is a normal consequence, for example, of 
a protectionist system that wages in the protected regions should rit!e. It 

. may quite possibly be that at a given moment, imperative consideratiOni3 of 
internal economy might prevent a rise or even demand 8 scaling down of 
the wages. But that does not mean that the industry protected as a national 
coSt would be allowed to undermine the general standard of living, or the 
hopes of its improvement. Guarantees of this sort also may be insisted upon 
as a bondition, or a sort of quid pTa guo for the protection granted. But 
when such guarantees are obtained, it would be impossible to withhold pro
tection for such an indispensable indUiltry of national development. 
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All to the exact form in which protection should be granted, a specifiC' 
customs duty is, in our opinion, the best under present conditions. In the 
event of artificial dumping on a large scale, such a duty (of say ltg. 40 or 
50 per ton) would automatically increase the level of protection according 
to the needs of the industry; while if prices should rise again, the extent of, 
protection, and, therefore, the burden on the consumer, will be automatically 
diminished. An ad valOTem import duty is defective in this respect. It is 
not self-adjustive. It also creates complicationS in regard to the basis for 
charging, which the specific duty avoids altogether. But it is better than 
any form of bounty, which would be a dead charge upon the general finances 
of the community, and might accordingly be laade uncertain in practice 
according to the condition of those finances. The financial position of ,India 
is even to-day not sound enough to permit such a further charge being under. 
taken light-heartedly; while an increase in the customs duty would bring 
about a quiet wen-ordered, automatic diffusion of the burden, such ail it is, 
which will never "e accomplished by means .of a bounty. The exact extent 
of the-duty we would not dogmatise about. We shall only content ourselves 
by saying it must be ~ubstantial .e~ough to secure the Indian industry against 
unfair or unequal foreign competition. 

No. 72. 

The National Federation of Iron ,and Steel Manu
facturers of Great Britain. 

The National Federation of Iron and Steel Manufacturers very much 
appreciates the action of the Tariff Board in agreeing to accept evidence 
from steel makers not resident in India on a subject which vitally affects 
India. It is recognised at the outset that the problem is one which India 
has to decide for herself and it is in no spirit of wishing to influence that 
decision unduly that the attached memorandum is submitted. At the same 
time the Tariff Board obviously desires to hear both sides of the question 
and it is with the object of presenting the case as it appears to those who 
cannot accept the Tata Company's view that the following memorandum 
has been prepared. The British Steel Makers also wish to make it clear 
that they are actuated by no spirit of commercial antagonism to the Tata 
Company in submitting this case. - India has in the past been Great
Britain's best customer for iron and steel, but British steel makers do 
not resent the development of India's iron and steel industry on economic 
lines if this be possible with advantage to India. ' 

In the first- place iron and steel together with certain chemicals, 
minerals and lubricating oils, were recognised by the Indian :Fiscal Com
mission as .. basic industries," that is to say, industries on which- many 
others are dependent. The- impcsition of import duties on articles such as 
these must inevitably raise the cost of the raw material of a number of 
Indian industr~es and thus handicap their free development. In the case
of iron and steel it would increase the cost of building railways, roadways, 
harbour works, machinery, etc. Inevitably the builders and constructors 
of the works mentioned will demand protection for their industries and 
this demand must prove almost irresistible, for otherwise goods manu
factured from iron and steel would be imported into India and both the
steel makers and those who work up the steel would be faced with 
unemployment. 

-The effect therefore of taxing imported' iron and steel would be a 
cumulative one and would be reflected first in the cost of goods made from 
iron and steel and then in the cost of commodity prices generally. For 
instance, increased prices for railway materials would have to be met by 
increased passenger fares and increased freight rates, which in ''turn would 
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have to be met by inc;ea;ed prices on all goods carried over the railways. 
Increased cost of machmery' made from steel would be reflected on all the 
products of those machines, e.g., textiles, and so on. 

The numbers employed in the manufacture of iron and steel in India 
probably amount ~o not more t~an 50,000-60,000 people, and it is difficult 

• t? see how a polIcy of protectIOn can do other than increase the cost of 
~Ivmg and. decrease ~hest~ndard of liv~ng for. the 300,000,000 peP80ns who 

, In the mam are agriculturists and not Industrialists. 
It is suggested that it is to the great advantage of India to obtain 

cheap steel and that if owing to the diverse nature of India's demands it is 
impossible to .organise mass production on an economical scale within her 
own .borders, the right policy for India to pursue is to import steel and so 
develop he! native indus~ries as rapidly and cheaply. as possible by obtaining 
the materials and machmery necessary at world prices and not to penalise 
industrial .deyelopmen,t general~y for the benefit of a sectioR of industry. 
Moreover It IS an aXIOm that Imports must be paid for by exports Rnd if 
India decides to exclude imported goods she ipso facto decreases her Ilxport 
trade. . 

,!,he foregoing remarks are directed to the proposition that it is to 
India's great advantage to obtain steel as cheaply as possible; in the 
following remarks it is submitted that the facilities for making iron and 
steel in India are such that it snould' be possible to produce iron and steel 
in competition with the other iron and steel producing countries witbout 
the aid of a prl!tective tariff. 

In the first place, owJng to the fact that the Tata Company's state
ments as to their cost of production have not been divulged, it is impossible 
to relate their cost of production to. those in this country and on the 
Continent, but from published information it is clear that India has 
.abundant supplies of ore, coal, and also of cheap labour. The ore, more
over, is richer than any in Europe, having an average iron content of 
tiO per cent. . 

After examining the reports of geologists, engineers and others who 
have reported on the iron ore 'resources of India the Imperial Mineral 
Resources Bureau sum up the position in the following words :-

" ......... ................ India possesses sufficient high-grade iron ores to 
supply an iron and steel industry of the first magnitude and the 
rapid developments which are taking place show that this fact 
is fully appreciated by capitalists. The day would not seem to 
be far distant when India will be self-supporting as regards iron 
and steel, and will probably be exporting pig iron, which, in 
the opinion of those best able to judge, can be produced com
paratively cheaply owing to the' low 'assembly costs,' consequent 
on . the close proximity of raw materials and the cheap rates of 
freight." 

The Tata Compally itself in the advertisement which appeared in the 
"London II Times" of May 11th, 1923, claime~ that II the costs of prod~c
-jng iron and steel in India are capable of ~~mg broug~~ down. to a. pomt 
.eomparing favourably with the pre-war R'nt'sh f!oures, . and. m eVidence 
'which the Tata representative has already given he admits that the 
'Company has already work in hand which will occupy the works for 4 years 
·to come and that therefore the question of protection was not urgent. It 
is submitted that if the Tats Company can obtain remunerati,:w contrac~s 
.extending over 4 years, at a time when the iro~ !lnd. steel mdustry 1D 
.Great. Britain and the Continent is so depressed, It IS dIfficult to see that 
there is any need for further protection. .In fact, in the prospe<;tus !n 
'which the Tata Company invited applicatIOns for debenture .capital ?D 
.July 1922 it was stated that "the Company has had no dIffi~ulty JD 
(lisposing ~f the whole of its production in Ind;ia at profitable. prices. an~ 

-<the recent imposition of a Customs Duty on Imported steel III IndIa of 
~10 per cent. will ensure a still more favourable market in the future." 
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It sbould also be pointed out tbat in tbe year ending Marcb 31st, 1923, 
"India imported from all sources 12,779 tons of pig iron and 894,004 tons 
~f otber iron and steel, equivalent to about 1,200,000 tons of ingot steel; 
in tbe years before tbe war India imported steel equivalent to approximately 
1,500,000 tons of ingot steel. 

In tbe advertisement in tbe "Times" referred to above, it is claimed 
'laat with the plant "which is either in actual operation or in process of 
installation" there is steel-making plant " having a capacity of 570,000 tons 
per annum" and that .. ultimately" an annual output of 1,000,000 tons 
cf finished and semi-finished products will be reached. Thus for some time 
10 come tbe Tata Company is able to supply less than half of India's needs, 
and it seems inequitable that all consumers of iron and steel should be 
penalised for tbeir benefit. 

The representative of the Tata Company agreed ~o the proposition 
tbat no protection should be granted to any industry where.it is not shown 
•• that the particular industry will be able ultimately to meet foreign com
petition without protection," and it is presumed tbat in the memoranda 
hsnded in showing 'tbe present cost of production and tbe estimated cost of 
production in the future, it was shown tbat the Company would in time be 
able to meet foreign competition witbout tbe aid, of protection; but how 
is it to be proved that· an industry has reached the stage when it can meet 
unrestricted foreign competition and who is to decide itP It would seem 
that the exclusion of imported material by the. measures proposed is likely 
to remain, if once instituted, for an indefinite time, if not in perpetuity. 

Another sign that the Tata Company is able to develop without the aid 
cf protection is afforded by the fact that recently India has 'exported pig 
iron not Jlnlyto Japan and the Far East but also to certain· 'ports on the 
Pacific Coast and to Philadelphia, thus demonstrating the ability of India 
10 compete with the American producer, 
. There is one other matter of which the British Steel Makers must take 

cognizance. It has been stated that British iron and steel manufacturers. 
have dumped their products into India. A moment's consideration' will 
.how that this is quite impossible. The export trade of Great Britain is 
too great a proportion of the whole production to permit of exports being 
made under the cost of production. Obviously in a free trade country like 
Great Britain any attempt to make home eonsumers bear the los8 on export 
trade could only lead to the other iron and steel producing countries under
«elling British producers in tbe home market. "Dumping" is only possible 
in countries where the home market is protected. 

To sum up, it is the opinion of members of the British iron and steel 
industry that protection is unnecessary for the development of an iron and 
«teal industry in India, but if the Government of IndIa are of opinion that 
a case has been made out for the encouragement of the industry much lesl 
harm would accrue to India as a whole by administering thEi encouragemenlt 
by means of a llounty or some form of subsidy to the works concerned. 
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Enclosure (a). 

Memorand1JM, on the position of the wrought iron trade in Telation to the 
Indian tariff. , 

. Wrought iron! know~ in Scotland. as malleable iron, is usually classified 
w~th steel, but. IS structurally, ~hyslcany and microscopically an entirely 
dlffer~nt material. Before the discovery of steel it was the main ductile 
material us~d for a.ll pu!poses, incl~ding rails, etc., but since the discovery 
of steel owmg to ItS higher cost It has become useful mainly for special 
purposes where its special characteristics make it preferable to steel. 

These special characteristics fall under three headings:-

(1) Weldability, .which makes it preferable for all welded work and 
all smithing work. . 

(2) Resistance to Shock which makes it preferable for chains and a 
great many li!imilar purposes. 

(3) Resistance to Oorrosion which gives it an enormous preference for 
work subject to corrosive influence, such as railway frames, 
bridgework, etc. 

In point of quality there is a very wide range in wrought iron. The 
highest qualities are principally produced in Britain under the British 
Standard Specifications for "Best Yorkshire," Grade "A," Grade "B" 
all.d Grade" C." Apart from the British production, the world production 
is really negligible, there being only a small production in Sweden, in 
Sl'ain and in the United States of America where the demand exceeds the 
'Production, and export therefore does not exist. Below these h~her quali
ties there is a considerable range of lower qualities made for nut and bolt 

. purposes in Staffordshire, Scoltand and elsewhere, and a still lower range 
made principally in Belgium from scrap. This last rang!,! is really impro
perly called "iron" at all as it is almost entirely made of steel, and it 
is a question whether there should not be a restriction on the use of the 
word "iron" in connection with such material. Beyond these qualities 
there are certain substitutes for wrought iron produced by steelmakers 
which do not really reproduce the characteristics of wrought iron and need 
not therefore be considered. 

The Indian Tariff at present'is on a basis of 10 per cent. ad valorem, the 
value being assumed on certain definite scales according to the category of 
quality which the iron is represented to be in. At the present time, qualities 
superior to Grade "A," British Standard Specifications are valued 
summarily at £20 per ton. Qualities from " Crown" quality np to Grade 
" A" are valued according to size at £11-10-0d. per ton over i- diameter 
or thickness, and £13-0-Od. per ton of in diameter or thickness or under .. 
Common iron is valued throughout at £9-O-Od. per ton. 

It should be pointed out-that this arbitrary division is a great handicap· 
to British .. Crown" iron, which is the ordinary standard iron for smithing 
work in Great Britain,. and has to compete in India with Belgian iron 
which would come in under the common iron heading. It will be observed· 
that the tendencv of the Tariff is to encourage the lower-class article at 
!ibe e"'Pense of the higher-class article with which it rea~ly competes, and 
in material i W diameter or thickness and under the valuation between these 
two really competitive qualities v:aries arbitrarily ~y no less ~han £~-O-Od. 
per ton, representing an Ss. difference per ton In the T.ariff. Th~s acts 

- very substantially against British producers as tending to discourage Impor
ters fr(;m taking British "Crown" material which is the lowest normal 
Britisli quality, and encouraging importers to try to foist off upon their 
customers the lower-class Continental material, which is not really adequaile 
for much of the work to which it is put. 

It should be pointed out that qualities of British Standards Sp~cification, 
Grade "B" and higher are used in India almost entirely for Government 
and railway' purposes and are not used in general commerce. By taxing: 
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these qualities at a high level the Government is therefore taxing its own and 
the public servicee. On the other hand, wrought iron is not produced 
in India and there does not therefore arise any question of protecting the 
local industries. •• . 

Under these circumstances, it is submitted that it would be reasonable 
to recognise that wrought iron-particularly in its higher qualities, is an 
entirely different material from steel, is not imported into India for com
merce but only for railway and similar purposes, is not imported in 
competition with local products, and should therefore be admitted free. 
It is submitted further' that the Tariff should make the distinction in_ 
qualities at the Grade "B" level, taking Grade '.' B" and all higher 
qualities (Grade "A" and "Best Yorkshire") on the free list, and 
putting all lower qualities, namely Grade" C," " Crown" Iron and Common 
Iron, on one level with a 10 per cent. or other ad valorem duty, based, if 
necessary, on an arbitrary value which may be suggested as £lO-O-Od_ per ton. 

In view of the vastly increased life of gooq puddled wrought iron as 
compared to steel which may be taken under. conditions of service where 
liability to corrosion exists as giving wrought iron three times the life of 
steel, it is certainly to the interest of the Indian authorities to encourage 
the use of good wrought iron instead of a debased quality, under conditions 
such as exist for Railway rolling stock for goods traffic, etc_ 
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Enclosure (b). 

Supplen~entar-y ille7ngrandu7n on Tinplates (including .LJlack-plates and 
Terne-plates). 

The imposition at the present time of a substantial protective tariff on 
tinp~ates would hamper and r~str~ct ~rade, the development of canning, and 
of Improved methods of dlstrlbutmg products. Even a small artificial 
addition to the cost of tinplates is a serious handicap to the producers and 
distributors of fish, fruit, meat and other perishable products. 

The agricultural interests in every country in the world are erecting 
canneries for the purpose of ,preserving perishable commodities that they 
can produce from their soil, so that they can be distributed with advantage 
and profit in distant markets. This movement in India is in its infancy. 
It is a movement that can be developed on an enormous scaie. Its develop
ment will depend upon cheap tinplates of the best quality. Any trade 
restrictions on tinplates must retard the modern movement that has 'made 
agricultural developments possible in, many countries. Even where tariffs 
have ,been imposed on other steel- materials' Governments have refused to 
place a tariff on tin plates in the interests of those engaged in marketing 
milk, fish, fruits and foods. 

It has been the experience of other countries that production of tin
plates of reliable qualities for canning can only be achieved after a long 
period. Tinplates demand workmen skilled in the art for many years. It 
will undoubtedly be possible for local mills in India to produce tin plates 
suitable for various kinds of utensils, but not of the quality indispensable 
for canning. It is suggested therefore 1Ihat a protective tariff against tin
plates should not be imposed until the local industries are in a position to 
provide the quality of tinplate necessary for canning purposes. It is 
suggested further that to impose the disadvantages of a tariff on high-grade 
tinplates for the sake of protecting the lower grade tinplates in the experi
mental years would not be in the interests of India. 

The tin plates supplied from Great Britain are lower in price than those 
produced in the United States of America. As a general rule it is not 
possible at the present time for the United States to compete with Welsh 
tinplates, owing to their higher costs of production. Welsh manufacturers 
are at the present time extending and improving their plants, so that India 
will be able to receive what she requires. Many years must pass before local 
production in India can satisfy even a substantial portion of India's needs. 
In other parts of the British Empire immense quantities of canned ,goods 
are produced, which find their consumin~ market in Great Brita~n. If 
India follows the example of those countnes .and develops the cannmg of 
her products, she may also have to look to Great Britain for her purchasing 
markets., Obviously protective tariffs on the tin plates will serious~ affect 
the prospects of success in those countries. 
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No. 73. 

Lette7' from, Hill Majesty's Senior Trade Commissioner in India to the Tori, 
. Board, dat"d the 1st December 1923. 

I am directed by the Department of Overseas Trade to. forward you a 
memorandum compiled by the Sheffield Chamber of Commerce,· and endorsed 
by the Association ·of British Chambers of Commerce. This memorandum 
embodi .... the view. of those trades in which Sheffield is· mainly interested, 
such as the manufacture of high grade tool steel of all descriptions, alloy 
steels, heavy forgings and special steels for all purposes, and the arguments 
therefore differ to some extent from those put forward b;r the National FElde
rati.on of Iron !Lud Steel Manuf.acturers who in their memorandum voiceo 
the opinions of the manufactUl'ers of steel for constructional purposes. 

I am afraid that this memorandum is arriving rather late, but in view 
9f its importance I hope that you will be able to admit it as evidence. 

Statement by the Sheffield Chamber o/Commerce on the· proposed· increase 
in theimpo1·t d~ty on- manufactured steel. 

Information has been received by the Sheffield Chamber of Commerce that 
the Indian Fiscal Commissioners have appointed a Tariff Board iIi India to 
advise the Government of India on the question of a protective tariff, and 
that part of the p.·ogramme is the building up of the iron and steel industry 
in India by a highly protective tariff upon iron and steel. manufactures of 
831 per cent. ad valorem. 

Without presuming to advise either the Indian Fiscal Commissioners or 
the Indian Tariff Board as to the course they should adopt, we do respect

. fully venture to suggest that there are many aspects of the proposal to which 
we desire to ciirect their attention. In the first place we would mention that 
in the main iron and steel are not so much a finished product as the raw 
material of a large number of industries, such as Railways, Collieries, Build
ing and Textile Trades, all constructional work, and of the enormous nuniber 
of iron and steel users and consumers throughout the Indian Empire, and that 
the protectinn which is being proposed is, on the whole, a protection of the 
few against the m~ny. . 

The increased tariff if imposed will necessarily raise prices and the cost 
of all steel and steel products. The raising of the cost of iron and steel 
products by a highly protective tariff will have the effect of raising the cost 
of running every business or enterprise which uses these materials, and will 
have the cumulative effect of raising Railway rates .and the cost of living 
generally. 

As regards steel for constructional purposes, rails and similar products, 
the modern plant already existing in India is designed to do the work re-
4I.uired, with the least possible human effort. 

It has been proved already that these classes of steel can be produced in 
India at costs which compare favourably with costs in any other steel pro
ducing country; this is confirmed by the statement of the' 'tata Iron and 
Steel Company, Limited, in their· .prospectliS . when raising new capital in 
Great Britain. . . . .... . 

The Sheffield Chamber of Commerce desires particularly to call the atten
tion of the Tariff Board to the importance of realising. theI:8 are many differ
ent qualities of ~teel produced by different methods and that all of them 
1lannot be regarded from the .. sama standpoint. . , ,. 

The steels in which Sheffield is peculiarly interested.i:omprise high grade 
'Tool Steel of all descriptions, .. Special Alloy Steels and;forgings for Automo
bile and other purposes, heavy ···forgings. and Special Steels fnr textile 
machinery work and Mining purposes.. . 
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These steels are not produced by mass production, but call for the exer
cise of human effort and skill in every process through which they pass . 
.owing to their sp£'ci~l nature they must be worked at rugh temperatures, 
ana the workers lire subjected, for prolonged periods, to close ·contact with 
the materials undergoing manufacture, and even in this temperate climate 
there are days in Summer when they are unable to stand the strain. 

It is evident in regard to the Constructional Steel referred to above that 
a tariff is unnecessary as India. is able to compete successfully with any part 
0.£ the world. 

In regard to the steels which are manufactured in Sheffield it is the firm 
IIOnviction of the Sheffield Chamber of Commorce that there should not ba 
any tariffs thereon, owing to the fact that climatic> conditions preclude suc::'. 
steels being· manufactured successfully in India. 

We would respectfully urge that these aspects of this question, which Sl} 

seriously affect the future development of India and its people, will have the 
favourable consideration of the Tariff Board. 
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No. 74 • 

. Letter from the Secretary, Bengal Ohamber of Oommerce,Oalcutta, to ui, 
Secretary, TariH Board, No. 3192-1923, dated 6th December 1923. • 

In continuation of my No. 2936, dated 6th November 1923, I am now 
directed to hand you a copy of a statement by the London Chamber of Com" 
merce with reference to the question of the proposed protection of the IndIan 
steel industry. This statement has been received by mail from the London 
Chamber. . 

2. It is understood that Mr. W. Mansfield, whose name is mentill1led in 
the statement, will arQ.", in Madras on the 28th December. 

Statement 8u&mitted by the London Ohamber of Oommerce with regard to 
the proposaZ for an increase in the duty from 10 p'er cent. to 33i per 
rent. on manufactured Steel imported into India. 

The attention of the London Chamber of Commerce having been drawn 
to the proposal to increase the duty on manufactured steel imported into 
India from ten per cent. to thirty-three and one-third per cent. and to the 
fact that a Tariff Board in India had been appointed to advise the Govern
ment of India on the question of this proposal, a meeting of the Iron, Steel, 
Tinplate and Metal Merchants Section of the Chamber together with IndIan 
Merchants interested in these trades was convened and held at the offices 
of the Chamber on Wadnesday, .:lIst October, 1923. 

Ai this .meeting a resolution, as following, was adopted unanimously:-

"This meeting resolves that evidence' on behalf of Iron, Steel, Tin
plate and Metal Merchants Section and Indian merchants and 
indentors interested in exporting steel to India s!!.all be tendered 
at the enquiry by the Indian Tariff Board on the proposal to 
increase the duty on steel imported into India from ten to 
thirty-three and one-third per cent. and is of opinion that no 
lDcrease in the duty is necessary and, if imposed, would raise 
the cost of manufactured iron and steel goods to th~ Indian 
consumer.' , 

O~ the afternoon of the same day the following cablegram was sent to 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce:-

Please communicate Indian Tariff Board following resolution adopted 
Iron and Steel Merchants Section, London Chamber, begins this 
meeting resolves that evidence of Section be tendered at enquiry 
by Indian Tariff Board on proposal to increase duty on steel 
imported into India from ten to thirty-three and one-third per 
cent. and is of opinion that no increase in the duty is necessary 

. and would raise cost of manufactured iron and steel goods to 
Indian consumer ends detailed statement following.-oonllention 
London. 

A Special Committee was appointed to prepare a statement of the points 
which it is desired to submit for the consideration of. the Tariff Board. 
They are as follows:-

A heavy duty, such as that contemplated, would have a cumulative effect 
by raising the cost of raw materials for a number of Indian undertakings, 
tlucli as roadways, railways, machinery, eto. 

Not only would the cost of articles made from iron and steel be increased 
But this would. be followed by an increase in the cost of commodities sene
,.ally . 

. If the cost ot railway construction is raised the cost of the carriage of 
goods would necessarily follow suit and would, in turn, be reflected'in the 
price of the goods carried on the railways. 
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While the London. Chamber of Commerce do not presume to offer any 
comments on the fiscal policy of the Government of India they would like 
to point out that the apparent apprehension that British Iron and Steel 
can be " dumped" into India is not well founded. 

In the opinion of the Special Committee ·of the London Chamber of 
Commerce the natural advantages in India for producir.·.g certain classes of 
iron and steel in competition with other countries are such that there is 
little advantage likely to accrue to Indian industries by exceeding the pre
sent rate of import duty, whilst it is doubtful whether other classes can be 
produced in India owing to climatic conditions prevailing there. The opi-. 
nion h3s indeed been expressed that so far as the industries are concerned 
they are in a position to meet any competition 'Without. the aid of any 
protective duty at all but, it is understood the present duty of 10 per cent. 
is a revenue duty. . 

It is noted that no information is available regarding costs,of production 
of the Tata Company so that the Committee are not in a. pOSItion to draw 
comparisons between them and the costs of production in Great Britain 
and other iron and steel producing countries. . 

It is submitted for .the consideration of the Tariff Board that, if their 
findings are to the effect that it is necessary to impose a further protective 
duty, such duty should only apply to goods manufactured outside the 
Empire, 

The foregoing observation ar!! proffered by the Special Committee ap· 
pointed to carry out the resolution adopted by the Section above referred to. 

The foregoing statement is submitted for the consideration of the Indian 
Tariff Board and a membet of the Special Committe~Mr. Mansfield of 
Messrs. John Batt & Co., Ltd.-who is proceeding to India this week has 
been asked to confer with the Bengal Chamber of Commerce as to the appro
priate method of calling the attention of the Board to the opinions held by 
this Chamber and he will be prepared if agreeable to the Board to give verbal 
evidence in support. 
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No. 75. 

The Indian Iron and Steel Company. 

Written Statement. 

Statement I.-From the Managing Agent" The Indian Iron and Stee~ Oom,. 
panll, Limited, Oalcutta, to the Secretary, 2'arif/ Board, Oalcutta, 
No.1. G.-192J" dated J,tl~ Octolier 1929. 

• REPLY TO SPECIAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

With reference to your inquiry No. 328 of~the 27th ultimo, when this 
Company was formed the manufacture of steel ,_s one of its ultimate objects 
and its Memorandum of Assoociation accordingly gives steel making as one 
of the purposes for which the Company was established. 

'fhe manufacture of steel was not an immediate matter and it is incorrect 
to say that it has been dropped for the present. The prospectus filed with 
the Registrar of Companies, Bengal, states "it is the intention of the 
Oompany to layout its plant at first solely fOJl the production of pig iron' 
and ferro manganese." Steel making is not mentioned in the prospectus, 
nor was any capital raised 'for the purpose, but it was expected when the 
Indian Standard Wagon Compa!ly Limited built its shops adjacent to ours, 
that ultimately our Works would be able, to supply all the steel sections 
and plates required for wagon building. 

It is also part of the plans of the Indians Standard Wagon Company, to 
make the steel castings they require for them work in their own, foundry; 
they would also manufacture these for other wagon building concerns and 
the railways. This steel will be made by the electric proocess with power 
obtained from the Indian Iron and Steel Company. This power is now avail
able at the Wagon Works and the foundry buildings are ready, only the 
electric furnaces remain to be installed, to get this scheme working. 

That the conclusion of our endeavours will be steel making is probable, 
but it is not possible to say when we shall reach this point'; at present 
capital could not be raised, 'as no Capitalist or Financier would hazard, his 
money in building a plant faced with the current severe competition- from 
the United Kingdom and other countries: 

We ourselves think that if a protective duty of 331 per ICBnt was arranged 
it would act as a strong inducement to the development of steel making 
plant in India. We and others who at present could not consider any 
such proposition

C 

would undoubtedly be favourably influenced by the prospect 
of the help so afforded, the more BO if Government would call for all their, 
requirements by tenders in India and give preference to,the users of Indian 
steel. In such circumstances money would undoubtedly be forthcoming for 
develdpments, and in the competition which would ensue the tendency would 
be to bring the prices of Indian made steel down to the average World level. 

In conjunction with the Indian Standard Wagon Company, we also 
intend in the future to put down a works and plant to undertake the 
manufacture of wheels and axles, provided sufficient encouragement is forth
coming from the Government of India to ensure that the wagon building 
industry is to be kept alive. As was mentioned in their evidence before you 
.:In behalf of the Indian Standard Wagon Company, this scheme was com
plete and ready to start two years ago but has been held in abeyance owing 
to the general slump in trade and uncertainty of the intentions of the 
Government of India regarding the wagon building industry. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. G. H. FAIRHURST, representing 
the Indian Iron and Steel Company, recorded at 

Calcutta on Tuesday, the 30th October 1923. . ... 
Pre8ident.-We are much indebted to you for agreeing to meet the Board 

and give evidence about the possibility, that if protection is given, other 
firms might undertake the manufacture of steel. It of course is a very 
important question because, unless new firms begin to make st'3el, there is 
a danger of a monopoly price 'and the object which it is intended to secure 
would not be achieved. Yoa have told us in -your written statement that 
we had not correctly understood the position of your Company. It was not 
so much that there was a plan to ll')lUlufacture steel, a plan which was 
subsequently abandoned, but rather that your original plans were to manu
facture pig iron and the manufacture of steel was only a possibility in the 
future. Can you tell us when. the Indian Iron and Steel Company was 
started? 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-In March 1918. 
Pre8ident.-When did it actually begin to produc.e pig iron? 
Mr. Fai7lhur8t.-In November 1922. 
President.-You have quoted in your letter the prospectus which was 

issued at the time of the formation cf the ComplUlY. Would it be possible 
to supply the Board with a copy? 

·Mr. Fairkurst.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Can you tell,us the- cnpitalization of the Company: What is 

the authorised capital? 
Mr. FaiTlhur8t.-Rs. 300 lakhs. 
Prc8ident.-And the subscribed and paid up capital? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Fully subscribed, and paid up: all in ordinary shares. 
President.-If you were now to take up the manufacture of steel, it would 

be necessary to raise fresh capital and to get the" Articles "of Association 
altered-it would be a fresh departure, that is to say? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-We raised the whole of the' capital in ordinary shares. 
The idea was, if we intended to have the steel works and extensions in other 
directions, we would issue preference shares IUld raise debentures if necessary 
to "get the extra capital. 

Pr6sident.-Have you power under the Articles of Association to issue 
preference shares or raise debentures? 

Alr .. l<'airhuTst.-Yes. 
Prcsidcnt.-What is the total amount covered by this: is there any limit? 
Mr. Fairllurst.-There is no limit; of course I am only speaking from 

memory. 
PT6sident.-At the time that you planned the Company, was any scheme 

for the construction of steel works worked out? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-No detailed scheme was worked out but we went so far, 

for instll.llce, as to put in spare panels which exist now in our power house 
for the supply of power for the steel. works. In other directions also we 
made provision for steel works. 

Pre8ident.-But you did not go to the length of actually working out 
a scheme as t.o the actual cost and what your outturn was likely to be and 
80 on? 

·Not printed. 
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Mr. FairhurBt.-No. 
President.--Of course' that information would have been useful to the 

Board, if you had been able to give it, for comparison with the actual costs of 
the Tata Iron and Steel Co. _ 

Mr. FairhurBt.-We did not go so far as that. Our works were started 
.at a very difficult period in 19).8; just about the end of the war when the 
prices were considered excessi~to enable us to make a reliable estimate. 

President.-Did you go to the lengt.h of making any enquiries iri England 
(lr America with the object of framing a definite scheme? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-We did not go so far as to ask for the prices for a steel 
works plant nor did we raise any capital for it. It would have been premature. 

President.-Still the subject might have been studied. It would _ be very 
useful to the Board to ascertain what capitalization would probably be 
necessary in'a country like Great Britain or America in order to secure a 
-certain outturn of steel. 

Mr. FairhuTBt.-We did not go that far. We' provided ourselves with 
power plant for the extensions and the steel works and left ourselves open to 
raise any fresh capital when we decided to go in for them. Since then nothing 
further has been done towards the manufacture of steel excep~ that we 
1I0ated'the Indian Standard Wagon Company, whose works are at Burnpur, 
with the view of ultimately producing the steel at the Iron and Steel Co. 's 
works for the building of standard wagons. 

PreRident.-I understand· that. All your various projects at llurnpur, I 
:gather, from integral parts. of a single plan, but I wished chiefly to find out 
whether you had worked out the details of a steel manufacturing plant. 

MT. FaiThuTBt.-We did not go into details. 
PreBident.--On the assumption that a market for steel in India at a 

reasonable price was assured, would you regard the present time as opportune 
'for the construction of steel works? 

Mr. FaiThuTst.-We would not consider it for a moment unless we were 
.protected. 

Pre8ident.~n the assumption that protection was given to an extent 
'IIufficient to secure what, to the best of your judgment, would be a profitable 
price, would the present time be a good time to construct steel works from 

·the point ,)f view of the price you would have to pay for. machinery and. 
.80 on? 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-Personally, I think it would be a good time. Prices have 
,gone down considerably. _' 

President.-Are the prices of the machinery and plant required for the 
:manufacture of steel, likely to go lower than they are now? 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-I- think the present time is favourable in view of the un. 
·employment ill countries which manufacture steel machinery and the anxiety 
·of the manufacturers to provide work for their workmen. I think we may 
ibuy steel plant now in all probability cheaper than we could in three or four 
;years time. 

PT88ident.-I suggested t8at because reports aTjI numerous that plants have 
been shut down or are working at half capacity and so, on, and therefore it 

:is natural to suppose that the manufacturers are short· of orders and prices 
:low. . 

Mr. FairhuT8t-I have no special information on the subject. 
Pre8ident.-Can you tell us the ~apacity for the production of pig' iron of 

~your present plant? ' 

MT. FaiThuT8t.:"'The present plant consists of two blast furnaces designed 
-to turn out 350 tons a day each. But one is now turning out 450 toDq a 
'day and we expect to keep that up so that eventually we will have a pro. 
duction of 850 to 900 tons a day. . " . 
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,rreBldent.-It was,onthe basis of these two furnaces that your plan of 
eventually making steel was based. That is to say, if you subsequently 
decided to start the manufacture of steel you would not require another blast 
furnace for instance? . 

Mr. Fairhu.st.-Our id",a was generally that, if it was better to invest 
capital in the steel works, we would do 110, and if it was found better to 
invest it in blast furnacf'B we would do that.' 

PTesident.-Naturally of course you would tum, your capital to what was 
considered likely to be. the most profitable investment. 

Mr. FairhuTBt.-That is so. 
Pre8ident.-I gather from your letter that on the basis of the present day 

price with only a ten per cent. duty, your Company would not consider at aU , 
the question of starting to manufacture steel? / 

MT. Fairhurst.-Not for a moment. 
President.-That is, you are satisfied, taking the present day British . price 

, of steel rails at £9 to £9-10, a ton, that it is no use thinking of it? 
Mr; FairhuTst.-No. 
President.-Supposing the price of steel rails in England were to increase 

to £11 a ton and was likely to stay there, would that suffice P Could 
you give us any sort of Idea of the price at which in your opinion the manu
facture of steel in India was likely to be profitable? 

MT. FaiThU1'st.-I would not like to put it into figures. As you will 
understand we lIase our views mainly on the experiences of the existing steeJ 
manufacturing company. 

Pre8ident.-The trouble is that the Board will have to put a figure on it 
eventually. In all our proposals we must keep in view what increase in the 

. price would induce people to put capital into the manufacture of steel. 
Mr. FairhuTst.-I 'have not had the experience myself of making steeL 

out here and I would not like to give any figures. 
President.-You have told us in your letter" If a protective duty of 33l. 

per cent. was arranged it would act as a strong inducement to the develop
ment of steel making plant in India." May I take that as meaning that 
your Company would thereupon begin to reconsider the question? 

Mr. FairhuTBt.-Yes. 
Pr8sident.-You have tola us that .. In conjunction with the Indian 

Standard Wagon Company we also intend in future to put down a works and 
plant to undertake the manufacture of wheels and axles, provided sufficient 
encouragement is forthcoming from the Government of India to ensure that 
the wagon building industry is to be 'kept alive." Would it be your intention, 
supposing you did carry out this plan, to use Indian steel or imported steel 
for the wheell\ and axles? 

Mr. FairhuTst.-Indian steel when possible. 
President.-Can it be made from Tatas' steel? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-At the outset we may assume that we will buy from 

Tatas', but I do not know whether Tatas' make axle steel or not. Their pro, 
gramme as far as I can rl'member dOllS not include the production of axle 
steel. fl. 

Pr8sident.-I can't say. They have made a pretty elaborate progr~ 
as to what they intend to do when the Greater Extensions come into opel'a
tion. For the production of axle steel would a special plant be required? 

Mr. FaiThuTst.-Yes, it is a special grade of steel. 
Pr88ident.-To the best of your knowledge does the Tata Company POSSesli 

that plant? ' 
Mr. FairhuT8t.-I believe they would n~t consider making wheels 8'P1l 

axle steel at present but, if there is a demand for axle steel in the country 
I have no doubt they would do it. . . 
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PrBsiaent.-No doubt somebody would attempt to do it. If the IndiaII' 
Iron and Steel Co. were to start the manufacture of steel, is it probable that" 
that would include the production of axle steel? _ 

Mr •• Fairhurst.-Not to start with or for several years. Supposing the
manufacture of wheels and axles started in India, for some years it would 
be imported steel that would be URAd. As far as our own Company is eon
cerned until Tatas were. in a position to supply us we should have to import. 
from Europe. 

PreBiaent.-Tatas or some one else. 
Mr. FairhurBt.-Tatas are the only pebple who manufacture steel now, 

and will be the only people to manufacture steel for the next five years .. 
It will take at least five years for any new company to begin the manu
facture of steel. 

Presidcnt.-They might very easily find it impossible to undertake more
than what they had already undertaken and also as your steel works when. 
they come into existence are likely to be closely~linked with the works of the
Iudian Standard Wagon Company, after say 8 or 9 years, it seemed likely 
that the steel for wheels and axles would be made in, the Indian Iron and 
Steel Company's steel works. If· so, the Tata Iron and Steel Co. might hot. 
think it worth while starting this form of manufacture. However it is not 8 

point of very great importance. All I wanted to know was what your plans
were in connection with that. Naturally you would use Indian steel, if you. 
could ~t it? . . 

Mr. FairhurBt.-Yes. 
Pre8iaent.-You are of opinion that steel of sllitable quality could bemade· 

of Indian pig iron? . ' 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-From certain Indian pig it could. 
Pr68iaent.-Do you think that there is no doubt about ,that? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-We have received rather contradictory information-this is 

~oingto another topic altogether-about the present day prices of pig iron 
In India. In the weekly pUblication of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, the
price of pig iron is given as Rs. 88 to 90 per ton, whereas the information 

, we received from the Tata Irod. and Steel Company points to a very much 
lower price--something like Rs. 65 or Rs. 60 a ton. I was wondering 
whether you would be able to tell us how the price would vary according as 
the small quantity or large quantity was purchased or the pig iron WIlEf. 
Bold under contract for a period of years. 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-The present market prices for pig iron vary from about. 
Rs. 70 to Rs. 90 II> ton in accordance with the grade of the iron. That is for 
small lots. If you are considering contracts for two or three years for say 
several hundred tons a month, one would probably sell for three or four rupees 
less per ton. As you know, a lot of pig iron is exported and this is exported~ 
at lower rates than it is sold locally. . 

PreBident.-It goes to Japan and the west coast of AmeriCB~ 

Mr. Fairhur8t."'-Yes, also to the east coast of America. 

Pre8iaent.-I have heard that your company exported pig iron to. 
Philadelphia. 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes, and we are still doing it. 
Pre.ident.-I t.lke it that there is not very much margin in the price? 

Mr. FairhurBt.-No, except when the freight is very low. 
PU8iaent.-What route does. it go by? . 

Mr. Fairhurst.-lt goes direct through the Suez Canal by the AmericaDo 
Indian line. 

PriBiaenf.-Are there special reasons -for the. freight being low? 
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Mr. FaiThuT8t.-Freights have always been low for such material. The,. 
6re very fond of dead weight because of the necessity for its use on ships 
as ballast. 

Pre8ident.-That is to say, the pig iron is used as a form of ballast? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-You bave told us that the price of pig iron in small quantitiea 

would vary from Rs. 70 to Rs. 90 a ton according to the quality. Well, what 
would be the quality which would be most commonly produced? 

Mr. FaiThuT8t.-One can run one's bla.qt furnaces according to the quality 
you have in demand. / . 

Pre8ident.-Which quality is most in demand now? 
Mr. FaiThuT8t.-In India, there is a great demand for Nos. 2 and 3 Jilig 

iron. 
Pre8ident.-What would be their prices to.day? 
Mr. Fa.irhuT8t.-Rs. 80 and Rs. '15. 
PreBident.-There is one other question connected with pig iron. The 

Krityannnd steel people who make steel castings from imported pig iron 
'suggest that the duty on the imported pig iron should be removed. Are you 
in a position to tell us what the views of the Indian Iron and Steel Company 
would be about that? ' 
, Mr. FaiThuT8t.-At the present time, there is so little pig iron being im" 

ported. I don't see what difference it would make. 
Pre8ident.-Wf' asked the Tata Iron and Steel Co. about that, and they 

told us that it was a matter of indifference to them whether the duty is 
remco\'od or not. 

Mr." FairhuT8t.-The present priee for Cleveland No. 3 pig iron is 1008. 
a ton and it cannot be imported into India for anything less than Rs. 100 
to Rs. 105 a ton. 

Pre8ident.-That is without duty? 
Mr. l-~irhur8t.-ThRt is with d\ity. 
President.-If the duty were removed, it would come down to Rs. 95? 
Mr. FairhurBt.-Yes. 
PreBidetlt.-Even so, the Ir..dian pig iron has still a very distinct advantage. ' 

The rnattf'r at .this stage is merely a suggestion made by the Krityanand 
Steel Company. 

Mr. FairhtlrBt.-I don't think that it would make any difference at all. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We should be very glad, if it is possible for us, to get. 

60me figures by whiuh we could compare your methods with the only other 
works engllged in manuiacturing pig just now. But I take it that you would 
not like to give us those figures P 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-I don't think that it would be in the company's interest.., 
to publish our costs of production. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Perhaps you have not worked long enough to justify the 
basing of any conclusions on those figures. • 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-No. Up to the present we have not had a regular supply 
of iron ore h·om our own mines. \Ve have been working with purchased 
iron ore, and we have not had the actual experience of normal conditions 
with our plant. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But you will not ha,·e any objection t-o answering some 
general questions about the conditions of labour and things like that? 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-No. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to your capital, does this Rs: 3 crores represent 
the whole of your capital including the working capital, or -is it merely the 
fixed capital? 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-That is the authorised and paid up capital. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Do you have to brro·.y any money fer the working capital 
In addition to the subscribed capital? 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-We have done so. We have had to borrow some money 
to provide the working capital-

Pre8ident.-If you could let us have a copy of your last annual H;!'ort with 
the Balance-sheet, it would be useful to us. 

·Mr. Fairkurst.-Yes, I will send it to you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-On an average, you are not working to your full capacity; 

but supposing the other blast furnace-comes' into operation, how much would 
JOU allow as working capital on your fixed capital? 

M1'.- Fairhur8t.-I don't think that the addition would be very much 
oecause the major portion. of our pig iron is exported abroad and we get 
cash against shipping documents in Calcutta. So we get paid almost within' 
a few days of the time we produce it. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But for your stocks and stores? -
Mr. Fairhur8t.-I don't think we will have to carry any larger stocks. At 

the present time, we have practically no iron ore, but we have a large stock 
of lime and coal. 

M1'. Ginwala.-Would Rs. 50 to Rs. 75 lakhs be too much? 
Mr. FairhurBt.-I think that Rs. 40 lakhs is ample . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to iron ore, you say that you are at present. 
bOlying? . 

Mr. Fairnur8t.-We have been up to the present. We are just starting 
to use our own iron ore. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you obtained any concessions? 
Mr. FairkurBt.-We have had concessions ever since the commencement. 

but there had been delay in getting the railway connection into the mines. 
We did begin early in the year, but the line was washed out during the
rains. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Are they very far from your works? What is the area? 
lofr . . Fairhur8t.-lO square miles. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Where are they? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-172 miles from the works . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-In what field? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-8inghbhum, a new field altogether. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are equipping yourself to get your own iron ore? 
Mr. Fairhu1'8t.-We are equipped now. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You will get all your requirements, I take it, from your

own mines now? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I suppose you have not yet worked out the cost. ·Could:. 

you tell me what it would cost you to bring the ore to the works? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.':"'Yes, I could tell you what it will cost. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You can give me the total cost. - I don't want your other· 

figures. . 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-It is about Rs. II a ton. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to coal, what is your position? ·Do you have. 
s contrRct like Tatas, or do you work your own mines, or do you hav&. 
both? 

Mr .. Fairht."t..-When the company was :floated, we purchased virgin coal 
properties. . 

Mr. Gi"walG.-You mean simply the field. 

• Not printed. 
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Mr. FairhuT8t.-Yes, and we proved that by boring. We have not spent 
-any more money on the:m. We are 'waiting for the favourable moment when 
'We would have the money to develop them. To cover the period of develop
ing these properties; we have made long contracts for 10, 15 or 20 years with 
-certain colliery companies based on the price of similar coal delivered to 
the Railway Board. In other ways, we are exactly in the same position 
:as the Tata Iron and Steel Company. 

Mr.- Ginwala.-It is so much above or below the Railway Board price? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes. • 
Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that on an average it is eight annas? 
Mr. FaiThuT8t.-Some of our contracts are six annas under, some the 

,game as Railway Board price, and some eight annas over. 
. Mr. Ginwala.-These contracts llre equal to all your requirements? 

Mr. FaiThur8t.-They are quite equal to Ollr requirements at the present 
:time. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the capacity of the coal mines that you have 
purchased? 

Mr. FaiThuT8t.-I think that the utmost capacity will be about 1,000 tons 
:a day. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But that would hardly meet your requirements, would it? 
Mr; Fairhurst.-Not quite. We will be using for the two blast furnaces 

:about 1,400 tons of coal a day. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That would cover about 60 per cent. of your requirements? 
Mr; Fairhur8t.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How long do you think it would take to work up to the 

'full capacity of the collieries I' 
Mr. FairhuT8t.-It will take 7 or 8 years. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is by a gradual increase of 15 per cent. or so a year? 
MT. Fairhur8t.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have yo,u worked out any scheme for the equipIl;lent of 

'your collieries I' . ' 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-A scheme has been drawn up. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How much would it cost you? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-It will cost us about Rs. 20 lakhs to equip the collieries 

to produce that quantity. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The cost is spread over 7 or 8 years? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes, this is in addition to the purchase price. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you think that you have done wisely by entering into 

·contracts as w;eU as purchasing coal :mines I' 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes. At the time we made contracts, we had no alterna

tive really. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, you attach so much importance to coal 

that you would not proceed with the manufacture of pig iron until you were 
;absolutely assured of your coal supply. That is the position? 

Mr. FairhuT8t.-Quite RO. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How much under the contracts on' an average do you ha\'e 

to pay for coal t 
Mr. FairhuTst.-Between Rs. 9·8 and Rs. 10 a ton. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That applies to your coking coal? 
MT. FairhuT.Ilt.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You don't uSe any other kind of coal, I take it? 
.:MT. FairhuTst.-None whatever • 

.Mr. Ginwala.-Is this price of Rs. 10 a ton a permanent pricA or ~hat? 
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Mr. Fairhurst.-1.he price next year goes up by 12 annas a ton. I~ was 
fixed by the Railway, Board for three years and that arrangement termmates 
in March 1925. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing you had not a contra~t,' what would be the 
price now? ' 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Three months ago, it would have been higher. At the 
present time, we could purchase at about the same price. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What I wish to know is this. Do you regard this as 8 

more or less permanent price below which it would not go? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-We consider the price high. It is higher now than when 

we made the contract. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What was the price then? 
Mr. Fai rhur8t.-Rs. 6 a ton. 
Mr. Mather.-What year was that? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-1918.19. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If there was a cont,ract, how did the price jump from six 

to ten rupees? 
Jlr. Fairhurst.-Our contracts are based on the Railway Board price and 

the 'Railway Board increased the price of the coal'each year since then, and 
finally made a three years arrangement. which terminates in 1925. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then, it all aepends upon what the Railway Board does? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you been consulted by the Railway Board? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-No. We considered that as the most reliable method of 

fixing the prices for our contracts for a long period. 
Mr. Ginwala:-Do you find any dirliculty in coking your coal? I meall'. 

how does it compare industrially with the British coal? 
Mr. FairhuT8t.-Indian coke is not so good as British coke. The ash can 

tent is very much more. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-Could you express it in percentages? 
Mr. FairhuT8t.-English coke contains 8 or 9 per cent. ash. wher"3s C"~ 

coke contains about 19 to 20 per cent. ash, which means a larger cokE' con, 
gumption in our blast furnaces. 

Mr. Ginjpala.-With regard to VOIIT blast furnaces, are they the same as 
Tatas' or are they different P • 

Mr. FairhuTst.-The two large furnaces arc or AmCli;~n : "<,' ". 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the name of the furnace? 
Mr. FairhuTst.-The furnace design itself was 'made by A. G. McKee & Co. 

furnace designers of Cleveland. United States of America. 
Mr. Ginwala.-'\Vhat about the coke ovens? . 
Mr. FairhuTst.-They were designed by Messrs. Simon Carves Ld., 

Manchester. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are you satisfied with the amount of coke which your 

blast furnaces use per ton of iron? 
Mr. FaiThuT8t.-Our practice at present is better than anythina I have 

heard of in India before, and it is better than we estimated for. " 

Mr. Ginwala.,-How much better? 

Mr. Fairhur8t.-About 4 or 5 cwts. a ton better. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Vlhat do you attribute that to? 

Afr. Fairhur8t.-The design of the furnaoe plant. 

IoCr. Ginwala.-Da you expect to get any further eoonomy? 

Mr. FaiThur8t.-No, as far as the coke consum'ption 'is concerned; 
aoinlJ now as well a8 we oan expeot to do. Of course it. fiuctuat-es. 

we arl! 
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Mr. GinwaZa.-There is a certain amount of deterioration as you go on? 
Mr. FairhurBt.-In the furnace yoo mean? ' 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Yes. 
Mr. Fairhurst.--An old furnace does not do as well as a new one, but 

there is not a very serious difference. ... 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Are you able to dispose of your by-products? What are 

your principal by-products? . 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Sulphate of ammonia. and coal tar are our principal by

products. The whole of our coal tar is sold two years ahead and we expect 
no diftic.ulty whatever in disposing of the sulphate of ammonia.' It goes 
principally to Java. • 

Mr. GinwaZa.-What is the price of sulphate of ammoniai' 
Mr. Fairhurst.-It is Rs., 220 to Rs. 240 a ton. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-The whole of it goes to Java? 
Mr. Fairnurst.-Practically all. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-In the ~atter of coal tar, you are rather more fortunate 

than Tatas who tell us they cannot find a market. You have sold the whole 
of your output of coal tar i' 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-You use all your gas, I suppose i' 
Mr. Fail'hurst.-All the steam we require 'is generated from waste gases 

We have also a lot of excess waste gas which we' cannot use. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-What do you do with it? 
Mr. FairhuTst.-We just blow it away. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Could you give us the value of it in rupees? 
Mr. FairhuTst.-I am afraid I could not put it in figures. There is DII 

doubt there is sufficient to run a large steel works with the excess gas blown 
away. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-With regard to Indian labour, how are you situated? Dc. 
you have any difficulty? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-We had some difficulty during the construction period, 
but we have now no difficulty in getting the labour we requil·e. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is the output per man employed satisfactory? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Quite satisfactory. 
Mr. -Ginwala.-Do you get your figures on this basis? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Could" you give us some idea? We don't want to know 

"the exact figures. 
Mr. FaiThurBt.-Do you mean our blast furnace plant? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. FairhwrBt.-on the blast furnace itself, we employ about 12 or 14 

men each shift, but to handle all our materials and products and keep up 
the plant and sidings and so on, we have to employ about 400 men daily. 

Mr. GinwaZa . ......:...I suppose you pay the same rate of wages as Tatas? 
Mr. Fairhur8t.-Very similar. • 
Mr. Ginwala.-What about the European supervision. 
Mr. FairhllrBt.-We have 5 Europeans on our blast furnace plant and the, 

are to run the two 'furnaces. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-But you will have to increase the number of uncovenanted 

hands? 
... Mr. Fairhur8f.-Yes, the Indian foremen and labour. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your.coke ovens, have you also European supervision? 
Mr. Faif1hurBf.-Yes. We have 8 manager and an asSistant and 5 or l! 

Anglo.Indian foremen. 
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M'I'. Gi·lIwala.-You emp~oy Indian labour wherever you can ,get;, don't you to 
M'I'. Fai'l'hurst.-Yes. 
M'I'. GinwaZa.-A good deal has been said about the housing, sanitary and 

other arrangements made at Jamshedpur. What is your practice? .Are you 
providing accommodation for your labour? ' 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-We have to do exactly the same thing on a smaller, scale. 
One has to provide water works, quarters, roads and hospitals in order to 
keep the labour there. 

Mr. ·GillwaZa . ...:....What is the total number of men employed in your. iron 
works? 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-At the present time about 2,000. 
Mr. Ginw~la.-Anyhow you. are providing housing accommodation for 

them? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have done so now. 
M'I'. GinwaZa.-And also for your covenanted~hands? 
M'I'. Fairhu'I'.t.-We have done so already. 
M'I'. GinwaZa.-How do you look upon the manufacture of steel in this 

country? Do you think that it is an industry that ought to be developed at 
all reasonable costs or do you think that it ought to be allowed',to take care 
of itself? 

Mr. FairhurBt.-I see no re~son whatever why the steel industry in India 
should not be a success in the future, if it gets over its early troubles. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-What is itS principal trouble just now? 
Mr. FairhurBt.-The principal trouble ju~t now in my ,opinion is the 

training of Indian labour to work the different sections of a steel plant. 
M'I'.-GinwaZa.-You 'consider that as the real difficulty at present? 
M'I'. Fai'l'nur,t.-Yes. We have found it so even in our Iron,Works and 

coke ovens. We have had great difficulty in training Indian labour. It is 
only just now, after a year, we are able to get results. 

M'I'. GinwaZa.-It is a difficulty which you think might be got over? 
¥'I'. Fairhurst.-Certainly we do. 
M'I'. GinwaZa.-There is this increase in the price of coal. That is another 

difficulty? 
M'I'. Fairhur.t.-Yes. 
M'I'. Gfnwala.-You also regard that as a temporary difficulty? 
M'I'. Fairhur.t.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Are there any other inherent difficulties in the manufac

. ture of steel? 
M'I'. Fairhurst.-I don't see any. 
M'I'. Ginwala.-Now as a business man, what do you think would be a 

reasonable return on the subscribed capital that should be. offered to the 
subscribers in order to induce them'to give you the capital for your 'steel 
enterprise? ' 

MT. FaiThuTBt . ....;.It would be no use to offer anything less than 10 to 12 
per cent. to induce a financier to put his money into the steel industry. 
Moreover you have to allow for the period for which there is no return,' that 
is, the construction period. 

Mr. Gillwala.-That is to say, you would allow 10 'to 12'per cent. on -an 
average, taking high and low together? 

MT. J!'airhur,t.-Yes. 
MT. GinwaZa.-Under that, you don't think that capital would be attractedJ 

to this industry P .,.' 
MT. Fairhur,t.-No. 

. MT. Gin~Za.-You say you wo~d I!0t commit' yourself to any ;ligures about 
the protection of steel. Supposmg It- was, generally" deClared by Govern-' 

YOLo m. L 
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ment that so long as· steel cannot be produced in this country at a cost which 
·can reasonably compete against foreign manufaoturers, it shall have ~ro
,tection. Supposing that was laid down as the policy, do you think that 
that would be sufficient to attract capital or not, without committing yourself 
to any figures? 

Mi'. Fail'hw'8t,-Yes, I do, if a firm is in a position to obtain all the raw 
materials it requires. 

MT. Ginwala.-Supposing the Government of India lay down as their 
principle that so long as India is not in a position to yroduce steel at a price 
which can compete with the foreign manufacturers, It shall have proteotion 
in order to make up the difference. Supposing they put it that way, do you 
think thu.t that would be sufficient to attract capital? 

. Mr. Fairhurst.-I ·think so. It has been the experience of every steel 
making country. Thlly have had to get over their early troubles and the 
financiers. would recognise that. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In that case it would not be a question of figures at all. 
I mean, it will be merely a matter of ascertaining the cost from time to time? 

Mf'. FairhuTBt.-Yes. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-Do you think that that would be a sufficient security for 

the investor? 
Mr. FairhuTst.-I think so. A great deal would depend 011 the period. 
Mr .. Ginwala.-No period is fixed at all. It is simply said that so long 

as the steel industry is not able to compete it shall have protection. 
Mf'. Fail'huTst.-I think that it would be quite sufficient to induce the 

financier to put up his money. 
Mr. Ginwala,-In that case, would your own company reconsider their 

position? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Quite so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to wheels and axles have you considered the 

.question of specifications that the railways insist on i' 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have drawn up a scheme for manufacturing wheellf 

and axles. I did not deal with it myself and know nothing of the details. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The point is this. Have you considered that in order that 

the wagon building industry may be established in this country on a perma
nent footing this country must also manufacture wheels and axles P 

Mr. Fairhurst.-That is so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-At the same time you see no insuperable difficulty in 

Indian steel being used for that purposei' 
Mr. Fairhurst.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-May I take it as your opinioni' 
Mr. Fairh'I.£Tst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you entered into long term contracts for the sale 

of pig iron, or do you sell it on quotations from time to time i' 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have made some longterm.contracts . 

. ' Mr. Ginwala.-May I take it that the rates there will be considerably 
lower than the current market rates for export i' 

Mr. :Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Can you tell me what is the freight from here to America 

for pigP 

Mr. Fairhurst.-The present freight is 18 to 19 shillings. a ton from here 
to Philadelphia. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-And to the other sideP 
Mr. Fairhurst.-71 dollars .. 

Prelident~~It Comes to about Rs .. 221 at the' par of eltch~nge .. 
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Mr. Mather.-It is very much higher to the :pacific Coast than to the 
Atlantic Coast? 

Mi. FaiT'fl1w.t.-Yes. It is something like 30'to 32 shillings. 
MT. Ginwala.-Have your Company got any arrangement ,with the 

Railway Companies about freight? 
Mr. FaiThurst.-Exactly the same rates as Tatas. 
MT. Ginwalp.-And do they extend to the whole of the Indian railway 

fiystem or to only particular Railway Companies? 
MT. Fairhur.t.-Our contracts are with two Railway Companies, the East 

Indian Railway and the Bengal Nagpur Railway. Our raw materials do not 
touch any other railway. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am asking you because it was' stated that Tatas have 
this arrangement practically all over India. ' -

Mr. FaiThurst.-They have reduced rates- for their products allover India, 
but not for their raw materials. -

Mr. Ginwala.-You have not thought of entering into any arrangement 
for your products? - -

MT. FaiThuTst.-We have got, the same rates as Tatas but not over all 
railways. 

MT. Ginwala.-They are much below the normal rates I take it. 
Mr. FairhuTst.-Yes, but we have to give the minimum ton mileage per 

annum-30 million ton mile~before we obtain the concession rate from the 
railways. In Tatas' case it is' only one ,railway, the Bengal N agpur Railway. 

Mr. MatheT.-Does that mean for instance that if you are to get the 
benefit of the lower rate on the Great Indian Peninsula you will have to 
guarantee 30 million ton mileage on the Great Indian Peninsula? 

Mr. FaiThurst.-We have this arrangement with two railways,and we 
have to give a total of 60 million ton mileage per annum for the two railways. 

MT. 1I1atheT.-As regards special rates on other railways for your finished 
products? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-There is no minimum. These rates are much higher : 
they are not so low. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you think that you are in need of these rates? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have them on other railways. They are just like. 

Tatl!J8 .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I do not suppose that you have any occasion to make use 

.of these railways. 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes, for pig iron and the by-products. We send pig iron 

:to Bombay, Madras, Lahore and other places by rail. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose there was protection to the steel industry in 

India, do you think that the rates are such that you would be able to com
pete against the British manufacturer at Bombay accJ)rding to ,the present 
rates? I understand that you have got to pay RH. 15-8-0 a ton. -

Mr. Fairhurst.-The present rate is Rs. 19 a ton and we are n9w seljing 
pig iron at Bombay in competition with British pig iron. 

MT. Gin.wala.-Because there is a bigger margin there than on stee!'? 
MT. Fairhurst.-In the case of steel I cannot tell you at 'ihe' moment 

what the rate is from Asansol to Bombay. I have not got the figures here. 
MT. Ginwala.-What is the rate from your place to here? 
Mr. Fairh'UTst.-It is RH. 2-12-6 a. ton from Asansol to Calcutta. 
MT. Kale.-Are we to take it that the attitude of the Company with 

t'egard to steel manufacture is one of .. wait and Bee"? 
MT. Fairh'Ur,f.-Yes. It is exactly that. 
Mr. Kale.-That is to say, you will be guided by the position of the 

£;xisting steel industry in the near future and, if you think that the existing 

L2 
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steel works are car,ried on successfully on account of the protection granted! 
by Government, then you may think of starting steel manufacture you~self? 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-Yes, then we are in a position to raise the necessary 
capital. 

M'I'. Kale.-So you think that some measure of protection is necessary to 
enable you to start the steel manufacture? 

lJ!'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-Either protection or a bounty is absolutely essential for' 
liB. 

M'I'. Kale.-So you think that some sort of encouragement is necessary: 
.otherwise the necessary capital would not be forthcoming and you will not, 
'be able to compete with foreign manufacturers? 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-Yes. 
M'I'. Kale.-You have said in .your letter "No capitalist or financiel' 

would hazard his money in building a plant faced with the current severe 
competition from the United Kingdom and other countries." I think you. 
are referring to the current low price of British steel for example? ' 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu1·st.-Yes: 
M'I'. Kale.-Do you think that this price will continue at this low level' 

for a long time? 
M'I'. Fai1·hurst.-':'It is very difficult to say. It depends on the cost of 

living in Great Britain. It may come down or go up: Personally I think 
the prices are now as low as they possibly can be. 

M'I'. Kale.-So if they remain at the present figure, or rise, Bay, by 10 per 
'cent., that would not give you sufficient margin to start steel manufacture? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-No. 
Mr. Kale.-Do you think, that the 331 per cent. proposed is absolutely: 

necessary for making steel manufacture successful or that a lower rate" 
would be enough? 

M'I'. Fai'l'hurst.-That has been shown by the only steel producing com-
pany at the present moment and that is the best thing to go by. 

M'I'. Kale.-You have no special views about it? 
Mr. Fair~urst.-No. We have not gone into the question in any detail. 
M'I'. Kale.-Will the capital needed for starting steel works be raised, in' 

India or in England or in both countries? 
Mr. Fai'rhurst.-I should say undoubtedly that any further capital for 

our Companies in India would be raised in this country. 
Mr. Kale.-When you say that a return of 10 to 12 per cent. is necessary' 

you are-referring to Indian conditions, not to British conditions? 
Mr. Fai'l'hu1'st.-Yes, to Indian conditions. 
M'I'. Kale.-In one of the answers you gave you said that your output' 

_per man compared favourably with the output in England and other coun
tries. Do I understand you correctly? 

M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-I did not say output per man. If I did, I meant output' 
per rupee and furnace. 

M'I'. Kale.-Per rupee of capital invested? 
M'I'. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-Per rupee of wages spent. 
lJ!'I'. Kale.-I take it that you a~e of opinion that India should not be" 

content only with the manufacture of pig iron. You are indeed receiving high 
prices for pig, but you should not be content only with the manufacture of 
pig iron, which after all is the raw material for the steel industry. ' 

Mr. Fai'l'hu'I'st.-Yes. 

M'I', Kale.-There is a very large margin to-day between the Indian price' 
and the foreign price of pig, iron but that margin might perhaps dwindle' 
down, and in the long run it will be profitable for the country to develof" 
steel manufacture as wellP " 
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Mf'. Faif'k'IW,t.--Quite eo. 
Mf'. KaZe.-You eay here: "We ourselves think th\'-t, if a protective 

.duty of 33i per cent. was arranged, it would act as a strong inducement to 
the development of steel making plant in India. We and others who at 
,present could not consider any such proposition would undoubtedly be favour
ably influenced by the prospect of the help so afforded, the more so if 
Government would call for all their requirements by tenders in India and 
give preference to the 'users of Indian steel." Do you think that if steel 
manufacture is adequately protected this further' concession is necessary P 

Mf'. Fairkur't~-If the steel industry is sufficiently protected you will 
.cultivate an Indian market of your own. There will not be one or two firms, 
but there will be half a dozen firms and you will get competition. 

President.-Mr. Kale's point is this: In that passage tKat he read' there 
are two measures proposed: (1) protection and (2) a sort of undertaking by 
Government that orders should be placed in India., What he put to you was 
that, if the protective duty was adequate, would not that cover the whole 
ground?' . 

Mr. Fairkurst.-No, because in many cases where prices are asked for 
steel in England, we never hear about them. 

President.-At present Government does not pay the duty. Supposing 
the law on that point was changed and all Government departments were to 
pay duty on their imports, do you think that the position would then be 
-satisfactory, 9r do you still thip.k tnat some additional guarantee or under
.taking by Government would be necessary? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Our point here is that tenders should be called for ia 
India, i.e., that we should be given an opportunity to quote.' At presell1; 
we do not, sometimeS, get an opportunity to quote. 

Mr. Kale.-Your point is that you should be placed on a footing of 
.equality with the British manufacturer. 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. Tenders should be called for on the same basis
rupee tenders. 

Mf'. Kale.-With regard to your raw material you are placed in a favour
,able position on account of protection. Will it be necessary that more 
.encouragement should be given or some more facilities or concessions shoul. 
be given by Government in order to enable you :to compete successfully wi ... 
the British manufacturer? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-I do not think so. If the business is sufficiently pro
tected it is sufficient so long as you have. got an opportunity to tender. 

Mr. Kale.-Your point will then be only that if Government do not ~ 
for tenders simultaneously in both countries, you do not want any further 
.concessions than in the matter of price. 

Yf'. Fairhuf'st.-No. 
Mr. Kale.-Suppose you start steel manufacture in the .next two years. 

How long will it take you to train your labour in this country for steel 
manufacture? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-It will take three to four years to complete the plant: 
another two to.three years to train labour to get the best results. 

Mr. Kale.-So altogeth~r it will be a period of 5 or.6 years before you 
are able to stand on your own legs so far as your trained labour is concerned? 

Mr. Matlter.-You told us that you raised a capital of 3 crores of rupees 
-and I understand that that was intended to meet your produ('tion of 
pig iron alone. Was that intended to provide iust for the two blast furnaces 
~r did you expect to build more than that? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-For two blast furnaces, coke ovens, sulphuric acid plant, 
lilllestone and collieries. 

Mr. 1IIatlter.-You anticipated that the total cost of the two blast furnaces 
an.d the necessary auxiliaries would cost you, Rs. 3 crore's? 
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·Mr.Fairhur8t.-'-Originally it was estimated to cost less. 
Mr. Mather.--Qriginally three crores was intended to provide more

plantP 
Mr. Fairhurst.:...-owing to the delay and the extra cost of completing the

plant this was raised to Rs. 3 crores. Originally the capital was Rs. H 
crores, but it was not enough. 

Mr. Mather.-You have not cut down your programme but have increased;. 
your capital. That estimate of Rs. H crores for the two blast furnaces ando 
the necessary accessories ·was prepared in 1918-19P 

Mr. Fairhurst.-March 1918. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you think if you had to start again, the price of the' 

plant would be somewhere nearer to your original estimate P 
Mr. Fairhurst.-It would not be greatly in .excess,· but there will be differ.· 

ence in the rate of exchange. 
Mr. Mather.-Had you particl!lar benefit in the rate of exchange P 
Mr. Fairhurst . ...:..Yes. . 
Mr. KaZe.'-It was about Is. 8d. in 1918-19. 
Mr. Mather.-The rate was f/lvourable and you budgeted for it and' 

prepared your estimates on that basis P 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We under-estilllated the cost and there was labour trouble' 

and serious delay. 
President.-In any case your remittances on account of capital were not 

made in 1918: some of them must have been made in 1919-20 and some of 
them made last year, You think that on the whole the advantage of the 
higher exchange at which you were able to remit the money counterbalanced' 
the higher prices that had to be paid at that time? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Not altogether. 
Mr. Mather.-But still the position is this. In 1918 you expected to be' 

able to complete two blast furnaces and coke ovens. and develop your iron ore 
and the coal necessary for it for Rs. Ii crores, and you think that if you had 
to start again now it would not cost you very much more than Rs. Ii crore& 
to put up the same plant? 

Mr.' Fairhurst.-It would cost more but not very much more. 
President.-About two crores P 
Mr. Fairhurst.-It would not be more than Rs. 2 Cl·ores. 
Mr. Mather.-I just wanted to have some indication as to what it would

cost now for starting a new plant for steel manufacture. 
Mr. Fairhurst.--I ought to explain that the Rs. 2 crores was only for 

i.llast furnaces and coke ovens but it did not include collieries, new coaf 
mines and things like that. 

Mr. Mather • .:....You think you could put up two more blast furnaces, addi
tional coke ovens and other additional plant at the works at Asansol at all 
additional cost between Rs. Ii and 2 croresP 

Mr. Failrhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Did your Company at any time try to get a general plaw 

for the steel works? 
lIlr. Fairhurst.-No. 
Mr. Mathcr.-Have you considered what method of steel manufacture yoU" 

would adopt P . 

Mr. Fairhurst.-No. We prepared a plan of the site and provided space' 
in the power-houses, etc., and left it there. 

. Mr. Mather.-In designing your plan you left spaces for suitable accom..-
modation for power-houses and so· on but you never went beyond thatP. 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
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Mr. !lather.-J notice, in your letter you have told us "The prospectus 
filed with the Registrar of Companies, Bengal, states; it is the intentilln of 
the Company to layout its plant at first solely for the production of pig iron 
and ferro-manganese.'! Are you making ferro-manganese for the market? 

Mr. Fairhur,t.-Not now. 
Mr. Mather.-I ask you that because some of the small industries com

plained that they cannot get ferro-manganese at the present time in India. 
Mr. Fairhurst.-We have not produced it as the market has not been 

favourable. . 
Mr. Mather.-You have already told us that you are not connected closely 

with the wheel and axle plant. I wonder whether' you happen to know 
whether the Company have considered the question of manufacturing wheels 
and axles from steel supplied by the Ishapore Ordnance Factory. 

Mr. Fairhurst.-I do not know. 
Mr. Mather.-To what extent do you thin~that the quality of Indian 

coke affects the cost of pig iron P 
Mr. Fairhurst.-If we had 8 or 9 per cent. ash we could make a ton of 

pig iron for every 1,800 to 1,900 Ibs. of coke. 
Mr. Mather.-That would be purer coke than most blast' furnaces use. 

Sometimes the ash contents go up to 12 per cent. in other countries so that 
if you had coke with 10 to 12 per cent. ash you would, want about 2,100 Ibs. 
of coke for every ton of pig, and the additional burden on the pig iron 
industry as compared with the English is the difference between that and 
what you are actually using? ' 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Also the fact that we have to use more limestone because, 
if the ash percentage is higher, the output is correspondingly reduced. 

President.-You have told us that your coal tar is sold. Can you tell me 
for what purpose the demand exists for coal tarP Do you know what the 
purchasers are doing with that P 

Mr. Fairhurst.,--Most of it is taken by the Shalimar Tar Distillation 
and Manufacturing Company, Limited, and we do not know what they are 
doing with it. 

Pre'ident.-In answer to a question by Mr~ Ginwala you said that in 
order to attract capital to an industrial investment, . a return of something 
like 10 to 12 per cent. was required, and anything less than that would be 
practically out of the question. J take it that in the case of a large concern, 
a proportion of the capital is m.ade up 'of preference' shares and debentures 
which carry a lower rate of interest. . 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Provided the business is a sound one and the original 
capital was showing a profit, you could raise money at a lower rate. 

President.-Is that a higher rate than would have been necessary before 
the warP 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Before the war we could raise preference shares out here, 
as many firms did, at 7 per cent. on a sound business. 

Presideflt.-Do you think that the rate is likely to stay np for a number 
of years to come; that is ti say, is there likely to be a greater demand for 
capital than there is P . 

Mr. Fairhurat.-It is not likely to come nnder 8 per cent. for some'time. 
Mr.- Ginwala.-I want to know what your system ,of writing off deprecia

tion is on yonr blast furnace plant. Do you accept the income-tax rate as 
a reasonable rate, or do you consider it too low in some casesP 

Mr. Fairhurst.-It is too low in some CIm68; for instance one has to 
depreciate the lining of blastfumaces probably 20 per cent., 'arid the coke ovens 
probably 15 to 20 per cent. ' " 

Mr. Giflwala.~Does that form a large percentage P 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes, the fire bricks and other materials in blast 'furnaces 

form a large part. 
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Mr. Ginwala • ...,-They allow 71 per cent., as you ,know, on machinery. Do 
Sou consider this adequateP 

Mr. Fairh'Urst.-Quite inadequate for that part of the work. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-That applies to the blast furnace and coke ovens which 

are the principal itemsP 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-That is the rate allowed for blast furnacesP 
Mr. FairhuTst.-That is the ,rate which I consider should be allowed. 

From what I remember of the schedule this is not covered at all. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Do the blast furnaces come as machineP If it is classed 

as a building it is 21 per cent. 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-It is 71 per cent. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-In your own books how do you keep itP , 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-Up to the end of our, last financial year we were operating 

for two or three months only and it was more in :the way of starting the 
plant, and we did not fix any definite depreciation. But this year we intend 
to fix the depreciation on linings in furnaces and ovens at so much per ton of 
production. . 

Mr. Gi'nwaZa.-Will you give us some idea? 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-I think in pig iron, for instance, it ought to be about a 

rupee a ton. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-And in the coke ovensi' 
Mr. Fairn'Urst.-I am afraid I have not considered it far enough to put 

a figUre on coke ovens. 
Yr. Ginwala.-That is definitely for reliningp 
Mr. Fairn'Urst.~That is about the usual depreciation fixed on other plants. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is, a rupee a ton you consider as the basis they take 

in the States and other placesP 
Mr. Fairh'Ursl.-That is about right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How about other machinery: power-house and things like 

thatP , 
Mr. Fairn'Urst.-Blast furnac:e--as far as the piping and things like that 

are concerned. I think it should be depreciated at least 10 per cent. 
Mr. GinwaZa'-It comes to this, that after 10 or 12 years you would 

consider it as more or less scrap though, of course, it would have a certain 
amount of book valueP 

Mr. Fairh'Urst.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.--On the books it will be scrap P 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-Yes; one has got to cover anything that might happen 

t.o the blast furnace. 
M'r. GinwaZa.-You don't expect to renew it. 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-In two years' time the piping might fail, if you did not 

keep up the linings. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-As far as the ordinary relining is concerned that goes to 

the relining fund P 
Mr. Fairh'Ur&t.-Yes. , 
Mr. Mather.-The Income-tax Oollector might allow that'towards work

ing expenses P 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-They could do that, but I consider that 'a steel work~ 

plant is nothing like, say, the machine in a machine shop for which Gov1lm
ment has fixed 71 per cent. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-I take it that on buildings 21 per cent. is reasonableP 
Mr. Fairh'Urst.-I think so. ' , 
Mr. GinwaZa.--On your sanitary plant how much do you allow P 
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Mr. Fairhurst.-The same amount as on buildings. On the machinery it 
is 71 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would apply to electric machinery, I take it? 
Mr. FairhW'st.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In your sYstem of accounts, how do you show depreciation? 

Do you keep a separate depreciation fund account and draw against it? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Last year we did not have a regular system. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is your idea? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-It will have to be decided by <the Company at the end 

Df the financial year in March. My personal idea is that we .should depre
ciate as far as possible in accordance with the scale which we think is 
reasonable as I have just· indicated. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You would put on the asset side_ what you write off as 
depreciation for the time being? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And then you will keep up the book value of the planti' 
.'IIr. Fairhurst.--So it seems to me. 
President.-What Mr. Ginwala wants to know is this: would you have 

a depreciation fund on the liability side and leave the fixed capital expendi
ture at cost, or would you write down the fixed capital expenditure on the 
assets side P 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Some people do that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing your book value comes to Rs. 3 crol"es. 
Mr. Fairhurst.-I know what you mean exactly. We would .write off the 

.cl"'preciation on the book val~e every year . 
• Yr. Ginwala.--or would you keep the Rs. 3 crores on your asset side and 

creato. a separate depreciation fund and then when you want to renew it 
would you debit the amount spent against the depreciation account ? 

3fr. Fairhurst.-It makes no difference, one way or the other. I think 
this Company would probably write off all the book value each year; it will, 
however, have to be decided at the end of the financial year by the Company. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You have experience of keeping a depreciation account? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-My own experience is that a separate depreciation fund 

is created and the book value is maintained and whenever opportunity occurs 
it is written off. 

MT. Ginwala.,.-That is, for the time being you either invest it in any 
business or use it as working capital or anything else, as the case may be, 
until such time as you are ready for your renewals? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-That is so. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is there in the country any prejudice against the locally 
manufactured article which makes it necessary. for you to reduce your price 
even though the quality and other things are the same? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-There is no doubt that even when a Company here is 
supplying an article of equ'tl quality: they have to quote a lower price in 
order to get 9rders. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing English steel is landed here at Rs. 150, .would 
you be able to realize Rs. 150? 

. Mr. Fairhurst.-There is gre.\t distrust among buyers here that the Indian 
material may not be quite as good. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-You would have to sell it a few rupees lower than the 
imported price P . 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. That is due to the fact that there is some pre
judioe against local products. People are apt to think that they get a better 
.rticle from England and other countries; I do not know wh,-o 
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Mr. Ginwala.-I was not able to follow your answer to Mr. Mather. You> 
say that if you have to build the same plant now, you would be able to d<l' 
it for the same Rs. 150 lakhs? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-I said for 150 to 200 lakhs. We have had the experience
of building one since we made our estimates. 

Mr. Ginwala.-For Rs. 3 crores you completed your plant; that included
the collieries, ore mines, buildings al1d everything else? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Buildings and collieries must have carried away a certain 

amount-of the Rs. 3 crorllS. 'Vhat was the net cost of the plant alone? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-I cannot just remember the figures at the moment. That 

is shown in our accounts* of last year which. we are going to send you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Having regard to the exchange and other matters do you' 

think there would have,.JJeen any substantial difference? You purchased at 
a more favourable exchange at that time? _ 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-When you projected your works did you anticipate that 

there would be such a great drop as there has been in fact in the price of· 
machinery and plant? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-We did not. Like most people we thought that tnostl
conditions were going to continue for a number of years. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Your project was based on the 1918 prices? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-No; in our prospectus we gave prices which were vel'1 

much lower for our outturn; on the other hand since, then the costs of pro.. 
duction have, gone up very much owing to the increased cost of coal ami) 
wages. 

Mr. Ginwala.-By how much are you out? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-I would rather not give any details of our cost of pro

duction. _ 
Mr. Ginwala.-As you know our position is that we would like to get_ 

some tangible information. For this purpose we are, of courtoe, not pinning 
you down to anything you say, nor do we wish to press you if you do not· 
want to answer any question. The point, however, is this. Tatas ant.. 
various other people went in for these projects, just. about that time and' 
what is suggested is that if they had not done that, thCly might have saved: 
a considerable amount of money. You appear to be in the same position. 
The point I wish cleared up, if possible, is: at that time did you have 
reason to suppose that there would be this great difference either in the 
price of the machinery that you intended to purchase or, in the case of the
outturn, the cost of production? 

Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In your estimate ff.r 'labour, for instance, by how much, 

were you out? • 
Mr. Fairhurst.-Labour has generally increased about 50 per cent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The cost went up from Rs. 6 to Rs. 10 a ton, These are' 

the two main items? -
Mr. Fairhurst.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-When did you get all your machinery, or most of it? 
Mr. Fairhurst.-TheY started to arrive in September 191!l and "'ent on 

arriving for two years. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Was it purchased during that period? 
Mr. Fairlmrst.-Most of the contraets were made at the time when the 

Company was floated. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is, say, about 1918? 

• Not printed. 
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Mf'. Faif'kuf'st.-Yes. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-And remittances were sent as they became due? 
Mr. Faif'hUf'st.-Yes, just ~efore the big jump in price; about 1919 J 

think. 
Mf'. Matkef'.-Bo that for the payments which fell due in 1919, which came' 

to a considerable amount, ;vou got the benefit of the exchange? ' 
Mf'. Faif'huf'8t.-Yes, except that some money was remitted soon after' 

the Company was floated. It was fairly well up and we did not know' 
whether it would go up further. 

Mf'. Ginwala.-Is it your practice always to /Jover the exchange when yow 
import anything or do you wait till the article arrives? 

Mf'. Faif'hUf'st.-At that time it was the practice for most firms to cover' 
the exchange when any contract was made. 

Mf'. Gi1lwala.-There was the pos!libility that the exchange might be
still mor!, favourable if any firm waited; did any firm ,!-ct on that basis? 

Mf'. Faif'hwrst.-You cannot safely gamble with exchange to that extent. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-Each time that you make a contract, do you cover the

exchange? 
Mf'. Faif'hwrst.-Generally speaking we cover most of the exchange when. 

we enter into a contract. 
Mf'. Mathef'.-You would not be in a position to cover all? 
Mf'. Faif'huf'st.-I don't think we cover all, but generally speaking we' 

cover. 
Mf'. Gi1lwala.-Did yon order the whole thing as a complete plant from 

the first? 
Mf'. Faif'kuf'st.-No. The plants were supplied under different contractS' 

by different firms. Some parts of the blast furnace were ordered from one
firm and certain parts from another; the same with the coke ovens and the' 
by-products plant. The coke oven is of English design but parts of it are
American, and the blast furnace is wholly American with the exception of the' 
blowing plant which is British. 
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No. 76. 

The United Steel Corporation of Asia Limited. 
Written. 

,Statement 1.-'-Written evidence given by Mr. E~ S. Tarlton Partner Bird 
&: 00., Manaaing Agents 01 the United SteeZ Oorpo~ation 01' Ana 
Limited, belore the Tariff Board. ' 

We believe the permanent success of an iron and steel industry in India 
. ,demands three essentials: - • 

(A) Practically unlimited high grade raw materials in the vicinity Gf 
the works; 

(B) An alliance between the controllers of these raw materids and 
eminent steel interests; 

(C) The co-operation of a powerful Indian financial and distributing 
group .. 

With these principles in view, my firm (Bird & Co.) and Messrs. CammeU 
Laird and Company, Limited, of Sheffield and London, have organised the 

_ United Steel Corporation of Asia, Limited. 
Messrs. Cammell Laird and Company, Limited, the British SteeImakers, 

Shipbuilders, Engineers, Forgemasters, Founders, Armour Plate, Ordnance 
and Railway Material Manufacturers, own the following works:-

The Cyclops Steel and Iron Works, Sheffield. 
The Ordnance, Steel, Tyre and Spring Works, Grimesthorpe, Sheffield. 
The Yorkshire Steel and Iron Works, Penistone, Yorkshire. 
Messrs. Cammell Laird's Shipbuilding Yard and Marine Engineering 

Works, Birkenhead. 
The Railway Carriage and Wagon Works, Nottingham. 

And they also own the controlling interest in-
The Midland RailwiY Carriage and Wagon Works, Birminghapt. 

They are also associated with other groups concerned in the manufactw'e 
,of iron and steel and products therefrom. 

The United States of America is now the leading steel country of the 
world, and before the war both the United States of America and Germany 
'had passed the United Kingdom in the race for supremacy. Tlie Directors of 
.our Corporation consider that the factors which made it possible for these 
.'Changes of position to take place are present in India to-day. 

'l'he raw materials of the industry are found grouped conveniently neal' 
Raw materials. . eminently suitable sites for Works. 

The iron ore is present in practically unlimited quantities and is of the 
'highest class. 

The Corporation will possess the pick of the fluxing limestones available 
-which owing to the deposits lying above ground can be quarried with extreme 
.che9.pness. 

The coal, which the Corporation have an option on, is almost unique 
'inasmuch as half the principal seams of first class coal can be quarried for 
years. The Corporation is therefore assured of a sufficient supply of easily 
'won coal. 

The fullest advantage has been taken of all existing and proposed railway 
, facilities in fixing the Works site, and freights will 

" be reduced to a minimum thereby. ' 
Sites for Works. 

Indian labour owing to the climate enjoys permanent economic advantages 

Labour. over labour under more rigorous conditions, even 
when living at a relatively higher standard. It 

ll'eadily responds to good management and comfortable housing conditions. 
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As it is estimated that over 75 per ccnt. of the cost of a ton of steel is repre
sented by wages in one form or another, the advantages to tbe industry itT 
Indif are obvious. 

The difficulties of technical control and the supply of technical staff of the 

Tecbnicalconlrcl. 
highest class, which have hitherto been a serious 
handicap to the industry in India, wi11 be overcome 

by the association of Messrs. Cammell La-ird and Company, Limited, 8;" 

Technical Advisers, responsible for the staffing of the Works. The United 
Steel Corporation of Asia, Limited, will therefore be able to rely upon the 
experience and resources of a cprporation instead of .those of individuals. 

The Works will have an output of 450,000 tons of rolled steel per annum, 

Ontpnt. 
besides pig-iron, ferro-manganese, iron and other 
ores, coal, coke and by-products. In the beginning it . 

is proposed to proceed with one-quarter of the undertaking. . 
It is desired that Indian capital should take full advantage of the opening 

afforded by the Corporation, and Indian interests will 
Indian oapitJIl, Direclor.. be adequately represented on the Board of Directors. 

Ind Tecbnical StJlJI'. The Corporation will also give every assistance to-
Indians in its works to gain knowledge and experience 

of steel-making, which it is considered must become one of the greatest of 
Indian industries._ 

The organisation of the Steel Corporation-nas been in hand for four years, 
with a view to obtaining extensive development of the deposits of Indian 
materials for an iron and steel industry, upon the soundest possible lines, 
utilising Indian finance, associated with the management of leading Indian 
gentlemen, combined with the highest technical skill and advice. The 
Advisory Board represents many important interests; the association for the 
staffing of the works, will also ensure a permanent continuity of the highest 
class of works management and the connection of the Corporation with the· 
markets and manufacture of the world. 

The operations of the Steel Corporation will offer unrivalled opportunities 
for the establishment of associated industries, which will combine in a similar 
way the finest technical knowledge and capacity of the "\fest with the raw 
materials and financial resources of the east. 

It may now be taken as fully established that India is destined to become 
a factor of the greatest importance in 'the world manufacture of steel. The· 
abundance· of iron ore of the highest quality, the cheap fuel, labour and rail
way freights, the geographical convenience from the point of view of markets, 
and the comparative freedom from the after effects of the war all serve to· 
confirm this view. 

Owing to the demand which took place during the war for steel, a serious 
inroad was made upon the deposits of high grade ores in all parts of the 
world. At ihe same time· impetus was given' to prospecting in India, with 
the result that while many countries, so far as accessible ores are concerned, 
are being forced to the use of lower grade materials, India has at its command 
practically untouched fields of the richest iron ores. Manufacturers are 
turning their attention to new sources of supplies, 'but these invariably mean 
largely increased freights due to long leads. In India, where the coal and 
iron are comparatively near to each other, ~t is clear that tria opportunity 
exists either to make iron upon the spot, or to export the ores, but the latter 
course would not be so advantageous to. the country; 

The Corporation will be closely in touch with the iron and steel trade 
throughout the world, and every opportunity will be taken to export produc
tions wherever markets are favourable. Apart from manufactured goods, 
agencies will be utilised for the sale of ores, ferro-manganese,coal and coke, 
tar and oth"!!' by-products, and the situation of India, almost midway between 
the great European and American markets will place the Corporation in 's 
Itrong polition as an exporter. In regard to Asiatic and East African trade 
it will have special advantag •• 
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In regard to l~al markets, it has been estimated recently by a com
petent authority that the consumption per head of iron and steel in India is 
less than one-hundredth of the consumption per head in the United Stailes of 
America, but even with this limited consumption there is ample room for an 
undertaking of the size now proposed, merely for sales in India. Several 
million pounds sterling were sent out of the country yearly before the War 
in payment of iron and steel goods, of which a large proportion could be made 
locally; given the technical control and experience. If, apart from this, the 
-demand per head of population grows, as has been invariably experienced 
elsewhere with' the increase of education, t,he scope for the Corporation's 
.operations in India alone appears almost unlimited, the only check topro-. 
gress being the lack of works to make up the iron and steel produced. The 
-Corporation will be in a unique position In regard to this side of the matter 
having regard to its aesociated groups, and apart from this the present 
scheme will provide extensive manufacturing facilities from the commence
ment of operations. 

Our plant is designed in the most economical units for each operation, 
1tnd it will be of thoroughly modern type, embodying labour-saving appliances 
wherever possible. Fullest advantage is being taken of past experience, not 
only European and American, but Indian also. All designs will allow for any 
-expansion desirable in the future. 

The und0rtaking when running full will produce approximately:-
670,000 to 720,000 tons of pig-iron per annum, from which will be pro

duced, 
600,000 tons of steel ingots, from which will be produced, 
450,000 tons of rolled steel, 

-and also "inferiors," scrap, foundry pig-iron" ferro-manganese and by
products. 

Th') plant will include four SOD-ton per diem blast furnaces, sixteen 6D-ton 
-open hearth steel furnaces, four SOD-ton mixers, and cogging, section, plate 

.:and other mills to correspond. 

It is estimat~d that the capital eventually required for the whole under
taking, including the purchase of the sources of raw material supplies, the 
development of mines and collieries, the construction of coke ovens, the erec
tion of the town and provision of housing accommodation, the cost of plant 
.and its erection, electrical and water undertakings, offices and stores, rail
ways, roads and bridges, working capital, freight, etc., and the promotion of 
associated undertakings, will be approximately Rs. 20 crores. The first issue 
will be of 8 crores. 

Steps will be taken from the beginning to provide sales organisations 
throughout India' and the East, and to enter into arrangements with all 
possible con!lumers, if possible under contracts, with a view to having market 
facilities available as soon as production commences. 

The pre-war capacity of India for absorption of iron and steel materials 
is indicated by a careful lnalysis of the position up to the outbreak of war 
to have been about 21 million tons a year, apart from special classes of goods 
which could not be made in th.e country for a considerable period to come. 
'The quantities absorbed were rapidly and regularly growing, but even on 
this pre-war basis, there remains a consumption in India, after allowing for 
.all indigenous production existing and hitherto proposed, of considerably 
more than the proposed full output of the Steel Corporation. When allow
ance is made for the normal growth which will have accrued by the time the 
Corporation is producing, it will be appreciated that the local market for its 
output is a very favourable one. With the possibilities of exports added, it 
is clear .that the present programme is a conservative one. . 

The operations of the Steel Corporation will in the. first jnstanc: be con· 
fined to the erection and working of one-qual'!>&' of the undertaking. 
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It will be possible in this way to revise the programme at any time should 
-this be desirable, and to take advantage of any developments that may occur 
during the erection of the first quarter of the undertaking; "-

An essential part of the project is that associated industries should be 
·'brought into existence IIIJ soon IlSpoBsible in order to strengthen the markets· 
for the Steel Corporation's products and to make the concern, with its 
groupings, as nearly self-l.'Ontained as possible. 

. The chemical side of the project has been investigated in conjunction with 
leading chemical interests in the United Kingdom. This will comprise the 
questions of the manufacture of sulphuric acid, chlorine, sulphate of &IDonia, 
benzol, creosote and many other products. 

I have, Sirs, tried to lay before vou the flims and objects of 'rhe United 
Steel Corporation of Asia, but these aims and objects are insufficient to con
vince the investing public and before launching our scheme it - is necessary 
for the attitude of the Government on the Tarifi question to be defined, as it 
appears that a protective duty on Iron and Steel~imports into India will be 
enhanced in the near future. We are of the opinion India is bound to 
realise that she is going to be a large steel producing country in the near 
future and it is confidently· expected that the Indian Government will fOster 
the industry. . . 

We have based our calculation on a selling price of Rs. 150 per ton for 
rails. Our depreciation figures are taken at 5 per cent. on plant and machinery, 
21 per cent. on buildings. On these figures we are able to show a profit, 
but this profit is not sufficient to attract the investor, therefore we find it 
necessary to ask fo~ a small additional duty. 

We as a firm with many interests are reluctant to ask for an enrol. duty 
on steel, but in doing so we feel we would be giving a great impetus io 
the development of the trade of this country by the flotation of The lJrtited 
Steel Corporation of Asia Limited because the raw materials required for 
our Bcheme are as follows:-

Coking coal 
.Non-coking coal 
Iron ore • 
Limestone 
Dolomite 
Magnesite 
Manganese 
Fluorspar 

(a) .Refractories required in coni:!truchloI!.:-

15 million firebricks. 
4 million silica bricks. 

(b) Refractories. required for maintenance:-

7 million firebricks. 
4 million siliC'S bricks. 

Coal required for (a) • 
Coal required for· (b) • 

Tons. 
1,197,000 

258,000 
1,174,000 

594,000 
48,000 
12.000 
90,000 
6,000 

TOnd. 

625,000. 
500,000 

This would mean increased trade for Engineering Works, Railways, Wagon· 
Builders, Coal Companies, Refractories, Shipping, in fact there would be 
few trades which would not benefit by this development. . 

The minerals and materials to be handled imnulIlIy are approxiinately 
ti,OOO,OOO tons. Surely this tonnage is sufficient to induce Government to 
Clonsider a policy which will in the infant stages. of th~ industry give i~ 
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sufficient support to enable it to grow into manhood without injuring other 
industries dependan't on Ilteel, considering what the balance of trade v/ill mean 
to the Country if we were in a position to go forward with our scheme to-day_ 

If it is decided to protect the existing Steel Industry by higher tariffs, 
we wish to emphasise the fact that many other inter-dependant InduStries
must also receive Ilimilar consideration, otherwise they will be placed in a 
poSition of unfair competition with. imported manufactured steel. In fac~ 
the present tariffs are unfair and a drag on the development of the Country. 
f_i. we call your attention to the existing high tariff on Steel as compared 
with the low tariff imposed on machinery, which reflects adversely on manu
faC'turers of machinery in thh! country_ We ,<onsider the import duty on
.• raw ,~ steel other than that -manufactured in this country must be lower 
than that imposed on .the manufactured article, whether the latter is imparted 
in the form .. of fabricated or partially fabricated steel or in. the form of 
machinery or parts of machinery_ 

Again, if Government adopt the principle that a higher scale of tariffs is 
justified and necessary, we consider that such tariffs as are finally decided 
upon must be operative on all materials imported into the C'Ountry by 
Government in all its branches, including State Controlled Railways. , 

It is for Government to examine the position from the ec~nomic point or 
view, balancing an increased tariff rate against the revenue which the country 
will gain in the Ilhape of taxation, customs duties, cesse.,;, railway freights; 
etc_ In case of war, steel is one of the first cOlIJ.I!lodities required. ' 

Gentlemen, we place this information before you to assist, in ena':llin/; 
you to take that broad view which is so essential for the welfare anJ build, 
ing up of this country which conta.ins so much undeveloped Mineral wealth. 

We take the view it is poss'ible to increase the present tariffd 5 per' ce~t. 
withont throwing a further burden on to the country, because the revenue paid 
directly or indirectly would more than balance the difference. 

With this protection and by exempting steel-maken! from import duty 
on all plant required directly for Ilteel making, providing such plant cannot, 
bEl made in this country, we are of the opinion India will be in a position t(') 
oompete in the steel trade. . 

Statemefl,t Il.-Letter, dated 7th November 192,1, from 11fr. Tar!.ton of 
Me$srs. Bird and Oompany, to the Tariff Board. 

I have the honour to enclose further copies of the written evidence sub
mitted by me on behalf of The United. Steel ebrporation of Asia Limited and 
in connection with the coal trade. _ ·c 

With reference to my application that I might be permitted to reconsider. 
the request made for'an additional import duty on steel, I beg now on behalf 
of The United Steel Corporation of Atiia Limited to ask for an additional 
duty of 10 per cent. to be placed on imported steel. 

In his evidence befol'e the Tariff Board on the 5th Mr. E. S. Tarlton made til." 
following remarks in connection with. coal trade. 

Supply and demand caused the general rise in coal prices in 19261. Until 
then the trade had never received a fair price for its coal; therefore this industry 
was throttled in its infancy by the foetor which is its menace to-day, i.e.,. 
Wagon Supply. 

In 1906 coal was purchased .at an average price of Rs. 2-15 per ton. Such 
companies as had not a contract which gave them a guaranteed wagon 8upplJ" 
were crushed almost out of existence. . , 
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Those who held contracts at these prices had to resort to methods which: 

handicapped and are still handicapping a clear cut mining policy of up-to
date methods. 

.. Millions o. tons ~f coal can be seen lying unworkable in the Raneegunge 
and Jherriah areas. Acres of superincumbent strata are now chasm collecting 
large quantities of water and passing this on into the mine to be dealt with 'by 
expensive pumping plant, jeopaJ:dising the very existence of some mines, 
increasing the cost per ton in others: all due to what? The short-sighted 
policy of the past 'brought about by the system or lack of system of wagon 
distribution which is stm our daily impedim~nt and still handicaj>S the develop-
ment of the mines. ' 

thttil this most important matter is adjusted I do not see how it is possible 
, to reduce selling prices. . 
, ,.: If transport were on a solina basis and we were able to remove the coal 
as it 'fs raised and as is done in other countries, it would be a easy matter to 

, !equcl! prices and give lit satisfactory return to the investing public. 
o Yeu ask, Genilemen, how wagon supplies affect the cOst' per ton. I will 

"~ei :back to '1906 when the average' price wl¥lRs: 2-15 per toli. and reached 
. 'Rs. 3-11 in 1917. I do not hesitate to say such prices did not permit the 

scientific development of a coal mine and this is partially responsible for 63 
collieries with a capital of RH. 314 lacs paying no dividend to-day. 

It is within recent memory that ma.ny collieries could only eke out a living. 
by working rise coal., Rise coal may be cheap at the time, but it becomes 
I!lIpeIlsive when surfaces have subsided, leaving mines subiect to Hooding and, 
\re . 

. .Again shortage of wagons increase costs by neCllljlsitating dumping. Every 
ton of coal dumped means a direct waste of Re. 0-8-0. Further the percent
age of. small coal is increased-from 22 per cent. to 39 Ilel" ceni;. 
".- Spea.king for the Coal OJDlI'anies Ulyfirm represent, I here mention we
are carrying and have carried a const,.nt burden of Rs. 10,000,000 of stocks for 
the" past 3 years, which is approximately Re. 0-8 per ton (interest charges). 
Analyse what this means in labour. We must . engage labour, house it and 
.hold, it'in readiness to pick up dumped coal and load it as and when wagons· 
.ar!! supplied. This labour is .non-productive, look at the difference from the· 
'otBer side of the picture I Instead of employing two men on the surface to· 
every three in the mine, we were able to load direct into wagons. 

Tazation.-In 1913 one of our coal concerns raised approximately III lacb. 
of tons-for this we paid Re_ 19,200 in income-tax and Rs. 10,200 in cesses. Ill< 
1922 the same company paid for the same raisings Rs. 2,58,000 in income-tax 
J.IId" Rs. 1,67,000 in cesseS, equal_to a 1,300 per cent. increase and a. 1,600, 
,lIet .. cent"; ~n the oUier. Expenditure at the colliery was 25 lacks in 1913; thill. 
was' increased' to 50 lacks in 1922. Wages' in 1913 amounted, to 13 lacks, in 
.1~22 to 27,50,000. Stores .Ilost R~ 2,75,000 in 1913-Rs. 6,17,000 ~n 1922. 

Weare not unmindful that wages are on a hi'gh basis and a break here is 
iuevitable. 'With this and the savings made possible by improved wagon supply 
(ilks wagon trouble' is undoubtedly responsible for Re. 1-8-0 per ton) relief in 
the shape of taxation, rebates in freight for coal to the Port of Calcutta I am 
optimistio enough to believe that we should place the coal trade of this dountry 
seoond to none and be able to market our coal Rs. 2 per ton below 1924 prices • 

•. • My reference to rebates in freight to the Port of Calcutta may leave you 
wondering as to what thfs has to do with reduced pri~s. It means this the 
!pore markets recovered the greater the despatches, wl:tich means aredu~tion 
in O\rerhead 9harges . 

• • F.inaIIy;~ne 'Word of warning, if wider the present system of wagon control 
.var~unerattvl1 prices 8I"e forced upon the coal owners,- the trade may be driven 
~ adopt the 'B:yst~m of. working that was in vogue 15 years ago, whiCh means 
thtJ future. generatIOn WIll pay dearly for the great essential this country depends 
upon for ,Its development. . -

- ,;. 'YOL. In. l£ 
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Statement lll.--:-Letter, dated 9th November 1923, troln Messrs. Bird &: (;0., 
, to the Tariff Board. 

In connection with the. evidence given before you on the!th instant by' 
Mr. E. S. Tarlton on behalf of the United Steel Corporation of Asia, Limited, 
we have the honour now to BIlclose for your information the following, in 
accordance with your request:- • 

(1) *Memorandum and Articles of Association of the United Steel Cor
poration of Asia, Limited. 

(2) Note on the proposed joint remuneration to be paid to the Technical 
Advisers and Managing Agents. ' . 

(8) Note on the distances of raw materials from the proposed site of 
Works.. ' 

(4) Comparative statement showing cost of works erected in England and 
in India. . 

(5) Estimated cost of the acquisition and development of raw material, 
properties. 

(6) Estimate 'of the cost of 1 ton rolled material. 
(7) Note on Capit~ and raising-costs of a colliery with an output on 

220,000 tons a year. -

(8) Memorandum on the demand for iron and steel in India. 
~. (2) propo8ed Joint Remuneration. . , . 

1. On the value of all permanent works of the Company erected on behalf, 
()f the Company a commission at the rate of Rs~ 5 per cent. 

2. For the first 5 years commencing 3 months after date of first public issue ~ 
of capital a- fee of Rs. 2 lakhs per annum together with a commission at the 
ute of 5 per cent. on the annual profit of the Company after deducting interest 
on debentures or other loans but before placing any sum to depreciation • 
reserve or other special aocount and before making any provision for income ... 
tax, super tax, excess, profit, duty', or other like impositions. :-

8. After the first five years' as above to tlie date of the termination of the4 
appoint,ment of the M. As: and T. As: a fee of Rs. 5 lakhs per annum together 
with a commission at the rate of Rs. 5 per cent. on the annual profit of the 
Company calculated as aforesaid so long as the dividend and/or bonus on the 
issued ordinary shares of the Company does not exceed 7 per cent. per annum 
on such, shares togetlier with a commission of 1 per cent. for each additional: 
dividend and/or bonus of 1 per cent. beyond 7 per cent. declared in respect of, 
such ordinary shares in any y~ar with a maximum of te~ per cent. per annUl!) 
()n such profit. 

(3) Note on diiltanceB of raw materials from prop086d Bite of Works. 

Coal 
Iron ore 
Limestone 
Manganese ore, 

Revised ~gur8' on the above subject to further railway 

Coal 
Iron ore 
Limestone 
Manganese ore '. 

• No. printed. 

Miles. 
168 
124 

.. 50 
124 

construction. 

Mil!)s. 
168 ... ; 
58 
50 
58 
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(4) Comparative 8tatement 8howing the cost o/eTection 0/ bla8t /urnac8 at.Hom. 
and in India. , . 

Coke ovens 
Blast furnace 
Open hearth 
Mills 
Power station 
Railways and Stock 
Workshop!! 
Water and Hydraulio 
General 

Effect at Home. 
£ 

366,066 
363,617 
518,193 

1,238,841 
451,816 
255,701 
131,336-
.147,956 

70,217 

TOTAL 3',543,743~ 

Add contingencies 10 ,Per cent. 

Say £ 
~e above cover~ 

1 Blast Furnace. 
• 70 Coke Ovens. 

1 Mixer and 5 60.Ton'Steel.Furnaces. 

Effect at India. 
£ 

406,094 
409,543 

-649,859 
1,433,256 

505,817 
282,229 
152,648 
163,211 
70,794 

4,073,151 
426,849 

4,500,000 

Mills to cover all British Standard sections and sheets. 
Necessary auxiliary plant. 

(f) Eitimated cost '01 the acquisition and development >J/ raw mate1ialpTQ. 
peities TcquiTed. 

Coal 
Iron and mlYlganese ore 
. Limestone 

Rs. 
40,00,000 
18,00,000 
15,00,000 

, (6) Estimate. 0/ the COBt 0/ 1 ton Tolled mat'lriaz' 
.Pig 1Ton;"'" 

Material-
Rs. A. P. 

Ore 4 0 0 
Coke 19 9 0 
Limestone .. 1 8 0 

Labour ,. 3 0 0 
Working and_other charges 5 0 0 

Cost of pig iron per ton 32 .8 0 

,1ngotrJ-
.Material 36 0 0 

. Labour 8 0 0 
Working and other charges 24 4 0 

·-Cost of ingots per ton 68 4, 0 

112 
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Rolling Mills-
Rs. A. P. 

Material 7513 0' 
Labour , 7 0 0 
Working and other charges 19 2 0 

101 15 0 

Depreciation 23 '1 0 
~ 

Cost per ton Rolled Material (Rails) 125 6 0 

(7) Note on capital and raising C08t8 of a colliery with an .average output of 
S20,OOO ton8 per year. 

Total capital invested -. 
Total block expenditure to date-

Block 
Building 
Machinery 

" 

Eelctric installation 
Filtered. water installation 
Railway siding 
Furniture 

Rs. A. P. 

8,00,000 0 0 

Rs. A. P. 

13,15,320 11 0 
3,62,466 6 1 
8,35,226 15 2 
5,85,023 11 7 

8,249 0 0 
45,193 6 7 
3,052 5 0 

31,51,532 75 
NOTE,-The total Depreciations taken against the ahove is Rs. 18,11,032-7-5".-

Yearly depreciation allowed by income-taz authorities. 

Machinery 10 per cent, 
Electric installation 7. 'per cent. 
Buildings 5 per cent. 
Railway siding 5 per cent. 
Furniture· 5 per cent. • 
Shaft sinking 5 per cent. 

'. 

Rs. A. P. 

113,110 144 
36,336 7 6 
.12,734 10 10 

964 8 10 
557 1 7 

20,445 12 10 

1,14,149 7 11 

Working llapital 9,17,080 0 0 
Raising costs.-(C'olliery only) Rs·. 3-12-2 per ton. 
This does not include- overhead charges, depreciation taxation or other 

sundry items. 

(8) Memorandum on tne demand lor iron and steel in Iniia. 

(Note prepared in 1919.) 
Apart from exports, this depends upon the capacity 01 the country for

absorption. It must be remembere!l that this is of 2 kinds :-

(a) Normal user and replacement (annual). 
-(b) Connected with development (individual to particular year and" 

dependent upon . rate of progress), 
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In 1918 there was a considerable rise in absorption a'part fro~ machinery, 

etc., and the net figure was about 1,060,000 tons as against ,preVIOUS 2 yeaN 
About 750,000 tons per annum." Having regard to recovery from war conditions 
assume the demand from 1922 to 1925 to be 1,500,000 tons per annum or 50 
per cent. in excess of best previous years. _ 

. To this must be added machinery (of all kinds, electrical, printing, prime 
~overs, locomotives), rolling stock, etc., which is taken. at 1,000,000 tons 
per annum apart from improbable and,remote items, allowing for difficulties of 
:recovery, delivery labour, etc. (Approximately the same figure as 1913.) 

.statement IV.-Letter, dated 11tk December 1923, b'om Messrs. Bird &-00., 
to tke Tariff Board. 

With reference to your request to Mr. Tarlton, we enclose a statement pre. 
pared by Messrs. Cammell Laird & Co., in conneetion with the proposed erec
tion of plant for the United Steel Corporation of Asia Limited. These .figures 
were prepared in England and we regret we .cannot separate the details. 

_THE UNITED STEEL CORPORATION OF ASIA LIMITED. 

One . Bla8t Furnace Scheme. 

Freight I 
Erected at. Insu1'8nce Import Erfcted in and I }'. O. B. Home. 

Landing I Dllty. India. 

~arges. 

Hs. t Us. 
·(,oke ovena 366,066 21,424 18,604 406,1194 226,111 
Blast furnace 363,617 30,633 15,393 409,543 266,700 
()pen hearth 518,H13 93,310 38,356 649,859 343.436 
Mills. . 1,238,841 1,43,448 60.967 1,433,256 , 1,061,492 
Power station 451,816 37,876 15,825 5(15,1))7 407,360 
Railway. and Stock 255,701 15,986 10,542 282,229 i 235,521 
Workshops. • 131,336 14,884 6,428 152,648 :. 108,440 
Water and hydraulio U7,956 11,141 4,018 163,211 I 67,171 
,GilDeral • • 70,217 372 3 1 70,79-1. I --41,317 

3,543,743 3,68,974 1,60,434 4.073,151 I 2,756,1i5~ 

Contingencies 10 per cent .. say 426,849 say £4,500,000 total. 

lV.B.-The above covers:-
1 Blast furnace. 

70 Coke ovens. 
1 Mixer and Ii 60·ton Steel Furnaces. 

Mills to cover all British Standard Sections and Sheets. 
Necessary auxiliary plant. 

CAMMELL LAIRD & COMPANY, LIMITED. 

Managing Director. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. E. S. Tarlton representing the 
United Steel Corporation of Asia, Limited, 

recorded at Calcutta. on the 
5th November 1923. 

President.-You have come to-day mainly on behalf of the United Steel 
Corporation of Asia.? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 

President.-In connection with the -written statement which you havS' 
placed before us? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 

, President.-Apart from that, there is certain information we should lik", 
to get on the subject of coal, and I understand that you may be able to help 
us, speaking on behalf of Messrs. Bird & Co. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I will try to do so. May I, before discussing 'this paper, 
refer you to my note? I ask you not to accept the 5 per cent. tariff men
tioned there as final, I wish to refer to it again either to-night or to-morro.w. 

President.-Yes, we will understand that, for .the present, this 5 per 
cent. which you have mentioned is. not necessarily your final opinion. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-You have told us in the written statement how the United 

Steel Corporation of Asia came to be established. ' I understand that a sitS' 
has already been selected for the proposed works. 

Mr. Tarlton.-We have optionll on three sites. 
President.-Has any final decision been come to? 
Mr. Tarltoll.-No: 
President.-Could you tell us -where these sites are? It is of some inter

est to know whether you propose to establish yourself, like the Indian IroD 
I\Ild Steel Co., in the vicinity of the coal or,. like the Tat~ Iron and Steel 
Co., in the vicinity of the iron ore. . 

Mr .. Tarlton.-We are nearer the limestone and iron ore than we are 
to the coal, and the sites are within easy reach of the B. N. Ry. main line. 
I don't think it advisable to give out the site. 

President.-That is quite sufficient for our purpose. You consider that it 
will be along the main line of the Bengal N agpur Railway P 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-Could y;U also give us the approximate distances from coal, 

iron ore and limestone? 

Mr. Tarlton.-The distance from coal is approximately 170 miles and 
from the' iron ore approximately 124-we hope to reduce the ore lead to 
something like 53. Limestone 50 miles.· 

FTe~ident.-TJlo ·limestone is a matter in which we are anxious to ge~ 
information as t,) the amount available in India within the easy reach of 
the coal and iron ore. Can you indicate roughly where this limestone ilt 
to be found? . 

Mr. Tarlton.-.H Raipur. 

President.~-Are you satisfied that there is' an ample supply'of limeston, 
of the prOj>(lI' quality P 

* Vide Statement III (3). 
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Mr. Tarltofl.-We 'have satisfied ourselves and our Technical Ad~rs 
that, 8S far as raw materials go, we have reserved for this concern suffiCient 
supplies to last for a period of 100 years. 

Pre,ideflt.-Is the quality of the limestone good? Is it ~qual in quality 
, to that used by manufacturers of iron in other parts of the world? 

Mr. Tarltofl.-The limestone which we have reserved for our furnaces 
is of excellent quality, and although there are better limestones to be found 
in European countries, for India it is very good. 

President.-The matter is of BOme interest to us because the information 
we got from the Geologic~ Survey was roughly to the effect that, while 
undoubtedly limp.stone exists in Chota Nagpur and the country round about, 
the best limestone was to be found in Assam, and they were not prepared 
to say that, in the vicinity of the iron ore and coal, limestone existed in 
large quantities of the proper quality. 

!tIr. Tarltoll.--On the whole the Assam deposits-are superior to the Chob 
Nagpur deposits, but we are in'the fortunate position to be able to quarry 
'and pick the stone requi'red to give the best results. The areas we have 
leased also contain high grade dolomite. 

Presidellt.-I think that the evidence we have had is -that there is no 
lack of dolomite, but that there was a doubt about the limestone, and 
that was why I was asking you particularly about this. 

Mr. Tarltofl.-I alii of course speaking for the United Steel Corporation of 
Asia, Limited, when I say we have sufficient high grade limestone and dolo
mite-we have here areas, these have been specially reserved for this scheme. 

Presidellt.-Then, I take it that speaking generally the Corporation are' 
fully satisfied as to the sufficiency of the raw materials for the production 
of steel and as to their being conveniently situated? 

Mr. Tarltofl.-Yes. 
Presideflt.-So 88 to diminish the cost of production? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes: Our Technical Advisers have visited the country and 

satisfied themselves on this point. These men are of high standing in the 
steel trade, and have returned to England satisfied with the raw ,materials; 
they are convinced there is room for the works that we are proposing, and 
furtner that there is a market for the-materials we should proguce. 

President.-It comes to this. The Corporation, as you have already said 
in the written statement, are satisfied that, under the conditions that exist 
in India, it is perfectly possible for a prosperous steel manufacturing indus
try to grew up, subject to this that it will be necessary for Government to 
give some encouragement at the start. ' 

Mr. Tarltofl.-Yes, at the start. 
President.-In"the opinion of the Corporation or those whom you ~e

present, it is worth while giving that encouragement? 
Mr. Tarltofl.-Yes. 
Pre'ident.-Suppo~ing things were left as they are and that no pretec-

tion in any form was given, do you think that other 'firms in addition to the
Tata Iren and Steel Co. would enter on the manufacture of steel within, 

, the next 10 years P 

1I1r. Tarlto5.-I will reply by.saying if the investor was satisfied with a', 
possible 5 per cent. return on capital The United Steel Corporation of Asia. 
Ltd., might be floated to-day, but what is the true position. Government. 
BeCurities show 1\ return of approximately 6 per cent. free of income tax 
therefore, it is impossible to expect the public to take an interest in ~ 
commercial undertaking showing a 5 per cent. return. Therefore all that we
ask tor is a small tariff, sufficient to, induce the investor to come out aurl 
invest his money. in an .undertakin.g such as we hope to put on,the market, 
for we firmly beheve, With all the Improvements that have been brougb1l into 
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being in thil st~el manufacture during and since ihe war, we should make a 
great success of our Works. It iR for Government to sum up the position 
and say whether, by increasing the import duty on steel, it will be to the 
benefit of the country to foster an undertaking such as this I have presented 
to you to-day. 

President.-Then you consider that any extra protection that is required 
is mainly for this purpose, i.Il., to attract capital? 

Mr. Tar!ton.-'-Yes. 
President.-':'Indian capital particularly P 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
president.-You have told u!!-that, when the plants of the Corporation 

are completed, you expect to get an outturn of 450,000 tons of rolled steel 
a year. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
P'resident."--The capital expenditure that would be necessary to incur 

will be Rs. 20 crores P 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-Yllu have told us that it includes the purchase of the resources 

1)f raw material supplies, the development of mines and collieries, the 
construction of coke ovens, the. erection .of the town and provision of housing 
accommodation, the cost of the plant and ita- erection, electrical and water 
undertakings, offices and stores, railways, roads and bridges, working capital, 
'freight, etc., and the promotion of associated undertakings. Take one of 
these items-the working capital. What is your estimate of the working 
'Capital required for this production of 450,000 tons of rolled steel? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Something like Rs. 80 lakha. 
P·i'esident.-Will that be sufficient working capital? 
M~. Tarlton.-That is working capital Jor' the first stage, for the smaller 

outturn of 140,000 tons. • ~ 

President.-Perhaps I had better put another question first. You have 
told us that your intention is to put up one quarter bf the complete under-
taking in the first instance. . 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.--Can you 'give us the outturn which you expect to get? Will 

it lie only ith of the total outturn or something more than that? • 
Mr. Tarlton.-The outturn will be 140,000 tons. 
President.-Let us have in the first instance the working capital for th., 

production of 140,000 tons of rolled steel. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 78 lakhs. 
Presidllnt.-And then for the full outturn? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 21 crores. 
President.-Now could you tell us how you arrived, at these figures? I 

should like' to explain that I am not really asking out of curosity but because 
certain figures hQve been placed before us by the Tata Iron' and Stilcl Co. 
It is of some importance to us to get other figures with which we couid com
pare their figures. Can the amount required be estimated for instance on 
the basis that the manufacturer most carry the cost of produc~ion for two 
or tht:ee months before he is paid for his outturn P 

Mr. Tarlton.-We are budgeting for carrying three months' supply of raw 
materials Qnd three -months' bills. ' . 

. President.-You consider from your experience as a business man that, 
()n a basis of that kind, you can arrive at a sufficiently accurate estimate? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I think that all bills should be paid within thres months. 
. P1'esident.-It naturally would vary from one trade to ano~her. O'!)viously 

it must according; to the process of manufacture. 
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Mr. Tarlton.-Quite. Taking' ~e average payment of, bills, we cil 
<think, safely take three months. 

Pre.ident.-That takes into account the length of process of m:mufecture 
and also the"fact that you may have, under conditions as they are in 11ldia 
to-day, to carry stocks of coal owing to railway difficulties? 

Mr. Ta7'lton.-We have taken all that into cOnsideration. 
Preaident.-Then passing on now to another item: in that estimate af 

Rs. 20 crores, what is the sum you estimate would be required for. associated 
undertakings l' 

Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 2 crores. That, i might say, includes other contingen-
cies of which I have not the details before me now. ' 

P7'esidcnt.-I am not quite sure that I understand what you me!tn. Do 
you mean as a Bort of reserve or what? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Partially, I have a note on what associated industries we 
fl.re prepared to invest in to encourage the use of our steel. 

President.~It is not That I want to go in any great deta.il but merely 
I want to undenstand the nature of the contingencies. Out of the Rs. 20 
crores you propose to spend Rs. 2 crores rather in creating your market tha'J 
in promoting the production? . 

Mr. Tarlton.-That is right. 
President.-Then, the balance of Rs. 15 crores is tae expenditure that YOll 

consider will be necessary? ' ' 
Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 18 crores will be necessary. 
President.-I have deduct~d Rs. 2i m'ores which is your working capitaL 
Mr. Tarlton.-I was not aware you had deducted the working capital. 
Presideflt.-That is to say, your fixed capital expenditure on the works 

themselves, coal mines, ore mines, etc., will be Rs. 15i crores. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 15i to 16 crores. 
Pre.ident.-Take your working capital first. I do not know whether you 

propose that it should be provided for either by Debentures or any form l:)f 
share capital, or whether it would simply be borrowed from time to time on 
cash-credits or temporary loans. 

Mr. Tarlton.-The original. idea was that we should market 1,960,000 
shares of Rs. 100 each: and issue as preference.or ordinary as hereafter to 
be determined. It is impossible at this stage to say exactly whaf the market 
would be willing to accept. 

President.-I will put my question more generally. Taking the whele 
sum of Rs. 20 crores, what will that cost .you in interest charges you 
anticipatei' 

Mr. 'Tarlton.-I think that we should be quite safe in taking 6 per cent. 
as an average. 

Presidt!'JIt.-As an average on the total? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 

President.--Could you explain. a'little how this average is arrived at P 
What I am thinking of is that you expect to pay your ordinary capital the 
rate of interest which in this country is required to attract the investor. 

Mr. Tarlton.-You want to know what we really would' pay on these 
preference shares? , 

President.-The point of view from which I ani looking at it is this. If 
the Corporation is successful, and if the expectations are realised, as regards 
its preference shares or debentures, it will have to pay the rate. of interest 
which the investor requires at present; and as regards the ordill.ary, eapital, 
it should earn a rate of interest that it is usually expected in industrial 
nndertakings. -
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Mr, TarUon.---':Our. original idea was that we might have been able to put. 
up preference capital gn 6 per cent. basis, but I am afraid as standing to-daYr 
and specially in this country with jute preference as it is now, there is nO' 
possible chance of getting capi~al for anything under 7 per cent. 

PreBident.-Would th.ere be a wide difference between debenture interes~ 
and the preference share interest? 

Mr. TarUon.-No. I do not think there could be. 
Pre.sident.-You take 7 per cent. all-round inerest on capital raised that 

way to be somewhere near the mark. 
Mr. Tarlton.-I think it will-not be on :the high, side for such investments. 
P1'Il8ident.-Out of Rs. 20 crores what proportion would probably have' 

to be r~ised on 7 per cent. basis and what. proportion would be raised on an 
ordinary share capital basis? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Going' back to the original idea we should have liked to
have gone forward with 1,960,000--100 rupee preference shares and 8 lakhs
of deferred' (ordinary) shares. 

President . ..;....()n that basis you would have a minute p!,;oportion of your' 
capital in ordinary shares and all the rest preference .. 

Mr. Tarlton.-But since we took out these figures, the market has again 
changed, and if we are to go along with the scheme we shall have to be' 
guided by what the market is prepared to pay. 

President.-Are you prepared ,to express an opinion on what would bs' 
feasible under existing conditions in the market? I take it that you have' 
got to have a larger proportion of ordinary capital as the market is less, 
likely to 'take preference shares. • 

Mr. Tal'lton.-1 think that the market is uninterested in steel at any' 
price. I do not think it is possible to arrive at a figure until this Board: 
has made their recommendation. That is our view of the position. 

P1'esident.-1 am afraid in that case we cannot arrive at the answer 
to-day. 

Mr. To.rlton.-We ,are really waiting to put forward our scheme until 
after the future tariffs are known. We cannot raise capital.under those old' 

'conditions, and we are unable to go any further unless a protection is given. 
The return is not sufficient to put up a prospectus which will induce the' 
public to come in. We' do . not want to commence with a show on paper 
figures: we Jant'to be convinced that we can carry out what we start. 

P1'esident.-One can say this much. At any rate the profit that you have' 
go~ to pay on your 80 lakhs will be something higher than 7 per cent. 

lIlr. Tarlton.-Yes, , 
Pl'esident.-Supposing you 'had started on the basis of ird ordinary shares 

and irds preference shares, do you regard 10 per cent. on ordinary shares· 
as a satisfactory return? 

}\fr. Tarltofl,.-Yes. \ 
President.-On that basis ird ordinary and trds preference shares raised 

at 7 per cent. the average would be 8 per cent. But I understand that; if 
you wanted to raise your capital now, you think you would not be able to' 
raise it at 8 per cent. If an average of 8 per cent. is too low for the 
rapital of 800 lakhs with which you are going to start, what do you consider 
to be a fair average? 

Mr. Tal'lton.-Again I think we should not take the average because the' 
Dlan who takes preference is not interested in ordinary. Therefore we wi,n 
keep them separate. In these Rs. 8 orore9 that we want for our first UnIt· 

_ may have to pay 8 per cent. for preference, 7 per .cent. might be'possible, 
lVith regard to the return on ordinary capital during tho first stage if we 
lVere able to show a return of 10 per cent. then we may induce people .to' 
invest, and if we were able to obtain 10 per cent. return on the first UR1~.' 
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that means to say that we should certainly impreve our position by another-
2 per cent. when we had the whole mill going. I put 2 per cent. but it may 
be greater because certain plants are bound to take time to put in, and they 
would not be employed to its full capacity. Therefore the outlook on the 
whole &eheme is much brighter than on the first unit; and we should make
it perfectly clear in our prospectus. 

Pre.ident.-Yes. Your overhead charges must be higher on the first unit· 
than on the rest. If you take 10 per cent. on the first Rs. 8 crores th~ 
average would be somewhere about '9 per cent. What I am really trying to
get at is this: when we are attempting to assess the degree of protectioIJ.! 
required, we have to consider what will be a fair seIling price for the 'Indian 
manufacturer, so that his enterprise will be a success. I wimt to go on to
another item--{)verhead charges and depreciation. You have told us in 

. the written statement· that, in. making your calculations, you have taken' 
the pate of depreciation at 2! per cent. on buildings and 5 per cent. on 
machinery and plant, and on the basis of selling price of Rs. 150 per ton' 
for rails you say you would get some profit. But the rates which were given, 
by Tata as those aocepted by the income-tax authorities were-

21 per cent. on ordinary buildings; 
5 per cent. on works .buildings; 
71 per cent. on plant and machinery generally; and 

10 per cent. on colliery machinery and plant. 

These were t,he rates that they gave us as having been actually accepted' 
by the. income-tax authorities. I should' like to have your opinion about 
that. Do you consider that the rate of 7t per cent. which is usually allowed: 
on plant and machinery is excessive? 

Mr. Tarlton ...... No, but I am surprised at the figure that you give me, 
because the figures that we have ·taken here were more or less on the linea 
of what we were allowed by the income-tax assessment office, and we should 
eertainly again change our figures. If Tatas' obtain these rates for their 
plant, I take it that we should look' forward safely to working the same
figures into the scheme that we put ourselves. As regards 10' per cent. on 
colliery machinery, it is high I think. It is ouly 7l per cent. that is 
allowed. . 

President.-We asked Sir Robert Smyth about that on 'Saturday, and 
he said that he regarded that as It reasonable rate, speakirig on behalf of 
Turner Morrison & Co. . . 

Mr. Turlton.-I should be surprised if it is more than 7! on electrical 
plant. I suppose you must be right but I shall get my figures over the 
telephone to confirm what we say. 

l'resident.-It is important to us from our point of view to know what 
the income-tax rates are. One assumes that they have a sanction behind" 
them, and they would not, have been allowed if they are not reasonable. 
After all in the end it is a question of fact as to what is an appropriate· 
rate of depreciation on various kinds of machinery. . 

Mr. Ta·rUon.-These· figures have been taken out by our Consulting' 
Engineer and, as you know, as regards our steel works we put repairs' anli 
l'enewala practically under revenues. . 

President.-In the case o£ steel works there is the question of the plant' 
becoming obsolete to be taken into accQunt. After 10 01" 15 years, it may 
become difficult to operate old machinery at a profit. You may not be pre
pared to give a final answer now, but I think it is important to have your' 
considered opinion on the question whether the' 5 per cent. rate is an adjl-
quate allowance for depreciation on machinery taking all the facts in. 
consideration. 

lIlr. Tarlton.-What we have done here is this: we have mor~ 'or less' 
worked this out on averages. We have to get the details of these valuations.. 

ThE,Y have given lump sum percentages so as not to- complicate the figures.. 
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"Possibly we may have figures which show in greater detail the amount of 
depreciation they have taken. Here we have for instance shown one lump 
,.um 5 per cent. 

President.-We are prepared to take it on the basis of lump sums. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Will you take these lump sum figures or would you like 

~o have details. It is impossible for me to give you all the details now as 
to how the percentages have been arrived at. 

President.-Can you give us what you estimate to be the total deprecia· 
tion which you ought to write,Pff each year P 

Mr. Tarlton.-The depreciation taken out on these consolidated figures 
b as follows:-

First instalment £187,500, i.e., about Rs. 28.lakhs on the Rs. 8 crores .• 

Preaident.-What is it on the full scheme? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Rs. 88 lakhs. 
Pre&ident.-There is one other item---overhead charges and managemenli 

other than works management, financial management, 'Agent's commiSsion 
and things of that kind .. Then there is Technical Adviser's commission. 

'Mr. Tarlton.-I think it is 21 per cent. on profits-there is office allow-
ance, there is the payment to the Consulting Engineer on the Advisory 
Board of Purchase of plants and their technical advice. 

-'lIfr. Ginwala.-Is it on gross or net profit? 
Mr. Ta·rlton.-I think il1 is net profit. I shall give .you the exact figures 

afterwards.· 
pj·esident.-All I wanted was some sort of round figure. 
Mr. Tarlton.-But this is only a guess .. I shall optain' the exact figure 

-from my office and give i1l to you.' -' 
President.-May I take it that it would be in the neighbourhood of 20 

lakhs on the whole scheme? Is that too high or somewhere near the figure P 
Mr. Taj·lton.-I think it is something like Rs. 12 lakhs. 
Prc.lident.-Is it your arrangement that a minimum commission is fixed 

for the 1\Ianaging Agents and. that anything above that minimum depends 
upon profits? 

Mr. Tarlton.-The arrangement rUJ)s as follows, that they get a small 
office allowance, and a percentage of the profits. It has to be earned before 
it can be paid. 

President.-You have told us that the outturn you expect is 670,000 to 
'120,000 tons of pig iron and 450,000 tons of rolled steel. What do you ex· 
pect on that basis wilt be the surplus amount of pig iron that you will be 
able to place on the market, apart from what you use for your own foundry· 
purposes? . 

Mr. Tarlton.-12,Ooo tons of pig iron will be'the surplus to be placed 
<In the market. 

President.-On the full outturn, as far as I can judge from your figures 
as compared with Tatas, I take it there is not likely to be a very large 
.surplus of pig iron P 

Mr. Tar/tM.-No. 
Prcsident.-Could it be 50,000 t4jns for the larger schemel' 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Pl"esident.-The point we have beell-Ieading up to all along is th,~ fllWB

iion of the overhead charge and the interest per ton. Taking them in a 
broad way no .doubt a certain proportion of them will go to the surplus 

. pig iron and will also go to the by-products, but a very high percentage 
will have to be beirne by the rolled steel. You have given us the figure of 

·Vidl! Statement III (2). 
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Re. 88 lakhs for depreciation. ·For interest and profit on capital, if the It 
crores which are going, into aSBociated undertakings, are deducted you; 
have to pay interest on -~8 crores. At 9 per cent. that would come to> 
Rs. 162 lakhs. Then if Rs. 12 lakhs for Agents' commission and manage-· 
ment and expenses of that kind is added, the total comes to Rs. 262 lakhsr 
Assuming for the moment that the whole of your overhead charges have to 
be borne by steel, that comes roughly on an average to Rs. 58 a ton. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Are you taking the full output of steel or the first unitP 
President.-The full outp~t, that is 450,000 tons. On the fiTst unit 

apparently it W111 be somewhat higher. I admit that from the lts. i'i8 1\ tOll 

something will have to be deducted for by-products and· pig iron. I doubt. 
whether it is possible to attempt a separate calculation for that. . 

Mr. Tarltoo.-No. I think.-. you can take these figures. The yield ef' 
tar and sulphate of ammonia will b~ 7,000 and 3,000 tons respectively. 

President.-Kccording to your calculation, if you make them for the 
full outturn, or if not, then for the first unit, what would your anticipated 
overhead charges including profits would amounD, to -per ton P 

Mr. Tarlton.-Taking coke at Rs. 15 a ton, the cost per ton- of steel will. 
be somewhere in the region of Rs. 125-6. 

President.-I am afraid I have not quite folIo~ed you. What lam 
trying to get at for the moment is overhead charges apart from works cost. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I am afraid I cannot giveyoiI other than those f~r rolling.. 
mills, materials, labour, working charges and depreciation. 

P,·esident.-It is really easier to deal with the figures from our point of 
view., if the overhead charges can be separ.atedfrom the works costs ana 
only brought in at the last stage, but possibly you have prepared your ugures' 
on the basis of arriving at your overhead charges at each stage. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, our overhead charges are consolidated and shown in· 
each stage. 

President.-That makes a comparison a great aeal more difficult. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I am able'to give you figures from raw' materials stage. 
on through to pig iron and from pig iron to steel. ' 

President.-Your figures are for your first instalment on that basis? 
. Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-Can you give us the figure of what you expeCt the cost of 

production will be for steel rails per year P 
Mr. Tarlton.-Do I understand you want to examine the whole of the· 

details? 
President.-All I want to know at the moment is what the total figure is· 

and what it includes by way of overhead charges. . 
Mr. Tarlton.-Will these figures cover your point or do you want greater' 

detail? (hands over a statement). 
Preaident.-Probably we shall not be able to give an answer before my' 

colleagues also have examined. the statement. You first of all give us the
estimated cost of pig iron on an assumed cost of coke~ then you include' 
depreciation in these figuresP 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-Then you go on from p!g iron to ingots? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-Then, niay I take it, you begin with th~ charge for materials. 

Rs. 39-11? -
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-That. includes the depreciation that has already been in~lude4: 

in the pig iron. :What I mean to say is that taking the actual figures you 
start with pig iron at Rs. 35-7 a ton; at the next stage, you go on to Rs,' 39-1l 
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:a ton as cost of,materials for making ingots and that figure of Rs. 39-11 il! 
arrived at on the basis of the Rs.35-7, so that when you charge depreciatioD 
<on ingots that is only the amount of t~e depreciation estimated to be charge-
-able at that stage? , 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-The only disadvantage of this method from our point of view 

-1S that we cannot, on these figures, say what the total depreciation per tOD 
'.!f steel rails is. 

_ Mr. Ginwala.-In this I take it you have included everything except, YOUl 
interest and the profits. ' 

Mr. Tarlton.-No interest or profits. 
Pre~ident.-Ha~e you included your overhead charges-I don't mean the 

works office section, I mean Head Office and commission? 
Mr. Tarlton.-The Calcutta end: it is only a small allowance and that is 

!included. ' • 
President.-So that you have left out interest or is it included-I mean 

_interest on working capital? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Thattis included. 
President.-It does not appear anywhere? 
Mr. Tarlton.-These figures have been consolidated from considerable 

,details. 
Mr.. Ginwala.-What have you eliminated there? Supp~ you have to 

quote' for your steel, after having arrived at Rs. 125 what more will you 
:have to add to that? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I don't think there will be anything to add to this, because 
-anything we can make above that is a ret.urn, and therefore other charges 
will be taken from the difference between the selling price and the manu-
facturing price. ' 

President.-These figures would be very useful to us, and we shall be 
.&!ad if you would let us have them., 

Mr. Tarlton.-Certainly. 
President.-In going into the question of Tatas' accounts we :find -it very 

-important also to approach the question from another point of view. They 
were able to give us their works cost for a series of years-works cost ex
cluding interest on working capital, depreciation and Agents' commissioD 
and Bombay Office expenses. I do not know whether you would be able on 

-similar lines to exclude these. 
Mr. Tarlton.-I will advise you l~ter if these figures include the allow

ance paid to the Managing Agents and the Technical Adviser, or whether 
-they are works costs. 

President.-In a comparison with the Tata Co's figures it would be very 
·useful if ·we could get what you assume as your works costs of the steel 
rails, eliminating depreciation, interest on working capital, Agents' com· 
·misNion a~d Calcutta· expenses and Technical Advisor's fees. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, we will give you that. 
President.-It is from that point of view that I want to get the totai sum 

-·which would have to be distributed by way of overhead charges. 
Mr. Tarlto·n.-We will try to assist you here. 
President.-There 'is one point of considerable interest to the Board and 

it is this. Your figures work out at 15t crores capital expenditure in order 
.to produce 450,000 tons of rolled steel a year. How would these figures coul< 
pare with the capitalization of similar firms in the United Kingdom? It 

-has a very close bearing on the question of the possibili.ty of steel manufac-
-ture establishing itself in India, because if owing to any reasons capitalization 
required in India. is markedly higher than what would be required in England, 

-that is pro tanto a handicap and the industry must suffer. 
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Mr. Tarlton.-I prefer to put this question to our Technical Advisors. 
Since our estimates were taken out, the trade at Home has suffered. and 
owing to the slump manufacturers may be wiIling to come down in prices. 
I think the best thing would be to cable Home. 

Mr. Mather.-This capital of 20 crores which you refer to in this note 
is I believe identical with the capital that was mentioned in your first 
announcement of the formation of your Company two years ago? 

Mr. TarltoR.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-The prices of steel plant and machinery have come down 

considerably now, and therefore I wondered whether your idea when writing 
thiR letter was this: if this 20 crores was still the capital that you expected 
to invest in this industry, you were expecting to build a plant for a bigger 
output. 

Mr. Tm·lton.-No. When these figures were originally taken, as very 
often estimates are, they were much below the cost at that particular time. 
We revised our estimates in 1921 and found the sum of 20 IOrOres to be the 
figure required for the full amount. Since then' ,there has been a slight faIT, 
this is all to the advantage of the 'steel works-we should not like to men-
tion any figure below the 20 crores. ' 

Mr. Mather.-You still think that, as far as you can judge, the prices 
now, 20 crores wiIl be required to fulfil the programme which you mention 
here? 

Mr. Tarlton.":"Yes, these are figures obtained from revised tenders and 
give illS up-to-date prices. 

Mr. Mather.-Prices in 1922? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-There is no reason to expect that there has been any 

lIubstantial change? 
Mr. Tarlton.-No, not in this particular class 'of work. 
Mr. Mather.-But certainly it seems !In the face !If it that, if you have 

to spend 1St crores on the plant, and necessary mechanical equipment to 
produce 450,000 tons of rolled steel and, say, 100,000 tons of pig iron, your 
capital charges on saleable products will be very much highlll" than most of 
the plants in most other countries. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, they do appear high but you will remember the cost 
of raw materials is included, most of the, Home concerns buying ore and 
coke. 

Mr. Mather.-Most of the larger companies raise their own ore and coal 
either directly or through affiliated companies. But clearly, of courSe, as 
against that high capital' cOst per ton of saleable products you tJlay have 
very low working cost owing to the fact thaI;. your labour will cost 
you less. We are not going to discuss that si~e ,of it in' any detail, 
but taking the capital, which is easily comparable with the figures obtained. 
from other countries, it does seem very high, and I wondered whether the 
20 crores is the probable figure that you think you would have to face if 
you were going ahead with the scheme in the near futureP 

Mr. Tarlton.-I think we are on the right side. We should not like to 
go to the public with .any -figure under 20 crores. 

Mr. Mather.-You feel that you will be well covered for fluctuations? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You would not be surprised if you came out very well 

uoder that? 
Mr. Tarlton.-No. 
President.-It would be very useful if you could obtain for us that 'figure. 
Mr. Mather.-I think it could be ascertained at Home. I have not been 

able to lay my hands ~n \he exact sort,of information 9~nce the Tariff Board 
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started its work. Do you think your people could find for us the capital 
invested in any hew, more or less similar kind of works in England or the 
United States during the last five years? You called for revised tenders sO' 
that, as far your own scheme is proposed, we must assume that ,this capital 
is approximately what you would really require, but from the point of view 
Df the capital charges that your competitors may have, do you think your 
advisors at ,Home co,uld find out what has been spent on new 'plants? ' 

]J{r. Tarlton.-They may possibly be able to give figures; - What I under
stood from the President is this, that you want some idea of how we should 
fare if we went ahead with', a scheme costing us 20 crores- as against a schemEr 
at Home or in any other country giving the same output. Is that the com .. 
parison you want P , 

President.-What it comes to is really this that, if the capitalization 
per ton, of output is excessive here in India, to that extent India is at a 
disadvantage, and we are really ,trying _to get at is Some general sort of idea 
as to what is the amount of the disadvantage. 

Mr. Tarlton.-That can be obtained from a Home concern with an output 
something on the basis of ours. 

Mr. Mather.-Your people m!Ly be able to get that from firms who haVEr 
built their plant only a few years before the war producing its own pig 
iron, steel ingots and rolled steel more or less as you do, and for a plant 
like Lysaght's at Samthorpe, which was built about 1911, which is a highly 
efficient plant, and it is not to be expected that you will have any very 'great 
advantage in technical efficiency over such a plant. As I say, I have no'!; 
been abl~ here to lay my hands on any suah statement,' but I think it is 
very probable that anybody at Home connected with these things can giVEr 
that. 

Mr. Tarlton.-We might cable and see if our Advisors at Home can ob
tain the information for us. I think they ought to be able to get it. 

_ President.-You say' "Indian labour, owing to the climate, enjoys perma
nent economic advantages over labour under more rigorous conditions, even 
when living at a relatively higher standard." I don't quite understand what 
is in your mind. 

Mr. Tarlton.-For instance, it does not cost an Indian as much to liVEr 
as it does a man at Home. It is' unnecessary to clothe himself to the extent 
a workman does at Home. His mode of living is not as expensive. There
fore he does enjoy an economic advantage. 

President.-As regards the wages of the individual labourer, yes; but 
whether the advantage is retained as regards the output of work per labourer 
or not is a more difficult question. Then, I think on another page you say 
.. The pre-war capacity of India for absorption of iron and steel materials is 
indicated by'a careful analysis of the position up to the outbreak of war to 
have been about 21 million tonS'a year." Could you tell me where you get 
this figure from P -

Mr. Ta1·lton . ...:..These figures were collected from the Customs Office and' 
also from reports of local consumption in different parts of the country. The 
21'million tons covers a great deal of steel we should not manufacture or 
attempt. to manufacture at the present stage, such as boiler plates, bolt& 
and nuts, ropes, etc. 

President.-It is not onl{ steel, but it must include iron alsoP 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
'Presiilent.-Would it be possible for you, to let us have your figures ,so

that we might see how you had worked out. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes.* 

*Vwe Statement III (4). 
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Mr. Mather.-May I continue this question? I have myself been work
ing at this. Making as'reasonable estimates as possible, I cannot j;ake the 
total imports of iron and steel into India in 1922-23 to be much over a 
million tons, 'of which I estimate about 900,000 tons to be ..steel. India ca!!
not consume more stelll than what it imports and what is manufacturedID 
the country, . . 

Mr. Tarlton.-Quite. 
Mr. Mather.-The amount of steel manufm·tured in India in 1922-23 was 

not more than 120,000. tons, that is, on the top of importation of 900,000 
tons. So, the' consumption of steel cannot be much over a million tons, 
unleB8 my estimates are extraordinarily far out. 

Mr. Ta1·lton.-Have you in your calculations taken such things as bolts, 
nuts, wire ropes, pipes, etc. P 

Mr. Mather.-I have taken in everything that is clearly described as 
steel. Then I estimate 11,000 tons of boilers-the total weight of 11,000 tons 
of locomotives, of which not much more than half would be steel and about 
100,000 tons of machinery, where again probably "half is cast iron. At any 
rate taking everything-pig iron, cast iron and steel,-I don't think that 
the total will be anywhere near 2t million tons. I should be very surprised 
if I had omitted a million tons. 

Mr. Ta1·lton.-We will submit our figures.* 
President.-Have you considered what the effect would be on your esti

mated capital expenditure if the rate of import duty on steel wel'e raised to 
33t per cent. as proposed by the Tata Iron and Steel Co. P 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, we hav~ considered that. 
President.-On the basis that the higher tariff would not apply to any 

machinery which should not be made in India at present? 
Mr. Tarlton.-This is a point I will refer to'later on. 
Pre.ident.-I may say at· once, as regards that, there' is no proposal 

before the Board to tax at the higher rate machinery or steel of any kind 
which is not manufactured or about to be manufactured in India. The Tata 
Iron and Steel Co. have limited their request to what they were themselvea 
equipped to manufacture and are manufacturing. 

Mr. Tarlto1l.-The percentage increase that you mentioned now is one 
that cannot be lightly dealt with, and I would much rather not give you our 
view on that. 

Preside1lt.-1 am not asking what your view is as regards'the proposed 
inerease, but how much it would cost you in the case of your works? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I have not taken it out from the Corporation. 
President.-It has not actually been taken out? 
Mr. Tarlto1l.-Our Engineering Department referred to this in their. 

written evidence submitted Friday last. 

Preside1lt.-PossiQly it may have come into the office this morning. Any
~ow it would not be of any interest for the moment. From the point of 
view of the United Steel Corporation of Asia, here is a proposal which 
leems likely to affect the construction of iron and steel works on a large 
lCale. Well, it is a relevant point. What effect on the cost of the scheme 
vould the higher duty have P 

Mr. Tarlto1l.-1 will submit these figures. 
President.-Passing on now to the question of coal: is 'it the intention 

,f the United Steel.Corporation to get its coal from its own collieries or 
vould it be dependent on outside coal? 

Mr. Tarlto1l.-The Corporation would obtain its coal from its own 
ollieries. 

• Vide Statement III (8). 
VOL. In. N 
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Pre,ident.-You-say .. The coa], which the Corporation have an option 
(>D, is aJmost unique. inasmuch liS half the principal seams of first class oo~ 
can be quarried for years." Does that apply to the coking coal? 

Jlr. Tarlton.-The scheme laid out for this Corporation and the method 
()f coking is on the following lines, 50 per cent. of the coal will be taken from 
the new Karanpura coalfields and 50 per cent. from the coking seams of the 
,Jheria coalfields; by test we find we can make II better coking coal from this 
mixture.' The mechanical properties of the coke .obtained from this mix are 
,greater than the coke obtained by using Jheria coal alone. The coal in the 
Karanpura coalfields might be assumed to be non-coking coal. 'It just fails to 
'become a hard coke. 

PI·esident.--Our information is that practically there is no coking coal in 
the Karanpura coalfields . 

.IIlr. Tarlton.-That is partially correct, but I will explain we make a 
bet,ter coke from a mixture of 50 per cent. Karanpura and 50 per cent . 
..Theria than from pure Jheria. 

Yr. Ginwa.la.-You have given us a \'ery clear and helpful statement of 
the case but I should like you to supplement it by giving another more 
.detailed statement which I shall presently ask for. ' 

I take it that your Company was registered in 1921? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is there any objection to my seeing the Articles of Associa-

tion and the Memorandum?o, ' 
Mr. Tarlton.-None whatsoever. 
Mr. GinUlala .. -Did you come to the prospectus stap.e? 
M,', Tm'lton.-Yes, we prepared the prospcctus but did not publish it; 

due to a dull market it was impossible to float a steel concern. Messrs. 
{Jammell Laird & Co. and ourselves have financed the I:oncern for proceeding 
with all the Ilreliminary developments. 

)lr. Gillu,ala.-1 take it that you had all the figures necessary to prepare 
·the prospectus if it became necessary? . 

M,'. Ta1'lton.-We had then, but I repeat that these figures would not he 
'sllitable to put before the market. Therefore we did not publish our 
prospectus. 

:Mr. Ginwala.-In this estimated works cost, have you taken the figures of 
1921 or whatP 

Mr. TarZton..-Do you refer to works costs only or costs of raw materials? . 
~hese were all taken out in 1921. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-I suppose you have worked them out in greater details? 
Mr. Tarlton.-We have.' . 
Mr. Ginwala.-l should like to get figures on these lines. Take the 

iotal capital cost, feeding materials, flux, labour, refractories, etc. 
Mr. TarltQn.-"y:ou have a great deal of that in the statement of works 

cost now before you. 
Mr. Gimvala.-It lumps the whole thing. It is rather difficult to follow. 
Mr. Tal·lton.-Would you write against those items how you would like 

·them split up P 
.1IIr. GinU'ala.-More details are necessary. (Here the President handell 

the witness a printed statement showing the detailed figures supplied by 
-the 'fata Iron and Steel Co.)-

Mr. Tarlton.-I am afraid we could not give you as much details from 
-!>his side. I should have to get them from our Technical Advisers. I am 
uraid we cannot give you so much detail. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-These are only your estimates. 

*Noi printed. 
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Mr. Tar!toll.,-Yes, as against the'actual figures of Tatas. 
Mr. Gillu·ala.-1 find a good deal of divergence between, your, figures and 

-the actual figures of Tatas. It is possible that ,you have based youresti. 
mates on TataB which may require very careful consideration . 

. \lr. Tal'lton.-There is bound to be. You have here a concern which is 
wanting to go ahead with the latest type -of plant with all the war improve
ments, therefore costs are bound to differ and in some cases rather consider
ably. 

]11'. Ginwala.-If you could give us figures on the lines adopted by Tatas, 
it would be of great help. 

Mr. TarZton.-We will go as far as ever we can. 
llr. Gillwala.-In your labour for instance, you have taken an ,uniform 

rate whether the price of coal is Rs. 9-15 or Rs. 20 . 
. 1Ir. Tarltoll.-How will this affect the labour position? 
.lfr. GVnWIIla.-The labour will have a cumulabive effect. For instance, 

if the price of coke rises from Rs. 8 to Rs. 15, then labollr will come in is 
an element. ' 

Mr. TaI'Tton.-Not so much ift- this particular case. I have already 
said in connection with coke that 50 per cent. of the coal would ,be from 
Karanpura fields which means to say that, few mines being engaged in mining 
coal, the coal would be dug out by mechanical appliances. In the -other case, 
i.e., in the .Jheria field, it is not our intention to adopt the 'old method of 
mining. At the present time 'w, are developing a scheme whereby we cut 
and load coal mechanically. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are certain big items which are ,getting bigger and 
bigger such as relining of the hearth, etc. You have Tatas' figures given, 
in that statement. We would like to know what -your views are. 

Mr. Tarlton.-As regards relining, they have increased during the last 
few years. I am not altogether sure, refractories have touched the limits as 
regards the purchasing price. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They form a substantial proportion 'of the Tatas' costs., 
Mr. Tarlton.-Quite a substantial portion, but I understood you to say 

-tbat this item was constantly increasing. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I don't know whether it is going to increase. It has 

t:ertainly increased from 1916-17. _ 
Mr. TarltOll.-It certainly has. It has simply followed the 'general run 

-of all other materials. 
Mr. Ginu:ala.-Take your cost of ingots. You hav~ put down Rs. 24 as 

working charges. That must incluae overhead charges. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-rt' seems to me that these working charges may require 

more careful revision. 
Mr. Tarlton.-We will go as far as ever we can in assisting you t!' 

(lbtain the figures you require. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You will also give ns figures for your coke, pig, ingots, 

bloomp and rails? ' 
·Mr. Tarlton,.-Yes.* 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the same way as Tatas have given. Also bring them 

up to date. 
Mr. Tarltoll . ....:Yes. 

-Mr. Gillwala.-With regard to depreciation, you llave taken 5 per cent. 
~s the depreciation but we have examined several witnesses and the general 

*Vide Statement III (6). 
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opinion hall been that 7i per cent. is the least th.at any business man woul( 
care to recommend on machinery. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Until I have further information on this .point I am afrai, 
I cannot help you much more. It is possible our Advisers have taken al 
average, i.e., railway sidings, buildings, etc., and they have lumped thes 
together and divided into (a) and (b). I don't ask you to accept that as 
final statement, this is a point I shall have to put up to them. 

President.-As a matter of fact, the total depreciation that you hay 
given is Rs. 88 lakhs, and your total capital expenditure is Rs. 15t crorel 
So it comes to more than 5 per cent. already. It does not look as if the 
per cent. is really the rate which they have allowed. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-I simply wauted to draw your attention to this. It 
might or might not be an under-estimate of tlte amount of depreciation. 
. It!r. Tarlton.-I repeat what I said to the Chairman that, without getting 
further information from the other side as to how these figures have been 
made up, I am afraid I cannot assist you any further to-day. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Tatas'practice has been 7i per cent. on plant and machin
ery and other witnesses also have said that in their business they usually 
allow that percentage. 

M1'. Tarlton."'-But is it not customary in the steel world to cut down 
depreciation during hard times? 

Mr. Ginwala.-But they would . work up to that on an average? 
"Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind 'telling us also, in the first issue of your! 

of Rs. 8 crores how much would you spend on collieries, ore mines, etc.' 
You must take the steel works and the auxiliary works separately. 

Mr. Tm·lton.-What we should do with Rs.' 8 crores is to develop th( 
mines fully. What we don't consume ourselves we shall put on to the market 

Mr. Ginwala.-You will then be able to say wliat your outturn is 01 

this investment. 
Mr. Tarlton.-We can take it that our coll~eries will cost us somethi II I 

like half a crore." 
Mr. Ginwala.-ThesEi are Tatlls' Balance Sheets. You have got her, 

liabilities and assets in- the case of the collieries. If you have got an: 
purchase price for collieries you will show it separately under equipment 
Can you give us the figures in this form? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Would you like the same thing for iron ore? . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. May I take your statement that you have a suppl 

for the next 100 years as applying to all these items, coal, ore and Hux? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have control of these areas? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-May I take it that most of these materials are withiil 

say, 170 miles of your works? 
Mr. Tarlton.-I will give yo~ the exact distances later.· 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then, as regards capital, I think in the end your pos 
tion may be summarised as follows: so far as your first unit is concerned
(Rs. 8 crore8) the shareholders may have the prospect of 8 per cent. dividell 
snd when you have raised your nexa capital you may be able to effect 
saving of a couple per cent. , 

Mr. Tarlton.-Our iIlea of working up these steel works is on the foll01 
ing lines. We should, immediately we Hoat the Company, develop and SE 

coal which will give us a certain amount of revenue and profit which wou 

• Vide Statement HI (3). 
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go a long way towards meeting interest charges. From there we sho~l<t 
.advance to the pig iron part of the scheme creating further revenue whIle 
we are working on to steel. So there would not be that big lapse between 
starting np the works and the works' functioning. " 

Mr. Ginu-ala.-Supposing you start to construct your works immediately. 
how long will it take before you can work up to your full capacity? 

3Ir. Tarltl)n.-I should say five years. 
Yr. Gion·ala.-I take it that, in calculating eventually the profit that 

you will expect to make. you would allow for the. time that i~ taken, and 
slIpposing your collieries do not pay, would you add the interest charge. 
during the period? 

31r. Tm·/ton.-We believe the Corporation have the option of such an 
excellent area that, if it was imposSible to work this colliery at a profit, it 
would be impossible to work any coal mine in India at a profit. 

JIr. Ginn·ala.-That is in your case. Take the ordinary case. You start 
a business and you are not making anything. Then in deciding your total 
~apital would not you add, ordinarily speaking, the interest that would accrue? 

Prt~;"ent .-Is there any provision for including that in the 15i crOl'es, 
I mean generally? 

.111'. Tar/fon.-Yes. That has been taken into consideration. 
-'Ir. Gillll'ola.-I think you stated, in dealing with the question of the 

market. that you expect to make long-term contracts for the disposal of 
your products; that is to say, you would do it at a fixed price? 

Mr. Tarlton.-:-Our idea at the time, that is, before this tariff question 
"came up, was to fix the price on the European market rates. We should 
lIse a sliding scale according to the cost of the material as purchased or 
delivered in this country. 

]fro Ginu·aTa.-I understand that, but do you think th~t in this country 
people are sufficiently advanced to enter into such contracts? 

JIr. Tnrlton.-Take the biggest buyers. They are men who do know the 
markets of the world and no doubt would be prepared to work on those 

"lines rather than have a fixed rate. Taire, for instance, a Government con
.tract for rails over a period of time. They might at one time have to buy 
at the top of the market and at another,- as to-day, at the' bottom of the 
market. The proposal I make seems to be fair from the manufacturer's 
-point of view and fair from the buyer's point of view. Don't you think 
that it is possible? 

Mr. GiDlcala.-My own experience is that it is very difficult to get 
people to agree to that unless they are consumers on a large scale. 

Mr. Tar/ton.-In my instance the consumer is Government who are pur
·chasing rails. They have their forward programme made out possibly for 
three or five years, and we think that in this case it would be quite reason
able to expect that they would enter into contracts on a sliding scale based 
·on the European cost of production, that is. on what the material could be 
placed in this country for plu, the tariff wall. 

JIr. Ginu-ala.-As a matter of fact Government, sO far as Tatas are con
·eerned, more or less fixed the prices which they have subsequently" revised 
on Tatas' representation, but in other caselt, don't you think there is this 
risk? If there is dumping of foreign goods in this country will you take 
.the c.i.f. price pillS 10 shillings a ton? 

l/r. TaIHon.-Against that you have got to take the tariff into consi
·deration. 

JIr. Ginll·ala.-Do you wish to make any proposal to the Board to make 
recommendations to meet dumping? 

.111'. Tarlton.-;-I think ~hat this. Board should look at the protection of 
steel. fr?m. two dIfferent pomts of VIew: one is that this is a large countl'Y. 
and It IS In the centre of many open waters and open to attack. It is for 
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Government to ~ay whether they are prepared to pay a certain figure for
the steel to be made in this <lountry which would give them steel to con
vert into munitions of war. Secondly, we know that this couutry is very 
rich indeed in iron ore. I do not suppose that any finer ore can be found 
in any part of the world than that found in Bihar and Orissa. It means 
from Government's point of view that, if this ore is developed, and turned 
into steel (I am taking the case of the Company I am representing to-day), 
there is employment found, and trade made, which means the handling of 
not less than 5 million tons of material a 'year. Go,ernment can from that 
figure take out what it means to the country in the shape of revenue, i.e., 
taxation, cesses, freights, etc., and possibly you could arrange to work out 
a tariff that will make it possible for the steel works to go on, and th~ 
present steel works to continue without increasing the burden of taxation 
to the people. I think these are the lines on which iron and steel should be 
developed. 

M'I'. Ginwala.-The point on which I want your opinion is this: ASSUC1-
ing that this Board recommend protection to the steel industry, it ~nn 
determine its amount "by the ordinary import price from Great Britain lind 
America or the mean of the two. Supposing Germany releases its steel ,,1' 
any other Continental country is able to dump steel into this country so 
that they are able to undersell you, say, by £2-in that case would you 
recommend that Government ought to have the power to H·ctify thnt 
difference? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I certainly think that Government should give protection 
against dumping. . 

President.-May we know just what you mean' by dumping? I think it 
is a very difficult question. 

Mr. Tarlton.---Take Germany for instance. Before the war they manu· 
factured a certain quantity of steel. We will put it at, say, 1 million tons
for purposes of a debatable figure. That million tons will cost them £5 a ton 
If they put forward another i million tons they would then be able to put 
that steel on the market which gave them a handsome profit on what 
they sold locally and bring' down their costs by dumping their surplus in 
another country. The industry should be protected against such action 
taken by any fgreign POWE¥' -

Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, you mean roughly this, that if they sell 
their goods abroad at a price lower than that in their own country, y011 
call that dumping, and to that extent you suggest that India should be 
protected II ' 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think you suggest that, if steel gets protection, in that 

case other industries that use steel should get additional protection? 
]fl'. Tarlto1l.-Yes, industries working steel or iron into plant and 

machinery should be protected. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are a large number of these industries. We wiII 
take an industry like the Engineering industry which manufactures struc
tnralmaterinls. 'We have had evidence before' us directed to show that, 
,apart from the cost of the raw material, which they say should be released 
..from the duty if possible, they are unable to compete against the foreign 
structural material imported into this country partially or fully fabricated. 

Mr. Tar1ton.-You mean by this that these industries put forward a 
case that, if the raw material was allowed to come in free. they could not 
even then compete with the Home manllfacturer. . 

Mr. Gin1~a7a.-Their point is this that, apart from the question of raw 
material, the fabricated material tllat comes into this countrv should be
taxed. Take a bridge, for instance; they say they cannot compete with the

'foreign mallllfactnrel'. If we were sntisfied that it. was so. would you be in 
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favour of the Board recommending protection to structural steel material in 
this countryP 

Mr. Tarlton.-Before I reply to that, can you tell me where the money 
is lost or where the difference comes in. that they are unable to compete 
with imported fabricated material? 

lIIr.Gint~ala.-It is very difficult for me to say how that happens. Elthel' 
they are unable to get their raw material at the same price as the, manufac
turer of fabricated material is able to get -at Home. That is one reason 
given. Secondly, they say that the capital is locked up for a much longer 
time in this country between the importation of the raw material and the 
payment of the fabricated article; and thirdly, of course, they say that the 
labour and other things cost a little more here. In that way they are not 
able to quote against the foreign manufacturers of structural material. That 
was the evidence put before us by very important Engineering firms. , 

1111'. Tarlton.-My reply to that questioll is possibly indirect, but I do 
'believe that, if steel and machinery that could be manufactured in this 
country were further protected, Engineering works would have quite a fait" 
share of the trade. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, you would release their raw material from 
taxation to enable them to competeI' 

Mr. Tarltorl.-I do not see how you are going to release the whole of the 
raw material from taxation, there is already a 10 per cent. on raw steel. I 
say in my written statement the system of tariff to-day in my opinion is 
wrong and harmful to the country. 

Mr. Ginwala·.-We are trying to .find a solution. 
President.-You must draw a distinction between machinery and fabri

cated material. Machinery bears a duty -of 2! per cent. Take a bridge for 
instance which is fabricated. 

11-1,'. Mathe,,..-There is a higher duty per ton: therefore fabricated steel 
gets a few rupees more protection. 

Mr. Ginwala.--Even so,. their case is that that does not give them sufficient 
protection to compete against the foreign structural steel. 

Mr. Tarlton.-We must take a broad view of these tariffs. In viewing 
the position of many of the concerns we are interested in, we do not wish to 
see unnecessary tariffs put on. All that we want to do is to increase the 
trade of this conntry and give a reasonable return on capital invested. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Apart from the question of figures, supposing steel was 
protected would you agree that, if the structural fabricated material in this 
country cannot compete with the foreign material, that ought to be protected i' 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, I think this country should be protected while the 
steel trade is in its infancy, provided steel works are built up and finaRf1ecl 
on a sound basis. ' . ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose we are satisfied as to these ('onditions, would you 
be in favour of protection? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I would agree to the point that raw material, whether it 
is produced in this country or brought from Home,-should be worked up with 
Indian labour. Up to that point I would support a small protection. 

Mr. Ginwalu,-On this question of machinery, is it your view that any 
kind of machinery that is mapufactured in India ought to be protected? 

M,'. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But how will it affect the industrial condition of the 

country, this taxation of machinery? 

Mr. Tarlton.-The view· 1, take is: leavin'g aside the question of cost 
I don't think there is a great difference between a plant that is manufactured 
in this country and a plant coming out from Home. What you have to look 
at is: there are the people at Home with considerable experience in build~ 
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ing this pa.rticular bit of machinery. and on equal terms (and possibly even 
with an addition of 5 pel' cent.) people would place their orders with the 

. Home manufacturer. I know of one 01' two cases out here where a plant 
does compete .in design and workmanship against the Home article, but ~he 
imported machine coml'S in on the 2l pel' cent. and the manufacturer's prIce 
is a little too high and he loses that order. It means that you must go back 
again to .the economic position from .the countI'Y's point of view .. If a pur
chaser has to PIIY, say. 5 per cent. more for a partieular article. the problem 
has to be worked out on the percentage basis. that is, whether the gain to 
the country from the taxation imposed on those articles compensates for the 
additional amount that the purchaser will have to pay for the article bought, 
say, from Europe. I think that is where the economic problem enters into 
th is tariff. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Does not that argument apply to all locally-manufactured 
articles, that even quality and everything else being the same the Indian 
article has to sell for less ·in most cases? . . 

Mr. Ta.rlton.-In some cases, hut there are certain things in which this 
is not so, i.e., bits of plant and other structural work which is manufactured 
in the country. Whatever protection is given I should not imagine that they 
would be able to compete with the Home supplies, because the market is 
not big enough to take off suffil'ient quantities to meet overhead charges 
which on Bpeeial work is rather high because they have to pay for European 
control and also for men who have had special training in that particular 
~~ , 

Mr. Gin1('ala.~One of the difficulties we have here is that we do not 
really know how' much machinery is manufactured in this country, Can you 
give us any information upon this point!' 

Mr. Tm'lton.-I should think that the Engineering Association ought to 
be able to give you this. 

M1·. GinIVa.la.-We have asked. them for a statement. but the difficulty is 
that we are unable to identify the kind of machinery that is manufactured 
in this country and is also imported . 

.l1'r. Tarlton.-Couldn't the Engilleeling Association give you these 
figures? 

Pre,ident.-We have asked them for that; what we have heard of are 
jute machinery, machinery for tea gardens and a certain amount of colliery 
machinery. • 

.Vr. MatheT.-The Engineering Associaiion g,lve us a detailed list showing 
Engineering stores and other articles made in this country. or imported into 
it. showing which firms make them in this country and which firms import 
them. 

~Vr. Tarlton.-As regards the jute maehinery. we do know that most of 
this can be manu.factured in the country. 'Ye do know that. apart from 
'electrical plant, practically all colliery machinery can be manufactured here 

.lIr. Mather.-Can coal-cutting machinery be manufactured in this coun
try? 

Mr. Tarlton.-No. I put that under electrical machinery, and this· is 
a small item in the colliery plant, 

Mr. Ginwala.-An argument has been advanced that. if you put any 
tax on steel--on colliery machinery for instance-it would send up the price 
of coal and affect all industries. Do you think it a sound argument? 

Mr. TarUon.-No; I don't think_ that a reasonable tax on colliery machi-
nery would put up the price of coal. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It may, but' perhaps ilOt to an . extent at which it would 
embarrass an industry P " 

Mr. Tarlton.-No. I ntay add that if steel was protected and we were 
able to go ahead 'with the scheme that I have placed before you tbis morning, 
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we should not put up the cost f)f coal raising but should decrease it; The 
amount of ('oal required means that India must produce more coal',which 
must' have a tendency to bring down the overhead cost and thereby reduce 
the cost to the country. 

Mr. GinlCala.-Will that also apply to railway freight for instance? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. The,. Railways complain that the price of coal lias a 

great deal to do with high freights which we colliery people do not agree 
with. " 

Mr. (]inlCala.-With regard to the amount of protection you have said 
you are going to revise your figure, but I am putting a general question. 
Supposing the price of steel for the time being went up Rs. 10 or Rs. 15 a 
ton, would it affect the demand? 

.llr. Ta,./ton.-Xo, because I think the figure I shall be putting before 'you 
is a 10 per cent. increase . 

.lIr. Ginwala.-The point is that we have received representations from 
people who consider themselves'as consumers that, if the duty was increased 
at all, it would so burde.n industrie!. that the industrial development of this 
('ountry would be retarded. Do you think it would have such an effect? 

Mr. Tarlton.-My view is that any increased tariff protecting one steel 
works would be a mistake, because that steel concern would have no internal 
('ompetition, and apart from the sugg~sticn made this morning I think it is 
essential that this country should have internal competition, otherwise how 
can any Board or any other body really get at a reliable manufacturing 
co~t? ' 

J/r. (;inu,ala,.-Your argument comes to this that, even supposing that 
thEn'e was this additional burden on the consumer of steel, it would be worth
,,'hile in order that there should be more steel produced in the country. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I don't think that is quite right. The point ,is that ·the 
revenue obtained hy Government from the steel works which are operating 
now in India cannot be sufficiently increased to balance the loss to the (lountry 
hy additional tariffs without one or two or more works functioning. 
The revenue paid then by these concerns would balance on the right side 
from the tax-payers' point of view. My point is, if a· tariff is 'carefully 
dealt with, ~'ou might be able to find ways and means of increasing it 
without adding a burden to the industries that are operating. 

Mr. Gillwala.-You mean any additional taxation wiU not necessarily be 
an ultimate burden on the tax-payer? ' 

Mr. Turltori.-Yes, providing we are able to develop the rich mineral 
'wealth in Bihar and Orissa. In my note I 'drew your attention to the 
method of taxation amI said that it should be possible to balance an import 
duty on any increased revenues from developments., 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-Now with regard to the general position of the industry 
with regard to labour, are you confid!'nt that you would get your labour in 
ahundan('e for your ste!'l works? ' 

Mr. Tar!ton.-As far as I can see, labour is always a difficulty, but I 
think that for the number of people that we should want for our works we 
should have no difficulty in getting it. 

Mr. Gilluala.-You think you will be able to train it sufficiently well for 
'your purposes within a reasonable time? 

, Mr. Ta1·lton.~I am not sure. about the, technical .side of the ..steel works, 
'but I do think that after a period of time Indians ought to be able to go a 
'long way in the steel trade, though to say that Indians will be able to 
manufacture steel is difficult. After all, steel-makers ani men whQ were 

'born in the furnace so to speak. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Excel't the labour for technical work~you hope to be able 
'to obtain 'sufficient labour? ' 

Mr. TarltoR.-Yes. ' , 
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Mr. Ginwala.-You have stated that you would have some repre,.,entstioJto 
lIf Indians on your Board; do you expect to get Indian money~ 

1I1r. Tarlton.-'Ye should like to get Indian money. 
Mr. Uimvala.-You will put them on the Board of Di"ectors? 
Mr. TarZton'.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it your idea to raise the amount 0; your capital in t111~-

eGuntryP , 
-lIlr. Tarlton.-We should like to raise the capital in this country, but as: 

you know it is very difficult to say whether we shall or not. The oppor
tunity offers itself to India and I should certainly like to make this an 
Indian flotation. 

Mr. KaZe.-On the first page of your statement referring to the essenc'., 
of success of an iron and steel industry, you speak of an alliance between 
the controllers of raw materials and the mining and steel interests. Do
you think it is absolutely indispensable that there should be this association? 

lIlr. TarZton.-It is absolutely indispensable. 
11b-. Kale.-Do you know that there has been no such association in the 

~ase of the Tata Company P 
1111-. TarZton.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Do you attribute their difficulties to this lack of association? 
lIlr. Tarlton.-I would much rather leave that unanswered. 
Mr. Kale.-You attach a good deal of importance to this association? 
Mr. Tarlton.-We would not consider a flotation of this description unless

we hnd at the back of us expert technical advice. 
Mr. Kalc.-Your third condition is the co-operation of an Indian financial 

and distributing group. What is the distributing group you had in your 
mind? 

Jl r. Tarlton.-The distributing group would be Indians who have influence
in the Bazar and other trades all over the land. 

JiI'. Kale.-La'ter on you say "The Directors of our Corporation consider 
that the factors which made it possible for these changes of position to take 
place are present in India to-day," and you refer to a number of items. I 
do not find among these 'items the item of protection which according ro
msny people was largely responsible for the success of the steel industry in 
Germany and the United States. 

Mr. TarZton.-Can we finally look upon the German method as a sllccess, 
do we accept the idea with which Germany built up her association? 

Mr. Kale.-But you cannot say the same thing about the United States? 
lIlr. Tarlton.-The United States are so situated and require such enor

mous quantities of steel that their total output for many years was wholly con-
smnoo. in that country . 

. ,ir. Kale.-Similarly the Indian output will be consumed in this country? 
Jlr. TarZton.-For a few years. But against that why should we look 

upon India as only manufacturing for her own consumption P After all two' 
or three works built on the line of the 'rata Company and the United Steel 
Corporation of Asia should more than supply India for many years to come, 
If the iron ore and other minerals are going to be fully developed, we must-, 
look for' export trade. 

lIT. Kale.-You do not agree with those who hold the view that the 
poliC'.v ,of protective tariffs is one of the factors which built up the st~l' 
trnlll' ill the United States l' 

:tIr. Tarlf6n.-'Well, as I said, America has developed on the lines of
tnril!"s in olle direction, the British Empire has developed her trade from 
the point of view of free trftde. Against this, India has only duri':lg the last 
fe\\' years reftlized that she has got all this wealth, and the average labourer 
of t.his r'()ulltl"~' has not h:l!l sl1f!lC'ient trftining: Indift cannot at the ,present: 
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time look after herself, and therefore you must give her some protection in 
the infant stage. 

Mr. Kale.~o that to that extent you think that the American precedent 
applies to the case of India, namely, that in the earlier stage such protection 
is necessary for the steel industry!, I . 

Mr. Tarlton.-I do not see how you can compare conditions in America 
with the conditions in India. But I will answer the last part of your ques
tion by saying that India must have a. small protection in her infancy to get 
thi.! particular trade established. Once it is established, as I hope it will be 
within a few years, we should develop on such lines that a tariff would be 
nnn8C888ary; but in the early Btage a tariff is required. 

Mr . . Kale.-There is another question I want to ask and it is about the· 
effieiency of Indian labour. Some people hold. the view that although Indian 
labour is cheap, from the point of view of efficiency it is dear. What do 
you think? • 

Mr. Tarlton.-Indian labour is not efficient, but I do think that in the· 
case of these new works, we can budget to pu~ in plant that will greatly 
counterbalance the inefficiency of Indian labour on the lighter side of steel. 
By JUeans of suitable adjustment of machitiery I think the efficiency of the 
1I1en may be brought to the highest limit. . 

Mr. Kale.-But you are not referring to the highest technical efficiency? 
Mr. Tarlton.-No, orily from the labour point of view. 
Mr. Kale.-In your particular case you are fortunate in having the advan

tage of Messrs. CaJUmell, Laird,& Co. who will supply you with the necessary 
trained staft'. That will be your special advantage? 

Mr. Tarlton.-They have been g~ining experience in the steel trade for 
many a long day and have adopted the latest methods. 0 They will ensure a
continuity of supply of technical staff. 

Mr. Kale.-Do you think 8 crores is the minimum that is necessary for 
the success of steel work in India? 

Mr. Ta7·!ton.-Yes, this would be for our first unit. \ve would like to 
budget for the whole unit, but we are afraid we would not .at present obtain 
enough support for anything more than the first unit, which could be put 
lip for 8 crores. It is more expensive to run the 8 crores s(,heme than the
full scheme. 

:llr. Kale.-A smaller scheme would not do? 
Mr. Tarlton.-No. This is the smallest unit we can possibly put ino 
Mr. Kale.~o that a smaller unit would not be a p~ofitable. proposition? 
Mr. Tarlton.-You could not put in a smaller unit. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Does the price of Rs. 150 y6u have mentioned heloe include 

profit and everything? Is it your selling price? 
iIIr. Tarlton.-That is the figure fixed as the basis. .~ 
Mr. Kale.-If there was any protection at all, it would be on this basi~ or 

Rs. 150 on steel rails? . 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-That, you thinli:, will be sufficient to enable you to compete 

with foreign production? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Prelident.-May I just put it this way: with a selling price of Rs. 150 

you make a certain profit, but not a profit sufficient, as far as you ('an judge, 
to pay an average of 10 per eent. ? 0 • 

Mr. Tarlton.-That is right. 
. Mr: Kale.-That is not sufficient to enable you to extend your work and 
make the scheme attractive to the publici!-

:llr. Tarlton.-No. I don't think that the public would invest in' stee'i·· ift 
India unless they ('nn gl.'t 10 per ('ent. on their ('spital. · 
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ill-T. Kale.-}'rom your statement it appears that if the works has no 
control of coal and ore it would not be possible to run it with success. 

Mr. TarUon.-,We think we would be on a very dangerous ground if we 
attempted to :Ooat a steel concern without having the raw materials. 

Mr. Kale.~Is it a question only of steadiness of supply, or is it also 
a question of price at which raw materials are purchased? 

Mr. Torlton.~It is more it question of price. 
Mr. Kale.-And it is less a -question of ensuring the proper quantity? 
Mr. TarUon.-That is also another factor, but the most important thing 

~is to obtain the raw materials at the very cheapest possible rate. 
Mr. Kak.~You are not at the mercy of other people? 
Mr. Tarlton.-No . 

. Mr. Kale.--.What are the associated industries that you speak of? You 
name a few here, but are there any other industries that you have iri mind? 

Mr. TOl'Uon.-I have not given any particular associated industry because 
it is very difficult at the moment to say whether we should go ahead with the 
lIchemes that -we originally thought of. Some of the chief industries are, 
Plates, Tubes, Ropes, Bye-Products and Electrical Plant. 

Mr, Kole.-Do you think that these subsidiary industries are essential 
for the success of your steel works? 

Mr. TU1'/.ton,-I don't think that they are vital, but what one would like 
'to see is certain industries coming forward in this country built up in a small 
way and gradually developed. Our idea is not to start on a large scale, 
but to try and create a market in which you can sell your output withouis 
any difficulty and, as that develops, to go on increasing the other associated 
companies. 

lIfr. 1IIatltel·.-At one stage you have told us tllat you contemplate putting 
up four 500-ton per diem blast furnaces and sixteen 60-ton open heartb steel 
furnaces. Can you tell us whether Messrs. Cammell, Laird and Co. are 
lllaking basic steel? 

Mr, Tarlton.-No, I am not able to give you details. 
Mr. Mather.-I know that they make only acid steel at Sheffield and 

they make a large quantity of acid steel at their new works at Penistone, 
but I am not sure at the moment about basic steel there, I have not had 
time to look that. up. With regard to your associated firm in England, you 
give a list of their works. The great -bulk of the work done by the firm at 
the ,,:orks you mention is not closely similar to what I imagine your work 
will be in this country? 

Mr. To-rUon.-No, but their interests in Yorkshire and other places bring 
them into contact with the world's markets and efficiency. Although Messrs. 
Cammell, Laird & Co" as you say, are not directly responsible for any works 
such as these that are suggested, their interests in the steel 'trade are so 
great that they are well able to give us the best of advice. 

Mr. Mather.-I think I am fai1'1y certain at these works there are no 
blast furnaces. 

Mr, Tarlton,-No. 
Mr. Mathcr.-Perhaps you will be able to tell me this. At one time 

'CammeU, Lairds had blast furnaces in their steel works in Cumberland. 
Have they still these works P 

Mr. TarUon.-No. 
Mr: Mather,-So that they have not got a blast furnace staffP 
Mr. TorUon.-No. . 
Mr. Mathtr.-I take it that the kind of steel that you intend to manu

fnature is the kind that is required in large quantities, structural Nciions, 
rolled plates, sheets, bars and so on II 

Mr, Ta1'/ton.-That is so. 
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Mr. Mather.-That is reaJIy a diffel:ent kind oftnde from what Ca.mllloll, 
Laird's are at present concerned with. 

Mr. TarZton.-1 believe I am correct in saying they begin w:ith tb~ pur
cbase of ingots, from this po!nt on the process. of ma~ufa~ture IS carrIed on 
from rolling to the completlOn of a battleshIp. ThIs wiII demonstrate to 
you the enormous amount of ground Cammell, La.ird & Co~ cover. 

Mr. Mather.-No, they do ~ake the~r own steel ing.ots. You hav~ told us 
earlier in the day that your llmestone IS to be found In or near Ralpur. Is 
it beyond BilaspurP . 

Mr. Tarlton.-\ery much this side. . 
Mr. 1IIather.-~uld you mind telling us whele your ore deposits are? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Our ore deposits are in Keonjhar. 
Mr. Mather.--Can you tell me whether you intend using limestone as 

a II ux in the blas"t furnace P 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-I take it that the information you have given us is that..the

limestone is more or less in uneven deposits, and that you would pick the 
best quality from the limestone quarries for the open hearth furnaces. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
1111'. Mather.-Then as regards coal, some of your coal is in the Karanpura. 

fields and the rest in Jheria? . 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You· expect 'to get· col,e trom the mixture, of very good 

quality, quite liard and strong? 
1111'. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Can you tell me roughly the percentage of ash it would 

contain? Will it be more than the percentage of ash contained in. the .Jheria. 
coal? . 

1111'. Tarlton.-The percelltage will be that of a first class coal. 
Mr. Mather.-You expect to get 151ler cent. of coke from your coal? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
1111'. Mather.-As far as your coking coal is concerned, you have made it 

quite clear that you are well ~upplied. Have you ample supplies of steam or 
gas coal? . 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You say~ on page 2 of your written statement, "it is' 

estimated that over 75 per cent. of the cost of a ton steel is representt!d 
by wages in one form or another." Is that your own estimate? 

1111'. TarUon.-No, that of our Technical Advisers .. 
Mr. Mather.-It is quite possible, in a way it is correct, taking .. your' 

labour in the production of coal and so on. Even then I doubt that it would 
come to quite as much as 75 per cent. Don't you think, it might possibly 
give, shall we say, a careless reader an iJllpression that the labour cost in. 
the steel works is very much higher than they actually are. For instance, 
only a few days ago I was reading a report of. the annual meeting of the 
Park Gate Iron and Steel Company at Sheffield which makes its own pig-iron 
and steel. They gave the actual amount of the value of products made'and 
their wages bill was 29 per cent. of the receipts. There"is something to be 
added to that possibly for the raising of coal. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Do they mine their own iron ore,coal and limestoRe? 
Mr. Mather.-I am not quite sure. As I say, there is something to be 

added to that. On the other hand, .the American Labour Commissioner 
reported after investigating the United States Steel Corporation in all it~ 
branches and also another 'very large Iron and Steel Company· in America 
that the wages paid at all stages, except transportation, were between 25 
and 35 per cent. I don't want to stress the point. It is very lal'gely a 
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matter of interpret a tion but it does ~eem to me, while it might be possible 
to explain this ,in a way that would justify this 75 per cent., on the faee of 
it, it is putting your industry in an unfavourable position compared with 
other i.ndustries. 

JIr. Tarlton.-These figures include men in the mines working iron coal 
and limestone." ' 

311'. JIatltet'.-That has been taken by the American Commissioner for 
-the rnited States Steel Corporation. He has given the cost of labour as 25 
t() 35 per cent, However, I don't want to stress the point. Then on the 
next page you say" Owing to the demand which took place during the war 
for steel, a serious inroad was made upon the deposits. of high grade ores 
in nil parts of the world." I am not quite sure whether that can be borne 
out by a detailed examination of the iron and steel production during the 
war and since the war, You a"re probably aware that the world's average 
production of iron and steel since· the war has been rather less- than it was 
before the war. . 

]Ir. Tarlton.-Yes. 
JIr. Ma.ther.-So the consequence of the war is a decrease of output. Before 

the Wllr, there was a regular increase in the demand. To that extent, the 
war has led to some conservation of iron ore. 

llr. Tarlton.'-Take the Home position to-day. I suppose we are driven 
to using more ore below 30 per cent. Take the position in Spain, Inroads 
have ll1)W been made into the ·Pyrenees to such an extent that large quanti
ties are not available. It would be almost impossible to increase present 
production unless other deposits were found within a reasonable distance of 
transport facilities. Again take 'the German position, we know inroads have 
been .made into all their chief mines. We are just beginning with our ores 
lying on the surface. 

lIT. JIathet·.-1 perfectly realise your great advantage in respect of the 
ore. My only point was whether a careful examination of the fact would 
support the suggestion that the war in itseU cllused an unusual inroad in 
high grade ores. Then again, on the following page, you say " It has been 
E'stimated recently by a competent authority that the consumption per head 
of iron aud steel in India is less than one=.hundredth of the consumption per 
head in the United States of America." That, I suppose, was somebody else's 
estimate? 

.'11'. Tarltou,-Yes. 
lIr. JItlthel'.-If that were correct, and if we were also to take your 

other figure of consumption of India of 21 million tons of iron and steel as 
correct. it would mean that America would have to be consuming 80 million 
tons of iron and steel in a year. She has never yet produced nearly so 
much. Her pr.oduction· is only 40 million tons. This statement cannot be 
~rrect. 

Mr. TarlfoR.-How did you arrive at that? What have you taken as the 
-total population of United States of America? 

MI'. Matker.-I have taken the Indian population to be three times as 
that of the United States of America. 

JI,., Tat'lton.-Is that correct: 
.1I1'. Mather.-That is very' nearly correct. The American population is 

110 millions and the Indian population is 330 millions. That is a minor 
point . 

.111'. TOI,/toll.-This 21 million tons includes both iron and steel. 
Mr. Mather.-That is rather important. Does that include iron which is 

-turned into steel in the country? You cannot consume i. in both ways? 
. l/r. Tal'lton,-We will let you have the figures we have .collected. 

;Ul', l/"tlio',-I hal"e been trying to arrive at the t()tal consumption of 
India. I should be glad to have your figures for comparison. 
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Mr. Tarlton.-We .'ill send them. 
Mr. Jlather.'--Then on page 7, you give us your actual requiI'ements of 

raw materials . 
.Mr. Tarlto7l.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-I notice that you require about 1,200,000 tons of coking 

coal, the whole of which, I presume, would be required to make the pig iron? 
Mr. Tarlto7l.-Yes. 
1/1'. Mathtr.-I am very pleased to see the figures for non-coking coal of 

258,000 tons. It indicates a consumption of about n to 12 cwts. of coal per 
ton of finished steel. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You quite expect to be able to get that? 
:Jlr. Tarlton.-The only reply that I can give you is that it is taken out 

by the technical side and these are the quantities we have to budget for . 

.llr. Mather.-I certainly think that that ought to be possible. If you 
are successful in getting that, it would certainly me,\n a very substantial 
economy in the production of steel. I expect that you' will find' it quite 
possible. I am very glad to see that there is some indication of an Indian 
llteel plant working so economically in the matter of fuel consumption. 

Mr. Mather.-In the last paragraph you say" With this protection and 
by exempting steel markers from import duty on all plant required directly 
for steel making ............... " By plant would you mean buildings as well? 

Mr. Tarlton.--:-No, only machinery. 

Pl'esident.-There are just one or two points on which' I want to ask Ques'
tions? You have told Mr. Ginwala that by dumping you mean systematic 
Belling in the foreign market at a cheaper rate than the manufacturers'sell in 
the, home market. Both in 1822, and since I think the end of July .of ·this 
year, the prices quoted in the Iron and Coal Trade Review show lower prices 
for export than ordinary quotations. Do you regard that a,s dumping on 
the part of the British manufacturer? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I am afraid I do regard it so. 

l'resident.-What was in my mind is that there is a distinction to be 
drawn between manufacturer in a countrY, where its manufacture' is pro
tected systematically for a period of years, who sells it at a lower price in 

. -the foreign market, and the English manufacturer who is apparently doing. 
this not so much as a matter of policy but simply under the extreme stress 
of competition .. That it is not a matter of policy is shown by the Jact thaj;, 
'when the Continental competition began immediately after the Ruhr occupa
·tion, prices went up, and as soon as the Ruhr question is settle!i these 
prices might go down. That is to say, they want the highest prices they 

·can get. • . 

Mr. Tarlton.-This country cannot possibly manufacture steel on these 
Jines. 

Presiclent.-Therefore you think that, when that happens, there must be 
legislation of some sort available to protect the industry. . I want to make 
'sure what your view is. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Can you tell us what you estimate your coal will :cost per 

·ton when you get to your full figures? I do not know whether you have 
worked it as far as that: possibly you have worked it up to your first 
instalment. 

Mr. Tarlton.-We estimate that the coal will cost us delivered at our 
(I'orks Rs. 9. 

President.~Je that the average for all kinds of coal? 
Mr. T'JrHl)n.-Yes. 
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1111:- .1lathcl·.-You wish the Tariff Board to make some provision against 
dumpIng .. H?w. would you sugges\ we should obtain reliable figures as ta
the actual pnce of steel for export and for Home consumption? 

Mr. Tarlton.-Could not you take 1913 as a normal year and add 75 pet 
clent; this is more or lless the difference between 1913 and 1923 cost of living. 

President.-In the Iron and Coal Trade it is somethinG' like 40 per cent. 
I think. _ " 

1111'. Tarlton.-I am taking the .difference in cost of living. 
President.-I am afraid that may involve a series of complicated calcula

tions which the Tariff Board would not be able to work out. 
lIl1-. Tllrlt01I.-Canuot you take the Birmingham or' Manchester quota-

tions? They will give you the cost of production. _ 
1I11'. Mather.-They will give you the selling price, but not necessarily the. 

cost of production. . . 
PI·esidellt.-Suppose another country starts dumping: 
Mr. Matller.-What about Belgium which sends large quantities here? 
Mr. TarUon.-You can take an average cost over a period of years, 
MI'. Ginwala.-Take the United States Steel Corporation. You know 

how they regulate the prices of rails. These are said to be international 
prices. 'l'hey sold them for 28 dollars for a number of years: they have 
raised them to 4.3 dollars for light rails and 43 dollars' for heavier rails. If 
we take that ~s the basis price and compare it with the British price, 
you find there IS ,not much to choose exclept for the freight. If any other 
countries export to this country under that price then the difference between 
these two prices would be taken as an indication as to the extent of dumping. 
Suppose you fix £9 as the price for rails and Germany sells at £7. 

Mr. TarZton.-It is India that you aie protecting. 
Mr. GintvaZa.-We then come to the next stage. We take the base price 

of steel as the price below which you cannot manufacture reasonably and 
sell steel. That is. what I mean by base price. In the United States and 
in the United Kingdom where there is fair competition the price comes to 
about £9.' Then the mean cost must be determined between this price and' 
the price at which you can afford to sell manufactured steel in this couIltry. 
You cannot manufacture and sell steel under £10, the base price being £9. 
Then you say" All right give us Rs. 15 a ton." So far as that is concerned 
you are close to the base price, but Germany comes in there and says " I am . 

-going to sell steel in India at £7." Then there is a case for equalising the 
base price with Germany's selling price. Would not that be the situation? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I think you are going to complicate this rise and fall by 
this calculation to such an extent that you would not know whether you 
ought to fix the duty at 331 per cent. or 1331 per cent. Now take Tatas' 
figures. Yoq"will satisfy yourself whether their cost of production is correct. 

Mr. GintvaZa.-We are determining the price at which you will be able to 
man uf acture and sell. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I unflerstand the position you want to protect the steel 
works now working, and assist in bringing out at least one more steel con
cern. Our figures lIIay vary but you have the two sides of the question, one' 
a going concern and the other with prices based on theoretical figures. 

President.-In order to arrive at a definite figure we are trying to get at 
what price_steel is likely to enter into India. Unless there are two points 
you cannot measure at all. Therefore you want to form a preliminary deci
sion first as to the fair selling price for tho Indian manufacturer and the 
price at which foreign material is likely to be 'sold in India. That you know 
can be dealt with by calculations, but there still remains the difficulty when 
either there is a general tendency of dumping from all countries owing ro 
the burl. conditions of the trade, or when one particular country comes in 
anrl. .• Pl1~ much helow what :vou take to be thE' price at which steel has ro 
enter India. 'Yhat is thle best way of meeting this extra difl'1culty ~ 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore I wish to suggest that you must equalise the 
lIrica in all the dumping .countries and bring it all to a fair price and. then 
add a profit to enable you to compete. You can then find out what tariff 
you require. That is.why I gave you these- two instances. Supposing"it was 
found that nobody cali manufacture and-sell steel below £9, we can give 
protection on that basis and then if it was found that Germany or Belgium 
would dump or sell at £7, the best thing is to equalise the price by the addi-
tion of £2 duty.' . 

Mr. Tarlton.-I quite see the risk from that point of view, but against 
that I do not see how it is possible ~ stop some country from cutting in' and 
dumping occasionally. ". 

Mr. Gintciala.-The arm of law is very lo~g,and you can emb~ace these 
things if you have the power. 

President.-It might be met by anti-dumping legislation. We want to 
know what recommendation we'should make, The law should' provide some 
machinery by which such -cases should be' summarily dealt with.: Could any 
automatic machinery be devised? -

Mr. Ginwala.-'-Even there the prices have to be determined. 
Mr. Tariton.-'\\llat- is done in Australia? 
Mr.' Ginwala.-They make enquiry from time to time and find out whether 

.... any country is selling below what they consider to be a fair cost ofproduc-
tion. If it is found that Germany is underselling, say, by £2, they -equalise 
the cost by imposing an additional duty of £2. 

Pre.ident.-So it is not quite automatic in that case also. 
Mr. Ginwala.-However automatic'you make it you must enquire into the 

basic price. How can you determine what is a fair price at which steel should 
be manufactured and sold? 

Mr. Tarlton.-It appears to me that the only way of getting at this is to -
go on the pre-war basis for a period of years and find out phe extent to 
which international prices did vary. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They never varied so much as ~ow. 
President.-We might go on -to the coal question generally. Messrs. Bird 

& Co. have under their control as -Managing Agents a large number of Col
lieries or collieries producing a large amount of coal. Amongst these collieries 
is there anyone which is in full operation getting the full normal outturn 
and equipped with modern machinery according to the methods which are 
now becoming very common? 

Mr. TarZton._Yes. 
President:-I want to get some figures which could be compared with those -

of Taus for their collieries on which they are spending a great deal of 
money every year. Taking one of the collieries such as I have iJldicated, 
would it be possible -to give nsthe figures for the cost of raising coal at 
present per ton both excluding and including overhead charges? -

Mr. Tarlton.-What would you include in overhead chargesf 
President.-Depreciation, interest on working capital and Calcutta Agenc, 

expenses. You may give us what you have. ' 
Mr. Tarlton.-I will give the details you require. 
President.-Do you include Calcutta expensesP 
Mr. Tarlton.-No. 
Pre,ident.-Would it include interest on working capital? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. - -
President.-Bo long as we--understand on what basis it is prepared, i10 

does not matter very much whether it includes a particular item. -
Mr,- Tarltofl.-Do you want it for 1922 P 
Mr. Ginwala.-1921-22 win be a cODveniellt J'4Iar; 

VOL. III. 
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Mr. Tarlton.-I shall take a colliery in the Jherria field recently equipped, 
with an output of about 17,000 tons a month. Will that meet your case? 

Mr .. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. Tarlton.-The raising costs .for 1921 were Rs. 3-12-3 not including 

-depreciation and Calcutta charges. In 1922 raising costs were Re. 4-3-11. 
President.--Can you tell us where that colliery is? We do not wish to 

know the exact name. 
Mr. Tarlton.-This colliery is quite near Jamadobha. 
President.--Can you give us the cost 0l equipment of that ~lliery? 
Mr. l'arlton.-'-Yes. 
President.-U will also be useful if you will give us the total amount 

which you consider it necessary to allow for depreciation on that colliery 
each year. 

Mr. Tarlton.-In the case of Jamadhoba, is not that colliery raising some
thing like half a million tons a year?' Do you want a bigger one than that 
I have taken to make a comparison? 

Mr. Mather.-17,000 is the maximum output of the colliery you are 
taking? 

lIlr. Tarlto".-This particular colliery averages approximately 17,000 rons 
from receipt. 

President.-We may have for both." 

Mr. Tarlton.-Do you want depreciation, the amount of working capital 
required, and the total capital invested in the colliery on which profit is to 
be earned, as !lpart from the working capital, to be shown separately? 

President.-Yes. And the cost of the machinery and buildings as distinct 
from the purchase price which-, so to speak," is the price of the coal itself. I 
think that practically covers all the ground. We would also, of course, like' 
t6 have the cost of raising which you could give us for the first colliery. 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, we will do that.· 
President.-To what extent is colliery machinery manufactured in India 

at present? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Practically the whole of the colliery machinery, except the 

electrical equipment, coal cutters, centrifugal pumps, compressors and boilers, , 
can be made in this country. 

President.-{)n the whole, in the case of a colliery, is it probable that the 
machinery which is not manufactured in India at present would constitute 
more than half the total expenditure on machinery-I am tliinking of the 
capital expenditure. 

Mr. Tarlton.-That depends entirely on the positioJl and the depth that 
~ou have to go down to bring out the coal. For instance, in the. case of an 
()utcrop seam it would be only a small proportion, because if you purchase a 
first class property with outcrop seam, you would pay very much m~re for 

- the land than you would in a case where you have to spend big amounts in 
sinking shafts and putting in plant to raise the coal. Therefore it varies 
very considerably. In the Jharia division there are more shafts under 300' deep 
than in the Ranigunge Division. In the Ranigunge Division there are more 
over 300' and consequently your cost of plant varies in proportion to the 
depth at which you find the coal. 

President.-So it is not possible to make any general estimate about it? 

Mr. Tarlton.-I am afraid in considering a colliery you must take it from 
all points of view. If you have an option on land you must see that you do 
not pay too big a purchase price for your land if the coal is lying at depth; 
on the other hand, if the coal is outcropping, you can afford to pay more for 
your land. In one place" you spend very little on machinery, and "in thlt 

*Vide Statement III (7). 
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~ther you are spending a good deal on machinery, and a great deal' on 
tlinking. , 

Pruident.-It is rather important if we can get some sort of figure of 
-what the effect on collieries would be if effect were given to ~he proposal 
-of the Tats.' Iron and Steel Company to raise the duty on steel from 10 per 
-cent. to 331 per cent. Can you give us any figures about that, in the first 
place as regards the working cost, and in the second place as' regards -the 
-capital necessary for opening new collieries? 

Jlr. Tarlton.-The only thing I could do for you would be to take a. 
-case in which there is outcrop. cOal and give you the difference that any 
"tariff would make on the motley that is invested in plant. That is one case. 
"The second case would be to take a colliery in which you have to go to_some 
·depth and work out. from that what an increased tariff would m,ean to that 
wlliery company on the plant that they had put in. It would then be for 
'You to average these two costs out. -

Mr'. Ginwala.-We are at present considering the tariff only On .the kind 
'of steel that is manufactured in this country.' Any kind of ste.el that is 
llsed in your own colliery machinery that is not manufactured...in India will 
'JIot be affected. 

Mr. Tarlton.-:If you a1'e only considering rails and-
Mr. Ginwala.-You must eliminate those articles which are not manu-

1actured in the country. . 
. Mr. Mather.-Plus the sheets which will be manufactured. within a year 

-or two; that will have to be dealt with. 
Mr. Tarlton.-I see very little except electrical plant" turbines and boilers 

Dut what would be manufactured in this country; 
Mr. Mather.-Are engines manufactured here? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, we build engines, headgears, coal tubs and all struc-

:tural gear. . 
President.-Exclude everything that is not manufactured in India at 

'Present. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
President.-A general question about which we wrote to the ,Mining Asso:' 

-ciation was whether, in their opinion, the increase of price since or before 
the war were perma.nent or temporary, and what the reasons for this increase 

. in the price wer.e. , 
Mr. Tarlton.-I prepared a note • on this which,. if I may, i will read to 

'You and .hen hand you. a copy (read). . If Government will do something to 
remove the wagon restrictions or so organize the wllgon supply. we can 
'reduce our cost. . 

President.-You believe that· it is possible to reduce' the price of, coal to 
1!ome extent? 

Mr. TarUon.-Yes, but the trouble with the coal trade is that Govern
ment hs.ve monopolised wagons, and unless you have a railway. contract, 
or with steel works or a public utility company, yon often go weeks without 
wagons for public supplies. Therefore coal concerns' are handicapped .and 
-are driven to take these Government contracts; . 

President.-This wagon' shortage I gather also .existed before the war P 
Mr. TarZton.-It did. -Prerident.-Perhaps, as lang as you have been in India? 

'Mr. Tarlton.-In 1906 Government ,paid ;Re. ·2-11 for their coal .. What 
happened-nothing but rise coal was worked •. surface was allowed to subsidt! 
large volumes ?f water. adm~tted to the worjrings, cost of pumping . ,,-,ent U\o 
and 8 general mcrease m prICe of coal. What ·we have to do now is to form· 
'barriers to protect the present workings, which means that, while we are 

--------------------~--~------~~--~~~~~~~--' 
·Statement II. 
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forJning these barriers, our raisings are -low and our costs are high, anet 
until we are through this difficulty the cost of coal will reJnain fairly high. 
Government can -assist us, by_ improving the organil'lations and the methods
of handling wagons to-day. Two rupees is lost in dumping coal, re-handling,_ 
depreciation of steam coal to dust and interest on capital on dUJnped coal. 

President.-Then you consider that in the matter of wagon shortage it ill' 
worseto-day than it was before the war? 

Mr. TarUon.,-1 won't say worse,but it is I)ot better. 
President.-The Indian Mining Association suggest that, inasmuch as 

there was wagon shortage before the war, it could not be responsible for the
rise in prices. On the other hand, an improvement might be responsible for 
a fall in prices P 

Mr. TarUon.-An improvement would be responsible for a fall in prices. 
President.-Are there any other canses which you consider of sufficient 

-importance to mentionP 
Mr. Tarlton.-I think labour rates are too high. The reason for making

this statement is that the miners work for about 31 to 4, days at the very
most per week; 

P,·esident.-And meanwhile there has been heavy increase in the rates, 
of wages? -

Mr. Tarlton.-Practically 100 per eent. 
President.-We were told by another witness that, in his opinion, it was

quite impossible be reduce the rate of wages, and he seems to think that a, 
better outturn per man would mean a, further rise in wages. I do not know 
whether you agree with this view.-

Mr. Tarlton.-What I feel is this, that the great hope for the coal trade
is to put in mechanical means. I do not think that the ordinary miner wilt 
give much' more than what he is giving now per shift. The line of develop
ment we look to is from the mechanical side. 

President.-I can quite understand that, when mines reach a certain
stage of development, you cannot really work it on a profit until you put
in machinery. ' That means an increase in expenditure rather than an actuat 
decrease in your total expenditure? 

Mr. GinwaZa.-Have you got a colliery that you started in about 1916-17P 
Mr. Tarlton.-We must have collieries started then. 
Mr. GimflaZa.-The reason I am asking this is that most of these collierieS' 

sisarted about' 1916-17. If you could give ns those figures that you have
promised, it will do for us. What I want to know is this. Supposing you_ 
wanted to work up to an output of ! million tons a year, how long would: 
it take to get up to t~at from the moment you started working P 

Mr. Tarlton.:"-I suppose it will take 15 to 18 years to work np to that •. 
In the new fields on quarry work I hope we shall work up to that withill' 
three to five years. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Tha1Yis in the Jharia field P 
Mr. 'l'arlton.-No, in the Karanpura field. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Take a Jharia field. 
Mr. Tarlton.-That is a very difficult question; for instance you must have

an area sufficiently large enough to work 1!P to i of a million tons. You can 
take -a general average for a mine in Inaia. In it you will find that for 
one-third of the year you do not get more than 50 per cent. of the working
faces occupied, and for another third you won't get more than three-quarters
occupied, and it is only for the remaining third that you get your maximum, 

• output. Therefore you have to have an enormous number of working f~ces
to give you sufficient coal working face room for a very big output. 
, Preside'n.t.-Suppose it w~sin the case of three or four collieries, one
perhaps with an outturn of SO,OOO tons and another with an output of 150,OO()! 
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-tons and 80 on. I don't thiJ!.k there is importance of its being only one 
.«Jlliery. Take 4 or 15 collieries each with an outturn of say 150,000 tons. 

Mr. Tarlton.-To commence with, the sinking of pits l!.P.d working up 
:to I million tons in the Jharia division would take 10 to 15 years. 

Mr. Ginwala.-On that basis if the output has increased by 150,000 tons 
.a. year, would you consider it good progress? 

Mr. TarZton.-You may for the first few years if it is a new mine, but 
after the first three years for an enormous area like that I should not call 
-that good progress. After five years I should call it very good progress, the 
,more coal you raise the further you extend the working face. ' 

President.-Your rate of progress slows down? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, after a giV9ll period. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Having regard to the general condition of the coal trade 

'Will you expect a steel works to have control of its own coali' 
Jut'. Tarlto1l..-I think it is good policy. ' 
Mr. Gintvala.-Apart from ether things it is a sort of insurance against 

.risk? 
Mr.· Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Of course, you have heard that the Tata Iron and Steel 

-Company have entered into long term contracts and' in addition to that they 
.have acquired collieries? " 

Mr. Tarlton,-Yes. 
'Mr. Ginwala.-As a business man do you consider that a safe method ,of 

-doing business. • 
Mr. Tarlton.-I think it is a fq,jrly 80und policy that they have followed 

because they are working more or ,less on the coal trade rates. , That is .to 
_y, the 'railways' will, for an average number of years, buy coal better than 
,the puhlic. 118 they have control ~f wagons, 80 that it is rather sound policy 
-to follow the line that they did, although at the present time they are paying 
.a big price for their coal., 

Mt'. ,Ginwala.-Having regard to the general conditions of. the steel trade 
-do you consider it a sound policy? 

Mr; Tarlton.-I think it is. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I should -like you to give me some figures showing labour, 

'Stores, etc. Of course, you give the 1917 cost of raising coal as Rs.' 3-11, but 
.can you give me these figures in a little more detail? What I would like 
'you take are the 1913 figures and those for 1922. 

Mr. Tarlton.-I will'take the 1913 figures and then the 1922 ones, and 
get you out particulars for each year. I can give you"1913 and from 1911 
.onwards separately for labour and other things. 

Mi. Ginwala.-Is it not the practice in the collieries to pay the labour 
;by the piece? , 

Mr. Tarlton.-Ycs, by contract, that is so much per output. 
Mi. Gintvala.-Will you show it in a table? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes, showing the different rates. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Does a man's work increase in proportion to what h. 

~et~? 

lIlr. Tarlton.-That is the trouble. He is now getting the same amount 
~f 'money as he did before, by working only 4 days. That means that he is 
going to earn enough in 3 to 4 days to meet all his requirements. -

Mr. Ginwala.-What remedy do you suggest? 
Mr. Tarlton.-If the trade deJ!lands' that price ~f coal should go down, 

.. ages along with other units must fall. ' 
'Mr. Ginwala.-Is there no system of paying a bonus to the employesP 
Mr. :rariton.-Yes. 
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Mr. Ginwala.':"':"Has it made any difference? 
Mr. Tarlton.-I am afraid it has not. Whatever we do in the shape of 

increasing their earnings means on the whole less coal. We have increased 
their accommodation. We have improved sanitation and water supplies and, 
have provided bazars. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-Now with regard to the wagon question: do you attribute· 
ihis increase of Rs. 2 to the wagon shortage entirely? 

Mr. Tir.rlton.-It is due entirely to Dot getting wagon~ as and when we' 
want them for loading purposes~ 

Mr. Ginwala.--Is it due to the number of wagons being not sufficient or' 
ivt due to the service? What is the real!on? 

i&. Tarlton.-It is very difficult to say, but the layman would say it is. 
d~e to bad organisation. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You think that there is no shortage of wagons, taking~ 
numbers? 

Mr. TarZton.-As you see the position of the yards to-ciay, there are untold' 
empty wagons lying about the place, but if indents for this or that station. 
are made, indents are not met. It is very difficult to get reliable information. 
from the railway. authorities. All that you know is that there is a block: 
here and a block there.' , 

Mr. Ginwala.-Looking at the coal industry in relati~n: .to the steel in· 
dustry, IilUpposing the manufacture of steel was stopped in this country will~ 
that affect the coal industry? 

lIfr. Tarlton.-Rather. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In what way? 
Mr. Tarlton.-The price would go down. Whatever coal Tatas are buying: 

now would be thrown back on the mark~, and coal they themselves are 
raising would also be offered to the public. 

Mr. GintvaZa.-Do Tatas consume a fairly large proportion of coal? 
Mr. 'l'arltofl.-I should imagine that Tatas consumption is about 2:

million tons a year. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It may run up to 2 million tons later on. 
Mr. Tarltofl.-When it does approach that figure, it is a tenth of the

output of India. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that from th~.J>j)il;!t .. of view of the coal industry, it is' 

to its interest, in your opiniJ)Jl; .:ttI; ilee. ~liiit.~ldeel is manufactured in this-
country? . ':'---'·f ,'.: ': :. i y .. ,J,~' .j/'::.:.. .... 

Mr. Tarlton.-Yes.,~.';· ./.': . " .. -:"/;'~ . 
Mr. Ginwal«.-Ha¥e .. 10iI· gollyour oWJl. 4I.ghres ~$~1,p. the total quantity of 

. coking coal available l~: this country II ; ':.,. i'. 
Mr. Tarlton.-Wel.ti~\olir oW'Il figurts711ut:l M-@ ·'riot the total figures. 
Mr. Ginwala.~Whitj1:tlietl?tal quantity ~9.at·'lO)i;'have at your disposalP' 
Mr. Ta"lton.-I Ooul~\Ilot~ll;'y'QU: ir9"Di ~eitt(k.ft I will let you know. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If you wiir;.cwl1.:sli~Ii:.te'·obl.igea:"~ 

:.I- ........... ,):-.1> .... I .... ·."l> 

Mr. XaZe.-With reference to the answer which you gave just now to· 
Mr. Ginwala, there is only one question I want to ask. You say that the· 
collieries depend for their prosperity practically very largely on the success' 
of the steel" industry. 

Mr. Tarlton.-To the extent of 1/10th of the total output of coal. 

Mr. Xale.-So that if, on account of the development of the steel industry' 
and the protection given to it, the price of steel goes up, the colliery ownenF 
ought not to complain because they are getting something out of the steel 
industry and they have to payout something. . 

Mr. Tar!tofi.-Yes, I agree with you. 
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Afr. Mather.-In considering this question of the effect of an increased 
duty on steel on colliery costs, the Board has been asked by the Agricultural 
Implements Company tg put an increased import duty on the kind of mate
rials they make, among which they include picks. Would you be able to 
give us BOme information about the effect that such an increase would hav& 
on your consumption of picks? -

Mr. TarZton.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-I t·ake it that the collieries buy these picks and supply: 

them to the miners? 
Mr. Tarlton.-Yes. 
Mr. 1IIather.-I mention this as one consumable class of steel on which an 

increased duty is asked for. . ' 
Mr. Tarlton.-Are picks made in this country? 
IJlr. Mather.-Yes, out of the Tata steel. 
Mr. Tarlton.~Are they of suitable quality? 
Mr. Mather.-They claim so. 
Mr. Tarlton.-It is not ·altogether a question of price. If the .pick is 

not of a suitable quality, you would immediately loose output, the miner 
would immediately become dissatisfied. If he were to use a blunt pick instead 
of 6 sharp' pick, his output would be less and he would immediately ask for 
an increase. It is a smaU matter no doubt, but it is -most important to the 
man who uses a pick. 

Mr. Mather.-None of them has come to ine offici any for inspection, BO I 
cannot say. They have a staff experienced in the manufacture of these 
articles. They buy the steel from 'Tat~'s. The presumption)s that it is a. 
serviceable article, but,' of course, I do not know whether you have ever 
bought picks made in India. If you have any information, it would be useful 
to us. , . 

Mr. Tarlton.-We 'will purchase some and see what they are like. 'We 
will BOon know from the toen who use them. 
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No. 'i'i. 

The Bengal Iron Company •. 

WRITTEN. 

Statement I.-Representation of the Bengal Iron 00., Ltd., to the Tariff 
. Board, dated Brd October 1928. • 

We have the honour to acknowledge tJ:te receipt of your letter No. 327, 
dated 27th ultimo in which you ask us to furnish your Board with our views 
on the .argument put forward by, the Tata Iron and Steel Company in their 
representation to. the I Tariff Board, namely that if adequate protection is 
accorded to the manufacture of steel it is probable that other firms will also 
commence to manufacture and that before many years have elapsed the price 
of steel in India will be affected by internal competition and will eventually 
be bro'trght down by this means to the world level. . 

2. We think we are justified in assuming that the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company in asking for protection have done 80 to safeguard the interests of 
the Company itself; this being so, we hardly comprehend how tariff protec
tion will help the Tata Iron and Steel Company if their argument holds good 
that the result. will be the introduction' of their steel producing companies to 

'work in competition with them. New companies would start with the great 
advantage of a lesser cap~tal outlay than the existing Company and would 
profit by the' mistakes of the pioneers of the industry. We consider that 
such new companies would be in a very ,favourable position for competition 
and the cutting of rates. 

On the otner hand, we ourselves must confess to our inability to envisage· 
the appearance, within an effective period. of time, of sufficient companie~ 
making competition so serious as to render the protective tariff inoperativ!> 
and to reduce internal prices down to the .level of world prices. In fact 
we are strongly of opinion that once the tariff~omes in it has come to stay. 

The establishment of a. first class steel works in India is an expensive 
undertaking and no light task and in present market conditions would require 
very serious consideration. It 1s indeed doubtful wheher it is possible to 
create in India a steel industry in any way comparable to the same industry 
of other countries. We refer to the known limited quantity of coking coal 
in India, to the distances between deposits of ore, coal and limestone, as 
also to the limited number of available sites adjacent to the ore fields owing. 
to scarcity of water. The question of railway facilities is also of first import
ance in regard to the development of this industry in India. 

3. In paragraph 2 of your letter under reply you are good enough to 
say that our opinion on . the subject will oe of special value on account of 
the eXIRlrience we gained some years ago-wlien we manufactured steel. 

This Company, then the Bengal Iron and Steel Company, commenced the 
manufacture'of steel in.1902. The capacity of the plant was 20,000 tons per 
annum. The e~perimlmt proved an unprofitable one and the steel works 
were closed down in 1905. At that time the Government policy of buying 
in India. did not exist to the extent it does to-Oay, and such orders as were 
received from Government were of such diversity as to make manufacture 
unprofitable. It will be quite understood that steel is manufactured in many 
forms and the most profitable way is to concentrate on as few classes as 
possible. In England the manufacturers have grouped themselves together 
for this purpose. Advantage is thus gained by each works producing ill.e 
class of steel best suited to its plant at the lowest cost. Weare still of the 
opinion that our experiment would have been a success if it had received the 
wholehearted support of Government. 

Our remarks indicate a. direction in which very real help could b~ given 
by Government to the Tata Iron and /Steel Company. The Company state that 
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"they saved Government Rs. 1,42,02,104 on steel rails during the last two 
-years (vide Mr. PeterJ!on's letter to the" Englishman" dated 3rd Septem
ber 1923). We imagine this means that the Company sold to the Government 
.at a lower rate than Government could llave purchased in England. In 
dealing with an infant industry a policy. which stipulates as a condition of 
'purchase a price much lower than the imported price is, in our view, a 
poljcy highly detrimental to the real interests of the country. From _ the 

..figures given in Mr. Peterson's letter it. follows that the Company, had they 
.been given a fair price for their rails oy Government, could have 'paid more 
than the 15 per cent. return asked for Oil their ordina.ry capital, and further. 
more Mr. Peterson's letter seems to prove that rails can be manufactured 
.by them at a profit provided they secure a fair'markllt price. 

4. You intimate in the last paragraph of your letter that the Tariff Boar·i 
-would be glad to have our opinion as to whether the rate of duty is (a) ex-
-cessive or (b) inadequate to secure the object in view. The object in view, 
we take it, is thc early development of the steel illdustry in India. Without 

:being put in possession of the actual figures of cost of productIon compared 
'with sale prices we feel we are unable to give the Board a considered opinion. 
'But we must confess to very grave misgivings or the proposal. A tariff 
-ngure cast so high as 331 per cent. on a key industry such as steel must have / 
very far reaclling effects. As far as this company is concerned we view ~th 
alarm the proposal as made. The Tata Iron and Steel Company are com
petitors of ours in the manufacture and sale of pig iron and have for many 
years underquoted us to an unnecessary extent in foreign markets. The prices 
'Itt which they have sold prove' that they could have made but little profit on 
·.the transactions, to some extent the loss on steel might have been balanced 
1>y a more profitable disposal of their pig iron. The imposing of a high tariff 
·on steel would mean practically presenting. a bounty to the Tata Company 
·enabling them to undersell us still further in the pig iron market. 

We would like, therefore, to record our emphatic protest against any 
·such proposal. . 

.Statement II.-Letter jrom Messrs. Vitkaldas Da.modher Thackersey &: 00., 
Agents jor the Agricultural Implement. 00., Ltd., to the-Tariff Board, 
dated the 27th September 1929. _ 

In answer to your circular latter dated August 29th, 1923, enclosing list 
·of questions on which you desire to have~ur remarks, we have the honour to 
;give you herewith our opinions on the various points as requested. 

1. We consider that the' increase of duty on imported steel from 10 
per cent .. to 33i per cent. would affect our operations to a consi
derable extent, without a similar increase on manufactured steel 
implements is imposed. 

2. We are making solid' steel picks, pickaxes, railway beater picks, 
mining picks, powrahs or kodalies, trenching hoes, kodalie forks, 
ballast rakes, hammers,' crowbars, etc. The whole of the raw 
material we use is steel. 

3. When working on full production we shall require about 5,200 tons 
of steel bars of varioussootions per annum, this steel is of a 
epecial clasll.containing ·55 to ·65 per cent. carbon, the sections 
also differ from the usual standard!,!. 

4. The cost of the steel is about 61 per cent. of the nett cost of the 
finished article. 

5. From the only HVailable source of information at our disposal we 
find that the total imports into India from all' sources averaged 
Rs. 29,77,318 for the past three years ending March 31st, 1922. 
We are unable to give any information as to the quantity manu
factured in India outside our own production, but we find there 
is a very small amount made in the bazaars. 
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6. Our Company only commenced work in ·January of 1923 and our
production has been ou an average 80 tons per' month. The
maximum output of the factory as at present organized is 4,()()I)u 
tons of finished articles per annum. 

7. Railways, the Public Works Department, the Military Works Depart
ment, Municipalities, Mines, Tea Gardens, and Bazaar Oler-· 
chants who supply the ordinary users and petty contractors. So· 
far as we are aWare there are no exports of articles such as we
manufacture. 

S. None. 
9. We have dealt with this question at length in our note on the pros-· 

peets of our Company and the need for protection. . 
10. We consider that circumstances fully justify us in asking for further

protection and more particularly would such protection be needed. 
if the import duty on steel is increased. 

11. We believe that protection would be best. afforded by an import. 
duty on foreign goods, such duty is in the nature of indirect 
taxation, is easily collected, and is felt less by the country as a· 
whole, than any other form of taxation. We have stated in ou; 

, note, submitted separately, what amount of protection is consi·· 
dered . necessary in the case of our Company. 

12. Dumping does occur, and is likely to continue, as' competitors have' 
• the advantage of several markets, . a nd are consequently in a· 
position to average up their profit and loss, which is a conditioD'
tnat does not apply to a Company catering for one market onIy_ 
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Ol'a1 evidence of Mr.H. FITZPATRICK, representing 
-the Bengal Iron Co~pany, recorded at Cal~utta 

on the 8tb November 1923. 
President.-We a~ much indebted'to you, Mr. FitzPatrick, for havi~ 

come to-day to give us what assistance lOU can in our enquiries. We indi-
cated in our letter that two of the points in which we are mQst interested. 
are the natural advantages possAssed by India in respect of steel manu 
fact ute and as to tbe possibilities, within a reasonable time, of a reali, 
important steel industry coming mto existence in India. In your letter on. 
bebalf of the B2ngal Iron Company_ you have indicated that in your opinion. 
there is a good deal of doubt about it and perhaps the most conv.enient wal 
is to begin with tbe various points which you. have "lnenti9ned as difficulties . 
In the first place, you say "The establishment of a first class steel works
in India is an expensive undertaking and no light task, and in present. 
market conditions would require very seriou3 considerlttion." Well; I,think 
nnder existing market conditions and thE! existing rate of duty ,there are no 
two opinions about it. But of course presuming that iL was decided that. 
there should be protection and the protection was adequate for the purpose: 
thE! difficulty about market conditions would" disappear? 

Mr. FitzPatTick.-1f prot~tion is only for a short ti~e in order to pro
tect tbe industry until it is established, in that case we could not go into thE!' 
steel business with such a short guarantee as five or ten years, for we would 
find' ourselves in exactly the ~am~ position as we were ~in 1902-5. 

Prelident.-That difficulty seems to arise from the length of time it takes 
before steel manufacturE' can actually start. After a firm has decided to put, 
up steal works it takes several years, I understand, before they can really 
put them into full operation for producing steel. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-At least five years, I should think, and if there is onll 
five years on top of that it is hardly worth starting at, all, no one would pui. 
np the money on these conditions. 

PreBident.-1f protective duties were imposed, capitalists would have to: 
have a reasonable assurance that they were going to have a fifteen years' or 
preferably 20 years' guarantee. i Is that your view? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Probably mt're. 

Pre&ident.-Of course, the Legislature can never bind itself, so that an, 
absolutely binding pledge cannot, in any case, be given. 

Mr. FifzPatrick.-No. Of course if the intention of the Government of 
India is to put on the uuties for revenue purposes, it would "Be differenfi 
because once thE!Y get a certain sum of money as revenue they,would hardl, 
let it go; but if it is decided to protect only just to start the steel industry," 
then of coullse you cannot expect ,people to put money inio it. 

PTuidetlt.-Revenue duty has this disadvantage that in so far ,alt peopls 
do produce steel, the duty would tend to disappear. It would be a vanishing: 
asset as far as the Government of India is concerned. . , . \ 

Mr. FitzPat.-ick.-That is to say, you think that by having more competi., 
tion t.he Steel companies would sell steel at such a price a~ to make it imp~s
sible to import steel? 

PrI'3ident.-I should rather put it this way, that if more steei is manu
factured in India, leSs will be imported, and therefore the duty on imported 
steel will gradually become less and legs and will therdore be of less and 
less value to the Government of India. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I see that, but the thing is that if you are going t& 
put a duty on steel it is because you cannot m3nufacture steel at a pl·olit a1> 
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the "resimt day, and if you go on manufacturing steel you could not reduCE 
-the prices. . . 

President.'-Well, that may be' so at the outset, but the assumption wouli 
be that on the introduction of a new manufacture (1 understand the stee 
manufacture itself requires a very special. experience and so on), the pricel 
would undoubtedly be higher than they are elsewhere, other things bein~ 
·equal, but these difficulties would gradually be o~ercome and the price! 
would tend to fall. You yourself, I think, said that new companies woule 
:start with the great advantage of a lesser capital outlay than the existinl 
<companies and ·would profit by the rnistalies of the pioneers of the industry. 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-That is to say, if the thing was going to be a permanen 
·duty you would get new interests which_would come in? I dare say -there ar. 
<companies now which have been studying thiS' question .for more than 6 'years 
.and now that this idea of this protection has started they would come iI 
simply for that reason. 

President.-You think that these companies or SOID£- flf them which hav. 
been studying the' question would probably come in if protection were given' 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I think they would start. In that case if the consump 
·tion of s.teel in India is limited-so far as we know ':IrE; biggest buyers arL 
the Go~ernment-and if one firm n..lone can produce that quantity, then other 
-companies with a bigger capital would naturally have to go out of business. 

President.-There are various possibilities in that direction, but do you 
not think that the company which has a five years' start has some advantage? 
But really it is hltrdly possible to forecast the fate of individual companies 
Dve years ahead or to say what would happen then. 

M,'. Fi.tzPatrick.-When we put money into a C01').cern we have to look 
more or less a·head. 

PT6sident.-You are contemplating the fate of the company that is already 
in existence P 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-1 think in your lett~r you say thltt it is to protect the 
-existing company-the idea of the Government of India is to keep the exist
ing steel industries going, and that they cannot exist without protection. 

President.-It is more than the existence of a particular company. What 
was suggested there wali that the manufacture of steoel in India might cease 
.altogether if protection were not given. 

Mr. FitzPat;'ick.-The manufacture of st(el in India at present will 
-never cease, no one ever thought of that. Whether it is the Tata Co. or sOme
body else, steel will always be manufactured whether it is manufactured profit
.ably or not, and you also say that it is of national importance that you should 
nave a steel industry in India. _ 

President.--If the Tata Company were unable to continue, do you contem. 
plate that Government would take over the Works? . . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-They might do 80. They did that to us once. They 
-took over the Burrakur Iron Works at one period. 

President.-When was that? 
Mr. FitzPatrick:-That was before' the manufacture of steel. There have 

been three compani~s J think in existence. 
President.-But at present do you think the~e i~ !\ posRibility that Gov

-erlllnent might take oyer the 'Yorks at Jamshedpur and manufacture the 
sloeel themselves? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Some day Goyernment might do so. You know your
self that it is possible to manufacture steel in India. 

PTe8ide~t.-It is undoubtedly possible to manufacture steel in India, but 
there is the difficulty of manufacturing without any profits at all. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I think I have suggested in my letter that, if Govern
ment really wished to foster the steel indu~t.ry in India, they as the largest. 
buyers should give a fair price. 
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Presidellt.-That is a point I want to come to later. Just at the present 
'moment the suggestioh you make is that, if the Tata Co. find _themselves 
unable to manufacture steel owing to the losses they were incurring, either 
Government or someone else should do. It? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is our opinion. 
President.-But if the figures showed pretty conclusively that the Tata Co. 

eonld not manufacture at a profit, no one else would conceivably take up th& 
manufacture except Go~ernment. .. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That-is for Governmen~ to decide. 
President.-I am putting to- you if there is literally no profit, then it 

must be Government because there would be nobody else t() lOome in? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is for Government to decide whether they would 

pay anything in the way of 'insurance to a Company-for going into the steer 
indnstry. I don't quite see how. that can' be done. otherwise. TlI.ke for 
instance the manufacture of rifles in India. I don't suppose that they could 
compete with firms at -Home, so in order to have a rille factory in Indh 
they must be prepared to ron that at what will bA considered a loss. It 
would DO longer be a question of :l. company, it would be a national questio~, • 
and no company . would take up· the present concern if on going througb 
the figures they found it. was impossible to manufacture steel at a profit. 

President.-r ,should like to pass on to the other difficulties you have: 
mentioned in the way of ,the establishment of steel manufacture in Indi". 
You say" We refer to the limited quantity of coking coal in India." We 
have had evidence hefore us to that effcct. Can you "mpIify the statement 
in your leUer in any way? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-The Geological Survey have told us that that is so. 
lt is an expression of opinion which is generally accepted. Of course, you 
can get coking coal from inferior quality of coal by cleaning. 

President.-Your source of information is' the Geological Survey of India? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
Presidellt.-A note has been prepared for us by an officer of the Geological 

Survey on that question generally and'8S regards the question·of raw matec 
rials for steel making. What I want to know is whether you have 'any 
special information on the subject apart from what you have obtained from 

.- the Geological Survey? 
, Mr. FitzPatrick.-only as a commercial concern; as. far as we know, at 

the m'>ment there, is no coking -except that which is already known, 
and held. 

President.--Qne thing we' have bB!ln told and that is that in the Karan
pura field no coking coal has yet been found. Does that also apply to tho 
Bokharo field? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It is a very difficult question. This coal is supposed- ~ 
be a coking coal, actual tests prove-ij; not to be good coking coal. Also what 
is known as coking coal in India is not coking coal in the real sense; their 
content of ash is higher than that of the coking coal used in England. What 
we consider as first clas~ coking coal in India would not be considered as first 
class coking coal in England .. 

President.-No doubt the lower quality of the coal is an unquestionablil 
disaavantage in India; -but is, it so great that it may not be counterbalanced 
by greater advantages elsewhere? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-In whitt way? 
President . ....:.Take the quality of tbe ore, for instance. 
Mr .. FitzPatrick.,-\The qu~lity' ofth~ ore is very high. But then it takes 

a certam extra amount of lImestone to produce pig iron as compared with 
Home conditions, doesn't it?' -

President.-It is rather for you to give us the infor'IDa.tion. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is what we have found, but. I wan~'to have it. 

affirmed. 
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pJ·esiden(.-It i~ important. I want you to tell us what the experts of 
::your firm think? . 

]fr. FitzPatrick.-We are comparing it with other existing steel indus· 
-trie'; in the, world. • 

p,.esident.-Do you mean that on account· of the high proportion of ash. 
"Dlore limestone is required? 

Mr. FitzP~tJick.-Yes. 
Pres-ident.-Can- you give us approximately the extra quantity of lime

.st{)ne that i~ required as compared with other countriE'~? 
Mr. FitzPahick.-I should ~ot like Lo make a statement which may not 

"be correct! 
Prcsident.-It would be useful. We are anxious to get the opinion of 

·the. people who are actually manufacturing pig iren bE'Cause I think it was 
not brought out in any other evidence. Is it not a fac' that pig iron call be 

-produced a good deal more cheaply in India than in most countries? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 

• pJ·esident.-'-As far as that is concerned the inferior quality of the coking 
.coal is not in itself an insuperable difficulty? 

Mr. FitzPatrick . ....:..No. 
President.-I admit that if there was an insu1licienl quantity of coking 

-coal that of course would be an entirely different matter? 
Mr. FitzPat·rick.-There is always a sufficient quantity of second class 

coal and the difficulty about coking coal can be overcome by cleaning second 
-class coal by the Froth Flotation process, but the price at which it cost as 
cok~ and .from coke t<- our furnace is not a commercial possibility. By 
using very low grade coal you ean make coke, but the cost of cleaning will 
'be prohibitive and not an economic possibility at the present moment. 

President.-'l'hen you also refer to the distance between the deposits of 
-{Ire, coal and limestone. The evidence we have had both from the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co., Messrs. Bird & Co. and also, I think, the Indian Iron & Steel 
,Co. has rather taken the line that in that respect oonditions were satis
factory, except that the Tata Co. told us that the distance from which they 
"had to bring their dolomite and limestone was longer than they would have 
liked. But as regards coal' and iron ore, they considered that India had a 
natural advantage in the relative vicinity of the coal and the iron ore. 

,Mr. FifzPatr-ick.-I do not know what the distance of the Tata Co. IS 

from their ore and coal mines, etc. 
Mr. Ginwala.-They say nothing is further than 1[,0 miles on an average. 

"Taking all the materials, some may be a little more and some may be less; 
the limestone is certainly at a greater distance. 

Mr. FitzPatr-ick.-A9 against that, for the industry 150 miles is quite a 
"big thing in freight. 

President.-But I think a statement-was quite definitely made that they 
"had an advantage in tbat respect. 

Mn. FitzPatTick.-Advantage as far as India is concerned? 
President.-No. Mr. Tutwiler said that exceot in the Stat~ of Alabama 

'in the United States of America the conditions were .'18 favourable as in any 
-country. 

Mr. Mather.-To make East Coast Hematite the ore is brought from 
;Spain. 

Mr. FitzPat'rick.-That is seaborne. There is a bi~ difference betweell 
'seaborne freight and railway freight. 

Mr. Mather.-The distance make the difference favourable.1;o India in 
this case. 

President.-There again' I put it to you that tnese difficulties so far as 
-they exist would apply equally to the manufacture of pig iron? 
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Mr. FitzPatrick.7 Yes. 
Presidell,t.--In that case should not the cost of' producing pig irOIl in 

.·india be high inste"d of being low? 
Mr. p'jtzPaf·rick.-The idea is to reduce the cost as far as possible. 
President.-At any rate the fact that pig iron can be produced at 'a low 

-cost tends to show that these difficu1ties about coal. and so on and about the 
distance are not so 'very great? 

Mr. FifzPatrick.-Na. The selling price at Home-and the selling price 
here is very much alike and the profits made are ab~u" ihe same. 

President.-That tE.vds to prove this that you ar.1 making rather !argc 
· profits, but I don't think the selling price copu~s int::! this. What I put to, 
:you is that the difficulties as to t.he distance of the various raw materials 
from the si~ of manufaciure apparently cannot come to very much owing 
to the fact that we Imow t.hat pig iron can be ,pl'od1}ced in India at. a very 
much lower cost than elsewhere·? 

JIlr. FitzPat1-ick.-I am talking now about the question of distance as one 
.of the difficulties.in st31·ting a new concern. In my letter·to you I put that 
· as a reason, but there ar>l other reasons which I have not mentioned. What 
I have in my mind is the Railway·transport. If we take the Amda Jamda 
line which takes you k a very rich ore deposit in Singhbhum district, I 
.think that if all the three companies at present (th€' Indian Iron & Steel 

..co., the Tata Co., and ourselves) were to go to this district for all the ore we 
require, tqe railways could not possibly transport it over the single line 

· they now have. . . 
President.-Do you suggest that there. is no alternative route? 
JIlr. P'itzPat1-ick.-The B. N. Railway put in that line and are nol; work

'ing it at a profit, so they are not likely to put in another one. . 
Presidellt.-·1f the pro~osition is that the line is so' full of traffic that it 

· can carry no more, it is difficult to understand why they should not put 
,another line. . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It is a very_ difficult country and trains are limited as 
,to tonnage, and it Is not a questibn of running at :full capacity" but only 
limited capacity, owillg to the curves, and gradients that exist on this line. 

President .. -I had heard that it was a difficult country, but I' always 
-:undet'Stood that there were other alternative routes, that they were not, so 
to speak, finally shut 1I!) to this route. You are nqt bringing anything over 
that line? -

Mr. FifzPatrick.-Our present requirements can be &at.isfied by our light 
'railway, but if we had a steel plant we would require twice as much ore as 
· we now take: we can onty increase the, capacity of the light railway by 50 
per cent: and therefore W('o should have to bring ore from our other prop,erty 

·on the Amda Jamda Railwa.y.' 
Preside1lt.-Messrs. Bird & Co. say ~hat there was 9.n alternative route 

.-to the Keonjhar field. 
Mr. FitzPaTrick.-You could doubfe the line-but it is a question of 

-cost. The cost, howeY'.1r, is so big that it wa·a not a commercial. proposition . 
. President.-But ~till Messrs. BIrd & Co., who are a company-with' a large 

plant, seem to be satisfied that this could be cone at a cost which would be 
· reasonable. . 

JIlr. FitzPatrick.~They haVe! taken it f9r the ~xisting line. 
Pre,.ident.-They said that if there were ll;reat difbculties in getting. the 

-ore over the Amda Jamda line, there was a cross cut which would save a 
eonbiderable amount of distance. I. did not clearly understand how they 
·proposed to do it, but they said something"about ropeways. . 

Mr. FitzPah-ick.-We have gone into' the question of ropeways. We have 
'had quite a lot of experience; I do not think it possible. There is to be 
another line going straight to Vizagapatam, but it will not, I think, go there 

;1911 some time yet.· . 
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President.-Vou think that the difficulties in getting the are out fl'om 
Singhbhum ar~ such as to make it doubtful whether a sufficient quantity
could be got out without incurring impossible expenses? 

Mr. Fitzl'atrick.-That is so. 
Pre.$ident.~Can y,)U describe the nature of the difficulties on the Amda_ 

J amda line? • 
Mr. FitzPatrick . ...,-J cannot, except 'that it is a very difficult country. 
President.-Is it at ono particular place that. the line is congested o~ doe. 

the congestion extend to all the places on the line? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-It is better to take a railway man's advice on that as. 

to whether iir is a bottle neck ttt one pl!!ce, or a gradient. at another. 
President.-:The evidence has been put forward by you. 
Mr. _It'-itzP'atrick.-That is our opinion. 
President.-But you are unable to explain how thA difficulties arise . 

. Mr. FitzPatrick.-Gradients. 
PreBident.-It is only a question of gradients?-
Mr. FitzPatrick.-As far as I know, it is only thet. 
President.-Then you have also referred to the limited number of avail

able sites adjacent to the ore fields owing to- scarcity of water. Messrs~ 
Bird & Co. also have told us about that. The qup~tioIt of water being; 
absolutely vital for the manufacture of steel, they have to find a site which 
will do. However they are satisfied that in It.ny calle the difficulty can be
solved. Do yoll conSider that the steel works ought tG be in the vicinity of 
the are or in th~ vicinity of coal? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-There are two schools. I cannot say which one is. 
better. It depends on various things. 

P-resident.-Are there the same difficulties or greater difficulties in the
coalfields? 

lIfr. Fit2Patrick.-I cannot say that. For instance, in Jheria., as far a.s. 
I have seen it, there is scarcity of water. 

President.-Admitting tha.t to be correct that there is only a. limited: 
numb& of sites adjacent to the are fields, there is still the question whether 
there are not suita.ble sites in thll vicinity of coal. _ 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-W~ ha.ve gone into that, the Burra.kur is one of the
biggest rivers going through the coalfields and we have difficulty in the hot. 
weather. 

President.-The river runs low in the flot weather? 
Mr. It'itzPatrick.-It dries up. 
Presidwt.-8torage would be expensive? 
Mr. FitzPat-rick.-Yes. 
President.-Are you definitely of opinion that the site where your Iron

works are situated, would not be suitaltle for the manufa.cture of steel? 
M-T. FitzPatrlck.-We might just m~nage it. We 11.1'& rather in a. gO?d: 

position on the bank of the Burrakur river. 
President.-It would mean storage\' 
Mr. FitzPat'rick.-Yes • 

. President.-Another point we have mentioned in our letter is the re8l!0n
why the manufacture of steel by the Company in the yea.rs 1902-05 proved a 
failure. The main difficulty, as we understood it, was that from Government.
you received only miscellaneous orders for small quantitit'5 at a time. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Thali is ri;bt. 
President.-I take it that from the general publio also you got nothing: 

but small orders? 
Mr. FitllPah·ick.-That is right. 



Prerident.-In order to get cheap production, the .nrm must be able to.. 
keep their works employed on standard sections which can be produced con-' 
tinuously whenever there is no demand for special sect~ons. That was the 
main reason that you were lI,nable to manufacture ste.el at a profit. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Quite 10. 

President.-Were your cOmpany able to work out the cost of prodll,ctioD 
per ton Bnd compare it, say, with the British manufp.cturers' cost at that 
time P What I am getting at is the extent of the difierence between what it 
was costing you and what it was probably costing the Home manufacturers. 

Mr. FibPatTick.-We have not got the cost of the Home manufacturers at' 
that time, but their selling price in Calcutta was the s&.me as ours wliich 
left us no profit. 

PTesident.-Was it a case of no profit or was it a case of loss? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.--'If we are selljng pig iron and steel and charge to oll,r 

steel the market price of pig iron, in that case, it .might really show a loss, 
whereas we may be making a profit on the pig iron. 

President.-For your own purposes, you must have kept some form of 
costing account in order to satisfy yourself whether the steel was paying its 
way or whether it was a burden on the pig iron? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is why we stopped the manufacture of steel. 
President.-Before that, you must have in someway satisned yourselves 

as to the position with regard to steel manufacture. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
President . ....:.What I am asking is whether it was paying its way and no 

more, or whether it was trenching upon the profits made on pig iron. 
Mr. FibPatrick.-It was a case of actual loss. 
President.-Was a figure put upon it at so much per tan? 
Mr. FibPatrick.-Yes, we had a figure on it. 
P'I'esident.-Would you have any objection to tell us? 
Mr. FibPatrick.-None whatever. But it won't help you very much. in 

the present case. I brought these books along (hands the President som0 
books). We are lucky to have kept them. In. one of those books you wil~ 
find it, but it bears no comparison to the present day costs. 

President.-The experience of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. is all that we 
have about the manufacture of steel in India, excepting the steel you madll' 
in those years P 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-The East Indian Railway maks IIteel in Jamalpur. 
Prssident.-Do they l!;ake rolled steel? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-They roll their bars; they cast their locomotive wheo18 

and they also make springs which rather surprised me; I thought that the" 
bought them all in Sheffield. They are. the people, wh(. can give you infOI'III.· 
ation as to .the cost of manufacturing steel They can give independlll'l.t. 
evidence as they do not manufacture .steel for sale but for their own n~. 
Their figures will probably be much more valuable than ours or Tams. 

!Mr. Ginwala.-I understand that they are making acid steel which i:a 
a somewhat difierent proposition. ' 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That ·of course would come into it 'i.hey buy pig iron 
from us and from Tatas too. 

President.-Do yon happen to know their process of steel. manufacture P-
Mr. FitzPatrick.-lt i1l the acid process. . . 

President.-Can they use the Indian pig (.or that process? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-TheY do. it, J think. 

President.-In paragraph 3 of your letter you draw our attention to !;he 
question about the Tata Company having saved Gover~ment Rs.l,42,02,1~' 
during the last two years on steel_rails. I h:ave not got. a copy of the letter 

:VOL. m. p 
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which appeared in the "Englishman" before me. Are these rails for both 
Company and State managed Railways? 

Mr. FitzPo.tl·ick.--Mr. Peterson only says the Government of India. 
President.-,-That is because of the enormous interests the Government of 

India have in these Company managed Railways. As a matter of fact they 
are not under the control of Government. As regards the contracts which 
~e Companies have made direct with Tatas, Government are not in a posi ... 
tlon . to ask them to pay more. Government have made a concession as 
J'e~ards rails purchased for the Sta.te managed lines and have been paying 
PrlWlS above those fixed by the contract. So, it is not the full figure of 
Rs. 1,42,~2,104 which is un?er Government control but some smaller figure. 
The req~lrements of the Railway Board are .about Rs. 52 or 53 lakhs and tha 
balance IS the companies' saving. 

Mr. Fitz!'ah:ick.-Even that would he quite a good thing because Sir 
R. D. ·Tata III hiS speech at the last annual meeting of the shareholders said 
that the strike had cost thelli 30 lakhs which had robbed them of their 
dividend. If they had got this Rs. 30 lakhs, and. the Rs. 53 lakhs, they could 
have paid their dividend. . 

Pr6sident.-The evidence we have had is tbat the price actually paid by the 
:R.ailway Board was ",s nearly as could be estimated the price they would 
probably have paid if they had purchased the imported J·ails, so that as far 
as that is concerned, the concession has already been given, but is it your 
Iluggestion that in purchasing rails from the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Gov
ernment should pay something more than the 1>rioo of imported rails? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-No. If Government had given the full import price 
for the rails which you hva just mentioned, i.e.,-Ra. 53 lakha-the Company 
would have been a gainer by that amount. 

President.-The price they actually received from Govel'nment was not I 
think an unfair rate. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It was Rs. 53 lakhs below the price of the cheapest 
market. 

President.-I do not know whether the point is really of great import
~nce to us to pursue further. That is one of the ways in which the situatio'l 
can be met to some extent, but it would not by any means .cover the whole 
-difficulty or anything like it. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-lf the steel industry in India is prosperous, they wouH 
not ask for protecti'ln, and I take it that the steel industry is asking for 
protection because it is an infant industry and it is Go'7ornment's intention 
to give it to them for that reason. The point is, is the .duty going to be for 
Tevenue purposes or fl'r pJotecting the steel industry? If it is going to pro
'tect the . steel industry. then Tatas need not have to ask for protection-had 
·they got the full market rate for rails. Tatas are a~king for protection 
"because they cannot c,ury on and cannot give a fair return to their share
holders. 

President.-The point is, according to their statement, whereas tlle 
-e.i. f.· price' of imported steel was in the neighbourhood of Rs. 156-that 
was the figure they actually received from Government-they themselves 

·could not produce at less than Rs. 165 in 1922 and 175 in 1923. Even if 
they got the open market price, they would incur a loss on their whole out

·turn of rails. 
Mr. FihPatrick.-How does th:Lt compare with the statement that they 

'have saved Government Rs. 1,42,02,lO4? . 
President.-If Government had been buying on thE' open market. they 

'would have to pay more. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Therefore the c i. f. price must have been higher -thall 

'Tatas' selling price P 
Mr. Gi"WRIG -Undeubtedly. 
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Pruideflt.-There is no doubt about tnat. Had they not made these con
-tracts and had they got the rate at which Government or railway Com
panies could have imported rails, there is no doubt 'that in tliose two parti

'cular years, they would heve recsived 1I}0re. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-1 think that Mr. Peterson has said during the last two 

.years. 
President.-The prioo in some Qf those years was exceedingly high. Take 

192~21.The c. i. f. price for the first quarter was Rs. 251, 2nd qua~r 
Ra. 308, 3rd qua~r Ra. 375 and 4th quarter Rs. 348. Nowadays. there is 
no opportunity_ of getting those prices. That is how you' got at that'bjg 
Bum of Rs. 1,42,02,104. 

1olr. FitzPatrick.-In Oldinary commercial practice. you have to take the 
good with the bad. If you don't, protection is not going to helJ.>. 

President.-Btill the practical question remains. whether under the condi
tions as tbey exist to-day steel can be manufactured in India at all except at. 
.. very heavy loss, even supposing they obtain for every bit of steel. they 
hope to prodQC6 the full price that is obtainable in the market. 

M,·. FitzPatmk.-Thcrsfore your conclusions are that Tatas cannot manu
facture. 

President.-I am not stating any conclusion. I am only explaining .te 
you the point of Tatas' representation. 

Mr. PitzPafrick.-Your suggestion is that T~tas cannot manufacture-steel 
profitably at the present moment. Now two years aJ!o-it was practically 
nearly 3 years ago-Messrs. Cammell Laird & Co. and Messrs. Bird & Co. 
'went into the question and I don't think Birds' or Cammell Lairds' are the 
people to waste their time if they don't see the possibility of making a profit, 
and that was befbre there was any question of 331 per cent. duty. It was 
the question of tightness in the money market more than anything else that 
has kept them back. 

Pruident.-We h~ve also heard from them wibhin the last few. days. 
Their position was that they believed at present prices it could only be done 
80 as to earn a very small profit. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-1t could be done~ 
, 

President.-But 'they could not under the present arrangements raise the 
'necessary capital because the prospects were uncertain. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is a question of. capital. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Their position was this. They said that they could manu

-facture steel no doubt, but that they would not be making sufficient profit to 
attract .capital. They wanted an extra protection over the present of 5 per 
·cent. to 10 'per cent. Therefore it looks 88 if one firm . already in existence 
oompfains that it cannot'" manufacture steel, and that another firm which .is 
contemplating going into it cannot launch into that industry because it feels 
that unless there was this additional protection it could not get any capital. 
That is the position. . . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-They could ma~ufactureand they probably will manu. 
-facture. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They ssy they cannot -get ·the necessary capital. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It haa been said that you could not manufacture steel 
in India at a profit. These people have proved that they could manufacture 
steel at a small profit.' , 

President.-If the price were to be the same 88 it is now for the next be 
years. It is also on the aBBumption that they get their capital. 

. Mr. FitzPatrick.-T~e whole thing depends on the capital which People 
-will put In. .. . . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-After all, it is the main thing in a~ industry: 

Mr. FitIlPatrick.-They are asking for 10 'per cent;. 

.2 
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Mr. Ginwala.-'l.'hey ha'\"e not named any figure. They have tentatively-
put in 5 per' cent. 

Mr: FitzPatrick.-That is based on 10 per cent. return on their capital. 
Mr. Ginwala.-On the ordinary capital. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. That is what they want. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Under that, they say they could not got" capItal. 
Mr. FibPatrick.-Why is that? It is not becauSE' it is hard to makr 

steel in India, but it is hard to get money in India. 
"'f'resident.-It is one or the questions we have to deal with in regard to 

the industrial development of India. 
Mr. FibPatrick.-That is practically what our .llnswer is. 
President.-What I suggest is this. There is a difference between the 

ascertained costs of steel actually manufactured and an estimate of future:' 
costs. 

Mr. FibPatrick.-But you know what Tata's cost. l1.re. You have had 
their costs and you must ha'\"e gone into them. 

PTe8ident.-Tatas have given us, but not in any great detail, and all that
Bird & Co. can tell us is that their expert people have gone into the
guestion very :tully. 

Mr. FibPatrick.-That is about all :vou can get. 
President.-We cannot treat it with the same amount of importance as if; 

it had actually happened . 
. Mr. FihPatrick.-No. 

Mr. Ginwala.~You are a Director of Messrs. Martin & Co.? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-1 am a Director of the Bengal Iron Co. 
MT. Ginwala.-You don't represent Messrs. Martin & Co.? 
Mr. FibPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Your Board of Directors is at Home? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.~YP'3. 
Mr. ~inwala.-It is caUea. the Bengal Iron Co.? 
Mr. FibPatrick.-That is right. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Has i~ a rupee capital? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Sterling capital. . 
Mr. Gi1lwala.-What dividend did you pay last yeari' 
Mr. FitePatrick.-Last year it was 21 per cent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-=-What is the capital of the company)) 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-There is £1,574,033 in ordinary shares, £600,000 deben. 

turas and £500,000 preference shares. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-What interest do the preference shares carryP 
Mr. FitzPatrick.·-71 per cent. 
Mr. Giflwala . ....;.Are _they cumul'l.tiv9? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-No. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-When were these preference shares raised!' 

Mr. FitzPotrick.-When the company was reconstruc*d in 1920. It "'_ 
originally the Bengal Iron and Steel Co. 

Mr. Ginu-ala.-The Directorate did not change? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-No. It was only a question of incrE'asing . the capital. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What was the original capital!' 
. Mr. FitzPatrick.-Icould not tell·you off hand. I can Bend you a cop~ 
of the last balance sheet of the Bengal Iron & Steel Co.. . 

. * N ot printe~. 
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Mr, Ginwala.-You are not manufacturing steel. You are only manu'" 
facturing pig iron' 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is right . 
. Mr. Ginwala.-Your capita.! roughly comes to about £8.millions? 
.Vr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
1111'. Ginwala.-Since you reconstructed the company, l:ave you put in any 

~dditional plant? 
,Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yeo. We have raised a debenture i~sue. 
Mr. Ginwala-That is purely for smelting? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes, coke ovens, blast furnaces, eoo. T" 
Mr. Ginwala.-I om referring to the pig iron. ls it for the pig iroD 

"business or is it for the foundry P 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Partly for foundry. The principal items are furnaces 

~nd coke ovens. '. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you got any plant since 1920;> 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-onenew furnace. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What i~ the capacity of that? 
Mr. FitzPatrick:-It is 100 tons. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What' i~ the'make of t!1e furnace? 
Mr, FitzPatrick.-English. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You purchased it in 19~1? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-In 1920-21: 
21fr. Ginwala.-W,)uld you mind telling us what it cost you? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-I cannot tell you. As a ,matter of fact I have not 

'Worked it out' myself. It is so involved with other plant. 
Mr.' Ginwala.-Give us an approximate figure. 
Mr. FihPatTick.-I can send you that.* 
Mr. Ginwala.-We do not wish to publish your cost of prOduction of piS. 

-if you don't wish, but we should be glad to have it for our own information. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.,-For your private information. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We won't publish it. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to blast furnaces, YOIl keep separate costa. 

'Yfe should like to have them, if it would not be giving away your secret, for 
,purposes of comparison. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I can let you have them.* 
Mr. GinwaZa.-That will give us how much coke you use and what your 

-overhead charges are. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do your work costs include depreciation, interest, etc.? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-Excluding profits? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have misunderstood our point about bringing down the 

'cost of prOduction to the world level. What you say of course is legitimate 
llUt the point of the letter was this. At present there is' only one firm 
manufacturing steel. If protection to the industry is given, will other works 

'be started and if they are started we wiahto know whether they will not be 
-compelled to bring down their cost owing to competition? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It i~ rather difficult to answer because if you have a' 
monopoly of one firm producing steel in India, likewise you have a monopoly 
'of one firm buying steel, that is to say, the Government of India is the 

!> Not received. 
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biggest purchaser. 1:he monopoly iN rather the other way. We do not knoT 
whether we would be abll' to manufacture stel'l in Ind\a under such circum
stances. 

·Mr .. Ginwala.~That view is rather exaggerated. There are other pur
chasers.' 

,Mr. FitzPatric1c .. -The big purchasers are theGo~ernment: the other" 
are small. 

Mr. Ginwala.--If' t·be manufacture of steel was roadl' remunerative by' 
means of protection, we want to know w4ether it would attract further' 
capital into the indu~try and whether in that way the rrice would come down, 
each ·firm competing with the other . 

. Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. They will compete with each other in so far as· 
each made a profit. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There is a tariff wall and within that there is some margin. 
If that margin is sufficiently attractive will not they ('C'mpete? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It all depends on what margin it will be. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Your point 'is that your firm, so long as they are able to· 

use money in more remunerative industries, won't put it into steel? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes .. 
Ml·. Ginwala.-If the country Lhought that the steel industry was of suffi· 

cient importance it would naturally want the industry to expand. Would iI; 
not? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-From which point of view are you speaking-from the 
industrial or from the national point of view? 

Mr. G,inwala.-From the national point of view. 
Mr. FitzPatric1c.--lf India got a return of 20 per (,l'nt. they will put their 

money into it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That i~ your point. It was not a question of bringing 

down the cost of product.ion after giving protection. The point was that it 
should not be maintained at monopoly prices. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-They will be. What we have jmt bEen discussing will' 
maintain monopoly prices because you are not going into the business unless· 
you get a 20 per cent. return. 

President.-If Tatas' survive, then no new entrants into the business could' 
have a monopoly. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-You know the United States Steel Corporation of 
America. They found it necessary to make their concerns up into a combiJ}.e., 

Mr. Mathfr.-They do not create a monopoly. 
Mr. FihPat1'ick.-But what I mean is that in India it .is going to be very 

difficult to create a steel industry to the same extE'nt as you have got in' 
England. There is the question of coke, coal and railway freight. That is. 
looking very much into the future and five or ten years' protection will' not: 
prove much one 'l'\'ay or the other. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-Thl)re i'l-no question of 5 or 10 yenrs as the President 
pointed out. The Legislature cannot bind itself for ever but ,if the country 
as a whole turns protectionist as you assume that it does, is not that suffi .. 
cient guarantee to any capitalist? 

Mr. FitzPat1'ick.-The question has got to be considered from a different. 
standpoint altogether. We have been discussing this point with the idea of 
fostering an industry-not for revenue purposes. 

, Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the Legislature say that ludia must produ~ 
its own steel, and therefore the steel industry should be protected to tht 
extent that .it would be .possible for it to compete with the foreign manu
facturer. 

M",., FitzPatrick.-There are other things which depend on steel. Fop 
instance, the development of 'our collieries. The machinery there is nearly
all steel and if you put 331 per cent; duty on that, it is going to increase the, 
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raising cost of coal "nd therefore the cost of coke an.l again tlie cost of pig~ 
It .. ould affect you all the way through. But if you have protection all 
round for the whole condry it does not affect us one way or ilie other. 

Mr. Gmwala.-You say that if protection is given to steel, the price of 
coal will go up and tl,prefore the ccst of production of steel will go up. If 
the Government of the day has pledged itself-to protecting steel, and they 
find that by protecting steel the cost of coal· goes up and affects that of 
steel again, will they not be expected to make the necessary investigation and 
do what is necessary? 

AIr. FitzPatrick.-There are pipes, railway sleepers, etc. If ;vou are going 
to put up the cost of steel it is going to affect the price of these and we will 
find that our market in India for castings lost and castings will be imported. 
That is why I say a tariff all round. 

]Ir. Gintvala.-That is a different proposition. You must assume· of course 
that if Government undertakes protection of steel, it undertakes also' to pro
vide against .. hatev.1r consequilnces that follow.' Therefore that question 
does not arise. 

Mr. FitzPatri{)k.-That is all right. But we are rather aoubtful at th~ 
plEsent moment for .. hat reason tbis duty should be proposed for steel. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It cannot be that Government should protect steer and 
forget other interests. . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-1f you are going to protect steel, do you not think that 
you should also protect,. pipes and other castings? 

Mr. Gillwala.-1 will presently ask you about that. It does not come 
Btrict~v within the scope of our enquiry, but that does not necessarily mean 
that ~ou have no mea!!:> of protecting yourself. That i8 for you to cOl!sid~r. _ 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Do you mean that we should now start a propaganda. 
for protecting our own industries as in the case of steelP 

President.-You have a little margin to go on. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.·-\Ve de.. not ask for protection beccduse we run our show 

on economic lines. 
Mr. Gi1tu·~la.-You suggest that the Government may take over a con

cern like this. Are you a great believer in Government as an agency for 
conductin~ business? linless Government can producp. at a smaller cost than 
Tatas, it would cost the country a good deal more. Why do you suggest that 
Government should take up a business proposition? You suggest that this 

. difficulty could be got over by Government taking it up. What you are 
suggesting appears to be a more expensive course for the production of steel 
by Government may cost more than it may if produced by private enterprise. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-1t will if they run it on the same lines as it is at pre-
aent run#' . 

Mr. Ginwala.-In any' case unless Government can produce steel at a 
smaller cost of production than Tatas, ",hat would. be the advantage? If 
Government lose as Tatas state they are losing, the cost to the country won't 
bo any the less? 

Mr. FitzPntrick.,-If you do that it would not bring in all these things. 
which I have mentione:i, high freights, etc. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If Government loses money on the manufacture of steel, it 
has got to make go?d that loss r,omehow or other. It must lind the money 
from other 'sources. 

M.,.. 'FitzPatrick.-There are two ways of taxation, direct and indirec~ 
This would come under direct taxation. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The form of your proposal of taxation is indirect taxatioa. 
You could not put it as direct taxation. . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-In that case all the loss that ,,"')uld be inclirred' ill 
making ste",l would prchably not be nanna in the rupee which would be put 
u direct taxation. . . 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Would you suggest that if we found that Tatas were losmg 
}ts. 1 crore a year, Government should be authorised to raise that crore by 
direct taxation and to hand it over to Tatas? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-No. 
President . ..:....you prefer Government as a competitor to Tatas? 
Mr. FitzPatTick.-Yes. 
Jlr. Kale.-Because less efficient? 
Mr. GinwaZa.-I think on this point you said that lhere are arguments 

against the possibility (\f the steel industry ever taking-shape in this country. 
Some other firms have giyen rather a different opinion. 

Mr. FitzPat7-ick.-Not my firm-Bengal Iron Co .• 
Mr. GinwaZa.-But l\Iartin & Co. are the managing Agents of your com

pany, and their opinion is different from yours. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-There are other interests involl"ed which had to be 

wnsidered. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The house finds itself divided again~t itself? . 
Mr .. FitzPatTick.-As far as we are concerned they are satisfied, however 

much they dislike it. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Themanaging Agents of the Company are for protection. 
lofT. FihPatTick.-They have got their other interests to consider. 'rhey. 

simply sign for us. 
President.-Martins' responsibility is merely as an agent carrying out the 

orders of the Principal? 
lofT. FitilPatrick.-Yes. I 

MT. Ginwala.-Martins think that this industry fulfills the conditions 
which you say are not fulfilled. Do you look upon the steel i!tdustry as a 
very big industry, or as an industry in which the country as a whole is 
interested? 

MT. FihPatrick.-The country as a whole is interested in the extent 
of giying employment. . 

Mr. Gim/JaZa.-As an industry required for national defence, as an industry 
in which a lot of national money has been invested, and as an industry on 
which other industries are dependent at present, would you not describe it 
as a national indulStry? 

Mr. FitzPatTick.-I cannot say. If an industry is involved, would not 
that affect other industries? 

Mr. Gin.;L'ala.-The Tata Compa1iy's case is that unle;;s protection is given 
they cannot manufacture steel. If It came to that, would you still object to 
ihe steel industry being protected? • 

Mr. FitzPatTick.-We should maintain that probably steel can be manu
factured in this country at a profit, without protection. 

MT. Gin.waZa.-It is the national point of view I am putting you for 
til moment. There is an industry in which the people have invested roughly 
Rs. 20 crores. i'hen there are subsidiary industries dependent on it which 
have inves~ed several orores. Then there is the -"'lal industry which is 
dependent oonsiderably on the prosperity of the steel industry: then there 
are railwa,\'l! also having some interest and various other industries. Having 
regard to these factors, ·will you still be opposed to protection beIng granted 
tu this industry if we are satisfied that it cannot go on unless 'protection 
is given? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It has to be looked at in this 'way, is the remedy 
, llig to be wOI'l!e than the disease. 

MT, Gin~oala.-Do you think that the effect would be such? Would, 
;,ou rather ·have the industry smashed? 

Mr . . Fit;Patrick.-'-The result of a duty would be that industries other 
il-an steel industry are going to sutIer. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-How do you know? . " 
Mr. FitllPatrick.-I cannot say because it has not happ~ed. If y~1U are 

going to increase the cost of an article to your colliery men by puttmg an 
;nnport duty of 33t per 9Cnt. on steel, you are going to increase the c;osii' 
-of coal and so on. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-These general opinions are very valuable bu~ they cannot 
,;olve our difficulty. Have you worked the additional expenditure that would 
he neceassrv in the case of the collieries if the duty on" steel is 'increased 

"from 10 ~o' 33t per cent.? 
Mr. FitaPatrick.-No. We have not worked that out. 
Mr. "Ginwala.-How do you expect us to accept your argument unlel!s 

"you have something to substantiate it? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-1f our colliery plant coist us now £100,000 and suppos

"ing we open another colliery on conditions identical, the major portion of the 
·plant being steel, the duty on steel is increased to 33t per cent., we come 
to the conclusion that it is going to cost us 23t per ~ cent. more. 

Mf'. Ginwala.-Why should it raise the cost of coal so much, if you would 
be able to find for it a market? 

Mf'. FitrePatrick.-We have no means of knowing how it will affect the 
,market. 

Mr. Glnwala.-Suppose the price of coal is Rs. 9 and the. duty on steel 
'ib raised t.) 33t per cent., and the cost of raising the coal goes up by about 
lte. ~. Your market price comes to Rs. 10. .We cannot assume that at 
N. 10 you cannot get any market. • 

Mr. FitzPatTick.-1f we could not Bell it on the market at that price 
the increase of cost must come out of our profits. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is true. The 'point we have to satisfy ourselves 
aLout is: that it would first of all increase the cost of production. You have 
given us a general argument, but it does not necessarily follow. In the" first 
p!ace you must satisfy the Board that if the price of steel were raised so 
hIgh, you would not have- a market except at !" loss or unless you make up 
the difference from your own pocket. 

Mf'. FitzPatrick.-I see you idea is this: "If" you have 33t per cent., 
more to pay for your plant~ it does not necessarily mean that you are going 
to suffer lid yOll have no evidence of that." 

Mr. Ginwala.-We want to find Bome solution for tbisparticular industry. 
You have .put forward some general arguments" which must be substantiated 
before they are accepted. as correct. Can you work out any figures to show 
what the effect of the duty would bel' 

Mr. Fit"Patrick.-What the general cost would be" taking it at.the market 
price to-day? We can do that. • " 

lIlr. Ginwala.-Take a typical colliery. You r've us the cost of raising 
coal this year. Then you will give us the cost i the duty is raised to 33t 
per cent. "Will you be able to do that? 

Mr. FitaPatrick . ...,...Itdoee not mean only coal: it means everything.· The 
question is so involved and so complicated that you cannot take one case and 
upon that say that it will beRe. 1 on "coal and leave it at that. 

Prerident.-You have given a general argument, and as an example take 
8 colliery and see what it comes "to. It has not been proposed to the 
Board bv anyone. that any kind of steel should be protected which is not 
manufactured or the man~fBCtJ1re of which is not about to commence in 
India, that is to say, any machinery which" is not made in India. There is 
no proposal to protect it, e.g., electrical machinery. So far as I know it is 
Dot proposed to make such machinery here, SO that a certain amount. of 
steel in your colliery would remain just IIol it is. 

Mr. FitrePatrick.-Take, for instance, the two head shafts they are ·11011 
steel. Tubs are all steel, underr;round rails are all steel and haulage cables 
lore steel. " 
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Mr. Mather.-Haulage cables are not made in India. and there is no
immediate prospect of these being made in India.. 

Mr. Ginwala:-The general position hi that so far as the underground 
machinery is concerned, there is a considerable amount of stR.el of the kind 
that is manufactured or about to be manufactured in this country, but a ~ood_ 
deal of the aboveground machinery such as boilers, electrical plant, engmes 
and so on, which is a substantial proportion of the total equipment, is not 
manufactured here.-

Mr. FitaPatrick.-Boilers are manufactured in this country. 
Mr. Mather.-Boiler platlli! are not manufactured in India.. 
Mr. FifaPatTick:-I think it is Tata's intention to make plates. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The point is that you have got to be very careful before 

you a.rrive at a conclusion that any additional protection to the steel industry 
would mean a corresponding increase in your coat, because, as the President 
has pointed out, the question before us is the protection ot the kind of
steel that is manufactured or about to be manufactured here. 

Mr. FitzPatrirk.-In that connection comes the queStion of transport of 
coal from collieries to the works. 

P'l'esident.-What we realIy asked you to do was to take the case of a 
colliery which haS been recently equipped. Find out what the figures in the 
capital cost would be if the higher duty were put on those kinds of' steel 
manufactured in India or about to be manufactured in India, work out 
the increased depreciation and profit on capital and then taking the outturn. 
of the colliery work out what the increase will be per ton. 

lIfr. FitzPatrick.-You will agree with me then, Mr. Ginn-ala, however' 
igmall, the cost will be more. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Of course, additionaJ. duty means additional cost to some
body. 

Mr. FitzPatriek.-You simply want to know the figures in this special_ 
case, but I think you should take into account the general effect. 

Pre8ident.-The Board appreciate the importance of that, the general. 
increase in cost, and how that increased cost would affect industries and we 
must investigate it as closely as we can. We have already asked the Railways. 

Mr. Ginwala.,....-I think you are interested also in a certain amount of 
Foundry work. You go in' for iron castings? Is that likely to be directly
affected by any increase -in the cost of steel? 

Mr. FitzPatTick.-Indirectly, yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Of course, as I told you a little while ago, the question of 

iron is not before us so that protection of iron l'lIstings is not before us •. 
You do not make any steel castings? 

Mr. FitaPatrii:k.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have been paying 7 per cent. dividend? 
Mr. FitzPatriclc.'-It, is possible to make iron at a. profit in India. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I want to put a general question, With regard to your -

castings, do you have any difficulty in selling your castings merely on the ~ 
ground that they are of Indian make? 

Mr. FilaPatrick.-Our castings are made to British Standard specification. 

Mr. Ginwal.a.-P.o you alwavs get the same price as for English castings, . 
quality being the same? • 

Mi'. FitlJ?atrick.-We have to sell at a little less, People who buy our 
castings Bay ours are as good as the Home product. 

Mr. Ginu:ala.-In the case of ca..<;tings you have 10 per cent. duty at 
pr6l'ent and that you find sufficient for your present purposes? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-It has come on so recently and with the fall in prices. 
we had, I oannot say if it has benefited us. 
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Mr. GinwaZa.-You are now much better off-from 21 per cent. duty: 
there is a riso to 10 per cent. 

M,. Fifs!'atrick.-But the ~ome p.rices have co~e down: that more or' 
less count-eroalances the protection whlCh you have put on. 

• Mr. GinwaZa.-In your general business do you have to' import mucn,. 
swel? • 

.111,. Fil2IFatrick.-Not except for our construction. We are now buildtng. 
another new furnace. We are not)n the. steel busine.;s .. 

Pr8sidcnt.-The steel used in the furnace would probably come in as· 
machinery. 

Mr. FitzPairick.-Yes. 
PT8sident.-1t would come under the new definition, that the stuff must 

have been given a particular shape in order to be used for a particular purpose?' 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginu,ala.-In your letter you say " Withou1;. being put in po.;session 

of the actual figures of cost of production compared with sale prices we feel 
we are unable·to give the Board a considered opinion," but you have got .. 
th", figures? 

Mr. FitzPatric~-Since we wrote to you we have got that. I only got
it yesterday and have had no time to study the figures. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Your opinion woula have been valuable. 
Mr. FitaPatrick.-The Tata. Iron and Steel Co. are charging iron to· 

theIlh!elves al a' given figure and we do not know what is the difference
between that given figure and the actual cost of manufacture. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is the actual cost of material in theil' case. 
Mr. FitzPcJ.irick.-Yes, but if, for instance, Tatas put it at Rs. 45 a ton' 

which is less than market price--
rreside·~t.-·lf you could send us any further information after you have

studied the fig<1res it would be useful. 
Mr. FitaPairick.-I should have to get the steel people to do that. 
'Mr. Ginwr.la -This has also to be borne in mind. It is the total cost 

in which are included depreciation, interest and overhead charges on the· 
pig as well in the coke but it is not the market price. The cost in the 
figures you are referring to includes overhead charges. 

1.1,. FitzPafTick.-We do it in a different way. 
Mr. Gillwala.-Do you take the market price? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-We take the market price. For instance, we chargg-· 

our pig iron according to the market price. If Tatas' did that, the cost. 
of protection would go np a good deal more. 

Mr. Gintvala.-They are competing against your pig iron? 
1.1,. FitJl'africk.-That is so~ 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is a legitimate complaint .to make that they compete
againtJt you in pig hon. The reason why you have to compete against 
them is that they have more pig iron than they can use in manufacturing 
steel. If steel is protected their surplus will be smaller and you will have
less competition. How will you regard it from that point of view p. 

Mr. FilzFllfrick.-You said just now that when protection came it would' 
attract capital in order to go into the steel business.· I take it that· if 
T&tas as business people could get a market for pig iron they' would not' 
reqtrict the sale of their pig to oblige us. 

Mr. Ginu."ala.-We are assuming that if they are to get protection it is to 
enable them to produce steel. When they do succeed in manufacturing steet 
it would follow that they would absorb most of the pig that they are likely 
to manufact·ure. At present of course they have not r«:lached their full' 
output and naturally, as you know, yon start first by selling your coal,. 
and then you make pig iron and sell it after using as much as you can. 
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"Now, if they get protection then their competition in pig will disappear. 
How would YOIl look at it in that case? 

Mr. Fif.,Pal,;ck.-They have organization and the pllillt to produce pig 
iron. They are producing pig and have a surplus that will be reduced to 

.aO,OOO tons or soma such figure in the near future if pig iron market is 
such as there is always a profit to be made in selling pig. Do you think 
'Tatas would refrain from making pig iron apart from manufacturing steel 
just to oblige us P . 

Pre8idllnt.--The assumption has been made that the increased duty will 
-render steel quite sufliciently profitable and when they get their full pro
duction of steel they would absorb almost all the pig they could make. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-We take it that this 30,000 which they sell as surplus, 
if they sell that at a good price owing to reduced production on the market, 
what is to pl·.,'ent'them from putting another furnace simply for pig iron? 
'1'hey hav,\ got the whole organization, they have got collieries, their ore, 

-their limestone, everything is there and therefore if they say 'we will 
put in ant'ilip,l" 30,000 tons,' why shouldn't they?' . 

MT. Ginwala.-You may just as well say if they make a profit on 
-textiles, why go in for steel? 

Mr. FltaP,.trivk;-These two are allied industries. Do you suggest that 
'with the reduced output the prices will be better and therefore we will not 
-£ufier? ~ith protection the output of. pig- iron is going to be reduced 
.and therefore the prices will be greater. 

Mr. Gin'wala.-There will be Ie&! competition. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Therefore the prices will be greater. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it not better for the pig iron business that steel should 

·1:e protected? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-And these people will still go on making pig iron. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In this argument there is not much because if steel gets 

protection there will be little surplus pig iron left and it can hardly affect . 
:you. 

Mr. FitsPatrick.--30,OOO tons which Tata Co. have as surplus is the 
.half consumption of India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-As you perhaps know they have got long term contracts 
which will absorb all their 30,000 tons. 

Mr. Fit.Pa1.rick.-Therefore by protection you suggest that the pt'ice of 
jlig iron will go up. Assuming that pi/-' iron ~oes up by Rs. 5 why should 

.,DOt the Tata Co. start making more pig? 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am talking of the present state of affairs. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Whatever way you look at it-if you give them protec

. -tion, it means that they can sell pig at a much cheaper rate. 
Mr. GilltlJaia.-You may manufacture steel and make a bigger prcfit .. 
-Mr. FitsPatrick.-We will do that as soon as the opportunity comes, 

If y'lU are going to give us the same facilities. 
Mr. GinwoJia.-Is it your view that Government ought ilways to pur

.\lhase in the oountry and at the usuil current price or do you ilso suggest 
~hat GovflmllleDt dhould pay preferential price to locally manufactured articles? 

_~{r. Ji·.:t.ePalnck.-That is for Government to decide. If it is decided that· 
-the steel industrv is of nationil importance I say • Yes' and if not then 
.4 No.' 

Mr. Ginwala.-You would not apply that argument to' industries other 
-than of national importance? 

Mr. FihPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Gtnu'!lia.-We have had it in evidence before us that Governmenll 

,.should as far al possible buy.in the Indian market. 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-It. is natural. 
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lIl,. Ginu.ola.-l"ou do not suggest that Government should do that? 
M,. Fitd'atricl<.-I don't suggest that Government should buy at a. 

higher price. It all comes back on us in the way of taxation BOoner or later. 
M,. Gillwala.-Tn giving this cost of production of one blast furnace yoUc 
~ probably take the coke at your market price? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-'l'hat will not help us. 
Mr. FIt;,Putlic7..--You want net cost? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes, net cost without profit, plus your depreciation charges., 
Mr. FitzPo.trick.-We will give you that.* 
Mr. Ginwalo..-Are you familiar with the coal aspect of your business;, 

would you be able to give us figures or raising of coal and so on? 
M,. Fit"Patrick.-I can get that for you-the cost of raising from 1911} , 

to date.- • 
lIfr. Ginwala.-And the market price duting that period. 
Mr. FifzPatrick.-The Railway Board fixes it. 
Mr. Gi"wala.-·The raising cost will help us more. We want to com

pare the cost of raising of different firms. 
Mr. Kale.-The impressiC;>nyour evidence has created on. my mind is thai;" 

you are not so much opposed to protection as anxious that protection should 
be more tColough.going? . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Complete free trade or complete protection, that is what: 
we uant. 

Mr. Kale.-You take this view because you feel that when new com
panies desire to go in for steel manufacture, they would like to have some' 
assurance 88 to the future policy of the Government; and firms are not ' 
likely to go into· this business as they will not be able to raise capital at 
tho present moment, and people will not invest in this new industry because' 
they are not sure that sufficient profit will be made? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes, all things stand at present; but mind you, as far
as we are concerned, we have not gone into the qy.estion of making steel> 
for the last three years. If we do, our firm may get the money, but it 
does not apply generally, I am only _speaking of the new firms concerned. 

M,. Kale.-Is it not a general proposition that unless investors are-' 
Msured of a certain return, they· will not be able to put their money iilto 
tb e H~ .elbulliness? 

Mr. I<'itzPatrick.-TheY"'i1l not, unles3 the\' are assured of a return on, 
the capital invested. . • 

M,. Kale.-If they are assured that the policy of protection once adopted' 
will continue, then there will. be no difficulty? 

. Mr. FitIllPatrick.-That depends on whether or not the firm putting up 
the proposition can with reasonable correctness say that their profit will' 
be so and so. 

Mr. Kale.-Why do you doubt that the policy of protection will be con--
tinued?' . 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I would have no doubt at all if it were for revenue 
purposes. But if it is for the purpose of protecting only this Qne industrY,. 
then it is for' Government to settle the limit. . 

Mr. Ginwo.la.-There is no question of one iD.dustry. That we are en
quiring into one industry does not necessarily mean that, if the policy of' 
protection is accepted, it will be given to only one industry. 

Mr. KalB.-Do you think that when a duty is for revenue: purposes it i& 
permanent whereas a protective duty is not likely to be permanent? 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-That'iS my personal opinion. 

- Not sent. 
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'MT. Kale.~Dori't you know of instances of even 'revenue' duties having 
:lleen abolished or materially reduced? Import duties on cotton cloth in Indi~ 
were at one time abolished and then they were once more put on at 5 per 

. cent.; then they were reduced to 3t per cent. and again raised to 7 per 
cent. and recently to 11 per cent. They may again be reduced to7t per cent;. 
for aught we know. Even revenue duties are altered like that according 

,to circumstances, and there is no definite element of permanency even in those 
.duties, whereas if they are protective duties they are likely to be altered only 
'In view of changed circumstances? 

Mr. FitzPatl"ick.-That is possible, but you have only given me an instance 
-in India. , 

lIfr. Kale.-Even in the matter of revenue imposts, when the political 
"Policy of Government ,changed there might be a radical alteration? 

President.-In the United States of America where the ,revenue element 
was very much present in their dutie:l there have been constant changes in 

-the tariff according to the party that came into power and according to the 
-state of the national finance. ' 

MT. FitzPatrick.-Yes, and also vested interest. 
Mr. Kale.-It is the protective element that on the whole proved a. steady 

factor during and after the civil war? 
MT. FitzPatrick.-That is right. My point is that the form of indirect 

.fuation is an extravagant form of taxation. 
MT. Kale.-I hope you 'realize that in the enquiry that we are making 

-we ha.ve to enquire into the protection of not a. particular firm but of the 
steel industry generally~ so that when the protective tariff is levied, if it is 

'levied at all, and the existing steel industry is protected, naturally it will 
follow that until the time that India is able to produce all the' steel that 

,she wants, protection of steel will continue and other firms which are 
coming into the business will be benefited by the protection and there will 

-be room for two, three or even four companies in this country? 
Mr. FitzPatr'ck.-I do not know the exact. figure, I am speaking from 

memory, but I think the consumption of steel in India at present is about 
It million tona. -

Mr. Kale.-That is the import? 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-Let us say It miliion. 
Mr. Kale.-Tatas will be producing 450,000 tons and the consumption of 

:India will go on increasing. It is bound to increase as it haS increased in 
the past and elsewhere and in the course of the next 10 years there will 
-b~ room for three, four or even more works. There is no reason why ;India 
-should not be a large steel producing country and why there should not be 
room for a number of large steel works in this country.' , 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-When you are talking of India. as a steel producing 
,country, you mean for exports? 

Mr. Kale.-First for our own consumption and'later on for export. 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-Two or three firms could supply the Indian demancl' 

,and in order to do that do they compete one with the other. 
Mr. Kale.-That will. always happen. 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-My point is that since the war the amount of steel .pra. 

,ducing plant all over the world has increased and the consumption has gone 
,jnwn. . 

Mr. Gin~ala.-It haS i consumption is still below production. 
Mr .. Kale.-We hope that things will improve in the near future ~d then 

,-there wIll be abundant scope for the steel industry. It is no~ the case of this 
or that firm that is being considered. It is felt that in the next 20 years 
there will .be r~m' for half a dozen steel works in ~e country. If the policy 

,{)f ~rotectlOn. IS once started; it cannot stop; and if one firm receives pr~ 
~ctlOn to-day, others will receive similar protection so that India's ability 
't... produce will mcrelllie9 
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Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-You point ~ut that an import duty is likely to handicap ~ 

IlUmber of indutltries in India. But if Government were to raise all" the 
money it wanted for assisting the steel industry in other ways ,and then 
j:'lund that other sources of revenue were impossible, would you consent to 
an increase iD. the income tax, for instance P 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-I naturally object to that. 
Mr. Kale.-The Government of India have already tapped all its sources 

and it may endeavour to increase the income tax. Would it be advantage
ous to industries? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-In that case the industries, by being bigger, will give 
Government more revenue, so' that one balances the other. In the case of 
Bu.aller firm it will be so small that it will not be felt by the people ¥ 
protective duty would. 

Mr. KaIB.-It may come to something like 2 crol'es of rupees. 
Mr. FitsPatrick.~It is possible to grow grapes on the top of mountains 

but why do it? 
Mr. KaIB.-As regards the last point which we hadb~en ditlcussing, you 

say that a larger quantity of pig iron may be produced by the Tata Co., 
for instance, and that will be a disadvantage to you? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-A great disadvantage to us. 
Mr. KaIB.-Does it not strike you that if the steel companies go in for a 

bigger production of pig iron, some of their steel machinery will remain idle, 
eo that what they were going to gain on the one hand they will lose on the 
Clther? 

Mr. FilzPatrick.-My argument was that if there was a profitable market 
there was no reason why they should not have another blast furnace, apart 
'from that they have for the manufacture of ,steel, for making pig iron? 

Mr. Kale.-Will it help them if in .. tead of producing steel they went 
in for pig iron '1 ' 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-No; because what they make on the steel they can afford 
~~oob~~ , 

Mr. Kalll.-In that case the advantage is not likely to be considerable? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-But it is a disadvantage to us however small. 
Mr. Kalll.-They will not utilize their steel machinery to the fullest extent 

:Bud ,then start additional manufacture of iron; that is what you mean? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is the temptation. 
Mr. KaIB.-You have got the same advantage. 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-They have the advantage of the 23 per cent. duty over, 

~s throughout. 
Mr. KaIB.-What Government proposes as additional duty will just allow 

'them to have a very small margin of profit. Government is not going to 
impose a duty that will give them 50 per Cellt. profit. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-As far ,as I see, Mr. Peterso~ was asking .for 15 per, 
cent. return. People will not invest in this country unless there is a 'fair 
margin of profit. 

Mr. KaIB.-I hope there'will be a Tariff Board 5 years hence and Govern. 
ment will ilsk them to go into tbe question of profits, so that there will be 
no difficulty like that you are anticipating. 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-If it is a good source of revenue to the Government 
1I.Ild the 'steel companies are satisfied with the profits they 'are' making these' 
'two interests will keep up protection, and there will be nobody asking for' it 
being taken off. 

Mr. Kalll.-But new firms will come into the business ~d then ,there .will 
'be competition Jmd profits will be reduced? ' , ' , 
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Mr. FitIlP/l.trick.-It is a paradox. You are creating a thing so that it. 
.pulls down what you created before. You are tempting people to go inta 
this business by assuring them of a Bafe return on their capital for Bay: 
15 years, but the moment they are in you pull the ladder from under their 
feet. You must remember that people who invest money do so primarily 
for their own benefit and not for the benefit of the country, whatever their 
nationality may be. 

President.-You are overlooking this fact that, as soon as competition sets 
in, people will get their prices ICOmpared before they buy, and that is a very. 
strong incentive to reduce the cost of production. 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-The question is can we reduce the cost of production? 
I see that in one of the notes the Tata Co. say that they hope to reduce 
the cost of production in various ways, but so far the tendency has been the 
other way and if the railway freights are going to rise more, however sma1l~ 
it is not going to bring down your cost of production. 

Mf. Kale.-Don't you see the possibility that if three or four firms go on 
making steel and then arrive at an agreement that the firms will devote 
themselves to the manufacture of only particular kinds of steel and in that 
way India will have the same advantage as other countries have? 

Mr. FitzPatrick.-That is, the whole of it is to be a big individual organi-
28tion each firm making particular sections? It is good for them both from 
tbe production point of view.and the profit point of view. 

Mr. Kale.-You cannot have an organization like that unless you have the 
industry. 

Mr. FitllPatrick.-But apart from protection there are other difficulties. 
iIs regards starting a similar corporation as exists in America, or· in England .. 
Labour, for one, is extremely difficult in India. The Indian labourer is really
noL an industrial worker. Our labourers practically in the whole of our works. 
turns over once every 12 monthil. 

Mr. Kale.-The difficulties are not such that they cannot be overcome
absolutely. That is the feeling in the country. 

Mr. FitllPatrick.-The difficulties can be overcoma. I am not saying thii.i 
it is impossible to overcome them. I am only looking to the immediate 
future. . . 

Mr. Kale.-Big things grow only from small things? 
Mr. FitJPatrick.~Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You were not colmected with the Bengal Iron Co. at the

time when it was making steel? 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-Were you ever directly connected with any other company 

that was manufacturing steel? 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-Have the Bengal Iron Co. studied the question specially

with a view to starting a new steel works since you joined it? 
Mr. FitsPatrick.-No. But just when I joined it, there was a proposal. 

h start a steel works and a rupee company out here. Amongst other things,. 
a site was chosen but the tightness of the money market has shelved it for
the present. 

Mr. Mather.-You bave not specially.studied that question? 
Mr. FitIlPatrick.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-You have not personally ;studied the cost of a steel making

plant and the cost of its operation at any time? 

Mr. Fit:iPatrick.-No. 

Mr. Mather.-If you were not with the company at.. tnat time, probablY' 
yOll might be at a disadvantage in ans.wering my question, but I thought that 



you might be able t.o throw some light on this. Do you know why in 1902 
your Company went in for such a small plant with an output of 20,000 tons 
without, so far as any information id available at present, having made any 
arrangements by which this 20,000 tons should be confined tq a compara
tively few articles, so that they could be produced eco~omically? 

'Mr. FitzPatrick.~It may have been a mistake to have started. with such a. 
small plant. 

MT. Mlith6T.-I think that it WII8 very much leSs than· aneeonomic \1I1it 
at that output. 

MT. FilzPatrick.-Yes, but it was- more in the nature of an. experiment 
than anything else. 

M.r. Math6T.-Do you happen to know whether the company at that time 
endeavoured to get Government or some large consumers to promise. some 
definite contracts in advance? 

MT. FitzPatriak.-The present chairman of our company came out to 
India before taking up the chairmanship of this company and he saw the 
steel works and realised what was going to happen. He then went to the 
Railway Board. ' 

Mr. Mather.-That was after the works had Deen built upi' 
MT. FilaPatrick.-Yes. He said to the RailiVay Board "I should like 

some support. Could you give us some idea whether we could get larger 
orders for certain sections whicp. we. are producing." The reply of one of 
the Members of the Railway Board was •• we cannot help you in any way 
but our advice to you is that you should advertise your steel along the 
railways of India in the same way as you advertise tea." That is the kind 
of help we got from the Railway Board.' , 

Mr. MatheT.-Have you any record 118 to the size of the plant? I take it 
that you were making steel in open hearth furnacesi' -

Mr. li'itsPatrick.-They are all in there (in the books handed to the 
lloard for their perusal). 

Mr. Math6r.-Dolld that contain any information, about the plant? 
Mr. IhtzI'atrick.-I am afraid not; but you can get an idea of the procesll. 
Mr. Math6T.-We may take it that any general opinions that you have 

expressed about the possibility of making steel co=ercially satisfactorily 
in India could not reasonably be based on the experience of YOUI company 
in 11)~? 

Mr. FitsPatriak.-No. 
Mr. Math6r.-The original policy was not a good one and it wail not 

started in. the way in which it would be started now? 
Mr. FitIlPatriak.-No. 
Mr. Math6T.-The fact that thai experiment failed in 1902 is not really 

of much value in considering the possibilities of the steel industry in India? 
MT. FitllPatriclr..-I eave said that it is not very much a guide to our 

present day conditionil. , ' 
Mr.' Mather.-You tell us that it is doubtful whether it is possible to 

creste in India a steel industry in any way comparable to the,same induiltry 
of other countries; then you refer to other difficulties such as limited coke, 
distance and transport-practically all of which apply almost-entirely to the
production of pig iron. The evidence before the Board is, I think, fairly 

'conclusive that the production of pig iron can, if there: is a sufficient market 
for it, be carried on on a very large scale in India. ' 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-Yes. 
MT. Math6T.-With satisfactory commercial reSults if the market is there, 

so that I don't feel disposed to accept the drawbacks thab you mention as 
applied'to the steel industry. 

:VOL. m. Q 



Mr. FitsPatrick~-1 take it that if a new steel company is coming In, 
it will first of all produce pig iron? 

Mr. Mather.-Necessarily. 
Mr. Fitd!atrick.-The result must be with these three companies which 

are- in existence and a possible fourtli, it will be extremely difficult. 
Mr. Mather.-Even to produce pig iron? 
Mr. FitzPatrick.-Yes. In the steel industry the first process is pig iron: 

that is what I have in mind. These difficulties will now apply to any firm 
that will simply come in for the purpose of making pig iron. 

Mr. Mather.-The evidence seems to show that India will be capable 
of producing, say, nearly 2 million tons ·of pig-iron probably more cheaply 
than, it can be produced in any other important steel producing country. 

Mr. FitssPatrick.-2 million tons a year I 
Mr. Mather.-Yes. Taking the Taia Iron and Steel Co., Bird and Co's 

scheme, the Indian Iron and Steel Co. and your own, it comes somewhere 
near that. I think we may take it that there are great facilities for pro
ducing in India nearly 2 million tons of pig iron and it is very much open 
to argument whether these 'particular difficulties would seriously restrict the 
bigger production. They might. But limiting ourselves for the moment to 
that, the 2 million tons of pig iron can be produced economically, but it 
cannot be sold in India as pig iron. 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-No. _ 
Mr. Mather.-If the Indian demand for steel could talte up a very large 

proportion of that pig iron. it would be converted into steel. 
Mr. FitssPatrick.-Yes. . 
Mr. Mather.-In India we can ~tto the pig iron stage and produce 

satisfactory commercial results. 
Mr. FitlisPatrick • ...:....Y6tl. the existing firms can. 
M,. Mathsr.-Vlhat I would like to know is· this: what particular diffi

culties do you think stand in the way of converting that pig iron which is . 
made more cheaply in India than in any other country, into steel, which is the 
form in which India wants the material? 

Mr. FitssPatrick.-1t is a question of necei;sary capital. In the meantime 
we have got a very profitable business of converting the pig iron into castings. 
If we find on study that it will pay us to convert the pig iron .into steel, 
we naturally would do it. 

Mr. Mather.-You don't see any insuperable .difficulties in the way of 
producing from this possible 2 million tons of pig iron a production of steel 
which is large compared with the Indian demand? 

Mr. FitaPatrick.-It is only a question of _what return on the capital 
the production of steel will give us. If we realise that it is going to pay 
us a fair return, we. will do so. 

Mr. l\[ather.-The present difficulties in steel production may be of more 
'CIt lasl! a temporary nature connected with the starting of an industry which 
has not been atte~pted on a large scale in this country before ........ . 

Mr. FitsPatrick.-You don't call the lack of coking coal 8 temporary 
difficulty. It is a permanent one. 

M,. Mathe,.-Coking coal, the difficulty of finding sites with sufficient 
\Vater, the distance of ore deposits and limestone-these are all absorbed 

-in the production of pig iron. If you are going to increase your output 
of ~ig iron, that means, you have surmounted the great bulk of these d~ffi
cultle~ .. 1 no.w come to the second stage-that is, the stage of conver,tIng 
thl.' Pig Iron mto steel. 

Mr. FibPatrick.-As I said, we have not gone into the question of con
verting pig iron into steel. Therefore I cannot give you any opinion except. 
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jng that our Home Board is against putting down, a steel plant at the 
present moment. 

Mr. Mather.-You find a better use for your iron? 
Mr. FitzPatric;k.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-The experience of your Company from 1902 to 1905 does 

not suggest any unavoidable difficulty in the conversio,n of pig, iron .into 
steel? 

Mr. FitzPatriok.-No. 
Mr. Mathe~.-So that you don't see' any permanent difficulty? 
Mr. Fi~Patriok.-Everything has proved that it is pos~ible to manufac

ture steel. 
Mr. Mather.-Apart from these particular results, the impression left with, 

your Company is not that there are great difficulties in the way which 
cannot be overcome? . 

Mr., FitzPatriok.-That is right. 
Pr6Bident.~upposing the Tata Iron and Steel<Jo. \Vall unable 'to go on 

and passed into the hands of the Receiver'on behalf of the debenture holders, 
is it nat probable that the manufacture of steel would be discontinued and 
the manufacture of pig iron continued on behalf of the debenture holdeN? 

Mr. FitzPatriok.-That would hardly take place, if it goes into liquidation.
PreBident.-The debenwre holders have got the' mortgage, and it would 

bo for them to Bay what was ~. be done. 
Mr. FitI1PatTiok.-There are certain 'financial houses of reputation who 

would oome to their resoue. If it was a case ef reconstruotion on sound 
lines, the Tata Iron and Steel Co. would'still continue to make steel. We 
have no fear as far as tha.t is concerned. 

PreBident.-The Kirtyanand Iron and Steel people have asked that the 
duty on pig iron should be entirely removed, They make steel castings from 

• imported pig ·iron. We asked the representatives of both the Tat&. Iron and ' 
Steel Co. and the Indian Iron and Steel Co. and they said, that it was a 
wotter of indifference to them whether the duty now imposed on pig iron 
remained or W88. taken off. I do not know whether you would be prepared 
to expreas any opinion on behalf of the Bengal Iron Co. 

Mr. FitzPatriok . ...:..The consumptio~ in India of pig iron is so small that 
most of it has got to be sold at a low figure in foreign markets. As far as 
we are ooncerned, it would make very.1ittle differenoe one way or the other. 
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No. 78. 

Calcutta Port Trust. 

WRITTEN. 

Statement D-Original repre8entation of the Chairman, Port Commissioners, 
Oalcutta, to TariH Bom'd, dated 13th November IfJ2S: 

In reply to your letter No. 3~, dated the 9th October 1923, forwarding copies 
1)f two letters addressed to the principal Railway Companies iIt' india and 
asking for the views of the Commissioners for the Port of Calcutta on all 
or any of the points raised therein, I beg to inform you that this question 
waa considered by the Commis'$ioners in Meeting on the 12th instant and 
I now reply in accordance with their views. _ 

2. The issues placed before the Port CommissionerS are understood to be 
as follows :-

(a) the advisability. of imposing an enhanced import duty of 331 per 
cent. on steel other than fabricated structural steel, or as an 
alternative, on all strnctural steel, including that which is 
fabricated, and 

(b) the proposed grant of bounties in favour of Companies manufactur
ing wagons in India, which would increaae the price paid for 
such wagons to certain figures which they state would enable 
them to compete with imported wagons. 

3. As regards the first issue, the position of the Port Commisilioners is 
necessarily ·different in some important respects from that of Indian Railways. 
Having regard to the extent of their operations, the Port Commisilioners utilise 
steel for an unusually large number of purposes and in ways which demand 
varying degrees of fabrication, ranging from the simpler kinds of work, such 
as for the hulls of vessels or in the larger types of buildings, up to its use in 
many forms of. machinery, such as locomotive and marine engines, hydraulic 
and electric- of different kinds. etc. Thus the issue is in the case of the 
Calcutta Port Trust complicated by the unusual variety of the plant which it 
necessarily employs, while the difficulty in giving reliable figures which results 
thererrom is aocentuated by the marked variation, which occurs from year 
to year in the monieO! expended under the different heads. While therefore 
an effort has been made to furnish the Tariff Board with certain figures it is 
nec-essary to ask that these be regarded as approximationi! only and as subject 
to an unusual degree of variation from time to time. 

4. Here it may be pointed out that the alternative course mentioned above, 
vis., the exclusion from, or inclusion within, the range of the propooed pro
tective duties of fabricated structural steel is from our point of view, one or 
very great impol"ance. While it will always be the case that certain quan
tities of ordinary standard steel sections will be required for maintenance 
and repair work, it should be noted that the steel utilised on many of our 
more important additions, such as vessels, machinery, etc., is assembled and 
erected in the United Kingdom, to be passed by Inspectors before shipment 
to India and thus comes to this country after fabrication. Such steel would 
therefore escape the payment of the higher duty, provided all steel of this 
kind is. excluded. If on the other hand, the decision wene in favour of in
cluding fabricated structural steel, the effect would be that all plant imported 
into India, a great part of which certainly cannot now be produced in this 
1',0untl'Y, would be enhanced in cost by 331 per cent ... ad valorem," repre
senting on expensive items such as electrical machinery a gratuitouslv burden-
Rome impost, the effect of which would be extremely serious. • 

5. Turning now to the anticipated effe!lt of such duties on the finance of the 
Port Trust, it is estimated that excluding fabricated steel, the annual increase 
in ordinary Revenue expenditure (i.e., in monies expended on the mainten-
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ance of the COmmissioners' railway system, vessels and plant) would range 
from RB. 50,000 to Rs. 1 lakh, while if fabricated' steel were included, this 
effect would be increased to poi:Jsibly double the figures. 

6. ,But it is· neceSsary also to consider the possible efl'ecl of such, pro
posaL! on the Trust's capital expenditure. Here it seems impossible to give 
any useful figures without a detailed examination of the whole position, 
which would necessarily take more time than, is available, and would in 
any case only apply to the prei:Jent and immediate future. It is possible, 
however, to give certain figures which illustrate the serious efl'ect of the pro
posals un!Ier discussion. The Commissioners are now completing the last of 
five Riverside Berths at Garden Reach, which comprise one coaling berth 
and four general import or export berths with shed~. In the construction of 
these it has been neceSsary to make extended use of steel in the shape of 
steel piles and trough plating and the total quantity employed on the whole 
Bcheme is approximately 31,700 tons. The actusl cost per ton, has, varied 
considerably, owing to :fluctuations in the f.o.b. price and 'in exchange during 
the period' of construction, but assuming a basic price of Ri:J'. 10 per cwt. or 
Rs. 200 per ton, it can be seen that the enhanced cost of imposing a duty 
of 331 per cent., even when compared with the efl'ect of the present high 
duty, would amount to nearly Ri:l. 15.lakhs in respect 'of these works only. 
In the case of the . first section of the King George's Dock now under 
construction where the total expenditure, exclusive of interest, is estimated at 
Rs. 6.6 crores, the proportion of steel is considerably lower but it has been 
roughly estimated that the cost of all steel work included in ,all the items 
covered by the present sanctioned estimates is not far short of Rs. 1 crore, 
so that the enhanced cost whi~h would follow from the proposals now under 
discussion would in this case amount to about, Rs. 20 lakhs. All such en
hancementB, together with the increased cost of all other additional plant of 
any kind whatever, such as new vessels or machinery, either additional or in 
replacement, (on which every year considerable expenditure is incurred), would 
be increased by the same percentage and the enhanced capital' expenditnre 
thus involved would mean correspondingly higher burdens on Revenue, b:v 
reason of the interest and sinking funds payments due on the additional 
capital monies expended, '. 

7. In the next plaee it is necessary to observe that a public body such as 
the Calcutta Port Trust, having to balance its annual budget as 'clOsely as 
possible and to limit itB powers 6f taxation to the lowest figurei:J compatible 
with paying its way after giving due regard to' future contingencies, any such 
mb~tantial enhancements must necessarily be re:flected, and that almost at 
once, in the rates and charges which it levies from the trade and commerce 
of the Port. Thus. it may be accepted &San indisputable fact that the' pro
posals now under discussion would immediately afl'ect the 'whole of. the 
remaining -trade of the. port by involving some enhancement of the existing 
scale of ta xation. ' . 

8. There is another, but most important, aspect of the matter from the 
point of vhw of maritime commerce. It is of great advantage for all vei:Jsels 
visiting th~ Port that they should obtain cargoes in both directions, and it is 
desirable t.hat, 80 far 'as poi!sible, these cargoes should be approximately 
eqnal in the space which they occupy on board ships, Clearly, in so far as 
this condition can be met it becomes easier for shipowners to maintain 
(lonstant and regular services and to reduce freightB with resultant benefit, 
to traders. Even under existing conditions the space required for the general 
export trpde from Calcutta tends largely to exceed that required for her im
ports, and further the importB of iron and steel, which at present' form a regular 
feature of the import trade, are probably one of the most bulky itemt; in that 
trade. 1t follows therefore that any marked decrease of such items would 
tend to emphasise the existing discrepancy and to enlarge' the difl'erence in 
bulk bet,,-een the imports and exportB of the Port. The economic result 
would necessarily be towards an increase oftha freight charged oil exports, 
and would thereby render the position of India in certp.in critical markets one 
of greater di/licultythan it is at present, 
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9. Having regard to the facts and arguments which have been adduced 
above, the Port Commissioners have 110 hesitation in saying that they consider 

. the proposal to increase 331 per cent. the present import duties on steel to be 
one which they must strenously oppose and if such a proposarwere extended io 
fabricated steel, their objections would be intensified. They would emphasize 
the protective effect of the present scale of duties, when combined with the 
cost of freight and insurance, and they consider that in view of this assis
tance to the Indian iron and steel industry and of the natural advantages 
which this country possesses in respect of coal and iron-ore, it is difficult to 
justify ally protective measures which must necessarily bring about increaRes 
in the cost of so many important items of. daily use. As regards the l!.ro
posed bounty on the building of wagons, they are. interested only to a com
paratively small extent, but here again they are unable to feel satisfied that 
the benefits resulting to thii! country from suC'h a proposal would counter-

- balance the increased cost which it would necessarily involve in the working 
expenditure of Indian Railway's. 

10. In the discussion which the Commissioners have had on this subject, it 
has been suggested that they should also indicate their opinion in regard to 
the comparative advantages and disadvantages of import duties and bounties 
as applied to the main issue of steel manufacture in India and as the Company 
which has asked for the enhanced import duty to be applied to those items 
of steel manufacture which they now produce, or expect to produce, would 
presumably aecept a syStem of bounties as equivalent in ~ffect to a system of 
import duties, it seems clear that this issue is one which your Board will 
conilider. The salient point of difference between the two alternatives is 
obviously that whereM an enhanced Customs duty will fall on the consumer 
(subiect, of course, to the poosibility of its resting temporarily on the 
shouldE'rR of merchants or middlemen)-a system of bounties will, theoreti
cally at least. rest on the shoulders of the wh01e community, "inee su!'h 
bounties would be paid from the general revenues of the State. Thus it 
appears to be a question of a heavier burden affecling a .. mailer numbE'r of 
people as agaim,t a lighter burden sffecting the whole. While the Com
mis .. ioners dll"ire to make it clear that they regard bounties as al"o open 
to objection in principle. they recognize that such a system would avoid Eom·:) 
of the very ~erious difficulties which confront the proposl'd import dutil'S, 
particularly the con~equential effect whieh the latter would have on industries 
of the .. fabrieating " kind, making use to some extent at leaS~ of imporW 
mat6rinl; it would also meet in a satisfactory manner tliose cases in which 
this demand could only be met partly from within and partly from without 
India; lastly it is perhaps possible for a more exact estimate to be framed 
of t.he actual cost of artificial assistanee which is in the form of bountie.!'. 
At the same time, it would seem that the effect of bounties can only_ be 
properly foreRt'en when it is known from what sources of general ta.~ation 
they would be met and the decision on this point would be made, not so 
much in a<'COl"dance with the oomparativ,! importance of the present sources 
of revenue, as by eonsideration of the question which of thE'Be sources were 
the· most ela."tic· and best capable of being exploited to yield the additional 
sums required. And in this connection it must be remembered that the 
receiptl! from Customs duty already form one of the largest. if not the 
largest, items in the Imperial Budget. While as regards inoome tax, if resort 
were made to,this head of revenue, it would mean that the bounties were 
in effect almost entirely met by one sectiop of the Community. 

11. Lastly, it should be mentioned that h'mnties on production on an ex
tencled basi9 and apart from their use in the direction of steamer and railway 
freight no not appear to have beE'n utilised in other countries and are largely 
an untried and unknown economic expediE'nt. 

12. In thel'le eirc-umst.ances, the Commissioners do not feel able to give Bny 
definite opinion on this issue Bt the prMent l'ltage of the enquiry, though they 
consi?E'r .it is a question which might ultimately require very ('.areful 
eX8IDmatlon. 
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Statement Il.-Letter, dated the 12th December 1929, from the Chairman 
of the Commiuioners lor the Port 01 Calcutta, forwarding additional 
.tatement •. 

I Rend herewith a statement containing the additional information which 
I UDd!ll'8tood you to desire regarding the operations' of the Calcutta Port 
Trust. If there i~ anything further which the Board would like ~ have 

, before them,' will you please let me know. 

Statement (1), showing the rates at which the Port Trust has, raised money 
during the present and las,t two preceding years. 

Rate of 

'Issue Interest ,./\ctual interest paid by - Face value' of loan. price. paid to Port Trust. holders of 
D .. bentures. 

, 

Per cent. 

1921 £1,000,000 10{30 years· 100 7 7·37 per' cent.' if redeemed 
only at end of 30 years. 

5·86 per cent. if redeemed at 
end of 10 years, and 
replaced hy 5 per cent. 
loan. ' 

-
1922 £1,250,000 30 years 100 6 6·43 per cent. 

1923 £1,000,000 SO{60 years*· 97 5 5·41 per cent. if redeemed 

-
only at end of full period 
of 60 years. 

• This loan has a currency of 30 years but the Commissioners have the option of 
repaying at end of 10 years. . 

•• This loan, has a currency of 60 years, but the Commissioners have the option of 
repaying at the end of 30 years. ' 

Statement (2), showing the effect on the Revenue expenditure of the Port 
Trust if the existing duty of 10 per cent. on iron and steel other than 
machinery, were enhanced to 33! ~er cent. . 

I understand (with reference to the estimate-given by me that in respect 
of maintenance expenditure, the increase of the present import duty from 
10 t(} 33! per cent. on unfabricated steel would mean an increase in the 
Revenue Expenditure of the Calcutta Port Trust of a sum between Rs. 50,000 
and Rs. 1 lakh per annum, and that' Ii this enhancement were extended to 
fabricated steel also, the increased expenditure might be approximately 
doubled) the Tariff Board would like to have as close an estimate as possible 
of t,he result on the Port Trust Revenue expenditure of imposing an enhanced 
import duty of .331 per cent. on all steel other than that which would be 
classed as machinery, taking as a criterion the present schedule of the Customs 
Department for the existing import duties. 

On this besis, I have examined our figures for recent years and arrive at 
the conclusion that I should place the result of such an enhancement at about 
Rs. 74,000 if th~ all-r0';lnd price of the steel 'use a for maintenance purposes 
other than machmery, 18 taken at an average of Rs. 240 per ton this figure 
including all existing charges. If this figure is regarded as unduiy kigh and 
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the average cost is taken at Rs. 200 only, the amount. would be proportion-
ately reduced. . 

Statement (3),. comparison of charges on all imports and on iron and steel 
. imports in 1913-14, ·the last complete pre-war yea.l', and in the present 
year 1923-24. 

--
-

1913-14 . - . 
1922-23 . . 

--

----------

I 

I 

I 

II 

r~n (bar, rod, etc.) 

ron (girders) .. 
ron (galvanized) • 

lachinery under-

2 tons . 
2·4 .. 
4·10 .. 

10 .. " 

-. 

, 

. 

CIIAR!lES ON IMPOBTS. 

Tonnage. Total revenue from Average charge per of Imports Landing charges and ton. handled. River Due (also 
Differential Toll for 

1922-23). 

Rs. Rs. A. P. 

1,800,673 18,22,667 1 0 0 

984,153 21,27;001 2 2 6 

IRON AND STEEL IMPOBTS. 

1913-14. 1922-23. 

- Percentage 
of Increase. 

Landing charge Landing charge, 
River due and and River due Differential toll per ton. per ton. 

RH. A. P. RH. A. P. Per cent. 

1 0 0 2· 8 0 150 

1 3 0 2 8 0 111 , 
. 1 6 0 2 8 0 82 

1 4 0 2 8 0 ) 

(up to 35 cwts.) I Average 
2 2 0 5 0 0 

(over 35 cwts. 
to 30 tons) ~ 75 per cent. 

4 0 0 11 4 0 Approx. 
(over 30 tons 

J 
but not excee-
ding 100 tons). 

. 7 12 0 .. 
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Statement (4), prices paid by the Port Commissioners for coal durinl the 
years 1922, 1923 and to be 'paid in 1924. 

1922 Average price including all freight, etc., charges. 
1923 Average price, excluding freight, etc .• 

Rs. A. P. 

15 12 2 
10 0 5 

1924 Average prioe, excluding freight, etc .. 8 1 11 

Statemen1; (5), prices now being paid for imported standard sections, for 
sheet piling and for imported rails_ 

All in 1922 OP 1923-
Imported Rails (1st class) 
Tat&'s 2nd class Rails 
Angles, imported, by Port Trust 

Per ton. 
R~. A. P. 

135 0 0 
124 0 0 
178 

. 
5 2 

Steel plates and sheets, importe!1 by Port Trust • 181 5 7 
Bolts, nuts, rivets, imported by Port Trust 419 7 0 
Angles, flats, etc., bought locally 173 II /) 

Steel plates and sheets bought locally 178 3 6 
Bolts, nuts, rivets, etc., bought locally 435 6 3 
Sheet piling imported lIy Port Trust • 236 15 11 

Statement II1.-Letter, dated tnd Janua'I"!J 1924, from the Chairman of the 
Commissioner, for- the Port 01 Calcutta rubmitting further statements. 

With reference to your letter No. 751, dated the 26th December, 1923, I 
beg to reply as follows:-

(1) 1t is hardly possible at present to state with any useful amount of 
. accuracy how much of the Thl. 6 crores given as the approximate 

capital expenditure of the Calcutta Port Trust during the next 
four years would come under the head of steel other than 'fabri
cated steel or machinery, but if the figure of Rs. 1 crore men
tioned as the possible total expenditure during the four yeant on 
iron and steel of all kinds be accepted as a rougn approximation, 
then it would seem probable. that the amount which would be 
spent on iron and steel, other than fabricated steel and 
machinery, might be allout Rs. 38 to 40 lakhs. 

(2) I give the foIIowing most favourable tender rates for rails during, 
the last four financial years:-

1920-21. 
£22-0-0 pe!' ton f.o.b. Barrow Ha!Illatrte Steel Co. 

Tata's 2nd class 90 Th. raiIR • ,Rs. 184-0-0 per ton. 

1921-22. 
B.>lckow Vaughan 
Tata's 75 lb. rails 

1922-2lt. 
United Steel Companies, Ltd. • 
Guest Keen and Nettlefolds, Ltd. 

1923-24. 
Bolckow VaugJum 
Tata's 2nd class 

VOL. m. 

£11-1Q:O per ton f.o.b. 
.Rs. 171-0-0 per ton. 

£7-15-0 per ton f.o.D. 
£8-1()'() per ton f.o.b. 

£8-12-6" pe:- ton f.o.,&. 
Re. 124 per wo. 



:Or~l. ,e"vi~ellce. 'of 'Mr. '5.· c~ 'STUART:WILI..IAlVLs.· 
t . ( . .' . t ' . :, .':,' i .~' ."j ') • , .' .' " ". 

'representing the' Commissioneri EOF, the P.ort of 
Calcutta, reCorded at Calcuttc(on Thutsday 
, the 6th December '19i3~ '., . 

Pmide1lt,'-We ''aremncli oilliged toy-ou' -for plltt~g the case, on behalf 'bf the 
: Port/Commissioners' so" :Clearly.' "J take if'that; th,," g~neral position might be 
!sulIlmed '011' in this' 1Vay: that! the Port' Commissioners be,lie'Ve that if .effect wer!! 
given to the "proposal for: increasing the 'duty to 33! per' cent,; it would mean a 
heavy .. in~rease .-hoth. in- the. cl'pital ,and revenue, el<peaditure of the' Trust and 
that, since the Trost are not like a: Railway company,,, /Which,: .mightconceivably 
bear part of the burden itself .. byredncing· it~,pro.fits._and since they make no 

_.I?rofits~ inflvitablY"l'ny burdelf th~;.J..a,1lsoD, th~~ must lie, passed on t~ t~etrade 
;.~t the ~r,~;;; 'r~at,,}'. ~~er~~aIl-~, ~ tDel?os1.tlon ,o~ fhe Pqrt C.011!-'.Illss10n~rs . 
. ,'Mr. 8tutirt~tII"illia1li.8;,...-I 'think' thntthat' oo1'l'ectly Tepresents our general 

.attit.ude. ,I migh. add'.one'pGint,1 vie,! that· we;' are 'at the' :moment,a~'everybody 
knows, in the midst);ofJ a:.very"big ·sehbe· of development which in' the' ordinary 
course cannot bring in a prop0I1ionate aIDJlun~. ,of .,ad4itionIlLrevenue ~;md . which 
aertainly cannot bring in /lny additional revenue: while it is iq, course, of ~xecu, 

·tiOD. I do not. preaS' the latter' point, becanse' wl!" debit interest during the pro
cess of construction to capital. What I want to emphasise is that for the first 

,few year« ,wl ... ~nROIi ~hOpel save. by, exbraoidinaryo; gQDd !fortune/ to get> sufficient 
additional revenue' to meet .e whole ·ehar.ge!\.e;r ilis/r,extensioBs. ' 

-Pre8;dtllt.~Thai istolSl\y, to a"lin'g~-eliteni you', pll\Ii'fdt oihi\,' f~ure? 
Mr. Stnmt- lrilliams.-Yes. . .. ,c, UC ';('1 '" .{ "':. :.. . , , 

,",' '-P7eSident,~'L~,' ~:~h91ili!J il:lulle~ai~' ~~9~~~~eJ,l~' ottii~· f.'o~,: b~, the r~CJ,uire-
ments of the Port.· as you beheve they -rill RIl,,!!8Y}9; ,<»; 1&, 'N!lars .. ,h~Q~ ? . 

Mr .. 8fum:t·Jrilliam8 . .....,..T;here is !)lore tb,a~ thai in~it, . A-very; large propor· 
tion of the 'expenditure on th\!.firs,t ~ction'o~~h,e, 1,{ing ,Goorge~s 'Dockwill.be 
on the entrances and these entrances will be, ~nough '£01', say, 40 berths, but we are 
enly' making four· berthg';n"thefir:it 'iiistance: 'Therefore, 'proportionately speak· 
in~. we have to shoulder a much heavier burden now than at any other time 'in 
.conneotiol). 1\'itll thil;,scheme, F~ ,that reasoW'we have to .COnserve our financial 
.esources. in every way.. Even., th911 WI!- CimIlPt.· Jlelp. putting. additional .burden. 

: on presellt day: trade and, th9,J'efore. 'it ii, very ,important· ,for. us, Il.ot ,to, have. tc 
,take up· any ayoida~)11 }lurden. . ~ 

President,-In order that we may understand the position a little' beUer, 
can you teH. ~s what "the \:eve\lue .eJo:peud'tul'e ,pf· the--Pol'~ Commissioners is 
to·day? .:',' . ;. I _. ' . 

,lIT. Stuart. W iUiamB.-,--I . can 'give you figures for the last ,complete year. The 
't'evenue expenditure 'lor 1~·23 a~ounted to 'a :total.a,f ES ... 261 )akhs, . 

Pmiaeftt.-:-poes that. inc\~de sinkuig fllndch~r~es' and' interest. on loans?' 
M,., ~~ua;t. WiiUam8:-,-Ofthat Il;'m, 77-5 i~khS. repres~nt. int~est--, and, sinking 

fand ·l:har~es. I should add that out of that, total expenditure, :,there is a special 
appropriatIOn of Es. 12 lakhs to. Revenue' Reserv~ Fund; that is an allocation 
which we always hope to ',make in some degree, It conld not have been made 
1D 1922·23 but for, the windfall. we: had,in the . improvement of. the value .of onr 
~curitie" .. We put:iD1ost ofjt int.el the Revenue. Reserve Fund witl! a' view to 
meeting future .demands. '. '." ". ,.,. . 
. Ptesident . ...l..1t is/sb to speak; in a good' year *00 l'utasidemoney to be SPent 
ina bad year." Is .tbat what 'it 'comes .~o! . .. '. " L '. ,' . 

. ·~r.· Stl4Qrt· jy_illiam8,~W9: m~al!e to: avoid dra~g on the Rev~~eReServf! 
Fund in :'most y~ars. yve try to aVOld thIS, because we .have this big .developmsn~ 
!!Cherne 1n the 1mmedlate foregrouod. . If we had JIO such big sclieme I thiDl 
tlhat ... e could use it more as a l>a~ing.Jlln4. ' ' 

( 2441 ) 
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Preside.t.-It is a sort of additional cam balance! 
Mr. S~art-Willia1n8.-!t is mort: than that.. We have ~lways a large am01lllt 

.~f money lD.SIL~pense acconnt, especially when we are carrymg out a big develop. 
_ ment work~ TlJat .suspense' account we don't carry in onr ordinarv.~evenue .halances. 

'We do not carry forward .Rs. 12 or 15 lakhs, ,which, is the amount required, but 
we do' calTY -that; ·susp8Qe largtllyout .. of .... he .revenue :Z:eserve", fund. ' ' 

President.-!t is; almost~ in, a, serse working ,capital! , 
Mr. Stuart- Willimn8'.-Partly th~t and' partly a rea.l. reserv~. We now have 

just under half a cr9te';,.:!f>Jost.ef 'that ~. invested ltIn4tbat is a real reserve. 
Pre8ident.-Is it invested in other securities! 

, . Mr. Stuart- Williams.~t, is entirely, invested in our own debentures. The 
advantage of that is when JOu .have to,pa1roll a large, loan, ~en ,in. .p1'DporiioD 
'to the &IIlount you hold 'yow:seli, it .is, a hook transaction and you don't bave to 
put a large amoun,t. of your .OWIl paper o~ the mal'ket. ,at; !One, ,j,ime. . 

!,re~id~nt.-Whe~ 'do you· hope to ,oomplete. 'the 'big' Bcheme ''Of 'deVeloplDent 
~whlch '18 'lD ,progress now! ",' , : .' " , . " ' .... , 
, Mr. St~rt- W,7Ii~.":::'Tlie 'first~ secti~n 'by :~927:28. 'iI~yi 1: ~~pliry tha'f., a 
.little? The first section. is Teany theS berths' ,in 'Garden Reach. 'Thisie out
side the King George's boCk 'scheme. "The' lasto'f 'these 'berths' W111 be finished 
at. the end of· ,t.L.e year, that, is te .say in. ab"ut', a month.., 'The second part of 

-our extensipns comprises the 'entrances lind· the '''rst"lont .. berths in the King 
·George's ,pock $Cherne" and, they wiJl,j,e,'cvm,pleted,jn .. 1927,28. 

,AI"'. 'Gift'fDala.~Is th~t..':Ute 'ileoond'scheme"!' , ' r', , ' .•. 

lb •. $tutZrt~ Jfilli~.2:.:~pai, i~'r.e~y ~~ :seco~~:P'¥~" 9£) 'the de~:~lo~ 
'progr:amme.' , ", .' '.1';,'" ,,;:, ". "J 

President.-'-You will ioontimle adding ',Ilerths in the lrm'gGeorge's ':Dock 'to 
1Such extent as ,the trade"of -tBlllpOrt-requi1'8S.>· '.' , .,:l' 

Mr. ,Stuart-Williama . ...,Yes'bl'.think.,that JIVe ,can ,say that' we have 'made 
provision for the next 40 or 5 years. ',' ." , 

Pre8ident.jWhat. are fOur capital de~aDds fo~, tb(! ne~<fou~ or' fiv~ years. 
say, up to the end of ,ll3Tch 19281 ~at IS 'the, total ~m(junt you expect to spend 
on capitalprogram'mes ctu.ring',1!hese years!" "'''', ", '.' 

Mi'. Sf"izTf-WilT'nm8;~It is difficu1\. to''inswer "';;th anY"absdlute accnra~y. !, 
''may come to, "RI!. '11 'crores altOgether p~ annum. ' , ' ' .. " ." 

, President . ....:..Thal'. is 'to sa,. ~iwji) .. ~oo~etoR1l. :6,C~;~8 ,d~i~g the 'next', fouT 
,years,? ' 

'MT. Stuar,-'Williallli8.-Yes." That',is a very rough 'figure. ' It depeJids on 'a 
llumber of things, ,to ,some' extent on' the growth of trade. 1t depends also on 
your luck, '50 to speak, 'With 'vessels and yom luck with the rivet. You might 
~onceivably have to buy a new dredger or some ,such thing; It is diffiCult tQ 
forecast.. 

Pr8Bideat.-At any rate it 'would !be 'betweeft"Rs. 5 and'7 crates' 
Mr. StuaTt- William8.-I think so. 
PTesidlmt.-What is :the I'ate at which you are' -alileto 'bor~v.r &.t, ~I\nt" and 

.at what tate are you obliged to allot to the sinking Jund! . . ' 
1.1.,. StuaTt- Willim;...s.-Thti ra~at which we ha~e 'b~rrOw~d in "London for 

the last three years are T 'Per centl., 6 per cent. and 5 per cent. respectively; Do 
you want the issue price 1Jl'thenet, 'Price! :, ' , I 

Pre8ident.-The .net rate of interest you had to pay. 
,lIT. StuaTt·WiUiams . .......J !have Dot got it'il'l. my head. I can aeond it later;" 

The issue price II 'can !!'iVa 'you' from my' memory.' In 1921...-6 ,borro .... ed in 
London at 7 per cent. with the option of repayment after !l0 years. 'That·W&fi 
issued. to the public at 'par and our price was sOJn&wha\ lower, 8Ild that was a 

.30 year loan. Then in 1922 we borrowed. &1, £, per <cent. lor ,JO years' term.' The 
'issue price was par. In 1923, I.e., .this year, we borrowed for .a 60 years ,term, 
at 5 per !!ettt. and the ~ssne price was ''iTl., ',l'hese last were 'Ute 'best'tel'IDl! socured 
this year by any local 'body. "" ", ,; 

" 
". ", <-, . ·1,;,_, 

.' ~', 



'Presideni;-It is 'difliClilt,.tQ say what the 'Cos~ will be~ri f,heiuture. ::Atany 
ll'ate' will you be able to borrow at a: rate not higher than the rate at which yon 
borrowed this year~:" I .. ' .', I",,' . 

. Alr. Stuart· W.illialll.8.·,-,.:We, gaa , hope to borrQ\V .~t a Eat,8 .bet:weeIL 5, and ,6, per 
-cent. fu, interest alone, As IoU a,reprobably ,/lwarll, assulIl1ng ,a 4 ,per c~nt., ba~ls of 

",impl'Ovl'ment. 11000 allowjng, for ,semil-,annuaJ,pa~ent~,,' ,a six~,-y~r ~oap. w!lJ;ks 
,out to ·4 for the sinking fund and a thirty year loan 1·'l:5,,~r,,~en,t. 

,p,e.Ulent.-Wol.\ld, not you"treat ti),is, 60, year loan ,as a lQ,Yllarloan? 
'illr. "Ytaart"Wjlljam8,~We:ougiit, to, "nnlesiI'thingsare 'different from!what 

, they are At,the' moment, "Your loeal, efJe«rt.ive raW would Ibe' <'between :6' and, ~, 'plus 
the sinking Ij;und. tlharge;','Wh, ioh', wil:l::depeJld on'''''. bether Jth" e"'IllORey is, 'devoted 

,to quasi.permanent. "\,,orks, lIu,;!! ,/>s tWi King .. ~orge·s i Dock., worl,; &r",whetI!er part 
of it is expended on rolling stock, machinery eU:., wh,e~" you are, pot, ,,Jpstified 
in giv~g m?rel t~~~ 30, :r~~'}~fe. , , , , " " :.,' " ' 

Pre.itlent.-l'he addition of .Rs. Ii, m-0res,!. ,to, Yflur ,~pl~al durmg"t)l.e. next 
fOUl' years would mean an addition 0' Its. 40 to 5,0 lalj:hs, \Vo,uld It I to your 

it"eTel'llle"'e'Xpenaiture~ OTl "that acco~nt f ~ ", ~". .). ," ,~ .. , ': r • J , .,. • 

, "" 'lt~, ;:;tu~'t,{tP:#l:;;i~,;:Ye~"~ni~h,ing 'j;ke','th~~ 
,Pre8ident--SiIlMl 191.411' un«erlltadd thati"tl'lerel'has been'a considerable 'ill' 

-AtYrea'&~ -'iu.H .... ·-.pdrt';.dulf8hin·~C.lci1itta,!, :'!: ".,. '!~ 

, "Jrr(.$tui,ri~n~,1l¥imf.~1t6i;J'h j~'!:f'porr ,.<\.¥e~',' M\l,yqu' usi~g ;(the, wo:rcl'::\p'a 
qel.ler~~ ~.~s.'_?';"~··'3:;';1 :::;:'4.,' " 'I,'~ / "1" "'1," - '.'-;' 

.;J LPruidsnt.,......yea.l.·,.J \.1 ',HJ4 I. 

, ~".~rl ,'8tuli1t-twillimn8;-:f.Bt!ic£I:r"s~eaking'. th~ ":phH' dlie':"'is' astat?i~'i:y duty 
;M'foullatinas- a'fan 'and til' 1S'preSC1'Ii:1ed '~nd'lim~tell' bY"the'sch.e, duleatta.ched to 
tlie i Indian" iPo)'ts' ~t'. ( Thei-ef6l'e '3theril' ia" tl.ti JI inCfease. ' ~" 't1i1lt 'iteiI); : b1)1;' ',jn the 
charg,~1i I'-,~"a'.~~()l~· ,~~~~;~~"be~nJ~ ,;di~~inCt, ~c,~,se . .' .,', ,'" "i:'.' 

PreBiit4en~'~Quld, "yo,,! i gill/II" u!;; ,lIJ1eJlp~~glll ')O~" Jncr~se, in': YOIWcha.rg!lE 
,~incil 191! " , , " '_ 

,!Ih;,'8riua"t1J WtNifJ11Ul:-I M~e''1lot''gdtifl'''in!(J\'IY: head,(b~t;'r'W11j send'you. the 
.exnctJ·.figtl1'BS';*',· ,"":' U 1:',".' ,.,;.-~: : j, ,;;. I' I" ,",,-

'" 1J.l\.;Gi'lwal~',-':''U~d~;-' ,~iq,~~~~~'i¥ffJ&,'.w~Uia,'Yp¥ f~~ielt,t . 
.l/r, Stuart- Williai", •. -I' would like to separate them, as rega-rds goods :and 

ve~sels fo~ the ,;,eason, ~hat theJ?ort, Ad,minil!.tratiol;l,attaches a., good,e."",l '!If im, 
.potta~ce, .!-Or ,makmg .. ~~e ~ort,. ~ P.~~~PI¥I ,Jl?lI\lMe,fm; ~e "IlJlsel. , . 
,:,PreWlf,llt~-tTha.t'IS,lIo "y,'ilVo'u. might.,have ,a:higherincrease in the ra.tes on 

goodlf~,: '., _.: ~'I "',""1 ::,._ I 1 f!' f ,t, ':,1- ,I" •. 

M,,',Stotazrt.Willimn8,:.;.;...Quite SO.' :' , 

,'Pre8ideiit . ..;.:,Inpltl'a. '4 fof'youri~ittenr ~i~temei:it. you ,sa.y 'mil~ it will 
always be the'case that. certain quantities of ordil\ary standard steet. se.ctions' ,will 
be required for maintenance and repair work, it should be noted' tha.t' the steel 
utilised on many of OUD 'more".importantadditibnS' ,&ucli as vessels;' ·ntachinery, 
etc., is a~sembl~dand c:rec!.ed i'l.ihe, Upited rK~dom1to, be ,pa$sed·by -Inspectors 
before shipment' to IndIa and thus comes to tolns country after fabricatiof/.... Am 
J right in, sal:'ing.that tlte "raw ~nfabltic:ate.~t.steel ,ismainl~""equired -for revenue 
purposes and that for your capital works the steel thatNPu,,~uiNl, ismaiuly 
fabricated! , ' 
tha:~r, :8tu~rt; William8.-'-,NC?, ~ ~,?n,'~ t~ilikt";;'t th~,~ivrd,\ilg,.linejwoWd,iolI9:w 

President.-I was not sure. about it. You said that.,ordinary sta,,~ard steel 
IsectiDns lWIluid be requiPed ,'for>/llaintenarlce and r.sP'!ir. 'Wor\«; &f/.d 'tlJat. was' what 
sngge"""d "the >idea; 'to '!Its al; 'tIle"moment. ,," ", " 

Mf'. Btulf1't:WlUiamt.:.......I '''dori't. think ; that "Ontl' i:ari,~era.lise lnWut ~y" 
Yoil1mig.ht 'be 'l'\lp'lapng 't~curtmatu~1' ,:Qf' an ;!lecb~ . .cIEane.,:. ,;It.W:Q~~d, Qe; a, ,ma.in' 
tenanee Jllb;'-but :It'IS a. 'hIghly' specialIsed type of lffiport.. ' " 

Pruident.-I don't suggest that YIlU, don't require. f&~ricat.ed ateeldor" 'Your 
1'MI8nae lWei4c8. ,n.is< th~ otbet' '''a.y ,~ouna. "fhen,yo1/- do ,not purchaae,much f~ 
suehfnr .capita.1,""~.1" ,;' ,,' ·'L., . " ,.; "",:" .. " ... ' 

\ :,',/ I, ," ", .. ": .... '~;Smtm£entli(3}: I" F:"· " 



Mr. Stuart- JrilliWI>8.-You will be up against the fac~ when you are ,replae 
ing a plate ill a vessel or in a buoy. that is steel j~ a fom'pa~atively raw.state. 

Pre8ident.~Would the replacement come uuder capital! 
111'1. Stull1't-Willia'/1tB.-No. Hyou have got to replace, iji would be a reveuUE 

matter: that would be the least"fabricated type of. steel; I thought your 'poin1 
was that the' more· fabricated, type would' be capital: and the: least' fab'ricate~ 
would be revenue work.',· , '. ,.. l . ,. , I 

Pre3;dent."::"M~' 'suggestion 1\'115'" that your tequil'emetlts in ' 'respect oj 
,raw steel were mostly for ,1"eVenue. works and cmIy Ito a lesser extent ·for capital 
works .. , ,This, .was, based ;on ,your Qwn, statem.ev.t to' certa,jn ,quantities, "f,ordinary 
,standard stesl .. sections wjU: be required, Jor' maintllnan,CIl and. repairs." 

111'1'. Stuart-Williams.:",q think'that'there would be ~'tendency iii that- way-
not more than a bendency. . ", ' .. ,:' : ' .. " ,',',,' , 

President,-It is not a point of very great lmport'ance.All,1 wanted ~as to, 
make sure'what exactly you meant lhere. . ,. " ." '.,1 ". " 

, Then' a little further do~ii you say "If 'on 'the othel::hand,th~ decision. 'were 
in favour of including fabricated structural steel, the effect.would be that all 
plant imported into India, a great part'of which'certainiy c.anno~ now 'be pl'O' 
duced in this country would. be ,enhanced in «lost by ~ per ,cent; ad, valQre'fll 
representing on expensive items such as electrical' machinery' a gratuitDusly bur
densome impost." What the Tariff· Board try t.o keep in view all, through is to 

, ascertain what. can be produced and' what cannot be proliuced'm India at present, 
and to exclude as far as possible those things that cannot be produced in India 

, at present from the scope of any proposals that they are going to 'lIlIike." 'l'ake 
,electrical machinery. I think, that it ,has n,ever, ,peen suggested Ito us by' any' 
one, that ·electrical macninery .ill made in i~ni1ia. at" present" ,or ,tllat anybody, wants 
to make it, and therefore that would ,not be included in t.he proposals of ,tht 
Tariff Board. Similarly take to,e ,.case of vesselll again,.. , We ~d I!onie evidence 
from local firms as to the extent to which they wo"ld build, barges and launches 

'and so on. None of them: claimed 'to be able to' build' vessell! 01 any consider
able size. It is quite possible t.hat a good many of the vessels you use would 
fall .outside ,the scope of any proposals ,that ,could be made by the Board, but 
it is rather important to ascertain just exactly what you .refer to when you say 
that a ~reat part of it cannot now be produc,ed in this, country because it is 
very destrablll that we shonld have all the informatioh,that you can 'give us about 
that., , " 

Mt. ' Shiart- W illiams.-'l'he items that occur' to 'me woula basuch as the fire' 
float, which we recently pu.rchased from 'England with its' pumps 'and' engines of 
a very special kind, which only one ot<two firms 'in the United Kingdom' can 
make. That is an extreme case perhaps. Then I would mention practically all 
parts of our electrical machinery, transformers, the' greater part, of, . electricaI: 
cranes, electrical pumps, etc. .These are no~ made here. '. Leaving aside electri, 
cal machinery, we use a great deal of hydraulic plant. I don't ~hink thatth~t 
is made in India. • , , 

P1'e.j(lent ........ Do not Messrs.' Burn & Co.-make' them! 
Mr.Sttlart~:willttl"!8.~Do'tbeyciai~to m~ke high p~~~sure. pipes? . 

• .1/1'. Matll~r.-I think that 'cast-ir~ llydraulic pipes are 'm~de in India. Steel' 
pIpes are not made here. '" ',', ' <' . 

Mr. Stuart- WI1lia.ms'--1l~dinary ~ast, iron or steel, pipes you can" buy here, 
~ut not the hydraulIc whIch 18 subJect to great pressure. I don't think that it 
','5 made here. 

, .M~. M at~eT.-I don'1k~0"Y ~jjether' 'this questi~n: ~ffects us ~ :'any event .. 
1 f It ~s cast. Iron hydrauhc pIpe, It' can presumably ,be" made jn this country, hut 
,that, IS outSIde th~ scope of the Board's consideration. If i~ is 'steel pipe IIogain 
)t . ~oes u!lt C?m8 m because there is nobody, making steel pipes" in . this ,conntry 
B;a~lI,i.t'ln elf,her event lIydrauli~~ip~s"W<?~Id. .~,!i:nain ,outside,th~"st?Ope"Of ,th; 

" Mr.8~uaT,t- lVilliam.".'-I th,inlr. thatit is not m~de:'~ ,lindia.'T~~r:; 'i~ ~nel 
fir!D tbat claIms to. make engmes, that is Messrs. John I!::ing".and ,CO", but'" I,. 
thlDk that the englDes of mos~ smaIl craft turned out in, India ,.re imp<!rted: 
Then. when you get on to special craft, s'tch.:IIoB! suction dredgers of whIch we-



ihave thr~e~ big 'buck~t' dredgers, ~tc., aU these have been 'imPorted. "Then we 
,go on to locomotives. The Railway Board are' 'asking' railways ,to CODstruct"'loc:o
'knotivesbin ~eirte' ,~olksho'ps ,hut

k 
ffey ,have p~ver beell, ,~~pstru<;t~~, ,~9" flltr,!as I 

n~w, y ll~l,v,a ,W;~,,\,~,wor 8.,,', " ,,', ,,' 

Prediaent.-There,ls"a e0ltlpanyatJamshedp11l' which ,proposes tci 'make ,loco, 
motives but has not yet' made them. 

Mr. Stuart:Williu,;UI.-Wagons ~rea'd6ubtf~1' case. 'Wagons ar~' made in 
India but even 'then ,they' 'are' made 'from importedihatetials. That is, my impres· 
,sion. ' " ,: 

Pre8ident.-.,-t' any rate 'wheels and axles mu~t 'be 'impol'ted! 
. ,lb. Stuart· Williama ...... T,men,l1ihere is t!:u~,; question 'of electrical 1aJhps" and 

fans which, we use to a 'very I'dXge,e,;"¥llt., ",' , 
PTe8i¢en~.-¥.OIl have ~entio"ed ~hese thing&, but "I!oOw "take, the case of 

,y:es~eLs:" ~w, ~y ,~fl~selll ,pave, :~hll "POl·t, PODllpJs~~on~rli uIl4er" ,$e11', cOlI.troF 
Mr. Stuart· W illiams.-12O or 130 including some verY small. craft. 

",' Pre..ident.~TlI8 'iiuaJler ;ones, can; ;[ think, be; made in' this country!' 

Mr.St~llrt-JVqlialn1.~¥~s:" Smal\ i;'pw b~~t~we,~~ours~ives,pr buy here. 
In regard to' fuunches' all our recent purchases have beeIl made here. We have 

.alsp had .four tugs, ,blJilt"withiD.,the ,~asll Y!'31j .011 two in India..Y{e had, two 
paddle, ferry steamers built here within, the last two or ,three years. I, 'II!~ to 
say" wherever we' see all. OPPOl:t,Wlity for the local maker, we give him, a" fair 

.-chance of tendering' oll"level terlnS. "lIj~ invite. tenders both here and 'at Home 
,.and wOl,k it'ou~'and see: which 'is-8'better bargain'." ' " ' !,,' "" " 

Prc8ident.-Offhesh20 o~l~Oi 've~sels '~hiqh! '~ou i,a~t u~d~~ your co~trol, 
'.how, many) of'theirt' are 'nf '8:' type :\vhich' cannot 'at 'pte-sent" be constructed' iIi. this 
count.ry! ' "'" , " ' , ':1,' " " 

:,' Mr.) 8tuart~Wilt~ . ..J.Ourl three' large I sllctit>n 'dtedgeril'oouid not 'be made 
'in 'InOla( We itave,Ltwo despai;Ch vessels &nd'one',large' ~ea;going' ~ug. There 
,might" be some rqUl'stion, about those\ ) 'the' size',lot "which' is 'not of, sucb importance 
that they cannot, be Dlade iu India, but when the last large" s'ea-going tug 
was built local figureS! Will''' I fwm4,t,o, be.lmudl,,higherthan .. Home figUJles.' ,That 
was in the year '1920. "'" ,,, ',,' ", I, , "" " 

, ,: Pre8Uent . ...:.:.Is, ili~t ve:~se'i ,?f su~h a size that she came, ,ouk.,undeJ:<' hel\ ,'OWD, 
,steam! 

, ;u.,. 'Stita;t:W;lt;tl~~ . .0.Yes. Th~n big 1iu~ket dredgers have never been made 
in, India to my !m<?wledge. We ~ave; fou~ ~f t!?~se, ,':l;,:,d tJ;1ere, is anqth,~.r ,almost 
on·ordel1.,()ur.ofil'e"f1dat'.;r' h!lvq' a!t'eadt men6Qned. Th'l't could'II-ot be built 
here. T ~hillk '\Vjth'th~e etcept'tons 1t"wllull:l not b~' impo~i;ib,lefor-:'tfoe ~thers 

.to be", bUIlt., I out., t,ere., "Tug",,! iaunchp.s' and 'smallcl'aft' 'gen~ally can' bb r con-
,~trl'cted, :her~",anli iptlaJlllically ~n ,,~ave, beeD constructe~." " , <, " ' 

" 'Pre&iaeftt.=A!IJ' :l'egaills' the ''figuJ'es you "give' in:: pal'agriip~ ;.5: ofy6Jll: '~itten 
,statement, so far as raw steel 'is ,concerned, .the ~nnuar increase ino~dina.ry. !l'eV6llue 
expenditure would 'range" 'froll!" Rs~"5(),OOO' to' R~. '1' ~akhsi . while".if fab,ioated 
.steel werli' 'included/this effect' would be increased' to possibly dou~le the figures. 
In, arl'iving a~ thatfi'gure of Rs;: 2 Ia~hs "fo( the, fa,bricated ,st~el., ltave you ,in' 
~luded .e;'se~s!,:IDach:m~ry, anf ~o, on~" , '. , , " 

lilT, S~U(l1't, WilliaTll4,.,...,What"p.Q you! me:lk! ' 
Presid.nt ..... ' take .i~, 'th8.~ t1ht ~xpenditur'eii\.curred on I vessels, ..t;nacliipei-Y and 

-5o:o~woul~ b~, f~,;,: spa~e.:Pl':~-ts,~repla~e,~etit!;:an~ r~!'ewals"r, " ' 
.111'. 'Stuart-'W'ln,al1U1.-Yes. ,[""0" 

, PI'e8idellt,~in. this connection, m~inery is the most ,important ,.'thing: DQ 
"Yo~r'filf'!-l;es.,include:the pos~,pfspa~e partsof,machinery?,", , '", , 

.lfr. StMrt- TVilliams.-Yes. 

P"esidentr--If they' came.tn under the niac'hin~ry ~ part' of '~~ ~~hedule.;the7 
'wollldalmost'"'certainly',fall,,outsiEieJ;he scope Qf the BQard.:" l' ,! ,; , 

.'Ifr. Stu~.,t-lVillia1ll8.-I am not clear hQW far .. :'" ,"" , 

pre8ident.~Unless som~body establishes a ,case thall, he· is ill!, ,a PQsition or 
Jhas reasonable chance of making such things. 
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Mr, Stuart- Wjl!.j~m8.-1 Qon't. : __ IOW what 'fabricated' will include~ 

PreBidem.'-I:t.1s: a difficuI;; Wotfci.; 

'lb. Stuart- W illiams.-T waril: the Board that' my figures must be regarded' aE 
a rough approximation. A number. of items ~ould' .come under the head 
"fabricated, ~~ . some· pePlllsnenil 'WIllY items,. 1000motlve holleM, ,and su on. 

Mr. Pusident.-Are locomotive boilers'made in this country? 
jh. 'lJlatker,;'I 'do Rot 'think the~e is much pr~spect of steel for that being 

made here in the near future. ' 
President.-That ma.y .be classed. as machinery. 
illr. Stuart William&.,-WagoatY-lI911 iliI a faidy. ~J.g item. '0' 

lJIr. Ginwala.-Do they come into the figures? . \, 
Jfr. Sf,tan' Willium's.--"-Wagons do came into my' figures'. 'Ve bought '400 last 

year. I certainly 'did' take 'in some'items 'which would coine under the defin.,ition· 
of machinery. - '. 

Pre8ident._I wOHder if i~ would be possible to let Mr. Mat.her see the differ· 
ent items in the statement because he, knows pretty. well what is required and 
he might he '~ble' t~ 'in~c!Lte' t,h~e,whi~h' need~ot,~e ,taken ,into lJoccount .. 

'iJh, StnaTt Wilitams.-"--I' think"£' could do that. :'It'~is only a loosely framed 
estimate. ' ... ,:, " . , ., 

Pre8ident.~What, we 'want is,:~ fi,iure w~ich :w~~ld., ex;clwie-· these, items 
which we' are not likely to deal" with. If there .is B· dDubl, you, may ,show the 
statement to him and' he will be, In a posif,ion to check it . 

.llr. Stum-t Jiilliam8 . ....:.~ ,will go over it with him anli. 'take out; what should 
be excludl!d. . ' 

Pr,sident.-In pal"agraph 6 YOIl ,give the figures of : the ,increase in cost on !.he
last of the five Riverside, bert,hs, ,at Garden ,Reach., I take it. that you quote 
that' merely, as an illustratioll. as:, to the sort, of expenditul'6 you, 'would have- 00-
meet in future! 

JIlT. Btuart',Jrillianl",.~Tha.t'is'onthll' whole of' those bl!tjilis. ~ 

almost comilletad and woul1 not . actually be-Pres.tlent_-These berths are 
aftected ~ futunl"act.ioD. ' 

Mr. Stuart Williams.-Yes. They are onlf. an illustration, of what, might 
happen. ' " .',', , ' 

President.-For these new berths which' ~ill be put up .furlng th~' Jlext four 
years iil, the new Kin~ George's DoCk.,would th~y be ~parahle! , ' 

Mr. Stuart William8.>-They are not. such a strong' case,' so to speak, for the 
reason that the Garden Reach berths" do',require an unusoally large 'amount of 
steel piling and trough plating, but on ,the other hand oRly a portion of the 'steel 
for the first section of the King George's Dock has ah'eady been purchased----. eon
siderable, portion, but by no means the, whole, still, .remains. ,We ha'lle, all the 
machinery and' en~ines, to come out .. That, might or . inight" ,~b be. excluded,. 
1,00 nob know. 'Ihen we have the stl'el work fo~' the sheds,. th.enthe perma
nent way and anumlier of smaller items' :such ali cranes a.nd /30 forth,. ,Bu$ I 
would like to make this point, that in preparing OIl!' final plans tor these sheds. 
we should naturally be takinlt inte rons'ider&tion' whether or not this duty is 
coming in. If the dntr ill coming ,on~' 'WIl, should. inullediatelY' look round . for 
substitlltesand try to avoid 'steel, tradc, as much as possible by using reinforced' 
<;<mcrete .. In that way the steel trade would not be be~ted though w!l might be· 
mconvemenced. -. ' 

P~e8id""t.-Tba~ is'a poi!lt' that-· inevitably eomesup in 'conn~ction with any 
queshon of protection,' thao the 'consume!' will t,end to resort to cJ-,-eaper> sub-· 
stitutes. 

, Mr. Stu.art Wjflia!"!' . ..--I. think .it is., a very importanjJ- ~oinKr think that 
6vetybody III ow' poslhon will look round. ana say thisjtem haa· go_ lip by SO> 
much and we can find some substitute for it. " 

Pr~8ide,nt.-Before the war was there any, t~nde,~,"c,y, to 
conCll'ete for stel!!l structures! 

substitute, reinfo~ed.. 
;; ; .. 
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. MS'. 3tuflII't Tf~tiallla • .,.-I.woQld. .. lIOt,. ~ tb"re was ,very,. milch beC&llS8, the' 
difficalty' felt, ,jQ~ one, ,cJ!Se, .w~ . ,,1m ~ iIJ".the ether, ~robably it ~ easier: 
tG· flu:r blodlnary. ~teeT sectiDll5, at. ~ny tlJllB ,thaw to bny specla.l type-. 01 retnforce· 
m~t. . A~~alllfow;~e,,~lowne~:JI!Wl"~, was, hllllg UJ1"~&(ml;1916oD:wards, . 

~f!8id'ent.-'-You';havetoid '~A ~at. the cl>st,OLtru;. steel ~o~~.inch1ded,i~. ~ 
the Items cOvered b,l!'. the pre~ 8IIIli:ijoJ,led . estimates. is, Dot. fat: short .of: Rs. ,1, 
crorc. Then agaill,. it tbat ha~ womedi Out _ the basis of. ~ the .~t,atem!ID~ ¥; 
mig~~t ,be"p;ossi~ll'forMt,1dather_to,.elimiDate, sm:Q,8 j~f theJtems. . .' 

AL~H StVGrt W#otJIIWI • .;.,.L laMe'noogoi' 'anything !'ike-a, detailid statement 'there
bemuse the plaus3l"e, not. yet.: complete,' ,but, 1"'11- may take" il1,thlrl. there is'1I; vety, 
_all .amouat ,oli' machinery. included.' 'Wbere" machinery has . been inCluded," its, 
weight., ia !lOt "gJ!fl6llllelativeIY"when' compared' to"the- 'other' items. ,,, '. 

Pn.jderi~:~ 'Y <?u:: lla~~ no(gi'll~n.ulj I tM. ,~~ght, .. r~~~~iJpo,i~~ {~, ;iha( th'l' 
~st J)f, t/l~ ~lI'~hmer.:r ~pll.ll1 cp~,tf·, ." ,: ,: . . 
; ,,UI'.'StUflTt.! WiltiGmll.,-,-Tltera·,ag'am, Ra.: l.,erore. ·iaclnaas. a f1>trl,.,large"iml0unti 

OR, r.ccq\l~, .of ''''Il11t ou.rbs" lIOme: ·oli whiiJh are' alr.d)o plll'chased and:· some ~re I in 
process of being supplied, so that the amount in money to which any .legilllatioro 
in the near future would ap~ly is considerably less ,thjm: Its; ·1 c:o;e.. ' .. 

; Pf~8·ide,.,c . ..,..If.·.it. ~wer~ I PomibIe 10. :iruiicate"! .to.·~lll~t·~xtentiiti. should be
lesseaed, evPD".o!O'> •• ,eneDt.age basi .... ~ 15< 01'1,201 pev eent:,' it, Will be' sufficient. 
w. ,dO'inqft, w~ ~,. inoftl IIGCUlltte, thim1lRatt. '~WhOit . really . I"am' trying' 
to get. at is out of this .6crores yoa:'UI/ going"t.. spend"in·.the:'Iiext: four years, 
bow mucb is going to. be steel which !slik.ely. t.!> be., affected, b:r II.ny l'roPQsals 
that the,BolIII'deWonld,malie?IJ. '.:'" "', ,,, .. , -'" , ". 

, ; ,I! ~ , ,: r 'I • .,' ' ~ r!,,· ,,. I I '. ,.' , ,. : . ,/ 

Mr.SIJu.r~,tHriUiam& • .....()nedlftieultt"I&' what- you· are' -ealling,machine!i anit 
what you are not. For instance, a Mig iteni< j" 'caiillloims;'large box·shapedthings 
which move in a sliding groove. These !'Unsist -of., . plates 01\· stee,!. ,actuated 
pt'&bl>bly by 'I\ydi'aulic machiner~ and:' 'the, hydraul$c .pumping being oone. ,by
elee1xricaP" pumping,' 1'11' is 'highly,pl"Obable' that. a, c.ontr,act of thai;. kind;wm', .be 
let .to' Ofte firm. "If r I\m.' asked' how'm'IICh 'of thaI:;' i$ :.pachiri,er;r. anq.h9W,'m~cli 
not, it is rather difficult to say. 1 "".' , ' '. ., •. ,' ". ' 

.. M'r." G'inwazli:L.If·'Ydu1 .... ill bear·iii. mind' that 'On wh~~ver., ~~\1are )i~e.w: 
pay:ij per cent. may be excluded and on. whatever you paY' 10' pet· cent, may-be' 
incluliect., ,th~ will b. S~ ·sort. ot,a. .gqide" . , . .:",-

r.b. StuM{Willia~.-,:.Thatw.:,ul(f~e &. practical Way. of loohicg'at.;'it,bDt. 
even the Ct;I,toDl&, Schedule ~oes not. i'!llllloJe· ~peci& items! $uch. as, .those l·ha .... e 
mentioned, ' 

Al? Giilwala:-That "would,:'bl!. a'l'ough indication of ";"'hat to eliniinatti. 

PN8i'tlent:~ing W,nowito'puagraph' ,8;,Yo", rai~a: PQ~t ~f iii (M&ent 
kind, namely, that as' toe volume of the export tralie·of. thl\ port. ,exceeds· ~he, 
import trade, ships come to Calcutta . fairly empty' . and' if; owing to protection 
more ~teeL ,were .~rodqced in. .. Ind;ia, ,less.. weuld., be., imported., ·.'llhe. conilJ:ast' be
tween' the volume of' the export ana:~Qt fJle" ilnpoJrti. .. Q:ad" ,,"0uW/ then bo- accen, 
taated. Ship.owners who brmg out goods from Europe are not in a position' to· 
raise their freiglU. ra~es on. ~ jIJurneYri beeaU68r' thlly/&I'Bt' ,eollip.eting 'with each 
other to obtain such cargo as is offering, ,'l.'hevefOE8)'th .. ,teodenC)'l' would.,be. to· 
raise the freights OD export .. I have nothing to say by 'way of comment on that, 
idaa itself;,. but"wou\olt Dot'thai 3l"gUlnenfl,:apply ·equaBy,.ij):,th ... manllfaetureof 
steal.:were,to.lie.v.elopl;in India,'without pr~0D.l'-. "., • 

" I 

J{r. Stuan William.~.-Yes.· .. ),,';" • 
I .' ~ .;',. \(:q ; o\'! t • ...; I 

. Pre .• ide1le ..... Ia, ,it. not-~ly a<iI ugument against.:d!Jv.elopment altogeth81'j b&i 
e;\¥s~:thll: mare. we. prodlUlll,.in· thili<country ,pWmtl< /tIci&flh.e II!SS lWe, impOl't f '" 

"Mr . .'lt~arIWillJam:,.":"It; is', . I'think, a rD'at~r of d~gre~::' ..r~m~ mind tli;';' 
is DO blinking the fact,that. India .is predominantly an agricultural cOllntry .. Out 
of: a totu. populatAon of' 330 'millions thos8'e"l,"3gedliW' industty':noware a frac· 
tion_y 1t millions.. That being .so, you- have agriculture as your prevailing' 

f, ,; ~ I",·l., 'OJ ~! 5 •• , ,f ...... ,~-. ,: , ." J", .. 1 ./_.-., I, ,," 

',:, ),.1 ~ f.~~tR:tI!m.JltJ.l...I2,\, " '" ,., 
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iDdustry:~ar and ,'Away' ~oui' L1gge~! ind\1stTy--a.Dd'Y(}~ ,~ave ji;, find 'm~r~e~ "fort 
a 'certaIn amoun~ 'of surplus agriCult.ura:I' produce In, \)rde~,': that, agrlcultt11'!l \ 
sbould flourish 'in thls"'Oountry, ' There 'must he &' poin!; 'at, whi'ch' It is. undesir'r: 
a,ble to develop; indust,ries' 'unless thill cart be 'done-'without damaging agriculture,' 
Nob?dy can v~ry ,well obj~ctto the ~atural" de:velopt;n~nt, of ,industries bas,:~ ,~n 
admItted . advantages. 1'1lt" such 'developn;tent, but, ,yo~ ; can" say" that If< ,1,5,1 
h8l'dlY', f'lIr 'to 'the agrtcqltural !r~res~s to, de.~-,elop 'tlies!!, lnaustn~s at, tpe expen~e" 
of agrIculture. ' What I :'m!!arilS tbat 'IndIa m: many ,casesonIy obtams, a, market 
fOl' her surplus 'agridultul'al"prodnclHtnder cel'tain definite conditions and, favour, 
able: ,c.Qnditio!l~, ,Ref ,nrotit..;i$: alWl\Yii',mor'l- or 'Iesac, on, the margin,' She' haB a 
good, market for wheat; when wh~t is- 'fait',ly high in, the other, parts of the world. ' 
Then there is the same, position .in. regard to, linseed. She is not in' a position like' 
Canada or the United ,States .. ·invaniab~,able ,to- find' a:good and a !dose market' 
for her agricultural produCjl", She has to fight for it. Any ,difficulty,you put in 
the 'way' must react unfavourably Oli' agricultur~;' whic~' after aU 'is the largest 'in." 
dustry in tlfis country. While I admit that 'noilody would reasonably object to 
thl\,,nabural exploitatipn,oIf Indian,iron! and coal OI'l'!i"he ead ,object to an artificial 
way, of exploiting ,them ,o~ of.';publie funds" which- 'WOuld 'r!lact ,unfavourably"ot!") 
agricult1lI'6). ',I" '. '''J ; '.' .. j '.' J'.:' j !'Ip .,' . ,(, ;J..' !. ..".t.·" .:. ".', 

.' . j ',t:' i : I '"f .:: ,,,~.' I" , . "'. J, 

PTe8ideftt.-To my mind that is l'eally an argument against the policy. of 
industrial. develQPlllwt ~ altogether" because. anything thail" Government does to 
encourage tile development of"inliustries, inc SQ. far 6S it'is"!{Uooessful, will have : 
precisely the. effect, ,w.!\icb youe ,~ay ~increasin~ the difference between thB"volume' 
,;' the import. and tte"vollJme,of:expo~~ t.r.ade., " '" ,,:, 1", " "',,, ,,-

'. , :. ",1 ,:,"" -' T ..... , ',;.J' ., ,'.' f • i:, . ~'r\ 

" Mr. Stuart WiUlams.':":"The tendency IS there but "it i!\ .!Iolways· a ,matter ,:Oil 
degree. I have no objection whatever to India developing. mdustrially, but I do 
not think it ,is necessarily" a sound development, if ,it, is attained by purely, arti-
fic!al Uleans at the co;~ 'ot. other imJustJ:ies., " ' " "" '. " , 

.. , .' ~ .,. ..,.., . .' . \ .. 't. .' . 
:President.-That is irurelyageneral question of 1Vhat it ,is going .. to cost .lbe 

country to develop its industrie';, ,There is ,a lot to be,saili on that. But: yow:, 
par~grap!t 8, in so far as it i;; a.,v,alid,arg~ment, all.~~msto 111e ~o be 1m argumeat., 
agamst mdustrial development. " "" j.",~, ',-., , 

Mr. Stuart William8.-Well, I tl).ink it ilia matter 9fdegree and it is a qnes-
tion of holding the balanCe. ' ,," . " ; " ~' , ,":, ' ,: ;, " ," \., 

PTesident.-It does ~ot seem to me ,really' to~t~engthen' the general arg~! 
ment against protection to steel. Yon may have noticed in thll newspa.pers 
to-day the. discussion, iii, Bombay' at the meeting' of thE!' .Associated· Cham
bers. What: 'more than'&nc speaker'eontemplated was II 'reconstruction of -the' 
Tata Iron and Steel Co. with a reduced capita.l. A reconstructed company 
would pro~u~e, the same a~ount of ,stee~ !~resumablYi ~&the,Jlr.esent, pompa~Yfl. 

MT, StuaTt Williams.-There is a, difference ,betwew na,turaJ, development 
a.n,d Ii.~ti~cial development .nt the, ~lrJl~~se,:of tb", ordinary rate-Jla~er, and, to,.IDY. 
mInd It IS an enormous dlfl'ere?ce. i ,', 'j i ,., I, ,', ' 

PI'~tdcllt;~~he result/' that 'yo,!: deprecaieWill,! oD. the' Jt~,oi~~~iS :that, r!l~o~:i 
stnlctlon' isfeaslbl~,}e~rod~ced m: any~e.! '." , , ""'I ''', ,,'" , 

Mr. StuaTC,Williama.-But 'not 'in the same degree. The' exient<niereiy."de'" 
pends 'on the qnantity' of steel produced. ' " , : ~', 

• <', '. '." ,I 1 ... -" t; j " ': " " ' • '" . ',' ~ '. ".' .\. :~ 

"Mr. Ginwala . ...,you object te the paC8'ofindustrial developmenh ' If it takes" 
a normal course and, as the Presidml\poin.ted' eut, "if India' prodUCed all its' 
steel on a free trade basis, you would not object?" ' .' .' ", "; '." " " 

MT. StUaTt Williama.-But that is a very large hypothesis., I do not accept 
that hypothesis as a reaaonable one. You, get away from'the bedrock of ,econo
mics directly" you, get away from a recognition of natural facts. It is up' to.' 
those who are proposing to get away from that, bed-rock to, !iefepd ,~heir argu-
ment .. , ' ,. '. 1, .• ,', ~ .f .", .•• '" L I.' • 

, .' ". . • '''1'''" l • ',,·1. '. .j .• 
,p,.esif"It.-~ a~~~nly, Spggesting,to: yqiiwh!'~i,iII riIf', my ,mind." ThatD tb& 

argu~en .,. :"1";'" I 'i >':; 1:."' ·'u·.4d .j . \ 'IT,,': . '.~ ,",0,' 

, M!', Stuart lrilliam, •. :-~onrreply is a logic~ ~eply but to my mind it is & 
<]ue~tlon of facts and faIr Judgment of "\he whele situation, 



P,esidellt.-The,·e is this.aIso; that, .if the steel industry.lis ,going, to.~ 
.at' all, .. \nust grow by ~ig' units' 'aud therefore 'by jump~. ,~roduction ot steel 
Iii small' iihits . is not' economical, and that ilnquestionably has' 'become more and 
more the case all over the world. You cannot say that you will .st&1't 'with 
10,000 tom a yearc and 'gl'adually increase' by" 10,000 tons Ii yea~ 'or so: . ,1Iow
ever. I have put the point to you and that is .all I, wanted to do. In the. same 
paragraph in the las.t sentence you say, "The economlcc"esult would .necessarily be 
towards an incr .. ase <if the f"eight 'charged on export .. , and would thereby render 
the position of India in certain critical markets·· one of greater difficulty thaD 
4~ i~ at. present." "In,eertajn pritjpal,I~n:trkets"~~ Iwas,.p.ot quite sure ",hat 
,¥o,q "X,ad ip.mind. -" 

J.lr.· Stuart William<5.-I had in mind what I mentioned just 'now, the markebi 
'for. linseed and other oil seeds. The trade in these comm\ldi~ies js ,~ .. extuordi
narily fluctuating one as everyhodv' knows. India only obtains a good propor, 
tion of that trade in certain' YN":S. I think it m given in the 'report of the 

-enquiry into the .facilltics of the Por~ ,pf . .calcutta of 1913. 
P,·esidpnt.-You were thinking of the I.\lar~.et' for. agrict\l~ural' produce? 
Mr., Stuart. W:illiatn8,-y~. Chiefly agric)ll~nral prolluce., 

P;"sill""'f.-:-l wondered if Y\lU ,,"~re thinking of. t41l coal market, at all., 
, MT. Stuart Jri(li(lIt!s.~I was 110t takiqg"cQal ,intQ: consideration,.·but ,I do ntlt 

see .... hy it should not :be' taken i~~q ~count.· . . . 
. Prysiclr:nt,,,,'rhe pported coal. \yould ,presumably .. be .. going' f·urther ..,as~ l!incl!\ 

;the',eigbt is ljeavy westward by tllt1. Suez, ~a,na,l, ,.. 
,Vr. St1lart .Williams.-I thought you 'meant: 'anyth'ing "which tended to iit, 

er_,tbe, cost of .. co,al. .. . , , 
'PT'8iilent.~It is surely a questi~n you are' . dealing "with 'iii' that paragraph. 

, .,: ,jIb .. S'uart . WiUiO'lIl8."':" That' point ~bdnt equalising' the 'bulJi' .or 'c'atgoesdoes 
~ot . NlaJly! COBle in under coa1." Coal· is 'carried frolli '.Calcutta' . ve~ 'largeJy by 
vesSflls entering the port in balJast. 'I'here is a trade" 'with' rraVa 'frolli' where .-' 
steamers may bring. sugar and take coaL Coal is. als')Harried .. to, Rangoon' and 
-Singapore~ but coal carried to Colombo, Bombay 'and Karachi is !lot being carried 
at present. . r..hduld'say it i,s "bnost all' tonna~e which e~~efs t~e! pO".~:,,\ri-~alla,st, 

'. Prt8iderlt.-!-On ·the question of bounties there. isa good' dea1"of l 'difficUlty ... 
-to how the money is to he found. . In paragraph 11 you 'say "boUnties On production 
on an e.,'l:tended basis, and a part from their' use 'in' the' du'ection 'of steamer and 
railway freight, .do. not appeal: ~ .have be!!", utilise.d. ~n oth,~ countr.ies, at}-d aI'Il 
largely an' untrIed and unknowrj' economIC expedIent," .t ;do ,not. know ."that 
-any 'eountrv in tbe world has' ever' tried. to' develop a. 'system. .of protection 
.depeDdent wholly on bounties, but they have been used to a .large extent for sub
sidiary purposes as part of. the system. For instance, the~ew Zeala~d Gtlv-
ernm .. nt h!,\"e gh'en, a hOllntY'of 15-.' " ton on steel. ~roductiori. ,.,. , 

·,Vt.. Mtlt~eT.~<;outh Africa and also British Columbia. 

,'II~.Ginwala.-They pay 'a dirllct bounty o1'l'·th6 production"of steel,' 
1.1II .... ,'Iltvart. lrillia1l/ •. ~How fal' are they'effective? 'My' knowledgi! of econo' 

trUes ~Il ovel' ·20 years', old' and ,I may' be wrong, but I 'am 'not clear about the 
factro. It is all very well to pass a law but where are there cases of iron' and 
steel production. assisted by, bOJlllties. ,which would· 'otherwise . have, . not 'come 
into existence? 

",P.~8ident . ..,.,I do not nuit~.foliow.' it seems' to llIe,tl~a~.'there.,i&.no reason 
.why I, fount,yshould ,not he as.e.ifectjve .as. a tariif duty, , ;'. . '. \ 

1111'. ",Uuart lVillia71U1.-0ne only feels that in alllllese 'expedientg':verv' often' 
the <langeI' may be lur~illg in I the Qac~ground. an!l only 'b,e' realise4. CWheDi you 
have gone some way With your econ\lmlC !lX~ermIents" . " ,,", 

Jlre.itl.nt.-I do not really see' ~ny ~eas~n wIly ~ bouD.t~ ~~ulll~ot be ':urea
t.ive provided it is sufficient. It is quite open to any "ne -to say' that a bountY, 

,system ·is ,unfairw the taxpaye\', :rhat, is a matter ,for argument; but!' "CLU' 
see 110 reallon why it should not be effective. . ., 

M I. Stuart William8.-If ther& are. ·distinct. advantages in bounties, why u. it 
th.. oth... ClGuntrtes have not adopted them? 
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lIlT. Ginwala.-It is expensive. 

"", illr.· Stuart·' Williams.-'''hy should a bounty' be more expensive than im
pOrt duties! You' have got to. pay. You have got to find the mop.ey in any-
case. . . . . . 

, Mr. Gi7lwala.~Wb~t .was the total income of the Port say in, the pre·war 
ye~ W13·14? . 

MT. Stuart, ·WillimitB.":"'About Rs. 150 lakhs in round ligures. 
M~, . . Girlu·al~.r-ColTesponding .figures' for 1922·23 r . 
IIlr. Stuart Willja7l.s.-R~. 264'75 lakhs of which 13.82 lakhs was on account. Ct 

improvement in the value of securities, which should he deducted, leaving about 
25Q·.lakll/i. as ordinary revenue. I • t 

M'I'. Gin'Wallz.~TotalnRs. 264' lakhs, 'including this? 

,V/:. St~art W·iUiam' . .:.....Yes. 
Mr •. Ginwala.-What is the expenditure? 

MI'. Stuart William8.-Rs. 261 lakhs. 

,111'. Ginwala.-In the other case where' you gave Rs. 150 lakhs revenue! 
MI', Stuart WiliiamB . .l....Expenditure would be about the same Re. 150 lakbs . 

• Mr. 'Ginu·ala.-During that period I' take it, that all' the port dues and.' the' 
harbour charges and so on increased by 70. per cent. or so? ' . 

Ale, Stuart Willialll>8.-0bviously the 'proportion, if you inclride everything, 
is 150 to 250 or two·thirds, butlpart of' our net income is made up of rental!!-
and. I do not know .whether you· would include these ·as port charges. . 

• Mr. Ginwala.-I want to find out how your total income arid' expenditure 
have. progressed during these y~rs. 

M'1. Stuart Willia11l.8.-You will see from these figures, taking everyt,bing.. 
into account, that. the increase is 150 to 25();, Our income depends on the charges 
we . rl!alise . from. the. public. . 

MI'.Ginwala.~1 want to know the principal h~ads of these charg~s. ,. 
illr. Stuart William.8.-Th~ principal heade are, the amount r.ealised. on goode, 

so much per ton or so much per cubic ft., the amount realised from vessels, which 
is partly pwt dues. which amount to 4 QUnas per ton, and also all miscellaneous 
char!,!es made against the vessels,.. rental~ on lands and buildings and' miscellane· 
ous items~· Thes~ are the three bIggest Items.. . 

;1I'r.' Gifl10ala.-We were told that what are called landing Charges had in· 
~reased from Rs. 3 pre-war to Rs. 7 or 7/8, putting under the landing charges 
t"'" total. charges from the moment the goods arrive in the harbour to, the time 
they are' taken away. 

Mr. Stltart William8.-1 shall give. you a schedule" giving the exact figures. 
Neither previous nor present charges are anything like so high as the figures· 
you have mentionea . 

. p,.esident.-This Rs. 7/8 inCludes cartage perhaps r 
Mr. Ginwala.--So .far as the port is concerned what is the figure!' I want 

to knowl t.he total jncrease in those .charges so far as the Port Commissioners ant· 
concerned., 

;1Ir.,StufNt Willianl$.-You want a percentage figure! 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. You may exclude rents and oUler things. 
Mr.. 'Stuart Willillms.-I will give you an' abstract statement" ~owing": the 

amount realised from goods. I will give you the figure realised for 1913-14 andt 
the correspondmg figure for last year. . ".' 

1tl'1. Mather.-Could you not give us an an~lysis of the Port charges!'·.,:-' 
M'I'. Stuart-Williama.-For iron and steel 'only? oj 

Mr- ·;1Iath~r.~Yes;· . '. , . 

Mr. Stuart-Williams.-I can give you these" but I cannot give you· them from 
l:nomory. ' ~ . r ' 

It Vid.il Sta~e\Jlent IT(m. 



Mr. GlRwala.-What is this increased ex~enditure 4ue ,~from 150'lakhs: 
to 260 lakhs' of rupees! 

Mr. Stuart-William8.-The biggest- item is increased pay,tha.t, ha.s, doubled., 
It has gone up from 30 to 60 lakhs, sfeaking roughly. After }l\at ,coll)es stores, 
and ooo;l iMld then' there is higher 'interest' charges on recent loan~. , 

M'J'.Ginwala.-That necessitates' fr~m time ~ - time, an incr.;..'se in your rates 7 
AI;'; Stuart.-Williamii.-Itha~ necessitated several re~ision of r~tes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did I, 1lIlderstand, you rightly when you, said in your WIlitten 

statement that, speaking' generally, your capital programIp.e i~, ab,l?u~ 6 crores m' 
th.. ...'" foOl' years? ' 

, MI'. Stuart· Jrillifl1iu!.~Yes. 
, . jJ[r.qin.wala.~O~ that ,you ,estimate, 1 , coors oJ 'rupees' a.s,the .amount tabe 

spent on steel? 
Mr. StUll'Tt· William-8.-The 6 crores that you al'etaking httb accoimt now is, 

the total estimated capital expel\diturll which, would i!ll'lude .not only the King 
George's :Dock but any other works that ,we ,may: have ,to carry out., 1,CJ'OnII,ls 
the figure for steel work for the King' George's Dock alone out of this 6 crores, 

'but against that is the fact that we haye already bought a good deu I?f steel. for 
the King George's Dock. On the' other hand we have not 'bought the other steel 
required for miscellaneous addiUcm& during, the next fOUl' years. 

lIb: Ginwala . .;.;..What is Toughly your capi~al e~periQ.jtu~e, 'pr'p,gr,uIuri,e for tpe 
next four yea.rs? ", ' , 

MT~ Stuart- WillillWl.'-'-fI Ct-ores Of' rupees, ~f which 4 C~O~~$ 'w;ohld 'be &pent 
011 the King:G8Orge's dock. , ':"" ' ," ,,' 

MT'. Gin'wala.~May r tak~.tli\,: totafqqantity of ,steel on ~at,;as,i' ,crore! 
ltlr.,Stua,t-WilliamB . .--I- would, not, gjv~ that, figure &so 'exact; but it· "might 

not be far out. ~ part of that ,1 cror~, ~1I's alr,eady;, been spent', 
Mf', Gin,,:,ala.~How much remains t,o be ,~pent! t, 

,,' ;Mf'. StVart~wilr~::'Roughiy,PO ~I1S1 Gut ,~fth8'4,cror",sl.T.h1Y propOl"
tioD on, the remaining 2 prores roJl' ~l1iscel1A!.neollll, expeodibur.8>' 'Will ,he. somewhat, 
higher, 'but a good deal o,f' thall, would 'gq, , int.;, .the machinery; Y Q11; ,CaD! take-
it roughly at 1 llrore. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-That i~'spread ,over, ~our years?' 
Mr. Stuart- Willitlm8.~Yes. ' 
MT. Ginwala.-That is 25 hlhs of rupees ',a year;? 
Mr. Stuart- Wiliiams.,.,..Y\lS. _ 

, Mr.' Gin~ala.:....supp~sitlg Gover~lent were to put on an oo.l:l.itional duty Qf" 
23! per"cent., your, ~pita.J _e~p9l1dit.ure wOu.\dincrease,;J;>y ti~~',~frupllesr 

Mr. Stuart- Williams.-Yes. 
MlI., -Ginwala.-And sinking funcl,and"itlterest 0111 that taken .all,say, 7' pep cent, 

001118; ta;R~. 42,000, a year! ' , """: , ' , 
Mr. Stuart- Willi~.-Yes. 
Mr. Cinwaltb-'-That will' be your additional burdenT 
MT. Stuart- Williamll.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala-Now, let us take 

YOlJi hava e:iven alll estimateo£' Rs. 
machinery f ' , I, 

Pre8ide~t;"-That is raw steeL 

the revenue ac~o~nt: On 'th~, revenue' 'I\ide •. 
50',000 to Rs. I: lakh." Does it 'inclUde anx-

" 

Mr. Ginwala.-For the, raw steel you !!lention Rs. 5O,poQ'~;~",ldak4'!ana. 
for the fabricated' Rs. 1 ta Rs. ~ lakhs? 

Mr. 8t.~art- WilCiirm8.~Yet;; _ I., . \ . 
. Mr. Gin·.,ala.-A good deal, of ,that consists,o~m;ochine~ ,and,all.elee<trica)' 

:;'~tu~,:.ano1vario~sot~er ,}~l1n~sl, wiih,,,,,hic4,~e art:np~ .Jr~Ill~~iaj;cjly, -I:olt. 
M;; 'Stuart- Wulitim8 . ...:.:\Vhat ci~ 'yo~·~aU 'inabhinery} '~';' :'<',~ 

Mr. GiltUlala.-Only t~ose, articles ,~)D, w~i,cb you pay !liper "'\BII~"4u~,,w8<' 
will"tI1'eatas ftlaClrinet'f; ',' '", .' . " ! " :: ~ :: ';.; "'" .. ,, "';,, j" , , ' 
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M~ Stuart- William-s_-Would yt,ucall' a built-up girder or column fabri
.cated? 

',Mr. ,Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. Stuart:Willial~.-Then you will' 'be:u~' Il-gaiDst 'all sorts' of ; difficulties. 

We would have them made at Home and bring them out here. It would Fay, 
Mr. Mather.-You will have to pay' 10 p~r c~nt. €ul ~'ator~m o~, that, at 

,present. ;",,' , ", ' " 

Mr. Stfiart'WilliamB.'-I find it most difficUlt, t\>'ge\adefiniteidea. 
Mr. Ginwalri.'-We only want'to find out approximately what'it is going ,to 

cost the consumer. We are just trying to ascertain what the ,additional burden 
will be on the shQulders of the Port Commissioners. Even accepting your figures, 
~ertain allowance will, have to ,be made for the machinery' which is apparently'in-
·eluded in these. " ' 

M~" Stuart- Williams.-Yes: 
, 'Mr;, Ginwala.-'-'-So that taking the maximum"figures it 'comes to Rs. 242,000 'in~ 

,eluding machinery and everything, and tlie minimum figure comes to Rs. ~ '42 rakhs 
a~Mr' " ' ' 

, .1b. Stl/mt-Williams.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-.Assuming that that, takes placej' would it be such a heavy 

burden, on a Port whicJl has been able to.increase ~ts expenditure from Rs. 1'50 
.lakhs to Rs'. 2'60 lakhs in 7 years ? ., " 

.11'1'. Stuart- Williams • .,...H is a question of the last straw oli the ,camel's back. 
At -the' momen~ when we are endeavouring in every way to retrench, when we 
are working with the minimum staff, when we are not filliDg up ,vacant post.! 
and when on the other hand we are faced with' growiDg burdens, to come along 
and say 'YOll , have ano~er Ii lakhs a year' is a very difficult proposition; 

MT. Ginwala.-Wuf it amount to a bUl'den that the POrl c~nnot beM? 
Jfr. Stuart- Williams.-It. is' Ii' questioJ of the consumer u1tim~~ly_ 'We, arE 

having very great, difficulty in facing all 'our' increased 'expenditUre at presen1 
and it seems rather hard on an' administration which is straiuing every ~ nerYI 

'to economize Lo ask them to pay an additional li lakhs. ".' , ' ,",,' 
,11'r. Ginwala.-Would it involve any increase in your rates? 

·illr. Stuart- Williams.-We havenoi' got any margin to enable us 'to sho~der 
that burden and it would have to come. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would it mean mueh?' 
,11'1. Stuart- Williams.-It _would mean eXl\ctly ,the' amount of the' iax,' that is, 

'2i lakhs of rupees., " j 

Mr.- Gillwala.-What :is the' valne' ,of 'the' tonnage' "that' passes through the 
Port in rupees? ' ' , 

Mr. Stuart- JVilliams.-In normal years; ~hatis, with a reasonably goodroal 
export trade, we handle about 6 milIibn tons over the qnays and about 1 million 

'tous in the stream, both import and expol·t. "," 
Mr. Ginwala.-So tha~.it would have .to"be Bpi'sad over,the.-7million'tons 

,roughly! ' 
Mr. Stuart· WilliaIn8.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.--';.,'ou say in pai'agraph 'g' that "in view of the natural advan-, 

tages which this country po~sesses in respect of coal and iron ore it ,is difficnlt 
'to justify any protective measures." Have you gone into this question in any 
,detail! ", 

Mr. Stuart-Winialnll:~I have nothingbeyarid ;'orclinary kno~ledg~.'", 
Mr. Ginwala.-I just wanted to know whether it was based on an ,examiJ a· 

t.ion of the question. I \ ' ' , ' 

:, '!.ir: Stuart-Wiltiama.2-:.I' am mainly'sp'eaking from the'poiDt of view ,of the 
man in 'the street who knows that Indian coal is one of the cheapest fnels in tile 
'World and also understands, that thtl Indian Ol'e is one of, ,the best, and, m( at 
,easily mined in the world. " . , ,,' 

, Mr. Ginwala.2-Supposingin spite' of that we found that,'th~'~steel .in.u~t!., 
-eould not get on withont protection, what would be your' posIt,ion . 



< P,uident.-We shallbs glad to have yom.· personal opinion if YOl1do not, 
; feel you ate able to speak od< behalf of the Po~ Commissioners . 

.1/ r."~"(ari:· Wffliams.-I am a fr~e trader by' education '·Imdconvictio~. and I 
believe In -utilizing every ounce of tl1e'world's industrial power in the .direction. 
which, gives the. biggest outturn. ' " 
, Mr. Gin"';ala.--'-We"are now concerned with the steel indu~try. What would. 
be your position with l'egard to the steel industry : if it cannot thrive otherwise? 
m lIst it be allowed to die? ' . 

Mr. Btuart· WillianU!.-I have 'some doubts as to tbe likelihood of itsdyin~. 
Mr. Ginu!ald.-'--supposing the Boai'd as a Board feel that this industry, can· 

n()t. ,exist unless it gets some support 1 , 
lIlr. Stuart· Willia1n~.-If it haSi been 1l11maged on lines which· admit of 'im· 

pro..-ement, it is open to ,reconstruction. I believe, thel'e is no question tl1at the 
Indian iron and steel industry will live. l'here 'is no Question but. that India· 

'can produce pig iron against any country. 'Generally speaking, one" sees' certain 
industries for .. ,}Vhich a counb'y is specially adapted and if these industries are 
commenced . by ,people who know their business and exercise J ordinary prudence, 
then they s\lCceed-I would instance particularly the-"manulacture of Portland. 
Cement in -, India. which involved large capital and technical. knowledge and
experience. We find that these Indian Companies are ,.makillg. good .Portland' 
Cement easily obtainable in the market and I understand that to·day they can, 
not meet the~.demand-they can compete most favourably' witlt the impo~ed' 
material. 

Mf'. Ginwala . .,-The question I have put to YOll is quite different. Supposing 
the Board are, satisfied that unless some help is given to the ,steel industry in: 
this country it'cannot exist, and it cannot meet foreign c9mpetition, what would 
be your position! ' . , 

Mr. Stuart·.William8.-I don't think that is a question I am' here to answer. 
I am a free trader and I would not bolster up an industry unless I was satis
fied that that was in the ultilnate interest of the country, looking at that interest 
from every possihle standpoint. • 

Mr. Ginu'ala/-With 1'egard to this argument of . yours' about'the balance of 
exports and imports, don't' you rather overlook in this argument 'the fa~ that the' 
prosperity of the country does not necessarily depend upon that? 

lIil'. Stuart· William.s.,-I don't mean tltat,;r, everl;loPe W ,see them exactly 
balance in tonnage. " 

Mr. Ginwlzla.':':"'Take the l;'st~nce of the :United .States of America. Their' 
exports and imports are relatively small, compared toiha United Kingdom. 

lIb. Stuart-Williams.-I don't hope for anything like equality'; what'I do
want to say is that it is a reasona .... e contention that the neal'er you can, get to· 
something like quality the better. • 

Mr. Ginu'ala.-If the purchasing power of tile country is. increased ,by. its 
industrial development, it may not be necessary fOl' the country to expo~ all 
its surplus, as there may be' a greater local demand for' its produce. Don't you. 
rather overlook this point? ' 

Mr. Stllurt- Will:ia7na.-Tbat would tend tow81'ds equality, would it not.? 
J/f. ~G;,.wala . ...,.,Quite.so, hut it may meet your argnment ,about the' Indian 

agriculturist not finding a market. . He may find a local market by tlte· incl/eased,' 
purchasing power Df the countrr .. 

jib. Stuare< Williama.-On nhe other hand in the United States,you have had at, 
C0untry the population of which is growing very rapidly. In India' you have a 
country already fl1lly popu!ated. In India the percentag& of people employed" 
in agriculture is. much ,hlgher' than in tlte United ,States. . , 

Mr. Ginwala.-It was hardly so when th~y started protection in the United' 
States. . " 

Mr. "Stuart-Williams.-Trne, but they had a temperate 'climat,e, great; natural: 
resources and an acth'e and intelligent popUlation. ".'.. ,.,', ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-We are getting away from the point. Your p'~int'is' that if' 
InRia becomes an industrial country and ceases to impo~ steel,' its"market for 
export would be curtailed and ther~~qre .it., would, be .di~a4Y11I1tag8QUlI ¢o '.the· 
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agriculturist. I am trying w point out thate\·en. if his foreign. 'market 'IVai 
.curtailed,· if the plU'ctasing power of the countrj' increased, he might be able'tc 
dispose. of his surplus agricultural .produce here in this country and he mighl. 
not be worse off. That.is a possible argulJlent that you seem w have overlooked 

.... b. Stuart- Wizli~";8.-1 think :v~ur argument appliesw wheat: it does Dol 
.apply to linseed. Nobody wants to consume more than a certain. quantity oi 

. 'linseed oil. ' . . . ' " , 

Mr. Ginu'ala.-Wheat and rice are among the principal things., 
Mr. Stuart- Williams.,--I think the whole .point is agaia 6' matter of degree 

·Onecan possibly. visualize India in a hundred years time having an entirely 
'different world trade from what it', has now; but in the meantime what is goin,!: 
,to happen if you shut. out your market for linseed and certain other agricultural 
-eommodities! ':, 

Mr. Ginu·ola.-What are the principal articles or export from your Port ~ , 
. . '". I . '. J _ r 

Mr., Stuort- Williams.-Takingthefigures, for 1922-23 .in . order ,of jmportan~ 

~I~ngallese 
Ju~ 
Wheat and 
;Pig, Ii-o,n 
Rice 
·fea. , 

Gunnies' 
Shellac 

or" 

~eeds'; 

Hides & Skins 

, ..... 

I ".~ 

Tons. 

383,000 
314,000 
23g,OOO 
120,000 

50,000 
82,000 

:48,000 
26/000', 

26,000 
Sugar 21,000 
Miscelianeous _ ... 87,000 

Mr. Ginwala.-If you had ,to increase the burden, most of the ,burden sO far 
,as exports, are concllrne4 .would fall, on these commodities!, 

iIlr. Stuart- Willia71l8.~Yes. '" ' 
Mr. G!illwala.-What'llbout, your wagons. Do you build ,them! 
Mr. Stuart- Willia1ll8.-We do not bui~d these ourselves, we put them'together, 
·M.,. ,Ginwala.-Do you ,import ~hem! , 
Mr. Stuart- Wiliiams.--,-Yes, "nd put them together ,0ursel\·88. 
Mr. Ginwala.-,Are ,these broad gauge wagons! 
Mr. Stuart· Williams.-Yes. 
Mt'. Ginwala.-Didyou import &ny'last. year? • 
Mr .. Stl&art- TVilliQ11t8.--Our la.st order was placed, in 11120. 
'-lb. Ginwala.-Since then you have not done &n),thing! 
Mr. Stuart.W.uliams.-No. :We 'may be ,buying 'some soon. 
'President.-ca.n IYOU gin us any sort of figures for the average number fer ~ 

pedod of years! • , . 
Mr. Stuart· William8.-I may say that the 400 we bought in 192().:21 

weve the only wagons we ,have bought since the beginning of the ·war. I have 
got demands from the departments for another 200. Lut some of :these are 'for 
construction work and we are trying .to 'buy seeon! hand wagons from other 
Railways. You may take 50 wagons a "Year, a~sumlng ·thatthere is ... reasonable 
development in trade, as cur requirements, apart fronl renewals. 

M.,. Ginwala.-What was the cost of these wagons! 
.lIr. Stuart- Willia1ll8.-It wa:;a very high figure, .about Rs. 10,000 .. per "wagon: 

I can now buy the same wagon !orB,s .. 3,500. 
Mr. Ginw~a.-You have not made any recent .rUl'ch&s~! 
Mr. Stuart-.Will~.-.No. .;. 
Mr. 'G'nl'1oala ...... Uave ~~on bought anYT&flaT' 
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Mr. Stuart·Williamd.-We bave bought both from .the Tata ,Iron A; Steel 
.company and from a British firm within, the last year ~r so. 

.. AIr. Ginwala.-Are these heavy sections! 
}Ir. Stuart- JriWam8.-They are 75 pounds. 
Mr. Ginll'ala.-Wollld you mind giving us the' c. i. f.'price! 
Mr. Stuart- WilliaIll8.-The Tata's rails we bought, were rails which had not 

been passed by the Goverrunent Inspector for main line. tra.flic, \bu~, ·,they lwere 
good enougo for our put'pose. They were cheaper than British first class .rails. 
jo'or first class rails, British rails would' be cheaper than Tatas . 

• Yr. Ginu'ala.-Will you send us these figures?* 
.I/T. Stllart· Willian,s.-::res. 
·.4IT. J,[ather.-We,·e 'the British rails you bought. nrst class' rails;? 
.lb. St~",t .. Jrilljam8.-Th~y do not. si.Dd 'anything eise . 

• ~ JI, .. MmJ,\f.r.-'-'As' far as quality is 'cOncerned, "they' are not .on .the ~ame)asis 
as Tats's! . 

Mr. 8ttJarlr WilliarIl8.-,-No.· You want the l>rite of both imported rails' and 
Tata's second class rails! We have only imported one lot within tbe last. two 
yews. " 

.i'J, .. Gjnwala.-Impoded rails .al·e .. moreimportant lor our parposes. 1. 'SliP' 
pose .you.i~po1't a good d~ of yo~ ~~l" ~oth struc~·a.l and raw .. ' Can you '!pve 
us your l.l·,,,e for some 01 YOl11' .prwClpa; kmd5'-"bars,!Olsts'-and sa'OI1. . 

. M,. $tlUUt-Witlia'i",.~That is rather' difficult to'give( Il-we'·wanta certain 
amount of ordioary sections we call for tenders in the local market. . 

J/ T. Ginwala.-We want the 'price"for the imported sectionS' if you bdy them 
in fairly large quantities.' • ',' 
.' Mr. Stuart- Willil1JM • ..-We buy ordiaary sections, channels' or i.ligles, in "the 

local IIJIU'ket ,a~ that is the price whiell" obtain.~ in' Calcutta: ' . 
M .. ;,Ginfl'llla.~That we do not want. What I was thihking at'was thl't .you 

might possibly be importing some kinds of steel.-· . 
Mr. Stuart' Williatll.s'.-'-We Ilad a 'CaSe a year ago in 'whiCl,: we did"bny' some. 

We can gille, you the price of ,steel ·we imported a year-'ago. It was· a 'shade 
under the local price. 

!.Ir. Ginwala.-We find that the quotations in the trade journal.s do ,.not npces· 
sarily correspond· to· the actual transactions. .., . . 

Mr. Stuart- WiUiam8.-1 thought they were pretty close ,mySelf. 
Pre8ident.-1t . just depends 00 whether you bny on a large scale. The \rate 

at which the B. B. & C. I. and tbe G. r. P. Railways are buying rails .are well 
below market quotations. . 

.V ... 'Ginu:ala.-Do yO~.: use a considerable quantity. of coal! 
"I,. Stuart·Wilfiam •. -We use round abont 90 to 100 ,thousand 'tons' per 

. annum. 
,l[r. Gmwala.-Do you call for tenders every year! 
Mr. Stuart- W illia!il8.-E,-ery year, about August or September. 'We .invit,e 

tenders for the following 'calendar year. from January to December. 
MT. Ginwala.-Would y~ mind giving us your ratest for .the last-two :"r1.hree 

years. _ 
1I1r •. Stllart- WilliaIll8.-Yes • 

. Mr. Gin~ala.-I t.akeit that whenever possible you·trY to -Plli-cbase your' 
requirements in the country! " , 

Hr . . <:tllaTt- Willialll".-I think that would bl!' a fair statement. .I.'IDl!iY put it 
this way: we never go past local makers or dealers. We might .invit .. .tenders \ 
in . both' countries but ,we never go past the .local man.;. . 

''Y,. GinU'ala.-Do' you always take into account.· the. cuslioDis' 'f1ty'in your' 
estimates! ,. . '. 

Mr. Stuart-Willia11Ul,~In .makin., ·any,'estimateof -.mat. d'f ooUJSe· _"dO' • 
. , 

• Vide Iltatement II (51. 
t V ide Statement III (2). -
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Jh. Uillwala.-'iou have te> pay them, 1 take it, in every 'case? 
Mr. St'uflrt,Williams.-'ies . 
.lfr. Ginwala.-So tliat you cannot' help taking them ,into account? 
Mr. Stuart~·Wjlljam8.-Quite so . 
• 1Ir. Ginwala.-Is it your policy 'to 'accept Indian tenders provided, they- are-

more or less on levelferms with Hritish tenders? ' 
Mr. Btuart- W itliallls._Dti· you mean Indian.made'! 
Mr. Ginu,ala.-Yes: ' 
,Vr. Stu~r't:Willian/,8.~'Ve use'Indian·nlade goods' ,wherever they are ,good, 

and ,cheap.' " , 

Mr. Ginwala.-In making a comparison do you give any preference at all to 
the Indian article or uo you always insist upon buying in the cheapest market,? 

Mr. StuiI.rt- WillialnB.-,-Yve always buy in the cheapest marke!; and we endea' 
vour to get the best value for ,the money:, The issue does' not often arise. It 
seldom .happens, th.at, .the ,Indian made and the western made are exactly of the' 
same kmd m 'qualIty. , 

JI.~"'. Ginwala.-With regard" to cranes for instance,- don't yon get them made 
here. , ",' 

Mr. "Stuart- Williams.-Nobody here, so far as I know, makes cranes 'in a 
regular way .. ·1 should make' an exception to that. Jessops have made' some 
quite sncoessfnl ,cranes "for our, coal, 'loading plant. These have been quite satis
factory and they have, recently had .a repea!; order for, another berth. 

Mr, Gi1lwala.-,-Are youcsa,tisfied with the kind ,of engineering work that is' 
done! 

JI r. , Stuart: H: illiams.-Yes. ,We get goodcralles, 
Mr;' Ginwala.-How dp they compare with British prices! 
Jfr. Sfuart- WilliamB.-I do, ,not remember at the momenj:; 'whether British. 

tenders were obtained in that case, Tenders were called for in 1920 orl92l. I 
think that tenders were invited at the timeaud,that as British pricell were high,.. 
Jessops'got the order. ~,. . " 

1'4r. Ginwala.-Do you employ, local engineering firms for bridges? 
JIr. ,$tu~i,t'-JriUiam,8.-r:-You 1\1"6 not refening to the Howrah bridge? 

.lIT. Ginwala.-Have you not got bridges and jet,ties? 
lVr. Stum-t' Willia-ms.--Jetties of" course· 'we' have. ,We have not .made any 

bridges recently. The swing bridges that we h/lve were made at Hpme ,md, sent 
put in sections and, erected here.' ' , 

Nt'. Ginwala.-What about"your ,jettil:s.! " 
.11r. Stllm·f-lVillialll~.-these are' made usually under a comprehensive con-

tt'act for steel works, that is to say, a firm obtaining a contraet for a jetty 
would undertake to bringolit the 'necessary steel, t,iz'." shed girders and columns, 
anc! would .also .have to ulldertake to screw f,hepiling,etc. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is this sort of work given out in this country, I mean tQ the 
local engineering firms! '" 

¥t .. ,Stuart- WilliwnB.-Tbe firms that obtain these tenders are local firms" 
Messrs. Jessop & ,Co., Messrs. Braithwaite & Co. and Messrs. Burn & Co. . 

Nr.- Kale.-lri an answer given f.o the P~esident YOIf said that you are opposerl 
to artificial industrial development, especially on account of the adverse e1fect 
it. will have upon agriculture. Now, I should like to know whether the develop·, 
ment of industries is not calculated to promote agriculture itself! 

41". Stuart-WilliamB.-In what way! 
Mr. ·Kale.~Have' you noticed' the 'rl'commendations ,of the Inwan Fammr. 

Commissions in the past, t:iz.,. that agriculture' is not a self-supporting industry 
and that labour engaged in agriculture has got ''to be supplied with avenues, for 
employment in other industries 1 ' , 

Mr. Stuart- WilliamB.-Coal mining and things like that! 
Mr. :Kale.-Evenfacf.ories, 'booauBe the bulk of our 'labOur in fac~r~es come..~ 

fl'Gm agriculture. 
!, 
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; Itir. Stuart· WilliaIlL8.-1 have no vel'y intimate knowledge 0:£ these inatters 
but am I not right in thinking that many of these who come from II.griculturaJ 
industries to, say, a jute mill stop with the jute· mill 1 . '.' ". 

Mr. Kale.-No. The bulk of the labour engaged in facj;ories, say textile 
factories, is half agriC)!lltural and half; non-agricultural. . ' . I 

Mr. Stuart-W illiamA.-": The half that is tgricultural goes backf.or I!O' many, 
Dlonths in a year! That L know is the case in coal mmes.· 

Mr. Kale.~is i~' not assistance given to agr~~ulture to' that extent! 
Mr. Stuart- WilliamB.-I have never thought of that point; I thought. that 

the reason why' many people engaged in industrial' work ·went ··back to· their 
country was rather due to the peculiar conditions here. Everybody ilka, land· 
owner more or less and people of that kind rely largely ,on· cultivatingctheir bits 
of land themselves. But I must say' that my knowledge is far -from complete. 

Mr. Kale.-Win you be surprised if I tell you ~s a fact that thess·cultiva· 
tors cannot maintain themselves npon the-land which they cultivate! ' 

Mr. Stuart- William8.-1 am not surprised~ 
Mr. Kale.-They have to supplement their e81'nfugs by ,earning, wages. in 

large towns and cities, so that from, the point.of ,view of t4e agriculturists them· 
selves whoar&;' the predominant section of ,.~e - population; industri~ ,develop-
ment is a necessity! '. . 

Mr. Stuart~Williams:~Would! notyoll also' admit that agricultural output 
.night be improveq a great deal by the IlS~ of more /lcientific methods! . 

Mr. Kale . ...:.certainly, but' the present population engaged in agriculture is 
more than ~hat is necessary even for. scienti~c 'agri.culture B:nd therefore' you 
have" dram off ~ome of ; that popll~atlOn':to' mdustrIal 'pursUlts, So will this 
aspect of the questlOn modify your ';Vlews, to Some' ·extent f 

MT. Stuart· Witliam6.~I.·shouldhave ·thought my.self that. the remedy 'for the 
insufficient income was more in the directioll of improved methods. 

Mt. Kale.-That is one method no doubt. 
Mr. Stuart:WiUiamli.-I" think that that is"the real remedy. 
Mr. Kale.-If· you int~odiice iinproved~ethods, the demii.nd fo!" agricultural 

labo."r still further decreases, so that the ,Position becomes worse. £.rom the point 
of VIew of the' numbers who are now workmg on the land, ~nd the s~rpllll popu
lation has got to be employed somewhere? 

Mr. Stuart- Williams.-That j's an aspect' of the matter which .h~s certainly 
not occurred to me. ' 

Mr. Kale.-You have given us some idea of 'the'exports'from 'the Port of 
Calcutta.. I find that manganese exports form a very large part~ 

, Mr. Stuarr-WillianUl.:""They do. . . 

Mt. Kale.-If'these exports have to bear a' cill:tain~mount of, jncrease· in 
charges, do you think that this inorease 'will'afiect the total 'quantity e~ported! 

Mr. Stuart- Williams.-I believe that is a'. probable result. I believe' that 
the marltin of profit on' manganese is very ,low and it ,is carried· at a ·low rate 
becanse lt is, .. suitable foundation for the lighter cargo--tea., gunny llnd so 
forth. 

Mr,. Kal~.-Do you think that the markets for these are 'critic~l l' 
iIi. 'Stuart- Williams.-I should think that the ma.rket . for. mangan~e.is rather 

a critical one. , 
Mr. Kale.-Is it critical in the sense that .other pountriesCQmp!!te,with,' India 

in the supply of manganese!" . . 

Mr: Stuar'- Williams . .,...Yes.' , , 
Mr. Kale.-Is there no~ iii large margin. of ,profit 'in manganese,?, I· was' und';" 

the impression that the profit in manganese was very high. 
. Mr. Stuart- Williams.-When you speak of prolitin' the 'jnd~stry, ;;"'hose- profit 

do you mean! Is it the profit of the man who mines or the, man' who carries it 7 . 
Nr. Kale.-Taking the industry as a whole: ., 



,0 'N~. Stu~,.t~Williain8.-t take it that you are talking of the steamer frei l 
I doubt whether the profit Ilf. ship-owner!! is large on manganese. 

" Mr. Kale .. -They may pass it on to the purchaser. 
Mr.' 'Stuart- wiiliU1ns.~I realiy 1!.now nothing, about that. 

.' ,J/I'. Kale.c-The idea. that occuPred to me on reading your statement was tl 
. that after'all in the general national economy ports. play",though au, importan 
subordina.te part, so that if the nation finds that some sacrifice is necessary 
economic' development; ,tllen ports have to bear a little burden for the sa1!.. 
that national. development. ,;From your point of view you are .quite justifie( 

, saying' that 'an ,increase of ,port charges, for instance, would l'estrict ·the vol 
'of tvade going through ports but, if you take a more comprehensive view, 1 

• don't, you"think,.that the interests of ports may . have , to be. subordinated to 
larger interesteof the ,country as a wholet I '. ., ' ' 

.Mr., St1lart-Williaffl,a.-I don't think that,the interests of ports would star 
against the 'interest~. of the country, ,as a. whole., .. 

Mr. Kale.-No doubt the interests of different sections of the population I 

the community go tQ make up the national 'interests, and to the extent to whi( 
'the - volume' 'of trade going through the ports will be affected, certainly it is I 

disadvantage, I admit, but we have to take into account other things also and 0 
" a comprehensive view of' the whole position if' we find that this is a sacrific 

which has got to be borne, then, do you not think that the larger national inte] 
'ests·, ougb~ ~ ,pl'evai.l over tile interests of, ports in India! . 

MI'. StuartL lVil1iflllls.""-I don't' think I ever urged that the interests of port 
: as sqch ought, tq prevail in any case. All that I said, was that. the interests ~ 
the .country ~ a :whole should be the deciding factor. I have always felt som 

. doubt, wheth~r, that .was realised by certaiq individuals. ,. 
Mr. Kale.-Individual: industries do you mean? 
.tho' Stuart-WilliaIl18.-LargeTy and particularly, the agricultural industriE 

and consumers as a .whole.. 
MI'. Kale.-If the agricultural industry is not l'8ally adversely affected by th 

growth of industries, then your argument would los~ its force -to that. extent! 
'" ,11fT. StIHlrt}lli/li,!!"8:-If your premiss i§ right,. your conclusion is right . 

. ;1/'+; Kale.-'-'BecauseJ: am not really able to understand ·how the interests c 
'agriculture will be affected by a' slight increase iii' the port charges, for instanCE 

. .llr. Stuart- William8.-I don't. think that that was quite my point. My poir 
was the effect of increase in steamer freights. 

MI'. ,Kale.-Would they,. be. affected by an increase in port charges! 
lolr. Stuart- WilIjam8.-Supposing a steamer goes two-thirds full and conll 

back instead of two-thirds full only one-third full, the cost of bringing thE 
steamer has got to be met somehow either by the remaining part' of the import 

-: OJ)' the export. My theory is that exports will suffer. Exports are already doubl 
hl tonnage ,and yuu might accentuate the difference and it might tend to damag 
~ert:ain large stable ex~orts . 

.lit. Kal~.;.,-Has not there always been an excess of exportf\ ov'er imports!, 
,l[r: Stuart' Williams:-Expcrts have been always bigger· for many yeat's.' , 
.1[r. Kal, .. -:-l'hat excess has continued, leaving aside the abnormal years' of 

war! 
,.1l;. Stuar'LIV'lIia1lt8~¥e8. 
lob. Kale.-Don't you think that things will adjust tbemselves?' 
JIf. ·Stuart~WilliaIll8.-Do you mean financially? 
,lb. Kale.-Because after all India being a debtor counh'y has to make eel" 

tain payments ahroad and they can be made only by means of, exports.' 
,.' Mr. StUaI·t· Williatn8.-'-Inave not gone into· the exehange, argUment. 'at all. 

I' ,. ! ' , . ~ , " \ , ' 

JllT. ,Kale.-I take a general view and say tha.t there will have to be an 
, exces~ 'of exports ovel' impor~s i~ orde~ to enapI,e' India }o. make paY,ments ~br?,ad. 

,llr. Stuart- Willia7118.-1 accept that. . '_." . 
Mr. Kale.-Whatever 'happen~ t~' fl:eight; ih~t"exce~s • will' hav~ 'i<i remain. 



31T. Stutirt·WillitimB.~Ther~ I'think you are rathei"'rilissing'nlY point. -
will put' it in' ,il different way. India now relies' on exports of', certain ItemS 'as 

,a means o()neeting her' obligations.' If these items cannot, be expotted',' she' 'loses 
one IIf her means of meeting certain 'ttefinite obligations which I!he'could not 
evade. I suppose that it' would' tend to reduce her imports:' ,I ' 

!fir'. ''Kale . .2There-'will. only bea~hange in'the items Of exporti. Some adjust-
mema, may take place., ' ' " 

!fl't., 'Stuart- WilTiams.-In regard Ito, certii-in items of export she hdldE/G"strong 
position, Bay' with jute ana gunny, but in'regard to many other' trade~ she ,has 
to compete with the lest of f,he world. ' , 

.... Mr. Kale.~What do' you think of the proposal made by Tata's 'that' 'there 
,should be a bounty: as well aBan increased import, duty?, , 

Mr. Stuart- William8.,-I don't think that they llav~'~sked f~r 'botp: 
. ' - '.' . . " 

Pre,ident.'--They,have not, , asked for both on'this occasion. , Their. suggestion 
of a combination of import duties and bounties was made in their evidence be, 
fore the Fiscal Commission: It is a matter on whic:h' we have been' 'putt-inll' ques' 
tions to a number of witnesses. It is an alternative which has "got' to he' conSIdered. 

M~_iKale.~The import duty consequently 'will not,~e'~, hig~: 'J ' , 

blr. Stuart-Willianuo.-What do you suggest ,th~ irnpo~t ,dutYmigh~i,~e?, 

Mr. 'Kale.--;-They have asked.for 33i' per cent. :Let us suppose that Q'diIty of 
20 per cent: 'is pu~ on and to the',' extent' of' the remaining 'l3f per! cent. a 
bounty is given. A combination 0Lthese ·two will mellt,;yoUl! objectioll to some 
ell;tent t 

Mr. Stum:t- "'·illiamB,-WJ:.,ere a.re Y"u 'goi.ng'to get th~ 13!,per"cent. frolli'?' 
Mr. Kclle.'-From the" proceeds of th~' iU<;l"eased' impol·tduty. 

Mr. Stuart·Williams.-In other words,it is going ~ be'a::par(of your dustom~ 
tariff. Surely there is a fallacy in'that argument, is tbere not?' As' your im 
port duty is effective, you get no revenue.':Y ou' ·cauncMI have it both ways. 

'Mr. K'ale.-Certain imports have to rome into thec,<1untr;y' and','theoountry 
wil~ have to send out exports to pay for them? . "", " " 

Mr. Stvin-t· Williams.-:-ithink that it is very aangerous to 'make such an 
aS8umptioR< If you are 'going to t.axcertain items 'on the,assumpti~n that they 
must comemto' the country, you wIll- probably find that people do, ,WIthout. them. 

Pre8id~nt.~ There is a tinlit~ 
Mr. Stvart.Wil(iams ...... Theprinciple of substitutiim is s(i'wide'th.iti it is diffi, 

cult to forecast. what. may happen. You cannot hope first to tall; iron and 'steel 
out of existence and at the same time reap a revenUl! for a time. 

President.-Admittedly in the long run there is no question about it. In so 
far as the protection given is effective and secures the objects aimed at, imports 
will disappear. . 

Mr. Kale.-That will take about 10, 15 or 20_ years. 
Mr. Stuart· Williams.-I don't like the, idea at all, any more than I like their 

claim to 33! per cent. import duty. 
Mr. Kale.-I thought that you showed some preference for bounties because 

they did not throw a burden upon one particular class of the community. 
Therefore, I asked you that question. 

Mr. Mather.-You appear to have imported quite a big tonnage of steel piles 
and trough plates in the last few years. In your paragraph 6, you tell us that the 
total quant.ity of these employed on the whole scheme is approximately 31,700 
tons. For how many years was that? , 

M,. Stuart· Williams.-That work was interrupted during the war. The 
work began in 1914. I suppose the l~st portion o( that steel arrived in the 
country probably Ias~ year. 

Mr. Mathcr.-Have you any idea at all what the probable imports of India 
for things like steel piling would be? I suppose, it is chiefly used in ports and 
~arbours. ' 
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Air. Stuar't. William8 . ...,..!t is used to .a fair extent.. It. is only used on certaill 
definite jobs. It is used in nearly every jetty. It is ~ather dangerous to give 
figures. about that. You can use, steel piling more than once. You ,can pull it 
up and use it again. We are now using '~teel piling which has been'used once, 
but I don't 'think it is an item. which is p~ first. class importance. ' . 

Mr. Mather.,-Do you, use very much ,apart fro~ the new big scheme?, 
Mr. Stuart· William8.-When we mention st.eel piling, it is ,not sheet· piling 

we mean, ,but screw piling. The whole of these jetties are made of screw piles. 
In the case of the King George's', Dock, ,the, entranclj, jetties will probably be 
made of reinforced concrete.' .,,' '. ' . 

Mr. Mathe,r;-So that yol/. are not likely to ,use screwlliles? , 
Jllr. StUal't· Witllams.""-They·are not suitable and if, you put on a heavy duty, 

we will· certainly use concrete as far as we can.. -
Mr. Matllcl:.-You lia~e imported some of thes~ screw piles? ,', 
Mr. Stuart' Williams . ...:...Yes; all of 'thelli;; the last lot came in last 'year; 
~lh,: Mathcr:-Sheet piling ,you have,~ot. impprted! 
Mr. Stuart· Williams.-Wear,e,using a little. 
Mr. Mathcr.-It is, not easy to get. reliable information about these, but I 

should be glad if you· could give us the recent pHces of both sheet piles and 
screw piles and also trough plates. 

,Mr ... Stu!J'I,t·Williams.-I ,am, afraid the figures in regard to the. screw piles 
will not ,be a very good. guide, because they relate :to an. old contract. 

M,. Mathe,..~In that case, they will IIlOt be of use; 
In paragraph 8 you tell us that the imports of iron and steel, which at present 

fOl'm a regular feature of the import trade, are proba!>ly one of the most bulky 
items in that trade. What exactly do you mean by Uiat? You don't mean that 
they occupy more space per ton? 

Mr. S~uart-,Wi77.icil~8.-1 ~~an th,;,'t?tal ,Volume .. 
Mr. MatAet.-Do yOll mean the weight? 
Mr. Stuart~Willia1ll8,-Both. All, ,your ,steel does not come by \'f.eightj for 

instance, built·up sections, . "', 
Mr. Matller.--,-Fabricated structural steel will pay on the measurement basis. 
;\/,. Stul11t-Williarnl ...... Yes .. I say: that. iron' and. steel, including r~i1way 

materials and machinery, is I think.the largest. single,item in ,bulk. I ." 

Mr. Mather.-You don't mean in space occupied. per tono~ .weight? 

Mr. Stllart. Willia1ll8.-Not bulk per ton but. aggregate bUlk ~r . ag~egate 
tonnage. 
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No. 79. 
Indian Stores Department. 

Written. 

Statement I.-Note dealing witk certain matters connected witk tke work 
0/ tke Indian Stores Departlltent in regard to wkick in/ormation is re
quired by tke Tariff Board. 

Question (a).-For what Departplents of Government does the Stores 
Department purchase at present? 

Answer.-Purchases have been made on behalf of the Departments and 
offices 'noted below. No orders have yet been issued prescribing that any 
department shall obtain its requirements through the Indian Stores Depart
ment, but the latter has in practice acted as the pttrchasing agent for the 
Army in respect of all descriptions of Textiles goods obtainable in the country 
and for the Controller of Printing, Stationery and Stamps, the Posts. and 
Telegraphs Department, State Railways and the Northern India Salt Reve
nue Department in respect of artjcles made of jute. It has also been recently 
arranged that the Department will purchase tentatively engineering plant 
and materials, textiles and leather; and hardware and miscellaneous s~or~ 
for the Military Works Services:-

1. Quartermaster-General iIi India. 
2. DirectOr of Ordnance Factories. 
3. Controller of Contracts. 
4. Controller of Farms. 
1;. Military Works Services. 
6. Government of India, Department of Industries and Labour. 
1. Military Secretary to His Excellency ·the Viceroy. 
8. Comptroller, Viceregal Household. 
'9. Printing, Stationery and Stamps Department. 

10. Posts and Telegraphs Department. 
11. Northern India Salt Revenue. 
12. Survey of India. 
13. Director and Fixst Bacteriologist, Muktesar. 
14. Currency Officer, Bombay. 
15. Publio WorKs Department, Dellii Provinoe. 
16. Inspector-General of Police, North-West Frontier Provinoe. 
17. Government of Assam, Eduoation Department. 
18. River Polioe, Narayanganj. 
19. Government of Bihar and Orissa, Revenue Department. 
,20. Superintendent, Government Printing, Patna. 
21. Executive Engineer, Champaran Division. 
22. Executive Engineer, Wainganga Division. 
23. Executive Engineer, Mahanadi. 
24. Executive Engineer, Madura Drainage Division . 
.25. Customs Department, Burma. 
26. Central Jail, Insein. • 
'27. Government of the PUlijab Publio Works (Irrigation) Departmen .. 
'28. Director of Industries, Punjab. 
,29. District Remount Offioer, Sargoda. 
,30. Stationery Department. Bombay. 
'31. Salt and Excise Deyar.tmeIlt, Sind. 
WOL. DI.' 
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32. Executive Engineer, Nasik. 
33. North-Western Railway. 
34. Oudh-and Rohilkhund Railway. 
35. Engineer-in-Chief, Central Indian Coal Field Railway, RanchL 

Question (b).-What Classes of stores does it purchase at present? 
- Answer.-(l) Textiles goods. 

(2) Engineering ~lant and materials. 
(3) Hardware and miscellaneous stores. 
(4) A beginning is being made in the purchase of oils, paints, varnishes. 

Question '(c).-Is it intended that when the Department is organized it 
should purchase for all Departments of the Government of India or only for 
Bome of them P 
_ Question (d).-Is if'intended that the Department should eventually pur-
chase all classes of stores? -

Answer.-The Stores Purchase Committee recommended that the Depart
men: should purchase:-

(i) Cement, oils, paints, varnishes ') 
and chemicals and miscella- I 
neous stores of an allied 
nature; I 

(ii) leather goods and miscella-
neous stores of an allied I For all Central Departments and 
nature j I minor local Governments and 

(iii) textile goods and miscellaneous such other authorities as may 
stores of an allied nature; t desire to avail themselves of the 

(ill) steel and iron, as produced by I services of the Department. 
the blast furnace, steel 
hearths or rolling mills and. 
not further manufactured I 
into articles, but includ- I 
ing steel intended for 1 
structural work j -) 

(11) all engineering manufactur- For all Central Departments and 
\ es including plant and minorlocal Governments (except 

machinery and miscellaenous the Marine, Railwavs, Ordnance 
hardware, stores of an allied Factories, Military Publio Works 
nature. and Telegraph Departments) and

other authorities desiring to· 
utilise the services of the Depart-
ment. 

The final orders of the Government of India on this recommendation have, 
however, not yet been issued. 

Queslion (e).-Will it be open to Local Governments to utilise the services-
of the Stores Department to make their purchases? _ 

Answer.-It is open to Local Governments, and also to public bodies such
as Company worked Railways, Port Trusts, Municipalities, etc., to utili~(~ 
the services of the Indian Stores Department for this purpose. It will pro-
bably be obligatory in the case of the minor Local Governments to use the 
agency of the Department for their purchase work. In the case of the major
Local Governments, it will be entirely discretionary with them to effect 
their purchases through the agency of the Department or by any other 
means There are indications, however, that some at least of these Locar 
Governments will utilise the services of the Stores Department for this pur
po~e. For example. the Government of the Punjab with the permission of
the Governemnt of India have already placed a number of orders with the' 
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. Department in connection with the large S'1ltlej Valley project and also with 
other undertakings of the Government and the Government of· the Central 
Provinces have indicated their desire to utilise the. Department for the pur
ehase of their requirements in respect of textile goods. The. Government of 
Madras are at present considering whether they should obtain their storeOl 
through this department. Orders for certain classes of stores have been 
received from departments under the administration of the Government of 
Burma, Bombay, Bihar and Orissa and Assam. 
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Statement Il.~Replies to the special questionnaire of the Tariff Board sub
mitted bll the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department. 

, -
Questionl.-8tate tbe extent of the powers of the lndian Stores Depart

ment, when the full organization of the Department is working. 
Answer.-The Government of India's scheme for the organization of the 

Indian Stores .Department is now before the Secretary of State, who)!e orders 
ar,e awaited. 

Question Il.-State'the date by which the full organization of the depart
ment as at present planned is expected to be at work. 

Anlwer.-I am not in a position to indicate the date by which the Depart
ment will be fully organized. This depends wholly on the availability of 
funds. If ample funds were available at the moment, the organization of 
the Department could be completed within two years, except as regards the 
establishment of a Test House at Bombay. That measure would require a 
'year longer. I append diagrams showing:-

(i) The complete organization of the Department as proposed by the 
Chief Controller; 

(ii) The organization as it at present exists; 
(iii) The organization as it will exist during the financial year 1924-25 

provided that funds are available to finance the scheme of deve
lopment which is at present under consideration. 

Question IIl.-Howfar the instructions of the Government of India issued 
for the guidance of the Department require that important articles purchased 
in India should be made of Indian materials? If this condition is in fact. 
imposed, whether any procedure has' been devised by which'the extra costs 
incurred by the Indian manufacturers on this account will be allowed for in 
considering prices. -

Answer.-No instructions of exactly the nature referred to have been issued. 
The purchase of stores in India for the use of the public service is regulated 
by the Rules to which I have referred in my answer to Question 1. The 
underlying object of these Rules is to utilize the products and manufactures 
of India for the purposes of the State to the fullest extent compatible with 
economy and efficiency. Hence, the Rules provide that preference shall be 
given to Indian products and to articles manufactured in India from materials 
produced in the country over foreign products and manufactures, provided 
that the quality is sufficiently gooa for the purpose and the price is not un
favourable. Articles manufactured in India, either wholly or substantially, 
from imported materials are ,also to be given preference over foreign manu
factures if_he price is as low as that at which articles of similar quality can 
be obtained through the Stores Department in England and provided that 
the materials ~mployed are subject to such tests and inspections as may be 
prescribed by the Government. Thus, the Rules, while giving preference to 
Indian products and manufactures,lio not preclude the purchase in India or 
articles which are produced or manufactured abroad. The purchase, how
ever, of articles of this class is subject at present to various restrictions 
as regards price, quality, etc., the nature of which is indicated in Rules 3, 
4 and 5 of the existing ~tores Purchase Rules. The question of the extra 
cost incurred by Indian manufacturers is not necessarily taken into' account. 
in the consideration of the prices of Indian and foreign manufactures. The 
Government of India have received a clear mandate from the Legislature that 
their purchases should be made in the cheapest and otherwise most suitable 
markets, and ordinarily the Department is guided by this basic principle in 
effecting itd purchases. Cases arise in which economy is not dettlrminable solely 
by the relative prices of Indian and. foreign products and manufactures. For 
example, the price of a foreign article may be lower than that of the corres
ponding Indian article, but the delay involved in procuring the former may 
cause substantial loss to tne State and give rise to serious administrative 

• difficulties.. In such a case it i. obviously sound business to purchase the 
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Indian article, and this is the course ordinarily adopted. It conforms, as [ 
understand the matter, to the principle underlying the mandate from 'the 
Legislative Assembly. The converse, of course, equally applies. 

Que8tion IV.-Explain the procedure by which the department satisfies 
itself that Indian prices are reasonable as com~ared with the prices of similar 
articles produced in the United Kingdom. _ 

An8wer.-(a) By simultaneous .tenders, both in India and iil the United 
Kingdom. 

(b) By a referenc~ 

(i) to prices in the United Kingdom furnished by the Director-Gene
ral, India. Store Department, London; and 

(ii) to contracts placed by tha.t. officer. 
(c) By information obtained by the Department as regards current market 

prices in India and abroad. 

In comparing the prices of Indian products ano. manufactures with those 
of stores of foreign origin, when the latter are quoted at f. o. b. rates, the 
following charges are added to the prices of foreign articles:-

(i) freight from the foreign port to the port of destination in India I 
(ii) interest, insurance and freight brokerage; 

(iii) Landing, wharfage, and port charges at the Indian, port; 
(iv) customs duty, according to the tariff schedule, calculated on the 

cost of the stores plus the additional charges mentioned above. 

If the quotations for the stores produced or manufactured in India include 
cost of transport to site, the cost of forwarding to the site from the Indian 
port ,is also added to the price of stores of foreign origin. 

Question V.-Whether under the instructions of the Government of India 
orders will be placed in India even if the prices are somewhat higher than 
those of similar imported articles, after makng due allowance for freight, 
customs duty, etc. 

Answer.-My answer to this question is given in the 'reply to Question III. 
Question VI.-Whether the Department has been granted power to controt 

specifications so as to ensure that articles produced in India are not unfairly 
prejudiced. .. ' 

Answer.-The intention is that the Stores Department shall prepare speci
fications, in consultation with the consuming deparments concerned, for all 
classes of stores which it purchases, and will also advise departments who are 
permitted to purchase any special classes of stores direct in the preparation 
of the specifications for such stores. Specifications must obviously be framed 
to meet the necessities of the case, but in preparing them, the Department 
will certainly, whenever this is possible, draw them up to meet the capacity 
of Indian manufacturers: Thus, for example, the Department in all ordi
nary cases permits the use of acid or basic steel indifferently though acid 
steel has heretofore alone been permitted in many specifications current in 
India. Again, to suit martufacturing conditions in some cases, built up gir
ders have been accepted in place of rolled sections, or extra joints have been 
allowed in plate girders. In this connection I reproduce a provision 'Which 
appears where applicable in all specifications framed by this Department, the 
object of which is to place as much business as llossible in the hands of 
manufacturers in· India:-

"Deviation from the Specification.-8hould a tenderer desire to depart in 
any respect from the provisions of this specification, either on account of" 
manufacturing practice or for any other reason, he must specifically bring, 
the matter to notice in his tender in the form of a covering letter, explaining 
in detail each and every departure he proposes to make from the specification. 
Manufacturers' standard specifications for the plant or component parts of 
the plant may be submitted, but all discrepancies must be clearly drawn 
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attention to, both in the covering letter referred to above and" in the schedule 
and appendices which have to be filled in by the tenderer. The intention is to 
adopt manufacturer's standard equipment as far as possible, but these stand
ards must, in· all respects, comply with the conditions of this Specification as 
regards safety from breakdown, output, capacity, performance, etc., and must 
pass. the tests specified." 

QuestiQn Vll.~Whether·the DepartmeQ.t is in a position to ensure either 
tha~ -

(1) when simultaneous tenders in India and England are called for, the 
conditions are so framed that the manufacturers in both countries 
tender for the same articles. under identical conditions, or 

(2) when this is not possible (e.g., British manufacturer supplies railway 
wagons of which the fabricated materials are imported into India 
and erected there, whereas the Indian manufacturer has to erect 
the wagon himself) proper allowance is made in considering the 
tenders for unavoidable difference in the conditions of supply. 

Answer.~(l) Yes. If tenders are called for by cable, very ftill information 
is given. If time permits, the full specification with all conditions is sent 
Home by post. If any conditions is omitted in a tender from the United 
Kingdom. full allowance is made in comparing prices. 

(2) The answer to this is given in the preceding reply. The Stores Depart
ment has not yet been entrusted with the purchase of railway wagons, and 
has, therefore, not so far placed any orders for this class of stores. 
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Statement III.-Statement sh()wina the estimated cost 01 the Indian Stores 
Department for 1923-2.6 and 192.&-25. 

PROPOSED BUDGET, 1924:25. 
EXISTING _~PPOINTMENTS. 

Ranc- Cost of tioned continu- Co~t. of I Budget, Sane .. ation of 
1923-24._ tioned certain Expan-

reVISIOn sions. chargE'S. existing proposed. 
appoint-
ment •. 

-
Recurring Chnrglt-

Pay 5,76,540 6,13,160 . 57,050 29,050 1,82,130 

Allowances 65,690 74,750 4,500 ... 31,800 

·Contingencies 63,770 112,500 2,500 .. 43,100 

.Supplies and Services 40,950 31,200 .. .. 2,400 

Rounding -.10 -10 .. .. . . . 
Total recuITing charges 7,46,940 7,81,600 64,050 29,050 2,59,430 

iN on-recurring char~es-

Supplies and Services 1,68,860 .. .. .. 47,470 

Works 47,500 .. .. .. .. 
9,63,300 7,81,600 

\ 
64,050 29,050 3,06,900 .. 

4,00,000 
I 
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Oral evidence of Mr. K.· M~ KIRKHOPE, C.I.E., 
Member, Inst. C.E., Acting'Chief'Controller of 

Stores, recorded at Delhi on 
the 22nd January 1924 .. 

President.-The Stores Department in India is, comparatively speaking, a 
new innovation? 

Mr. Ki1·khope.--:That is correct. 
Pre;ident.-Can you give us the exact date when t~ Director was 

appointed as head of the department? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-The Chief Controller was appointed on the 1st January 

.1922. 
President.-A certain number of existing officers were put under the 

general control? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes; they came over chiefly from the Surplus Storee 

Organization where they were employed in purchasing textiles for the Army 
and certain Civil Departments. Mr. ~ather's appointment was originally 
under the Railway Board; it then came under the Munitions Board, then t() 
the Department of Industries and Labour and from that department to the 
Stores Department. 

President.-There was another office that one used tl) hear about-the 
I:)upel'intendent of Local Manufactures? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-The Superintendent of Local Manuf6<Jtures' appointment 
followed the same course as Mr. Mather's appointment-first under the Railway 
Board, then the Munitions Board, the Department of Industries and Labour 
and then the Indian Stores Department. His functions were subsequently 
split up irito two. The original holder of the appointment was the Superin
tendent of Local Manufactures and the Government Test House in Calcutta, 
and he originally did both testing and inspection. His functions were split 
up into two (testing and inspection) the inspection being taken over b, 
another officer who was originally under the Superintendent of Local Manu
factures. Now in Calcutta instead of having one officer we have got tW() 
each with his respective staff-the Superintendent of the Government Test 
House and the Controller of Inspection, Calcutta. Circle. 

Pr6sident.-You have told us in the previous note you submitted what thlt 
J:.roposals of the Stores Purchase Committee were as to the departments for 
which your department should purchase, and I take it that you hope even;. 
tually to reach that stage? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We are gradually reaching that stage. We have takeIl 
over one or two del?artments and otlrers are coming to us as time goes on. 
We expect the Posts and Telegraphs to come to us for an articles with whieh 
we can economically deal, but then'! e,re some very spedal things- which 
they are likely to keep in their own hands as they could not be produced 
in India at all. We have not quite completed our negotiations with them. 
but our preliminary negotiations are very favourable. 

President.-Wbat exactly are your relations with the Railway Department?' 
lIow far have orders been passed indicating that yon will take over their 
purohases? 

Mr. Kirkhope.w-This matter is still under negotiation with the Railway 
Board. We have done comparatively little buying for the railways and we 
have purchased no steel work for them. We of course do all their inspection: .
work so far as steel is concerned. Mr. Mather. for instance, or his locum 
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tenenll, is doing the inspection of rails and str-uctural ~te"el and the Con.. 
troller of Inspection, Calcutta, wagons, under-frames, brId~es, e1:4:. In our 
Test House we tedt materials, but our purchases for the raIlways haye b~en. 
comparatively small except in respect of jute, canvas and stores of a like 
nature. 

Pre8ident.-But the question of handing the purchases to a greater extent 
to you. is now being di.ICussed? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-You also give us ,the information as to th~ kind o~ stores 

you are purchasing at present. In your ans-.yer to ques~lOn (a) ill your 
previoUd note at the end of the answe.r you gIve a long list of the depart .. 
ments for whom you purchase. I was not quite clear as to exactly what 
materials you purchase for these people. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Up to June 1923 we had done no engineering plirch~ses, 
at aU. We only started engineering purchases in June and up to that tIme, 
OUl' purchases had been textiles and other materials fo! all .these departmentsr 

but since June we have taken up the purchase of engmeermg stores for some 
at them. ~ 

Pre8ident.-For any of these departments that required them? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-The ultimate ideal of the department is that it should pur

chase for all departments of the G9vernment of India all stores that can. 
be produced in India? 

JJlr. Kirkhope.-Yes, for the Central departments and Minor Local GoV\
ernments. 

Pre8ident.-And the Provincial Governments if they choose will be able 
to employ your agency? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-That is so. 
Pre8ident.-I should imagine that they would find great advantage in 

doing so, because you will. be in the market. as a very important purcha.;er 
Bnd woul<1 be able to obtain more favourable terms than a single local Govern. 
ment purchasing by itself. . ' 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes, we can obtain more favourable terms as far as our 
Experience shows, and for certain local Governments, for instance,the Punjab> 
GQvernment, we are doing a great deal, I mean, all purchases for the Sutlej 
Valley Projects, and we have started purchasing for the Llyod Barrage Pro
ject. We have purchased quite a lot for them, have a great deal on nand. 
and expect more to come.' , 

Pre8ident.-From another point of view I' take it there is advantage in 
purchasing through the Central Purchasing Department, namely, that, if a. 
firm turned out bad work and incu1'\il the dissatisfaction of the local Govern. 
ment, that doeS not prevent other local Governments from dealing with it. 
But it is a much more serious matter if the firm incurs the displeasure 
of the Central Stores Depart.ment: it would be knocked out altogether, and 
the Central Department ought to be able to secure a very high standard' 
of quality for that reason. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. Of course there is another safeguard: we never 
maIm a purchase without inspecting and in the case of manufactured mate. 
rials we inspect throughout the course of manufacture, and we should pull' 
up any firm putting forward bad material before the work had gone through. 

P"6sident.-I understand that. Then turning to your second note, as
regards your answer to the first· question we shall take it for the moment 
that, as proposals have been made to the Secretary of State, the details that' 
you have given us as regards the proposals sent up are n,ot for publication' 

Mr. Kirkhope.-That is so, 
Pre8ident.-In answer to question 2 you have told us that the date by 

~hich the departmeut can be fully organlzed is mainly a question of finance, 
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-but that, if fund~ were available, the thing could be completed wi/ihin two 
:yeal'll? 

Mr. ll.irk-hope.-Y'es, except the establishment of the Test !louse at 
Bombay which requires building, equipment, machinery and general 
-organization. 

President.-The Test House there would be largely concerned with textiles, 
I take it? 

111r. Kirkhope.-To a great extent it would, but at the same time, we 
should have to test engineering material generally. Of course, in our test 
house at Calcutta we test textiles now and we are gradually getting together the 

-full equipment and machinery required: we have got what is necessary to 
<complete it now on order. 

Pre8ident.-Question III was .. How far the instructions of the Govern
ment of India issued for the guidance of the department require that im
'portant articles purchased in India should be made of Indian materials"? 
-That was tho first part of the question. As regards the things that you pur-
-chase, as far as you know, there are no instructions precisely in that form? 

Mr. IGTkhope.-That is correct. We have to purchase, as I have said, 
-in the cheapest market provided the articles are suitable for the purpose. 

President.-Supposing it appeared to you that the article can be purchased 
more cheaply in England then do you hand over the matter to the Director 

--General of Stores in London? 
lIlr. Kirkhope.-Yes, that is, we inform the indenting officer that the 

_article cannot be obtained in India or purchased more economically, and it is 
left to him to indent on the Director General, India Stores Department. 

President.-What wEi were thinking of when we put this question that 
.I have just read out was the condition laid down by the Governml'nt of 
India as regards the purchase of railway wagons in India. One of the 
-conditions laid down was that they would call for h·nders in India for a 
-certain number of wagons every year, and that the manufacturer would be 
under an obligation to use Indian materials as far as possible. One or 
-two firms in Calcutta said t.hat, if they were put under an obligation of that 
kind, it would not be fair that there should not be some concession in the 
-matter of price. Government could not have it both ways. Either they 
-should leave them to purchase in the cheapest market, or they could reqllire 
them to purchase in India whenever possible. If so there ought to be some 
-concession as regards the price paid. No case similar to that that has come 
under your notice? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-\Ve have- nothing whatever to do with the purchase of 
-railway wagons. We merely • inspect the railway wagons when they are 
-manufactured in India. The only rule which bears on that point is Rule 
1 "All artides which are purchased in India in the form of raw materials 
-or are manufactured in India from materials produced in India should by 
preference be purchased locally provided the quality is sufficiently good for 
-the purpose and the price not unfavourable." Rule II also bears on this 
point .. All articles manufactured in India from _ imported materials should 
by preference, be purchased in India, subject, however, to the following 
.conditions :-

"(a) That a substantial pal't d the process of manufacttire of the 
articles purchased has been performed in india. 

(b) That the price is n~ low as tliat at which articles of similar quality 
can be obtained through the India Office. -

(0) That the materials employed are subjected to such inspection and 
tests as may be prescribed by tht! Government of India. 

NOTE.-The term- .. a substantial part of the process of manufacture" in 
(llause (a) means that a substantial part of the preparation of the lIniahed . -
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1I.rticle mURt be performed. in In~ia, whether from _ raw mater~~ls or from 
-component parls obtained m a fintshed state from other sources. _ 

President.-How exactly do you construe rule (1) in practice? 
M'1'. Kirkh"pe.-We bear in mind the mandate to purchase in the cheapest 

market. -
President.-lt seems to me that if the phrase "the pri~e is not un

favourable" meant that the Indian price must not be higher. tha~ the 
imported price by even one pie the rule would. naturall;v h~ve said, pro
vided the price was not higher." As it says" If the prICe IS not unfavour
able," there must be a benevolent tendency towards the Indill;n manufacturer. 

M-r. Kirkhope.-We are expected to purchase in the cheapest ml!'r.ket 
and we are equally expected and actually do, to .the best of our abilIty, 
foster Indian industries and from that point of Vle,v we do construe that 
rule benevolently. We 'have also to take into account various other factors 
'such as administrative convenience, urgency of supply, etc. 

President.-That must be the intention of tp.e _ rule. I do not see why 
-that phraseology should have been adopted,_ unless there, was a d~sire .not 
to make the conditions unduly strict. But can you think of a case In which, 
apart from the general rules, the Government of India have issued special 
instructions about any particular kind of article? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-No special instructions of that sort have been issued. 
President.-There are special orders about wagons, but can't you think 

of anything else where the Government of India have so to speak given an 
undertaking that they will make certain purchases, provided the articles are 
manufactured from Indian materials? 

Mr. Kj'rkhope.-No, I ~an't recall any. When we get a quotation from 
India and a quotation from England we take into account all the items I 
nave enumerated-freight, interest, landing, port charges, customs duty and 
-the cost of transport"irom the point of landing in India to the site of the 
"Works, erection charges, charges for erection staff and so on. - We put them 
1lbsolutely on all fours-the Indian- article and the Home article. 

President.-The case prominently' brought to our notice is the wagon case 
-"'here the Indian manufacturer has got to erect the wagon ready to run, 
whereas the Horne manufacturer has not got to do that, and his wagon 
is assembled in this country. Can you think of an analogous case that you 
nave got to deal with? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We have had no ca8e exactly of that sort. 
President.-Can you give us a concrete case? 
Mr. Kirkhope.~Nothing exactly the same. Recently we called for tenders 

for II certain number of cranes for the Sukkur Barrage and manufacturers 
in I.ndia. and importers in India quoted for these cranes'to exactly the same 

'8pecilicatlon and landed at'Sukkur. The difference in price was such that 
"We had to purchase the imported article. 

President.-What I am thinking of is, was mere a difference between the 
amount of ~ork which the In~ian manufacturer had to do and the amount 
()f work which the Home manufacturer had to do? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-I do not understand. 
Pre&ident.-What I 11m think~ng of is this .. We have had this particular 

case ?f the w~gonl! wh~re d~finttely the Indian manufacturer - had to do 
certam work In connection With the wagons which the British manufacturer 
nas not got to do. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-I know the wagon case very well indeed but we have 
had no case exactly the same. . ' 

President.-It is a similar instance to that that I was trying to g t 
-to find O?t how y~lU deal. with the problem. 'rhe wagon manufacturer s:y~ 
that h~ IS ~ot qUIte s~tlsfied that the allowance made for assembr th 

wagon III thiS country IS sufficient. ' - Ing 9 
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Mr. Kirkhope.-The instance I gave is not precisely the same. The cranes 
woura be landed at Sukkur either from Home or from India under exactly 
thE' same condition. In a case where erection has taken place, for instance, iII' 
some very large dragline excavators that we have got out for tpe SuUej 
Valley project, we have taken the cost of erection at site into consideration. 
both in the case of the Home tenderer and the Indian tenderer, but I 
may say here that it was merely a purchase in India and not manufac~ 
ture in India. 'Ve should ,seldom get an analogous case to the wagon. 

President.-Who did the work of assembling in that case? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-In both cases the workmen of the firm who got thO'" 

eontract. . ' 
Pr6sident.-But then there would be 'no, diflerence in that case? 

,Mr. Kirkhope.-There was difference in that case because the Director 
&eneral of Stores got' better freight rates. 

P1·esident.-I mean difference in the amount of work P 
Mr. Kirkhope.-No. ThAy were absolutely on all fours. They had t~ 

produce the machinery at a certain point erected and ready for operation at. 
e. certain time. 

l'rcsident.-Doth had to do exactly the same amount of work? 
Mr. Kirkhopll.-Yes. 
Pre.lident.-Can you think of an instance where the British manufacturer 

had to do less work than the Indian manufacturer because thE' Government 
department obtaining the thing would do a certain amount of work itselt 
on receipt? 

Mr. Kirk'hope.-I am afraid we have not got instances of that sort. We 
generally stipulate that erection should be done at site by either the Home 
manufacturer or the Indian manufacturer. 

President.-It would have been useful to us, because we wish to know 
how, if you were up against the same problem, you would satisfy yourself 
that, sufficient allowance ha:l been made for any extra expense that thO'" 
Indian manuf~cturer was bound to incur? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We have had instances where small electrical plants were' 
purchased either in India r,r at Home, and in comparing the prices we have 
estimated erection cha!ge for the particular ,plant, and our usual way ot 
estimating it was to use our own knowledge as engineers and examine the
erection charges proposed by the Indian manufacturer, or the Indian agents" 

, I should say, and add that to the Director General of Stores price. 
Pr6sident.-The addition made was not neces:larily identical, I t,ake it, 

with what the Indian manufacturer proposed, but he was allowed to have' 
a say in the matter? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-It we.:; very nearly the same. 'Ve have endeavoured as-
far as possible to put them on the same basis. _ 

President.-Of course there are elements in the case of a commercial 
department like a railway; there would be the question of overhead charges' 
and so on. But in the case of the Public Works Department purcq,ases 
it would be extraordinarily difficult to find out in any way at all whali 
their overhead charges were. Take the Roads and Buildings Branch of the
Public Works Department under the local Government. It would be quite' 
impossible I imagine to find out what their overhead charges are. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-In the cases I have quoted overhead charges would not 
cume in as the work would be done by the contractor. . 

lIlr. Nather.-Do you mean that the -erection would not be done by the
Public Works Department hut would be sub·let to the Contractor? 

Mr. IGrkhope.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-It is not quite analogous. The point about the railway wagons' 

is that the work of _ assembling.is frequently done by the railwaycompan; 
itself. 
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lIIr. Kirkhops.-Yes and sometimes .by ~lOntract .. The (lQntract price ,given 
lOU a concrete instance where eve~thlDg IS taken Into aceoun~. . 

PreBident.-1f an Indian firm 18 ready to erect at a certam price., it a 
no longe. open to anyone to say that that is not the right price. 

lIIr. Kirkhope.-Quite. 
PreBidsnt.-Then, you cannot think of a case where the w:or~ of assem. 

bling or erection in India is done departmentally but where, If It was pur
chased in India, it ,,"ould. he done by the Indian manufacturer. 

lIIr. Kirl'hops.-I know of no case exactly similar to the wagons. There 
are many cases of small machines but the cost of erection is trifling. 

lIIr. lIIather.-Have you bought any fabricated structural steel? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes, we have bought some fabricated steel work both 

from home and from engiileering firms in Indil!o, but these cases are not 
quite the Ilame thing. . 

lIIr. lIIather.-1 was wondering whether. possibly in such cases the Indian 
engineering firms doing fabricating work had quo~d for the fabrication in 
their own shops plus erection on the site. 

lIIr. Kirkhops.-We have a case under COnilideration, but it is not ;yet 
carried through-l!teel for the Legislative Chambers. It is useless to talk 
about that until it is actually carried through. You realise the.t we have 
only been doing engineering work since June. 

PreBident . ...:...1 quite recognise that. I am only anxious to obtain any 
information that you can give. You are not an old department with a long 
history behind you. . 

At the bottom of page 5 you say .. the Department in all ordinary cases 
permits the use of acid or basic steel indifierently, though acid steel has 
heretofore alone 'been permitted in many specifications current in India." 
Could you mention some of the things for which acid steel is always specified 
and for which you are now accepting basic steel? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-There are several cases but one of the most important is 
boilers; the India Office always specified acid steel. 

PreBident.-Do you accept basic steel for boilers? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-We should, a.! the new Boiler Regulations accept acid 

01 basic steel wi~ limitations of phosphorous and sulphur. 
PreBident.-For locomotive boilers? 

lIIr. Kirkhops.-For all boilers, there is no distinction made between loco-
motive and other boilers. , 

PreBident.-Have you llUrchssed boilers for railways yet? 
Mr. Kirkhops.-Not for l·ailways. 

PrsBident.-1 think that Mr. Reed of the PeniEBular Locomotive Co. told 
us at Jams~edpur. that he did n~t think that basic steel would be permitted 
for locomotive boilers. Am I right, Mr. Mather? . 

lIIr. lIIather.-That is so. 

1II!. Ginwala.-He also stated. that he had supplied boilers during the 
war m England made out of baSIC steel, and that they had done well as 
far as he knew. 

lIIr. Kirkhope.-The Boiler Regulations permit acid or basic steel also 
the Board of Trade Regulations for Marine boilers. . 

PrsBident.-These are -legal regulations under the Act, are they? 

. Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. There is no distinction between 8 locomotive boiler 
and any other boiler. . 

PrsBident.-Do 'you know what the orders of the Railway Board are about 
that? . 
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Mr. Kirkhope.-'oThe R~ilway Board specifications still specify acid steeL 
l merely happen to know that, however, it is a question for tine Railway. 
Board. 

1'1'6sident.-Quite. You have not yet purchased any for them? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-No. 
1'1'esident.-Boiler plate is not now. made in India? It is only a. possi

bility of the future P 
Mr. Mather.-Quite so. 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Tbenin general specifications we say that. either acid 

or basic steel will be permitted for any structural work and we merely 
ask thl' tenderer to state whether he proposes to use acid or basic steel. 

President . .,-In your answer to the last question you say that .. when 
simultaneous tenders in India and England. are called for, tbe conditions are 
eo framed that the manufacturers in both countries .tender for the same 
articles under identical conditions." This answer seems rather to lay stress 
OIl the fact that the United Kingdom gets a fair chance. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We issue exactly the same specifications for everybody. 
But if there is something that is manufactured in India and not at home, 
or at home and not in India, in the case of structural· work we would 
say that acid or basic steel would be permitted and this should allow the 
Indian manufacturer to come in. 

Pre8ident.- Asa matter of fact what we had in our minds when this 
question was put was wagons. But we have already gone into that. 

Mr.- Ginwala.-What is the total value of your purchases made in a 
complete financial year? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-In what class of materials? 
Mr. Ginwala.-I want to know the total value of your purchases. 
Mr. [(jrkhope.-Last year in the case of textiles it came to about Rs. I64~ 

lakhs. 
Mr.. Ginwala.-I ·was rather referring to the total value of the stores 

purchased. 
Mr. Kirkhope.-You will understand that we only started purehasing 

engineering stores from June last. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As far as you could give them for a full financiar year. 

I take it that you have completed one full· year. 
Mr. Kirkhope.-We have completed one full financial year in textiles 

and are completing another financial year in textiles and engineering but 
we did not start purchasing engineering stores at the beginning of the 
financial year. The average figure so far for engineering-from June last 
up to the middle of this month-has been two lakhs a month. 

lb. Ginwala.-Do I hIlderstand that as. far as you are organised at 
present your activities are <10nfined more or less to the two classes of purchases 
-textiles and engineering? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes, but engineering covers a very wide range. Engineer. 
ing includes hardware, oils, etc., and textiles practically .cover all the possible • 
purchases. 'Ve do not purchase paper for example or anything in the way 
of stationery. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Who purchases that? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-The Controller of Printing, Stationery and Stamps. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the total value of tne transactions that you put 

through in a year? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-The textiles would be about Rs. Ii* crores and ill 

engineering, so far, from our average it will be about Rs. 24 lakhs, but that 
of course gives no indication .as to what the future will be. We started 

• .Thi.B I believe will go up greatly. 
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in June and our first purchase was not made for some time. after we> 
started, and we still have a lot of purchases ~o complete. Our .blggest pur
chased are only now coming on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In that I would like you to give us some idea as t~ what 
proportion was imported and what was locally purchased. Can you. glvo us
some idea? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-:Our Administration Report gives the proportion' of textiles, .. 
which Wad 92 per cent. last year for locally purchased and locally manufactured. 

Mr. Ginwala.,-With regard to engineering, you are not in a position io· 
say? 

lIlr. Kirkhope.-I am not in a position to .say .absolutely just ~ow, but: 
it is perfectly plain that· the bulk of the engineering purchases Will be of. 
imported materials for some time. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is what I gather aldo. You cannot give us any figure' 
which will be of great value showing the prop&rtion between' the articles· 
imported and those loca.lly manufllctured? 

Mr. [(irkhope.-I cannot give you figures of any value. I. could work out, 
what was purchased of loca.! manufacture. But I don't think· that it would. 
be useful. At the present stage it would be very smaU. 
, Mr. Ginwala.-In those Departments that purchase through. you, what. 
are the Departments that are compelled to do so? Are there any Depart. 
ments of the Government of India or local Governments which are compelled! 
to purchase through you or is it all optional? . 

lIfr. Kirkhope.-The Government of India are at the present time con" 
sidering wbat Departments should purchase through us but no decision has. 
been come to as yet. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Unless there was a certain amount of compulsion on some' 
of these .Departments to purchBde through you, it would ~ expensive to 
run the whole Department, would it not? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-That is correct. But curiously the Departments with whom 
it would always be optional to purchase through us are those that are 
making most use of us-the Departments of a Major Local Government, 'for
example. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do I understand that, so far as railways are concerned, 
-I am talking of the State Railways and not the company managed railway~ 
-they do not purchase through your agency? a 

lIfr. Kirkhope.-The? are !lot compelled to purchase through our agency;, 
and the matter of their coming to us for all purchases is before the Rail. 
way Board now. At present they purchase through our agency articles of' 
jute, canvas and a few others. 

AIr. Ginwala.-Those are locally manufactured? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. They hav& come to us voluntarily for the pur. 
chase of certain articles-for instance creosote. About five lakhs worth of'
creosote was purchased for them the other liay. 

Mr .. Gi~wala.-I take it. that that .~enerally. applies to two cases, (i) when
the thing IS urgently reqUired and (II) when It is locally manufactured. 

JJIr. Kirkhope.-Yes. Creosote, for instance, is locally manufactured. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It ~ay be one or the other or both, but in most other' 

eases they purchase direct. . . 

lIfr. Kirkhope.-Yes. Practically all purchases are made direct. They 
come to us for very little indeed. 

M~. Ginwala.-In. answer. to question III-that is' the most im ortant
qu"stlO~ fr~m our pom~ of view-you say that you' are not preclude~ from 
purchasmg Imported articles. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. Imported artides' may be purchased' under rul .. 
D of the Stores Rules. . 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Y'ou also purchase locally manufactured articles, but ilia 
point I want to bring out is this. Take a case where a locally finished 
article is manufactured out of imported material which pays a duty: pit head 
gears for instance. They are now classed as machinery as you know. Now 
if th~ local manufacturer ball to pay on the materials tbat he uses a duty 
of 10 per cent. whilst the finished article comes at 21 per cru:t. you wo?ld, 
take into account the duty of 2i per cent:, would not you, m comparmg 
price~, whereas as a matter of fact he pays a duty of 10 per cent. on 60 per 
cent. of his materials. In a case like that, is this comparison under the rule 
fair between the two articles P 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Obviously on tbe face or it, it is not fair. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that case, does the rule really help the local manufacturer? 
'Mr. Kirkhope.-I don't think that the rule precludes us from consider-

ing the question as you put it. We could estimate that Bay 60 per cent. 
of the finished article is made from imported material and calculate accordingly. 

Mr. GintvnZa.-You could, but will you be allowed to say that because 
there is the further qualification that you must buy in the cheapest market? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-I think that I cannot commit Government by an ex
pression of opinion on that point, hut I feel sure that, if it were put before 
Government in that Iight,- they would accept it as reasonable. 

lIfr. Ginwala.-Quite so. In this particular industry which we are enquir
ing into that question comes in. That is why I am asking you about it. 
Has there been any suggestion up till now that In comparing prices you 
must make allowance for the higher duty that the local manufacturer hll:! 
got to pay on his raw materials, as compared with the duty on the finished 
article? 

Mr. IGrkhopB.-There was almost a similar case, vis., the question of 
electric cables.' -

Mr. Ginwaf:.-I know that C8:!e very well. At present I am' not dis
cussing the question of the removal of the duty on raw materials. That is 
a much wider question. I am at present concerned with this rule under 
which you are asked to compare prices. I mean to say that, if you literally 
follow that rule, it does n.)t meet the requirementll· of the Indian manu
facturer, does it" 

)fr. Kirkhope.-It does Flace the Indian manufacturer on a less advan
tageous basis than the home manufacturer, but I don't think that, if we 
calr.ulated prices as yoU- suggest, the Government of India would refUlle to 
support us. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am not referrinl;( to your Department at all. There is 
a general complaint that in comparmg these prices the duty first of all is 
not taken into account. Now this would go further than that. You may 
take the duty of 21 per ('.ent. into account but what should be taken into 
ac,count is the duty of 10 per cent. on raw materials. Do you think tha~ 
unless some alteration is made in the rules themselves, all Departments 
would do it P • • 

Mr. J{jTkhop~.-I am afraid I cannot commit myself to an expres;;ion of 
opinion with regard to other people. -

Pr.e8i~ent.:-I quite !IDders!and that your Department which has got a big 
organisatIOn In c.o~parlng pnces would be able to' work. o~t the duty paid 
o? the raw materials by the local manufacturer, but If It were an indi. 
VIdual Government officer, be could hardly work that out because 'he is 
not in a position to' estimate what the amount is. ' 

.Mr. Kirkhope.-We have these figures of cost before us. We kcep the 
t~rl1f sc~edule up-to-dat~ a.n~ they may not keep it IIp-to-date. It is very 
dlffiwlt Indeed for the indiVIdual officer, though not difficult for u~. 

Prc8;dent.-That is so. .Tak~ the example of pit hend geal's. It would 
bl! po~e.Il>le for you to ascertain WIthout .much difficulty from th'!! local mnnu
faaturer what quantity of iteal he wou,ld use and what duty be would have 
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to pay on it. Therefore v"u could work out th& proportion of that to th& 
tctal cost. But I don't see how an Executive Engineer of the Roads and 
Buildings Branch of the Public Works Department could do that. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-There is another point by which the local manufacture:s 
ue placed on a more advantageous basis than Mr. Ginw~a I!ugges~ and It 
is this: that in calculating the duty payable on a fabncated artl(:le such 
as pit head gears we should calculate the duty not only on .materlals but 
elso the labour put into the structure. 

Mr. Ginwala.""-That would be 21 per cent., would it not? 
Mr. Kirkhopll.-Two-halt" per cent. on the total. 60 per cent. of the hIdian 

manufacture would come in at 10 per cent. and 40 per cent. is labour cost 
which would also get 21 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Even 80, he would be at a disadvantage. 
Mr. Kirkho';e.-But not so much. It depends on the ratio of material 

to manufacturing cost. Pit head gear happens to be a simple structure where 
the cost of material is more than the cost of labour, but there is a converse 
t.l this-more labour and little material. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is p.dectly true, but th~ point is this. Before yon 
~an compare prices, you must put both the manufacturers more or less on 
the same basis. 

Mr. Kirkhop8.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Here in this CBBe it is a question of steel that is used, 

hut there are other raw materials used by the Indian manufacturer on which 
.also he has got to pay a duty.. That is not ordinarily taken into account 
in comparing prices, is not that I!.o? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-'Ve reali. .. e that. I have with me various anomalous 
cases. For instance, in the manufacture of cables which. we have discussed, 
there is a tariff rate on the cable as manufactured but there are quite differ • 
.ant tariff rates on the component parts of the cable. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is a particularly bad CBBe. 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Then there are other CBBas like corrugated sheets. There 

is a certain tariff rate on the black sheet; and another on the spelter for 
,galvanising. Presumably galvanising is going to be done in India. Galva
nised sheets are allowed to come in at II. certain rate which I think is 10 per 
cent. The spelter is allowed to come at 15 per cent., so that to make 
corrugated sheets you have to use component parts paying a duty of 10 per 
.Cll\Ilt. and 15 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the purchase locally of imported articles 
,do you remember what Sir Campbell Rhodes said in his note in the report of 
the UaUway Industries Committee, page 9P The gist of that is that it is 
llot cheaper for Government to import articles which could be locally pur
chased, and one of the reasons he gives there is that it costs Government a 
certain amount of overhead charges to stock and to purchase also. First of all 
does Government incur overhead charges by having to import articles P , 

Mr. Kirkhope.-I do not quite understand. 
Mr. Ginwala.--Supposing you wanted a certain article, you call for a 

'tender. The local merchants quote say £10. Th,!ln you say .. you want 
£10. I can get this article landed he}"e at £9. I cannot buy from you 
b6cause there is a difference of £1," but the contention is that the difference 
·of £1 means a certain amount of overhead charges and other expenses that 
Government have incurred though they have not taken them into account in 
getting that amount of £9.- Are there any overhead charges ·or not? 

M,.. KiTkhope.-I do Dot see any overhead charges except those that we 
lIave taken into consideration, interest and 80 on. 

M,.. Ginwala.-You have got the whole py,rchasing department there in 
'London: you h~ve got your testiD~ officers: you have got various oloher 
departments whIch aTe oonnected WIth the purchase of stores in that way. 

'VOL. IlL T 
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In calculating th~ differen& between the imported prIce and the price at
which you purchase an article locally here, do you make an allowance for 
the overhead charges that you must necessarily incur at the other' end? 

Mr. Kirkhopll.-No, because we consider that the Indian Stores Depart
ment expenses are practically the same as the London Stores Department. 
expenses. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But that is expenditure at both ends. You import an. 
article for some department of the Government of India, You get into 
communication with your London Department. That Department says' that 
the c.i.f .. landed price is £9. You have made enquiries here from local 
merchants, say Mr. Smith, and he wants £10. So there is a difference {)f 
£1. Is that £1 the real difference in the actual cost of the article to the
Government P 

Mr. Kirkhope.--That is the actual difference, I think, in our way of' 
calculating. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you make any allowance for your administrative and' 
other charges at the other end in every case in which you import an article i'" 
This man gives you the article on the spot : you do not incur any other: 
expenditure. There is no overhead charge here but at the other end, 

Mr. Kirkhope.-There is our overhead charge. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Will you add that to the priceP 
Mr. Kirkhope.-The one cancels the other. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You ask for a tender' and a merchant quotes £10. You' 

~able home for the article. Do you take into account the expenses at the
other end on that article when you compare the price of that with the price 
that was quoted here. . 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Do you mean the cost of the cable, cost of stationerY' 
and labour, etc. P . 

President.-The suggestion is rather this. The cost of purchase in 
}~ngland includes a proportion of the cost of the Director General of Stores r 

office. There ought therefore to be an addition to the purchase price of each 
imported article on this account. In other words the cost of the Stores De-· 
partment would be spread over the entire purchases, so that there would bt' 
an average percentage on the value which ought to be added to purchases
made through the Director General of Stores. 

Mr. Kirkhope . ....;..We know that comes to about 2 per cent. and that is 
what we charge, 2 per cent. for purchase and inspection; so that the two 
balance. 

Mr. Mather.-Is ·that 2 per cent. actually debited to the final purchasing
department and a similar 2 per cent. debited in the case of purchases made· 
at homeP 

lIlr. Ki7·khope.-It is so in actual fact, but I am afraid indenting depart
ments do not really see it. 

lIlr. lIlather.-Then it is not a burden on the departmental budget, but
the 2 per cent. that you charge is a burden. on the budget P 

Mr. Kirkhope.-The fndentor is charged the cost of the article plus 2-
per cent. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-That is for your department. In comparing the import 
price with the local price do you take that 2 per cent. with the foreigre 
prlceP 

Mr. Kirkhope.-No, we do not. I think they cancel each other. 

lIlr. Ginwal<r..,.-I cio not know whether that is the position. Here YOlr 
may not incur any additional expenditure even though you add 2 per cent. 

Mr. KirT.hope.-That is quite true. 

M.,. . . Ginwala.-If you import, your expenditure will remain the same at". 
this end. 
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. Mr. Kirkkope.-Within limits it will remain the same, but ~s our lIur-
chases grow our expenditure will increase. . . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is not a question of expend1ture. at th1s end. The 
question is that merchants complain that ·when an art1cle can be l~cal~y 
purchased at a slightly higher rate, it, is not purchased because the pnce IS 

higher, and he says that the charges that ought to be added at the other 
end' are not added. ' 

Mr. Kirkkope.-I cannot see. that it makes any difference. To each of 
'the quotations, £9 and £10, should be added 2 per cent., and we ha'l',e a 
still greater difference because 2 per cent. on £9 1S less than 2 per cent., on 
£10. 

Ur. Ginwala.-In the case of the imported articles purchased locally yo'! 
have to submit them to tests? 

Mr. Kirkkope.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is that so in every case? 
Mr. Kirkkope.-If you mean by test, inspection generally, inspectio' 

covers testing the material and other ,exanlina.tions, we always purchase after 
inspection. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But when the article is imported you do not inspect it any 
further in this country, do you? , 

Mr. Kirkkope.-W~ do not test or inspect articles if they come throug, 
the Director General of' Stores. There was only one special C9,se--a case of 
urgency-I know of, where we had to do it. In order to get an article out. 
into the country very quickly, the Director General's test has been waived 
and we undertook the test here. But that is a very special case and does 
not really come in. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you found' much difference in the price-I am 
talking of imported articles-when you have purchased them in the countrli 
and when you have imported them directP , 

Mr. Kirkkope.-You are still talking of articles. fabrica~d abroad. Till 
some cases there is a difference anli in some others there is practically no· 
difference, and in these cases we have been able to place orders in the: 
country. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the proportion of the twoP. Do you generally
manage to get your requirements here or do you more often import? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-As I have stated already when the matter is one of 
great urgency and when the indenter must have the stuff at once, we pur
chase in the country only comparing the prices from that .point of view: 
that is to say, we make allowance for the urgency; but when there is time
to get an article from home and the home article is cheaper -it is got, froIn 
home. 

Mr. Ginwala:-Do you usually find the home article cheaper taking into. 
account everythtngP , 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes, but I qualify that by saying that our experience is 
that prices have been kept rather high here and they are coming dow~ 
steadily. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-In that do you make any allowance for the fact that ih~ 
local merchant has got to stock his article P 

Mr. Kirkkope.-No. 
1111'. Ginwala.-Should not some aIIowance be made for that because you 

have got to send yo?r indent long in advance whereas you expect the local 
man to have the artlCles, on the spot, and at the same time you do not mak& 
any aIIowance for the fact when comparing prices. 

Mr. K~rkhope.-I think that turns on the urgency of delivery . 
. Mr. Ginwala.-He makes y<?u pay for it at .that time.: he wants his, ,ow' 

prl(~e and you have got ~ pay It,. but I am talktng of. the normal condition 01. 
bustness. Is he not ent1tled to ask you to take that into account? 

T2 
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Mr. Kirkhope.-If we can afford to wait for the article and the Indian 
importer can import it equally with the exporter of a home manufacturer 
then he is on all fours: 

President . .....;.Is not there this possibilityP As long as you purchase any
thing direct from the manufacturer there, in the case of things that are in 
common use and constantly required, Government Departments in India 
should carry a certain amount of stock themselves. But if purchases were 
made in India, that stock would be carried by the importer. Of course 
special articles are required-for special works. But take the case of steel 
joists for buildings. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-As a young department we have not had very much 
experience of that sort of thing. In the engineering articles we have dealt 
.-vith up to now, there is so great a diversity that we could not expect any 
importer to keep stocks, but if we take an article in common use, such as, 
electric lamps, . we make running contracts. These articles are stocked by 
the contractor all over the country and, as the indenting officers require 
them, they simply write to manufacturer's depot for the supplies. The 
contract provides for a maximum and a minimum, with a clause providing 
for due notice if the maximum quantity is to be exceeded. In that case, 
of course, the manufacturer stocks e.verything and the ordinary consuming 
officers stock nothing. There are other articles that we are attempting to 
work on the same lines, for example, bicycle tyres. We nave just started 
to purchase these, and we hope that we will be able to work out a similar 
(lontract with them. We will give the approximate monthly consumption of 
tyres and the contractor will stock sufficient for his month's supply and 
the indenting officer as he wants them will indent for the tyres. 

President.-That is, instead of the department holding the stock and 
paying interest charges and so on, it will pay under this system to the 
()ontractor who has to carry the stock for them. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are referring to this mandate from the Legislative 

Assembly. It is rather going further than the Legislative Assembly did. 
Was not that the case in which it was suggested that certain stores, railway 
materials and so on, were purchased in the United Kingdom at a higher rate 
than they c!)uld have been purchased on the Continent and it was in that 
connection that the Legislative Assembly said that the articles were to be 
purchased in the cheapest market. Had it any reference to Indian indus-
tries'p . 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We understand it to be so. 
President.-What had you in mind when you said "a clear mandate 

from the Legislative Assembly I'" What resolution or Act of the Assembly 
are you thinking of P . _ 

Mr. Kirkhope.-The particular incident to which Mr. Ginwala referred • 
. Mr. Ginwala.-I remember that debate and it chiefly turned on this 

question. Sir William Meyer gave evidence before the Acworth Committee 
that he had to buy for some reasons in the British market,· even though 
1I0me of the things might have been bought on the Continent at a cheaper 
rate, and that led to some debate. Was not it rather in that connectionP 

Mr. Ki,.khope.-When we compare prices we are not merely comparing 
British and Indian prices. We will buy French or Belgian steel and have 
bought American machinery in competition with British machinery. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am trying to draw a distinction. This decision and this 
debate "of the Legislative Assembly had hardly much reference to buying in 
the cheapest market where Indian manufacture is concerned. They never 
said that preference should not be given to the Indian manufacture because 
there was a difference in price. 

Mr. Ki,.khope.-We understand that no preference is to be giveR to 
Indian manufacture. That is how we. interpret the mandate. 
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Mf'. Ginwala.-I am perhaps mistaken. ";My recollection is that this debate 
proceeded on this particular purchase in the United Kingdom rather than on 
the Continent at that time. Am I to take it that even \'I(hen there is a slight 
difference between the Indian price and the foreign price almost invariably 
you must accept the lower price? 

Mf'. Kif'khope.-By slight difference you mean one per cent. or so? 
Mf'. Ginwala.-It is difficult to say: 1 per -cent. may be negligible, say 

5 per cent. 
Mf'. Kif'khope.-My answer to that is that we are guided by prices. 
Pf'6sident.--Of course you are bound by the recent orders of the Govern

ment of India. What we are really entitled to ask you is what you consider 
the existing orders to mean and,how iOU carry them 'out? 

Mf'. Ginwala.-I mean to say, do you gather your orders to buy ,in the 
cheapest market-from your rules? 

Mf'. Kif'khope.-Yes. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-They do not always say that they should be purchased 

in the cheapest market. 
Mf'. Kif'khope.-There are qualifications. We neyer buy a thing merely 

because it is the cheapest. We have to provide a quality sufficiently good 
for the purpose. 

Mf'. Ginwala.-Quality being the same? 
Mf'. Kif'khope.-Yes, what I may say is that we aun at equal value. We 

do not aim at the cheapest price. 
Mf'. GinwalO..-But the point is that there is no preference in favour of 

the Indian manufacture so far as the principle of Government purchase is, 
concerned? 

Nf'. Kif'khope.-No. Mr. Reaks points out that there is in fact pre
ference, i.e., other things being equal we must purchaSe from the Indian 
manufacturer. 

Mf'. Kale.-Does it mean that some latitude is given to you in inter. 
preting this rule? 

Mf'. Kif'khope.-I think I have answered that question before. We are 
guided by price, quality and general suitability. 

JUf'. Ginwala:-In connection with some structural materials and other 
articles it has been suggested to us by some of the firms that, even' when the 
pl'ice~ are the same and the quality is the same, orders are sent home for 
those articles. Would your department plead guilty to that charge? ' 

Mf'. Kif'khope.---Certil.inly not. -

Mf'. Ginwala.-May I take it that so far as your department is concerned 
it does not? ' , 

Nf'. Kif'khope.-Certainly, it does not. 
Mf'. Kale.-But is there any truth in the complaint, not of course with 

reference to your department? 
Nf'. Kif'khope.-I cannot answer that. 

Mf'. Kale.-Have you got any information!' 

Mf'. Kirkhope.-It is hardly information. What is gossip is not informa-
tion. -

Pf'esident.-Has anything come to you officially which you are at liberty 
~ mention to the Board? .. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-I can 'oilly say with regard to that, whenever an indc"'n .... ' 
is placed on the Director Gel!.eral of Stores for anything that we believe can
be manufactured in India, we write to the indenting officer and suggest thai 
he should procure the article in India provided'the price is reasonablp. 

Pf'esident.-But do they come to your notice? 
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lIfr. Kirkhop6.~Every indent that goes to the Director General of Storell 
frolI~ any department comes to our Department. 

Mr. Mather.-Not in original, but a'coPY is sent to you? 
Mr. Kirkhope:.,-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it for your information or is it for you to take any 

action? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-'-We criticise it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you send your criticism to that particular department? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-We go through the indent item by item and we draw the 

attention of the indenting officer to any article that we consider can be 
manufactured in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-This is one of the points I wish to know more about. Can 
you give us any instances in which this has been done? You need not name 
the department, if you do not wish to. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-There have been cases where structural steel work has 
been: sent horne, and we have taken up with the department concerned and 
suggested that they should get the steel work in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That complaint, then, that I referred to, has Bome founda
tion ·for it because it was in reference to structural work. One of the reasons 
given for this is that the purchasing department wants to avoid the dick and 
worry of inspection and various other things in this country which can be 
transferred to some other departlIlent at home. Do you think that has 
something to do with it P 

Mr. Kirkhope . ..,.-Well, I think the line of least resistance. is the easiest 
one to take .. They have been accustomed to go horne. It gives no trouble: 
·.they have merely to write for the article and they get it. 

President.-As soon as they begin to employ your department, the relief 
from responsibility ought to be quite as real on this side as on the other. 

Mr. Kirkhope.:-We can get hold of the officer in India easily: get him 
on the telephone or write to him and get a direct reply, or in certain cases 
go to the site so that we readily ascertain exactly what is required and is 
most suitable. 

Mr. Ginwala.'-Do you think, so far as these purchasing departments are 
concerned, you would take over the responsibility,-so far as inspection and 
other things go, that is now on the home department? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We function exactly the same' as the home department 
does in the case of orders placied with us, that is on the details given we draw 
up a specification or a complete scheme, ·if necessary, and if we think it 
necessary we send our specification to the indenting officer for his criticism; 
then we call for tenders and consider the tenders, and again, if necessary, we 
ask the indenting officer to go through certain foints with us and we then 
place the contract. We see to the inspection 0 the article throughout the 
course of manufacture. If it is an article like machinery, after it is erected, 
we see it again and give it IL running test. 

Mr. Ginwala.-So that in that case from the point of view of the indent
ing officer he would be in the same position so far as trouble and worry goes? 

1I1r. Kirkhope.~He would be in a rather better position because we ara 
more easily approachable. 

Mr. Ginwala.-So that this idea that by indenting for these articles from 
abroad he saves a lot of worry is a matter of habit? 

Mr •. Kirlt"ope.-It is to a great extent a matter of habit, but for a~tic1e~ 
manufactured abroad we cannot function in the same way because we hav~ 
not got our inspectors there. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The reason given .was that he would rather indent fof that 
thing than purchase it in India because it would save him a lot of trouble, 
",hereas according to what yO\1 have said just now that is only a misappre-
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hension on his part. It would savll him just as' much trouble an<1 
probably more. 

Mr. KirkllOpe.-¥es, he would probably save himself from much worry. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you receive any direct complaints about fabricated 

steel and those articles that are manufactured in this country from the 
manufacturers that orders are going home? / 

Mr. Kirkhope.-It is difficult to give specific instances. We hear of these 
things. Such complaints usually go to the Industries Department who may 
pass them on to us to investigate. 

~llr. Ginwala.-Are these complaints frequent? 
.llr. KirkllOpe.-No . 
.llr. Ginwala.-I mean are the complaints with reference to your depart. 

ment or with reference to other departments who do not buy in this country? 
.llr. Kirkhope.-We have had no complaints with reference to our depart

.ment. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then these complaints are against other purchasing depart. 

:ments? ' 
~llr. Kirkhope.-¥es. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you found on investigation justification in any cases 

for these com~aints? 
.11'1'. Kirkhope.-We have not investigated many cases of that nature . 

.on the other hand in many cases when we have brought to the notice of 
'Purchasing officers facilities 'for purchasing in India, they have taken our 
:advice and purchased locally. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What I mean to say is, if a complaint is made' to the 
[ndustries Department by a manufacturer that his manufacture is not pur
,chased by a department, probably he gives you an instance in which that 
has been done. Don't you investigate that part~cular complaint? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-The complaints have been most general. We compile for 
the Engineering Association a statement showing what articles have been 
.indented for on home which they say they are either manufacturers or im
porters of, and we publish that from time to time. It is usually when that 
statement goes out that they make a complaint. Then it is too late of 
<£ourse to make an investigation: 

Mr. Ginwala.-That takes me to another complaint they have made, 
-that is that very often they do not know that a particular department wants 
.8 particular article. They say that some of the indents go home and they 
-do not hear anything about them. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-They hear of it too late. 

Mr. Ginwula.-Now, is there anything which can' suggest that there might 
be Bome ground for such complaint? We are now concerned with the parti
oCular industry we are enquiring into now. We will have to do a good deal 
with it later on when the Engineering Department develops. Their !lQmplaint 
is that very often Government or a public body wants a. particular article but 
they hear nothing at all about it. Even when they are in 8 position to give 
it at a proper price they do not get the order. 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Indirectly we will help them: perhaps. directly we will' 
help them. We have proposals now before us that half-yearly we should 
.publish 8 statement for the information of manufacturers, Chambers of Com. 
merce, etc., of the articles that are going home. That is to say, if we find 
that there are so many cwts. of bolts going home, we will lump all these toge. 
ther and the net result will be say, 50 tons or 100 tons of bolts going horne. 
The Indian manufacturer will then know that there is a big market fop 
these. 

-'!r. Gi·// ",ala.-But ~e market f;;r the time is gone. 

Nr .. Kirkhope.- Uut they will prepare for· the neltt i!rop so to speak; 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Now take a case like this: You have got copies of theM 
indents. Then you discover, as you discovered in that particular instance, 
that an order was going home which might have been placed here, would 
you in that case be prepared to tell the Indian manufacturer "Here is this 
order going home, will you be prepared to tender for it?" 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We would not put it that way. If we find any article 
that is in an indent which we think can be manufactured in India, we at 
once w,rite to the indenting officer and say that we believe that it can be 
manufactured in India, and simultaneously we write to those whom we think 
could manufacture the article and· ask them for prices and deliveries, etc; 
We pass that information on to the indentor, and in many cases we have 
succeeded in having the order on home cancelled and placed in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you get a copy of th~ indent in time to stop the tender 
going home? 

lIlr. Kirkhope.-We have actually succeeded in doing it. We get a cOPT 
in our hands before it reaches the Director General's hands. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They do not tell you beforehand? They simply indent 
and then send you a copy? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-They send it simultaneously. 
Mr. Ginwala . ...,...Then there is very little time to take action. 
Mr. Kirkhope.-There is not much time, but still it is effective in many 

cases. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I suppose that you have got to take action by cable? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes; the indent is suspended by cable. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Can you suspend the indent over the head of the depart.

ment c9ncerned? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-No; that is not in our power. 
President.-When a tjepartment has definitely decided to employ you for, 

lilt us say, textiles, all their demand for textiles come to you in thll drst 
instance? 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
President.-And it is left in your hands in which way the order is to be' 

placed? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
President.-In that case you have the whole difficulty eliminated? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 

_ President.-But the people whom you cannot control are those who have 
not yet employed you? 

lIlr. Kirkhope.-Yes., 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Don't you think it would be of advantage both to yourself 

and to the - Indian manufacturer if there was some interval between the 
despatch of the indent home and the receipt of a copy by you, so that it 
enables you to persuade that department, after making enquiries, that it ill' 
to its advantage to place the order in India. I am simply asking you 
whether that would not be an advantage P 

Mr. Kirkhop8.-There would be if we were better organized and in a 
better position to say always with certainty that an article can be obtained' 
in India, but we have so much preliminary investigation to make at present 
that it would mean delay. Therll are many things that we have got ta 
examine carefully, e.g., acid for batteries. We have been investigating glue. 
We have succeeded with red lead.- White lead we are experimenting with,. 
and many other things also we are enquiring into, but it takes a long time 
to get sufficiently accurate information that an article absolutely up to th~ 
specification can be supplied in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, your organisation is not yet complekl' 
Mr. Kirkhope.-No, i. is not. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Now, with regard to simultaneous tenders, is it" compulsor:y: 
on all departments or they may send their indents without calling for' an), 
tenders? Is there any obligation on their part to call for simultaneouS" 
tenders in this country as well as abroad under the rules? 

Mr. Kirkkope.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is the basis of one of their complaints. 
Mr. Kirkkope.-There is no rule definitely laying down that simultaneous. 

tenders should be called for. 
Mr. Ginwa!a.-From your department's point of view you would recom·· 

mend such a course, wouldn't youI' 
1I1r. Kirkkope.-I don't think I can answer that. 
President.--Once you have got your organization .complete and your 

intelligence thoroughly up to date, would it be necessary in the case of 
orders placed through youI' You would naturally call for tenders if a thing. 
were produced in India. You would know perlectly that a great many 
things were not produced in .India, and there would be no particular advan
tage in calling for simultaneous tenders .in that case. 

Mr. Kirkkope.-We know now that a great many things are not pro
duced in India, and. there is no use calling for simultaneous tenders except. 
in the hope of getting the stuff frqm an importer. 

P1·esident.-What is really running in my mind is that the simultaneoUll
tender method would be almost indispensable if there w~re no independent. 
Stores Department, but the . mere existence of a thoroughly independent. 
Indian Stores Department to a certain extent does away with the necessity· 
of simultaneous tenders in a good many cases. 

Mr. Kirkkope.-It does' in the case of certain very special articles. 
Mr. Ginwa!a.-I was not referring to cases in which another purchasing: 

department purchased th!"ough your department. I am talking of a pur
chasing department which is not under obligation to purchase through you. 
In that case would it not be better for the Indian manufacturer if there waa 
compulsion to call for simultaneous tenders both abroad and here? 

Mr. Kirkkope.-My personal opinion is that, from the point of view of 
the Indian manufacturer, it is desirable that simultaneous tenders should 
be called for, for articles ~hat can clearly be purchased in India. 

Mr. Ginwa!a.-And within certain limitations it would also apply to" 
imported articles, would it notP 

Mr. Kirkhope.-Yes. 
Mr. Ka!e.-Do you think that your department will be 'capable of making. 

purchases even on behalf of the railways which you are not doing at the
present moment P 

Mr. Kirkhope.-We believe that. We have gone up to the Railway 
Board through the Industries Department asking that the railways should! 
come to us for purchases. That matter is still under consideration. 

1I1r. Ka!e.-;-I 'mean to say in the matter of wagons. There is nothing: 
specially technical about it which" you cannot handle-there is nothing like 
tbaH 

Mr. Kirkhope.-There is nothing specially technical, which stands in our
way. 

Mr. Ka!e.--So there is no difficulty of that character in the wayI' 
Mr. Kirkhope.-No. I may say that we have in the department officers' 

who are accustomed to the building and running of wagons." 
Mr. Kale.-What are the relations between ;your department and the 

corresponding department in London to-dayl' ' 
llr ... Kirkhope.-There are no direct relations. One is not under· the-

other. . 

Mr. K~le.-Both are under the Government of IndiaI' 
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Il,.. KiTkhope.-Yes. 
MT. KaZe.-Is it contemplated in any scheme that may be under (l{ltJsi

deration to transfer the work of the London department to your department P 
MT. KiTkhop'e.-That I must ask you to refer to the Government of India 

in the Industries Department. ' 
MT. Kale.-Do you think you are capable of taking respoJ;lsibility for 

much of the work that is being done in London P 
MT. KiTkhope.~Yes. 
MT,. Kalc.-My impression is that the ultimate idea was to transfer most 

.of the work from London to India. I want to know whether any steps are 
being taken in that direction. 

MT. KiTkhope.-As ,3 Stores Department we cannot take any steps in that 
direction, and any steps that may have been taken, if they have been taken, 
have been taken by the Industries Department to whom you must refer. 

MT. KaZe.-May I take it that one of the objects of the Stores Depart
ment is th«;l promotion of. the development of Indian industrial resources P 

MT. KiTkhope.-That is so. • 
lIlr. Kale.-And subject to fair price and good quality you always try to 

attain that object: may I take it as that P 
MT. KiTkhope.-What do you mean by" fair priceP" 
MT. Kale.-The same thing as .. not unfa'!'ourable." 
1YIT. KiTkhope.-Then my answer is " yes." 
lIlr. KaZe.-There are two things I eee from your' report., It is stated 'as 

()ne of the objects of the department to promote the development of Indian 
resources. At the same time you have to make your purchases in India. 
subject to certain conditions as to quality and price. I want to know whether 
these two objects are consistent: whether one has not to be sacrificed for 
the otherP . 

MT. KiTkhope.-1 don't see why it should be. 
MT. Kale.-Because in encouraging industries it may have to be done by 

sacrificing if not the quality at least the price. 
MT. KiTkhope.~We are not permitted, as regards cost, to do so. 
MT. Kale.--So far as your department is concerned, you are not allowed 

()r expected to do thatp 
Mr. KiTkhope.-We are not expected to sacrifice either the quality or the 

price in the interest of an industry. 
PTesident.-Before the establishment of an Indian Stores Department it 

i1eems likely that the Indian manufacturer was frequently overlooked, but 
the mere existence of the department does operate to encourage him in the 
'Various ways which Mr. Kale has explained to you. 

Mr. KiTkhope.-1 can give many instances where we bring the possibilities 
()f manufacture to the notice of Indian manufacturers: We are always 
looking for things of that sort and we are always bringing manufacturing 
possibilities to the notice of Indian manufacturers. 

Mr. Kale.-In that way their development is facilitated P Formerly they 
'would not have been able even to know exactly how things were going; much 
less could they have an opportunity to tender P 

MT. Kirkhope.-They get an opportunity not only when we write to them, 
but we are constantly seeing the manufacturers. A great deal of my time 
is taken up in interviewing those interested in Indian trade or manufacture. 

Mr. Kale.-That practically amounts to direct imcouragement P 
¥r. Kirkhope.-It is direct encouragement. The manufacturer comes to 

us and he says, he is capable of manufacturing certain things. We have 
.specification whereby that article can be judged. We ask him to, submit 
lam pIes either to our head office, or to the Test Home, or to the Metallurgical 
Inspector, and the a~ticles are examined ,usually or they are analysed or tested 
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11; various methods. They may come up to the standard and we say that 
we are prepared to recommend the article for general use. H they do not 
eame up to the standard we say ill. what respect it fails· to come up to the 
Btandard, and ask the manufacturers to improve in the direction indicated. 
We are constantly doing that. . ' 

Mr. KaZe.-That was what I.wanted to know exactly. That does amount, 
to my mind, to giving direct encouragement. 

Mr. Kirkhop~.-The other day, for instance, we picked up iii. Calcutta a 
!ittl., piece of iron- used by millions for baling .jute. We sent .that to .Tata
nagar to our ;Metallurgical Inspector and /!.sked. him if Tatas could make 
them. His answer was that Tabs could roll the bar and that a certain 
.engineering works close by could punch the holes. We then wrote to the firm 
near Tata's works and stated "here is the sample, the market is so and so, 
,go ahead." If they like to push the market, they call.. That is only one 
instance. I can give you many instances. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you imported any structural materialili since June? 
Mr. Kirkhope.-Do you mean by .. structural ~aterials" bridges, roof. 

03nd that sort of thing P 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. KiTkhope.-No. Up to the present time we have done no bridges or 

roofs. The !lnly thing that approaches structural materials is the cranes thai 
~ referred to earlier. These will be imported shortly. 

MT. Ginwala.-They are treate!1 as machinery. 
Mr. KiTkhope.-Yes. This is a peculiar case. They are hand cranes and 

:J'et they have certain holes which allow them- to be operated by electrical 
.machinery. That may rather puzzle the Customs authorities. 

Mr. Gif\waZa.-The holes may be there merely to save 71. per cent. P 
Jlr. Kirkhop •. -That is our specification, 'not the man~facturerl'. 
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No. 80. 

Chief Mining Engineer, Railway Board. 

Written. 

Itatell\en. I.-Letter f"om the Ohief" Mining Engineer, Bailwa'll Board, tt)" 
the TOII'iU Board, dated October 5th, 1929--replying to the Tariff Board'. 
q~e8tio"",. 

I have to acknowledge the receipt of yob.r letter No.- 350, dated" thE!" 
1st asking for certain information regarding the rise in the" price of coala 
from 1914 and the probable price during the next 4 or 5 years. The follow
ing table shows the average prices paid by "Railways for their Locomotive' 
Coal year by year from 1913:-

COKING. COALS. 

Desherghur 

-- Quality. 
1st Class Selected Jharia. Jbaria • 
• 

Per ton f.o.r. Per ton f.o.r. colliery. colliery. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. " Rs. A. P. 

1913 • 5 4 0 - 3 0 0 3 0 0 

1914 · 5 4 0 3 14 0 314 f) 

1915 . · · 5 0 0 4 0 0 :I 12 0 

-1916·17 · · 4 12 0 "4 0 0 3 4, 0 

1917.18 4 8 0 3 8 0 3 4 0 
-

1918·19 · I) 4 0 4 8 0 3 4 0 

1919.20 · 6 4 0 5 4 0 412 6 

1920·21 · · · 5 12 0 5 6 0 4 8 0 

1921.22 · 7 8 0 6 4, 0 6 0 0 

1922·23 · 11 0 0 9 8 0 8 12 0 

1923·24, 11 12 0 10 4, 0 9 8 0 

1924·25 . · 12 8 0 11 0 0 10 4, 0 

The increases from 1914 to 1921-22 inclusive were due solely to war 
conditions and labour unrest in the coal fields. 

When the three years contracts-1922-23, 1923-24 and 1924-25-wer. 
entered into; I was on long leave in England but in the JlOrrespondence on 
record my predecessor states that the prices were the lowest that the trade" 
would agree to and were arrived at after several meetings between himself 
and representatives of the Indian Mining Association. 

My own opinion is that the price of good Jharia coal (i.8., Selecteci 
Jharia and 1st Class Jharia) will come down to some extent after March 192~ 
but it is doubtful whether these coals will ever be sold to Railways again 
in large quantities under Re. 9 per ton. 
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A large quantity of the coal consumed by the large Iron and Steel Works 
.. purchased either at the actual rate paid by the State Railways for coal 
-of a similar quality or at the State Railways rate pZw annas eight. and I 
.do not consider that the lack of adequate transport facilities has had any
thing to do with the rise in the price paid by Iron and Steel Companies 
for their lCOal during, the past 10 years . 

.Btatement II.-ieUBr, dated DecembBr Uth, 1929, from the Chief Mining 
Enginller, RaiZway Board, to the Tariff Board-giving additionaZ informa-
tion a,ked lor. ' 

I enclose herewith the following statements:-
(1) Tabular statement of Railway purchases of coal, year by year, 

from 1909 in total quantities. 
(2) Total amount of coke manufactured at G:iridih, Bararee, Lodna 

and Loyabad by-product plants. 
(3) Amount of coal per ton required for manufacture of coke b) 

Giridih, Bararee, Lodna and Loyabad. 
(4) Large purchases fof Railways. 
(5) Statement showing output of Railway Collieries with raising 008\ 

. and present monthly output. 
(6)-A statement of the costs at KargaIi Colliery. 

I have not yet received the output, eM., figures of Giridih and Joid 
Colliery at Bokaro from the Agent, East Indian Railway. 



STATEMENT No. (1). 

Locomotive coal from tke 1Jear 1909 to 1924-25. 

ro· 1909. 1910. 1911 •. 1912. 1913-14. 1914-15. 1915-16, 1916-17. 1917-18. 1918-19. 1919-20. 1920-21. 19111-2!. 1922-23 1928-24'. 19 

------------ -'-- --- --- ---~ ----------------------- ---.- -. 
Tons. Tons. Tons. TODII. TODII. TODII. Ton •• Tons. TODII. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. T 

.y 718,708 682,(as 740,105 791,766 632,582 735,023 766,05' 779,247 860,160 884,968 900,288 989,431 636,83' 1,208,000 1,184,000 1,2.: 

.y 248,100 256,588 28',122 819,344 335,186 334,635 323,414 319,356 274,960 288,302 399,049 330,242 348,477 428,000 428,000 4J 

dlway 151,545 155,147 177,571 191,589 204,091 202,715 195,029 199,997 207,501 203,874 212,407 205,988 23!,329 306,000 348,000 3! 

. Rail- 117,323 123,475 133,898 145,476 146,640 143,370 148,010 151,679 138,186 150,317 145,380 li1,276 143,2'7 '204,0~0 284,000 21 

way. 615,966 678,390 748,253 763,034 813,915 857,494 9W,171 1,097,910 1,149,425 1,172,346 1,202,291 1,169,556 932,806 684,000 690,000 61 

C. I. 292,156 316,577 375,300 439,393 424,218 416,480 467,343 489,418 519,846 565,292 602,761 6U,882 470,229 720,000 760,000 7f 

. RaH- 240,978 270,136 279,667 290,839 338,538 363,168 377,542 418,731 413,858 419,998 406,900 417,075 339,310 267,000 267,000 26 
, 143,704 142,487 158,424 169,307 187,651 200,023 206,797 213,771 168,034 160,833 181,245 223,412 224,775 264,000 264,000 21 

.i1way 12,686 12,596 16,231 25,332 28,813 26,268 25,898 26,605 26,230 86,464 29,814 29,118 28,184 30,000 36,000 

Y 24,776 32,322 42,095 53,908 50,700 48,548 63,614 63,747 65,091 61,654 54,454 60,140 60,510 76,000 76,000 ., 
.y .. 43,882 42,756 46,836 47,839 52,646 55,878 52,662 48,173 47,460 49,749 52,406 61,616 62,368 60,000 60,000 6 

.y 4,088 4,201 4,479 5,444 7,266 7,291 6,557 6,397 5,702 6,548 6,892 6,977 6,773 7,000 7,090 

~i1way 985 2,598 7,049 8,175 4,910 9,384 7,911 1,994 8,275 11,153 11,670 11,395 18,908 ·13,000 13,000 ~ 

ray 105,791 110,597 113,100 \118,695 128,889 120,676 109,434 103,849 93,945 90,585 95,402 146,035 150,970 209,000 200,000 20 

.ay .. .. 8,516 9,077 8,413 10,222 8,721 9,888 12,557 14,279 15,221 15,545 13,462 16,000 16,000 1 

• lIway .. .. 1,534 1,492 1,681 1,697 1,510 1,995 1,842 2,405 1,264 2,455 3,371 5,000 5,000 

.Jway. .. .. 2,461 I 2,938 3,026 8,246 3,547 4,066 4,268 4,563 5,158 6,510 5,218 7,000 7,001) 

~ay .. .. .. 
I .. .. .. .. .. 516 2,186 7,994 18,486 16,792 2&,000 28,000 2 

.y .. .. .. .. 1,884 1,990 1,920 1,894 1,800 1,896 2,130 1,624 3,001 2,000 Z,OOO 



191' · 
1915 

1916 

1911 · 
1918 · 
1919 · 
1920 · 
1921 · 
1922 · 
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· ~TATE~T No. (2) •• 

Total amount of Coke manufactured at ModllTn. Plant •. 

Year. Lodna. Bararee. I Loyabad. Giridih. 

I 
Tons. TOIlll. I Tons Tons. 

· · · .. .. I ... 38.539· 

· · · .. .. 
j 

. . 37.872· 

· · .. .. 
~ 1 

.. 41,799-

· · · 37,877 .. .. - 43,490' 

· · · 38,288 .. I .. 45,742' 

· · · 42,069 
I .. I 42,751 45,690· 

· · 36,637 .. I 69,629 44,671 

· · · · 37,444 695 I 82,012 39,720 

· · · . 35,567 44.799 i 66,355 41,953 , 

STATEMENT No. (3). 

Consumption of CoaZ peT ton of Coke manllfactuTed. 

Lodne. • 
Bararee 
Loyabad 
Giridih 

STATEMENT No. (4). 

LaT(Je p'UTcha.ll. fOT RaiZways . during 1929-24. 

Colliery Seam. 

Tons. 
1'35 
1"49 
1'24 
1"33 

Tons; 

.. 

N. W. Railway-
• Ekra (11, 12, 13 and 14)·. H. V. Low and Compa.ny 

VilIiers, Limited 
Bird and Company 

Agabeg Brothers 
Anderson, Wright and Co 

Lakurka (12, 13, 14 ind 
15) .• . 

Ka.sta Group • 
• Bagdigi·(14, 14A and IIf) 
• Katra.s (12, 13, -14 and 15) 

Loyabad (12, 13, 14 and 
15) • • 

Mudidilil12, 13, 14 and 15) 
• Jogta (12, ·13, U and 15) 
• Central Kirkend (12, 13 

. and 15) . 
Dhori (KargaIi) 

90,000 Jharia. 

120;000 .. 
72;000 DesherghUI; 

100,000 Jharia. 
96,000 

132,000 
84,000 

100,000 

120,000 
66,000 

.. 

~ .. , 
'r· 



'E.' B. Railway-
- Martin and COlllpany 

" 

.G. I. P. Railway-
N. C. Sircar and Sons 

Bird and Company 
Macneill and Company 

N. C. Siroar and Sons 

:So B .. and C. I. Railway
Macneill and ~mpany 

H. V. Low and Company_ 

..:s. and N. W. Railway
Villiers, Limited 

:Y. and S. M. Railway
Bird and Company 
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CoI:i.pry Seam. 

Kusunda Nyadee (10, 11 
and 12) 

Baraboni, Rampur, Mono
harbahal, Chota Nuni 
(Poni!'ta) . 

Saltore (Desherghur) 
• Akalpore, Mandalpur and 

Jamuria (Poniata) 
Chowrasie and Nodiha 

(Desherghurl 
• Rana, Babisole, Madhah

pur, Nimcha, Raghu
nathbutty and Porascole 

• Jamuria, Akalpore· and 
Mandalpur (Poniata) 

Behmandih (17) 
New Kessurgurrah • 

Jainty Central 

• Saltore (Desherghur) 

STATEMENT No. (5). 

Output 01 Kargali OolZie7"!l. 

1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 

.. 
TonS. 

105,814 
192,223 
272,367 
329,744 . 
359,565 
382,038 

'Ions. 

90,000 Jharia. 

50,000 Desherghur. 
72,000 .. 

~O,OOQ .. 
50,000 .. 

108,000 

60,000 " 
60,000 Jharia. 
60,000 

72,000 

l2,OOO Desherghur. 

.cost per ton. 
Rs. 2-5-4.28. 
Rs.2-5-2. 
Rs. 2-7-5. 
Re. 2-11-5. 
Rs. 2-14-10. 
Rs. 3-10-11. 

Output 01- Mohpani Oolliery in the Oentral Province,. 

1914-15 , 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 • 
1920-21 
1921-22 
'1922-23 

Kargali 
. MohpaD.i 

.. 

Ton 
58,000 
52,000 
56,000 
75,000 
77,000 
86,000. 
85,000 
87,966 
84,574 

Monthly Raising, at pruent. 

Cost per ton. 

Rs.7-4-4. 
Rs. 8-10-4. 
Rs. 8-8-9. 
Rs. 10-8-3. 
Rs. 10-11-6.· 
Figures not received. 

35,000 toni!' per month. 
7,000 tons per month • 
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STATEMENT No. (6). 

The following ahows the cost per ton at KargaZi Oolliery. 

Particulars • j Cash. Stores. Total Cost per ton, 
. -

Rs. A. P. Rs. 4. P. Re. A. p. R8. 4. 1'., 
General SuperinteJUknce. 

Senior Manager and Assistant .. .. .. 0 1 3·20 
Manager's salaries. 

Senior Manager and Assistant , .. .. .. 0 0 1-95 
:lIIanager's allowances. 

Subordinate Superintendence .. .. .. 0 0 1-88 

SUDordinate Superintendence 
~ .. .. .. .. 

allowances. 

Office Est~lishment .. .. . . 0 1 1·39 

lI.-Working Expenbu. I 
Payment to Contractors .. .. .. 1 7 :B.:84 

Mailtenance of Siding .. .. . . 0 0 6·15 
." 

Other labour not included in .. .. . . 0 5 1$·53 
ooal raising contract. 

Stores and Tools .. . . .. 0 5 H),9O 

Rent and Royalties .. . .. .. 011 7·67 

Repairs to Coal Tubs . , .. .. .. 0 0 9·38 

Repairs to Machinery .. .. .. 0 1 0·89 

Repairs to Buildings .. .. .. 0 1 0·93 

Repairs to other Works .. .. .. 0 010·23 

New Minor Works .. - .. .. .. 
Sundries .. .. .. 0 2 6·28 

Sundry Borings . . .. .. .. .. 
Sinking Fund . .. .. . . 0 2 3·00 

Colliery Consumption I .. .. .. 0 0 4,81 

TOTAL ! .. I .. .. 3 10 11·03 
I 

Note. 
SINKING F,UND. 

The perCentage in respect of Sinking Fund charges has been calculated 
90 as to reduce the Capital invested within the life of the Colliery that is 
to Bay the Capital outlay divided by the number of tons of coal which may 
be extracted as the probable yield from the mine • 

• :VOL. m. :u 
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The Capital cost of the' Colliery has 'been taken at Rs. 30,00,000 up to 
1925 and the aver~ge annual outturn has been taken at 3,50,000 tons for 
00 years. 

Statement Ill. 

Showing the output of Giridih and Joint Bokaro Collieries, Overall cost 
per ton and expenditure on Block account year by year from 1913-14 to 1922-23 

. and the average monthly raising at present. 

Gmrom COLLIBRIBS. BOKAllO JOINT COLLIERY. 

Block , Block 
Overall account Overall cost account at Output. cost per ton. at end or Ontpnt. per ton. end of each 

each year. year. 

----
Tons. Re. A. P. Ra. Tons. Ra. A. P. Re. 

1918·14 665,822 1 9 6 51,87,070 1,92,367 

1914-15 688,642 1 13 9 53,61,611 • 3,64,191 

1915-18 778,924 113 9 64,51,746 5,93,814 

19UI-17 727,132 114 0 64,55,813 1,67,098 112 2 6,74,913 

1917-18 885,743 115 8 64,99,031 2,85,391 1 15 4 7,35,051 

11118-19 746,516 11210 55,80,627 3,47,2'" 1 15 4 7,43,242 

1919.20, 788,414 1 15 7 56,74,281 4,63,471 2 2 3 7,74,309 

1920'21: 707,024 2lS 1 57,35,886 4,83,547 2 4 2 8,96,027 

1921-2B 680,&72 , 5 2 61,12,682 4,91,619 2 511 10,89,868 

U22-28 561,081 , 18 7 69,32,737 5,61,062 2 6 7 13,67,807 

Average monthly rai'li,nga from April to OctZber I Average monthly raislngs from April to October 
1928-51,688 tons. ' 1928-48,820 tons. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. C. S. WlUTWORTH, Chief 
Mining Engineer, Railway . Board, recorded 

at Calcutta on the 6th 
November 1923. 

President.-You are the Chief Mining Engineer with the Railway BoardP 
lIfr. Whitworlh.-Ye8. 
Preside.tt.-Is it the function of the Chief Engineer to act as the Agent 

.of the Railway Board in making coal contracts? 

Mr. Whitworth.-As regards the State-worked railways I advise the 
Railway Board and also purchase for them. I do the same thing for the 
Company-worked railways. 

President.-The negotiations are in your hands? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The Railway Board advertise and I go through all the 

-tenders and advise the Locomotive Superintendents of the three State-worked 
railways. Practically, the same course is adopted with regard to the Com. 
pany-worked railways, except that the latter do not always accept mY:'recom. 
mendations. . 

President.-Has this procedure been going on for some time? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-Ye8. 
President.-How long? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Since about 1912. 
Pruident.-What has been the custom in the past in making. these" 

contracts? Are they for one year at a time or for more? 
Mr. _ Whitworth.-Until the year. commencing. 1921, they ,were aiw'ays

yearly contracts. Only after that, the present contracts extending for three 
years for 1922-23, 1923-24 and 1924-25 were entered into. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is, till the end of the financial year? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-Ye8, end of March 1925. 
President.-I don't wish to ask any questions as to the circumstances in. 

which these contracts were made. We are only interested in this question 
indirectly. What ~he railways pay for their coal affects everything and 
everybody. The Tata Iron aJ!d Steel Company, like other Companies ha'9:e' 
contracts with various collieries by which they pay either the same rate as 
the Railway Board pays or 8 annas mCll"e per ton. 

Mr. Whitworth.-That is so. 
President.-Now taking the market price of coal to-dayJor the selected 

Jheria or 1st class coal, is the price above or below the contract price P' 
Mr. Whitworth.-Below at the moment. 
President.-Could you tell us how long that has been the case? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-Roughly for the last nine months. 
President.-And previous to that? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The market price and the contract price were the same. 
President.-Then, during the last 9 months, there has been in the open 

market some tendency for the price of coal to fall P 
Mr. Whitworth.-Certainly. 
President.-With reference to the question of the rise in price tIiat has 

taken place-of course, there has been an increase during the war-what the 
Company chiefly drew our attention to was the large rise in price that had 
taken place since the war contrary to what had happened in most other 
eoantries where the . price of coal had fallen heavily. You have told us iu 

'U2 
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your letter that in.Jour opinion it is likely that there will be some fall in 
price, but that you don't 'think it at all likely that it will go much below 
Rs. 9 per ton as compared with Rs. 10 or 11 which is the present rate fixed 
in contracts ,for 1st class coal P 

Mr. Whitworth.-:-No. 
President.-Are you prepared to express any opinion as to the causes 

which have led to the increase in price since'1919-20 or thereabouts? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The rise up to and including 1921-22 was solely due to 

war conditions and labour unrest in the coalfields, but OB the big rise between 
1921-22 and 1922-23 I would rather ,not express any opinion. 

President.-I am thinking mainly of the open market price. I see the 
difficulty about the contract price. ' 

Mr. Whitworth.-To a great extent the open market price is ruled by the 
railway rates. ' 

President.-Quite apart from these contracts, are you prepared to express 
any ,opinion as to the rise in the cost of coal? 

Mr. Whitworth.-As I said, it was partly due to war conditions and 
partly to labour unrest. 

President.-You spend a certain amount of your time in the coalfields? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Half of my,time. 
Presidellt.-You are acquainted with the conditions there? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes . .' 
President.-What has been the result of the labour unrest, that is to say, 

how has it operated to raise the price? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The main rise took place in 1917 or 1918-1 forget the 

,ero.ct date-when we were threatened with a general strike in the coalfields 
and 'Coal rates were put up by eight annas per ton on condition that labour 
also received that percentage, and there have been threatened strikes since 
then which have added about two annas on the loading of coal and about 
two 'Q,D.nas on the stacking of coal, until our present cost roughly is over 
twice as much as it was in 1914. Part of it is, of course, due to higher prices 
of materials which are coming down to some extent. 

President.-But the wages are staying up II 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, I 'don't think that there is any chance of wages 

coming down . 
. President.-The Mining Association and other witnesses have complained 

that the wages have doubled but the output is less, about two-thirds or so. 
Mr. Whitworth.-That is so. ' 
President.-Is there any chance of getting a better output? 
Mr. Whitworth.--Qf course, we are trying all that we can think of irr 

the way of mechanical appliances but it takes a long time. . In the railway 
collieries I am trying to induce labour to save but I have not had any success, 
I am sorry to say. .' 

President.-During the harvest season, do the labourers go back to their 
villages? 

Mr. Whitworth.-They will not work for more than 4 days in a week. 
They simply won't. They say "we have enough money to last us for II; 

week." They won't trust us with their money either. I offered to start a 
Savings Bank for them. They prefer to spend it. 

President.-Then you don't consider that the lack of adequate transport 
facilities has had anything to do with the rise in price paid by the Tata Iron' 
and Steel Company P 

Mr. 'whitworth.-.,.No. 
President.-We had some evidence yesterday from Mr. Tarlton represent

ing Messrs. Bird & ,Co. and what he said was this. 
~ "Speaking for the Coal' Companies which my firm represent I here 

. mention we are carrying and have carried a constant burden .. 
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of Rs. 1,00,00,000 of stocks for the past 3 years, which is approxi
mately As. 8 per ton (in~rest charges). Analyse what this 
means in labour. We must engage labour, house it, and hold it 
in readiness to pick up dumped coal and load it as and when 
wagons are supplied. This labour is non-productive." 

Must not that condition of affairs, which is due apparently to transport 
difficulties, increase the cost of all coal P 

Mr. Whitworth.-That is not entirely due to lack of transport facilities. 
Railways during the last years have bought large quantities of coal as in 
years before, but their consumption during the last 21 years is down-due to 
bad trade generally. They have not been carrying so much as before. I 
have purchased large quantities for railways-over 50 per cent. of the output 
of Messrs. Bird & Co.-but I have not been able to take it all in average 
monthly quantities. Railways could not stock it and so I have to leave it at 
the collieries in some cases. 

President.-You think that the stocking is due entirely to that? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, where I have large contracts. 
President.-Theri at what- point are they paid? I take it that in _ordinai'Y 

eircurilstances, the coal will be paid for as soon as it is loaded in wagons. 
Mr. lVhitworth.-About a month afterwards. 
President.-What is the procedure as-regards the dumped coal? 
Mr. Whitworth.-They are not paid for it. We Qnly pay on actual 

despatches. .-
President.-That'means they have got to carry it? 
Mr. Whitworth.-It might easily be' adding eight annas to their cost, 

They have to pay for stocking and they have to pay for lifting up again. 

l'resident.-And also lack of transport facilities would tend to pro!!;;,ce' 
that resultP 

Mr. Whitworth.-It would. 
President.-And the consequent increase of expenditure would affect the 

eost of all coal, even that supplied to the railways themselves? 
Mr. Whitworth.-To some 'extent. 
President.-To the extent to which the collieries have to dump coal and 

subsequently reload, there is double handling and to the extent that occurs 
there must be a tendency for the pri~ of coal to rise-even the coal which 
is going to. the railways. If the transport facilities could be made adequate 
to the- requirements of the circumstances would that result in a fall in the 
priCe of coal P 

Mr. Whitworth.-I do not think there will be any tendency for prices to 
rise on account of shortage of wagon supply. 

President.-I am looking at it for the moment the other way round. 
Supposing the organisation could be changed so that all the coal -could be 
remov~d as soon as it was raised, do you think the price would remain 
unalteredP 

Mr. Whitworth.-Our present prices would go down. 
President.-What was pofbted out to us by the Coal Mining Association 

'Was that, inasmuch as conditions as regards transp9rt were little if at all 
better before the war, the rise in price could not be due to want of trans-' 
port. Do you agree with that view P 

Mr. Whitworth.-I do not think the rise qf price has been due to any 
lack of transport. 

President.-The alternative is that-prices have been constantly a little up 
_ Dwing to this difficulty P _ 

Mr. Whitworth.-I do not think so-until 1921. 
President.-Were you aClqusinted.with the coalfields before the war? 
Mr. WhitwOTt1l..-From 1911. 
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. PrBsident.-In your opinion are theae difficulties about ~l'ansport greater 
than they were then or the same?_ 

Mr. Whitworth.-At the moment things are very bright but three months 
ago it was pretty bad. It is very hard to say what it will be like in 12: 
months' time. ' 

Pre8ident.~Take the conditions of 1922-23. You know the conditions in 
that year. Do you think that they were worse than those in 1913-14 01"" 

better? 
Mr. Whitworth .-1 do not think there is very much difference. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Can you tell us what the requirements of the Railway 

Board and the Companies were during the last four or five years? 
. Mr. Whitworth.-I will gi~e you the infOl'mation in the form of a state~ 

ment.* 
Mr. Ginwala .. -You may take a pre-war year and then four or five years

after the war. Will you also give us the names of the principal collieries
from whom you bought? That may apply to years, say, since 1921. 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginu·ala.-I understand that the Railway Board have their own 

collier ills. 
Mr. Whitworth.-No. They have not. The E. I. and the B. N. R. 

have their own collieries. 
Mr. Ginwala .. -Hre you looking after those collieries? 
Mr. ll'hitwod.h.-No. I am looking after the G. 1. P., 13. 13. & C. 1. anJ 

M. & S. M. collieries and the Railway Board are just 'about to start their 
own collieries. They are in the Bokharo-Ramgarh and in the Karanpura 
fireas. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind telling us the output of these collieries· 
that you are lookIng after? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes.t Would you like it for the whole of the Railway 
collieries? . 

Mr. Ginwala.-You can give it separately for the Railway Board collieries· 
and for the Company collieries. I should also like to know the equipment· 
of these collieries, what you actually spend on the equipment of these
collieries, what their total output is and what you would expect to get from 
them, as also the cost of raising, labour charges, etc. 

lilT. Whitwo1·th;...,...That is, block a~count more or less. I will give you 
all the details that I can.l ' . 

Mr. Ginwala.-You have stated just now that the price for the last ninEr 
months has been below the market rate. What is the reason for it? 

lIlr. Whitworth.-It is a question of getting money with same collieries. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You mean to say that there. is a sort of depression in thEr 

tradeP 
Mr. Whitwo·,.th.-Yes. There is a bad depression. 
Mr. Gin1V!t/a.-You also stated that the railway consumption was down 

at present and, therefore, you were not able to take. over all your purchases. 
Mr. Whitwo1'th.-We have to take them eve'lltually but some months we 

have to cut our wagon programme by 10 to 20 per cent. but we may take it 
later. As an instance, when there was a wash out on the E. I. Railway 
lately I could not get any coal away to the N. W. for nearly six weeks. 

lIlr. Gill1t'ala.-Will you tell me also the quantities you have contracted 
to purchase from these collieries for 1921-24? 

\ Mr. Whitwo1'th.-I shall give you a tabular statement of my purchases.§ 

* Statement II (1). 
t Vide Statement'II (5). 
:z: Vid" Statements II and III. 
§ Stateme~t II (1) and (4). 
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Mr. Ginwala.-I understood you to say that the question of transporL 
did not materially affect the market pricto of coaf, but it does affect the 
taising cost for the sellers? 

Mr. Whitworth.-It does to some extent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that eventually it must affect the market price? 
Mr. Whitworth.-No. I should like to put in in this way. The 'colliery 

might spend eight annas more on stocking the coal they cannot despatch. 
Well, it will only result in increasing their raising cost by this amount and 
there is ample margin. . 

lIlr. Ginwala.-This is how it reacts on the price. They say" we are 
selling at whatever prices we can get because you' are compelling us to do so 
as there are no transport facilities." I am putting ·to you their point of 
view. "You have con'trol over wagons: you have control over transport 
and you do not give us adequate fa«ilities in. either direction. and we are 
compelled to get whatever we can." That means .that ultimately the cause 
assigned for this is the lack of transport. 

Mr. Whitworth.-;I agree. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are you also in control of the wagons? 
Mr. Whitworth.-I am the Controller of Wagons for railway locomotives, 

or, in other words, I have tIle first preference of wagons in the coalfields. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore there may be a tendency for contraction of the 

number of wagons in other directions if you made a greater demand at one 
particular time of the year P . 

Mr. Whitworth.-I do my best. to help trade generally in all ways, .but 
I must have coal for locomotive purposes, first. • ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-":'You make an unusually large demand for your -locomotive, 
coal which may mean' a. contraction· of the number of wagons available for 
other purposes P . . 

Mr. Whitworth.-The Railway Boara have restricted me to a certain 
number of wagons and they have asked me to do all I can to help the trade 
generally.' . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Mr. Tarlton calculates that an increase of Re. 1-8 was 
due to wagon trouble. You have told us that it will only increase the cost 
by eight annas. . 

Mr. Whitworth.-Not more than 12annas in any case. I have got many. 
oollieries and I have to stock something like 30,000 tons sometimes. I have: 
my own cost for these things. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Does your figure Ufclude both interest on capital and 
labour? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Actual labour cos •• 
Mr. Ginwala.-Commercial men will have to add- the cost of carrying that 

quantity? . 
Mr. Whitworth.-You mean. the expense of having their money locked? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. In their case of course they are put in a difficult 

position. There are the. freight and other things. In calculating your 
raising cost do you keep your account on a commercial basis, do you take 
depreciation, etc., into your cost ~ 

Mr. Whitworth,-The Railway Audit Departments fix the depreciation. 
I think I am charging at the present moment about five annas a ton for 
depreciation but I will give you the actual figures. * 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your note you may explain how your depreciation .is 
worked. 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you accept as a general proposition that the mining 

machinery depreciates in a greater proportion than ordinary machinery P 

• Statement II (6). 
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Mr .. Whitworth.~Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.--8ome of them. claim 10 per cent. as the ordinary deprecif

tion which it would be safe to write· off. 
Mr. Whitworlh.--Gn underground machinery 10 per cent. would be t.he 

figure because some of the machines are very roughly handled. 
Mr. Ginwala.--8o in the case of underground machinery you consider 10 

per cent. reasonable. Of course, some allowance has to be made for the 
plant getting obsolete: .that would cover it. 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
President.--Gn the other hand, I take it that a colliery has a power 

house above .ground and there is no reason why depreciation should be any
thing more than in the case of an ordinary power house. 

Mr. Wkitworth.-None whatever. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would the greater' portion of the machinery be considered 

as underground, or above ground? 
Mr. Wkitworth.-The greater portion is on the surface at present. 
President.-Would that apply equally to the more modern collieries 

where they spend more'money on coal cutting machinery and so on? 
Mr. Wkitworth.-That is very small. On the surface you use winding 

engines and boilers, and generators, etc. 
Mr. Ginwa~.-Do you have to work the same depth as these people? 
Mr. Wkitwortk.-We are actually going down 1,700 ft. which is the 

deepest colliery, in India. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is not the normal depth. 
Mr. Wkitwortk.-Throughout the coalfields for shafting work on an 

average the depth may betaken at 500 ft., if not under that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard'to rise ,in wages do you consider that the 

rise may be taken as permanent? 
Mr. Whitworth.-I do. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is your opinion on the general question of rise in 

wages? It has been stated to us that it is rather a good thing. 
Mr. Whitwortk.-I think they were too low and I think a l"ise was 

wanted. 
Mr. Ginwala.--Gn the whole, would it)Je to the advantage of the industry 

if wages remain more or less on the present level? 
Mr. Whitworth.-They are slightly higher than I like at the moment but 

they were too low before the war. 
Mr. Ginwala.--8upposing they work for six days a week at the wages you 

pay, would it not be better for the i1ldustryP 
Mr. Wkitworlh.-It would be better but there is one point about wages I 

want to ten the Board. I am very very concerned over the threatened 
legislation as regards non-employment of women underground, and if it 
comes into force I am positive that it will reduce our output by 50 per 
cent. 

Mr. Mather.-For how long? 
Mr. Wkitworth.-Until we can get mechanical plant underground. We 

shall have to put coal cutters and cOnveyers practically everywhere. Coal 
cutters would be cheaper to the owners of the collieries than paying for 
hand labour, but at present they can only be utilised in large collieries. It 
will take years to put coal cutters and conveyers in even the large collieries;. 
30 that for ten years after this Act is brought into force our output will be 
reduced from 20-30 per cent. starting from 50 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you mean that the women would not remain on the 
surface? 

Mr. Wkitworth.-We should lose a lot of men: they simply will not go 
underground and leave their women-folk on the surface. 
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Mr. GinwaZa.-Do you find the women labourers as efficient as men? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, for certain purposes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are their wages smaller? 
Mr. Whitworth.-They all work together. You pay so much per tllb and 

man, wife tnd children join in the earnings. 
Mr. CinwaZa.-Is it the invariable practice to pay them by piece in. the 

mines? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-Yes, practically for all underground work. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is not easy to express an opinibn on the point whether 

women should be employed any longer on the collieries. 
Mr. Whitworth.-I think the result 6f this"legislation would be serious 

unless the change was brought about very gradually. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If the Railways are- not able to consume these quantities 

that they buy, what would happen to the coal?· Will it be thrown back on 
the market? You cannot go on stocking. 

Mr. Whitworth.~That has never happened. I have always seen to it that 
collieries are kept going by transferring coal fro~ one Railway to another. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I understand there is a good deal of economy in fuel this 
year. I think the figure that you have given represents a very large 
quantity of coal. That means that you will have considerable stocks of coal 
doing nothing. Would you then keep that in stock or sell it in the open 
market? . 

Mr. Whitworth.-We never sell it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would it not deteriorate in that case? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-It· does deteriorate a little but it is not a serious 

matter. 
Mr. Ginwala.-All I want to know is whether there is any chance of this 

coal being thrown on the market? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Absolutely none. 
Mr.. Ginwala.-Is there any difficulty about obtaining the quantity of 

labour in the mines? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, there is. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the main difficulty? Is it intermittent? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. The main difficulty is agricultural of OOUF8e., -
Mr. Ginwala.-The main difficulty is therefore during the monsoon, . I. 

take it? . 
Mr. Whitworth.-"-Yes. It is a question of crops. Good crops mean. snort 

labour. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you regard that as a permanent disability? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, I do until 'such time as we can do away toa large 

extent with underground labour by substituting mechanical appliances. That 
will take 'many years. • 

Mr. Ginwala.-If you were equipped with mechanical appliances how 
much labour would be reduced? , 

Mr. Whitworth.-It would be reduced by anything up to 50 per cent.,. if 
you went in fully for mechanical appliances. 

Mr.' Ginwala.-With regard to coking coal the difference between coking 
coal and first class coal is only about 12 annas a ton? . 

Mr. Whitworth.-8elected Jheria and first class Jheria-12 annas differ
ence. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you take any second class coal? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Not for coking purposes. I buy second class coal in 

large quantities for the E. B. and O. and R. Railways. it contains a high 
per cent. of ash-IS per cent. and over. . ,-

Mr. Ginwala.-In what proportion would the consumption be? 
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Mr. Wltitworth.---It would be very nearly twice as much in cost. Iii aU 
depends on how it is used and how far it is carried. 

Mr. Ginwaia.-With regard to coking coal what is the percentage of ash. 
that you expect? ' 

'Mr. Whitworth.-The average is about 14 per cent. in coking coal in 
Jheria. 

Mr. Ginwala.-How much coke .would one ton of coal produce? 
Mr. Whitworth.-It depends on how you coke. 21 tons of coal will 

produce 1 ton of coke il} open ovens. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you have any coke ovens? 
Mr. Whitworth.-No. -
Mr. Ginwala.-If it is a reasonably well equipped plant, will there be any 

difference in production? 
Mr. Whitworth.-It is not a question of well-equipped plant but it is a-

question of whether it is a modern plant. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Take a modern plant for instance. 
Mr. Whitworth.-It will be in the proportion of Ii to Ii to one. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That will give yon certain by-products? 
Mr. Whitworth.-;-Yes. 
Mr. Ginivala.-Do you caD, the coal" selected Jhel'ia "P 
Mr. Whitworth.-" Selected Jheria" and first class Jheria are two kinds· 

of coal in the coalfields and 11 to It tons will give you 1 ton' of coke. in. 
modern plants. 

Mr. Ginwala.~Do the railways at all make their own coke? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The E. I. Railway at their collieries at Giridih make 

their own coke by modern methods. I am not in charge of that. The E. I. 
and B. N. Railways combined in one of their collieries at Bokharo coalfield 
make a small amount of coke in open ovens. 'fhey have a Collier v Superin-
tendent who is stationed at the collieries. " 

Mr. Ginwala.-We should like to know what their coke costs. 
Mr. Whitworth.-The Agent will have all these details. 
Mr Kale.-Do you think it possible to reduce freight on coal? 
Mr. Whitworth.-I am afraid it is a question for the Railway Board., 
Mr. Kale.-My impression is that the freight is very low just at the 

moment and that it~s not a practical proposition to reduce it any further. 

Mr. 'Whitworth.-The Agents of the Railways say that they cannot reduce' 
it any further.· 

Mr. [(ale.-As you know, new coal al'eas are being opened and new rail
way lines Ire 11eing constructed;. will not that affect favourably the price of 
coal? '. 

M1·. Whitlvorth.-In the Bokharo-B.amgarh area they are now despatching 
over a million tons which is roughly I/I2th of the available output of Bihar, 
and I am still purchasing the same quantity of coal for railways in the open 
market as ill previous years. 

Mr. Kale,-That will not have an apprllciable effect? 
Mr. Whitworth.-It has not had in the past. 
Mr. Kale.-You do no-t hope that in the near future this expansion wilf 

have a favourable effect? 
Mr. Whitwo1·th.-I don't think it will have any ('ffect for a long time

anyway, but it is hard to say what the future has in store for us. 
, M,r. Kale.-Has not the total number of wagons available for coal trans-· 

port increased iIi recent years? 
Mr. Whihvorth.-I do not k~ow the numb('r of wagons that are available

for coal transport, but it is not so much a qu('stion of wagon shortage, in my
opinion, as railway facilities. 
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Mr .. Kale.-The Ilystem of what is called pooling of wagons has b"en 
attempted for sev\lral years; has. it borne any fruit P 

Mr. Whitworth.-Personally, I don't think so. 
JJIr. Kale.-What would you suggest as a remedy to give railway facilities? 
Mr. Whitworth.-I am not in favour of any control at all' in the matter 

of wagons. ' 
Mr. Kole.-Do you think that the control of coal transport has not had 

the effect it was expected to have? 
Mr. Whitworth.-PerBon~lly, I do not think it has done any good at al!. 
JJlr. Kale.-You think that it would be much better if things are left tG 

take care of themselves? 
JJlr. Whitworth.-I should prefer to see control done away with altogether. 
Pre8ident.-Would you extend that to this-that you yourselves should 

have no priority in the supply of coal wagons P ~ 

Mr: Whitworth.-That is a question for the Railway Board. If the rail- .
ways do not get coal for their own use, nobody else will get anything. The 
railways must naturally have preferential supplies and I think everybody 
is agreed upon that. 

Mr. JJlather.-What is the· quality of the coal raised from these railway 
collieries P .... 

Mr. Whitworth.-Taking them one by one-Giridih is the best coal in 
India, Bokharo you can describe either as first class second class or a second 
class first class, it is just on the verge: It is a coal with an extremely 
high calorific value and carrying a moderately high percentage of ash. 
The G. I. P. Railway will take as much as they can of that quality. The' 
new collieries that I am opening out for the B. B . .and C. I. Railway -in the 
Bokharo-Ramgarh coalfield are slightly better than those we are working in 
the same area-about 2 per cent. ash less. In the Karanpura area we have-, 
no railway workings, but I have coal running from 11 per cent. of ash to-
17 per cent. That is absolutely first class coal and good second class coal and 
in enormous quantities. We have two other small seams in the Bokharo' 
area which I found recently; they are equal to "selected Jheria." 

Mr. Mather.-On the whole, the quality of the coal raised from the 
Railway collieries is quite good? ' 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Mr. JJlather.-I think you promised Mr. Ginwala a statement* of- the' 

raising cost. Can· you just tell us generally whether the cost of the coal 
raised from the railway collieries woulll leave a reasonable profit if they 
were Bold at present market prices? I suppose you have no official informa~ 
tion of the raising cost of other collillries working the same seams in more' 
or less similar parts? 

Mr. Whitworth.-No, there is only one other colliery working in the 
Bokharo coalfield. . 

Mr. Mather.-You can fairly compare with their conditions. So far as 
your own collieries go it is paying the railways to raise their own coal? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Most decidedly. . 
Mr. Mather.-I see in this letter you give us the price fOf DeshargarIr 

coal and I)oking coal. For what purpose exactly do the railways take coking 
coal? 

·Mr. Whitworth.-" Selected Jheria" and first class Jheria are.used .. for 
mail and fast passengers. 

Mr. Mather.-I suppose we can take it that only a very small part. of 
the coking coal which goes to the Railways is actually coked at their 
collieries? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Nothing at all, except at the E. I. Railway collillries. 

'* Statement II (6). 
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Mr. Mather.-Do the Railways take a large quantity of this coking coal? 
Mr. Whitworth.-A fairly large quantity: of' course, it is the best coal 

in Jheria. -
Mr. Mather.':"-This - coking coal is not essentially different for steam-

raising purposes from the Deshargarh coal? 
Mr. Whitworth.-8Iightly harder. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you think it is better locomotive coal than Deshargarh? 
Mr. Whitworth.~It is more economical coal than Deshargarh, but we have 

:to use Deshargarh coal in some cases like the Ghat section of the G. I. P. 
Railway irrespective of cost in order to get steam quickly. 

Mr. Mather.-As far as locomotive efficiency is concerned, Deshargarh is 
.at least as good if not better than coking coal? 

Mr. Whitworth.-It is very expensive coal too. It is very highly volatile 
and we only use it where it is absolutely essential. If possible we mix 
Deshargarh with ordinary Jheria. . 

, Mr. Mather.-Leaving aside the question of the price at the moment, 
Railway mail and fast passenger traffic can be handled as efficiently with 
Deshargarh as w,ith coking coal, or even better? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-That brings me on to the point that the question has at 

times been raised as to whether coking coal should not be reserved for the 
iron and steel industry for which it is absolutely essential, because there is 
a limited supply, and if you use that for Railway purposes you diminish the 
reserve for the steel industry. Do you think there would be a snfficient 
reserve of Deshargarh coal for railway and steam purposes? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, but we cannot use Deshargarh coal economically 
-as far as prices are concerned and apart from that we cannot get the 
necessary quantity of good coal if we reserve the coking coal for steel 
l'urposes. 

Mr. Mather.-8o that, looking to the future of the steel industry, you 
still think it is essential for the Railways that they should use coking coal? 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, at any rate until such time as our Railway 
Collieries are fully developed. 

Mr. Mather.-Railway contracts carry more or less guaranteed wagon. 
supply? 

Mr. Whitworth.-They have no guaranteed- wagon supply but a pre
ferential supply. 

Mr. Mather.-So that it is not probable that the coal to be supplied to 
the iron and steel works would often be held up on account of wagon short
.age due to Railway demand for wagons P 

Mr. Whitworth.-They would be much better off than other industries. 
Mr. l\lather.-You think that s~ far as their coal consumption is con

.eerned, the iron and steel industries would not suffer very seriously as 
Tegards transport? 

Mr. Whitworth.-No, they will only have intermittent trouble. 
Mr. Mather.-You have told us that underground labour is paid on 

tonnage only. We have heard several times that one of the difficulties -in 
the coalfields at present is that the underground. workers will not work for 
more than- four to five days a week, and it has occasionally been suggested 
that if these men are paid on tonnage only, the fact that they are working 
for a small number of days should not have much effect on prices, but I 
take it that it does actually increase your raising cost. I mean, for example, 
that if a man works three days a week you may not find it easy to get a 
mall to take his place for the other three days P 

lIlr. lVhitworth.-No. 
Mr. Mather.--Can you give us allY idea of the effect on your raising cost 

-oWillg to short-time working underground P 
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Mr. Whitwor'th.-I am afraid, I cannot: one would have to reckon it OIl 

your increased output and all sorts of linancial figures. I can let you have a 
rough figure of one of my railway-collieries. 

Mr. Mather.-It may, perhaps, be useful to the Board, as the contention 
is sometimes put that if these men are not paid by piece rates, it should 
not affect your cost. 

Mr. Whitworth.-I could give you actual figures of the difference in 
working 4 days a week and 6 days a week at one colliefY. 

ItIr. Mather.-You said just now that a ton of ,coke made in open ovens 
would require two and a half tons of coal. Would not,that give a wrong 
impression? It is not typical of present.day praciice in coke-m&king in 
India. Indian coking coal will give nearly 75 per cent. of coke. 

Mr. Whitworth.-You may get it in some plants, I would not say that 
generally. • 

Mr. Mather.-You would get that in a more modern plant--Giridih, for 
instance? 

Mr. Whitworth.-I do not know their actual figJ,lres but I will get you a 
statement* of their actual figure. I can also get it for from all the coking: 
plants in the country working with modern plant. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Th,is question of the quantity of coking coal available is a 
very important one for the purposes of this enquiry, and I should like to 
know if you can give us some idea of the coking coil available' in the 
collieries under your control. 

Mr. Whitworth.-Of the Railway collieries Giridih. for instance, alone 
produces! million tons a year which is all coking coal. 

Mr. Ginwala.-How long is it likely to last? 
, Mr. Whitworth.-Giri<J.ih hasn't a long life. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is required is the total quantity available, on the 

assumption that you know how much II/l.ch mine is likely to yield. 
Mr. WhitwortJh.-We have no coking coal in our collieries in the Karan

pura area, but I will get you some figures. t 
Mr. Ginwala.-I understood you to say that it is essential for railway 

purposes that coking coal should be used? 
/tfr. Whitworth.-It is essential because we cannot get it replaced by 

anything else of equal quality. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Not in the market? 

Mr. W1J.itworth.-No. We can buy a tremendous quantity of second class. 
coal to take its place, but if I send second class coal to, say, the N. W. 
Railway and the B. B. and C. 1. Railway, I am waSting transport because it 
contains about 25 per cent. of ash. , 

Mr. Ginwala,.-I should like to have a comparative statement as to the 
increased cost on the assumption that ~ much as possible you use COllI 
other than coking coal. 

Mr. Whitworth.-I will send it in; I can get it from the Locomotive 
Superintendents. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is not impossible that there may be a move to 6ave an 
the coking coal in the country for the iron and steel industry. 

Mr. Whit~th.-There is plenty of coal available but not of good quality. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You can say how far you can Bubstitute and at what cost. 

Mr. Whitworth.-I will do that. 
, -
President.-You have told us that this last contract for the Railway foal 

which was 'made in 1921-22 was for three years and that previous to that 
contracts had aU been for one year only. Do you think as the result of 

, * Statement II (3). 
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your experienc!e, the fixing up of contracts three yeal'S ahead has been 
alatisfactory P 

Mr. WMtwortn:-From the Railway standpoint, I don't. 
President.-Is that due to the fact that you think that the price to the 

railways would have' been less to-day than they were under the contract P-
Mr. Whitwortn.-As things turned -out if we had annual contracts we 

'Would have got coal cheaper. 
President.-I take it it is always difficult--more especially at a period 

following the war it was still more difficult---to forecast the course of prices. 
1111'. lVhitworth.-Quite. 
Presiden.t.-We have plenty of examples of all trades where the forecasts 

.of three -years have all been complete mistakes. But are you prepared at 
all to put a figure on it to what extent ,the prices would have been lower 
but for these particular contracts!' 

Mr. Whitworth.-It is very diffic~lt to give a figure, hut during the last 
-six or nine months I could have purchased coal of a similar quality with the 
exception of Deshargarh at Rs. 2 a ton less in fairly large quantities: 

P1·/lsident.-Can you just explain to us how the Railway Board's price 
tends to affect the price of coal? Is it because they are by far the largest 
purchasers P 

Mr. lVhiftvorth.-They buy roughly half the output available for sale. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the figure!' 
Mr. Whifworth.-I consider that the available steam coal output is about 

1.2 million tons after deducting colliery consumption, coal for coke making 
and things like that. 

Mr. Mather.-You mean 12 million tons of coal plus a surplus amount of 
_coke which is available for sale P 

Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Pruident.-We have been told not ~nly by the Tata Company but by one 

-or t"!"o other people that it is becoming the practice to make contracts by 
which the price of coal purchased by private consumers depends on the 
Railway Board price. What is your view on that P Do you think that 
is a prudent practice on the part of commercial firms? 

Mr. lVhitworth.-I don't think it is good practice. 
President.-You think on the whole they would be better off if they did 

not make contracts on those lines? 
Mr. Whifwol'th.-I do. 
P1·esidellt.-I take it the usual motive is a sort of insurance. Assuming 

that the Railways are likely to purchase coal as cheaply as- it can be pur
-chased, if they keep their price in intimate relation with the Railway pri<'8, 
-they are, to a certain -extent, protected against the fluctuations of the 
market? 

Mr. Whittvorth.-I still think 'that the steel companies could have got 
their coal on better terms. 

President.-I was not really so much thinking of what has happened 
during the last three years, but looking ahead do you think the plan a good 

.one? 
Mr. Whitworth.-I think they could have stuck to the ¥lway Board 

u~. . 
President.~upposing this new Company, The United Steel Corporation 

.of Asia, were about to start and make contracts beforehand, do you think it 
would be possible to make a contract on- these lines? 

Mr. Whitworth.-If they make 12 months' eontraets on aetual Railway 
-Board rates I think it will'be mueh better. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The Railway Board has been purchasing coal for many 
.years under this arrangement; how far back do you think? 
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Mr. Whitworth.-I think the arrangement started about 1909 of 1910, 
""hen purchases werd made only for the State Railways. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When did the other railways come up? 
M,.. Whitworlh.-Other Railways came up in 1913-14, I mean, all the Rail

-ways with the exoeption of the East Indian Railway and the Bengal Nagpur 
Railway. 

M,.. Ginwala.-May I take' it generally that, so far as the years 1921-22 
and the previous years were concerned, the prices paid were more or less the 
market price? 

M,.. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And there was no reason to suppose that by acce..I!.ting the 

Railway Board's rates the private firms were not going on sound lin"l!'sP 
Mr. Whitworth.-It was mainly a requisition .period. 
M,.. Ginwala.-During the last three, years prices have gone up roughly 

:about 50 per oent.? .' 
M,.. Whitworth.-Yes. 
Alr. Ginwala.-There is an increase of 12 annas a toneaoo year? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes, on the three year contracts. 
M,.. Ginwala . ...,go that it is nearly 75 per oent. Is there much justifica

tion for this big jump? 
Mr. Whitworlh.-It is a jump hard to understand. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it right to say that the rates you pay to the collieries 

generally govern the market rate? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. The market rate can usually be taken as Re. 1 

.or Re. 1-8 more than the Railway Board rate. 
Mr. Ginwalo . ...,gupposing these rates are higher than the market rates, 

·iloes it not mean that they are simply maintaining the market price arti
ficially? 

Mr. Whitworth.-At present the prices are decidedly higher than the· 
market rates. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You would rather be in favour of one year contracts? 

M,.. Whitworth.-I don't believe in three years' contracts in this country, 
more particularly three years' contract on a sliding scale. It is looking too 
far ahead. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is suggested that if you do not have long term contracts, 
you dp not get the benefit of the decrease in the cost of production that may 
arise. 

Mr. Whitworth.-Personally, I should prefer to take the risk. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You think there is nothing in the argument that if they 

had arrangement for three years' contracts they might be able to reduce the 
cost of production. , 

Mr. Ginwala.-No, I don't think so, mCJl'e particularly three years' con-
tract on a sliding scale. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you compared these prices with your cost of raising? 
M,.. Whitwo,.th.-I know of my own colliery ·Cost. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How do they compare? 

Mr. Whitworlh.-In the E. i. Railway collieries at Giridih it is Rs. 5 a 
ton including royalties, depreciation and everything, and in the Bokharo 
coalfields at one colliery including royalty, depreciation, road cess and 
everything else it is just under Rs. 3 a ton and in the other collieries well 
over Rs. 3 a ton delivered into wagons. But at these collieries we are, 
working exceptionally large quarries. We have very little deep working; 
practically all surface working and we are capable of despatching about 2000 
tons a day. That is the reason for the low cost. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-These prices are f.o.r.P 
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M1' .. Whitworth.,-Yes, f.o.r. colliery.--
Mr. Ginwala.-So that compared to that, these c~sts are very muck 

higher? 
Mr. Whitworth.-Yes. Giridih can be taken as a typical instance, and 

it is a modern colliery; there are deep workings and many other difficulties
as in the average colliery in the Bengal Field. 

Mr. Mather.-.A.re Qonditions there similar to those of the Tata Collieries? 
Mr. Whitworth.-The same in Giridih, but as far as minor difficulties. 

are concerned I should say there is nothing in it; Tata's with their larger 
output might be slightly less. 

Mr. Mather.-Are you in a position to tell us how much coke is made ill 
the coalfllldsP 

Mr. Whitworth.-I.have got the figures and I will send it to you.* 
Mr. lIIather.~If you could give us the total amount of coke produced 

apart from the iron works, it would be useful. 
M?·. Whitworth.-I could give you the amount of coke and the coal used 

for coking purposes. t 
Mr. GinwaZa.-According to the Mining Association it is 17 millions; you 

say it is 12 millions P 
Mr •. Whitworth.-17 niillio~s is the total amount of coal raised, i.e., 

slack coal, rubble coal and steam coal. A large amount of slack is taken 
away for making coke; a certain amount of steam coal is taken away 
for oolliery consumption and a certain amount of coal is rubble coal, so that 
only about 12 million tons of steam coal is available for sale. 

• Statement II (2). 
t Statement II (3). 
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NlI. 81. 

Railway Board. 

Written. 

STATEMENT I. 
The Tari1I Board asked for details of the amount Rs. 825 taken alii the 

Indian chargee for erection, etc., of an A-I typ? wagon in making the com
parison between Indian tenders and those for Imported wagons at the end 
~ 1922. 

The actuals for the railway which had erected a similar wagon and on 
whieh the Rs. 825 was based are:-

1. Contract rate for erecting one wagon ~ 
2. Labour covering unloading and handling at. 

material, making of leather washers, mixing 
paint, packing 8xle boxes, repairing tools, 
fitting vacuum brake gear, and supervision 
and inspection of contract work 

8. Stores such as tools, coal and paint 
4. General charges (representing miscellaneous 

expenditure in workshops 8ll0cated at end 
of each month as a percentage on all works 

. done) 

TOTAL 

Rs. A. P. 

1650 0 

77 2 'J 
10 8 S 

16 911 

269 4 9 

IS. To this was added to cover freight IPld overhead charges Rs. 55-11-. 
making the total of Rs. 325. . 

Freight of materials from port- to place of erection has been included in 
-tbe item Rs. 81"4 wharfage, port and landing charges. All charges for 
handling materials erection, painting, lettering, taring and packing axle boxes 
~re included in the items given above. . Overhead and stores charges to cover 
depreciation, interest, rates and taxes, Bupervision, power, repairs and renewals 
in all workshops are amply covered in items-l and 5 above. 

STATEMENT II. 
In reply to question 14 tbe Tariff Board were told that the l'resent cost 

of a set of wheels and axles per wagon is a~proximately £84. In discussion 
-the Tariff Board pointed out the high percentage increase compared- with the 
pre-war cost (£44) and said. that figures obtained from the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway represented the increase in.cost to be about only 50 per cent. 
based on a unit of weight. They asked for further information on this point. 

The price of £84 per wagon for wheels and axles was the rate prevalent 
in. the middle of 1922. Two more recent individual contracts for the State 
Tailways have now been traced and the dates and prices are as follows;.-

(1) Eastern Bengal Railway contract dated September 1922 for 10'1 x 5" 
axles and disc wheels at £75 per set. 

(2) North Westam Railway contract dated December 1923 for 16" x 5" 
axles and wheels at £69/12 to £74 per set. 

(Delivery Trieste or Hamburg.) 

The former. of these prices (£75) is the nearest we have to the date of the 
'Wagon tender, of October 1922 • 

. "b~ X 
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STATEMENT III. 

The Tariff Board asked for information as to (1) the time taken from thlt 
placing of an order for wagons with British firms to the time of delivery 
f.o.b. j (2) the time taken from delivery f.o.b. to placing on the line in running 
order. . . , 

As regards (1) the delivery quoted in the accepted tender of October 1922-
was to commence in 8 to 10 weeks and to complete in 80 weeks after receipt 
of order. It may be noted that the conditions. of tender are for delivery 
within the financial year. 

The average .time taken is estimated as follows :-
Delivery f.o.b. to arrival in Indian Port • 5 weeks. 
Arrival Indian port to placing on lin;' . 5 weeks. 

We have no record of actuals, there will probably be considerable variation&. 
from the average during the past few years as a normal average figure presume .. 
regular ahi.pments and normal conditions in the railway erecting shops. 
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Oral evidence of Mr.' C. D. M. IDNDLEY, Chief Com
missioner of Railways and Messrs. M. W. 

BRAYSHAY and A. J. CHASE, O.B.E., . , 
recorded at Delhi, on the 

26th January 1924. 

Pre8ident.....,.I think that)t would be convenient to begin with the written 
questions which we Bent to you and get down your answers on the various 
questions of facts.' Once we get those facts clearly in our minds, the rest 
becomes easier. The first· question was about tt\e statement made by the 
Standard Wagon Company that the successful British tender for the A-1 broad
gauge wagon in the autumn of 1922 meant a price of £174 f.o.b. England 
and about B.s. 3,500 for the complete wagon erected in India after payment of 
freight etc.. and the cost of assembling but excluding wheels and axles. 
Can we take these figures as correct? 

Mr. Hindley.-What was mentioned was £171. , 
President.-The Standard Wagon Company gave both the figures £174 and 

£171. . 
Mr. Hindley.-I think that £171 is, correct. 
Mr • . Hindlell.-To £171. you' have to add the following:-

Freight at £2-10-0 per ton on the wagon body . 
Interest and insurance at 15s. 611. per £100 
Freight brokerage 

At the average rate of exchange (lB. 4d. per 
rupee) it comes to cost c.i.f. . 

Customs duty at 10 per cent. on c.i.f. 
Lanciing, wharfage and port charges 
Erect,ion 

TOTAL 

£ 1.1 d. 
1715' 6 
166 
019 

19 3 9 

Rs. A. P. 

2,85213 0 
285 4 6 

31 4 0 
325 0 0 

3,494 5 6 

Presidllnt.-Perhaps here it would be convenient to take the question as 
to the cost of assembling, ViII., Question 12. We understood that the allowance 
made for the cost of assembling in this country was Rs. 450. Apparently 
that was not correct? 

Mr. Hindley.-No. 
President.-Could you tell us how the figure of Rs. 325 was arrived at? 
Mr. Hindley.-That was the actual cost incurred by the railways which 

erected similar wagons previously. We asked all railways who had done 
this work and we got various figures quoted. That was the highest as a 
matter of fact, quoted by the railways which had erected wagons which'cam4 
out in similar conditions to those on which this contract wall msde. Of course 
the cost of erection varies very much with the amount of '70rk which has ~ 
be done in t!lls country after arrival. Under some. contr'locts, considerably 
more assembling has been done before the wagon comes. out; in' soma casel 
the under-frames are rivetted up. . 

xa 
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President.-Is this Rs. 825 on the basis that under-frames come cut 
unrivetted? 

Mr. Brayshay.-Exactly the same conditions as we have ill this particular 
tender.' . . 

Mr. HindZey.-If more assembling is' done before it comes out to this 
,country, of course the actual cost of erection is less. In S(lJIll' cases where 
the wagons come outmgre completely assembled, erection is done at about 
Rs. 150 or even less. 

President.-Can you divide lts. '825 up into different elements at all? 
Mr. HindZey.-I am afraid I have not got the details. 
President.-:-What the wagon manufacturers stated to us was this: that they 

were not aware' how this figure had been arrived at and th$t. t.bey were not 
in a position. to say, until they had that information, whether it was a fair 
allowance or not. So it is of some little importance to us to know how this 
figure is arrived at. Did the vlu:iou8 railway administrations whom you 
loonsulted give any details at all in support of their figures? 

M1'. Hindley.-N.o. The figures were taken from their accounts. We have 
.ot gone·. into. the details. I think that you can take the accounts -as 
correct. 

President.-We have heard complaints from the private manufacturEll's that 
the Indian manuf8Qturer' and the British. manufacturer are n"t tendering on 
exactly the same terms. The former bas got to do. certain work which the 
latter has not got to do, and on estimating what that work costs him, he has 
to make allowance for his overhead charges and so on. In' the case' of the 
assembling he always feels doubtful whether any allowance is made for that 
in comparing prices. 

Mr. Hindley.'-Is .it his complaint that Rs. 450 is too low 01' too high? 
President.-7As far as I can gather no particular dissatisfaction was 

expreqsed with Rs. 450 which they thought was the cost of assembling, but 
Mr. Coohran of the' StaIidard' Wagon Co. adhered to the view that he did 
not know how it had been arrived at, and that until he knew how it had 
been arrived at, it was impossible for him to say whllther it was a fair 
allowance or not? . 

Mr. Hindley.-What kind of certificate would .the Board like me to give 
in regar~ to that ~~ure?:. '. 

Pr6sident.-One would. like. ttl see the various elementl! into which it was 
divided-so much for labour, so much for general works expenses end so on, 
and finally whether any allowance was made corresponding to overhead charges. 

. Mr. Rindl~y.-If· we E:ad Under~tateci the' case; you m'lD.n toO say that the 
addition of overhead .charges would increase our figure. W')uld that be to the 
advantage of .the .Indian manufacturer? 

Pruident.-At present he is not satisfied that ;he is 'competing on level 
terms. with the British manufacturer. . 

M." HindZey.~It will only be' a matter "of giving YOIl detsils as to how 
this Rs. 825 is arrived at?· . 

Pr6sident.-I think that, if the present system of dealing with these tenders 
is to be· adhered to, it is of Bome importance that the Indian manufacturer 
should know how he. stands in regard to that. As long as. there is a doubt, 
there "is always room for. controversy a8 to whether this is a fair allowance 
for charges which he has to incur and which the foreign manufacturer has not 
to incur. That is what it comes to. 

"Mr. Hindley.-I think that his object of putting forward that . figure of 
Rs. 450 was to indicate that we did not assume a high enough figure. 

p.,esideid.-He simply told us that that was the figure. . 
}.fr. HindZey.-He has not· got the right figure. Rs. 8211 is the figure ~at 

j& taken in actual comparison. That is the figure we had taken from, our 
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accounts. We can, if YOIl like, get 'an amtlysis of the figure, but. I don't 
think that it will be of any use to the Boaret. 

Pre8ident.-Apart from the use that it will be to us, I I,hink that it is ver, 
desirable that, wherever possible, :unnecessary subjects of controversy shoui3 
not be left open. As long as the Indian manufacturer can s~y that he does 
not know how this figure is arrived at-apparently he did not. C"E'n know what 
the figure wa&-it is always open to him to Bay that he is n:>t fairly treated. 
I think that it is a very undesirable state of affairs. It is a q.lestion which is 
capable of being cleared up o~e way or other. 

Mr. Hindley.-We will see what analysis we can give you.* 
PreBident.-I think that it is desirable that we should have it. We ma, 

tum back to the second question which is: how does the price based on the 
1922 tender compare with the prices paid for imported wagons in the previous 
years? 

Mr. Hindley:-We collected some figures in 1922 from r~:lways about the 
prices paid for wagons in pre·war years and the Ilverage of the prices given 
for each year for 21 ft. eG wagons without wagons and ~x:les. 

PrBBident.-Is that comparabie to the A.1 type? 
..Mr. Hiridley.-Yes, a similar type. 

191~ , • 
1912 
1913 . 
1914 • 

. , 

£ 
128 
155 
186 
152 

The average of these four years is £155: I am sorry that I have given you 
in adf'ance the answer to question No.3. The answer to question No.2 is a! 
follows:- ' 

April 1920 
"August 1920 

December 1920 
December 1921 
October 1922 • 
July 1923 

., 
Rs., 

&,060 
7,430 
9,130 
4,300 
3,500 
4,000 

Mr. MathBr.'-Are these the dates of placing the contract or the. dates 
of deli very? 

Mr. BraYBhay.-The dates of quotatiorui. 
Mr. Ginwala.-This .Rs. 3,500 is the tender which you acceptedP 
Mr. BraY8hay.-Yes, October 1922 tender . 

. PrBBident:-As between the various dates, would there he much di:tierenct 
in the additions made to the f.o.b. pri~e? , 
, Mr. Hindley.-The rate of exchange will of. course vary con&iderably. and 

probably freight too. ' 
Mr. BTaY8hay.-Freight will not vary very much. 

'Mr. Ginwala.-Are these c.i.f. prices or what? 
Mr. BraYBhay.-Exactly the same as Rs. 3,500. The I;te!Jing price is 

converted into rupee price on the same comparison. 
Mr. Mather.-Is this the price for a complete wagon erected P 
Mr. Brayshay.-Yes, but excluding the cost of wheels and oxles. 
PreBident.-You have.not got the f.o.b. figures here, have YO';l? 
Mr. Hindley.-No. 

·See Statement I. 
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Pre8ident.-Question 4 is: how did the other. tenders received from Britie 
manufacturers compare with the successful tender as regard~ the price pI 
wsgon, taking the A.I wagon as typical? 

Mr. Hindlty.-That is pres~mably the 1922 tender? 
Pre8ident.-Yes. 
Mr. Hind/ey.-They vary from Rs. 3,500 to Rs. 4,900. 
Pre8ide.nt.-Could you give us the actual figures for the 2nd and 3rd lowel 

tenders? . 
Mr. Hindley.-!;178 and £179 ....... 
P·resident.-There were two or three tenders of nearly the same figure? 
Mr Hindley.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.,-Would you have any objection to giving U9 the names ( 

the companies who have tendered? 
Mr. Hindley.-I think that I would like to reserve that. It is rathE 

inadvisable to give you the names of those peOple at the present stage anyho'l'l 
If ;)OU like I will take advice on that point and let you know later; 

Mr. Ginwala.-Ordinarily all tenders must, I think, be published. 
Mr. Hindley.-We had not adopted that policy at that time. -
Mr. Gi~wala.-The point that these people are trying to make is this: the 

there were certain firms who tendered and whose financial position and othE 
things were then known, and that they were losing money and so on. Unlel 
the Indian manufacturers had the names, they would not. be able to verif 
whether at the particular rates at which they tendered tIley were losing (I 

not. From that point of view it is rather important thab bill' indian mant 
facturers should know who their competitors are. They can then come t 
us and say .. how could we compete against such firms w!l;c:h are sellin 
below cost of production." . 

Pre8ident.-Will you think it over? We should like IiO have them if yo' 
ean see your way to give them. I 

Mr. Hindley.-I will ascertain whether these names could be given. 
President.-Question . 5 is: how did the tenders from the Standard Wago: 

Company, Bum & <;:0. and Jessop & Co., compare with the 6uc!!essful tender 
I take it that these are the only firms that make wagons in India. 
, Mr. Hindley:'--I think that that is correct . 

.President.-At least the Railway Board do not know of any others? 
Mr. Hindley.-A firm has recently coms in with tender~MeEsrs. HermaJ 

and Mohatta. We have got very little information about them. 
Mr. Cha8e.-They have been doing some business for at !ea~t 20 years. 
Pre8ident.-They hav!' not approached us. 
Mr. Hindley.-The tenders received from these three Indian firmS i: 

1922 were approximately Rs. 5,200. 
Mr. Mather.-May I ask whether there were any Continenial tenders il 

19221' 
Mr. Hindley.-We also had tenders from Belgium, Gel'msny, France ani 

from America. 
lIfr. Mnther.-Are all the Continental and American tenders included iI 

this range betwee!l Rs. 3,SOO and Rs. 4,900? 
Mr. Hindley.-No, they are not. Your question referre:l only to Britis! 

firms. , 
Pr6sident.-1 don't think that there WM any particular i'"int in the use 0 

the word .. British " in that question. All that the Board I!1pant was real}, 
u non .. Indian. t~ .. • 

Mr. Hindley.-Would you like to have the figures 'which we received fron 
other countries? . 

Pr6sident.-It would probably bl! useful to have them. 



Mr • .Hi,.dlel/.-

LOwest tender 
Highest tender 

Lowest tender 
Highest tender 

Lowest tender 
Highest tender 

Lowest tender 
Highest tender 

Only one tende!; . 
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England.· 

Amerioa.· 

Belgium.-

Germa~y.· 

Franoe.-

Re. 
8,500 
4,900 

ii,308 
7,122 

4,101 
5,81i0' 

5,838 
10,211 

5,878 
President.-Except the lowest Belgium tender, the Indian tenders were 

below the tenders from other countries? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes., 
Pruident.-The first part of question 6 is meant to ascertain the facts as to 

now things are administered at present. The question ill: Do the Railway 
Board, in deciding how orders are to be placed, take into acCl(lunt 'the fact 
that the foreign tender may be abnormally low-down to, and even. below, the 
cost of production P Do they in fact make allowance m consid",,.iDg the claims 
of Indian wagon builders for the fact that the Indian tenders may not be much 
above the price which would give the foreign Il)anufacturer ~ nrrmal profit? 

Mr. Hindley.-We are.guided entirely by.the Stores Rules which 'prescnbe 
the method of comparison. . 

Pr68ident.-That is to say, as things stand at present, no allowance is made? 
Mr Hindley.-No. 
Pr68ident.-The next question of actual fact is question 11, the last sentenee 

of which runs as follows :-Is the customs, duty taken into account when 
comparing tenders by (a) State Railways and (b) Company Railways? 

Mr. Hindley.~ustoms duty is taken mto account by the State Railways 
and we have no definite information as to the practice on the' Company
managed Railways. It is only recently that their stores have been exempted 
from customs duty. 

Pre8ident.-Until recently they actually paid the customs outy. 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Prfsident.-So it was actually taken into account? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. The question of customs duty is not yet finally 

settled. Tfte csse is still before the Privy Council, but they are of. course 
under an obligation to buy in the cheapest market, and their obligations are to 
work in the interests of economy and efficiency. That is all that we can say. 

Pre8ident.-It is only since the decision of ~he Lrmbay High Court that 
they have not had to pay the Customs d·Jty. There has Men no opportunity 
110 to speak for any sort of recognised procedure to grvw up 'I 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't think so. 
Pr6.ident.-I t~ke it that if the decision of the Privy Counl!!( were to reverse 

the decision of tlie Higt!, Court, the effect would be that 'they would have to 
Jlay the duty with retrospective effect 'I ' 

*1922 tenders. 
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Mr. Hindley.-I am not in a position to say that. It is a l"gal question. 
I have not really I!!tudied that, but I should imagine iha& that would be the
effect. 

President.-Question 14 is "How do the. most recent prices for wagon 
wheels and axles compare with pre-war prices?" 

AIr. Hindley.-The price for a seb of wheels lind axles for the years 1910.· 
14 varied from £32 to £56, the average being £44. The present cost of a set 
of wheels and axles is approximately £84~ 

President.-The point of this question is this:. The-Standard Wagon Co. 
and Messrs. Burn & Co. complained that, while everything they did not make· 
was double the pre-war price, the things they did make were down to the 
pre-war level. 

Mr. Mather.-The G. I. P. have given us £gures of the prices of wheels 
and axles that they purchased in the yea-II 1911-12, 1912-13 and 1913-14 and 
also for the last two or three years. Their prices do not show anything like 
such a rise in price as that. They have taiven the <lost per ton of wheels anet 
axles in 1911-12 as £19.4-10, in 1913-14 £21-10-2, and in 1922-23 £30-2-5. 
It is about a 51l per cent. rise as against 100 per cent. that your figures show
on' a tonnage basis. It is possible that you are comrsring heavier wheels and' 
axles. 

Mr. HindZey.-We have given the actual prices. 
Mr. Mather.-Obviously, of course, if it is for heavier wheels and axles the

price must go up. 
Mr. HindZey.---Our figures are averages of courSe. 
Mr. Mather.-Your figure§! are averages for a set of wheels and axles, the

weight of which may possibly have changed. _ Have JOu any information? 
Mr. Hindley.-I do not know whether we' have information about that. 

We will have to look into it. -The figures we have given are averages of aIr 
purchases. We have not got figures per ten. 

President.-Then question 15 is " Have the Railway Board considered the
possibility of using basic steel for the wheal cen~res, byres and axles of wagonlJ 
in. accordance with the alternative British Standard specification? If 80, what 
was the decision arrived iLtP "-This question, of course, looks forward to the' 
possib~lity of using Indian steel in future for certain purposes. 

Mr. HindZey.-This point has not really been considered specifically bv the
Railway Board. But the present specification was drawn up by the Wagon-
Bub·committee of the I. R. C. A. . 

President.-But did they accept the alternative specification? 
. Mr. Mather.-I am not sure wnat decision wa~ arrived at. I presume

that in that respect you took the advice of the Consulting Engineers to the-
India Office P . 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. The Consulting Engineers' advice was taken on the-
.pecification. -

Mr. Matker.-So far aB I am aware they have still kept to the speoification, 
whioh only allowB aoid steel. 

Mr. Hindley.-We are not prepared to expre~s a considered of inion on the
question whether the use of basio steel oould be permitted. 

President.-The only point of it is that, if wagon~ are to be made in Indi .. 
from Indian malerials, it is desirable that the whole wagon should be s(). 
manufaotured, but unless basic steel oan be used fC'r wheels and axles, thilJ. 
is not possible. . 

Mr. Matker.-There are now British Standard specifications whioh do allow
, the use of basic steel for locomotive and carriage axles and springs, and I think 

one or two olasses of tyres as well. , 
Mr. Hindley.-It is a. qu~stion whioh ~equire~ careful consideratio •• 

• See 'Statement II. 
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PrBBid/mt.-I only want to know whether you have considered that question. 
Mr. Hindlell.-I do not think that we can say that the Railway Board as. 

such have definitely considered . it. Undoubtedly any proposal made by the
committee of the I. R. C. A. must 'be put before ns but I cannot say that we 
have considered the question, lit! implying that we haye considered and thrown 
it out. , 

PrBBident.-The alternative specification wl1ich permits the use of basic-
Bteel has not yet been accepted by the Indian' ~ailways P 

Mr. HindI8y.-I do not think it has. 
PreBident.-The question so to speak is not closed and might be re;openedf" 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
PreBident.~It is not an i=ediate question at all: it is'a 9.uestion for the 

future. Question 16 is "May we take it that the commUnIque of the Ist.· 
March 1918 still expresses the policy of' the Government of .India regarding 
wagon building in India P " 

Mr. Hindley.-That commnuique represents theilolicy to which the Railway 
Board is now conforming under the orders of th~ Government of Indi,a. 

PreBident.-Question 17 is .. Are all the wagons for which tenders are 
called for annually for delivery within one year? .. 

Mr. HindZey.-Yes. 
PT68ident.-Supposing. an order were given Ul February, what will be the 

latest date for delivery-would it be 3Ist ~Iaroh in the following year? Would' 
April to March be tlie year with which delivery was to be made P 

Mr.- Hindley.-That I think is the practioe still. 
Pre,ident.-Question 18-" What is the estir.nated number of wagons

likely to be required by the Indian Railways ar,nually during the next five
years, whether as additions or replaoements. It would be convenient if the
information could be given separately for-

(a) State Railways, 
(b) Company Railways, • 

and also for broad and meter-gauge. -To what extent would the 'State Railway 
demands increase and the Company Railways demand diminish, when thE!' 
contracts of the G. I. P. R. and the E. I. R. terminate? Will the demand for 
the next two years be up to the average demand or below it P" ' 

Mf.. Hindley.-It. is very difficult for me to give any reliable estimate for 
the probable raquirements during: the next five years. We took that whole
question under review during the laso year and our examina.tion is not really 
complete. Our preliminary conclusion is that some of the railways Bre over

'stocked, and it is quite probable that provision of additional faoilities and 
special repair fa.cilities may have to precede provision of stock, that is, speak
ing generally. The total demand for the next year for all railways was placed 
at between 5,()00 and 5,500, but on an examination of the proposals of tb,e 
Railways the RBilway Board have revised the figures. At present we have 
admitted the necessity of only about 3,000. It may be increased to something 
between 4,000 and 4,500. That is the position. 

Pre8ident.-For t.he year after that? 
Mr. HindZell.-It is very difficult for us to look ahead and give any figures 

which can be considered as reliable at the present time. The whole object of 
our policy at present is to make better use of our wagons and all railways 
are working with that in view. On some railways we have had very remarkable 
results in better use of wagons and we hope that other railways will also 
ir.nprove. That of course automatically reduces to some extent the additions 
necessary year by year, so that it would be probably inadvisable for me to give 
any figures which might hereafter be used as part of our definite' policy as 
adding so many wagons per year. ' 

Pre8ident.-Are you in a' position to tell us whether you think that, if 
4,000 to 4,500 i~ the next year's requirem8'at, during the next five years thE!' 
averageo will tend to be somewhat higher. . 
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Mr. Hindley.-It also depends on unknown factors such as increase of 
traffic which we havil to review year by year but I should think that it might 
be a little higher than that possibly. 

President.-You are not prepared to go further? . 
Mr. Hindley.-I do nOt think "0 at the present time. The matter is extra

-ordinarily difficult. The more we examine it, the more difficulty we find in 
arriving at any forecast or de1!nite requirement. I believe we shall arrive 
at that after we have improved our methods of ~amination by which we can 
make a forecast some years ahead. At the moment everything is in a state of 
-fluctuation ~d it is 'ifficult to forecast ahead.· -

President.-Between the Company and the State Railways can you tell 
us how the next year's figures will probably be divided? 

Mr. Hindley.-Our. examination· of the mntter shows that the State 
Railways on the· whole are rather over-stocked at present. It will take some 
years to work up to normal figures. Of the figure of 4,500 I have referred· 
to, 3,600 are broad-gauge wagons. 2,500 of these represent the requirements 
of the E. 1. R. and the G. 1. P. R. and 1,100 those of the other Railways. 

President.-So far as the present State Railways are conC'emed, their demand 
"Would obviously be very small? 

Mr. Hindley.-The figure, 4,500, refers to both additions and renewals. 
PrBsident.-From the point of view of the wagon builder it makes no 

.-difference. 
Mr. Hindley.-No. I referred to it in case it was thought that the 

-question of renewal was overlooked. 
Pr/lsident.-The requirements of the State Railways would be a good deal 

:higher than those of the remaining Company Railways. 
Mr. HindlBy.-That is so I. think. That figure is not to be taken as 

'ilverage for five years. That is only for next year and possibly considerably 
below the normal. I might give an indication or an idea of what our annual 
additions plus renewals would be when we have got little more settled and 
returned to normal conditions. We think that the annual renewals on a basis 
-of 40 years' life will be about 3,750. Additions will be about the same figure. 
-So 7,500 is what we anticipate we shall be wanting in five years' time. 

President.-What it come to is this: You expect to reach that figure, 
but you cannot say when you will get it? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
President.-Question 22 is "Do the Railway Board consider that the 

-Standard Wagon Co. possess in their works at Asansol an up-to-date equipment 
suitable for the economical production of wagons? " 

Mr. Hindley.-I t.hink we can say' yes' to that. 
President.-It has come into existence after the war and has an opportunity 

naturally of being up to date which other firms have not. , 
Mr. Hindlell.-" Up-to-date" in engineering matters is rather a difficult 

thing to define, because to-day is always different from yesterday. 

President.-But still yesterday was so recent? 
Mr. Hindley.-I would like to add that very great advances are being 

constantly maue in the process of manufacture at Home. So I should like 
to qualify the statement to that extent. 

President.-Question 23 is "How many wagons do the Railway Board 
consider the Indian Standard Wagon Co. could probably complete in a year 
at present, when the labour is. still largely untrained and the management 
has to gain oxperience? .. . 

Mr. Hindleu.-It is very difficult to assess. On the one hand, they claim 
they are equipped for 2,000 a year: on the other hand, we might give you 
tlieir outturn. 

President.-That would be usefuL 
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Mr. Hindley.-We have drawn graphs which are rather interesting. The 
Indian Standard Wagon Co. have turned out 470 wagons in the last eight 
months, equal to an average of about 700 a year. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The output must depend on the orders they get. 
Mr. Hindley.-The diagram shows the orders they get and the outtum. 

(Hands over the graph- to the President.) 
Pre8ident.-Was that all one order or a seri~s of orders? 
Mr. Hindl~y.·-They were given practically at the same time. One for 

.liOO, second for 120 and the third for 80. 
Mr. Ginwala.-According to that their output must approximate to the 

Clrdel·s? 
Mr. Hindley.-I would like to draw attention to the placing of the order 

.-and the date 011 which they began to deliver. 
Mr. Mather.-At the time when the first order wall accepted in 1920, the 

"Works were not completed •. 
Mr. Hindley.-I do not know. 
Mr. Mather.-I do not know the exact date of ~ompletion, but the works 

"Were not completed then. 
Mr. Hindley.-Orders were given and the contract accep~ed for delivery 

within the year. 
Pre8ident.-Then as regards other companies? 
Mr. Hindley.-Messrs. Bum & Co.-average outturil. was about 450 wagons 

,. ye'lr during the last two years. 
Messrs. Jessop & Co.-averagc rather less than aoo wagons a year during 

"the last two years. 
Mr. Mather.-Can you tell ·us, in a case in which you place your orders 

in February with the English manufacturer fOr a large number of wagons, 
'lit what time delivery commences, and what is the interval between placing 
-the order and the c9mpletion of delivery? Do you expect to get delivery in 
:six months froni the time you placed the order, or longer? 

Mr. Hindley.-We han not got information here readily. I thhik we 
bad bdtpr 1001. that up. 

Pre8ident.-It would be useful if you could give the information. Tb~n 
there is anothe,· point. How long does it take after a wagon is received at an 
:Indian port before it is erected? 

Mr. Hindley.-We will giye the information. We shall give you some 
:actual figures about that. t - • 

President.-That practically finishes the questions of fact which I wanted 
~8~ . 

Mr Hindley.-You have still ~ome fu.rther questions about facts as regards 
locomotives and rails. I do not know if you will take them first; but if you 
:are going to ask questions-and want my personal opinion or if they affect 
.questions of policy-I' would like to be heard in camera. 

Pcuidellt.-Meanwhile I would like to take as much as possible· in public. 
I thought it wCluld be convenient to finish our examination as regards wagons 
1111<1 then takl! iocomt ti\"es. 

Mr. GinwIlla.--I wculd like to Imow a little more about the wagon purchasE'1 
1n.1922. 'l'~e pri~e g've~ by yC'U f.o.b. was .£171 an.dthe average pre-war 
price was £155, (niy a dIfference of £16. Do you thmk that is n slIffioi.mt 
-difference between the pre-war price and the post-war price with regard to 
iIIIy form of steel nlonufacture? . 

Mr. Hindley.-It is very hard for me to answer that question • 

.. Not printed. 
t See Statement III. 
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Mr. Hindley.-It also depends on unknown factors such as increase of 
traffio which we have to review year by year but I should think that it might 
be a little higher than that possibly. 

President.-You are not prepared to go further? 
Mr. Hindley.-Ido nOt think ~o at the present time. The matter is extra. 

-ordinarily difficult. The more we examine it, the more difficulty we find in 
arriving at any forecast of deftnite requirement. I believe we shall arrive 
at that after we have improved our methods of t.Xamination by which we can 
make a forecast some years ahead. At the moment everything is in a state of 
fluctuation !IIld it is 'ifficult to forecast ahead. 

President.-Between the Company and the State Railways can you tell 
us how the next year's figures will probably be divided? 

MI'. Hindley.-Our. examination of the matter shows that the State 
Raihvays on the whole are rather over.stocked at present. It will take some 
'years to work up· to normal figures. Of the figure of 4,500 I have referred· 
to, 3,600 are broad.gauge wagons. 2,500 of these represent the reguirements 
of the E. 1. R. and the G. I. P. R. and 1,100 those of the other Railways. 

Pre8ident.-So far as the present State Railways are conC'erned, their demand 
would obviously be very small? 

Mr. Hindley.-The figure, 4,500, refers to both additions and renewals. 
Pre8ident.-From the point of view of the wagon builder it makes no 

.-difference. 
Mr. Hindley.-No. I referred to it in case it was thought that· the 

-question of renewal was overlooked. 
Pre8ident.-The requirements of the State Railways would be a good deal 

higher than those of the remaining Company Railways. 
Mr. Hindley.-That is so I think. That figure is not to be taken as 

$verage for five years. That is only for next year and possibly considerably 
below the normal. I might give an indiCJltion or an idea of what our annual 
additions plus renewals would be when we have got little more settled and 
Teturned to normal conditions. We think that the annual renewals on a basis 
-of 40 years' life will be about 8,750. Additions will be about the same figure. 
So 7,500 is what we anticipate we shall be wanting in five years' time. 

President.-What it come to is this: You expect to reach that figure, 
Dut you cannot say when you will get it? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-Question 22 is "Do the Railw.ay Board consider that the 

Standard Wagon Co. possess in their works at Asansol an up.to.date equipment 
suitable for the economical production of wagons? .. 

Mr. Hindley.-I think we oan say' yes' to that. 
Pre8ident.-It has come into existence after the war and has an opportunity 

naturally of being up to date which other firms have not. 
Mr. Hindley.-" Up-to-date" in engineering matters is rather a difficult 

thing to define, because to-day is always different from yesterday. 

President.-But still yesterday was so recent? 
Mr. Hindley.-I would like to add that very great advances are being 

constantly mooe in the process of manufacture at Home. So I should like 
to qualify the statement to that extent. 

President.-Question 23 is "How many wagons do the Railway Board 
consider the Indian Standard Wagon Co. could probably complete in a year 
at present, when the labour is. still largely untrained and the management 
has to gain experience? .. . 

Mr. Hindleu.-It is very difficult to assess. On the one hand, they claim 
they are equipped for 2,000 a year: on the other hand, we might give you 
tlieir outturn. . 

President.-That would be usefui. 
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Mr. Hindley.-We have drawn graphs which are rather interesting. The 
Indian Standard Wagon Co. have turned out 470 wagons in the last eight 
months. equal to an average of about 700 a year. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The output must depend on the orders they get. 
Mr. Hindley.-The diagram shows the orders they get and the outtum. 

(Hands over the graph- to the President.) 
President.-Was that all one order or a seri~s of orders? 
Mr. Hindl,y.-They were given practically at the same time. One for 

.000, second for 120 and the third for 80. 
Mr. Ginwala.-According to that their output must approximate to the 

Clrdel'sl' 
Mr. Hindley.-I would like to draw attention to the placing of the order 

.and the date 011 which they began to deliver. 
Mr. Mather.-At the time when the first order wail accepted in 1920, the 

works were not completed. 
Mr. Hindley.-I do not know. 
Mr. Mather.-I do not know the exact date of completion, but the works 

were not completed thell. 
Mr. Hindley.--Orders were given and the contract accepted for delivery 

within the year. 
Pre8ident.-Then as regards other companies? 
Mr. Hindley.-Messrs. Bum & Co.-average outtum was about 450 wagons 

a ye')r during the last two years. . 
Messrs. Jessop & Co.-averago rather less than 300 wagons a year during 

the last two years. 
Mr. Mather.-Can you tell us, in a case in which you place your orders 

in February with the English manufacturer fOr a large number of wagons, 
<at what time delivery commences, and what is the interval between placing 
-the order and the c9mpletion of delivery P Do you expect to get delivery in 
:six months from the time you placed the order, or longer? 

Mr. Hindley.-Webave not got information here readily. I think we 
bad bl'ftl'r 1001. that up. 

PrB8ident.-It would be useful if you could· give the information. Tb~n 
there is another point. How long does it take after a wagon is received at an 
Indian port before it is erected P 

Mr. Hindley.-We will giye the information. We shall give you some 
actual figures about that. t .• 

Pre8ident.-That practically finishes the questions of fact which I wanted 
1;0 ask . 

.rur HindlBY.-You have still "ome flU'ther questions about facts as regards 
locomotives and rails. I do not know if you will take them first; but if you 
are going to ask questions--and want my personal opinion or if they affect 
.questions of policy-I would like to be heard in camera. 

P~68ident.-lfe8nwhile I would like to take as much as possible in public. 
I thQugnt it WJuId be convenient to finish our examination as regards wagons 
and then tak.. 10COInl th·es. 

Mr. GinWtlla.-I \l'culd like to Imow a little more about the wagon purchas!'11 
in 1922. 'l'he pric'!' gIven by yC'U f.o.b. was .£171 Bnd the average pre-war 
price wa~ £155, f nly a difference of £16. Do you think that is a sllffioi.;r •. t 
difference between the pre-war price and the post-war price with regard to 
any form of steel D.snufacture? 

Mr. Hindley.-It is very hard for me to answer that question. 

- Not printed. 
t See Statement III. 
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Mr. Gillwala.- How does it ",trike you? . From £155 to 1\ rise to £171 
means only a difference of 10 per cent. That hardly represents the reaf 
difference in the .rise "I prices ill 011 classes of steel? 

'Mr. liilldlcy.-, I am not in a position to give you an opinion. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I may tell you that the complaint of the Indian matlufacturer 

is that these are not post-war commereial prices, because the difference
be~ween these prices and the pre-war prices is only 10 per cent., which is not in 
acc)rc1ancc \\'ith (ur e~perience in other branches of steel. 

Mr. Hindley.-The cost of material is a comparatively small factor and: 
fabrication is a larger proportion -to everyone's knowledge. The process of 
manufacture has been improved enormously as a result of the intensive work: 
done during the war. That always of course conduces to bring down the
prices. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-That of course is one of the explanations no doubt, but has
the Railwa;y Board .tried to work out the cost .of D?-aterials, say, in the J'~ar' 
1~22 when It got thls 'offer of £171 as to what It mIght have cost the British 
manufacturer? 

Mr. Hindley.-We have got their quotations. _ 
Mr .. GinwaZa.-Would you mind giving them to us? 
Mr. Hindley.-£72/15. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Was this figure given to you before the tender was accepted?' 
Mr. Hindley.-In the tender. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that the extra cost, I mean cost above material, we may 

put roughly at £100? 
Mr. Hindley.-That is right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If the Indian manufacturer could give you a wagon in that 

stage, I mean unfinished, for .£100 over the cost of ,material, will the Railway 
Board ha,ve any objection to paying that price? 
" Mr. Hlndley.--It is necessary for me to explain here that when an English 
tenderer puts in the cost of raw materials as £72/15, he really means the
cost of raw material as such without fabrication. Now, there are a great 
many processes which he can do himself in his works which an Indian firm 
is not in a position to do, and therefore there is no real comparison of £72/1fi. 
with,the cost of material to the Indian manufacturer. 

Mr. Ginwala.-My po:nt is this: if you take £72/15 as the price of the
British manufacturers' raw materials, tlien the Railway Board is paying him 
£100 for labour and cost above material, isn't that so? 

Mr: Hindley.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Now, if you get the same result, so far as the cost above 

material is concerned, in India, will the Railway Board have any objetcion!" 
Supposing the Indian manufacturer says that he wants £100, for all his labour 
and everything else, to deliver these wagons to you in the condition in which 
the British manufacturer delivers them, will the Railway Board ~nsider 
it a good offer? 

MT. Hindley.-WIIIl, that is a hypothetical question. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing he did? According to these figures the British.. 

manufacturer gets £100 above the cost of material? 
M,'. HindZey.-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala.-We may take It that £100 represents a fair price to pa:y:' 

for the cost above material and the profits and everything? 
Mr. HindleY.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You would be prepared to allow that figure to the Indian. 

manufacturer, would you not, for that part of the work? 
Mr. Hindley.-There are diffi.eultiesj raw materials would not refer to the> 

same thing in botli cases. ' 
AfT; Math8T.-Does that £72/15 include vacuum brake gear' 
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.Yr. Hindley.-I presume the British manufacturer buys that out. 
Mr. Mather.-The tender merely contains the statement that the raw 

material amounts to £72/15 without stating what they are?· 
Mr. Hindleg.-Yes. ' 
JIlr. Gifltoala.-I om not dealing with the materials for the moment. I am 

dealing with the cost above material. Supposing that. the Indian manufacturer 
asks for £100 for all costs above material, then in that case I take it the 
Railway Board ought to have no objection. 

Mr. Hindleg.~I would not like to answer that question in thos; tllrms 
because you are omitting the words .. raw materials." 

President.-Do you mean that the materi8Js which the British manufacturers 
refer to are not comparable with the materials meant by the Standard Wagon 
Company I' . 

Mr. Hindleg.-That is what we assume. , ." 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the Indian manufact"urer charges' in his tender 

£100 for similar sort of work, that would be reasonable from the Railway 
:Board's point of view? 

Mr. Hindley.-The only thing reasonable' from the Railway Board's point of 
'View is to get the cheapest wagons I . 

Mr. Gmwala.-I will show you presently that the Indian manufacturer 
does not charge you £100 according to his own :ligure for this kind'of work. 

Mr. Hindley.-I would not admit that we would eonsider that offer as &. 
reasonable one. Weare now IlOncemed with the higher cost of the wagon 
Uself. 

Mr. Ginwala . .....:..I am not saying that you are not entitled to get the 'bes,t 
'Value of your money. We are now trying to compare the .cost above material 
to the Railway Board in the two countries. These figures show that the 
British manufacturer expects £100 abcve the cost of raw materials, and that 
-does not include the subsequent charges I' ' 

Mr Hindley.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-According to the figures that these people (the Indian Stand

.ard Wagon Company)·have given us on page 20 of their evidence in Statement B, 
where they give their own costs, on the right hand side they give a figure of 
Rs. 1,577. 

Mr. Hindley.-i;hat includes all charges and profit? 
'Mr., Ginwala.-Yes, fabrication and everything. Now, the point is this. 

If the British manufacturer gets £100 here and you have got to incur these 
.additional ·charges-Rs; 325 for assembling-they come to about Rs. 1,825 as 
against Rs. 1,577 Qf the Indian mant:facturerl' 

Mr. Hindley.-You are comparing these materials which he puts down at 
Rs. 3.,100 with that £72/15.' But of course if you take this line that complicates 

,the whole question-
~8ident.-What you are contend in/!, is that the British manufacturer does 

work which the Indian manufa,ctUl:er does not dol' , 
Mr. Hindleg.-Yes. 
Preaiclent.--Can you give us concrete instances? 
Mr. Hindlcy.,-I am only '1ttempting to give an explanation of the extra

ordinary difference between the Ipdian manufacturer's :quotation for 
materials-Rs. 3,109--and the British manufacturer's quotation of £72/15. 
I am not in a position to give you an exact explanation of it, but I can 
indicate how that is arrived at. 

Pre8ident.-It is rather important if you can tell tis how far your views .are 
based on actual facts. ' 

Mr. Hindley.-I can tell you that. 1 think it is a matter of. common 
lmowledge- . 
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President.-After .all some of the steel that is used 'ih th/)' .wagon the Indian 
manufacturer receives from the Tata Iron. and Steel Company. I take it· you 
would call that raw steel? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
President.-So . far as that iI:I concerned there is no difference between what 

the British manufacturer does and whd the Indian manufacturer does? 
Mr. Math,r.-We examined thp Standard Wagon Co.'s representatives fairly 

closely on this table of quantities and prices given by them, and we criticised. -
a number of items as being at rather too high a rate per ton, and they 
never as a defence put forward that they received these things iI\ any form. 
which can reasonably be regal'ci",d ns fabricated. They did specifically men·· 
tion that Hteel sections were in some cases cut to dead lengths, but that is. 
probably the practice of the wa~on bllilders at Home. 

President.-We shall not get much further on, unless we get a little closer 
tcr'the detaili. -

- l Mr. Hindley.-I have not got the details at present: I am sorry. 
Mr. Ginwala.--They have given various kinds of. steel that they use. 

They do not appear, as far as we- can see, to be fabricated.. 
Mr. Hindley.--In the first place bars, angles, channels, cast iron, wrought. 

iron, etc., these things might certainly be considered as being cut to definite
length. That is to a certain extent fc.brication. It affects the cost. 

Mr. Mather.-Of course I am not. iu a better position than you are to say 
what the practice of tHe British manutacturer is, but I should expect that he
would buy his wrought iron, steel plates and so on in much the same form. 

Mr. Brayshay.-The duty will also have to be paid by the Indian manufac
liurer. 

Mr. Mather.--You bring out the wagon according to the figures given. 
to us at £2/10 a ton, whereas the Indian manufacturer gets out his raw 
materials at between 20 and 25 shillings a ton-at any rate a good deal of it. 
Their own estimate for wastage on materialR in the form in which it was 
received was round about 5 per ceDi.. Obviously things like this they do
not bring. out cut to shape, and th:lt I think applies also to the British 
manufacturer. 

lIlr. GinwaZa.-Do these materials include .everything-vacuum brakes,. 
buffers and so on? 

Mr. Mather.-There is an item c;f this kind, for example. The' Indian. 
Standard Wagon Company has put duwn .. 4 Axle Boxes complete" which I 
think were imported. There is very little difference between that and what 
the British manufacturer makes. 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. That is pretty certain, and in fact all these things.. 
from there downwa~ds (page 21 of Indian Standard Wagon CO.'8 original. 
representation) come' under th;t; cateti0ry, I thin~. . 

Mr. Mather.-Many of these thingd are made by the Indian Standard Wagon· 
Company themselves, e.g., buffers. I think it is normal for them to make
buffers. I have seen them doing it. 

Mr. Hindley.-Probably they were making buffers of a type not aC'Cepted as' 
standard for some special order. 

President.-l'ake the case of vacuum brakes. Would the British manufac., 
turer be manufacturing these things under a license from the patentees? 

'Mr. Chas6.-He buys them. 
Pr6sident.-Then this explanation won't apply to that. 
Mr. Math6r.-ls not the pritJe of the vacuum brake included in the price of' 

raw materials-£72/15P 
- Mr. Hindley.-We have no details. , . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Dothe Indijjn wagon builders give you partioulars of their
raw materials P 
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Mr. Hindlell • .:....1!'oi'the imported materialsl nQt for the .whole. 
M,., Ginwala.-Did you check them to see whether ·they were paying proper

prices or not? Did you compare thpill with the price of the British material 
to find out whether they were paying a fa:r price for their materials? 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't thir'k thtlt f. comparison was made. It would be
. very difficult to make a com,,~rison because the prices were fluctuating. 

Mr. Ginwala . ...jso far as the Railway Board were concerned, they did not
.make any enquiry whether these were correct quotations? 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't think that that point was considered. 
Mr. Ginwala.'-Did not these people make a proposal that they would take 

a certain percentage on the t .tal C(·~t by way of price? 
Mr. Hindlcy.-I cannot rec.all any definite offer of that kind. We had a 

number of meetings with their Directors, but I do not remember that any 
definite offer of that .sort wa~ put before us. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In a letter dated the 7th June 1923 they say .. Theyoooare
also prepared to undertake "the supply of wagons lor next year's requirements. 
on the basis of cost, plus 10 per cent. They will submit all their books for 

. audit by the Government; ancl theJ> will give a 'guarantee that the price paid 
for steel, materials and fittin~s shall liot be in excess of the market prices and 
that present prices for labour shall be charged without ·enhancement. This 
would be an assurance that no large profits are looked for; and it would at 
the same time convince the Government that the prices quoted by the Indian. 
manufacturers are feasonable.· ... ..... 

·Mr. Hindley.-I see that· :·ffer' ;-,:I>S made. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did the Railway El'ard consider it? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. . .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What was the decision? 
Mr. Hind!ey.--,We rejected it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Were there any reasons given for thatP 
Mr. Hindley.-I don't know whether we gave any reasons in our reply. 

It was not ~ good business proposition for us. In the first plaICe, we should 
have to undertake a great deal of examination and investigation of their books. 
Dnd that would lead to further investigation as to their processes, whether
they were economically carried out. And that in turn would lead .to some 
kind of control over their work. We pointed that out to them that that 
would result in our having complete audit and inspection of their books and 
complete technical inspection of their works, which would, in short, practically 
amount to managing their works for them. That we did not consider to be 
a business proposition. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Did you consider it from another point of view as to how 
much you would consider a reasonable remuneration to them for their cost 
above material? 

Mr. Hindley.-Itis extraordinarily difficult for us to make any kind of 
statement as to what would be a proper remuneration. We did not consider-
that. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-I do not expect you to do it from their point of view, but. 
from your own point of view have you considered whether it. would be remu. 
nerative to the Railway Board to give them a particular sum above the cost. 
of materials? . 
. Mr. Hindlell.-We have not considered that. It depends entirely on the
method adopted for doing the work, the equipment available, class of staff' 
available, the profit they expect to get, the profit it kI reasonable that they 
should get,and so on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But the profit that you would be prepared' to give? • 
. Mr. Hindley.-Our idea is to get the wagons in the 'cheapest market. I 
am afraid I have not made any estimate and it would be impossible to make-
an estimate that would be reliable. . 
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President.-After, all, we .tarted on the basis that, in the view of the 
Government of India, it is very desirable that wagons should be manufactured 
'in India. That mU'Ch at least the communique discloses. Well, at present the 
difficulty is that the Indian wagon costs a great deal more than the imported 
wagon. After all, the expenditure on the wagon naturally divideS itself into 
two parts--expenditure on materials and expenditure on fabrication and as!em. 
llling. What we are really trying to discover is where exactly the difference 
is coming in, whether it is in the materials, or whether it is in what the 
Indian manufacturer does with the materials, that makes his price so high. If 
we could satisfy ourselves that, as far as the work which the Indian manu. 
-facturer does, he is not spending more than the manufacturer in other countries 
would do on similar work, then I think the case becomes a stronger one, and 
-also then one has to investigate how it is that the British manufacturer eould 
-obtain his materials as cheaply as he really does. It seems to me exceedingly 
doubtful whether that figure is worth anything if he is never called upon 
tooexplain. He can put down any figure he likes. I don't see what material 
:he can get for £72. It is something like £10 per ton. 
... Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 

President.-In view of the fact that it include; such things as vacuum 
brakes, it must co~t ~ good deal more than that if you are, going to take- it 
1>y weight. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is this the only figure he gavel' 
Mr. Hindley.-That is all. 
Mr. Ginwala.-He did not give. any details to explain that figureP 
Mr. Hindley.-No details. 
Mr. Matker.-QUite a considerable proportion of the weight of 7l tons is 

-taken by wrought iron which he cannot make in his own works; galvanized 
sheet is also not made in his works; and spring steel too, the price of which 
is also above that of the structural steal. 

Mr. Hindley.-We are in difficulty in regald to this matter because we 
-do not know. We are only guessing. We do not know what his. arrange
ments are with the companies which produce these things. That is the real 
-point.' It is no good guessing. We can only conjecture that perhaps he has 
arrangements with others that make it possible for him to buy at a very low 
Tate. I do not knl)w. . 

Mr. Matker.-There is another alternative. He has perhaps assumed -at 
-the end of 1922 the pri«!e at which he might be able to buy in ;1923, expecting 
'some fall in price. 

Mr. Hinclley.-Possibly. 
Mr. lIIuthel'.-I know that that has happened with some big tenders. 

-Sometimes the tenderer is successful and sometimes not. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is also explained by the fact that, having regard to the 

.state of affairs in the steel industry at that time-and steel manufacturers 
were in a state of great depression-they might have sold raw steel to the 
wagon builders at prices which were as low as that. Would that be possibleI' 

Mr. Hindley.-That .is possible. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did the Indian manufacturer give details with his original 

, -tender as to how he made up his figure Rs. 5,OOO? 
, Mr. _BJ·ayskay.-He only gives usa list of imported materials. That he 

has gotto'put in for working certain clauses in the tender, chiefly the'varia-
·tion clause. . 

Mr. Matker.-You don't put a ,clause in the tender forms as sent to the 
Indian manufacturer to the effect that Indian materials sh:mld be used as 
m_h as possibleP . 

Mr. Hindley.-No, the list is nrimarily necessary for the purpose of com-
-parison. . 
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Mr. JlIather.-1f tI1e rupee had fallen belo" ls.4d., you would have paid 
tlome compensation in regard to those imported materials, is that it? 

Mr. Hindley.-We had' a clause to that effect, but we have done away with .t now. 
Jlr. Mather.-That was in existence at that time? 
.lIr; Hindley . .:....Yes, that was the reason why the Indian tenderer gave a 

list of the imported materials that he would have to'use, , 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did he give you the total costs of' the materials that, he 

was going to use? , 
Mr. Hindley.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that you merely compared his total price with 

the British quotation? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Goinwala.-You did not,at all go into the question as to how his plica 

''Was so much higher? . 
JIr. Hindley.-No. We talked about.it a good deal, but I don't think 

'that we went into that in any' great (letail. '~ 

111',.. Ginioala.-In October 1922 it w~ Rs. 3,500, but in July 1923 it was 
Rs. 4,000. There was a rise of Rs. 500. ' ' 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes, because we called for a very much smaller number. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That also is 3. disadvantage of the Indian manufacturer 

He has generally to manufacture on a smaller scale. If you look at page 20 
'Of the representation of the Standard Wagon Co. you will see that the total 
cost of finished wagon in India is given there as Rs, 4,686. 

Mr. Hindley.-What date was that Buppoiled to be? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Beptember 1923. 'They 'put this as tM least price at 

which they could possibly manufacture. 
Mr. Hindley.-:-They actually ie~dered in July' approximately for Rs. 5,000. 
Mr. ,Ginroala.-Bupposing the difference between the price of the Indian 

'manufacturer and that of the British manufacturer was Rs. 500, 'would the 
Railway Board consider that as too big a difference to permit' of their giving 
orders? ' 

Mr. Hindley.-ACcording to the Stores Rules, price being equal, prefer-
. "nce should be given to the Indian manufacturer. '. 

Pre8ident.-It is not what the Railway Board think, but what the Gov
~rnment of India think: that is what it really comes to. 

Mr. Mather.-If the difference in July had been Rs. 500 or 700; you would 
have possibly put that up to the Standing F'inance Committee and the Rail
way Advisory Committee? 

M". Hindley.-We shollldnot be bound to do so. It is not part of the 
procedure. It might bp done as a special case. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Even though the difference had been reduced substan
~ially? 

',Mr. Mather.-The difference ""as so great that you could not take action; 
but if it had been le~s; would you have put the matter before the Finance 
Committee and the Railway Advisory Committee? 

Mr. Hindley.-Not necessarily. ' 

Mr. Kale.-If the Government of India 'want to encourage wagon build
ing in India, they will have to lay down a policy for your gUidance and' then 

. only you can take into account this difference. If that is not done by the 
Government of India, you will have to follow :the ordinary stores purchase 
rules. If the Government of India deBire to give any real encouragement 
to the wagon building industry in this country, they will have to issue in
struciions specially to you and tell you, to use your discretion and to take 
into account the difference in the price of raw materials and' buildin~ and 
8') on. Then and then only you can take action, am I right i' 
~b~ Y 
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Mr." Hindle"y.-I ,think that it is correct. 
Mr. Kale.-You don't feel that you will be authorised to make any depar-

ture in the interests of the wagon building industry? . 
'Mr. Hindley.-I am not authorised to make any departure from the-

Stores Rules. ' 
Mr. Kale.-Do the Stores Rules imply that to a certain extent you ean 

use your discretion and allow the Indian industry something more? If the
price is not unfavourable, the quality being the same, I think that you are
allowed to use your discretion, 

Mr. Brayshll'!/.-Rule 14 of the Stores Rules is, I think, decisive. 
lIfr. Hindley. ___ I think that refers to the powel' of the Government of 

India. 
Mr. Kale.-I am thinking of your powers. Have you any power of dis-

cretion? , 
Mr. Ginwcila • .....,.If you have no discretion left, the Stores Rules" will have

to be changed. 
Pt·esident.-Th~ Railway B~ard have no power to change the rules. 
Mr. HindZey.-This is the rule about articles manufactured in India from 

imported materials:-
H All articles mannfactured in India from imported materials should, by 

preference, be purchased in India, subject, however, to the folld'wing IOndi
tions:-

(a) That the substantial part of the process of manufacture or ~lle 
articles purchased has been performed in India. 

(b) That the price is as low as that at which articles of similar quaJity 
can be obtained through the India Office. 

(c) That the materials employed Pre subjected to such inspection and: 
tests as may be prescribed by the Government of lndia. 

NOTE.-The term" a substantial part of the process of manufacture" in· 
clause (a) means that" a substantial part of the preparation of the finished! 
article must be performed in India, whether from raw materials or from. 
component parts obtained in a finished state from other sources." 

Pt·esident.-A:s boon as Tata's begin to produce pl'ltes, sheets and 80 on,. 
I take it that the greater portion of the raw materials of wagons would be 

.made of Indian materials? 
Mr. Hindley.-I think 80. 

President.--:Would it not then come under the other rule? It is a !nixed . 
ease as long as anything is imported. 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes, provided the price is not unfavourable. 
P,·esident.-That is not a poin~ of great importance. There is '10 ques

tion of the price not being unfavourable. The price will bE' unlavourablo. 
Mr. Kale.-The Government of India will have to do Bomething special in 

order that the Railway Board may be induced to tab action. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Apart from the question of price: is it your opinion that 

wagon building should be encouraged in this country P 
Mr. Hindlell.-ls it my personal opinion that you ask? 
Mr. Ginwala . ....,.yes, as a head of the Department. 
Mr. Hindley.-:-I am subscribing to the policy of the Government of India. 

outlined in their communique. that it is desirable. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that CBSe. either the Government of India or the coun. 

try ought to be prepared to pay a little price. 
Mr. Hindley.-I should think that is inevitable. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that it is not possible at all for the Indian manu

fact\lrer to obtain his raw materials 80 cheaply a~ the Bl'itish manufacturer!" 
Mr. Hifldle3l.'-1 think it is doubtful. 
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Mr. G-ittwala.-Then, in any comparison don't'you think that it would b" 
advisable that the Railway Board aBd other purchasing DElpartments shoulQ 
have power to take that factor into account, "iz., that the Indian manu
facturer can in no circumstances obtain his raw ml\terials as cheaply as t4a 
British manufacturer of wagons, because the latter goes in for a very large 
output and has got various connections with other manufacturers. I mean 
these are the advantages of the foreign industry which must be taken as 
more or leBB permanent. Now in comparing prices, don't you think that if 
the rules were altered, there should be power given to ihe purcliasing authori
ties-in this case the Railway Board-to take that fllctor into account P 

Mr. Hindlell.-1 am not quite certain that that would bo the best way of 
doing it. 

Presidettt.-The system should make some allowance for the fact that the 
Indian manufacturer haa to pay more for his raw materials, 

Mr. Hindlell.-Are we right in aBBuming always that he wffi have to pay 
more for his raw materials? 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am looking at it purely from the common sense point of 
view, The British manufacturer has built up his connection with the manu
facturers of his raw materials. He has also' an arrangement with the fabri. 
oating people. For instance, he has got connections with people who manu· 
facture buffers and so' on, because he is ,a regular customer and 'he buys in 
large quantities. Therefore it may be aBBumed, as a business man would 
aBBume, that his prices would be lower than the prices of another man buy
ing on a smaller scale. How can the Indian manufacturer get over that 
difficulty p' , 

Mr. Hittdlell.-lt is always open to him to make similar connections with 
the manufacturers of his raw materials. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-His output is not great. Moreover, it takes time to build 
lip connections. 

Mr. Hindley.-He has had sufficient time, I think. 
Mr. GimDala.-But his orders were small. 
Mr. Hindley.-He could not produce anything more .. WIlat I want to 

indicate is that I don't think it quite right to assume that he will never be 
able to build up connections. 

Mr. GinwiUa.--Bo long as he is not able to do so, he will ,be at a great 
disadvantage. .' 

Mr. Hindley.~He ordinarily will be able to make his own arrangements. 
He has got the power to arrange just as the other people have. 
, Mr. Ginwala . .::....For that purpose I think that it is l1ece~ary that even if 

he does not get very w.rge and extensive orders, the orders that he gets must 
be more or leBS regular. He must have a certainty of getting them. 

Mr. HindI6y.-Certainly it would be to his advantage to get the cer. 
tainty of orders. 

M,'. Ginwala.-Without that, he cannot enter into any arrangem~nts with 
British manufacturers. 

Mr. Hindlell.-It will be more difficult. 
Pre8ident.-The British manufacluring firms of 80 or ~O yeara l standing 

can get orders from somewhere except in the most abnormal year, but it is. 
a difficult thing for a firm in India which has neve .. got going to obtain. 
orders. Take the case of Burn & Co" or Jessop & Co, If you want them teo 
quote a speci81 price, what could they say? They cannot, so to I:!peak, have. 
standing arrangement. Don't you think that there is a danger of a vicious. 
circle P You never, get started. ' " 

Mr. Hindley.-There is that danger undoubtedly. 
President.-There is this additional point that as s(lon as Tatas get going' 

with their plates and sheets, the Indian manufacturer is going to give much 
smaller orders to the British manufacturers. One must remember that on. 

~2 
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the assumption that the proportion of Indian materials is certainly going t() 
increase, and the whole position has got to be faced. 

Mr. Hindle'y.-Yes. 
. Mr. Ginu,ala.--,-It would be rather a difficult thing to -compare the prices 

unless you compare them with the Indian prices of materials, at which they 
would be available to the wagon manufacturers. 
, Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-So that you will have to take further powers in comparing 
prices to take into account any additional cost that the Indian manufacturer 
may have to incur in connection with his purchases in Indie. 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't know what position you are putting me into. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We will take it this way. 
Mr. Hindley.-Are you asking me these quest;ons as rE'presenting the 

,Government of India,~ll; the RaiJway Board or as a railway expert? ' 
Mr. GinU'ala.~All put together, Mr. Hindley. If the Government of, 

India decide to give effect '0 their policy of encournging wagon building in 
India, you have not got the power to make :J.,departure from th~ Stores Rules 
by which you can take certain factors only into account. We have been dis· 
,cussing those factors. One 'of them is the new factor which would be going 
into the calculations and it is this. Tatns have applied for protection. Sup, 
posing they get protection, then the prices of raw materials that are avail
able in the country also go up in proportion. In comparing British pricss 
with Indian prices, you will have to take into account the £ac1; that the 
Indian materials cost a certain percentage more. 

Mr. Hindlell.-Yes? 
Mr. Ginwala.-If the Government of India really intend that they should 

encourage wagon building in India, they mlist give you thE' power to take 
that factor Into account in comparing prices. ' 

President.-And so long as, there are different rates of, customs duty, 
"iz., one for raw materials and the other for finished articleA. 

Mr. Hindley.-That might be one way of doing it, but J don't think that 
it is the only way., 

1Ifr. Mather.-Do you think that you would be able to devise and work 
lSatisfactorily a machinery for compllring prices of raw materials? 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't think that we could. It might be possible, but it 
wQuld mean a great deal of staff, a great deal of work and a great deal of 
uncertainty. 

Mr. Ginwaza.-If, as is expected, nearly 80 per cent. of the raw material 
that is required in wagon building would be produced in India, the price 

, that you would mainly take into account is the Indian price. .That would 
not be very difficult. 

Mr. Hindley . ..:.....!.s compared with what? 
Mr. Ginwala.-As compared with the cost of the British manufacturer. 
Mr. Hindley.-We shall have very great difficulty in finding what his 

costs are. 
Mr. Ginwala.-lf you have not get his' actual Pt:ices, you can ascertain 

,the prices of raw materials from the 'market., ' , 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't think that it would be any guide to what he has 
to pay for them. It would be extraordinarily difficult to arrive at any exact
ness which would assist in making a proper comparison. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You take the total price which the British manufacturer 
quotes. Then you would say. "These people buy their raw materials here." 
'The cost of the raw mo.terials has gone up by Re.' 500 ou account of addi
tional duty. Then you would simply add Rs. 500 to the British price. 

Mr. Hindley.-And payRs. 500 more for the wagon. I would like to 
know who is going to pay the Re. 500. 
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Pf'e.ident.-The Rs~ 500 is arrived at on the basis of Tatas' claim of 3lIi 
per cent. as-applied to the Standard Wagon Co. That is why Mr. Ginwala 
cave you that particular figure. . 

l[f'. GinwaZa.-Otherwise there would again be a big difference between 
the British price and the Indian price. _. 

Jif'~ Hindley~-That has to be taken intO consideration of course. 
lIT. Ginwala.-Have you received tenders for next year? Are you in a 

position to tell us about them? 
Mr. Hindley.-I am afraid r.ot. We have just received them and they 

are being examined. 
M·r. Ginwala.-{Jan you give us some idea as to when you are lik~ly to 

have information available. 
Mr. HindleJ/.-We will give it confidentially,' when ·ready." 
Mr. Ginwt.tla.-Have some British firms tendered in India 1l1so~ 
Jir. Hindley.-Yes, they have. They tender originally to the Director

General of Stores, but copies' are .. ent to us. 
- PTe.ident.-I take it that up to the last moment the tenders ,may 'be 

varied? 
Jir. Hindley.-Yes. 
President.-For that reason you cannot Bay that the tenders received 

here are final? 
111'. Hindley.-That is the point. 
Jir. Ginwala.-Among the te~derers has that firm that got the order last 

year also tendered? 
Mr. Hindley.-I may be able to give that information confidentially later. 
Pr68ident.-The Metropolitan Co. got the order last year' 
Mr. HindZey.-That firm would certainly.quote. 

'Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to pre-war prices .have you got the cost of 
the British material? - . 

Mr. Hinilley.-We have not got it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In answer to question 14 you told the President that. the 

average price of wheels and axles went up from £44 to £84; whereas the price 
of raw materials does not seem to have gone up very much over the, pre-war 
price. Does it not strike you as rather unusual? ' 

Mr. Hindley.-The argument I was using just now. about improved pro
cesses probably does not apply very much in this case. 

Mf'. Mathef'.-Probably not so much. The figures are so very different 
from those that have been: given by the G. I. P., that I think it is very 
po~sible that an alteration in the design may account fr.r a good deal of the 
difference. The figur~ tho G. I. P.have given was more or less what I 
expected, but your figure of 100 per cent. rise is certainly higli. ' 

Mr. Hindley.-We a're going to look into that. 
President.-One cannot see why competition should not bring down the 

cost of wheels and axles as much as the price of anything else, and what the 
Standard Wagon Co. Bsidwas that. the British manufacturers were 
endeavouring to knock them out. There is a rcom for doubt, however, 
whether that has anything to do with the price last year. It is quite evid
ent that the British manufacturers were, competing very keenly amongst 
themselves, and it does not look like a combination to knock out the Indian 
manufacturer when there are three Englisla firms all tendering below £180. 
They are clearly competing against each other. If ,so, why should there not 
be the same competition in wheels and axles? _ 

Mr. Ginwala.-Will you kindly refer to pages 15-16 of the written state
ment of Burn & Co. They rather feel hurt that they appear in fluch unfavour-, 
able light when compared with the British manufacturer in the comparison 

• Not print •• 
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of Indian and foreign prices, and they want to know whetht'lr you have taken 
certain items into account. They. mention- .' 

(1) Freight to destination of materials from' Indian port. 
(2) Handling charges of material in railway workshops. 
(3) Erection of the wagons or underframes. 
(4) Painting and lettering of wagons, packing of axle boxes, taring of 

wagons and; 
(5) Overhead and stores charges to cover depreciation, interest, rates 

and taxes, supemsion, powers, repairs and renewals necessary 
in all workshops. 

Is there anythinp; in l'I"hat they say? 
Mr. Hindley.-As regards the details of that figure Re. 825, we have told 

we will work that out and we IIhall look up point No. 2 at the slIoDle time.· 
.. Freight to destination of materials from lndiiID port "-it is rather diffi
cult to say whether this was taken into consideration; freigl:~ wtll!ld V/),ry 
all over the country, of course. 

~ Prllsident.-Let us take theStatt'l Railways. Where would the N. Vl. 
Railway, for instance, assemble imported wagons' 

Mr. Hindley.-At Karachi. 
Prllsident.-In that case there would not be any freight to take in. What 

about the E. B. R.ailway? 
Mr. Hindllly.-:-At Kanchrapara. 
P·rllsident.-The O. & R. Railway would have to do it at LucknowP 
Mr. Hindley.-Form&rly at Lucknow; but now at Karachi. 
PTesident.-Will you take into account this particular sentence which 

Mr. Ginwala read when you give us details fOT Rs. 325. 
Mr. Hifldllly.-Yes; 
Mr. Gintvala.-The1'8 is one other point on which I would like information 

if yo~ can get it. They say. •• It is known to the committee that the 
p"rices recently quoted by Indian build~rs for under-frames were as low as, 
it not lower than, thOlle quoted by foreign manufacturers. This iii due apart 
from "dumping" prices-to the fact that the foreign builder l'las to com
plete linder-frames almost to the same extent as the Indian manufacturer is 
required to do." Is that soP '. " 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes, the quotations were practically the same as the Indian 
quotations. . 

Mr. Mather.-Were orders given to the Indian manufadurerP 
Mr. Hindllly.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-The impcrtancl' of the point is this: the difference between 

the English manufacturer and the Indian manufacturer is mainly one of 
work above the under-frame. 

Mr. Hindley.-It is quite a different proposition. The~'l are carriage 
under-frames, not wagon under-frames. I 

Mr. Ginwala.-So far as the under-frames are concerned there would not 
be much difference. 

Mr. Mathllr.-Tbe principle is of course similar: the variation in types 
the English manufacturer has to deal is very much larger. 

Mr. Ginwala.-For repetition work the British manufacturer would be 
in a better position. 

Mr. Hindley.-If there were 1,000 of them they would be in a better 
position to quote. 

Mr. Math6r.-The Fosition appears to be that., whel,,) the work is more or 
less specia.: and varying, the Indian manufacturer is able to compete reason
ably well, but where there is a large scale repetition work, he iii at a great 
.disadvantage? 

* See Statement I. 
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Mr. ·Hindlett.-Yea. Another factor has to be taken into Clo.Illsideration 
:and that is the probability, in the future of glltting complete wagons im
ported into the country, erected and ready to be put on the rail. 

PreBident.-If you imported a wagon complete, would you noo have to 
pay more fr6ight? 

M1'. Hindley.-Under a new system of shipment of heavy articles, Buchu 
'Wagons and locomotives; which hIlS :recently been introduC'ed, they are able to 
reduce freight on locomotives and wagons to a very great extent. We have 
just imported 13 complete locomotives ready for use at a very very low freight 
'rate compared with anything that we had before. 

·Pr6,ident.-As regards locomotives, after all it is a more solid tliing than, 
a wagon. It is much heavier in proportion to its bulk, and it is one thing 
·to import 13 locomotives and another thing to import aOO wagons. 

Mr. HindZey.-Even if we do not get to the stagl) .of importing them 
'IOmplete, 'we may have· more work done at Home. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the order fop.. wagons, apart from the 
question of prices, if it was to be placed in the country, would it be the best 
·thing to call for tenders for only a Qertain number of wagons a year in 
India? Would that he one of the ways of doing it, supposing the Govern-. 
ment of India <lecide!l ~hat wagon building should be encouraged in this 
'eountryl" .. . . '. . .. 

Mr. Hindley.-For certain proportion, of their requirements? 
Mr. Ginwala.-I mean,.to give them a reasonable output t~. run their 

·works economically.. . 
Mr. Hindley.-You have to remember that they will then have a complete 

monopoly. We have got three firms and possibly one at Karachi. . Of the 
,three firms, two firms are under one managing agency and doing 80 per 
-cent. of the outturn. You have got to take that factor into consideration. 
You have no index price, no regulator price. It would be a' monopoly. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-The Government will not be brlUnd to accept an exorbitant 
'figure. 

President.-The proposal definitely put forward by the Com'pany was 
that a certain proportion of the wagon requirements should. be given out to 
rthe lowest Indian tender, and we put a lot of questions to them as to whether 
therll would be enough competition and whether any safeguard would, be 
needed. 

M1'. Hindley.-I should call it an extremely bad business proposition for 
.any Government to say "I "hall want 3,000 .wagons a year and I will 
,give the order to the lowest Indian tender." The Jijlsult would be that the, 
would charge whatever price they liked. No GOVE'rnment would' commit 
·themselves to a policy of that kind if they wanted to work railways on com-
mercial linea. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-There is another way in which it may bd done. . It is 
,this. Your,expert officers can work out how much th .. British manufacturer 
geb above his cost of materials and, if what the Indian manufacturer de
manded was approximately equ8.l to that amo!,mt, that may be -a way of 
doing it. ' 

Mr. Hind/ey.-That might be one way if Government do ).lot mind h:.;;> 
·much they paid for wagon~ 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am eliminating for thll moment the CO&1: of materials. 
The more important point is to find out how. much it costs above the cost 

'of materials, and, supposing the figure that you obtained by' an examination 
'of the British figures was not very much smaller than the figure you obtained 
.by an examination of the Indian figures, would not .that be a way .of doing it? 

Mr. Hindlty.-Don't we get back to that other question now? 
Mr. GinwoTa.-We have dismissed the other idea all ilc,t be;ng practicable. 

-but I am asking you whether there is anything diffirult in tliipl' 
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lIfr. Hindley.-I think y<'u are up against the same diffi.culty of knowing 
exactly what is fabrication and what is raw mltterial. ·You have to'define in 
every case. 

·Mr.· Ginwala.-:-We take raw material in· Loth cnses ahsolutely unfabri
cated. 

President.-We have to define. 
Mr . .HindlBy.-The mo~ent ypude1;ine it, you begin to stereotype these

processes and remove any incentive to improvement. 
President.-That is to say, if the industry is 10 develop healthily you 

think it important that economies ~houldbe gradually effected by Indian' 
manufacturers undertakIng more processes than he can at present, so that 
from year to year materials would mean a different thing arid cost above· 
material would mean a .different thing? 

M,·. Hindley.-Yes. 
lIfr. Gin;vola.-Is there any chance of the Railw'lY administration more' 

or less standardising their types of wagons P 
.lb·. ·Hindley.-They are doing it now. 
·Mr. Gimvala.-You m~nn you have not got as maTJY val'!eties as you had' 

before? 
Mr. 1!indlBy.-We have a large number of varieties, but they are. 

standardised. . . 
. President.-But still there are varieties .. So far as is possible they should 

not indulge in a sort so to speak' of fancy varieties? . 
M·r. Hindley.-That is Bettled .. 
Mr. Matker.-Does not that mean that for all practi.cai purposes YOll-

have defined the materials in the wagon or at any rate a great part of it? 
Do not the standard designs stipulate that each muticular part should be
made of a particular kind of material, so that there would be comparatively 
little scope (so long as your designs remain as they are) for alteration in' 
tl}.e materials of the finished wagonP 

Mr. Hindlt'u.~There is a great deal of scope for alteration. 
Mr. Math.er.-You do not think that it would be ·;npossihle to work that .. 
President.-One would like to know just what it would amount to. 
Mr. Ginwa.la.-Does the Railway Board purchase materials of this kind,. 

I mean structural materials P _ 
.MI·. Hindleu.-No. The Railway Board does not }lUrcha3e any materials-

direct. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have got no data for checkin~ these prices? 
Mr. Hindley.-We can only check them by the India Office contracts. 
Mr. Brayskay.-There is no comparison unless YOII get tl:e IIame quantity 

and exactly at the same date. . 
Mr. Gintl·ala.-It would have been very' useful if :-ou could indicate to us. 

whether these prices were more or less reasonable. 
lIfr. Hindley.-I am afraid I have not examined them. Even then it is 

very difficult. As Mr. Brayshay says, the price v:>.ries so much with the
quantity you ask for. If you tender for a small quantity, you will have to 
pay a very mnch higher price. . . 

President.-There are three or four points in rl'gard to wagons-that I 
would like to take up. Question 7 was: -" Do the Railway Board accept the
contention of the Standard Wagon Company and Jessop & Company, that 
the British manufacturer could not make a normal profit at a price less than 
that' which would give the Indian manufacturer about Rs. 5,000 for the 
wagon completely assembhd in India, but excluding wheels and axles, (that 
18 Rs. 5,000 instead of Rs. 3,500)" P I think we may tale it from what 
you have already said that the ·Railway Board do not admit the contention 
Ilf the wagon building companies out here that tne British manufacturer-
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cannot make a normal profit at less than Rs. 5,000 a wagon. I ,do not say 
that you deny it, 'but you do not accept it anyhow? 
, Mr. Hindley.-We do not accept that contllntioIl, 

!'resident .-It was a part of an. endeavour to {>I":>'\"e that their price was
the correct price? 

llr. Hindley.-The only point is that if yOol p.ad given th40 English manu
facturer Rs. 5,000 at that time, it would have meMll that t!v,y would have· 
.,nade an additional profit of £100 a wagon which is hardly normal. 

Prerident.-Their' contention is that not only the're was no profit on. th,,· 
nccepted tender, but that there was a heavy loss; that is their contention. 

Mr. Hindley.-I see that. . 

Pre.ident.-Then question 11 was" The Indian n"lnufactnrersurge that 
1'0 long as they are und'3r an obligation to use Indian mat.nrials. wherever" 
pOS!lible, it is not fair that they should be asked to compete on even terms 
with the foreign manufacturer." What I wanted particularly"to ask there' 
was how exactly you il).t.}Tpret the condition that" tl::e Indian manufacturer 
1S under an obligation to use Indian materials as fllr aspOsr.ible? Suppos
ing tho Indian material costs a good deal more than the imported, .is he still' 
undel' an obligation t.o use Indian matt-rial? 

Mr. Hindley.-We do not make any specific obligalion of that kind. The. 
point is that preference is given to the Indian manufacturers in case the 
quality and prices are equal and the Indian manufacturer is required to do a· 
Rubstantial part of the process of manufacture in India. I submit that ques
tion 11 does not state the fact quite correctly. The fact is that he is required 
to undertake a substantial part of the manufacturing process in India. In 
one of our contracts last year we said that, should any arrangement be come
to with the Tata Iron and Steel Company, GoverJilment taking their steel 
und3., certain favourable conditions, then we might require the contracting 
Indian firms to use thEir steel, but they are not correct in saying that they 
are under an obligation to use Indian material whelever possible. 

Prfrident.-Looking at it from a broader point of ,·iew it is not the same
thing to develop wagon manufacture in India with imported materials as it 
is to develop it on the basis. If it is all a part of the policy for the encour
agement of industries in India, there is not much in it unless it reaches the 
ctage when the materials are obtained in Indi!!.. 

Mr. Hindley.-Speaking of actual facts they are not under an obligation. 
President.-In any case in the communique and in· the rules as they stand 

nt present, the question would not arise unless the prices were close together? 
Mr. HindZell.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-Question 19 was. "Do the Railway Board consider that the 

manufacture 'of wagons can be developed economically by an engineering 
firm interested in many other branches of work, or <lathey tJiink it prefer
able that wagon building should be done by firms who conCE'utrate on that 
oxcl usi veIl" " ? 

Mr. Hindley.-It is entirely a matter of opinion. I don't think one can 
express a general opinion on that. 

Prt8ident.-What was in my mind is thia. V'lry much has been silrd 
about economies which can be effected by mass produetion and so on, and one
might perhaps say that it is less likely that a firm Going engineering work 
would be in a position to develop, keep itself up to <'ate and so on, wher!las 
if, it is interested' in nothing else but wagon building; its continued exist
ence would depend all its ability to keep -its cost of production as low as, 
possible. 

M1'. Hind/e)/.-Yes; there is something in that. 
lIr. Cliase.-There are a good many firms at Home which undertake gene

ral engineering work as well as wagon building. Thpr& pre vp.rymany well
known firms. 
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President.-One can see that in some ways the experience of the firm in 
general engineering may be valuable in the ma·nufa<::ture of wagons. When 
we visited Messrs. Burn & Co.'s works at Howrab., they showed us their 
wagon building department. It. was very cramped for accommodation and 
there was literally no room for expansion. The b.dian Standard Wagon Co., 
we were told, was, so to speak, the natural development of the wagon building 
-department of their works. If there is to be any development it must be 
through the Standard Wagon Co., and not at the nowrah works. Messrs . 
. Jessop & Co., are in a different position; their wagon works are at Garden 
Beach. On the other .hand, we understood, that the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
were giving them notice ·to take possession' of that site. We have not yet 
heard that a final decision has been come to. As far as we could judge there 
was not a great deal of equipment at Garden Reach, and if they were going 
to make a fresh start, it would mean a start from the beginning. . 
. Mr. Hindley.-They can put up their works elsewhere but that is rather 
beside the point. It is sImply a question of resources more than anything 
~lse. There is no reason why an ordinary engineering firm should not launch 
out in wagon building. So long as it does it' along with other structural 
work, it is not likely to develop very largely, I think, but they might have 
separate works for wagons. 

President.-Supposing Jessopswere establishing a wagon building works 
in another site and distinct from their own works; that you would regard. 
practically as a separate thing P . 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
President.-It can develop P 
Mr. Hindley.-If Jessops are turned out of the place, they would put 

their wagon building works somewhere else. 
p,resident.-8ir Henry Freeland, givibg evidence in Bombay, rather agreed 

with .the idea that it was on .the whole desirable that, in orfltor to get econo
mical production, it would be better to do nothing bllt wagon manufacture. 

Mr. Hi.ndley.-If they are going to do it in a mass production way, it is 
deSIrable that the workshops should be specially designed for wagon building. 

President.-On that basis, at any rate, there seellii a pos~ibility that just 
at present the Standard Wagon Company are in a stronger position in that 
matter than anybody else in India. 

Mr. Hi.ndley.-8o far as we can judge by quality and rato of outturn
. that is what we are interested in-there is not much to choose between the 
two firms. Jessops, quality is good and their rate of outturn is lust as favour
able. That is the result of actual experience, I mean. 

President.-After all the Standard Wagon Company is a: new comer and 
it haa not got fairly starte<J. yet. 

Well, then, let us go on to question 21 '~Sir Henry Freeland giving evid
~nce on behalf of the B. B., & C. I. Railway inf.')rmed the Tariff Board 
that the manufacture of wagons at Ajmer had taken years of development, 
and expressed the opinion that thoroughly economical production could not 
be obtained all at once but only by gradually procee.ling from one stage to 
another. Do the Railway Board endorse. this view" P Sir Henry told us 

, that that had been their experience at the Ajmer Works. They began by 
doing almost nothing except assembling, and they gradually took up the 
vari,)us processes of manufacture. He thought thllt if they h9d tried to do 
too much at once, they would not have been so ~\lccessful.. 

1(r. Hindley.-I think he was quite right. I think the main reason for 
that is the difficulty of t.rll.ining Indian labour and '!upervisi-:tg staff. That 
is the real crux of the matter. That would not Slpply ordinarily to any 
ether country. Specially in the case of workshop'! such as the Standard 
'Vagon Company and the Railway workshops where you have to start train
ing your labour, there you can probably say that it is better tostart with a 
small beginning and gradually' work up. But, on the other band, I.am not 
quite satisfied about it when you come to modern JJ1ethods of productIOn. It 
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is quite possible that with improved machinery, automatic machines and 
110 on, the question of training labour would not be ~11ch an important faotor 
in the future. I mean you can have a machine which,'can be worked even 
by a boy without mechani(:al skill, for turning out the finished product, but 
that means, of course, a very high development 'somewhere 'of which these 
people would reap the benefit. Speaking ordinarily, tbe whole thing depends, 
on the training of labour in the various processes. ' 

Mr. Mather.-If you a.ttempt the development of works piecemeal, it will 
take a long time to get YOIIr mechanical equipment r.uitable for mass produc
tion. For a long time -you have an outturn in which your overhead' costs 
are low, but you have to employ much more labour in the ,Production of one 
wagon and that hardly avoids your labour difficulties. That 'implies that you 
have to employ more men. -, 

Mr. Hindley.-That is right. , 
President.-What was more in my liead is this: supposing the Standard 

Wagon Company (I take its case as typical) were arsured of orders for a 
certain number of years, it would be reasonable to ellpeet that its capacity 
for prodootion would steadily increase, and that on the whole its cost or 
production would diminish P , 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes; I think it is reasonable. 
President.-So that the higher price that might have to be paid at pre

sent to the Indian manufacturer, would not be a COl'r~t indE"x of the differ
ence in prices 8 or 10 years ahead? 

Mr. 1li1ldley.-I quite agree. 
Pruideflt.-S,o that any additional price paid would not be a permanent 

burden on the taxpayer? 
Mr. Hindley_No. I would like to enter one reaervation. If you make 

it permanent, it will be permanent. What I mean i~ that it is most import
ant, if any assistance is to be given, to device such assistance as will tend 
to better th" cost of production r.ther than to stereotype the present ~ethod9 
of high costs. 

Prt8idsTlt.-I gather from what you said that yon thInk the scheme that 
is outlined in question 26 might be subject to that criticism,~namely, the 
&cherne by which you would divide the cost of produ('tion int() two parts (a) 
cost of materials and (b) costs above materialsP' 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. . 
President.-The cost of material, it was suggeswd, would be determined 

annually by public tender, that is to say, the wagon building company 
woulol have to call for tenders annually for all m'lteri'-ils reqUlred, and what 
they were to receive on 8ccount of materials wodd be determined by the 
Railway Board on the basis of these tenders. Except fo~ very good reasons 
'being shown, the lowest tender would naturally be taken as the determining 
factor. As regards the cost above materials, it would be necessary to fix th3 
sum by negotiation in the first instance, and this sum would steadily decrea~e 
by agreed figures from year to year. The plan would to some extent rrovide 
an incentive to eccnomy of production by the- mer" fact that the allowance 
for manufacture--for fabricating, so to speak,-would steadily go down; _ But 
the 8(lheme has only been put forward as a suggestioll, and I shall be very 
glad indeed to hear what you have to say about it. 

Mr. Hindley.-I think that is the main objectinD to the scheme. What 
we are intel'ested in is, if wagon building is to be established in India, to 
have some means by which there shall be an incent,ive towards better pro
duction, cheaper methods and improvement of quality gradually. One 'has 
a sort of repugnance to a scheme which is basE:d on any underlying principle, 
which means perpetuating their present methods of production and giving 
them no great incentive to improve thei~ methods materially. This is why 
I object to the proposal under which you divide the materials from the cost 
above materials. The eEfential thing in the successful manufacture of wagons 
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is th~t the people who are responsible should be con~idering their materiau. 
and overhead costs together, so that they can improve the whole of then' 
process. That is what we really want to get at rather than to eliminate the
material, saying" That is not your fault; you cannot help it, but the balance
of cost you can help." You take away any incentive from him to improve hi~ 
manufacture in every direction and do more fabrication here and do it by 
better methods. I do not know whether I have made myself clear, but it 
seems to me to be essential to devise some means which will tend to improve 
the whole manufact'l:"e an:l not only one part of it." 

1I1r. Ginwala.-Of course we see the objections that are there to this 
particular part of ;t, but supposing it were found tlla1. the wagon building, 
industry ought to be encouraged in India to start with, and secondly, suppos
ing in the course of our investigation asa Board WE. felt, that the Indian. 
manufacturer could not at all compete against the British manufacturer for 
reasons that we shall give, in those conditions what alternative would yon 
Buggest P Of course you can put' on a tariff duty which would cost the Rail· 
ways a good deal. 

Mr. Hindl~y.-We have always to bear in mind tilat the cost of trans
portation has got to-be watched, but I take it that you do not want to enter' 
into that side of the question largely. 

President.-The Board wouid be glad to take' into consideration any pro
posals that wculd reduce the 'bu1;den on transportati.;n to the minimum. 

Mr. Hindley.~Then of course, keeping that, in view, any method which 
can be suggested for giving the Indian manufacturor& preference or giving 
them power to compete on equal terms with' English prices, must be so 
devised' that it does not really affect the cost of wagons to the railways. 

President.-It is going rather far to suggest that the measures taken 
should not affect railway costs at all. I should refuse to accept that as a 
preliminary condition. 

Mr. Hindley.-In attempting to give transportlltion at the lowest pos
sible' cost coupled with a reasonable return on th" capital invested, it is 
essential that the railways should buy all their equipment and stores at the 
lowest possible price. Now, if for other reasons you are going to encourage 
wagon building in India, if you do that by increasin~ the cust of wagons alr 
round to the railways, you will throw an undue burf!"n on the railways and 
therefore on the cost of transportation. You might ar6ue that the increased 
cost of transportation might be so small as not to appreCiably affect rates and 
fares. But on the other hand we must adhere to the principle, for there are 
many other things to be considered besides wagons. I take it I am not 
Jaying down anything new or very startling, but a principle which seems to 
be fundamental. For that reason any device suggested should be paid 
for (whether it is a subsidy or a bounty or whatever you may call it) from 
other funds than the railway funds. That is the point I should like to press, 
strongly, othf.rwise it would affect th'3 cost of working the T!lilways. 

President.-I quite appreciate that, as Head 'of the Railway administra
tion, it is not possible fQr you to take any other line. But nevertheless one
has to recognize th3 fact that the Resolution creating the Tariff Board tends 
rather in the opposite ilir'lction.' 

111'1'. Hindley.-What I \las aiming at is this, that, if you could clear the
problem of some of the difficulties by assuming that there lire funds avail
able for the purpose of encouraging the industry, then you could get down to 
considering best practical means of settling in each case what price
should be paid. 

M1', Ginwala.-Is there really any difference between wh!lt you are pro
posing and the Government and the country saying "All right, we shall 
have less profit from our Railways." In India the bulk of the Railways 
belong to the State. How does the State benefit by simply say~ng "AU 
right, we shall give 100,000 Pounds in bounties" any more than It can by 
saying "Our expenditure has gone up in the matter of t.ransport: we shall 
make less profits"? 
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][1'. Hindley.-I.was trying to 'get to the practIclli prot'em which the 
Tariff Board want to get fit, without bringing in that question. The broad 
question of policy ~lon&s to a much higher politics than the immediate 
~uestion. • 

Mr. Gilllcala.-We als., have to' look at it froru the practical point of 
view. 

][1'. Hindley;~You will have to give a different "Ilandate then to the 
Jtailway Board. The clear policy of the Government is that the railways 
lIhould be wClrked as business concerDS. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-We . are not concerned with the Government's policy- with 
regard to the .railways. We have simply got to see hC'w mu('h it is going to 
~ost Government. Is it going to cost any the les~ in the long run to the 
tax-payer P If a bounty is paid direct to the, manufacturer of wagons or if 
"the Government get less profits- on railway administrations, so far as we are 
concerned, it does not matter at all. 

Mf'. Hindley.-It. does matter to me very mUtch. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-In making our proposals we hav" got to _weigh the 

balanc~of advantages. 
Mf'. Hindlell.-You have got to bear in mind the·'declared policy of the 

Government. It is my duty to point out that you cannot bring ·that·withlD 
the four corners of the declared policy of the Government of India. 

Mf'. Ginwala.-It is for the higher authorities to ·consider. We have
only got to consider the net advantages that Government might derive from 
-one proposal or the other or -the net disadvantages. I cannot see for myself 
anyhow what difference it is going to make ill the finance of .the Government 
as a,w-hole. 

Mf'.Hindley~-That is only a question of book-keeping. That is not 1\ 

.question of. principle. You will get nearer to the practical question if you 
assume ·for the sake- of argument that there aresepara1;e fund!! available 
lor giving bounties. . 

President.-We will take it lin ilie footing that whatever you suggest 
is on the basis of the charge falling elsewhere than dirCICtly on railway 
funds. 

Mr. Hindlell:-Yes. 
PTe,ident.-It will not have tabe met ·by increased railway rates and 

fares. On that basis have you any suggestions to make which will be 
~f help to us? . 

MT. Hindl"y.-I am not an expert in the matter of subsidies. and 
bounties. I have not studied the question of their ultimate effects but it 
does occur to me that if anything' is to be done, it must be done by means 
'Of a bounty per wagon on wagons manufactured in India. That is' to my 
mind much the simplest way of doing it. 

President.-On that basis how do you suggest that the Board should 
determine the bounty? Up-to-date -we have nothing to go upon except the 
1922 tenders and the information we got from the wagon manuJacturing 
'COmpanies in Calcutta. That is one great difficulty we have in dealing with 
the matter by way of a bounty. . . 

MT. Hindley.-It comes to thia--if I may transpose the matter. a- littlo. 
How can we fix the standard price or what it should ICOst the .Indian manu-
facturer to build a wagon, that is what it comes to. . 

PTe.ident.-More than that. Supposing the' bounty. were. to' _ be fixed 
for a period of years, any proposal that we may make must imply. an. opinion 
'&s to the price at which wagons are likely .!O be imported~ 

Mr. Hindlell.-Yes. r _ 

President.-We should have to consider very carefully how far, the prices 
~f October 1922 were the prices of the wor~t period of depression and how 
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far they were likely to be permanent. If the bounty were fixed 011 that basis 
for a period of,. say; five years, and after three years from now a boom 
occurred and prlces went up very substantially,' all incentive to the Indian 
manufacturer to reduce his costs would be gone. 

Mr. Hindle'll.-We have now got down to the practical proposition of 
giving a bounty. Cannot we for the moment try and get clear of the diffi
culties about comparison of prices of tenders to some extent and' the 
necessity of basing Indian prices on English prices. The question resolves 
itself into this:. how mU<;lh .money have we got first of all to spend, or how 
much do we think thai! It 18 worth to the country to establish the wagon 
building industry in India. Secondly what price would these people really 
want-not what it is going to cost them, because that is difficult to estimate 
accurately, but as an industry what price per wagon would enable them to 
keep goingP That is what we really want. These are the two limits of 
'the thing. 

President.-The only criticism which I should like to make will be that 
therE\. will be fluctuations in the costs of materials. 

Mr. Hindley.-You will get over that if you use the English price as an 
index year after year. ' 

Mr. Mathsr.-English price of wagonsP 

Mr. Hindle'll.-Why notP Aft'er all it is only a rough approximation. 
What I want to get at is this: I think that you will find more and more 
difficulties if you analyse the price, and attempt to evolve a formula from 
existing information. You have got all the different conditions of the world 
trade and everything else up' against you. You cannot really forecast. 
Treating it purely as a business proposition, you have got to make 'l 

rough approximation. I suggest using the English tender price all th& 
basis-by English tender I mean outside tender8-and fixing arbitrarily 
the bounty to be given in the first year for a certain number of wagons and 
running it down on a sliding scale until it diminishes to nothing after a 
period of years. Of course you will have the English tenders as the 
basis. 

Prssident.~Let us take the last year's September tellder which was equi
valent to Rs. 3,500 and the estimate given to the Board by the Standard 
Wagon Company which was Rs. 4,700, the difference being RI. 1,200. Sup
posing that was taken as the amount of bounty to be given per wagon, tw~ 
or three years from now it is not impossible that there might be a big 
industrial revival. Supposing then your lowest tender was RI. 4,800, surely 
with the bounty given to the Indian manufacturer you would be paying 
a very, very high price for your wagonsi' 

Mr. Hindle.1l.-Of course you would, in fixing your figure, take int~ 
consideration the risks that you are running and the risks that he is run
ning.' There might be a very big reduction in prices at Home, but at the 
Bame time the Indian Dlanufacturer might find his costs increasing out 
here. ' 

President..-But as things stand the amount of bounty will have to be 
fixed at a time when prices are low. 

Mr. Hindle'll.-I was going to make suggestions about that. If you would 
consider the principle, you might- wait until we can give you this year'. 
tender prices to assist you in seeing what trend of prices is going ~ 
be. 

President.-I take it that the basis is that, if the bounty per wagon 
is going down from year to year, the number of wagons ordered in India
will probably be going up from year to year. 

Mr. Hindle'll.-The bounty will be on a downward wale, but the number 
of wagons that will be ordered in India will be on an increasing sliding 
~. -
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Pre.ident.-It would have to be; for this reason that you won't get 
economy of production, unless the Indian manufacturer increases his. 
production. 

Mr. Hindle1/.-Yes. 
Pre.tident.-It would not be impossible to devise a Bcheme on these line .. 

by which the total liability of the Government of India on account of this 
would be limited to a certain sum and you could, by providing the same 
Bum each year, buy a larger number of wagons. 

Mr. Hindley.-I would suggest that it would be something better than 
that. Supposing for the sake of argument we started with 800 wagons in 
the first year with a bounty of Rs. 800 per wagon, we would increase that· 
800 up to say 1,600 over a period of years, say 10 years. Then an the other 
lide the bounty would diminish from Rs. 800 to nothing in 10 years or five
years if you like. 

Pre.ident.-On the basis of the present prices I think that it WQuid be
idle to recommend any scheme which would dimillish the bounty to nothing. 
in five years. 

Mr. Hindley.-Then make it 10 years. 
Pre,ident.-That is another matter. We would be prepared to make a 

recommendation covering BO long a period as that. 
Mr. HindZe1/.-By that you can limit your liability to a total figure :or 

to a. maximum figure quite euily. , 
Mr. Ginwala.-You will have to assume that the prices of raw material&:. 

will remain more or less steady in that scheme. 
Mr. HindZey.-WhyP 
Mr. Ginwala.-I mean, if you fix the amount of bounty per wagon. 
Mr. Bf'f],1/,hay.-We could call for tenders each year for 3,000 w~ons, ot 

which 1,000 wagons are earmarked for India with a bounty of Rs. 800 per
wagon to sta~ with. When the tenders come-the tenders are world tenders.,-. 
we get trade quotations from Belgium, America, England and other pla.ces. 
Then we ean add the fixed bounty to the number ordered in India and the: 
other 2,000 will be placed on competitive prices. 

Prerident.-You would leave it open to all the Indian firms to tender? 
Mr. HindZe1l.-Yes. If they can compete with the world price, they can: 

get the full 3,000. 
Mr. Ginwala . ...!..If that were done, Bome of them might Bay" we will' 

take a bounty of 600." Who is to decide amongst themP 
Mr. Bf'f],y,ha1/.-If they are competing amongst themselves, we can do; 

with a reduced bounty. . 
Mr. HindZey.-Btarting with 800 wagons and with Rs. 800 bounty and 

in five years' time increasing that to 1,000 with ~. 400 hounty-the
bounty dropping from Rs. 800 to Rs. 400-purely as an assumption that would. 
involve an expenditure of- . 

Rs. 6'4 lakhs in the first year. 
Rs. 6.2 lakhs in the second year. 
Rs. 5'4 lakhs in the third year. 
Rs. 4'5 lakhs in. the fourth year, and 
Rs. 4 lakhs in the fifth year. 

You have got a steadily diminishing figure. Thus you can limit your Iiallilit" 
to a total sum, or if you like to a maximum Bum. , 

Prerident.-One sees no particular guarantee against either of the twer 
opposite things that might happen; one is that in two years' time the firm 
might find that the bounty is hopelessly insufficient, and the other'is that 
you might find the bounty grossly excessive owing to tha rise in prices .• 

Mr. Hindle1l.-If'you are prepared to say that it is worth India's while 
to spend Rs. 25 lakhs to establish the wagon building industry, you celt< 
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limit your figure now. What does it matter whether somebody made ~ucJt 
or little out of that? 

Preside?"t.-One of the advantages of the scheme outlined in question 
26. was thlS: that you were at any rate protected as regards lluctuations 
in the prices of materials against paying an excessive bounty. 

Mr. Hindley.-I think that you can by this means limit the amount. 
President.-It was assumed that by calling for public tenders for the 

raw material required, .a fair price would be determined; on the other hand, 
-the allowance for cost above materials would be less and less from year to 
year. On the other hl'nd, a ,scheme which seelllS sound enough on paper 
-may turn out to be impossible in IIICtual practice. I fully admit that ther~ 
are difficulties in this case, but it was in order to meet these difficulties that 
·the scheme was suggested. • 

Mr. Hindleg.-Under your scheme you are limiting your liability to ;bso
lute necessity, but the suggestion that I have made is to limit the liability 
-to a known figure. 

Mr. Mather.-Would it perhaps affect your attitude towards the former 
proposal, especially the last few lines at the bottom of page 6-" each year 
-an addition would be made to the cost of materials determined in the 
. manner suggested above in order to cover all charges other than cost of 
materials, etc., etc."-if it were clearer· that it does not mean that the 
amount of addition would be adjusted each year in IIICcordance with the cost 

. .of fabrication which the wagon manufacturing companies had shown in 
the previous year, but that the additions would be fixed at the beginning. 
of the five year period, the consequence being that the companies would not 
have an inducement to let their costs go high in ordllr to get greater addl
-tions in. the following year P 

P.resident.-lf Rs. 1,600 were fixed as the fair allowance for costs abave 
-materials in the first year-Rs. 1,600 in the first year-it would drop auto
matically to Rs. 1,500 in the second year and so on. This reduction in the 
allowance is justifiable first bE-cause the Indian workmen would be becoming 
'better trained' and second as the number of wagon~ ordered increased the 
incidence of the overhead charges pel' wagon would go down. . 

Mr. Hindley.-There would be very great difficulty in getting at any 
kind of approximation of the correct figure. 

Mr. Mather.-At least if a figure were fixed to the Jl).utual satisfaction 
-of the Railway Department and the Wagon building companies, that diffi
culty can be overcome. In lIICtual operation it would leave the companies 
'With every inducement to ge. their costs down which, as you have pointed 
out, is an extremely important factor. 

Mr. Hindley.-May I point out that this argument is again based on the 
,assumption that railways would bear the cost of this 'assistance? 

Mr. Mather.-Let it come from other funds. 
Mr. Hindley.-That is the difficulty. There is no means ,of separating 

'what the bounty should be and how much the railways should bear. 
Mr. Mather.-If there is or were to be a separate fund from which the 

'bounty CQuid be met, it would be possible to say that anything paid above 
,the price of the lowest European tender must be met from that fund. I 
,think that-would be comparatively simple. 

Mr. Hindley.-That practooally comes to the same ,thing as a bounty with 
lot of unnecessary work added. 
Mr. Mather.-It provides automatically for any variation in the price 

--of materials. 
Mr. Hindleg.-If you base the price 'on an,En,glish tender, i~ does .apply 

to- the price of materials, but then you are takmg away the mcentlve of 
manufacturing more materiall!l. 

Mr. Mather.-Under this system, you will fix your bounty at an arbitrary 
-figure. ' 
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Mr. Hindley.~1 think that you would have to. What I would suggest, 
if I may, is that before thinking very much more about this scheme, I 
think that it would be advantageous to you to look at the prices that we 
shall probably have in the course of the next few days. I think that they 
might clear the situation . 
• Mr. Ginwala.-{)f course they would, but to what extent? 

Preaident.-Before finally making up our minds" we must know whnt 
those figures are. I do not know that we can go much further no;w. 

About locomotiveS "there are just two or ~hree points about fa.ctS.Ques. 
tion 27-" The Peninsular Locomotive Company have given the following 
figures for the price of the Standard Bengal North Western 2.8-0 Locomotive 
and tender during the last three years:- " 

1920 
1921 
1922' 

Are these figures cOrrect? 

, £ 
18,000 
16,500 
5,120 

Mr. Hindley.-That should be North Western Railway aI;ld .not Bengal 
North Western. 

President.-I am only reproducing what was said to us. Are these 
figures correct P 

Mr. Hindley.-I don't think that we can agree to those figures. The 
only figure that we can trace at the moment is £13,633-'-the 'price" of'2-8.Q 
engine" on the North Western Railway in November 1920. 

MI'. Mather.-That is the date of the tender? 
Mr. Brayshay.-That is the date of the contract. 
Mr. Hindley.-During 1920, the East Indian Railway and the -Bombay, 

Baroda and Central India Railway purchased these engines a1; prices vary
ing from £11,065 to :£14,800. 

In 1921 the East Indi~n Railway paid £7,945. 
In 1922·23 the accepted general price was :£5,120. 
Prelident.-That is -practically the same as the figure given by the Loco-

motive Company? ,., " 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Question 29, "What was the pre-war price of the same or

!Similar locomotive?" 
Mr. Hindley.-We have obtained from railways the prices that were 

actually paid:-

1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914. . . . . 
The average of these five years 

Mr. Mather.-These are all f.o.b. prices? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-They are all for the same locomotive? 

:£ 
3,420 
3,700 
4,120. 
4,690 ' 
4,650 
4,116 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. Subsequent to 1913 or 1914 the engine has been 
improved by the super.heater -which would increase the price by-I do not 
know how much-. It may be a lCOuple of hundred pounds. 

President.-The third question about fact is as regards the offer" made to' 
the Locomotive Company, 'Viz., question No. 30. I shall read exactly what 
Mr. Reed said: '" 

.. May I refer to this correspondence. Mr. Chase of the Railway Board 
communicatil!g the Minnws of a meeting held with my predecessor a1; Delhi 

VOL. m. 
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on the 7th November 1923-0n the subject of 2-8-0 locomotives-states: "The 
low",st price tendered was' £5,120 f.o.b. English port." Mr .. Chase offered 
the following :-' I offe"ed£7,200 for the _2-8-0 locomotives f.o.b. English port 
pricp.-£5,120 plus freight, erection, etc., bringing it to £5,760 and 25 per 
cent. on to the latter figure making a total of £7,200 per locomotive,' but the 
Company was not prepa.red to accept'the offer." 

Mr. Hindleu.-May I say at once that that was not a.firm offer on the 
part of the Railway Board. We had prolonged discussion with the Managing 
Director. The Company had submitted a tender in competition with other 
tenders for prices somewhere about three times the English prices, and 
in view of the circumstances of the concern, we entered into discussion 
with the Managing Director and the discussion of the Railway Board with 
the Managing Di,reoctor, proved entirely abortive. We then suggested that 
he should have an informal discussion with Mr.' Chase, our Mechanical 
Engineer, in order to see if some kind of basis of an agreement 'could be 
arrived at. A great many suggestions were made on both sides. Finally, 
Mr. Chase made this calculation and said" would you be prepared to under
take construiCtion on these conditions." It was not a firm business offer: 
it was only asking him in the course of conversation. The Managing 
Director said" No. We would not have it." Mr. Chase reported the matter 
to the Railway Board and it ended there. 

President.-That was not an offer which was before the Railway Board and 
approved by them? 

Mr. Hindleu.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the Managing Director had accepted this offer, 

what would the Railway Board have done? Apparently this man took that 
as an offer and must have sent a cable Home. - . 

Mr. Hindleu.-We did not know what he did, but he refused the offer, 
and '!Ve did not consider it further. 

PrBsident.-Mr. Reed, who gave evidence, had no personal knowledge of 
the matter: he knew it from a copy of the minutes sent to him of what passed 
between his predecessor and the Board. 

Mr. HindlBu.-Mr. Chase made it perfectly clear to the Managing 
Director that any conclusions arrived at were subject to ratification by the 
Government of India and the Secretary of State. Mr. Hooper had pre
viously laid down certain essential conditions and said that if they were 
not agreed to he would have nothing further to do with the business. It 
was in an endeavour to 'arrive at what he thought was possible that 
these figures were put forward. 

PrBsident.-They were put forward 'in an- effort to bring the parties 
together as a basis for discussion and not as a final offer? 

Mr. Hindleu.-'-Exactly. 
Pre~ident.-Can you give us any idea of the. probable demand of the 

locomotives on the part of the Indian Railways for the next few years? 
Mr. Hindleu.-We have not got figures. The position is somewhat the 

same as regards wagons. We hope to arrive at better methods of working, 
and we do not think that our additions in the future will be as great as we 
anticipated, or as great as in the past. A very important factor in con
nection 'with that is the electrification which is coming forward on the 
'Bombay side and will release a. large number of locomotives which will be 
absorb~d somewhere else. For the present year we have called for tenders 
for 60. ' 

P;esident.-That is the total requirements of all the Railways? 
Mr. Hindleu.-So far as we can say that is the total requirements .. 
Mr. Mather.-That includes the probable requirements of the Company

;managed railways P 
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PrBBident.-All broad-gauge? 
Mr. Hindle!/.-Yea. 
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Mr. Mather.-Are these of one type? 
Mr. Hindle!/.-4{} of one type and the other 20 of diHereni types. 
Pre&ident.-Do you anticipate that the demand for lOoComotives would 

remain at about that figure for a year or two before it increases again? 
Mr. Hind/ey.-It is difficult to say at present until w:e examine the thing 

more definitely. We expect t{) find during the' course of examination each 
year prospects of variation, but I do not think it is likely to be very much 
more. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In connection with this coml!!unique it is rather. a diffi
cult matter, because this Company alleges that the Government issued this 
communique in 1921 in whilJh they stated that the requirements of Govern
ment would be 160 locomotive engines and 160 additional boilers during 1923 
and 1924 and thereafter 400 locomotives and 400 additional boilers. 

Mr. Hindle!/.-Is that the communique itself? 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is a copy given to us by the Locomotive Company. 
MT. Hindley.-It contained an estimate of the requirements? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. What I read was the estimate contained there. Now 

the point I wish to draw your particular attention to is that these people 
are alleging that they started on this venture almost immediately after this 
communique was published .. - They based their calculation on the probable 
requirements of the Government and they invested Rs. 60 lakhs of their 
money in the concern. They say that Government have put them in a posi
tion from which they cannot get out without suffering a great loss. 

Mr. Hindle!/.-That was only an estimate. 
MY". Ginwala.-If there was some little difference between estimate and 

actuals tbat may be negligible, but if there is such a big difference as between 
400 and 60 these people may have reason to complain. 

Mr. Hindle1l.-If they had laid out their works to produoe 400 locomotives 
'a yearP. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Their contention is that they will be able to produce tWG 
to three hundred a year, but that if 'their demand is limited to 60 locomo
tives, that does affect their position greatly. 

MT. Hinle1l.-Of course it is extraordinarily'difficult to make an accurate 
estimate, especially when conditions are changing. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-This allegation has been made: it is better that you should 
-know what these people are saying. 

P'.Bident.-Aiter all, this communique, so to speak, is the basis of the whole 
thing. That is the first pronounoement of the Government of India about 
the- building of locomotives in India, and any manufacturer wishing to 
build locomotives in India would wish to make this the starting point. Sup
posing ilJe Government of India demand dropped' from 400 to 200 in a single 
year with a prospect of going up again, it is not of pad;icular importance, 
but 1!'hen it drops from 400 to 60 there is a bit of a hiatus. 

MY". Hindley.-I was not Chief Commissioner at' that time. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That puts the Government rather in a delicate position. 
MY". Hindle!/.-That estimate was certainly an optimistic one, but...I 

think it is extraordinarily difficult for anyone to foresee the changes taking 
place with regard to electrification and so on. If 'the Company said they 
had actually made their arrangements on the basis of the full quantity, I 
think your contention might have something in it, but I do not think they 
are equipped for anything like 400 a year, 

• It was subsequently stated that this did not include requirements for 
the B. N. Railway. 

z2 
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Mr. lI1ather.-Thei~ contention is that they have' erected, built and plaoo 
chased plant and ma.chinery for an ultimate production of 200. • 

Mr. Hindlel/.-You should always remember that there was no guarantee
given. to them that, they would get ordel"s. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They do not ,say that at all. They say that they would 
not have thought of starting these locomotive wOl"ks in this country but 
for the communique, and that they started almost immediately after the 
communique was published. This latter is a fac:t I think. 

Mr. H:indlel/.-That is not quite correct I think. The communique came 
out after we had had communications from Mr. Hooper. 

Mr. 'Ginwala.-The evidence given before us is this: the communique was 
issued somll time in September and they registered the company in December 
1921. They say they would not have registered but for this :communique. ' 

Mr. Hindley.-In February 1921 ~Ir. Hooper wrote a letter and in 
that remarked ":We have decided to commence building locomotives to a 
similar extent to wagons at Jamshedpur from materials supplied by 1atas." 
He says "We have decided." ,He says "We' may have to i.mport boilers 
and for a time, springs and wheels: otherwise we think we shall be Independ
ent of imported goods. We propose starting with a capital of Rs. 60 
lakhs and things would move quickly." That was in February 1921. "We 
are not thinking of asking for any guarantee" he says in that letter" but 
what I would like to know would be whether the Board when satisfied with 
the ability of the new Company to con~truct locomotives in India would 
encourage them according to what in my view would be the deserts of, 
the enterprise." That is the basis on which Mr. Hooper started the works 
at Jamshedpur. . 

President.-,-It would be rather important if you could let us have a copy 
of that letter. 

Mr. Hindley.-It is a D.O. letter from Mr. Hooper: we can ,give you 
extracts from t~at, I think.* -

Mr. Ginwala.-It has rather got a bearing on this question. 
President.-I think it is important that we should have it. Can you 

give us the exact date of the communique? 
Mr. Hindley.-30th September to 1st October 1921. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Will the Railway Board be prepared to consider the 

conversation which Mr. Chase had with the Peninsular Locomotive people 
and say whether it would be possible for the Railway Board to make a11 
offer on that same basis now? 

Mr. Hindley.-We are not prepared to give any undertaking to negotiate 
on that basis. We are waiting for tenders. 

President.-l\Iay I interject? When will tenders for locomotives-come
inP 

Mr. Hindley.-27th February. 
Mr. Ginwala,.-In the case of the locomotives we have got more or less 

the same considerations as tIle wagons, but here there is a striking difference 
between the pre-war price of locomotives and the post-war pri£es. '.Ther6 
is an increase of 25 per cent. here-from £4,500 to £5.100-whereas ill the-
case of wagons it is only 10 per cent. ... 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala . .....,There need not be any necessar:y connection but this is 

also steel. In the one case you hav!'lgot a rise of 10 per cent. and iIi the' 
other 25 pet cent. ' 

}.fT. Hilldley.-These are of course competition prices and lowest tenders. 
It is vel'Y difficult to ascm·tain h9w the percentage increases should be' 
based on general considerations. There is a very wide difference between 

* Not printed. 
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t.be m"';;ximum and miniinum and the highest and lowest tenders. xou snOUJa 
take the average tender to calculate the increase in cost. 

Mf". Ginwala.-There must be some special reason~. Ih the .case of 
wagons the increase was only 10 per cent. and in the case of 10cQlllotives 
the increase was 25 per cent. 

Mf". Hindlev.-Of course there is a great difference in the class of work 
and 80 on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In the case of locomotives there is a duty of only 21 per 
cent . 

.Mf". Hindlev.-Yes. 
Mr. Gjnwala.-If these people manufacture locomotives in th~ country, 

they have to import material!! . .lor" some time on which they will"'be paying 
10 per cent. duty. If they buy 'materials locally also, that duty will· have 
to be included in the price whatever the duty may be. If you are to 
compare the English pri08s with the Indian .Jlrices, you will put on "
duty of 21 per cent. only on the English-locomotives whereas these people 
will be paying 10 per lCent. on all materials. Will that comparison be a 
good comparison P 
. Mf". Hindlev.-The point has not been examined clos~ly but I am not sure 
the Stores rules would preclude us from taking it into consideration. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It seems that if you carry out that Stores rule literally 
there may be a different construction. 

Pf"esident.-Owing to the. difference in the rates of duty,· the duty on 
the raw material would be a good deal higher than the duty on the finished 
articles. 

Mf". Hindlev.-I am not sure of the correct interpretation of the Stores • 
rules. We will have to have that looked into. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You will be considering tenders and· prices and this point 
will arise. . 

Mf". Hindlev.-Yes. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. C. D. M. HINDLEY, Chief 
Commissioner of Railways and Messrs. M. W. 

BRAYSHAY and A. J. CHASE, O.B.E., 
recorded at Delhi on the 

28th January 1924. 
President.-I think you told us on Saturday that the requi~ements fOl" 

Jocomotiv:es ~t present is about 60 and thllt there is not very much prospect
!>f a raplct Increase for two or three years to ICome. Well, what is practi-· 
.cable on an annual demand of 300 or 400 locomotives may not be. practicable 
at all on the basis of something less than 100. I think we have got to face 
the question of what is practicable. 

Mr. Hindley.-I would like to have this evidence taken in camera. 
President.-Then 'we will postpone the matter for the present. Apars. 

from the big general question I don't think I have anything further to 
ask about locomotives. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In the present year's requirements are there many tyPes' 
of locomotives required? -

Mr: Hindley.-40 of one type and the balance is made up of se,eraf 
types. 

Mr: Ginwala.-Is it a new type or a repetition of old types. 
Mr. Braysltay.-Repetition of old types-I mean existing types. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We asked you about your views on wagons in case some 

assistance to,the' industry became necessary and you gave us your opinion 
on Saturday. Now I wish to ascertain your views on locomotives. Supposing 
we found that the locomotive industry was an essential industry-supposing 
the communique ·represents the policy of the Government of India-and that 
it could not go on without some assistance in the beginning, in what form 
would you suggest assistance in the case of locomotives? 

Mr. Hindley.-I make the same stipulation" that I made with regard ro 
wagons, that is to say, clearing away any idea that thoe railways should be' 
made to pay more for their locomotives. I have not really considered any 
practical scheme for this, but I think you might find some solution on the 
same lines as in the case of wagons. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, some form of bounty should be gi,en to 
make up any reasonable difference between the two? 

Mr. Hindley.-The rea,son why I suggest j;hat you might find a solution 
in that direction is because by that means you might make it easier for 
the State Railways as well as the Company Railways to buy their locomo
tives in this country. That also applies to the suggestion with regard to 
wagons. It is one of the essential principles which holds good in my mind 
that the railways as a whole should not be made to pay more. 

President.-That is to say, if you are asked to administer the· Railways 
as a business proposition, it is not fair tq your administration that you should 
be asked to be the agency for subsidizing. industries. The two things are. 
incompatible from your point of view? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
M~. Ginwala.-Between the case of locomotives and that of the wagon 

industry there is a difference in this that it lIas been stated to us that the 
value of the raw material used in a locomotive forms 40 per .cent. roughly of the total value of the locomotive. It takes about 100 tons of all kinds of 
steel and iron 'castings and that is equivalent to about 40 per cent. of the-
total value of a locomotive. . 

Mr. Chase.-I should put it higher. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-If so, the difficulty becomes still greater. They have got 
to pay 10 per cent. dllty on most of these whereas the locomotive· itself 
carries 2! per cent., and therefore to that extent they are at a disadvan. 
tage. I suppose Ut comparing-prices of ,Indian and foreign locomotives you 
would hlH'd1y be at liberty to make allowance for that under the present 
rules, is it not so? 

Mr. Hindle1l.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You would not allow 10 per cent. duty on 40 per cent. of the 

raw materials? " . 
Mr. Hindle1l.-I don't think so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I want to know because we have been repeatedly told 

about this by most of these people. 
Mr. Hindle1l.~1 think the present rules preclude our doing that. I 

am not quite certain about that. - . 
Mr. Ginwala.-I£ you were able ,to tell us that in comparing' the prices
Mr. Hindle1l.-We are still up against .the general principle. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You were able to take this factor into account. 
Mr. Hindle1l.-1 am not quite clear on what basis you are asking this 

question. Are you not rather getting away from the essential point P 
Pre.ident.-It really points to an illogicality in the tariff system. It may 

happen under the existing tariff that yoU pay more in duty to Government 
in importing the raw materials to make a particular machine than you would 
pay if you had imported the 'machine manufactured. What Mr. Ginwala is 
really getting at is, is there any means of rectifying that illogicality? In 
80 far as it exists, this anomaly does adversely affect the establishment of 
certain industries in India. 

Mr. Hindle1l.-1 am afraid I must have this further examined with regard 
to the exact meaning of the Stores rules. The rule is "Customs duty, ag 
shown in the Tariff to be appl1cable to the article in question to be calculated 
on its cost plus the additional charges" in order' to arrive at the market 
value.' " 

President.-I personally do not see how within the four corners of that 
rule you have any powers to rectify it. Indeed it would be ahnost necessary 
to work the other way round and leave the duty out of account in the 
case of the imported article, and to deduct from the Indian manufactured 
article the customs duty presumed to have been paid on the raw material. 

Mr. Hindle1l.-From your point of view the anomaly consists in having 
a lower rate of duty on the raw materials than on the finished article. . ' 

Mr. Ginu,ala.-That is the point. These people say that the comparison 
does not become real. 

Preside,t.--I don't think there can be a better case. The moment you 
come to the question of building locomotives in India you get a clear cas~ 
at once. 

Mr. Hindlev.-If I may say so, you" are up against "this principle. A 
locomotive is the most elaborate form of finished article, except perhaps 
a motor car, which ,is the most elaborate article produced by modern civiliza
tion, and that is of course where the anomaly stands out most and that 
is a very important point in considering the question" of looomotives. 

President.-Is it more so in locomotives than .in anything else? 
Mr. Hindle1l.-Yes. 
President.-It is only because up to date India has made little pro

gress in the manufacture of machinery· that the anomaly has not come to 
notice much more than it has done. You don't feel that at present you 
can help us very much about that? 

Mr. Hindley.-The rule is possibly capable of a wider" interpretation. My 
superficial view of that would be that the intention was that" the customs 
duty should be applied to the whole article. . 
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Mr: GinwaZa.-Tl<at is what we felt -too. If you look at the communique 
'Clause (d) " Tenderers in India must satisfy Government in the earlier year~ 
that an appreciable part of the manufa.cturing will be done in India. 
This condition may b~ expected to become gradually more stringent, until 
eventually tenderers, In order to be successful, will be required to show 
that they can carry out in their works in India all processes usually carried 
out in locomotive, works in England." They say-I am speaking of the 

'locomotive industry specially-if the condition is enforced during the initi1LI 
stages when labour is under training, for instance, they feel that they are 
at a disadvantage. " 

Mr. HindZey.-It is worde~ in such a way as to be capable of very 
wide interpretation. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-No doubt. I am just putting to you their aspect of the 
case. It is not our opinion at all. 

Mr. HindZey.-You must have some such stipulation, otherwise parts 
-might be brought out here from abroad; and presumably the essential scheme 
is that the industry should be established in India and that is only possible 
by stipulating that an appreciable part of the manufacturing, should be 
done in India. A locomotive erection industry can never flourish in India 
in competition with ,Railway workshops, where all the facilities are already 
in existence, or i~ the face of importation of whole locomotives. 

, Mr. Ginwala.-In that case it does' amount to this that, if the country 
is very keen on promoting this industry, it must be prepared to pay for 
it. 

Mr. HindZey.-Quite. 
President.-You are a.cquainted with the plans 'of the Peninsular Loco

motive Company, the extent to which they propose building locomotives in 
India. :\Vould you regard that as a sufficient compliance with that condi
tion? 

Mr. HindZey.-They are capable of making a start with a substantial 
amount of manufacturing in the country. 

Mr. Mather.-Would you interpret that part of the communique saying 
.. in the early stages, etc.," to mean that the Locomotive Company must, 
for example, get its iron castings and steel castings made in India. If they 
were able to show that in the early stages the cost of the necessary iron and 
steel castings made in India would be much higher than similar castings 
imported, I take it you would be free to come to some reasonable decision as 
to whether it is really obligatory on them to have -them made in India? 

Mr. Hindley.-:--What we had in lJ).ind was that we would require them to 
stat" in their tender what amount of manufacture they were intending to do 
in the country and, taking all the facts into consideration, we should decide 
whether it complied generally with the rules. We should not lay 'down 
beforehand what portion should be done in this country and whaifnot. 
, Mr. Mather.-In that case, if they showed that at a comparatively small 
extra 'cost they could get some of the iron and steel castings made in India 
snd that they were prepared to do that, would you take that into considera
tion in coming to a decision whether their price was a reasonable one? 

Mr. HindZey.-There is only one criterion under which we are going 
to work the railways and that is the best value for our money. 

Pre8ident.-Under the Stores rules you have no power to decide? 
Mr. HindZey.-No. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-With regard to the Stores Department-of course, weare 

only considering the, question of railway materials-do you make use of the 
stores' departmeut or do -you make your own purchl*;es~--I mean wagons 
and locomotives, rails and things like thatP , 

Mr. HindZey.-We only make use of them at present for textiles, paiDts, 
oils and so on.' , ' , " ' 



Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to underframes and things like 'that do ;fou 
purchase tl}em direct? 
, Mr. Hindley.-Yes. The Stores Department do the inspection. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, you place an order and a copy of the ordez 
is supplied to the Stores Department? 

Mr. Hindley.-We make use of their analysing staff and inspecting staff, 
but 'so far as the purchases are ooncerned we make all our own purchases. 

Mr. Mather.-In the case of underframes do you purchase for the three 
State Railways through the Railway Board's office, or does each railway go 
into the market for its.requirements? .' 

M.,.. Hindley.-We review the tenders generally, but they place the orders 
actually. . . , 

Mr. Mather.-You may have each of the State ;Railways -calling' for sepa.
rate tenders for underframes? 

Mr. Hindley.-We arrange as far as possible .that all tenders are called 
for simultaneously and they are considered together by us, but they are 
calIed for separately. 

M".. Ginwala.-With regard to ,the Company :a,ailways have you got any 
·control over their purchases? 

N".. Hindley.-We have general control but no direct control. Powers 
have been delegated by the Secretary of State to the Companies to purchase 
alI their stores. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They'might' enter into competition against you so to say? 
Supposing you were out in the market for wagons and they were out at the 
sam'" time, it might be that they might pay a higher price to secure their 
own requirements? 

.1Il".. Hindley.-You mean it might detrimentally affect the price? 
M".. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. Rindley.-The number of wagons required by India as compared with 

the production is so small that competition between the purchasers would not 
affect the price. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing this Board made certain ,recommendationS 
on the question of railway materials, which were accepted by the Railway 
Board, will the latter have power to compel the Railway Companies to carry 
out their recommendation? . 

Mr • . Hindley.-I think not, as matters stand at present. Under the 
c~)Utracts with the Companies they are bound to work economicsIly and effi. 
-clently, and ,we should not be able to force them. We are up Against the 
spirit of the contract,' at any rate if we insist upon their doing anything 
ilgainst the contract. In' any case, the whole question of delegation of powers 
to the Companies by the Secretary of State comes in. ' 

lIf".. Ginwala.-:-I was thinking of a case like this: supposing 'we recom: 
mended that Indian manufacturers should have a bounty of so many rupees 
upor. an article and if, even then, some private railways say: "It does not 
matter, we sball purchase it at Home," can the .Railway Board say ~, No, you 
must buy it here."" _ 

MY'. Hindley.--I don't think we have any power. The Companies. how· 
ever, have always shown a disposition to fall into line with any policy of 
that sort, • 

P".esident.-If under the influence of the bounty the Indian price became 
distinctlv lower than the imported price, and the Companies refused to buy 
the Indian article the question of economy might arise . 

.lIf".. Ginwala.-Supposing ·the bounty was almost nearly. equivalent .to 
making up the' difference, in tmat case the railways might say' they 'will 
purchase the articles at Home, and that is one of the things that has been 
placed before us that even when an article can be purchased in this count~ 
at more or less the same price, orders are placed at Home. . 
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Mr. Hindley.-I, think we are up against a very difficult practical ques
tio!l and that is the' question of quality. There would always be ,and there
is some l'easo17 for it, a feeling 'that wagons purchased in the c~untr;' are not of 
the same quahty as wagons produced at Home. There are two reasons for this 
one is that the insp~ction of materials at Home is very very carefully done: 
Inspection of all materials is done by an expert inspecting staff. Out here 
ins~ect.ion ·is undertaken but it does not satisfy everyone. It is only in its 
begmnmg. The Stores Department are producing a very fine inspecting 
staff but they are only in their beginning. The inspection at Home is very 
accurate and careful, and when people buy at Home they are perfectly 
certain of getting good stuff. Out here the workmanship for sometime to' 
come cannot be of the same standard as the English goods, and there would 
always be a feeling that they would not get articles in the country as good _ 
as they could get from Home. 

},fr. Ginwala.-Supposing you placed an order for wagons in this country
I\nd the manufacturer here says he will purchase the important raw materials 
fit Home. Will your department then be in a position to inspect these.raw' 
materials at Home before they arrive here? 

Mr. Hindley.-In the case of imported raw materials inspection will be 
done at Home in all cases. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When you place an order for wagons, for instance, with 
an Indian company they naturally have to import many raw materials. Will. 
you then insist upon these raw materials being inspected at Home before they 
are despatched? 

},fr. Hindley.-Yes. Where it is necessary that inspection shall be made' 
before or during manufacture in England, then it must be made in England 
and we make arrangements for that. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In that case the difficulty about inspecting the materials is 
got over so far as the imported raw material is concerned. With regard to 
the local raw material, I think the Stores Department inspecting officers carry 
that out? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. But there again we are up against the standard. 
The workmanship is not the same as at Home. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I was talking of the raw materials for the moment. I 
mean the 'private companies may safeguard themselves against raw materials· 
by having them inspected both at Home and here before they are actually 
used. With regard to workmanship it must remain a matter of opinion. 

president.~The question the Wagon Companies raised was about wrought 
irolJ. which, although it had been inspected in England (not through the 
Stores Department) and passed, was turned down out here by the inspect{)r' 
of local manufactures. It hung them up very badly. 

Mr. HindlclI.-Perhaps they were inspected by somebody of their own. 
0111' conditions are that our consulting engineers are the people who should 
inspect. ' .' 

President .-You mean the conditions have been changed since that took 
pl~? ,-

},fr. Hindley.-"re have changed the conditions to get over that difficulty. 
President.-So that there would not be d;uble inspection in the case of 

the wrought iron in future. On this occasion they were, inspected twice, 
once in England. and passed, and again in India and refused. In future orders
for wagons placed in India. would arrangement 'be made to inspect the 
wrought iron at Home before it came out? -

},fr. Hindley.-It would be, as a matter of. fact. 
President.-Is it in the case of the wrought- iron used in a wagon neces

Bary that it should be inspected before or during manufacture? 
Mr. Hind!ey.-I think it is, as a result of that experience. 
Mr. lIfather.-Does it not rather bring us to this, that the prejudice 

that you mention as existing among a good many consuming departmentS' 
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that the material is better inspected in England is not always justified? In 
this particular case the material WaS inspected by Lloyds who have an 
mspecting organization with a very high reputation. -I do not want to 
attempt any judgment, but the final result was that the makers_ of the. 
materials and the builders of wagons did admit that materials had passed 
inspecilion which was not up to the standard and not according to the 
specification, so that although you may be correct in saY,ing that there is a 
feeling on the part of consuming departments that the work is better done 
in England, I think it would-- be very unfortunate if the impression got 
abroad that any support was given to that prejudice for which there are no 

\ sufficient grounds.' I speak with knowledge of both countries when I say 
that the prejudice is not well founded. 

Mr. Hindley.-I quite agree. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing this raw material is inspected at Home, wheu 

it arrives here, is it further inspected by the Stores Department? 
Mr. -BraY3h.ay.-Yes. 
Mr;_ Ginwala.":"But in the case of the finished- article-that is the point 

that these people are trying to make-once the inspecting officer has passed it, 
there is no further examination. 

M'1'. BrI1.Y3h.ay.-Do you mean tliat the wagon is not inspected at Home? 
Mr. Ginwala.-All the raw materials are inspected at Home before wagonS' 

are manufactured. 

Mr. Brayshay.-The whole_ process of manufacture is inspected by our 
inspectors at Home. 

Mr. Cinwala.-But the point is this. Supposing that a raw material that 
comes to this country after inspection _ at Home is inspected and rejected by 
the Stores Department, the Indian manufacturers then say that, if_ they had 
manufactured the wagons at Home using the same materials, there would 
have been no further inspection with regard to'the raw material. 

Mr. Hindley.-The inspection out here is necessary because the inspecting 
officer is responsible for seeing that the contract is carried out. Something 
may have been changed in coming out, and he has got to see that everything. 
is all right.· In the case of materials intended to be imported from 
outside India inspection in the country of supply is provided for by clause 2 
of the contract conditions. 

The inspecting officer makes the inspection at Home and sends a copy of 
the. report to the inspecting officer out here. That is the link between the 
two. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that ordinarily the inspecting officer here would 
accept the certificate given by the inspecting officer at Home? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.~Previously there has not been. this direct ,connection. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard- to simultaneous tenders for railway materials 
at Home and in India, I want to ask a few questions as to the procedure. 
You first of all advertise, I take it, both ~broad and here? 

Mr. Hindley.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then the tenders from abroad are .received in London by 

the Director General of Stores?-
Mr. Hindley.-That is the presen. procedure. _ 
Mr. GinlOala.-And your Department here receives tend6'rs at the same

time? 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala . .,-Now is it ·the practice that these te,nders both abroati and 

here are opened in the presence of the tenderets? 
Mr. Hindley.--Jfhe practice in recent years has been that the tenderers. 

are invited to be present- when the tenders are opened. 
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jJir. Ginwala.-Does it merely apply to the opening of tenders or does it 
.:also apply to communicating them? 

Mr. HindZey.-So far, we have not communicated anything except the 
,names of the tenderers to them. ,Is this relevant, Mr. President? I have 
.nothing to hide. I will tell you everything, but I want to know whether 
this is relevant. -

President.-We would like to understand just what the procedure is. 

Mr. HindZey.-As a matter of fact up to -the present we have only com
municated the names of the tenderers. We are now considering the question 
.of revising the procedure but we have not arrived at any definite decision 
.on the matter. What we want to do is to give as much publicity as possible, 
and up to the present we have been bound by our custom and by what the 
renderers expect. We' will consider next time whether the prices and the 
names could be disclosed. It is a matter that requires further consideration. 
That is our intention, anyhow, at present. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-1 understand that some of the Government Departments as 
well as public bodies, after they have opened the tenders, throw them open 
,to the inspe~tion of anyone who cares to see. 

Mr. HindZey.-1t is a very difficult question to deal with. There are 
tenders and tenders. In the case of a complicated thing like locomotives, 
there are all kinds of considerations to be taken into account. In the case 
of wagons there are very often conditions which affect the question of price 
and the date of delivery, and it becomes a difficult practical matter to read 
out all the details and everything attached to every tender. It might affect 
the way in which tenderers put in their tenders. In the case of many 
art~cles-'I am speak!ng of stores generally and not of wagons or locomotives 
in particular-it becomes a difficult matter to give even the smallest amount 
of publicity owing to the' time taken in reading them out. It takes several 
.days to read the prices and the names of those who have tendered. In the 
.case of some things hundreds and hundreds of tenders are received. 

'Mr. GinwaZa.-What I mean to say is this: so far as your further 
.,consideration of the tenders is concerned, would that necessarily be inter
fered with by publicity at the beginning? You can consider the tenders 
.as you like afterwards. 

Mr. Hindley.-I am only dealing with the practical difficulty of inti
,mating to the public in general what these tenders are. 

President.-You mean that if you gave out merely the prices without 
the conditions, it would not be giving accurate information: it would be 
misleading? 

Mr. Hindl~y.-Yes. 
Mr . . Giflwala.-Would it be possible to give publicity to them later? 
Mr. Hindley.-Who will be interested in that? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Rivals. 
Mr. Hindley.-Perhaps you will be giving away the internal arrange

ments of the firms Who are competing. That has to be taken into considera
tion. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Tha1; question arises practically in the case of other pur
chases. I mean to say that if I tendered for ,certll.in things, I should like 
to know how my rivals were doing and how they were able to bring down 
'their prices. T?at will ,be to the advantage of the purchasing D'epartments. 

Mr. Brayshay.-'When you call for tenders, some firms aSk for an altera
tion of the terms of payment and state in support of that their financial 
'Position. You cannot disclose all that. It is a practical point that does 
-arise in such things as wagons. . 

Mr. GiflwaZa.-The question of payment is different. There, financial 
~onsiderations are involved. I am merely talking of the price. 
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Mr. Broyshay.-It affects the price. In cases like wagons, tender condi
tions are suhject to alteration by the tenderers. 

Mr. Hindlev.-Here is a concrete case. "If the following conditions are
agreed to as regards payment, our price will be so and so." There is so 
much complication that ~t becomes a matter of practical difficu~ty to making. 
the whole of that public, and it would be questionable whether it would ,be 
fair to make it public. Further you are up against this question. In the 
case of wagons, you are only dealing with four firms, butcwhere you, are' 
dealing with many, if you are to disclose all that kind of. information to' 
other tenderers, you would antagonise a large section of the trade and you, 
would be up against a block. I do not know whether it is a workable thing., 
That is one of the difficulties. That is the reason why in England Govern
ment Departments do not disclose anything. It would very likely antagonise 
a whole section of the producing firms with the result that prices would' 
go up; Although in England such matters are dealt with in a very liberaf 
and open way, they refuse always to make the tenders public. Here in 
India it is perhaps a simpler problem. We have- only three or four firms. 
It is very easy to say" we will give publicity," but when we come to the
practical question of 'doing it, it becomes very difficult. 

M~. Ginwaia.-Take the case of big Municipal Corporations who purchase' 
on a considerable scale. There could be no question of any tenders not' 
being published afterwards. 

Mr. Hinaley.-Do they publish any unsuccessful tenders? 
Mr. Ginwala.-They do not make any secret of th~. 
Mr. Hindlev.-It; is not really so much a question of secrecy. It is a; 

question of how the firms would view it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We really want tb understand, the position. Objections' 

have been raised to these things. I am drawing your attention to them, 
BO that we ,might hear what you have got to say. 

Mr. Hindley.-The policy of the Government of India is to give full 
pUblicity; so far we have not been able to carry this out. It affects the
way in which people put up their tenders. But we have agreed to the' 
policy of giving full pUblicity wherever possible and as far as possible. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Has that heen laid down in the rules? 
Mr. Hindley.-Recently the policy has been agreed to with the Stores 

Department; 
M"r. Ginwala.-As regards payments: take, for instance, rails. Are pay-

ments made as rails are delivered? 
Mr. Hindley.-Do you refer to the Tata Company? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Mr. Hindlel/.-Payments are made when the materials are received by the' 

receiving officer. . 
Pre8ident.-What we were told by the Company was that they were paid 

90 per cent. on the production of railway receipts, -and the balance later on. 
Mr. Hindley.-That is right. They are paid 90 per cent. on the fina~ 

passing of the inspecting officer and on ,the railway receilpts. 
President.-At J aIlllShedpur P 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. 
PrBsident.-Inspection is always made before goods are railed? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is there much delay in the payment? 
Mr. Hindley.-There were complaints !Dade about the delay, but we 

understand that we had met them. I thmk that 'they are satisfied with 
regard to the delay. Do you mean the delay in the payment of 90 per cent.? 

Mr. Ginwala.-Yes: ' 
lllr. Hindley.-I have not got the figures here. AlloWing for the time

tllken by IO_lori, thoro has not been any delay recently. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Some delay is inevitable. 
Mr. Hindlcy.-Exactly. We have taken every possible precaution .to 

make the payments at the earliest possible moment. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I suppose that that would apply til your other purchases 

of railway materials, subject to inspection. 
Mr. Hindlcy.-No. It is part of this particular contract. It ·.does not 

apply universally to everything. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-There is no undue delay in complying with the conditions 

laid down in your contracts 11 
Mr. Hindley.-So far as we can arrange it, there is no ·undue delay: 

6t least there is no intentional delay. 
Mr. Kale.-Fromthe point of view of the railways, do you consider the 

establishment of a locomotive industry as desirable? . 
. Mr. ·Hind!ey.-I should like to be heard in ca~era about that. 

President.-We can do that, but in the communique issued in 1921 the 
Government of India considered that it was desirable and you told us 
~n Saturday that that still represented the general policy of the Government 
of India. VJe cannot of course ask you whether you agree to that or..not. 

Mr. Kale.-I wanted to know from the point of view· of the railways 
-themselves-in their own interests-whether they would consider such an 
industry as desirable. 

Mr. Hindley.-What is my position now? 
Pf'esident.-I don~ think that we are justified in pressing him to give 

,a reply. He cannot say that the policy of the Government of India is wrong. 

Mr. Ka:Ze.-What do you thiiik would be an . economic unit for any loco-
, motive industry that should be started? In each and every' industry, there 

is something like an economic unit. Unless it is of a particular size, unless 
it produces so many'locomotives, for, instance, it won't be able to produce 
.economically. _ -

Mr. Hindley.-It is entirely a matter of opinion and I am really not an 
.expert in that particular matter. I don't know what you mean by econol}li
cal. 

President.-Professor Kale wants to know as things stand -at present 
roughly what is the minimum outturn that a fiJ;II1 should have in order to 
get reasonably cheap production. There is room for a great deal of ,piffer
ence of opinion? but it will be ,admitted clearly that 30 or 35 would not be 
.enough for economical production. There would not be room for repetition 
·works. 

Mr. Hindley.-It is very difficult to say. It is impossible to give a figure 
which will be of practical use. In a country where there are no allied 
-industries, it is very difficult to say. 

Mr. Kale.-Supposing a locomotive industry is started with a capacity of 
'50 locomotives a year, it would be hopeless for the industry to I produce a 
'locomotive at a reasonable price. Whatever assistance Government may 
·desire to extend to that industry will be so much money wasted unless in 
the course of five 'Or ten years they come up to the level of their foreign 
rivals. Unless and until they are able to produce,' say 100, they won't be 
able, under any circumstances, to make an approach to the prices of foreign 
manufacturers. 

Mr. Hindlev.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-I want to know whether you have got any idea in this matter. 
lIlr. Hindley.-I agree with the principle,. but it is very difficitlt to fix a 

,ftgure which one could say could be produced economically. 50 woul,d be 
below the economical unit, I think. 

President.-Have you not had any information as to the outturn of big 
'locomotive builders in England P 
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lIIr. Hind!ey.-I have not any information here. 
President.-M.r. Reed of the Peninsular Locomotive Company told us 

that 200 a year or 3 to 4 a week would be an economical outturn. 
Mr. Hindley.-The conditions in..which firms in England work _very 

.different. They can always buy a great deal of the articles required in their 
work. People are maJiing ail these things all round them. That is the reason 
why I say it is very difficult to· fix a number. I certainly think that 50 is 
not an economical proposition. -

lIIr. Kale.-It has been represented to us' that the locomotive industry 
is such unique industry that it inCludes a large variety of things which make 
for the development of special skill and so on and therefore it is an industry 
of primary importance to the country. That is what has been ,placed bll.fore 
us and the inference was drawn that, if Government want to encourage any 
industry, it is the'locomotive industry that they ought to take up first .. I 
-do not know what allowance we should make in this presentation' of the case. 
Do you think that such a claim can be made for the locomot~ve industry? 

Mr. Hindley.-The,logic of that claim fails to impress me. I think it 
does you too. That is to say, it can hardly be called an industry of primary 
importance. It is an industry which requires an enormous amount of evolu, 
tion to get to the point of economic production. The primary industry, I 
take it, would be 'a simple industry which would involve simple methods and 
a low measure of skill. There again I am up against the difficulty of 
understanding some of your terms., 

lIlr. Kale.-M.r. Reed etated that it involved a large variety of skill, so 
that if it was encouraged by Government. they would be encouraging a 
number of other industries automatically .. That was what he intended to 
convey. 

Mr. Hindley.-I understand. 
• PreBident.-There would be a great advantage from the point of view of 

technical·education also. The Company went so far as to say" To every 
mechanical engineer. as well as to many civil engineers, the most important 
part of their education is that practical experience which can only be obtained 
in locomotive'building works." 

lIir. Chase.-I believe it. Thousands would not. 
'Mr. Kale.-Do·you think that it is an exaggerated view? 
Mr. Hindley,-I would not say that. Where the locomotive industry is 

established, it gives stimulus to other industries; also to technical education 
and training: I quite agree with that.' . 
, President.-Question 34-" What is the probable total demand of the 
Indian railways for rails aad fish plates on the average during the next five 
years? Are the requirements of the next two years likely to be above or below 
the average? " 

Mr. Hindley.=-Here again as in the case of wagons, we are not in a posi
tion to give any definite quantities required during the five years. We can 
give an estimate of the annual average requirements. We put these figures 
roughly at 25,000 tons for the three State :Railways; 25,000 tons for the East 
Indian and the Great Indian Peninsula Railways and 50,000 for other 
railways .. 

PreBident.-That includes both rails and fish' plates P 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes, there is some difficulty in making any kind 'of esti

mate because we have to consider the possibility of new construction which 
might affect the figures. In fact thai> is for ordinary open line works. 

PreBident.-This estimate of 100,000 tons for the whole of India would 
be exceeded -if new construction were started on any considerable scale P 

Mr. HindleY.-That is generally correct, • 
President.-That is a good deal below the figures of consumption which 

the Government of India once thought would probably hold good. three"or 
four years, is it not II 
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. Mr. Hindley.-I forgot what figures were mentioned. 
Presid~nt.-I ,think that, when the Tata Iron and Steel Company laid 

down their new plant, they got figures from the Government of India I 
think that the capacity of their plant was designed to a certain extent on 
the basis of the figures given to them. My impression is that it was some. 
thing like 200,000 tons a year. 

Mr. Hindley.-I do not know. 
President.-Everybody was then thinking on very large figures . 

. Mr. Hindley.-Including Tatas! I do not remember what figures were 
gIven. 

President.-I cannot give you any precise details about that. It. must 
JJ.ave been probably as far back as 1916-17. At that period the general 
lines of their scheme were settled. '_ 

Mr. Gillwala.-What were your requirements before P Were they bigger P 
Mr. Hilldlell.-For the last three or four years, Tata's conhact with 

railways was for about 80,000 tons a year of whwh 20,000 to 40,000 tons was 
for State Railways. So far, they have not been able to produce more than 
65,000 to 75,000 .tllns. 

Mr. G·inwala.-Was the total demand of the railways much bigger? 
Mr. Hindley.-I should not think so. 
Mr. Mather.-In 1922.23, the imports of rails al).d fishplates were practi. 

cally 100,000 tons. In that same year Tatas made only 60,000 tons. In 
1913-14 ·the imports were over 150,000 tons, but Tilta's output was then quite 
small. 

Mr. Brayshall.-Tramways and industrial concerns import quite a lot. 
Mr. Mather.-They were omitted from these figures. 
Mr. Hindley.-The figures that I gave you are for three State Railways· 

and other railways'which comprise of 8 or 9 leading railways. • .. 
Mr. Mather.-One indication would be this: that the seven years' con

tract between the Railway Board and Tata's calls for a possible demand of 
300,000 tons of rails in seven years, against which you have now estimated 
that the average annual requirements of the three State Railways would 
be only about 25,000 tons. Does the figure that you have given us indude 
anything for new construction P 

Mr. HindZey.-1 think that there is every possibility of doing a certain 
amount of construction. THere is almost a certainty of it in the next five 
years. We have in fact already commenced in Southern India. Supposing 
we did 200 miles in the way of new construction-which is not a very high 
figure--by State agency, we would require another 30,000 tons. 

President.-It comes to this. A hundred miles of new construction would' 
require 15,000 tons. May we take this as correct? 

Mr. Hindley.-That is for broad-gauge construction. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are these 75 lb. rails? 
Mr. Hilldley.-These are 90 lb. rails. 
President.-That gives the kind of basis on which we can work. At any 

rate you can put it hypothetically, giving the limits within which the con
sumption might increase. 

Mr. Hindley.-Of course we are very anxious not to mislead anyone by 
giving a high estimate. Being an optimist I think the consumption would 
be a good deal greater. 

President.-For the immediate future--next year and the year after 
that-can you give us any figure for that P . 

.Mr. Hi1ldley.-We are only taking 17,500 for next year. We have no 
details of the programmes of the other railways at present: we have not 
finally settled with them what amount of relaying and replacement they
will do. 
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Prelident.-Can you give it within limits of 10,000 tons one way or the 
otheri' 

Mr. Hindley.-We are still up against financial difficulties. We cannot 
commit ourselves to anything after 1st April. It is for the Assembly to 
.decide. 

Prcsident.-In connection with any proposal, we make about rails we 
want to have some idea of what it is going' to mean.. -

][r. Hindley.-If we have a stable financial policy we can tell you, of 
.course, at once how much we want for the next five years, but so long as 
you are at the mercy of the Assembly in the matter of expenditure it is 
impossible to say. . , 

Pruident.-At any rate the indications are that the demand for next. 
year might plll"haps be beloy 100,000 tons? 

]fr. Hindley.-Not very much below that. We have taken every factor 
into consideration and I think it will not be below that. 

Pruident.-Question 35 is .. On what basis was the sum of. Rs. 156 a ton 
fixed as the price to be paid to the Tata Iron and Steel Company for rails, 
during the last two or three years P" 

Mr. Hindlcy.-The contract rate is for Rs, 130 and· various representa
tions were made by Tat38 in the course of 1922 and it was finally decided 
a8 an agreed-upon figure to give them Rs. 156. The figure was arrived at 
by means of calculations, but it was not intended to represent any definite 
figure but only a business arrangement between Tatas and the Railways 
after mutual consultation. The origin of that particular figure 3vas the 
~.i.f. rate of English rails including duty at that time. . 

PTe8ident.-Once having been fixed it remains fixed? 
• Mr. Hind/ey.-It remained fixed for that year and strong representations 
were made after that year and after. a similar process the same price was 
fixed somewhat reluctantly. . 

Prcsident.-Having once fixed it roughly on the basis of c.i.f. price 
plus duty, thereafter it was continued by a renewal of the arrangement and 
110 attempt to recalculate the amount was madei' 

lIlr. Hindley.-'Ve would not say that no attempt was made, but it was 
decided to go on at the same figure after taking ail the factors into con-
sideration. . 

President.-Finally question 36 is "The Tata Iron and Steel Company 
have claimed (vide pp. 71-75 of their printed representation) that large 
BUms of money were saved to Goyerninent during the years 1920-21 and 
1921-22 by the existence of these rail contracts. Do the Railway Board 
consider that the claim is well founded and that the c.Lf. prices quoted for 
imported rails and fishplates are reasonably accurate P" I would like to 
explain that this is not by any means confined to the Railway Board con
tracts, but includes contracts with the Company railways. in view of the 
high proportion of t4eir surplus profits that accrues to Government. 

Mr. Hindleu.-If there are any? 
Pruident.-If there are none, the whole saving accrues to Government. 

If there are no surplus -profit· all the Company is getting is its guaranteed 
minimum, and any saving that occurs anywhere is so large tQ meet the 
1088 that Government is making on the line. 

Mr. Hindley.-In the extraordinary case of a large de~cit~ 
President.-Or the deficiency is pro Tata smaller in the event of your 

J!;etting the rails cheaper. Take the E. I. Railway which has surplus profit •. 
If. there is any saving, then a certain amount goes as dividend to the 
shareholders and Government gets only part. of it. But take the case of 
a line like the G. I. P. which at present has no surplus profits. If there is 
any reduction in expenditure it merely goes in cutting the loss which Gov
ernment is bearing. I think we sefit you a copy of the representatians 
made containing this statement. 

Wb~ 2A 
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Mr. Hindl~Y.-I cannot analyse the figures in great detail but the&e is; 
very little doubt that the amount that they stated as thE' advllnt.ag;! to 
Government has been 4i!xaggerated in this way. They assumed fo2' ,nil pur
pose of a basis the f.o.b. rates taken from certain quotations. They do not 
say how they got them. We find that. they have taken the f.o.b. rates ot: 
1920-21 . and 1921-22 when we were giving them the concession which w::... ... 
based on the diffe'rence between. the contract and the f.o.b. prices. We had
an arrangement on a sliding scab. 

MT. 1I1atkeT . .,-That varied with, the extent of the difference? 
lifT. Hindley.-H was to meet. their difficulties at the moment and for 

the purpose certain f.o.b. rates were taken as a basis. Then the othel" 
prices that they quote are probably based on prices from certain published:, 
list;.. 

!lIT. !IIathe1'.-Trada paper quotations? 
lifT. Hindley.-Vl., do not know' exactly how they got them. The point. 

I make is this, that the f.o.b. taken for this purpose was not the price we, 
might have had to pay Ii we had gone into the market for a similar quantity 
of rails. 'fhe listed price some months ago was £10-10 and we made enquiries 
in tile English market at what price we could get a large quantity of rails,. 
and we had an offer of £8-10, £2 below the listed price. 

President.-What date was this? 
1111'. Hindley.-I do not want to be very precise about the date but r 

think it was early last year. 
Preiident.-After the occupation of the Ruhr I do not think the quota

tion for rails was ever so low as that. 
Mr. Hindley.-Yes. What I wish to indicate is that normally you can. 

get entirely different rates by calling for tenders for a IIn'ge quantity from 
those quoted in the Trade Journals. That is what Tatas have done. £10-10· 
would have been put down as what it would have cost Government for 
purchasing rails. 

1>11'. 1I1athe1'.-In April and May 1922-23, in both months, £10-10 was' the
Iron. ahd Coal Trade Review's quotation for export . 

• iIT. Hindley.-There is a difference of £2 per ton and that makes con
siderable difference to the figures. 

Mr. 1I1ather.-Will you tell us whether in fixing the amount payable undel'" 
ihis sliding scale system that you had in operation with Tatas in 1920-21, 
5'ou accepted Tatas' statement of English quoted pricesI' 

l!IT. Hindley.-We took them from the" Iron and Coal Trades Review." 
lilT. MatheT.-You took the Trade paper quotatioO:s for the purposes of 

c:alculation P 
Mr. Hindley.-That was the basis of the concession we gave. them as a 

business matter.' 
PTesidBnt.-That makes practically certain that this is the basis of their. 

price. 
1111'. HindlBy.-For the last two quarters of 1922 they quoted their c.iL 

as.- 156. That is the figure which we were paying them. 'Actually the prices 
tor these quarters were 137 and 147 so that that exaggerates their case to 
a certain extent. There is another point. They refer to B. N. R. con
tract of Rs. 110. I think I am right in saying-I am speaking from 
memory-that so low a rate was fixed in view of the concessions which the-
n. N. R.give to Tatas in the matter of freight. 

lilT. Ginwala.-I think they themselves admit' that. 
P1'esident.-:-I am not absolutely certain about that. If you look at the 

dates, the contract. with the B. N. R. was made as early as 1915, but th& 
contract with the Palmer railways was made about two years later. 

1J[1·. HindlBy.-They were in negotiations at the same time: that is ., 
matter of personal knowledge. . . 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Bo far as I recollect, Mr. Peterson dt'd admit that the;,
had given these low rates to the B. N. R. because they had concessions;. 
from B. N. R. in the matter of freight. ' 

l'resident.-Have you any recent information, about. the prices, of. im
ported rails, say within the lash three months? What is in my mind .is. 
this: there is something like a rally in the steel 'market in England., I was 
wondering whether the Railway Board had any information since Novemblll" 
to see how the export price of rails in large quantities was affected.' 

Mr. Hindle'll.-I do not think we have any information. 
President.-We did hear in an indirect way . that' tliere had been a move' 

upwards in the export price. Of course the whole state of the market is. 
very uncertain. 

Mr. Hindle'll.-The "Iron and Coal Trades Review" shows the fluctua-, 
tion in prices, The price has gone up from £8 to £9. They do not 
represent the prices which we would pay because ours is a big order. 

Mr. Mather.-What the President is wanting to, ascertain is this:, 
although the actual price is lower than the trade paper price, have the actual 
prices gone up in anything like the same proportion a,s the newspaper 
quotations P Have' you ,any direct information P 

Mr. Hindle'll.-No. 
President.-How far and to what extent do the prices at which they 

are prepared to export differ when they tender P 
Mr. Hindle'll.-'1;he actual export price is only ~ed when occasion ,arises, 

when the tender is submitted and the contract made. 
President.-The E., I. R. a,nd the G. I. P. are calling for tenders 

just now or are about to do so, I think. 
Mr. Hindle'll.-I think it probable that they are both in the market. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-Would it be approximately correct to talk of '21' per cent_ 

as the percentage of renewals on rails? 

Mr. Hi'lldle'll.-2t is the same as 40 years' life. It is arithmetically' 
correct. 

Mr, Ginwula.-We want to find out what the,renewals might be. 
Mr. Hindley.-We are thinking now from different standpoints. It all' 

depends on the amount of traffic and what the rails have to carry. That is 
very uncertain. 

Mr. Ginwalu.-It was considered that putting down the life of rails at: 
a certain number OF years was found in experience to be not right. 

Mr. Hindle'll.-We are taking it as a rough figure for depreciation. lit 
actual practice now and on further examination we find .that there is this. 
other factor. which has to be taken into consideration. 

1I1r. Ginwula.-I remember there was a lot of discussion last year about 
it. If you are making demands for the future you would probably take 21 
per cent. for rails. 

Mr. Hindlell.-We might take it as an estimate. We would not take ii 
as a basis of contract. It is only a rough and approximate estimate. 

Mr. Ginwalu.-In the case of wagons they take rather'a higher percent, 
age for renewals: or is it also 40 years P 

Mr. Hi'lldle'll.-Yes. 40 years for steel wagons.' 
Mr. Ginwula.-I -think the open mileage is under 40,000. 
Mr. Hindle'll.-Our'mileage is 37,000, including metre-gaug~. 
President.-The rail figures tliat you gave us are for broad-gauge P 
Mr. Hindle'll.-They are for both. 
Mr. Ginu'ulu.-What is the approximate mileage-metre-gauge and broad. 

gauge separately? 
Mr. Hindle1l.-18,OOO for broad-gauge, I think, and 16,000 for metre-gauge, 

2A2 
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Mr. GinwaZa.-":'I~ is about equal, I think, for practical purposes. 

Mr. Mathcr.-I notice that according to the Trade Returns for 1922-23 
the Government imported a total of about 15,000 tons of rails and fish
plates, that is the highest figure during the last three years. These I 
presume were imported because Tata~ were unable to deliver 'up to the full 
requirements. There are one or two rather interesting points here. The 
imports from the United Kingdom were 5,534 tons. 

From Belgium 9,750 tons. 
From the U. S. A. 1 ton. 

(at Re. 1,632 a ton). 
lhese figures are under the head" Government Stores-Railway plant." 

Mr. BrOlJlshay.-As far as I am aware no rails have been obtained for 
State railways outside India during this period. 

lIfr. Mather.-You are reported as having imported-

1,900 tons in 1920-21. 
3,000 tons in 1921-22. 

15,000 tons in 1922-23. 

The main head is "Government Stores" and the sub-head is "Railway 
plant-rolling stock-Materials for construction-rails an.d fishplates." 

Mr. Hindley.-These must have been entirely outside the purchases for 
railways as such, because we have no knowledge of them. There is the 
Bombay Development and various other works the rails for which would be 
put down as Government importation. As regards that 1 ton it may be 
some special manganese steei. 

Mr. lIfather.-1 am not interested about this 1 ton. There are so many 
possibilities. The more important thing is how this 15,000 tons was arrived 
at. 

Mr. Hindley.-We have no knowledge of it at all. It is almost impolb 
sible to say what it is. We place all our orders with Tatas and if we want 
anything more than we have ordered we ask them first. They like our 
orders because they are getting higher prices. 

lIfr. Mather.-However much they liked them they were not able then to 
make full deliveries. But the position is different .now. 

Mr. HindZey.-They generally complete the demand of the State rail
ways and if there is any deficiency it comes under from the allotment for 
Company Railways. 

Mr. Mather.-You make the a.l1otment at the beginning of the year? 
Mr. Hindley.-We make the allotment on the demands. . 

Mr. Mather.-I understand that the procedure is this: if the demands 
of railways for rails from Tata's exceeded Tata's estimate of their capacity 
to supply, then the Railway Board fix which railway should have preference 
in supplyP 

Mr. Hindley.-I do not think we have power to fix that. It is only done 
by mutual arrangement and the Railways do not always agree exactly. 

Mr. Mather.-It is quite possible that these 15,000 tons may have been 
in r.onnection with some large scheme other than State railways themselves. 

Mr. Hindley.-Almost certainly they are not for railways and certainly 
not for State railways. . 

Mr. Mather.-Can you tell us what the prospects are of the development 
of the use of steel sleepers in India P 

Mr. Hindley.-The use of .steel sleepers and other sleepers is a matter 
depending primarily on the opinion of the engineer in charge of the opera
tion and secondly on different climatio conditions and so on. It is im-
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possible really to give any forecast. There are certain railways which are 
wedded to the steel sleeper idea and are buying steel sleepers. . 
_ Mr. Mather.-Obviously if the railways were now showing a disposition 
to use steel sleepers in a much larger proportion than they would previously, 
it is a matter of considerable importance to the Board in considering the 
prospect of the market for steel in India. -

Mr. HindZev.-The whole question which particular sleeper should be 
used in particular places depends on so many factors that it is impossible to 
giva an estimate of the whole thing. We are having this question investi
gated by an expert committee, and we hope to be able to arrive at some 
idea of where it is best to use steel sleepers and where it is best to use cast 
iron or wooden sleepers from the point of view of climatic conditions, prices 
and BO on. The price is~a very important factor. 

Mr. Mather.-What led me to consider the possibility of .this point 
becoming important in the next few years was the very large import of 
steel sleepers in 1922-23. The figures for 1922-23 are given for the first nine 
months and there has been an enormous drop again. -

Imports for the first nine months of 1922-23 . 
Corresponding figure for the first nine months of 1923-24 

-Tons . 
• 75,000 
. 12,000 

I wonder whether those very large imports in 1922.23 were indicative of 
a general change in the opinion of the railway engineers on the subject. 

Mr. Hindley.-In 1923·24 it was the result of the Inchcape Co=ittee's 
report. In 1922-23 it was the .high price of wooden sleepers. 

Mr. Mather.-J:n 1922-23 steel was comparatively cheaper than wood. 
Have the comparative prices altered much since thenP Has wood become-
much cheaper i' _ 

Mr. HindZev.-There again you are asking a .question to which there is 
no definite answer. Prices of wooden sleepers vary all over the country. 
I don't think we have any recent prices of wooden sleepers. I think there 
haa been a slight drop. 

Mr. Mather.-Is it still fiuctuatingi' 
AI1". Hindlev.-Very much so. Expert examination is being held just 

now in regard to all possible sources of supply of timber all over the country, 
any extension of the use. of timber which might follow points to a drop in 
tIle prioe of timber generally. 

M1". Ginwala.-Isn't there an idea that Government must go in for ex
ploring more sources of wooden sleepersi' 

Mr. Hindlev.-We are doing it now. We are having the whole thing, 
examined. . 

M1". Mather.-Can you tell me what arrangement the RaiIw.ay Board has
with the Tata Iron and Steel Company for the supply of structural steel, 
Buch as beams, channels, angles and so on for building and bridge work p. 
You have some arrangement with the Tata Company, I thinki' 

111,. Rindlev.-This is ,n arrangement with the Government of India
Bnd not the Railway Board. They offered to supply steel at so much less' 
than the c.i.f. price of imported steel and the Railway Board agreed with the
Tata Company's price on those lines, and thereafter the consuming depart-
ments placed their orders. 

M1"; Mathe1".-You fixed the prices by the c.i.f. pricei' 

M1". Rindlev.-We worked it out in agreement with .the Tata Company,. 
and we notified to the departments concerned that the price fixed for the
quarter was so much and the consuming departments placed their orders~ 

AIr. Mather.-What was the difference? 
Mr. Bray,hay.-I think Rs. 7-8 per ton. 
Mr. lllatAfr.-WBiJ that a definite contract!' 
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Mr. Brallshay.-It was an offer made to· us by Tatas. 
Mr. Mather.~Is 'it terminable at a definite dateP 
1.II". Brayshay.-It was .not :a contract at all. The arrangement apper

tains to the current year. 
Mr. Mather.-It is one that is renewableP 
lIfr. Brayshay.-Yes. 
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No. 82. 

Bengal ~agpur Railway Company. 
Written. 

,statement I.-Letter from the Agent, Bengal Nagpur Railway. Ctllcutta, 
to the Secretary, Tariff Board, Calcutta, No., 251,03, dated 11th D(){Jembe1 
1.9'3. 

.. • * .. 
r·. 1 have the honour to enclose" copies of each of the ft:>llo...mg, namely-

(1) Answers to questionnaire for railways concerning wagons. 
(2) Answers'to questionnaire regarding steel casti!l~. 
,(3) Answers to questionnaire regarding Indian-made steel. 
('> Answers to questions put by the Tariff Bonrd in the course of the 

first oral examination on 7th November Ui23. 

8. With regard to item (4) only 11 questions and answers are given against 
:the 20 or 21 wkich you mention in paragraph 2 of your letter quoted above. 
Answers to the remaining qUel'tions raised during the oral examination have 
-been embodied in the answers to the questionnaires in so far as such questions 
have been identified. 

.A.-lleplie, to Tari)~' BOO/I'd', questionnaire jar Railway, concerning wagons. 

NOTE l.-Quantities, weights and costs of the wheels and axles required 
for !the wagons dealt with should be eliminated from the figures given in 
reply to this questionnaire. 

NOTE 2.-Where possible figures should be given for (a) 1922-23, (b) 
D.923-24 and (c) probable average for the" years 1924-25 to 1927-28. 

1. What is the total -number of wagons used by your Railway P How 
many are of each of the main types r 

AfI.ncer.-A statement is given b,.',·, 
The total )lumber of wagons used by this Railway is 21,644. The following 

.are the main types:-

Total No. 
Orwered wagons, 4-wheeled, A. B. F. T. P. 2,464 
Ocivered wagons, 4-wheeled, A. A. D. • 3,148 

- Cavered wagons, 4-wheeled, C. • 1,263 
Covered wagons, 4-wheeled, C. A. 306 
lIigh-sided wagons, 4-wheeled, K. C. K. D., K. E .. J 
High-sided wagons, 4-wheeled,K. F., X. G., S. T. 9,001 
High-sided wagons, 4-wheeled, K. A., K. B., J. 921 
High-sided wagons, 4-wheeled, K. E. • 1,600 
High-sided wa(llODS, 4-wheeled, K. K. H.. • • 465 
High-sided wagons, bogie, K. 0., C. O. T., G. H. :8., 

C. H. T.. • • • • , .. • • 519 
Timber or rail wagons, bogie, L. R, C. L. B., L. B. C. 450 
Brake vans, B. P. P. B.--4-wheeled 415 

2. What are the annual requirements of new wagons of each of the main 
typesP 
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.Answer does !lot include special types (e.g., ballast W!lgons of which 50 a 
year are required). 

Type. Actuals;> AQJ;uais, Average next 
1922-23. 1923-24 4 years. 

Covered, 4.wheel 100 100 300 
High-sided open, 4-wheel 400 200 500 
Bogie hoppers, conI and ore SO 225 ISO 
Bogie rail trucks 100 100 60 
Brake vans, 4-wheel 35 80 90 

3. Do you build wagons in your own Workshops? If so, please give detaillt 
of costs for the main types. 

Answer.-We do not build wagons from raw materials in our shops but 
only erect wagons imported in parts. 

4. How many wagons have been bought in India? 
Answer.-We have bought no Indian manufactured wagons. 

5. What have been the costs of each of the main types of imported wagons 
(a) c.i.f. Indian port pZus loading charges and duty, (b) finally erected and 
ready to run, not including cost of wheels and axles, firstly, if erected in· 
your own works, and secondly, if erected by private .firms. If erected in 
your own works please give details of costs. 

AnsweT.-

(a) (b) 
COST OF VEHICLES MINlTS COST 

ENGLISH COST. OF WR:KELS AND AXLES. 

Type. Cost of Sea TOTAL, TOTAL. under- freight, Indian 
frames, insurance, Under- Sea erecting 
wheels landing frames, freight, charges 

and axles, charges etc. insurance, inB.~.R. 
etc.1 etc. shops. 

complete. and duty. 

----
Ro. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Bs. Rs. 

"Covered 4-wheel . 6,85~ 1,Oe5 6,935 4,566 851 389 6,806 

Open gOOds high 6,670 1,oa9 6,709 4,386 &10' . 246 5,442 
side 4-wheel. 

Bogle hopper 12,000 2,226 14,225 9,436 1,760 472 11,668 

Bogie ran trucks 16,846 3,112 19,957 14,231 2,6~6 262 17,139 

-
• .. D .. type covered wagon-vid. Statement II (2). 

The foregoing relate to erection in B. N. R. Workshops·. Only one batch 
of wagons have been erected by private firms. The erection charges were 
very much higher but included certain alterations which cannot be separated· 
from the total cost of erection so that no fair or representative figures caR 
be quoted . 

6. For each of the main types of wagon what are the weights of thE!' 
following per wagon P . 

(a) Total wagons. 
(b) B class steel used in manufacture of wagon. 
(c) D class steel used In manufacture of wagon. 
(d) Steel castings used in manufacture of wagon. 
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(e) Spring steel used in manufacture of wagon. 
(j) Steel plates and sheets used in manufacture of wagon. 
(g} Structural steel (angles, channels, etc.) used in manufacture of: 

,wagon. 
(h) Wrought iron used in manufacture of wagon. 

(i) Iron castings used in manufacture of wagon. 

If any other class of steel is used to an important extent please give. 
information. 

OPEN HIGH 
COVERED 4· I Boom B.AII. 

SIDE 4· 
WlIEEL. TRUCK. 

WHEEL. 

---
K. G. type~ , D. type. L. B. type. 
T. C. Q.lbs. T. C. Q.lbs. T. C. Q.lba.. 

--,. 

Ca) Totsl wagon - 9 2 0 0 9 4 0 0 21 8 0 0 -

Cb) B 'class steel used in manufacture of 1 
wagons. /'" 

6 1 20 . 1 '5 017 2 8 3 19-

Ce) D class steel used in manufacture of 0 2 024 

I 
0 2 024 0 4 o IS' 

wagons. 

Cd) Steel castings used in manufacture 0 i o 18 I 0 5 o 18 1 1 2 24.-
of wagons. I 

Ce) Spring steel used in manufacture. of 0 0 0 5 0 8 3 10 015 3 T 
:wagons. 

CIl Steel plates and sheets used in manu- 1 19 2 7 2 2 318 4 1 1 IL 
facture of wagons. 

Cg) Structural steel (angles. channels. etc.) 
used in manufacture of wagons. 

2 2 014 3 2 J. 1 6 4 o Ill' 

Ch) Wrought iron used in manufacture 
of wagons. 

.... .... 010 2 "i-

/ Ca) Iron castings used in manufacture of 0 3 1 8 :0 3 1 8 0 8 312: 
wagons. 

(j) Nick~l chrome steel used in manufac. 0 1 o 25 0 1 o 25 0 1 025· 
ture of wagons. 

7. Have you adopted,or are you considering the ,adoption, for wagon, 
Ilx1es, tyres and springs the alternative British Standard Specifications 
(Report 24. Nos. aa, 50, 6a) or any other specifications which permit the
nse of basic open hearth steel fo~ these purposes; if not, why notl' 

A,1I3wer.-our specifications insist that all important steel forgings shalf 
be manufactured from open hearth acid steel and that Basic-Bessemer shall 

' not be used in any circumstances. 

S.Do you consider that the establishment of a wagon building industry 
in India is desirable in itself from the Railway point of view putting aside
for the moment the question of the means by which that result is to he-
obtainedP ,. 

A,lI$wer.-In so far as it would develop trade and traffic it is desirable bll~ 
in other respects no great advantages are foreseen. 
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r. Do you think that it would be more economical in the long rill! fer 
-the Railways to develop their own wagon worksi' 

Answer.-Railways could undertake manufactures and produ(,Al at no 
'higher rates than ,private firms; consequently wagons would cost them less 
as they would not look for high rates of interest on their capital. At the 
·same time owing to fluctuating requirements from year to :year it would 
"probably not be an economical proposition for individual railw8Ys to establish 
their own wagon construction .works though groups of raHwpys might per-
'haps do so. . 

The question is somewhat academic since the existing practice of pu:
.chasingfrom one or anotlier of the competing established wagon builders IS 

,satisfactory and the capital which Railways would requ.i.re to establish their 
, own shops could be more profitably employed in worKs more directly connected 
,with transport. 

10. The wagon companies in India are asking for assistance to an extent 
'which would bring the price paid to them for an A-I type B. G. wagon to 
aliout Rs. 4,60()........wbile the price of steel in India. is as at present. They 
'have also asked that if protective duties are imposed on steel they may be 
-compensated for the resulting increase in their cost of production. They 
estimate that for such illcrease of 10 per cent. in the duty the cost of the 
finished wagon would go up by about lts. 220. Assuming that assistance to 
·the extent asked for is necessary and advisable, in what form ao you consider 
it should be given? 

11. If assistance were given in a form which would increase the cost of 
'wagons to the Railway, do you think that the increase would b~ of such 
magnitude as to rer.der an increase of rates and fares necessary or to prevent 
'a reduction in rates and fares which might otherwise have been possible? 
And do you consider that the increase would be likely to retard the construc-
-tion of Railways in India II ' 

10 and 11. Answer.-It is not very clear how the figures quoted by 
wagon builders have been arrived at. The statement that each lO-per cent. 
,duty on steel represents an additional Rs. 220 in the cost of a wagon j" 
roughly the equivalent of saying that in each wagon there is Rs. 2,200 worth 
·of steel of classes to be subjected to tariff. 

However taking these figures as a basis the extra expenditure involved in 
an additional 23t per c~nt. of duty on our quinquennial programme for 
wagons would amount to an average of just under Rs. 9,00,000 annually, 
~oth capital and revenue. 

The question as to the form of assistance and its effects on rates and fare!; 
and on new constructions is dea1t with in the replies to the "Tatas Steel" 

..questionnaire. • 

B.-Replies to TariH Board's questionnaire re SteeZ Castings. 

1. The weight and value of 'steel castings imporled aa such by your ·Rail. 
-way during the last 2 official year!. 

1922-23 
1923-24 

Value of the 240 tons c.i.f. is Rs. 1,68,000. 

• Vide I. C. 

'fons. 

110 
130 

240 
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2. The chief purposes for which these castings were used. 
An.wer.-Axle boxes and buffer cases. 
3. The approximate weight aud value, if ascertainable, of steel castings 

imported as parts of wagons, locomotives, carriage underframes or other 
important articles during the last two years. 

Amended answer.-
Tons. Value. 

Rs. 
Steel castings imported during 1922-23 as parts 

of wagons and carriage underfr.ames 932 6,52,400 
Steel castings imported during 1922-23 as parts 

of locomotives 800 5,60,000 

TOTAL 1,732 12,12,400 

4. "'"bether you expect that the annual requirements of your Railway 
'Will increase during the next five years. 

An.wer.-Moderate increase mainly owing to expanding wagon pro-, 
.gramme. 

5. If steel castings are proiluced for your own purposes in your own work
shops it would help the Board if you would state the amount of your output 
during the last two years. 
• Anlwer.-No steel castings are produecd in B. N. Railway Workshops. 

6. What quantity of steel scrap can theB. N. R. put oli the market fbt' 
ole annually. 
- Answer.-About 700 tons per annum. About 30 tons of steel tyre turn

ings are being IIpecially collected and sold to a local steel foundry. 

O.-Repliu to Tariff Board', questionnaire re Indian made Itee!, 

1. What do you estimate as the probable annual consumption during the 
Dext five years by your Railway of the kinds of steel included in the enclosed 
etatement which has been supplied by the Tata Iron and Steel CompanyP 

A"'lDef'.-Estimated probable annual consumption during next five years 
of kinds of steel manufactured by Tatas as shown in statement annexed to 
questionnaire is as follows:-

0" Capital A CCOUftt. 

- 1924-25. 1925-26. 1926-27. 1927-2~. 1928-29. 

l'ODS. Tons. Toos. Tioos. Toos 

'Steel nJIs IIttlnflll .I •• pen 29,700 29,700 29,7f.0 29,7QO _ 29,700 

Steel flSoeral • 5"0 690 5~(l 500 500 

lto.lln wagoos 6,622 12,320 0,312 9,290 9,283 

Total toOD8f18 Capital 32,822 42,520 36,512 39,490 39,488 -
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·On Revenue Account. 

- 1924-25. 1925-26. Jn26-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 

Tons. Ton •. Tons. Ton •. Ton •• 

Steel rails filting., sleepers, et •. 15,800 16,800 15,800 15,800 15,SOO· 

Steel general -1,800 

I 
1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 ' 

Steel in wagons !,085 3,190 1,100 900 2,090 

--------------- --------
Total tonnage revenue 19,836 - 20,400 18,400 18,290 19,390 

---- -------- ----------
Total tonnage Capital and Re- 62,167 83,O!O 64,913 57,780 58,873 

venue. 

2. To what extent would the annual capital or revenue expenditure of 
your railway be increased if the import duty were raised from 10 to 331 per 
cent. assuming that customs duty was payable on all imported materials 
similar to those manufactured by Tatas or any other Indian firm and that 
the price was increased to the full extent of tne additional duty? 

• 
The inQreased costs are shown by the following table:- . 

- 1924-25. 1925·26, 1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 

_. 

-n •. R •• R •. R •. R', 

C. F. U.64,298 34,38,noo 80,57,200 68,52,000 

Capital-

Wagon. 2.11,298 7.18,70S 3,88,200 1.41,000 5,.1.51» 

Bah •• eto. '. 13,53,000 12,53,000 13,53,000 12,53,000 13.53000 

-----._--------
~=-I-::-Tour. 16,6',298 3U6.006 50.57,200· 

I 

-------------- I -
Intere.t at 6 per oent. 87,858 2,06,180 8.03,433 4,1 f,126 I 5,18.700 

Extra Bevenue Expendilure-

Wagonl 1,18,700 1,V9.000 -M,l00 57,700 1,21,900 

Bails, etc. 7.38.400 7 SB,400 7,36,400 ',36,400 7,36,400 

--------------------

I 
I 

Total with Interest on .. tr. 0,42,958 Il,J1,560 lI,08,93~ 12.05.226 I 13,77,090 
. oapital expeuditure. 
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3. What further increase of expenditure would result if the higher imporil 
duty were extended also to structural steel imported in a fabricated conditionP 

A1I8wer.-,-The further increase of expenditure if the higher duty were 
.extended to structural steel imported in a fabricated condition would be as 
follows:-

I ! -- 1924-25. 1925-26. 

i 
1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 

Ro. 

f 

Ro. I Ro. Ro. R. •. 

- C.F. 2,74,400 I 7,38,675 10,71,875 14,70,600 

oCapltal-

WagODa 78,400 2,68,275 1,37,200 2,02,125, 2,02,100 

Rallo, etc. 1,96,000 1,96,000 1,96,000 1,96,000 i 1,96,000 
J 

TOTAL 2,74,400 7,38,676 10,71,876 14,70,000 ·18,68,100 

-

Interest at 6 per cent. 16,464 44,321 I 64,30S 88,200 1,12,086 

Wagons ~5,326' 71,OSO i' 24,SOO I 22,000 .46,600 

Ralls, etc .• 98;000 98,000 I 98,000 98,OOQ 98,000 
1 

! I 
1,86,80sl TOTAL I,S9,789 ! 2,13,371 I 2,(8,200 2.S·,5~6 

J 

4. Would the increase of expenditure be of such magnitude as to render 
an increase of rates and fares necessary or to prevent a'reduction in rates 
and fares which otherwise might have been possible? • 

Allswer.-From the figures given in the answers to Questions 2 and 3, 
the increased Revenue expenditure on the B. N. Railway if the proposed 
tariff duty of 331 per cent. were imposed would be Rs. 16,33,000 per annum. 

To secure additional earnings to counterbalance this expenditure, it would 
not be possible to look to the Steel Compan;y's traffic because the traffic in 
itself is not a profitahle one and the rates at which it is carried have to 
be maintained until 1932 under the terms of the concession granted by·the 
Government of India and the B. N. Railway to the Steel Company. 

~Iost of the traffic is bulky and economical to handle, but against that 
the rate per ton mile is low and the Railway has had to layout a great deal 
of Capital on mineral lines, large .station yards, and special wagons to enable 
the traffic to be dealt with, and the interest on this probably fully absorbs 
any net profit on the traffic. Therefore, the argument that the increased 
traffic which the Steel Company will give to the Railway under the pro
tection tariff will recoup the Railway for its extra expenditure in steel i • 

. not tenable. . 
As an instance of the difference in rQ,tes the following figures for coal 

traffic illustrate the low rate payable by the Tata Steel Works under thl' 
traffic agreement:-

Rate per ton for coal to the steel works 
Rate per ton for coal to ·the steel works; if at 

public rates . . • . . • 

Ril. A. P. 

155 

280 

. The fact emerges that the extra cost to the Railway must be' covered 
from BOme Bource other. than traffic to and from Steel Works. 
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The .ilources open to a Railway are
(a) Increase in rates· and fares. 

_ (b)P!)stp'onement of possible reductions in rates and fares. 
(c) Additional traffic of all kinds sufficient to make up the deficit ~ 

which in this case would require an increase of gross revenue -of 
approximate Rs. 40,00,000. . 

• It is Impossible when considering the effect on a big organisation such as. 
a .Railway definitely to state which of the three sources of income woUld' 
h~be made use of. 

5. Do ·you consider that the increase in the price of steel resulting from 
the raising of the import duty to 331 per cent. would be likely to retard' 
the construction of Railway ill' India P 

A typical up-to-date construction estimate has been analysed and it is· 
found that steel represents approximately 1t5 per cent. of the total "Cost. 

Actually the estimate in question totals roughly Rs. 100,00,000. 

An increase in the steel tariff of 231 per cent. woUld represent an increase 
of 81 per cent. in the cost of Construction so that a construction project
which on present rates woUld show the bare minimum 6 per cent. return on 
Capital would by reason 'of the increased tariff show a return of 5.54 per 
cent. 

Clearly a large increase of cost on constraCting new lines must tend to
retard Railway construction. 

6. Do you consider that the establishment of the steel industry in India 
is desirable in itself from the Railway point of view putting aside for th~ 
moment the question of the means by which that result is to be attained P 

Answer.-India with the great advantage of possessing unlhqited 'quanti
ties of high grade iron ores and excellent limestone and coal should certainl,
make eVllry effort to establish its steel industry. Assuming that the estah
lishment of steel making in India will enable Railways to obtain their steel 
requirements as cheap as or cheaper than elsewhere, the proposal is a desir-
able one. • 

7. Assuming that the industry cannot be established without ~rotection 
in what form do you consider it should be given? 

Answer.-To establish the steel industry in India it must for a time bit 
assisted by Government. The. three alternatives appear to be-

(1) Protection by a high tariff duty. 
(2) Bounties. 
(3) Some form of guarantee. 

(1) Assistance by 'protection is not advisable beeause while assisting thlt 
ateel industry other industries may be harmed, Railways will be compelled 
to raise their charges, and construction of new lines will be retarded. It is
also a form of assistance that is not reliable from the commercial point of 
view as t,he rate of tariff is subiect to alteration at any time. 

(2) Bounties.-This is a more attractive form of assistance .. It has the
advantage of being a definite assistance for a definite period under definite 

_ conditions. It has one defect and that is that it may not be of much 
assistance in the early stage of the' creation of the industry. 

(3) Some form of guarantee.-When steps are taken to establish a new 
industry of such magnitude and importance as steel making serious mistakes 
are always made. The required capital is raised on estimated fi!;ures, ~nd 
it is invariably found that the Pioneer Company has exceeded Its capItal 
before it has completed its works and is hampered by not being able ~o 
raise further capital. If the industry is one that the Governm~nt ?f IndIa 
considers is of the greatest importance for the development of Indian mdus,try 
generally, the form of assistance to be giv~Ii must permit of more capItal 
being provided to complete the works. ThIS can best be done by the loan 
of capital at a low rate of interest or a guarantee for a p~riod and under 



denntte conditions which would enable the Steel .Company to raise the
(lWital it must have to comple~ its work and provide working capital. 

'.'-he conclusion is that if the Government of India desires to see steel 
:!laking established in India on a large scale, the form of -assistance in the
fu'St inStance should take the shape of providing a loan to the· Company or 
or putting it in a position to raise further capital by means of a guarantee. 
Ii this assistance is insufficient for establishing the industry ·it may be neces
ury to give a small bounty for a short period to give it a fair start and' 
time to settle down to the most economical methods of working .. 

. ~. 

D.-Supplementary answers to questions put by the Tariff Board i7l, the
course 0/ 1st oral examination on 7th N01lember 1923 arising ouf. of 
questionnaire re Indian matie steet 

1. Cost of rails, fishplates and sleepers pre-war and post-war appears in 
following statement:-

EARLY 1914 DELIVERY. 
1922 DELIVERY (2 

SEPARATE CONTRACTS AT 
SAME RATES). 

- .---~--

Landed Landed 
Calcutta Calcutta 

r. o. b, including f. o. b. , including 
per ton. duty and all per ton. duty and nil 

charges. charges. 

Rs, A. P, Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs, A. 

Rails 92 13 0 105 0 112 8 142 8 

Fishplates . 12? 13 0 135 2 112 8 142 8-

Bleepen . 107 4 0 119 14 176 41 !1214 

Nott.-Exchange calculated at Rs. 15 =£1. 

2. What quantities of structural sections is the B. N. R. getting from 
Tatas directP 

An8we1;.-We are getting practically nothing from Tatas direct. We· 
have given them opportunities of which they have not taken advantage. We' 
do,· however, purchase· material of Tatas manufacture when· offered by local 
firms. In 1922-23 we purchased about 120 tons of Tatas sections through 
local firms. 

3. The quinquennial forecast provides for a total of 1,10,000 tons of 
rails in the 5 years. 

4. Quote figures which will give a general line of comparison between' 
tae rates charged to Tatas and those charged to general public. 

Answf.r.-The average rates of freight payable by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company and the average rates which they would have p.aid C/n this tonnagll' 
had public rates been charged are as follows:-

Onwards traffic, i.e., outturn. 

Tons. 
• 

141,POO 
Rate per ton . 

Tata. 

Rs·. 
3,50,000 
Rs, 2-8 

Public 
rate . 
Rs. 

9,60,000 
Rs.7 
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'Inwards traffic, i.e., raw materials. 
'ron.. Rs. 
1,553,421 19,00,000 

Rate per ton Rs. 1-3-6 

Rs. 
45,54,000 

Rs.3 

In the case of coal which is our lowest rated public traffic, actual figures 
lor, the year 1922 show that the Tab Iron and Steel Company would have 
paId at the rate of Rs. 2-8 per ton had they been charged public rates 
whereas they were charged Re. 1-5-5 per ton ouly . 

• 

'SuppZementary questiofls during the ezaminatiofl on 7th 'November 192:1 
arising out oj the Wagod' questionnaire • 

. 5. B. :K. R. figures of cost of covered wagons are given for D class. How 
-does the cost of D compare with cost of A-I P . 

Answer.-We have no exact data upon which to reply to this question 
but working out estimates for D class and A-I class gives a price for A-I 
lI'ather less than 10 per cent. above the price for D class. 

6. Compare contract price c.i.f. latest pr~war and recent contracts. 

Answer.-

1913 
1921 
1923 

Including 
wheels and axles. 

Rs. 
3,583 
7,078 

'6,260 

Excluding 
wheels and axles. 

Rs' 
1I,749 
5,318 
4,976 

(Figures exclude Indian charges for labour Itnd materials; e.g., Fioorboards.) 

7. Why is no wrought iron shown as employed in K. G. and D. Do the 
B. N. R. contract specifications lay down full and complete details of materials 
for all parts of wagons and would those precise details have to be observed 
if wagons were manufactured in India P 

. Answer.-'-Specificationsfor general underframe fittings specify that mate
-rial unless otherwise specified shall be either wrought iron or a good quality 
steel and in all respects equal to that specified. 

The material for ordinary individual fittings 'is not specified. Possibly 
some of these may be. made of wrought iron but the actuill quantity is not 
'known. In any event it could not exceed.3 cwt. for a 4-wheeler. 

8. Does B. N. R. consider that its anticipated requirements of wagons 
'would represent an economic unit for a wagon construction factory? 

Answer.-The number of wagons which we shall require in the next five 
years would not justify a wagon construction factory. The output would 
-be too small and fluctuating to be economical. 

,Supplementary answer to question artstng on steel questionnaire (Question 
asked at 1st Examination). 

9. Axle boxes-10' x 5" 
Axle boxes-10"x5I' 
Buffer cases for D type wagons 

Rs. 26-9-9 each o.i.f. 
Rs. 28-14-9 each o.i.f. 

• Rs. 13-4-3 each c.i.f. 



10. Does the B. N. R. contemplate installing a steel loundry/' 
An.wer.-No. " 
11. Have steel castings produced in India been found on the whole 

satisfactor)' P _ 
An'wer.~The castings turned out in the B., B. and C. I. Railway 

Foundry have been quite satisfactory. From our comparatively small ex
perience of firms in India the castings which they are capaple of proqucing 
are satisfactory but deliveries are not satisfactory. ." 

.statement ll.-Letter from the Age~t, BengaZ Nagpur ~a"ilway, Calcutta, 
to the Secretary to the Tariff Board, Jam.hed~r, No. 26511, dated 
$2nd December 1923. 

I am in receIpt of your letter- No. 726, dated the 18th December 1923. 
I enclose one additional C9Py of the papers referred ~ in the first paragraph 
of your letter. " 

2. I beg to give you answers to thll questions cont~ined in paragraph 2 of 
'Your letter- " 

(1) There are too many varying conditions in regaFd to this questiop 
to enable me to give you any reliable answer. The varying con. 
ditione Ilre aB followlJ: = 

(a) The varying price of steel and wooden sleepers. 
(b) The varying supply from year to year of ·wooclell sleepers. 

(c) The variable consumption of sleepers on the B. N. Railway'." 
due to heavy plate-laying on new station yards and 
absence of the same in other yards. 

(d) The varying consumptioD of sleepers on Revenue account 
only due to exigencies of Budget control. 

~2) The price of a "D" type covered wagon is that given under the 
heading "Covered four-wheeler." "in the answer to Question 5 
of the Wagon Questionnaire. 

(3) Not to auy appreciable extent. 

(4) The use of Indian pig iron in the manufacture of axles is a 
technical matter for iron and steel experts. So far as I under
stand from the iron and steel question, good pig iro!l can be 
converted into steet by varying processes which 'can make it 
available for different purposlls . 

.(5) and (6) The dates of the 1922 contracts were 22nd September and 
13th" November 1922. The cost of rails landed was given in 
supplementary Answer No. 1. namely, Rs. 142-8 per tIln. This 
figure includes Customs lluty and all shipping and landing 
charges or Rs. 132 per ton excluding duty. 

(7) Rails were purchased in the open market because the qualltity 
available from the Tata Steel Works from time ro time has not 
yet been sufficient.. The difference in price may be taken at--

Tatas contract 
English contract 

Rs. 110 per ton. 
.Rs. 132 per ton (excluding duty). 

3. In this connection it should not be forgotten that the B. N. Railway 
-was the first to make a long term contract with the Tata Steel Works, snd 
-was the only Railway at the time to assist the formation of the Steel Works 
by special rates and facilities and assistance with all kinds of informatio ... 

• Printed below. 
VOL. III. 2B 
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Letter /romthe ~ecretary to the Tariff Board, Jamahedpur, to the Agent, 
BengaZ Nagpur RaiZway Company, Limited. Calcu.tta, No. 726, date4 
the 18th December 1929. 

I am directed to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of your letter· 
No. 25403, dated the 11th December 1923, and to say that the Tariff Board. 
will be glad to receive at an early date an additional spare copy of each of 
the papers enclosed with the letter. 

2. I am also to point out that .informatioa on the following points pro
mised by you during the course o{ yo:ur evidence does not appear to have
been received either separately or embodied in the answers to the several. 
questionnaires: - -

(I) Information about the price of steel when it would be remunerative
for the Company to ·use wooden sleepers for steel ones. 

(2) Information as to the price of a 'I D !' type wagon erected in India •. 
(3) Note whether during the war, owing to scarcity of steel, wrought. 

iron was used in the building of wagons. . 
(4) Note showing whether there is any· prospect for utilising Indian

pig iron in the manufacture of axles. 
(5) Verification of Tatas' statement about purchase by the Railway 

Company of 8,500 tons of British Standard rails at Rs. 13lt 
landed and note showing whether this price included duty. 

(6,) Date of the contract entered into in 1922 for the delivery of certaillr 
rails imported from the United Kingdom. 

(7) Rate at which the Company purchased articles in open markets in. 
excess of the quantity not covered by contract with Tatas. 



Oral evidence of Mr. A. M. CLARK, Agent. 
Bengal Nagpur Railway, recorded at 

Calcutta on Wednesday, the 7th 
November 1923. 

P-te8ident.'-We are very much indebted to you for trying ,to get the 
information we asked for ready for us to-day. We, are pressed for time in 
the Tariff Board. The reason is that our proposals have got to be ready bI II 
certain time and, unless we get the information we want from the var!-0us 
people who can give it, we shall not be able to make good. ' I was, a httle 
disappointed when we found that so little had .been done towards getting the 
information we asked for in our letter to you of the 19th September_ 

Mr. Olark.-Of course the information was called for at ,once but, the 
clliliculty has been to extract, that information., .!rhere has also been some 
delay in dealing with the reference. ,Our point is that we do not keep 
reoords in the form' which would enable us easily to extract that information. , 

Pr8,id8nt.-You don', think that in any case it would have been possible 
to have got out the information much sooner? ' 
, Mr. Clark.-It is very'diffioult for me to say. It concerns three dep~rt
menta, all of whom were pressed to hurry up as quickly as 'possible in getting 
iii ready. ' 

Pre.ident.-I have already said that we are grateful to you, for the trouble 
you have taken and for ooming here to-day. You understand of oourse that 
we have Deen oalled upon to provide the Government of ,India with facts 
and figures "in making our 'recommendations, and naturally we have to ,pass 
on to other people the request to let us' have their facts and figUres, ~ 
quickly as they poasibly can. 
• Of ~e t~ree'l.ettersJ we shall take up first the letter I;egarding which y'0ur 
mformatlon 18 most complete. ' , 

Mr. Clark.-The letter in regard to the steel castings. 
Pruident . ....:Perhaps we might begin with that. Then the first question 

was as regards the weight and value of steel oastings imported as such by 
your Railway during the last 2 offioial years. Your answer is that the 
quantity of steel 'castings imported in 1922-23 and 1923-24 was 110 and 130 
tons respectively. But you are not able to put any figure' as to the value of 
these castings. ' 

Mr. Clark.-No. 

, PreBident.-Could you tell us whioh is the most important steel casting 
which you import? 

,Mr. Olark.-Probably axle box88. 
- PreBident.-Would it be possibie for you to give us any figure as to the 

approximate cost of thes,e axle box88? ' 

, Mr. Clark.-I am afraid I have not got that information here. I can 'let 
you have it.* 

PreBident:-We should like to have it,if it is available. ,Perhaps Mr. Mather 
will be able to explain to you why we put this question in this partioular 
form. 

Mr. Ma~h8T.-As you are aware, steel oastings are now being made in 
, In?ia by tW? 0C?mmercial fi~ and they tell us that they are dependent. 
c~lefly on. the r~lways for th~lr orders for ~teel castings! and that they havo
difficulty m getting orders direct from railways at pnces which will pay 

·Vide'S1<atement I. D (9). 

2n2 
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them. Whe~ we asked them _ the price at which steel castings were now 
being imported into the country, they were not in a position to tell us. We 
thought that. we would try .to find out from the railways generally what 
the market 18 for steel castmgs such as these firms make and what the 
value of these castings is. In that case, knowing their cost of production, 
we could say whether they ought to be able to compete or not with the 
imported article. 

Pre8ident.-We want also to get an idea as to the total demand for 
steel ·castings in India with reference to the question whether the manufac. 
tureof steel castings in India is ·a commercial proposition. That is a most 
important· point. . 
- }.Ir. Olark.-Therefore you want to know our total ~onSumption and the 

. value. 'V fil have given you the figure of our consumption. -
Pr6sident.-If you are unable to -say with any absolute accuracy, it is 

enough if you say between such and such. It is the general scale of the 
thing that we want to know more- tban the exact detail. 

}.IT; }.Iather.-Similarly if you import a dozen -different types of steel 
castings, we do not want full details for each of them. You can take tbe 
most important things like axle boxes and give us the quantity of each and 
its value. . . 

}.Ir. Olark.-Yes.· 
}.Ir. }.Iather.-In stating the value, please make it clear whether it is 

.c".f. or f.o.b. valufil. 
}.Ir. Olark.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.r-Then as regards the second question--" the chief pUI1!oses 

jor which these castings were used "-w&- would like to have more details. 
}.Ir. Ola1'H.-Yes, you want .details of parts of .wagons and machinery. 
MT. Mather.-We would rather-like to have a little more than that. 

·In the case of locomotives and wagons, one knows that axle boxes must 
be used but there might be other things, where the names would not fully 
explain the purpose for wbich they are used. In those eases please state 
what they are used for. 

}.IT. Olark.-Yes.t_ 
Pr6.ident.-The third question is-" The p:pproximate weight and value, 

if ascertainable, of steel castings imported as parts of wagons, Locomotivel!. 
carriage underframes or other important articles during the last two years." 
You say that the rfilply relates to wagons only as other figures are not avail
able, and you are not in a position to give us also the value. Would it 
be possible for you to give us an idea as to the. number of wagonS so as to 
get more or less the weight per wagon of the axle boxes? That probably 
hili! been dealt with in the wagon questionnaire. Have you given the reply 
'there? 

Mr. Olark.-Yes. 
PTe8ident.-Are all your wagons imported? 
M.T. Qlark.-All our wagons are imported. 
Pr68ident.-Then arithmetically one can arrive at the average. I do not 

want more than that. 
As to the other two questionS about steel castings, the bEst plan would; 

be to postpone them: . 
Mr. Kale.-l find that there is a discrepancy between the figures given 

in 8tIswer to question 1 and question 3 with regard to tonnage. 
MT. OlaTk.-The answer to the first question relates to the weight and 

value of steel· castings imported iii! such-that is separatelJ>-aDd the answer 
to the third question shows the approximate weight of steel castings imported 
as' parts o~ wagons and not IJeparately. 

• Vide Statement I. D. (9). 
t Vid. Statem~t I. B.' (2). 
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Mr. Kale.-So we have to put these together' in order to arrive at the 
~tal consumption. 

Air. Clark.-May I tnake that point clear? If you add these two together. 
it may give you a wrong figure as to the casting~ that could be manufactured 
in India. If you import a wagon, you must import those parts of it that 
are thade of steel castings. You cannot import a wagon without those 
t>arts. ' 

PrBBiden.t.-That is to say, so far as the figures given In answer to ques
tion 3 are concerned, that unless the Bengal Nagpur Railway begin to buy 

.. wagons In India, they could not buy any of these castings in India because 
they are not parts of wagonsP 

Mr. Cla.rk.-Not in buying new wagons. 
Presiden.t.-What might be required to be purchas~" in .lndia is ,the 

quantity given in answer to question 1 P 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. 

• Mr. Kale.-So, the tonnage given in answer to question 1 is indepen
dent ofwagonaP 

Mr. Clark.-Yes. independent of new wagons. 
M,. Kale.-In answer to question No.5, you say that no steel Clistin~ 

are produced in the Bengal Nagpur Railway workshops. Have you ever 
contemplated or do you contemplate making your own castings, in your, 
)Workshops? 

Mr. Clark.-I find it difficult 'to answer that question in 'the, absence of 
my technical adviser who has only just come back to India, 'but I don.,.. 
think we contemplate that at present.* 

Mr. Mather.-Yout railway, I think, have bought some .steel caStings in. 
India. Are you aware of the circumstances? " ' 

Mr. Clark.-We have made small purchases. 
Mr. Mathsr.-I wanted to ~ow whether you had bought sufficient quimti

ties of steel castings to, enable' you to say from your experience whether 
Indian foundries were capable of making steel castings serviceable for railwaY. 
purposes. 

, Mr. Clark.-I cannot say that. 
Mr. Mather.-At the end "\:If the Board's letter to you, you' were asked. 

the amount of steel scrap which you are likely to put on the market for sale 
annually. I notice there is no answer to that. . 

Mr. Clark.-We have not been able, to obtain that information yet. We 
are putting a good deal of steel scrap on the market. I have not got the' 
information now but I hope to be able to give you later.t ' 

PrBBiden.t.-The importance of it is that one of the two :firms who make 
steel' castings-the Hukumchand electrical peopl6-llaid that their raw material 
was entirely steel scrap and the question arose whether a s~fficiency Dr 
raw material obtainable in the country existed to enable the industry tOo 
carryon because, if it had to rely on imported pig iron, the position would 
be rather different. It would not to the same extent be available at the
time, of emergency of war when Bea communications might be cut off. Then. 
it would be just as easy to import the castings as to import the pig iron. 

Which of the other two letters would you like to go on with now? 
M7. Cla7k.-May I suggest the questionnaire in connection with the con

sumption of steel. We have got the information ready but there is no SpllXll', 
c:opy. ' 

President.-Tpe best you can do is to read the answel'j!. 
Mr. Clark.-Taking the first question: this question was understood .,.; 

mean that figures were required of our purchases from Tatas, only of ate .. , 
-that was 15,000 tons, mOlltly rails. ' 

·Vide t11so Statement I. D (10). 
tVide Statement I. B (6): 
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PTesident.-We wanted to :lind out what your total requirements were 

The object of the question was not to ascertain your purchases from Tatae, 
but to ascertain your total consumption of the kinds of steel' which they 
expect to be able to prllduce in a comparatively short tittle including of 
(lours!! what they already produce. 

Mr. ClaTk.-1 am sorry to say that it was misunderstood: 'We thought 
.that it had reference only to Tatas, but the required :ligures will be collected 
a.nd Bent to you later.·, . 

Pre8ident.-The answer to the second question also goeS ~wrong I take 
it. The s!lcond question is: ,e to what extent would the annual capital or 
revenue expenditure of your Railway be increased if the import duty were-' 
raised from 10 to as! per cent., assuming that customs. duty was payable on 
a.1l imported materials and that the price was increased ·to the full extent of 
the additional duty jl" . 

The third question alllo is connected up 'I'Iith the first:" Wllat further 
increase of expenditure would result if the higher import duty were extended 
also to structural steel imported in a fabricated condition." . 

If you have got any :ligures, could you tell us how you arrived at them? 
Mr. Clark.-We put the approximate value on all k1nds of steel imported 

""""the figures are very approximat&-and then made the necessary addition. 
Pre8ident.-If the import duty were raised,. would not that affect the 

price of steel purchased in this country? 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. 
Pre8idllnt.-So that it would cover not only the imported steel hut also 

the steel purchased in India P . 
. Mr. lIlather.-You have provided for the rise in the price of steel whether 

imported or obtained in the country? 
Mr. Clark.-Yes.· , 
Pre8ident.-Could yoU: let us have the figures? 

. Mr. Clark.-In 1924-25, the capital expenditure is estimated at Rs. 51.63 
lakhs and the total revenue expenditure at Ra. 27.26 lakhs. 

Pr81ident.-These are the increases. 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. They are increased year by year and the total revenue' 

expenditure in 1928-29 will be Rs. 45 lakhs. 
President.-Does that include also the steel in the imported wagon? 
Mr. Clark.-That is for the whole lot. 
,Pr8sident.-Does the figure you gave include the capital expenditure . 

. Mr. Clark.-No. It does not include the capital expenditure. It includes 
the interest on the capital expenditure. 

Prelid6nt.-You mean that your revenue expenditure would gradually go 
up from year to year by the interest on the increased capital. 

Mr, Clark.":"'Yes. It will increase from Rs. 5 lakhs to' 19 lakhs in 1928-29. 
Pre8ident.---You will be sending us a detailed statement, won't you? . 
Mr. Clark.-We will.t 
Pr6,ident.-As regards the extension of the higher import duty to the 

,.tructural steel. I 

Mr. Clark.-We have included all steel. We have practically taken ques
tions 2 and S together. Does not the answer I have given YOll meet the 
ease? , 

PT6sident.-The. figures that you have prepared would be exceedingly useful 
to us, but it will not be possible to separate them in the_ w,ay in which we 
want. • 

. Mr, Clark.-Am I to und.erstand that the question has reference to all 
. importe_~ materials of steel similar to those manufactured by Tatas? 

·Vide Statement I. C (1). 
tVide Statement I. C (2). 
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PreBident.-That was the object of the quetitionnaire. 
Mr. Clark.-Doee that include steel rails? We buy 15,000 tons of rails 

from Tatas under contract. 
Pre8ident.-In so far as you buy under contracts which would not be 

affected by an increase of duty, I. take it that that quantity ought to be 
'excluded. There is also this to be said that the contract does not last for 
.ever: it will no doubt affect your expenditure sooner or later. The best 
plan I think would be to include in the figures all steel that you buy fro~ 
Tatas whethJlr under contract or otherwise and from any other firm ill 
India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The question is not how much steel IOU buy but how much 
of the particular kind. It is the quantity and the kin of steel manufactured, 
oOr proposed to be m!J.nufactured, soon in this country with which we are 
'Concerned. How much of thst kind of steel do you 'either buy or import is 
what we want to know. 

Pre8ident.-I may explain to you this way. We started ,with Tatas. 
"They supplied us with this statement showing the various kinds of steel < 

thQt they intend to manmacture when the Greater Extensions are complete. 
We want to tell the .Government of India if we «an, supposing the. duty is 
Taisan to 331 per cent. on those kinds of steel as claimed by Tatas, what will 
be the resulting incresse in expenditure. 'Ve have asked for this in the 
'first two questions. Then we came to Calcutta and the various engineering 
'firms, Burn's, Jessop's and the Indian Engineering Association came to us 
and made representations th!1t if raw steel was_ going to be taxed, fabricated 
'Steel should not be left alone. Therefore -our question (3) goes on with 
'fabricated steel. 

Mr'- Ginwala.-In this connection I may explain to yo\!. that in this 
structural steel there are two points: 'First of- all -these people claim that 
-if raw or unfabricated structural steel is. taxed, in that. case there should be 
an additional duty ou. structural steel. Apart from that, they say that they 
·cannot manufacture structural steel here out of imported or' Tabs' steel, 
,and that it ought to be protected, that is apart from any question of any 
.mcrease in duty on the raw material. 

President.-Supposing on structural, exactly as on ra';" steel, the duty is 
raised from 10 to 331 per cent., what would be the result to your finanees P 

Mr. Olark.-We .11 ilL give you that.- You want it separately on Tatas' 
'Sections of steel manufactured in this country? . . • 

Pre8ident.-Also steel of the kind that Tates say they are going to manu-
1acture in a shon time. . 

Mr. Clark.-Are w~ entitled ·to include in 004" statement the effect on 
the price of wooden sleepers in. the event of the price Qf steel sleepers being 
nised? 

President.-That is a little remote. Of course it is a possibility that if 
,.he price of steel sleepers goes up, wooden sleepers would regain the lost 
.ground. Let me put it this way. If you can give us any opinion as to any 
'Substitution of that kind that. you- think is likely to occur· we shall be very 
glad indeed to have it. If you think that one effect of _ the duty would be 
the use of more wooden sleepers,· you may mention that, but I think the 
~nly way to give the figures that we have asked for is to assume that no 
>substitution will be made. If you tell us that you are going to use nothing 
but wooden sleepers in the event of a rise in prlce of steel, your expenditure 
will be reduced. -, < 

Mr. Ginwala.-If you think that, if the price of steel goes up to a certain' 
point, then it will be remunerative for you to use wooden sleepers you may 

:mention at what point it will be. -. ! 

. Mr. Olark.-Yes, I understand that.t 

*Vide Statement I .. C (3). 
tVide Statement II. 2 (~). 
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PrI!8idellt.-Thenquestion (4) arises directly out of the questions (1) to 
(S). 

Mr. Clark.-We have thought of it and the answer to that question ia 
" The imposition· of an import duty. of 33! per cent. would in my opinion 
raise the price of steel in other steel produ('ti! to such an extent as to add 
very seriously to the. capital and- revenue expenditure of the Railway and 
would necassitate a further increase in railway rates if the present very 
moderate standard of net earnings is to be maintained." 

Mr. Ginwala.~Are you supporting this statement by figur~s· or is it ~ 
general opinion? . 

Mr. Clark.-r give that as 8 general opinion. 
M1', Ginwal(i.~It does Ilot help us very much. 
Pre,ident.-'You have ~one on prices assuming the duty on all steel is. 

increased-but if it were limited In the way I suggested? 
Mr. Clark.-It would be limited ·proportionately. What I mean is any 

addition to ·our working expeilses must be compensated for. il we are to 
maintain, as I have said, the present very moderate standard of net earnings. 

PrtBident.---.Naturally of course any increase of e~enditure the railways 
ai'e anxious to avoid, but what we were trying to ascertain here is, on the
basis of tbe figures in answer to the first three questions, what do you think 
this increase of expenditure would result in. The first three questions wera 
intended to try ahd ascertain the result which would follow from the adoption: 
of the proposal which had been put forward. Then in question (4) we· 
asked "Would the increase of expenditure be of such magnitude as to render 
an increase of rates and fares necessary or to prevent a reduction in rates 
and fares which oth~rwise might have been possible?" 

Mr.Clark."'-'But I think that any marked increase must be compensated. 
Mt. Ginwala.~The point is this: A general opinion of that kind is very 

valuable in itself but as I pointed out to you it doeg.not ghe us the help 
that we want in cOllnection with the question of what would bE' the real 
effect of this duty. This is the sort of figure that I should like to have from 
you if you can give it to me. Take your next five years' programme. I do 
not know if you have such a programme? 

Mr. Clark.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then you say .. This is the kinl of steel that is going te> 

be manufactured in this country and these are the quantities that we are 
going to use." You have got these figures. Then you will say .. This is 
our capital expenditure." Supposing you expend Rs. 5 crores on capital works 
you will say that your .ex~nditure is Rs. 5 crores out of loan money, which 
carries so much rate of interest and so much sinking fund. You will then 
find out· the charges on account of steel. You use again a certain quantity 
of steel in ordinary works financed out of revenue expenditure. You may 
say that you would spend Rs. 1 lakh on that but now it would cost you 
Rs .. 1.20.~00. You have got to find the money and you may say that your 
freight Will go up by such and such a figure and your passenger fare will go 
up by such other figure. Then take the five years' programme. You can 
Bay that the steel in the works would come to Rs. 50 lakhs in those 5 years 
out of the loan amount. You split them up for the number of years for 
which the loan exist~O years, or any other number-and you get so much. 
a year. You can calculate the charges on steel and say tbab would mean 
90 much additional burden. You can then say that the company, in order to. 

~ get a return of so much cn capital, must raise the freight by so much andi 
passenger fares by so much. . 

P·l·esident.-That is exactly what we are trying to get at.* 

Mr. Cla~k.-We bave given these - figures based on the assumption tha1r 
the import duty, if applied, would apply to all the steel. 

·Vide Statement I. C (4).~· -
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Pre8ident.-I would like to give you .. very good illustt"ation; For toe
present it would not come within the scope of the proposals. For instance; 
wheels and axles are not made in India and there is no. proposal before the
Board to raise the duty on these. So they have to be' excluded. 

Mr. Clark.~o what yQU want is the statement I have already given you. 
modified so as to apply to things and sections which are manufactured in 
India the import duty being applied. 

Pre8ident.-Steel castings went into the other letter. This letter relateB' 
to the steel produced by Tatas plus fabricated steel. 

Mr. Ginwala.-One of the railways has given us an estimate that this 
would increase their total expenditure by 1 pet cent ....... I, mean that is their 
figure. We have to examine them as to how they arrived at that figure. 

Pr8.iderit.-As regards questions 5 and 6, I do not think wE! can get I!IlY 
further. 

Mr. Kale.-There is line question that I wimt to ask. We ,have b!l6il 
told that an increase of duty will naturally adveraely affect your budget and: 
that there will be 8til increase both in the capital ptogtamtne and, lilso in 
the revenue expenditure. I should like to ask you whether you would not 
get any relief on account of the increase 'Of traffic that you will have, as lit 

result sf the expansion of the steel industry in India •. You will have tnore 
traffic and consequently that Will compensate you for the incre .. ~eu .expenuI
ture that you will have to incur on account ofp. Jis'e in the import duty. 

Mr. Clark.-Does that necessarily 'apply? ' 
Mr. Kale.-I think larger quantities of raw tnaterial and finished producbs 

will be transported over your railway. 
Pre8ident.-The underlying assumption is that this industry would 

develop. 
Mr. Clark.-Raw materials perhaps, but the steel has to be obtained anel 

transported over the rails in any case whether imported or J;Ilanufactured. 
Mr. Kale.-But if protection is given, the iIidustry will expand and a larger 

output will have to be transported over your railway. . 
Mr. Clark.-That is the idea and it may bE! our railway. or some othet' 

railways.' . 
Mr. Kale.-But the existing steel work is very largely covered by your 

railway and even the prosplfltive works will, fortunately for you, be located 
in the vicinity of your railway,so that you will benefit very largely from the 
expansion of the steel industry. There will be considerable relief to you if 
the industry expands and gives )'ou more traffic? ' 

Mr. Clark.-There will be a certain amount of relief but vel'y small. 
lIlr. KaZo.-Will it be possible to make a calculation Ri! regards thiS, 

because Tatas told us that in the next three or four years they will increase 
their output to 450,000 tons, nearly three times what it is to-day. Assuming 
that their output is increased to 450,000 toIll! of steel,. can you give us an idea 
of the compensating effect it will have? 

Mr. Clark.-I can give you that-how much of that steel might, in the
event of the import duty being raised, be used for railways and public pur
poses, what would be the quantities? 

Mr. Kale.-I mean to say that the relief I am referring to is on account 
of the increased traffic that you will get if production is increased three-
ti~. ' 

lIlr. Clark.-The relief would depend on the market on which the finished 
tnaterial is placed. As regards raw material we should get a certain· &Inount 
of additional traffic. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your case you are very favourably.. situated. The only 
steel works actually in existence is more or less dependent on you. 

Mr. Clark.-The rates quoted are very low on raw materials. 
. lIlr. GinwallJ.-I know. The finished products have to pllSS over your 

rallway. 
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Mr. Olark.-Yes in the caFe of Tatas'. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Inthe ca'se of the other industry you.are ill the vicinity. 

'There also you will get considerable amount of raw materials and 
wished. products. . 

},fT. Clark.-Very little of the outgoing finished materials. 
},fT. Gin·wala.-That has to be distributed mier other railways? 
MT. Clark . .,-The point I make -is iihat it all dependg on the markets on 

which the finished products would be placed. 
MT. ·Ginwala.-But a certain percentage must pase over your line. 
Mr; Olark.-Not necessarily .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In Tatas' case everything must pass through your railway. 
MT. Olark.-My· point is this: it is extremely difficult to make an estim-

ate of the benefits that will accrue in consequence of the development of the 
steel-industry and which will neutralise any disadvantage that we may suffer 
()wing to the imposition ofa higher tariff.- . A certain amount of benefit will 
.accrue but it is very difficult to ~stimate what it will be. 

President.-As regards question (6) will you tell us what your view on 
the subject isP , 

Mr. Ol~rk.-It is beneficiai to the country. . 
President,-Would it make any difference to tp.e railwaysP 'If you would 

rather communicate your views about that when you send in your ans,,!,ers I 
do not think that makes very much difference. • 
.. ' Mr. Olark.-May I put that in my written statementP-

President.-Yes. .' 
Mr. Olark.-May I modify what I said? It is desirable from the railway 

point of view provided that you can obtain you~ requirements ,of the same 
'workmanship and the same quality and at the s~me price as you can obtain 
the imported material. " .. 

President.~Youdo not think there would be any compensating advan
tages to the railways in having the steel 'manufacture established in India 

,60 that the supplies may be got more quickly for certain purposes. You 
have got Tata's on your own railway system. 

Mr. 'Olark.-That is an advantage in the particular 'instance of the B. N. 
Railway. • 

Presiilent.-It would also apply to the other railways as regards the pos-
sibility of obtaining what they want quickly. . 

Mr. Olark.-The works being situated or. the B. N. R., any additional 
traffic that is developed from that railway's point of view is desirable, but 
I am not aware that there is any marked advantage to be derived by being 
able to obtain the steel requirements in this country rather than import 
them. 

Mr. Ginwala.-During the war your home supplies were cut offP 
Mr. Olark.-Yea. In that case it would be an advantage . 

.. Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose lVar broke out in the neighbourhood of India and 
you w:lnted supplies' for defence as quickly as possible, don'li you think it 
would be of distinct advantageP, . 

Mr. Ola;k.~D() you take that as essential from the Raifway point of 
view? 

Mr. Ginwala.-Yes, in so far as you are part of the national system. 
Mr. Matker.-What are your views, for instance, on what we are put

ting as a more probable case? Suppose there was a big boom in the steel 
industry in England, there would be delays in getting your supplies from 
Home. Now.if you purchased your supplies in India, even if there was a 
-corresponding boom, would you not be able to induce manufacturers in 

-Vide Statement I. C· (6). 
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India to give you quicker del~veries than you could get from the English 
manufacturers P 

Mr. Olark.-It is a very doubtful proposition. 
Mr. Mat1ier.-We have heard from members of engineering firms in 

Calcutta that in 1919 and 1920 in some cases it took them about is months, 
to get deliveries because they were not favoured customers of the steel 
works and delivery was going partly by favour. Such things might happen 
.again. Don',t you ,think that in that case ,you would ',aave more chance of 
inducing Indian firms to deliver quickly, or are you satisfied with the in
-1Inence you have with English manufacturers? 

Mr. Olark.~But somebody else would have to suffer for the benefit to the 
Railways. 

Mr. Matker.-It might be not merely to your own interest but in the 
national interest that Railways should have steel quickly. You cannot 
exercise such influence so easily in other countries as you could' on' the 
Indian manufacturers. Have you any influence on the' manufacturers 
directly P . ' 

Mr. OIQ/T'k.-We are able to bring influence to bear at Home through our 
Board of Directors. But I don't think we are quite in the same position as 
the Engineering firms were in 1922. • 

President.-To go back a little to what you said originally, what they 
are suggesting is this, that if from the Railway point of view, and more 
tlpecially from the point of view..of your own Railway, it is desirable that 
the steel m_anuf&eture should be established in India, I take it it, would be 
worth paying something P , ' 

Mr. Olark.-We are already paying in the form of the rates quoted. 
Presideflt.-In the rebate rates? • 
Mr. plark.-Yes. 
M",. Giflwala.-But they say that but for this arrangement the steel 

'Works would not have been started. 
MI'. Olark.-But we are still paying. 
Pre8ideflt.-on the lines in which the works are situated, it is desirable 

you think? . ' 
Mr. Olark.-Yes, but we have. already paid and we do not want to add 

to that. 
Mr. Giflwala.-To some extent you are able to buy rails ,somewhat cheaper 

from Tatasl' 
Mr. Olark.-We may have. 
Mr. Giflwala.-You are paying Rs. 110 which is very ~uch below the 

market rate? • 
Mr. Clark.-Yes, but at the date at which the contract' was entered into 

the rate was an ordinary commercial rate. It has subsequently proved to 
be IdWer than current market rates bnt it might· just as well have proved 
to be the reverse. 

President.-We have suggested to you one or two points on this question 
?lnd if that enables you to develop your opinion more we shall be -grateful. 

Mr. OlMk.-1 consider that if.some form of protection is given it should 
,take the shape of a bounty or subsidy. f 

President.-on the grdbnd that that would not tend to increase Railway 
expenditure P 

Mr. Olark.-It would not hit any consumer. 
President.-Only the consumers are mostly 'railways! 
Mr. OlMk.-Partly, but it would affect largely the other consumers. 
Mr. Giflwala.-on this question of bounties have you considered the fact 

that Tatas expect to manufacture about 425,000 tons of steel and that a 
large percentage of it will be railway materials and that therefore a con. 
siderable amount of the burden of the additional taxation will fall on rail 
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Ways on the assiiml>tion that they carried oat their programme. Therefor. 
looking at it from your point of view, upart from other CQnsumers, would 
it not be better -if the situation was met by means of bounties
the railways being· an industry. which affected a larger field of industriel
than any other single industry P • 

Mr. Clark.~The Railways would of course be included in the customers. 
to get the benefit of the bounty through the Tata Co. 

Mr. Ginwafa.-In your case don't you make a distinction? Your interest 
is s~ important as affecting the general industrial interests in the country
that whatever happens; railway- materials may more conveniently be pro-
tected by' means of bounties, beCause otherwise it may be necessary to in
crease your rates and fares? 

Mr. Cla7'k.~The effect of that would have to be examined before I decide
that any increase of tates and fares would. be necessary. - Is it your .sugges
tion that if a bounty be given to steel manufacturers in tliis country to 
enable them to compete favourably with imported steel, that no increase-
lIould "esult to the consumer? _ 

Mr. Gi1iu!ald.~Youwish to &stablish the proposition that if steelw8s. 
protected it' ,would so increase your expenditure that it would neeessitate an 
increase in freights, etc" but we have -not reached that stage yet and any
answer that you' giV'e now to this question (No.7) '\:Vould be _rather pre
mature to that -extent because you really do not know what the result woulm 
~? . . -

Mr. Clark.-I do know that my working 6xpenses will gradually increas9--7-
it may be a small percentage. 

Mr. -Ginwala>-Supposing you found thai your expenditure was increased. 
by 10 lakhs of rupees a year, would that necessarily colnpel you to revise 'all 
yourtari ffs ? 

1I11'.Ola7'k.-1t might be necessary totevise a portion of it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I hope you will be able to give us inore detailed inform

ation on this point. 
lIlr. Kalll.-'-Has it struck you that the expenditure of the Government of' 

India on bounties will react unfavourably upon the tax-payers and the tax
payers will have less money to spend upon railways-his travel, his trans-
port and so on-and in that way even bounties are bound to react un
favourably upon railways and you must choose between import duties -and 
bounties. - . 

Mr. Olark.-11. seems to me that import duties or bounties are bound to· 
react unfavourably on railways, but bounties are likely to react less un-
favourably tha~ import duties. . 

lIlr. Kalll.-To my mind the adverse effect of the import duty is more
-obvious than the effect of bounties because the effect of bounties are not 
pr&sent on- the surface while the effect of the import duty is immediately 
obviou~ on the surface, but the effect on the consumer and the tax-payer is
likely to be the same. 

1111'. Olark.-If spread over on -a wider basis it would not be felt so much. 
Mr. 1rale.-It is very difficult to say what the effect will be: even boun-· 

ties are sure to have some effect. and that effect will perhaps take place, even 
in the case of railways, in lowering your revenue for instance. 

lIlr. Olark.-I think it is more likely in the ca;e of import duties. 
Mr. Kalll.-In one case your expenditure will increase and in the other 

oase revenue would go down. . 
Mr. Olark.-I am thinking of all the steel imported and of the possi

bility of a bounty being given or import duty being raised on all the steel 
rnanufactured in this country, not only on similar steel as is now manu· 
factured by Tatas. , 

President.-In answer to question 3 you say Ie We do not build wagonllo 
from raw materials in our shops but only erect wagons imported in parts." . r 
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Would Y011" beAable to give us any, information as to the. cost of erection of 
wagons in India? 

Mr. Clark.-t\'e have given you that, in statement 5. 
AlT' Ginwala.-For what year are these figures? 
Mr. Clark.-They cover the years 1921 and 1922. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-Is there any wagon of the A-I Type? 
Mr. Clark.-The nearest to' A-I would probably be p. Type. We have 

110 A-I wagon. 
Mr . .lIather.-Have you any wagons similar to the 750-typei' 
1I1r. Clark.-We have no informatioll . 
.lIr. 1I1ather.-The 750-type covered goods wagons? 
Mr. Clark.-Standard wagons are all lettered. 
Mr. Mather.-This apparently was a type which was used before. the 

recent standardization. 
Mr. Clark.-I don't; khow. 
1I1r. GinwaZa.-The point I was trying to clear up was this: in the. list 

of English cost and other costs that you have given in answer to questioD 
0, what figure corresponds to th.e D. typel' 

Mr. Clark.-We have put all covered wagons together. These are all. 
D type wagons that we have put in answer to question 5. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-The r~asdn why I 8/ID. asking you about this is that 
we have heard a good,deal about A-I type wagons. P type represents 
more or less the A-I type for your Railwaysi' 

Mr. Cla1·k.-Yes, that is a covered wagon., 
President.-Would it be correct to say that the price of a 'D' wagon 

would not vary more than 5 or 6 per cent. from the price of an A-I type 
wagon? Are they comparable to that extent? 

Mr. Clark.-I should say not more than 10 per cent. 
President.-Wbich would probably be'the more expensivei' 
Mr. Clark.-That I cannot say. 
Pruident.-Perhaps you could find that out for 'us Jl.nd let us know}' It 

is ,important to comp!,re the figure with what We 4ave received froll! the 
Standard Wagon eo: .' 

Mr. Ginwala.-These are, as you say, figures for 1921-22. As you know 
there was some' oomplaint with regard to orders not being Jllaced in India., 
Can you give us the eot'responding; cost for 1922-23 and for t,he pre-war year 
1913?t 

President.-Have you ordered wagons in 1922-23 for the covered four
wheelers? If you ·couldgive· us the price for .that it would be U)lefuI. 

Mr. Clark.-Tenders ,were called for in the financial year 1922-.23. 
President.-The 'Railways purchased .on the last occasion' 3,000 wagon/! 

from Great Britain . 
. Mr. Clark.-Do you want the latest information we have got in regard 

to the cost of wagons most recently put on the line P. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The last lo't which was purchased and distributed all over 

the line. 
Mr. Clark.-We make our' o)Vn Jlurchases. , 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Very well, corresponding to the Railway Board purchases 

this year. 
President.-The nearest comparable thing to October 1922 when the Rail-

way Board wagons were ordered;. that is what we want. ' 
Mr. Clark.-'1'he difficulty is that for their orders placed in,1922-2;3,llUr 

corresponding orders would be 1923-24; they are not on the line yet. 

• Vide Statement I. D (5). 
t Vide Stateme~t I. p.. (6). 
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Mr. (Jinwala.~But. you are building them? 
Mr. Mather.-None of them have arrived in the country yet? 
Mr. OIark.-No. 
President.-If you could give us the information as to the price of a 

• D ' type wagon erected in India it would be useful to us. * 
Mr. Ginwala.-For the purposes of comparison, can you give the pre·war 

type, say for 1913, of wagon which would correspond to your D wagous.-
Mr. Olark.-Yes. 
Presidenl.-In your answer to question 5, first of all you give the cost of 

underframes, wheels and axles, eter., complete. Then in the fourth column, 
. you· give the cost of underframes. If we deduct the latter from the former. 
do we get the cost of wheels and axles? 

Mr." Clark.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In India wheels and axles are not manufactured. Would 

Rs. 5,707 represent the price if you purchase the wagon locally? 
Mr. Clark.-It represents the price of the complete wagon, minus wheeIs. 

. and·· axles. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are these Indian erection chargeb incurred in your own. 

workshops? 
Mr. OIark.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwalci.-You don't erect them on a contract basis? 
Mr. Clark.-No. • 
President.-Does that include overhead charges? 
Mr. Clark.-It includes all charges. 
Mr. Mather.-As far as your costi~g system is concerned, would it be th& 

same as that adopted by a private firm submitting a tender? 
Mr. Clark.-The same. system. 
Mr. Mather.-You have included all the charges that they would includeP' 
Mr. OIark~-Yes, excepting the interest on capital. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you included depreciationP. 
Mr. Clark.-Yes, indirectly. 
Mr. Ginwala.-At what rate have you taken the exchangeP 
Mr. Clark.-Market rate-approximately Rs. 15 per pound. 
Mr. Mather.-In your answer to question 6, I see no entry at all againslr 

(h) to show the wrought iron used in the manufacture of K. G. type and D .. 
type wagons. 1 take it that these types of wagons are B. N. Railway· 
designs or are designed by your Consulting Engineers in which the nature of 
every component part is definitely laid down in the specificationP 

Mr. Clark.-Yes. • - . 
Mr. Mather.-So that if an order were placed for such wagons, the wagon 

building firms would necessarily have to use the same distribution and same.· 
kinds of materials as shewn in your design P 

Mr. OIark.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-The"wagon costs supplied to us by the Standard Wagon Co. 

and Jessop's include appreciable charges for wrought iron. Can you tell us. 
why you do not show any use of wrought iron in your wagonsP . 

Mr. Clark.-That is a point 1 should like to refer to my technical adviser. t 
.Mr. Mather.-If you bear that in mind and let us know, it would be of 

aSSistance to us. 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. . 
Mr. Mather.-Your answer to question 7 does not entirely cover all that 

we wanted to know. There are two British standard specifications for axles •. 
One specification allows basic steel and another acid st.eel. . 

• Vide Statement.!. A. (5) and I. D. (6). 
t Vide Statement '1. D. (7). 
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Mr. Clark.-I must refer that point to the Mj!Chanical Engineer. 
Mr. Mather.-It is not a question of departing from British standarcl· 

specification. -
Mr. Clark.-No, I quite understand. 
Mr. Mather.-Our point is that if your technical advisers consider' that: 

your running conditions are such that you must adopt the British Standard: 
specifi'Jation which only allows acid steel to be used for axles, then that-. 
would mean, that steel for these articles could not be made out of Indian pig 
iron. On the other hand, if your technical advisers were satisfied that: 
your traffic conditions could be satisfactorily met by the adoption of the 
British Standard specification which allows basic steel, it would mean that. 
at some future time it might be possible to make these things in India from 
Indian pig iron. We want to know what prospects there are in this 
direction. * . 

Prerideflt.-.A!J regards question 9, if your' answer is not ready we can 
wait. The question i&-do you think that it would be more economical in the
long rult" for the Railways to develop their own wagon worksi' 

Mr. Clark.-My answer to -that is this: railways could undertake the
manufacture and produce wagons at no higher rates than private firms, but_ 
there is 80 much fluctuation in their requirements from year -to year that it 
would rrobably not be an economical proposition for individual railways to. 
establish their own wagon construction works. Groups, of railways might. 
perhaps do 80. . 

Presideflt.-Have you considered it from this point of view? Supposing. 
each railway were to undertake the manufacture of its own wagons, would 
the an!lual,requirements of the B. N. Railway form a large enough unit to· 
make it economical to establish works for the production of your wagQ!ls Pt 

Mr. Clark.-It might prove more economical to build one's own wagons, 
but one cannot be sure of getting all the wagons one would require in that
mann'3r, unless'one provided works to meet the maximum demand in anyone·· 
year. ~ 

~ President.-I quite understand what you have told us: your demand, you. 
8ay, might fluctuate and that..;vour demand in a particular year might not be 
anything' like your total output. I take .it that in all manufactures there 
are certain minimum economic units fOl production and if you go· below
the limit your costs are bound to be higher. All the big works in England I 
understand, are organised at a very much higher rate of production th~n 
probably the total demands of your railways' would be. So that might be
a point against the establishment of wagon works. 

Mr. ClMk.-The unit we are prepared to produce would not be large
enough to be an economical proposition. 

Mr. Kale.-SuppQ.Sing one railway is not in a position to make all its. 
wagons, will it not be a practicable proposition for a group of railways to-. 
undertake the same enterprise? . 

Mr. Clark.~Not necessarily, because the types of wagons might be
different. 

Mr. Kale.-The number of these types might be reduced by railways illt-
combination, .. 

Mr. Clark.-That is a point to which I have not given any consideration .. 
Mr. Kale.-We hear a good deal about the grouping of railways. 
M'f'. Clark.-That is rather academical. 

Pr~sident.-Does anythiIlg in connection with that occur to youP. 

Mr. Clark.-The point needs consultation between all railways before any. 
opinion could be given. _ 

• Vide Statement II 2 (4). ~ 
t Vide also Statement. I~.D (8). 
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Mr. Kale.-Lshould like your personal OpInlOn, apart from the opinions 
'.()f others, on the subject of grouping of railway~n the manufacture of 
wagons by groups of railways. 

ll11·. Olark.~I cannot give any opinion without having a discussion with 
<other railways. It scems that the possibility of wagon building by groups of 
railways might be ~iscussed in order to ascertain the possible, advantages and 

-<1isadvantages. 
llfr. Kale.-Can you not manufacure ,your wagons by gr~ups, even though 

,the railways might not be grouped together? ,I am not considering at the 
moment the question of grouping of railways, but only the question of com

'bination of railw.lYs for building wagons. 
Mr. Olark.-There are ,all sorts of fact,ors which woull necessarily arise 

:and it requires long investigation and consultation with other railways. 
Pl'esident.-Questions 10 and 11 are closely similar to questions in the 

,~eneral questionnaire. ' 
Mr. Ginll,'ala.-In your answer to question 11, you have attempted to 

-work out the effect of an increased duty in the case of wagons. Can't you 
,also work out on the same lines that I indicated the effect on you of an 
increased duty on steelP 

Mr. Olark.-We have given you in this' form on the assumption that the 
,-duty would be iIl#lreased by 33 per cent. and the cost of finished wagons 
-would rise accordingly. 

Mr. Ginwala.:-We have indicated in question 10 that for each increase of 
,-10 per cent. the cost, would go up by Rs. 220. 

Mr. Ola,rk.-The cost of a wag')n would rise by Rs. 500. 
Mr. Mather~-I should be glad 'if you could inform us what is the most 

lecent price for rails bought by your railways in England and also the pre
"War price. 

Mr. Olal·k.-The price of rails landed in Calcutta is Rs. 140 a ton. 
Mr. Mather.-That is under a contract for 8 or 9,000 tons? 
Mr. Clark.-Not lesa thap, that. 
Mr. Ginwala.~Was it a long term contr~ct with any British inanufae-

~urer? , 
Mr. Olark.-I do not know. I have merely called for the :figures. 
M",. Ginwalll.-This rate seems to be considerably lower than the rate 

-qlloted ill the Trade Journals. 
Mr. Clark.-At the beginning of the year? , 
Mr.' Gintvala.-Yes. The price quoted was £8-10-0 e~cluding freight, 10 

per cent. duty, insurance and handling charges. 
, Mr. Mather.-Tatas have told us in their evidence" We have heard of 

"quotations for British Standard rails at prices as low as Rs. 132 landed. 
'We understand that the Bengal Nagpur Railway secured 8,500 tons at this 
price." I should like to know whether it includes duty. 

Mr. Clark.-We would verify and let you know.* 
Mr. Mather.-Perhaps you can ascertain llnd let us know what it in-

-eludes and als() give us the latest pre-war price. 
Mr. Clark.~We will get you that.* 
Mr. Mather.-I take it that with the rails you also ordered fish plates. 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. 
lIfr. Mather.-Then you will be able to gi'Ve us the price for the fish 

'plates. 

Mr. Clark.-Yes. 
M.,.. Mather.-I shall be glad if you will give us also the price of steel 

-sleepers. Have you bought steel sleepers recently frOID England? 

*Vide Statement II. 2 (5) and (6). 



Mr. Clark.-I have' got :t here. The 'price landed in Calcutta may be 
-taken as Rs. 221 per ton with the present duty., ' 

Mr. Mather.-It would perha'ps be most convenient both to yourself and 
to us if you gave us the figures for rails, fish plates and sleepers in the form 

-of a table.- ' 
'Mr. Clark.-Yes; 
Mr. Mather.-AIso such infor~tion as you can have on the nature of 

·the contlactt. We are interested in the question of freight. You probably 
have in your records & statemen1Allffreight, paid per .ton. . 

Mr. C/ark.-You want it for this specific contract for rails, fish plates and 
steel sleepers or for the latest pre-war con~r;wt? 

Mr. Ginwa/a,,-In ,this case, I 'want to know whether thi~ 'price wh.ich you 
,quoted juSt now repreSents 'tlie market price at the time you took delivery 
,01' the time the contract was made. It seems to me much, lower than the 
-eurrent prices about the time.' , , , 

Mr. Clark.-Itmust refer' to the period when the conti-act was entere~ 
into. 0 

Mr. Ginwala.-If it was a year before that, the prices would be very 
much,lower than the price we found in the Trade Journals. 

Mr. Clark.:....The prices were indeed low. ' , . 
Mr. Ginwala.-There, was a time sometime in 1922 'whe~it rea~hed a.,very 

low level. . , 
President.-In the autumn it rose again; Jnit'ili Mayor Jrine itbe~n tp 

fall. , ' .' ' . . . , "',' , , 

.1fr; Ginwala.-Witt you please let us know the date of the, C(lP.tFl'-ct.y 
Mr. Clark.-Yes.t 
Mr. Ginwala.-Youhave been usin~ 'Tatas railS on j'our ~ailway f~r a 

-considerable ,time? 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. 
·M1·. Ginwala.-Do you find them generally to b,e ofsuit~ble quality? 
Mr. Clark.-Yes. I believe they are quite satisf3.!ltory. 
Mr. Ginwala.-They are approximately similar to the rails imported' from 

England? ' , " .", 
Mr. Olark.-I,believeso. I don't think that they' have been, put to the 

.some teet. ' , 
M'T. Gi·nu:ala.-·They have not been in the track so long? 
Mr. Clark.-That is so. . 

-!Ilr. Ginwala.-Have you used Tatas' structuralsteel,beams, angles, chan-
nels and so on to any great extent? 

Mr. Clark.~That I cannot say. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-You.could' not say.that from your experience,? 
Mr. Clark.-No. Would you like a' statement on thatPl 

. Mr. Ginwala.-Yes."What are your total requirements of 'rails in a yea!'? 
. Mr. Clark.-I can get you the figures as to what we have obtained i~the 

past. ." . 

Mr. Ginwala.-And also your future requirements 'under your. new pro-
,gramme for 5 years.§ , . 

Mr. Clark.-I am afraid I cannot give you that. ' 
Mr. Ginwaza.-Yourrate with Tatas is Rs. 110 per ton. 
Mr. Clark.-That is for the broad gauge. 

VOL. nI. 

- Vide Statement I. D (1). 
~t Vide Statement II. 2 (5) and'(6}. 
l Vidll St.tementI. 1)(2). 
, Vide Statement I; D(3). 
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Mr. Ginwala.."'-Have you go\. any other contract with. them besides th& 

one for the broad gauge? 
Mr. Olark.-There are different rates for narrow gauge. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What are your rates for them? 
Mr. Olark.-I do not remember. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Your contract with Tatas is not equivalent to the whol& 

of your requirements. You always have ,to buy some from the open market? 
Mr. Olark.-our contract with Tatas has not covered all our purchases. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that case will you gf've us the rates at which you pur-

chased in the open market for the corresponding periods? 
Mr. Ola1'k.-I will endeavour to do that.-
Mr. Ginwala.-:-From what date was your contract with Tatas? 
Mr. Olark.-I cannot remember. 
President.-It was actually from 1st April 1920 for five years. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It has been in operation for the last three years. YOIr 

may give us the rates at which you purchased in the open market. YOIr 
could give this information. 

Mr. OlMk.-But all this information will take a long time to collect. 
President.-I am afraid wa have to ask you for a good deal of inform

ation. We can hardly get on without that. 
Mr. OZark.-We should prefer to give it as quickly as possible. 

. Mr. Gillwala.-With regard to your contract with Tatas for freight, yoU! 
kave got a long term contract I take it. Your position is that you have
given fairly low rates. Can you give us an idea as to the difference it 
makes to Tatas P 

Mr. Olark.-I think we can give you this information. t 
President.-l\t:r. Ginwala wants to know not the difference in the total 

amounts paid but simply the difference between the rates for Tatas and the' 
l'ates for the public. 

Mr. Mather.-Tatas' contracts are for a fixed amount per ton'mile. What. 
are you charging the public now for carrying similar material not under 
ClOntract? 

Mr. Olark.-All raw materials are charged at one rate for Tatas. 
Pre&ident.-Does that mean that there is a variety of rates for a variety' 

I)f articles. 
Mr. Olark.-There is the same rate for the raw material but for the' 

manufactured articles there are different rates. 

Mr. Ginwala.-These figures in Tatas' contracts must have been workell 
(lut on some lines. 

Mr. Olark.-We charge the public rate in ihe first instance. Then we
take the ton mileage on the raw materials calculated 'at the concession rate
and deduct that from the public rate. That is a rebate. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is not clear to us how much rebate they get per toD. 
mile anJ. what is the difference between the rate that you charge io Tatas.. 
and the rate to the public. 

Mr. OlM'k.-But. you do not chalge one universal rate for the public. 
Assuming manganese ore is despatched from A. we charge a different mil&
age rate from A to B.' from the mileage rate we charge from A to Z. 

Prssident.-Could you take half a dozen different 'cases and work them-
out? ' 

Mr. Olork.-Supposing t.hat we put Rs. 50 lakhs as what the' public pay-
and Taiaa pay so much-would that do? , 

• Vide Statement II. 2 (7). 
t Vide Statement I. D (4). 
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Mr. Mather.-According to your agreement, on 28th August 1909{building 
materials and plant were carried fQJDl any station'en your line to Kalimatl 
at one-fifteenth pie per maund-mile. May we take it that at the time the 
contract was entered into, it was more or less the commercial rate for 
ordinary traffic? -, 

Mr. ClaTk.-Not much below the ordinary rate. 
Mr. Mather.-So you gave them a special concession even for tIiat kind 

of traffic? 
Mr. Clark.-That refers to the period of completion of works. 
Mr. Mather.-Since then of course the general railway tariff charges have 

gone up. ;How does that figure compare ,with the figure you would be wil
ling to give to a new industry starting now? Are we to take it that' if this 
industry had not existed before; but had just come into existence, you would 
charge them abcut the same amount? - ' 

Mr. Clark.-It is very doubtful that we would enter into 'the same long 
term contract for the same low rate. 

Mr. MatJrer.-In any case, supposing you gave concession rates now to 
a new company which is being started, would they be as low as you gave to 
Tatas in 1907 or 1908? ' , 

Mr. Clark.-I think they have to be during the currency of the contract_ 
I mean we have to take into consideration all the circumstances affecting an 
industry starting exactly under similar conditions and see whether it has a 
claim to make a demand for a similar rate. 

President.-Supposing another steel works were started at some point on 
your line would there be any legal obligation to give them the same rates P 

Mr. Clark.-You must examine all the conditions and ascertain what 
would be reasonable to give. 

President.-Would there be any legal obligation to give them the same 
rates as you give to Tatas under exactly the same conditions? 

Mr. Clark.-I am every doubtful whether we would be or not. It is a 
very important question: we would probably not because of our changed 
c6nditions. 

Mr., Ginwala.-I take it that Tatas' agreements are not affected by any 
increase that you make in the general tariff? 

Mr. Clark.-No. They are fixed rates. 
Mr_ Ginwala.-We were given to understand that other companies doing. 

similar business get the same rates from you-the Indian Iron and Steel 
Company for instance. 

Mr. Clark.-They have got the same concession rates for raw materials. 
They work out at the same rate in actual practice. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-When you have two companies getting the same rates, can 
you reasonably refuse the same rates to a company, starting now? 

Mr. Clark.-It will be very difficult to say. It will mean very careful 
consideration. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-In other countries, such as Great, Britain, they cannot 
give any undue preference if it comes within that. Will you be compelled 
to give the same rates P 

Mr. Clark.-Yes. 

202 
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No; 8'3. 

Great Indian Peninsula Railway Co. 
Written. 

Statement 1.-Replie, to' questionnaire No. II (a), from ,the Great Indian 
Peninsula Railway Company, dated 15th December 1923. 

Your. letter No. 271, dated 19th September 1923. 

With reference 'to your aoove quoted letter I beg to reply' as follows:

(a) The weight I!Jld valu\! of steel castings 
imported as such dqripg the last two 
years 

(z,) The chief purposes for which these 
castings were used • 

(c) The approximate weight and value of 
strel ca.~tings. imported as parts of 
wagons, locos., etc., etc. 

The total weight of steel castings imported 
'for the use of the Mechanical Denart· 
ment is 15t tons at an approxiinate 
value of &S. 22,471. 

The total weight of castings imported for 
the Ca~ge and Wagon Department 
was about 546 tons' at' an approximate 
-value of Rs. 5.79,945., 

Besides the above 150 ,tons at a cost of 
&S. 79,057 were imported chiefly for 
use for Qilarings of bridges. 

The castings imported for the Mechanical 
Department were principaJIy use~, for 
t,he locomotive cylindrical buffe, plungers 
and sockets. 

I attach a statement-showing the cbief 
purposes for which the castings imported 
far the Carriage and Wagon Depart
ment weJ:e used. 

'Castings imported as parts of Carriage 
and Wagon stock was about 450 tons at 
an approximate value of Rs. 2,90,250. 

Those for locomotives amounted to 942i 
tons valued at Rs. 13,89,245, approxi
mately. 

The~e figures are not included in those given for Mechanical and Carriage and 
Wagon Departments in (a) above. 

(d) Annual requirements for the next five 
years The Chief Mechanical Engineer and Chief' 

Engineer do not anticipate that the 
annual requirements of steel castings 
for their Departments will increase to
any appreciable extent during the next 
five years. 

The Carriage and Wagon Superintendent 
on the ot.her hand, is of oninion that 8 

tendency will be fot more' cast steel t.o 
be used in t,he construction of goods and 
ooaching rolling stock. 

Reference paragraph S of your letter.-The output of steel castings from 
the mechanical shops during the past two years was 75t tons. -
, ,Reference paragraph 9.-Th~ amount of steel scrap sold. during the past 
12 months was 3,250 tons and the amount of ' wrought iron scrap sold during the 
same period was 5,980 tons. . 
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liREAT INDIAN PENINSULA RAILWAY COMPANY. 

(Incorporated in England.) 
:~ -.. . -

STORES DEPARTMENT. 

Statement showing the quantity and value of steel castings imported for 
the Carriag~ and Wagon Department during the ·twoofficial years 1921-22 
and 1922-23, and the chief pnrposes for which they were used. , '. ,1 

IXPORTBD DURIlfG IMPORTED DURING 
THB YBAB 1921-22. THBYEAB 1922·23. 

Item . ChIef purposes for 
No. Articles. which used. 

Weight. ' InvoiCe Weight. Invoice 
valne. value. 

-
£ £ 

- 1 Alde box ... ill Tons. 7,363 298 Tons 14,172 For caniages and 
wagons. -

2 Brackete 
racks. 

for parcel Nil Nil 11 Tons 126 For carriages. 

8 CoupllngB for Inella 12 Tons 3,797 61 Tons 1,087 For carriages, 
rubher train pipes. wagons and engines. , Fastenen for Boouring 
gauze blindB. 

2 qn. 37 1 Cwt. 65 For carriages. 

6 Hanell ... and loekB 'Tons 1,270 21 Tons 549 For carriages. 

6 Hlng ... 2,778 NOB. 607 5,800 Nos. 518 For carriage dool8. 

7 Hom cheekB 25 Tons 1,679 32 Tons 1,200 For bogle- cairlages 
and wagons. 

8 Nozzl ... for train pipes 8 Tons 768 , Tons ~2 For camag. -aM 

9 24 NOB. 4 NOB. 
wagons. 

Pivot oentr... top and 107 15 For togle carriageo 
bottom. and wagons. 

-
10 Plateo face for axle 26 Tons 2,475 45 Toils 1,926 For carnages and 

box .... , : wagoDB. 

8ta-tement II.-Replies to questionnaire No. II (b}, from the G. i. P. Railway 
Company, dated 5th November 19S5, 

Your letter No. 272, dated 19th September 1923. 

Reference yom-" above quoted letter. . I "beg to reply to" th~ questionnaire 
"sent therewith as follows:- - -'" . -- , 

Que.tion 1.----The consumption of the kinds of steel included in the Messrs. 
Tata Iron- and Steel Cpmpany's statement is estimated at about 16,000 tons 
annually for the next 5 yeare--nearlyall on revenue aCC!'unt. _ 

Queation t.~ur revenue expenditure during the five years would increase 
by 5 lakhs annually if the increased import duty were levied onl;y on 
items of Question 1. The increase on capital expenditure on these' Items 
would beamall. 

Queation 8.-If the higher import duty was charged 011 fabricated steel as 
well our revenue expenditure would be increased from its present amount by 
from 3 to 5 per cent. and capital open line expenditure by from 5 to 1 
per cent. - -

Question 4.-1 consider that the increase of expenditure would be of such Ii. 
magnitude as to render an increase in rates and fares necessary or to 
prevent a reduction in rates and fares which might otherwise have been 
possible. 
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Question 5.-IIi, construction the cost of steel and iron forms a much 
larger proportion of the total capital cost and the result of an increase in 
import duty would have the effect of increasing the cost of construction 
from 8 to 10 pel cent. and, I consider, would retlj,rd the construction of rail-
ways in India. -

Question 6.-Yes, if it means cheap steel and iron. 

Question 7.-1£ it is found impossible to establish the steel· and iron 
industry without protection. I consider that the protection given should 
take the form of a bounty • 

• 
Statement IlI.-Replies to questionnaire No. II (c), from the' G. I. P. Rail

way Oompany, dated 7th November 1923. 

Your letter No 313, dated 25th September 1923. 

Reference your above quoted letter. I beg to reply to the questionnaire 
sent therewith as follows:-

Question 1.-The total number of wagons in service. on this Railway' is 
19,667. Of these the main types are as follows:-

Open Wa.gons-
4·whecled • 
Bogie 

Covered Wa.gODll-
4·Wheeled 
Bogie 

.4,51S 
221 

11,620 
1,041 

QU68tio~ 2.-Our annual requirements of new wagon stock of main types 
for the next.five years are:-

Capital • 
Revenue (Renewa.I!' 

Open. 
243 
125 

Covered. 

243 
125 

Question S.-It is not our practice to build wagons in our own shops. 
Occasionally, when a special type is required, the work is undertaken by us. 

Question 4.-To date 200 wagons built in India have been purchased. 

Question 5.-

(a) C.i.f. Indian port pZUI landing charges, freight, insurance and 
duty (without wheels and axles): prices 1922·23. 

Open wagon C-2 type 
Re. 

a,l1t 
Covered wagons, A-2 type 3,067 

(b) Do. do. finally erected and ready to run (without 
wheels and axles): prices 1922-23. 

Open wagons; C·2 

Covered wagons, A·2 

Erected in 
G. I. P. Works. 

5,020 

4,9RO 

Erected by private 
firms. 

J None have been ereoted. 
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The details of cost of erection in G. "1. P: Shops are: 

- Open. . Covered. 
-

Paint and oil 22 43 

Labour 100 120 -
Supervision on labour 34 .. 441 

Indirect charges. II 14 

. 
167 218 

Contingencies 8 II 

TOTAL 175 • 229 

Qu~'tion 6.-The tare weights of open and covered wagons are approxi
mately identical. The thicker body sheets in open wagons counterbalance 
the additional superstructure in the case of covered wagons. The approxi
mate wllights of component parts according to -different classes of metal 
are given below:-

T. C. Qr.lbs. 
A. Total weight of wagon ]0 7 2 0 

"B. .. B .. Class !!teel 0 7 3 i9 
C. .. D .. Class steel 1 9 0 22 
D. Steel castings • 0 12 2 6 
E. Spring steel 0 8 2 5 
F. Steel plates and sheets 2 10 '0 11 
G. Structural steel . 3 4 3 0 
H. Wrought Iron Nil. 
I. Iron castings 0 1 0 10 
J. MUd steel. 1 3 0 24 
K. :Miscellaneous A. V. B. gear, rivets, bolts, ~tc. 1I 10 0 15 

Que,tion 7.-We are not considering the use 'of basic open-hearth steel 
for wagon axles, tyres and springs. 1 am aware that the British Standard 
Specifications mention that either acid or basic steel can be used; the alter
natives have been considered by our Consulting Engineers who decided on 
acid and this 1 am informed, by my technical adviser, is a Bound decision. 

Question- 8.-1 think that the establishment of a wagon building industry 
in India is desirable. It. is, of course, understood that the industry must be 
on sound lines, producing an article as good as the English one at approxi
mately the same prices. 

Question 9.-1 do not think that it would be desirable for each Railw? 
. .Administration to develop wagon works. 

Queation lO.-Assuming that it is necessary to give assistance -to wagon 
companies 1 consider that the assistance should be given in the form of a 
hounty. 

QU6Btion 1l.-If assistance were given to wagon companies in a form' 
which increased the cost of wagons to Railways to any considerable .extent 
then the result would be an increase in Railway working expenses which 
would prevent or postpone a reduction in rates and fares and would also 
retard the construction of new Railways. 
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Statement 1V.-LetteT, dated e2nd DecembllfC 1923, iTom the Agent, 0,1. p~ 
RaiZway, to the TaTi/l BoaTd. 

As request~d by the Tariff Board at their interview with the Agent of this. 
railway on the 28th November 1923, I submit the following further infoqna--
tion required by them:-: -

(,,) Cost, insurance, freight" custom charges 
for rails, steel sleepers, wagons (under
frames), girders, loco engines, loco 
boilers, lishplates, c.i. pots and c.i. 
chairs imported during 1911-14 and 
1920-23. 

Statement (Annexure A) is attached giv
ing the information. 

(l-) ~o. of wagons ordered on the .c~rrent 540 wagons have been ordered against 
year's budget on the Railway BoardA the CUITent year's hndget ou the Rail--
call for tenders for Hl22-23. .. way Board's call for tenders. 

{c) A copy of the works orders issued in onr 
CaIT. & Wagon shops for the erec
tion of goolfs vehicles hy our own 
Stall was called for and _the Board 
desired to know what supervision 
charges were actually charged off to 
thes~ jobs. ' ' 

A copy of the works orders issued is
attached *. The supervision charges' 
actually charged off to these johs are-

Shop charge8.-Int>ludes wages of Charge-
men, Maistries, coolies working in 
Shop~, leave time with full pay allowed 
to all Mechanics and to all staff when_ 
shops are closed on public holiclays. 
25% on the actual outlay inourred on 
erection of wagons are charged on 
account of this head under Labour. 

General. charge8.--Includes wages of coo-
lies employed on general work, Drive1'8-
of stationary and shop engines, Yard 
Shunters, Pointsmen, Muccadums work.
ing in yard, sick time of Mechanics and 
Workshop men including injury timlt' 
and Pasteur Institute time, put off 
duty on account of infectious di"Case,_ 
Mllnshi allowance to Mechanics, pay 
allowed to workmen on volunteer ser
vice, stock-taking, making coffins, wa!re&
of timekeepers, Tailymen, Local ho~ 
allowanCe> and special local allowance 
paid to them, House allowance to peons. 
of the time-office. These are calculated 
at the rate of 44 % on wage~ and shop
charges outlay and divicled in eq ual. 
proportion uncler wages and ~t(lres ex
penditure, tlide para. 1375, page 336-
of the> Agent's Handbook, as shown in 
the first three items and plu8 extra 3%. 
grain compensation allowance and 5%_ 
for electrit>al energy. In addition to
this 5% for machinery charges is levied 
on these jobs to cover the expenditunt 
of wear and tear of the machinery of
the shops. 'When the wagons ant 
constructed on Capital Account 7%
indirect charges are levied to meet the.-

------------~---~-----
• Not printed. 
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(,l) Carriage and Wagon Shop rate of wages 
in 1914 and in 1923. What Bum of 
money is represented by a 5% rise in 
our present wages bill, including in 
this all items shown &11 wages in 
Capital and Revenue Accounts ! 

(e) Whether we are going to be in a position 
to market every year the amount of 
steel scrap given in our letter No. S. 
9·3 of 2nd November and the reasons 
for the rather exceptional amount of 
wrought iron which we are able to put 
on the market. 

rent and heavy repairS of machinery 
and that only when the cost of the: 
work done in the shops exceed Rs. 
1,000 vide· para. 291, Chapter IV of 
State Railway Open Liu~ Code, Vol. 
I Pro. Issue~ 

Please see statement (Annexure R) sent. 
herewith. A 5% Ii.e in our present. 
wages bill \'Iill amount to Rs. 21,58,()()() 
perannllnt. 

It is· not possible to 'say whether we are 
likely to market the same amount. of 
steel scrap every year, as it depends on 
the scrap released by Departments. 
The reasons for the rather exceptional 
amount of wrought iron which we are 
able to put on the market was due to 
the fact that quite. 70% of it waS mild 
steel scrap returned as iron and as the 
latter was going out of-use the percent
age of mild steel 1>0 iron would. conse
quently increase. 



ANNEXURE A. 

,tatement showing weights of material and average costs and freight, etc., per ton received during the following years, from England. 

1911·1912. I 1912·13. , 1913·14. 

COBt, . Freight, Coot, Freight: Coot, Freigh 

Weight 
average average 

Freight Coot Freight rate rate Weight Coot 
average average 

rate rate Weight Coot Freight 
average 

rate 
aver&@ 

rate 

~! ~! E
er 
on 

Eer 
on 

Eer 
on ~ 

- ------- ------ -,--
Tons £ £ £ .. d. £ .. d. Tons £ £ , I • d. £ B. d. Tons £ £ £ 8 • d. £ I. 

19,868 111,820 14,660 Ii 12 7 014 9 20,663 122,742 15,629 Ii 18 10 015 2 38,667 258,067 28,604 613 6 014 

,em 2,035 13,485 1,372 6.12 8 013 6 3,1011 22,710 2,210 7 8 1 OU 3 1,307 10,386 963 71811 014 
\ 1,445 21,998 4,153 15 4 6 217 .. .. .. .. ' .. .. .. .. .. .. 
• 1,134 8,747 837 714 3 014 9 1,356 11,841 1,000 8 7 3 014 9 2,208 19,745 1,628 81810 014 

4,378 18,433 2,906 4 4 2 013 3 17,328 96,9n 14,186 511 io 016 4 44,923 248,517 81,152 Ii 10 8 013 

ro. 14,538 55,782 9,335 318 9 01210 9,147 50,325 5,987 510 0 013 1 l,79S 8,704 1,364 417 1 015 

1920·1921 1921·1922 1922·23 . 
Tons £ £ £ I. d. £ I. tt Tons £ £ £ 8. d. £ I. d. Tons I> £ £ I. d. £ B. 

22 880 43 1710 0 1 19 1 10,888 112,552 11,848 10 6 9 1 1 9 7,544 69,629 7,544 718 1 1 0 

101'8 ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
64 1,500 202 2715 7 81410 738 23,850 2,586 32 6 4. 810 1 .. .. .. .. " 

s .. .. .. / , . 644. 7,418 684 11 10 4. 1 1 8 632 7,189 761 11 7 6 1 4 .. 
32,157 460,189 65,986 14. 6 8 2 1 0 28,744 877,932 31,336 13 3 0 1 110 2,821 22,925 2,820 8 2 6 1 0 

til .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
• 
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ANNEXURE B. 

Carriage and ,Wagon Department. 

Bta~ment showing rates of wages paid to shop staff in 1914 and 1923. 

Pay in 1914. Pay in 1923. 

Foremen 400--500 550-650 

.cilargemen 127-275 140-425 

Fitters 36- 4S 74---- 86 

::Blacksmiths 42- 58 74---- 93 

-Carpenters . 36- 42 6~ 74 

-COOlies 13- 14 23- 26 

"Machinemen 36- 54 60- 86 

.statement V.-Letter dated 11th Jan'Uary 1929, from the Agent, G. I. P. 
Railway, to the Tariff Board. 

In continuation of this office letter, dated 7th Januaiy 1924, I send here
with a statement showing figures of the cost of wagons and locomotives for 
-three years before and after the war. 

'Statement showing Engines, boilers a.nd rolling stock and average costs and freight 
per ton received during tlte following years from England. ' 

,1911-11/12 -
Cost, Freight. 

No. Weight Cost Freight 
avel8ge 

rate 
average 

rate 

E:'~ per 
ton 

--- -'-'- ---
ToBS II £ £. " fl. £ ••• fl. 

"WagOBS 944 1,941 38,416 1,919 19 15 10 019 8 

()oaeh. ~9 846 15,175 1,150 1718 9 1 7 2 -
WheeI.o and AxI'" / 884 1,129 21,726 988 19 4 10 017 0 

lIug1n. 38 3,233 119,600 8,827 36'19 10 214 7 

.BoUera 23 344 15,251 996 44 6 8 2 17 11 

1912·1923 
" 

WagODB 665 6,231 106,935 8,269 20 810 111 7 

()oaeh. . 55 948 16,637 1,422 17 110 110 0 

Wheels and .bI. 1,650 1,979 31<,091 ,l,732 19. 411 017 8 

EDgIn'" 36 3,118 138,566 10,123 44 810 3 411 

Boll ... 24 343 16,970 1,071 49 9 6 S 2 5 
-.-.~'" .. 
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1913-1914 

Cost, Freight, 

No. Weight Cost Freight 
average average 

rate rate 
PPr per 
ton ton 

---, 

To,,! £ £ £ .•. d. £ s. d. 
Wagons · · 960 7,485 J97,716 11,083 26 8 4 1 9 7' 

Coaches 97 1,470 37,232 2,990 25 6 7 '2 0 &0 

Wheels and Axle<! . 2,308 2,964 63,758 3,890 21 10 2 1 6 30 

Engines · 76 6,778 219,fl34 21,700 32 8 1 3_4 (J. 

Boilers · 24 811 20,684 896 66 10 2 217 ., 
-' 1920-1921 

Wagons " .- 632 8,631 412,350 42,628 4715 6 418 9-

Coaches 
" 

,40 693 64,404 5,199 92,18 8 710 ]I. 

Wheels and Axles 1,424 l,in3 77,964 61456 40 15 .1 3 7 6' 

Engines · 41 4,89!,. 634,594 58,583 129 14 11 11 19 ., 
, 

Boilers 25 I 2~9 53,479 2,17i 115 16 11 7 10 S 
~ .... _c _ .... -- .. 

1921-1922 • -- , .- . . .,-

Wagons 138 2,270 109,416 9,837 48 4 0 4 6 8 
- • -

Coaches - .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Wheels and A~les 276 871 15,111 1,252 4014 7 3 7 .. 
Engines .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Boilers 18 227 36,256 1,704 159 a 7 7 10 2 -

1922-1923 ' 

Wagons 769 4,865 249,082 15,768 67 1 0 312 S 

Ooaches · .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Wheels an~ Axle<! 1,606 2,000 60,240 5,000 SO 2 5 210 0 

Engines . , 1 49 7,482 292 162 13 10 519 2 

Boilors · 24 899 45,765 2,932 11414, 0 7 611 
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Oral evidence of Mr. R. McLEAN, Agent, Great, Indian 
Peninsula Railway, recorded at Bombay on 

the 28th November 1923, 

PTuide1lt.-1 think perhaps it might be convenient to take each in 
turn of the replies which you sent us in reply to our three letters. ;Let us. 
deal with the general questionnaire first. The reply to that is in Y~lUr letter 
()f 5th November 1923. Your reply to-the first question is that you. require 
()nly about 16,000 tollll of steel of the kinds included in the Tata Iron' and 
Steel Company's statement and that. is your probable requirement for the 
next 5 years. Which is the most important item in making up that 
~~p • 

Mr. McLean.-Rails and steel sleepers. TakiIfg our five years pro
gramme railll and steel sleepers come to 64,000 tons, i.e., ,13,000 tons a 
year. 

President.-8o rails and sleepers are the most important items. Have 
you got figures to show how'much of this is rails and how much ~leepers? 

Mr. McLean.--Roughly half and half. 
President.-Y(lu had formerly, I think, a contract with Tata.s for rails 

which ended in 1920-21. Was it just for one year?, 
Mr. McLean.-The contract was for five years. It waS in force during 

the war when as·the Railway Board took over all the output the contract was 
really inoperative. We got the rails from, the Railway Board supplies. 

President.-There was just one. year left to run after .the control was 
taken off. . 

Mr. McLean.-Yes, and my recollection is that we got no rails in that 
year. 

Prcsidenf.-Could you' give us the figures for the price .which the Railway 
Company had to pay for rails since the war, apart from the rails bought from 
the Tatas? Tatas have. themselves given the figures of the prices paid to 
them. 

Mr. McLean.-1 have not got a list of all the prices paid but I have 
.got here a statement of the most recent prices. The most recent price 
for rails from England was quoted on the 25th October of this year at 
£7-13-9 a ton f.o.b., and freight and_ h~~ding charges brought the price 'lP 
eta £9-O-f. The freight came to £0-17-6 and landing charges to £0-8~10. 

Mr. MatheT.~What kind of rails are these? 
Mr. McLean.-90 lb. fiat-footed· rails. 

P,:esident.-These are the only figures that you have got at the moment? 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. • 
President.-It would be useful if you could give us the other figures for 

the post-war years, I think; 

JI1'.lIlcLean.-l shall have to get these compiled and send themt.o you. it 

President.-How would that price landed in India at £9 compare with 
-the pre-war price P , 

MT. McLean.'-:1 think it is slightly above. 

Preaident.-Do you anticipate that a. price as . low, as this is likely to' 
-eontinue very long? 

Mr. McLean.-To reply to that one has to anticipate the state of Europe 
in the near future. rt is not possible for me to say. . . . 

• ride I::itatement IV (a}. 
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PT.e~ident.-'Yhat I was thinking_is this .. A~ter all, the general rise III 

th~ pnce '.Iwel IS a~ lea~t 6~ per cent. and If, In the case of a thing lik& 
ralls, the mcr~ase m ~nce IS very much smaller, 15 or 30 per cent., it is. 
always a questlOn, I thInk, how far that state of things can continue, indefi
nitely. 

Mr. McLean.-I am afraid I am not competent to reply to that. It is. 
only the steel people who could reply to a question of that sort. 

Pre~ident.-In answer to question 2 y.ou say. ''< our revenue expenditure 
wO';lld Inc~ease by Rs. 5. lakhs annu!'-lly if the Increased import duty were 
levIed on Items of questIon 1." ThIS represents the di1ference between 1()' 
and 331 per cent. 

Mr,. lIfcLean.-It is our reply to tbe second question. 

PTesident.'-I imagine it must be so because on working out the price' 
per ton on that basis it comes to something like Rs. 131, whereas if it 
was the whole 331 per cent. the price would be as low as Rs. 94 which 
seems out of the question. So, I take it, it must be the difference between 
10 and 331 per ~ent. duty. At the present moment you are not actually
paying any duty at all on stores coming in. 

MT.·McLean.-We arlll not actually paying. 

PTuident.-That was the result of the decision of the High Court in 
a suit brought by the Company and an appeal has been' launched in the 
Privy Council. Of 'course until that is decided the. present state will 
continue? 

Mr. McLean;-Yes. 
President.-In your answer to question 3 you say "If a higher import. 

duty was charged on fabricated steel as well, our revenue expenditure would' 
be increased from its present amount by from 3 to 5 per cent., and capit!\l 
open line expenditure by from 5 to 7 per cent." The figures here are in 
percentages, whereas in the previous answer they are in lakhs P 

Mr. McLcan.-I may explain here that we had difficulty in replying 
to this question in the terms put " structural steel imported in a fabricated 

• condition." What we assumed in giving our replies was that all steel will 
eventually be liable to a tariff, whatever tariff may be decided on, and' 
on that basis we worked out the average proportion of our total expenditure
on steel to our total expenditure for the year. The percentage we have 
given is the proportion of the expenditure on steel to our total working: 
expenses. 

Mr. Ginwala.--3 to 5 per cent. on the total revenue expenditureP. 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
President.-Could you give the approximate figure of your revenue ex

penditureP 
Mr. McLean.~ur revenue expenditure on the present scale is about 

Rs. 11 crores a year and our capital expenditure on the 5-year progra=& 
is approximately I crores a year or 20 crores for the five years. If the duty 
were increased to 331 per cent. on all steel, we should have to spend -Rs. 1 
to Rs. 1.4 crores extra on capital account in that period. If we assume
the figure at Rs. 1.25 oerores in' the five years then, in order to earn the 
ordinary standing charges of interest at 6 per cent., we have to ge.t 7i 
lakhs a year in net earnings, which means 30 lakhs a year in gross earnmgs. 
The nett earnings are the difference between gross earnings and, working 
expenses. At present our working ratio is about 75 per cent., and, therefore, 
the- net earnings represent only one-fourth part of the gross earnings. The 
interest at 6 per centl on the Ii crores, the figure I have taken for capital, 
comes to 7i lakhs a yell-r. To meet this interest charge we must earn Rs. 30-
lakhs. In addition we should have to earn, say, Rs. 45 lakhs to cov~r the 
additional ordinary Revenue expenditure or, say, Rs. 75 lakhs a year In all. 
The result is ,that we have to earn Rs. 7i lakhs extra nett annually and ~ 
let that we have to take Rs. ;m lakhs gross. ' 
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Mr. Mather.-That is at the present ratio. You have the alternative of 
meeting it by an additional Rs. 30 lakhs of gross earnings by an increase 
in traffic or by increasing your- rates to produce the extra Rs. 71 lakhs. 

Mr. McLean.-The increase in traf6,c is problematic: one anticipates 
increases of course, but extra earnings mean again extra expenditure and 
the return would in any event be reduced by payments for duty. 

Pre.ident.-But supposing there is a rise in the customs duty, you say 
you will find an increase in the working expenditure. I do n~quite 
follow why you say that you assume that your gross revenue would "ave ta 
increase by RB. 30 lakhs in order to leave you another Rs. 7llakhs in revenue. 

Mr. McLean again repeated his previous explanation . 
. Pre.ident.-It is not a question of actual working expenditure. It is 

a return on capital got to be met from revenue. 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. This particular item. ' 
Prll8ident.-These pencentages you have ~iv~n-3 to 5 per cent.-they; 

would include all the steel in your locomotives, etc. P 
Mr. McLean.-These refer to 9rdinary working expenses and include 

all steel used for that purpose. We found it impossible to make any 
separation in terms of structural steel on the information we had. 

President.-I quite understand your difficulty in trying to separate the 
diffe~ent items, but it is ~f some importance to us to try and ascertain it. ta 
some extent. If you could give us, for instance, your probable expenditure 
on wagons and the probable expenditure on locomotives that would be 
usefnl. -

Mr. McLean.--Our expenditure in the five-year programme on locomotives 
will be almost negligible, and thereafter our expenditure will depend on 
our policy. But for wagons I will give you the figures. For our five-year 
programme we have estimated to buy 775 goods wagons a year and coaching 
underframes 89 a year. The cost of these landed in Bombay but excluding 
duty is Rs. 36·5 lakhs a year for the wagons and 11'45 lakhs for the 
coaching underframes. • 

Mr. GinwaZa.-ls that for a comp~eie wagonP 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. For all the integral parts of a wagon landed in 

Bombay, but excluding duty. The duty at 331 per cent. is Rs. 12'17 lakhs on 
wagons and Rs. 3'81 lakhs on the coaching underframes. The present duty is 
Rs. 4'22 lakha on the wagons and Rs. l'14lakhs on the underframes. . 

President.-Are you calculating the duty at 331 per cent. on the whole 
value of the wagon, or on the steel in the wagon P 

Mr. McLean.--On the whole imported price. A wagon is nearly· all 
steel, and if the present duty were increased from 10 to 331 per cent., we 
shall have to find Rs. 7'95 lakhs additional for duty on goods wagons and 
Rs. 2'67 lakhs on the duty on underframes or Rs. lOt lakhs net. 

President.-Would it be possible to give the other importa~t items which 
contribute very materially to the increased expenditure P 

Mr. McLean.-1 do not follow. 
Pre.ident.-Yo1l. said that it would cOlIt you 3 to 5 per cent. on Rs. 11 

crores: that would be something lik((l Rs. 55 lakhs a year extra RE!venue ex
penditure. What I have got reaUy in mind is this. If we know what your 
principal items were, it might be possible for us to say that there was -
no need of putting the duty on these particular things, because- they· are 
not going to be produced in this country at all for some time. For instance, 
there is no one in India who can make wheels and axles. Although it may 
not be possible to make a minute separation, if we knew what the imported 
items were, we might be able, to some extent, to c;mt out whail- it need not 
include. 

Mr. McLea1'o.-We shall have to work that out specially. I" can· of course 
give you figures for steel work, girders, etc., i.e.; fabricated steel that is 
required on the 5-year programme. ThE! money we expect to spend on that 



is SO'16 lakhs on 26,720,tons of material and I catculate the rise owing to. ... 
-the increased duty' at lS"75 lakhs. 

Mr. "Ginwala.-Is this capital.or revenue? 
lilt. McLean.-;Very largely revenue-mostly renewals. 
President.-I think -probably the best· way w~uld be to take only the 

large items. You have got the large items which account for the really 
.substantial expenditure. It would be of some use to us to know what the 
-cost in" their case is going to be. I do not want to give your office a lot 
·of trouble in giving information which may not be of use to us. Mr. Mather 
knows exactly what we want and it would be of use if he could see your , 
.people about it. ' 

Mr .. Mather.-So far as I know the main things we would want are 
rails and fishplates, steel sleepers, wagons and fabricated steel. There are 
no other 1;>ig items. You have already told us that the expenditure on 
locom()tives will be Jl.egligible. 

Mr. McLp,an.-We import practi.cally no steel castings so that that will 
-cover everything of any significance. I think I have got figures and can 
give you most of them. * But we shall be quite ready to -place at your 
disposal any figures you may desire which can be readily compiled. 

President.~You say" 1n construction the cost of steel and iron forms 
.a much larger proportion of the total capital cost." .I gather that you are 
now here distinguishing- the capital expenditure on new lines from 'open 
lines? 

Mr. McLean.-That is so. 
President.-And the result of an increase in import duty would have 

the effect of increasing the cost of construction from S' to 10 per cent.lI
Working.on the basis of the 10 per cent. it comes to this, apparently, that 
-the cost of the iron and steel is about 3/7th of your total capital expenditur" 
on new construction. I don't know whether that is what the percentage you 
give seems. to suggest. 

Mr. McLean . ....:...These figures ~ere taken from two representative lines, 
"one is the Majri-Rajpur and the other a section of the Itarsi-Nagpur 
Railway. The amount of steel, in these two sections, was estimated and 
the increase, if. this duty were added, was put down in terms of rupees. 

President.-What it must mean on that basis is that the steel and 
iron in these two cases must have been about 3/7th of the total exp_enditure. 
"That is simply working on purely arithmetical calculation on the figures 
,given. Does that include iron as well as steelP 

lIlr. McLean.-Iron is hardly usea now-a-days. 
President.-lt is practically all steel now? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
P,·esident.-:-Is not cast iron used to a certain extent? 
Mr. McLean.-Not in "the sections that we took. We are using steel 

sleepers as well. 
President.-In-answer to question 6-the questioll was whether the company 

-considered it desirable that steel manufacture should be established in 
India-you say "Yes, if it means cheap steel and iron." Supposing it 

~ meant that owing to protection the pri.ces went up for a certain number 
of years but ultimately became cheaper-it is rather hypothetical, I admit, 
but I put it to you on that basis-would the railway' think that it would 
be worth paying !lomething more in order to secure the eventual result P 

Mr. McLean.-1 take it the inference underlying that.is that ultimately' 
the cost of Indian steel will be less than imported steel. I should say that 
-the railways would require a firm guarantee that ~h!lt "l;VQuld happen before 
*pproving of a temporary increase in price. _ , " '__ - • , 

'* ~ot. received. 
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President.-That is to say, you would look at the, im.mediate result whic" 
. is certain, rather than to the ultimate result which, is not a. certainty P 

Mr. McLean..-The position taken up by.the railways is this: For m.any 
years they have been told that the railway administrations have got to. 
run their concerns as business propositions and as such they have to resist. 
anything which in their opinion will put up their working expenses. There· 
may be, and there often are, political and other reasons' which do not; 
come into the matter at all in deciding the question of tariff. Their vieW' 
is that if the Government decide that the steel industry ought to be' pro-' 
tected till' it is on its own' feet, it is safer to' give that in the form of a. 
subsidy or bounty. 

President.-That is it should, be done in a. form which would not raise the
railway expenditure P 

Mr. McLean.-Yes, not directly. 
President.-You had a good deal of difficulty, ! take it, during the war 

in getting the, supplies of the steel you wanted P 
Mr. McLean.~Very great difficulty. 
President.-Supposing there were another war, it would .. make a goorl:' 

deal of difference to the railways,' would it not, if steel were manufactured: 
in large quantities in India P , 

:Mr. McLean.-It depends entirely on the nature of the war. After all, 
the last war continued for 41 years and the immediate results were felt for 
the best part of 1 years. Stocks of Railway equipment were depleted ~ 
equip overseas, expeditions. But if you had no overSeBS expedition and: 
there was only a short war, the railways have big resources on wh,ich, they 
can fall' back to keep them going. ' 

Pres~ent."":;'If the ,war was a short war you ,would not regard the ,absence' 
of steel industry in India as a. serious handicap I' '-', 

Mr. McLean.-I should say no. 
Presidsnt.-You say that the railways hold a. certain amount of reserye., 

That is, to say they ,have always got a certain number of rails, etc:, in; 
stock I' 

Mr. MeLea/n.-Yes. 
President . ..:....As regards ihe purchase of stores what is the present pollcy 

of the Company-I mean purchases in India P 
Mr. McLean.-The policy of the, Company is to buy in the cheapest; 

market. If we get material in India. which is as cheap as material' from 
England, and of the same quality, we buy here. 

Plesident.-The Company are not subject to the ordinary StoresrulesP 
Mr. McLeall.-They hlP"e their own rules. 
President.-In that matter they are not subject to the control of the

Government I' 
Mr. McLean.-No. Not entirely. 
President.-8ince the decision of the High Court customs duty is not 

payable on your imports. I take it that you ignore the Customs in deciding: 
where you buy. Take the case of imported rails at £9 a ton; and if the 
Indian price ~s quoted. to you at £9-5 you would purchase in England I' 

Mr. McLean..-I think we would, it being cheaper. But here I want to· 
make a. remark. The figures I gave you for the price of rails' were quoted< 
in London in October this year. We made a comparison between the prices; 
after allowing the duty of 10 per' cent. and the Railway Board:s price 
and we found that' even at a 10 per cent. duty the price of English. rails 
comes to Rs. 148-8.,0 at Bombay duty paid, whereas the Tata., Company's 
rails at Bombay, come to Re. 167, So the effect is that the Tata Company 
have actually now got a tariff in their favour to the extent of 23i per cent. ' 

P'I'esident.~I am afraid I do not follow. The price that the Railway, 
Board pay is Rs. 156. How do you arrive at Rs. 1671' 

VOL. Ill. 2n 
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. Mf'. -lIlcLean.--'Weare taking the price at Bombay so far as the Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway is concerned. Tata's rails at Bombay cost Re. 161 
whereas English rails even after paying duty cost Rs. 148-8-0 . 

. Pf'esiden.t.-The price paid last month, would that be effected by the 
(lurrent rate of exchange P . 

Mf'. McLean.-Yes. 
President.-These are sterling prices P 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. -
President.-For purposes of this calculation it is converted into Rs. 15 

per PoundP 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 1--4d. to the rupee. 
President.-We shall be indebted to you if you will let us have the prices 

your Company have been paying in the earlier years just to see how it has 
been varying. .The f.o.b. prices actually quoted are very substantially below 
the trade paper quotations for heavy rails, even the export quotations. 

Mr. McLean.-I think the trade quotation is generally for small par
cels. If you buy a very big lConsignment it is very much cheaper. 

President.-What was the quan,tity of rail ordered by you in this case? 

Mr. McLean.-I think it would be about 16,500 tons. That of course is 
subject to verification. These are our requirements for the year. 

President.-Your custom is to order your requirements for one year at 
a time? 

Mr. McLean.-The indents go Home for the requirements of one year. 
President.-Your order would be more or less for about one year's require

JnentsP 
Mr. McLean.-As a rule it covers our working year. It may so happen 

that the Board places orders in instalments. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I would like you to work out for the Board what it 

1W0uld cost .the shareholders of the Company if this duty was increased. 
Mr. -McLean.-I can say it would cost them nothing, because there is 

not likely to be any surplus profits before the contrSlCt expires. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It may be that you will be able to make surplus profits 

afterwards P 
Mr. Mc.uan.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the capital cost of the lineP 
Mr. McLean.-Re. 73 crores. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the total capital held by the CompanyP 
Mr. McLeafh-£2,575,000. The actual distribution of surplus profits 

1l.etween the State and the Company is fixed by contract. \-!th goes to 
the State-iilth to the Company. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is your working expenditure settled by contractP 
Mr. McLean.-It is settled by the Railway Board who approve our 

lludget year by year. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you estimate it at 75 per cent. of your gross 

-earningsP 
Mr. McLean~-75 per cent. was the ratio last year. After the net revenue 

is computed it is devoted to the payment of interests on the Secretary of 
-State's debentures, payment of interest on overdrafts and the guaranteed 
interest on the Company's capital which is 3 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What would the surplus in & normal year come toP . 

Mr. McLean.-It has been & very small sUm. It has never, I think, been. 
-more than 3 per cent. on the Company's capital, say, 12 to 15 lakhs & year. 

M1-. \7inwala.-The Company's shareholders are guaranteed their a. per 
.lIt. P ! . 
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Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Giflwula.-Wbat is the effect- on their profits of any additional ex

JlenditureP 
Mr. McLean.-Profits :might be wiped out if there is an increase in

working expenditure. 
Mr. Giflwala.-If the Government guaranteed that, no question of bounty 

IOOmes in at all P 
Mr. McLeafl.-Bo far as the railways are concerned, I don't think they 

are interested in how a duty is applied. On general grounds many people 
hold that bounty or subsidy is better than duty. But if it raises prices 
-the effect is much the same. 

Mr. Giflwala.-Most of the property is Government propertyP 
Mr. McLeafl.-Yes. 
'Mr. Giflwala.-Most of the profits~are Government profits? 
Mr. McLeafl.-Yes. 
Mr. Giflwala.-Therefore the shareholders may well cla.im that they are 

-entitled to some consideration on the ground that their surplus profits 
would be reduced. The point I am putting is that, assuming that 12 to 15 
lakhs would be the normal surplus profits, if the shareholders were guaranteed 
-that, it would be immater~l to them whether the protection is by means 
of a bounty or import duty? 

Mr. McLeafl.-They would be debarred from the benefit of better adminis
-tration of the property. 

Mr. Giflwala.-You have t-aken your revenue expenditure at Rs. 12 
Crores. The total consumption of steel as far as we have got the figures 
now would mean an increase of about 30 to 50 lakhs a year. 

Mr. McLeafl.-1 have taken the average figure of 44 lakhs. 
Mr. Giflwala.-That would include extra charges on capital? 
Mr. McLean.-That is o~y revenue. 
Mr. Giflwala.-Wbat I mean to say is that the capital charge ultimately 

.becomes revenue chargeP 
Mr. McLean.-Not on railways. 
Mr. Giflwala.-But the sinking fund is revenue. 
Mr. McLean.-We have no sinking fund. 
Mr. Giflwala.-But your assets stand on the capital side of your book. 

Interest has to be paid out of the net revenue and to that extent it becomes 
a revenue charge? 

Mr. McLean.-You have got to earn your standing charges. 
Mr. Giflwala.-I was not able to follow your calculations-the capital 

charge of Rs. 4, crores a _year on an aversge. • 
Mf'. McLeafl.-Qur expenditure in the next 5 years, I mean open line 

-expenditure, is put down at 20 crores, that is at 4, crores a year. If the 
-.duty on steel is increased nom 10 to 331 per cent. we consider that iii 
would mean an extra expenditure to the extent of 1 to Ii crores. 

Mr. Giflwala.-Qn what basis is 5 to 7 per cent. worked ,out? 

'lIlr. McLean.-Qn the analysis of our working cost worked out in the 
form of an index price from the Capital and Revenue Accounts. It was don~ 
with the help of Mr. Findlay Shirras in Bombay. Unless one is a railway
man it is extraordinarily hard to analyse the account. 

Mr. Giflwala.""'Oan you tell us approximately what the -capit81 expen
:cliture of 4, crores means, what is it spent on? 

Mr. McLeafl.-Bpent on new houses, revenue works, rolling stock and 
_on. 

Mr. Giflwala.-How much steel is going to be used in that? 

Mr. McLeafl.-We have actually got figures for the 5-year programme. 

2D2 
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nIT. Ginu·ala.-We would like to have them. 
Mr. McLean.-That we can give you.· 
Mr. Ginwala.-That will enable us to see how much difference it would. 

make to the Company. Do you say that you worked out this figure of 5 to" 
7 per cent. on Mr. Findlay Shirras' index price basis? 

Mr. McLean.-The index price basis was used to work out the revenue 
figures. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Having done that you calculate the interest charges on 
that, do you? . ' 

Mr. McLean.-We took this ~xtra 1 crore to 11 crores as the average figure, 
and under the terms of the Government of India orders we are supposed to 
pay 6 per cent. on new capital that we expend on the railways, that is to 
say unless we can satisfy them that we are going to pay 6 per cent. they 
won't agree to our doing the work. We have got to show that the works· 
which are covered by the new capital expenditure can fairly be expected to 
pay 6 per cent. I have taken 6 per cent. on this 11 crore8 to cover interest 
on that and. this gives a figure of 71 lakhs which we have got to earn in order 
to pay the extra duty on the capital. That means that on our present ratio 
we must earn 30 lakhs gross in order to get 7t lakhs net. In addition 
to that 30 lakhs I have taken the additional revenue expenditure of 44 lakhs 
giving a total of about 75 lakhs. Due to the duty on steel going up to 33~ 
per cent., speaking generally, it would mean an mcrease in rates and fares· 
all round of about 5 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to your revenue expenditure have);Ou also got 
a similar list of your steel requirements? .\ 

Mr. lIlcLean.-Yes, only for the bigger items. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Will you supply us with that? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. In fact I have already given you the bigger figures. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That comes to 3 to 5 per cent. P 
Mr. lIlcLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then the 4 crores a year, I take it, includes your wagol!ls,. 

locomotives and other things? 
Mr. McLean.-Includes all additional wagons, locomotives, etc. It is 

purely capital expenditure. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then, the 577 wagons you mention are included in the (-

crores of rupees P 
Mr lIlcLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And the rails alsoP 
Mr. McLean.-No, only sorp-e of them. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How do you divide your charges in spreading them outP 

Mr. McLean.-The revenue budget covers the actual cost of running our 
railway, plus any renewals we may have to do, for instance renewing worn 
out girders, worn out trucks, etc. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You do not have anything to add for your depreciation
charges? 

Mr. McLean.-No. What Railways do is to charge renewals etc. to revenue. 
That is, revenue bears each year the depreciation falling due for renewal that 
year. Then the capital budget is the budget covering all new additional works, 
additional rolling. sfock, new houses, nnything additional. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-That is perfeotly true. What I wanted to know is, is it a 
fair way of calculating the annual charges?" You do not take the life of the 
article into account; say, if it is going to cost Rs. 6,000 taking it at 30 years 
we have Rs. 200 a year. 

• Not received. 
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Mr., McLean.-You get the same result by working the other way. We 
Civil a certain life to a 'certain . equipment. 

AIr. Ginwala.-Take the case of rails. 
JIlT. McLean.-Rails are nearly always used up In some other sections of 

'the line or in new capital works. 
Mr. Ginu·ala.-I am trying to draw a distinction between your method and 

·the commercial method. Your figures show 6 per cent. but if it is kept on a 
commercial basis where you write off a certain amount of depreciation that 
means very much less. 

Mr. McLean.-Jfhat means you set aside a fund for the amortizement of 
·the capital. I don't see how it can be cheaper to pay interest and redeem 
capital than merely to pay interest. 

MT. Ginwala.-In that- case you will add tbat to your capital but no doubt 
JOU would keep a depreciation fund account ana-. in a certah\ number of years 
of course the plant would redeem itself. 

Mr. McLean.-That is to say, the depreciation fund account would be met 
from revenue so that revenue will have to meet the redemption of this extra 
money plus the interest on it, one or the other. 

MT. Ginwala.-That is true, but at the same time the charge may ,be 
smaller, because it may be spread over a longer period. 

MT. McLean.-It cannot ,be smaller in the long run. You cannot redeem 
,capital plus intersst for less than you pay in interest. You are redeeming, 
capital and interest for the most of that period. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Take the life of rails. If the charge on rails is spread 
out over 30 years on the capital expeJl.diture-cWhat is the life of your rails? 

Mr. McLean.-Rails vary from 40 to 50 years. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If you nad a sinldng fund ;)tou would be able' to pay it off 

in 30 years, but all the same your assets would remain for the remaining 20 
years so that your books may show that it costs you 5 lakhs of rupees' whereas 
·ss a matter' of fact your assets were 2 lakhs of rupees. 
. Mr. McLeMl (stuck to his previous statement that this would not be 

·cheaper for Revenue.in the long run.) 
Mr. ,Ginwala.--"With regard to rails and sleepers I understood you to say 

'that the tonnage was about equal. 
MT. McLean.-Very nearly equal. 
MT. Ginwala.-Is it the practice of the Company to use steel sleepM"s as far 

as possible? . 
Mr. McLean.-Steel sleepers are, more economical in the long run than 

wooden sleepers. They last for anything between 25 to 30 years; wooden 
sleepers may not last for more than 10 years. It depends entirely on the class 
of wood. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Isn't there a movement now to use more wooden sleepers 
on the rjlilways? . 

Mr. McLean.-Not at the present price, ,There are certain railways whicn 
,cannot use steel sleepers. . They have not got flat-footed rails: steel sleeperS 
,are more suitable for that type. 

MT. Ginwala.-Are steel sleepers manufactured in this country at present? 
- Mr. lIfcLean.-Not at present. . 

'lIfr. Ginwala.-Can you use basic steel for that? 
Mr. l\fcLean.-There is no reason why they should not be made. it iii. 

, -not a very difficult business. ' 
MT. Ginwala.-With regard to this price of £9 do you consider that as the 

'normal price of rails? . '. . 

-MT. McLean.-Well, as I said before, I feel I am not competent to give 
'30n opinion on that; it depends so much on general trade. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Did you import any rails actually during the war? 
Mr. McLean.-At the beginning, but none at all towards the end of the war •. 
Mr. ainwala.-Can you give us any figures? 
Mr. McLean.-.I can get the figures for you, from 1914 to 1918. 

Mr. Ginwala.-And also the subsequent figures. Can you ~ve us the
figures also fOIl' other kinds of steel, such as girders or any fabricated steel 
imported during the same period? 

Mr. McLean.-I can give it to you in general terms of engines and stocks
and possibly all girders and permanent way material but to give it in another
form would undoubtedly mean avast amount of work.* 

Mr. Ginwala.-I don't want the engines. 
Mr. McLean.-H you want for sleepers, rails, girders, wagons I can let_ 

you have it in that form. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you give us similar figures during the war and after

the war? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the practice of the Company with regard to tbs-

purchase of steel materials. Do you send an indent to your Home Board? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwa.!a.-I suppose you include all your estimates io. your budget? 

Mr. McLBan.-We frame our budget and get our estimates sanctioned where 
necessary, by the Home Board and the'Railway Board. Having got the sanc
tioned estimates, we indent for the material. The Home Board call for 
tenders and place the order. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore to the extent to which these purchases are made 
_ there, they don't take into account any duty at allP 

MI;. McLean.~1 don't quite follow. 
Mr. Ginwala.-According to Government instructions, duty must be taken. 

into account, even though it is not actually paid, but I take it that Govern
ment rules do not apply to you P 

Mr. McLean.-We would not take into account the duty unless iii is payable. 
As I said we buy in the cheapest market. We only take the actual cost to 
ourselves in placing our ordocs. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then when you purchase in this country I 'don't think that, 
you take the duty into account in «lOmparing prices P 

Mr. McLean.-We compare the import price with the price we act~ally 
have to pay here. ' 

PreBident.-:-If you don't pay duty, it does come in. 
Mr. McLean.-But the ordinary importer has to pay dut~-. 
Pr68ident.-If you buy imported stores, it would: 
Mr. McLean.-Then we take the actual price offered as against the price-

of the imported article and buy whichever is more advantageous. 
'Mr. Ginwala.-You would not make any allowance for the dutyP 

Mi'. McLean . ....;..Not unless it is payable. 
Mr. Ginwa.!a.-I think that you stated in reply to the President that i.,. 

might be necessary to increase rates and fares by a certain percentage. 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then you explained to us on what basis that would be

done. 
Mr. McLean.-Yes, 5 per cent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As between passenger fares and freights? 

• Statement IV (a). 
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Mf'. McLean.-No. For instance, one cannot possibly say that there 
would· be a. flat increase of 5 per cent. If you increase the rate on a parti.· 
cular commodity and if it loses its market, it ceases to be sold. So, yo~ 
would have to increase your rates only on such traffic as would. bear .this. 
additional burden. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It may happen that the poor class of consumers may no~· 
have to pay at.all. 

Mr. McLean.-Quite conceivable. If hIi is paying as it is his utmost ancl 
if the additional rate would only reduce the volume of traffic, he would not have
to pay. On the other hand if we think that he could pay, without the volume 
being reduced, we would ma.ke him pay. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What are the principal commodities that pass through your' 
line? . . 

Mf'. McLean.-Our principal commodities are cotton, manganese, and 
seed..grains. There used to be coal. At the moment there is a slump in coal 
traffic.' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is that cotton for export? 
Mr. lIlcLean.--<CoUon for use in the country and for. export. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do seed-grains come from the Central Provinces? 
Mr. lIlcLean.-Central India, Cawnpore and Nagpur. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your answer to question No.5, you have stated that. 
it would have the effect ot increasing the cost of construc.ion from 8 to 1(} 
per cent. I don't understand that. 

Mr. McLean.-That was taken from the estimates of two representative
sections of lines under construction at the present momen't, Majri-Rajor and 
a section of the Itarsi-Nagpur Railway. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the length of the line? • 
Mf'. McLeafl..-The :first is 16 miles and the other, I think, 25 ~les, but 

I am not quite sure. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are there many bridges on these liti.esP 
Mr. McLean.-It is very difficult to say. You have got no standard by 

which you can say bridges are many or few . We are developing the countrY 
by a new line. We put in as' many bridges as. are necessary. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Are you affected by strikes and lock-outs in connection with 
the purchase of steel materials? 

Mr. McLean.-We have been. There were delays in supplies owing to 
strikes. 

Mi. Ginu.ala.-From that point of view it may be an advantage to you to 
have a local industry? . 

Mr. McLean.-If you can prevent strikes and lock-outs in this country. 
Mr. Kale.-Supposing the Government of India decide to put an additional 

duty on steel, and the price of your rails and other steel materials goes up, 
what is the legal position under the contract? 

Mr. McLean.-I think that Government have full power. 

lIlr. Kale.-As between the Government of India and your shareholders. 
can the shareholders decline to bear any additional burden? 

Mr. McLean.-I should not like to make a de:6.nite repJy, but I think not. 

Mr. Kale.::-So that the Government of India can force you to ,undertaks 
• certain sniount of expenditure? 

Mr. McLean.-The Government of India have recently p~t a duty of la 
per cent. on things which were duty free before. 

Mr. Kale.-The only consideration that may 'weigh with the Government 
of India will ~ that they will get nothing out of railways. That is aUP . 
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Mr. McLean.'-:"I think' that the consideration· that will weigh with them 
will be not that they may get nothing, but that their own revenue will be 
:very greatly reduced. 

Mr. KaZe.-So far as your Company is ·concerned, you can claim only the 
'guaranteed interest. Supposing 'profits 'Vanis!)., can, you complain and sa; 
that on account of this adiiitional expenditUl'e, profits have vanished? 

Mr. McLean.-I believe there would be a case for compensation on grounds of 
equity. I should not like to Bay anything on the point of law involved. 

-,Ur. J{ale.-Not on the point of law under the contract? 
lb. McLean.-No. 
Pre8ident.~I take it that the legal position is this: that the law declares 

1.h'!t the customs duty shall not be payable on Government stores and the High 
<::ourt have decided that railway stores are Govel'llment stores. If the Govern
...:lent of India simply repeal that law, they themselves would have to pay, 

.although in their case it is only a book transfer. I don't see how any question 
could arise as to the competence of the Indian Legislature to legislate in that 
'way. 

Mr. McJ;,ean.-I think that Prof. Kale's point was that railways would 
;probably have no redress under their contracts, if duties up to any extent were 
put on imports. 

President.-It seems to me very unlikely that contracts could . bind the 
power of the Indian Legislature. 
, Mr. Kale.-The contracts might limit the power of Government to impose 
.any additional burden on the Company which would destory all its profits. 

Mr. McLean.-Government have powers under the contract but they are 
generally based on' technical grounds for purely technical reasons. My own 
.impl·ession is that Government have fUll powers to impose any customs duty. 

Mr. Kale.-Do y8U think that the financial position of Indian railways 
'Would be affected under a scheme of what they call the separation of Indian Rail
way Finance if this additional duty is imposed on steel? 

Mr. McLean.-The financial position of railways must be affected to the 
-extent that they are unable to pass the increased expenditure on to the public. 
Tliey may be able to pass on a ·certain part of it. They may be able to pass 
,on all of it, but that is problematical. The experience of the last year or 
two has rather led one to think that even the present rates are high for certain 
classes of traffic, and any further inorease will reduce still more the volume 
passing. 

Mr. Kale.-You will excuse me for asking this question. Perhaps you have 
.noticed the criticism against your Company that it has a very costly adminis
tration P Do you think that it is possible for you to reduce your expenditure 
so as to be able to meet the additional cost of th~increased duty on ,steelP 

Mr. McLean.-What particular charge are you referring toP By whom 
was it made? 

Mr. Kale.-I think that it has been brought out if I am not wrong, in 
some Government pUblication. ' 

Mr .. lIlcLean.-Can you refer me to that report? 
Mr. Kale.-I will look up if you like. 
Air. McLean.-I should .Bay that any charge of that nature is really 

unfounded. 
Mr. 'Kale.-The 'criticism is to 'the effect that your Railway was expected 

to earn more, or some remarks of that kind. 
Mr. McLean.-The Great Indian Peninsula Railway has not" been , paying 

1Jlore because it is so situated that ,its working expense mllst be high. 
Mr. Kale.-But I, think that it bas tried to reduce its expenditure? 
Mr. McLean.-It has reduced very considerably ,in common 'with the 

:Railways. 
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Mr. Kale.-I have seen also remarks to the effect that the G. I. P. R~ilw~y 
bas reduced, its expenditure and has brought it down to the level which It 
-was expected to reach and so on., Do you think that the farthest limit of 
-economy has been reached? 

Mr. McLean.-My own impression is that we have done nearly all that 
we can in the direction of economy. I might add that economies have been 
rendered possible because of the slacknes~ in traffic, but if traffic increase3, 
expenses may go up. 
- MT. Kale.-Once more if traffic inCTeases, it might be possible for you to 
-earn a little more than you have been doing? 

lifT. MeLean.-It is quite possible. 

Mr. Kal8.-The effect of your economies might bEl visible in that case? 
lIfr. McLean.-Yes. 

. Mr. Mather.-Can you tell us whether the price that you have quoted for 
rails in connection with this order for last monthoincludes also the necessary 
fishplates? 

Mr. McLean.-The figure quoted is only for mils. The price for fish
'plates is quoted separately. 

Mr. Mather.-There are some cases in which both- are quoted together. 
You have not got the figure for fishplates? 

Mr. McLean.:-No. . 
1I1r. 1I1ather.-1 presume these are British rails? 
MT: McLean.-Yes. . 
MT. lIlather.-You were describing the method by which you would effect 

your purchases. What method do' you adopt to compare the price quoted 
'by your London offic,e with the price that might be quoted in India? 

Mr. McLean..-If I want to make a comparison, I cable 'Home asking for 
. quotation. " 

Mr. Mather.-You do thal) from Bombay? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
lilT. MatheT.-In- all cases where you think that it is possible to get an 

article satisfactorily in India, you make enquiries here and cable Home for 
-'lllotstions and compare them yourself? 

Mr. MeLean.-As a rule anything manufactlKed in England we buy in 
England because' we know from experience that it is cheaper to get it that 

'way than to buy in this country. 

Mr. Matlisr.-Since rails are 'made in England, do you mean that IOU 
'might continue ordering automatically in England without enquiry in India? 

Me. McLean..-1 know each year what Indian rails are going to cost. 

Mr. Mather.-You don't make enquiries ,from Tatas? 

MT. McLean.-Very often Tat&s' themselves give me the information . 
• ~T. Mather.-Would that apply to other thingS? 

Mr. McLean.-Not necessarily'. Take the case of wagons. Simultaneous 
tenders are called for by the Railway"Board in England and India ,and we 
abide by their decision in the matter. If they decide English wagons are 
cheaper, then we buy thOile wagons. They give us these figures and we act 
on them. 

Mr. Mather . ...L.Have you placed your orders for steel sleeperS ~ Englan:d 
for the coming official year? 

Mr. MeLea~.-YeS. 
Mr. MathsT.-Have you ascertained from Tatas' what their price would, 

be? ' 
Mr. McLean.-Tatas' don't make them. 
Mr • .\'father.-They' will be' in a position 'to do so next official' year. 
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Mr. MoLean.':"The sleepers we are getting now would be used in t~ 
1lold weather. . 

MT. MatheT.-I am speaking of the order whi"ch you placed last month. 
Mr. McLean.-That is part of this year's programme. The moment they-

arrive in this country, they will be laid on the track. 
Mr. MatheT.-I thought that they were to be used next year .. 
Mr. McLean.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-Yoti have been asked by the President and other members" 

of. the Board to give certain prices. I am afraid I am not quite .clear' 
whether you are also going to give us pre-war prices for rails. 

PTBBident._It would be useful if you would- give us figures for two years
before the war. 

Mr, McLean.-I take it you want representative contract quotations. You 
. don't want details. They will he numerous. -

MT. MatkeT.-We don't want small purchases. You have given us the
English f.o.b. prioe of last month and you say that your impression is that: 
it is very little higher than the pre-war price. 

MT. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. MathBT.-The published market quotations for English rails befor& 

the war were £6.2.6 a ton. That means an increase in the f.o.b. price of' 
about 25 per cent. We would like to know what you actually paid. 

Mr. McLean.-I will· give you actual figures.* 
Mr. Matker.-Would you mind doing that for rails and fishplates? 
Mr. McLean.-No. 
Mr. Matker.-Also for steel sleepers? 
Mr. McLean.-I don't think that we bought steel sleepem in that period._ 

There was a long period in which we were using sleepem made of cast iron. 

MT. Mat\heT.-It is fairly important in conneCtion with the question or 
development of the steel industry. Obviously if there is a tendency on the 
part of Railways generally, or even a few of the bigger Railways, to change·· 
fr9m wooden sleepers to steel sleepers, it is going to expand the internal 
market for steel. Can you say whether it has become a set policy on your
Railway? 

Mr. McLean.-It has 011 my Railway. We have gone into the question of' 
supply of wooden sleepers. It has been very unsatisfactory for many ye&l'B. 
We often bought sleepers which were never delivered. At the present. 
price, steel sleepers are very much cheaper. The undertaking will gain in 
the long run. Although the immediate cost is higher, steel sloopers will. 
1&o8t longer. . 

Mr. Matker.-Obviously you cannot bind yourself for an indefinite period._ 
but the indications are that it will be the policy of the Great Indian, 
Peninsula Railway to use steel sleepers P 

MT. MoLean.-So long as the price of wooden sleepers remains at its .. 
present level and the steel sleepers are sold at about the same price, it would' 
be our policy. We buy whatever gives the best service for the money in 
the long run. Of course it may be that other Railways who are in the·' 
~imber area may find it cheaper to use ,,:ooden sleepers. 

Mr. Mather.-We should not assume that the same policy ",ill be adopted' 
by other Railways. That only gives us information about your Railway. Itt 
is more or less bound up yvith this question. Am I right in believing that 
~til r~cently it. was yo~r general pw.icy on your heavy line to use bull head! 
ralls With cast Iron chauti? 

MT. MoLean.-Yes. 
MT. Mather.-You say that you are changing over to flat .foot rails? 
Mr. MoLean.-Yes. 

• Statement IV (<<).' 
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Mr. Mather.-That is important. So long lIS you used bull head rails,. 
'OU could not ui3e steel sleepers. 

Mr. McLean.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-In that clISe you oove pract!cally ceased to use cast iroB. 

chairs except for renewals P 
Mr. McLean.-That is right. 
Mr. Mabher.-Did you import these chairs to any great extent? 
Mr. McLean.-AlmOiltall are imported. We made a certain number our-· 

selves. We found it cheaper. and more satisfactory to import. 
Mr. Mather.-Perhaps you could add that to the list of articles for wl;Lich 

,ou are going to give us prices. . 
Mr. McLean.-Yee.-
Mr. Mather.-Tbere Wilt! another point of considerable interest in your

statement about the price for the recent order for rails" You tell us that 
the freight is 0.17.6d. a' ton. It is rather lowllr than any freight quotatioili. 
that hIlS been put before us. 

Mr. McLean.-These are actual figures sent to me by my Board of' 
Directors. 

Mr. Mather.-I am not suggesting that they are not accurate. It rather' 
leads me to IISk whether you could also give us your pre-war freight ratei! .. 
?erhaps for at! these articles if. you could give ~s. f.o.b.price .and other charges' 
m each year, It would enable UII"to form an oplnlOn as to what was happening: 
in the freight market. 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you use any alloy steel crossings at all? 
Mr. McLean.-We have not so far, but we would probably do so when we-

electrify. " 
Mr. Math8r.-Not on your steam linesf 
Mr. McLean.-No. We will probably have to use manganese stfel 

crosaings. That has not yet been decided. ' 
Mr. Mather.-That is coming up for decision within the next few months? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
President.-When did the Contract between the Secretary of State and the-

Company expire? . 
Mr. McL8an.-It actually expires on the 30th of June 1925. 

Pr8sident.-You have mentioned proposals for the electrification of the
Hue in the vicinity of Bombay. Is the expenditure included in the five-
yeal1l' programme? . 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
President.-Would your estimate of the extra cost of steel include elec

trical machinery ,_and so on? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 

l'resident.~1f it includes electrical machinery and other things which 
~ould not be made in this oountry, they would not be affected by an increase
In dutyP 

. Mr. McLean . .,.-1t is very' difficult' to separate out details; it isalmos$, 
impaSsible. 

Mr. Mather.-You have included the ,expenditure - on steel in. your five
years' programme P 

Mr. McLean.-Yes, we have included it in the twenty crores. The cost;. 
of steel is about 4 crores, and the extra cost of a 331 per 'cent. 'duty about 
11 crorei!l. 

- Statement IV (a). 
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Pre8ident.-Then, we might take up your lette~ 0" 7th November aboul 
~agons. In your answer to question No.5, you have given us costs of bot! 
.open wagon C/,?< type and covered wagon A/2 type. 

lIlr. lIlcLean.-I had the figures g\ven there re-examined, as I was nol 
,sure of them. I found that the latest contract price (c.i.f. plu8 landin! 
.(lharges, freight, inlrurance but excluding duty) of an open wagon C/2 typl 
without wheels and axles was Rs. 3,112, and that of a covered wagon All 
type Rs. 3,067: whereas the priceS of the same wagons finally erected anc 
ready to run with, wheels and axles were Rs. 5,020 and Rs. 4,980. Therl 
i~ a very substantial differencre. 

Mr. lIlather.-May we take it that these early figures were actually in 
-eorrect or are they' for different contracts? 

lIlr. lIfcLean.-I think that they are for different contracts. I was unabll 
to clear it up in the time at my disposal. 

Mr. Math6T.-Have you got the date of the contract to which the latesl 
ligures apply? 

lilT. l\I cLean.-I" have not got the actual details of the contract, I 'am afraid 
President.-Is this the contrMt which was made last yearP 
Mr. lIlcLean.-Yes. 
pre8ident.-Is it by any chance included in wagons for which the Railwa~ 

'Doard called for tenders? 
Mr. "McLean.-I think that it is the same. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do these other figures remain the same: details of cost 

--etc. P , 
Mr. McLean.-I have not given 'details of cost of erection. They remah 

I'Tact,ically the SRme. They are local charges more or less because a greal 
-deal of it we do by contract. 

PTe8idont.-We rather want to be able to exclude wheels and axles ir 
order to compare with the figures given to us at Calcutta by ,the wagor 
building people. If we add the cost of erection to the first set of figur6! 
shall we practically get the grand total cost apart from wheels and axles? " 

Mr. McLean.-Do you mean the figure;; given in our letter of 7th Novem. 
ber c.i.f. open wagon, etc. P 

Pre8idelll.t.-Yes. If I add to that the cost of erection at the Great Indiar 
Peninsula workshops that would give me a figure for the open wagon of aboul 
lts. 3,300, and very much the same for the covered P 

Mr. McLean.-That is right-without wheels and axles. 
Presid6nt.-Do you happen to remember at all the priee you were paying 

for wagons pre-war? 
MT. McLean.-No, 
Pr68ident.-What we 'Were told by the wagon building people at Calcutte 

was that the figure quoted from England was actually below the pre.wal 
llrice. 

Mr. McLean.-I know it is very near the pre-war price. 
Pre8ident.-There is again the queStion whether it is possible, in view 

of the general increaSe in cost in all directions, that wagons could definite!, 
'be supplied at about the pre·war price. In connection with the other lettel 
you have said tnat you would give us the price of wagonS also. That will 
also be of assistance. I think it is a very important question that come! 
in there as to whether, assuming the Indian companies should make wagons, 
,you would continue to be able to buy the wagons at a price as low as that. 

"Mr. McLean.-You have a good deal of competition in the wagon build: 
IDS industry. " 

Preaid6nt.-Entirely in England? 
"Mr. McLean.-We consider tenders from anywhere. 
Plesfdent.-Do the Continental manufacturers in faoll tender? 
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Mr. McLean.-I do not think they have recently, -but before the war they-
11l1ed to tender. . 

President.-Do you happen to know whether. your Railway ever purchas~d' 
wagons from the Continent? . 

Mr. McLean.-I do not know. 
PreBident.-As between various manufacturers in England you think there 

is at present keen competition in wagon building and there will always beP" 

Mr. McLean.-That is another question. I have no knowledge what th6" 
"'agon building industry is going to do and I 'shouid hesitate to gi~e any 
opinion on the matter. • , 

l're6ident.·-You have given in answer bO que.~tion 6 a statement of weights· 
of various materials indudcd 'in .. wagon and I compared these with the
details given by the Standard Wogon Co. for A.Iwagon which is the wagon
they themsel~e8 are building. The total weight of the material' is 10 tons 
and 7 cwts. Does that include wheels and axles? 

Mr: McLean.-It must include wheels and wei!. 
l'reBident.-Yes. I couId not otherwise explain the figurei! of the totaf' 

in .. A.I wagon .according to the wagon company. 
Mr. lIfafher.-Under which item have you got wheels? 

etc. 
Mr. MrLean.-It comes under B class and D class ilteel, wheels, tyres,. 

Mr. Mather.-I think -they come under different specifioations altogether .. 
Mr. lIfcLean.-What do axles come under? 
Mr. Mather.-They have a separate specification of their own. They dO" 

not come here at all. 
Pre8ident.-Let me put the question in a more general way. How doelt 

1h6 A.2 covered wagon compare with A·I? -
Mr. McLean.--1t is a little bit bigger I think in cHmensions and the body. 

All these wagons are very much alike: their total weight differs very little. 

Pre8ident.-Wouldyou· expect when tenders are called for in my year-
tbat the prices for the A.I andA.2 wagons would differ materially? 

Mr. McLean.-Nqt. materially. 
Pre8ident.-Within S to 4 per cent.? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes, within 5 per cent. at the outside. 
Pr8Bident.-I was very doubtful about it just because of the diffel'ence in-

weight ilhown in tlie figures. . . 
Mr. McLean.-The stBIidard wagons are designed to give ari equivalent· 

per foot run which is the same. So for greatly differing commodities there· 
are different types of body. . 

PreBident.-In your erection chargei! what sort of things ,,\,ould indirect 
charges cover? 

Mr. McLsan.-That I could not tell you. 
PrBBident.-Because appBrently they do not seem large enough to cover

anything of the nature of -overhead charges such as depreciation and ilo on. 
Mr. McLean.-Probably they do include power and wate:t:, but nothing for' 

depreciation. . 

PTsBident.-It i.e likely that what are usually called overhead charges are· 
not inoIuded in it. If they are done by a private company ilurely they· wtlUld' 
include these? 

Mr. McLean.-Quite so. 

PreBident;-These wagons that were' purchased iii 1922.23, can. you g1v~ 
Us the number of wagons covered by that order? 

Mr. McLsan.-I have not got the exact figures with me. _ 

Presiclent.-All I !Vant to know ill the number that you actually ordered. 
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Mr. McLean:--1 am afraid I have not got it handy, but I will send it to 
.:you afterwards. * . 

Pr6Bident.-You have told us in your answer to question 9 "Ido not 
,think that it would be desirable for each Railway administration to develop 
'Wa~on worka." Have you considered at all the possibility of more than one 
Rallway combining for this purpose? 

Mr. McLean;-1t is ·not in my opinion a function of Railway Companies to 
'manufacture on any large scale. The manufacture ought to be done by out.. 
: siders. It is not to the advantage of the Railways to manufacture. 

Presiden~.-Is that the view of the Directors of the Company? 
Mr. McLean.-1 do not think the Directors would be in favour of goin/t 

'into wagon building on a large scale. Ordinarily we are against wa~on 
; building. Our activitiei! are pretty 'fully employed on earriage building whICh 
'iR a thing we must do ourselves. They are mostly wooden bodied: the under
. frames are imported and the rest of the· work is done here. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With reference to the price you have given of Ra. 3,112 
·-c.i.f. in what form does the wagon come? 

Mr. McLean.-1t comea in the form of underframe built up ready, and 
. :fittings and springs separately packed and sheets and members of the frame 
parked separately snd l'eady for riveting. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the amount of work you have got to do? 
Mr. -McLean.---Merely bolting it together and riveting. Nothing more. Of 

·course the painting has to be done here. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It seems as though there is SOPIe disparity between 

·the figures that we have got from the wagon people here and the actual 
'plics at w~ch you h~ve purchased •. According to their figures, ~e coSt 
~f the materIals, mcludmg duty and freIght, comes to Rs. 3,100. That mcludes 
10 per cent. duty. Then of courSe they have to build the wagon; they have 
to do the riveting .and various other things, whereas according to you the 

-()nly thing to be done is riveting. 
Mr. Jl(cLean·.-You are possibly dealing with wagon building in India. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. They say that the materials for the wagon cost 

"lk 3,100 and you have got the whole thing for Re. 3,112. 
MT. McLean.-These ~gures were handed to me just. at the time I was 

·about to come here and I did not check them. 
'·MT. Ginwala.-We want to know how the British manufacturers are able 

·to do it. 
President.-I think there is a little misunderStanding. Mr. Ginwala is 

not at the moment dealing with the question of mere assembling in this 
·~ountry. His particular point is a difierent one, namely, that the manufac
turers of wagons in India say that the materials landed at their works for 
·the wagons cost about as much as the price paid to the British Company for 
'landing wagons in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-This includes the duty and without it the figure will come 
·to Re. 2,800. 

Mr. McLean.-Mighti I say here that my figure is c.i.f. includin,g the 
..(luty, freight and landing charges, but excluding wheels and axles. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But this also excludes wheels and axles. I think 'thal! 
'1here is something radically _wrong in the figures. 

Mr. MatheT.-I take it that there is nothing wrong in the figures, because 
~.he cost of a A.l wagon appears to be Re. 8,667 from the Standard Wagon 
·C(.·.'s figure and Rs. 8,109 is the cOst of the finished wagon landed in India. 
, MT: Ginw!lla.-At pr~ent I am looking at 'the comparative prices ?f these 

'materlals WhICh, accordmg to these people, come to Rs. 8,100 as agaInst the 
price of the finished wagon subject to riveting and 80 on of Re. 8,067 you· 
l-ave given us. . . 

• Statement V. 
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'N,. McLean.-This is the actual cost of the wagon when· put into our 
~hops. Then we have got erection, painting, riveting, wheels and axles, etc., _ 
_ d these would bring the figure to Rs. 5,020. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What do the wheels and axles eoilt? 
M,. McLean.-Re. 1,400 including duty at 10 per cent. 
M,. Ginwala.-That comes to Re. 4,467 plu8 229, the other charges that 

you mention P 
Mr. McLean.-These·come·to Re. 4,741 and customs comes to Rs. 307. I 

think they have not included it in this figure of Re: 3,067 they have giv:en. 
That comes to Rs. 5,048 as agail1st Rs. 5,020, which you gave. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I think it is judt as well to verify these :figures because 
this is a very important point. 

Mr. Mather.-Re. 3,067 for the wagon parts, pltM landing charges, etc., 
1,400 for wheels and axles, 229 erection costs, 307 duty. These come to 
Re. 5,003 as against your. total of Rs. 4,997. ~ 

M, .• McLean.-~ any' case I shall have these :figures verified and I!end 
-them on.· - . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-'-There is this diffarence which I do not· understand, that 
-pJacticaJIy the price of the :finished wagon comes to a little more than the 
~oSt of the materials. You have given Re. 229 as the cost of erecting a 
<flOvered wagon. Supervision and labour is Re. 441. Does that include super. 
"j"ion and labour at the works? 

M,. McLean.--Chargemen Bild foremen and labour employed on the job. 
M,. Ginwala.-Do. you keep a works cost Ilheet? 
Mr. McLean.-We have what we call work orders-items ·of work to be 

done. Against this expenditure is booked. It is not actually a cost sheet: it 
is merely a method of debiting our works charges. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you given .the whole of this work on contract? 
Mr. McLean.-We do a little ourselves and most of it we do by contracts. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How do you pay for such contracts? 
Mr. McLean.-We pay per wagon. May I explain that the erection of 

-wagons is a thing that can be done with simple equipment. You can do 
it in the open air. You require some spanners and tools to rivet. But the 
matter is so simple-it is practically all labour charges. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You have told the President tha1l' it does not include ~y / 
.·depreciation or interest. . 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala."-one of the complaints on the part of wagon builderll here 

'WBS that they did not really know i}ow your costs were arrived at in calcu. 
;lating the total charges. 

Mr. McLean.-There is very little depreciation in it. There is no plant 
iDvolved except a few tools and a siding. . 

Mr. Ginwala.--Can I have a look at the work order ilheets as you keep 
-them? 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You do not erect wagons eJOOeptin this formP Do J'ou 

import tnaterials and construct? 
Mr. McLean.-We do not construct at all. We may build a special body 

for· experimental purposes but you may say. generally that our work on new 
1I'BgOns is confined to erection pure and simple, and most of this ill done by 
-eontractors. 

M" Ginwala.-As regards coacheS? 

Mr. McLean.-The underframes come from England as a rule. We do 
eot make any undarframes. 

• Not received. . 



Mr. Ginwida.-What British Company was this that supplied you with. 
tbese wagons? 

Mr. McLean.-That is a thing I must ask you to allow me to send in. 
later." ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-In this' case I take it that the Railway Board -purchased 
all the necessary number of wagons on behalf -of the railways? ' , 

Mr. McLean.-The Railway Board called for tenders, and when they came
in we were given the opportunity to accept them 011 our own behalf on the 
tenders received by the Director General of· Stores for India.. 

Mr. Ginwala.-This was rather unusual? 
Mr. McLean.-It. was rather unusual and we are going to do the. same' 

this year. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the case of previous years it was the Home Board? 
Mr .• McLean.-In previous years the Home Board called for tenders for 

their own supplies. 
Mr. Ginwala.--Can you suggest any reason why you got theile wagons· 

at such a low price? 
Mr. McLean.-For very much the same reason that so many under.· 

takings are trying to sell their articleil in order to keep their works going, 
and Keep their labour provided for. They are prepared to go without profit. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then this may be taken as a purely temporary feature of' 
the business P 

Mr. McLean.-Not necessarjly. If' they ditlcover that they can get outp~t· 
they can reduce prices, and reduce their profits. 

Pre8ident.-But in reply to the next question you say that they may 
find that they might be able to work out at a reasonable profit. 

Mr. McLean.-Isn't that all 0. matter of output? They can go on making 
smaller profits on a larger output. I don't suggest that they will, but there 
is a possibility that they may. . 

Pre.sident.-Have you any reason to believe that they have been able to 
mcrease their output? 

Mr. McLean.-I have no figures on the point. 
President.-All that I have Been recently in the trade paperS and so on 

are. the effect that thel' are complaining of extreme slackness of business. 
Mr. Ginwala.-He,ve you at any time purchased wagOlli:l from the 

ContinentP 
Mr. McLean.-I am not aware of that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We have been told that Continental people would not be 

able to tend~ because their standard specifications are different. 
Mr. McLean.-Yes, they work to different specifications. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I want to ask you a few questions about the inorease in 

the wages and so on. Would you be able to give us a table showing how 
the wages have increased, say, of the foreman class, superintendents and: 
some typical classes of workmen? . 

Mr. lIIcLean.-I will give you that as .compared with the pre-war rates. t 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to coal I should like to know how vou 

purchase. y'0ur ooal, whether you buy your coal through the Mining EngiIi."eer' 
to the Railway Board? 

Mr. McLean.-Through the Mining Engineer to the Railway Board. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And he determines the price? 
Mr. McLean.-He calls for tenders. The oontracts are placed on publio 

tenders and we select what we think is the most reasonable value for the money .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you import your 001101 sometimes? 

.. Not received. 
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Mr. McLean'.-We did two years &go when there was' tr9uble in th~ 
Indian coa11ields 8nd the supply of coal went down. For many yeam w~ 
bave depended on Indian coal. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is the increased price of coal largely responsible for your 
increased expenditure? 

Mr. McLean.-:To a certain extent. The riSe of a rupee per ton 9f 
coal meaDS a rise of 12i lakhil of rupees in my expenditure in a year. 

Mr. Ginwala.-And the rise'in iabour? 
Mr. McLcan.-1 don't quite follow. 
Pre8ident.-If you had a rise in wages can you tell us what incress8 

it me8llB to the work? 
Mr. McLean.-I Can get you a figure. Is it only labour of all classes 

or do you wish me to take the whole of my salary bill?* 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think that will be the best thing. We only want to 

get 8n idea as to how the increase in wages will affect your Railways. 
During the strike, I take it, you were very much inc(>Ilvenienced for want 
of coal? 

Mr. McLean.-We ran'down to very small stocks and had to buy Welsh 
coal and South African coal. 

Mr. Ginwalll.-As a' result, I take it, you tried to exercise economy? 
Mr. McLean.-We were.trying to economize' .all round. 
Mr. Ginwll/(J.-Dges not that ,affect your efficiency in working? 

Mr. McLean.-It is not possible to say for some time how economies 
will affect efficiency. So far as I can see up to the present there has been 
DO reduction in effioiency. • 

• Mr. Ginwa!Il.-When are the tenders for next year due forwagoDS'l 
Mr. McLean'.-1 don't, know when the Railway Board propose to issue 

them, I take it in the beginning of next year, April or May probably. , 
Mr. Mllther.-Tenders have been called for, I think. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Does it make any ditference to the Company whether ten

dem are accepted in January, February or April? 
Mr. McLelln.-It makes no difference except that one has to place an 

order for delivery the year after. But the grant for the year is voted'by theo 
ABBembly with effect from the 1st of April. If there is delay in getting 
orders placedl there may be difficulty in getting these wagons on to the road 
the same year. 

Mr. Ginwll/(J.-It lias to be budgeted for? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. The budget is voted in the end of March. 
Mr. Ginwll/(J.-It would be prudent as a matter of fact to wait till it was 

p'assedP 
Mr. McLelln.-We have to wait because the Government of India would 

not grant us money until the Assembly had voted it. 
Mr. Kale.-You have told us that the establishment of a wagon build. 

ing industry in India is desirable. Do you think that the Railway Companiea 
will, directly or indirectly, benefit by this industry apart from the general 
national interest? 

Mr. McLean.-Unless they can buy wagons of equal quality as cheaply 
or more cheaply than they can import, they do not stand, to benefit.. It 
presupposes wagons of similar quality at no greater price -than you lOan 
import. ' 

Mr. Kale.-So that it will-not be worth while to encourage the building 
up of such an industry? ' 

Mr. McLean.-It is not an advantage. 

• Statement IV (c). 
VOL. In. 2lil 
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Mr. KilZe.-Yousay that you do not build. wagons here but coaches only. 
Why is that? 

Mr. McLean.-Coach work is a matter of intricacy and somewhat difficult. 
It requires.labour that has been at that kind of work for a long time and it 
also-requires a very high class of timber. 

Mr. Kale.-It is more" economical to build in your own works tl!.an 
()utside? 

MT. MoLean.-There is no outside firm .in India to build. carriages effi. 
ciently at the prel!ent moment. 

Mr. Mather.-In connection with the carriage question I have been study. 
ing the trade returns to try to ascertain what the quantity of wagons 
imported into the country is. The returns put the carriage and ~gons 
together without making a distinction in any way. For all practical pur. 
pol3et> you do not import carriages. Can you say whether that is the 
general practice with the Indian Railways? 

lIlr. McLean.-We have two classes of vehicles, one is a. wooden body with 
eteel sheets outilide built on a steel underframe: the other type is a special 
stock made of steel whfch is merely riveted togeiner and painted here in 
13ombay. 

Mr. Kale.-You import that? 
Mr. MoLean.-We import that carriage. The sides and roof come in 

separate sections. They are riveted here and lining put on it. It is a 
'f;ery simple matter indeed. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do .you import all your carriage underframes? 
MT. McLean.-AlmostWithout exception. 
MT. Ginwala.-What is the procedure ahout paying the duty now? Sup. 

posing you order a wagon in this country. They import the materials for you 
to build these wagons: do they have to pay 10 per cenb. on the materials 
-ol' because they are doing the work for you they will also be exempted? 

MT.MoLean.-They won't be exempted. It must be Great Indian Penin. 
sula Railway property at the time of importation. 

MT. Ginwala.-That is of some importance in calculating? 
MT. MoLean.-There is no question of rebate or refund if we subsequently 

.buy materials imported by these people. _ 
., Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing they tendered for 1,000 wagons, they say to you 
tt.e materials cost them so much: and when they import these they "ill 
.have to. pay 10 per cent. even if they are for you? . 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather . .:.....Would it be possible for you to buy materials and hand them 

over lio these wagon people in India to do the work? 
Mr. MoLean.-That would rather be an evasion of the Sea Customs Act. 

1 may mention that it is not only a matter of price. We have had no reason 
t" feel. any .great satisfaction with the supply of wagons by the wagon buildm.g 
firms In thIs. country. . 

President.-Will you tell us why that is? 
Mr. MoLean.-In 1921 they were rather anxious to get work and we agreed 

to place order\! with certain companies out here for wagons at a certain 
Jlrice. The arrangement was that we would practically fiuance all the raw 
materials th8:t they were getting for these wagons. In March 1923 nothing 
t.ad been delivered at all. The order was placed on the 4th March 1921 and 
we calculated the interest lost by U8 on the amount of finance given 
-to the companies at Rs. 35,000. 

1\Ir. Mather.-For how many wagons? 

Mr. McLean.-200. The prices were very high lind we had this money 
tied up for over three years. • 

}.fr. lIlather.-Have they not been delivered yet? 
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M.,. McLean.-We have golll!ome now; we got them in, November 1928. 
MT. MafheT.-Dld they give any explanation oa to the reasons for the 

delay? 
MT. lIlcLeo.n.-They said they were waiting for the essential materials.. 

There is another case. We placed, order'll for wagons at the then English 
price. One firm accepted-in this case we did not advance an,. money-;-and ' 
on the due date of deliveJ:Y nothing had been delivered and on enquiry we 
found that no efforts had been made to collect the materials all all, ''80 we 
cancelled the order: These two experiences do not encourage us to expect 
efficiency from the wagon building people in this country. 

lilT. Ginwala..-Is 'not that rather due to uncertainty of orders? 
MT. lIlcLean.-We placed orders. 
Mr. Ginwa.la..-Supposing their total capacity is 1,000 wagons a year. 

If they get orders fol' 1,000 wagons a year they will be able to execute their 
orders in time, but if they get order's for, say!.. 200 or 300 in a year and 
nothing at all in the second or third year, don't you think that would inter
fere with the' punctual execution of the orders? . 

Mr. McLean.-They came to me and asked for orders for 100 or, more 
wagons to keep their works employed and we financed them to get the 
materials. We would naturally, expect delivery on due date. In the second 
cllile I quoted' the order was given ~n order to· enable their works to be 
kept employed. . 

PrB8ident.-If they want orders they must prove that they are .capable 
of executing them. . 

I gather from the statement given by your carriage and. wagon depart
ment that axle boxes are much the most important sections of the steel 
cIIiltings required. 

Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
PTBsident.-In answer to question (c) about the approximate weight and 

-value of steel Cllatings imported as part of wagons, etc., you I!ay ... These 
have been included in (a) above." I am not quite sure whether that hila 
been· fully understood because I notice that in the statement showing cllatings, 
it is, except in one .case, always carriages and wagons. I take it in the 
locomotives there is a considerable amount of steel castings? 

MT. McLeo.n.-The mechanical department is the Locomotive Department.. 
Pr88ident.-These figures given in answer to question (a) will include 

both the castings that come out as part of imported wagons and also those 
imported separately for maintenance and so on? . 

MT. McLBan.-Yes. 
PTB.ident.-Then these figures you have given in clause (a) are duty 

free? 
M.,. McLeo.n.-They did not include anything for duty, but for the last 

two years we have been paying duty under protest. 
Pre8idenf.-You have told us "-The amount of steel s.crap sold during 

the pilat HI months WIIa 3,250 tonS." Is that about the average quantity 
you put in the market each year? ., 

M.,. McLeatt.-It is very difficult to say. It is a question we can hardly 
,give a reply to. We are always having scrap and sell what we can. 

Pre8ident.-Is that about what you have got to sell? 
MT. McLeo.n.-It depends on the scrapping 'Jlrogramme. It depends on 

the number of carriages and 18comotiveS being broken up. 
President.-Taking it on 8B average? 
M.,. McLeo.n.-It is rather hig,h. 
PTB8ident.-It really comes to this. Steel scrap is one of the raw materials 

from which stee~ castings can be mad,:, and ~t is i~ order to get some idea of 
the total quantIty that would be available In IndIa that we asked for these 
figures. Then I notice that t.he :wrought iron scrap was nearly twice as 

2E2 
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much as the steel scrap. \VIIt! there any reason for that? It stl'Uck me as' 
extraordinarily high. 

Mr. McLean.-I could not really say how that arose. 
Mr. Mather.-There may have been exceptional circumstances. 
President.-If it is purely an abnormal figure I think we "hould not take-

that into account. 
M7'. Ginwala.-With regard to the imported castings these are used for 

l'enewa1s? 
Mr. McLean.-They include renewals and additions. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-You get your locomotive and other thing,; complete? 
Mr. McLean.-The parts come from Home and we assemble them here .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You don't make these in your own workshops? 
Mr. McLean.-No. In fact the locomotives and wagons are imported com

plete, I mean all their parts come from Home. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are they heavy caistings or light dastings?" 
Mr. McLean.-Wagons are all light castings; the locomotive wheels are 

heavy. 
Mr. Ginw'ala.-May we take it that' the bulk of them would be light 

castings? 
Mr. McLean.-Yes. 
Mr. MatheT.-I think you have just told the President that the ~asting,;. .. 

which form part of the imported locomotives would be included in the returns 
for the mechanical department. That seems to allow of an extraordinarily 
small number of locomotives imported in the laSt two years. Have you 
actually had very few? 

Mr. McLean.-.There has been an extraordinarily low import last year. 
Mr. lIfather.-The Peninsular Locomotive Company gave us figures for one 

type of Indian locomotives on which I think the weight of steel castinglil i& 
·.about 16 tons to a 100 tons locomotive. 

Mr. 1IIcLean.-The chief purposes for which the (lastings are used are-
for buffers, cylinders and so on. 

Mr. Math8r.-I just wanted to make sure. 

Pr88ident.-Look to your answer to (c). 
Mr. McLean.-I think the reason for that is that w~ buy axle boxes. 

separately. 

Pr68ident.-There was some doubt as to these figures because the loco
motive figures seemed extraordinary. 

Mr. McLean.-The total approximate amount of steel castings imported 
as parts of locomotive during the last two years was 942 tons, of which the· 
approximate total value was 13'89 lakhs. 

Pre8ident.-You might send liS the correct answer. 
Mr. McLean.-yes.· 

, Mr. Mather.-Has your Railway bought any steel castings in India from 
the two companies who make them? 

Mr. McLean.-I don't know. 

Mr. Mather.-In the table submitted by your Stores department at the 
end of your reply on cal!tings you give us the weight of the various kinds
of castings and the invoice value. May" we take it as approximately the 
f.o.b. value? 

Mr. McLean.-Invoioe value Inoludes the co:st f.o.b. and freight and 
Insuranoe. 

* Not received. 
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No. 84. 

Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway Cqmpany, 
I 

Written. 

Statement I.-Letter, dated 28th November 1929, from the B., B. &: O. I. 
Railway, forwarding repUef to Questionnaire No. Il' (b). 

I regret the delay in replying. 1 forward herewith the enclosed 'Note 
(with five spare copies) giving my replies to the questionnaire forwarded with 
your letter No. 272, dated the 26th September 1923. Some of the replies 
however, do not, in my opinion, give a correct impression of the situation' 
and I should like to discuss them with you to-morrow when I give my oral 
-evidence. \ 

Replies to Questio!,-naire No. II (b) (General). 
(I), The figures are given in Appendix" A." _ 
(2) The meaning of this question is not quite clear, but it has been taken 

10 mean that it covers materials now obtained from Tatas, vide Question (1), 
together with additional materials we import direct. 

The figures are therefore as under:-

Tons. i Value. I 
10 per 83l per Increase. 

I 
cent. cent. i-I . Rs; Rs. 1 ... RB. 

Non .. tructural materials now obtainod from 
17,278121,61,410 Taw average for 1 year as per Appendi/< A 2,16,141 7,20,469 5,04,328 

No .... tructural material now Imported direct 
.. per eotlmate of Controller of Stores '. 4,980 I 8,97,4OO! 89,740 2,99,180 2,09,390 \--1-' TOTAL " 022:253 I 30,58,810 I 3,05,881' 10;19,599 7,18,718 

• :rhes. figures Inclode aU structural steel purchased from Taw and all non .. tructuraloteel imported 
from abroad. but do not include complete machines,. locomotiVes, boilers and wagODB, which DOW 
earry a 2t per cent. dot,. ' 

(3) The figures are as under:-

-- Value. 110 per cent.\33! per cent. Increase. 

Rs. Ra. Re. Rs. 

Estimated value of structural 
steelimportedin afabricated 

44,15,812 condition. 4,41,581 14,71,937 10,30,356 
J 

It may be pomted out that these figures are probably well below actuals 
for the next few years. 

(4) On the assumption that no increase in, import duty is imposed on 
eomplete machines, locomotives, boilers and ,wagons, the increase in expendi
ture set out in the answers to Questions 2 and 3 must have the result of 
militating against a reduction in rates and fares, and probably will neces-
sitate an increase therein. ' 

(5) Owing to rise in prices and labour during recent years, it has become 
increasingly difficult to justify the construction of new lines upon a financial 
basis. It is a known fact that many lines of different gauges, which it would 
have been possible to build and work as a paying proposition, had old condi
tions held good, have had to be indefinitely postponed. Conditions are how
ever, gradually improving and projects which were pigeon-holed ar~ now 
being brought out again and reconsidered. 
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To increase the price of steel in the manner proposed must again mean a 
serious set-back.' 

(6) The establishment of the Steel· Industry in India is a convenience 
and therefore possibly desirable. It is not an essential from a railway poinl; 
of view and should under no conditions be .established as a monopoly. 

It is a convenience because it enablas Railways to obtain supplies rather 
more quickly and, in the event of a strike out of India, or of war, supplies 
wo~d be better assured in India. 
_ I{ must not be forgotten, however, that there are many articles of manu

. fac\;ured steel which· cannot be obtained in this country and upon which no 
increase of import duty is justifiable, . 

Moreover, Tatas have not been able to meet all Railway requirements in 
articles which they can manufacture, and we have had to break up our orders. 

(7) By a Bounty or Subsidy. . . 

--

1924·25 

1925;26 

1926-27 

1927-28 

1928-29 

AVERA-Gill 
YEAR 

192<1.25 

1925·26 

1926·27 

1 

1 

927·28 

928·29 

A VERA-GE 
YIIAR 

· 

· 

· 
· 

T.ons. 

· 16,029 

15,761 

13,577 

13,577 

20,497 

79,441 

ONE 

· 15,888 

· 665 

· 790 

933 

933 

1,253 

4,574 

ONE . 915 

APPENDIX A. 

Rails. 

Difference -
between the 

Amount. 10 per cent. 33! per cent. amounts of. 
10 per cent. 

and 33! 
per cent. , 

------
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

19,63,802 1,96,380 6,54,600 - 4,58,220 

19,30,972 1,93,097 6,43,657 4,50,56~ 
-

16,63,432 1,66,343 5,54,477 3,88,13( 

16,63,432 1,66,343 5,54,477 3,88,134-

25,11,132 2,5~,113 8,37,044 5,85,931 -

97'''''''1 
9,73,.276 "32,44,255 22,70,979 

19,46,554 1,94,655 6,48,851 4,54,196 

Fi8hplates. 

1,01,562 10,156 33,854/ 23,698 

1,20,625 12,062 40,208 . 28,146 

.1;42,432 14,243 47,477 33,234 

1,42,432 14,243 47,477 33,234 

1,91,232 19.123 63,744 44,621 

6,98,283 69,827 2,32,760 1,62,933 

-1,39,656 13,965 46,552 32,587 
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-8teel Be cliotlB. 

I I - Difference 
between the 

Tons_ Amount_ amounts of -- 10 per cent_133i per cent. 10 per cent. - and 331 

1 I I 
per cent . 

• . 
I 

Rs_ , 
Rs. Rs. Rs. , , 

1924·25 '- 450 72,000 ! 7,200 24,000 16,800 -
1925·26 450 12,000 I. 7,200 _ 24,000 16,800 

1926·27. 450 72,000 7,200 24,000 16,800 

1927·28 · 500 80,000 8,000 26,666 18,666 

1928·29 500 80,000 8,000 26,666 18,666 

2,350 3,76,000 37,600 I 1,25,332 87,732 

AVERAGE ONE I 
YEAR · • , 470 : -75,200 7,520 25,066 17,546 

j 

I 
TOTAL 01' THREE 

OOMMODITIBS 
rOR 5 YEARS • 86,365 1,08,07,053 10,80,703 36,02,347 25,21,644 

AVERAGE ONE 
YEAR · 17,273 21,61,410 2,16,141 7,20,469 5,04,328 1 

Statement 1I.-Letter, dated 19th November 19123, from the Bombay, Baroda. 
and OentraZ India Railway, forwarding repZies to Questionnaire No. IF" 
(c). 

In reply to your letter No. 313, dated 25th September 1923, I beg to s'end· 
-You herewith replies to the set of questions as desired. I regret the delay 
in replying. 

As this line ·comprises two Gauges with separate Workshops I have given 
you the replies separatel, for the Bl'oad and Metre Gauges. 



Replies to Questionnaire No. 11 (e) (Wag01l8). " -, . 

ANSWERS. 

Broad Gauge. Metre Gauge. 

--------------------~-----------------------------

:39, vide list attached. I. R. C. A. type steel 
'n wagons • Q' c1a.ss and 1. R. C. A. type steel 
'ered wagons • R ' c1a.ss are the latest types. 
ler high capacity wagons fitted with 16 ton axles 
of the main types are marked in the list. 

(1) Ca) 8,808 inclu,ding Goods Brake Vans. 
(b) I. Iron Covered Goods from 14' to 20'. 

I. C. Gs.14' 

.. .. .. 
15' 6" 
17' 
18' 
20' 

II. WoodenCovel'ed Goods 14' to 20'. 
W. C. ,Gil. 15'. . 

(Horse wagOlill) 18' and 20' 
.. 18' with iron doors and roof 

W. H. S. with roof 14' 

III. Iron Bogie Covered Goods. 
E. I. Gs. 25', • -

.. 25' (with B) 
B. S. C. Ga. 26' . 

.. 29' (with Guards Comptt.). 
36' . .. 43 . 

TOTAL 

TOTAL' 

760 
1,630 
1,428 

400 
239 

• 4,457 

104 
540 
451 

93 

• 1,188 

I. 256 
49 
83 
82 
4 

95 ' 

TOTAL 56~ 



IV. hon Open Goods. 
I. L. S. with G.'. Com. 

.. 14' 

.. 15' 6" 
I. M. S.14' 

.. 15' 
" 18' 

S. B. W.20' 
I. T. T. 

V. Wooden Open Goods. 
W. L. S.14' 
W.B.W •• 
W.'T.,T •• 

VI. Bogie Iron Open Goods. 
Bogie I. L. S. 

.. T.·Ts.37' 
.. 43' 

" C. W.27' • 

" 
" 

" 37'. 
.. 43'. 

4 

.. 

TOTAL 

100 
46 
48 

145 
96 

129 
~1 

8 -623 

179 
365 
15 

TOTAL 559 

l'OTAL , . 

558 
25 
25 

378 
104 
10 
~ 

• 1,100 

't 
,b:j 



~~~~B7~ ___ G_a_u_g_~ ____ ~~7>_I-.n'-___________________ -L ___ ._M_~_r_e._G_a~u_gl~ __ ~ _____ ~ ________ ~ ____ __ 

[. R. C. A. type wagons approximately J (2) . \ Average 
;h 16 tona axle load. . i No. built INo. provided yea.rlyN~ 

I I for in 1923· estimateii 
I in 1922-23. 24. 1924.25·to 

Iron Covered Goods 20' 
Wooden Covered Goods • 
Bogie Covered Goods 43 •• 
Iron Open Goods • 
Bogie Iron Open Goods 

171 

43 
21 

• Includes 150 from Messrs. Bum & Co. 

1927·28. 

489 • 420 
9 29 

52 
40 49 
36' 1 

we do not build wagons in India but (3) (a) Yes, from raw material. 
nplete steel covered and open wagons (b) Detailed shop costs of main types (excluding wheels and axle and A. V. B.). 
I obtained from England and are erec· I--..;..;....----,;;...---------::----il ___ ,,,",,,,,::--:--; __ -:-
l in our Works at Parel . .! Bogie 

Details of work. 

Covered. 
wagon 20' 
I.R.A. 

Type 
M.A. 2. 

Bogie 
Covered 

wagon 43' 
I.R.C.A. 

J.:ype 
M.B.A. I. 

High 
Sided 
Open 

wagon 43' 
I.R.C.A. 

type 
M.B.C.J. 

BogieR 
wagons 4 
I. R. C. 

type 
M.B.D.: 

--,----------------------·---------I-··~R~s~.---I-~R~s.---I--, -Rs-.-----R~ 

Timber • 60 
Painting material 60' 140 100 50 
Helicall~~1 52 52 52 52 



I wagons have been bought in India. 

Le main type of wagons are I. R. C. A. 
;ype steel covered '. R' class and steel 
lpen • Q ' class. Cost of these is given 
!l *pe qst ILttac¥.eq, 

roll Dooroont ers · · · 164 3 28 .. .. 
Vacuum Brake fittings · · .. 600 600 600 

Mild steel plates · · · · · , 446 1,073 913 
I 

795 

Spring steel flat · · · · 42 84 84 84 

Mild steel channels, angles, flat, and round 
bars, holts, rivets and miscellaneous 
stores . . . . . . . 550 1,307. 1,205 1,169 

Brass, steel and ~n :astings, forgings and ! 
531 846 &62 924 drop 8tamp material • • • • 

Labour and general charges · · 000 1,000 956 925 

Machillery charges · · · · 140 250 235 216 

TOTAL FOB ONE WAGON 2,485 5,680 5,007 1 4,875 
.\ 

(4) 150 I. C. G. wagons 20' M. A. 2 type (I. R. C. A. type) are now being received from 
Messrs. Burn & Co., Calcutta. 

(5) No wagons have been imported but the estimated. cost of the M. A. 2 type wagons 
from Burn & Co. is Rs. 5,231 without wheels and axles but with * A. V. B. in addi
tion to freight charges from Calcutta and wheeling at Cawnpore. These figures 
were modified during the oral examination, vide page? • 



Broad Gauge. 

articulars cannot be ascertained. The 
,rage total tare weight of the steel 
m wagon is 10 t. S c. and that of 
'ered wagon is 10 t, 3 c. 

C. Qr. Lbs. 
,f bearing springs. 7 3 16 
,f Buffer and Draw springs 4 2 10 

ANSWERS. 

Metre Gauge. 

---- -------------------;------,----,----~ 

(6) Description of material used in maIlU" 
facture of wagon (without wheels and 
axles). 

(a.) Weight of total wagon (without wheels 
and axles) 

(b) Weight of • B' class steel 
(0)- .. ' D ' ola88 steel 

(d) .. steel castings 
(e) .. spdng steel flat 
(J) .. mild steel plates . 
(g) Weight of structural steel (channels, 

angles, flat and round bars, etc.) . 
,(A) Weight of Wrought iron, including fur· 

n~ce iron used for forging and drop 
stalllP' . 

(i) Weight of iron castings. 
Weight of brass oastings 

Covered 
wagon 20' 
I.R.C.A. 

type 
M.A. 2. 

Tons. 

4·5 

Cwt. 
S 
3·5 

40·5 

36'5 ' 

S'75 
'3 
'4 

Bogie 
,Covered 
wagon 43' 
I.R.C.A. 

type 
M.B.A. 1. 

Tons. 

10'25 

Cm. 
16 
7 

97·5 

9i'25 

10'25 
]·S 
-S 

Bogie 
High 
sided 
open 

wagon 43' 
I.R.C.A. 

type 
M.B.C.1. 

Tons. 

9·2S 

Cwt. 
16·5 
7 

S3 

S5·25 

10 
l'S 
'S 

Bogie 
Rail 

Wagon ~ 
I.R.C.A 

type 
M.B.D. 

Tons. 

S'S8 

Cwt. 
16·6 
7 

72'3 

S3 

16 
l'S 
'S 



~e specification of the material used in 
the construction of wagons is laid down 
by the Consulting Engineers in England, 
and any change in the same would 
come at their instance. 

>II we do not construct our own wagons, 
there is no reason from a railway point 
of view why a wagon building industry 
should not be established in India, pro· 
vided that price, material and workman· 
ship compare favourably with that 
obtaining in England. The Broad Gauge 
have always b01:1ght their new wagons 
whereas the Metre Gauge have made 
theirs. If a contract shop is provided 
specially equipped for building new 
wagons it must be able to compete in 
price against a railway shop whioh only 
builds say 300 or 400 wagons a year as 
an addition to its regular repair work. 
Now that we have standard wagons a 
contract shop can manufacture on mass 
productiQIl methods more cheaply than 
a Railway Workshop and probably the I 
work will be better. It oan also 
put in special machines which would 
not be justified in a railway works. 
rom the answer to Question 8 it follows 
that an up.to.date contraot shop equipped 
with speoial machinery for mass produc. 
tion of the standard types of wagons 
must build 1D0re cheaply than a Railway 
Workshop'. . 

(7) The Company's Consultmg Engineers in London purchase axles, tyres and springs 
and have not &8 far &8 we know adopted the use of basic open· hearth steel. There 
would be no objection to its use if made to British Standard specification to bring 
it, into line with aoid open.hearth quality used for the same purposes. 

(8) It would be more economical to use Carriage and Wagon Shops such &8 those at Ajmer 
for building vehioles from raw material. In such shops there is an efficient super· 
vising staff which can readily undertake building work in addition to repairs. 

NOTE.-Messrs. Burn & Co. were given an order three years ago for 150 wagons and have 
not yet delivered 100. The Ajmer Shops built 171 of these last year in 6 months. 

It would be more economical to use Carriage and Wagon Shops such &8 those at Ajmer 
for building. 

(9) Please see answer to question No.8. 

In the form of I!< . bounty and not in the form of' an increase in import duty on steel manu· 
factures. . 

It depends on amount of the increase given. If the duty on imported steel is raised from 
10 to 331 per cent., the rates and fares will certainly have to be raised to pay it. In 
this case the development of India by Railways will be seriously·retarded. 
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Etatement lII.+Letter, dated 19tk November 1929, from tke Bombay, Baroda 
and Central Indilf Railway, forwarding replies to Questionnaire No. II 
(a). 

In reply to your letter No. 271 of the 26th September 1923, asking cert~in 
questions in connection with steel castings, I beg to send you the replies 

<herewith. 

No. II (a) (Steel Castings). 
1. (a) We very rarel~ obtain steel castings as such from Home; during 

-the last two years we have obtained steel blocks weighing 71 tons. The 
. cost of these on our books was Rs. 3,502-0-0. 

(b) .The steel" blocks were for use as dies for drop stamp work. 
(c) The weight of steel castings imported as parts of wagons, carriages and 

locomotives or other important articles during the last two years was about 
1071 tons valued at Rs: 45,349-0-0, approximately; of the 10'i'1 tons 103 tons 
were for C. S. buffer shells and the rest for O. S. cross heads and brackets. 

(d) There will probably be no increase in the requirements of steel castings 
during the next five years. 

2. All steel castings required in the construction of carriages and wagons 
are made in the Carriage and Wagon Shops, Ajmer: total outturn of steel 
castings from these Shops during the last two years was as follows:-

For Locomotive and Carriage Superintendent, Parel 
For Locomotive Superintendent, Ajmer • 
For Carriage and Wagon Shops, Ajmer • 
For other Railways and private firms 

TOTAL 

Tons. 
264 
163 
733 
340 

.1,500 

Tilere will probably be 10 per cent. increase of output during the next five 
years. 

3. Subject to the needs of the Railway Company, the average amount of 
Eteel scrap available for sale will be about. 150 tons. 

Statement IV.-.4.dditionaZ infoN/tation supplied by tke Bombay, Baroda and 
Central India Railway Company, dated 5tkJanuary 19B4. 

I am sending herewith the information promised by the Agent during the 
course of his evidence. 



QUESTiONS. 

I following information is still req uu'ed 
~ Tariff Board :-
The list· which should have been 
led to the answer to Question (1) (Broad 
I) W&8 not received by the Tariff Board 
it attaohed to the file. 
Do the figures in Appendix' A' attached 
r letter of 28th November undel: the 
Ii of "Sections" inolude a.ll material 
letre gauge wagons 1. A oopyof this 
ldix is not ,tta.ohed to the papers on 
e. 
The following tabular statement is 
edt for rails and fishplates :-
'. of each a.n,d prices paid-obtained from 
I up to the date of our most recent 
.at. 

ANsWERS. 

(1) The list referred to is attached hel'ewith as Appendix' B.' .. 

(2) Appendix' A 'referred to hel'ein is attached herewith .• Yes, it includes all material 
fur metre gauge wagons. 

(3) R.ails and fishplates obtained from Tata's up to 1920, the 'date when their current 
contract'commences. ' . 

I . Nos. Tons • Cwts. Cost per ton . I Pri<!e f. o. or. 
I Jamshedpur. 

I '. --- I 

1 Rs. A. 1'. Rs. A.I'.' , 
1914 Rails, 901bs. 145 . 63 

I 
2 95 4 6 6,012 4 0 

191(i .. 3,487 1,680 I 14 9013 1 1,52,641 10 0 

I 
I 

9,190 0 0', 19,15 Fishplates 3,620 771 0 119 5 7 
, 

I 
180 311 6,560 U. 0 1918 .. . 1,701 36 ; 8 

19111 Ra.ils; 90 lbs. 4,376' 108
1 

6 14714 8 3,11,850 0 0 
t 

• Alr.ady printed at ond of raplte. to General Quo.tlonna,re. 
, 



~UESTIONS. ANSWERS. 

Nos. Tons. pwts. Cost per ton. Price f.o.r. 
J&IIlBhedpur • . 

------ I -
Rs. .... P. Rs • ..... P • 

1919 Fishplates . 4,392 92 15 180 1 0 16,700 .9 0 

1920 Rails, 90 lbs. . . 3,291 1,585 11 127 15 0 2,02,850 2 0 

Three statements- marked (1), (2) and (3) ar6attached, showing the quantity and value 
of metre gauge rails and fishplates supplied by Messrs. Tata's up to date. --' 

. • Forming "'ppendix O. • 
NOTE.-The following are the contracts which have recently been made in England:..!.- ~ 

90·lb. Raila.-2 Contracts-Price plus freight and insurance to Bombay, l'ts. 129·8 CI: 
andRs. 133·12 per ton, respectively. September 1923. 

90·lb. Raila.-2 Contracts-Price plus freight and insurance, Rs. 131·9 and Rs. 132·10 
per ton, respectively. • 

Rate of exchange lB. 4id. 
Freight calculated at 20 shillings a ton. 

Details of tonnage Qf rails and fishplates,75 lbs. and upwards, obtained frOm Home. 

Tons. Cwts. Value c.i.f. 

_ .. _----- -------- _ .... -

Rs • .... P. 

1914 Rails, 90 Ibs •• 4,734 18 4,85,212 5 0 

1~~4 Fishplates, 90 lbs. 217 4 30,469 8 Q 



~) I was asked whether 'our surplus profits, 
e shown on the expenditure side of the 
JUnt, and, if so; whether the net return' 
bhe undertaking was reduoed aooordingly. 
Chief Auditor might say whether this is 

,rreot point of view and make any remarks 
vlshes, as applied to the question of a high 
Ii on steel. ' 

,), In reply to Question 3 in our letter of the 
L November, we only gave the value of the 
ctural steel imported in a fabrioated 
lition. The Tariff Board now would 
to have the approximate tonnage of this. 
~ metioulous aoouracy is not necessary. 

1914 751bs. 6 19 1,184 2 0 

1915 Rails, 901bs. 9,024 0 10,71,939 0 0 

1915 Fishplates, 90 Ibs. 208 8 26,76510 0 

1916 Rails, 90 Ibs. 99 13 11,331 8 0 

1916 Fishplates, 901bs. 174 6 32,121 8 0 

1917

1 Nil. 
1920 

(4) The additional duty on steel would deorease the net reoeipts by the additiona 
cost of stores for revenue purposes and interest charges on cost of stores for capital work 
and so reduce the surplus profits divisible between th~ ComBany and'Government. 

The interest charges on oost of stores fOl' capital works will be a recurring oharge agains 
net receipts. ' 

In the Government acooun~, the surplus profit. paid to Oorrvpamy are added to th, 
total working expenses of the line before arriving at the net receipts due to the State. , 

The figures given in paragraph 10 of the Chief Auditor's note represent net result 
to the State after deducting surplus profits paid to the Company. 

The enhanced duty adversely affects the Company. 
(5) Approximate tonnage of steel struotural material imported in ,fabricatedconditiol 

is 841 tons per annum. 



Q'LES'fIONS. 

he Tariff Board want to know what 
lest and lowest prioes of mild steel bars 
ams were for the years 1921-22-23. 
ppJies to structuni.1 non-fablicated 

ANSWERS. 

(6) Prices (c.i.f., i.e., cost including sea freight and insurance only) per ton, high 
and 10 ,vest, paid for steel structural materfal during 1921, 1922 and 1923 are as follows :-

1921. 1922. 1923. 

Description., 

Highest. Lowest. High~st. Lowest. Highest. Lowe 

I 
------ --- --

, 

Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs. A. Rs .. A. Rs. 

M. S. Angles . 339 13 184 2 209 0 144 8 178 4 133 

S. M. Bars, flat 486 14 192 9 214 '0 146 7 243 6 142 

S. M. Rounds 116 8 174 12 251 7 160 10 305 3 154 

, . 
S. M. Squares '. 380 15 211 9 263 0 \160 10 175 2 160 

\ • 
. S. M. Beams • 198 3 198 3 155 4 155 4 135 2 135 

S. M. Channels . 352 14 209 14 285 0 150 0 186 6 131 
. 



! 
) The Tariff Board want a statement 
ving steel sleepers-weight and cost-
I 1912 onwards purchased by this Rail
l also whether imported or bought locally, 
in addition the estimated tonnage of 

! sleepeI'B expected to be required in the 
i five yeaI'B. 

(7) Steel sleepers as 'mpurtedfrom Home I-

. I Tons. Cwts. Value c.i.f. 
. .. --

Rs. A. P. 

1914 Steel sleepers, 60 Ibs. · 905 10 1,00,361 12 0 

1915 .. .. 75 " 120 3 19,484 8 0 

1922 .. " 75 " 158 8 43,210 11 0 

1922 .. " 60 " · · 3,022 7 6,48,712 12 0 

, 
1922 .. .. 90 .. · · . 11,719 15 23,32,929 15 {) 

.\ 
. 

1923 .. .. 90 .. · 3,751 16 7,21,2~1 6 0 

A statement showing the estimated tonnage of steei sleepers expected' to be required 
in the next five years for broad gauge is at Appendix' D.' 

As regards metre gauge, estimated requirement of steel· sleepers for next five year! 
as per quinquennial programme is one lakh and twenty, four thousand sleepers per year, 
which is subject to approval of policy of laying steel sleepers on economic comparisoll 
and approvll,! of prograIl\m~ 9f relaying 60 miles main line per year. 



QUESTIONS. 

lave we Ulled any manganese steel or 
lteel crosBinglJ on the broad or metre 
r If 80, are they well reported on and 
intend to extend their use to any great 
! 
u regards the figures which we ga.ve in 
~bular statement accompanying our 
)f the 13th November, the Tariff Board 
rticularly interested in the details of 
,t of M. G ... M. A'-2" type wagons and 
) know whether the figures quoted are 
.. day prices or book prices for material 
I explained that the figures were book 
and they ask that those figures may 
e revised showing the actual latest 
quoted for each class of material or 
,one. The Carriage and Wagon Super
Int should get this OUtias quickly as 
3. 

ANSWERS. 

(8) Broad gauge imperial manganese steel crossings, received 22lfrom Edgar Allen & Co. 
out of which 155 put in the road but not entirely sa.tisfactory. Twenty of the crossing 
originally supplied from 1916 to 1922 cracked due to a foundry fa.ult. We have had nl 
Buch failures since. Metre gauge, 50 manganese steel crossings wF.re ordered from home il 
1909. No record of wearing quality available. None ,ordered since 1909. 

(9) The cost of Burn & Co.'s wagons given in the statement prepared for the Tariff Boarl 
did not include wheels and axles or freight and cost of final preparation for the road. Abou 
Rs. 900 should be added for those extras, making the total cost of the wa$on to us f.o.1 
Rs.6,131. 

We have no information as regards present ruling prices of English material. 
The cost of materials is arrived at by taking an average of English contract price fa 

materials during 1922-23 and adding.l0 per cent. for sea freight, 10 per cent. for custom 
and 5 per cent. for wharfage, railway freight, etc. ' 

Details for one M. A. 2 type wagon built in Ajmer Shops are as under :
(These wagons were not fitted with vacuum brake.) 

Description of material. Quantity. Rate per 
cwt. 

Cwts. Rs. A. 

'1. Channels, steel, mild 9 9 0 

2. Angles, steel, mild 16'6 10 8 

3. Plates, steel, mild ". 40·5 11 0 

4. Bars, flat, steel, mild 6·2 9 0 

5. Bars, round, steel, mild. .. 0 8 

Cost. 

Rs. Al 

81 0 

174 5 

445 8 

55 1~.' 

12 10 



6. Spring steel, flat 3'5 

I 
12 0 42 0 

7. Rivets, bolts 3,5 19 0 66 8 ,', 
8. Helioal springs 4 13 Oeaoh 52 0 

9. Door oontrollers 2 sets 82 0 164 0 

10. Miscellaneous stores Lot 160 4 

11. Furnace iron drop stamp forging made in 8'8 30 0 264 0 
shops. 

12. Br~ss castings '4 60 0 24 0 

13. Steel castings 8 30 0 240 0 

14. Iron castings • '3 10 0 3 0 ~ 
~ 

15. Painting material Lot 60 0 

16. Labour and general charge.l : I 600 0 

17. Machinery charges • .. 140 0 

Total cost of one wagon, without wheels and axles and vaouum brake. 2,485 0 

Add for wheels and axles 630 0 

GRAND TOTAL 3,115 0 



QUESTIONS. 

Is it correct to say that, in the case 
cost of any material quoted in the 

: statements accompanying our two 
of 13th November, the duty was added 
cost of all material imported as well as 

, insurance and clearing charges! 
Have we purchased from any firms in 
my steel castings in the last five years, 
, include steel axle boxes r If so, to 
xtent in tonnage and value? 
What is the present cost to us of our 
~. A. type steel covered wagons, • R ' 
lua freight, plua insurance, plU8 customs 
Id clearing charges? 
Is the vacuum brake sent out ready 
or is it purchased separately! In 
~ase what pric? should be put against 
:uum brake fittmg ? 
As regards Question 5 (Wagonsj in our 
mt accompanying our letter of the 13th 
ber, the answer for the metre gauge 
understood. Does this answer mean 

Ie . cost of M. A. 2 type wagons built 
:n & Co. is Rs. 5,231 without wheels 
des and without the vacuum brake, 
~ht charges from Calcutta or erection 
vnpore? Or does it mean that the 
:31 includes vacuum brake, freight 
I and erection? My impression is that 
t mf'.a.n the former and not the latter, 

do not fit our goods wagons on the 
gauge with the vacuum brake. 

ANSWERS. 

(10) The cost given for steel in Answer II is the cost of the steel acciJrding to the CU3tom: 
Tariff valuation. It therefore does not include customs and clearing charges .. The cos 
given for 841 tons of steel structural fabricated material in answer to Question III include 
sea ~reight and insulance charges only and not customs and clearing charges. 

·(ll) No. 

(12) The cost of this type of wagon is Rs. 4,900 (inclusive of freight, insurance, custom 
duty and clearing charges) plua Rs. 300 for ere<!ting and painting it put here in India. . 

(13) All wagons received in this country from England are fitted with the accessoriE 
in England. The cost to be put against the vacuum brake fitting is Rs. 450. 

(14) For reply to this, please see answer given to Question 9. 
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APPENDIX B. 

Classification of stock. 

-IA. Highsided open wagoTis • Q • Class I. R.C.A. type 
1. (18') A. Steel 

*2. (24') B. 
*3. .. " " .. (24') K. 

4. Low Bided c.pen wagons (20') A. Iron .' • • • 
5. Medium sided opertwagon., (19'-3*) C. Steel Military type 
6. High sided open wagons (31') 6 wheeled D. 
7. Flat open wagons (31') 6 wheeled E. 

*S. "" "Bogie F. 
9. Covered wagons (IS') Steel X • 

*10. ,,(24') "Y. 
*11. ,,(24') "T. 
*12. .. (24') "W 
.13. " "(24'),, N. . • • . 
14. " ,,(IS') Wooden Z (wooden underframe) 
15. ,,(IS') Z (Iron underframe) 

.16. " ,,(23') V,.. .. 
"17. Coal wagons Steel H. 
.18. " " "J. . . . 

19. R. M. Railway Coal wagons Steel 1\1. •• 
.20. " G. 

21. " "" ". . 
22. Covered wagons • R' Class I. R. C. A. type 
23. Salt wagons S.. •• 
:24. Special heavy wagon (20') 6 wheeled 
25. Powder Vans P. V. . .• 
.26. Store Delivery Vans S. V •• 
27. Oil Delivery Van., O. D. V. .' 
2S. Oil Ta.nk Wagons, Square O. L. 
29. .... "Cylinchical O. T. 
30. Water Tank Wagons L •• 
31. Accident Wagons A. V •• 
32. Accident Cranes • 
33. Travelling Cranes • 
34. Alligator Tru.:ks for Boilers 
35. Gas Trucks, ordinary 
36. Gas Trucks Bogie • • 
37. Weigh Bridge Inspector's Van 
3S. Goods Brake Vans • • • • 

m
ood • • • • 

Wood with iron underframes • 
Iron • . . • • 

39. Ballast Wagons ~ Iron with iron underframes B. B. 

l
Hopper type B. H,.. • 

" "Ballast Bogie • 
• Plough brakes Hopper type 

Ballast brake Vans. • 

TOTAL 

Total~o. 01 
'Vagons. 

.. 

154. 
843 
597 
185 
26 

161 
51 
50 

195 
1,293 

315 
1,399 

860 
505 

4 
1,015 

190 
436 
50 

100 
114 
61 

456 
150 

1 
14 
14-
1 

20 
20 
31 
23 

6 
13 

12 
2 
1 

25S 
21 
l~u 
227 
232 
50 
1 
2 

10,339 

• These are high capacity wagons fitted with 16 ton axles. 



APPENDIX C. 

Statement oJ Metre Gauge Rail8 81tpplied by Tata8 to Bombay, Baroda and Oentral India Railway against requirement8 oJ 1923-24. 

MateriaJ. No. Weight. Rate per 
Bill No. Amount. ton. 

t 

Tons.· -Cwts. . Qrs. . RS.'A. P. Rs. 'A, P. 

Ilbs. · · · 97 31 3 0 4 122 8 0 N 1672-73,1923 . .3,816 2 0 
, · · - 255 81 7 2 0 

" 
N 1755-56, 1923 9,968 7 0 

, · · 131 41 17 3 12 
" 

N 1781-82, 1923 5,131 14 0 
, · - 121 38 7 0 16 

" N 1783-84, 1923 4,698 12 0 
'. , · · 122 38 10 ,3 16 

" N 1887-88, 1923 4,721 12 0 
, - · · 242 77 13 2 8 

" N 1821-22, 1923 9,515 10 0 
, , · · · 122 39 3 3 0 .. N 1825-26, 1923 - 4,800 8 0 

, - - · 120 38 10 3 16 .. N 1847-48, 1923 4,721 12 0 . , , · 362 114 4 1 4 .. I N 1968-69, 1923 . 13,991 4 0 
, - 375 120 3 0 24 

" N 1997-98,1923 14,719 11 0 
, · - - 72 23 1 3 4 

" N 1999-2000, 1923 • 2,828 7 0 
, - 258 82 18 2 8 

I " N 2119-20, 1923 10,158 12 0 
, , - · 273 I 87 15 0 0 .. N 2159-60, 1923 10,749 6 0 



tto '0 268 86 2 3 12 
" 

N 2161·62, 1923 0 10,552 8 0 

tto 132 42 II 2 8 " N 2184·85, 1923 5,197 8 0 

tto 0 0 133 42 15 0, 0' 
" N 2186·87, 1923 0 5,236 14 0 

tto 123 39 7 2 0 " N 1819·20, 1923 4,823 7 0 

tto 0 176 54 14 1 24 
" N 2200·01, 1923 6,703 10 0 

tto . , 
229 73 2 2 0 N 1785.86, 1923 8,957 10 0 0 o. " BIOI, dated 17th . . . .November 1923 . 

tto 0 131 41 18 1 16 " N 1789·90, 1923 0 5,135 3 0 

tto 123 39 10 2 24 
" N 1757·58, 1923 4,843 2 0 

tto 262 83 7 0 
I 

16 
" N 1823·24, 1923 10,211 4 0 

tto 0 353 112 3 0 4 " . N 1995·96, 1923 0 13,738 10 0 

\ 

TOTAL 4,480 1,430 7 2 20 1,75,222 4 0 

-
4111bs., 0 600 95 15 0 20 125 0 0 N 2521\27,1923 11,969 14 0 

-
TOTAL 0 600 95 .15 0 20 11,969 -14 0 



-

Material. j No. Weight. Rate per Bill No. Amount. ton. 

I - -- --_ .. ----- ... 

Tons. Cwts. Qre. , Ihs. Ra. A.. P. 
,tes 60 Ibs. · 2,200 22 8 3 10 152 8 0 N 1817·18, 1923 3,4.22 6 0 

·prs. 
3,206 3 0' Ditto · 2,061 21 00 1 26 " N 1849·50, 1923 0 

prs. 
Ditto · 764 7 15 3 13 .. N 2121·22, 1923 1,188 8 0 

prs. . 

I 
--

," 
TOTAL 6,025 61 5 0 21 I . 7,817 1 0 

prs. 

teslillbs. · 3,435 13 19 3 

I 
12 155 0 0 N 3451·52, 1923 2,168 14 0 

prs. 

TOTAL · 3,435 '13 19 3 

I 
12 2,168 14 0 

prs. 

[) Ibe. · 268 85 2 2 0 122 8 0 N 5,1923 10,427 8 0 
• 

· 272 85 8 1 16, 
" N 5461, 1923 • 10,463 12 0 

· 0 134 42 15 0 0 " N 5463, 1923 • 5,236 14 0 

· 399 127 19 0 12 " N 304,1923. 15,674 6 0 

, 
, 

· 278 88 6 1 0 " N 308,1023 10,818 2 0 

· 
I 

133 42 15 0 0 " N 474,1923 5,236 14 0 

· · 111 35 10 3 16 " N 1579·80, 1923 4,354 3 Q 



tio , 135, I 38 is 2 II II N 1506-0' , . 4,738 2 () 

tto 96 

I 
30 17 a 16 .. N 1596-97 . 3,780 0 0 

\ 
tto , 77 24 14 1 24 .. N 1641-42 3,028 9 0 
Otto 122 38 .1.0 - 3 1~ .. N 1787-88, 1923 .' 4,721 12 0 
Otto · , 267 85 5 0 20 .. N 162,1923 10,444 6 0 
Otto , . 134 42 8 0 4 .. N 294,1923 5,194 6 0 
Otto · 408 129 17 0 16 .. N 154,1923 15,907 8 0 

itto 401 127 16 S 24 .. N 133,1923 15,661 4 0 

itto , "' 269 85 4 2 16 .. N 166, 1923 10,44010 0 

itto · 404, 129 13 3 20 
" 

N 292,'1923 15,888 2 0 

itto 404 127 9 1 24, 
" 

N 389,1923 15,615 10 0 , 

TOTAL No, 4,312 

TOTAL .. 1,368 8 2 8 
! , 1,67,632 0 0 

,plates for 411" lbe. 
ile. 

p.e. 
3,150 12 16 2 16; 155 0 0 N 476,1923 1,989 0 0 

Ditto 

: I 
4,455 18 2 3 24' 

" 
. N 959-60, 1923 2,813 0 0 Ditto 3,150 12 16 2 16: 

" 
N 961-62, 1923 1,989' 0 0 Ditto · 4,135 16 16 3 16 

" 
N 963-64, 1923 2,610 15 .0 , 

TOTAL " 14,890 I 60 13 0 16 9,401 15 0 



Material.· Weight Amount. 

Tons. Cwts .. Qrs. Ibs. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

~ lbs. . · · · 3,555 16 2 12 4,35,589 15 0 @ 122 8 o per tOil 

1 .. . · · · 180 13 
I!l 

0 5 22,581 9 0 @125 0 0 .. 
tes 60 lbs •• · · · 220 16 1 19 34,158 10 0 @ 152 8 0 .. 

411 II • · · 187 9 1 12 29,089 1 0 @ 155, 0 0 .. 

APPENDIX D. 

A ntieipated requirements 0/ steel sleepers lor the next jive years. 

1924·25. 

19 30 miles on Virar·Baroda Section 

1925·20. 

19 25 miles on Godhra·Rutlam·Nagda Section 

~g 30 Uliles on V\rar·Barod~ Scctio~ 

I 
, I 

Quantity required 
NOll.' 

60,000 

50,000 

60,OOQ 

Contract with Tatas at Rs. 9 per sleeper 
F.O. B. . 



19211·27 • 

. ying 25 miles on Godhra-Rutlam.Nagda Section 

.ying 30 miles on Virar·Ba.roda. Section 

.ying 40 miles on Nagda-Muttra Section 

1927·28. 

ying 25 miles on Godhra·Rutlam.Nagda Section 

ying 30 miles OD Vira.r·Baroda Section 

ying 40 miles on Nagda-Ml'lt.tra Section 

ring 25 miles on Godhra-Rutlam-Nagda Section 

ring 30 miles on Virar·Baroda Section - . 

ying 40 miles on Nagda·Muttra Section 

For five years 

50,000 

60,000 
80,000 

50,000 

60,000 

80;000 

50,000 

~60,OOO 

80,000 

7,40,000 Nos. 
=52,467 tons at 

158-82 . lbs. per 
sleeper. 
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\ 

Ural evidence of Major General Sir HENRY FREE ... 
LAND, Agent, Bombay, Baroda and Central 

India Railway, recorded at Bombay on 
the 29th November 1923. 

President.-There is one point which I had better mention at the outset. 
In your reply to our letter about wagons--for in~tance in your answers too 
questions Nos. 1 and 5--you refer to some list, but that list was not attached. 
It is unfortunate. All our evidence in Calcutta was about broad guage wagons 
and it is the details about them that we want. 

Sir H. Freeland.-I am sorry I did not notice that myself. I shall send it 
to you later.* . . 

President.-We might take up the other letter that came in yesterday, i.e., 
about the protection of the steel industry. You have given in Appendix A the 
requirements of yoUl: railway in the matter of rails, fish-plates and steel 
sections. You have said in you!' covering letter .. Some of the replies however 
do not in my opinion give a correct impression of the situation and I should 
like to discuss them with you tomorrow when I give my oral evidence." If 
lWe come to any points on which you would like to modify or supplement the , 
answers given, will you just let me know? 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. As far as steel sections are concerned, I think that 
you will want some further explanation. If you can tell me why you want 
thein, I shall be able to explain to you better. 

Prssident.-The primary question before the Board is protection for the 
manufacture of raw steel. The first thina we wanted to ascertain was this. 
Supposing effect· were given to the proposal of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., for 
protecting the raw steel they manufacture, what would he the financial effect 
of that on rp.i\waysP Then in the second place, supposing it was found 
imp('lssibl~ to stOp there and protection had also to be extended to fabricated 
steel, in that case what would be the further increase which would result P 
That was the general position of the Board in putting the questions in that 
form. _ - • 

Sir H. Fretland.-:-The figures I have given you in reply to question No.2 
are going a little further than thllt. We did not know what you meant; so 
we have included in question 2 all Tatas' steel included in question 1. Practic. 
ally the only things that we get from Tatas' are rails and fish-plates. 

Pr68ident.-It does not matter from what source: you get it so long as it ill 
of the kind that the Tata Company manufacture. That is to say, assumins 
that protection is given to the Tata Iron and Steel Co., it means the imposition 
of a protective duty oli. those kinds of steel which they manufacture and the 
price will be raised presumably to the full extent of the duty to alI purchasers 
of steel of those kinds whether they buy from Tatas' or whether they import. 
No doubt Tabs' will try to take the fullest advantage of the duty. 

Si" H. Fresland.-I would remark that although oertain classes of steel 
say rails for instance, can be manufactured by Tatas' they cannot supply all 
that we want. 

President.-That may be. The proposal definitely made is--what we are 
trying to ascertain is its financial effeoct-that a protective duty should be 
put on those kinds of steel which were included in the list which we sent you. 

Sir H. Freeland.-Whether they could be manufactured by Tatas' or not? 
Prssident.-Yes. Whether it is proper, right or extledient that this shol':d 

be done is a separate question. _ • - , 
Sir H. Freeland.-We .are going to assume that Tatas' might, if steel is 

proteoted, be able to manufaoture all those olasses of steel. 

• Vide Statement IV, Appendix • B.' 
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Pre8ident.-It is difficult to say whether they will be prepared to manufacture
sometime ned year all those kinds of steel to meet the full Indian demand; 
It is not only .. question of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., but it is a ·question , 
whether other firms would enter into the industry and start the manufacture: 
of steel.· ' 

'Bir H. Freeland.-Quite so. Under the circumstances what you really' 
want to know is not only what we actually do purchase from Tatas but what·· 
we could purchase from i'atas. 

Pre8ident.,-1 take it that the' figures given in Appendix A are your totaj-
re'luirements of steel? 

Bir H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Pruident.-Do they apply to all. sections? 
Sir H: Freeland.-Yes, rails, fish-plates and steel sections. 
President.-Your average for steel sections is· 450 or 500 tons. I wad 

wondering whether that was your full requirements. In view· of the fact" 
that you manufacture your .own metre gauge wagons,_ your requirements in, 
that would probably be. higher than most of the other railways. 

Sir H. Freeland.-In regard to steel sections, you mean.that they come out
here as such in one case and in the other case they come out as .full wagons. 

PreBident.-Other .railways purchase wagons, whereas you purchase your' 
raw materials. 

Sir H. FreeZand.-Yes, we purchase girder sections for building frames, 
Probably the lengths are slightly in excess of what is required. So if you want: 
20 ft., you' don't actually buy 20 .ft. but you buy an inch or two more. 

Pre8ident.-That is my point. Does this figUre of 500 tons cover your' 
whole requirements? 

Bir H. Freeland.-Yes. 
PreBident.-But would 500 tons of sections be sufficient for wagons alone. 

lip art from IIny other requirements? 
Bir H. Freeland.-As I said, I did not go through these figures myself, but: 

I think that they include everything. If you are going to draw deductions
of lin important nature, I must be quite sure that that is so. * 

Pre8ident.-It is desirable that we should know what the effect of any' 
proposal we may make is going to be .as accurately as we can. I think, for 
instance, in the caSe of bridge work, the steel you would purchase would' 
usually be fabricated and therefore would not come under this heading~ 

Sir H. Freeland.-What do you mean by .. fabricated It? What does that 
include? . . 

prc6ident.-It includes all processes which the steel undergoes after 
leaving a manufactory such liS the Tsta Company's works at JaPlshedpur, 
shaping, drilling, and. so on. Mr. Mather is in a better position than I am tG. 
answer that - question. 

Mr. Mather.-That is the' position in general terms. Anything that is CQt
to a particular length or drilled or punched or machined to suit a particular 
job, is generally regarded as fabricated, as it· cannot be used for anything but 
a particular structure for which it has been cut. 

Pre8ident.-Fabrication work is the work ordinarily done by engineering-
firms in this country. . . 

Bir H. FT8eland.-What do you call steel sections with holes bored and cut-
to proper lengths? 

Pre8ident.-That would be regarded as fabricated steel. 
liiT H. Freeland.-Plates are raw steel, }: take it? 
Pre8ident.-Plates which are not drilled and are not cut to particular sizes 

and shapes lire raw steel. .. 
Bir H. Freeland."-I was not quite sure of the exact line you draw between 

fabricated and unfabricated. There is a doubt about that figure. - --_ .. --- ---=-:-:;--::=---:---~ 
• It includes all materials for metre-gauge wagons-Vide Stafement IV (2) 
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Presigent.-At any rate as l'egards rails and fish-plates they are your total 
requirements? , 

Bir H. Fresland.-'-Quite so. 
President.-In the case of railR and also, I think, in the case- of fish-plates, 

you have arrived at the amount by multiplying the tonnage by Rs. 122-8-0, 
·which is tbe figure at which Tatas are supplying rails at present. I have not 
:verified it in the case of every item. 

Bir H. Freeland.-That is correct. 
Prs8ident.-So long as Tatas are supplying rails to you under a contract, 

'the price you would pay would not be affected by any protective duty that 
might be imposed: whereas if you import rails, can you take the figure of 
Rs. 122.8.0 as the figure on which duty would be calculated? As you know 
.duty is calculated on the c.i.f. price. Can you purchase rails from England 
at Rs. 122.8.0 c.i.f.? 

Bir H. Frssland.-We have placed contracts recently for the balance which 
'we could not get from Tatas', namely, those they said .they could not supply. 
1 think that it comes quite close to Rs. 122·8·0. If you want to know the 
eX81!t figures, I can give them to you.* I think that it is in the neighbourhood 
of Rs. 126 to 131, after adding freight and other charges but not duty. 

Prs8idsnt.-At any rate there may be a doubt in the case of these figures 
in the first place as to whether you are ever likely to import at so low a 
price as R.s. 122-8-0 and in the second place to what extent it is likely that 
you can buy in future at the price at which you can buy at present. 

Sir H. Freeland.-I should not. like to prophesy about prices. 
Prs8ident.-We had a good deal of information about that. On the whole 

-the trend of evidence has been that prices must be now pretty near bedrock 
and that the manufacturer is making little or no profit. Whether he will be 
able to raise his prices depends on great many things which nobody can 
foretell. 

Bir H. Fr6sland.-That is a matter of opinion. I should not like to say 
anything. 

Prssident.-Could you let us have the figures of the contract which has 
just been made? It would 'be convenient if you would send them to us in the 
same form as the Great Indian Peninsula Railway promised us yesterday, 
viz., f.o.b. price plus freight and Insurance plus landing charges. 

SiT H. Frseland.-Yes. 
Prs8ident.-One interesting fact came~ut yesterday. Apparently the figure 

.supplied to the G. I. P. Railway from London for freight is something like 
17.6 a ton, which is distinctly lower than any freight rate of which we have 
heard. The figure we heard pretty often before was something like 23 shillings. 

'Perhaps there has been some fall in freight rates. 
SiT H. Frseland.-It is about 20 shillings now. 
Pr68ident.-As regards the question of price which would "enable you to 

.purchase rails from abroad: would it be possible for you to give us figures, 
say, from 1912 onwardsI' 

Sir H. Fre81and.-I will try.-
Pre8idsnt.-We want figures for two pre·war years to Qompare with the 

·present level of prices. 
Sir H. FTssland.-Yes . 

. PT68idsnt.-If there is difficulty in getting details for every year, it does 
not matter much. What we want really is the annual indent that goes home 
for rails. 

MT. Math6T.-It would suffice if you would confine yourself to heavy 
:sections •. 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. 

Pr68ident.-In answer to qu~stion No.2, you first of all give the figures 
:for non·structural materials now obtained from Tatas, average for 1 year iii 

• Statement IV (3). 
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per Appendix A, and then non-structural material now imported direct as lIer 
estimate of Controller of Stores_ Then in the footnote you .say that these., 
figures include all structural steel purchased fro~ Tat~s but not structurat 
steel imported from abroad_ 

BiT H. FTeeland.-That comes in the next paragraph. 
PT68idenf.-Do you in fact import structural steel in a non-fabricated 

form? 
BiT H. FTeeland.-That 'is why I asked what was Ifleant by .. f~bricated .. 

in the beginning. 
PTe8ident.-The only importance of this is that BOme figure which might 

substantially affect the accuracy of the results might have been omitted. 
Bir H. FTeeland.-It is much more complicated than it appears on the 

surface, structural and non-structural, fabricated and raw. I know as fQr as 
metre-gauge wagon building programme is concerned, we get out sections. 
which are structural steel. We get them in a non-fabricated condition, that 
is, in that condition which needs drilling, turning down, cutting off ends and 
80 on. I do not think myself that all these figures I have given you are 
useful at all. I am quite sure that I got hold of the right thing. Take 
paragraph 2 to start with. You say .. To what extent would the annual 
capital or revenue expenditure of your railway be increased if the import 
duty were raised from 10 to 335 per cent." That in itself makes an enormous 
difference. Then you say " assuming that customs duty was payable on all 
imported materials." All imported materials may mean everything anll these 
figures do not include all imported materials. 

Pre8ident.-We had to include it" because as a result of the ruling of the 
Bombay High Court you are not actually paying customs duty now. 

Sir H. Freeland.-But all the materials include machines, locomotives and 
wagons complete and the duty in that case is 21, not 10 per cent. and therefore 
I did not put in anything that does no:t carry the 10 per <lent. duty. 

Pre8ident.-That is perfectly correct so far as we are concerned. I think 
it is entirely correct to exclude machines, locomotives and boilers and it would 
be convenient to exclude wagons because we have got a separate letter about 
that. 

Bir H. FTeeland.-It does not exclude wagons at all. 
PTesident.-If it does include wagons, there is no harm done. What I was. 

afraid was that owing to the heading" non-structural," the structural materials 
in the wagons were not put in. If it is included it is absolutely all right. We 
want them. " 

Bir Henry FT8eland.-1 know it has been included here but when you asked 
me whether it was included in Appendix A, I said I did not think so, and 1 
must verify.· But in answer to question 2 all steel is included, whether it is 
structural, or non-structural or fabricated or raw, as long as it is not steel 
included under the 2 per cent. duty. All tlie 10 per cent. duty steel is included. 

PT88ident.-In view of the answer to question 3 I doubt if fabricated steel 
is included in the answer to question 2. . 

Si1' Henry F1'8eZand.-Now that I understand what you mean by fabricated, 
steel, I think it is included. 

Pre8ident.-How exactly are we to understand the figures in the answer to 
question 3? Are these additional to the figures in answer to question 2? 

SiT Henry FTl!eZand.-This is also 10 per cent. figur~. As I said, the wliola
of the steel is included in questions, 2 and 3. In one case, i.e., No.3, it is 
structural, which is 'not purchased from Tatas.' In other words, I mean bv 
structural steel,bridge, girders and other heavy steel which we do not get 
from Tatas. . 

PT8Side'1lt.-You have shown in answer to question 2 that the increase of 
expenditure would come to Rs. 7'13 lakhs and then in answer to question 3 you 
have shown the increase Rs. 10'30 Iakhs. Am I 1io add _these two together? 

Sir Henry FTeeland.-No. 

* See Statement IV (10). 
VOL. m. 2G 
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Prllsident.-Then what precisely is the stuft covered by the answer to 
question 8? . 

Sir Henry Freeland.-It is all structural steel not obtained from Tatas, 
that is in a fabricated condition, and also payil,lg 10 per cent. duty, not 2i per 
cent. . 

President.-Is it mainly bridgework, parts of buildings, etc. P 
Bir Henry FTllllland.-The only things that we obtained from Tatas are raila 

and fish-plates and nothing else, so tliat all our structural steel sections are 
obtained by home indent. Our purchase here whell compared to our impor. 
tation is. very small. Our home indents for structural steel, all fabricated, 
come to Rs. 54i lakhs and the local purchase comes to Rs. 8'16 lakhs. The 
total comes to somewhat in the neighbourhood of 421 lakhs. There is a little 
bit more in addition to that imported for our metre gauge. wagon construction, 
about Rs. Ii lakhs. That brings it to Rs. 44 laThs. 

President.-That is how the figure Rs. 44 lakhs is arrived at but the 
distinction between the answers to questions 2 and 8 is not exactly the questiol! 
af purchase from Tatas' because the answer to question 2 includes a good 
deal of the steel imported thr~)Ugh the Controller of Stores. What sort of stuff 
does. that include? 

Bir Henry Freeland.-Mostly bars, plates and steel of that sort but not 
in a fabricated condition. 

Mr. Mather.-You must import quite an appreciable tonnage of blooms and 
forgings for locomotives, etc. 

Bir Henry Freeland.-Yes, but that too is not fabricated. 
Prrsident.-As far as we can judge, I think these. figures are what we want 

At any rate, we know now quite clearly what the grand total covers. It is 
possible that there might be a few transfers from 2 to 8. 

Bir Henry Freeland:-These are averages for a few years and I do not know 
what would be a fair division between Capital and Revenue. If we have good 
years we may carry out a big programme of construction. 

PrIl8idllnt.-1 think the G. I. P. went very mucR on their 5 years programme 
That was the basis of their estimates. Of course they may not be accurate. 

Bir Henry Freeland.-I know what 5 year programmes are. I do not look 
upon these figures as of much use. 

President.-You say that these figures are well below the actuals for the 
next five years. Do you think it would be better to raise these figures by 1~ 
or 5 per cent? 

Bir Henry Freeland.-10 per cent. would be reasonable. In these averages 
the last two years have been kept back very much and we have not carried 
out any progrl\mme to the extent that was desirable. We are only carrying 
out our annual programme and we shall be spending a good deal more and. 
I think if you put it at 10 per cent. more it would be reasonable. It would 
only be a conservative estimate. 

Prnident.-The whole question depends Il\rgely on whether the pro('ess 
of paring is going fo continue. Then in answer to question 4 you sa:v .. tht' 
increase ;n expenditure must have the result of militating against a reducti01l 
in rates and fares, and probably will necessitat.e I\n in('rel\se therein." Coul.{ 
you give us approximate figures for your annual revenue expenditure and your 
open line capital expenditure in round figures. We do not expect exact figures. 
. Bir Henry Freeland.~The new capital programme is for Rs. 80 crores ana 
our allotment is Rs. 8,20 crores per annum. 

President.-Is H on open line expenditure for the next five years? Or is it· 
.on new construotion? . 

Bir Henry Fr66land.-The whole of it is open line expenditure. 
PrlJaident.-You require the whole of that for your open line expenditure' 
Bir Henry Freeland.-I am not quite sure how much of that would includt 

our railway programme.· . 
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Preaident.-All I wished to ascertain was whether this figure of Rs. 8'20 
erores which is your annual capital. expenditure was entirely covered by im. 
provements to existing lines. . 

BiT' Henry Fr6eland.-To all' intents and purposes you can put it down, at· 
Rs. 8'20 crores. We won't put it at anything more because this is what we 
will spend. Against that we will put the revenue progra=e at Rs: 1'25 
orores. The revenue expenditure should be put alongside the capital ex-
penditure. . 

President.-What is your total revenue expenditure? 
Bir .HenPy Freeland.-You are now talking about expen~es. This must not 

be put in at all. 
Pre8ident.-1 take it you have to make pu~chase of steel? 
Bir Henry Freeland.-In the, ordinary course in our working expenditure. 
Pr88ident.-1 want to find out'what the total figure is. 
Bir Henry Freeland.-You have to arrive at it by a process of percentages. 

Our budgetted gross earnings will show 11'80 or 12 crore8. Our workil'lg expenses 
are about 62 per cent. of that or about 71- crores. 

Pre8ident.-Does that figure include the progra=e expenditure on revenue 
\forks? ' 

Bir Henry Fre8land.-Yes. 
President.-Could you not give us a rough guess as to how ·this Rs. 17 lakhs 

which was arrived at from the answers to questions 2 and 3, should be 
divided between capital and reven.ue? 

Bir Henry Freeland.-I do not think I can do that. It depends very muoh 
on whether you are going to devote your attention chiefly to new works or to 
renewals. Up to now owing to the war we have been concentrating on renewals 
and the great bulk of our expenditure has been on programme works. ,Gradually 
now we are catching up our arrt;lars in a few yean time so that although in thd 
next five years we shall be spendmg the great bulk of our money on the revenue 
side, after that we shall be spending more on capital additions and improve
ments. For the time being, for the next ten years, very roughly I say that 
'15 per cent. of this figure (the 17 lakhs) will go to revenue and it might drop 
down to 30 per cent. in ten years. After that time the balance would have 
changed ('ver to the capital side. That is more or less supported by the 
figures we have worked out, but there are so many difficulties in it that we 
do not put much faith in it. I have said in answer to question 4 that the increase 
in expenditure must have the result of militating against a reduction in rates 
and fares, and probably will necessitate an increase therein. In fact, I think 
we have to reduce fares in any case whatever happens. My deliberate opinion 
is,that you are not now able to puii up rates in thi& country any more without 
losing traffic, in other words, the imposition of higher rates will not bring 
in any more revenue. It will merely reduce the amount of traffic and that is 
bot for the good of India in any condition whatever. You can take it that if 
we thought that the traffic would bear a little more in certain directions we 
may be able to get back certain higher working expenditure by increasing our, 
ratp,g lIi.th discrimination. For example, we know there are certain additional 
burdens we will have to bear. ,We have got to pay more for our coal and that 
will mean 2 or 3 lakhs a year, and we have to find the money to pay for it. 
Nevertheless it is my deliberate opinion that you cannot put up the rates on 
this side of India. 

President.-Are they already very highP 

Bi;' Henry Freeland.-They are already very high: in fact I tpink we are 
10sing a little traffic now in consequence. ' 

PrIl8ident.-In that case you have already passed the limit, so that assuming 
that the higher tariff on steel increased railwa~ expenditure, itmignt not 'be 
possible to recover any of it by raising your charges. " 

Sir Henrv Freeland.-Tha't is my opinion also. I am afraid you cannot get 
back increased costs by curtailing your overhead expenditure. Railways in 

2G2 
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this country ha~ been subject to very strict financial scrutiny recently anli 
for ihe last two years we have been carving down in every department and: 
I think we have nearly reached the end. The only hope is being able to reduce 
wages and you. know how difficult that is. Having once put up your wages 
it. is extraordinarily difficult to bring them down. It is only by means of 
giving a .lower scale to new entrants you can bring it down. 

Pr6sident.-The next point I should like to put is connected with both 
questions 4 and IS. You Bay" It has become increasingly difficult to justify 
the construction of new lines upon a financial basis." That is on the basis 
of a return of certain percentage on the capital invested. What is the workina 
rule applied at present as regards this? 0 

Sir Henry Freeland.-6 per cent. It is not only interest on capital but 
n certain amount is to be added for depreciation. 

Pr6sident.-There is a point connected with this whole question of the 
financial result to the railways in India of a protective tariff on steel. It 
arises from. the fact that the Government is the proprietor of, and directly 
manages, a considerable section of the railways and is also proprietor of, 
though it doe~ not directly manage, an even larger section of the railways. 
The proposal has been mooted that the State Railways finance should b~ 
separated from the ordinary budget of the Government of India, and the~ 
should be managed so as to return a certain percentage on their capital. If 
the' higher tariff on steel were imposed a very considerable proportion of the 
extra expenditure incurred by the railways would rC'turn to tlie Government 
of India, itself the ultimate proprietor. Would it be reasonable under thes." 
cincumstances if the Government of India were to take that fact into account 
in fixing the net return which they ought to expect from the railways on their 
capital expenditure? 

Bir Henry Fr66Iand.-I would put it from 5 to 5t per cent. 
Pr6sident.-That is all a question of calculation of what the increase in· 

duty would amount to. 
Sir Henry Freelund.-It will affect borrowing and we have to borrow 

capital. 
President.-The main question as regards borrowing would simply be this-

that you will have to borrow more work. 
Sir Hen7'11 Freeland.-What rate shall we have to pay for borrowing? 
Pr6sident.-I do not think it would affect the rate. 
Sir Henry Freeland.-We are going to esrn rather less than the rate at which 

we borrow, and meet the difference. 
Pr6sident.-That might be a serious matter if the whole of the capital 

invested in the railways of India had in the past been borrowed at 5t per cent. 
The pre·war portio!?-, however, was borrowed at 3 to 4 per cent. But apart 
from that it seems to m& that there is an important point. The shareholders 
are of course concerned but to a large extent a higher tariff on steel would 
mean a transfer from one pocket of the Government of India to another. 

Sir Henry Freeland.-Certainly. 
President.-What I am suggesting is that it is an aspect of the case which 

ought not to be overlooked in considering this qu.estion. . 
Sir Henry Freeland.-You mean that the revenue still remains in the' 

Government of India's possession? 
Pre8ident.-It is a matter of book-keeping in' so_ far as the increased sums 

paid by Ple railways will return to the Government of India. 
Sir H6nry FTeeland;-The ganeral feeling is that railways should&tand on 

their own feet and they should not be financed out of the public purse. I 
think you will have that. argument used in the Legislative Assembly. I should 
not like to reply to it myself. It is really a question for the Chief Commis$ioner 
of the Railways and the Financial Commissioner to answer. . 

. Pr68ident.-After all looking at it in this way vou yourself suggest that if 
protection is given it should be given by a boUnty. So fllr as the State 
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nilways are concerned if you take the Government of' India as the ultimate 
propriej;or it pays the money in either case. -

.Bir Henry FTeeZand.-Certainly that is the view that is generally taken 
and it comes to an issue like, that which is being fought at the present 
moment, namely, whether railways should have a separate nnance or the 
Government of India finance should be run on a general basis and include 
Railways. 

President.-It might be dealt with once for all by reducing the net return 
expected from the railway by a percentage of net return expended on the 
railway. 

Bir Henry Freeland.-Yes. In balancing the budget I suppose that would' 
be reasonable. : 

President.-I mention this to you -in case you are in a position to give 
an opinion on it. 

Bir Henry Freeland.-I know n good deal of what :" coming on but I am not 
at liberty to say what I do know. 

President.-of course that is a matter which we should certainly mention to 
the Railway Board. You say" It must not be forgotten, however, that there 
are many articles of manufactured steel which cannot be obtained in this 
country and upon which no increase of import duty is justifiable." I might 
say here, as I have said before, that our object is that unless an article 
is produced or is likely to he produced in India in the near future it should 
be excluded from the scope of any proposal we may make. That is certainly 
what we should like to do though it is sometimes -difficult to discriminate. 

Mr. Ginwala.-.Looking upon the railways as a commercial proposition is 
there any reason why railways should be made prontahle concerns by exempting 
them from taxation I' Look at it purely as a commercial proposition. 

Sir H. FTeeland.-Thereis just as much reason to exempt the railways 
owned hy the State from taxation as other Government concerns are exempted 
from taxation. 

MT. GinwaZa.-The point is that it is the intention of the Government of 
India that the railways should b,e run on commercial lines and they 
ought to be made to pay their way. Does not,that assume that the railways 
must have the same liability with regard to taxation and other matters as any 
-other business concern I' Why should they have special treatment I' 

BiT H. FTeeZand.-I did not ever consider that railways should be run as 
business concerns. I said that railways shoula be run on business lines. 

Mr. Ginwala.---:That is no doubt different. Take the P. and O. or any 
.other line, they are run on business lines, are they entiUed to olaim exemption 
from taxation I' Regarded as a purely commercial concern-is there any 
Teason why the railways should he exempted from taxation? 

BiT H. FTeeZand.-I do not know that they intend to run the railways on 
purely commercial lines; it has never been suggested. If Government shares 
were purchased by a company and they became business concerns pure and 
simple they would have to pay the ordinary taxes. If it is a Government 
concern I do not realize quite how you can compare them with a commercial 
ooncern. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That brings us to the next point: by the mere fact that 
some of the capital is private capital does that entitle that capital to claim 
exemption from taxation: are the shareholders entitled to Claim that they 
.should be exempted from taxation I' • 

Sir H. FreeZand.-No. 

M1'. Ginwala.-From the shareholders' point of view also tliere is no 
teason to exempt the railways from taxation I' 

$T H. FT6eZand.-If I may explain the position: the company have made 8 
nnnt.!act, . with ~he Secretary of State, not. with anybody in. this country, 
em certam specific terms. The Board of DIrectors work the hne on certain 
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specific terms and if one of ,the terms ill that they should be exempted from 
taxation that ends the matter. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Are there any such termsP 
Sir H . .FTeeland.~I don't know: they do ·no~ mention specifically abou~ 

exemption from taxation . 
. Mr. GinwaZa.-Wha1i is the guaranteed interest on the ICapital in your 

case? 
Sir H. Freeland . ......-3 per cent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the ratio of the surplus profit: in what pro

portion do they divide it? 
Sir H. FreeZand.-They divide it on the actual.proportion of the preference 

capital ~~ the concern. . 
Mr . . ,{}inwala.-What is the total capital charge? 
Sir H. Freeland.-It is just over 100 crores at the present moment. 
Mr •. Ginwala.-The Inchcape Committee has given it as 4 crores. 
Sir H. FreeZand.-That is absolutely wrong. " 
Mr. GinwaZa.-It struck me .as· rather low. What did you say :was the 

fixed capital? 
Sir H. Freelancl.-3 million pounds-partly preferred and partly deferred in 

stocks. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-They share in that proportion, I take it? 
Sir H. Fr6eZand . ..,...Yes, on the surplus. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it not a fact that in all railway accounts the surplus profits 

are charged to expenditure in the final accounts? 
Sir H . .lI'reeland.-I think so. I did not anticipate these questions, other

wise I would have .brought my Chief Auditor here. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is important to find out really how much the shareholders 

would suffer if duties were increased. If surplus profits are charged to 
expenditure, the railway makes a greater return for the capital than, is shown 
in the railway accounts. . 

Sir H. Fr6eZand.-I am not quite sure about the question, or whether our 
surplus profits are shown on the expenditure side. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I have some recollection that it was definitely said by some
body that surplus profits are charged to the expenditure, and the consequence 
is that net return is shown to be much smaller in the case of company-managed 
railways than in the case of State-Managed railways . 

. Sir H.FreeZand.-I would like to find that out and send you theanswer* 
later. But I doubt it. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your budget estimate for this year the surplus profits
are shown at 1'09 crores. Assuming that was so, if it makes a difference to
you of 17 lakhs in the case of an increased duty, only these surplus profits would 
be affected, isn't that so? 

.Bir If. Freeland.-Yes, I think that is right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that it may not after all be necessary to raise the rates 

in your particular instance as it happens to be rather a remunerative line. 
Sir H. Freeland.-,-I hope not, I don't think we can. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regal'd to rails, take Appendix' A.' You have got 

3ertain contracts with the Tata Iron and Steel Company for six years from 
1920-1926 for rails? . 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mf'. Ginwala.-In calculating these prices for rails what hasis have you 

;aken-I mean the rate at whilCh you buyP _ . 
Sir H. Fr6eland.~We pay Rs. 122-8-0 for 90 lh. and Rs. 125 for 60 lb. ' 

·ails. As I explained to the President I did not work it out myself and I 
Lan not got the tahle here, and I am afraid this evidence is not quite definite. 

• Statement IV (4). 
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Mr. Ginwala~7"It does not make Bny diil'erence BO far BS the 6,000 tons are 
concerned, but with regard to the remaining 10,000 you may be out by consi
derable Bums BO far as the next 5 years are concerned? 

Bir H. Freeland.-Yes, if the Home prices go up. 
M,. Ginwala.-The point is if the home prices go up .the amount that you 

save by your contract with the Tata Iron and Steel Company.Will have to be 
set off against what you lose against the home contracts.. Supposinl( the Home 
priceOis Rs. 150 a ton, you will buy 6,000 tons out of the 16,000 at Rs. 122-8-0, 
so on the 6,000 tons you will save Rs. 27-8-0 per to!;l? 

Bi, H. Freeland.-That is so, because we get it at a contract rate. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the event of prices going up your loss may not amount to 

very much? 
Bir H. F,eeland.-Our (lontract with the Tata Co. is that they will meet 

our demands to the utmost limit. 6,000 tons is net our limit. 
M,. Ginwala.-I understand the Tata Co. did not accept that· view of 

the contract. 
Bi, H. Freeland.-It is a fact that they had disputed it. I am not quite 

sure that I see the point. Where do we save? 
M,. Ginwala.-By the contract. In calculating the total· cost to the coun

try we must take into account what you save by your contract with Tata. 
President.-You won't have to pay any customs duty at all. 
Bi, H. Freeland.-That is the object of buying goods in this country: buy 

in this country and exempt yourself from the customs duty. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What I was suggesting is that these figures require revision 

from that point of view. There are two things: first of all you do· not pay 
any duty on 6,000 tons because it is a contract, and in the next place ...••....... 

Sir H. Freeland.-I would like to modify that by saying that although we 
have these contracts we may not get even our 6,000 tons. Allotment is made 
by the Railway Board and if they consider that somebody else should get pre
ference we may not get even our 6,000 tOns: we may get nothing .. We are 
not entirely free in this country. We sometimes. get 2,000 or 3,000 tons, 
not because the Tata Iron and Steel Co. cannot turnout rails, but because 
they cannot meet the demand of all the railways in this country. We cannot 
say that 6,000 tOns must be allotted to us if the Railway Board. consider that 

. some other· railway must have prior consideration and that our demand was 
not 80 urgent. 

M,. Ginwala.-So allowance has to be made for· that. I see your point. 
This Re. 122.8·0 per tOn. is I think about the lowest. price we have heard of 
since the war. 

Pre8idevt.-You have not actually imported rails at Rs. 122.8-0 including 
your landing charges? 

Bir H. Freoland.~No. Somewhere near Rs. 131 I think. I will give you 
these figures.· 

. Mr. Ginwala.-Making allowance for all these figures as to what you save 
on the 6,000 tOns, assuming that you get your 6,000 tons, if.·the.;Home price 
went up, you would save a considerable amount of money:. In making any 
calculation we must deduct this from the small loss that· you may suffer from 
this increased duty. . 

Sir H. F,eeland.-I am afraid I. cannot argue about that. If we have tile 
foresight to make a contract I should say thstwe should get ·credit ·for it. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But we have to weigh the nett gain against the nett loss 
to the country as a whole. . 

Then the same argument applies also to fish-plates: it will be affected t~ 
the same extent. 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. I see the line of. argiIment. 
PrB8ident.-Whatever applies to one applies to the other. 

• Statement IV (3). 
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Bir H. Fr8eZand.-In other words if we made a contract in this country 
which is lower than the rate at which we can buy things from Home plus the 
increased duty, .that should be considered as something which we have saved. 
I am afraid I cannot see that. 

President.-<When we are seeking to arrive at what the actual incrello,se in 
expenditure to your railway would be a8 a result of paying a higher tariff 
duty, assuming that the law required that it should be paid by the railway 
companies, on that basis we must take into account that up to ,1926 you will 
not be paying any duty at all and you will be getting them st a price below 
the imported price. But after all it is only a question of fact that we are 
after. 

Si, H. Freeland.-I think in our exposition of the situation we have already 
given full credit to the fact that we are getting things cheaper now. 

President.-The point is. that allowance has not been made in your estimate 
of the increase in expenditure for the fact that a certai~ quantity of rails are 
going to be supplied at Rs. 122·8·0 a ton, that you are getting. things cheaper 
in the country and not paying any duty. It is not really a question whether 
a saving is effected: it is just a question of what is going to happen. 

Sir H. Freeland.-I see that point quite well. I would not like our argu· 
ment to be whittled down on the assumption that we are going to get 6,000 
tons of rails. I don't think you would be justified in thinking that we are 
going to get 6,000 tons of rails. 

Mr. Ginwala ........ When did you start purchasing rails from the Tata Iron 
and Steel Co.? 

Sir H. Freeland.-Just after the war •. 
M,. Ginwala.-There was no l;ng term contract before that? 
Sir H. Freeland.-I think we had. 
Mr. Mather.-Did you not buy some in 1914 or 1915 or 1916'1 
Sir H. Freeland.-I cannot remember. 
M,. Ginwala.-In these figures that· you have promised to give when the 

President was examining you, will you kindly give also the rates at which 
you were purchasing from the Tata Co., and the rates at which you imported? 

Si, H. Freeland.--! shall include thst in the statement. 
President.-Up to the date of the commencement of the contract. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think the President has asked you to give us the imported 

price of the rails and fish-plates. The Tata Co. are claiming that they made 
these contracts which have turned out to be very unfavourable to them and 
that the railways have saved crores of rupees. We want to find out how that 
position stands. 

Now with regard to the fabricated steel I was not quite able to follow 
what you said to the President. What is the amount in tons of fabricated 
structural steel? .. 

Sir H. Freeland.-I have not got it, I am afraid, but I can get it for you." 
Mr. Ginwala.-Please do. On what basis is this total value worked outP 
Si, H. Freeland.-In that there is the price plU8 freight, plus customs and 

clearing at this end .. 
President.-It is an average of two years you have told us. 
Si, H. F,eeland.-Yes, instead of three. Do you want the total weight of 

that? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes. 
Si, H. F,eeland.-I don't think we can give you that accurately. 
M.,.. Ginwala.-It is not absolute sccuracy that we want. The approximate 

qusntitv is quite sufficient for our purpose. I should like :vou to give us the 
price of non-structural and structural material other than rails and fish-plates. 
Take a few typical things like bars, channels, etc., of certain sizes and give 
liS the prices for t.he last two or three years. 

* Statement. IV .. (5). 
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Sir H. Fr6eland.-You want the -approximate tonnage of the fabricated 
6tructural steel and the import price for the last two or three years of, say, 
mild bars, beams, etc., the highest and lowest price.in each year, 1921, 1922 
snd 1923'1 

Mr. Ginwala.-Yes, the average prices for the last two or three years. 
Bir H: FtB6land.-We shall be able to give you our contract price.-
Mr. Ginwala.-That will serve our purpose. I am not asking you _this 

question from any desire to examine the question of railway expenditure, but 
you stated that exp~diture cannot further be reduced. This you say with 
reference to the present year, do you not? 

Sir H. Freeland.-Elio~ that were being made up to now are beginning 
to have eliect. We are reducing our working expenditure considerably, but 
I don't think it will continue to be reduced like this. We have cut down 
to the bone. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is.true. When we want to calculate the burden that 
would be imposed on you if the duty were increaSed we would take your 
previous expenditure into account. 

Sir H. FT6eland.-on which side of the account? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Working expenditure. May I take it that there has been a 

considerable amount of saving wherever possible? 
Sir H. Freeland.-We have reduced from somewhere in the neighbourhood 

of 77 per cent. the year before last to 70 per cent. last year and we expect to 
reduce it to 62 per cent. this year. I don't think a further saving below that 
is possible, until we are able to reduce the wages. 

Mr. Ginwala.-And to work oli your arrears of depreciation? 
Sir H. Fr6eland.-Yes, that has something to do with it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think you have stated that you are not satisfied with the 

result in trying to work out the burden on the capital side? 
Sir H. Freeland.~It is a tremendously big business and if I take my 

audit office from railway work and put them on to that work we will have 
to shut down altogether. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your next 5 years programme you must;. have calculated 
the quantity of steel you are going to use? 

Sir H. Freeland.-No, I have not._ What I mean is this. I have got 
to get all my estimates sanctioned and it is no use giving you any figures at all 
till then. AIl I say my programme must be sanctioned and that my past 
estimates, such as they are, are not worth the paper on which they are written. 
They are all being revised. Therefore when yo\). ask me what amount of 
steel I require for the next five years I say I do not know accurately. 

Mr. Ginwala.-A certain estimate is given; that refers to all your pro
gramme, revenue or capital? 

Sir H. FTeeland.-That is what happened in the past and I think that it 
will probably go on like this. I could not divide it into capital and revenue. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Can't you do it? 
Sir H. Freeland.-Not unless you insist upon it. It is a very. heavy job. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We want to get an approximate idea. Will it be one-fourth 

~apital and the rest revenueP 
Sir H. FTeeland.~I have told you that I think 75 per cent. is revenue. 

For the time most of our expenditure would go in renewals. The great pro
portion of our money spent on steel would go for another 10 years into the 
renewals-programme. After that, I think that the balance would come round 
to the other side. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It comes to this. For the present most of the burden will 
be thrown on the current expenditure. 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. 

- Statement IV (II). 
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Mr. 'Ginwala,~Under present conditions, it is very difficult as you say, to> 
separate the two.. . 

SiT H. FTeeland.-I have heard of other Agents in my position makin~ 
estimates. I could go through them in a few minutes and say where they are 
wrong. So I do not propose.to give estimates of that nebulous kind. That 
is why I am really not in a ,position to say anything accurate. ' 

MT. Kale.-From your point of view the establishment of a steel industry 
in India is a mere convenience. You don't attach more importance to it 
than. that? 

SiT H. Freeland.-It is a good deal, is it not? Convenience is what we' 
really want. I am a whole hogger. I believe in the steel industry in India. 
I say convenience is a very good word. If it is going to give us the quality 
we want, I am very. much in favour of it. Don't think that I am not. 

Mr. Kale.-If the price is rather heavy for you, that is to say, if your' 
expenditure is so increased that it embarrasses your finance, then certainly 
you would not pay that price? 

SiT H. Freeland.-I would not favour it if it is going to mean a heavier' 
expenditure than we now have to bear. . 

Mr. Kale.-Having to take a wider view of such things than any companies· 
or individuals, Government may decide to protect steel; do you expect the 
Government of India then to compensate you for whatever increased expendi. 
ture you would have to incur as a result of that policy? 

Sir H. Freeland.-I may say without boasting that railways are the greatest 
industry in the country. If you are going to prevent your railways being' 
expanded and developed-I say prevent deliberately-you are doing the country 
a sel'ious injury. I, am not looking at it from the po'nt of view of an indivi.· 
dual. I am looking at it from the broad Government point of view. 

Mr. Kale.-Let us assume that Government come to the conclusion that it 
must increase this duty for paramount national reasons, then, is it not the 
duty of Government to see that railways do not suffer because they are also' 
a means of developing the country P 

SiT H. FTeeland.-It is for that reason I suggested that a bounty should be' 
paid in preference to any increased duty on steel. 

MT. Kal6.-You say in reply to question No. 6 that Tatas have not .been· 
able to meet all Railway requirements in articles which they manufacture and 
you have had to break up orders. I should like to know what particule;,r 
articles you refer to? 

SiT H. FTeeland.-Rails and fishplates only in. this case. 
MT. Kale.-They werll unable to supply you the quantities you needed I' 
SiT H. Fl'seland;-No. 
Mr. Mather.-:[ believe that you use steel sleepers on the B. B. and C. I., 

to some extent P 
SiT H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You have adopted steel sleepers as your standard for broad' 

gauge or metre gauge? 
Sir H. Freela71d.-Yes, for the 90 Ib8. main line broad gauge and if prices 

are favourable for the 60 lb. main line metre gauge. 
MT. Mathcr.-May I take it that that will mean that there will be an increas • 

. ing demand for steel sleepers during the next few years? 
Sir H. FTeeland.-Until the relaying programme is completed, there wilr 

be an increase in the demand for steel sleepers. Afterwards the demand would' 
undoubtedly. fall off because the life of steer sleepers is longer than wooden 
sleepers. 

Mr. Mather.-In that case you have been obviously importing steel sleepers' 
for some time. Would you mind giving us the prices for steel sleepers on the' 
8ame basis as you have already promised us fO,r rails P 

SiT H. FT661and.-We have got eo~tracts with Tata's for steel sleepers. 
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Mr. Mather.-I knew that the B. N. Ry. had. I was not sure that yoU' 
.lso had a contract with Tatas for steel sleepers. If ,you could give us an 
approximate estimate of the amount of new sleepers you expect to lay in the' 
next few years, it might be useful, 

Sir Hi Freeland.-Yes, I shall give it to you for two gauges.* 
Mr. Mather.-I am considering the possibility of an expanding market for 

steel. 
Bir 1I. Freeland.~hall I give you the'figures in tons? 
Mr. Mather.-That would suit my purpose. 
Bir H. Freeland.-For how many years do you want then? 
MT. MatheT.--Certainly not further than five years. 
BiT H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.--Can you tell me whether you use alloy steel crossings on your' 

line? 
Bir H. Freeland.-Not in detail. We have noll actually experimented with. 

this to my knowledge on the metre gauge. I am rather doubtful about .the 
amount on the broad gauge. 

Mr. MatheT.-It is not specially liked or what is the position? 
BiT H. Freeland.-Sometimes we carry out experiments on the metre gauge 

before we do on the broad gauge. I think I had better find that out for you. 
What is the object of the question? 

Mr. Mather.-I want to know whether there is enough prospective demanc} 
for the alloyed manganese steel crossings which cannot be made in India to 
justify us to deal with that, specially in the event of any additional duty being 
put on steel. If only a few tons are to be used, it can be left to be treated 
along with some other classes of steel. ' 

Sr. H. Freeland.-Yes.t • 
Pre8ident.-As regards the letter about wagons, I shall take the answer to 

question 8 which is of a general kind: On this question the broad gauge and' 
metre gauge seem to have some difference of opinion as to the proper policy 
to follow. 

BiT H. Freeland.--'I think it is obvious. One is able to undertake and' 
turn out· efficient material at very low prices and the other is not. 

Pre8ident.-Which of these two opinions should be taken as the opinion 
of the Company? 

Bir H. Freeland.-For broad gauge purposes, there is no doubt in my mindl 
that it is the opinion of the Company that both systems are sound. If a 
wagon building industry is established, it is desirable that they should take up 
broad gauge wagons first because they form a gl'eatbulk. I think that a big 
wagon building industry or big wagon building shops would be able to equip 
themselves with machinery which smaller people could not afford to use. They' 
ought to be able to manufacture a good deal more on mass production than 
is at present possible. With the class of labour you get in this' country, I 
think on the whole it would make for cheapness and efficiency. Of course 
railways have got their natural desire to keep their own work in their own' 
hands. We have to make allowance for that. My metre gauge people, as you 
see, are thoroughly of the opinion that they can do t~ings much better than 
Messrs. Burn and Co., and, they are practically justified in their opinion. The 
price quoted 'by Bums was Rs. 5,400 without wheels and axles and it is more
than double of what it costs us to do the work 'in Ajmer. 

PTe8ident.-As regards the question of price: I take it 'that the price waS' 
fixed in 1920, fully three years ago, when prices were 100 to 150 per cent, 
above the present level. 

Sir H. Freeland.-That is what we had'to pay. 

* Statement IV (7). 
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Pr68id6nt.-The change in price has been so enormous in the last three 
;years that the price fixed in 1920 looks very remarkable when it has got to 
be paid in .1923. 

Sir H. Fr6eland.-We have been trying to encourage this industry. They 
ought to have built these wagons two years ago and they have not turned 
them out yet. I am only saying this because I want you to realise that we 
are not at all inclined .. to close down our shops and hand over. We have been 
doing it for 20 years and we think that we have got to a state of efficiency 
which other people starting now will not attain for a good many years. On 
the other hand there are no broad gauge manufacturing shops at all. The 
broad gauge will give you a far bigger outturn, not only in tonnage but 
also in the number of vehicles and other things. I think that a wagon build
ing industry for the broad gauge is desirable. 

Pl'eBident.-When you say that mass production is desirable, what is the 
·scale which you have in your mind as to the number of wagons they ought 
to be able to turn out? 

Sir H. Fr6eland.-I was not thinking of the number so much as the stand
:ardisation of parts, wagon-frames, running gears and all the rest of it. One 
big works can turn out the whole of the under-frames of wagons. That is 
what I mean by mass production. I don't mean the number 01 vehicles. As 
.to the question what is the number of vehicles you can actually construct in a 
.shop under one single Superintendent, I want to get the opinion of the Mecha
nical Engineer. I cannot tell you what is meant by mass production in the 
matter of. numbers· in particular shops. It is very largely in my opinion a 
.question of locating these shops in two or three different places. In this 
.country of enormous distances you would not try and centralise shops. You 
would have to put down three or four shops in India. 

Pre8ident.-I take it that works situated in coalfields would in certain 
·respects have natural advantages as regards costs. 

SiT H. Freeland.-Yes. 
PreBident.-The order that you refer1'8d to as having been given to Messrs. 

Burn & Co., was given, I take it, to the Howrah firm and not to the Standard 
Wagon Company P . 

SiT H. Ji'Teeland.-I think so. 
Pre8ident.-Assuming that it is desirable that there should be a wagon 

manufacturing industry in India, the first question that arises is whether under 
the existing stres~ of competition it is possible at all, and the second question 
'is how far it would be desirable to try an experiment for a limited number of 
years by giving orders to a company which would be able to turn out a 
·sufficient number of wagons to enable them to manufacture to their full caps.
.city. Of course the wagon builders in India at the present day cannot turn 
out anything like the full requirements of the country, and therefore there is 
an objection from that point of view to deal with the question by means of 
a protective duty. An alternative method which the wagon builders them
-selves have suggested and which they prefer-at least some of them do-is that 
·a certain number of wagons should be open to competitive tenders in India 
only. Do you think that that would be an experiment worth trying for 
a limited number of years in order to give the industry a chance of showing 
what it could do? . 

Sir H. Freeland.-:-Tbat has been done. In 1919, I think. 
President.-But there. was a condition that the cost must not exceed the 

.cost of the imported wagon. That condition is not fulfilled at present. 
Sir H. Freeland.-No. 
Pre8ident.-I think it is clear on the facts that have been put before us 

-that if an experiment of that kind were to be made, it is going to cost 
'Something-it is not going to be done for nothing. 

Sir H. Frssland.-If you are going to make an experiment of that sort, 
I take it that it will be desirable to bringl in the element of competition. You 
'fire not going to hand it all to a single firmP 
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PFBsidBnt.-The proposal put before us was that tenders should be calle() 
for in India and orders given to the firm giving the lowest tender provided 
the Government of India were satisfied that they could actually do the work. 

Sir H. Freeland.-Who is going to come in? That is the trouble. _ 
Prerident.-That is perfectly true. What was suggested to us was that, 

if that was to be the declared policy, then BOme English firms might establish 
branch works in India. 

Bi7 H. FTBBland.-They will do so only on condition that the fiscal policy of 
the country will be established on a basis of protection and that it will not be' 
changed for a period of years. I know a good. deal about these companies. 
I have been in touch with many people at home who would like to know 
whether the time is ripe for them to come out here and this is the great 
argument they use: .. we will not go into the country until we know exactly 
whether India is going to protect us or not." They would undoubtedly come' 
out here and open branches in this country if they had a reasonable prospect 
of continuing with a reasonable profit for a period of 10 or 15 years. They 
would not do it otherwise. A good many of them have been out here and 
have gone back. 

Pre~jdBnt.-There is this question: how far do you consider that the work 
of wagon building can be done by the general engineering firms who have 
a great deal of other kinds 'of work, and how far it is desirable that that 
should be done by the company that is doing nothing else P 

BiT H. FTeeland.-Undoubtedly by a company that was doing nothing else. 
Wagon building business is a highly skilled business. Not only that, but the' 
firm that was doing all sorts of engineering works would not layout for wagon 
works. Otherwise you spend a lot of money and make much unnecessary 
movement, which would put up costs. 

President.-Turning back to your answer to question No 3, you have given 
details of costs cf some of your metre gauge wagons. It is the first column 
that is important to us, i.B., covered wagon 20' I. R. A. Type M. A. 2. Are 
these ascertained costs of a paTticular year? 

Sir H. Freeland.-These are the most recent figures which we can get 
cut. 

PTesident.-In view of th'3 rapid changes in pricf5 of materials during the 
last few years it is of some importance to know to what period these figures, 
relate. 

Sir H. Freeland.-The most recent period. 
PresidBnt.~Are they figules of 1923? 
Bir H. F7eeland.-yea. 

PTB8ident.-We have not got figures for broad gacge wagons and so we are
unable to compare your figures with the figures' ~upplied by the Standard 
Wagon Co. Take the mild steel. In answer to question 3, you have given the 
value and in answer to question 6, you have given the quantity. Mr. Mather, 
have you attempted to compare them? 

M7. Mathe7.-1 have not compared them all in detail, but they appear to 
be fairly reasonable. ' ' 

PT6sident.-According to these figures, the cost of the M. A. 2 type wagon 
is Rs. 1,845 and the balance is labour imd goneral charges and machinerY' 
~harges. These figures do not include any allowance for depreciation and so' 
on, which a commercial firm ~anufacturing wagons would. have to include. 

Bi7 H. Freeland.-These figures do not include depreciation on buildings 
Bnd machinery-I mean the interest on capital invested on machinery. 
Labour and general charges include shops and supervision. But there is' 
nothing for ~eDer~1 8upervis~on, that is to .say, I suppose some of my salary· 
ought to go mto It. These Items ar(' not Included. Roughlv you can put it 
at about Re. 400. To get at the actual cost of a wagon. we would have to' 
add another Ra. (00 to Re. 2,485 and it would be Re. 2,81'15. 
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Mr. Mather.-If you add Rs. 400 to this you get RH. 2,885. Then you 
<would take this as a basis for comparison with your British tender. If the 
British tender was for sayRs. 2,500 would you think it cheaper to accept 
i;heir tender P 

Sir HenTY Freeland.-I do not think so because I have got my shop estab
.Iished. I have all the machinery and everything there and I should go on 
with that. We have deliberately established these shops and we should see 
them through cutting our costs if necessary and I think we should require 

,a great deal more than dynamite to get us out of that. . 
President.-You think there is a possibility, or even a probability, that 

the price at present for imported wagons may not long continue? 
Sir Henry Freeland.-I think the price may come down, but I do not 

.think they will be able to compete with us i.n our price for a long time. 
In fact, I doubt whether they will be able to do it at all. There are 
comparatively few metre gauge lines in India and a wagon' building industry 
for metre gauge is nat something to be aimed at. 

President.-Competition for broad gauge wagons is much keener than 
:metre gauge? 

Sir Henry Frf,cland.-Yes. 
P,"esident.-Before the war did you make in your works the type of 

covered wagon comparable with A-2? 
Sir Henry Freeland.-M.A. 2 has. been undergoing the usual changes, 

what they call progressive standardisation. It is merely an evolution of 
the old type. 

President.-The point is how do you find your cost of production when 
compared to your pre-war cost of production? 

Sir Henry Freeland.-Much reduced. They are actually less than pre-war. 
The reason for that is that during the pre-war period, say 10 years ago, we 
did not really reach our standard of perfection. We were not able to do what 
we can to-day. 

President.-But materials must be costing you more than pre-war. 
Sir Henry Freeland.-{)nly a shade more. Three years ago it was consi· 

derably more but at the beginning of this year it was lowest. 
President.-Bave you actually compared the prices of materials before 

the war and now? 
Sir Henry Freeland.-I have actually compared them. I am always 

working at the figures but I eannot say at the moment how much it is 
below. 

President.-Price of materials only? I can quHe understand that you 
.compare from the charges of the year whether the total cost is less but I 
want it for materials only. 

Sir Henry Freeland.-I do not know in precise detail. 
P,"esident.-All this is of great interest in connection with the possibility 

of establishing a wagon building industry in India. If ten years ago you 
·were not able to secure really economic production but as a result of 10 
~ears-I suppose you have been thrown back during the war-you have 
succeeded in bringing down your cost of production below the pre-war figure 
:even though the materials cost you more, that is a very important' point as 
.establishing the possibility of getting efficient work in India. As we have 
·not got figures of the broad gauge wagons it would be Clonvenient to us
if you could tell us more about it. 

Do you wish to hand that note inP 
Sir Henry Free!and.-I do not wish to hand it in as a conolusive memoran

dum. I am afraid my ideas are put very briefly and I think perhaps the 
best way would be if you just look through it and say if you wish to ask 
any questions about it. It answers my purpose and only deals with the 
question of wagons. 

J>resident.-I see it is of a general kind. 
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Sir He1lry F1'eeland.-Thisnote gives the result of our own experieDtle. 
We have built upon these lines. In the first instance, 'I know we were very 
expensive and we had to, import our materials ready in every ,respect and 
merely erected wagons. By degrees we established machines, established 
our furnaces, our cupulas and we had reasonable success, in our castings. 
We also did a certain amount of simpler forgings. But now we are erecting 
locomotives and from the raw materials build our own boilers, cylinders 
and under-frames and complete locomotives--all in fact, except certain 
fittings like tyres, axles which we cannot construct. We have no blast 
furnace and we cannot forge our axles. 

Mr. MathB1'.-What abou~ springs? 
Sir He1l1'l1 Freeland.~ur locomotive springs are imported as springs: 

.our wagon springs are imported in lengths and cut up and assembled. ,We 
cannot make springs of course. If we break the leaves'of our spri;ngs on the 
locomotive we merely rephooe them. The point I waqt to make is that if, we 
had tried to do these all at once we should undoubtedly have been very 
cosllly in our operations. JUdging from the amount of imported skilled 
labour required to carry out the work, our overhead charges would have been 
.anonnous. 

President.-There is a little difficulty I think for a wagon industry start
ing and developing on these lines, and I think, that is proved to a certain 
extent by the experience of Burn's and Jessop's for the railway administra.
tions themselves are their rivals if they start in thd way. Supposing you 
simply start tCl erect wagons, and railway administrations do exactly the 
'IIame thing, the wagon builders here won't get so many orders as woU'ld 
in the natural course go to them to enable them ,to operate on a big scale 
and ge.t ready for the next stage. They never could get going. 

Bir Henry Freeland.-But Government could quite safely assure them 
of big-scale Clperations and glve them orders of a definite nature increasing. 
if they like, ytlar by year. 

President.-But so long as the Railway administrations were doing a 
great deal of work themselves it is a little difficult for these companies to 
get along. 

Sir Henry F1'eeland.-No broad gauge railway is doing more than erecting 
its own wagons. 

P1'Bsident.-The evidence hefore us is that right up to October 1922 the 
price of the imported wagon waa very high-well over Rs. 5,00O--and then 
came this tender to the Railway Board for wagons which worked out at 
Rs. 3,500 (excluding wheels and axles) for the A-I wagon as compared with 
tenders exceeding Rs. 5,000 sent in by the Indian builders. The Tariff 
Board consider it important to ascerbin, if they can, whether it was a 
price which really left no profit to the manufacturer at any stage of the 
manufacture. If so, one is entitled to say that the prices cannot stay at 
this low level for long. They will either make a profit or go out of the 
business .. On the other hand,. it may be that the evidence we received in 
Calcutta was too much inclined to the view that this is a kn$)ck-out and 
nothing else, and that they were not giving any weight to the real reduction' 
of cost. What we want your figures for is to compare them with the figures 
put up by Messrs. Burn and Co., Messrs. Jessop and Co., and the SlIandard 
Wagon Co. That is why we require figures for ~materials and so on. ' , 

Sir Hen1'Y Freelan-d.-I will have them prepared f~r you." 

President.-That is the point of view from which we have approached the' 
nuestion, to ascertain what the difference in price between the Indian manu
facturer and the English wagon manufacturer is going to be. 

~1'. Ginwala.-Do'youget these broad gauge wagons with vaCUum brakes 
or WIthout? ' " , 

• Statement IV (9). 
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Sir Henr'll Freeland.-In all cases the new covered broad gauge: wagon& 

and the new big type open wagons come out fitted with vacuum brake.t 
Mr. Ginwala.-What I wanted to know was whetber in the last year's 

contract certain wagons were purchased by the companies through the 
Railway Board, and whether they included vacuum brakes. 

Sir HeM'll Freeland.-I have to qualify that to some extent by reason 
of the decision come to by the Railway Conference this year. The decision 
was that we should order no more wagons with brakes. In future, wagons 
will not come with the vacuum brake. They will come out piped. 

JUr. Ginwala.-What about metre guage wagons? 
Sir Henr'll FreeZand.-Metre gauge wagons have' no vacuum brakes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The reason why I wanted to know was to' compare the 

broad~ gauge wagQns with yoUI' metre gauge wagOJls.. Again, we were 
given to understand by Mr. McLean yesterday that the price of the open 
wagon C/2 type broad gauge was Rs. 3,112 c.i.f. and that of the covered 
wagon A/2 was Rs. 8,067 c.i.f., without wheels and axles. In your figures 
I take it that you have purchased your materials and so on at as economically 
a rate as possible. . 

Sir Henry Freeland.-I do'not purchase direct. Presumably, the lowest 
tenders are .accepted. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The cost of materials comes to Rs. 1,800 in your metre 
gauge,wagon excluding labour charges. May, I take it'that about 7:.4 will 
represent the materials used in a broad gauge wagon roughly? 

Sir Henr'll Freeland.-I do not know. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The amount of steel used is 10 tons in one Icase and in 

the other 4 tons, without wheels and axles. 
Sir Henr'll Freeland.-I have not taken that figure. It is of no value to 

me. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-According to your figures if you take the proportion of 1 

to 4 for the broad gauge wagon, the materials alone will cost Rs. 2,300, 
whereas the -whole of the finished wagon is delivered here, without wheels 
and axles, for Rs. 3,100; so that when Burn and Co., say that this is a case 
of dumping it is more or less in accordance with your figures. To all these 
figures must be added Rs. 700. for the vacuum brake, so that according to 
these figures the total cost of the materials with the vacuum brake would' 
come to Rs. 3,000. 

, 

Sir Henry FreeZand.-Do the figures of the G.I.P., include vacuum brake 
or /lot? 

Mr. Ginwala.-I want to assure myself whej;her my recollection is 
right. 

Sir Henry Fl·eeland.-Rs. 3,100 is so ridiculously small for a broad gauge 
wagon. I have never heard of such a price at all. 

Mr. Mathe·r.-On the question of comparing your material price for,the" 
M.A. 2 wagon, I presume that as Ir rule you carry a considerable stock of 
steel in your workshops? 

Sir Henry F.reeland.-Yes. . 
Mr. Mather.-It seems to me just possible that these prices may be' 

influenced by that. Although the- wagon was built in this year, as you 
have already told us, this price of steel may be that of the steel which 
you bought in 1920 or 1921 if your stocks go 80 far back. Can you say 
whether in working out costs you debit aga,inst these things the book price 
of. the material? 

Sir Henry Freeland.-Yes. We do. 
Mr. Mather.-If that material is old stock the price of it may not have-

any relation to the present price. " 
Sir Henry Freela"d.~We do actually debit book prices. 

t See Statement IV (13). 
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Mr. Mather.-You do not write your stocks down? 
Sir Henry Freeland.-We. have to write down after a period of years---5ay 

once in ten year&-but we have not written down the high prices of two 
years ago. So I think you are probably perfectly right when you say that 
iu these materials there may be steel material which we bought at the 
top of the market. 

JEr. Mather.-As the President and Mr. Ginwala suggested, we shall be 
able to compare these prices of materials with the prices given by Burn's 
and Jessop's, but since this is your procedure the prices will not be in a 
comparable form, because the prices given by Burn's were the prices of 
materials quoted to them in August. 

Mf'. Ginwala.-In that cas'e may I suggest that you substitute for these 
figures the prices of 1922? You must have imported materials at that 
time. 

Mr. 1IIather.-Possibly we may be able to judge the effect of this when 
we get· the figures, which Mr. Reith has already promised to send us for 
hars, beams, etc., in 1921, 1922 and 1923, and ;when we see that the prices 
they are paying now are different from those of Burn's and Jessop's for 
the same kinds of article then we can draw the obvious deductions. It 
will give us some clue. We have the quantities used here. We are told 
definitely below in answer to question 6 that 36'5 cwts. of structural steel 
were used in a M. A. 2 wagon. We have the price above at Rs. 550, which 
includes a certain number of miscellaneous things. When we get the real 
prices for this year for structural steel we may then be able to say what· 
this 36'5 cwts. cost. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It should not be difficult to substitute fo-;' these actual 
figures. We would like to compare the prices of 1922-23. You might be 
able to get them from the Works Manager and substitute these figures. 

Sir Henr1l Freeland.-Woulrl you kindly tell me what you want me to 
do? 

Mr. Ginwala.-Mr. Mather has raised a point which would certainly alter 
the figures. What I want to compare is your cost on the 1922-23 figures. 
You said that these might be book values. 

Sir Henry Freeland.-These are the most recent costs but in compiling 
these costs we may have used book figures which are very much higher than 
the present rate. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Substitute the real values for the book values in the case 
~f the M. A. 2 wagon.· You do not pay any duty now on any of your 
raw materials? 

Sir H. Freeland.-We pay duty but under protest. 
Mf'. Gintvala.-Will your charges include duty? 
Sir H. Freeland.-No. 
1111'. Ginwala.-If any outside manufacturer, say Messrs. Burn and Co., 

or the Indian Standard Wagon .Co., supplied you with wagons at this 
price you would consider that you had got a good return for your money? 

Sir H. Freeland.-I don't see why not, if we get good value for our 
money and they are up to standard quality. 

Mr. Gi~wala.-And if it is to the interest of this country that the 
Railways should buy at the price at which you can produce your wagons? 

Sir H. Freeland.-I personally think that so far as the metre gauge is 
-concerned it would be to our advantage to make them ourselves. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But apart from that I mean? 
Sir H. Freeland.-Certainly. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the wheels and axles what is your opinion? 
Would it not be to the advantage of the country if basic steel could be used 

* See Statement IV (9). 
VOL. III. 2H 
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for wheels and axles, except the tyres, because you have it available. in the 
country? Is there any insuperable difficulty in that? 

Sir H. Freeland.-I don't think that there is but at any rate we know 
that the axle is the most important part of a wagon. If there is a flaw 
in. it or if it is not the best stuff we have accidents. It means heavy cost 
00 us quite apart from the loss of life. We should therefore take every 
t>ossible precaution. that the very best steel is obtained for wheels and 
oxles. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When this is permissible? 
Sir H. Freeland.-What do you mean by permissible? We have got to 

take the greatest possible precaution. Our r~ponsibilities are too great. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But this body that prescribed the British standard speci

- fication has allowed an alternative. That body must have taken into account 
the factor of safety? 

Sir H. Frceland.-Quite right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The suggestion is this-that you cannot have a wagon 

building industry in this country unless you can practically manufacture 
. everything that you require for a wagon, and if you are not able to 
manufacture your wheels and axles, your industry would be incomplete and 
to that extent it would be a drawback; The question arises whether, to make 
the wagon building industry complete in this country, there is any subs
titute which may be adopted with reasonable safety for the manufacture 
of wheels and axles? 

Sir H. Freeland.-We have got to find that. I don't think I can give 
any opinion on it which would be useful to you. I have no doubt that 
somebody will come along and say he can make it of some material which 
will be good enough and if it is good enough it will undoubtedly be adopted. 
No experiment on open lines is permissible with axles. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What are you to do if you want to find a substitute? 
Sir H. F1'eeland.-There are methods of testing axles; of course they 

do not involve running of trains. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You can apply mechanical and other tests? 
Sir H. Frceland.-lfaxles built in this country prove to be in every 

way equal to the existing kind of axles that we use, we would adopt them 
if the price is. not too much. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Bo far as your Railway is coooerned, has it really consider
ed the question of using basic steel·for wheels and axles in place of acid 
steel? 

SiT H. Freelantl.-I think not. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to your experience of Burn and Co.,--of 

course it was a very valuable bit of information that you have given-I 
want you to amplify that: what was the trouble with the wagons? Their 
case is that their goods are as good as the imported article. 

Sir H. FreeZand.-We have had one case in which, taking the whole body 
. of a wagon, we found the longitudinal frames were -long in measurement and 
the buffers were of unequal heights. We had to strip the wagon and rebuild 
it in another case. If you like I can show you our letters to them. I dUll' 
not feel inclined to say so much but the work was so bad that we had to 
complain. 

Mr. Mather.-Have you reported to the Controller of Inspection, Calcutta 
Circle, about this.? 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is of great importance for us to know, in considering 

whether an industry deserves protection, whether it fulfills the conditions-

Sir H. Freeland.-Undoubtedly they can and will in due course, but they 
have not succeeded so far. . 

Mr. Gintvala.-How long ago was t.hisP 
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Pre.ident.-That was one of the old orders in 1920P 
Sir H. Freeland.-They have not fulfilled the order yet. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Don't you think this is an argument in their favour that. 

1ile orders are very irregular i' 
Sir H. It'l·eeland.-I think as.a matter of fact Messrs. Burn and Co. are 

building many wagons. They have not built. for us because we have our own 
works. I know the broad gauge lines have giv,en them orders. My broad 
guage line has not. given any orders but I know that the S~ate lines have 
and their experience will no doubt be more valuable than mme. 

As a matter of fact probably one of the reasons why the metre guage 
. work is so badly executed is that they have hag. so little of it, but they had 

a lot of broad guage work. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We have heard no complaints so far about that. 
Sir H. Freeland.~hat's good, but. so far as the mette gauge is concerned, 

I would not place an order, if I can help it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would they have to get extra plant for the meke guage 

work? 
Sir H. Freeland.-It is similar but of course it has different dimensions-

a slightly different method of construction. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are the'machines adaptable to either worki' 
Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. The metre guage wagons have a central buffer 

and coupling arrangement while the broad guage have side buffers and cen
tral coupling. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I want to ask you questions ·about metre guage No.5. 
You say that you paid Rs. 5,231 without wheels and axles in addition to 
freight from Calcutta i' 

Sir H. l!'reeland.-We had to pay of course the freight extra on that. 
Re. 5,231 does not include the freight. The bodies were loaded,up on broad 
guage bogies and at Cawnpore they were put on metre guage line. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say" without wheels and axles but with A.V.B. in 
addition to freight charges ... ". So that this Rs. 5,231 did include the 
vacuum brakei' 

Sir H. Frecla7ld.-That is bad wording. They have all got to be added. * 
Mr. Mather.-This Rs. 5,231 does not include wheels and axles, the vacuum 

brake or freight charges i' 
Sir H. Freeland.-We don't have vacuum brake on our metre gauge . 
.iIIr. Gi7lwala.-'W'hat is the unit of your plant-how many wagons can 

you build a yeari'_ 
Sir H. Freeland.-Th.e carriage and wagon works, are at the present 

moment capable of turning out about 630 wagons per annum. Our pro
gramme for wagons is, reduced by about 76 bogey carriages worked on a 
4-wheeler basis. You may say that 550 4-wheeled goods wagons can be 
oonstructed at present in our Ail}lere workshop. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would there. be any economy if the plant were biggeri' 
.~ir H. :z.'reeland.-I don't think so. Quite apart from the fact that it 

is desirable to expand, I don't think we should be able to save by the' 
expansion of our works. A greater number of wagons would result but no 
economy. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The reason why I am asking this is this: the. total demand 
for broad guage wagons at present is 3,000 a year i' 

Sir H. :z."reeland.-I was considering the metre guage. 
Mr. fGinwala.-And the demand for the metre gauge, I take it, is 

7pOOP , 
Sil' H. Freelal.J.-I don't think as many as that but I don't know. 

During the war we stopped our building programme because we .could. not 

* See Statement IV (9). 
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get steel, but we had to send a lot of wagons to Mesopotamia, so we are 
now catching up, 
. Mr. Ginwala.-The reason why I was asking you was that it has been 

suggested that the demand for wagons is not sufficiently high to enable 
othEjr capitalists to come in, in order that there may be competition. Sup
posing a person got an order for 500 or 600 wagons, the plant could be run 
economically enough? . 

Sir H. Freeland.-1!'or· broad guage most certainly. We have repair 
facilities here at Mahaluxmi-my broad gauge line is very much shorter: 
We have 8n equipment on the B., B. & C. 1. Railway of 10,000 wagons and 
we can build 7 to 800 wagons a year. Certainly after receiving the materials 
here and with our existing facilities for repairs we can do at the rate of 
250" wagons a month, so that the total capacity of the shops per annum 
would work out to about 3,700: 
. M,'. Ginwala.-That would be a sufficiently big plant to show the 
necessary economy? 

Sir H. F7'l!eland.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In your accounts do you keep job accounts or total works 

IIICcount. On what basis are these accounts kept? 
Sir H. Freeland.-Job account or work orders. Estimates are made for, 

say, 30 M. A. 2 and so on. That"is all allocated under different heads; every
thing that comes into that, material, labour, etc., is charged to that account. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Will there be a separate heading for, say, power? 
Si1' H. Freeland.-We have just put up our new power house but all 

the charges for power are allocated to the different jobs, I mean each separate 
. estimate. 

M1'. Ginwala.-1.'hey are all included under labour, general charges, 
machinery charges and so on? 

Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. -
~11·.Ginwala.-EXiCept your general office charges? They are not 

included? 
Sir H. l<'reeland.-No. Of course there are things like the Audit office 

which is an expensive item. I would put that figure at about Rs. 400, 
but I do not know if that "is an accurate estimate. 

Mr, Ginwala.-I want to ask a few question about the steel castings. Can 
you say approximately what proportion of your steel ca.s~ings are sol~ to 
private firms and whether it is your policy to go on supplymg steel castmgs 
t:> private firms now that there are steel casting firms in India? 

Sir H. Freeland.-We do not propose to cast steel for anybody else. It is 
not a business we want to undertake. 'Ve have in the past a certain amount, 
but under great pressure. 

Mr. Mather.-Before the war when you were selling an appreciab~e 
quantity of steel castings outside, or making for your own purposes, d~d 
:you find· a heavy demand for heavy castings, say Ii ton? 

Sir H. Fr~eland.-I don't think we did. 
Mr. Mather.-All your steel castings are made in !Converters? 
Sir H. F1'eeland.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-For that of course you import English pig iron? 
Sit' H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mr. lIfather.-I don't find much indication that you use cast steel axle 

boxes, Do you use cast iron axle-boxes? 
Sir H. Freeland,-We get from home broad gauge wagons complete with 

nx\e boxes but for replacing a broken axle-box we do a good deal of 
casting in Ajmere although we are not able to fulfil the whole of our 
requirements. 

Mr. Mather.-You. are still buying a certain number of cast steel-axle 
"'-.... vo.a' 
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Sir H. Freeland.-Yes. 
Mr. Matker.-Have you got. any in IndiaI' 
Sir H. Freeland.-I don't think so. I am not quite sure of the answer 

that I have given. I know that recently we supplemented our Mahaluxmi 
shops here by getting private firms to. do some work .for Ullo If you like 
to know that I would just ask and find out. * 

Mr. Mather.-Yes, that wOilld beusefUI. 

• No. Vide Statement IV (11). 
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No. 85. 

East Indian Railway. 

W'RITTEN. 

Statement I.-Replies to question,naire No .• II (a) (Sted Ca,ting.). 
1. (a) We do not import steel castings as such .. ()ur steel castings are 

made in our Jamalpur Workshops. " 
(b) The chief uses of steel castings on a railway are-

For Bridge work.-As knuckle joints on the bed plates of piers, centres 
for turn tables, etc. 

For C. and W. Department.-Draw bar face plates, bogie centres, etc., 
and perhaps axle-boxes. We have- received a number of so calIed 
cast steel axle boxes, but I believe they are what is known as 
semi-steel which is, so far as I am aware, not made in India. 

If cast steel axle boxes were adopted in lieu of cast iron ones which 
are in general use, our probable requirements would be about ' 
150 to 200 tons of steel castings annually. 

For Loco. Depurtment.-"'heel centres, spectacle plates, cross heads, 
foundation rings of fire boxes, fire boxes, roof stays, bogie cen
tres, axle-boxes, etc. 

(c) Detailed information is not available. 
(d) We do not as a rule import steel castings separately from the com

pletestock. In the event of a replacement being necessary, we make our 
own steel castings at our Jamalpur Workshops. 

2. Year ended 31st March 1922 

Year ended 31st March 1923 • 

Tons. 
176 

263 

3. The quantity of mild . steel scrap available for disposal varies, but from 
this Railway it can be taken as anything between 3,000 and 5,000 tons 
annually. 

G. L. COLVIN, 
Agent, E. I. By. 

Statement II.-Replies to questionnaire No. II (b) (Genera/). 
(1) For the purpose of reply, steel has been divided into two heads, t,iz.-" Rails" 

and" Rolled Sections,',' the latter comprising joists, channels, angles, tees, /lats, etc. 
For rails our estimated annual requirements can be taken at an average of uy, 

23,000 tonR heavy section rails. . 
.. Rolled Sections "-We not only import but we purchase locally aud in addition 

. the rolling mills at the Jamalpur workshops turn out a cosiderable quantity. 
The annual requirements of rolled sections to be purchased might be taken as betlVeen 

2,500 and 3,000 tons. -
The quantities of mild steel manufactured in our works during the past 2 yeara 

were--
Year ending March 1922 Tons 3,742 

1923 5,858 

The total probable annual requirementS of this railway may ·be taken at g,O,),) to 
9,000 tons. 

(2) Taking the above quantities of rails and rolled sections and assuming the price 
(excluding import duty) of rails at Re. 150 per ton and of rolled sections. at Re. 180 per 
ton, the total cost of our annual requirements is·-

Rails Tons 23,000 X Re. 150 = . Rs. 34,50,000 
Rolled Sections . 3,000 X " 180 =" 5,40,000 
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It is estimated that of the 23,000 tons of rails, 14,280 tons will be required for relaying 
100 miles of permanent way and the balance of 8,720 tons for Capital works, and that the 
3,000 tons of rolled sections are for Capital works. We cannot rea.clily allocate this 
latter quantity between Revenue and Capital. 

On the above basis, the charge to Capital and Revenue of the cost of 23,000 tons. of 
rails and 3,000 tons Of rdlled sections is approximately as. follows :-

Capitai-. Revenue. 

l4,280 tons of rails (Relaying 100 miles) 

8,720 tons of rails (Doubling line) • 

3,000 tons of rolled sectioris . 

Rs. 

1,33,000 

13,08,000 

5,40,000 

Total (wi,thout duty) • 19,81,000 

Import duty-l0% (roundly) ~I,98,OOO 
.. -331% ( do. ) • 6,60,000 

Additional expenditure due.to enhancement of 
import duty from 10 to 331% 4,62,000 

Re. 

20,09,O()O 

20;09,000 

2,01,000 

6,70,000 

4,69.000 

(3) It is presumed that" Structural steel in a fabricl!-ted condition" includes

Bridges, turntables, steel structures of sorts, wagons and underframes of· coachOli. 
IlI!t does not include locomotives or spa~ parts of same. 

It is also presumed that it is intended to levy 33! per cent. duty on the value of the 
finished structure. .. 

Our average annual requirements of wagons in the next five years are roughly 2,000 
of which 1,3GO arc additions and 7 ~O .tor replacements. 

The cost of fabricated steel required. for 2,000 wagons (excluding wheels and axles) 
is Rs. 59,55,000 (excluding import duty) and is chargeable to Capital and Revenue as 
follows :-

Cap.ital. Revenue. 

Rs. Rs. 

1,300 wagons (additions) 38,71,000 -
700 wagons (replacements) 7,97,000 12,87,000 

,/ Total (without import duty) 46,68,000 12,87,000 

Import duty at 10% (roundly) 4,67,000 1,29,000 

Import duty at 33!% 15,5~,ooo 4,29,000 

Additional expen iiture due to enhancement of 
import duty fr~m 10 to 33!% 10,89,000 3,OO,OOC 

The cost (excluding import duty) of 9tee~ underframes required hr coaches and of 
,structural steel required for other purposes is as follows :,-

Value of steel underframes for coaches, brake vans, &c. (ex
cluding wheels and axles) imported during 1922-23 

Structural steel imported dunng 1922-23 

locally purchased 

Total Rs •• 

Rs. 

3,28,000 

16,84,090 

4,80,000* . 

24,92,000 

• 'fhe actual con was &S. 5,28.00'J, and Rs. 4.80,000 represents wha~ the price in 
India might have been if there were no 10 per cent. duty on imported steel. ' 
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Assuming that the above is required all for Capital purposes, the additional expend:
tu~e on account of the enhancement of the import duty is as follows :-

Capital. Revenue. 

Rs. Re. 
Cost of steel and structural steel (without import 

duty) . 24,92,000 

Import duty at 10% (roundly) 2,49,000 

Import duty at 331% ~ditto) • 8,31,000 

Additional expenditure due to enhancement of 
import duty from 10 to 331% 5,82,000 

The total additional expenditure that will result from the enhancement of import. 
duty from 10 to 331% is-

Capital. Revenue. 

Rs. Rs. 

Rails and rolled sections 4,62,000 ·4.,69,000 

Structural steel imported in a fabricated condi-
tion-

Steel for wagons 10,89,000 3,00,000 

Steel for coaches and structural steel 5,82,000 

TotalRs. 21,33,000 7,69,000 

There will also be an additional charge to the Railway Revenue Account of interest 
at 51% per annum on the additional Capital expenditure of Rs. 21,33,000, which amounts 
to (roundly) Rs. 1,17,000, thus bringing the estimated additional annua.l expenditure on 
account of the proposed increase of the import duty on steel to about Rs. 30 lakhs. This 
is probably a conservative estima.te, and does not take into account other less visihle 
effects. For instance, it is probable that the protective effects of a largely increased duty 
would result in a successful demand for higher wages from those engaged in the industry. 
This would react upon our workshop employes, and through them, throughout the lower 
paid ranks of Railway servants. . 

(4) With such a heavy additional expenditure it seems evident that it will be diffi
cult to make reductions in rates and fares and I am of opinion that tho increased expendi
ture must eventually lead to an attempt to increase rates. 

(5) Yes. 

(6) 'l'he establishment of steel industry in India is, I consider, desirable provided 
ouly that it can compete with the imported article without further assistance such as is 
already provided by the present import duty, sea freight, landing charges, lower rail 
rates and the Railway Rebate on raw mater.ls to certain existing iron and steel works. 

(7) Assuming that the industry cannot be established without protection and that 
it is decided that assistance is to be given, it appears to me that it should be given by 
means of a Government subsidy on examined costs of production. A subsidy should, in 
my opinion, prove less costly than an outright increase in the import duty at the rate 
contemplated. 

I may add that the question of increasing the import duty on steel has recently 
received .. close consideration by the Boards of Indian Railway Companies, who have 
addressed the Secretary of State for India with the req\lest that their views may be placed 
before the Government of India. 

The Boards are of opinion that an import duty of 331 per cent. would raise the price 
of steel and other steel products to such an extent as to add very seriously to the Capital 
~nd Revenue expenditure of Railways, and would necessitate a further increase in railway 
tates, if the present very moderate standai'tl of net earnings is to be maintained. The 
Boards agree that the maintenance .of the steel industry in India is admittedly 8. matter 
of uational importance, but they are averse, on economic grolmds, to 8. high protective 
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tariff which would affect the development of Indian industries and he a great hardship' 
on small consumers thrOllghout the country, and consequently tend to retard the growth 
of railway earnings. They foresee the effect of the proposed tariff upon the wagon building 
industry, and ihl possible future application to imported locomotives, and they are of 
opinifln that, if it is proved that additional protection is needed to maintain the steel 
industry in India, it should be afforded by means of a bounty or subsidy and not by an, 
in~rease in the tariff. 

APPENDIX· A. 

(Referred to in ·Question (l) above. 

(a) Kinds of Steel.-Tbe steel manufactured by the Company at present is by the 
Basic Open Hearth process. 

(6) Steel products being manufactured now-

Rails with corresponding 
fish plates. 

301bs. F. F. 
35 ... 

40" 
411 .. 
00 .. .. 
60 .. 
71; .. 
85 ft. 
88i ... B. H. 
90 .. 
90 .. F. F. 

14 Ibs., 18 Ibs. and 24 
Ihs. (Light rails with 

fish plates). 
Equal Angles. 

Ins. Ins. 

-

11 by Ii 
Ii .. Ii 
2 .. 2 
21 .. 21 
2i .. 2i 
3 .. .3 
3i .. 31 
4 .. 4 
5 .. 5 
6.. 6 

Fla.ts. 

1 in. to 6 ins. and 8 ins; 

Octagons. 

f in. to 11 ins, 

Joists; 
Ins. Ins. 

4 by Ii 

5 " 3 

6 " 3 

7 " 4 
8 ;, 4-

9 .. " 10 .. 5 

12 " 5 

12 " 6 
15 .. 5 
15 .. 6 

Unequal Angles. 
Ins. Ins. 

11 by 1 
2 .. Ii 
2i" 2 
3 .. 2 
5 .. 3 
6 .. 4 .. 

Squares. 

. 1 in. to 31 ins. 

Channels. 
Ins. Ins. 

Ii by 11 

Ii " Ii 
2 " Ii 
3 .. Ii 
4 2 
6 " :i 
7 .. 3 
8 

" 3i 
9 4 

10 
" 4 

12 4 

Rounds. 
In. Ins. 
. i to 5 diameter .. 

Tees. 

2 by 2 by lin. 
2i ins. by 2i ins. by 

lin. 

A. copy of our catalogue giving full·palticul~ls 8S ugalde· the different sections ct 
rails and structuraJ steel is attached. 

When the Greater Extensions are complettd the (uttut of rails· and Strudin81 sttell 
" ill be very much increased. 
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(e) We expect to manufacture the following materi~ls before the end of 1925 in addi. 
~lOn to the materials which are alre&dy being manufactured by &ur Works. Our present 
-estimate is as follows :-

Steel'Sheets-36,OOO tons. Width up to 38 ins. and any gauge from No. 10 to 
No. 32. 

Steel Plates-48,OOO 1 in. 11 ins. thick. 

Steel Sleepers-2,820. 

(d) When our Greater Extensions are completed, i e., within one year from date, we 
$hall manufacture the following varieties of products :-

Rails. 

30 lbs. to 90 lbs. flat bottom. 

, 100 lbs. Bull·head. 

Stmctural. 

Beams. 

Ins. Ins. 

24 by 7! 

20 .. 7! 

.15.. 5 

'15 .. 6 

Flats. 

Ins. Ins. 

Channels. 

Ins. Ins. 

15 by4 

Rounds. 

Angles. 

Ins. Ins. 

8 by 8 

1 in. by i in. to 3 in. by 
lin.~ 

Squares. 

12 by I4 

i .. lto 
3 ins., 4 ins., 5 ins., 6 ins. 3 ins., 4 in~ .• 5 ms., 6 ins. 

and I in. to 2 ins. and I in. to 2 ins. 

4! .. land 
thicker. 

Rods. 

lin •. 

Plates.-l inch to 11 inches thick. Various widths to 84 inches and variou3 lengths 
1ll1' to 50 feet, length and width depending UPOil the thiQkness. 

Sheeta.-Width up to 38 inches and any gauge from No. 10 (t inch) to No. 32 (Th 
inch). . 

Statement .llI.-Replics to questionnaire No. II (c) (It'agoI'i8) . 

. 1. Total number of wagons used for public traffic 
Main types-

Covered-older types varieties of .. W " 

Covered-I. R. C. A. type ". A-I" 

Open-Older types varieties of "?lr" 
{}pen-older types varieties of .. N .. 

-Open-I. R. C. A. types .. 6.4 " 

.open-Americnn, type "M. A." 

39,637 

20,458 

1,715 

5,583 

1,825 

250 

2,231 
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2. The following wagons I. R. C. A. type "A-I" covered and Co C-1 " 
open, have been included in the Quinquennial Forecast as .future annual 
requirements :-

1924·25. 1925·26. 1926·27. 1927·28. 1928·29. 
Additional-

Covered wagons 1,200 1,250 1,300 1,300 1,350 

Renewals--
Covere. wagons 4!"'() 450 450 450 450 
Open wagons 275 275 275 150 150 

3. We do not., build wagons; we erect from imported. sections. 

4. In 1913, 750 wagons were purchased from a local firm,- and the contract 
rate was Rs. 2,750 per wagon elOOluding wheels and axles. These wagons 
were constructed chiefly from imported finished materials~ 

5. The following main types Df wagons w;re, recently erected in our 
works from imported finished material, and the costs (not including cost 
-of wheels and axles) are given against the two main heads of expenditure. 
English Expenditure has been converted at 11. 4d. to the rupee. 

(1) 250 open wagons 'C4' type I. R. C. A. (1920.21)., 

English material including freight, landing charges and 
duty . • .'. . . • '. 

Indian ex nditure { Paint a~d oil.' • • 
pe Labour mcludmg shop on cost 

Total cost per wagon - • 

(2) 1,100 Covered wagons 'A-I' type I. R. C. A. (1921.22). 

English material including freight, landing charges and 
duty . . . . • • • '. 

I di dit { Paint and oil • . . 
n an expen ure Labour including shop on cost 

Total cost per wagon 

(3) 500 Covered wagons 'AI' type I. R. C. A. (1922.23.) 
The approximate actual cost is given :-

English material including freight, landing charges and 

Rs. 

9,161 
20 
76 

9,257 

Rs. 

7,974 
27 

142 

8,143 

Rs. 

duty • • • . • • '" 4,756 

{

Brake block' • .• 5 
Indian expenditure Paint and oil '. •• 16 

Labour inCluding shop on cost 150 

Total cost per wagon 4,927 

A Contract has recently been entered into with a local, firm to erect 
part of the wagons now being sent out from England. 

The approximate cost of the English material as per Con. 
tracts let, including freight, landing charges amI duty is 

Indian Expenditure-
Brake blocks, paint and oil supplied by East Indian Rail. 

way 
Labour 

Total approxi~ate cost per wagon 

Re. 

3,775 

2i 
250 

4,046 
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There has been a large falJ in the cost of imported steel materials sinc,,' 
1922, presumably due to ,a return to normal' conditions. 

6. Weights of the following per wagon (1. R. C. A.):-

'A-l' type. 'C-4' type. 

I T. C. Q.lbs. T. C. Q.lbs., 
(II) Total wagon (excluding wheels 

and axles) 7 6 2 0 7 13 1 0 • 
(b) 'B' class steel used, in manufaoture 1 16 2 12 1 16 2 12 
(c) 'D' class steel used in manufacture 0 5 0 3 0 5 0 3 

(d) Steel castings 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 
(e) Spring steel o 12 3 4 o 12 3 4 
(f) Steel plates and sheets 1 12 2 0' 1 18 1 12 

(g) Structural steel (angles, ('hannels, 
&c.) 2 3 o 20 2 4 0 8 

(Ii) Wrought iron 010 3 0 o 1(, 3 0 
(i) Iron castings 0 0 4 17 0 0 417 

Brass castings • 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 

7. We are conforming to I. R. C. A. standard specification as all! 
Railways are required to standardize their Rolling Stock. This specificatioll!. 
for" laminated springs" specifies British 'standard specification No.6, II for' 
helical and ,volute springs No.7." Acid steel is specified but basic may 
be substituted with the consent of the Inspecting Officer. 

I am unable to reply regarding wheels and axles. The matter rests with
the Consulting Engineers, London. 

8 and 9. I am of opinion that the most economical way of dealing with, 
the supply of stock is for Railways to develop their own works so as to increase 
their capacity for repairs and for erection of wagons from imported finished' 
materials, but so long as the price of imported wagons remains approximately 
near the present figure it is doubtful whether it would be economical for' 
Railways to undertake the work of wagon building. 

10 and 11. In paragraph 10 of the Questionnaire it is stated that the
Wagon Companies in India are asking for assistance to an extent which 
would bring the price paid to them for an A-I type B. G. wagon to about. 
Rs. 4,600 while the price of steel in India is as at present. 

It is assumed that the price of Rs. 4,600 is exclusive of the cost of wheels' 
and axles-vide Note I at top of the Questionnaire. 

According to the latest estimate prepared by our Carriage and Wagon 
Superintendent, the cost of a wagon of A-I type--I. R. C. A., Broad" 
gauge, emlusive, of the cost of wheels and axles, is Rs. 3,438 as detailed 
below:-

E nqli..<). tnal.erial--
Underframes, etc. (at Is. 4d. a rupee) 

Indillll ~x~"diture-
Paint and oil • 
Labour including wear and tear of tools, etc. 

Rs. 
, Contingencies at 5 per cent. 

Total Rs. 

Rs. 

3,108 

16 
150 

3,274 
164 

3,~S 
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The price demanded by the Wagon Companies is thus Rs. r,162 more 
-than what it costs us to erect wagons in our Workshops from imported 
.materials. 

It is stated that the Wagon Companies estimate that for each increase 
o()f 10 per cent .. in the duty the cost of the finished wagons would go up 
by Rs. 220. ·Thus if the import duty is enhanced by another 23l per cent. 
1;he price per wagon to be paid to the Wagon Companies will be Rs. 4,600 
plU3 Re. 513l=Rs. 5,113. With the additional import duty namely, Rs. 513 
the cost per wagon erected in our 'Vorkshops will be Rs. 3,438 plus 
Rs. 513=Rs. 3,951. 

The additional expenditure to the Railway if assistance were given to 
private firms by paying them Rs. 5,113 per wagon is worked out below, 
taking the average annual requirements of wagons in the next five years 
at 2,000 of which 1,300 ·are additions and 700 are replacements:-

Pri.;a/e firms-

1,300 x Rs. 5,113 

700" 5,113 

Rs. 

Railway work8hops-

1,300XRs.3,951 

700" 3,951 

" &S. 

Additional expenditure 

Interest at 51 per cent. on additional Oapital" 
expenditure of &S. 18,12,000 

Total 
" " .. 

Capi$al. Revenue. 

Rs. R,s. 

66,47,000 

13,26,000 22,53,000 

-----

79,73,000 22,53,000 

----

51,36,000 

10,25,000 17,41,000 

61,61,000 17,41,000 

18,12,000 5,12,000 

1,00,000 

~8,12,?OO 6,12,000 

h. riew of the wide ,rap between the local firms' quotations and our own 
costs I am not prepared to express any opinion as to. the best means of 
establishing the wagon building industry in India. 

t am of oninion that the large additional expenditure involved would 
hamper IlJ'w c~nstruction, that it would certainly put back effQrts to reduce 
rates and fares, and that in all probability it would result" in Railways 
endeavouring to increase their rates. I may add that many traders hold 
the opinion that preosent rates are quite as hi!l;h a!f, if not higher than, the 
traffic will bear. 
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-APPENDIX B'. 

Summary 01 estimated additional annual expenditure which would. be incurred 
. by this RaUway. . 

Capital. Revenue. Total. 

Re. Rs. Re. 

(a) Increased duty on steel (vide page 475) • 21,:l3,000 8,86,000 30,HI,000 
(b) Building of wagons by local firms (vide 

page 484) 18,12,000 6,12,000 24,24,000 
-

Total 39,45,000 14,98,000 54,43,000 

Statement IV.-Lr.ttcr, dated 2nd January 192-4, from the Agent, East Indian 
Railway Company, to the Tariff BoaI'd. 

In compliance with the request made by the Tariff Board at the meeting 
held on the 7th December 1923, I am directed to enclose statements show
ing the actual cost (f.o.b.) per wagon, the name of the firm and the date of 
eolltract, in respect of the last two items in this Railway's reply to question 
5 on pages 9 and 10 of the printed pamphlet forwarded with this office letter 
No. C-32644, dated 27th November 1923, and of the item in this Railway's' 
replies to questions 10 and 11 on page 11 of that pamphlet. . 

Item (8) in the Anslver to Question 5 on page 9 01 the Pamphlet. 
Tlae approximate cost per wagon is shown as Rs. 4,927. The actual cost. 

pel" wagon as now known is as follows:-

EII(Jli.,h materi"l excludin(J u11eels and axles :-

:Underframes and body fittings J 
Axle boxes and bearinga F. O. B. price 
Bearing Springs 
Vacuum Brake Fittings 
Freight., insllrancp, lanning, toll and duty 

Indian e;"penditure :
Bral,e Block 
l'aint. and Oil 
Labour including ahop on cost 

TOTAL 

TOTAL COST PER WAGON 

Name of Firm 1-

~retl'opolitan Carriage and WS\qon and Finance Ld. 
Camel Laird &- Co. 

Dale oi Conlract.-ht JUI!e H)!:'. 

'(1/1. 41t. a rupee.) 

Rs. 

3,884 

816 

4,700 

5 
16 

150 _ 

4,871 

350 waguns 
150 
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(ii) 

Last item in tke Amwer to Quution No.5 on page 10 0/ tke Pampklet. 
The approximate Cost per wagon is shown as Rs. 4,046. The latest 

bOWD c!ost pill" wagon as per invoices from England is as follows:-

(1". 4d. per rupee.) 

Underframe and Body fittings -1 
Axle Boxes and Bearings ~f. o. b 
Bearing springs J 
Vacuum Brake fittings 

Price 

Freight, Insurance, Landing, 
Toll and Duty 

TOTAL 
India" Ez~ndilurr :-

Brake Block, paint and oil supplied by East Indian Rail. 
way 

Labour, etc. 

TOTAL COST PER WAGON 

Rs. 

2,856 

639 

3,495 

21 
251l 

3,766 

Name 0/ Fir .... -Metropolitan Carriage and Wagon and Finance Ltd. 
Da~ 0/Oontract-29th March 1923. 1,1:'00 wagons. 

(iii) 

Beplie. 0/ Question. 10 and 11 on page 11 0/ tke Pampklet. 
The estimated cost per wagon is shown as Rs. 3,438. The latest knowD. 

cost per wagon as per invoices from England is as follows:-

Englid material ezcluding wheels alld azl.,r-
(Is. 4d. Fer rupee.) 

Underframe and Body fittings i 
Axle Boxes and Bearings 

j F. O. B. Pri~e 
Bearing springs 
Vacuum Brake fittings 
Fl"f'ight, Insurance, Landing, 

Toll and Duty 

Indian Expenditure:- -
Brake Block 
Paint an.d Oil 
Labour including shop on cost, etc. 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

Contingencies @ Rs. 5 per cent. on Indian expenditure 
only (aetual contract prices of English materials being 
known) 

TOTAr. COST PER WAGON 

.Rs. 

639 

3,495 

5 
1Ii 

150 

3,665 

9 

3,675-

Name (4 Flrm.-1I1etropolitD.n Carriage and Wagon and Finance Ltd. 
~ 0/ Confral"t.-29th Mar~h 1923. 1,500 ""a/(ons. 
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,statement F.-Letter, dated 15th January 1924, frorn the Aaent, East Indian 
Railway Company, 10 the Turiff /Joclrd. 

I am directed to return herewith your copy of the verbal evidence tenderei 
"before the Tariff Board by this railway on the 7th December 1923 and to' 
-enclose a statement showing in juxtaposition the version all lecorded in 
the notes' and as they should read. Questions and answers have been 
-<!onsecutively numbered to facilitate reference. 

2. I am also directed to enclose the following statements promised at 
-the time of giving evidence before the Board-

(1) Statement showing f.o.b. price per ton, and freight, landing 
charges per ton, of rails, fishplates, joists and bars, during 
1913-14, -1921-22 and 1922-23. ' 

(2) Statement showing "Raising cost of coal-Giridih Collieries'" in 
1912, 1913-14 and 1916-17 to 1922-23. 

(3) Statement showing "Raising cost of coal-Bokaro Collieries" in 
1916-17 to 1922-23. 

(4) Statement showing" Coking costs-Giridih and ,Bokar!J Collieries " 
and makers of coke ovens and battery . 

. (5) Statement s~owing details of sales of coke. 

(6) Statement showing details of the sale of coal tar duting 1922-23. 

(7) Comparative statement of weights of 1. R. C. A. A-I type wagons 
as shown by the E. I. Railway and by Messrs. Burn and <;'0. 

(8) Statements tConcerning the ()ost of steel ingots and rolled sections 
manufactured in the Jamalpur 'Vorkshops for June 1922 and 
1923. 

(9) Statement showing the price paid during 1913-14 for a WIG V 
type covered wagon which is understood to b~ fairly comparable 
to 1. R. C. A. A-I covered type. 

(It is understood that the A-I type has approximately 12 cwts. 
more material, exclusive of wheels and axles, used in its manu
facture). 

3. The Tariff Board required further information in regard to the reply 
;given under the heading of item 1, page 4 of "Reply to Questionnaire" 
'Viz: -The quantities of mild steel manufactured in our works during the 

-past two years. These were:-

Year ending M"rch 1922 • 

Year ending March 19i.3 • 

Tons" 

3,742 

,. 5,858 

4. Mr. Mather asked if these figures included "Tab" steel billets. It 
is found that these figures were extracted from the Locomotive Superin
tendent's Annual Report by the Controller of Stores and they refer to the 
output of mild steel ingots and not sections, consequently they do not 
iIliClude the quantity of "Tata" steel billets that were rolled into sections 

-during the two periods stated. 
5. I am desired to here mention that 2,151 tons and 1,182 tons of 

.. Tata II billets were rolled into tie bars, cotters and gibs for the Engineering 
:Department during 1921-?2 and 1922-23 respectively. 
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(1) Statement .howing I.o.b. twice per ton and freight, landing charges, dc., 
per ton o/llaill, }'iBhplate" Joist, and Bar8 during 1913-11" 19!1-!! and 
192!-%3. 

-- 1913·14. 1921.22. 1922·23. 

Price f. o. b. per ton of-
Rs. A. P. R!'. A.. P. Rs. A. P. 

Raila 103 8 0 138 12 0 127 S 0 

Fishplntes 120 0 0 Not received. . 18S 4 0 

Joi9ts . 931% 0 Do. 120 0 0 -
Bars 135 0 0 188 4 0 125 4 0 

F reight duty, landing and other cbarges 
per ton of~ 

Rails . 14 8 0 25 0 0 37 S 0 . 
Fi.hplates . 26 0 0 Not received. 45 0 0 

Joists - 20 0 0 Do. 37 12 0 
-. 

Bars 18 12 0 46 4 0 39 0 0 
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,statement l'.-Letti'r, dated 15th January 192.&, from ihe Agent, East Indian 
Railway Company, to the Tariff UOClrd. 

I am directed to return herewith your copy of the verbal evidence tenderei . 
"before the Tariff Board by this railway on the 7th December 1923 and to' 
-enclose a statement showing in juxtaposition the version all ?ecorded in 
the notes' and as they should read. Questions. and answers have been 
-<:onsecutively numbered to facilitate referelliCe. 

2. I am also directed to enclose the following statements promised at 
<the time of giving evidence befor-e the Board-

(1) Statement showing f.o.b,. price per ton, and freight, landing 
charges per ton, of rails, fish plates, joists and bars, during 
1913-14, ·1921-22 and 1922-23. 

(2) Statement showing "Raising cost of coal-Giridih Collieries" in 
1912, 1913-14 and 1916-17 to 1922-23. 

(3) Statement showing "Raising cost of coal-Bokaro Collieries" in 
1916-17 to 1922-23. 

(4) Statement showing" Coking costs-Giridih and ,Bokar!> Collieries" 
and makers of coke ovens and battery . 

.(5) Statement showing details of sales of coke. 

(6) Statement showing details of the sale of coal tar dUl;:ing 1922-23. 

(7) Comparative statement of weights of I. R. C. A. A-I type wagons 
as shown by the E. I. Railway and by Messrs. Burn and <:'0. 

(8) Statements (Concerning the. !:ost of steel ingots and rolled sections 
manufactured in the Jamalpur Workshops for June 1922 and 
1923. 

(9) Statement showing the price paid during 1913-14 for a WIG V 
type covered wagon which is understood to be. fairly comparable 
to I. R. C. A. A-I covered type. 

(It.is understood that the A-I type has approximately 12 cwts. 
more material, exclusive of wheels and axles, used in its manu
facture). 

3. The Tariff Board required further information in regard to the reply 
~iven under the heading of item 1, page 4 of "Reply to Questionnaire" 
viz: -The quantities of mild steel manufactured in our works during the 

'past two years. These were:-

Year ending Murch 1922 • 

Year ending Marchf9i.3 • 

Tons .. 

3,742 

.' 5,858 

4. Mr. Mather asked if these figures included "Tata" steel billets. It 
is found that these figures were extracted from the Locomotive Superin
tendent's Annual Report by the Controller of Stores and they refer to the 
output of mild steel ingots and not sections, consequel).tly they do not 
illiClude the quantity of "Tata" steel billets that were rolled into sections 
-during the two periods stated. 

5. I am desired to here mention that 2,151 tons and 1,182 tons of 
" Tata " billets were rolled into tie bars, cotters and gibs for the Engineering 

.Department during 1921-!>2 and 1922-23 respectively. 
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(1) Statement .howing I.o.b. pt"ice per ton and freight, landing da1'g6S, etc., 
per ton of llail., }'ishplat6l, Joist. and Bar. during 1913-14, 19!1-!! and 
192!-!3. 

-- 1913-14. 1921-22. 1922-23. 

Price f. o. b. per ton of-
Rs. A. P. R!'. A.. P. Rs. A. P. 

RailB 103 8 0 138 III 0 11:7 S 0 

Fiehplntea 120 0 0 Not received. . 18S 4 0 

Joi$ts -' 93 12 0 Do. 120 0 0 .. 
Ban . 135 0 0 188 4 0 125 4 0 

F reight duty, landing and other cbarges 
per ton of~ 

Rails 14 8 0 25 0 0 37 S 0 

Fi3hpJates 26 0 0 Not re~eived. 45 0 0 

Joists ' 20 0 0 Do. 37 12 0 . 
Bars 18 12 0 46 4 0 39 0 0 



(2) Railing COlt 01 coal-Giridih OOUillrilli. 
I 

11921.22. Deta.ila. 1912. 1913·14. 1916-17. 1917-18. 1918·19. 1919-20. 1920·2l. 1922-2."1 • 

I 
. 

Ra. Ra. Rs. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. Ra. 
utting, Surfa.ce a.nd underground 6,45,382 7,17,250 7,99,388 8,12,224 9,17,774 11,31,105 12,43,471 15,97,854-- 14,81,125 
Jr. 

1,36,506 1,70,559 2,30,020 2,13,408 3,17,569 2,W,903 3,31,205 4,23,300 4,34,904 
a.nd Bullocka 10,185 12,810 12,180 8,658 8,328 12,28'! 10,202 12,428 • 10,319 . . . 55,630 '55,630 55,630 55,630 55,630 55,630 55,630 55,630 55,630 
Ito Works. 48,551 45,188 62,375 76,335 87,187 1,19,160 1,30,358 1,70,585 1,50,618 
! to l\la.chinery 12,128 7,886 13,422 11,925 10,045 15,599 16,095 17,822 24,670 
ahment· 1,50,951 1,46,604 1,76,470 1,76,744 ' 1,87,379 2,04,860 2,50,110 2,75,176 2,80,108 
:ha.rges 1,471 1,348 1,292 1,705 2,533 3,284 4,063 3,480 2,930 
es 18,664 18,585 27,003 38,279 27,011 34,168 42,616 43,204 43,343 
lFund 1,03,725 1,09,276 1,19,498 1,10,000 1,22,526 1,26,088 1,16,313 1,05,064 94,471 
cal Cha.rgea 4~,262 60,714 77,576 87,047 96,436 1,23,005 1,24,620 1,39,460 1,50,621 

; .. .. .. .. .. ),05,248 98,191 1,~8,607 2,23,000 
a.neoU! 19,296 223 3,970 14,256 600 .. 600 1,127 1,128 

TOTAL 12,45,751 13,46,073 15,78,824 16,06,211 18,33,018 22,25,302 24,23,474 30,33,827 29,61,876 

lIiscella.neous Receipts 15,708 20,6(;6 18,513 17,482 20,325 21,616 17,217 19,070 20,898 , 
TOTAL 12,30,043 13,25,407 15,60,311 15,88,729 18,12,693 22,03,776 24,06,2:J7 30,14,457 29,40,978 

~mount received from coke nJaldng 1,33,812 2,67,811 1,98,282 2,78,324 4,66,5(;4 6,86,271 4,11,938 2,86,736 2,18,665 
mt. , 

NET EXPENDITURE 10,96,231 10,57,GOU 13,62,029 13,10,405 13,46,1211 15,17,505 19,94,319 27,27,721 27,22,313 
----- ---~ 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
NET OUTPUT 632,628 665,822 727,132 665,743 746,514 768,414 707,024- 630,872 561,081 

l~s. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. A. P. RA. A. P. Rs. A.I1. Rs. A, P. R •. A. P. 
COqT PER TON 1 11 8 1 9 

5 I 1 14 0 1 15 6 1 12 10 1 15 7 2 13 1 4 5 2 4I;l 7 
I 

.. Includes sa.la.l1es a.nd a.1l0W''!!Cfl! of Colliery lSupermtendent a.nd hIS ASSlRta.p~8 a.nd OJhc~ Establ,iahmPJlt,. 



(3) Raieing C08t oJ Coal (E. 1. Railway and B. N. Railway Joint Colliery-Bokaro). 

Details. 1912.13. 1913·14. 1916.17• 1917·18. 1918·19 1919·20. I 1920·21. 1921·22. 1922·23. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

11.1 cutting 
labour. 

surface and underground .. .. 1,91,776. 3,79,137 4,51,913 6,41,819 7,64,098 7,75,024· 8,76,909 

'Yalty .. .. 39,561 65,193 78,417 1,05,368 1,14,443 1,15,R6.5 1,31,881 

ores .. .. 23,426 42,667 42,702 ,66,286 70,689 72,225 95,556 

,tablisbment" , The Colliery was 24,530 36,309 43,341 54,655 in,279 66,805 67,846 

'pairs to plant, works and Machinery 
opened in 1916·17. .. .. 3,456 16,215 41.981 45,770 23,304 371942 37,103 

,ndries .. .. 1,613 2,888 2,620 2,936 3,587 2,784 3,018 

lking Fund . .. .. 10;692 18,169 22,014 28,647 30,552 31,099 35,432 
I 

106,074 8S .. .. .. .. . . 25,087, 26,876 65,804 

TOTAL .. .. 2,95,054 5,60,578 6,82,988 9,70,568 10,94,828 11,67,548 13,53,813 

8s-Miscellaneous receipts .. .. 658 1,127 1,741 559 2,249 1,5·l,l 2,199 

• 10,92;579 TbTAL .. .. 2,94,396 Q,59,451 6,81,247 9,70,009 11,66,007 13,51,614 
~ 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. TOllS. Tons. . Tons. 

,I< output. .. 167,098 285,391 347,240 453,471 4,83,547 491,619 561,062 
~ 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Re. A. P. Rs. 'A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 
I 

It Jllll'ton , . .. .. 1 12 2 1 15 4 1 15 4 2 2 3 2 4 2 2 511 2 6 7 
, 

.' .. Includes salaries and allowances of Colliery Manager, hIS ASSIStants and Office Establishment. 



Details. 

Coal 

Wagps 

Repairs 

Stores . . 
ERtabliRhment 

Electrical cbargc>s 

Sundries. 

-. 

Make 

Cost per ton . 

Details. 

Coal 

Wag~s 

lIIake 
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(4) Ooking Oost •• 

Giridih. 

. 

192]·22. 
. 

Rs. 

1,47,858 

43,216 

538 

8,996 

111,124 

9,699 

1,281 

2,29,712 

Tons 39,720 ewt. 1 

Rs. A. P. 

5 12 6 

\ 

Bokaro. 

1921·22. 

Rs .. 

14,146 

7,089 

2],235 

1922.23 • 

Rs. 
, 
2,36,701 

48,737 

73 

6,760 

19,378 

10,206 

3,306 

3,25.161 

Tons ·n,953 ew-t. 
11. 

Rs. A. P. 

7 12 0 

1922·23. 

Re. 

15,329. 

fl,2RR 

21,597 

Tons, 4,795 owt. Tons, 4,435 ewt. 
11. 18. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

4 610 41311 

Jl,lak-ars of Coke OVe7'-8 and Dattery-8imon Carves. 
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(5) Detail. 01 .ale. 01 Ooke: 

1921-22. 1922-23. 

--
Quantity. I Amount Quantity. Amount. 

Tons. Rs. - Ton@. RR. 

Bengal Iron Co., Ltd. 17,958 3,35,349 19,670 2,95,127 

(6) Statement ,howing detail. 0/ the .ale. 01 Ooal-TOII" during the tlea,. 
1922-28. 

Quantity. Amount. 

Sales to the public :-
Tons. cwt. Qr. lb. Rs. A. J'. 

Jagannatll Marwari • .. 14 9 3 ~ 1,658 4 Q 

Rurajmall Badridu • 976 19 2 O. 1,09,600 3 0 

Kanhaiya Lal Poddar 121 4 3 12 12,954 12 0 -------
TOTAL 1,112 14 1 4 1,24,213 3 0 

(7) Oomparoti"e Statement of weight. of the following pe,. wagon. I. B. O. A. 
. .. A.-I" ttlpe. . 

• I C1us of material. E.I.Ry. Burn &: Co's 
figure. figure. 

T. C. Q.!b. T. C. Q.lb. T. C. Q. lb. 

(b) Bclus steel URed in manu- I 16 2 12 0 17 1 1 0 19 1 11 
facture. -(c) D cl8ss steel us~d iu manu- 0 5 0 3 0 5' 018 0 0 0 4 
facture. 

(rl) Steel ca9tings • 0 4 0 0 0 7 0 4 '0 3 0 4 

(e) Spring Steel . . . 0 12 3 4 0 12 020 0 0 ! 12 

Ul Steel plates and sheets } 12 2 0 

J 4 '14 311 0 19 0 19' 
(g) Structural Steel (Angles, 2 3 020 

channels, etc. 
(11) Wrought iron. 0 10 3 0 0 12 1 26 0 2 1 2 

-. 
(0) Iron ~8Itin/l.s 0 0 417 .. .. 

BruR castings .- 0 0 2 0 .. .. 
-'-----

TOTAL 7 6 2 0 7 8 3 ~" .. 



The difference in wrought iron is due to Burn and Company's figure 
including door frames, whereas our figures are for Pressed Steel Plate 
\Without frame. 

The difference in Steel Castings is due to Burn and Company's figure 
including Cast Steel Buffer cases as against forgings in E. I. Railway 
figures. 

'l'he remaining difference of 3 Cwt. 2 Qrs. is due to Burn and Company's 
figures being for raw material as against our finished articles. -

It will be noticed that B~rn.and Company's figures do not include Brasl 
and Iron castings. 

Where the E. I. Railway have placed certain M. S. fi.ttings under ela •• 
(b), Burn and Company include them in classes U) and (0). 



(8) Detail co~t oJ lhe produe/;on oJ en, IJn oJ ba&ic open hearth 8/eel ingots Jor June 1922. 

Particular!!. I Weight, Rate per ton. Amount. ,I Freight on Total ellpendi. R~MARK,~, . met,d. ture per ton . 
I , -.-~.-~----, 

T. C. Q. lb. oz. n •. A. p, Rs. A. P.' Rs. A. P. R3, A, r. 
t !ron-

0 10 1 0 120 12 2 60 ina rata Bl1.IIic 7 114, 5 62 8 3 

I!:nglish Hematite 0 0 0 7 0 176 4 0 0 9 6 0 0 1 0 9 7 
I 

'ap steel-
0 4 0 20 4 35 0 0 ~la88 10 7 5 3 0 8 1 7 13 4 

~lass 7 . 0 7 0 10 8 15 0 0 5 5 0 0 4 (j 5 9 6 , 
::Ia .. 4 0 ·0 0 18 8 25 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 2- , 0 3 ·6 

rro Manganese, etc. 0 0 0 12 9 .. 2 0 6 .. 2 0 6 

Iminium 0 0 0 0 3 .. 0 4 4! .. 0 4 4 
, 

COST OF METALS 1 1 3 20 8 .. 76 5 91 211 3 79 1 0 
, 

i'Jmrdl Siores and Tr·.msfers. 

Il\rlt moulds .... .. 7 7 3 .. 7 7 3 " The average cost 
per ton foJ' 12 

Ilestunp. " 
.... .. 0 7 3 .. 0 7 3 months i. Rs. 4·3·9' 

s Producers- Rs. A. p, , 
;tores 0 3 

: J .. 5 15 4 .. 5 15 4 
~oal 5 12 . -

,atria Power .... .. o 15 0 .. o 15 0 . . 



Particular!L Weight. Rate per ton. Amount. I 
Freight on Total expendi- REMAllKs. metal. ture per ton. 

I .-- -- ------

Rs. A. P. RIl. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

lace Repair-
1 6 0 

~ 
lOur - . 

- .. 14 13 4 .. 1413 4 t The average CORt-
res . . . 13 7 4 per ton for 12 

mont.hs for Labour 
Janeous . .... .. 3 6 0 .. 3 6 0 is Ra. 1-0-9 and 

:1 
Stores Rs. 57-3= 

nary Engine Expenses .... .. 3 12 .. 3 12 5 Total Rs. 6-S-0 • 

,r .... .. 10 2 .. 10 2 4 

sl 
I 

TOTAL COST 123 4 211 3 125 15 11 

Dctail cos; 0/ th __ production 0/ one ton 0/ rolled steel miscellaneous sootions/or June 1922. 

T. C. Q. lb. oz. 
[ngot • 1 3 1 5 0 .. 136 0 S .. 13G 0 S 

lllaneous Stores, etc. .... .. 22 1 2 .. 22 1 2 :t The average cost per 
ton for 12 months is 

lith freight . .... .. 4 6 0 .. 4 6 0 ' ,Rs. 14-3-10 

lary Engine Expenses • .... .. 1 2 4 .. 1 2 

: I . yes Labour .... .. 211 4 .. 211 . 
vork Labour .... .. 9 7 S 

.. 9 7 S\ -------
ITOTAL COST 175 13 ,2 •• 17513 2 



Dota;1008t oj the p~" oj 0118 tOA oj basic open hearth 81ed ;ngOH Jar June 1923. 

: Jron-
rata Basic 0 12 2 5 4 75 14 0 49 3 5 2 5 0 51 S 5 

~ngliAh HematitE' 0 0 0 9 4 260 0 0 1 110 0 0 I 1 1 11 

'ap Steel- . 
, 

~ass 7 0 10 3 9 0 15 0 0 S 2 I 0 211 8 5 0 

)1&8. 23 0 1 2 18 8 20 0 0 I 10 S 0 3 3 I 13 11 

rro Man~anese. etc. 0 0 0 22 4 .. 6 3 10 .. 6 310 

Iminium 0, 0 0 0 4 .. 0 2,2 .. 0 2 2 

COST OF METALS I 5 1 s sl .. 66 S 0 211 3 69 3 3 . 

If i8cella~u8 St()l'e8 and Tral!8Jers. ... 

,got moulds .... .. 8 III .. S· III • The average cost 
, per ton for 12 

lestone .... .. 0 3 9 .. 0 3 9 months is Re. 4·3·9. 

n Ore .... .. 0 1 3 .. 0 1 3 

lomite .... .. 0 3 4 .. 0 3 4 

I Producers- Rs. A. 1'. 

:tores .. 0 5 7 } .. 7 4 6 .. 7 4 6 
:oal 6 14 11 

.. - - .. . - ' .. .. ' .... ~.- _ ... - . - . .• - - .. 



" I , , ~ ." " 

Particulara. Weight. I Rate per ton. Amount. I Freight on i Total expendi- REMARKS. 
I metlLl. tura p~r ton. 

, 
Rs. A. P. Rs. A, P. Rs, A. P. , Rs. A, P. Rs. A P. 

ace Repair-
I our 0 8 9 

5 .. 7 9 21 .. 7 9 2" t The average cbst 
'es 7 0 6 I per ton for 12 

51 
months for Labour 

ic Power .... .. 0 8 . . 0 8' 6 is Rs. 1-0·9 and , 
Stores Rs. 5-7-3 

Stores . .... . . 3 15 3 3 15 3 =Totnl Rs. 6-8-0. , . 
nary Engine Expenses .... .. 3 9 4 .. 3 9 4 

r .... , .. 11 12 2 .. 11 12 2 

TOTAl. CosT 109 13 1 211 31 112 8 4 

Detail cost oj the prcduction oj one ton oj rolled steel miscellaneou8 sections for June 1923 . 
. - ------.--------. ----------

T. C. Q. lb. 07.. ! 

Ingot 1 6 1 21 0 .. 137 7 9 137 7 9 , 
!llaneou8 Stores ann Transfers 17 4, 17 1 4 : The 'ILvcrage cost 

per ton for 12 months 
with freight 5 0 0 5 0 0 is Rs. 14·3-10 

nary Engine Expenses o 10 0 010 0 

)yes Labour 2 4 2 4 

vork Labour 10 3 4 10 3 4 

TOTAr. CUST 171 8 91 171 8 9 
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(9) Cost of a " WGV OJ type covered wagon during 1913-H. 
(Is. 4d. a rupee.) 

Per wagon. 

Eng!iIl" marerials excluding wle.~ atl.d axles. 

Underframes and body fittings ~ 
Axle box"" and bearings ., 
Bearing sprin!!8. . • £176 16 •. f. o. b. price= 
Vacuum brake fitting~ . . 

Freight, inguranC<', landing tQll ana dnty 

LBhonr, etc. 
Indi2n .!xpeM'!Uure. 

TOr,\L COST PEa WAOO~ 

R •. 

2,652 Board's JettpN 
42 and 152 
of 1913. 

206 

so 

i.93S 
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Oral evidence of Mr. C. L. COLVIN, Agent, Mr. SEVERS, 
Chief Auditor, Mr. MOULD, Works Manager, 
Lillooah Workshops and Mr. CROVE WHITE, Works 
Mana~er, Jamalpur Workshops, aU representing' 
the East Indian Railway, recorded at Calcutta on 
7th December 1923. 

President.-I should like to begin by thanking you for the full and 
complete way in which the questions we put have been answered. They give 
exactly the information we wanted, and it will be of great assistance in 
dealing with the whole question so far as railways are concerned. Perhaps 
it would be most convenient to begin with the replies which are printed, 
that is, the reply· to the general questionnaire beginning on page 4. In 
answer to Question 2 you have taken the price of rails at Rs. 150 and of 
rolled sections at Rs. 180. Can you tell us on what basis you took these 
prices. Are they about the prices you are paying now? 

3fr. Oolvin.-They are about up to date prices: but they might have 
come down a bit. 

President.-May I take it as the price of 1922-23 approximately? 
Mr.Oolvin.-Yes. That is correct. 
Pre8ident.-1 do not know -whether it would be possible for the Railway 

to give us without great trouble the earlier prices that they have had to pay 
for rails and rolled sections, including some pre-war prices? 

Mr. Oolvin.-In the case of rails it is possible, but in the case of rolled 
sections it would be more difficult. 

Prs8idsnt.-1f you could give the figures year by year from 1912, -in the 
ease of rails and fishplates, it would be useful. I am thinking of purchases 
in large quantities, i.e., your big order for the year. In the case of rolled 
sections would it be possible to give, for joists and bars, the c.i.f. prices from 
1913-14 to 1922-23 P 

Mr. Mather.-We have usually asked in the other cases f.o.b. prices and 
freight and landing charges separately. 

President.-Would it be possible for the f.o.b. prices to be separated from' 
the freight and landing charges, which would be useful to us? 

Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. But you do not want the war years 1914 t{) 1919? 
President.-If you could take the two pre-war years 1913 and 1914 and 

then the years in 1921-22 and 1922-23, that would do. I notice from' YOUl" 
answer that the Company make at their works in Jamalpur a certain amount 
of rolled steel. Can you tell us how long it is since the Companl has been 
making rolled steel there? . 

Mr. Grove White.-The Company :6.rst started the manufacture of steel 
in an acid furnace in 1898. Then iii March 1913 they started the manufac-· 
ture of steel by the basic process. -

President.-Is it an open hearth furnace P 
I1fr. G'l"Ot'fl White.-Yes. We had an open hearth furnace in 1898 worked 

on the acid process. We are now entirely working on the basic process. 
Mr. Mather.-lIave you converted the acid furnace into a basic furnace? 
1111'. Grove White.-We converted the acid furnace into basic and we noW' 

have two IS-ton open hearth basic furnaces and no acid furnace. 
President.-What do you use for your raw material for making steel? 
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Mr. Grove ll·hite.-Indian pig iron which is practically obtained exclusively 
from Tatas. 

President.-You use a certain amount of steel scrap as well? 
JJlr. Grove White.-Yes. We use a certain proportion-7 of pig to 8 of 

scrap which gives us a 15 ton charge-our ordinary mild steel charge. 
President.-This amount that you have givsn in answer ,to Question 1 

for the year ending March 1923, 5,858 tons, is that the maximum quantity 
you can produce with the present furnaces? 

.11r. Grove White.-We might possibly get a g~eater output than that, 
possibly up to 7 or 8 thousand tons. 

President.-Would it be possible to let the Board have figures showing 
the cost of production of your rolled steel? One of our difficulties in the 
whole of' our enquiril!!l has ·been that there is nothing in India to compare 
with the costs of the Tata Iron and Steel Company. Of· course, you are 
operating on a small scale and there may be allowances to be made for that; 
but if we can get anything which we could compare with the Jamshedpur 
costs it would be useful. ' 

Jir. Grove White . ..:::our system of accountancy does not lend itself to the 
comparison of our costs with. those of commercial firms. 

President.-Dut your works costs might be comparable to their works 
costs. I take it that in keeping the accounts of your steel works you do not 
make allowance for overhead charges, or for interest on the capital invested 
in the works? . . 

i1Ir. Grove White.-We have got certain figures. 
Mr. Culvin.-lf you could' show us the headings of Tatas'-you need not 

give us their figures-if you will show what the items are, we can fill up 
those heading with our figures. . 

Mr. JJlather.-1 do not know if you have BeeD. the published statement of 
Tatas. It is very much the kind of thing that we require. 

President.-Yes. Thill is the form in which they put it up originally at 
page 2 of the Statements and Notes. 

Jlr. Grove White.-There 1lI this difference that at Jamaplur steel castings, 
as well as ordinary ingots, are manufactured in the same shop. The cost 
is under one heading, sub-divided to a certain extent, but it is difficult to sub
divide the cost of any particular item. Take, for instance,' gas producers. 
The producers supply gas to the open hearth furnace, and they also supply 
it to the annealing stoves in connection with steel castings. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-Do you not keep separate acco~nt as to how much is used 
in each department? '. 

JJlr. Grove White.-We divide all our costs in a certain ratio, say 3 t.o 5. 
We can give figures on that basis. . 

President.-You can give it in that ratio. 
JJlr. Mather.-But the figures show that the steel castings are only 5 per 

cent. of the total output. You can just make an estimate of that. 
Pre8ident.-You will ilee that the next statement in the Iron and Steel 

Company's evidence goes on to the blooming mill and the final one is the 
rail mill. We can give you a copy of this, .but if you find that you cannot 
without a lot of trouble make it exactly in the same form, it does not matter 
so long as it is somewhere near it. 

lIlr. Grove White.-I think we can give figures useful to the Board. We: 
would give figures for ·the rolling mills if desired.' . 

M,'. Mather.-If you give us details for the rolling mills, .so much. the· 
better. 

M,', Ginwula,-This is the form in which they have gQt their overhead 
charges in Tatas, and if you can give it in this form it will be rery useful. 

lIlr, Grove White,-I think we shall have no difficulty in giving figures in 
this fOl'm. . 
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Mr. Grove White.-For what period do you want them? 
Pre8ident.-I un,derstand you only started the basic proeees in liLllS. 
Mr. Ginwala.--Can you give it for a pre-war year? 
Mr. Mather.-The first year of starting a new process is hardly a fair. 

year to take for comparison,. and I think the last two official years will be 
enough. 

Mr. Grove- Whitc.-Our returns are made every month. 
Mr. Ginwala.-May I ask for those for June 1922 and June 1923. 
President.-I have no objection to the figures being given for a single 

month provided it is a typical month. You might select some month when 
the furnace was working to its full capacity.* Have the Company made any 
attempt to ascertain wh~ther it pays for them to make orolled steel for them
selves rather than purchase it? 

Mr. Gj'ewe .WhitB.-Yes. It pays them tc! make steel. 
President.-Of course, in making a comparison, some allowance has to be 

made for things like overhead charges, interest on the capital invested in the 
steel works and so on. 

lb. Severs.-We have made no attempt to work out costs on that basis. 
We use our own scrap, and the price is much less than the mal'ket rate . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-At what rate do you charge your scrap? 
"Mr. Severs.-Rs. 15 to Rs. 25 a ton and the market rate is Rs.50. 
President.-No thorough attempt has yet been made to compare the cost of 

the steel made at Jamalpur and the price of the steel you buy? 
Mr. Severs.-We make no allowance for these overhead charges. It is 

very difficult to ')Vork it out. 
President.-Do you find it a distinct convenience to have your own steel 

works, so that any section that you may want in a hurry can be turned out? 
Mr. SBvers.-I should say it is. 
President.-I take it that the sections which you roll are those what you 

happen to require at the moment? . . 
Mr. GrovBWhite.-Large stocks are not maintained; but, of course, we 

keep certain stocks. We make sections for the blacksmith's shop, the forge, 
the bolt and nut shop, etc., when required. 

PrBside"t.-I take it that the sections that are commonly required, you 
stock, and other sections..--less commonly required, you make when they are 
wanted? 

Mr. Grove ll'hite.-We do not stock every type of section. Of COUl"SO, wo 
eannot manufacture heavy sections. We only make small sections. 

Pre8ident.-Do you find that it me&lltl a great saving of time in getting 
the things you want? 

Mr. Se1,ers.-The programme is put well forward. The departments wouid 
Bend their requirements to the steel works in advance, and the latter would 
arrange to manufacture accordingly. -

President.-I was wondering whether you found it of great convenience 
for emergent requirements. 

Mr. Grove Whiie.-It is of great advantage to the shops and other 
departments as well. For the Engineering and Carriage and Wagon Depart
ments, it is of very g!eat convenience. 

President.-The reason why I asked whether any enquiry had been made 
to ascertain whether it paid you to make rolled steel was hecause it has been 
suggested in evidence that to manufacture steel. economically the unit of 
production must be large. To get cheap productlon, you must have. Il!8SS 

production. Bu~, of C"Ourse, if you have not worked out the caleulatlOn,\ 
there is really not much to be said. 

• Vide Statement V (~. 
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1If'. Sever •. -The thing is we have not got our overhead charges separatel, 
for any particular work. The superviSing establishment of the Railway has 
to deal with a very large number of works, and it is not practicable to say 
bo,,' much of i,t is attributable to the supervision over any particular work. 

Z're.ident.-I understand that. In effect the manufacture of steel -at: 
J"'m~h('dpur does not involve any appreciable addition to the supervising
establishment of the Railway. Going now to the increase in expenditure 
which you estimate would result from raising the duty from 10 to 331 per
cent., I think perhaps it would be easier at this stage to eliminate the wagons: 
from the figures as they come in separately in th~ reply to the other letter. 
(In that basiA the annual increase in expenditure comes to Rs. 10'44 lakhs 
capital and Rs. 4·69 lakhs revenue, if the two items Rs. 10'89 lakhs and 
Rs. 3 lakhs noted against wagons are omit~. Interest at 51 per cent:. 
on Rs. 10·44 lakh.! is Rs. 57,420, and the result would be that the burden! 
falling on revenne ... ouh! il'crease by RH. 57,500 a year. 

Mr. Sev(:rl.-Is that the interest you are calculating? 
Prcsidcnt.-Yes. 5; por cent. on the addition to .the capital expenditure·_ 

In order to get an idea as to what the burden would mean to the Railway,.. 
could you give us the figures of your annual reven\le expenditure? 

~Ir. Se",,"'---! have got them for one year here which may be taken as. 
normal now. The tc.tnl wc)rking expenditure for 1922-23 was Rs. 10·23 crores. 

l're.ident.·-What do you estimate as your annual capital expenditure for' 
the next four of five years? 

Mr. Sever •. -

1924-25 RH. 477 Jakhll. 
1925-26 RH. 474 lakhs. 
1926-27 Rs. 490 lakhs. 
1927-28 Rs. 409 lakhs. 
1!128-29 RH. 376 lakhs. 

This is the quinquennial programme. 
~lr. Colvin.-The Railway Board may modify that considerably by their

new policy. 
President.-We do not want any minute detail. I understand the annual. 

capital outlay is likely to exceed Rs. 400 lakhs. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is that your allotment from the Rs. 150 ~rores? 
Mr. Severl.-Yes. 
President.-That enables us to get some idea as to the percentag~ of, 

increase in the total expenditure which would result. You allude in your
answer to Question 7 to a letter which the Boards of the Indian Railway
Companies have addressed to the Secretary of State for India. 

Mr. Colvin.-We have seen a copy of that letter, but it has not been:. 
formally put in evidence. 

Presldent.-Is it your wish to. put it in on behalf of the East IndiaDc 
Railway? 

~ Mr. Colvin.-The letter expresses the views of the Company, and we have· 
no objection to putting it in. 

l'resident.-It would not be of much use, I think, to question the repre-. 
sentative of one Railway in great detail about a letter which is the resl1lt of' 
the combined effort of a number of Railway Companies. I think your sum
mary states the case very clearly indeed that the companies appreciate the
importance on national grounds of retaining, if it be possible, the manu
fact~re of steel in India. On ~he other: ~and, they feel that a high pro-. 
tect~ve duty wo~ld mean a serI<>,us addItIOnal burden to the Railways in 
India, and that lDcreased expendIture would tend to reflect itself in higher' 
rates and fares than would otherwise be in force, a result whieh would b('. 
detrimental to the industries of the country. H assistance must be givelt 
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in order· tl> keep .the industry going, you think it ought to be given by 
:means of a bounty or subsidy. The difficulty, of course, is, if protection 
is to be giv03n by means of a bounty or subsidy, how the money is to be fQund. 

MT. ainwala.-Your contract with the Government expires in 1925? 
MT. Oolvin.-At the end of 1924. 
lilT. GinwaZa.-'-You have given the figures for your expenditure. What 

was your gross revenue.. in 1922-231' 
MT. Oolvin.~ross revenue--16,32 lakhs. 
MT. Ginwala.-What percentage of the revenue is your working expendi

.ture? 
M"". Oolvin.-Roughly 63 per cent., might be slightly less. 
MT. Ginwala.-That has gone down considerably comp,ared to previous 

years? 
MT. Oolvin.-It has gone down by about 2 per cent. since 1922-23. In 

pre-war years the percentage was about 40. 
MT. Gimvala.-What is the proportion of the surplus profits which the 

oCompanytake? 
1111'. Oolvin.-It is in the neighbourhood of Rs. 7 lakhs. For the year 

ending March 1923 it was ;Its. 7,13,000. 
lifT. Ginwala.-That I take it is in proportion to the estimated capital of 

the Government and the subscribed capital? 
MT. Oolvin.-The Company gets one-fifth of the first 29 lakhs of the 

surplu~ profits and 1 percent. of the surplus profits. 
MT. Ginwala.-In working out your estimates have you taken into account 

the whole of the capital expenditure that you have given just now? . 
Mr. Oolvin.-It is only on steel and not on wagons. 
MT. Gimvala.-Does it apply to the whole of your programme? 
lifT. Oolvin.-Yes, where' steel is affected: bridge work and rolled sec

tions. 

1111'. Ginwala.-You take the total cost of the capital on the capital side, 
Rs. 21 lakhs, and you charge that to revenue expendit,ure. My point is this 
that, in addition to your capital charge for the year, you cannot claim 
-that as the total charge for that year because it must be spread out, being 
'a capital charge. On the ordinary sinking fund basis it would not come to 
29 lakhs, would itP 

MT. Oolllin.~h, yes. 
MT. Ginwala.-HowP 
MT. Oolvin.-That is one yel~r's programme. 

MT. Gimvala.-For that year you would only have interest plus sinking 
fund charges. 

MT. Oolvin.~ur renewals take the place of sinking fund. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But you can hardly say that the additional capital which 

you spend is the total burden for that year. You say your capital would 
be increased by Rs. 21 lakhs. Under ordinary commercial methods of account
'ing you would have to borrow the additional Rs. 21 lakhs more in that 
year and that would be spread over the life of the works, 30 years or what
,ever it .is, that is to say, in calculating your charge for revenue for that year 
'you would only have interest charge pllUl sinking fund, that is to say, for 
,the sum of Rs. 21 lakhs you would have to substitute say about 61 per cent., 
~r say 7 per cent. if you like. " 

MT. Oolvin.-This total here represents the additional expenditure. 

lilT. Gimvala.-You capitalize that on the capital side and calculate the 
:annual burden by providing for a ];inking fund alld interest charges P 

11fT. Oolllin.-Yes. 



Mr~ GinwaZa.-As I said, according to your method of accounting it is 
eorrect, but we have to look at it~C?m the c~mmercial p~int o~ view. ,You 
will agree that wherever your add1tlOnai 'capital expend1ture 1S shown the 
annual burden may be on the basis of a sinking fund. and interest for the 
year I' 

Mr. OoZvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-At page 13 you have summarized your, charges, where you 

have shown Rs. 39,45,000 as the annual burden. At 7 per cent. it would 
come to about 21 lakhs I' -

Mr. OoZvin.-That i!l the effect of the increase. • 
Mr. GinwaZa.-That is to 8ay, every year it would increase by 21 lakhs 

on the capital side. That would be the additional charge on the reve~ue P 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. -
Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore we can calculate the additional burden per year: 

assuming that the duties remained the same imd youi" programme remained 
the same, that would be a recurring annual burdey. ,of 21 lakhs. Is it your 
contention that even if it increased by, 8ay, RH. 17,lakhs a year, it would 
necessitate some increase in your rates? 

Mr. OoZ;in.-I would not say that. It is only, one factor. It depends on 
the volume of traffic, it depends on ordinary wages, All I can is that it is 
one factor: whether it is a decisive factor I cannot say. 

President.-If lam right I think Sir Henry Freeland giving' evidence on 
behalf of the B. B. and C. 'I. Railway expressed his opinion that, on tl?-e 
average, rates arid fares were, already as high as they could, be and, if 
they were raised any further, there would be a re,duction in the volume of 
traffic. That is a point I wanted ,to ask your opinion about. 

Mr. Colvin.-That is correct, I think. -
President.-You doll-'t think that on the average there can be any increase 

in Railway rates P - -
Mr. CoZvin.-No. 
Mr. Ginwula.-You know of the projected steel works by the United Steel 

Corporation of, Asia~ and the works of the Iridian Iron and 'Steel Company 
at Asansol and the Bengal Iron Company at KultiP Assuming that steel 
gets protection and these Indian Companies go in for the inanufacture' of 
IIteel, it, would give consiaerable amount of traffio to the Railways, would it 
not? 

Mr. Colvin.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-That may be to a certain extent an off-set against the 

increase in Railway charges? 
Mr. Colvin.-To some extent it would give a bigger volume of traffic: 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you entered into any special arrangement with these 

Iron and Steel Companies P, , 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes, we give them a rebate. 
Mr. Gi1lwala.-You give the same as the B. N. Railway give to the Tata 

..Iron and Steel Company I' 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes, I believe it is the same. 
Mr. Ginwala.-May I.take it that, if anybody wanted to start similar 

works, you would be more or less bound to ,give them the same concession P 
1I1r. OoZvin.-Yes, under the same conditions as regards the volume of 

traffic. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-The point is this. rIhere are certain conditions' under 

which an industry may claim protection: one of them may be merely 'a 
temporary reason by which it may not be able to' compete with- the foreign 
manufacturer-it may be due to abnormal conditions, depreciation in ex
change in other countries and so on. Now, supposing that the local industry 
was not able to compete against its foreign rival owing to these abnormnl 
conditions, would you still say that this industry should not get protection? 

ft~~ 2K 
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Mr. Ool~i".-I should say that, if protection is to the national interest, 
if it is necessary, then it should be-done by means of a bounty.' 

lIfr. Gillwala.-But supposing bounty was not a feasible prop~ition P 
Mr. Oolvill.-I am not able to answer that. 
Mr. Gillwala.-The point is that these things might suffice-I mean. im

port duty, landing charges and so on that you have mentioned-under normal 
conditions, but conditions might be so abnormal sometimes that they might 
not suffice, in that caseP 

Mr. Oolvill.-In that case a bounty. 
M,·. GinwaZa.-Ietake It that in your mills you roll chiefly small sectionsP 
lIfr. Volvill.-Yes. 
Nr: Gillwala.-Do you buy any of your bigger sections from the Tata 

Iron and Steel Company P 
Mr. Oolvill.-Tenders are out and Tatas have an opportunity of tender

ing. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did you buy any rails from TatasP 
Mr. Oolvill.-I believe not but 'we put 'out simultaneous tenders, but I 

think Tatas were very busy and they could not supply us at one' time. 
Mr. Mather.-You may have got a few before the warP 
Mr. Oolvin.-I cannot shy definitely. 
Mr. Ma{her.-They have not supplied you for a long time nowP 
Mr. Oolvill.-I don't think so: 
Mr. Kale.-What is exactly the reason why you manufacture your own 

steel to a certain extent P 
Mr. Oolvin.-It is more convenient and in fact we can get it cheaper. 
Mr. Kale.-Do you think it is more economicalP 
Mr. Oolvill.-Owing to the enormous quantities of scrap we have got of 

our own it is economical . 
. Mr. Kale.-Have you taken into account the fllct that the price of steel 

may not rise in the saIne proportion as the rise in duties? 
Mr. Oolvin.-If you look to our query No.2 on page 4 " assuming that 

customs duty was payable on all imported materials and that the price was 
increased to the full extent of the additional duty II you will find .. that we 
have done precisely what you have asked us to do'. 

Mr. Kale.-Quite so, but I want to know whether it is possible that ~e 
price may not rise to that extent and in that case your additional expenditure 
would not rise to the same extent. 

Mr. Oolvill.-I cannot forecast what would happen. 
Mr. Gillwula.-Tatas have given Rs. 150 as the price; it may drop down 

to Rs. 100 which would mean Rs. 133· with a 331 per cent. duty. 
Mr. Oolvin.-That I cannot dispute. 
Mr. Kale.-Do you think the Railways would derive any particular benefit 

in having a successful steel industry in India apart from other considera
tions? 

Mr. Colvin.-We would get bigger traffiC' in rllW materialll. 
Mr. Kale.-Having steel works in . the vicinity, for instance, may be of 

convenienceP 

Mr. Ool"ill.-Our programme is worked out so far ahead that it does not 
really assist us very much. 

Mr. Mather.-In giving us particulars of your annual requirements ·of 
rolled sections to be purchased do you include billets? You have been pur .. 
chasing large quantities of billets for some time. 

Mr. Oolvill.-That would. illclude all purcbases. 
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Mr. lJIather.-I think you have arranged with the Tata Company to. bU;J 
3000 tons of billets or lIat bars per year,That would seem to take up the 
~hole of this statement, and leave you with no purchase of steel sections? 

Mr. CoZvin.-The quantity might vary. 
M.,.; Mather.-The figures seemed to me to be rather.a 10wJ.one, if it ill 

to include the whole of the rolled sections, and also if you anticipate con.ti
nuing to buy billets and bars as you have been doing recently. 

Mr. Colvin.-Were billets included in Tata's statement? 
President.-The questionnaire was prepared with reference to the ~tate

ment that we received from Tatas as to what they were going to manufacture 
aRd sell. 

Mr. CoZvin.-Anything that is not in the statement is not included;-
Mr. Mather.--:-What I want to be clear about is whether this figure· of 

2,500 and 3,000 tons included all the kinds of steel that you may be likely to 
buy? 

Mr. Colvin.-Possibly it would not include billets .. 
Mr. Mather.-If you found on further consideration any important items 

of steel which have not been included perhaps you would let us know. Then, 
lower down on the page you give us your output of mild steel for the last 
two years. Is .this the tonnage of ingots, or rolled sections or bars? 

Mr. Grove White . ....:...This will be the tonnage of ingots. 
Mr. Mather.--Can you tell us what is the biggest section you can roll? 
Mr. Colvin.-We have a 10" mill, a 14" mill and an 18/1 mill. The 18/1 

mill is used for roughing down materials used in the smithy and forge, that is, 
we can possibly get on to section 3t or 4/1 for smithy purposes, and what 
can be done in the 10/1 and 14"· mills are only small sections. 

Mr. Mather.-I suppose you always confine yourself to ordinary mild steel. 
You do not make special steElI? 

Mr. Colvin.-No. Of course, we may make high carbon steel. 
Mr. Mather.-You mention in your reply on page 6 to Question 6 "The 

establishment of the steel industry in India is, I consider, desirable provided 
only that it can compete with the imported article without further assistance 
such as is already provided by the present import duty, sea freight, landing 
oharges, lower rail rates and the railway rebate on raw materials to certain 
existing iron and steel works." We were given certain figures by a firm of 
importers of iron and steel in Calcutta of the railway freights charged on 
imported steel from Calcutta to up-country ~tations, most of which would 
go over your line at any rate for a c\lllsiderable part of the distance, and 
the railway freights charged on Indian steel. Can you tell us what the 
basis was for the big differentiation? We were told, for example, that the 
railway freight for imported steel from Calcutta to Ambala was more than 
double thut on Tata's steel from Tatanagar. 

Mr. CoZvi~.-our rate from Howrah to Delhi is Re. 1-12-4 at the moment. 
From KuIti, that is where the Bengal Iron Company is situated, the rate is 
9 annas. If the Bame rate will! applied on the same basis, the rate from 
Howrah to Delhi would be 10 annas 6 pies, that is to say, we give a Gonsi
derable preference to these local manufacturers. 

lIir. Mather.-That would apply to any Company makin/!: iron· and steel 
in India? 

Mr. Co/vin.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-The statement that. was given to us was that from Tata

nagar to Delhi the freight was 14 annas. You have the greater part of the 
haulage? 

Mr. Co/vin.-The B. N. Railway pay a rebate to the Tata Iron and Steel· 
Company, and that comes into this rate. They get tlte same rate on the 
same basis that these people get from Kulti. 

l'rerident.-This specially low rate is given on wagon loads P 
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Mr. Oolllin.-1 should ima~ine so. 
Mr. Mather,.-Is this under a terminable agreement of any kind; this 

low rate? 
Mr. Oolllin.-We can alter any rate. 
Mr. Mather.-The B. N. Railway have a deinite terminable agreement. 
Mr. Oolllin.-That is for the rebate not for the special rates. 
Mr. Mather.-What was the reason for making this big difference? Was 

it based purely on commercial considerations that in the long run it would 
pay your railways just as well to carry the Bengal Iron Company's material 
from Kulti at 9 annas, as it would to carry the imported material from 
Calcutta at Re. 1-12-4? 

Mr. Oolllin.-1 think so. 
Mr. Mather.-lf that is so, it seems as though you would expect some 

very substantial advantages in other ways from the existence of these works 
on your line. 

Mr. Oolllin.-We get traffic in raw materials. 
Mr. Mather.-You get enough traffic to justify your charging practically 

half rates to them for their finished products? 
Mr. Oolllin.-Presumably it was considered on those grounds. 
Mr. Mather.-lf on purely commercial grounds you are justified in doing 

this, then it would indicate if the duty on steel were increased, or if the 
steel industry were helped by Government in any way, although it might 
possibly mean an immediate addition to your charges, the· countervailing 
advantages might be very considerable. . 

Mr. Oolllin.-It is difficult to say. If the works are started on our line, 
it would give us more traffic. If they are started on 80me other line, it 
would not help us. ' . 
. Mr. Mather.-lf the extra traffic appears to you very favourable. you 
might reduce rates on -their finished goods? 

.Mr. Oolllin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwa-la.-Have you got your own collieries? 
Mr. Oolllin.-Yes. Our collieries are at Giridili. We have also got joint 

coalfields with the B. N. Railway at Bokharo. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How long have you been working them? 
Mr. Oolllin.-For the last 40 or 50 years I think. I cannot give you 

exact figures at the moment. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And the other one at Bokharo? 
Mr. Oolllin.~It was only recently opened about three or four years ago. 
Mr. ainwa-la.-How much coal do you getP 
Mr. Oolllin.-1 cannot give you the figure straight away. It is ~ big 

figure. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you work them departmentally or how? 
Mr. Oolllin.-Only departmentally. 
lIfr. Ginwala.-May I take it that it is roughly about Ii million tons iii 

year? 
1I1r. Oolllin.-I ~hould like to verify that figure. 

Mr. Ginwala.-lf it is in the neighbourhood of a million tons, it would be 
lufficient for our purpose. 

Mr. Mather.-Do your supplies meet the ·whole of your requirements? 
lIfr. Oolllin.-Not quite. We have to buy a eertain amount of market 

coal. We hope that when Bokharo is fully opened up-it is a new field-our 
requirements will be fully met. It is now probably under a million tons. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-Would you mind giving us your raising costs for 1912-11f, 
]~13-14 and from 1916-17 onwards up-to-date. 
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Mr. Colvin.-We could Bend you them. There are. two fielgs and the coSt. 
are entirely di1ierent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Could you give them separately? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. " 
Mr. Ginwala.-And give the total output of each in a year P 
Mr. Oorvin.-Yes. • 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do these raising costs include all costs incurred at the 

eollieries P. 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would they include depreciation? 
Mr. Oolvin.-They include the sinking fund charge of an anna per ton. 
President.-If you have anything in the nature of overhead charges, it 

would. be better if you could give us them. 
Mr. Colvin.-Yes.· 
President.-The sinking fund is entirely for d~preciation on the coal but 

not on machinery and 80 on? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Quite so. 
Mr. Ginw'ala.-Do you make your own coke? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you make it,at the collieries? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-,What sort of plants have you got? A,!:'e they modern 

plants? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Yes. In fact we are putting a new range now. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How mal).y batteries have you got? . 
Mr. Oolvin.-I think'that we have got about 60, and we are putting 

in another 30. 
M;. Ginwald..-Are they bye-product recovery ovens? 
.JEr. Oorvin.-Yes: 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind giving us your costs of converting ollal 

into coke? 
Mr. Colvin.-The figures can be furnished.t 
Mr. Gimvala.-What do you charge for your coal? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Raising cost. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the case of coke ovens would you mind giving us figures 

for the last two years? 
Mr. Colvin.-The figures can be furnished.l 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you find a ready market for your bye-prc,>ducts? 
Mr. Oolvin.-We have given a contract to Messrs. Waldie & Co. 
Mr. Ginwala.~Do you sell your coal tar? 
Mr. Oolvin.-Messrs.' Waldie & Co. buy it from us. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you make any sulphate of ammonia yourself, or do you 

leave it to Messrs. Waldie & Co. under a contract? 
Mr. Oorvin.-We don't do it ourselves. We will give you the. details 

afterwards. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am specially interested to know what happens to ilIe 

coal tar. 
Mr. Oolvin.-We sell it. 

* Vide Statement V (2) and (3). + Vide Statement V (4). 
:: Not B~pplied. 
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Mr. Ginwala,-In that case you call for tenders for coal tar and it would' 
be useful if you could give us details of the sale of coal tar. 

Mr. Oolvin.-Yes.* 
President.-What we really want to know is what it is used for and who' 

are the people that buy it. The names of the purchasers might give the elue. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We don't "'ant every detail, but just give us broad outlines, 

to enable us to compare yours with other coke ovens. 
Mr. OoZvin.-Yes. 
President.-Are there any wagons that you were purchasing before the' 

war which are fairly comparable to the A-I covered type? I don't think. 
the A-I wagon. was made before the war. 

Mr. Oolvin.-W.e could send you full particulars. t 
President.-It would be useful to us to have the prices you paid for im

ported wagons for two years before the war, but the wagon selected must 
be to some extent comparable with the A-I covered type, which is the one' 
for which we have detailed figures. . 

Mr. Colvin.-We could give you a comparison showing quite clearly what 
the differences are. There is some difference in length but we could give
you a statement making that quite clear. We had a wagon very similar to· 
the A-I type. We can give you a figure which -you can compare quite satis
factorily. 

President.---':'The reason why I am asking for these figures is this. It hili! 
been explained by the local wagon builders th.at the tenders which secured the
contract with the Railway Board last year were practically down to pre-war 
level. That was put to us very strongly by the Standard Wagon Company, 
and they claimed that there was some reason to believe that the prices 
accepted last year were a good deal below what the British manufacturer 
would be content with for a long period. It might be possible for two or 
even three years to buy wagons at that price, but sooner or later the pric&' 
was bound to go up again. 

Mr. Oolvin.-I believe that they have been suggesting that, but I think 
that methods of production have improved very considerably. 

President.-We want very much to get your opinion. 
Mr. polvin.-I think that it is about 42 to 45 per cent. above pre-war 

level. I can give you actual figures. 
President.-Their claim is that in 1913 the price quoted was £179, and in 

1923 it was £174, so that on that basis the post-war price is actually below 
the pre-war price. But if, as a matter of fact, the figures that you have 
got in your railway show that that is not so, it is very important for us to 
know that. . 

Mr. Oolvi",.-I will give you the exact figures. 
President.-In your answer to Question 5, you give the total approximate 

cost of a wagon as Rs. 4,046; and you say that a.contract has recently been 
entered into with a local firm to erect part of the wagons now being sent 
out. from England. To what year does that belong? 

Mr. Oolvin.-I will send you that.: 
President.-In your answers to Questions 10 and 11 it is stated that, accord

·ing to' the latest estimate prepared by your Carriage and Wagon Superin
tendent, the price of underframes, etc., is about Rs. 3,108 which I think is 

. identical with the price quoted in connection with the Railway Board tenders 
called for in October 1922 . 

. Mr. Ooh'in.-The actual contract is about Rli. 100 more. 
President.-Is this a contract made by the Railway ~ompRny at Home? 

·Vide Statement V (6). 
·tVide Statement V (9). 
lVide Statement IV (i) to (iii). 
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Mr. Oorvin.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.--Can you tell us when the contract was made? 
Mr. Oolvin.-We can give you that informatiOn.* 
President.-Do you get your wagons through. the Railway Board or are 

you entirely separate? . 
Mr. Oorvin.-We have the right of saying whether we will accept or not 

and thetie partiC'lllal.' wagons were placed by our own people at Home. 
President.--Could you give uI! the revised figures for the latest contract 

and also tell us the date of the contract and the number of wagons it was 
fori' 

Mr. Oolvin.-Yes.· 
Mr. Mather.-It might be useful to lQJ.ow with which finn the contract 

was placed. 
Mr. Corvin.-Yes.-
Prerident.-Taking this figure of Rs. 3,438 give!l.~in.answer to Questions 10 

and 11, or even hundred rupees higher as a result of the 'last contract,' db 
the East Indian Railway consider _that they will be able, for the next five 
or six years, to purchase wagons at about that figure or is there any reason 
to believe that that price is somewhat below the price likely to be paid 
two or three years hence? 

Mr. Oo/vin.-We are not sufficiently acquainted with the conditions in 
England, but there is no reason to suppose that- the price would go up. 

Prerident.-If the prices were very close to the pre-war price, there might 
be reason to think that it might go up, because, with the exception of rubber, 
there is hardly anything in the world that has gone down to the "Q.re-war 
price. Have you any information as to the improvements in the plethod 
of manufacture by British wagon building companies which would accouni' 
for a great reduction in costP 

Mr. Oolvin.-I have no detailed information which I can give you myself, 
but it has progressed all the time. I think that they have introduced aU 
BOrts of methods of quick production. Standardisation would help them con
aiderably. 

PT8sident.-However, you are ·not in a position to expretls any definite 
opinion whether the latest prices can be regarded as typical post-war prices? 

lIr. Oolvin.-The railway offices out here are not in a position to say. 
Pr,esident.-In the summary on page 13 of estimated additional annual 

expenditure which would be incurred by your Railway, the figures comes oui 
a little too high owing to the inclusion of wagons. In your reply to our 
second letter, you have given the additional duty #on steel for wagons as 
Rs. 10'891akhs capital and Rs. 3 lakhs revenue. The Standard Wagon'Com
pony and other wagon manufacturers in this country do not claim that the 
additional duty on steel would amount to more than Rs. 513 per wagon, and 
on that basis your requirements would be 2,000 wagons a year. 

Mr. Oolvin.--our own estimate is based on the difference between two 
co* . 

President.-We have gone into details and worked out on each item flf 
steel which would go to make up a wagon. It, comes 01lt a bit lower than 
your figure, but there is no substantial difference. 

Mr. Oolvin.-You may take this 'as a round sum. 
President.-Your answer to Questions 8 and 9 is " I am of opinion that 

the most economical way of dealing wi.th the supply of stock is for Railways 
to develop their own works so as to increase their capacity for repairs, and 

• for erection of wagons from imported finished materials, but so long as the 
price of imported wagons remains approximately near the present figure, it 
is doubtful whether it would ·be economical for Railways to undertake the 
work of wagon building." It was this answer parti~uIarly that made mo' 
think that you possibly did regard the latest price of a wagon as a bit oa 
the low side. 

*Vids Statement IV (i) to (iii). ' 
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Mr. Oolllin.-8everal factors come in there. We are not very well off in 
the matter of labour now. 

PT68ident.-That is to say, in everything connected with iron and steel: 
there may be a limit to the rapidity of deve10pment in India by the scarcity 
of skilled labour ill. India? 

Mr. Oolllin.-Yes. 
PTt'8ident.-Your annual requirements in the matter of wagons are, I 

think, higher than those of any other Railway Company from whom we have 
heard. 

Mr. Oolllin.-Probably we have .the biggest traffic. 
President.-Do you think that 2,000 wagons which yo~ require annually 

would be an economical unit for the production of wagons, that is to say, 
would that number be a reasonable scale of operations for a wagon building 
firmP 

Mr. Oolllin.-I don't think that we have the knowledge to answer that 
question. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In answer to Question 5 you have given the cost of 
English material for 1922-23 as Rs. 4,756. Did these figures include the 10 
per cent. duty at that timeP 

Mr. Oolllin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have given here Rs. 4,756 as the cost of English 

material and your most recent figure is Rs. 3,108. Can you suggest any 
reason why it should have dropped as much as 50 per cent. in one year's 
ti~P" . 

Mr. OO!llin.-.Apparently there has been a very big drop in prices in 
England. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Does it not strike you as a very tremendous drop P The 
wagon manufacturers ~ere put forward" that as an instance of British under
selling. 

Mr. Oolllin.-It is not much good asking questions about British wagon 
manufacturers. We have got no knowledge of what is going to happen. 
The office at HQme may know something. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you not wish to satisfy yourself whether the prices 
you pay are reasonable or not P 

Mi'. Oolllin.-It is not our business to ask "questions. We "are officers of 
the Company, and we have nothing to do with the purchai:les made at Home ... 
It is done by the Home Board and we should not raise any questions about 
them. " 

Mr. Ginwala.-May i know on what basis this price at page 10 Rs. 4,046 
was fixed P This contract was with a local firm. Your price for the English 
materials comes to Rs. 4,756 and that works out to a total of Rs. 4,927 .• 

lIfr. Oolllin.-That is a different contract. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Quite so, but there is a difference of Rs. 1,000. On what 

basis was that price fixed P 
Mr. Oolllin.-That was a contract fixed at Home. 
lIfr. lIfather.-Is it for the same type of wagon P 
Mr. Oolllin.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-1 think it is very essential to get the correct date as far 

as possible with regard to that contract with the English Company and the 
Indian Company. 

President.-I have already asked for the dates of these" contracts in 
another connection. . " 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are, of course, three contracts--
(1) the contract for the 500 ~overed wagons of the .A-I type-I922-23; 
(2) contract recently entered with a local firm; 
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(3) the one that is. referred at page 11. 

In every case I take it you import a complete wagon? 
M1'. Corvin.-We never build any wagons out here. 
JJlr. Motild.-We built a few in 1906. We do not build any now. 
President.-You built a few.for experimental purposes? They are negli-

gible in any case. 
Mr. CoZvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Gintl'ala.-In your own works you charge Rs. 150 for the labour 

including wear and tear of tools, etc.,-page 11,-but when you do it on 
contract it costs you Rs. ~50, that is, because, I take it, your labour charges 
do not include overhead charges II 

Mr. Colvin.-This Rs. 150 includes actual labour, power, and wear and 
tear of tools. . 

Mr. Ginu~la.-But you find it more convenient to give the work out on 
contract. ~ 

Mr. Corvin.-Because we cannot keep pace with the work ourselves. No 
doubt it costs more, liut we cannot keep pace with the work. In fact we 
have juilt given out another contract at a higher rate than this. We have 
been losing money by not having our wagons erected. We are busy with 
repairs just now and we have to give out erection on contracts. 

Mr. Ginwala.-So far as your experience of Indian wagon building goes, 
do you find them to your satisfaction? . 

Mr. Mould.-We have not had any wagons built out here since 1913. Of 
course, they require very close inspection. 

Mr. Gintoala.-What is your procedure in purchasing wagons? Do you 
go into the market at the same time as the Railway Board? How is it done? 

Mr. CoZvin.-1 think the answer is that. so far as the Indian tenders are 
concerned, our wagons are included in. the Railway Board's. Our Home 
Bonrtl do their own arrangements. 

Prl'3ident.-The tenders received by· the Railway Board are sent on to 
your Home Board and they make the final decision? 

Mr. Ginwala.-The price of the Railway Board is more or less the slime 
as you Pity. Is there any difference? 

Mr. Colt,in.-We have no knowledge. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In your opinion, because of this difference bet~een the 

British price and the Indian price, it . would not be advisable to encourage 
local wagon building? 

Mr. Colvin.-Not while the difference is so much. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-That is to say, if the difference contin~es to be so much. 

Do you assume tbat these British prices are normal prices? 

Mr. Colvin.-I believe they are, but I have no means of knowing. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But taking the supply of wagons as a whole, would it not 
be difficult for an Indian wagon builder t{) continue his works unless regular 
orders were givenP Would it be possible for them to do any wagon building 
(In a large scale in this country unless that happensI'. 

Mr. Colvin.-If the prices are up. Railways might start their 'Own works. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You have shown a difference of RS. 1,000 in two years. 
Do you think it will be· possible to manufacture wagons in this country at 
that priceI' . 

Pr~riden.t.-When ~he. man~facture of wagons is still in a very early 
stage lD thIS country It IS ObVlOUS that these enormous variations in price 
make it extraordinarily difficult for the Indian manufacturer to compete. 

M1'. CoZt·in.-If you want to help them you might do it by means of • 
bounty.. . 



President.-Of course, there is this to be said as regards wagons. Inas~ 
much as Government itself is purchasing about 90 per cent. of the wagolllJ 
brought into the country the customs duty may n.ot be a good method of 
protection, because the payment is made by Government itself. 

Mr. Colvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-8uppose it was feasible to give a bounty on wagons, on 

what basis, would you recommend that bounties should be fixed? You suggest 
,that Government should go into the cost of production of these wagons in 
this country? ' 

Mr. Colvin.--Government cannot give bounties unless they have gone into-
that question. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are various ways of doing it. 
Mr. Colvin.-I do not think we have considered that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-'Vould you like to say whether you would 'fix it every 

year? 
, Mr. Oolvin.-I have not given the matter enough consideration at all. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have the Government of India any power ta campel Cam~ 
pany-awned Railways to buy wagons here? 

Mr. Colvin.-They have got no power sa far as we are concerned under 
the contract. Eaeh Railway has gat its own cantract, and I do nat know 
what the ather cantracts are like. , 

Mr. Ginwala.-In your case is there any ather alternative far Government 
than to put on a tariff? 

Mr. Colvin.-They may give the wagon building' campanies out here such 
a heavY bounty that they wauld be able to carryon. 

Mr. Mather.-I notice that in answer ta Question 6 an page 10 yau have 
given us a statement .of the different kinds .of steel in an A-I wagan. Some 
of yaur figures are distinctly different fram thase given to us far the same 
type .of wagon by the Standard Wagon Company. Would yau mind telling 
me whether the design and specificatlion of the A-I type definitely lays down 
the kind .of steel to be used far specific parts of the wagan? 

Mr. MO'lLld.-There are alternatives. 
Mr. lIIather.-Far instance, yau have given 36 cwts. as the "B" class 

steel in the wagon. Burn & Co. told us that they used 17 cwts. A number 
of items agree almast. entirely but same others are different. 

Mr. Mould.-I can easily find out from Burn & Ca. how the difference 
,'comes in.- .,.. 

Mr. Mather.-If yall could da that it wauld help us considerably irr 
arriving at a figure. I naturally expected that your statement would come 
to about the same as theirs, but there are big discrepancies. 

Mr. lIIould.-I shall have bath these statements compared and let yau 
knaw. 

President.--Over the question .of steel castings in answer to (/» on 
page 1, yau have said that, if cast steel axle baxes were adopted in lieu of 
cast iran ones which are in general use, your prabable requirements wauld 
be abaut 150 to 200 tans of steel castings annually. Are you still using' 
cast iran axle baxes in the A-I wagan i' 

lIfr. Mould.-We are, but we are trying ta wark them all out. 
President.-Does the specificatian prescribe steel axle baxes? 
Mr. Mould.-These are semi-steel. 
Mr. Mather.-<:Jan yau tell us what, this semi-steel is? There are two .or' 

three kinds .of things which are referred to as semi-steel. 
Mr. Moul.d.-8ame axle boxes are made .of cast steel, some of semi-steel 

and others of malleable iron., 

- Vide Statement V (8). 
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Mr. Mather.-llalleable iron cannot be made in India from Indian pig: 
iron at any rate. When you say that some are made of semi-steel do you 
mean iron melted with steel in cupolas? Is this the material that you refer
to as semi-tlteel or is it Bome special malleable iron casting? 

Mr. Mould.-It is a special process which. was brought out some years· 
ago. I do not know the specification. These are trade secrets. 

President.-The important point as regards the future is the standardized: 
wagon. Is the material of which the axle boxes are to be made prescribed 
in the specification? If it is semi-steel, that means a fresh complication in· 
the list of materials ,to be used in a wagon. . 

lYlr. Mather.-I take it that the 4 cwts. of steel castings referred to in. 
the list on page 10 are for axle boxes. .. 

Mr. Mou!d.-This includes the axle boxes. (The particular specification
was read from a report.) 

President.-In answer to Question 3 on page 2 you say " The quantity of
mild steel scrap available for disposal varies, but from this Railway it can be' 
taken 88 anything between 3,000 and,5,000 tons annually." That is what 
you sell apa~ from what y6u uSe ~ourself? 

Mr. Ool1Jtn.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwa!a.-What price do you usually get for your scrap? 
Mr. OO!llin.-About Rs. 45 to 50 a ton. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you find ~ market for it? 
Mr. Colllin.-YeS. 
Mr. Gintcalti.-With regard to. your wagons-on pages 9, 10 and 11-

where you have quoted the prices of British materials including freight,
landing charges and duty would you mind giving us the price separately for
f.o.b. freight and landing charges in all these instances? 

Mr. Seller •. -Yes.* 

*Yide Statement V (1). 
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President.-Of . course, there is this to be said as regards wagons. Inas
much as Government itself is purchasing about 90 per cent. of the wagons 
brought into the country the customs duty may not be a good method of 
protection, because the payment is made by Government itself. 

Mr. Colvin.-Yes. 
Mr. Gintvala.-Suppose it was feasible to give a bounty on wagons, on 

what basis would you recommend that bounties should be fixed? You suggest 
,that Government should go into the cost of production of these wagons in 
this country? . 

Mr. Colvin.-Government cannot give bounties unless they have gone intO' 
that question. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are various ways of doing it. 
Mr. Colvin.-I do not think we have considered that. 
Mr. Gintvala.-'Vould you like to say whether you woul.d 'fix it every 

year? 
. Mr. Colvin.-I have not given the matter enough consideration at all. 

MT. Ginwala.-Have the Government of India. any power to compel Com~ 
pany-owned Railways to buy wagons here? 

Mr. Colvin.-They have got no power so far as we are concerned under 
the contract. Each Railway has got its own contract, and I do not know 
what the other contracts are like.. • 

.Mr. Ginwala.-In your case is there any other alternative for Government 
than to put on a tariff? 

Mr. Colvin.-They may give the wagon building companies out here such 
a heavy bounty that they would be able to carryon. 

Mr. Mat7ter.-1 notice that in answer to Question 6 on page 10 you have 
given us a statement of the different kinds of steel in an A-I wagon. Some 
of your figures are distinctly different from those given to us for the same 
type of wagon by the Standard Wagon Company. Would you mind telling 
me whether the design and specificailion of the A-I type definitely lays down 
the kind of steel to be used for specific parts of the wagon P 

Mr. Mo'Uld.-There are alternatives. 
Mr. Mather.-For instance, you have given 36 cwts. as the "B" class 

steel in the wagon. Burn & Co, told us that they used 17 cwts. A number 
of items agree almost. entirely but some others are different. 

Mr. Mould.-I can easily find out from Burn & Co. how the difference 
'comes in.· ... 

Mr. Mather.-If you could do that it would help us considerably irr 
arriving at a figure. I naturally expected that your statement would come 
to about the same as theirs, but there are big discrepancies. 

lIfr. Mould.-I shall have both these statements compa.red and let you 
know. 

President.-Over the question of steel castings in answer to (b) on' 
page 1, you have said that, if cast steel axle boxes were adopted in lieu of 
cast iron ones which are in general use, your probable requirements would 
be about 150 to 200 tons of steel castings annually. Are you still using 
cast iron axle boxes in the A-I wagon? 

Mr. MOILld.-We are, but we are trying to work them all out. 
President.-Does the specification prescribe steel axle boxes? 
Mr. Mould.-These are semi-steel. 
Mr. lIIather.-{:Jan you tell us what this semi-steel is? There are two or 

three kinds of things which are referred to as semi-steel. 
Mr. Mould.-Some axle boxes are made of cast steel, some of semi-steel 

and others of malleable iron. 

• Vide Statement V (8). 
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Mr. Mather.-~Ialleable iron cannot be made ill India from Indian pig: 
iron at any rate. When you say that some are made of semi-steel do you 
mean iron melted with steel in cupolas? Is this the material that you refer
to as semi-lilteel or is it Bome special malleable iron casting? 

Mr . .l'I'lould.-It is a special process which. was brought out some years· 
ago. I do not know the specification. These are trade secrets. 

President.-The important point as regards the future is the standardized· 
wagon. Is the material of which the axle boxes are to be made prescribed 
in the specification? If it is semi-llteel, that means a fresh complication in· 
the list of materials ,to be used in a wagon. 

Mr. Mather.-I take it that the 4 cwts. of steel castings referred to in. 
the list on page 10 are for axle boxes. 0-

Mr. Mould.-This includes the axle boxes. (The particular specification
was read from a report.) 

President.-In answer to Question 3 on page 2 you say" The quantity of 
mild steel scrap. available for disposal varies, but from this Railway it. can be' 
taken as anythmg between 3,000 and,5,000 tons annually;" Thai; IS what 
you Bell apa:t from what yOu uile~ourself? 

Mr. Colvm.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What price do you usually get for your scrap? 
Mr. Colvin.-About Rs. 45 to 50 a ton. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you find l\ market for it? 
MT. Oolvin.-YeS. 
MT. Gintmlli.-With regard to. your wagonS-iln pages 9, 10 and 11-

where you have quoted the prices of British materials including freight,
landing charges and duty would you mind giving us the price separately for
f.o.b. freight and landing charges in all these instances? 

Mr. 8ever •. -Yes.* 

*ride Statement V (1). 
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No. 86. 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

WRITTEN. 

Statement I.-1Iemorandum wubmitted by the Bengal Ohamber 01 Oommerce 
to the Tariff Board, dated the 24th November 1929. 

When writing to the Indian Fiscal Commission on the 4th January 1922 
the Committee of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce said that they did "not 
declare themselves as being supporters of a policy of free trade or a policy 
of protection." On the contrary they held that India ought not to be bound 
to a rigid fiscal system. They recognised that free trade is attractive to 
merchants; but they did not rule out the possibility of protecting certain 
industries in certain circumstances. They did not favour the imposition of 
an indiscriminate protective tariff on all imported goods. But they suggested 
that the claims of any industry seeking protection should be investigated by 
an expert commission; and that if such commission decided that an industry 
1!hould be protected the necessary steps in that direction should follow. 

2. The }<'iscal Commission, or at any rate the majority of the Commis
sioners, came to the same conclusion. Like the Committee of the Cha.mber 
they too favoured the exercise of discrimination" so as to make the inevitable 
burden on the community as light as is consistent with the due development 
of industries and to avoid abrupt disturbances of industrial and commercial 
conditions." The Commission also considered it to be obvious that the work
ing of their scheme of protection postulated "the existence of a thoroughly 
competent and impartial organisation or tariff board" to make enquiries 
into the conditions of the industries and to recommend whether protection 
.should or should not be extended to them. The Legislative Assembly agreed 
with the Fiscal Commission that the principle of protection should be applied 
with discrimination, and that a Tariff Board sho.uld be appointed to make 
the necessary investigations and recommendations. The Government of 
India accordingly appointed a Board, and directed that it should first examine 
the question of extending protection to the manufacture of steel in India. 

3. The Committee of the chamber, in discussing this question, have kept 
in mind the attitude adopted by their predecessors in 1922. They agree that 
the claims of every industry to protection should be examined on their 
merits; and they wish to make it clear that, because they may object to the 
·leyy of protective duties on one· industry, they do not necessarily therefore 
obiect to such duties being levied in respect of some other industry or indus
tries. They have approached the question in this spirit; and they ask that 
the remarks which follow mlLy be considered as having reference to th~ 
steel industry oniy, and not to the general question of protection or free 
trade. 

4. The Committee will first consider the conditions whiCh, according -!;o 
the report of thO' Fiscal Commission, must be fulfilled by !in industry b~fore 
protection should be granted to it. These conditions, stated very bnefly, 
-were: 

(a) That the industry must be one possessing natural advantages such 
as lI.n abundant supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour, and a large home market; 

(b) That it must be one which, without the help of protection, is not 
likely to develop at all, or is not likely to develop so rapidly &11 

is desirabla in the interests of the country; 
(c) That it must be one which will be able eventually to face world com

petition without protection; but 
.(d) That any industry which is essential for the purposes of national 

defence and for which the conditions in India are not unfavour
able should be,if necessary, adequately protected irrespective of. 
the foregoing three C/JlldithJl8. 
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5. The first question is whether the steel industry satisfies these conditions. 
It may be said to satisfy condition (a) to some extent. The iron ore resources 
of India are admittedly very large, Rnd they are readily accessible. But they 
are somewhat·concentrated, and .there will be a danger of the supplies being 
controlled by one or more particular interests to the exclusion of competition. 
It is also admitted that the percentage of iron in the ores is exceptionally 
high. By cheap power is meant cheap coal; and coal ought to be cheap, 
seeing that it is found close to the iron ore deposits and the existing works. 
But the increased cost of coal is stated by the Tata Iron·& Steel Co., Ld. t(J 
be one of the difficulties agRinst which they have to contend. There has 
been, they say, an increase of 125 per cent. in the price between 1916 and the 
present time. It is inconceivable that protective· duties will tend to make
coal cheaper. On the contrary the Committee of the Chamber maintain that 
protection for steel will make coal dearer. So far as cheap power is concerned 
therefore the condition is not entirely satisfied, The supply of labour ought 
also to be sufficient, but it will· be expensive. In fact the ·cost of labour is 
another of the difficulties of which the Iron and 'Steel Company complain. 
'rhe quality of the labour is good enough for the production of what may be 
described as "raw " steel; but it is not good enough for various classes of steel 
manufactures. The home market is large, very much larger indeed than 
the Indian steel industry as at present constituted can possibly supply. Even 
if protection were to have the good results predicted for it by its advocRtes 
many years would of necessity elapse before the needs of the Indian market 
could be met by steel of Indian manufacture. Importing must continue 
for a very long time; and the exportation of Indian steel is even farther off. 

6. With reference to condition (b) the Committee are unable to accept the 
view that an industry which has already developed to a very considerable 
extent is doomed to extinction in the absence of protection. Nor do ~ey' 
agree that protection would facilitate its rapid development. It may be 
that without protection existing undertakings which were started and 
partially developed under abnormal conditions may need to 'be more or les8 
r&-Constructed; and re-construction will necessarily create difficulties and 
possibly distress for a limited number of persons, But olher industries have 
been through similar periods of depression a.nd discouragement, and their 
pioneers have been forced to bear the brunt of the losses, These industries 
have, however, eventually flourislied without assistance-from the Govern
ment or from protective tariffs; and the Committee see no reason to appre
hend that the steel industry will not develop on similar sound lines. Nor 
do they believe that its development in such circumstances will be unduly 
retarded. 

7. It is not easy to deal with condition (c); for once a protective duty is 
imposed it is impossible to Jorecast what the position will be if and when it 
is withdrawn. The proposal is that it should be imposed at the rate of 331 
per cent. for a period of five years. But. it is doubtful if this is considered 
to be the maximum time for which it will be wanted. So far as regards 
condition (d) the Committee do not for one moment overlook the fact that 
the rapid development of steel-making in India is very desirable for purposes 
of national defence. That India should be -made as quickly as possible more 
self-supporting than she is now in respect of manufactured goods essential 
for the purposes of defence is a proposition to which the Chamber has assented 
on more than one occasion during and since the· war .• The Committee again 
endorse the proposition, but they are unable to see how the end in view 
will be attained by the levy of a protective duty on steel. They feel also 
that they may almost go so far as to claim that the Fiscal Commission were 
of this opinion. For the Commission described steel as a basic industry, 
meaning by that expression an industry the products of which are used air· 
raw material by other industries; and they recognised that il; might b~ 
undesirable to protect such an industry by means of import duties. Fo!' 
manifestly the result would be to increase the cost of the raw material used. 
by other industl'ies. 
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8. This is exactly the reason why the Chamber takes up.a strong attitude 
-against a proi;lICtive duty on steel; and the Comm ittee hope to show in the 
-following paragraphs that the burden which such a duty wouUI impose on all 

, industries using steel would be insupportable. The Fiscal Commission sug
gested that the best way of helping a. ba.sic industry would probably be by 
mea.ns of .s State bounty rather than by a duty.· The Committee of the 
Chamber do not feel that they can ~xpress a. definite opinion as to the fiscal 
wisdom of aiding industries by direct State subsidies. But they cannot con
ceive how, in the existing financial situation, it would be practicable to give 
effect to such 3 proposal. Acute financial stringency recently drove the 
'Government of. India to the extrel!le step of certifying an increa.se in the 
-salt tax to enable them to balance their budget. And it could not be serious-
1y suggested that -3 Government reduced to such financial straits should be 
asked to consider. the possibility of undertaking the heavy burden of sub· 
·sidising a particular industry at the expense of the general taxpayer. 

9. If bounties are thus ruled out by practical considerations there remain.! 
·only the question of protective duties; and the proposal which is before the 
Tariff Board is that the existing import duty of 10 per cent. on steel should be 
increa.sed to 331 per cent. This increase is to be made in the interests of 
the Indian steel industry. .It is not proposed to levy the higher duty on 
fabricated steel, or on steel manufactures, but only on "raw" steel. It is, 
however, clear, from the evidence which has been already submitted to the 
Tariff Board by the engineering industries, that protection cannot be given 
to "raw" steel only. It must be extended to all fabricated steei, that is to 
say to steel upon which any kind of work has been done. The Committe9 
of .the Chamber regard this as inevitable, and they have considered the ques
tior. from that standpoint. 

10. One of tho great advantages which it is claimed will follow the pro
tectlon of steel is that not only will the existing steel industry benefit, but 
that new steel manufacturing companies will be established, and a very 
much I:irger industry developed, under the protection of the tariff wall. This 
mayor may not be so, but the Committee of the Chamber regard it as 
problematical. n is obvious that any large scale development will takd 
years, nor will it be commenced until the success or otherwise· of the protec
tive tariff can be gauged. This result can only be achieved in time and thE' 
Committee estimate the least possible time on which an opinion could be 
rounded at five years. Even if the decision to start new Companies was then 
)Jut into practice it would take another five to eight years before any pro
duction could be obtained. It appears then that a period of some ten to 
twelv, years must elapse before the effect of any large scale development 
could' be felt, and for that time at least therefore the duties would have to 
be oontinued at the particular rate of protection originally fixed. Great 
financial resources are required to establish a steel manufacturing plant and 
it is doubtful if capitalists would be willing to risk the uncertainty of the 
{'ontinuance of the duties at a high level for such a period. For India is 3 

poor country and is certain to feel the effects of a considerable increase in 
the price of an article such as steel. There would be nothing unreasonable 
therefore in anticipating that a· future Legislative Assembly may take 3 

view of the tariff contrary to that accepted by the Assembly imposing th~ 
protective tariff, for tbere will be of necessity pressure from without and 
agitation from within to get the tariff reduced ~r removed . . 

11. Morf'over, the provision of the finan{'e required is not likely to be 3n 
'easy matte,.. As has been already indicated, enormous ('Ilpital will be neces
sary to develop the Indian steel industry to su{'h an extent as to enable it 
to supply the needs of the {'ountry. And it is doubtful, the Committee of the 
Chamber think, if this capital can be raised in India. If not, the Indian 
steel industry will have to look to Great Britain and to foreign countries for 
-capital. But it may be assumed that these oountries will be feeling the 
effects of the protective tariff, and they may J,tot be willing to provide monev 
for the further extension of the Indhm steel industry .. 
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12. But even' if this. difficulty be successfully overcome, there will st~ll 
remain the llUestiOR of. the cost of the tariff to ~he community at large. it 
is admitted tlvtt the prices of Indian steel mu~t be in the beginning raised 
to the full extent of the protective duty. The theory is of ·course that the 
·tariff wall may be anticipated so to promote development that the resulting 
internal competition will regulate prices to the level of ·world prices. But 
this is to assume that the Indian steel manufacturers will prefer eompetition 
to combination among themselves, which is highly unlikely in view of the 
experience of other countries. A tariff usually tends to promote combines 
and trusts rather than competition among the manufacturers who a·re under 
its protection. Moreover, as has been already pointed out above, such com
petition could not becomeeffecti.ve for a period of ten to twelve years. 

13. The Committee of the Chamber ca~not therefore consider it to be 
likely that when once the protective duties are imposed internal prices wiil 
fall. And if they do not fall their maintenance will mean that very consider
able sacrifices will have to be made by India; lor they will bear very hardly 
on practically every industry and trade throughout the country. Their rela· 
tion to the production and ditribution of coal Illay be first consi8ered in thia 
connection. The Committee mention coal first because, as the Fiscal Com
mission rightly observed, "an abundant and cheap supply of coal is the 
foundation of future industrial progress in India;" and because coal is, aa 
the Commission went on to say, a basic industry "the development of which 
is of the greatest importance to industries in general." The Commission 
were strol1g1y opposed to any protection for coal because, holding 'that cheap 
coal is essential to industries, they were "not prepared to recommend any 
measures which will make coal dearer." 

14. To enable coal to be cheap certain factors must be present. The output 
must be high, the raising COqt· must be low, the markets must be plentiful. 
and the transport facilities must be good. So far as regards Indian coal 
the marketjj are available if India were only able to compete in them. Before 
the war, with an output o~ about 15 million tons yearly, India could supply 
her own internal requirements, and she could also compete successfully.in the 
export coal trade to Ra,llgoon, Singapore and Aden. At the present time 
the production is greater: in 1922 it was 18 million tons. But nevertheless 
it is behind the requirements of the developing industries of India. Export 
has been therefore restricted; and the markets referred to above have been 
lost. By reason of deficient transport facilities, and in the absence of an 
export trade, the output is now falling, aI).d stocks are accumulaping. Foreign 
conI is being imported into western India in increasing quantities, for the 
renson that to take Bengal coal by sea to Bombay is at present more expen
sive, and to take it by rail is very difficult. To get cheap coal it is necessary 
to reduce the raising cost. But depreciation is a big item in the raising 
cost. and it must be calculated on thl' price of replacements and renewals. 
An increase in the cost of steel, "raw" and fabricated, would consequently 
enhance depreciation. It c!ould not possibly therefore tend in the direction 
of cheaper coal. It must. mean dearer coai; and it would not be consequently 
one of ihe measures which the Fi~cal CommiHsion would advocate. Then 
again .the development of the coal mining industry will be retarded, for the 
capital cost of opening out new collieries will be of necessity increased if the 
price of steel is enhanced. 

15. It is impossible to deal with coal without also considering the question 
of transport. The railway position in India is anything but satisfactory. 
and to add to the existing difficulties will be to undertake a grave responsibi. 
lity. The capital expended on the lines up to date is Rs. 645 crores. Depre
ciation based on renewals and repairs amounts to a very large figure on this 
sum. The Inchcape Committee recommended that an average return of 51, 
per cent. must be paid by the. railways, and that working expenses should be 
curtailed accordingly. But there will be no curtailment of working expenses 
if the cost of all the steel to be used by the railways is to be increased by a 
protective tariff. On the contrary there will be a great increase in 
'Workmg expenses Rnd a considerable rise in rates and fares will be inevitable. 
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But the Inchcape Committee expressed the op'inion -that it is "not practicablir 
to make any gllneral increase in rates and {ares without adversely affectin& 
the trade of the country." It is argued,. however, that although the railway! 
m;;.y have to face severe losses when the protective duties are introduced, 
these can be made good from the additional customs receipts. Here again, 
however, the argument is defective. For if the tariff is to have the effect 
that it is designed to have it will develop the manufacture of steel in this 
country, and to a corresponding extent reduce the quantity of steel imported. 
The amount raised from the higher duties will no doubt be greater at first 
than it is now, but it will not tend to grow. On the contrary it will have a 
tendency to shrink; and if the tariff becomes really successful it will largely, 
if Dot entirely, disappear. The rail~ay losses will then have to be borne by 
the railways themselves. And not only will the cost of working be higher 
than at present, but the cost of railway development will be enormously in
creased. Permanent way. bridges, stations, every description of railway work 
in which steel forms an ~lement, will be much more costly .. And the increase 
will not be. restricted to raiways .. Road development will be curtailed, as 
bridge work and tools, etc., will be increased in price; and the already im· 
poverished district .boards, instead of expanding their road-making and re
pairing operations, will of necessity restrict them. It has been estimated 
that the cost of the proposed new road bridge over the Hughli at Calcutta 
would be increased by half a crore of rupees under the contemplated tariff. 

16. "In any survey of India's present economic position the outstanding 
feature must be," said the Indian Fiscal Commission, "the predominant im
portance of agriculture." In a later paragraph of t11.eir report the Commis
sion described agriculture as "the foundation of the economic life of India" 
and as being "largely the provider of raw materials for industry." There 
can be no question that these statements are literally correct; and it becomes 
therefore of the highest importance to estimate the effect of any measure of 
protection upon the interests of agriculture. If the levy of protective duties 

. \In' steel is successful, and the importation of foreign steel is largely res
tricted, it is not unreasonable to apprehend a disturbance in the balance of 
trade. The total value of India's import trade for the year 1921-22 was 
about 266 crores of rupees and of this total nearly Rs. 81 crores was re
presented by iron, steel machinery, railway plant and hardware. Admittedly 
agriculture provides the means whereby India pays for her imports. And if 
imports are restricted by protection the value of this medium of payment will 
of necessity decline. A reduction of imports means an increase in the balance 
of trade in India's favour; and a consequent rise in the sterling value of the 
rupee. And if Indian products are to compete in the world's markets in 
sterling the Indian agriculturist will receive fewer rupees lor his pound's 
worth of goods. But t,he cost of his agricultural implements, and of the 
galvanized sheets that are used throughout agricultural India for building 
purposes, .will be simultaneously enhanced. He will be therefore adversely 
affected in both directions; and, furthermore; he will suffer from the 
restricted transport development. The cost of getting his produce to market 
will be increased; ~nd his chances of benefiting from irrigation development 
will be lessened. Even under present conditions the agriculturists as a class 
are poor. They have very little in the way of margin after paying for their 
food and clothing; and if they are to be penalised by a protective tariff on 
steel the resulting distress among them will be great. . 

17. The Committee have now endeavoured to show that a sensible increase 
in the price of steel must have severe consequences on two of the greatest>. 
of India's industries. And two .industries, moreover, which the Fiscal Com
mission specially declared must. not have further burdens placed upon them. 
O~her .industries also would be adversely affected. The engineering ·indus
trIes have been already referred· to and it has been assumed, as indeed it 
must be, that lIny form of protection which may be applied to so-called 
" raw" steel must also be extended to fabricated steel. Fer if thill is not 
done the engineering industries will cease to exist. All classes of general. 
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.engineering would suffer, and repairs to ocean-going steamers-which is a 
large industry in Bombay and Calcutt_would be prejudiced. Higher prices 
would have to be charged to cover the duty; and the steamers would reduce to 
a minimum their repairs in Indian ports. Jute mills, cotton mills, tea. 
factories, shellac works and sugar works would all be affected by reason of 

-the increased cost of renewals and repairs. The great ports of India must 
also be considered. They are a necessity for tlie trade of the country; and 
if trade is developing they must develop with it. Steel forms a considerable 
item in all their various works; and if it is enhanced in price they will be 
forced to make the trade passing through the port pa;y: the difference. It 
would be possible to prolong the list of trades'" and industries which would be 
adversely affected by a tariff on steel." It would also be possible to show in 

. detail what the results to each industry would be. But this 'the Committee 
feel to be unnecessary so far as they are concerned, as they understand that 
the prnicipal industries, jute, coal, tea, etc., have already plaCed, or intend 
to place, a statement of their views before the Board. Similarly, the Com
mittee content themselves with the above brief referehce tQ. the Calcutta Port 
Commissionere, for they are informed £hat the Commissioners have already 
presented a statement. 

18. In conclusion I am to say that the Committee of the Chamber, after 
giving the fullest consideration to the question of whether protection should 
be extended to steel reply without hesitation in tlie negative. The steel 
industry is not, in their opinion, an industry which in view of the condi
tions prescribed by the Indian Fiscal Commission, should be protected. 

,Calcutta, 24th November 1923. 
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Statement II.-Encl08ure to letter, dated 90th October 1929, from the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce to the Tariff Board. • 

Committee Circular No. 433-1923, dated 26th September 1923. 

The following are the replies" received from members in response to 
Circular No. 365, dated the 14th September 1923. 

Letter, dated 15th S~ptember, from Messrs. Kettlewell Bullen &: 00 . 
. In reply to your Circular No. 365-1923, .dated 14th instant, we are

opposed to the extension of protection to the Indian steel industry. 

The Jute and· Cotton mills which we control are large consumers of steel 
products, and their interest naturally lies in being able to purchase their 
steel as cheaply as possible. If protection is extended to the Indian steel 
industry, an increase in the price of steel products is inevitable, and this 
in turn will render it impossible for us to produce our Jute and Cotton 
goo_ili.' as cheaply as if protection were not so extended. 

Lette1', dated 15th September, from Messrs. Mackintosh BU1'n Ltd. 
_As requested by yours of the 14th instant, we have pleasure in sending 

herewith copy of our reply to the questionnaire issued by the Tariff Board, t 
We would like to emphasize the effect which the suggested duty will have 

in the development of industries in Bengal on account of the increased cost 
of the erection {)f buildings, factories~ etc. 

The steelwork used in the erection of a Jute mill amounts to about one 
third of its cost, in office blocks about 22 per cent., while tea garden struc
tures are almost, entirely of a steel frame type. 

Domestic buildings will also be affected and their cost is already high. 
We are strongly of opinion that the present 10 per cent. tax, cost of freight, 
insurance and dock charges from ample protection to the local manufacturers 
as the competition they have to face is mainly British. Continental steel 
is never specified for or allowed iii. the construction of any important w?rks. 

Letter, dated 18th September, from Messrs. J. Mackillican &: 00. 
We are in receipt of your Circular letter No. 36q-1923, in connection 

with the above subject. 

In reply we beg to state that it is our considered opinion that any form 
of protection is contrary to the interests of India as a whole. 

Letter, dated 17th September, from Messrs. Mackinnon, Mackenzie &: Co. 

With reference to your Circular letter No. '365<lf 14th instant, in which you 
. ask for an expression of our opinion on the question of extending protection. 
to the Indian Steel Industry, we would advise that we are opposed to,proteo
tion to any special industry, as thii in the case of individuals would result 

* Two letters from Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co., and one each from 
Messrs. Parry & Co" and the Calcutta Import Trade Association have been. 
printed elsewhere, and are not reproduced here. 

, t Pl1inted separately. 
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in an increase in the cost of living and in lhe case'of purchases by GOYer.~ 
ment in an additional burden on the taxpayer. 

There seems to be no reason why the Steel industry should obtain special 
protection at the expense of the general community, Further, if protection 
were granted to this industry, other industries would expect and demand 
eimiIar privileges, 

Protection. of any industry, must iI.evitably result .in increased prices 
and would mean the enrichment· of a favollred few at the expense of tha 
aeneral public. 

Letter, dated 18th September, from Messrs. Stewart's &: Lloyds Ld. 
We are in receipt of your Circular No. 365, dated 14th September iu 

which 'the Committee invite an expression of our opinion, in common with 
other Members of the Chamber, on the question of extending protection to 
the Indian Steel Industry. ' 

As Manufacturers, in the United Kingdom, of Steel, for which w~ are 
here to find a market, it might be considered that any statements we make 
are prejudiced.' It is not, however, quite clear to us whether the proposed 
enhanced tariff on Steel asked for by Indian Steel Industrialists is to be 
extended to all classes of manufactures irrespective of whether certain 
articles are manufactured in India or not. 

The principal article in Steel in which we are interested is Tuqing, 
although we also manufactUre plates, sections and castings. 

Tubing is not manufactured in India and, as it is a class of material ex
tensively used, we consider to enhance the duty on it would be placing a 
heavy burden on the general public, it is only necessary to give the follow
ing examples in confirmation of this contention:-

I. Oil Companies use very large quantities of Steel Tubing for well 
drilling, oil lines, etc., an enhanced duty will increase the cost 
of their products such as Kerosine, Petrol, Candles, etc. 

II. The cost of installing Water Supply Schemes would be increased 
to such an extent that many schemes, some badly required, would 
become impossible. -

III. Collieries use large quantiti; of Tubing in winning Coal cOnSe~ 
quently their costs would be increased which would be transferred 
to Mills, Shipping, Railways, Lighting and Power· Companies 
and the Steel Companies themselves. Jute and Cotton goods, 
freights, fares, light and power charges, etc., would be advanced 
in price on that score irrespective of Tubing being a necessity 
to all these concerns in their own branch of manufacture or 
working. 

The above is a dispassionate view of the question as any enhanced tariff 
would not in any way affect our cost, but it will be seen that so far as Steel 
Tubing is concerned, with a 331 per cent. duty, it would mean an increase 
of about Rs. 70,00,000 per annum in revenue to the Government without in 
anT way affording assistance to the Indian Steel Industry. 

Our opinion is that the present duty of 10 per cent. is too high and that 
Tubing should come into the country under the same tariff as Machiriill'y of 
which it is really an essential part. 

Letter, dated the 19th September, from Messrs. Hoare, Miller &: Co., Ll. 
We beg to reply to your Circular No. 365-:-1923, dated 14th instant. 
We beg to state that we are not in favour o! extending protection to th~ 

Indian steel industry, as we feel that such protection would inevitably ten,. 
. 2L2 
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io raise priees in this country .of all articles in ,,·hich Indian steel or imported 
steel is all element,' at a time when the financial position of the country i. 
luch that every effort should be made to reduce prices to the consumer. 

Letter, dated the 19th September, from Messrs. Jessop &: Co., Ld. 
In reply to your 'Circular No. 365, dated September 14th. We would 

·refer you to the memorandum drawn up' by the Indian Engineering Associa.
tion with reference to the Tariff Board's press communique, dated 17th July, 
1923, with which we fully concur. 

This memorandum can therefore be taken to represent our views on th3 
question of extending protection to the Indian Steel Industry. 

Letter, dated 20th September, from Messrs. Martin &: Co. 
We have to aCKnowledge the receipt of your circular No. 365, dated 14th 

instant in which you ask us for an expression of our opinion on the question 
of extending protection to the Indian steel industry which the Tariff Board 
now has under consideration.· . 

The one steel making company in India is the Tata Iron and Steel Com .. 
pany and should circumstances force this company to cease the production of 
steel' it would be a blow to the general industrial development of India. 
greater than any heretofore experienced. This is probably realised by Gov
ernment as much as by the commercial community, so that the Tata Iron 
and Steel Company is likely to receive sympathy from all sides, the problem 
reducing itself to the question: to what exent is protection necessary and 
how can that protection be best secured P . 

The Tata. Iron and Steel Company have put forward a claim that the 
duty on imported steel should be increased from 10 per cent. to 331 per cent. 
From the published evidence of the Tariff Board's inquiry it is impossible to 
judge whether the claim. can be substantiated or not and on this point we 
are unable to express any opinion, but we would mention that in considering 
the question of protection it should be possible-to arrive at a figure represent
ing the capital sum required per "ben output for the operating ofa steeL 
works and this figure should not be lost sight of. . 

On general grounds the steel industry satisfies the conditions laid down 
by the Fiscal Commission as necessary for the adoption of a protective policy, 
excepting for the fact that steel in reality is a raw material feeding a vast 
llumber of other industries and is, in fact, the foundation on which much of 
the industri/1.1 activity of the country depends, and that as such should 
ordinarily be admitted without the burden of protective duty, . 

To place upon steel, therefore, the high protective duty proposed is sure 
to have far reaching effects. The 331 per cent. extra duty proposed is not 
lUuch more than the difference between the c.i.f. cost of British and Conti
nental steel, so that one effect of the duty might be to ouSt British manufac
turers and to concentrate the attention of Continental manufacturers upon 
the Indian market. 

Arguing on general principle it would seem the proper policy to keep low 
·custom duties on imported steel and a high protective duty on all imported 
fabricated steel, the Tata Iron and Steel Company bl'ing helped through 
thei.r present difficulties by a bounty. We would also suggest that a fail 
market for steel supplied to Government Departments should be paid to 
the Company. In connection with the nigh protective duty suggested on all 
imported fabricated steel it must be remembered that there are already 
sufficient Engineering Workshops in India. to guarantee that owing to com-· 
petition fabrication of steelwork will be carried out at a reasonable profit. 
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Letter, dated 21st September 1923, from Meslrs. Mar.halZ Son3 If: 00. (India)" 
Limited. 

With reference to your circular No. 365, -of the 14th September, I have 
pleasure in enclosing a copy of the note which I wrote for the Secretary, 
Indian Engineering Association, when they had this question of protection 
for Tatas under consideration. I have now a copy' of this Association's 
memorandum on the subject dated the 10th of September. ' I have studied 
this report with great interest, 'and I quite agree that only if no other 
method of keeping the trade alive can be foundshouJd assistance by means 
of protective duties be given. 

The question of whether the industry requires assistance at all is one 
that is by no means easy to decide, and the practice of Tatas in giving their 
important evidence in camera certainly obscures 1ilieir case from the point 
of view of the public. I have only seen newsvaper reports, so far of the 
evidence given, but on these no case has been made for an industry whiclt 
has admittedly been developed- without consideration of finance and without 
foresight for the future. ' 

I have been trying to look into the figures of, dividends and reserves since 
the initiation of the Company, but I cannot collect all the necessary facts, 
Perhaps the Secretary would be able to do so before our meeting on Tuesday. 
If it is then found that profligate methods of business have been adopted we' 
can only suppose that this is the reason for the desire to hide the facts from 
the public by giving their evidence in camera. 

However, if for any Feason it were found that the industry 'is worth 
assistance and needs assistance, I desire to suggest that the best method of 
doing so is by throwing open all purchases made on behalf of the Governinent 
of India to open competition with rupee tenders and publication of results 
of such tenders. This will bring the basis of competition on a level which 
it certainly is not at present, and will materially assist both the steel trade 
and all its allied industries. -

If it was found for any reasons that even this assistance was not sufficient. 
then Borne system of bounties should be carefully worked out which should b~ 
renewed every three years. The system of bounties is' preferable to the 
system of import duties in a case like that under discussion, but it must 
be remembered that equally with import duties bounties eventually fall for 
payment upon the taxpayer and the consumer. 

Dated Calcutta, the 13th August 1923. 

From-MESSRS. MARS'HALL SONS & Co., (India), I,d. 
To-The Secretary, Indian Engineering Association. 

With reference to your circular 99-1. E of the 2nd August, we have 
pleaaure in giving you a short opinion on the point which, you have raised, 
'Viz., the desirability of protection in 'any form for the steel industry of India. 

1. In paragraph 97 of its report the Indian Fiscal Commission laid down 
three main conditions which might entitle an industry to protection. . 

The first condition was that it should possess natural advantages, and 
nnder this the steel industry must be held to qualify. ' 

The second was that the industry must be one which' either will not deve
lop at all er will not develop sufficiently rapiaIy without protection. It 
appears to us that the steel industry in this country has certainly developed 
to an amazing degree during recent years. Though its further increase 
may be desirable in the interests of the ,country it is doubtful whether pro
tection is required to assist it. 

Third consideration is that the indu~try shall eventually be able to face 
world competition without proteetion. Here a,gain the steel indulltry BlUst
be held to qualify. 
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2. It is not to be wondered at therefore, that the Fisca.l Commission 
suggested it as one. of the first subjects. for enquiry by the Tariff Board, 
but it must be borne in mind that this is far from being a recommendation 
'for its protection. It must be remembered that shortly before the Fiscal 
-Commission. completed its labours, the Tariff rate for imported steel was 
raised from 21 per cent. to 10 per cent. 

3. What the Tariff Board has to do tberefore is to examine this high rate 
with a view to discovering, whether it can be justified, or whether there are 
any. circumstances which call for its reduction or its enhancement. 

4. In considering the question of steel it must be remembered that to a 
great extent its utility lies in the fact that it is a semi manufactured article, 
which is used as a raw material in the process of manufacture of other indus
tries in India. It may be argued therefore that as such it should be admitted 
at the lowest possible rate of taxation, and the Fiscal Commission definitely 
laid it down that no increase in duty on such an article should be admitted, 
whatever the revenue necessities of the country, until the Tariff Board had 
been consulted. 

5.·1f we turn to the figures of Import and Export for the year 1921-22, 
we find that Iron and Steel ~ere imported to the' extent of Rs. 21,16,00,000. 
We are not in a position to break up these figures in order to show how much 
of this enormous sum must be allotted to the heading "Steel," but we are 
of opinion that an examination would show that to steel must be given the 
major portion of the value. 

6. The position of machinery manufacturers in India is at present not; 
an enviable one. They have in many cases invested large sums of money in 
the development of factories and works under the impression that they 
would receive every consideration and support from Government, but the 
necessities of the Finance Department have driven tIle Government of India 
to such straits that at present such works have to pay 10 per cent. for their 
imported steel and compete against foreign machinery which is brought in 
at a21 per cent. duty. It may be argued that it is unnecessary for them. 
to use imported steel, and propaganda has actually been put forward to the 
effect that their full requirements, equal in quality to imported British manu
facture, could be made available for them in India at a price considerably 
lower than the imported article. The figures of import of steel hardly bear 
out this view, and we certainly venture to suggest that at present the steel 
manufacturers of India would be quite unable to meet the demands that 
would be made upon them, if importations ceased. 

7. However, if -it is indeed a fact that the steel trade of India is capable 
of giving at a cheaper rate to the manufacturers requiring their products as 
good a quality as can be obtained elsewhere, it seems to us that the industry 
has arrived at a point in its career when it certainly does not require pro
tection. This point wjll doubtless have the fullest consideration of the 
Tariff Board who may weI} consider that at present an industry so well 
established and so able to compete with the world is being unduly favorlld at 
the expense of the taxpayer by the present revenue duty. -of 10 per cent. 
iOn imports. 

8. We would further give it as our opinion that a removal of this duty at 
the earliest possible date would assist the industrial development of India by 
giving the industries which require to use steel a cheaper raw material to 
work upon. This point in our opinion far. outweighs any advantage to the 
country which Qould accrue from blostering up with tIle present high import 
duty an industry thoroughly well established and able to compete on its own 
merits with the world. 

Letter, dated Slst September 1923, Irom the Vtllcan bon Works, Ld. 
In reply to your above, we beg to give you our views on the question of 

protection to the Indian Steel Industry. 
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We are at the present moment, entirely opposed to protection of the steel 
manufacturing trade in India, especially if the suggested protection is to' 
take the form of an increased duty on unfabricated steel. Our views might 
b~ modified wherr the time arrives that all the steel required in India can be 
manufactured in India, but at the present moment, we are of the opinion 
that it would be fatal to firms such as ours to protect the steel manufactur
ing industry by an increased duty on unfabricated steel. 

The first and main point of protection to the steel illdustry in India by 
an increased duty on unfabricated steel, would, of course, be that the in
crease would have to be passed on to the consumer, as it is impossible in the 
present condition of trade for the fabricating firms to bear even the smallest 
portion of the increased duty. The effect of increasing the cost of steel, as 
far as we can see, is bound to have the effect of reducing the expenditure on 
steel structures in .India, and would reduce the demand for steel to a mini
mum, which we do not-think that Government desire, and certainly firm!! 
engaged in the trade cannot view with anything biit the most serious conse-' 
quences. 

In our opinion, the cheaper steel can be purchased by the fabricating firms, 
the better it is for the country at large; as it means cheaper buildings, and 
consequently, cheuper rents in cities like Calcutta, which is a point to be 
lo.t srght of, and more employment both of artisans and of the necessary 
1!upervisions. 

The steel producing industry in India has already the advantage of a 
10 per cent. duty, the cost of freight and insurance, etc., from the Makers' 
Works to an Indian Port, and we think that the question of the cost of 
production of steel in India should be gone into very closely before protection 
is granted, if Government eventually decide that proteCtion in some form or' 
other is necessary, In the event of it being found that· extensions to plant 
have been made without due consideration to the cost at the time of ordering 
'Compared with normal, the case of the claim to protection is considerably 
weakened. 

We would here point out that for some time past, the engineering trade 
has been suffering from an unprecedented slump, and a careful perusal of 
the Financial State of Engineering Firms, say in "Capital," will give a 
"6ry good idea of the position of affairs, and if ·the Government of India 
think fit to take the steps suggested, it can only have the effect of making 
matters very much worse than they are at present. 

Letter, dated 21&t Septem.ber 1928, /rom Mnsrs. McLeod &: 00. 
In reply to your circular No. 364--1923 of the 14th instant, we beg to 

state that we are not in favour of protective Import Duties, but cOnsider that 
the Government of India Iiliould encourage and support the Indian Engineer
ing Industries by placing in India a certain proportion of the Government 
orderll. Such ordllrs would be open to competitive prices from Indian firms_ 
only. The Government can ascertain the productive capacities of Indian 
Engineering Works and on this basis gauge the proportion of orders to be 
placed. 

We think if from, say, 30-50 per cent. of the Government orders are so 
placed in the first instance, it will be found that, with the support so 
afforded, the Engineering Industry in India will be able"to establish itself_on 
a sound footing and a gradual reduction in prices will taIie place as the 
output of the Works becomes greater. . 
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Oral evidence of Mr. J. W., A. BELL, representing the
Bengal Chamber of Commerce, recorded at. 

Calcutta, on the 10th December 1923 .. 
President.-"I think it will be convenient to begin with paragraphs 4 and 

5 of the representation sent in by the Chamber. In paragraph 4 they sum
marize the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission as justifying the 
grant of protection to an industry, and then go on in paragraph 5 and the 
subsequent paragraphs to explain the views of the Chamber about that. 
That is where I think it will be most convenient to begin. In paragraph 5 
you say "The iron ore resources of India are admittedly very large, and 
they are readily accessible. But they are somewhat concentrated, and there
will be a danger of the supplies being controlled by one or more particular> 

'-mteresb! to the exclusion of competition." By .. concentrated," I take it,. 
you mean that for the most part they lie in one part of the country P 

Mr. Bell.-That is the idea. 
President.-I think the information that we have received is that there 

is a good deal of iron ore in other parts of the country as well-the Central 
Provinces for instance-although at present owing to the absence of coking 
coal in the vicinity it is unavailable, but at any rate the 'great bulk of the 
iron ore with which we are concerned at present" lies in Singhbhum and the 
Orissa Feudatory States. Now, when the Chamber say that there is a 
danger of the supplies being controlled by one or more particular interests 
to the exclusion of competition, have they any facts that they would like to 
lay before the Board? " 

Mr. Bello-That merely qualifies the statement that the industry has the 
adTantage of an abundant supply of raw material. We are merely pointing 
out a~ a qualification that it might get into the hands of one set of people, 
but, at the same time, apart from that, we may sal: generally that it has a 
large supply of raw material. 

President.-If it is a material qualification, then I think the inference 
would be that there was a real danger of these supplies coming under one 
control. 

Mr. Bello-The statement there is merely to "meet any possible criticism 
of their statement that might be made that there is ample supply of raw 
material. 

President.-As far as iron ore is concerned all the evidence received has 
been to ~he same effect, "iz., that that part of India is extraordinarily rich 
in iron ore which contains a very high percentage of iron, and we have 
received no evidence so far which would lead us to think that there is any 
danger at present of their coming under monopolistic control. 

Mr. Bell.-I don't think the point is an important one being merely put 
in as a general qualification. 

President.-I don't see why the qualification is needed unless there is a 
real danger. After all the same danger exists in any other country. Take 
the Lake superior ores in the United States; they are not quite so concen
trated, but they lie in one district of the country. I don't think there is 
any indication that they have been monopolized by the United States Steel 
Corporation to the exclusion of the Independents P 

Mr. Bell.-I don't think that the Chamber press it as an important 
point. They make a general admission that the industry satisfies certain 
provisions made in the Fiscal Commission's report, and they merely put 
that as a minor qualification. I don't think that it is a point they intended 
to press. 

Pre8ident.-It might be taken a~ suggesting that the Tata Iron and. 
Steel Company were trying to monopolize the supplies. 

Mr. Bell.-I don't think that is the Buggestion of the Chamber. 
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President.-That impression might have been received by the Chamber' 
owing the evidence of the Tata Iron and Steel Company that their resources 
in their ore mines, and the concessions they have received or are likely to 
receiva, were something like 500 million tons. ' I think it' ill impo'rtant that 
it should be made clear that the available supplies of iron ore run. to very 
much larger quantities than that so far as they can be determined at 
present. 

1I1r. Bello-The Chamber's idea in pointing out that the iron ore resources 
lie in a certain area was that it might be shown that it would be a possible 
thing to concentrate them in one set of hands. 

PreBident.-There is at least this to be said, although the Chamber has 
not taken the point, that there may be a practical limitation to the .number 
of possible sites for steel works in India. It must either be in the vicinity 
of coal or in the vicinity of iron ore and there is also the question of wafer. 
A concentration of the steel industry in that sense may be inevitable, but 
because it is concentrated in a particular area it does not follow tha,-it 
must necessarily be in ,the hands of one syndicate or firm. ."' 

Mr. Belt.-I don't think the Chamber's intention in putting in that 
paragraph was the one you seem to be pointing to. 

PT6Bident.-My difficulty was that the representation did not say cleady 
what the point was. I really do not think, as far as I can judge at present, that 
the danger is a very great one. The bulk of the area, or at least a good deal 
of it, lies in a Government estate in Singhbhum and the rest of it is mainly 
in the Feudatory States which are controlled by the Local Government. 

Mr. Bell.-I think the Chamber say these things are all there. Ther~ is 
always the possibility. I don't think that it was put in as a warning or 
anything of that sort. 

President.-We will now pass on to the next question and that is the
question of power. The Chamber say that: "By cheap power is meant 
cheap coal; and coal ought to be cheap, seeing that it is found' close 
to the iron ore deposits and the existing works. But the increased cost of 
coal is stated by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, to be one of 
the difficulties against which"theyhave to contend." They eventually say 
two or three sentences further on "So far as cheap power is concerned 
therefore, the condition is not entirely satisfied." I take it the ,reference
to the statement made by the Tata Iron and Steel Company must be to 
page 12 of the pamphlet containing their representation where they say 
.. coal has increased from Rs. 4 in 1916-17 to Rs. 9 per ton to-day and it 
takes four tons of coal to make one ton of finished steel." In that paragraph 
the Tata Company were apparently explaining the fact that, since the
termination of the war, their cost of production had increased, whereas in 
other countries the cost of production had gone down. ' 

Mr. Bell.-Do they suggest that the cost of coal in other countries has 
not gone up? 

PreBident.-They suggest that since 1918-1(} the price of coal has gone 
down. 

Mr. Bello-And still at present it is at a very much higher level than it 
was before. What does it cost to raise a ton of coal in india? 

President.-You are in a better position than we are to pronounce 
about the raising cost. What they 'sa'id was that their coal cost was twice 
.as much in 1922 as' it was in 1916-17 and that was one of the reasons why 
their cost of production since the war had gone up ... while the 'cost 
of production in other countries had been going down. But· that 
has not any direct bearing ,in itself on· the question whether the condition 
laid down by the Fiscal Commission is satisfied. It might well be that eoal, 
quality for quality, might, be cheaper in India than in other coal-producing 
countries and that being 80 they still possess a natural. advantage. 

Mr. Bell.-I say that India does possess such natural advantage in having 
'heap coal. 
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P1"e8ident.-Th~t is the view of the Chamber? 
Mr. Bello-Yes; They say if you put on a 331 per cent. duty you will 

increase the cost of coal and naturally that advantage will be minimized or 
reduced. , 

Pre8ident.-Quite. But let us confine ourselves to the primary point. 
I understood that the Chaqlber were of opinion that they were not satisfied 
that the advantage of cheap power was possessed in India. 

Mr. Bello-The Chamber's view is put down here" By cheap power is 
meant cheap coal: and coal ought to be cheap, seeing that it is found dose 
'to the iron ore deposits and the existing works. But the increased cost of 
coal is stated by the Tata Iron and Coal (:ompany, Limited, to be one of 
'the difficultieS against which they have to' contend. There has been, they 
say, an increase of 125 per cent. in the price between 1916 and the present 
time. It is not conceivable that protective duties will tend to make coal 
cheaper. . On the contrary the Committee of the Chamber maintain that 
protection for steel will make coal dearer. So far as cheap power is con
cerned, therefore, the condition is not entirely satisfied." If you put on 331 
per cent. you will decrease the advantage: you will increase the cost of coal 
.directly or indirectly. 

Pre8ident.-That surely is mixing up the two points together. 'l'he pri
mary point is ., Does India. possess this natural advantage as things stand 
io.day?" 

Mr. Bell.~It does. 
President.-You consider that if protection to the extent desired by the 

Tata Iron and Steel Company is given, part of that advantage will disappear 
or rather the advantage will be smaller? 

Mr; Bello-Yes. 
President.-But it would still possess an advantage? 
Mr. Bell.-Yes. 
President.-It is important to get clear about that point. I did not 

quite clearly understand whf!,t the view of the Chamber was? 
Mr. Bello-It is rather the point of view of the Chamber that it will 

'possess the advantage. You will find that later on. 
Pre8ident.-I was not able from the written statement to arrive at that 

conclusion and that is why I was anxious to clear up that point now. 
!Another ,thing I was going to suggest was that if India did not possess a. 
natural advantages in respect of her coal, it is very difficult to see how pig 
'iron can be produced cheaply in this country. 

Mr. Bello-We say it does possess sueh an advantage. 
Pr8sident.-Therefore as regards raw material the condition laid down 

by the Fiscal Commission is satisfied I' 
Mr. Bello-We may take it that it is, with the slight modification set 

forth by the Chamber. 
President.-But substantiallyI' 
Mr. Bell.-Substantially they have this advantage. 
President.-Then' you go on to labour. The Chamber say" The supply of 

labour ought also .to be sufficient, but it will be expensive. In fact the cost 
of labour is another of the difficulties of which the Iron and Steel Company 
complain. The quality of labour is good enough for the production of what 
may be described as • raw' steel, but it is not good enough for various 
classes of steel manufacture." Is that a repetition of what the Tata Com
pany have said or is it the view of the Chamber I' 

Mr. Bello-That is the view of the Chamber. 
President.-I thought possibly you were referring. to Bome statement of 

the Tata Iron and Steel Company that I had not seen. 'What are· the 
-eJai3ses of manufacture for which the Chamber consider Indian labour is not 
"oed enough I' 
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Mr. BeU.-The idea is that they will be short of expert labour, say, 01 
-the same class of British foremen who are. brought out here for Jute 
Mills. They will require to import these. It is admitted that is an expense 
they will have to face. -

Pre8ident ....... That rather goes to another point which I was going to put 
to you in a moment. You say" It is good enough for the production of raw 
steel but not good enough for various classes of steel manufacture." What 
I want to find out is what sort of things are the Chamber thinking of? 

Mr. Bell.-Specialized things like the making of high grade steel and 
articles of that BOrt which, I understand, require more experienced class of 
labour trained to 8 higher point than raw steel production. 

Pr88ident.-Of course, no attempt has yet been made, except in the Govern
ment Factory at Ishapore, to produce this kind of steel in India, so for the 
time being' at any rate they are not before us. But you consider that for 
the production of the kinds of steel that the Tata Company .have been 
producing Indian labour is adequate for that purpose, subject of course, to '-, 
this that for a certain time, which nobody can yet determine, the more skilled 
appointments will have to be filled by Europeans? 

lIr. Bell.-One recognizes 'that that must be so for a time. 
President.-To go back one sentence "The supply of labour ought also 

to be sufficient, but it will be expensive." I take it in saying "it will be 
expensive" the Chamber were thinking purely of the necessity of employ
ing imported labour P 

.llr. Bell.-Yes, and the training of local labour. 
President.-For the time being, during the period of training, Indian 

labour would be relatively inefficientP 
.'IIr. Bell.-I would not call it relatively inefficient. .It would require a 

certain class of training which it does not have just now. 
Pre8ident.-Well, what the TataCompany themselves have put before us 

is that, while their labour is being trained for the production of steel, 
there must necessarily be higher costs. Is that what the Chamber had in 
mindP 

Mr. Bell.-I think we had the same thing in mind, but I would like to 
point out again that in this paragraph you appear to be thinking that the 
Chamber take up the position that for this reason they object to the answer 
being .. yes ": they don't. While they put in this qualification, broadly 
Bpeaking, they admit the whole of (a) They don't want to Bay that 
everything is right: they say there are certain qualifications, but broadly 
spf'aking they admit the whole of (a). 

Pre.ident.-What I was going to suggest was that it is an admitted fact 
that it is a part of the case put forward by the Tata Iron and Steel Com
pany that for the present labour will be expensive, but that is a difficulty 
which will eventually disappear. • 

Mr. Bell.-That rather justifies the Chamber's putting in that slight 
modification. . 

Pre.ident.-But it seemed to me that your modification had eaten up 
your broad statement. 

Mr. Bell.-I don't think BO. 
Pre.ident.-Look at the second sentence of paragraph 5: .. It may be 

said to satisfy condition (a) to some extent." '. 
Mr. Bell.-It may be a slightly grudging admi~ion but it is an admission. 

I think it is more a question of drafting than intention. 
Pr8,id6nt.-At any rate, subject to the qualification we have been dis. 

~U8sing. you agree that the condition is satisfied? ' 
Mr. Bello-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-Just before we get on to condition (b) I am not sure thai 

I nnde~tand the last sen~nce .. T~e home market is large, very much 
Jarger mdeed than the Indl&n steel Industry as at present constituted .can 
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possibly sU'(>ply. 'Even if protection were to have the good results produced 
for it by its advocates many years would of necessity elapse before the needs 
of the Indian market could be met by steel of Indian manufacture. Import
ing must continue for a long time.'" Do the Chamber desire that any 
special inference should be drawn from that passageP 

M,·. Bello-If you give them this tariff on steel an,d tliey prdgress in the 
ordinary rate of progression they will still require to import large quantities
of steel. The rate of progression is of necessity slow. 

Presidefl,t.-There may be a distinction to be drawn between the special 
kind of steel which is difficult to produce and the ordinary steel which the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company are concerned with P 

Mr. Bell.-I hav~ not got the exact figures but I should say that while
the statement will apply to special class of steel, perhaps to a greater extent, 
it does apply to ordinary steel as well. 
. President.-Even to this day I think some steel is imported from Great 
Britain to the· "C"nited States of America inspite of protection. No doubt 
these are special things which for some reason can be better done in 
England. 

Mr. Bello-That is a part of the Chamber's case. 
President.-That being so all I wished to know was whether they regarded 

that as in itself au objection to protection? 
Mr. Bell.-That would undoubtedly be an objection to protection. 
President.-There may be a difference of opinion as to the length of time· 

but there must be some interval during which there must be some importa
tion: that is inevitable .. Going on now to the condition (b) the Chamber 
say " The Committee are unable to accept the view that an industry which 
has already developed to a very considerable extent is doomed to extinction 
in the absence of protection," and later on in the same paragraph they 
say "It may be that without protection existing undertakings which were, 
started and partially deyeloped under abnormal conditions may need to. 
be more or less re-constructed." Does this mean that in the opinion of the 
Chamber steel manufacture could be carried on at a profit at Jamshedpur 
if the capital of the Company were written down to what it would cost to 
work similar works at the present time? 

Mr. Bello-The Chamber want to avoid any reference to any particular 
works. 

President.-I am not suggesting for a moment that I take the least 
objection to the statement: I am trying to find out what it me&rul. 

Mr. Bcll.-I think it means this that you have here an industry with. 
almost every natural economic advantage. You have large quantities of 
iron ore and manganese and of the things that are used as flux; and you. 
have coal and labour: you have everything and it has every natural 
advantage and it cannot • surely be said that this industry cannot be suc
cessfully carried on without a protective tariff, even if one particular under
taking were to say that it could not be so carried on. Where you have to. 
prove a negative like that you must have more than an isolated instance. 
You cannot say that it cannot be done because one particular attempt has 
been made to make the stl'el industry a success without protection and 
has failed. ~ don't know whether it has failed or not, but even if it has 
failed it is not an evidence that the steel industry cannot exist without 
protection. 

President.-But might it not be the case that, inspite of the natural 
advantages, there might be an inevitable period during which it was learning 
how to make steel, and some assistance might be necessary P 

1I1r. Bello-It would require to be a very much stronger case than you 
have just now if you propose on that account to tax the whole country. You 
have not a strong case, you have an isolated example. 

President.-But we have got to deal with it: there it is. What I wished 
to ascertain, if it was possible, was whether the <!lhamber were expressing. 
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an opinion a8 to what p~ssibl1lni~t be done at Jamshedpur in view of the 
evidence which was Pllbhshed: , 

Mr. Belt-They go on here to Bay, that if any existing works are not 
successful, the remedy may lie, in reconstructing them. 

President.-It may, but it is a question of evidence very largely. 
Mr. Bell.-What the Chamber say is that it is not proved ~hat the ste,!l 

industry cannot be run succes~fully in India because one partIcular experI
ment has not been successful-particularly as that experiment was under-' 
taken at an abnormal time. 

President.-Is it the suggestion that owing to the time at which the 
Greater Extensions were started, the capital expenditure was excessive in 
view of present day prices? 

Mr. BeU.-The suggestion is rather that any particular example given 
would be open to that objection. The Chamber are not criticising either 
the method by which the Tata Company are managing' their works or how 
they carry out their extensions. They speak in .!l general way that one 
particular example cannot, be taken to prove that an industry cannot bet 
carried on without protection. 

President.-It would be very serious if yo~ go that extent. , In a country 
like India wbere 'new industries are starti~g, it means that we can never 
get to work at all. 

Mr. BeU.-AII industries in India were at one time new. 
President.-They were not cases of a single firm . 
.Mr. Bell.-They did not ask, for protection. 
President.-In the case of 3teel unfortunately, owing to the scale of 

~perations, it was not likelY that two firms could start ·simultaneously. 
lIr. Bell.-It is merely a matter of conjecture. If it is purely a matter 

()f conjecture, it is on both sides. 
President.-You can certainly answer that the question is one that wants 

very careful consideration as to how far protection is necessary if the manu
facture of steel is to be carried on in India at all. But surely it is going 
very far to say that you cannot prove the necessity of protection from a 
single instance. 

Mr. Bell.-It is undoubtedly BO. 

President.-Is this the attitude of your Chamber? 
Mr. Bello-The attitude of the Chamber-I think I am entitled to say 

that.-is that they are not satisfied that the manufactllre of steel cannot be 
carried on without protection. 

Pre3ident.-It might, be that the Chamber after a careful examination 
of the evidence' had come to the conclusion that a case was not made out, 
but I understood from yon that that was not the position. They are laying 
down the proposition on theoretical grounds' that it cannot be established 
(In the experience of only one company, that protection is necessary . 

.lIr. Bell.-The experience of one company is always open to doubt. I 
went further than that. What I said was that you would require more 
than the experience of one company before you could impose a protective 
duty. 

Preaident.-The inference to be drawn from that seems to me to be very 
remarkable because it means that it is no nse Tatas going to the Govern
ment of India or the Tariff Board or anybody else and saying .. we want 
to. prove that ~tee~, cannot be manufactured at a profit in India to-day 
'nthout protectIOn. The reply of the Bengal Chamber Qf Commerce is 
.. no, you cannot possibly prove that because you are only one Company." 

Mr. Bell.-You go further than I have gone. The Bengal Chamber r~ 
quire furth?r evidence and they say that one company cannot give very , 
'Valuable eVIdence. 
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. Mr. Ginwala.-That is just the point. What sort of further evideno 
do you require? What are your reasons for thinking that the steel industr
can exist without protection P _ . 

Mr. Bell.-Because you have only the evidence of one company-'-th, 
evidence of a company that was known to have expanded under abnorma 
conditions. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Please assist us by explaining the reasons which mak, 
. you think. so. We can get no better evidence. There is no other compau: 
except Tatas at present manufacturing steel. 

Mr. Bello-You would have the natural expansion of the industry il 
India. You might have another company. You certainly cannot take I 

very important decision like the question of raising the duty to 331 pei 
cent. on the evidence of. one company. . 

President.-Why not? After all any evidence that the Court can demani 
is, in the words of Lord Mansfield, " the best available in the circnmstances.' 
That is the highest that can be demanded. It may be very unfortunate. l' 

. is an obvious diHiculty, but there is no getting away from that. 

Mr. Bell.-:-Your proposition to a certain extent differs from mine becaUS4 
you say that you cannot prove anything by one example while you can 
You can prove a positive thing but not a negative. To prove that steel coule 
be manufactured at a certain rate, if you could show that it had been manu
factured at that rate, it would not be open to anybody to say that thE 
works had been run on uneconomical basis, that the machinery had beer 
bought at too high a price or anything at all because there you have thE 
fact that the thing had been' done; but if you want to prove that it cannot 
be done, you require a great deal more evidence. 

President.-We have placed before you all the evidence we can get. 
There is nothing more than that. I am speaking only for myself, but] 
don't accept for a moment the conclusion that we are absolutely stopped 
-because there is only one company manufacturing steel. 

Mr. Bell.-That is a matter of opinion. _ 
President.-In these circnmstances it seems to me perfectly idle for the 

Fiscal Commission to recommend that the question of protection of steel 
should be examined at the earliest possible date. 

Mr. Bello-The question of the Fiscal Commission is a thing outside m~ 
evidence. 

President.-We have done all that we could to obtain further evidence 
from firms in India that at one time' contemplated manufacturing steel or 
still do so. The only figures we have obtained are from Messrs. Bird & Co., 
Agents of the United Steel Corporation of- Asia. The figures they put before us 
show that they contemplate an eventual production of 450,000 tons .. It is !llittle 
higher than what the Tata Company expect to produce. TheIr estlma.ted 
capital expenditure, involved in the works themselves, putting aside working 
capital and the sum necessary for subsidiaries, is something likl!.. Rs. 15 
crores as against Rs. 20 or 21 crores which is the Tata Company's capital. 
If their figures can be accepted, no doubt it means that steel works can be 
constructed now a good deal more cheaply than 4 or 5 years ago. Still, 
the figures are high and they do. not suggest that the capitalisation of the 
Tata Company is so high as it is sometimes represented t? be. How~v.er, 
what I want to get at is whether the Chamber are expressmg any OpInIOn 
on that subject or. not. After all there are two ways in which the Tata 
Company may have gone wrong. One is overcapitalisation. -

1I1r. Bell.-The Chamber are ~ expressing any opinion about the Tata 
Company simply because they do not wish to criticise a firm. I have .no 
wish to critiCIse the Tata Company in·,any way. I want to get at the thm~ 

_ in a general way. 
'. President.-'-We rather hoped that an opinion would be expressed on that. 
That was' the reason why we took steps to get the evidence published. 
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However if the Chamber have not come to any conclusion oil: that subject,. 
then, of 'course, you obviously cannot express any opinion. . 

Mr. Bello-They have avoided coming to any conclusion on that subject. 
Pre,uent.--You say in paragraph 6, line 3, "Nor do they agree that 

protection would facilitate its rapid development." J?oes that mean in .the 
opinion" of the Chamber that steel manufacture w!J.I develop as rapIdly 
without protection as it would dl) with it? 

Mr. Bell.-My vie:w of the remark is that there is. more likelihood of the· 
rapid development of an industry that has fought its way up- and made its. 
mark rather than through protection. It is in a very much stronger posi
tion to attract capitar from outside the country. If you have an industry 
whose only strength is protection, it does not naturally give the same 
confidence to foreign capital. 

President.-Is it the view of the Chamber that the grant of protect,ion to 
the extent BBked for would do nothing to accelerate development in the 
manufacture of steel in India? 

.'lfr. Bello-What they say is that they don't agree that protection would 
facilitate its development. In other words they believe that the steel 
industry would be in a stronger position without protection. 

President.-What is exactly meant by "stronger position." . That is a 
truism in one sense because if it does not require protection, it would be 
stronger. 

Mr. Bell!'-So far as development is concerned. 
President.-Let us go back to what the Fiscal Commission said: 'I If 

it is not likely to develop or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desirable· 
in the interests of the country." Is it your view that it might develop 
more rapidly in that case than is desirable in the interests of the country? 
You nse the word "facilitate." I am not quite sure what is underlying 
tltat. The natural meaning I think is that the Chamber think that if pro
tection were withheld, the steel industry would nevertheless develop just as 
rapidly as if protection were given. That is one possible meaning. I do 
not know whether that is the meaning. 

Mr. Bell.-You go rather far. The Chamber's idea is that the steel 
industry in India possesses every economic advantage, and, therefore, it 
should develop. It will be in a stronger position to develop and will be 
able to attract capital if it is unprotected in a way in which it cannot 
possibly do if protected. Here you have a thing that has everything anel 
does not pay without protection. There must be some reason for that. 

President.-Do you know of any country in Europe putting aside GTeat 
Britain, or Europe or Asia where the manufacture of steel has develope!! 
without protection? 

Mr. Bell~-There has been no protection in Great Britain. 
President.-I grant you that. 
Mr. Bell.-There has been no protection in Great Britain. It has been 

very successful. It is' better for the people of Great Britain. The people in 
America have to pay several times more for their steel. 

President.-What exactly is the view of the Chamber? Perhaps I might 
read to you the last sentence of paragrapli 6. "The Committee see no· 
reason to apprehend that the steel industry will not develop on similar 
sound lines .. Nor do they believe that its development in such circumstances
will be unduly retarded." May I take thit sentence with the other sentence 
"Nor do .they agree that protection would facilitate its rapid development!' 

Mr. Bell.-I think that one can be read along with the other. Both 
arrive at the same conclusion. They say that the view of the ·Chamber of 
Commerce is that they see no reason to apprehend that the steel industry 
will not develop on similar sound lines-sound' lines on which other indus
tries having natural advantages have developeiI. That is the view of the, 
Chamber. 
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President.-Ma, I put it this way? I am anxious to get the' thin!!. 
cleared up. With, protection the development might be more rapid but 
without protection the development will be as rapid as -is necessary and will 
be healthier. Would that be a fair summary on the views of the Chamber? 

Mr. BelZ.-'-1 think that you might leave out the first and say that without 
'protection 'development of the industry will be as rapid as is required. 

Presidcnt.-But still I want you to say "yes" or "no" to my quee
-tiOlf. Is it -the view of the Chamber that steel manufacture will develop .as 
rapidly without protection as with it? . 

31'1'. Bell.-If you ask me what the Chamber think, I say that it does not 
come into the Chamber'S statement. That will be a question of my personal _ 
opinion. _ 

President.-This arises directly out of the sentences which we have been 
discussing. The Chamber have stated" Nor do they believe that its_develop
ment in such circumstances will be unduly retarded." Now the question',I 
put to you seems to me the natural meaning of those words, viz., that in 
the opinion of the Chamber steel manufacture will develop as rapidly 

-without protection as with it. 
111'1'. Bell.-That point does not arise. I am not in a position to say 

what the Chamber think between the two- propositions that. you have put. 
-What I am prepared to say is what the Chamber do think and that is that it will 
,develop sufficiently rapidly without protection. 

President.-The Chamber would recognise no doubt that tho. case of steel 
manufacture differs a good deal from certain other manufactures, that is to 
say, .in order to start at all you have got to start it on a big scale. Under 
modern conditions you cannot manufacture steel economically unless you 
manufacture a good deal of it. That has been put to us by v.arious bQClies 
in evidence. I do not know whether it is acceptable to the Chamber. 

i\I·r. Bcll.-I think I might accept that on behalf of the Chamber. 
President.-Therefore, as the Chamber themselves recognise, starting new 

-steel works means a very large capital. The Chamber rather dwell on that 
in paragraph 10 of their letter "Great financial resources are- required to 
-establish a steel manufacturing plant, and it is doubtful if capitalistS would 
be willing to risk the uncertainty of the continuance of the duties' at a 
high level." I quote this evidence in . the Chamber's statement that they 
recognise that steel manufacture is not a thing that you can start a little 
bit in one year and a littl6 bit in the next but you have to start right off 
on a big scale at the very beginning. 

]fro Bell.-It is in common with other things. 
Presidellt.--Supposing the Tata Company, the only company manufactur

ing steel in India to-day, were obliged to cease manufacturing steel or could 
only continue it a.fter a very drastic reconstruction, what do you think of 
the prospects of any other firm coming forward to engage in the manufacture 
of steel for at least 10 or 15 years? 

Mr. Bell.-I think that there is no reason at all to suppose that they 
would not. 

President.-Is there any reason to believe that they would? 
111'1'. Bell.-The reason that they would is that you have a country in 

'which there is every natural advantage for' starting an industry and, there- • 
fore, such an industry is likely to attract the attention of capitalists. 

- Preside7lt.-Do you know that there were three firms besides the Tata 
-Company who during the last five years contemplated the undertaking of 
the manufacture of steel in India? 

JIr. Bell.-I did not know tha't there we~e three. 
Presid6nt.-The United Steel Corporation of Asia, the Indian Iron and Steel 

CODlpany and Eastern Iron Company. We understand from the agents of th& 
last named ('on cern that the whole thing has been entirely dropped. The Indian 
Iron and Steel Company saiathat they never meant to start manufacturing steel 

.at the outset and that it was only a possibility of the future. They also 
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said that they would be guided largely by the experience of the c;ompany 
already manufacturing steel. Unless there was protection, they would not 
even think of undertaking the manufacture of steel. Finally, the United 
Steel Corporation of Asia told us that in their opinion protection required 
would be 20 per cent. and they left us to understand that their prol?osition' 
would not go on without protection. That is the evidence we have. If the 
Chamber have any other evidence bearing on the subject, they can bring it 
to our notice. 

, Jlr. Bell.-The Chamber, so far as'I know, have no evidence beyond'the 
general fact that the thing would be likely to attract capitalists. 

Pre8ident.~It seems to me that there is no particular reason -to look 
forward with confidence to the renewal or steel manufacture in India; if the 
first company goes under. 

Mr. Bell.-I don't think that it follows that other companies would not 
~e willing to undertake the manufacture of steel because one particular 
·company had not been successful. ' 

.. President.-All the evidence we have ,is from people who are directly 
, connected with the thing and had made definite plans to a certain extent 

for the manufacture of steel. Their present attitude is that without pro
tection they cannot even look at it. When the Chamber say that they do 
not believe that its development in such circumstances ·would be unduly 
retarded, one wonders how great the retardation is going to be. _ 

Mr. Bell.-Any answer to that would be merely a suggestion ,which would 
be of no value. . 

President.-Then there i!I the further question-supposing the Tata 
Company were to cease to manufacture, would Indian capital again be 
forthcoming for the steel industry? It has been frequently said that one 
of the great difficulties in the way of the deyelopment of industries in India 
is the shyness of Indian capital, and I think that the Industrial Commission 
laid great stress on the necessity of inducing Indian capital to interest itself 
in industries. 

'Mr. Bell.-Qne cannot say that it would or would not. I don't see why 
'Indian capitalists should not be able to recognise an attractive proposition 

. liS well as European capitaliste-. ' 
President.-You must remember what the attitude of the Chamber is . 

. This company will not be allowed to prove its case beca11l!e it is only, one 
company. 

Mr. Bell.-If the new company proceeded without protection, n,obody 
would ask them to prove their, case. 

President.-The question is whether anybo'dy woula thiuk it worth while. 
1I1r, Bell.-You have got to prove a good deal if you want 331 per cent. 

protection. If you can get on without protection, you have not got to prove 
anything to anybody. 

Preside~t.-That is precisely the point. The question is, if this attempt 
broke down, whether the attempt would be renewed for the next 20 or 
30 years. . 

Mr. Bell.-My personal opinion is of no value, but I think that it would. 
I cannot, of course, prove this. 

, PT6Bident.-Is it the opinion of the Chamber? 
~ ,lIlr. BelZ.-I think so. 

... ,President.-Perhaps it would be convenient at this point to go on to. 
paragraph 10 which is to some extent connected with paragraph 9. In. 
paragraph 10, the Chamber say: "One of the great advantages which it is 
claimed will follow the protection of steel is that not only will the existmg 
steel industry benefit, but that new steel manufacturing companies will ,be' 
established, and a very much larger industry developed, under the protection" 
of the tariff wall. This mayor may not be so, but the Committee' of the 
Chamber regard it as problematical. It is obvious that any large scale' 
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development will take years, ~or will it be co~enced until the success or 
'Otherwise of 'the frotective tariff can be gauged." Even with protection, 
the Chamber is 0 opinion'that no one will be willing to manufacture steel 
for another five years. 

Mr. Bell.-If there is protection. They don't say that if there is no 
protection. ' 

President.-May I take it that the view of the Chamber is that if there 
is no protection, it is quite likely that people will come forward and under
take the manufactur'l of steel, but if there is protection, they won'tP , 

, Mr. Bell.-That is not quite the point. If you have an industry that is 
dependent for its success on protection, it does not give capital the same 
confidence as an industry that has fought its way up on its own merits 
because you may withdraw protection at any time. 

President.-In the opinion 'of the Chamber, protection is unnecessary? 
Mr. Bell.~That is the opinion of the Chamber. 

President.~I take it that they considered that their opinion ~ould b& 
shared by capitalists? 

Mr. Bell.-That is the inference. It would be shared by capitalists. 
Prf-sidcnt.-If he has got to start, it cannot do any harm. It woul<f 

give him a bit extra? 
Mr. Bell.-One is not looking for the good of the capitalist. 

President.-As I read paragraph 10 it seems to me that the Chamber is 
of opinion that, even if protection is given people will be very slow to start 
steel works which might compete with Tatas. They would want to see how 
the experiment succeeded before they did anything, and they would b& 
greatly affected by the risk of the tariff protection being withdrawn. It 
seems to me a fair inference from that, if that view is accepted, that without 
protection no firm would think of manufacturing steel at all, if it is going 
to be so difficult even with protection. 

Mr. Bell.-If you are investing your money in an industry on its own 
merits you have a confidence that you do not have in investing in an industry 
whiCh is supported by a tariff. 

President.-~ut the merit remains the same whether protection is given 
or not. The proposition you put forward is that the natural advantages of 
India are. so great that they will prove a sufficient incentive to Indian 
capitalists to put money into the steel industry without protection. I cannot 
reconcile that with the opinion expressed in paragraph 10. 

Mr. Bell.-The industry would be more likely to attract capital other 
than Indian capital if it were not protected because of the uncertainty of 
the thing. If your proposition is that protection will do good provided it 
is continued for ever, and if you will undertake to have protection for 
ever, I dare say you will get capitalists who will take it up and make a lot 
out of it. 

Pruident.-After all it is not a very difficult question that I put forward. 
The Chamber have definitely said that they consider it extremely doubtful 
whether if protection be given other firms would come forward to undertake 
the manufacture of steel: The reason they give is that there would be th& 
risk that a subsequent Assembly might depart from the opinion of the, 
earlier Assembly and withdraw the protectioq. Surely the inference from 
that is that the protection is going to be material to the capitalist, and if 
there were no protection there would be no attraction to come into th& 
industry at all. 

Mr. Bell.-I do not think so because if you have a protected industry it 
is an industry in which there is more risk than in an unprotected industry. 

President.-It is only a risk to extra profits. If the proposition is sound 
on its merits, you will make a fair rate of profit in any case. The protectiV& 
duty will only affeot your extra profit. It will only give you something more. 
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Mr. Bell.-For the time being it will, b~t if you are investing in a pro~ 
tected industry in an industry which does not have the necessity for same 
economy and the necessity' for same care of details as an unprotected in~ 
dustry, and if protection be withdrawn, in the clll!e of a protected industry 
you are in a worse position than you would be in the case of an unprotected 
industry. ' 

PT6Bident.-That to Bome extent explains the view, but I must put it to 
you frankly that I am unable to reconcile paragraph 10 with the view that 
capital will be ready to come forward to engage in .steel manufacture 
without protection. I cannot see how the two things hang together at all. 
At the opening of paragraph 7 the Chamber say" It)s not easy to deal 
with condition (c) namely, that the industry must be one which will be 
able eventually to face world competition without protection, for once a 
.protective duty is imposed it is impossible to forecast what the position 
will be if and when it is withdrawn." What they rather suggest in this 
paragrsph is that if the protective duty once comes on it is likely.to stay 
on for some time. I would like to draw your attention to an answer given 
by Sir Robert Watson Smyth when he was giving evidence before the Fiscal 
Commission on this point . 

.. QUBBtion.-Further, the mere fact that onC6a protective duty is put OB, 
and there may be Bome difficulty in removing it, would not weigh with your 
Chamber in any way. 

An.weT.-That I cannot say, because that is a point that we have not 
considered. It was not raised, as it happened, at the discussion at the Cham
ber. 

Qup-.tion.-What is your personal view? Would it be fair to take the 
prospective view into consideration; if you really felt that an industry 
required protection, you would not consider whether hereafter it may. be 
difficult to remove that protection. . 

An8WBT.-I do not think BO. We should always hope for the best. '.' 
I rather gather that the Chamber is not at present in doubt :rery much. 
MT. Bell.-The Chamber's view is quite Clearly expressed here. At the 

present time the Chamber has nothing to do with Sir Robert Watson Smyth's 
evidence before the Fiscal Commission: . ' 

PTe.ident.-He was giving evidence on behalf of the Chamber, but I quite 
sdmit that in that particular answer he was speaking rather for himself 
than for the Chamber. 

MT. Bell.-At any rate this is the view of the Chamber now. 

President.-Then you say that the proposal is that it should be imposed 
at the rate of 331 per cent., for a period of five years. ) think that is the 
form in which the Tata Company put it in their letter to the Government 
of India in October 1922, but their present attitude, I think, you will find at 
the end of the oral evidence we took at Jamshedpur. Mr. Peterson then 
said: "In granting protection for the development of the steel industry it 
must be understood that this is the aim of the poliey and so 
long as that aim is to be fulfilled protection will be maintained. 
Obviously no manufacturer will start if he knows that protection will be 
removed in, say, 5 years as he will know.that we cannot manufacture on a 
large Bcale within that period." So it is clear from that whatever the 
attitude was in October 1922, what they ask for now is not limited to any 
specific period of years. • . 

JIT. Bell.-The Chamber consider that once a tariff is put on it is extra.. 
ordinarily difficult to take it off. . 

P~e'ident.-I~ th~ same ~aragraph yO~ go on to condition (d), i.e., th~i; 
,an~ mdustry w~l.ch IS. essen~lal for the purposes of national defence and for 
whIch the condItIOns ~n IndIa. are not unfavou.rable should be, if nel'.6ssary, 
adequatelr, pro~cted IrrespectIve of the foregomg conditions. The Chamber 
say that • IndIa. should be made as quickly as possible moro self-supporting 
than she IS now m respect of manufactured goods c:ssential for the purposes 
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of defence i~ a proposition to which the Chamber has ass.!lnted on more than 
one occasion during and since the war. The Committee again endorse the 
proposition, but- they are unable to see how the end in view will be attained 
by the levy of a protective duty on steel." At the 'beginning of paragraph 8 
they say: "This is exactly the reason why the Chamber takes up a strong 
attitude against a protective duty on steel," and they go on to consider the 
question of bounties. Further they say at the end of paragraph 8 " it could 
not be seriously suggested that a Government reduced to such financial 
straits should be asked to consider the possibility of undertaking the heavy 
burden of subsidising a particular industry. at the expense of the general 
tax~payer." At the beginning of paragraph 9 they say "if bounties arE' 
t.hus 'ruled out by: practical considerations there remains only the question 
of protective duties."- Is 'it the view of the Chamber that as' bounties cost 
too much and protective duties are open to the objections represented in 
the letter that .Government should do nothing at all? 

ltfr. Bell.--;-I think the attitude of the Chamber is that the position has 
not' yet arisen in which Government should do anything: iit has not been 
shown to Government that the steel industry cannot carryon without pro
tection and therefore the question of protecting or helping it either by a 
protective tariff or bounties cannot be decided or does not arise. 

President.-But are the Chamber entitled to express that opinion without 
considering the evidence that has been given? 

Mr. Belt-It is rather the ..other way about. The Chamber are not satis
fied from the evidence that has been given that it cannot be carried on in 
any other way. 

President.-If th~y are speaking with reference to the evidence that we 
have published, is it not fair to the Board that the Chamber should indicate. 
the particular portion of. the evidence which led them to the conclusion? 

ltfr. Bcll.-I think it is a general question. It is not a question of any 
particular argument. The Chamber believe that this industry can be carried 
on without any protection at all, and, therefore, they are not prepared to 
accept the fact that protection is needed because there has been one un
fortunate experiment. They have got to look at the other side and see 
what is to happen if this industry ,is protected ,: they have got to look at 
the number of peop'le who will have an additional burden put on them. 
They consider, therefore, that it is not desirable. 

Presidcnt.-It is desirable to consider these questions. One might come 
to the conclusion that protection for steel is desirable, but it costs too much, 
that is to say, it is going to inflict injuries on other industries and on the 
balance it is not desirable. But surely ..the question whether protection is 
necessary in order to carryon the manufacture of steel is a different one? 

lIlr. Bell.-Of course, you cannot dissociate one entirely from the other. 
If you think that It particular industry requires assistance you must consider 
where the money is to come from. . 

Presid.ent.~The primary question is: "Is it required?" I understand 
that you have told us just, now that the opinion of the Chamber is that it is 
not required. But when I suggested that, if so, it is fair for the Board 
to ask that their attention should be drawn to the evidence on which the 
Chamber based their opinion, your reply was that it was not a particular 
question but a general argument. 

lIIr. Bell.-The general impression of the Chamber is that conditions are 
such that the industry can be carried on without protection. 

President.-The general impressions of the Chamber are '!lot of any great 
value to the Board. 'This question is surely a question of evidence. Surely 
the question of whether protection is required or not is a question which can 
be settled by the evidence. 

lIlr. Bell.-The Chamber consider that it has not been settled. 
Prcsident.~But are they not prepared to make' IIny reference to the 

evidence that has been taken on that side P 
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Mr. BeU.-I am not prepared at the moment to do so. 
President.-It is not a personal question: it is a question 1108 to the views 

of the Chamber. _ 
Mr. Dell.-I am in the difficuit position of representing 250 people and 

am therefore unable to put in indiVidual views. 
President::-Returning to paragraph 7, I do not quite follow this" that 

India should be made as quickly as possible more self-s>lpporting than she is 
now in respect of manufactured goods essential for purposes of defence is a 
proposition to which the Chamber has .assented .on ~ore than one occ~s~on 
during and since the war. The CommIttee agam endorses the proposItIOn 
but they are unable to see how the end of the view will be attained by a 
protective duty on steel." 

Mr. Bello-That follows from. the. previous statement that sufficiently rapid 
development could be attained' without a heavy protective tariff and natural 
development will not impose the disabil~ties which protectioII'" will. . 

Pre,ident.-So it comes t-o this: that the increase in the tariff duty will 
have no effect at all in encouraging the manufacture of steel. That is the 
view of the Chamber? 

Mr. Bell.-It is unnecessary. 
President.-The end to be attained is "that India should be made as 

quickly as possible more self-supporting than she is now in respect of 
manufactured goods essentiaI"for the purposes of defence." That is the end 
to' btr attained but the Committee of the Chamber "are unable to see how 
the end in view will be attained by the levy of a protective' duty. on steeL" 
That is to say,.a protective duty on steel, in their opinion, will not expedite 
matters at all. It will have no effect. 

Mr. Belt-It will have an adverse effect on other businesses. 
Pre.ident.-What are the things you are thinking of? 
Mr. Bell.-Articles of defence or anything that is manufactured, we will 

say, in an engineering company. If you put on a higher duty on steel it 
makes it more difficult for such a company to ca«:ry on its business in com
petition with the rest of the world and to that extent it rather retards the 
obiect you have in view. 

Pre,idcnt.-You refer to the effect on the engineering industry to a large 
extent, but what they were considering at the moment was the duty on raw 
steel only. . 

Mr. Bell.-Their attitude is that you could not have· it on raw steel only. 
President.-I think you go on to recognise tha~ in a subsequent para

graph. 
Mr. BeU.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.-Supposing assistance were also given to the engineering in

,iustries and the scope of the proposals enlarged in that way, would the 
Chamber still be. unable to see how 'the end in view could be attained with 
the levy of a protective duty? 

Mr. Bell.-I do not know if I am right in answering that question on 
behalf of the Chamber as that has not arisen. . . • 

Preaident.-I do not wish to press if you feel you are not authorised to 
give an answer to it. What was mainly in the mind of the ChamQer was. the 
additional duty on raw steel and they were not so much thinking at that 
time of the possible extension to fabricated material? 

Mr. Bell.-I am not prepared to say that .• I should discuss that with 
them before saying that they did not think of it. . 

. P~e'iden~.-:-My diffic.ulty is this: assuming that fabricated steel comes 
mto It too, I~ IS not ob'!,ous wh~ ~he protective duty should not help towards 
the more rapid productIOn of mIhtary essenti.als in India udless of course it 
is going to be wholly ineffective. . ' , 

Mr. Belt-It may produce no effect at all. 



President.-The view of the Chamber is that, -even supposing protective 
duty were imposed, capitalists would not be much influenced by it because 
they would be under the apprehension that a subsequent Assembly would be 
likely to take it off. 

lJlr. Bell.-That would affect their view. 
President.-That may be so, but it is hardly consistent with the other line 

that once the duty comes on it will never go off again! . 
lJlr. Bell.-They are, of course, two different poin~ of view. 
President.-I think so and I think you have got to choose which line of 

argument .you are going to adopt and Ijtick to it. 
Mr. Bell.-They are entirely two different opinions. In the one you are 

dealing with the .effect of protective duty on an industry. An industry 
which is built up on protective duty becomes dependent on it and, there
fore, the tendency is from the point of view of that industry to depend entirely 
on it and not to be able to do without it. On the other hand, the question 
of capitalists ~ving confidence in a protected industry is simply a matter of 
the degree of confidence with which they are coming into it. They might 
say that once you put a duty it is very difficult to take it off and it may 
always be there but others might say it was not safe to depend upon it and 
there would be an element of uncertainty. 

President.-Look to the history of tariff. Has there been any reluc
·tance on the part of capitalists in America and Germany? Why should 
things be difficult in India? . 

Mr. Bell.-America does not depend on England for capital. 
President.-But you are assuming that capital is coming from Engl;nd. 
Mr. Bell.-{)ne can take the experience up till now. 
lJlr. Ginwala.-It has not been so in the case of the steel industry. 
Mr. Bell.-A very large proportion has come from India but the recent 

loans have been floated in England. 
Prcsident.-I think the English sterling capital is a debenture loan, but 

all the shares were subscribed in India. • 
Mr. Bell.-I have no figures to go into -the quantifY of English capital 

held in Tatas but at any rate the element of uncertainty would affect both 
the Indian investor and the European. 

President.-{)n the question of capital you refer to it again in paragraph 
11. You say" As has already been indicated, enormous capital will be neces
sary to develop the Indian steel industry to such an extent as to enable it 
to supply the needs of the country. And it is' doubtful, the Committee of 
the Chamber think, ~f this capital can be raised in India. If not, the Indian 
steel .industry will have to look to Great Britain and to foreign countries 
for capital. But it may be assumed that these countries will be feeling the 
effects of the protective tariff, and they may not be willing to provide money 
for the further extension of the Indian steel industry." The suggestion 
there is that under a feeling of resentment caused by the protective duty 
capitalists would refuse to put money on Indian industry . 

.llIr. Bell.-I would be inclined to withdraw that portion. 
President.-The latter -part of the letter is mainly occupied with the 

discussion of the effect which a protective duty on steel might have on coal, 
on railway transport and on industries generally. I have not a great many 
questions to ask about that. It is not that the Board under-rates the im
portance of" that aspect of the subjeet. It is quite obvious that any increase in 
the duty on steel would affect all industries and iropos.l'in one way or another 
a burden on the country. What we are chiefly anxious to ascertain is just 
what the burden is going 'to amount to. We have tried to ascertain the 
fact about the railways and we wrote to the Indian l\Iining Association and 
asked for their opinion on .the question, but they said they did not propose 
to give evidence. I gather now from your letter that they have altered 
their views and they will send us their representation. 
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Mr. Bcll.~That"is what I understand. 
Prerident.-Have the Chamber any definite information? 
Mr. Bell.-So for as I know the Chamber have no definite information, 

Pruidellt.-It is' very important: if they have anything to say they 
should say it. Our enquiry is not going on indefinitely. If they do not 
hUrry up they will miss their mark. We have received a letter-from the Jute 
Association. As regards tea can you give us any information as to what 
they are going to do? . 

Mr. Belz'-I rather think-we have not heard from them yet-tbat the Tea 
industry is not going to give evidence at all. 

President.-There are one or two points in the later parligraphs that I 
would like to II.sk questions about. In paragraph 15 you say that the customs 
revenue arising from protective duty will have a tendency to shrink and 
if the tariff really becomes successful it will largely, if not entirely, . dis
appear. The railway losses will then have to be borne by the railways them
selves. The view of the Chamber is that the tariff is not going to have the 
desired effect, so in that case revenue will not shrink? 

Mr. Bell.-That is going to two extremes. There is no doubt thll.t if the 
tariff had effect of preventing imports that result would happen. 

President.-I am not in any way complaining of the statement. itself but 
the only persons who are not entitled to put forward this argument are 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, because they say that the tariff will have 
no effect at all. 

Mr. ReIZ,-1 don't think you are fair to the Chamber in saying that 
they say that it would have no effect at all. We say that it is unnecessary. 

President.-I am putting it a little bit strongly. 
Mr. BeIZ,-1 should say so. All we have said is that it is unnecessary .. 
President.-In the argument in pafagraph 16 a point is taken which has 

been put before us by Mr. Pilcher, and then again by. some witness in 
Bombay, as to the effect which the protection of steel might have by reducing 
imports into India and in consequence exports from India. What was sug
gested was that the result would be injurious to agriculture because cultiva
tors would not be able to sell their grains abroad. Now we. have to take into 
account what has been said already about the fact that, if the manufacture 
of steel grows at all, it has got to grow by big jumps. The Tata Iron and 
Steel Company started with a production of less than 100,000 tons and 
they are about to go up to 400,000 tons, Messrs. Bird & Co. propose to start, if 
they start at all, with about 140,000 tons which will go up to 450,000 tons, 
and apparently progress of that kind by big steps is inevitable. If the 
Chamber are right in believing that the industry will develop quite as well 
without protection as with it, these big steps are going to be taken in any 
case whether protection is given or not, and therefore the injurious effect 
on agriculture will be produced in any. case. 

Mr. Bello-That is quite wrong. 
President.-Why wrong? 
Mr. Bell.-Because, if the industry grows naturally and is not protected, 

the prices chaI'ged to agricultural labourers and others for the implements 
ana things that are referred to here will be smaller. What we say here is 
that the result of protection will be that industries will have to' pay a very 
much higher rate. 

Pruident.-That is not what I am referring to at all. You say "If the.. 
levy of protective duties on steel is successful, and the importation of foreign 
steel is largely restricted, it is not unreasonable to apprehend a disturbance 
in the balance of trade. Admittedly agriculture provides the means whereby 
India pays for her imports. And if imports are restricted by protection 
the value of this medium of payment will of necessity.decline. A reduction 
of imports means an increase in the balance of trade in India's favour; and 
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a consequent rise in the sterling value of the rppee." My point is that 
that is inevitable if the manufacture of steel develops, and it has got to 
happen suddenly because you cannot increase your production by 10,000 
tons a year. -You have got to go in big jumps, about 100,000 tons or so at 
a time. The argument is really an argument against the development of 
industries in India at all. 

Mr. Bello-Not against natural development. So long as you have no 
protective duty you bring in your steel from outside at a keen competitive 
price .but the moment you have protective duty you limit that: you make it 
more difficult. . 

President.-That means that your steel manufacture will fail? 
. M,'. Bell.-Not necessarily. The demand· will ordinarily increase and if 

you have the manufacture of steel naturally in competition with outside 
steel it will tend to reduce the prices of both to a reasonable level. 

President.-I admit that part of the development of the industry might 
be obtained by an increase in consumption, but undoubtedly a very ~onsider
able parj; of it must be at the expense of the importations from abroad. 

Mr. Bell.-But all the pig iron that is produced in India is not used in 
India and it does not necessarily follow that all the steel produced in India 
will be used in India. 

President.-Export might also develop under protection. Perhaps under 
protection they would have an advantage because they would be able to 
dump with greater ease. 

Mr. Bello-That is quite true. They will be in a position to dump under 
protection, but it is not desirable. What is the result in America of 
dumping? It means that they pay 3 times as much_ as what other coun
tries pay. Perhaps you are not using the possibility of dumping as one of 
your arguments in favour of protection. What is the result of dumping? 
Do you want the residents in India to pay 3 times what they pay in Japan 
or Austria or in other countries? 

President.-The manufacturer of pig iron to-day is prepared to accept 
a lower price from the. foreign buyer than from the.lndian buyer. However 
that is purely a side issue. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you got any authentic account now of the proceed
ings of the Associated Chambers of Commerce in Bombay? Does any official 
record exist as to what took place there? 

Mr. Bell.-There will be a record, but there has been no meeting since 
then. 

Mr. Ginwala.~I. am not able to follow what took place. No doubt you 
have 'followed the proceedings and you would be able to -say. As far as I 
can gather Sir Edgar Holberton moved a resolution which stood against his 
name: "This Association strongly disapproves of the proposed protective 
tariff in favour of the steel industry as imposing an intolerable burden on 
other industries and indirectly on the public generally." Afterwards this 
resolution was amended. Was this amendment the one that was moved, 
namely, " If after the fullest examination by the Tariff Board and Govern
ment it is found that without some form of assistance the steel industry is·in 
jeopardy, this Association would IiIdmit the necessity for the grant of boun., 
ties." Did Sir Edgar Holberton accept that?_ 

Mr. Bell.-Yes, Sir Edgar Holberton accepted that condition. That has 
not been reported to the Committee yet and I do not know what attitude 
they will have in regard to it. 

Mr. Gin1l'ala.-Have you read Jhe evidence that Sir Robert Watson 
Smyth gave before the Fiscal Commission P 

111,·. Bell.·-Iam afraid I have not. 
Mr. Gim:ala.-The Chamber in my opinion seem to have considerably 

shifted their position since he gave' evidence before the ,Fiscal Commission, 
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and I wank'll to know what reasons the Chamber had for doing so. 'It was' 
really the Chamber's evidence. 

President.-Apart f~om that there was a letter written to the Indian 
.Eiscal Commission by the Secretary which was, of course, the basis of Sir 
Robert Watson Smyth's evidence. 

Mr. Ginwala:-There was reference made to this letter. The position the
Chamber appear to have taken up then was 'briefly this, that they were· 
neither protectionists nor free traders. but that they could conceive cases. 
in which, if certain conditions were fulfilled, protection might be given to. 
an industry .. The conditions were two: '(1) that the industry was a suitable· 
one for India, and (2) that it could not get on without protection. That is: 
the summary of the proposals. This question was expressly put :to Sir RoJ;>ert 
Watson Smyth by the President and he said-the question was "If you' 
agree that this is to the national interest of India and its succesSful develop
ment, you would have no objection to giving State ,assistance?" and the 
answer he gave was " It will have to be very carefully proved first of all that
the industry is suitable to the country and secondly that it could n"Ot properly 
be developed without protection." Don't you think the Chamber is rather
"oing away from that position? 

Mr. Bell.-I think there is nothing in what they have said that goes 
away from the position. They practically admit (a): it is a suitable indus-· 
try, but what they say is that they are not satisfied that it requites pro
""'tion. 

Mr. Ginwala.-They go on now to elaborate the objection, froin the con
.umers' point of view, and what burden protection would throw upon the
consumer, and that is an aspect of the question they never'referred to 'right 
~ough in their earlier statement of the case. 

MT. Bell.-Yes. 
lilT. Ginwala.-To that extent don't you . think the Chamber has somewhat: 

modified its position? . 
MT. Bell.-I don't think you can say that. Greater light has been, 

thrown on the subject, and probably people do look at it to a greater extent: 
from the consumer's point of view than the manufacturer's view. 

lilT. Ginwala.-That is true. Of course, it is our duty to look at it from 
the consumer's point of view, but the Chamber having conceded the poin"'t-. 
that protection should be given if the industry fulfilled ,the conditions laid 
down by itseJf, did not they also imply that the bUI,den of the consumer 
was one which the Chamber was prepared to accept as inevitable? 

MT. Bell.-In that particular industry there' would be uBdoubtedly. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is what I mean. 
Mr. Bell.-Wherever you have protection', there is a certain amount of 

burden. . 

lIIr. Ginwala.-But according to the evidence they gave then they would 
give protection if certain' conditions were. fulfilled in 'spite of that fact? 

lilT. Bell.-That letter undoubtedly says so and I don't think that yml' 
.cnn reconcile that with what they have said in their later statement." 

Mr. Ginwala.-They have now imported a new aspect into the considera
tion of the question which was certainly not present in their mind at that 
time, in my opinion. ' 

MT. Bell.-Because circumstances have altered very much.and the point 
of view of the consumer has been pressed in a great many ways before the 
Chamber since that( time. 

. Mr .. Ginu:o,la.~~he Chll;mber's mai,:! cO':!tention is that the steel industry 
IS not, In ~heJr opmJO':l, ~n mdulOtry whIch, In view of the conditions prescribed 
by the .Flscal CommISSion, should be protected. In other words in their-
opin;on that industry has not .fulfilled these conditions. ' 

lIIr. Bell.-That is the view of the Chambers of Commerce. 
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lIr. Ginwala.-Thl!se conditions are chiefly four? 
Mr. Bello-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the first condition I think you have con

ceded that the Chamber did not want to imply that that condition was not 
fulfilled. but that the condition was fulfilled subject to certain modifications? 

Mr. Bello-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to these modifications I think the Chamber 

set them out under some misapprehension as I shall point out to you 
presently. For instance, they refer to the increased cost of coal and they 
state that" the increased cost of coal is stated by the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, Limited, to be one of the difficulties against ~hich .they have to 
contend." The TII-ta Iron and Steel Company have not saId that the general 
position as regards coal has changed in the sense in which the Fiscal Com
,mission referred to coa.l. What they had to explain to us and to the Gov
ernment of. India was that their cost of production had gone up and they 
said that it had gone up because the price o~ coal had gone up, but that 
did not mean that there was any obiection on the ground that this cheap 
power was no longer available. 

Mr. Bell.-In. that case that contention will have to be washed out. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then, with regard to these other things, say labour. 
The Chamber say "The supply of labour ought also to be sufficient but it 
will be expensive. In facD the cost of labour is another of the difficulties of 
which the Iron and Steel Company complain." There also I think the posi
tion is a little different. As you know there has been a general rise in the 
cost of labour. 

Mr. Bell.~That is so. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-In explaining the increase in the cost of production the 

Tata Iron and Steel Company pointed out, as is pointed out by all other 
manufacturers, that labour had gone up but there was no complaint, as far 
as I remember, that there was any permanent difficulty in the way of labour. 

Mr. Bell.-That is in the same category as the other. We admit the 
general principle and just merely point out these things in passing and do 
not lay any stress on them at all .. We merely point these out in case we 
might be criticized for admitting that point right away as if this has been 
done with any consideration. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the second condition-that is really where 
the trouble comes in-I think there is much difference of opinion. The 
condition is " that it must be one which, without. the help of protection, is 
not likely to develop at all, or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is 
desirable in the interests of 'the country." Well, the opinion of the Chamber 
is that the steel industry can exist without protection P 

lIlr. Bell.-That is tlo. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-But the .Chamber do not enlighten us as to its reasons 

for thinking so. If the Chamber have got any evidence or any reason which 
makes them think that ·the steel industry can exist, we should only be too 
glad to' have them. 

Mr. Bell.-I have dealt with them in a geIUlral way' and I do not know 
that one can detail any more the natural advantages which the steel 
industry enjoys in India. You are shipping manganese ore to other parts 
-of the world and ·the people who use it have got to pay freight on it while 
you have.it at your door. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Let me put it this way: 'We are tryi~g to find out whether 
the steel industry can or cannot exist without protection. Well, we have 
taken evidellce from all possible sQurces that were available and most of 
the evidence from those who claimed to have studied the question in some 
>detail rather points to the probability that though these advantages do exist 
'in favour of the steel industry, yet at present the industry cannot get on 
without prolection, while the Chamber says it can, but gives no reasons. 
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Mr. Bell.-These are rather economic reasons: they are accepted by 
everyone. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If in spite of these favourable conditions it is proved 
that the industry cannot exist at present against foreign competition and 
if we as a Board are satisfied that that is so, what would be the position of 
the Chamber? 

Mr. Bell.-We simply differ from you, that is all. We think before you 
try to rectify by imposing a tariff you should find out what is the reason 
why an industry which enjoys every natural advantage is not successful. 

jjlr. Ginwala.-But we want to b~ enlightened by the Chamber why it 
cannot exist? 

Mr. Bell.-The Chamber have not 'been asked to go into it. 
President.-'Ve sent you copies of all these and asked you for the 

observations of the Chamber on them. 

lilT. Bello-That brings in a personal question which the Chamber wish 
to-avoid. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-You are here in the interest of the public to help us as... 
much as you can and 80 are we here appointed by Government'to examine. 
this question and if every witness whom we can reasonably expect to assist 
us says that this is too unpleasant for him, are we not hanllicapped in our 
enquiry? 

Mr. Bell.-The euquiry into' the particular business you refer to would 
be such that it would be impossible to carry o'f' unless the movement came 
from Government. 'Ve could not suggest, no mdividuals could suggest--it 
would be a sheer impertinence to suggest--an enquiry of that sort into the 
present steel manufacturing business. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is precisely what we are trying to do. 

Mr. Bell.-I personally would not care to embark on any criticism of what 
has been done. There are only very few people who have the information 
and knowledge to do that. 

],fr. Ginwala.-We have placed, and we are ready to place, before you 
all the materials that are before us. Don't yoU: .think that, it would be 
reasonable on our part to expect that an influential Chamber like the Bengal 
Chamber would come forward and assist us in this particular direction 
where we require its assistance most? Is it nice of the Chamber, to leave 
the matter at that and say that it is not satisfied and that it will. now come 
forward and examine these figures of cost and give us an opinion P Is it 
fair? 

Mr. Bell.-The examination would have to be of a kind that the Chamber 
could not suggest. They would not simply examine the figures given. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What the Board feel in this respect is this. One of the 
most important questions that we are enquiring into at the present moment 
is the cost of production of steel in this country on which practically all om 
recommendations hinge. We are collecting all tM materials to find OUl 

whether the steel industry is properly organised, whether' it was conducted 
on economical lines and whether the costs are reasonable or not. We want 
assistance from persons like you and others who have business knowledge. 
We want you to test these figures -that are put before us ·but you say that 
you are not in a position to do that. ' 

lIIr. Bell.-I am certainly not. 

MT. Ginwala.-There are certain suggestions made in paragraph 6; You 
say .. It may be, that without protection existing undertakings which were 
started and partially developed under abnormal .conditions may need to be 
m~ or less re-constructed", and this refers to the only existing steel 
undertaking. . 

Mr. Bell.-Yfid. 
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1\11'. GintVala.-What does the Chamber mean by "undertakingS whil'h 
were started 'and partially developed under abnormal conditions"?' When 
the-steel industry was started, the conditions were p.ot particularly abnorma1. 

Mr. Beli.-It has, been developed under abnormal conditions. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Such as what? 

ll.fT. Bello-They had to buy everything which they wanted for develop
ment at enormous rates which do not obtain now. If you take anyone 
particular piece of machinery which they bought in 1919, you would probably 
find that you could get the same thing now for half the price. That is 
what one means' by "partially developed under abnormal conditions." It 
was not their fault that they had to do that. To develop they had to buy. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There are two things in this industry as it exists at pre
sent. They have got, what is called the" old block," which was started in 
1912. Then, they have what are called "the Greater Extensions," which 
have not come into operation fully yet. Now your argument can only apply 
to the second part of the undertaking, that is, the Greater Extensions. 
Supposing we lay aside the Greater Extensions for the moment and we con
centrate on the, position of the Company on the basis of their old block and 
if it is found that there was no extravagance in the construction of th~ 
plant ........... . 

lIlr. Bell.-I do not suggest extravagance at all. If I had to pay 
Rs. 1,000 in 1919 for something which costs now Rs. 500, I should not call 
that extravagance. 

Jf1'. Ginwala.-I am leaving out of account the" Greater 'Extensions." 
-)fr. Bell.-Particularly I do not want to suggest that there has been any 

extravagance. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We take into account. for instance, the steel industry as 

it was organised and started in 1913. This argument of "abnormal condi
tions and reconstruction" does not apply to that part of the industry 
because things were not so bad in 1913. 

lIfr. Bell.-We would rapidly get to the stage when we were paying very 
much more. In 1914-15 freights were soaring up. That is one thing. The 
cost of everything had gone up. Of course, to anything that was actually 
down on the site and working in 1913, my argument would not apply. 

P1'tsident.-1 should like to point out that in all probability they couid 
have been working in 1915 with what was imported in 1913 or 1914, so that 
the pre-war works so to speak may include expenditure running on to the 
war years. 

Mr. Bell.-Quite possible. 
Mr. Gintvala.-But the ,poiRt is that the Greater Extensions were not 

even contemplated until after 1915, so that the present producing plant, or 
at least most of it, was in operation before the war. -

lIfr. Bell.-Yes. • 
lIfr. Ginwala.-To that part of the plant, can_ the objection of the 

Chamber apply? 
Mr. Bell.-To anything that was is existence before the war the Cham

ber's remark will not apply. 
Mr. Ginwala.-only taking that into account and excludIng all the post

war alterations and extensions, if the Board is satisfied that even with ,the 
old plant the industry cannot get on without protection, what is the Board 
to do? 

Mr. Bell.-There are other questions that arise besides the cost of the 
mere plant about which the Board would have to satisfy itself. - ~ 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am trying to understand this part of the argument about 
z:econstruction and things done under abnormal conditions. I am rather 
anxious that this point should be borne in mind by witnesses generally that 
there are two aspects of the question: that is, the pre-war plant and the 
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~ther-the post-war plant. We are not for the moment going in~ the post
war plant. I am taking only the pre-war plant. If the Board IS satisfied 
after a very careful consideration so far as the pre-war plant is concerned, 
that the industry cannot get on without some assistance, will the' Chamber 
.till object? -

Mr. Bell.-That is one point. The~e will be many others for examination. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Will the Chamber modify this part of the arg~ent? 
Mr. Bell.-That particular point' which refers to renewals and extensions 

of the plant does not apply here. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is what I wish to find out. The Chamber will not 

press that argument? 
Mr. Bello-It obviously cannot. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-With regard to reconstruction: what does the Chamber 

mean by that P . 
Mr. Bell.-It means writing down capital. If i have. raised capital an.:! 

put up a mill in 1919 which is far in excess of the present market value, i 
must make 'up my mind that I have lost the difference. If the original 
capital was £1 million and the present value of the plant, etc., is £500,000, 
I have lost the difference and I reconstruct my company on.,.the basis of a. 
capital of £500,000. , 

Mr Ginwala.-Would it not be the same thing if you said ~'Our plant 
was worth £2 millions and it is now worth £1 million. Instead of 10 per 
cent., we are satisfied with 5 per cent. return?" Does not that come to 
the Bame thing? . 

Mr. Bell.-The usual way is to reconstruct. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would it not in substance amount to the same thing? 
lIfr. Bell.-In a way it would, but there would· be trouble with auditors 

at the end of the year. You would have to say what you did with so much 
capital. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-I will let the capital remain at that and tell my share-
holders that they should be satisfied with half the amount of dividend. . 

Mr. Bell.--On the one hand you have your capital as a million, and on the 
other hand you have your plant worth £500,000. If you say that it is 
worth £1,000,000, you are putting in a statement which is untrue. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I do not say that it. is worth one million pounds. You 
are the owner of a lot of ships and other things. It is a case in which part 
of the block is pre-war block. On the assumption that it is kept up to date 
in the revaluation of the whole concern, would not you allow a reasonable 
increase over pre-war rat-es in estimating its post-war value? 

1I1r. Bell.-No. If it has been going on since pre-war, it must have 
considerably depreciated. 

1I1r. Gintcala.-Assu.ming that it is kept up to date .. 
Mr. Bell.-I should exercise great care in writing up any plant that is 

ten years old. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-There may be a lot of other property, like land, which does 

not necessarily depreciate but may appreciate. 

Mr. Bello-Land may appreciate in lO'years but machinery does not. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Won't such property as have appreciated be given a higher 
value? 

Mr. Bell.-If you have written down everything ·that has depreciated, it 
would only be fair to make a reasonable allowance for what has appreciated. 
I would, of course, exclude' imything in the way of machinery. I would 
certainly not dream of putting a steamer which is 10 years old down at 
higher than cost. . 

Mr. Mather.-You could have Bold in 1919 your steamer for a. very big 
eum. 
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Mr. Bello-It would be a very wrong thing to put in the valuatiou at 
what it was 5. years ago. 

Mr. Ginwala.~The third condition js more a matter of argument but t.he 
fourth condition is that any industry which is essential for the purpose of 
national defence should, if necessary, be adequately protected. Do you 
regard :the steel iqdustry as an industry. of national importance P 

Mr. Bello-Yes, it is. 
Mr. Ginwala.-If you refer back to paragraph 4, you will see how the 

condition is worded. "If an industry is essential for the purpose of national 
defence, it should be protected apart from the three foregoing ·conditions." 
Should steel be protected on that ground apart from economic questions P" 

Mr. Bello-It would only be justifiable if you are able to llrove that the 
steel industry could not exist without protection. 

President.-":e are travelling in a circle. 
Mr. Ginwala . ...,...The condition is: "That any industry which is essential 

for the purpose of national defence and for which the conditions in India 
are not unfavourable should be, if necessary, adequately protected irrespec
tive of the foregoing three conditions." 

• Mr. Bell.-I agree, if necessary. 
President.-one cannot argue unless we take point by point and assume. 

There are three conditions laid down one of which is that the industry cannot 
get on without protection. The Fiscal Commission say that in the case of 
an industry essential for the purpose of national defence, even if that 
condition is not fulfilled, it ought to get protection. 

Mr. Bello-The Chamber of Commerce believe that it does not require 
protection and that being so should not get protection. 

President.-Even if it is essential for the purpose of national defence? 
lIlr. Bell.-You assume that it would not exist for national defence, if it 

were not protected. We do not admit that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The Fiscal Commission laid down certain conditions which 

you yourself set out., According to those conditions if an industry is essen
tial for national defence, if necessary, it should be protected apart from the 
other three conditions. Do you agree to that propositioni' 

Mr. Bello-If you mean by that that the steel industry should be pro
tected, I say that it should not. I think that the words "if necessary" 
indicate that it should be protected, if necessary. 'Ve could never look at it 
from the same point of view. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What would you say if other conditions justify protection? 
lIlr. Bello-I know of no conditions which would justify' protection to steel. 

If I am to speak for the Chamber of Commerce, they say that it can be 
profitably and successfully run without protection. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-The Chamber of Commerce do not discuss their reasons? 
Mr. Bell.-They have given reasons. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-I think that the Chamber's position appears to be this: 

that no steel industry ought to be started in this country unless it can 
stand on its own legs. 

lIlr. Bello-The Chamber's attention was called to the steel industry and 
they say that they believe that the steel industry can stand on its own legs. 
The Chamber have not been asked about anY' other industry. No industry 
should be started unless it can stand on its own legs. I say that it is 
economically unsound. At the same time there might be some reasons not 
before the Chamber which might show that it ought to be. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do the Ohamber say that the industry in its present form 
in this country can exist without protection? 

Mr. Bell.-It is obvious from the Chamber's written statement. 
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Mr Ginwala -What I understood you -to say was this: that the industry 
as rep'resented by the Tata fi~m might not 1:e able to exist but that the 
industry, as a whole, would eXist. 

Mr. Bell.-The industry is so favourably situated in India that it should 
exist and can exist without protection and the Chamber would only alter 
their opinion if they could get reliable evidence which it ?Ould not and they 
would require, as I have said, more than the isolated experience of one ,firm. 

President.-That, postpones the question. According to your own show-
ing for another 12 years there cannot even be a second firm., , 

Mr. Ginwala.-Tata's case is this: that the industry cannot exist without 
protection and you say that it can. 

Mr. Bell.-We believe that it can. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing we accept your view and say I" you cannot 

have protection" and if the industry goes under, do you still think that 
new capital will come forward to start the industry afresh? 

Mr. Bell.-There is "no reason why capitat" should not ,come' forward. 
Capital has been. attracted to industries in India which have gone under. 
At one time the jute industry was in a very bad position and capital has
come. I believe that the tea industry was also at one time in a very bad 
financial position. 

,Mr. Ginwala.-The steel industry is a very big industry and" the capital 
invested in it is much bigger than in jute or tea:' 

Mr. Bell.-Because one experiment has not been successful, it does not 
follow that capital will not come in. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is it your considered opinion that, if the existing steer 
industry goes under, new capital would come in and that the industry would 
be revived? ' ' 

Mr. Bell.-If the present company goes under-I don't think that it wiU 
-I believe that other oompanies will come and take its place. The industry 
would not disappear. There will be others willing to take it up. 

)fro Ginwala.-The people wpo started the 'indust~y will suffer the most: 
in the first instance. 

1111'. Bell.-If for any reason the industry goes under-I hope that it will' 
not-it would not' mean that no others will take H up . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-That is just the point. Is it in the interests of industrieS' 
generally in this country that those persons who start an industry must come' 
to grief and that other persons must restart th~ industry? 

Mr. Bell.-That rather opens up a question which is not inside the dis·" 
cussion at all. You are now talking of individuals. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am talking of the steel industry. 
1111'. Bell.-Your question applies entirely' to individuals. There are' 

always individuals who stand to lose money in an industry. You cannot 
possibly say that. because a certain set of individuals come into an industry 
and lose money, other individuals who take on that industry will have the
same experience. Take any big industry in India and you will find this. 
I could pick out cases in connection with certain Indian industries. You wil1 
probably say that these industries could not exist without protection .• 

1111'. Ginwala.-I simply wanted to know your opinion, because it has' 
-been put to ~s by s?me people who ~r.e in ~usiness tha~ it would be a great 
set-back to industries, as a whole, In thiS country If the steel industry 
ceased to exist. You do not share that view? 

1111'. Bell.-I do not share that view and ~t the same time I should hope
that occasion will not arise to test it. 

1111'. Ginwala.-You. are talki.ng of competition in the steel industry. 
Perhaps. you have realised that In order that the steel ind]1stry can at all' 
dOl well In any country at the present day it should have a fairly big output., 
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Mr. B(!U . ."...I should imagine that. I have no special experience. 
Mr. Ginwala.-On the assumption that India's demand does not increase 

"there is hardly room for more than two or three ruanufacturing firms in the 
whole of India. 

Mr. Bell.-What follows from that? 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the case of the steel industry it seems inevitable, 

whether under Free Trade or whether under Protection, that there will be 
·only two or three works going at the same time,. unless the demand for steel 
increases rapidly. 

Mr. Bell.-Personally, I would be inclined to think that you are right 
. !but it does not follow. 

- ,Mr. Ginwala.-The total demand of India. we may assume as 1 million 
·tons, and we have been told that the smallest economic unit under modern 
conditions is 400,000 tons. If this is so, there would be only room for two 
oor three plants. 

Mi'. Bell.-You have not taken into aceount the possible export trade. 
You are in a more advantageous position as regards export trade than other 
-countries. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Before you reach that stage you .have tO,meet the demand 
-of the country. 

Mr. Bell.-You say it is very easily met: i{ you meet it very easily you 
'will come to the exporting stage. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You can hardly stop combination, either in a Free Trade or 
;protected country, except by legislation. 

Mr. Bell.-I do not follow your point. 
President.-Mr. Ginwala is referring to the possibility of combinations 

,referred to in paragraph 12 of your letter. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As the industry is situated in this country the chance 

.of combination does appear to exist? 
Mr. Bell.-It is an entirely different position. If you have a combination 

under Free Trade you have got to compete with your foreign competitor. 
You have a check by .the fact that under free trade if you combined and 
charged Ii. higher rate for your steel the merchant goes elsewhere for it. 
lie eannot do that if you have protection. If you are under protection, you 
-raise your price until you are just below the cost of steel which comes into 
'India from outside. 

Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to coal I would like to ask you one question. 
Your contention is that the price of coal will go up? 

Mr. -BeZZ.-If you have protection it will, in common with the prices of 
.other things. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would this necessarily be the result? 
Mr. Bell.-I think that the price of everything will go up. '\\-nen you 

'speak of the effect of protection on coal, it is not only the rise in the eost 
-of raising coal, 'but also freight and everything else which will go up. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The existence of a steel industry makes .a very great 
-demand on the coal industry and ordinarily speaking the greater the demand 
.and the greater the output the cheaper the cost of raising coal. 

Mr. Bell.-I do not know that that entirely follows. The" greater th;' 
-demand you have for anything " does not mean that the price will go down .. 

Mr. ·Ginwala.-The greater -the demand, the. greater the output and 
therefore the cheaper the cost. 

MT. 'Bell.-The greater the demand, the greater the price. The quegtion 
·of supply and demand comes' in there. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We have been told that one ton of steel takes about 
4 tons of coal and if two or tp-ree big st.eel works spring up in the country, 
there would be such increased demli.nd for coal that more would be produced. 
and that coal would become cheaper. 
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Mr. Beli.-I do not think 80: I think it is all the other way~ ,The more 
you increase the demand for coal, I think the ~ore likely ~t is for the price 
to go up. " 

Mr. Kale.-In paragraph 7 of your statement you have quoted the opi. 
nion of the Fiscal Commission, that India should be made as quickly as 
possible more 'self-supporting than she is now and your committee endorses 
the proposition. What is it exactly that the committee means when they'say 
that India should be made as quickly as possible self-supportingP 

Mr. Bello-Perhaps the term is unfortunate but what it does mean is by 
the natural development of these industries. 

Mr. Kale.-The drift of the argument there appears to be that some 
Rpecial attempt should be made in the matter of development ta' make India 
fKllf-Rupporting. You say as regards condition (d) the committee do not for 
one moment overlook the fact that the rapid development Qf steel making 
in India is V'lry desirable for purposes of national defence, and, that Jnj:lia 
"should be made" as quickly as possible more self-supporting in the matter 
of defence. Now, how will you do itP , 

Mr. Bell.-By the n'atural deveiopment of these industries. 
Mr. Kale.-That is not" making." 
Mr. Bell.-I have already told you that the term is unfortunate. In a 

statement like this you cannot quibble about a word. The meaning is that 
it is desirable that the industries should develop as quickly as possible, ero., 
i.e., that the natural development should gO ,on as rapidly as possible. 

Mr. Kale.-8o it is a pious wish that the industries required for ,the 
defence of India should develop but no speciaJ efforts shQuld be, maqe. 1 
want ta distinguish between these two things. The desire that natural 
development should take place is o~e thing and that development, should be' 
fostered is another thing. Your desire is that there should be natural deve-
lopment without any efforts being made by Government P " , 

Mr.' Bell.-I do not think that is impiied by that suggestion at all. 

Mr. Kale.-Then I should like to know what the view Of the Chamber is. 

Mr. nell.-The meaning bf the Chamber is that it is a desirable thing 
that India should be made as quickly as possible self-supporting. I think 
it is an admission rather than anything else. We quite agree that it should 
he. but we -do not agree that it is necessary to' put 331 per, cent.' duty on 
steel in order to do that. ' 

Mr. Kale.-I cannot follow how the Chamber can mean' what the words 
do not imply. There is no point in writing this sentence that India" should 
he made" as quickly as possible self-supporting unless 'you want to suggest 
that India should be deliberately helped by the State' to become self-sup
porting. There are two alternative courses. Either you rely on natnral 
development taking place or you want that development should be fostered 
hy Government. 

Mr. Bello-You make it easier for me to' reply. I should say that the 
safest course for the country is that the natural development of trade should 
11;0 on. 

Mr. Kale.-8o that you do not want Government to do anything for the 
defence of the conntryP , 

Mr. Bello-That is quite a different proposition altogether. 

. 1I1r. Kale.-The question is whether India should be made self-supporting 
m the matter of defence or not. You say it should be 'made by natural 
development. That is to say, that Government should not make any effort&. 
that Government should leave it ta nature and natural development should 
take place. ' 

Mr. ~ell.-In ?ther words it is unneceSsary for Government ta protect 
the steellDdustrv lD order ta secure the defence of India or in order to make 
rodia secure. That is what the Chamher means. 
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Pr~8ident.-We would refer you back to the opInIon of the Chamber in 
1922 which was as follows: "Speaking broadly, the Committee. would be 
against protecting industries which show after a time that they must have 
permanent and con.tinuous assistance in the way of import duties. It may, 
however, be necessary here to make exceptions in respect of industries 
required for the production of war munitions and material." They were 
prepared to favour even permanent protection in such cases. 

Mr. Bell.:-They do not favour permanent protection now. 
Mr. Kale.-The Committee go on to say that they are unable to see how 

the end in view will be attained by the levy of 8 protective duty on steel. 
It is a matter of opinion whether that object can be attained by an import 
duty or by a bounty or any other means but I thought that the implication 
was that some efforts should be made, but now you tell me that the Com
mittee do not contemplate any efforts being made by Government to· help 
the imlustry. ' 

Mr. Bell.-The Committee do not consider it necessary to protect the 
steel ind ustry . 

Mr. Kale.-Do you think that it should be left to itselfp 
Mr. Ben.-It does not require assistance. 
Mr. Ka.le.-Do you think that this view is endorsed by the experience of 

the war time, namely, that things should be left to themselves I' Has not 
war taught any lessons in the matter of the steel industry being developed 
as early as possible P 

'Mr. Bell.-You are assuming that it cannot develop without Government 
assistance while we say that it can. You have got to prove that it ('annot. 

lIfr. Kale.--The war has proved it. 
Mr. Bell.-The war has not proved it. Before you tax every man, woman 

and child in this country you have got to say more than that_ It is yO\\r own 
people who will be taxed. 

lIfr. Kale.-'Ve are not dis('ussing the means. We are discussing the 
object itself. Don't you think that it is an object worth trying to attain 
by all possible means P 

Mr. Bell.-That is going outside the question altogether. We are talking 
about the steel industry just now and there are many ways in which Govern
ment could interest themselves in the steel industry ot!Jer than by protecting 
it, if it is a question of national defen('e. 

Mr. Kalp.-I should like to know what the ways are. 
Pre&ident.-Are you prepared to put these suggestions on behalf of the 

ChamberP . 
lIfr. Bell.-Thatis my own opinion. That is not contained in the state-

ment at all. 
lIfr. Kale.-So that the Chamber is not prepared to show us the other 

means by which the obje('t is to be attained P 
1111'. Bell.-Take the wolfram industry. During the war in Tavo:v Gov

ernment induced people to invest capital in the industry and considerahle 
capital was invested. Was thpre prote('tion' thenP There was nonp. All 
that Government had to say to the people was this was an industry np('essary
for the ('ountr:v and people invested mone:v in it. Mr. Ginwala knows this 
well. 

lIfr. KalP.-You have no practical remedy to suggest to make India self
supporting iii the matter of steel i' 

Mr. Bell.-As a Chamber "No." We say 't.hat tlu're is no artificial 
means necessary to develop the stepl industry. 

}Ir. Kale.-When the 0('('a8ion arises. a('('orc1ing to the Chamber, for 
saying that tIle steel indu~try in India requires protection what conditiol't 
do you expect should be fulfilled in order to give steel protection P 

1111'. Bpll.-You have to prove that it could not be cllrried on with(}ut 
protection. '. 



Mr. Kale.-A:re you in favour of a low rate of exchange? 
Mr. Bell.-It depends on. circumi!tances. 
Mr. Kale.-From paragraph 16 of the letter I should think you are 1n 

favour of a low rate of exchange. 
Mr. Bell.~In many ways a low rate of exchange is an advlmtage and.in 

many cases a higher i:ate is an advantage. It all depends on your pOint 
of view. 

Mr. Kale.-In paragraph 16 you have said that if there is a rise in the 
rale of exchange it would be detrimental to agriculture. 

Mr. Bell.-The reasonS are stated there. Agriculture is one of the great 
industries in India. 'fake the cultivation of linseed for instance. If you 
have a high rate of 'exchange, your grower of linseed is .at a disadvantage with 
his competitors in the world because that linseed is sold in.London. You sell 

. it at sterling and you get a sterling drafb in exchange. You take that 
draft to a sterling Bank and you will get fewer rupees, I.e., a.smaller amount 
of money than you would have got if the exchange were low. 

Mr. [(ale.-Quite so, but there is a limit beyond which exchange cannot 
go up or down. It is a, relative term and you cannot indefinitely go on 
raising the exchange. You say that the balance of trade would be disturbed 
if the importa of steel were to be very considerably restricted, but the imports 
of steel with which we are concerned at presen6 are not properly represented 
by the sum you have mentioned-Rs. 81 crOt'es. That includes machinery 
also with which we are not concerned,now. It is not going to be protected. 

Mr. Bell.-You mean to say that fabricated steel is not going to be 
protected '1 _ 

Mr. Kal6.-1IIachinery is entirew different from fabricated steel. 
Mr. Bell.-If you do not protect machinery and yO!! do protect steel, you 

put out of considoration any posSibility of having works in .this country 
manufacturing machinery. You will clOile down every work in this coun· 
try that makes machiIlory. • 

Pre8ident.-Surely this seems to be a wide statement. In some of _the 
machinery made in this country cast iron is a good deal m<;>re imp6nant 
than steol. 

Mr. B611.~But I think it does apply. 
Pre8ident.-That depends on the amount of steel used in the machinery. 

There is a good deal of cast.iron in machinery. Only one or two firms who 
manufacture machinery have appeared before the Board. 

Mr. Bell.-I think that the evidence of Bum &, Company was' to the effect 
that if they were not protected they would be very severely hit. 

Pr68ident.-The manufacture of mac-hinery is only a I\;nall proportion ~f 
that firm's business. . 

Mr. Kale.-So that out of this Rs. 81 crorei!, machinery and hardwa,re 
must disappear, ILIld the force of your argument is reduced to that extent. 
It is not a question of Re. 81 crores at all, and the amount would be redllced 
very largely. on acoount of machinery and hardware not being taken into 
consideration at all. 

Pre8ident.-There are two things under hardware . 

. M.,.. Kale.-The disturbance is not likely to be as serious as is implied by 
. thlll figure ,!f Rs. 81 ~res '1 . 

Mr. Be.Zl.-Of COUIlle, if that figure is smaller, the disturbance would. be 
correspondmgly reduced. ... . 

Afr. [(ale.-If we assume that a certain industry is to be protected,are we 
to. be deterred from doing what we think is right simply because exchange 
will go up or down? Is the exchange the primary consideration? 

Mr. Bel!.~It is not suggested tha.t it· is the primary consideration. It is 
one of the considerations. It ia merely to shoJI': thaD' the .!Igricultilrisli ~ill 
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get. fewer rupeell fot evet'ything he grows because of the fact that on account 
of the balance of trade going the wrong way exchange will be higher .. 

Mr. Kalll.-You assume that the balance of trade will not be adjusted in 
any other way. You assume that the imports of steel will be reduced and, 
therefore, the power of the country of export will to that extent be adversely 
affected. Is it not possible that the balance of trade will be adjusted in other 
ways P The place of steel will be taken by something else P 

Mr. Belt-That is a general statement. The effect is that you take out a 
very large factor from the. number of things that make up the balance of 
trade.' You may say that this may be made up in some other way but you 
cannot get away from the fact that the effect would be a certain thing. 

Mr. KaZe.-ThQl'e is that possibilityP 
Mr. BeU.-You know the one thing and you are not sure about the other. 
Mr. Kale.-It appears to me that you are rather exaggerating the force 

of that argument that the agriculturists will be very hard hit. 
Mr. Belt-They will be hit because for everything they buy they will· 

have to pay a very high price. 
Mr. Kale.-Subject to the assumption that things will not adjust them-

selves in other waysP , . 
Mr. Bell.;:;""Protection strikes at the agriculturists in two ways. It maltes 

him pay higher prices for everything he gets, and for his crops he gets a 
lower sum. 

Mr. Kale.-I was only pointing out that the results were always tem
porary. For a certain. time while the exchange is changing these effects are 
felt but in a very ShOl't time things adjust thelllSelves-these pI'ices adjust 
thelllSelves-and no one,is worse off. 

Mr. Belt-That is a very general statement, 
ilU: KciZe,-You say that the steel industry will develop naturally in this 

country. I should like to ask if that is so, why have not other firms taken 
up the manufacture of steel during the last so many years? If the natural 
advantages are very favourable, and if you want to leave things to the natural 
development, how is it that othel firlllS have not taken to steel manufacture? 

Mr. Bell.-In a country like India development goeS step by step. At a 
t'8rtain point they come to the step where they take up steel. They have 
taken up different things by degrees: they have gone from one thing to 
another and have now come to the point where their attention has boon 
drawn to the steel industry and it ,will now draw the attention of a greater 
number of capitalists than it has in the past. Hitherto we have been so well 
off in the matter of steel that the stage had not been forced upon us. The 
war was in a way the first lesson we had in the desirability of having 
a steel industry in India and public atttention was drawn to it then. 

Mr. Kale.-But the manufacture of steel was attempted and abandoned, 
Why was not that taken up? 

Mr. Bell.-It must be taken up at some time. 
P1'esidsltt.-After all, the lessons of the war were of great importance to 

Goyernment but it has no bearing on the capitalist who is out to make 
money. 

111.1'. Bell.-He discovers the possibility of markets~ I think it is quite 
an appropriate thing that India with all the advantages it has should 
endeavour gradually to develop her own industries. It is the natural course 
of things. 

Mr. Kale.-Suppose the steel industry did not develop as you feel it might 
dovelop under natural conditions. say for the coming 25 years. would your 
Chamber .not think that it would be an undesirable course for thin<TS to· take 
that India should not have a steel industry for 25 yearsP t> 

AIr .. Bello-If the ~han~ber ·believed that there was no possibility of the 
IIteel lDdustry developmg lD 25 years, they would look on things from a 
different angle. 



Mr. Kule.-~How long will they wait--l0 years, 15 years, 20 yeai's-l 
should like to know how long will they wait to see whether the steel industry 
is developing .or not? ' 

Mr. Bell.-No answer that I gave to the question would be of any value., 
Mr. Kale.-H it did not develop in the course of ten 'years it must, at 

any cost, be taken up P 
Mr. Belt-That is putting the thing rather a different way. The mucil 

wore reasonable way ot putting it is that if the Chamber felt that the steel 
industry could not be developed without assistance, I think, their attitude 
would be differen~. '1'hey would be quite willing to examine the thing again. 

Mr. Mather.-I just want to take up the question of the figures given in 
paragraph HS bearing on the relation of the Import of iron and steel, etc., 
to the total imports. '1'he figures which you give show this particular' class 
of import to be about 30 per cent. of the total imports. 

Mr. Bello-The total value of india'S import trade for the year was about 
266 crores of rupees and of this total nearly 81 crores -was represented by 
iron~ steel, machmery, railway plant and hardware. That is about 30 per 
cent. of the whole. ' 

Mr. Mather.-I take it tilat your view is that any big disturbance of tile 
30 per cent. of the imports to the country would upset the exchange of the 
country? 

fflr. B-ell.-That would naturally follow. 
illr. MutAer.-Mr. Kale haS already pointed out that jh that 81 CI'Ol'eH 

lillveral very important items have 'been mcliIded which are not likely to be 
attllcted by the .!ioard's recommendations on the basis of the pl'esent enquiry 
and 1 should like just to present these figures to you and see whether that 
would modify the view that you have on the subject. Before dealing with 
tile division of these imports 1 should like to point out that whereas in 1921-22 
au per cent. of the total imports did fall into this class, in t4e following 
year only :&0 per cent. feil into this class and in the first six,months of 1923-24 
only :&4 per cent., which rather suggests that they were abnormally high in 
the pal'tlcular year for which you have quoted figures. So that 30 per cent. 
at any rate, even if ,all these things were affected, seems to be unusua~y 
l1igh. But If we confine ourselves to the articles which come in the trade 
retuI'ns under iron, iron or steel, steel, wagons, rails, railway sleepers, and 
1J1'lugework tor ail consumers including Government and the railways, then 

,we get only III per cent. of the total imports for 1922-23 and 11 per cent. 
lor the first half of 1923-24. 

Mr. Bell.-Except in so far as they are produced in Indja, there is no 
question of putting a duty ~t present on machinery i' _ 

l'reaidellt.-Nobody has proposed to put a duty on these things. 
Mr. Matiler.-H you considet the figures in detail you find that most of 

the machinery imports are articles wwch could not' be made in India, at 
any rate for a considerable period, and. they would fall outside the scope of 
any application for tariff, such as large electric motors, boilers, large steam 
engines and so on. 

Mr. Bell.-There is no reason why they should not be made. 
Mr. Mather.-There is no indication that anybody is likely to take it up, 
l'reaident.-Except in so far as attempts have been made to, produce 

machinery of " particular kind in India, except to that extent, nobody hail 
Pl'OPOSed that machinery should be included in a higher duty.; 

Mr. Mather.-That figure that I have given you o{ 12 per cent. includes 
all kinds of cast iron and pig iron. There is no proposal before the Board 
that any additional duty should be put upon these. H these again ate 
umitted, the total comes to only 10 per ,cent. .. 

Mn BeZI.-I do not criticize your figures in any way, but I have not got 
the papers,before me,.to check what you say. As I said, 'these statements 
were not prepared by me. They were preparefi by a ~nsi!J6Iab~liI number of 
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people and therefore it is impossible to go into every ,statement that is made 
out and discuss the figures: if my figures are wrong or subject to modific.ation, 
the Chamber would be quite willing to a(:cept that. They have no wish to 
put forward a fictitious figure. 

Mr. lIlatltc1·.-What I aIn trying to ascertain is this. You contend that 
this 30 per cent. of the total imports would affect the exchange. But I 
take it that you will agree with me, if on a closer examination you find 10 per 
c.ent. as the c.orrect figure, YOIl would not attach very great weight to the 
argument? 

111.1'. Be/.l.-I woulll nttal'h weight but not qllite so milch, but even 10 per 
cent. of the ~tal importli would have a great effect on exchange. 
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No. 87. 
Bombay Chamber 01 Commerce. 

WRITTEN. 

Statement I.-OriginaZ representation of the Bombay 'Chamber of Commp,rce, 
to the Tariff Board, dated the 90th October 1929. 

I have the honour to submit hereunder the views of my Committee on the 
subiect of the protection of the Indian steel and iron trade. -

2. As regards the general question my- Committee. are of opinion that a 
very limited amount of protection would probably, if carefully applied, he to 
the good of the country, for it might assist in the development of °a basic 
steel and iron industry whieh, although not essential to an agricultural cou11-
try such as India, would probably further its commercial development. In 
particular a measure of portection might be of special assistance while Indian 
workmen are .being trained in the industry. This i,lldustry if developed may 

.. be an Rsset to the country if India is ever again cut off from sea-borne 
supplies during a war; and it may be mentioned in this connection that the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company rendered very material help in supplying the 
needs of the armies in Mesopotamia during the recent war. 

My Committee consider therefore that the institution of some protection 
greater than the present 10 pe.r cent. duty on imported iron and steel may 
usefully be considered but they are firmly convinced· that protection on the 
scale of the suggested 331 per cent. import duty would do far more harm than 
good to the country as a whole: 

4. An import duty of 331 per cent. wo~d. I am to point out, gave a 
practical monopoly to the indigenous steel and iron industries and in cloing_ 
so it would put up the price of every commodity to every inhabitant of 
Tndia. MorE'over the railways Rre dependent upon steel and iron for their 
rails, trucks, engines, etc., and they would be compelled to raise their prices 
both for freight and. pa.ssen!!:ers. Every industry is affeeted directly or in
directlv by the. price of steel and iron and the suggE'sted .. duty would, my 
Committee think, have effects which ·have not been !!:iven clue consideration 
by those who advocate it. 

Ii. J am further to draw your attention to the fact that the steel and iron 
ind11stries of Tndia are able to supply only a portion· of the country's require
ments and it is very -doubtful if they will ever be able to supply all satis
f,,('torily. The engineering firms of Bombay frequently buv steel from the 
T"t" Tron IUld Steel Company but they often find it impossible to obtain the 
sed.ions thpv require and in fact the lar!rer class of steel beams are not 
rollerl at all in Jnrlia. Firms with Lonrlon hrRnches, in executing OrdE'l'~ for 
steel. freq11E'ntlv den~ with ten or twelve different works in Europe,.· Tlur~ 
ehR8ing one section from one place, another from another, in order to ohtaiu 
thE'm at the lowest priC'e and with the quickest delivery; this practi('e, which 
is to the henefit of India, would not be possible, owing to the lack of 1'01\1-

petition. were the purchase of snppliE's alto!!:ether confined to IndiR hy the 
Huggp"ted protection. 

6. Again. my Committee doubt if the capacity of the Indian railways 
would be sufficient to enable the Indian .teel Rnd iron industries to transport 
supplies to all centres cheaplv and quicldY. There i. difficulty now in sendh1!!: 
out finished produC'ts from Bomhay, hut this would he doubled had the raw 
matprial also to he hrought in by rail. 

7. In conclusion I am to repeat .that mv Committee consider that .snme 
protection may feasibly he given to the industry in ouestion for a limitE'd 
numher of years, so as to assist its development. This protection need not 
neeessarilv tRke the form of an increased import duty; the suggestion of 
granting a Bounty on the tonnage sold. is. for example. I am to say. worth 
('onRideration as an alternative; it would, in my Committee's opinion, better 
I>ncourage ·the indl1strv to manufacture the class of steel and iron for the 
manufacture of which' India and Indian worl[men are more suitable. But 
whatever form of protection is ultimately considered most desirable, I am to 
~iIiI tbat India's prosperity would my Committ..e feel sure. be more retarded 
than developed hy the suggested 331 per cent. duty olhall imported steel And 
iron. . 



Oral evidence of Messrs. F. NELSO~, V. A. 
GRANTHAM and Major C. C. RICHARDSON, D.S.O.p 

M.C., representing the Bombay Chamber of 
Commerce, recorded at Bombay on 

the 26th November, 1923. 
Pre8ident.-1 should like to say at the outset, that we, are very ~uch indebted 

to the representatives of the Chamber for commg to give oral eVidence to-day. 
It makes a gooa deal of difference iI, one, actually ~ets face to face over tb~se 
.thin"s; because- there ·.are always pomts ,\,II. the written statement that requll'e 
'ampiification and explanation. 

Mr. lVe{8on.~With your permission, I should like to make a sho.rt statem<:nt. 
'Ve should like to place on record what I have no doubt you Will appreCiate 
tha~ it is not altogether an easy mat.ter to· place in front of you the views of a 
body like tlJe Chamber _of Commerce, especially such as ours which compl'l~es 
such very divergent interests. \Ve have tlIerefore endeavoured in order to assu;i 
you to get at the views of our membel's by means ·of' a referendum. Out of ~ne 
replies received from tillS I'eferendum, only four. were in favour of 'no protecbon 
<>f any sort or description. The. majority support the view which. we shall 
endeavour to put forward WIS mOI'ning; .they .favour a measure of protection 
greater than 10 per <:ent. but not so great as 335 percent., but I must in this 
-connection. inform you that of the' total membership' of 147 only 33 replies 
were received. I tell you this in order that we may make our position perfectly 
plain. We have; as you 'very kindly said in' your opening remarks,·a whole
hearted desire to assist the deliberations of the Board. I .am here as the head 
<>f this deputation. Majol' Richardson is my expert adviser, whQse evidence in 
his individual capacity you have already heard, and Mr. Grantham, who is the 
lle.ad of a large mercantile concel'll, has studied this subject in its general work
ing but lays no claim to any expert knowledge. We are not prepared, I wish' 
to say at once to you, GentIem'ln, to commit ourselves at this juncture as to the 
exact amount of protection desirable until we are fully convinced ·that the Tab 
steel industry is being administered as economically as possible in the circum
stances. In this connection I would ask Mr. Grantham to put in fronts of 
you some of our difficulties and later Mr_ Richardson .. We are distinctly in 
favour of protection by means of a' bounty and we are prepared to submit oin' 
arguments in tbis connection. 

President_-We. are very much .indebted to you. Would it be your desire 
that Mr. Grantham and Major Richardson should at the outset explain the diffi
culties which you say you feel as regarC1S the question of tbe. amoun~ of protec' 
tion required! 

Mr. Nc18on.-With your permission and that of your colleagues, it would be 
my wish that Major Richardson' and MI'. Grantham should at the outset place 
·on record the difficulties in arriving at what I may call any fundamental decision 
.as to whethel' the st.eel industry is being run as economically as possible.. 'J ne 
·difficulties. I have alluded to are put ill front of you-I trust I need hardly 
ilay-in no controversial spirit. 

President.-That would be the most convenient procedure. We want to hMr 
what you have to say on the subject and then we shall be in a position. to ask 
questions about that.' . 

Mr. Grantham.-My first difficulty is this. The import duty on iron and 
'Iteel was increased in the year 1922-23. It was a substantial increase for revenue 
purposes_ The Company's Annual Report for 1922·23 covers that year. In the 
Chairman's speech we have evidence to show that a stl'ike wiped out the profits 
of the year. In spite of that, the profits of the year amount to Rs. 20 lakhs. 
as compared with only a lakh for the year before that. 

President.-Surely not tbe year before. 

1117. (linwala.-:-They gave 4. per cent. dividend. It must have bllen sometbing 
more. 

( 5 fl8 ) 
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Pre8ident.-I am afraid I have not got the document to refer you to at the' 
moment. Are you by any chance referring to a statement in the representation. 
of the Tata Iron & Steel Co., addressed to the Board? 

lIfr. Nelson,-No. 
P1'e8ident.-In'the representation made to the Board by the Company, actuals 

for the year 1921·22 are given.- .:>0 your statement cannot be correct. , That -fa11& 
to the ground. 

1111'. Grantham.-yes. 
Major Richardson.-'fhe other -day, when I was here representing my own 

firm, you asked me to let you have the c.i.f. prices of British and Continental 
beams for the last two years. ' I have had this made out (hands in a statement)." 
They are not c.i.f. prices. We have got our own buying house in London. we' 
pay them 2i per cent. and these figures include the 2i per cent. They will be 
slightly greater than those which appear in Tata's statements. The figures are 
rather interesting. In July 1922, when 'l'ata's' wanted to raise a loan of £2 
millions in England, they put their prospectus before the public and in that they
m\de this statement :-" that the Company has had no difficulty in disposing of 
the whole production at profitable prices and the recent imposition of a customs 
duty on imported steel in India of 10 per cent. will ensure a still more favour· 
able market in the future." When you come to compare the prices of steel for' 
July 1922 and the present day, you find that as a matter of fact the present day 
prices are higher. h seems rather a poor argument from the Company:s point of 
view. The price of British steel on which Tata's base their price went down 
flUm July 1922. It went down only slightly about 5 shillings a ton in September' 
and October, and since then it went up largely owing to European troubles. 

lIfr. Ginwala.-That is only :for about two or three months. 
Major Richardson.-Yes, but then for tlie last three months prices have been

practically level and that level is a little higher than it was in July 1922 when 
the Company made that statement. That is the point we wanted to bring out. 

lIfr. Ginu·ala.-:-Mr. Reith has promised to send us some figures. 
Major Richardso1l.-They will come from the same SOUl·ce. 
President.-I think that the Board appreciate the importance 

of the point. It is clearly one -which it will be incumbent upon the Tata Iron. 
and "teel Company to meet. What is the next point? 

Mr. Nelson.-May I ask you to allow Mr. Grantham to develop the question 
of bounty. . 

Mr. Grantham.-My first assumption is that the present industry is restricted 
to the manufacture of a limited Iluanf,ity of iron and steel of certain descriptiorul 
on1y, in which case it cannot produce anythmg like tue total requirements of 
the country. That being the case, I cannot agree to the principle of a general 
tariff to help an industry which cannot supply the complete requirements of the
country. The Indian industrv is still in its initial stage and I consider. that,. 
unless the total needs of the country are being produced or can WIthout 
difficulty be producel1, a general tariff is a great and unnecessary 
burden on the consumer. I think that protection by means of an import duty 
at this stage would tend to encourage inefficient production and would delay the 
reduction of overhead charges and working costs, and it would cause less effort 
to be made to reach a high and efficient standard. In order that the Indian 
steel industry may compete successfully with the imported article, the price of 
coal and transport charges must be reduced to a minimUlD. I am not satisfied 
yet that either of these essentials has been effected and I therefore object to the 
consumer being taxed by means of a heavy general tariff, nnless every possible 
effort has been made to reduce the cost as mqch as possible, I think that a 
he'avy import duty will tend to cause more harm than good. Unless and until 
it has been shewn that these overhead charges cannot be reduced, I consider 
that it cannot be satisfactorily proved that a duty of 33! per cent. is requi",Q. 
I fear that an unnecessarily high duty, besides imposing a serious burden on the
general consumer and on the country as a whole may lead to an unhealthy trade 
bo?m which would in its turn unsettle labour 'in other established industries I 
thInk that we want at present lower costs and greater prol1uction in India. I 
iJS() fear that a ~eavy import duty would lead to a combination of manufacturers 
~hl) would explOIt the consumers in India. 

• 8ee tIle Evidence of Messrs. Riohardson 8ud Crnddas. 
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Pre.ident.-What sort of combination. are you thinking of at the~ moment? 
IIlr. Grantham.~A combination of manufacturers of iron and steel to force up 

prices. _'. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-As far as steel is concerned, there is only one firm in Indlll. 

which manufactures steel. ' 

Mr. Grantham.-If you are going to give 33! per cent., othel's would Co,cme, 

Prcsident.-All I wish to ascertain is whether it is an immediate or' a slightly 
remote combination tnat you had .in view. 

Mr. Grantlul1n.-The whole of my argument is theoretical and so it must ue 
remote. This industry is in its initial stages. 

President.-I only wanted to be sure as to what .you meant. Are these' the 
points which you wanted to put before .the Board? 

M,'. Ndson.-These are the p~ints we wo1L.~ like to be ques~ioned abo~t. 
Mr. Grantnam has pointed out that the whole of our argument IS. ne~~ssarlly 
theoretical. We are not steel experts anet there are so ma,ny techmcahtIes of 
which we have no knowledge. Possibly when you put questIons we may be able 
to make one or two more pointS'. 

AIf'. _ .lI.wala. -You say "we must be' satisfied that tt.e management is econo
mically run." Are you going to give any evidence on that point? That' is IllOSt 
important. If you give us y~ur opinion on that; it will be ,'ery valuable. 

Mr. Grantham.-I had hetter continue with my argument a little furthel· . 
. Those general reasons whiCh I have given are based on the assumption ',1St We 

industry is restricted, as it is, to manufacture a limited quantity of certain classes 
of iron an_ steel. 

President.-I had better say right off that iron has' not be.en referred to tHe 
Board. It is only the question· of steel ·that has been i'eferred to the Board. I 
mention that in order to clear the ground. 

- Mr. Grantham.-If this industry can be developed in future so as to pl'odllce 
all classes of steel in a sufficient quantity, and I take it that this will be dOli •.. 
there might then be a case. for general tariff as opposed to our. present sugges
tion of bounty. In that case I feel that, not only would the Indian desire for 
intense industrialisation naturally lead to, the manufacture of all. classes of steel, 
including machinery, in this country, but· also that the object of the genet'al tariff 
would be defeated unless the lJlanufactu~ed articles and machinery were propor· 
tionately. which would m_ean heavily, taxed. It is largely because I feel that 
this projected import uuty on steel must eventually lead to a heavy impOl·t·duty 
on steel manufactures, including machinery, that I oppose it and support the 
bounty system. I am altogether opposed to taxing machinery which I think is 
absolutely necessary fpr the industrial development of this country. Then again 
1 fear that a heavy import duty would eventually lead to a sacrifice of ao-ricul· 
tural interests as agriculture would be severely handicapped if the introd~ction 
and the growth and use. of up to date agricultural machinery and implements 
was chec!ied. I think that any form' of protection which would hurt agricultural. 
interests would defeat its own object. . 

,President.-I don't quite follow 'your argument about the manner in whicn 
agricultural interests wou,... be sacrificed as - a result of' tne aeneral tariff tHe 
~onsequences of which you apprehend. ", 

Mr. Grantham.-Bearing all that in mind, I come to the conclusion that the 
fairest way of giving protection to the steel industry-and I am in fav<1Ur of 
protection being given-is DY means of_a bonnty and not by means of a generfll 
tariff on imported steel including .the steel which the country cannot produce. 

President.-It would be convenient if I said now that the object of the Board 
will be, as fa!, as possible, not to include .in the scope of any proposals that are 
made tbos!l kmds o! steel W'HC1I are not produced in India at present 01' whicl: 
no fir'!1 WIll be eqUIpped to ma~ufact~re. I Quite admit that it is a complicated 
a~d ~hf!icnl.t "ues~lOn and practlcall:y It may not always Ile ,Possible to effect .ile 
dlscnrnmatll)n whIch one would deSIre to. Of .course there IS also the possibility 
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-that once protection was given to steel on the general ground that steel ought 
oio be encouraged, then new manufacturers may start and the scope of steel may 
gradually extend. That is a' fact 'which has got to be faced. 

1111'. Nelson.-Do I understand you to say that so far as you are able to state 
oat the moment 'any recommendation that your Board may eventually put for
ward will have as its basis that steel which is not produced in the country will 
not be taxed? 

Presldent.-Thatis the line which has been taken by the 'rata Iron and Steel' 
Co. itself. They did not ask for any increase in duty or protection as regards 
those kinds of steel which they were not equipped to produce. 

lib. Nelson.-Thank you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are you making some suggestions as to how this money for 

giving bounties is to. be found?, 
President.-I am coming' to that. Mr. Nelson, are these the points which. 

the Chamber w~sh to put before us? 
Mr. Nelson.-You will no doubt allow Mr. Grantham later to develop the 

bountl: question. 
President.-Surelv. that is a very important point. I think that if I clearly 

understand the position of the Chamber, they ravour protection to the steel in
dustry, to a limited extent, but they think that the best way of doing this would 
be by m,eans of a bounty on the production of steel-it is specifically put in yonr 
memorandum-and that you consider that the increase in the rate of duty to 
33! per cent. is excessive and would do more harm than good to the industries 
-Df the country., 

,1fr. Nelson.-Always excepting that you and your colleagues are able to 
l'efute any of the arguments put forward by Mr. Grantham. We don't, profess to 
be experts. 

President.-I think that the reason that has weighed most heavily with the 
Chamber -in supporting protection to steel inaustry, to the extent that they do 
support it, is the desirability in tile national interests in the time of war and 
so on, that steel should be manufactured in India. May I take it that that is the 
main object in your mind? 

Mr. Nelson.-Yes. 
President.-Apart 'from •.• at, the Fiscal Commission laid down three con· 

-ditions which ought to be satisfied before protection is extended to anf industry, 
in para. 97 of their report. Have the Chamber considered those condltions? Do 
they regard them as suitable? 

Mr. Nelson.-We considered them. 
President.-Have you considered the question whether the steel industry fulfils 

these conditions? 
Mr. Nelson.-Do you mean the steel industry as at pr~sent organisEd! 
President.-I don't want to put a question covering the three points. The 

first condition laid was "The industry must be one possessing natural advan
tages, such as an abundant supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour or a large home market." Have the Chamber considered that 
question! 

illr. Nelson.-Our reply is in the affirmative. 
President.-That is to say, you recognise the natural advantages tbo industry 

has in its raw materials and so on, and the fact that it can produce pig iron at 
a lower cost than others? 

;111-. Ne18on.-Yes . 
. Pre8ident.-The second condition was_: "The industry must be one which 

,:"thout the help of protection either is not likely to develop d all or is not 
likely to develop so rapidly in the interests of the country." Have the Cham
h~r come to any opinion about that? 

Jlr. Nel8nn.-We must necessarily generalise on that. We recognise that very 
man:" obstacles have been encountered, viz., strikes, etc . 

. P:re.,.idellt.-Subject. to its being established that the Tata Iron and Steel Co. 
was bemg managed WIth reasonable efficiency would the Chamber be inclined ta 
5"Y that this conaltion was satisfied? ' 
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Mr. Neuon.-Yes, subject to that. 
Pruident.-For that reason I a~ putting it to you in that fOl·m. You .are 

Dot in a position to say whether the Company is efficiently run or not, but s~b.Ject. 
to that you think that the steel industry does .come within the. second conditIOn! 

Mr. Nelaon.-¥.es. 
Pre8;qent.-Thirdly, the industry must be one which will eventually be able to

face world competitlon without. protection. I don't know how far you are pre
pared to say anywmg about that. 

Mr. Nelaon.-That again one must necessarily generalise on. The Tata Co .. 
hope to produce 400,000 tons and one has to compare this with what we under
stand to be the requirements of India. I don't know whether this 400,000 tons 
is the maximum that they are going to produce, . 

President.-l'hat is the maximum they will be able to produce as at present. 
planned. 

Mr. Nel'on.-I will ask Mr Richardson to answer that point. 
Major Richard8on.-It is the maxinlUm that tliey have apparently laid out. 

Therefore the production is going to fall very short of the requirements of the 
country for a great number of years. 

Pre8ident.-Yes. I think probably what the Fiscal CODIDlission had in· their 
mind was not 80 much the question of that sort as the question whether tile cost. 
of production in the industry could be reduced. to such a level that it could 
compete witll the rest of the world on reasonable termS. 

Major Richardson.-Any increase, such as Tata's are proposing to-day, must 
be able to reduce the cost of. production per ton as soon as it is brought into 
effect. Otherwise I cannot see any pojpt in doing' it. PresUDlably they' can 
reduce their cost if they can increase their output. 

President.·-That condition is a difficult one for ·the Chamber to express an 
opinion about. I think it is essentially a question of the cost of production and 
that cannot be answered without detailed exammation. It· is related, of course, 
to the first condition about natural advantages. If they start with this advan
tage tue quest·ion is whether there is any reason why the cost of the rest of process 
should be a great deal.higuer tban el~ewhere. Perhaps I may take it that as 
regards the third condition the Chamber do not express an opinioD_ 

Mr. NeI8on.-We consider that it is too hypothetical to express an opinion 
on. As it appears to me, assuming that Tata's produce 400,000 tons per year 
which is required by Indian consumers, how can we tell what the demand of the 
Indian consumers Will be of the class of steel Tata's produce 15 or 20 years 
hence! One firm would give one set of figures' and another a different one. It 
seems to me that the question you ask us to answer is premature and there
fore you must take it as hypotheti"al. 

Preaident.-Assuming that the cost of production can be brought down to the 
level of that in other countries, does not the question answer itself? . Once it is 
established tbat the cost of production can be brought ,down to thl!'world level, 
there is no question that with the natural advantages and' freight and 'so on the 
industry will produce whatever quantity is required. 

Mr. NeI8on.~The question is whether the cost of production will be brought 
down. If you could assure. us that the cost of production will' be brought down 
we could give an opinion. ' 

Prt8ident.-I th~ught the position of the Chamber was that they were unable 
to express a definite opinion as to whether the' third 'condition was satisfied or 
not. It is definitely a question of whether it cau be made cheaper: that is really 
the whole problem. -

Mr. Nel8on.-Yes. 
P'~8id.nt.-Assuming that the Board' were satisfied that protection' was neces

s"!'y, 1£ the manufacture of steel in India was to go on, the question of course 
arlses as to how the measure of protection necessary is to be ascertained. I wo.ld 
rather like to have your opinion as to 'whether this would be a reasonable way 
in which to estimate it. In the first place, the Board should attempt to deter
!Dine the price. at which stee~ is likely to be laid down. in India supposing there 
lS no duty (c.l.f. plus landmg charges) and secondly. the price at which the 
Indian manufacturer can produce at a reasonable profitgiY8n reasonably 
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efficient management. Then the suggestion is that the differenue between these 
two prices is the measure of protection required. 

Major Richard8on.~ln arriving at that figure are you taking the cost of pro-
4uction of the 100,000 tons or the probable cost of production of 400,000 tons? 

Pre8ident.-We should endeavour to take it as far as we can descriminate on 
"the biggel' outturn ~ thmk. 

Majol' Richardson.-We should not like to make any statement just now on 
that point because we have I).ot considered it, but undoubtedly It is a very im
portant poin~ to be taken into consideration. That is to say, supposing Tata's 
could produce to-day steel at a certain cost and by increasing their output reduce 
their cost by Rs. 10 a ton I think the Boa.rd should certainly take ulat figure. 

1111-. GI·antham.-My point is that as production is increased, as Mr. Richard
,son said, the working cost would grow less. Therefore it seems to me that the 
amount of protection would have to vary -in inverse ratio to, the decreased cost 
of production., ' 

Pl·esident.-'lnere is just this difficulty, that as regards their present rate 
of production the actual cost is on record and can be ascertained. As regards 
the -cost of production when the full oUlput is attained we shall ne,.cessarily be 
on much more hypothetical ground and it may not be possible to speak w~th 
equal certainty there, but after all what it comes to is this. The year 1922 is a 
had year to take on account' of the strike at Jamshedpur, but taking the year 
1921-22 which was comparatively undisturbed by industrial disputes the actual 
figures of that year are on the whole the best evidence of wha~ the cost is goin8 
to be when the full output is' attained. As regards -the overhead it may be 
possible to calculate pretty closely what difference tue increased outturn will 
make, but as regards wol-k~ expenditwe it seems to me to be much mOI'e diffi
.cult to speak with certainty. 

Mr. Nelson.-May I ask you with reference to your original statement,-just 
for the purpose of argument--assuming that the Board finally recommend a duty 
of 15 per cent. would it be your intention to definitely tie it down fOl' a certain 
number of years? 

Pre'sident.-That is a matter which clearly is rather beyond the control of 
the Board at, all; it is a matter for the Legislature. 

Mr. Nelsoll.-We merely asked you for information. 
President.-I would rather like to put this aspect of the case. One of the 

objects of protection mus~ be to induce lllore capital to go into the industry. 
There is only one firm manufacturing. Supposing the duty was subject to 
variation every year do you think that capital would be ready to corne forward 
to enter an industry where the conditions 'were likely to vary annually! 

Mr. Nelso11.-1t depends on tile degree of variation. 
Pusident.-I take it that there will be a recommendation' from the Tariff 

.Board and the Legislature will decide. 
Mr. N elson.-Assuming tha~ you are to take lily hypothetical figure, of 15 

per cent: on that you would base your finances now. Three years hence it will 
be a 1 ... 1e lower or higher. Surely it is a question of production costs yisualised 
by book costs. 

Pl·esident.-It seems to me that the Chamber suggests that the whole thing 
should go -;nto the melting pot every yeal·. 

MI'. Nelson.-We find some aiffieulty in answering your question. It depends 
on whether your recommendation will be a permanent one or not. 

President.~Supposing it werl) on a sliding scale! 
1111-. Nelson.-We do not see any obstacle to that. There must be some 

kind of basis on which you will be able to satisfy YOUl'self within a reasonable 
space of time as to what the cost of production was. 

P.resident.-After all it is a quest~on of the two prices that I have mentioned. 
I •. thmk the difficulty that is in our mind is that neithel' of these is certain and 
WIll vary. Take first of all the price at which steel can be laid down in India. 
T~ere have been within the last year SUbstantial variations in prices. Major 
RIChar.dson will be able to give us accurate figures but, my impression is that 
the prICe of heavy steel rails which was as high as £10 a ton in April and May 
bas come down now to £8-10-0. That is a variation which amounts to 15 or 20 
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jler cent. in the price. One way pos~ibly of dealing with the question is this. 
Take the basic price at which steel is likely to be laid down for a considerable 
nnmber of years in India at the price which bore the same relation to the pre-war 
price as the general level of prices now bears to the .pre-war level. Then you will 
have still to meet periods such as the pn.sent when the price of steel drops a good 

.deal below the general level of post war prices .and possibly machinery might be 
,devised, when such state of things, al'bse, by which Government would be, em· 
,powered to impose additional duties in order to meet that. 

JJ r. N els07I.-In the convel'se case? 
Pre&idwt . ..,..The·converse question is a little mo!e difficult because it seems to 

me that, if everythmg in tile system is liable to annual revision" you are at 
. once up against the difficulty that no manufacturel', knows how much protection 
he would get. Supposing 15 per cent. was taken as the basic rate of duty i' 

'-should be made clear that ,. is not going to be reconsidered until after a reason· 
,able period of (say) I) or 6 years or possibly longer--the exact period. will be a 
question for discussion-and Luat when the, Government of India were, satisfied 
that steel was being laid down in India at a price below wha~ was taken as the 
basic rate it should be' empowered to impose an additional duty. Of course it is 
not fair to ask for the considered opinion of the Chamber on' a scheme of that 
kind which I have rather inadequately explained, but what I have said, does 
that in any way go to meet any of the difficulties of the Chamber? Does this 

.kind of way of approaching the subject commend itself to the Chamber? 

Mr. Ne18on.-:I •.• nk we agree hypothetically tnat the difference between the 
laying uown price of steel and tile production cost represents a ,fair basis of the 
measure of protection required. That is, I take it, your argument but until you 

·can assure us whether it is .to be a, permanent or a quenquennia~ tariff or what· 
,ever it is ,I think, we shall find it very difficult, to con:11nit ourselves. 

Mr.· Ginwala.-The position is this. Once we start with' protectioll hypothe
tically or otherwise, onCIl: you admit \hI!. principle of protection, then I think 
it must be assumed that there must be some guarantee on the part"of the ,:state 
that that industry will receive protection so long as it l'equires it. There (;an 
'be no period for that, that is to say, it must get adequate protection so long and 
to the extent to which it requires it. It is the utmost that the State can do. 
You cannot make a law which will bind you for five years because the authority 
that makes the law 'is the authority that will alter it. The country needs pro
,tection and the utmos~ that the Government can do is to give a guarantee of 
protection for so long as it neens it and to the extent it needs it:. If circum· 
stances require t.lIat there will be variation of course to the extent the indus-

-try needs. Beyond that you Cannot expect the .Board or Government to go. 

Mr . .N el8071.-Our uifficwty {Ii that you transler the. decision to another and 
'who the arbiter of the destiny of the steel industry is going to be 10 yean hence 
'no one knows. State is rather a general' term. ' ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-It must necessarily be' the State. 

Mr. Ntlson.-Yes. Our answer to the question is in the affirmative. 
Pre.ident.-Of cow'se that will be, taken subject to the various conditions 

,you have drawn attention to in the jntermediate discussion. There is 
one point which I am .. not quite sure' that' I follow. You say "An 
import duty of 33~ per cent. would, I am to point out, give a practical monopoly 
to the indigenous steel and iron industries .... " In what sense would it' give a 
practical monopoly! I' , 

Major Richard8071.-There is only one maker of it. 
P,e8ident."'-surely monopoly means that India. will not be abie to buy steel 

,anywhere elsll 
Major Richardson.-You are putting the monopoly of manufacture in~me hand,. 

Pre8ident.~1 really cio not understand that. Supposing the duty were raised 
"to 33! per cent. and prices rose to the full extent of the duty they would be a 
little more than 20 per cent. above the present level of cost. The effect of that 
.rise in price would not make it impossible to import any steel. You would 
-still be importing. ' 

Major Richard8071 • .:....No. 
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~1"e8ident.-Let us take actual str.uctural sections, which they will be pro
~uclng. W«: w~re told by some firms In Calcutta that they askea Tata's for par
tlctdar secttons but were told that !hese sections could not be supplied. 
untt! .December. They had therefore to Import what they required from Englana, 
and exactly the same could,.be done after the duty was raised. 

Major Richardson.-They will have to pay another 5 per cent. anyhow. 
P.resident.-After all it is ttle old objection to protection, that you have to· 

pay more. But It does not seem to me that it gives the Indian producer an 
actual monopoly. 

lJb. Grantham.-The res~lt of a high tariff is to give the manufacturer a 
practical monopoly. Take the 'case of America, for instance. We expect.' 
that eventually the position ,\\". ' be the same in InOla. 

President .-If you are referring to a future date when one or two other firms 
have taken up the. manufactw'e of steel, then 1 can understand that the Lune· 
might come when 90 per cent. of India's requirements in the way of steel were 
produced in Lne country. But even so it would be still possible to import, also 
it will take any firm which embarks on steel manufacture at least five years.. 
before it begins to pI·oduce. 

illr. Grantltam.-Still we must look to the future. 
President.-It is a little important, I want to understand what the Chamber, 

really had in mind when that particular statement was made. 
, Mr. Grantham..-It is that within the limits of the protection that you give. 

,that the Indian manufacturer will have a monopoly. 
Pl'esident.-But'that view is hardly consistent on the other hand with what 

you say in para. 5 "that the steel and iron industries of India are able to supply 
only a portion of the country's requirements and it is very doubtful if they wilL 
ever be able to supply all satisfactorily." The people of India have to get their 
steel from somewhere and, as far as I can see, the only point.is that they will. 
have to pay more for it. 

Mr. Grantham.-One can say that there is no monopoly at present but 
eventually in the futw·e that risk will have to be met. 

P,·es,dent.-But still you will have to pay a higher rate to the steel markets of, 
the world for any special steel you require that is not manufactured by Tata's. 

Major Richardson.-Certainly. 
MT. Grantham.-There can be no monopoly as long as other countries are· 

producing, steel, but the monopoly is really in the future.' 
NT. Nelson.-If I may say so, I still adhere to the opinion that we meant to-·· 

convey in para. 4 of our letter that to all intents and purposes it is a monopoly. 
We did not mean 'practically' in the sense that it is perhaps generally used. 
Virtually would probably have been a better term. . 

President.-If the object of protection is that the eountry should be able to 
supply its own requirements by manufacturing. within the country, then the· 
eventual result is in a certain sense what you may call a monopoly. Perhaps I 
may point out that we are bound by the conditions laid down bv the Fiscal Com
mission and approved by the Government of India and the Legislative Assembly. 
The theory is that the industry, if granted protection, should eventually be
able to compete on level terms in the world's market. The monopoly that is, 
contemplated is a monopoly ·of natural advantages, so' far we adhere to what 
is laid down by the Fiscal Commission. 

Mr. Nelson.-Yes. 
President.-It is of some 'importance in connection with the st~el industry 

that, if the fullest use were made of the natural advantages which an industry 
apparently possesses, it is by no means impossible that, India may become an, 
exporting country. The moment that happens they would be able to produce a 
larger variety of products than when they are confined to supplying the country's. 
own needs. 

Mr. Nelson.-Yes. 
President.-There is one point iu the statement made by Mr. Grantham that 

I d? not quite understand. Tata's at present only pl'oduce quite a small pro
POI'tlOll of the country's re'1uirements ill the way of steel and even when th&-
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Greater Extensions are complete, their output will be something less th~ hal.f .. 
I understood him to. say that on that basis protection ought not to be glven lit-, 
the fo.rm of a tarill duty. I don't know whether he went the whole length b~t 
he suggested that protection ought to. be given when the manufacturers were lll-· 
a position to supply the whole needs pf the country. 

Mr. Grantham.-We are speaking generally. 
Pruident.-On that basis how are you going to start protection at all? 
Mr. Grantham.-By means of bcunties when the i~dustry is in its initial

stage. 
President.-lSupposing an industry were producing only one per cent. of the' 

country's requirements it would, be absurd to contend tbat, in order to develop·, 
tbat industry everybody should pay a higher price for the remaining 99 per: 
cent. ? But 400,000 tons is sometning like 2/oth of India's requirements of 
steel, and it seems to me unreasonable to rule out tarill-duty when the locaL 
manufacturers can meet what is nearly half the country's' needs. 

1I1r. Grmltha-m.-I have two things in my mina; tile first thing is that in the· 
event of a protective duty we have to consider whether the profits of tht! in
dustry are to. be limited to a certain percentage or to be allowed to increase to~ 
the extent of the l'eduction in the Co.st of production which will automatically
take place. 

Pre&ident.-It has not automatically taken place so far in the steel industry.-

,1Ir.Gra7lt/,ulI •. -It has taken place in other industries. That being so, I 
think it would benefit the country more if protection is given by means of a 
bounty than an import duty because the bounty will take less out of the ~un:try. -
My second point is that I do not agree that an import tarill on all steel wili 
brmg about a fair incidence of taxation. I think it will have a .tendency to fall 
on the wrong people and it is better to give protection by means of a bounty
rather than by means of a tariff. 

Pre&ident.-Practically there is another side to the case I think. For on~
thing the· general policy of bounties as a means of stimulating industries re
quires a considerable _sum from the general budget of the country, and we are
subject in India to periods when Government is exposed to considerable finan
cial stress and there is always the danger that the Finance Member may refuse
to find the money for bounties, whereas if the protection is given in the form of -
an import duty, the interests of the Finance Department are on the other side. 

Mr. Grantham.-Protection by means of bounties means that people will 
appreciate to a very great extent exactly what they are paying for the protec· 
tion of an industry. If it is given by an import tarill they will not appreciate. 
it _ to the same degree. -

Pre8ident.-That is quite probable. That is to say, it is much easier to as-
certain exactly what the assistance given to an industry is costing the country. 
But as a practical proposition at the present moment, I take it that the Chamber
will recognize that to give the assistance required by the steel industry in the
form of bounties would require a considerable sum of money which it would be
difficult to find. 

1I1r. Grantnam.-My only reply to that is that in any- cas~ any protection-' 
which you are going to. give will cost money, whether it is by means of import duty: 
or bounties. 

President.-Economically they are not dIssimilar. It is -largely a question: 
how the burden is going to be distributed. It is a burden that you bear for: 
the time being in the hope that it will benefit -the country.hereafter. 

l\(r. Grantham.--Government can distrihut .. the bounty as equitably as pos. 
~~ . . 

Pre8ident.-Has the Chamber considered the c?mbinillg of t~e two Pletho"s? 
Mr. Grantham.-We have not. 
Pre8ident.-1t was a proposal put forward at one time by the Tata Iron and-. 

Steel Co., themselves, but perhaps the Chamber are not prepared to express any<'. 
opinion about that? 

Mr. Nel8on.-No. 
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Pnstd-ent.-In paragraph 4 in ~he first instance you say "An import duty of .33* per cent. -would, I am to point out, give a practical monopoly to the indi
genous steel and iron industries and in doing so it would put up the price of 

..every commodity to every inhabitant of India." In so far as the higher duty 
mig... increase railway transport charges. I can understand how it would have 
some effect on the price of every commodity except those which are locally pro
duced, but apart from that I am not able to' see yet how such a very wide state
·ment' can be justified. 

Mr. Nelson.-\Ve have only made statements which you yourselves have ad-
mitted. . 

P,·esident.-I don't think I have. I said that there wa.s a burden which 
might be distributed in various ways according to the form which protection. 
took, but the particular method tllat is under consideration in this paragraph is 
the import duty 33~ pel' cent. I am quite ready to admit that in so far as railway 
rates are kept at a higuer level than they would otherwise be, to that extent it 
would increase the price of everything. Do the Chamber suggest that apart from 
that there are ways in which it would operate so extensively? 

'Major Richardson.-It must put all prices up indirectly. Steel is used in the 
.construction of all principal factories and buildings in India and, if you are 
going to put up the price of steel by, say, 20 pel' cent-., the cost of any new 
extensions to factories will go up in pI'oportion and that must put up the cost 

.of articles manufactured in tbe country. 
President.-It does not affect the imports except as l'egards the l'ailway freight 

and possibly an increase in the landing charges at the port which would not be 
a very heavy charge. . 

Major Richardson.-No. 
President.-It seems to me that although unquestionably protectiun of steel 

does' extend very far. because of the extent to which steel is used, still I suggest 
that this particular statement is put in very broad terms indeed. 

Mr. Nelsoll.-Weonly intended to convey as you have just suggested that 
it affects every commodity which in its turn means inrreased wages. 

President.-You put the inCI'ease in price first and then went on to the in
crease on railway freights, etc., which suggeJted that apart f~om .he l':.:Iway 

.question there were some other reasons for apprehelodmg that the priee of every 
commodity would go uP. 

Mr. Nelson.-I nuite see your point. We had not appreciated that. Our 
intention was to enunciate the broad general principle. 

President.-Take the case of a cotton mill. The import duty on stee.> would 
no doubt make itself felt by putting up the cost of the buildings. Is there any 
~otton machinel'y made in India at all at present? . 

:lIr. Omntlwll/..-Pradically none. 
President.-Then, so long as we are at this stage, I take it that the machinery 

must come in exartly as it does at present and the question would be to what 
<extent the 33:k pel' ct'nt. duty would increase the cost of putting up a cotton 
mill. Would it be possible to obtain any figures for that based upon cotton 
mills that have actually been erected within recent times? 

M~. GmntllQrn.-1 should think the Millowners' Association could give you 
·t~e cost of erection very easily. Tbere have been several mills or mill exten
Sions erected at a fairly recent date. 

President.-It is easy enough to remember in a general way that putting up 
the duty on steel will make things dearer but it is important to try and get at 
exactly wbat it actually does mean. However, you 'think the Millowners' Asso

.ciation would be the best people to approach about that? 
Mr. Grtmtham.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 6 you doubt if the capacity of the Indian Railways 

woul~ be sufficient to enable the Indian steel and iron jndllstries to transport 
-suppl!es to all centt'es cheaply and quickly. You say that "There is difficultY' 
now In sending ou~ finislled. products from Bombay, but ihis would be doubled 
.. had the raw material ~ls() to l~e brought in by rail." In so far as that diffic~ty. 
,IS • concerned I take It that It would mean that Bombay firms would contmue 
to Import to a larger extent thn they would otherwise do. I do not 'wish to develop 
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-that, ,but is it not probable in these circumstances t.he Indian manufacturer 
would be forced to hold stocks in Bombay, just as the importe~ does at PlCesent, 
-eitner by a branch of ,.liS own Drm in Bombay or by employmg one or ·more 
merchant firms? 

.lb. Granthant.-Would he not have to catch up that demand before he holds 
.any stocks? 

President. -Undoubtedly. 
Mr. Nelnin.-You have still got ·ro work up to 400,000 tons. . 
Pre&ident.-Yes but it is a pretty big operation to put 400,000 tons of steel 

<)n the market and the manufacturer might be obliged to stock. 
Major Rich4rd8on.-1 think there is every chance that he might stock in 

Bombay, but as \pings stand at present·, from the manufacturer's point of view, 
one does not buy from the stock as the price from stock is always high. 

P,. ... uent.-l am looking at it' from the point of ·view of .the Tata Iron ana 
.Steel Co. If they found. that , .• ey had spe~ial difikulty in selling their pro~u.cts 
in Bombay on account of transport difficulties and on account of the competitIOn 
from imported steel, because it is at a place like Bombay which is remote from 
Jamshedpur and which is absolutely on the seaboard that foreign steel is most 
likely to be able to hold its own, as a means of self protection might not they 
be compelled to hold .stocks in Bombay? 

M ajar llicllUrdi!on:-I don't. dlink that affects the question. The stufi has got 
-,to come in. Whether it comes down now and the Tata Co. hold a stock or 
whether it comes in later, it· has got to b~ carried onCe. 

PreBident.-Do you mean that th" railway transport is uniformly bad? Is 
it not possible to get a lot of stuff thro.ugh when things are easier and lay in 
a sufficient stock in Bombay to tide o'-er periods when railway communication is 
blocked. 

Mr.' Granthatn.:-That would mean that everybody· would have to buy fro~ 
.stocks at one time. 

Major llichard.on.-You cannot economically, as an engineering firm, buy stock 
ma.terial for any building. When one gets an order for buiiding you utilize a 
certain amount of stock material to get on with the job quickly, but gaper cent . 

. of the materials is got from HOlDe or from the Tata. Iron and Steel Co. 
PreBident.-What I was thinking of was the evidence from Messrs. George 

Senice and Co. They told us they heid three months' supply. 
Major llichard.on . ...,..They al'e not ,structural, they are purely merchant. 
~[r_ ,Ilather.-They must sell most of their material to people who do the 

structural work. 

Major llicllard.on.-They sell it to up·country works. 
President.-Of course I fully adlJ1it that _ there are certain businesses for 

which YOll cannot stock things, and my suggestion does .not get over the 'whole . 
.dIfficulty. But to a certain extent and in. ;regard to certain sections it seems W 
me that this could be done. . . 

Major Richardson.-To some extent. 
['resident.-And it might probably be worth while for the Indian manufac

turer til resort to this method. 

Mr. Grantltam.-':When railway transport is congested it is difficult to import. 
In the slack season, especially during the monsoon, everybody would have to 
buy and lay in stocks at one period. That would be uneconomical. 

President.-There is another point namely that "the cost of raiJway trans. 
port a~d the cost of fuel should go down before protection is given." I am 
.not qUite sure that 1 understood what Mr. Grantham. blld in his mind there. I 
:take it, however, that It is this that the difficulties under which the· steel in . 
. dustry is suffering lire La some extent due to tile difficulty of railway transport 
and the high price of coa.l and the only way of removingl this difficulty· is to 
,'emove congestion? 

,1lajor IlichardBon.-Yes. 

PreBident.-But supposing these difficulties' are not. Overcome· and mean
-while the industry. collapses? 
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M,. Grantham.-I have held all through that it should be protected by means 
of a bounty.. This does not apply to all industries. 

President.-It· applies only in connection with the steel -industry? 
lIb. Granthaln.-Yes. 
President.-That makes a considerable difference. 

lJlr. Ginwala.-Major Richardson, I should like to dispose of these figures first. 
You have pointed out what the Tata Iron and Steel Co. stated in the prospectus 
which was issued in July 1922. But then their case is this, that just a little be
'fore and since then competition from the Continent has become so severe that 
they cannot afford to continue their industry-that. is really what it comes to-
and as you know theirs is the kind of steel which comes mostly from the Con-' 
tinent ·barring rails. 

lJlajor Richanlion.-Yes . 
• 1lr. Ginwala.-Therefol·e if we found that with reference to the Continental. 

steel they were unfavourably situated, and that the industry cannot exist at all,. 
would you agree to give them protection to meet the Continental competition? 

Major Richardson.-The Continental competition is due to exchange; it is a.-
fluctuating factor. . 

lJlr. Ginwala.-The principal competition at present appears to come from 
the Continent. You see the t"end of prices in the United Kingdom. In Janu-' 
ary 1922 lhe pl'ice was £9-5-0 and in June 1923 it was £10-10, an increase of 25· 

'. shillings. . 
Jllajor Richardson.-I don't think that is a fair comparison. If you look at 

the figures betweeu the 2nd week of .February this year and the 3rd or 4th week. 
of August-we were unable to get any fixed Continental price at all owing to the 
troubles on the Continent-you will find that as a consequence of that British
manufacturers took advantage of putting their prices up. 

illr. Ginwala.-Take January 1922-there is not much difference. Now take
the. Continental price. The British price remains steady more or less. The
Continental price is £8-15-0 at the beginning of January 1922. It has come down 
to £7-15-0. 

Major Richardson.-That is quite true, but that is mainly due to the exchange. 
ill,: Ginwala.-In December 1922 they were still low £6-18·0. Therefore

Tata's contention appears to be correct to that extent so far as they are con
cerned. 

Major Richardson.-I don't think you can take it as constant. It is absurd to 
demand protection because for three or four months in a year the cost of steel is
low for some causes outside the country. 

lJb. Ginulala.-Exchange is perhaps one of the reasons for asking for protec
tion. Even Great Britain has admitted that owing to a depreciated exchange' 
there is this unfavourable competition. I 

Major Richal·dson.-Against that now -the Continental prices are up again. 
lJh. Ginu-ala -These figures are very valuable as they enable us to see what. 

has been taking place in the United Kingdom as well as on the Continent. You 
say the difference is 45 shillings between Great Britain anci the Continent in some
months. 

Major Richardson.-If you take the majo~ity of months it is 20 shillings. 
lJlr. Ginu-ala.-From :h'Iarch 1922 it never comes down below 22/6. You see' 

how the prices are going. They come up and down but they are always lower' 
than'the prices in the United Kingdom. 

Major Richard8on.-Certainly. 
Mr. Ginu-ala.-So that there is a special case, apart from other considerations, 

for giving some protection to the industry which suffers from depreciated ex
changt'o 

Major Richardson'.--You must take a fair basis-not particular months when 
the fluctuation is so grt'at. 

M1'. Gintvala.-It has to be provided against in any scheme, must it not! 
Major Ricll.ard8on.-It is extr!!mely difficult to devise any scheme of that sort. 
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_ Mr. GinW'.Ja.-In mOst countries they have taken measures to guard agamst 
eha condition. In <Alnada, Australia, America and even in the United Kingdom 
where the prices have gone down owing to depreciated exchange they have 
-devised special machinery to meet the situation. .' 

Major Richal'/uon.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think in reply to the President you stated' that the basis. 

·of protection approximately snould be the difference between th.,. cost of landi~g' 
iu this country and the cost of production. But I think that requires certa~n. 
modification, would it not? Because if you take that as the exact duty, there IS 
hardly any inducement to the consumer in this country to buy locally _ manufac· 

-tured articles. 
lIlr.., Ne1soll.-As I understood the P1'esident's question that was the basis. 

I only assumed that there would be a trade profit. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Taking the general question of protection, I think that you 

would agree that, if any protection was given, it should be adequate not only 
for the purpose of enabling the industry to live, but in order that the indU!.try 

. should expand. 
Mr. NeI8on . ..:...certainly. We have developed that in .our ,wl'i:ttenstatement. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We must look at the industry as a whole, and' the idea of pro

tection is that there should not be a monopoly of which you are . afraid, but 
that there sbould be some internal competition between rival manufacturing 
firms. Then there is one other question which presents sOllle difficulty, that is 
tbe distance between Bombay and Jamsbedpur and Jarnshedpur and C;tlcutta. As 
you know, in the United States they have found the same difficulty on the Pacific 
coast wttlch is far from places wbere steel is manufactured. 'Ve have got the, same 

.difficulty to some extent in this country. In Ulat case how would you basI) your 
protection? You wiII take the price of landing steel at the ports? . 

,lfr. NeI8on.-Yes, pluB railway charges. 
Mr. Ginwala.-From Jamshedpur to Bombay or Jamshedpur to Calcutta? 
Mr. Nel8on.-In determining tbe import price, we sbould take, I think, the' 

,price of'imported steel landed at ports. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the case of Tata's what prices will you compare? 
Mr. Nel .. on.-Also their price at the port. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is a question of some difficulty. 

M,. Nel8on.-Mr. Grantham, I think, is more fitt~d to argue this point. 

lib. Ginwala.-Supposing the British landed price for the sake of argument 
-is £10, and Tata's say that they cannot produce it nnder . £11. Thel~e is a case 
for one pound there. Then there is the freigbt from Jamshedpur to Calcutta . 
. say, 5 shillings. You will add that and it will be £1-5·0. Take the case or 
Bombay. 'fhe freight from Jamshedpur to Bombay is 25 sbillings. You add 
this to £1 a.nd it comes to £2-5-0. If the indusb'y is going to be enabled to 'sell 
its products allover tbe country, the basis should be £12·5·0, should it not? 

lib. NelBon.-On your showing, yes. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-Can you suggest a.ny other remedy? 

Mr. Nelson.-I am afraid not. 'Ve cannot commit ourselves. What you are 
'really asking us to do is to give an expression of opinion as' to liow much proti'c
tion is necessary. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We should like you to assist us Tbere is the difficulty that r 
ha~e pointed out-. They can meet competition at. the port of Calcutta if the 
freight from Jamshedpur to Calcutta is. added to the difference between 

·their prices and that of the foreign manufacturer. If the industry exists in this 
country-forget Tata's for the moment-and our idea is tbat the industry must 
~xpand if it is protected-in that case the basis of protection wonld be the dif. 
ference in price plus. freight to the furth~rest port at which the ind~st.ry. has got 

·to compete. ''Ve Will lea,-e out KarachI for the present because 1t is too far 
·away. Is th~re any escape from it? ' 

Mr. NelBon.-There is no' escape from it if Indian steel is to be used in 
:Bombay. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-I have got certain figures to show the relative consumptiou. 
in the two 'Ports. Calcutta is slightly hignel' than Bombay. The whole of 
Tata's production could be sold in Calcutta. So there may be room for another 
steel works. If it .came into the field, it must necessarily compete in Bombay! 

Mr. G1"Qntham.-Ther~ is one possible escape and that is the lessening of' 
the railway freight. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-Subject to that, may I take it tliat, in your opinion, there is 
no escape from a posmon like that? . 

Mr. Nelson.-I am afraid we cannot assist you. It is not a point which we-
have considered very carefully. -

, Mr. Ginu·ala.-'Vith regard to the cost to the country, Mr. Grantham, take· 
the normal way of proLecting an industry by tariff. Have you gone into the' 
figures to see what the total burden would be to the country? • 

Mr. Grantl/.am.-By means of tariff or bounty? 
Mr. Ginlllala.-By means of tariff. Roughly one million tons is used in the·' 

country. There is evidence to show that the whole of that cannot be produced 
because it contains all kinds of steel, but say 60 per cent. is produced for the 
~ake of argument. If Tata's get the whole protection that they want, it would' 
amount to'Rs. 35 a ton. Roughly It would be Rs. 210 lakhs. Do you think that 
that would he a ruinous price spread out over the whole country? 

Mr. Grtmtham.-I consider that an unnecessary price. 
Mr. GinfVa7a.~If protection were given by means of the tariff, that would be

the cost in terms of money to the whole country. 
Mr. Nelson.-,-The question is do we consider it too large au amount which 

would fall so heavily on industries that they would be adversely affected. Our' 
reply is t)!at it is a much larger amount than is necessary under the circum-· 
stances. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is the highest figure we are taking. Even on that as
sumption, the money value of the burden does not appear to be so very heavy 
seeing that there are such large interests as railways, mills, jute industry, tex
tiles, public bodies ana Government. If you spread the amount over all these
concerns, it does not appear to be a very big sum and I ask you, would it really' 
have the adverse effect on the country as a whole that you anticipate! 

Mr. Nelson.-We say that it would undoubtedly have the effect of increasing 
the price of all commodities. Beyond that we are not prepared to go at the 
moment. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But looking at it from the practical point of view the burden 
appears so small compared with the tot.al expenditure of the country on various 
industries t~at it may not after all haye tnose consequences in the same degree· 
which you apprehend. 

Mr. Nelsoll.-1 don't quite follow your argument. The consequences must 
lie there. Neither you nor I can say at the moment what tlley are going to be. 

Mr. Gillu·ala.-With regard to bounties, I understood you to say that you' 
would favour the grant of boullties on the total production! . 

Mr. Grantham.-Yes. 
Mr. Gillwala.-You say that at the present moment the production of steel 

is 1* lakhs, but on the assumption that in the end the country will produce tbe
whole of its requirements, you will have to go on increasing the bounties. Is 
there any expanding sources of l'eyenUe at the Qlsposal of the Government of 
India from which this increasing amount cO\1ld he inet! 

Mr. GrIVltham.-Could you ten us to what extent the bounty would increase! 
Mr. Gin1vala.-To the extellt of production . 

. Mr. Gr~t"am.-I can only reply that YOI1 can get this revenue either by 
dIrect taxatIOn or else by all increased tariff 011 all classes of goods that come into· 
India--not necessarily on. steel. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Won't it be stirring up a hornet's nest! 
1111'. Grantham.-"Ve are not prepared to say which is best. 
M~. pinwala.-I think that any Government would think very seriousiy be

fore It lDcreased the tariff' all round. 
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Mr. Nellon.-It has to, be considered which is the best. method. We ar~ 
only arguing theoretically as you have very kindly permitted us. It does resolve
itself into a very interesting point of economics. 

President.-Unfortunately the Board cannot look at the question only fromp 
theoretical point of view. 

Mr. Gi1lwala.-We are trying to get your help in the matter. Where is the' 
money to come from! 

Itlr.-NelBon.-I. quite understand that to ask Government for Rs. 2 crores ~ 
would be an unpopular undertaking at the present moment. Our argument is' 
that whether you make a man pay more for his bread and butter or more tax 
all round, it is economically the same thing in the end. If we are correct--and 
you admit that we are correct-~nat this M! per cent. will put up the price or 
every commodity used hy every taxpayer in India, i~ is surely a matter of very 
small difference to him as ~ how he pays that. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The general tax·payer may say "why should I pay more tax, 
it is the consumer who ought to pay." In a democratic country that is often the
argument. In that case how is the Govl!rnmeDt to piid. the money? 

Mr. Nel.on.-In that case the only way in which Government could possibly 
find the money is by a general increase of all tariff dutillS. Instead of putting 
33i per cent. on one, why not levy a little more on this and a· little more on 
that and thUIl make it up? 

Mr. Ginwala.-You can hardly undertake.8 general revision of tariff in. 
order to find money for a particular industry. . 

Mr. /I,·el801l.-1 think you are bringing me to a practical conclusion of a.. 
theoretical argument. '. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The steel industry is not the only industry which is asking: 
for protection. There may be other industries. 

Mr. lieIBon.-1 quite admit that. 
Mr .. Ginwala.-If other industries require bounties too, in that case the burden. 

would necessarIly increase. 
Mr. NelBon.-Yes . 
.tlr. Ginwala.-'\Yhereas in the case of a tal'iff, it finds more or less its own· 

solution to some extent. 
Mr. NelBon.-That is quite sound. 00. the other hand, you will admit what 

we are endeavouring W convey which is that we think that it is more equitable
to help an industry by means of a bounty. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If you have the money, it is the easiest way. 
Mr. Nelson.-May I say this? You are dealing with this question at a tim8' 

of great financial stringency .. I am a robust optimist as to t.he economic fut\lr(>' 
of India. I am perfectly confident, if you were to sit 5 years hence, that there 
would not be the same difficulty in getting two crores from Government.. We
must not allow oUl'selves in a matter like this to live too much, in the present. 

Mr. Gillwala.-Are you prepared to give any evidence as to the management 
of Tata's--whether it is economical or not? 

Mr. NelsfYn.-1 am arraid not. In fact, if I may say so, we came here hoping. 
to receive evidence rather than give It. We have read all the published evidence' 
of course. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.--:All of you have emphasised the fact that you must be satisfied· 
that the management is economically run. Am I correct in stating your position! 

Mr. NelsfYn.-Perfectly correct. 
Mr. Ginwala.-'lVe would of course welcome any assistanc'l that you can giv,," 

us. 

Mr. NelsfYn.-We don't consider that aU the evidence as to this point of" 
economical management has yet been taken and given to· us. We only have 
Tata's evidence but. vou will take a lot more. We shall require to'read every-
thing that you hear. • . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you not considered what was available! 
Mr. Nelson.-We have studied everything that was ,Ilvailable. We say that. 

there must be more. 



lIfr. Ginwala.-Have you not formed any opmlon on the materials already 
,-available? If you have, it will be very valuable. 

lib. Nelson.-I am afraid not. We really have no desire to withhold anything. 
'" ask you to believe that. It is impossible in our opinion at the present juncture 
to give an opinion worth listening to. . 

M.,. Ginu·ala.-This is a statement which has been made very often. 
lIfr, Nelson.-That is why we wish to be very careful before we give an 

~ . opinion. At the moment we don't consider that we have sufficient evidence. 
,lb. Gillwala.-It is very.difficult to find out why this opinion is given. 
Mr. NeI8on.-Quite so. 
illr. Ginwala.-When the output increases, overhead charges and the cost of 

production should come down. Is not there a limit? There is an interregnum, 
there is a stage in which the cost of production gaes up before the output in

-creases. Would you make any allowance for that on the assumption that protec-
-tion was granted? 

Mr. Nelson.-T ·think I should require my colleagues to answer this question. 
Personally I should require something in the nature of a very sound assurance 
that that would not be the case before committing myself to any measure of pro
tection. 

Mr. Ginwala.-As a business man, you know that when you start your business 
.~nd the plan~ "..lat you Imy· comes into partial operation were is a stage whe1\ tile 
cost of production naturally goes up. In ordinary course that must be the case. 
Tata's are producing 125,000 tons and they expect to go up to 420,000 tons but 
they cannot produce this quantity all at once. Therefore during the interval the 

. cost of production must go up. You will find in these figures that you have got 
-that part of the steel plant, for instance, has come into operation since 1922 and 
you see that the cost of production has already gone up. . 

M1·. Nelson.-If you are approaching this question from a purely' business 
.p.oint oll view, there comes the question of reserves. 

lib. Ginwala.-The question of reserves assumes that tile business 'has been in 
.existence for a considerable period and has prospered. Does it not! 

M.,. Nelson.-That is true. 
Ill.,. Ginwala.-You cannot have a reserve unless you have done your business 

':for a certain. number of years and made a' reasonable profit. What I am asking 
-you is, in determining the amount of protection to be given to a young industry 
which has not yet come fully into operation, should not there be some allowance 
for the increased cost of production \vhich must necessarily take place in the 
interval? 

lIlr. Nelson.-May I consult my colleagues? We are unable at the moment 
-to see why there should be. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Take any business which you are extending. Your extensions 
must take some time before they come into full operation. Therefore you would 
generally spread all your cost of production on the actual earning plant at the 

·particularmoment. The earning plant is necessarily smaller than the potential 
plant. In any busiuess you must charge the earning plant at the particular 
.moment. 

Mr. Ne18on.-In carrying interest charges on any money that would be neces· 
sary to borrow in order j;o provide larO'e extensions and to bring about the in

.{:reased production, you will see that the whole thing would go up. The inter

.regnum would surely be a small one. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The evidence we had as regards the steel industry is that it ..... 

'will take about five' years. 
lIfr. Nelson.-Five years before they reach their full production! 
IIlr. Ginu·ala.-;-No, before they start production and perhaps a couple of years 

to reach the maxullum. 

Mr. Nelson.-Your question is whether your shareholders should be without 
lnterest or whether they should be compensated. 
. lIlr. Ginwala.-Ihave not in my mind so much the shareholders. What I say 
18 t.h,~t. apart from. ~ompetition. your selling price would necessaI·i!y .behigher 
It.h1C1 It would otherWise be. . 



President.-These exb'a cllarges which you have got to incur. during the fivlI 
years or melre before you reach your full pro.du~tion, th •. mtsiness' has go~ to mee) 
somehow or somewhere. One way of doing It IS to add them to the capItal. 

Mr. Nel.wn.-Another way is to withhold the payment of diiridends to'sbare· 
holders. ' 

Mr. Gir.,,·({la.-That is whet has hSI'r.eHed in this case. The' Company bas 
been very fortunate. It h,s been a Li e- -"0 I;et considerable sum$ of !'loney on 
which it did not ha':e to pay anything for five years. Suppcse there IS a plant 
worth Rs. 10 crores. First of all two crores comes into operation, .anothe~ two 
crores in six months' time •. nd another six crores in another six months', time. 
They have !!,ot 10 increase labour and everything on a bigger scale, so that sup. 
posing you find it worth while to protect that industry, would you make'some 
allowance for this interregnum 1 

Mr. Nel8on.-1t depends on what the ultimate gain to the shareholde~s '",auld 
be. 

"Ir .. Ginwala . ...,..supposing the Board is satisfied that 'wh'en the Greater Exten· 
sions come fully into operations, the cost of,productiolt will come down. -or; must, 
come down, then to that extent, the country may feel itself justified in giving 
them more protection now than the protection which would just keep them going. 
In the end which wjll be cheaper? 

Mr. NelBon.-My difficulty is that I cannot get away from the shareholders. 
If you are approaching this as a business proposition, it appears to nle ,that, the 
situation is either the Government or the shareholders have got to pay it .. If 1 
understand you correctly, you say while they are putting up Greater Extensions, 
interest will have to be paid and their overhead charges will be increased. If I' 
had a business like that,' I should say to my shareholders 'I propose to do:this 
and if you agree you will have no' dividend for the next- two ,or three years.' 
You say Government should pay it. 

Mr. Ginu-ala.-In determining the al110unt of protection, should you not taka 
that factor into account? 

Mr. Nel8on.-No . 
.'Ilr. Ginu'ala.-Then the point is: supposing you don't take that into account; 

how do you expect any other capitalist to come into the field in the present state 
of affairs! 

.'Ilr. NelMn .. -It depends on what the ultimate gain is going to b-e. 

Mr. Ginwalt;l.-Do you think that it would be easy for anybody to float a com
pany under the~e conditions in Tnd;a unless there was some assm'ance of a reason. 
aLle profit 1 . . 

Mr. Nel.on.-I sHII think that it depends (·n. the question whether the. ulti. 
mate gain is going to be big enough or not. 

Mr Gin1l'ala.-Gain to whom 1 
Mr. Ne18on.-Gain to the shareholders: 

Mr. Ginwala.-What would you consiuer I! big enough percentage in this 
country 1 _ 

Mr. NelBon.-A steady 7 per cent. from the point of view of the investor. 
Mr. Ginwala.-5 or 7 years after the business starts? _ 

~fr .. Nels?n.-No. Your question was what would be a reasonable return for 
capItal 10 thiS country 1 " 

I
'k Mr. G!nu.ala:~DO you think that that would attnet capital to an industry 
I e that 10 IndIa 1 

Mr. Nelson.-It entirely depends on the outlook. If the State were to comEI' 
in alld protect it, I should say undoubtedly it would . 

..., Mr. Ginwala.-,.That is to.say, 7 per cent. average? 
Mr. Nel8on.-Year in and year out. 

Mr. Gjnwala'-~II; order that you may give 7 per cent. average you '11 h' 
to pay a higher diVidend at some ~tage. That is my point. Th~reforeW~t- s:~: 
st~ge or other, the cost of productton must go up a little higher tha 't th ' 
wIse woul\l, ,n I 0' er· 
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Mr. Nelson.-To that extent there is a parallel in the building. up of Railways. 
A Railway takes a longer time to yield a dividend and the yield is ll\uch smaller 
than anything that has been sugges1eu. There has never been any ai,fficulty in 
getting money. 

President.-The credit of Government ,is behind it. 
llh. Nelson.-Yes, and the general public. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The reason why I am asking this question is this. On the 

whole, the evidence has been that in this country at any rate it is not easy to 
attract capItal to a new industry at anything less than 10 per cent. This is the 
first time we hear of 7 per cent. for attracting new capital. 

Mr. Nelson.-My statement was a steady 7 per cent. It, might be in one 
year 9 and in another year 6. My proviso is that the industry carries with it 
the full protection needed. 

Mr. President.-For a protected industry? 
Mr. Nelson.-Yes. 
President.-You would have to raise your capital in the form of preference 

shares rather than ordinary shares in that case? 
Mr. Nelson.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-This argument of yours about monopoly. You rather mean 

this: that there will be a tendency for the producer to keep up his prices to the 
fullest level of the duty. 

Mr. Nelson.-For the local producer. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is, there would be a tendency for the local manufacturer 

to maintain the prices up to the fullest extent of the protective duty, but would 
not ,that tendency become weak as other manufacturers come into the field? 

, Major Richard8on.-I suppose it would as Soon a~ competition arises, and that 
will take a very long time, but I think that the 'great danger here wIll be the 
s/lme as in America, that trusts and combinations will grow in India. 

Mr. Ginwala. -Our industries are on a quite different' footing from' what are 
called Steel trusts. 

Majar Richardson.-You mean to say that the other makers of steel here will be 
limited in number anyhow. There will be one or two more and there will be a 
great tendency among a small number of companies to cOJilbine to some extent to 
keep up prices. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Undoubtedly there will be. In that case would you suggest 
that Government should have some power to stop that combination? 

Major Richardson.-I do not see how Gove~nment can stop it. I have often 
heard it suggested that you should stop such a thing, but I do not see how. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you consider it would be advisable to stop it if such a thing 
happens? 

Major Richardsolt.-Certainly. 
Mr. Ginwala. -In some countries bounties, are paid subject to certain condi

tions. They have laid it down that unless the manufacturers sell at a reasonable 
price they won't get the bounties. 

Major Richardson.-But how are you going to do it, I cannot understand., 
Mr. Grantham.-If the dividend to the shareholders is over a certain figure, 

will you say that you cannot pay? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Vvith regard to this railway transport and coal, ytlU do not want 

to make that a condition precedent to protection? 
Major Richardson_-My point was that as long as we were satisfied on these 

points, we snould prefer protection by means of a bounty to general import tariff. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Can any man foretell what is going to happen to coal or to the 

railway transport? It would rather be for an indefinite period if protection were 
to depend on these. 

Mr. Nelson.-In the meantime I would give protection by means of a bounty. 
'Mr. Ginwala.-You would continue protection by means of a bounty so lon~ 

ail the cost of coal "nd railway transport does no~ come dOWn? 



Mr. NelsOR.cSQ long as ~t is nec:ssary. 
M1'.Ginwala.--But Railways 'andt,he coal industry' may ~ot bring down their 

prices. ' 
Mr. Grantham.-There would not be any serious 'effort made to reduce the 

cost of coal and railway transport, ,bnt the coal industry and. the Railways requirE! 
much steel themselve5-0ne. hmges on the other. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do I understand you to say that, if protection was given by 
means of a bounty the Railway companies and the coal ,industry would think it 
worth while bringIng the cost down! 

1111'. Grantham.--I do not want to make it too easy for the steel industry and I 
would make them reduce the cost of production by any means. If, a general 
tariff is imposed, that will make it very easy for the steel industry to make pro~ 
fits. The bounty on the other hand will be controlled by Government, and 
will not be so easy to get. 

MI'. Ginwala-r-Have you got any authority for the statement! 
Mr. Granth~;-The history of other countries~·bas been that it is difficult to 

- remove a tariff once it· is imposed. 
IIlr. Ginwala.-What is the, connectior;t between railway transport and coal in 

that case? . , 
1II1'_ Grantham.~If the steel industry does not get all they want by meansofa 

tariff, they will try to get any advantage they can get from ,other industries.. ' 
1I1r. Nelson.-'·Bounty is 'a limited. form o~ protection. They may make serious 

efforts to affect other. industries. which are inter.dependent. 
1111'. Uillwala.-You mean it will be an inducement for the steel 'industry itself 

to make every effort to thrive! 'fhat may happen, but also. it may not. 
Mr. Kale.-In thE! opening sentence of para. 2 I fi~da number of propositions 

laid down and I shpuld like to have a clear idea as .to what is e:l\actly meant by 
these. In the first place you say that a very "limited protection would probably, 
if carefully applied, be to the good of the country for it might assist in the 
development of Iii' basic steel and iron industry which although not essential to an 
agricultural country such as India, would probably further its commllrcial develop
ment." By 'a limited amount of protection,' from what you have already told 
us, am I to understand that you do not think that 33! per cent. claimed by Tata's 
is not really necessary but that something, more than 10 per cent. would be 
sufficient? ' ' , 

Mr. Nel8on.~That is put down in para. 3 of our letter "The' institution of 
some protection greater tha.l the present 10 per cent. du1.1' on imported iron and 
steel may usefully be considered" 

lJIr. Kale.-That' is what is meant by a· very 'limited amount of protection?' 
Further on in the same sentence you say "although not essential to all agricul· 
tural country like India." I wanted to kn?w exactly what was in ~ur mind. 

Mr. Nelson.-We mean exactly what we have written-that India is mainly an 
agricultural country and lives on. her crops, instead' ,of a manufacturing country. 

1I/r. Kale.-Take t-he case of England, or take the case of United 'States. 
Were they not agricultural countries in the ·18th century before they -became 
manufacturing countries; and according to the theory, protection is requires 
simply because an agricultural country is intended :to be converted into a manu-
facturing country. That is the very object' of protection; . ' , . 

Mr. Nel.90n.-That is of cou'rse incontrpvertible. 
;Yr. Kale.-I could not, therefore, understand why you should laystrlissupon 

India being an agricultural coun~ry in connection with protection to, ste81 industry. 

Mr. Nel8on.-1 ",ill tell you exactly what we had in our mind when~ewrote 
this letter.. Befo~e a case for protection was made out, naturally it was absolutely 
necessary III the mterests of the country that it should be shown that it was for 
the good of .that countr~ and that it should be made a self-producing country,. 
We took I~dla as an agncultural country and we merely wished to point out that 
as ~n agrl~u1tural country at the present moment we ,cannot say, that on that 
baSIS steel md?st.ry has any claim for protection. Nevertheless Jater on ;we- &0 0'1 
t.o sar that thiS mliustry If develored mar b!i ;Ln asset to the country.! ",. 
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Mr. Kale.-You d9 not'~uggest th!l't pro~ction 1s necessary in a m~u~act,:""ing 

countryan!i not necessary 111 an agrIcultural country 7 A. It.standl· It II lIkely 
w imply that. '. ; 

Mr. Nel8on.-Thatnever entered our head. 
Mr. Kole.-At the close of the sentence. you say "comn1e~cial devel~pmen~." 

When you have got an amount of protectlOn for the steel mdustry, mdustrlal 
development is probably likely to be furthered. Ido not, 'however, see the force 
of the word "commercial" with reference to this development. 

Mr. NeI8on.-What we had in mind was "that would obviously be of comnler
ciltl advantage to the country." I suppose 'industrial' would be better than 
'commercia!'" 

Mr. Kale.-I thought 'industrial' would be better and hence I asked the quell
tion~ 

Mr. Nel8on.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Wehad 'already a good deal of discUssion on the Question of 

bounties. and what ,I' want to .put to you is this.· If the Government of India, 
that is to say, the Finance Member, who will ha:ve to consider the whole question 
on ~l its. bearin~s,. if he finds. that he cannot put on a general tariff on a number 
of different cOinmodities, then would you consent to his putting on an increased 
import duty on steel alone! There is something in what you say 1;IUt.. there. are 
s.o many factors which. the Finance Member has to take into consideration, the 
productivity of different taxes, the inl"idence of taxation on various classes, etc. 
After· consideration of all these factors if the Government of India come to the 
conclusion that, if tney want to raise a certain amount of inoney, they· must in
crease the duty. on . steel alone, would you consider that under the circumstances? 

Mr. Grantham.-I cannot quite see how we can reply to your question. We 
can onIy ten you now that we do not think that a duty on steel'.is ecoItomically 
good to .. thecountry. It iaa matter for tile 'Mgislature. We'lulve no control 
over it. .' '. . . 

Mr. /(ale . .:....,.1 was putting to you the po&sibility. We. have to consider' each 
question from aU points of view. . 

1l1r. Granthmn.-For the moment we cannot say'more. 

Mr. Kale.-But under the altered circumstances would you not alter your view? 

Mr. Grantham.-I would not hesitate if t.here were a1t~red circumstances. 

Mr. Kale.-There is no doubt an advantage in bounties but there is an advan· 
tage also in the other method, namely, that these taxes which are paid' by the 
people, not knowing wh,at they are ;paying, are sometimes better than taxes ,·from 
people whQ know' what j;hey are paymg. In the case of bounties people will know 
what theY" are paying. From the financial point of view is it not better that 
people should "bot know exactly what they are paying! The point is that these 
indirect taxes, though theyme;:ll;l a burden upon the consumer, are to be prefer· 
red owing to the ease WIth which. they. could be collected. What is the most 
eligible method by which that burden could be imposed is .the question at issue. 
It may happen that this indirect method of taxation may be fd'und preferable to 
any other method of ta.xation. That is what I am putting to you. . 

Mr. Granthant.-Quite possible. 
Mr. Kale.-When you said that before .Tata's got protection Government 

should assure itself that the cost of production has been brought down to a 
minimum, I understoOd you to say, and quite rightly, that you had no ·detailed 
information on whicn to base your opinion of the ri'lanageIhent of the concern, but 
I want to know whether you are putting this argUment on the general ground, 
namely, that. when a country is asked to make a sacrificej it is but natural that 
·theGovernment should be e.xpected to assure its~f that aU possible economies 
have beim introduced by a concern which is asking fQr· protection. 

Mr. Grantham.-Yes. 
Mr. Mtither.-In paragraph 5 the Chamber tell us' .. it is very doubtful that 

India will ever be able to supply all the country's requirements satisfactorily." 
Would YOIl mindteIling us just what kinds of steel yOU think India will never 
be able to supply! 
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Major Ricllardson.-I think what was meal;lt was that the. Chamber were not 
'Very clear about what Mr. Rainy told us at the beginning-that only such classes 
.of steel as were manufactured in the c:.ountry were to be taxed. • 

P1'uident.-You ltad w: your mind things like arm'lur plate, high speed steel 
.and 80 on! . • 

Major Ricka7daon.-Yes. 
Mr. ·Mather.-I am quite "eady to accept your statement that for all practical 

purposes there are certain kinds of steel which -India cannot produce in the im
mediate future. I just wanted to know whaL these kinds were, whether you con
templated including more kinds of steel there than these special kinds whicli' have 

; been mentioned! 
MaiOf' Richardson.-No. _ 
Mr. Mather.-I would like to ask Major Ri.chardson some questions on the 

statement of figures he has furnished to the Board-it is one of the most useful 
-collections of figures as regards prices that have been ~ put before the Board. Are 
these prices you have given from the beginning of 1922 based on market quota· 
tions in -London for English and Continental steel respectlvely or are they prices 
which were actually paid in difierent transactions? 

Major Richardson.-It is a very difficult question to get at . .our London office 
.sent out these prices by mail. They Wl'ote to various makers and tried to aseer· 
-tain the prices by giving them possible specifications of steel sections. 

Mr. Mather.-In quite a number of cases you would actually be placing orders 
.at the time and in that case these prices probably do correspond with actual tran· 
. sactions ! In other cases they will be hypothetical? 

Major' Richa7dsOR.-Yes. 
Mr. Matller.-I have been comparing these with the market quotations pub· 

lished in the Iron and Coal Trade Review, which are roughly f.o.b. quotations, 
.and if these f,wo sets of-figures were compiled on exactly the same basis the differ· 
-ence in price should represent insurance, freight and commission. But I find the 
difference varies from about 15s., if these were a,dded on to the English market, 
quotation to represent youI' c.i.f. pl'ices, to about 32&. 6d. which is the highest. 
Freight of course has not varied within this period to anything like this extent 

.and therefore it is clear that in some instances the prices are not absolutely on the 
same basis. 

MajOf' RichardsOR.-I can only tell you that these were the prices that were 
Hnt to us. 

M'I'. Mathe'l'.-They do seem to me to confirm tile opinion that wi had from 
the beginning that the trade paper quotations were not necessarily the actua! 
lowest prices at which business could be done. In some cases you are able to" 
.effect purchases at lower prices than the trade paper quotations of the period? 

Major Rickflf'dson.-Yes. . 
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No. 88. 

Indian Merchants' Chamber-. 

.Written. 

Statement I.-Original repr:entation of the Indian Merchants' Ohamber ~()' 
Tariff Board, No. T.-B70, dated 11th Augu.!t 1923. 

I am directed to acknowledge receipt of your letter, dated 17th ultimo, 
enclosing a copy of the Press. Communique, dated the 17th, ultimo, No. 36. 
My Committee have decided to avail themselves of the invitation held out in 
the said communication by the Tariff Board to those industres which· are con
suming steel as well as consumers of steel for giving their views as to whether 
protection sho\lld be given to the pr~duction of steel in India .• My Com
mittee have not the advantage of haVIng before them the suggestlons of the 
manufaCturers of steel in this· cou~try, but they had. an opportunity of 
reading the evidence given by Messrs. The Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
before the Tariff Commission, from which evidence it was conclusively demon
strated that the steel industry in India was worth preserving against the 
attacks to which it is at present exposed from dumping by fore~gn producers. 
that both from the standpoint of military .necessity of the country as well as 
that of the ordinary consumers in industries of every description, the. steel 
production as a key enterprise has to be saved from the critical situation 'in. 
which it has been put by the depression of trade after the war. 

My Committee would be prepared if called upon at a later stage, to com
municate their views on any specific proposal as to the effect of any particular 
form and degree of protection on prices as well as the financial aspects of any 
bonus on production which may be given to manufacturers of steel. Both
these forms of protection have been warmly recommended ,by my Committ.ee 
in principle and I am to convey the decided opinion of my Committee that 
any temporary increase in prices would be more than offset by the permanent 
establishment of the productive strength in this direction and that if the 
consuming public and the industries concerned could put up with very much 
higher prices during the war there is no reason why they should object to a 
certain amount of temporary burden for such an estimable object. The prob
able effect ,of any duties .would be in the first instance to prevent the fall of 
prices to levels below the working cost of production in this country -rather 
than an aetual rise. Even if there is an actual rise, in some of the steel 
items, the community can, and ought to, bear it on the fundamental prin
ciple of protection to industries which. involves the initial and immediaw 
sacrifice in order to secure substantial permanent results. The present organ
ization of the steel industry is hardly satisfactory from the point of view of 
the consumers. Quotations are received in foreign currencies and material 
is promised for shipment, which for one reason or the other is usually delayed 
without any redress to the importer. Confirmed credits have also to be 
opened involving the locking up of good deal of resources, and in case the 
specifieations do not tally with the actual deliveries, the problem of getting 
adjustments has been found in actual practice to be extremely difficult for the 
ordinary Indian merchant. Large traders in steel as well as large consumers
would, therefore, find a source of local supply to their serious advantage, which 
they can base as a standard on which they could rely for all emergencies, and 
dealing through which they would be free from some of the uncertainties and 
sources of trouble mentioned above. 

As consumers of steel, my Committee feel that it is definitely suicidal to' 
wish to acquire any small immediate lots which may have been dumped down, 
by foreigners for their own purposes ·or inimical programme when such lots 
are available at prices below the cost of production of steel 'in this country. 
Thi~ principle has been recognised to such an extent not only in countries like· 
Umted States and Japan, who have been vigorQu~ly protectionists, but even. 

WL.~ ~o 
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in the United -Kingdom in sOlI).e of the prOVlSlons of the Safeguarding or 
Industries Act, 1921, that no Government with any pretence at taking care of 
the prosperity of the population can allow the consumption of any article -in 
the country cheaper 'than it can be Jlroduced in the said country, or even the 

"'country of its origin. Even the Government of Lord Curzon in 1903-04 while 
remaining staunch adherents of free trade, passed a bill putting counter
vailing duties on bounty-fed sugar. In actual practice steel, which has been 
dumped cheap in this country, is. not differeni,. from bounty-fed sugar. _If 
the foreign marauders, who are dumping down their output of steel on India, 
were allowed a free hand and if the producing industry in this country were 
allowed to die out, the consumers would very easily fall into the hands of a. 
ring or trust of foreign steel magnets and would then be subjected to prices
which will hit them for very many years harder than any temporary advant
I!ge which they can get in the immediate future from the continuance of the 
present situation. _ '_ 

My Committee are conscious that a few consequential alterations may 
have to be made in the Tariff system of this country in order to meet 
genuine complaints from industries using st@!ll for directly productive pur
poses. These complaints could be dealt witli on their own merits in some 
cases by special transport and other facilities to counteract tlie rise and in 
other cases by a definite protection being granted to them also. As a general 

-rule my Committee would not favour a permanent protection, but would 
favour a sliding scale, by which duties could be leviea at the start and would 
go on' gradually reducing at the end of every 5 years until in 20 years they 
'Were completely withdrawn by a gradation laid down from the start. The 
amounts realised by such duties ought to be given to the industry concerned 
~-~~~~ , --



Oral evidence of Messrs. LALJI NARANJI and M. 
SUBEDAR, representing the Indian Merchants' 

Chamber, .Bombay, recorded at Bombay 
on the 27th November 1923. 

Pre,ident.-Gentlemen, I don't know whether you would like to amplify 
your statement in any way by making & supplementary statement. 

Mr. Subedar.-I should 'say that the interval which has passed since the 
1!tatement was written, and all that has been written subsequently, has not 
changed our views but has actually strengthened JlS in the views which we 
have expressed. -

Pre,jdent.-It did not occur to me that you would change your views but 
that you might wish to supplement your statement in some ways, and I 
thought I ought to give you an opportunity. 

Mr; Subedar.-We have nothing to add to what we have said. 
President.-No doubt the members of your Committee have read the 

report of the Indian Fiscal. Commission and you remember, I dare say, the 
conditions the Commission laid down that ought to be satisfied befoie pro-
tection is given to an industry? -

Mr. Subedar.-Quite so. 
President.-Your Chamber consider that the conditions are satisfied in 

-the case of the steel industry? 
Mr. Subedar,.,.....My impressionis that the Tariff Commission themselves 

were absolutely satisfied that the steel industry needed protection and that
that is a question no longer open to -any enquiry. What is open to enquiry 
js the extent of protection. 

Pre,ident.-Well, of course that is a point for consideration, bilt the 
_immediate question is what are the views of your Chamber? 

Mr. Subedar.-Our Chamber endorses the views of the Tariff Board that 
the steel industry is one of such national importance that it should be given 
adequate protection. 

Pre,ident.-That is the national importance argument, but then you will 
remember_ that there were three conditions laid down applicable to ordinary 
cases, the first being about the natural advantages which an industry ought 
to possess, the second that the industry must be one which without, the help 
of protection either was not likely to develop at all or was not likel! to develop 

110 rapidly as was desirable, and the third that eventually it should be able to 
hold its own without protection against any competition. Do the Chamber 
~onsider that these conditions are satisfied P 

Mr. Subedar.-We think-all these conditions are satisfied and we would 
-be inclined to go a little further and consider matters which the TBI"iff Com
lIlission had not then considered, that of military defence, as we feel that 
a large country like this ought not to be dependent in any time of stress 
on foreign supplies, and the experience of the war-

President.-It is quite clear that that aspect was present in -the mind of 
the Fiscal Commission. They expressly said that where it was a matter of 
.national importance, then the other conditions might be waived. You also 
-attach more importance to that aspect? 

Mr. Subedar.-Very great importance. 

President.-No doubt you have seen copies of the evidence we took from 
-the Tata Iron and Steel Compan,.!' ' 

Mr. Subedar.-YM. 
202 
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Pf'esident.-Are the Chamber prepared to express any opinion as to the 
amount of protection required in this case? 

Illf'. Subedar.-Our view is that adequate protection should be given to 
the steel industry. The best party to judge what is adequate is undoubtedly 
the manufacturer himself and the Tata Company have made out what we 
consider a very good case in their evidence before you. 

Pf'esident.-Before we can go any further, is not your statement going, 
rather far when you say that the manufacturer is the best judge? 

lIIr. SUbedar.-The manufacturer would be the party to ask the Tariff' 
Board-who would judge whether his request is reasonable or excessively high: 
that is for the Tariff Board to judge. But in the first instance, how much is 
wanted, no outsider, no layman, can judge except the manufacturer himself 
and the manufacturer can make his demand and then, on the strength of 
what he says, ·and what others say, it is for you to judge. Our view is that 
the 'duty they have asked for, taking the current prices, etc., would be 
adequate provided you gave also additional protection against depreciated 
exchanges, which aleo I believe they have asked for. 

President.-They have drawn our attention to that point. I see that 
the view of your Chamber is that the .claim put forward on behalf of the, 
rata Iron and Steel Company is a ,reasonable one P 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
President.-That is your view? 
Mr. Subedar.-Yes. We would go further and say that it would not do for

the Tariff Board to recommend a rate of duty which in actual practice would: 
fail to give necessary protection to the concern. 

President.-Ithink once it is assumed that there is to be protection, pro
tection must be adequate, otherwise the whole effort of this enquiry is 
infructuous, that is to say, you would have the disadvantages of protection 
without attaining the object which protection is meant to secure. 

Mr. Subedar.-Quite so. 

President.-You will remember when the Tata Iron and Steel Company
gave evidence before the Fiscal Commission I think their proposal at that 
time was that the amount of protection needed was 33! per cent., of which 15. 
per cent. would take the form of a duty and the remaining 181 per cent. 
ahould be given in the form of a bounty. Before the Tariff Board, however, 
tliey took the line that on the. whole it was simpler and preferable that; 
protection should be given simply in the form of raising the tariff duty from. 
10 to 331 per cent. During the course of our enquiries our attention has. 
been drawn by various witnesses to the possible consequences that measure 
might have. One of them, and it is a very important one, was the effect. 
it might have on the Railway expenditure and consequently on the Railway 
freights and fares for passengers. Have your Chamber considered that 
ilspect of the case or have they anything to say on the subject? 

Mr. Subedar.-I don't quite follow the question. Do you want to know 
,,·hether the increase of duty would affect Railway rates? _ 

President.-Of course, it would not be fair to ask you for an opinion to 
tvhat extent an increased duty would affect Railway rates because it is a. 
matter in which the Railway authorities are better able to help us. But it 
is rather an aspect of the case I would like to get the opinion of the Chamber
about. Supposing that the result was to make a material difference to the· 
~ailwllY charge~ what woulo;!. the view of your Chamber be on the subjectP 

lIIr. Sub'edar.-Whether the increase of duty would make any material 
lilfference~that is what you want to know? 

p,resident.-Supposing it did, do you think it would be a very unfortunate, 
consequence? ' ' , 

1I1r. Subeda,..-I"can't say. I would like to follow the question properly. 
You are a~uming that it would make a difference to railway ratesP 
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Prelident.-Yes, because I do not see. how I can put the question other':
wise. I should like to have an expression of, y-our opinion whether it would 
be likely to make a serious difference to the railway freights and charges? 

'Mr. Subedar.-Well, in the first instance I cannot say that ~e have come 
on behalf of the Chamber equipped with' a very minute information as to 
our railway requirements for the next five years, but we understand that 
there are certain standing contracts on 'most of the railways for the pur
chase of their steel from the Tata Iron and Steel Company at. exceedingly 
favourable rates. If these contracts are·in existence, we do. not see how in 

,the next five years any serious difficulty could arise. On the other hand, 
'we are also inclined to think that the increase of price which the Railways 
might have to pay on their new steel requirements would' be for renewals 
and for extensions only. How that would affect the ent\re Railway, budget 
to such extent as to lead to a serious increase of railway rates and freights 
passes our understanding. ~ 

President.-The practice to which you refer affects only certain of. the 
Railway Companies; they do not affect, for instance, the East Indian Rail
way or the G. I. P. Railway, and in any case that refers only to rails. 
You are no doubt aware that steel is required by the Railway Companies for 
many other purposes besides rails. There is a great deal of steel in the, 
Railway wagons. That is a very important item. There is also the que!J-
tion of locomotives. ' 

Mr. Subedar.-Don't they'import locomotives? 
Pruident."'-The question of the locomotives has not yet been fully before 

the Board, but there is the structural steel they use in stations; godowns, 
sheds and'so on, so that what you point out about the practice only affects 
'a part of the expenditure. But- I am not ,quite sure th!1t I quite got what 
the opinion of your Chamber is. Is it that FOU do not think that it would 
make much difference P . 

Mr. BubedaT.-To· the extent that the Railways have the standing contracts, 
it would not make any difference. ' 

President . ...,-It is obvious. If you can still buy at the same price, of 
(lOurse it would not make any difference: ij; cannot. 

Mr. Subedar.-I believe they are very large quantities. 'The contracts 
run into several crores of rupees. 

PTeBident.-In so far as the State Railways are concerned, you will see 
from the evidence that in each year the Railway Board have been paying a 
higher price than is fixed by the contract. 

Mr. Subedar.-Have the Board got any evidence from the Railways that 
the increase of duty will necessarily lead to an increase of rates and freights P 

'Preaident.-I am afraid it is the Chamber which is giving evidence and 
not the Board. ' 

We have seen only one Railway Com'any and the information they gave 
was very imperfect and all I wish to give you is an opportunity pf placing 
before the Board what you have to say on the subject. ' 

Mr. Lalii.-Your question is whether the increase hi the jlrice of steel 
'\ViII lead to the increase of freights, both passenger,and goods? 

President.-I was quite prepared for you to say that this was a matter 
on which you were not prepared to express any opinion. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-1f you will allow me to re-state the view'pf the Chamber 
in summary, what we feel is this, that several of the Railways have contracts 
and to the extent to which the contracts exist there ought to be no difficulty. 
Whatever items are required by the Railways collectively outside the contracta 
would necessarily mean a little larger price to be paid by these Railways. 
Our view is that if the Railways were to pay that larger price, since the 
larger price would be paid only on .a fraction of the amount of steel used 
by the Railways, it 'would not affect the entire budget of the Railways and 
therefore it ought not to lead to a serious increase. But should it lead to 
any increase on the public by way of transport then I think the public ought 

'," 
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to be ready to bear that infinitesimal fraction in view of the fact that. 
transport generally, would be cheapened in the end in this country. The 
permanent establishment of a steel industry Would not only advance the 
interest of the Tata Iron and Steel Company but of several other British 
Companies who are anxious and willing to establish firms in India if protec
tion is given. 

President.-That is to say, you think that any disadvantage arising out· 
of the increase in transport charges ought to be faced in order to secure 
the advantage which you believe will eventually accrue P 

Mr. Bubedar.-On the other hand, we also think that it would be onl;r 
_ fair, since the establishment of the Tata Company has benefited the Railways 

in the past to the extent of crores of rupees, if, in order to repay th~ 
fraction' of what they have got in the past, they were made to pay a little
more in future. 

Pruident.-On the other hand these Railway contracts were not inten
tional benefits conferred on the Railways by the Tata Company. At the 
time the contracts were made they and other people thought they were good 
bnsiness, and there is no question of gratitude to them for benefits bestowed. 
But I quite see your point: what you suggest is that the Railways have
been lucky in getting their rails cheap for. some years, and they can set 
that off against any increased. price that they may have to pay for certain 
other articles . 

. Mr. Subedar.-I find that-the Company did not try during the war to. 
go behind these contracts and to urge the' continuance of these contracts on 
the same-lines as British manufacturers of machinery did. We have cases 
before us when at the opening of the war British manufacturers who had 
contracted to sell machinery declined to carry out the contracts or asked for 
a higher price, and this the:r mere allowed to do under the Defence of the 
Realm Act. Therefore it is a recognized practice in the United Kingdom not 
to carry out the contracts since the war was declared. 

Pre3ident.-Do you know the date from which Tatas contracts bE'gan to 
come into operationP 

Mr. Bubedar.-Tatas have given it somewhere in their representation. 
Mr. Mather.-The Railway Board's contract was actuall,y signed in 

August 1920 and operated from 1st April 1920. The Bengal and North
Western Railway contract operated from 1st April 1920: the Burma Rail· 
ways', and I believe the rest of the Palmer Railways' also, became operative
from 1st April 1920. In the case of the Bengal Nagpur Railway the contract 
was signed in 1916 and it took effect in 1920. 

President.-The point is that these contracts did not come into opE'ration 
until 1920. 

Mr. Subedar.-During the war the Company was controlled. 
President.-Undoubtedly, and made very handsome profits. 
Mr. Subedar.-That is to say, control did not mean that they werE~ 

getting an inadequate price. -
Mr. Lalji.-We think they never got what was the world price. 
Pre3ident.-What was suggested was inasmuch as British Companies by

regulations under the Defence of the Realm Act were given higher prices 
than had been arranged for in their contracts owing to circumstances 
created by the" war, that is not quite comparable to the Tata Company's-. 
. contracts which did not corne into operation till at least a year after the
war was over so that the two things are not on the same footing. 

Mr. Subedar.-Except in so far as the contracts were made by a manu
facturer for delivery and he tried to go behind the contract when the prices 
went up by unforeseen circumstances, I believe the Tata Company have 
not tried to do that" at least not to the extent of 70 per cent. They have 
not gone bac~, they have done their best to carry them out. I say to the 
extent ~o WhiCh they. offered conven;enceto the Railways in the past the;r 
are entitled to a certain amount of sacrifice from the Railways. 
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Pruident.-I don't think it is any use using words like gratitude in
connection with business. As the Tata Company themselves told us, there is 
JiO sentiment in business, and it is really not a question of gratitu'1le. 
What, I think, was really in your mind is that if the Railways have to 
pay .a higher price for various articles made ,of steel in future, they can 
at any rate congratulate themselves that they have saved a certain amount 
over these rail contracts. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-Yes, that is mainly what we meant to ,conve1. It is not 
for us to estimate the exact amount of benefit they j;hus derived in the past 

. from one circumstance or the other. . . 
• !tIr. Lalji.-While we are on this subject of the Railway freights, both 
passenger and goods, I would just put in another aspect, that is the business 

. aspect and it is ihis, that if protection is given (assuming that Companies 
who are asking for concessions such as has been mentioned in ·the Tata Iron 
and Steel Company's letter would come and open~ iron and steel works here) 
many Steel Companies would be started here. , 

P7'e.ident.-This is'rather off the subject .. We are not on the question 
just now, we are still on the question of the Railways. . 

Mr. Lalji.-What I am putting is that I do not understand how the 
freight would be affected. The Tata Iron and Steel Company have got some 
concession from the B. N. Railway to carry their own goods, in a business 
way not in the way of sentiment because they guarantee a certain. amount 
of increased traffic. Similarly their expenditure would go down and .. they 
would be able to carry traffic at a cheaper rate owing to. increased production 
of steel as the Railways will in that case get more trafiiiland there would be 
no reason why they should increase the heights because they would have to 
pay more for the steel as a result of 33! per cent. duty, that is an addition of 
23. per cent. to the present duty. 

JIr. 8ubedar.-The increase in the traffic would be so much that. it would 
be to the benefit of the. Railways. . . . 

l'r6.ident.-1 take it that you will admit that any new steel works that 
are erected must be in the vicinity of the coalfields and the. iron ore 
deposits. That would mean that the increased traffic would. come almost 
entirely to two Railways, the E. I. Railway and the B. N. Railway, and I 
don't think it could be said that any other of the Railways would benefit in 
any way because all that they. would have to carry would 1;Ie' ,the finished 
goods and it is of no interest to them whether they are imported or come from 
a place like Jamshedpur. It does not mean: increased traffic for them. 

Mr. Bubedar.-We must consider the Railway system of tliecountry as 
a whole. I am afraid we cannot consider the exact effect on each distinct 
Railway when a general question of national policy arises, as it is not possible 
to give attention to the revenue side or the expenditure side of each little 
strip of Railway. But if we have cheaper rail production in this country, 
and increased traffic generally, and cheaper wagons, cheaper locomotives, 
which will come to be built sooner or later 7 these ought· to re-act favourably 
on budget of all Railways. 

Pre8ident.-1 think i.t would be a ml,stake to put too much stress on tnat 
aspect of the subject because after all freight and so on is going to be limited. 
to a particular area on the raw materials and importations of machinery 
and so on and the distances will not be very ~reat. There will be great 
density of traffic over a comparatively short length in that, one neighbour
hood. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-Radiating from Jamshedpurright down to Madras and 
Travancore on the south and the North-West 'Frontier Provinces. 

Presidenf.-:r'hat does no~ really help the ~a!1ways. .TheY!larry the steel 
at present and It makes no difference whether It IS made lD India or imported. 

!tIr. 8ubedar.-At present it is small journeys from several ports instead 
of long journeys from one centre. I am afraid I am not an expert on cal
euiating running of ton miles, but if somebody did calculate and if the 
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Tariff Boad cared to enquire, they would find that the Railways would not 
be losers in the end in the actual volume of traffic but would be gainers. 

, President.-I quite understand the argument that in the long run, once 
the protection of steel in India has been put on a firm basis, there will eventu. 

_ Illy be actual economy, but I don't think it does to undervalue the possible 
effects on Railway expenditure during the intermediate stage. I think that 
is a very serious aspect of the case which requires to be considered. 

M~. Stibedar • .,....ln order exactly to consider the incidence, one would 
want to know the aIneunt of the new. Railway expenditure, and since that 
amount in relation· to the entire Railway expenditure woulcl be very small-

President.-Supposing it were ascertained that the effect of the duty 
meant a substantial increase in railway expenditure and were likely to 
mean a substantial increase in rates and fares, on that basis have the Chamber 

. anything to say P 
Mr.S'Ubedaf'.'-We would not grant the assumption that there would be 

8 Bubstantial ~ncrease· in rates· and fares. 
President.~1 am' 'putting it to you hypothetically-it is quite possible 

that in a few, weeks- time we may be able to put it more definitely. The 
pnly thing was that I wanted to give you an opportunity to say anything, 
but I gather you have· nothing to say P . .' . , 

Mr. S'Ubedar • .,....We have already suggested that, if the increase is -small, 
-"e. would countenance that increase in view of the advantages which the 
Railways themselves and this country will be able to reap, but on the other 
hand, we are not prepared, and we do not agree at Ii.ll, that the increase 
Would be substantial. If a representation is made by the Railways to that 

-.'jlffect..:-we . have not seen that-we would express our views on_ that point if 
a reference was made to us after the -representation was received by the 
rariff Board. 

President . ......:1 gather you are not prepared to go any further than you 
have gone .already. There is another point which has been impressed upon 
us and that is the effect upon industries generally which a higher price of 
steel would be likely to produce. That is to say, as regards factory buildings 
it would mean that they were going to cost more and as regards at any rate 
a part of their equipment they also might cost more. Well, do the Chamber 
lhink that this is likely to happen P 

Mr. S'Ubedar.":"Well, the view of the Chamber in this connection is this: 
New factory buildings are likely to have to pay a little more, but the excess 
which they will have to pay is very much exaggerated. A factory does not 
buy steel as it is turned out by the steel works. It only buys manufactured 
&teel, viz., the finished truss for the roof and things of that kind. In the 
price of the finished article, there is labour, there is supervision and there 
are varioRs other items and the actual price of steel is a small item. An 
increase in that small item would not in our opinion be so serious as to lead 
to any hardship on industries. Further we also think that in view of the 
benefit which might accrue to industries generally who are using steel of 
. many kinds, not merely beams and other things but who are using rolled steel, 
Ihafts, etc., which are not at pr~sent being made in India, it would be an 
advantage to have the possibility of the manufacture of these steels opened 
up in India. Now slJperior steel cannot be manufactured in India until the 
question of making ordinary steel is settled. 

President.-The proposals that are before the 130ard do not extend to 
granting protection to kinds of steel that are not made in India now. 

1Ifr. S'Ubedar.-We are not advocating it either. We say that if the 
turr~nt manufacture of steel is in any way endangered so as to be dis
lontmued, then the possibility of making superior steel is absolutely finished. 
rhere is no possibility at all. in order to have that superior steel ultimately 
manufactured in this country what we want to do is-to preserve the existing 

-steel in,dust.ry in this country. A further point I wish to make in this 
tonnectlOn IS that very many industries have risen in the last few years 
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when prices of steel had increased enormously from about Rs. '4-8-0 a cwt. 
to about Rs. 24 a cwt. and it has not proved deterrent. 

Pruident.-What kind of steel are you referring to? 
Mr. Subedar.-I am referring to steel prices generally, beams, girders, 

angles, etc. For our purposes it is quite enough if we confine our remarks 
to one particular kind of steel. We say that the price ranged. from 
Rs. 4-8-0 to Rs. 6 before the war and;.t went up to Rs. 24 during the war 
and even then various industries and other consumers were willing to pay 
these prices.' . 

Prelident.-Ij; is hardly a ease of willingness. They had to pay it. 
lIfr. Subedar.-Many industries, you will find, did lU'ise during the period 

when prices were rising and they were not deterred. It was not an undue 
burden at that time and if it was, they bore it cheerfully, though the rise was 
due to extraneous reasons .. I don't see how a small increase from the price 
of Rs. 8 to 11 or so could be a very serious matter when the object for 
which this increase is imposed is of such national importaIltle. 

Mr. Lalji.-When you are considering the question of cost to factories, 
I may say that if the factory cost Rs. 100, the cost of the building, includ
ing steel, will not be more than Rs. 20. In this Rs. 20, there are 
Tarious other items, 'Viz., labour, bricks, etc. If the duty is increased to' 
331 per cent, it will only mean an increase of two or three rupees. This 
additional burden can be cheerfully borne in the hope that we will be able 
to save much in the future· when the steel industry is firmly established in 
the country. We need not have to aepend then on foreign countries for 
'Small things. So, purely from the business point of view, and not from the 
'sentimental point of view, 'we can.pay two rupees more in the hope .that 
''Ve will be able to save 45 or 50 in the future. During the: war, deliveries 
were not made for two years by manufacturers in the United Kingdom. I 

-can give my own experIence. I ordered machinery sometime ago and it 
.has not been delivered. Thll reason was that .prices were very low. They 
-waut to take their own time. All these difficulties will be avoided if these 
things can be had in the country itself. 

Pre,ident.-The only point I want to make in this connection is this. 
if we are again involved in another war, that steel 'works. will be controlled 
within 24 hours after the outbreak of war, and there. will be no question of 
getting your supplies. -

Mr. Subedar.-All the steel works would be cOntrolled I 
President.-Yes. It would not enable you to get over the difficulties that 

.:vou experienced during the war. I quite recognise that it must be of assist
:ance to industries if steel manufacture is established in the country. At 
-the outset there may be difficulties in this way: that. so long as' there is only 
-one firm producing steel, it won't be able to produce steel of every shape 
lInd size you want and therefore it may very often actually take longer and 
it may be more difficult to get what you want. Difficulties of this kind will 
only disappear when the industry has become firmly established and there 
lire several producers in ~is country. 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes, several firms competing wi,.th one another. 
Prssidsnt.-I gather in' any case, whether an industry uses steel as a 

raw material or whether its position would be embarrassed by the rise in 
-the price of the raw material making it more difficult to compete, you 
consider that assistance ought to be given? 

Mr. Subedar.-You now mean subsidiary industries or engineering firms? 
President.-Take the engineering firms. You recognise that if they are 

'hard hit by having to pay more for their steel, it establishes a fair case for 
granting assistance in some form to the extent necessary? 

.'lfr. Subedar.-I would like to understand the question. Against the 
importation of the finished article manufactured from foreign. steel which 
is prevented at the port until it has paid 331 per cent. they should be 
llrotected P 
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Mr. Ginwala.-What do you mean by " prevented at the port? " -,' 
lJlr. Subedar.-We hold on to what we have said. I would make this; 

point clear because it is a very small point. We hold to our views that 
consequential alterations may have to be made in the tariff system. If a 
pick-axe made in England from steel-which if it. came here as steel would 
have to pay 33t per cent.-would be delivered in India much cheaper than. 
the internal price, then we hold to 0lU" view that it ought to be protected. 

President.-That is all I was putting to you. 
Mr. Subedar.-:-It does not come to structural steel, except in so far as. 

the price of finished structural article is also affected. My view is that in 
the structural steel,' labour is a bigger constituent than steel. But we hold 
to the general principle that this industry would need a certain amount of 
consequential protection. 

President.-What is sometimes called" compensating protection" i' 
Mr. Subedar.-It does not necessarily come to 33t per cent. It comes. 

to a very small protection in some cases .. 
President.-It may vary a great deal in some cases. Weare gathering 

information on that point. Unquestionably if it is merely a question of 
compensating the other industry' for the higher price of steel, it can never 
amount to the full amount of the duty. That I think is clear, that is to 
say, if they work on raw steel. . 

Mr. SubedaT.-The greater the work, the smaller .the percentage of rise. 
President . ...:.1 want to turn now to what you have said about dumping. 

What I think your Chamber has in view is that, apart from the main pro
tective duty which would be intended to cover what I may call the normat 
price of imports, the protection recommended would be based on some price
taken as the normal price of imports. 

Mr. Subedar.-If you will allow me for one moment to go back to what: 
I said at the start, we want that adequate protection should be given to 
the industry because we don't want the industry of the- eountry to be 
exposed at any time to attacks from outside, and for that purpose we would 
like a certain amount of elasticity in the tariff arrangements of this country. 
What may be a normal import price to-day may not be so to-morrow on. 
account of enormous fall in exchange; it may not be so on account of freight 
war between two steamer companies; it may again vary on account of 
auction stock which the banks may buyout in the other end. It may vary 
for many reasons and it is not fair that the industry of this country should 
be exposed, and should have all the time threatened against it this sort of 
depredation from foreign manufacturing countries. There may be a trust at 
the other end. All these possibilities have to be seen. 

Pre;ident.-All this has already been said in your written representation.
I think that it would be better if you would allow me to put my question 
I was trying to state your general position that apart from the main 
protective duty, there should be some machinery to put an extra' duty, j. .. 
that it, in order to meet the invasion of India by steel of an unusual~T 
low pricei' 

Mr. Subedar.-That is right. 
President.-Wlmt I was trying to point out is this: that if you makE' 

the principal duty large enough to cover the whole of that, then whe~ 
prices rise, protection becomes grossly excessive. Let us assume, for instance, 
Germany started sending steel at £5 a ton. In order to protect the Indian
manufacturer, you might have to put a duty of Rs. 120 or 140. Obviously 
·that would be grossly excessive if prices went up a good deal higher. It ill 
almost necessary in proposing the principal rate of duty to_ make some 
assumption as to the normal price at which steel is likely to come into the
country. I gather: that you consider it necessary to provide in addition for 
an extra duty to be imposed under abnormal conditions when the price
drops to an unusually low level. That is your general idea? 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. -. 
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Prerideflt.-I do not know whether you have thought it out iii. detail 
beyond that. 

Mr. Bubedar. Our committee has not gone into that detail as such, but 
I have noticed the suggestion made by the Tata Company to revise the 
tariff every three months to the extent to which' there may be exchange 
depreciation. They have only taken one case. . I have put forward 
several cases in which there may be unfair competition. They have said 
that you should revise the tariff every three months and impose an addition 
on to the old rate in order to cover the amount of competition offered by 

'Continental and other countries. That is one method. We have no objection 
to that method. Of course, a certain amount of hardship for a month or 
two or for a small period is bound to arise until the' adjustment comes to 
be 'Blade. No matter what the kind of machinery is, a certain. amount of 
hardship is inevitable. . 

Pruident.-If there are going 'to be frequent changes in rates of duties, 
that is not good for trade. It makes it very difficult to carry' on businf~s 
at all. Unless .we c8l1 secure a certain amount of stability, we shall hamper 
business very badly. That is a point to be taken into account, is it not? 

JJlr. 8ubedar.-For that purpose what we would suggest is that the normal 
rate should be enough to provide for all normal disturbances and normar 
·occasions of unfair competition. As for the abnormal, I think that Govern
ment must have a machinery. If there is a machinery, the foreign Syndicate, 
or the foreign producer will' be always afraid: "It is no use trying to 
attack the country as its Government is wide awake; if I make an unfair 
proposition, they will come down on me." I think that the occasions for 
interference will be small if the machinery is effective., If the machinery is, 
effective, elastic and always ready .toact, occasions for interference might be 
smaller. It is like a country keeping its army ready. Nobody will attack 
that country knowing that i1!s army is ready. 

President.-Now on this question of dumping: do you consider it dump
ing if a country is selling articles more cheaply for export than for domestic 
eonsumption? Is 'that generally what you mean by dumping? 

Mr. 8ubedar.-That is one case; In that case the manufacturers are 
making their profits locally and are selling the surplus out at, a lower rate 
of profit, or at cost, or at below cost: It does- not matter whether it is lower 
profit or below cost. So long as there is a differentiation in price in their 
own country and abroad, we think tha,t it is. objectionable. It is certainly 
a case which requires looking into from the point of view of India. 

President.-You· have used some hard words. You have said "foreign. 
marauders." 

Mr. 8ubedar.-1 have used them in industrial sense. 
President.-I am not complaining at all. Have you any idea at what 

price the Tata Iron and Steel Company sell their pig iron for export? 
JJfr. 8ubedar.-If Tatas are forced to adopt the same tactics as foreigIt 

manufacturers, I hope it would not go against them. 
PreBident.-Do you regard it as an immoral practice? 
JJfr. 8ubedar.-1 regard it as a practice which I would not allow a 

foreign manufacturer to inflict on manufaeturers Qf my own couqtry. It 
is the duty, I believe, of every Government to watch out and to protect the
nationals of that Government against such a practice. 

Pre8ident.-After all,. what I am really putting to you is this: it is very 
easy to use hard words, but as a matter of fact it is done by every manu
facturer in every 'country in the world whenever he sees a chance of making 
Bome money out of it. I should expect that the Indian steel manufacturer 
would be doing precisely the same thing in the foreign market 15 years afte! 
the grant of protection. ' 

lIT'. 8ubedar.-1f those countries will allow? 
PreBident.-1 understand that you give a broad interpretation ~ the

word dumninD'. 
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Mr. Subedar.-We think that in the unsettled conditions of the world, 
-dumping is a phenomenon more likely to arise than it has done in the past 
and for this a definite machinery should be established to look after the 
industry. 

President.-I quite understand your position. But, I think, it is going 
,a little too far to say .that it is dumping when any article is imported into 
the country cheaper than it can be produced in that country. That is 
hardly dumping. , . 

Mr. Subedar.-I would say this. If you ailow me to take for instancE: 
:the question of cotton trade with which we are more familiar: if Japan 
takes our cotton from here and sends yam at a price at which we cannot 
produce the same yarn; I would object to the entry of that yarn altogether. 

PTesident.-You can object to you. It would be a case for protection,' but 
it would not be dumping. Supposing the foreign manufacturer in this case 
is making a fair profit and sending i~ here at the same price as he is 
selling in his own country, you may say "we ought to be protected." It 
is' no use calling it a case of dumping. You are giving the, word too wide a 
meaning. It covers a great deal too much. , . 

Mr. Subedar.-In the case of yarn, inasmuch as he buys the cotton in 
India under the same conditions as the Indian manufacturer, he will not 
ibe able to send yarn into this country at a cheaper rate without direct or 
indirect advantages given to him by his own Government.' . 
, President.-I am not going into the question wheth~r he can or ccannot. 

Mr. Subedar.-In his balance-sheet he may show profit. But that arisee 
from advantages given to him ,in one form' or another 'which the manufac-
turer in this country has not enjoyed. " 

Mr. LlJ.lji.-When we are on the question of dumping, i would like to sal 
this. The selling price consists of many things, the cost of making the article, 
freight, insurance and other charges. In the case of yarn referred to by my 
colleague; I will draw your attention to the fact tha' the Japanese manufacturers 
are glltting subsidies. 

President.-Please don't go into the question of cotton trade. We an: 
now concerned with steel. 

.llr. Subedar.-The same remark applies to steel. If the foreign manu 
facturer is making a reasonable profit from facilities which his, Government 
has given him-the moment I discover this I would call it a dumping. 

President.-I must frankly say that in my judgment you are making th( 
word absolutely useless by giving it a meaning so extensive. There are lots 
(If cases where some country possesses great natural advantages for a parti
cular manufacture and ,in such cases it might easily be able to undersell th& 
manufacturers of' any other country without a question of dumping arising 
at all. 

Mr. Subedar.'-If it was a question of natural advantages, I would not gCil 
into that. If there is an export bounty, I would call it a dumping. 

PTesident.-Export bounty is a totally different matter. Then ~ou say 
"if the produCing industry in this country were allowed to die out, the 
consumers would very easily fall into the hands of a ring or trust of foreign 
steel magnates." Do you think.that it is at all likely that the manufacturers 
of England, France, Germany and Belgium would combine to form a Syndi
{late or ring? 

, Mr. Subedar.-Manufacturers may not, but Steamer Companies may. 
President.-I must quite definitely ask you to answer my question. It 

has reference to a statement made in your letter. Do you think that it is 
at all likely P " 

Mr. 'Subedar.-We have seen alliances and trusts of great magnitude 
operating in the world particularly in the oil trade. It is something scanda.
lOllS. They have divided this country. We h\\ve seen rings of this magni
tude in certain trades affecting this country. We fear that such a thing 
might arise in the case of steel also. 
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Pre,ident.-Do you think that it is at all likely that the steel manufac
turers of the four countries I have named would combine to form a ring? 

JIr. Subedar.-It is one of the contfngencies for which the Government: 
of India must be prepared. 

Pre,ident.-Do you think it is likely P 
111'. Subedar.-In the world many things have happened which we never 

thought would happen. The oil companies have combined. 
Pre.ident.-Do you think this .is likely? 
Mr. Subedar.-What I say is this: that combinations may take several' 

forms. If the form is price fixing, certainly it is an every day occurrence. 
Pre,ident.-I am afraid I must repeat my question. Do you think this. 

combination is likelyP 
Mr. Subedar.-I think the Government of India ought to be preparlld for 

it as one of the possibilities. 
Pre,ident.-But I am afraid you cannot guard' against all possibilities: 

you must prepare yourself against probabilities. 
Mr. Subedar.-We have made this remark with reference to the catas

trophic condition of the country as regards the steel trade.. If the steel 
industry dies out in this country and if the consumer is left to draw hill'· 
8upplies from abroad that means a catastrophe. If the Government of the
country is so inclined to allow the. steel industry to die out-which I am 
sure they will not do-the other contingency might also arise .. 

Prelident.-Do you think that the steel manufacturers of these foar' 
countries would form a ringP 

Mr. Subedar.'-We think it qpite likely. 
Prerident.-Having regard to the political history of the last few yearsP 
lIr. Subedar.-Having regard to the economic condition of imported 

articles in this country in. the past. 
Pre,ident.-At the end of your representation you say "As a generat 

rule my committee would not favour a permanent protection, but would 
favour a sliding scale, by which duties could be levied at the· start and 
would go on gradually reducing at the end of every five years until in 20' 
years they were completely withdrawn by a gradation laid down from the-

-start." Do you think that is really a feasible proposition P 
Mr. Subedar.-That assumes continuance of normal conditions. 
Pruident.-Are we assured of anything at present except abnormar. 

conditions P 
Mr. Subedar.-We are not. 
President.-Theoretically a scheme of this kind would be advantageous, 

but practically, do you think it possible to foresee with any amount of· 
accuracy what the course of price is going to be P 

1fT. Subedar.-It is not possible to foresee the establishment of normat 
conditions for some years and until that .contingency arises what is wanted'" 
is for the Government of India to watch over it rather than making this 
sort of simple arrangement. . 

Preaident.-I am glad you take that view. It is not possible in .the
present economic state of the world to foresee even for a year ahead what 
the economic position will be and it is quite impossible to look forward for· 
20 years. There is also another aspect of it and it is this: we have been told 
by a firm contemplating in certain circumstances the manufacture of steel 
in this country.that it may be five years from their starting the constructiQn 
before they would be producing steel on any appreciable scale. If they make
a five years interval like that they would just fail to get the benefit of the' 
higher rate of duty at first. ' 

Mr. Subedar.-There is the other 'Suggestion. We start with the assump
tion that adequate protection should be given to the industry of the country. 
What we meant when we wrote the letter was that we should like to: see the-
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manufacture of steel in this country established in such a robust positioll 
that they could hold their own in normal times against any foreign competi
tion, and we would like therefore" not a Tariff Board to be erected and 
maintained for all times permanently, but we would like to warn the indus
tries "this is a temporary protection and you must try to bring down your 
~ost lind ~enerally ~djust your. industry to .the advances made by the world 
mdustry In your hne and wlth these adjustments you should ultimately 
depend on your own way." We think that the manufacturers would be 
able to hold their own when they produced in larger quantities and when 
they settle down, when their labour is trained and people have learned to 
rely 011 them. _All these will require some years. We think that the total 
requirements of India could not be satisfied from India during these' few 
years. We do not want the Tariff Board to suggest a duty of 331 per cent. 
for a period of years. 

President.--'In the very last sentence of your representation you say 
II The amounts realised by such duties ought to be given to the industry 
concerned by way of bonus." Is what you contemplate some combination of 
higher import duties and bonus, i.e., that protection should be given partly 
in one form and partly in another P 

Mr. Subedar.-We had two cases in mind at the time of writing this 
letter. One was the continuance throughout the year in the market and 
elsewhere_of normal conditions. Under normal conditions, the rate of duty 
which you would fix would be adequately protective, but, should other circum
stances arise which require the industry to be helped in other ways, then 
this was to be an' indication as to the source from which the Government of 
India might raise the money to help the industry. If you ask us what 
the other circumstances would be, there are many and I shall descrIbe them. 

President.-You mean the circumstances which might arise out of dump
ing. So you will use your bounty as an emergency measure. It is a difficult 
proposal because it means asking the Finance Department to provide the 
extra sum of money at a time when it was not possible to do it. 

Mr. Subedar.-If it were earmarked for the purpose'it would not be ilO 

difficult. 
President.-I think there would be difficulty in a proposal of that kind 

because in the case of all imports of steel you would have to distinguish 
between the 10 per cent. and the balance of the duty. The Finance Depart
ment will say at any rate we are .entitled to 10 per cent., as we were getting 
before, and that would lead to a complicated machinery of administrative 
system in a country like this, so that for practical purposes I do not think 
that a bounty could be used as an emergency measure. If it is to come in 

.at all, it should come in as part of the ordinary system, but I would like 
your opinion on the question whether it is desirable .that protection should 
be given partly as bounties and partly in the form of a duty. 

lilT. S'Ubedar.-We think adequate protection should be given. We are 
opposed ·to bounties because hounties would mean, for one thing, getting 
money, which means that everybody concerned with it would be up against the 
Finance Department--a formidable body to meet under all circumstances 
even for a very worthy object. We would, therefore, ask the Tariff Board 
to make a recommendation of a simpler character for a definite rate of duty. 
'The additional remark which we have made here is that all that is realised 
by the 231 per cent. additional duty should be set aside in the form of a. 
fund from which Government may draw for supporting' the industry under 
·emergencies which might arise hereafter. The nature of this emergency we 
'have already indicated in the disturbed condition of the world and in any 
·emergency, if the steel industry was left exposed even after the 331 per cent. 
was imposed, then the whole object of protection which it is now sought to 
'be given would be lost. In order that it lllay. not be lost; we have suggested 
earmarking all these sums in a separate fund and if it is unexpended at 
the end of the year the Finance Department would get hold of it. If there 
is any occasion to spend it for enabling reasonable conditions of competition 
to be established in this country then we suggest that it should be so spent. 
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Pre.ident.-I understand the proposal but I· am afraid it is not very 
practicable. May I take it that the Chamber are: opposed to make the 
bounties as part of the system of protection except for some special purpose, 
;.e., for some emergency? 

Mr. Subedar.-lf you will allow me to say that, the view of the Chamb0l' 
is that a system of tariffs is preferable to a system of bounties as a normal 
llleasure of protection to steel or any other industry and, if a system of 
bounties is to be established to supplement the system of tariff which is the 
normal machinery, then we would not object to it. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you seen copies of the proceedings so far as they 
have been published including TatasJ- evidence and Tatas' documents? 

Mr. 8ubedar.-We have received Tatas' evidence which we have read 
through merely to supplement our information on the subject, but as for 
the rest of the things we have only seen the newspaper reports. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You understand that one of the factors which. would count 
in making any recommendation that may be nec~ssary is the cost. of pro
duction of steel in this country and practically all the evidence that we have 
had on the point up to date is with you and I expected that the Chamber 
would be able to assist the Board in coming to· some conclusions as to 
whether the costs of production are reasonable and whether the management 
is efficient, but I see you have Iiot given any opinion on these very important 
points. 

Mr. Subedar.-Wp. are giving our evidence very largely as consumers, and 
on the production side we take it that a very large amount of technical 
knowledge will be necessary as· well as you will have to have in your hands 
eomparative figures of production costs elsewhere and I take it that the 
Tariff Board is sufficiently assisted in this respect by its Technical Expert. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We shall do our best in that way. But every witness that 
appears before the Board refers us to the same source of information which 
is that they have not got any information and we must find that out for 
ourselves. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-If your question is whether the management of the steel 
industry at the hands of the Tatas is efficient and businesslike, we certainly 
do think so. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is it ·based on an examination of the evidence of which 
you have got a copy? 

1I1r. Subedar.-We glanced through the evidence but we have certainly 
not had the benefit of looking into the accounts of the working of the fiI'm 
and we cannot go so far as to say whether the present cost of production is 
proper, or whether it should be below or above, but we have got before us 
here a statement made by an English firm four years ago in which the 
English Company said that in the present condition they were not prepared 
to put down any plant for producing steel in this country. 

Mr. Ginwala.-My point is that you are a very responsible body whose 
opinion would be very valuabJe to us in the one particular direction ·that we 
wanted, but the Chamber has.not given us any opinion. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-We have given our general opinion fn the introduction to 
our statement. 

M1'. Ginwala.-At the time you sent in your written statement you had no 
materials on which you -could give an opinion on this point. But you have 
got all the materials now. Do you not think that we are entitled to :your 
assistance on that point? 

Mr. Subedar.-lf you would like to ask us, we can only reply to this 
question. in general terms. As business men our opinioll is .......... .. 

MT. Ginwala.-We want your opinion on the basis of the evidence as cor-
rected by any otper information you may have as a responsible· body. . 

AIr. 8ubedar.~We have not gone through the evidAnce except to check 
~ little of our info!IDation from other sources. We have used that evidence 
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as an additional souJ:ce of information rather than in the same critical spirit. 
as you expect us to look at it. 

Mr. Ginwala.--8o far as Indian commercial opinion goes, Y01l!".Chamber 
represents a very responsible body and as such we feel that we ouaht to get 
assistance from your Chamber on an examination of such materi:ls as are. 
available. . 

Mr. Subedar.-U I may put it to the. Board, you do not expect gentle
men not associated with any particular industry to be able to criticise the
cost of production of any industry with the same expertness as people connec
ted with that industry might. If you take cotton, my friend here will be
able to help you: if YOll take the rubber industry, I may be able to tell you 
minutely. But in the same sense you cannot expect us to give an opinion 
about the steel industry. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Take the question of depreciation, interest and reasonable
profits. These are points on which business men like you ought to ,be able
to guide us.' .. 

Mr. Subedar.-If you want general views I shall give you. I understand 
that the steel industry is one' which involves a lot of risks and which every
where in the world is subject to much vicissitude of fortune. The steel indus
try is suffering in other countries also and it appears that even the Government 
of England is now trying to offer adequate p~tecti~ to steel industries. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I do not want purely general considerations. We want to. 
get more or less your opinion on the materials that are available to us with. 
reference to this particular industry as it exists at the present moment. 

Mr. Subedar.-We find that the Tata Company have revised the list of 
employ tis and they have substituted Indisns on a lower pay than what they 
were paying to foreign employes :we have also the evidence of sound business-· 
like practice in various other ways. We can tell you that the management 
is not at all lax or backward. We think there are grounds on which they a1"e
entitled to be protected against dumping from abroad and so far as this is· 
concerned-it is one of the principal grounds--questions of the cost of produc
tion and internal management do not arise. To put it briefly, we have not 
gone into the question of cost of production in that detail and would only draW" 
the attention of the Board that several elements of that cost, viz., labour, 
rents and taxes, chemicals, freight, etc., have, according to their information, 
risen in price during the last few years, through causes over which the
management had no control. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is no use pursuing the discussion. 
Mr. Lalii.-I unde;stand you want the opinion of our Chamber on the

question whether the cost of production of Tatas is reasonable from a business 
point of view. Our committee as a committee has not considered this ques
tion at all and we nre not here to offer any opinion on behalf of the committee 
on -the question. But if you want the individual opinion of any of us we' 
would like to give our opinion, but it is not a point which was considered: 
by the committee at all. You will notice that that has not been referred to 
at all in our statement. • 

Mr. Ginwala .. -It is rather a pity. It would have been of great value to 
us. I do not think it necessary to ask you for your individual opinion because 
you have come here in a representative capacity. 

Your letter is more or less written with reference to the protection to the 
main steel industry, but you have not. dealt with the subsidiary industries, 
which are of great importance. 

Mr. Subedar.-We have merely touched on them. 
Mr. Ginwilla.-IYou have been following more or less the reports in the· 

newspapers Bnd you know the wagon building industry is also asking for 'pro
tection. Do you consider· that wagon building is an industry of national 
importance !>r not P Apart. from its economic importance, would you assist. 
'hat industry in the country P 
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Mf'. Subedaf'.-We have dealt with the steei as you say largely,. W .. 
liave not dealt with wagon building except in so far as it arises consequentially, 
:that compen86ting addition as the Chail1DBJ1 pointed out ought certainly to 
.he given to the wagon building industry. . 

Mf'. Ginwala.-So far as compensating protection is concerned, it is com
flaratively a &mall point. Apart from the fact that the cost of raw materials 
.would go up, the question arises as to .lVhether these people who claini 
protection apart from that ought to· get it.. I am asking you whether they 
ought -to be treated on the same footing as the steel industry. 

Mf'. Subedaf'.-We think the claim of the steel industry is undoubtedly 
paramount. The claim 'of the other people has not been dealt with in such 
4etsil. as to enable us to judge the degree of protection that should be given 
to it. We know that their general desire for protection ought to be encouraged; 

M". Ginwals.-We have not dealt with this in all the same detail as the steel 
.industry, and the newspaper reports may not be of much help. But do you 
think that the wagon building industry should be dealt with iii the same way 
.as the steel industry? 

Mf'. Subedaf'.-We should like to see the wagon industry established 
in this country, and the State ought tc encourage that even if it involved a 
.eertain amount of outlay. . 

Mr. Ginwals.-Would you give them adequate protection in the same way 
,as you suggested for the steel industry? 

Mf'.· SubedaT.-Certainly. 
. MI'. Ginwals.-Does that argument apply to S0me of the other industries 
-IIuch as wire, nails, agricultural implements, etc.?' 

Mf'. Subedaf'.--'fhe case of each of these industries will have to be ex
.amined by our Chamber properly before we can say that adequate protection 
should be given to them, but in general we have every sympathy with their 
-demand. 

M". Ginwala.-The President asked )lour opinion on the effect that thia 
-protection may have for instance on Railway rates and )OU said that in your 
oopinion the increase would be infinitesimal, so small that it ought not to matter, 
ibut have you looked at the figures of Imports ,of Railway materials for 
i.nstance? ' 

Mf'. SubedaT.-I was taking the figures of new Railway materials as 
.compared with the total assets of the Railways. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-May I just give you the figures to clear the point. At 
'present the Railway budget is made on the assumption that Railways do not 
-pay any import duty-bf. course they were paying but they have stopped it 
now-tlo that whatever duties you now, ,impose will have' to be paid by them 
'and their future budgets will have to be modified to the fullest extent of the 
duty that may be imposed oa steel assuming that they are also compelled to 
'Pay like other individuals. ' 

Mf'. Subedaf'.-Would you not make any distinction between the items 
-of Railway importe which go to the capital account and those which go to the 
-yevenue accounts P 

Mr. Ginwals.-I shall give you approximate' figures from which you can 
see the demands. Take'the year 1922-23, Railway plant and materials came 
-to Rs. 11 crores-of course that does include woode~ sleepers and so on; but 
-these are very smail. For the Government Railways it came to 'Rs. 2'35 
-crores for 1922.23. That makes Rs. 13 crores. ' 

Mf'. SubedaT.-If you will allow me I shouli like to say that these 
-materials include about Rs. 50 to 60 lakhs 9f rubber and other small items, 
-which are purchased by the Railways.' 

M". Ginwals.-This is chiefly stee~ such as lo~motives. carriages, wagoDs. 
'Tails, bridgeworks and so on. 

Mf'. SubedaT:-They also include all sorts of materials such as rubber, 
l'aint, lubricating oils ,and miscellaneous stores, etc. 

VOL. m. ~ p 
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-Mr., Ginwc.la.-This is within the Iron IloI!d Steel items. lam just giving: 
you' the figures: 1£ you add ;';31 per CE.'nt. to that, it means about 4 crores 
per year. Don't you think th!Lt if the expenditure on Railways is increased 
by Rs. 4 crores on, these items only it will make a substantial difference ill. 
their budget? 

Mr. Subedar.-I think that th~ figures for 1922-23 are likely to be 
influenced by the, Rs. 150 crores programme, the, bulk of which is capitaL 
programme and I should therefore say, if you will allow me to make my own' 
guess, which if the Board liked, it could have checked by the Railway Board,
that instead of the additional four crores there will be only about 1 crore
which will go to revenue account and the increase of 1 crore in the Railway 
expenditU1:e is on,e which ought not to lead to any serious increase in rates. 
and freights. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You know the total deficit of the Government of India we&. 
not much more than Rs. 3 crores and so you cannot say that a difference of 
Bs; 1 ~rore ought not to matter. 

M1·. S'Ubedar.-1 did not say it ought not to matter but I said that it. 
oright not to make a substantial difference to the rates-granting that the
figures on which we are working are correct. 

Mr. Ginwala.-These arlt figures from published documents. 
, Mr. Subedar.-i!lo they are for the ordinary consumer also. I think steet 

imports have generally fallen in tonnage and risen iii value. 
Mr. Mather.-The inference I draw from that is that the consumption, 

of steel by the Railways as shown by the imports of 1922-23 is proliably 
nQt an abnormally high one. . 

- Mr. Subedar.-As. we are reckoning in money, as .the gentleman of the
Tariff Board is questioning us with regard to the money difference on ratesr 

I think that it works more in our favour. , 
Mr Jl,{ather.-You think it is going to fall in price? 
Mr. S'Ubedar.-Und,er the same rate of imports certainly there is a tendency

for the price of steel to 'fall. 

Mr. Ginwa14.-If you take the total pre-war figures they come to 14 crore8' 
of rupees and at least you ~ould expect that they would not in the normar· 
course fall much below the pre-war figure. So in that case if you take 14 
crores as the annual consumption of the railways for revenue expenditure--

·Mr. Sul>edar.-The other thing 'We would say is that we are assuming that
the prices would not go up to the extent o~ 331 per ()8nt. and the RailwayS' 
would not have to pay all _the 83! you impose as duty. . 

,Mr. Ginwala.-I do not understand: Supposing Tatas get the protection
they are claiming, the prices must go up by 33! per cent. or thereabouts. 

Mr. S'Ubedar.'-No. Assuming that the Railways are going to buy the 
Bame quantity which they have been buying, then the likelihood that all the-
331 per cent. which you may enforce would be passed on to the Railways is 
exceedingly small. We are in~ned to think that a fraction. of it would be
borne by the suppliers, a fraction by the consuming public and a fraction· 
would be wiped out. 

Mr. Ginu'ala..-I should say these are theoretical considerations. 

Mr. Subedar.-I don't think so: I should say .the tendency of. prices is, 
to fall, 

Mr.- Ginwala.-Assuming that the prices do fall, then it may reduce the' 
amount that would fall on the company. We cannot expect for a moment-. 
that. a Part of. it will fall on the suppliers, a part on the Railways and a part 
on the consumer. We must assume that the manufacturer will take the fullest· 
advantage 9f thE! protection that he get~. It is no use getting away from 
the fact. It 'is possible he may not. On the assumption that the prices 
remain as they are, you see that the Railways will have to increase their-
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budget by 2 or 3 crorea of rupees every year. I was asking you whether you 
considered that a small thing. 

Mr". Lalji.-Is it 3 crores on the total expenditure-of the Railways P What 
is the percentageP I think you must consider that. ' 

Mr". Ginwala.-I cannot give you oft-hand. ' On the assumption that they 
have got to pay 4 crores more, the Railway companies have to lind the 
money. 

Mr., 8ubedaf'.-1f you wilJ. allow me to meet that ground that a, certain' 
increased amount of money will have to be found by the Railways as a result 
of the imposition of this duty, our opinion is that thi~ moneY,should be found 
as the object is one of national importance as well as in the ultimate interest 
of the Railways themselves, ' 

Mr". Ginwala.-That, I take it, woudd apply to other consumers than 
Railways? 

Mr. Bubedar.-The other consumers also would be better off in the end and 
.hould therefore be prepared to pay extra price whi!\hthey, Dlay have, to pay 
on account of the protection being granted. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say they ought to be prepared to pay, but having regard 
to the general condition' and; the kind of consumers' of lteel, do' you think 
they could afford to pay P 

Mr. 8ubedar.-Yes.' So far as' the factory people and the industries 
generally are concemed-I mean so far as other industries are concerned as 
pure consumers~e,lrise. would be 80 fractional,. about l'to 2 per ,cent~ of 
the' total cost of the in4ustry, which we think should be countenanced for 'Ii 
big object like this. ' 

Mr". Ginwala.-With regard to the engineering industrY also, what is' your' 
position? They claim that apart fI:om compensatory protection they should. 
be given further protection with regard to the fabricated steel ali there is keen 
competition in that trade also. Would you admit the protection of that in
dustry also on the same grounds? 

Mr. 8ubedar.-The general position is 'this: once you adopt protection as 
part of the tariff system of your country, claims for protection would ,be put 
from many sources and some machinery would examine' that claim from time 
to time and would, grant it. We have eve'rJ sympathy 'for the claims for 
protection which may be put forward; on legitlmate grounds by any industry, 
i,ncluding the engineering indusbry. , 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say there ought to be adequate protection. On wha~ 
basis' would you, fix that protection? ' ' 

Mr. 8ubedar.-We would first of all protect them against dumping. 
Mr. Ginwala.--{)ne of the principles of protection is that 'you must equalize 

the conditions of the cost of ploductiOJ.1 in the two countries, that is to say, 
that the protection must amount to, the difference between ,the eost at which 
a foreign article can be imported into this country and the cost at which it 
can be eold and manufactured in this country at a reasonable profit. 

Mr. Bubedar.-Yes. 
Mr, Ginu'ala.-You admit that as the normal principls? 
Mf'. Bubed4f'.-Yes. 
Mr". Ginwala.-Having got that you further suggest; I' take it, that for 

abnormal conditions separate provision ought to be made? 
Mf'. Bubedar.-Yes. 
Mr". Ginwala.-That is to say, whilst the normal protection does not vary, 

abnormal protection may vary from time to time as conditions of exchange 
etc., change? What, machinery do you suggest should' be ,hed in order to" 
vary that protection from time to time? 

Mf'. Bubedaf'.-The additional protection which may be nec(j9sary from time: 
to time might be given in two forms j it may not necessarily be lD the form 
of. tariff. 
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Pr68ident.-The primary point that Government will have to ascertain is 
that the need for increased protection is essential. How is that to be 
ascertained? , 

Mr. Subedar.-We ~ould advocate the same machinery as in the case of 
countervailing duty for sugar. . 

Mr. GinwaZa.-That is to say, you would give the executive Government 
I power to enquire into these varying conditions from time to time and meet 
~hem by, the imposition of an additional tariff. Is that what you mean? 

Mr. Subedar.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-May I remind you that here, in the case of countervailing 

duty, there is no real machinery to enable the Governor General in Council to 
make special enquiries and to impose certain duties, but there are other 
countries where they recommaud that enquiries should take place into these 
conditions and recommendations should be made either by a Tariff Board or, 
,8 1'ariff Commission. 

Mr. Bubedar.-We would put'it like this: that for this object alone, which 
may arise, say, in the month of February and then may not arise at all till the 
month of June and so on-we don't know when it may arise again-I say 
for ~his object alone it is not possible to have a permanent body sitting, but if 
there is a permanent body in the shape of a Taiiff Board sitting all the year 
:fOund for other purposes as well, I should certainly think that this is a proper 
()bjecl; to be entrusted to them. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-There are so many different coUntries just now, take the 
United States of America for instance. There is not very much depreciation in 
their exchange and supposing they came here it may not be necessary to 
impose as'much tariff on their imports as on Germany. Would you suggest 
that each country should have a separate tariff for a fixed period, or would you 
suggest, that any commodity as it comes, irrespective of where it comes from, 
should pay the difference ,between what you take, as the normal price and the 
price at which it is imported into the country on each occasionP 

Mr. Bubedar.-I understand that the machinery in the United States is 
such that it gives the Customs authorities power in the case of certain articles 
of seeing th"t an article is not imported into the United States' at lower than 
the cost of production in the ,United States .. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-Pardon me, i;heCustoms authorities have no authority. The 
President of the United States has got power to change the duty, and once 
he changes it, the Customs authorities have the power to enforce it. It is 
always in that case preceded by an enquiry under the orders of the President 
of the United States. But the point is this. It isnol! clear to me whether 
you would fix your tariff for a particular period against each separate country 
or whether you would give the executive Government power to levy the duty 
as the goods are imported into the country. 

Mr. Subedar.-If there is an enquiry it would take some time. If, on the' 
other hand, the Customs authorities h .. ve power it would be automatic. I 
believe the Customs authorities have tho power to hold up the goods or to 
1'elease the goods under a security pending an enquiry. They may have the 
power of releasing the goods under, a security-a provisional duty as it is 
ealled. 

Mr. Ginwala.-This system of course means two Bets Of tariffs, first what 
we call normal protection; then an additional duty to meet abnormal condi:
tions. Would you give the Customs aut,horities power to impose an additional 
duty and exact an' additional duty from any importer who, for instance, has 
got his ,goods cheaper than he ought to have got from a I'articular country P 

Mr. Subedar.~1 would certainly giver the Customs authorities pOWl'r to 
hold up such goods whene:ver t.hey come into this country and to release them 
on payment of a large amount of security and then refer the case, to any body 
that may be constitutl'd by tbe. Government of India for this purpose. If 
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enquiries, I think it may be necessary to have a body of men· who would 
require considerable experience in examining such questions. 

Mr. Giflwala.-Would you expect an enquiry by the Customs authorities 
with reference to each' Jot of goods' imported, or would you fix the tariff 
generally for a certain period? . 

Mr. BubBdaT.~I think tliat for a small difference the customs authorities 
I would simply let the goods pass and draw the attention of the parties, but 
in the case of a larger difference they should hold up the goods and draw the 
attention of whoever may be the authority for the time being. What ~uthor
ity the Government of India should put for this purpose will depend on 
whether there is to be a permanent orl!'anization to look into the tariffs. After 
all, a Tariff Board, after they have finiShed their preliminary enquiries, would 
not collstantly have to examine .the gt>l1Eral application. They would have to 
examine each specifio case and an- experienced body of men may be placed at 
Calcutta or Bombay. Our Chamber have not gone into the details of the con
stitution of this body which, I think, ought to be left to the Legislative 
ASBembly when the occasion comes . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that generally speaking you e,re of opinion that a 
special machinery should be devised which can.meet the case'of imports under 
abnormal conditions? 

Mr. BubBdar.-As a working suggestion we would throw out that a body 
of non-officials at each port should assist the Collector of Customs for this. 
purpose. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would you suggest aily safeguards for the prevention of 
fraud as to the price ,of. imported goods P , 

Mr. 8ubedar.-I think the Custom Act has already got a provision for 
confiscating all goods in the case of a false declaration. If you suggest that 
on account of the imposition of higher tariffs, more frauds might be per
petuated hereafter, and if in your opinion special powers are necessary for 
the Customs authorities, we would not object to the grant of such powers. 

Mr. Ginwala._Having regard to the democratic form of Government which 
we are all aiming at; do you think that the executive Government should be' 
t'ntrusted with these powers? 

Mr. Subedar.-Democratic Government works to carry out the will of the 
people as mentioned in 'the V~gislative Assembly: Democratic Government 
does not mean that, there would be no executive authority anywhere. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you think the EXEcutive Government ought to have this 
. power? 

Mr. 8ubedar.-I think it would be a salutary restraint on the abuse of 
these powers if they are exercised in consultation with a board of non. 
officiala at each port. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-,There is ODe point in conn'Jction with the tariff and that 
is this: for foreign competition agaill8t local production of steel, Bombay is 
more favourably situated than Calcutta for this reason that the iron and 
steel area is some distance from Bombay. Have you any proposals to make 
as to how this condition is to be met? I· mean the foreign competitor can 
sell cheaper in Bombay as against the local manufacturer than in Calcntta. 

Mr. Subedar..-We think that the principal manufacturers of steel ought 
to be enabled to cOlIlpete at the principal ports by favourable. freight condi
tions. This position, however, would ~come very acute when the production 
has increased very much and is able to supply a larger fraction of the coun
try's requirements than at present. At that time ,we think that freight' 
conditions ought to be made easier for the producing companies located in 
the iron area so that they may meet foreign competition in the, principal 
ports.' . . 

Mr. Ginwa'a.~That is to say you would devise a system of preferential 
tariff from the industrial area to the principal ports P ".' 

Mr. Subedar.-To some extent these tariffs should be" given partly a8 a 
business proposition 80 that each Railway may be enabled to convey a larger 
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amount of trl\.fficrby reducing their rates to some extent. If the Railway 
companies did not do it, we think it should be the duty of the Governmenll 
of India to see that the conditions are equalized at the principal ports. 

Mr. Gintoala.-I don't think you insist upon a sliding scale that you were 
talking about? -

I 'lIr. Subedar.-We would not insist upon the sliding Scale being put in 
the present abnormal condition of the world, but otherwise we think iii 
should be a part of the principle that when any countl1 goes for protection 
definitely, then it should give out that the protection IS not meant for all 
times but it is primarily to enable the industry to reach a measure of produc
tion enough to supply the country. 

Mr. Gintoala.-But if you tell an industry that, do you think it would 
attract capital? 

Mr. Subedar.-It- would give a very unusual start to the people to come 
into the field and people who follow will not get the advantage at all. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When you mention the principle of adequate protection, 
you are referring to the prjllciple which we have discussed, namely, that 
eonditions shQuld be equalized ito the two countries and protection is for that 
purpose. So long as these conditions remain unequal protection will conti
nue. Then the question of sliding scale does not arise P 

Mr. Subedar.-It does not,arise for many years to come. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the earmarking, I do not understand it. It 

is rather an acknowledged principle of finance that earmarking of particular 
items of revenue is considered bad finance. ' 

Mr. Subedar.-As a normal expedient it is bad, but not for exception~ 
matters of the kind that we have before us. 

Mr. Ginwaal.-That is to say, you , would create a sort of insurance fund? 
Mr. Subedar.-We would create a sort of fund to which the steel industry 

will look forward incase they are hard pressed by unfair conditions from outside. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are already devising two tariffs, you are giving them 

adequate protection for, normal conditions, you are also giving the steel industry 
protection against abnormal conilitions, and now you are making provision in, 
other directions. 

Mr. Subedar.-The idea of the, earmarking was- t:ftat Ii. portion of this may 
be used 10 assist the industry to avoid abnormal conditions. ,The protection 
to be given to an industry under abnormal conditions would have the form of 
other additional tariffs and the adjustments at the ports by the machinery , 
which we have discussed, or of a subsidy from this fund which would be kept 
aRide. In case no such abnormal cases arise during the year then the fund 
would naturally lapse into the ordinary revenue balance of the country. 

Mr. Glnwala.-I am afraid I cannot agree with you about the earmarking 
of finance under any conditions. ' 

Mr. Subedar.-That is our view. Once the revenue from the taxing of the 
steel is absorbed ,in the ordinary finances of the country, it would be most 
difficult to get it out of the Finance Department, and in order that. the 
Finance Department may not make unfair difficulties when the occasion came, 
we ought to indicate to that department that the first lien to this money is on 
behalf of the steel industry. If it is a method ofprotectipg steel which does 
not appeal to the Board, that is just a matter of opinion. 

Mr. Ginwaia.-Yesterday an opinion was expressed by another Chamber 
on one point, and that was with regard to the amount of profit that would 
attract new capital to the industry. It was stated that if the industry was able 
to ~old out a promise that it would return 7 per cent. on an average, adequate 
capItal would be attractE'd, whE'reas tht, Tata Iron & Steel Co. are claiming 
at.lel\st 10 per cent. What are the views of your Chamber in this matter?, 

Mr. Subedar.-Did they mention 7 per'·cent. on an average or a minimum 
7 per cent.? 

Mr. Ginwala.-7 per cent. average. 
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Mr. Subeciar.-If'it is andverage, it IS certainlY very low.' We den't 
~hink it would be sufficient to attract capital. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When an industry is protected that is more or less an 
.assurance that a 7 per cent. average return would be made.-

Mr. Subedar.-An average 7 per cent. is very low. It ought to be the 
,minimum if it is a ma,tter of promise to t~e investors but, of .'course; all 
investors in steel well know that steel as an industry, is, .liable to great 
lIuctuations. ' 

Mr. Ginu"aZa.-The poi~t i~, if the industry gets protectIon, why should 
they think that it is liable to liuctuations? 

Mr. Subedar.-It is protec1;Pd agafn~t unfair attacks from abroad, but is 
not protected against competition from inside from other concerns ,in the 
~ountry. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-What would you' consider as a ~easonable return having 
t'egard to the conditions of the steel industry? 

Mr. Subedar.-We find that the Tata Iron and Steel Company have them
wIves given 8 per cent. Dn an average in the past, a.nd what the conditions 
in the future would be depend on the mDney rates i~, this country as well 
88 money rates in foreign CQuntries-these are impDrtant factors. As a wDrk
ing basil we wDuld put anything between 8 and 9 per cent. average. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing you were lioating a company for the promotion 
<of a steel industry, the prospactus mllst set VP- ' 

Mr. Subedar.-Everything ~~t "up in the prospectus is not always realized, 
but no investor.is attracted to an industry in India if he does not expect to 
make something more than the rate of interest he earns from mortgages 
and 80 on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What iii the return that capital would expect 'before it is 
,attracted.to this industry. 

Mr. l.alji.-In an industry nothing less than 8 per cent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And if there is any risk they would expect to get'more" 
Mr. Subedar.-They wDuld expect much more if the rate of interest went 

up. When Government were borrowin,; at 6 Dr 61 per cent; in Bombay, the 
expectation was very high. NDW that Government are reduci~g' their rate 
<of borrowing the expectation becOmes smaller;. It varies with the' current; 
:rate of loanable money. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I want to ask a question abo.ut the general man.agement of 
-this industry. Do. you think that the steel industry which is a long way oft 
:frDm Bombay-as a general rule do. you think that it is an advantage? 

Mr. Subeda1'.-It would be better if an industry has always got the ~hoice 
-to go where the raw materia.ls are or where the market is. We believe that 
-the steel industry cannot be located anywhere else except where it is because 
:it would otherwise have to transport all its raw materials. 

Mr. Ginwala.-As a business mim. what 'do you think Df that? 
Mr. Subedar.-If the head Dffice and works were at the same plaCe, ;it 

'Would be an advantage. ' ' 
Jlr. Ginwala.-Is there any insuperable objection to that, supposing you 

..are a shareholder in that P , 
Mr. Subedar.-We are managing concerns located Dutside Bombay. We 

,are looking after them properly from Bombay, i.e., textile factories. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The textile industry is an !ldvanced industry. It is aD, 

'industry which is asking for protection. ' 
Mr. Subedar.-That is true. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So it has got to be differentiated. Taking the industry 

'88 a whole, what is your Dpinion as to the efficiency if the management and 
-the industry were located in one place? ' 

M,,; Subedar.-If I got your question correctly and if the question is this: 
that if Go.vernment and the country generally were prepared to incur the 
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sacrifices involved in protection, would they not be entitled to expect frOIlD 
'the management a closer control than they have at present?-I think. 
certainly if an industry is protected, the country would expect the Directors 
and controllers of that industry to show greater diligence than in the past. 
in looking after 'the concern. Applying that to the present case, it would 
involve an assumption that Tatas have not been looking after, which assump-
tion wEi would repudiate. ' . 
. Mr. Ginwala.-I am only talking generally. 

Mr. Bubedar.-Take the wagon industry or the locomotive industry. If 
an industry came to the Government and the country and said "give us. 
protection," then the ·Government and the country are entitled to tell them 
"we will give you protection, we sympathise with you, we shall assist Y01l< 

and encourage you, but you must also exert yourself a little more than yoU' 
have been doing in the past." Certainly they are. '. 

,Mr. Kale.-We have just been discussing the question of two kinds of 
tariff, a normal tariff and special tariff. I would suggest to you that thiS' 
system of special tariff against dumping seems to me to be rather compli
cated. Would it not be better to substitute a simple system such as this?' 

. The object of safegu,arding against dumping is to raise the price of thll" 
foreign commodity to the level of the price of the indigenous commodity. 
What would you say to a sort .of tardl' valuation, imposed say per ton, of' 
Rs. 150? Whatever the cost in the foreign country may.be, whatever the 
depreciation in currency may be, or whatever assistance the foreign Govern
ment may give, the tariff valuation of a ton of steel would be Rs. 150, and' 
25 per cent. on this would mean something like Rs. 180 or 200 which is the
price of'the local commodity. Would it not simplify the whole thing? 

Mr. Bubedar • .,...If I undersi:and your question, it is this: whether it woul<l 
not be better or more automatic if any lot of steel which comes to be imported 
into this country were taxed not at a percentage on the value but on a tariff 
valuation. . . 
, Mr. KaZe.-On a fixed tariff valuation. 

, Mr. Bubedar.-It would only suffice to extract a larger duty from the
importer, but not in some cases large enough to bring up the selling price-
to the current price in India. • 

Mr. Kale.-That is to say, you don't think that the gulf between the
internal price and the external price would be bridged P 

Mr. Bubedar.-Not in all cases. It is certainly an improvement on sudden' 
manipulation of tariffs, but it would not bridge the gulf in all cases. Sup- . 
posing steel is imported at Rs. 60 a ton, then 331 per cent. on 150 woul<l 
be Rs. 50 more. Rs. 110 would be a great disadvantage to the local manu
facturers. It would be below the cost of production in this country. 

Mr. KaZe.-8upposing the Customs authorities were empowered to alter
the tariff valuation from time to time and to suggest additions -(you have
already said that some such power will have to be given to the Customs. 
authorities) have you any objecnonP 

Mr. Bubedar.-We would 'favour the putting of power in the hands of . 
Customs authorities assisted by a non-official Board mentioned by us by which
they would be able to revise the tariff .. If you have got a fixed tariff valua
tion, the plan ought to be that the cost 'of production in this country 6ught
to be reasonable, and that the Customs authorities ought to be guided by 
the cost of production in this country rather than by the invoice figure. 

Mr. Kale.-We assume that we know what the difference between the
cost of production in this country and normally outside the country is, and 
that will be a factor in modifying the tariff valuation. Will that meet the
caseP 

M,:. Bubedar."'-Tariff v~luatjon is. a fixed thing whereas the duty will be-
changmg. . • . 

~r: Kale.-Tariff valuation also may change in view of the changing
condltIons so as to bring up the price of the foreign commodity to the leveE 
of the internal price. 
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Mr. 8ubedar.-II you will. allow me to put it as a 'theoretical problem, it 
'Would be something like this. Supposing the. cost of production in this 
eountry is Rs. 120, then the object of the power to impose a levy, which 
would be vested in the hands of Customs authQrities with the safeguards 
mentioned by us, would be to bring up the mvoice price of .the importer by 
such an amount' as to make it Rs. 120 at aU events. In all cases the variable 
item is the duty toO he imposed on the amount in the tariff valuation. You 
may not metlt it by changin~ the tariff valuation. You may meet it by 
varying the levy which the mercbant would have to pay, and. this would have 
the advantage of being known to merchants. 

Prerident.-I .m' afraid I have failed to follow the proposal that is now 
being considered.' -

Mr. Ka/e.-The proposal is that instead of having two tariffs there will 
be only one tariff, the object of which is to bring up the prices of the foreign 
commodity to the level of the internal price whatever that may be. ' 

Pre,ident.-Let us get at concrete figures. Would it. work like this'? 
The proposal is that the tariff valuation should be Re. 150 ,a ton and the 
duty is 331 per cent. Therefore the duty on steel is Rs. 50 a ton, that is to 
say, the steel that is coming from England, the c.i.f. price of which will be 
Re. 150 would cost Rs. 200, and the Continental steel coming at ReO' 120 would 
also bear the same duty of Re. 50. So one becomes Rs. 200 and the other 
Re.170. • . 

Mr. 8'Ubedar.-What Professor Kale - suggests is d,ifferent 'tariffs for 
different countries. ' 

Prelident.-You suggest that it should be incumbent on the Customs 
authorities in the case of every consignment to satisfy themselves as to the 
value Dnd see and impose according to the value sucb- rate of duty as is 
necessary to bring up· the price to. the standard figureP I am afraid it 
would mean a small army of Customs officers that would be necessary. 

Mr. 8'Ubedar.-'-If you will allow me to say on that'subject, what we would 
say is this. What might be an expedient ,or a measure necessary for 
abnormal circumstances ought not to be 'reduced to a normal machinery, 
and our view is that the power given to the Customs authorities should be 
used only when there is an abnormal movement to dump down steel in this 
country for some reason or other at a figure which the steel· manufacturers 
in this country would regard as disastrous; whereas normally. the level of 
duty to be imposed ought to be on the generous side so as to cover all small 
fluctuations. That is our position. • 

• Mr. Ka/e.-What I had in my mind was this. When we fix normaillrices 
in the country and outside the country, the fluctuations that you are speak
ing of just now will be taken into consideration, but when there are certain 
extraordinary occasions and as they will arise from time to time, they may 
be met by the use of this extraordinary power ,which might bring up the 
price of the foreign commodity to the level of internal price., 

Mr. 8ubedar.-That 'is what we have suggested. This ,extraordinary 
power may be vested in the Customs authorities to the extent, of their 
exercising it with tho assistance of a non-official Board or, i( the Legislative 
Assembly so desire, a special body appointed for that purpose. I would 
illustrate the case in point. Supposing France confiscates all the steel lying 
in Ruhr as a war indemnity, then she will-invariably try to send out that 
steel to markets at something below the ruling prices and will go on reducing 
the price until she can induce buyers. When there is such a campaign on 
foot, steel manufacturers and steel merchants in this country will have to
move somebody and say "here is a danger, somebody should come to our 
assistance and look into this danger." Who that somebody should be, is the 
question. You have now two proposals before you. One is that the .Customs 
authorities should draw the attel'.tion (·f the Board', which will be a non-official 
Board sitting at each pprt---because sl1(;h cases will happen only in ports-anri 
the other is if there is a body of expert gentlemen with e2perience.of these 
questions sitting permanently to examine applications fo.r protection or for 
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permanent Tariff Board may go into that. 

Mr. Kale.-May I take it that you have gone'into the details of the cost 
of production a,nd the other figures which the Tata Company have given? 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-Yes, we have considered them and we think that 33. per 
(lent. l>rotection which the Tata Company require . 

President.-Please confine yourself to Mr. Kale's question. Have you 
gone into the figures with regard to the cost of production and seen whether 
they are teasonable or notP . 

Mr. Kale.-Do you consider that their overhead charges and depreciation 
(lharges are reasonable or fair? 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-As .far as we have seen, they seem to us to be quite fair. 
Mr. Kale.-A complaint has been made that many' of these charges are 

fxtravagant. Do 'you agree to that? Or do you think that they' are not 
extravagant and that on the whole they' 'are reasonable? 

Mr. Subedaf'.-We have already replied that the Committee has not 
considered the question from the point of view of the producer with minute 
attention, but as for the complaint that' they are extravagant, it has been 
made by interested parties and ought not to. receive the attention of the 
Board. I would illustrate the nature 'of the interested parties that are 
making complaints by drawing the attention of the Board to something th~t 
we find in the Special Supplement in the European Reconstruction-Section 
XV-Manchester Guardian-Commerciul-:-dealing with the steel industry. 
Speaking on behalf of British manufacturers, they sound a note of warning 

, that India is going on to protection, that India has special facilities for the 
'Production of pig iFon, and call upon the steel manufacturers of the United, 
Kingdom to be on liheir guard in the following words: "The importance of 
1IIIlall competitors may appear to be overdrawn, but as all of them without 
il"ll:ception were ,customers of ourselves in pre-war days and as half of our 
steel was exported, it is of the utmost importance for us to watch these 
.developments and be ready." , 

President.--May I ask what relevance this has to the question put by 
;Mr. Kale? 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-Professor Kale asked us whether we had heard of the 
(lomplaint made in. severai quarters that protection should not be given 
because Tata's management is wasteful and their overhead charges are 
heavy. " , • 

President.-Am I to understand' that this article you' are reading deals 
with that point P , 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-1 am drawing the attention of the Tariff Board to the 
opinion pronounced by English manufacturers who are watching the situation 
in India with some anxiety Rnd conc('rn, and the unfair agitation which 
has been put up against the proposal for protection could be very easily 
ISeen from the extracts which I was reading. ' 

l'resident.-1 really don't see that it is relevant to Profesor Kale's 
question. It would be better if you would try to answer his' question 
directly. 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-I' have already mentioned that this complaint has come 
'from interested quarters. " 

Mr. Kale.-Is it your view that it is unfounded and that there are 
certain selfish motives behind it and that it must be discounted? 

Mr. S'Ubedar.-To the .extent to which it is inspired by fear of competition 
from India in the minds of British manufacturers. 

, . ¥r· ,Kale.-To that extent, the Tariff, Board ought to discount this 
cntlClsmP We got the information published with the view that it might b. 
(lriticise~ by the commercial public and also by consumers. It was our 
expectation that bodie.B like yours might go into these details and tell us, 
exactly from your busmess experience how .far these depreciation costs and 
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.overhead charges are reasonable and whether some economies might be made. 
We expected that kind of information. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-In a gen.!lral way, we consider the Conditions under which 
-&teel is produced as fair and the conditions of competition which the industry 
flas to meet as unfair; and therefore we think that protection should be 
_given. -- - _ • 

Mr. Kale.-Do you - think that though these charges might be slightly 
nigher on account of peculiar conditions under which "the industry is carried 
<on, we should overlook them P _ 

Mr. 8ubedar.-We are inclined to think that these would be automatically 
Teduced when production increased and increased production would be 
-coming into operation soon. Should the Legislature find ata later date that 
"they are not. reduced and that steel manufacturers are making enormous 
-prolim from protection, we take it that the Legislature will always have the_ 
-power to revise any arrangements which- may be put; but we should not 
'suggest to the Board to deter from making an unreserved recommendation 
<on this occasion in view of these matters which would naturally be watched 
with greater interest in future than in the past. 

Mr. Kale.-About your idea of bonus being given:' to .the industry from 
which money has been taken: the question I would ask is whether this -money 
is contributed by the industry or by taxpayers generally. If it ought to go 
"back to anybody, it must go back to taxpayers? -

Mr. 8ubedar".--::-The residuary .enjoyer of that money is the taxpayer. 
What I had in my mind was this. Government is likely to make more 
money, if industries spring up in the country, by way of additional transport, 
income-tax, super-tax and local rates. In order to establish a permanent 
'Bouree of additional revenue, Government has to make an initial sacrifice. 
It is a perfectly sound principle and it -is also along lines.af definite- expe~ 
Tience of very many countries in the world. 

Mr. Kale.-My point is that it is a sacrifice made by the p1Jblicand if 
-the money is to go bl\Ck to anybody, it should go gack to the people. 

Mr. 8ubedar.-1 am taking that point. The country has to make that
"Sacrifice with a view to build up its own economic life on lines which are 
-good for the country. 

Mr. Kale.-Would you, therefore, suggest that the money should be spent 
<on technical educationP It would be helping the industry if the money is 
'spent on technical education. I cannot exactly understand how the money 
is to be returned to the industry by means of a bonus P • 

Mr. 8ubedar.-We are suggesting bonus in case you are not putting an 
'adequate protective duty. In case you are not inclined to tinker with 
-tariffs, then we suggest that bon1JS should be given from this fund. The 
moment you estabilsh protection-we understand that several Corporations 
-are willing 'to establish and have already got schemes in hand for increased 
-production-these Corporations ~ay be established and there will be increased 
traffic on Railways, there will. be incrcased payments of revenue, there will be 
increased employment to the people and -increased' prosperity generally. 

<J.'his prosperity would re-act favourably -on the .economic situation of the 
country, and in this way the State would regain anything which it may have 
tlpent. 

Mr. Kale.-In answer to a question put to you, you said that industrial
ists would benefit by having an industry on the spot in this country com
-pared with industries outside. Is it your experience that there are _ great 
·difficulties to be encountered in getting goods at the right time and that 
-there are also exchange difficulties P Do you mean to say that if we have 
lIteel works in this country, you can place your orders much JD,ore easily 
and get your goods much more easily than otherwise? 

Mr. 8ubedar.-1 should not like to make a specific statement with regard 
to steel or any particular industry, but generally speaking our experience 
is that if we can lay our hands on materials required for an industry in this 
country, we are in a much safer position all round, not merely with regard 
to time and transhipment, but also "ith regard to specifications, etc. It is 
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altogether a safe thing for an industry trJ rely· for any materials required 00. 

this country rather than to have it imported from abroad. 
Mr. KaZe.-J.\fay I tllke it that ultimately as consumers of steel you would 

consent _ to any high duty that may be absolutely necessary for giving. 
adequate protection to the industry irrespective of consequencesP 

• Mr. Subedar.--Certainly we would. I would agree to whatever was neces ... 
eary to adequately protect this industry and to secure its definite establish
ment here for all times. 

Mr. KaZe.-You do not think that Government shoUld be deterred simpl,. 
by the increase that may take place in the price of some commodities and 
in the Railway charges and so -forth P 

,Mr. Subeda.r.-We have already indicated that the increases will not b~
very much and to the extent there are increases the Government should not
countenance them. 

Mr. Mather.-I understand that you favour that protection should bEl' 
given to the industry by means of a normal duty which is practically-
equivalent to the difference between the normal price of the imported article
and the normal cost of production in this country? 

Mr. Subedar.-our general formula was that adequate -protection should 
be given. What that protection should be is to be determined for normal 
purposes and the w(lrkingrate which has been suggested is 331 per cent. 

Mr. Mather.-My point is this: You contemplate a possible increasEl' 
in the normal rate of protective duty if the price of the imported materials
falls c~nsiderably below the price existing at the time when the duty i~ 
fixed. You have mentioned several possible causes for such a faU in price, a 
number of which would normally come within the scope of such a suggestioll" 
based on protectionist principles. Supyosing the imported material feU in: 
price, due to all improvement in the process of manufacture, would 'you 
regard that as justifying an increase in the protective dutyP . 

Mr. Subedar.-If there was a definite improvement in the process of 
manufactur~- and if the country came to know that a particular fan was 
due to this, we would still ask the Gcvl'rnment to give protection, and at the
same -time call upon the steel manufacturers in the country to explain why
they are not able to apply the new process and what are the difficulties. It 
would be a proper matter for enquiry. 

]J!r: Mather.-Would you not give 'the steel manufacturers in this country
the automatic incentive to adopt this process which would follow from' 
leaving the duty as it stood? 

Mr. Subedar.-We think that if the protection in this country is not in 
the hands of monopolists, then l'Omp~titive conditions would always be there
and some manufacturer or other will try to follow this new process- and iII' 
that case the older ones would suffer. I have no sympathy with the oldtlr
ones if they suffer in the hands of the manufacturers in this country. 

Mr. Mather.-Unless some other manufacturer in the country adoptecf 
this newer and cheaper process, you think it might be desirable to allow the 
established manufacturers to c\lntinllc on their own lines and give them. 
enough protection P . 

Mr. Subedar.-We should not like the manufacturers in this country to> 
be wiped out by outsiders. 

Mr. Mather.-Even if they do not adopt the cheaper processes which. 
were 1ilping applied in other countries P 

Mr. Subedar.-I anticipate that they would adopt these processes. Some, 
of them more enterprising than the others and with greater facilities would' 
adopt it, or new concerns m;ght be started for the purpose. I am not, 
suggesting the licensing of the manufacture of steel. What I mean is that 
they should be absolutely -free,and if free conditions of competition exist' 
in the country, that would be sufficient incentive to regulate the condition of 
protection to a fair level. ' 

Mr. Mather.-They have not always been immediately effective in some 
other countries. 
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No; 89. 

liomo!y Iron Mercbants' Association. 

WRITTEN. 

!statement I.-Representation 0/ the Bombay' Iron Merchant,' Association to 
the TariH Board, dated the 80th July 1923. 

I am directed by the Managing Committee of my Association to make you 
-the following representation on behalf of the steel trade in general in Bombay 
-which includes large and small importers, stockholders, brokers, upcountry 
oCommission Agents, consumers and, etc. 

As Indians we are glad to see that the Government of India recognises the 
"Ilecessity of giving protection of Indian industries against foreign competi .. 
"tion. We are proud of the efforts made by late Mr. J. N. Tam, to manlifac
"ture steel in India and most of our merchants supported the Tam Iron and 
Steel Company by freely and liberally taking up its shares. When the steel 
was manufactured, we were most anxious to import it to Bombay and did 
import large quantities during thl! war. After the war, cheap Belgian and 
Germany steel began to be imported llt £s. 16 per ton in 1911) to £s. 7 per 
"ton in 1922 on c.i.f. basis. Exchange of Sh. 2-10 to· Sh. 1-6 also favoured 
this import. Against this Tata Iron and Steel Company's quotation was 
Rs. 280 in 1919 to Rs. 180 per ton in 1922. F.o.r. Bombay. Even the raising 
.of import duty to 2t per cent. and subsequently. to 10 per cent. gave no 
"benefit to the Indian steel in the Bombay market. We, however, find that 
"the levy of 10 per cent. duty coupled with the increase of railway freight 
from Bombay. to Delhi and Punjab to about Rs. 2-8 per cwt. has prevented 
-those provinces from buying from the Bombay market and our information 
is that Tata Iron and Steel Company are able to capture those markets for 
-their products. If the Board finds that their products can easily be absorbed 
by the United Provinces, Punjab and other places in India which get the 
benefit of Railway Concession in freight, there is, in the opinion of my 
.Association, no need for further increase of duty to give protection to Tata 
:Iron and Steel Company's products at least on this market. ~I:he present 
duty of 10 per -cent. has added a heavy burden on the agriculturists, factory 
.owners, builders and other users of iron and steel in the area served by 
Bombay Port which roughly includes Gujerat, Kathiawar, Cutch, Rajputana, 
Deccan, Karnatic, Central Provinces up to Nagpur. It has dislocated trade -
and tsken away from this market the important customers from Cawnpore, 
Agra, Delhi, Hathras, and Punjab. Thus Bombay trade and consumers are 
already hard. hit by the 10 per cent. duty and ~ould resent. any further 
increase of duty. 

If, however, the Board thinks it necessary to give further protection to· 
-the Company my Committee submit that a subsidy should be granted from 
Imperial revenue but a further increase of duty would be disastrous to the 
-trade and consumers. In any case my Committee has strong reasons to 
believe that even with high tariff, the company will not be able to sell its 
steel in Bombay market against Continental Steel. It is said that the latter 
is subsidised by the Continental Governments and are dumped on our markets. 
From inquiries made we have got reliable information that this is not correct. 
We attach copies of letters received by Messrs. Trivedi and Co., one ·of ,the 
importing firms, here. This will clearly show. that the dumping theory is 
not correct at least so far a" Germany .is concerned .. My Committee is not 
in a position to say why Indian Steel Company would not be. able. to staneL 
~n their own legs against continental competition, even with tariff protection 
1JUt that is their opinion froni the way in which Continental Steel was able 
t.o capture Indian market from British and American Steel manufacturers. 
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Besides my Co=lttee un~erst~nd that the Tata Iron and Steel Compauy do 
not manufacture low quality steel equal to, Continental steel. Its ambitioll! 
is ,to compete against British steel whjch is not much imported in our 
market. So it tequires protection against the latter and not against the 
former and. therefore there is' no sense in taxing the former highly since it a. 
not the competitor of the Tata Steel. 

Our last request to the Tariff Board is that whatever duty is decided to 
levy on the imported steel, to ~ive pro~ection to Indian steel, the protection 
should extend only to such articles of Iron and steel as are manufactured in 
India in a sufficiently large scale and not to all articles of iron and steel 
imported. Indian Steel Company at present manufacture only rails, bars, 
angles, tees, channel, pig iron, wires and wire-nails while such articles ~ 
rods, plates sheets, black or galvanised are not manufactured here and evell. 
if they are manufactured in future they are not likely to be on a large scale. 
My Committee feel therefore, that it does nobody any good to tax such 
articles imported from abroad and hopes that the Tariff Board will take thia. 
matter into consideration if, they decide to levy increased duty on steel 1lll-

portea frolD abroad. . 
My Committee would be glad to send its representative for examination. 

before the Board if it is desirt'd. ' 

Statem.ent 1{.-.Lctter froll~ 1I1r.G. ]1. Trivedi, to the S~cl'etar'!l, Tariff 
, Board.' 

I have the honour to. hand' you herewith a copy of my" written. evidence
which I propose to give to-morrow. As I was busy with my Council election 
I am rather late and hope to be· excused. ' 

I am the Secretary of the Bombay Iron Merchants' Association. I am a, 
graduate of the Bombay University. I was a Member of the last Legislative 
Council. I am a l\Iember of the Executive Committee of the Indian Mer
chants' Chamber and of the Advisory Board of the Bombay Industries. 
Department. . 

I have been connected with the steel trade in Bombay for the last twenty
three years. Before the War, I was a Salesman for steel business of a big: 
German Firm established ~i Bombay. Since 1915 I have been doing import 
business in steel under the name and style of Trivedi and Company. I have
got branches in Karachi and Calcutta and I have an Office in lIelgium. 'rhiIs 
I know the steel trade and its requirements both here and in the steel ell-· 
porting countries like America, England, Belgium, France and Germany. 

Merchants of my Association take interest in the indigenous steel industry' 
and largely subs«ribed to the capital of the Tab Iron and Steel Company at 
the time of its formation. They would naturally do everything in their' 
power to help the industry. Before the War India used to buy its &teel 
requirements mostly from Belgium and Germany. 

According to the Table II on page 63 of the Representation ~u?mitted to 
the Indian Tariff Board by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Lillilted, there
was a total import of about 10 lakhs tons in India last yea~. Of these 30 
per cent. was from England and 70 per cent. from the Contment. Pre-war' 
import of railway steel materials was 244,000 tons (see page 67) whereas steel 
import for Government requirements was 40,000 tons. Thus Government. 
and Railway requirements would amount roughly to 3 lakhs tons. Tata 
Iron and Steel Company at present manufacture about 130,000 tons and'. 
when Greater Extensions are completed they hope to manufacture 4 lakhs. 
tons. Thus if Government and Railway Companies are made by the Legis
lative Assembly to buy all their steel in India at their market price, even if 
it be higher than English steel price as was done in Australia (see page 4)' 
there would be no neeessity of levying further duty on imported steel. Tata 
Iron and Steel Compan! were not justified in the interest of their shlLre-

* NOTB.-The draft of Mr. Trivedi's written evidence has been formally 
approved by the :Committee of the Bombay Iron Merchants' Association. 
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holders to supply to Government and Railway Companies steel below marke~ 
price while they quoted higher price to steel merchants. If they had charged 
them proper price they would not have- come to grief. As British steel i& 
mostly £2 higher in price than Continental and as the Tat3 Iron and Steer. 
Company manufacture steel to British Stl'-ndard o~ly and as 60 per cent. of 
their present -output and 20 per. cent. of their output later on will be rajls, 
if Government and Railway Companies are made to buy all their steel r~ 
quirements in India only at the market price, ihere would be no necessity of 
levying any additional duty and if there i~, it would not be as high as 231-
per cent. . - -

The Tata Iron and Steel Company could not supply iron and steel to the 
Bombay Iron market before the War. During the War I was the first mer
chant to supply their steel to the Bombay market, but when the Continental 
steel began to be imported again in Bombay after the Armistice, Indian steel 
could not compete with it. -

Before the Ruhr occupation, the import price. of steel bars which is the 
principal article of import from the Continent was ab()ut £7 per ton, which 
with 10 per cent: customs duty and Rs. 2-4"() per ton of Port Trust dues 
and with clearing charges came to ahout Rs. 120 per ton. On account of 
the Ruhr occupation it increased to Rs. 150 per ton, and now it is going 
down and in about six months' time it will go back to Rs. 120, whereas Tata 
Company's price, f.o.r. Bombay is ahout Rs. 200 per ton. _ If duty is further 
increased by 231 per cent., the import- price would rise from Rs. 120 to
Rs. 150 per ton, so that_ even :with the full protection given, the Company 
will not be able to compete against Continental steel. Any further duty. 

- therefore, on Continental steel imported in Bombay will not benefit the
Company and will only tax the Bombay Presidency Consumer unnecessarily. 
The present increase of duty from 21 per cent. to 10 per cent. since 1922" 
haa enabled Tata Iron and Steel Company to capture the Upper .IndIa 
Market on account of railway concession freight. The Upper India Iron 
Merchants from Cawnpore, Delhi, Agra and Lahore used to be very big 
buyers in the Bombay Iron Market. Now they buy direct "from the Tata 
Iron Works and the Company ought to be satisfied with this position; If 
necessary, further concession in Railway freight should be secured to them 
to enable them to supply the Upper India steel demand. The Company may 
also justly aspire to meet the demands of Calcutta Iron Market to a certain 
extent and for this purpose a higher duty, say of about 5 per cent., may be
levied on steel imports in Calcutta, if this is justified by the circumstances-
but I am sure the Board is convinced that any futther increase in duty will 
not enable the Company to supply steel to Bombay till their. prices are 
reduced by 25 to 40 per cent. 

My..ABBociation is not against Government helping this . very uSeful national. 
industry, but they submit that as 60 per cent. of the Company's present 
output in steel is rails and as in this article their competition is against 
British steel, increased duty may be levied on this article only. -I have 
carefully read Mr. Peterson's evidence and I find that he also asks for 
protection against British steel. In fact, Tata Iron and Steel Company have 
always aimed at supplying Government and Railway wants. Both these 
customers have always imported British steel. Tqey hardly or never buy 
Continental steel and therefore increased duty should be levied on British 
steel rails, joists, angles, tees and plates to enable the Company to supply all 
Government and railway requirements in steel, which amounts to 2 lakhs 
tons per year. But the bazaar articles; such as bars, plates, sheets, ~ods, 
beaIns, angles, tees, hoops and corrugated sheets, should not be taxed as the 
Company has never beeJl. able to supply Bombay bazaar requirements in 
these articles and even if they do aim they would never be able to do so 
unless their price comes down to Rs. 120 f.o.r. Bombay, and even lower 
for pre-war price of Continental steel bars was £5 per ton, which wiih 10' 
per cent. duty and other charges would come to about Rs. 90 per ton. 1 
hope I have said sufficient to convince the Board that the Company will not 
be able to capture Bombay Steel Market even if 231 per cent. increased duty 
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be levied on Continental steel.' This or higher duty may be levied on British 
.steel rails and other steel articles required by Government and Railway 
Companies, and that the present levy of 10 per cent. has enabled the Com-

. 'pany to· capture Upper India Steel market and that a small increase of duty 
may be levied on steel imported in Calcutta. 

Personally I am in favour of giving protection to such a useful natiollal 
industry. It would be a pity if it were left to die by foreign competItion, 
.but as the competition is with British steel and not with Continental, which 
the 1;rade and the country mostly uses, protection should be given against 
.British steel import. Out of patriotic motives, British officials in Govern
ment Departments and in incorporated Bodies like Port Trust, Improvement 
Trust and Railway Companies always order British steel material although 
Continental is cheaper . and equally efficient. The country can, therefore, 
out of equally patriotic motives very well afford to pay 25 per cent. more 
on these materials in order to help Indian industry. Thus British steel im
ports would be checked and stopped and after some years the C\lmpany wiY 
be able to sell its steel- as cheap as British without this 25 per cent. levy. 

As regards the cost of production, I have made some enquiry in Belgium 
.and beg to hand· over two letters which show that in Belgium the cost of 
labour, etc., for producing one ton of steel from ore and coke is only 20 per 
.cent., whereas Tata's cost is very much higher. In my opinion, the Company 
made an initial mistake in consulting American Experts and following their 
advice. Americans are known to be men having big and costly schemes. They 
.should have consulted Continental Experts who produce cheap steel. Even 
:now if German or Belgian Experts would be brought, the cost of superior 
"labour would be at once reduced by at least 50 per cent. I was one of those 
who joined in the demand made by Mr. Antia in 1916 or 1917 of replacing 
.costly Americans by training Indians, but the Company was very slow in 
. acceding to it. One other defect in the Company's management is ilie 
.absence of any man who understands steel business on the Board of Direc
tors. It is preposterous to think that Cotton Merchants, mill-owners, bankers 
.and Dewans of Native States are able to understand how steel industry is to 
be run. Naturally they have to depend on the advice of costly American 
Manager or a. Consulting Engineer. If cheap Continental trained superior 
'labour is imported and a Manager with Continental experience is brought 
in and if on the Board of Directors there are some few men understanding 
-steel industry, the cost of production will be much reduced. 



Statement ll~.-Letter, dated Nove,nber fOth; 1929, from Mr. Trivedi, to the 
. " TariN Boaitl,; " 

As desireJ by Mr. Ginwalla I 'beg to hana you 'enclosed 3 invoices ·of mils 
with .. letter and 11 invOlCes of steel bars. in origilt.als which kindly retum 
after inspection and noting ·the Contents, if neces~8ry. * 

... Extracts· printed bel()w. 

~~ztract from ori!1inal invoices forwarded by Mr. G. B. Trivedi, Bombay, for 
the information of the TariN Board. . 

Date of invoice. I Article purcbl!8cd. 
~ Quantity Pricc paid. purchased. 

Tons. t .. d. 

26th July 1920 Continental Dlild steel b&n! (assortment ;0 29 0 o perton. 
limil ... to apecillcation No. (5). 

26tb August 1020 1 mil.· track 40 lb. rails lnclud\Dg .. 24 0 0 . 
IIsblllatea, bolts and nuto. 

4th October 1920 1 mUe track, 'rail. weighlug 40 lbo,. per .. 23 0 0 .. 
yard Including bolts, nut., ft.h. plates, 
dogspikes. 

8tb November 1920 Continental basic 8 teel b&n! (.pecifica· 100 . 19 15 0 .. 
tlon No. 45). 

29th NoveUlbt>r 1920 Continental ba.1e st""l bars, 2i"x 1" X 400 1710 0 .. 11' long. 

lath pocem ber 1920 Continental basicsted bars, 2t" X I" X 400 
181' 0" margin. . ' 

17 0 0 II 

16tb Decemoor 1920 Continental I Mic stepl ~ars (spcciftca, I. 
tion No. 490). 

200 15 IS 0 .. 
80th March 1021 Continental mild steel bars from I" sq. 50 

to 2t" sq. 17 feet long. 
11 10 0 .. 

4tb Hay 1021 Continental ru~d steel bars 2i" X t" X 
¥7' 2' long. 

300 1010 0 .. 
lOth AugilSt 1921 Continental bas;c ,teel blUS (speCltl .... 

tion to follow). 
[1,000 9 o '0 .. 

10tb November 1921 German raUs wltb neccssary·llsh.plates, 
bolts, nute and dog8pikes.· . 

100· 0 0 0 .. 
33rd November 1921 Continental mild steel bars (apeciftc&- 50 8_15 0 .. 

tlon to follow). 

6th September 1922 Continental mild 8teel bars (?tIes.8rs. 26 812 6 .. 
Triwdi ell; Co. 's Specification No. 20). 

22nd November 1922 Continental mild steel bars (Messrs. 
Trivedi ell; Co.'s specification No. 19). 

98 7 2 0 .. 

APPENDIX A. 

(Enclo8uTB to Statemant 1.) 

In reference to a circular letter i~su'ed last year by the Tata Iron. and 
~teel ~ompany, Limited, asking for protection ?f their industry by increas
mg still further the heavy export duty on all Iron and steel imported into 
India on the grounds that unfq.ir competition was being caused by the dumping 
of German parcels on the market, I beg to inform you that during my 
present visit to Europe, I have carefully investigated this matter. 

VOL. III. 2 n 
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First, I would call attentiion to the attached official statement from the 
German Controller of ferrous exports of seme of the largest works in Ger;.nany, 
the translation of which reads as follows;-

"In reference to the request of th~ works 'August-Thyssen-Hutte' 
in Hamburg, I beg to confirm herewith that the German rolling-works whose 
deliveries for foreign countries are under my control, do not quote any cheaper 
prices for Bars, Joists, Rails, Sheets, etc., for sale to India, than to any 
'other foreign country. All the sales and quotations for foreign countrie~ 
go through me so that I am in a .position to control all the prices and 
tl,at I can give above declaration .in good faith. 

Yours faithfully, 

'(Signed) Der'Reichs Kommissar fur die 'Eisenwirthschait." 

Secondly, I have discussed this matter with leading experts in the iron and 
steel trade, and I find that they are all agreed that German competition in 
India and elsewhere has not been in the nature of dumping. In fact, during 
quite a cOlliliderable period latterly, German prices have not even been of a 
competitive nature, and it is only occasionally that their works have been 
able to ma.ke large sales on the open market. . 

Thirdly, I ha:ve spent considerable time in examining statistics of works 
on the Continent and in Great Britain, also their methods of dealing with 
the recent abnormal conditions, with the result that I am convinced that the 
ability of thtlde works to sell at low rates is entirely due to efficient manage
ment, astute purchases of raw materials, and most especially to the efforts 
ot the directors themselves who have worked unceasingly to cope with 
difficulties as they arise, and whose' own energy and brains have, been 
devoted to the development of their industry, in many cases without remu
neration, and in many more at a con~inual pecuniary loss to themselves. 

Fourthly, the majority of people with whom I have discussed this matter 
have expressed great surprise that India with its cheap labour, low cost of 
raw materials and moderate taxation,' has had to raise such a question. 
General opinion here is that steel ought to be producep in India at a con
siderably lower cost than in Europe. 

Fifthly, perusal of the alinual reports of the most important works, shows 
that, success in meeting competition after the terrible effect .of the slump 
in 1921 has been achieved, by clever organisation both of administration and 
of manufacture. 

It is therefore my considered opinion that the effect of l'aising the itllport 
duty on iron and steel stilI further will reflec.t on the poor consumer in 
India and on the general development of various Indian industries which are 
so largely dependent on chf'ilp iron and steel for their prosperity. 

APPENDIX B. 

(Enclosure to Statement II.) 

In 'view of the proposed increase of import duties in India, we beg to 
inform -you ~hat we. hav? bpen making enquiries concerning the percentage of 
labour cost mtervemng m the first cost of manufacture of 1 ton ,,~ !'t,ei-l in 
.t3elgium. We have received the desired information from the officinl body 
,in. Belgium, namely Comite Central !ndustriel de Belgique, represent.ative 
of all the steel manufacturel'S of thiS country. We endoee the <'riRinal 
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letter from this hody and shall he glad if you will nse it fo; any' legitimate 
"purpose. 

Yours f.aithfully! 

SOCIETE ANONYME GEO. DISSY & CO., 

L' Administrute'Ur-dflleg'Ue. 

GEO. DISSY & CO . 

.References .·-G.G.-H.D.' 8. 
Bruxellep, Ie 29 octobre 1923 . .., 

MESSIEURS, 

s. A. GEO. DISSY et Co., 
7, Place A:verte, 

ADvers. 

TARIF DOUANIER DES INDES. 
En pOlII!ession de votre lettre du 26 courrant nous avons 1 'honneur de vous. 

informer qu'en partant du min(lrl\is et du coke, Ie rapport entre les salaire.; 
totaux payes aux ouvriers et Ie prix de vente des produits metallurgiques, 
est, dans les circonstanc~ actuelles, d'environ 20 pour cent. 

Cette· proportion s'entend natureIIementptlur lee marchandises pritles Ii 
l'usine ou, ce qui revient a peu pres au meme, livrees f.o.b. Anvers, et iI 
-est bien. entendu dans votre cas que vous auriez a ajouter au prix de vente 
.ainsi compris, las frais de transport jusqu'a destinamon, pour en tirer ton 
r.ouveau pourcentdge qui sera naturellement assez sensiblement inferieur It 
ilclui qui precede. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, I'expression de noS sentiments distingues. 

La Directeur G~neral Adjoint; 

(Illegible.) 



Oral evidence of Mr. G~ B~'TRivEDI~ representing the 
Bombay Iron' Merchants! Association, recorded at 

Bombay- on the 19th November. 1923 •. 
President.-You have come to.daY, Mr~' Tt~ve?i,' 1: Understand; . as' the repre-

antative of the Bombay Iron Merchants Association. • 
Mr~ Trivedi.--Yes. , 
President.--Can you tell us how many firms are members of that Association! 
,Mr. Trivedi.-About 40. 
President.-Is it an old established Association that has' heen going, ,on ,for 

lIOme time! 
Mr. Tricedi.-It was estahlished in ,1916 or i~17., ~ 
President.--Can:' you tell WI approximately. w~at .were the qu~ntities of ~n 

-and steel the different members of your AssoClatlO1!- Imported durmg the year. 
Mr. Trivedi.-I think we imported about ~ la~hs of tons in ~ombay. 
President.-That is iron and steel of ~ kinds? 
Mr .. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Through the agency of members of your Association? 
Mr. Trieedi.-Yes. 
President.-Is that roughly the total imports of Bombay? 
Mr. Trivtdi.-It is something less because there are other engineering firms 

-who import also. 
Pruident.-What the members of your Association ,import i~ not the whole 

,importation: -it is something less? -' 
Mr. Tri,.edi.-Yes.' 
Pruident.-You have said' ill ,the Written, statement .. As Indians we are 

:glad to see that the Government of India recognises the necessity of giving 
protection of Indian industries against foreign competition". As regards the 
-steel industry, speaking as merchants you are not quite so sure? 

Mr. Tricedi.-Steel trade I meant. 
Pre8ident.-The point I would like to put is this: if you are going to have 

!1l'Otective duties it must mean a certain amount of restriction in the import trade. 
Mr. Trivedi.-Therefore I do not advocate full'increase of duty but I also 

'recommend honus or bounties. 
Pr.sident.-I recognise that, but even supposirig it were done entirely by 

means of bounties or subsidies. it would mean i reduction in the total imports. 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. It would. 
Pruident.-That is to say; part of the' steel that is importei' at present 

would be replaced by the steel manufactured in this country: 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Pr.sident.-So that you recognise that the policy of protection must to a 

_ certain extent interfere witbyour bnsiness,as merchants! l'hat is' inevitable:', 
ltlr. ,Tricedi.-Yes. ' 
President.-Therefore, the mere' fact that' there may be a' certain' am<?unt Of 

restriction of trade is not in itself an objection to protection. 
Mr. Trivedi.-Not to our Associition_ 
Pruident.-yo~ have told us that after the war,-eheapiBelgian and German 

steel began to ~e Imported at. £16 pe,: ton in 1919 and the price steadily. declined 
to £7 Per: ton m 1~ o,! e. I. t. baSIS. Can you tell us what articles you 'refer 
to: that IS the baSIC price?' .... ".'.. . 

Mr. Tri.,edi.-8teel bars is the chief iteniof import. 
. P~esident;,..-For ~hat purpose' is the steel' that· .thl/ 'members of y~u~ Associa.-

tIOn Import used chiefly f ' , 
( 612 ) . 
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Mr. Trivedi.-It is used in agriculture and in building. 
fresident.-You also import joists,. angles ,and so on. 
Mr.1'ri~·edi:-Yes;' .' .. j. " , 

President • ...,.What \Iappenll to the ,bars tha~ you import! ',where do they 
go to chiefly! . . 

Mr. Trivedi . ....:.I'u building': bla~ksinith; and: agricultUrists'have to use them. 
They are, chiefly used for building purposes and for agricultural purposes.-

P~e8ident.-That is to say, the latter class will go o~t into the bazaar trade
and will gradually reach the village blacksmith and the small people who use 
iron and steel up country! ' 

Mr. T'Tivedi . .:....Yes. 
, President.-In 1922 you have told us the price of bars ~ent down to £7 a 

ton. How has the price 'movedtlince ,then? . 
Mr. Trivedi.-It remained. so up to the occupation of the Ruhr .. 'After the

Ruhr occupation it went up: to £9· and it is now again going down, and 1 
estimate that in about six months it will again go down to £7, ' 

Pre8ident;-ls that the c. i.f. price! 
Mr. Trivedi.-':':'Yes~ " 
Pre8ident.-What is the price'to-day! 
Mr. Trivedi.-£8-5. 
President.'-'-For imported Continental bars! 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
President.-In comparing the two years 1922 and 1923, was the importation 

of Continental steel larger in 1922 or .. 1923 ? 
Mr. Trivedi.-In 1922 it was larger. 
Preiident-o-There has beens~m~ reduction in importati,ons this. yea.r? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
President.-Do y,ou ascribe .that to the l1igher price? 
M,·. Trivedi.~Yes: also' to the difficulty of getting goods fro~the Ruhr :' 

the principal inlportation was from the Ruhr. 
President.-I will come to that . later on. After all, If there was less steel 

consumption that must depend on the ability· of the consumer to purchase. Do
you think that the rise in. price from f,7 .to £9 had the effect of I'educing con
sumption! 

Mr. Trit,edi.-Yes. '1 think so. 
president.--Can you give us the adual figures of the importation during the 

two years! Take bars, for instance. 
Mr. Trivedi.-It is given in '{atas' statement. (Page 63) 214,000 toils up to, 

the end of 1923 (March). . . ' 
President.-:Have you got figures .for the lirst eight months o( 1923.! 
Mr. Tri~edi.":"'~o. ' ., 
President.-No doubt we can get it from the trade returns. ' 
,Mr. ,Trivedi.-:Yes. 
President;---Then 'in 1922"where did the greater part of the Continental steer' 

come from! 
, Mr. Tri·vedi ....... Nowadays it comes mostly, from Belgium, Lorraine and 

Luxemburg. 
President.-In 1922! 
Mr. Trivedi.-The greater 'part came from the Ruhl' ancl.Belgi~. 
P-rl!Sident.~Have you actually v~ified th~t,' or are You speaking' from YOlIl" 

general knowledge or with reference to Trade Journals! ' 
.1~r. Tri'vedi.-Yes. From loy general knowledge. ' , 

Ru::!8iden~.-~our impression is that it came . mostly from B.s.l~u~:and th& 
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Mr. Trivedi.-;-Yes. 
PTtsident.-But did the ,steel that came from the Ruhr rome fMm a Germa,. 

port! . . .. ,., . . 

Mr. Trit·edi.-It came f~om Antwerp.. Even before. the war German steel 
used to come from Antwerp mostly: ." .' 

JfT. MatheT.-Did it not come from Rott~rdam! 
Mr. TTiredi.-VeryHttle. "fhe 'ch'ie!, ports were Hamburg, 'Bremen' and 

Antwerp. . . 
President.:-Theo a little further on you say .. Ev;enthe raising' of .th~ import 

duty to 2! and subsequently to 10 per cent. gave no benefit to the' IndIan steel 
in the Bombay mark~t. They however found that the levy of 10. per cent . 

• duty coupled with the increase of railway freight from .Bombay to J)elhi and 
the Punjab to about Rs .. .2·8 per cv.-t. prevented those provinces from buying 
from the Bombay market and their 'information was that· Tata Iron' and ·Steel 
were able to capture those markets for their products." Is it your . suggestio" 
that the railway freight ,from J amshedpur .to Delhi- is a. ..good deal. ·le8& .. ~han .that 
for. the imported stuff. from Bombay .to. Delhi. 

Mr. TTW~di.~Yea. , 
President.~Have you got any figures to put before the Board! 
Mr. T~il'edi:--Ihave calculated the' freight from Bombay to 'Delhi. atRs: 2-& 

per cwt. . ' 
Pre.ident~All you have said is .. the increase of railway freight from 

Bombay to Delhi and Punjab is about Rs. 2-8 per ·cwt." You have not said! 
what the freight from Jamshedpur .to Delhi is: ' 

Mi'. Triredi.-Th"t is given by Tatas here. It is something like Rs. '12" ton 
Pre8ident.-What .hav~ you, g~~; to pay per to" from ~ombay".to ~elhi,! . 
Mr. Tri1ledi ...... Rs.'60, 

President . .....:.And your case is HUl:t' it is 'only ,Rs. 12 . for.~Tatas. ~!lt is that 
a figure you are certain of? ' , . " . 

!tiro' rril'~di . .-:..Theypave givei\.Rs.15.-4 ~ndit ~iIlbe p.~w: ,Rs. 20 at the 
most.. .. 

PTe8ident.-You are quite definite in your answer. rYou say you have to. 
pay more from Bombay to Delhi. If it is so, it means an advantage of. about 
Rs. 36 a ton and the imrort duty.on the steel coming in at £8 would be' Rs. 12. 
That is to say, the tota advantage would beRs. 47 a ton .. Tata's steel 'is able 
to undercut Continental steel? . 

,1fT. Triredi . .,--Yes. 

President.-Well, now, further ot.· hi your tepresentation you say "In any 
case my committee has strong reason to believe that even with the high ·tariff 
the -Company will not be able to sell its' steel in' the Bombay market against 
the Continental steel": Now if the duty were raised. from 10 to 33! per cent. 
it would mean, supposing that we again take .£8 as the c. i. f. price, Rs~· 4(} 
a ton advantage. On the' other hand! ()f ,course the nearer you get to 'Bombay 
the greater, the reduction would have to, .be on"the freight, from !Jamshedpur, so
that. within, t.he Bombay area .the actual· advantage, they ,would enjoy would be 
something less than Rs. 40. Supposing the duty was Rs. :.40, then i,f it was.in. 
Bombay itself you would have to take off Rs. l~the freight which the Continental 
steel would ·not have to pay-so that actual advantage would be aboutRs. 25. 
Is it on' that. basis· that! you' hav& arrived' at. 'the conclusion'that Tata's" steel 
cannot compete in Bombay? ,," 

M". T"ivedi.-Iamv seco$ statem.~nt '1 have explained the matter: flilly. 
Have you 1Z0t that statement. I sent it to Prof. ! Kale' as I did not know 'the 
address of the Secretary" _ 

LThe statement· was read from the Chair:] 
PTesident.-Before we go any further, I would like to. put this questiol). 

Has this written statement been approved by the Bombay Iron Merct.anls 
Association! ' . ' . 

*Statement. ,r~., 
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Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
'President.-It does not purport to be so. It is written entirely in yonr o~ 

name from beginning: to end. 
Mr. Trivedi.-It has been written on the lines approved by them. 
President.-It does not say so. 
Mr. Trit·edi._It has been drafted on the lines approved by them; they left 

it to me. 
President.-In that case it should have been said so because from beginning 

to, end opinion~ al'e expresselj. as your personal ~pinions. 
Mr. Trivedi.-No. . 
Pre8ident.-Pardon, me," they are. 
illr. Trivlldi.-I have given facts here to .substant;ate the first, statement of 

the, Association. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would it be' difficult for you to }llace this matter before, a 

meeting of the, Board of your Association and have their formal . sanction ?, 
illr. Trivedi.-That can be done to-morrow. I placed ~his before you' as 

I thought it would help the Board. 
President.-I think it would be better if. you did that because as It stands 

at present there is literally nothing to show that this is the opinion of the Associa
tion. 

Mr. Trivedi.-But the statement as a whole is merely ,an amplification -of 
the first statement of the Association. 

President._Here is your letter' to the Tarill Board "I have the . honour to 
send you herewith 3 copies of my written evidence which I propose to give 
to-morrow. I was busy with my Coundl election. I am rather late and hope to 
be excused." There again there is no reference to the Association. I think it 
would be desirable, if it is to be taken as the opinion of the Association, that 
it should be definitely approved by your committee. 

We diverged on to this when we were dealing with the qu~stion of railw~y 
freight. You had expressed an opinion that even with a high protective duty 
the Tata Co. would not be able to compete on the Bombay side with the imported 
steel? 

Mr. Tri1'cdi.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-What I put to you was this: taking the c. i. .f. price of Rs. 120, 

the duty at 33! per eent. would be Rs. 40, but in Bombay the, advantage of 
Rs. 40 a ton which the Tata Co. enjoyed would be reduced by the railway 
frei'ght to ahout Rs. 25 a ton and I asked whether it was on that basis that 
Rs. 25 a ton would he an insufficient advantage that you thought that the 
Tata Iron and Steel Co. would not compete in Bombay. 

Mr, Trivedi.-I took my basis not £8 bui; £7 because this is what my 
experience shows would he the price for a long time, and therefore I calculated 
that ¥'i!Jl the full protection as asked for the price will come to Rs. 150, whereas 
the Tata Co. 's price is Rs. 200, and only when they come down to Rs. 150 will 
there be some advantage. Till then theconsulller would be unnecessarily taxed. 

PTP .• ident.-That is to say, to sell at 'Bombay at Rs .. 150 they must be able to' 
sell at Jamshedpur at Rs. 135? 

.lIT. Tri,·rdi.-Yes. . 
Pre.sjdent.~Apparellt1y your view is that 'it. was the increase' of . the duty 

to 10 per cent. that enabled the Tata Co. to capture the up-country market! 
:1£1'. Trit'edi.-Couple~ with !JIe concession frei~d the increase of ordinary 

freIght there has, hee. Sillee the ,war. , ,,' j , 

President.-The increase in duty Willi made in March 1922! 
Mr. Tri'vedi.-Yes. 
l'rrsidt7l.t.-When did the increase in freights take plac~! 
.llr. Tri,·edi.-About the same time, I think. 
l'rtsident.-What wen the freights before? 

... 'vr,' ,Trit·edi.-I think they have i~crea'sed' the freights by about 50 per cent. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Surely not. I think it wa~ 25 per cent. on the last increase. 
Mr. Triv6fli. ..... I am not: sure aboi1t that, " 
Pr8sident.-CaD ytnI gin DS ,any.iigures "sbowing the reduction in the amount, 

of stseI that was sent up·country frQm Bombay to Delhi as between 1921, and 1922! 
Mr. Tri,·edi.-No, I cannot gi~~ you figu~es. lWi~1 make enquiries in the 

market but U. P., ,buyers all say that they buy direct. now. 
Pre8ident.-You know ; from' your own experience that your customers in' the' 

Punjab and the,U. P. do llOt. com6;.,to you now? 
Mr. Trivedi.-No. 
President.-At.any rata not to the same extant? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Pre.ident.~I take'~t ;there;~~e certain 'kinds of steel that U;e 'TataCo. Clo 

not produce? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Pr8sident.-Naturally there is still' a demand .in the np'country for import.~d 

steel of these kinds? 
Mr. Trivedl....:.Yes. 
President.-At the end.of your original ,representation you say that, if pro~ 

tection is considered necessary, it should extend only to such articles of iron' 
and steel as are manufactured iii' India on a sufficiently large scale' and not 
to articles of iron and stael importsd. Then you go on' tQ say" the Indian 
Steel Companies at present ·;manufacture only rails, bars, ,angles, .. tees, . channel, 
pig iron, wires and wire nails while such articles as rods, .plates, .. she~ts, hlack 
or galvanized, are not manufactured here." Have, you acquainted yourself with 
the plans Of the, Tata Co. fo~ this kind .of stael to he produced in the Greater, 
Extensions? ' . . ,. , 

Mr. Trivedi.-I understand, that lately they ar~producing plates and' sheets. 
,Pr88ident.-They have produc~d plates in smallquaritities so far but, they 

are equipped to produce plates of ·all grades in considerable quantities and also 
sheets. They are also under a contract to supply rods to' the· Indian Steel' 
Wire Products Co; On this basis, that the Tata Cd: are equipped to produce 
steel of these kinds and are likely'to start producing them in '1924, would you 
still consider that no protective duties should be .levied' on' these? 

Mr. Trivedi.-If they produced sufficiell,tly for the purpose of. trade then I 
should include these articles also. ' . 

Pr.8ident.-That is to' say, they must he treated on the same footing as the 
'articles they already produce; what applies to the one' applies to' the other? ' 

Mr. Trivedj.-Ye~, if"they are produced in sufficiently large' q~antities. 
Pre.itlent.-In .this ,second representation you ~alc1l1ate, that as' Government 

and the Railways require· about 3OO,OOQtons of . steel and as Tatas will produce 
about 400,000 tons of stael, it will be sufficient if Government and the, Railways 
are required to purchase the whole of their steel frl!m t,he Tata Iron and Steel Co. 

Mr. Triredi.-Yes. '.', 

Pr'8ident.--':That would mean;' would. it not, that' the' Tata Co., would 
receive no protection as regards. the kinds of. ,steel: which are' not ~e9ui~ed ,'iI), ' 
large quantlties by Government and the Railways? . , ; . 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-So that a good deal of their equipment for th~ Greater, ,Exten: . 

sions could not be worked? 
Mr. Trivedi.-That 'lYould be only a quartsr of their outpui. ,They can ,sell 

that in Upper, India. , 
Pre8jdent • ...,..,.I~ remains to be seen; you cannot asSume that, they will. be, 

able to capture the upper India market in all these kmds of steel. I, think , 
you would find, if you went into it.' in. detail, that the railway and Government 
requ.irement~ included a good deal of steel tha~ the Tata. Co.; would not pro'duce. 
Take, for mstance, wheels and axles for railway ,carriages', the' TataCo; do 
not produce t~em,. but .that is a' very. co~~iderable item in die I'ailway demand, : 
So' that there IS a conSiderable reductlOn to be made from the ,300,OOOton~ 'tha~, 
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Government and the Railways will purchase, a~d ~lso, as far ~s I can judge-
I have had no time to look up the figures-it seems to me doubtful whether 
this pr.oposal; whicl) may be admissible on other grounds, will really meet the case. 

A/;.,Trit'edi.-Their comp~titio~ is against B~itish import. 

President.-In fact it would amount to this that the Tata C.o. would receive 
protection on, a part of their production and none, at all on the rest. 

Mr. Trivedi.-'-F.or that reason I have suggested two meth.ods-they may 
capture the upper India market. 

President.-Quite so. The facts to which you draw attention about the upper 
India market--assuming that the facts are correct--are very relevant and the 
Board must take them into consideration in any recommendations that they 
make as to the amount of protection that is required. But apart from that your 
proposal means that special assistance should be given by Government as regards 
part of the output but not ·&s regards the remainder? 

Mr. Trit,edi.-;---For which I .feel there will be enough of market without 
protection. 

Presid. nt.-I recognize that, but I still put it to you that the effect of your 
proposal will be that they will receive special assistance as regards part of their 
output and !lot as regards the remainder. ' 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes, for whkh 'tlieydo not require protection. 
President.-In that case 'Would it not be necessary to give greater assistance 

as regards the part of the output so as to cover the unprotected part 1 That is 
to say, if an extra 10 per cent. was sufficient' on an average on th" whole of 
the output, if you give it on only half the output, it would have to be doubled. 

Mr. T1';IJedi.-Even if you give it they wili not be able to capture' the 
Bombay market: that is my contention. 

Pre8ident~-After all Bombay is not the only province-it is a very important 
part of the' British Empire but we must not take a parochial view""-we must 
ask the Bombay merchants to consider the interest of India as a whole. 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes, but then you would ,dislocate business unnecessarily and' 
impose a tax on the consumers without giving any standing to the Tata Co. 
in the Bombay market. Even with this prqtection'they will not be able to 
compete in the "Bombay market. " 

President.-I quite understand 'your point. 
lilT. Trivedi.-I am l'eady to help them, and I think that Government should 

find out some means to help, them? but not unnecessarily at the expense of the 
Bombay consumers. . 

President.-Suppose you were met with this' rejoinder-;-supposing someone 
else said "It is all very nice, but as' a railway traveller I am going to pay 
higher railway freights, as a consumer lam going to pay extra taxes "1 

Mr. J'rivedi.-A,s ,an Indian everybody should pay. 
President.-But the expense will be thl'Own on them? 
Mr. TTil,edi.-" Everybody" includes iron and steel consumers as well as the 

others,' but here it will only be the iron consumer who will pay, so it is a 
better position that the whole of the Indian public should pay it. 

President.-Yes, but do you think it m~es very much difference 'in the long 
run whether the consumer pays through the price or whether he pays on the 
railway freight? 

Mr. Trivedi.-It falls on bigger shoulders whereas here it f .. lls on the poor 
shoulders of the agriculturists. " , 

~resi.dent.-Wl!ll, what I suggest is this: I think there is' ~till 'a fallacy 
lp.rkmg In your mmd somewhere that Government have got inexhaustible resources 
from which they can meet this demand. I suggest to you that the only purse
Government have got is the purse of the taxpayer-there is no othel'. 

lib: ,Tri'vedi.-Is it not the principle ot protection that it must enable the 
company ,to cap~ure .the market! On the whole, even if you' give them an additional 
23! .per cent., It .Y'11\ not serve thei~ purpose. Governm!!nt may' get more money 
by mcreased dutIes. ' 
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Pruident.-I am coming to that presently.· . What ;1 have p~t to you is 
-this: the railway companies which manage the State owned RaIlways do SIJ. 
under contracts 'with the . Government; o~ Jndia and th~ Secretary of State, 
..to they not! " 

1111'. Tril1edi • ...:..Yes.· " . 
PreBident.-Would it not be a somewhat summa~.,i legislative ip.t.erf.er!l~~:i 

"to require the!ll to pnrchase certain articles exclusively in l~qiaJ .." ... 
1111'. Tnl1edi.-This halt been done in ,aU legislatures ,Q~t.o~patriotic ,motives: 

Australia did it. 
PreBident.-This is patriotism at the expense of the shareholders ~f ,the' 

-companies. 
Mr. Tril1edi.-For _ certain time. because it .is _, ~ati!,rial industry' which.' is 

worth preserving. 
PreBident.--You are going to raise the expense of the Railway companies 

and reduce the dividends of the shareholders. U is 'not a matter to 'be 
-treated lightly.' The legislation 'you propose might ,be represented .as confiscatory. 
That is to say, you take one partiC\1lar set of companies.: and pass legislation 
which does not .apply to other companies, compelling them to purchase' certain, 
;articles exclU8ively in'·lndia at a higher 'price. . 

Mr. Tril1edi.-The alternative wonldbe a'protective duty (lnEngiish goods; 
80 that this is a better method 'in my opinion. 

Pl'e8ident.-Supposing 'a firm' started to' 'manufacture' cottOn machinery .in. 
India, do you think it would be; just to 'compel the ,Bombay cotton .industries 
-to purchase their machinery from that company? 

Mr. Tnvedi.-If not, you will have to ,levy a protective. duty, on. the 
machinery t.hat, is coming in; th6,l'e arl!, these two alternatives. 

Pruident.-I am as,king. your own view, about'this: matter, 
Mr. Trivedi;..,.I am not-conneCted !WitJ:i, the cotton"trade, so Lcannot say, 
Pruident.-Do you think, i. wou1'd be, fair? 
1111'. Tnvedi.~Ther8 was recently a proposal in the Indian, Merchants Chamber, 

,that all these millowners should agree to buy Indian coal even,at a"higherpri~ 
P1'eBident . ....:supposing· it, was made compnlsory! 
Mr. Trivedi.-I think people at present are prepared to agree to 'that, 
President.-Isee you are still a little nnwilling to give, us, your' o~ .. opinion. 

. Mr . .Tril1odi.-Situated .. as yre are· ali pres~ntJ;ndian, p~ple,.are. prepared 
~n all trades to make some sacrifice. . . ' " 

PreBident.-Are you prepared to give your 9wn opinion. whether t:bis ill fa~? 
M1'. T1'il1edi.-l-Looking to the, present circwnstances ,J:, would agree if I ",ere 

there. . '" 
'Preeident.-It will be ~ .very nov~,,·form. of' t~gisla:tipn, I suggest 'to. you. 

Yon' have made a further . ,proposal that. there, might be a !iuty of '5,per cj!nt. 
in Calcutta bnt no duty in Bombay!._ ' " , 

·Mr. Trivedi.-That is ~on"&Ccount' of, the' ai1Ierence in ,railway freight. If, 
'by that the Tata Co. are unable to capture a part of the Caloutta.market, then; 
I say if circumstances, ,justify thalr-~ )eave it ~. fhe. iB!la,~d to, findout.", . .,. . 

Pruident.-Do you know of' any country in rtheworld which. is. &nnit, 
for customs purposes that' has a differential, ,]late, 'of ,duty :which ;;applies, to .. ,one. 
Jlart and not another! 

Mr. 1'rivedi.-No, 
PTe8id~nt~Take the case 6f the United States which is even 'r-larger country' 

·than India. As you are no doubt aware, the whole of ,the iron and' steel is 
produced in the east of the country and there is very long freight to be paid' 
-to the Pacific coast, but I do not think I have heard it suggested' that it was' 
1lI1fair to put a duty on at San Fransisco because Pittsburg steel could never get 
.across ta oompete.· . 

Mr. Tri"edi.-I sugge~t it only if it is possible;. if. circumstances justify it. 
I mean that Calcutta. belUg pear,er to Jamshedpur .·If· It' can help them in ,that~ 
."ay then you may think of It. :'" 1 " ' , 
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President.:-:-I. understand you 'to ,say that ~he suggestion !"as not made-
seriously?'" , , , 

l',j~. 'l'ri~edi.-After what you put as the United States 6l'ample :t ,say I am 
not very serious in' pressing it. ' 
• President.-I think it can be shown without much difficulty that ,this leads 

to partition and separation. 
M1'. 'l'rivedi • ..;.;..Ye~. ' 
Presldent.-Another proposal that you have made is that if increased duties, 

\ were oonsidered necessary they should be levied on British steel' hut not 'on 
Continentitl steel. _ 

Mr. T'rivedi.-Yes. 
Prp,sident.-Take 'the 'case of hal's which are probably 'imported from the· 

Continent? 
,jib. 'l'rivedi.-Y,es . 
.president.-Assuming that protection is necessary, the Tata Co.'s: bars must 

replace the Continental bars because British bars are not important enough to-
matter? • 

lIlr. 1'I'iL·edi.-They must adjust their 'production insuoh away that bars. 
can be rolled in sufficient quantities for: ,the markets "whi.ch they are able to. 
capture. My contention is that even if you give, them 33$ per cent. protection 
they will not be I/oble to compete with, Contillental steel bars. ' , 

Pl·esident.-But is it true to' say that the 'Tata steel 'does"not compete with· 
the Continental steel? Is it not: competing successfully in some markets? 

lIfr,. Trit·edi . .:.....Not in the Bombay market. 
PTesident.-But are you going to'suggest that' the~ Bombay 'market is ,more·, 

important than the rest of India put together!' '" ' 
lIlr. Trit·edi.~The Bombay market; imports 4 lakhs of tons of steel altogether. . ' 
President.-In the face of what I have pointed out to you as regards bars, 

do you 'still press the proposal that the import duty, should be levied c;m· British 
and not Contmental steel f 

illr. Trj'vedi.-My point in making this distinction, is-this. ThQ Tata Iron' 
and Steel Co. have said in their evidence that 60, per cent. of their output (it 
would be one·sixth later on) is rails, so that their chief necessity is to sell rails. 
to the Railway companies.· ' 

President.'-Surely that is notsd when the' Greater Extensions come into-
ope1·ation. " ' , 

lIfr. 'l'rivedi.-They saidone;sixth 'of their output. 
Pre8ident.-If it is only 'one-sixth it may not be the main thing. 
Mr. Trit,edi.-There are other things which the railways buy from England' 

so that if you enable the Tata Iron and Steel Co. by 'an additional duty to compete
against British steel it IS worth while doing. it: When they have been able 
to secure that, then it would be time enough to think of enabling'them to meet 
Continental' competition. At, present :in my opinion they ire not in a, position 
to compete with Continental' steel. 

President.:.....If the articles that the Tata - Iron a"nd Steel Company propose 
to produce are, of such a kind .that they must displace Continental steeel,then 
surely. protection' is useless if the duty is not put on ,the Continental article! 

lIfr. 'l'rivedi.-What is the difference between the two! At' pl:~sent' their' 
price is Rs. 200 whereas with 23! per cent. Continental bars will be Rs. 150. 

~I'e,~ident.-:-youl· contention is that ,they cannot compete ori the Bombay 
side: That.is . of' ,some iml?ortance' no doubt 'but not' very much. I suggest· 
to you that It 1S not a very 1mportant factor.' , ' ' 

tb. Ti·jvedi.-I think it is ,in view of the, 4 lakhs of tons of import. 
Presj~lent.~Whatever th!, import into Bombay is, I suggest to you that we 

are dealmg. w1th the questlOn 'of tariff policy in a great country and,. we have-
got to cons1der the country as a whole. We, ,cannot cut the country, into bits. 
and consider particular districts only. '. ' , '. ' 



Mr. Tri"~di.-Tha',,is quite true, ,but, my point 'is. this, that if ,y~u rai,s& 
the prices artificially by putting a duty, the consume~ wIll have to pay it whIle
the Tata Co. will not be benefitted to that extew. 

President.-That always happens under a, system of l'rotective duties, It 
happens in any large co~ntry as _a whole. It cannot be helped. 

Mr. Trivedi.-I am concerned with' the 'Bombay' Presidency; My point, is. 
that even if you give them high 'protection, ,they _will not be able, to captur& 
the Bombay market and the Bombay consumers will be unnecessarily taxed; 

Pruident.-Very weil, supposing that is so! 

Mr. Triredi.-~ leave it to you afterwards. I have put my case' before
Y011. 

President.-That invariably happens under a system o~ protective duties. 
In a country of the size of India if you granted protection hIgh enough to enable
the local producers to capture the markets all over th~ country; it would he 
most unnecessarily high in the parts of the country ~whlch are near the works. 
That is an inevitable consequence. 

Mr. Trivedi.-If it is so, we shall have to bow down. I-·have- put, my, point, 
before you au.d I do not'resistany help that, may ,be, u).timately given to Tata's. 

President.-Please don't 'misunderstand me. I don't object to what, you have
said, but my business is to 'look at the' matter from the other' side and point, 
out the difficulties. 

Mr. 'l'rivedi.-My fear _)s that,evell with this high proteqtion, unless other 
means are taken to bring down -the prices of production, the, ultimate 'goal will 
not be reached. That is what I, have, said at the end of my 'second statement. 

Pr~8ident.-Do I understand that you press your proposal that the duty should 
be imposed on British steel and not on Continental steel? -

Mr. Trivedi.~ln the first instance. ' -
PTe,ident.-8upposing that were done, the difference between tbe price of 

the Continental steel and tIie,price of the,British ,steel would ,be very great. 
Mr. Tri"edi.~Rs. 150 andRs. 200. - - , '" 

Pre~ident.-Would 'not the result' be that' the consumer, would begin 'to use 
Continental steel for purposes for which he, had hitherto used -British steel or 
Tatastee!! 

'J/,. Tri1'edi.~But the consumers'll.on't use British steel. It is only the Railway 
companies, Port Trusts and semi-Government bodies, that use -,British steel. 

PTuident.-:-Wbat about the galvanisedsheets! 
Mr. Triv.di.-Galvanised sheets and hoops are the exceptions. 
President.-Don't),ou think that a' considerable quantity' of' galvanised sheets 

is imported and that it is mostly British? 
Mr. T,ivedi)·:"I know it comes 'from England! Except' galvanised sheets 

and hoops, no other. article which is used by common people in -India is British. 

. Pre8ident.-~ake the ,structural steei which comes" from. E!lgland ,and which 
IS used largely m Calcutta, Bombay and other pla~~s ~or 1;>U11ding purposes. 

Mr. Tril·edi.~ontine!ltal steel is also used. IIi fa,ct_ Conti~enta.l steel is: 
being bought anc:i passed off as British steel. ' , ",' 

President.-Who ~ is doing 60? 

Mr. Trivedi.-The Bombay Port Trust. 
PTeaident.-Who is passing it off as .Britishsteel?' 
Mr. Trivedi.-The buyer, ,.hoever is in charge of the ',department." 
Pre,ident.-I dou't., quite follow, I a01 afraid. 

'Mr. Trivedi.-t know of instances in which the Bombay Port Trust asked 
for tenders for Br!t!sh steel; .but they were supplied with Continental steel whi~~ 
was passed as BrltJsh steel. 

President.-Is 'it not possible that' they might ~ave said 'that the steel must. 
be up to British specificati~n? 
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Mr. 'Trilledi.-That wouid be all right, but that is ,Continental steel. . 
President.-Is not the sui'el, though made in the Continent, up to the British 

:standa.rd! 
Mr. 2'ri,edi.-Th~t is my point. , 
Prt8ident.-Why,should that steel.be exempted from the protective duty? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Because it is cheaper at present. 
Pr;8ident.-Sul'ely that is not a 'reason for exempting it from the duty, 

'but that is a. reason for putting a. higher duty on the Continental steel. 
Mr. Trilledi.-Well, it, will not sel've your purpose, because it is so cheap. 
President.-Have not you got to distinguish between these two cases? There 

is the COlltinental steel which is of the same quality as the British steel and 
nevertheless coming. in cheaper, and the steel which is not. 

Mr. Tri,'edi,-It is not the, fault of the Continental works that they make' 
it cheaper. ' 

Prtsident.-I am not suggesting that there is any fault. What I am suggesting 
is that they actually do produce steel of a lower quality for which there is a 
-demand and there is no harm in it. They are perfectly entitled to produce· it. 

Mr. Trilledi.-Why shoulJl the consumer be prevented from buying it cheap! ' 
President.-Your argument that duty ought not to be imposed on the 

<continental steel could only apply to steel of a lower quality. " 
lIlr. Trivedi.-That is Contineutal. 
President.-The effect of your proposal will be to exempt from the protective 

·duty the steel which. is of the same quality as the British steel. ' 
Mr. Trivedi.-You mean the Continental steel which comes up to the British 

:standard! 
Fresident.-Yes. 
Mr. Trivedi.-Even there it is cheaper. 
President.-But tha.t is not a reason 'for exempting it. It is a reason for 

putting on. it a higher duty. My point is this. Now Tata's manufacture ouly 
-steel up to the British standard and they want to capture that market. But 
if you allow the Continental steel which is up to their standard to come in free 
-of protective duty, then you are no~ protecting Tata's. 

Mr. TrivedI. -At present there is no market. Nobody is buying Continental' 
-steel up to the British standard. Even th01fgh they tender, they are not able 
to introduce that steel in India. 

President.-Have you rea.d the newspapers of the last few days! 
Mr. Trilledi.-Yes. 
President.-Did you read about the purchase in Austri~ by the G. ;r. P., Rail-

way! " 
Mr. T1'ivedi.-They purchased locomotives a.nd not rails. I tried to introduce 

'rails of British standard. , ' 
President.-It is an article made of steel. . 
Mr. Trivedi.-Though ,these rails al'e up to the British 'standard' yet the 

, railway companies won't buy them because the Railway Board refuse to recognise 
anything but British steel. ' 

President.-That may be so. As regards rails Jhey are bound by the orders 
-of the Railway Board, but you did not make your statement about rails only. 
You made it much broader. 

Mr. Trilledi.-1 think that the railways~ chief demand is rails. 
President.-That is your opinion. I am not prepared to say that it is correct . 
.lilT. Trivedi.-Rails, plates, angles, etc., form a' large proportion of the 

Rall~ays' demands .. In. all these things there is no demand at present, ,for 
Contmental steel whlch lS manufactw'ed up to the British standard. _ 

Preside',lt:-I have only one more question to ask as regards the, enclosure 
to your orlgmal repre,sentation. *' It is a . letter from. your brother. I understand. 

• Appendix A to Statement I. 
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.11,. Tri~edj.-About dumping! 
President.-Yes. You sent au extract. fl'om the' German Controller of ferrous 

exports which, I will read: .. I beg to confirm herewith that the German 
rolling works whose deliveries foy foreign countries are under my control, do 
not quote any cheaper prices. for bars, joists, rails, s'?-eets, etc .... fo~ sale to 
India, than to any other foreIgn country." Do you :thlnk that IS eVIdence to . 
.lIhow that there is no dumping going oD,! . 

.:Ifr. Trit·edi.-What Mr. Peterson wants to make out is that there, is one 
price of home consumption and that there is another price for' export. 

President.-Quite, 
Mr. Trivedi.:.-Mr. Peterson said that there was too much dumping from , 

Germany and Belgium and sol ,produced this letter., 
President.-Do you realise that the Gerinan Controller does, not say that 

they do not sell lower in India than they do in Germany. All ,that he says 
is that they do not sell .lower in India than in other foreign countries., This-
is not' !,vidence against dumping~ -
. Jf r. Trit.edi.-I give it for 'what it is worth. 

President.;....All that he says is practically this: that they are not dumping 
'in India anymore than in any other place. This is the sum a.nd substance of it . 

.l/r. Tricedi.-I. have not got a copy of -the ·letter here with me. 
President.-If you want to look at it, here it is (hands the letter to the 

witness) .. 
, Mr. Trjt·eili.~He says that. 
President.-So far as the letter goes, it merely proves' that they :have got 

the same policy· in all foreign countries, but it may be a different policy in. t\ieir 
-own country. 

Mr. Tri"edi.~For that 1 r~fer you to the statement. 
Pre8ident.-In the letter itself there is a general statement. '1 don't wish to 

'10 into details., . • 
Mr. Trivedi.-If you want me to say something about dumping, 'I will. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Whatis the name of.your. firm,? 

. lolr. Trivedi.-Trivedi & CO. 
Jl/f'. Ginwala.-How long have you been carrying on this business? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Since 1915. 
;llr. Ginwala:-Have you a~y praCtical experience. of steel making! 

Mr. Trivedi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-This is the first time that we hear, as far as I remember, 

that there is or is likely to be more competition from Great Britain than from 
the Continent. 

Mr. Trivedi. ...... I think that Mr. Peterson's evidence also shows ·that . 
.'Ifr. Gin;"ala.-'Let me 'make myself cl~ar on that 'pOint. All, the' evidence 

that we have had' goes to show that, there is inore' competition against ',rata's, in, 
the kind of steel that Tata's manufacture, from the Continent'than from Great 
Britain. ' 

Jb. Trivedi.-At present Tatas are, manufacturing mostly' rails . 
• Vr. 'Ginwala.-Excludmg rails. " 

.1fr. Triv~di.-:-Of the article~ which they. produce at present they say .. that 
iiO per cent. IS ralls. ' 
. Mf'. Ginwala.-We are not dealing with the question only with"reference to 
the immediate present. We are dealing with the question of steel as a whole. 
As far as we can gather, the position is this: that in respect of the kind of 
steel, excluding rails, that is now being manufactured by Tatas or may be 
manufactured herea~ter by others in this country, competition is likely to be 
!D0re from the Contment than from Grea~ Britain. 1£ that is the position, does 
It ~t,,!,d to reason that we. must put a hIgher duty on steel coming from Great 
BrItaIn than from the Contment! ,. 
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Mr. Trivedi.-Then, I would say that the present demand from the Tata 
Iron and SteeJ Co. for ~. per .cent. is inadequate. They will have to ask for 
more. 

lIfr:G.inuoala.-If· that is so they may have to get more, but if the position 
is, . as I have explaiDlld,. will.you still insist upon putting a liigher tariff on 
Great Britain than ,on ·the. Continent? 

Mr. Tri,·edi.-First of all theJ:)ompetitian with England must be killed. 
Mr: G.inwala.-I ·think tha.t you would admit that we are not making allY 

enquiry into the steel with regard to Tatas alone. 
Mr. Tl·it.edi.-,TheNl is no other company manufacturing steei at present. 
Mr. Oimt'Ula.-But yoU' Bon't suppose ·that the Government have appointed 

a Tariff Board in order to protect a particular firm! 
MT.Trivedi.-No particular firm, but the industry. 
J.lr. G.inu·Qla.-Let us look at, the industry as a whole' and I ask you -as a 

practical business man to look at it as' if this Board were to make their recom
mendations not with regard to Tatas-fc.rget that they are in the field-but 
with l'egard to, the future of, the industry and of this country; would it be 
reasonable to exempt .the . Continental steel and impose a higher duty on the-
British steel? . 

lilT: 1'Tivedi.-.Therefore my opinion is that the Board will have to seriously 
think whether th~y can Il?eet the Continental competition at all. Their pre-war 
price was £5. . 

IIb-. G.inwala.-I shall put the question differently. It does net matter where
the competition comes from. If it comes in greater intensity from 'one quarter, 
then it must be specially m4;'t. 

lIlr.Tri,·edi.-Yes. 
lilT. G.inwala.-So that, as I have stated to you, if you discover that it is 

really the Continental steel which competes against the local manufacture of steel 
and which is likely to compete against it, would you agree that special steps. 
should be taken against that competition! , 

lIfr. 1'I·ivedi.~I cannot say. You may. take special steps. I have no objec· 
tion"to that, but you must also see that you don't, unnecessarily tax the consumer 
while you don't help in any way the industry. .' 

lofr. G.i1l'l'1IIa.-If the industl'Y cannot be helped except by enabling it ~ 
~ompete against foreign countries which l'eally do compete with· the local 
mdustry, what are we to do? 

lIlr. Tri.,edi.-:-In my opinion, the duty of the Bo'ard is to see that the industry 
grows and captures the market at the same price in a reasonable number of 
years. Here my point is that unless you raise the tariff to 75 per cent., you 
will not be able to meet the .Continental competition. 

Mr. 'G.inwala.-I take ·it that you aEe a protectionist ! 
lb. TI·i"edi.-Perfectly. 
lilT. G.inwala.,..,...I want your opinion on this point.. ,If the ultimate object of 

protection is to enable India to meet its requirements locally, then it 'is necessary 
that. that industry must be encouraged to come forward and. produce all the 
reqUirements of the country. . . 

Mr. Tr;',·edi.-Yes. . 

Mr. Ginwala.~Now .we shall assume tha~. 'l'aias realir want to compete only 
against Great Brit.ain and therefore shall say "All right, put a high tariff 
against Great Britain so that competition is killed." How will that enable 
any new investor to come forward under such 8, policy? 

Mr. Trirccli.-It cannot. 
Mr. G.imvala.-If you Jonly put a higher tariff against Great Britain and 

prevent Great· Bdtain from· coming in, llOW is the Continental market to be 
captured? 

JIr. TI'i.,edi.-My idea is that there is no l'oom in India :for a~other ,works 
at present· unless ~ou have sU(:cessfully met the first competition. After you 
have done that, think 'of the other competition but you cannot meet all com-
petitions at the same 'time.' , . 



Mr. Ginwala.-Can you suggest any way in which the competition 'from 'the 
Continenfr--I am'not dealing with Great B~itaiu nOW""'-(lau be met?· 

lb. Trit·edi.-Take the Continental' producers in confidence. Co-operat~ with 
the Continental 'producers. ' 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-How can we co-operate! 
lIir.Tr;vedi.-You"'have,imp0l'Led I Amlirican' labour. Whi' don't you illiport 

labour from the Continent! , ' 
Mr. Ginwala.~I am talking merely of the ind~stry as a wbol~. 
MT. Tri.,,~di.~My point is" if you import, Continental labour ; 
Mr. Ginwala.~Leave' that"point"for·'the moment. H~vi'ng 'disposed /Of, the' 

British maDUfacturer, there is . .still', the Continental manufacturer .. Some one 
has to come forward in this country to' 'meet that ,Continental competition. 
"Therefore in order to enable .this country to me~t ~~e, Continental competition 
'Would it not be necessary to protect steel? ' 

,Mr. Trivedi.-.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And protection must be given' agaiust . the Continenta. manu

facturer! 
Mr. Triv~d;.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I think you have suggested, -in my view rightly, that in this 
-country steel must be manufactured by Indian agency as, far .. as possible. 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.'-'-You suggest also with some' degree of force that' the' 1'ata 

Iron and Steel Co. have not got ,a pirectoron, their Board who, personally under
-stands steel making. 

1111'. Trivedi.-I say steel business and not steel making. 
Mr. Ginwala;~Tberefore you think that they are· at a ,disadvantage? 
,1Jlr. Tri'vedi.-Tbey are at the mercy of the General Manager. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You sugge.t that one of the Directors shoulq'liave some direct 

knowledge of the methods, etc. ! 
Mr. Trivedi.-There must be somebody who is able, to sift the proP?saJs 

placed before the Board by the expert. ' 
jib. Ginwala.-At present as India is situated, is there ,a man;whom you 

,can mention, amongst Indian (don't be afraid) who can, reaJIy claim ta bl), in 
'!,hat ,position at present 1. 

Mr. Trivedi.-There are European merchants. You can take" them. They 
.understand steel business very'. well. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-We have been' trying· to find one even among Europeans but.' 
we could not find . 

. Mr. Trivedi.-If I had something to do" I would have suggested. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is' there anyone' you' can name? ' , 
Mr; Trivedi.-They are not on the Board of Directors.' 
.Ii r-. Ginwala.-But you 8uggest. that, thaI''! are Jsuch persons avail~ble 'in: this. 

-country, who possess the special knowledge that you are talking of an~ jWhq, 
.are not on the Board of Directors. 

;liT. Tri,·edi.-Yes. 
,lIT. Ginwala.-I am very glad to hear it,You ,say, that there "is ,more 

American labour employed, that is, more expert, ,labour ,~han is necessary? 
;liT., Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you been in touch with the Tata management! 
Mr. Trivedi.-N 0, but I have belm' several times to the Works. 
MT. Ginwala.":"Have ~ou followed th~history':of,thelpnanag~ment? 
Mr. Trivedi."-I think 80. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You know as a matte~ of fact 'th~y'ha~'a mftnbor'oflGel'~~ani: 

and Belgians before the' war! 
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JIlT. TTivec?i.-:-:~es, 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is it your suggestion that when the Germans and Belgians. 

were there, the cost of production was lower than now? 
Mr. Tr;vedi.-NQ. My first point is that the initial mistake 'was that they 

went to the wrong country.. . 
Mr. Ginwala.~I .am coming to that. I, am talking merely of the manage· 

ment at present. Do you suggest that when they had Belgiaus and Germans. 
in charge of the various Departments, their costs were lower than they are 
now? I 

JIb. Trivedi.~II1 'the beginning it 'was a different thing; At present Germans 
can be"had for anything. You can have them now very cheap. 

lIb. Ginwala~~Do you think that: it will be possible now to get the' class. 
of Germans·that you have in mind? 

JIr. Trit·edi.-Why not! German. Iron Works are. now idle and you can 
have any number of men. 

P1'esident.-Do you recognise that no Germans can enter' India except by 
special license under the peace treaty? 

Mr. Trhedi.-There is an exception made. If the country wants them, they 
will be impoi·ted and they could be, imported, under a special license~ There 
is no difficulty.:. . 

lIfr, Ginwala.-Have you any evidence to show that their wages will b~ 
smaller? . 

Mr. Trivedi.-At preseI)t their, living' is simple. It is apparent. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You Cannot say that it is apparent. 
Mr. Triredi.-I think everybody can understand that-that' Germans can b~ 

bad cheaply. ' 
!II'r. Ginwala.~Do you know that the plant at Jamshedpur is an American 

plant? 
Mr. T1'ivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you visited al'y Continental plants yourself! 
lIfr. Trivedi.~No. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Or British plants! 
Mr. Trivedi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The case for the American plant is that it has got more labour 

saving appliances on the whole than other plants because they say that in America. 
they have labour trouble to a, much larger extent than they have in Great 
Britain and on the Continent. Therefore their machinery is so devised that 
you can do with the minimum possible human labour. That was one of ,the • 
reasons assigned· for the introduction of the American plant rather than any 
Continental plant. Do you accept that as a good reason or not? , . 

Mr. Trivedi.~That may be. My point is if you are a practical man and if 
you want to compete with a certain industry of a certain country, then you 
must find out the methods by, which - that country is, able to produce cheap, 
and therefore' I say that the initial mistake was that they did not study the 
methods and working of the Continental' steel 'works and they rather went to. 
America. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-What makes you think so! We have got no evidence befor~ 
us so far. 

Mr. Trivedi.-From talks I had with the Tata Iron and' Steel Co. people, 
I could see tliat they made no such effort. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you mean to say that they made no efforlto study the 
Continental methods! , . 

IIIr. Trivedi.-,.Not so seriously 88.,they did to study the Ametican methods. 
Even now the whole outlook shows that they, still think that it is the British 
steel that they ~ave to compete with. There is not enough said in their evidence 
about the Contmental competition at all. It is you only who take that view 

.but Mr. ;Peterson's evidence does not show thl/ot. • 
1111'. Ginwala.-I don't take any view. ,,' 
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A17. Tri·vedi.-It is the right thing . to do. Mr., Peterson's evidence. does. 
not show that they are very anxious to meet the Continental competition •. T My 
point is thab unless ~hey try ~nd m.eet the C?ntinental competition,. it is'' not, 
possible for the steel mdustry mIndla to flourIsh. 

Mr. Ginwa/4.-:-That is the kind of evidence we have had. 
Mr. Triredi.-I'· do~'tthink 'tha.t Mr. Peterson, has taken, that view. 
Mr. Ginwa/a.-Mr. Peterson is not the only witness who has been examined .. 
Mr. Trivedi.-I Jiave not 'followed others. . . 
"fr. Gi,I1t:a/a.-You say that the Continent'isableto 'manufacture steel at 

less cost than Great Britain or America,because 'You are able·to 'get steer 
cheaper! 

Mr. Trit'edi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwa/a.-There arl! other factors in the cost of production whic1\. deter-

mine the selling price. Did you take' all those' 'factors into account ~ . 
JIlr. Trit.edi.-What are they! 
Mr. Ginwala.--":'Exchange, for iristance. 
JIlr. TriL'edi,:--}t ,.h~~ JlO al?pl'eci,,:hle effe~.~ on the cost of,prodllction at 

present . . Mr. Ginwrila.;-I mean on the selli!1~price. . 
Mr. Tri,·edi.-There 1 want to, make a, statement and, it is this: the depre

ciated exchange which it is said tends to make the Continental steel cheap; does. 
not disturb the price except for one or two days. The prices vary.acco~ding
as the exchange fall.s or rises, . 

Mr. Ginu·a/a.~You say that the exchange has got v'etyiittle to do 'with the· 
cost? 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. We bUJ: large' quantities from Belgium. We have got 
our 'man, there. Suppose to-day the exchange falls, our price will, be fixed 
according to it. • 

III,.. Ginwala.-This is somewhat different . from, what ,we' have heard', The
majority of witnesses, I think, have said that the Continental .prices are so low 
for .the l'8SSOn that the exchange is bad.. . 

Mr. Tri,.,edi.-That 1S not true.' We raise the, price from day· to day. as-
exchange ,is weakened; . 

lIb. Ginwala.-I think y6U said something about: the_costo(production. 
I do not know what you meant by 20 per cent. '. . 

Mr. Tri,;edi.-Here is the letter I have referred to in my 'second stateme~t-
and I am putting this in.· . ' . , .,. , 

Jt.lr. Ginwa/a.-This letter is in French and al~o refersro ·~O per cent. 
Mr. Tri~'edi.-I am giving it to you for what H; is ";'orth .. 
Mr . . Ginwala.-,:-It means that'the w~ges' paid to labour 'i,s':lOper cent. of the-

cost but the translation does not seem to be. correct. . ., . , ' . 
President.-As it stands 'in his statement is that what he ,thinks it ,means? 
Mr. Ginwala.-The original French letter is all ~ight but the' translation is. 

incorrect. ',' '. 
President.-You say" the cost of labour, etc., in Belgium for producing ·one

ton of steel from ore and coke is only 20 per cent. ~hereas, Tatas'· cost is very 
much higher," I 

Does' that mean 20, per cent.· .of the total co~t of production? 
Mr. Tri,·edi.-I was not sure. I received the letter only last Saturday, 

I give it to you. if .it can help you. 
President.-These are the original letters: Perhaps'''it would 'be better . if 

you will hand over this so .that it can be translated.. . 
Mf'. Trivedi.-I am putting it in in original: I have taken a copy. 
Mr. (}inwala.-By whom was thil; letter written? 

• Appendix B. Ito Statement II. 
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Mr. Tri1:~di.--'-It, is said' there in the covering letter in reply to, which this 
,letter was sent.: ' , , ' , ,', , 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is from the Industrial Committee of Belgium. But who 
'sent you this? " . 

~/r. Trivedi.-From my firm in' Belgium; 'Iteame as an enclosure to my 
firm's letter. I had asked for certain 'evidence to ,show why ContinentalsteeI,. 
was cheaper. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It hardly gives us any assistance in the form w,:, require. 
'Mr. Trivedi . .,.-I give it to you for whatever it is worth.-
Mr. Ginwala;.,.-Wh~t are the, principal kinds of steel you import? Do you 

import rails?, . . 
.illr. Trivedl.-Nonf! except for b:.zaar purposes. We import some for bazaar 

purposes. , '. , 
Mr. ainwala.~Are they up to the Britisb Standard" specification? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. ' , 
Mr. Ginu-ala.-It will be' of some importance if you can give us the c. i. f. 

prices of rails from 1915 onwards. 
illr. Trivedi.-I will furnish you with them later on 'from my files.* 
Mr. Ginwala.-The point is this: ,Tatas said that they sold rails to Govel·n· 

ment at below the British c. i. f. prices. We want some evidence on that 
point. If you can send us this it will be helpful. But are these heavy 

'sections that you import! 
Mr. T1·h·edi.-Generally it is 1lp to 40 lbs.-light .sections. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then you may give us these prices c. i. f. in rupees. 
Mr. Tri,)edi~We' are selling in £ to merchants and we convert it after· 

wards according to the current rate of exchange. 
Mr. Gi"wala.-If you can give us the highest and the low.es~ prices for 

these years according to the rate of exchange prevailing we shall be glad. 
illr. Trivedi.-I shall send them to you to·morrow.* Would you like to' have' 

,prices for bars, angles, etc.? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes if you' can give 'us them . ..I think your contention is 

that railways are to be compelled to buy rails in this country even at a higher 
rate than they can in Great Britain. Your idea was that. it. would not. cost 
them any more if they are compelled to do that than if you put a beavy duty 

,on the imported rails. Is that what you ,mean? 
, Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 

Mr. ainwala.-With regard to your proposal to have different tariffs, I under. 
,tand you have now given it up? 

,lb. 'Tri,·edi.-Yes. I h'ave given' it up. 

1111'. Ginwala.-About this dumping from Germany, have :ou read, recently 
.an order from a 'German authGrity wllich said that export' prices were to be 
30 per. cent. lower than the home rrices in Germany! That is an official docq. 
ment' lssued. Have you re{i'd that. ',' 

Mr. 'Trivedi.-N o • 
.l/r. Ginlt·ala.-If such a document was issued would you admit that Germany 

Wa,~ 'dumping? . 
Mr. Trit·edi.-Yes. 
M'r. Ginwala.-Is there any official publication issued by your Association or 

anybody who gets' these bars, etc., showing the current. market prices of steel 
and so on? ' , , 

IIlr. ~/'i~edi.-No. Some ~f our merchants give it to their customers but as 
an AssoCIatIon' we do not publIsh anything. . , ' 

,][ r. Ginwala.-Is any official document published giving the local prices? 
Mr.' T,·i"pdl.-No; ; , . 

• 1l1'. Gi'lwala.-If anybody has to enquire he' has to go to. the 'marke't!' 

',i *Vid" Statement HI. 



Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. In Saturday's issue of, the local Times, 'they .gi~e' the 
prices. Some of us connected with the market are asked to give·-theIri and' we 
give. 
, Mr. Gi"wala.-I saw there that the prices of sonie of l,he materials·had 'gone 

down and th.ey expected a further decline. You think that .is-" in 'accord,ance . 
with the present situation! 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginu'a!a.-Can you give us any, reason why the prices' are :4:~0:ppi~ 

.own! 
Mr. TTivedi.-LocalIy!-'-On account of too much stock. 
Mr. &'iilw(L/a.~And the European, prices are also going down! 
Mr. Trivedi.-That is owing to release of things from .th~, Ruhlh 'JI?< 10 

clays it has gone down by 10 shillings. " 
M,.. Ginwala.-'Has there' been any drop in the Briti~h J>rices? 
Mr. Trivedi,-We do not deal so much with Great Britain' except in,co.rr\lgat

ed aheets and there has not been much drop. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you seli any steel to Government, Public ,Bodl~s, FOI·t 

Trust" etc. ! 
Mr. Tri".dj,-No. We sell only to merchants: I· am doing -commissioD 

business. 
Mr. C'inwala.-Do you import any machinery? 
Mr. TriL·cdi.-·No. Iron is my special Jine. 
Mr. Kate.~Can you tell me what effect has" been. produced, upon ):Iidian 

eoltivatol's and agricultudsts genel'allyby the increased duty on steelJ 
Mr. Trjvedi.~Tlley find thl! articles very dear now. .'., 
M,. Kale.-Have you got any evidence to show that they hftve·"been 

hard hit? . , 
Mr. Trir"edi.-The evidence is that they are not buying as much a~· they 

_d to before. Our merchants in Poona' and other people _report the sam,,: thing, 
Jl[r~, Ka1e.-Have you yourself any experience of the organisation' of I th~ 

agricultural industry? . , 
M,. Tril.'fdi.-No. 
l,fr. Kale.-I want to know how the Indian cultivator will bedirectljr affected 

by an increase in the import duty on steel? What are the. IIorticles·, that· are 
generally used by the Indian cultivator?, -

Mr: Trivedi.-T~ley use bars for'the purpose ofqultivllotion. 
Mr. Kale.-The cultivator uses a plough, for ,instance, How mlich q.uantity 

of steel enters into this part of the equipment for cultivation,? 
},f T. T~i vedi.-He uses also rice bowls, for. instartce. 
},fr. Kale.-'-But do you think that the total valu~. ofsu~h '~~£icies is, vE!ry 

large! My impression is that the Indian cultivator being very, backward. ana 
poor does not use- very much steeL Even now,the Government have not s\lcceede~ 
III inducing the cultivator to use jron plough,,:· Tyres"·forcart' wheels and"a 
few implements are the only articles where. steel, entel's,jntothe, consumption of 
the cultivator. And that must be' a very small quantity, surely! '. ' 

lIlr. Tr;'·edi.-:i agree, but they: use these bowl~. iii handling' their ptC?du~ 
from one place ·to another. _. ",' ,> 

. Ur. Kale.-Do you think that they use these things in very 18.1'15'9< ~quan£i'tie§! 
~ cannot speak of Gujel'at, but in the Deccan I do not think a large quantit}' 
IS used. . 

• !fIr. Trivedi.-Poona oonsumea much of steel sheets. 
Mr. Kale.-Is t!.at for agriculture? 
Mr. Trivedi.~I have no direct knowledge. 
},fr. K(lle.-So that, does it not follow that if the consuInptiori of at@el;liaR 

fallen to some extent in the bazaar it must be due to the general depression' tli .. _ 
prevails in the country but not to the increase of duty! ' 
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Mr. Trivedi.-The buying power has gone down. 
M,. Kale.-lmd naturally it has its effect OD the consumption of steel! 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.~1 quite understand that an increase of 23 per cen~ .. 'Yill have 

some effect but there is no reason to believe that it will have a prohIbItIve effect 
so far as the ordinary cultIvator is concerned. 

Mr. Trivedi.-I cannot say about the cultivator but I' take the consumer as 
a whole. I do not say particularly of the agriculturist, but he is one of the 
consumers. . 

Mr. Kale.-You speak of the consumer in general? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-You represent what is called the middleman class, do you not! 
Mr. Trivedt-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-So that if you are able to sell steel in quantities as at present, 

and if there were an increase in duty, you won't mind? 
Mr. Trivedi.-We do not mind. 
M,. Kale.-So long as you are able to secure your middlemen's profit you do 

not mind what the .loss to the consumer is or what the profit to the manu
facturer is. Don't you think that if you support protection it is necessary that 
80me sort of adjustment 'should take place in the business of the middlemen! 

Mr. Tnvedi.-Our position' will not be affected so much. 
Mr. Kale.-As a trader you ~iI1 not be affected so much because,on the 

whole, consumption of steel is not likely to go down materially! You will have 
to deal in that case with other species of, steel. You don't mind whether it is 
'tatas', British or German! • 

Mr. Trivedi.-I do not give this evidence from that point of view-that my 
pocket will be affected. 

Mr. Kale.-You represent your Association! 
Mr. Trivedi.-I give the trade view. 
Mr. Kale.-Are not ·the interests of middlemen, traders· and consumers 

conflicting? . 
Mr. Trivedi.-If Tatas wlll be able to supply our market we will lie glad. 

In fact we made efforts but they could not supply on account of this com
petition. 

Mr. Kale.-But should not traders also be prepared to make same sacrifice 
&8 they expect the conSUmeI'! and taxpayers to make? 

Mr. Trivedi.-If it benefits Tatas. My point is there is no prospect of benefit· 
ing the industry as against Continental steel. . 

Mr. Kale.-Of course that is proble~atical; w~ are not sure. Suppose 
the steel industry in India is able to reduce the cost of production, suppose 
railway freights are reduoed, then the price of Indian steel will be reduced to 
that extent and the difficulty you are referring to will be overcome to a certain 
extent if these improvements take place! 

Mr. 'I'rivedi.-We have no particular love for Continental steel. We will 
be· the first persons to handle Tatas' steel if it is cheap. 

Mr. Kale.-That is what I was putting to you. 
You said something about the management at Jamshedpur. Is it your view 

that it was .the duty of the Directors to depute some among themselves to he 
on the spot at Jamshedpur to watch the working of the industry there! 
. Mr. Tri ... ·edi.-My idea is that the whole thing bas been managed by 'the 
General Manager or the Consulting Engineer and the Directors are only looking 
to the financial side. They are not able to sift the information that is put 
before them: they do not get independent evidence and therefore it is practically 
managed between two men. 

M~. Kale.-Your opinion would be that some of the Directors should 
acqua!nt themselv~s very closely with the condition of the steel industry. in 
AmerIca and IndIa so that they may check the working of the industry at 
Jamsbedpur! . 
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Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. • 
Mr. Kale . ....;...Do you think it is possible for the kind of the Directors that we 

have in Bombay to do that?· 
Mr. Trivedi.-Then'we will han to revise our idea of the duty of Directors. 

Mr. Kale.-That is";' say, our ideas about the position of, the Directors 
of the various industries in Bombay will have to be revised? 

Mr. Triredi.-If they think they do their duty by merely attending the 
meetings, the industry will suffer. 

Mr. Kale.-You think that there are Directors in Bombay who have too m1!ny 
irons in the fire and pnly one of them is ,the in~ustry at Jamshed~ur. You think 
that some of the Directors should make It a pomt to go to Jamshedpur and stay 
there for a considerable time? 

Mr. Trivedi.-Not only 'to Jamshedpur but also to the Continent to study 
how to meet this competition. 

Mr. Kale.-In that case they will be able 10 introduce a good deal of 
improvement and bring down the cost! 

Mr. Triredi.-Yes, I think so. 
Mr. Kale.-You advance that view as an Indian citizen? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Quite !\p. 

Mr. Kale.-You think that this is an improvement which is necessary in all>lost 
all industries at the present moment in India? ' 

Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
·lJlr. Kale.-So your observation also applies to the organisation of other 

industries in the country? 
Mr. Trivedi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-You say that Americans have been put in charge of the works 

and you. think that if experts from the Continent had been brought out instead 
they would h!'ve run the industry more cheaply? 

Mr. Trilledi.-That is my view. 
Mr. Kale.-What I put to you is this: supposing these Continental experts 

had been as costly as Americans are proving to·day, then is it not possible that 
some one would have turned round and said .. They have brought in Continental 
men. The Americans are the best experts known and' they ought to have 
brought out people from America. They committed this initial blunder in going 
to the Continent instead of to the U. S. A." . 

Mr. Trivedi.-My point is this: The Continent is producing, cheap iron. 
Therefore those experts from the Continent who are' able to show how cheap 
steel can be manufactured should have been imported as against Americans who 
only have big schemes, schemes involving great financial outturn. Therefore looking 
to the condition of th.e country which cannot. afford to put. in so much. c~pital, 
I say, we come .. to grief. Perhaps we are wise' after the event but thiS IS the 
case. 

Mr. Kale.-It is very easy to be wise after the event,' hut do you riot think 
it is just possible that things might Iiave turned out quite the other way!' • 

Mr. Trivedi.-My idea ,from, the.' bjlginning was. that Americans having their 
trust ideas and big factories and all that would lead us to that sort of organisation 
which will not do for India. 

Mr. Kale.-Have you ever considered that uuless the steel industry is carried 
on on a very large scale, it does not become economic? Have you ever considered 
that! Do you know that this is. the smallest economic .unit for a steel works? 

JfT. Trivedi.-Even Mr. Perterson edmitted that the GI·eater Extensions wa,' 
a mistake. • 

Pre8ident.-Where is that admission made? I have not seen it. 
Mr. Trivedi.-I remember to have seen it somewhere ihhis evidence but I 

cannot at the moment find it. ' 

M,: Kale.-When you find it, will you .vl~ase draw oura.tteD-Lioll to itt. 
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lIfr. Trit·edi.-I' think it was said in one' of the meetings of the Company 
I remember such an admission was made and I will look up and find out. 

Mr. KalA.-I am asking you whether you know that in order that steel may .... 
be produced economically it is necessary that the unit should be a suffi
ciently large one and that expert opimon to-day is thllJ; unless you put 
at least Rs; 8. crores into the' industry it is not an economic proposition. 'this 
is the view of many experts. If that is the view of experts on the size of an 
economic steel plant, do you still think that Tatas should have been content 
with a small factory, a small output and so on? 

lIfr. Tricedi.-As Indians they were new to this and they had to depend on 
foreigners' advice. At least they should have gone by stages and should have 
convinced themselves that now is not the time for Greater Extensions after 
havin~ seen what competition there is and what difficulties exi"t. Their ideas 
were oased on 'war experience because during the.- war prices went up by 30 
to 40 per cent. and tl1ey thought that prices would remain like that. 

lIlr. Kale.-In all industries there is something like a minimum plant that 
is necessary to turn out goods sufficiently economically, and if the expert view 
is that without at least Rs. 8 crores you cannot run a sleel inaustry economically, 
would you still blame them! 

ilIr. Trivedi.-If that is the expert opinion of America only I will doubt it, 
but if it is the opinion of other steel producing countries I will accept it. 

lIfr. Kale.-Have you reason to believe that in Belgi~ or Germany or in other 
places there are small steel \VOl'ks that produce steel very' cheap? 

ill r. T,.;"edi.-I have no experience hut I do not believe they will put much 
capital and go in for a big work without seeing things. It will grow gradually. 
Therefore I say they should have studied things themseh'es rather than depend 
on the expert ad"ice of outsiders. ' 

Mr. TTivedi.-How can they study things without knowing it themselves! 

Mr. Triredi.-They could have sent 'one of them to the Continent and compared 
things and given their opinion. 

Mr. Kale.-Are not these difficulties always associated with new industries! 
That is why in India the industry wants protection. It encounters difficulties 
in the initial stages of organisation. 

Mr. Tril'edi.-They must learn at least by experience. 
1I1r.. Kale.-All will agree to that proposition. Do you not apprehend that 

there will be a serious difficulty in the way of the Government of India if it 
tries to compel Railway companies to buy their rails at a particular price! 

lIIr. Trit·cdi.-"Why sl)ould they not! 
Mr. KaTe.-Tlie Railway companies will say .. We shall buy at the price 

you lay down but our cost of working the railway will go up and you must 
compensate us.'" . 

Mr. Tril'edi.-It is for the Legislature to say. You give protection and 
charge the cost on a particular class of consumers, whereas all the users of Rail
ways will be taxed by the other method. 

M,'. Kale.-!t will be a ta.x even if the cost of Railway working goes up. 
I. will be a tax on the general consumer. So the evil is there even if your 
proposal is adopted ana the genel'al consumer and the taxpayer will have to bear 
the burden! 

Mr. Tri·vedi.-Yes. 
lifT. lolather.-You have told US about your idea that Tata's should have em

ployed Belgian or German expert advice in designing and operating their steel 
works Arll you aware that the method by which most of the Continental steel 
is. m~dll-particularly cheap steel-is a process that cannot be applied to Indian 
pIg u'on! 

lIIr. Trivcdi.-I have no knowledge. \ 
Mr. lIlathcr.-The cheap Continental steel is made chiefly by the basic 

Bessemer process, which cannot, be applied to Indian conditions. As a. matter 
of fact the 'rata Co. did start manufacture with a German staff, in the 
steel-making department but they were' not conspicuously successful. . There 
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i~ nothui.g i~'Ythe p.st" his~rY ot, the ''rata: ~ron~ilcl c Stiet' 'Co: -to 'silo"" \.p~~: I tll,er 
would--do better by replacIng thell' steel-makIng staff by Germans. , ,,' 

.'Mr. T";vedl:-''r' 'aon" :'inean 'ilui: process 'but I 'lile~n:the ~iip'&rioi" hands, AS 
for example, in rollfng mill, the bar mill and other mills the expert labour 'that 
you want. Am I to understand that the Germans who are runnmg ba:r and 'other 
~ ~ P~I\Y wjll ~9~ 40, P!ll"II,!, ,. ", , 

Mr_ Mathei.-I don't say that; I am speaking of the steel furnaces. Germao& 
were actually b1'9ught. au' fOr' the :steel ,making furnaCjls, ,at, :the .Tata Co,.'s ,,"arks 
and, as 1 said, thl! result~ did not jlistify any' suggestion that they wou~d be_ 
pal,ticularly "oeeessfol " ",,' _ 'l' ,., " , 

Mr. Trivedi.-That may be so on a partiCUlar process liot, theY' \vould be' 
cheaper than Americans, ~!1S: my, ,idea. " . ":" ' ',' .-, '. ' 

Mr. Mather.-Are you aware that thore are nc):Americans'jnoW',io',tlte,i'oUing. 
mills! I think they are alL English. , , . 

Mr. Trivedi.-Then the English' co~d be replaced by; ,Q!,rllll'ns ,~~" ~ther 
Continentals., - ' " , .' . 

, Mr. Mather.-%ai o('ooUtS<i .il; 'a 'ina'tter of.' surmiSl\. ~hicli.~we .~3:iInO~ settle 
I)y discussion hllre )luless you have 'defip.ite information 00 lay before ti:\e' Board'_ 
. "t wao~ ~~all ~atteiltj~O::'toJ~ok::;;.kori~ lJetter. ;:A~ t4~d~ottOiQ;.'01.th~' Iir~t 
page you say ".According to Table tI on page 63 at the representatIOn submitted 
t6 'the Inmaa'Tariff Board by the ·Ta.ta' Iron and'Steel' Co. (Ltd:; 'there' was a 
~taJ..implll't of ~IIUt, ;10,lakhs :tons .il! India .last"yesr, Of. ... th~se, 3D per ,cent. 
was from England,.,and ,,70 (" ~nt-.. ,Jrom tl;J,e: Continent.,';',i! It te.kedt that"as_ 
a~ importe~ of iron and stee oi\, lip: v~ry larg~~Cl!-l!l 'you, ar!! pretty well in touch 
wlth the Import market. Does 'your ilxperlence' bear ,!Jut 'these.', fig)1r~s . qr 30 
per cent. British and 70 per cent. I Contiilentahlteel;! ~, , .. ,. , I , ' ' 

Mr. Tri,'edi.-I think' it is· correct, but in pre·war tilJles ,I think I had found 
that there was 50 per cent. of British steel. 

Mr. Mather~-You have no doubt;tudied these figures carefully. I was 
calculating, the sources of imports. For last year--I922-23-I find British steel 
about 566,000 tons, and' steel from other countries 386,000· tons, so' there. was 
a distinct preponderance of British ste~ last yeai'. 

Mr. Trivedi.-They have made two divisions' Iron and Steel' and' steel.' 
Mr. Mather.-I take all these ~hings together as they are almost entirely steeL 

I find that of the iron and steel into India roughly 60 per oent. is British' instead 
of 30 that you quote. 

Mr. Trivedi.-I take as my data the table on page 63 of the Tata Co.'s 
. representation. " 

Mr. Mather.-I have been looking into this Table and while it might have 
been put rather more "carefully by the Tata Co. even. these statements do not 
bear out yo~ contention. , .. 

Mr. Trivedi.-Why! 916 pluB 40 gives you roughly 10 lakhs ,of which the 
United Kingdom exported 316,000· tons. , 

Mr. Mather.-That is not a complete statement. The United, Kingdom sent, 
in 313,000 of the items 'which are classified, but there are .. other products not 
allocated" 256,000, and it so happens that out. of the 256,000 the larger portion 
is' British. -

Mr. Trivedi.-I take it that in pre-war times, in 1913-14, there was 52 per cent. 
from Great Britain.' . 

Mr. Mataer.-I have also got figures for 1913-14 and the total imports of 
h'on and llteel that year was 893,000 tons from Great Britain and 396,000 tons 
from other countries. So that it is very much higher than 52 per cent. Thlt 
British imports were ahout 70 pel' cent., I should'say. 

lit. Trivedi.-There are no figures given here for the Railway imports. That 
accounts for the difference, I think. . 

Mr. Mather.-The figures do include the Railway imports. But even without 
them your percentage~ are not correct. I, was anxious to correct that impression 
end I was very surprIsed to hear you saymg that your own experience indicated 
that 30 percent. of British and 70 per cent. Continental steel was imported into 
India. It certainly does not apply to the whole of India. 
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MI'., Tr!11edi.-I ,have, drawn ,it, from :this, Table. -My own e~perie~ce, is 50 
'per cent. ' , " " , 
" Mr. ,Mather.-Can you}ell us whether ni.u~hwrought iron is'impo~ted into 
:Bombay? , " ' 

M,. Trivedi.-.NOi. 
Mr. Mather.-Such wrought iron as is imported nsually go .into the bazar 

trade? , '. 
Mr. Trivedi.-Ithinkit is mainly the'engineeringfl.rms who take them. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you got figures for the Bombay Presidency?, 
Mr. Trivedi.-rYes. 

, Mr. Mather.-Up to what year have you ogot them 1 
M.,. Tri'lledi.-:Up to 1913·14., 
Mr. Mather.-Have you got more recent 'figUres?: ' 
Mr. Trivedi.-'-':'No. . . ·t', 

Mr. Ginwala.-You state that nearly 70 per cent. of the total steel was from 
the Continent. ,Where did you get that information from? ' ' 
, Mr. Trivedl.-Iohave tak~n it from Table iI mi p~ge 63 ofothe Tata Co.'s 
representation, but Mr: Mather ,.has corrected IDe.' : " , 
, M 1': Qinwala.-You '~~e' got,'no figureS up to date for the B~mbay' Presidency! 

M'r, -Trivedi.-No: Really'speaking the last two' years 'are not the coiTeet 
data to judge." 1 r: think' the pre-war figures give you the ,correct data'. ' 

Mr. Mqther.~j)j, r~u 'imPi>ri '~ny .wire nails f, ' 
Mf'. Tl'ivedi.-No_ That goes under,hardware. 
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No. SO. 

Calc:utta Import Trade Associatio~. 

WRITTEN. 

:Statement I.-Oriointl.Z Representation 0/ the Calcutta Import Trade AS80cia
. tion to the 'Tariff Board,dated September 11th, 1929. 

I am directed lIy the Committee of the Calcutta Import Trade Association 
,to address you regarding the claim to protection for the steel ind~stry in 
India put forward by the Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limit.ed. " 

2. The enhancement of the import duty on steel to 331 per cent. as asked 
for by the Tata Company would necessarily react on all industries using 
'steel as a raw material and the consequent rise in prices generally would have 
a far-reaching and, the Committee consider, disastrous effect. They are, 
therefore, strongly opposed to a' protective duty and they consider, that with 
a 10 per cent. import duty as at present, with cheap 'Uoal and iron ore and 
hel\vy concessions in railway freights (as compared with· importers) the Tats. 
'Company should be able ,to maintain themselves if th~ir overhead cparges 
are kept within reasonable limits. The Committee would' point out that 
if the steel manufacturing, in~ustr'y ClUlnot. hQld, its own in this pountry 
with the present duty it is not likely to do so witb a duty of 331 per cent. 
In any case,it is reported that the bulk of the Tata Company's output is a1; 
present taken by the State and Company-managed Railways in the shape of 
rails and that the current contracts in this connection continue for four 
years. If this be so, it is clear that no new duties can assist the Company 
'materially until the expiry of that time and the Committee are af opinion 
that no change should be made "at all events until then. ' 

a. The price paid by the Government for the rails supplied to it by the 
Tata Company is understood to be from Rs. 110 to Rs. 123 per ton only 
and as this price is far below the cost of importation-about £10-0-0 c.i.f.
the Committee consider that any assistance which the Tata Company requires 
should take the form of some enhancement in the Government rate. This 
would really be equivalent to a bounty, and .the Fiscal Commission indicatel1. 
that, in the case of a basic industry such as the steel manufacturing indu. 
try, the best method of providing assistance would probably be to give a 
bounty rather than a high protective duty. ' 

4. There is also the qUestion of foreign competition to be considered. At 
present continental prices for steel are much lower than British prices, for 
the foreign manufacturer is assisted both in the matter ·of exchange and by 
cheaper freights. If the import duty be increased to .331 per cent. it is 
generally anticipated that Belgian and German exporters will immediately 
respond by reducing their prices to the extent"of the additional duty; that 
is to say, they will make any sacrifice necessary in the matter of price in 
order to retain' their footing in this market. Should they do so. it is clear 
,that the Tata Company will not be materially assisted. But what will happen 
will be that British steel will be quite unable to compete with continental 
imports, for the British manUfacturer cannot make ~he same reductions in 
his price as, by reason of the advantages he enjoys in exchange and freight, 
the continental manufacturer can afford to do. Unless, therefore, British 
steel is to be excluded altogether any increase in the Tariff should be on the 
basis of preference within the Empire as this would tend to restrict the 
dumping of foreign manufactured steel, the encouragement of which is 
detrimental to both Indian and British manufacturers. ' 

VOL. III. 2 R 
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Statement II.-Letter from the Secretary, Oalcutta Import Trade Associa
tion, (Jalcu.tta, No. 90-M., dated 6th November 1929, to the Secretary .... 
Tariff Board, Oalcutta. 

. Regarding the information promised by Mr. Bishop I attach a list. 
showing the comparative prices of certain British and Continental articles 
together with list of present day freight rates from British and. Continental 
ports to Calcutta or Bombay. The prices for March 1923 han not been 
given as the Continental market, owing to the Ruhr position which deve
loped in ;March, was not normal and the rates might give a wrong impression •. 

The Committee regret they are unable to give the figures in greater 
detail but they trust ,the information supplied will be sufficient for your 
requirements. 

(a) 

BaITIBH. I CO:trrIlI'BII'T ..... 

~I Angles. I Sheets. Joists. I Bars. Angles. I Sheet.·l~ 

£ '. d. £ '. d. £ •• tl. £ •• tl. £ •• tl. .e •. tl. £ •. tl. i £ •. d. 

1st week March 1 11 'l 1 15 0 1 18 It 1 IS 8 
1920. 

1st- week March 0 1711 017 0 1 8 8 018.1 011 6 011 8. 017 0 014 6 
1921. 

1st week March 0 10 9 0 9 S 0 140 8 0 9 5 0 8 7t 0 8 7i 0 140 0 
1922. 

2nd January 1923 

3rd July 1923 

2nd October 1923. 

01011 008 0124l 09 

o 13 It 0 10 41 0 14 Ii 0 10 

o 11 It 0 9 7i 0 140 lot 0 9 

8 0 

1t·10 
8t 0 

The above rates are per cwt. c.i.f. Calcutta. 

76074 0138 07~' 

880860140086 

9 It 0 9 II 0 14 10l 0 9 It 

Approximate Pre-war Local Selling Batea 

Bars 
Angles 
Sheets 
Joists 

British 
Il8. a. 

per ewt. 

5 S 
6 0 
5 8 

Continental. 
Il, • ... 

per cwt.. 
4 4 
5 0 
5 S 
5 0 

The c.i.f. Calcutta costs would be about As. Sper cwt. less than abov&. 
rates. 

(b) 

Present da.y freight rates per ton to Bombay or Oalcutta. 

From British Ports '. 
From Continental Ports 

23s. .6d~ 
14s. 3tl~ 
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Oral evidence of Mr. H. C. W. BISHOP, representing 
the Calcutta Import Trade Association, recorded 

at Calcutta on the 1st October 1~23. 
Prerident.-Will you tell me about the Calcutta Import Trade AssociationP 

How many firms are members of it P _ 
Mr. Bi,hop.-It covers all the largest firms-about 60. 
Prerident.-Do you print a list of these firmsP . 
Mr. BiBhop.-If you could give us a copy of that for reference it will 

be useful to have it. (Mr. Bishop hands in a copy of the last yearly report 
of the Association with the names of members printed at the end.)* . 

Pre,ident.-Are the firms who are memberS of your Association chiefly 
interested in trade with the United Kingdom or jn trade with all Countriesi'. 

Mr. BiBhop.-With all countries of which the United Kingdom is the chief. 
Prerident.-The United Kingdom is the most important but you are also 

interested in the import trade with other countriesP 
Mr. Bi,hop.-Yes. • 
PreBident.-I asked that question having regard to what you say in the 

last paragraph of your letter about the possibility of dumping on a large 
scale from Belgium and Germany and the effect that it might have· on the 
trade of the United Kingdom, .. 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-Are the members of the Association Indian firms or European 

firmsP 
MT. Bishop.-The majority are European. 
PTe,ident.-Before the war were many firms who were more interested in 

trade with other countries members of your Association P -
Mr. Bishop.-There were some German firms. 
President.---{)f course one knows the great change in the minds of -the 

people after the war began about trading with enemy countries. I won
dered whether it had anything to do with the constitution of your Asso
ciationP 

Mr. Bishop.-I do not think it made any difference. The Germans and 
others who were members of our Association had to leave the country after 
the war. 

Pre8ident.-Na.'tui-ally, of course, the point of view of your Association 
must be to promote as far as possible the exchange of commodities between 
India and other countries of the world and any restriction in that exchange 
must be opposed to your interests P 

Mr. Bishop.-As this country is essentially a poor country regkoned per 
head of . the population the question of price is all important. On the other 
hand, we do not wish to be considered inimical to Tata's on account of our 
objectious to their proposals. There are very many firms, who are members: 
of the Association, who are constant customers of Tata's, and we do not wish 
anything we say to be taken in a different light. 

Prelident.-In the first paragraph of your letter you have said that you 
are strongly opposed to protective duty. "The enhancement of the import. 
duty on steel to 331 per cent. as asked for by the Tata Company wo~ld. 
necessarily re-act ou all industries using steel as a raw material and the 
consequent rise in price generally would have a far-reaching, and, the Com-
mittee consider, disastrous effect." . 

In what direction do you think the rise will be mo~t marked P what 
woul~ most affect the people generally P 

• Not printed. 
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Mr. Bishop.-One of the most marked effects will be on public schemes 
generally which will need a, 'great deal more. financing and which under the 
present circumstances will not go through. 

Preltident.-That is to say, a much smaller amount of steel would be used. 
You anticipate ,that would be. the result? 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes .. 
President.-And the result will be, of course, in that case, smaller im

portations and consequently less business. You are thinking of big schemes 
like irrigation schemes or railways? 

Mr. Bishop.-Everything under the heading of steel and bridgework. 
President.-The most important bridges are the railway bridges. Is 

there any other direction. where you think there will be a smaller consumption 
of steel in India: as. a result of an increase in the price? 
. Mr. Bishop.-I think it will be restricted to some extent generally. A 

great deal of steel enters into the making of .agricultural implements, but. 
how much any rise in price would affect that I cannot say. . 

President.-Are you thinking of spades, hoes and ploughshares or of 
something more modern? 

Mr. Bishop.-He needs ploughshares, kodalies, corrugated iron for his 
house, and, where a man has got enough money, joists, beams, etc., to build 
a larger house. . . 

President.-In the. parts. of the country with which I am acquainted, 
people who use these materials for their houses are not numerous .. It may 
be different in other parts of the country but, so far as I know, this is an 
unusual thing.' . 

Mr. Bishop.-Cawnpore is a very big centre for distributing steel in 
Upper India and a considerable amount of steel such as is used in the bazar 
trade, goes through there. In a very large number of houses in these parts 
of India corrugated iron sheets are extensively used. 

President.-I quite underst;nd that as regards roofing a substantial 
increase in the price would mean a reduction in the demand, but as regards 
kodltlies, ploughshares and things of that kind it seems to me doubtful, 
because. I do not think anyone would say that the Indian cultivator is 
-extravagant in the use of steel implements and it might not be possible to 
Teduce his demand for them. If there .is an increase in the price he will 
just have to pay more and there is an end of it. Take another example. 
Do you think that 331 per cent. duty would lead to a reduction in the 
Dumber' of steel frame buildings erected? 

Mr; Bishop.-I think it would. 
President.-You consider that other materials would be substituted for 

'SteelP 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-Of course in a town like Calcutta there is this to be remem

bered, that steel frame buildings can be built higher and therefore your 
land cost is less, and that is always an important factor. What materials 
-do you think would be used in substitution for steel P 

Mr. Bishop.-In the up-country, timber .and bamboo. Of course im
portant buildings must have a certain amount of steel. 

President.-I am not imagining' that steel will go out altogether. But 
less steel will be used, that is your contention. What do you think would 
be the extent as regards the total conti'action in the import of steel P The 
present total works up to something in tho nl'ighbourhood of ·one lllilli,)n 
tons. 

Mr. Bishop.-The total import of all kinds of steel? 
Pre8ident.-'-In the case of some articles, the trade returns give the value 

only and not the quantity, btlt makiIlg allowances for that the total comes' 
to about a million tons. . 
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Mr. Bi.hop.-I think the imports were 880,000 tons for last year, botbi 
iron and sWel. This covers materials for which tonnage is. given, of course
wagons, etc., excluded. 

Prelident.-To what figure would it be likely to fall as a result of putting: 
on 33t per cent. duty? . -

Mr. Bishop.-I can hardly give any ~ure. 
President.-I fully recognize that you cannot give a correct figure,' bql; 

I put the question in case yon were prepared to attempt an estimate. 
Mr. Bi.hop.-We think a great deal of the present impo~ts from Great 

Britain will be diverted to the Continent. 
Pre.ident.-I am coming to that later. '1 am thinking now of the,redu<;

tion in the total quantity. 1 think there are one or two. things to be 
remembered. 1 think the increase in price, as shown by the wholesale index 
numbers in the United Kingdom, is at present between 160.and 170 if 100 is 
taken as the pre-war level .of prices. 

Mr. Bishop.-In the case of steel it is about 70 to 80 per cent., judging 
by the seiling price here in Calcutta. ' 

Pre.ident.-The selling price in India, however, as 'compared with the 
pre-war price, is affected by the increase in the Customs duty from 21 to 10 
per cent. . . 

Mr; Bishop.-The c.i.f. price would be about 150 to 160, I should think, 
as against 100 pre-war. ' . 

President.-The effect of that is that if steel is selling cheaper on the 
average than other commodities in relation to pre-war prices, there is a 

. greater 'margin within which the price can rise without affecting' its con
sumption. That is to say, as compared with' other commodities, steel is 
cheaper than it was before the war P 

M'T, Bishop.-I should say we are not likely to get cheaper steel. 
President.-You are thinking of British steel? 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-Is that on the basis that the manufacturers have already 

reduced their cost as low as they can goP 
Mr. Bishop.-I think they have been working at purely cost price for 

lome time. 
Pres;dent.,-Can you give us any information as to, the price of'imported 

Iteel in India to-day-both British and Continental steel? 
Mr. Bishop.-Roughly speaking Rs. 9 a cwt. 
President.-What sort of articles does that rate coverP 
Mr. Bishop.-Angles, channels, beams, etc., Rs. 9 a cwt.-that is, Rs. 180 

8 ton. 

Pre.ident.-Is Contilltlntal steel selling at, a lower price tllan that? 

Mr. Bishop.-It is selling at Rs. 8-4 to Rs. 8-8 a cwt., i.e., Rs. 165 and 
Rs, 1708 ton. 

Pruident.-It is rather important from our point of vie,,, to get as much 
information as we can about the importation of Continental steel, and the 
more information you can give us the better it will be. Has there been any 
change during the last three months as regards the price of imported Conti
nental steel P 

Mr. Bishop.-I do~'t think there has been any considerable change . 
. President.-How does the price to-day compare with the price in 11l22P 

Mr. Bishop.-The price is about the same as last year. 

Pt'e8id~nt.-At the beginning of 1923 'the price of Belgian steel rOSe sub
stantially in Belgium, that was during the first three months of the occupation 
of the Ruhr. 
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Mr. Bishop.-Practically nothing was shipped from the Continent at 
that time.' , 

Pres:ident.-The figure quoted for home price at works in Belgium fo'r 
'P'Iams is 420 francs in January; it was 500 to 550 francs in February; in 
March it was about 775, whereas up to January export price was quoted 
which was lower than the home Fice. During February and March there 
was no quotation for export at all. 

Mr. Bishop.-We shall be ready to give you any figures you want. 
President.-It would be useful to us if you, could give us any figures about 

the importations of Continental. steel, especially of cases which came to the 
-notice of the Association of importations at an unusually low rate." You 
mention amongst other things the advantage enjoyed by Tatas-l0 per cent. 
import duty at present, cheap coal and i,ron ore and heavy concessions in 
-railway freights. The view put forward by the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
was that coal was no longer cheap and that they were at a great disadvantage 
.because the rise in the price of coal in India for the most part took place 
at a period when in every other part of the world it was falling. 

Mr. Bishop.-Up to the Armistice the price of Indian coal was very low 
ibut rose in the following years. For the last 12 months, as far as I can tell 
you, the price of coal has been falling. So far as I know, coal here is very 
much cheltper than the price which works at Home have to pay for it. 

President.-The question of quality comes in there. You consider that 
India still enjoys an advantage in the price of coal? 

Mr. Bishop.-:-Yes, it does. 
President.-Great complaints have also been made about the freight difli

.culty-the difficulty of getting coal transported to the works. 
Mr. Bishop.-That is common to every industry in the country. 
President.-I do not say that Tata's are worse off than the others. But 

the steel industry amongst other things has not been getting the advantage 
of cheap coal and that affects the price of steel enormously in every stage 
~f manufacture? -

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. " 
President.-You also mention special concession in railway freights. So 

far as I know, that applies to the Bengal Nagpur Railway and, I think, it is 
the same contract that was made at the time the works were established. 
So far as either their raw materials come over the Bengal Nagpur Railway 
or their finished products go out by that Railway they have an advantage, 
but on the general question of transport Tatas take exactly the opposite 
view that 'they are at a disadvantage as compared with- the importer. For 
instance, it costs three times as much to send steel to 'Karachi from Jam
shedpur as it does from London. 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes, it does. 

Presidcnt.-I do not think in the matter of freight the manufacturer in 
this country has such a great advantage. 

Mr. Bishop.-But the great markets in this country are Bengal and the 
United Provinces. 

President.-Let us take another case, Bombay. 
Mr. Bishop.-The concession enjoyed by Tatas as compared with Calcutta 

Importing Firms in freight is understood to be equivalent to Rs. 24-11 a 
ton, for despatches viii Nagpur, i.e., £1-13, which is equivalent to an addi-
tional duty of 18 per cent. . 

Pre,sident.-I think the figures' given by Tatas were: English ports to 
Bombay Rs: 16-14 to which clearing charges of Rs. 2-8 per ton have to be 
added makmg Rs. 19-6 as against Rs. 15-14 for Tatas and in the case of 
im~orted material there is generally a further extra f~r cartage or railway 
frelgU, whereas material from Tatas goes direct to the nearest Railway 

.. Vide Statement II (a). 
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.. iding. This may be taken as a further Re. 2-8 per ton ill the case of 
-ileliveries in Bombay and suburbs, •. 8., Re. 21-14 against Tatas Re. 15-14. 
Tatanagar to Bombay Re. 15-14--0nly one rupee less; to Madras Rs. 15-14, 
-to Karachi Rs. 48, and to Rangoon Re. 23 to 28. I quite admit that, for _ 
-Calcutta, Tatas have a distinct advantage in the matter of freight, but the 
further you go up-country that advantage tends to . diminish. Of oourS8 

-the imported stuff in that case also has got to pay railway freight and that 
makes their price dearer. 

NT. Bishop.-They have got a distinct advantage now in this, that in 
sending steel from Calcutta to Delhi, say, they get the benefit of these old 
rates. 

PTesident.-Only a small part of the distance will be over the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway. 

NT. Bishop.-8till that is an advantage; it ~ill come to 21 per cent. 
PTesident.-In the last sentence 6f paragraph 2 you say" it is reported 

that the bulk of the Tam Company's output is at present taken by the State 
and Company-managed railways in the shape of rails and that the current 
.contracts in this connection continue for four ye ... rs. If it be so, it is 
clear that no new duties can assist the Company materially until the expiry 
,of that time.'" The actual figures given by Tams were that during the last 
,three years .their rails have been something over half their present outturn
eo,ooo out of 122,000 in 1920-21, 78,000 out of 166,000 in 1921-22 and 65,000" 
out of 114,000 in 1922-23. ' 

NT. Bishop.-The other day I was told by the Bengal Nagpur Railway, 
that they could not get enough rails from Tams. The Railways imported 
.80,000 tons last year. . 

PTes;dent.-The quantities actually supplied under the contracts do not' 
cover the whole outturn of the railways. In 1921-22 it was 29,000 tons to 
,the Railway Board, 25,000 tons to what they call Palmer Railways, and 
14,000 tons to the Bengal Nagpur -Railway. That just makes up the 65,000 
-tons. At present rails are more'than half their output, but they have also 
'told us that when the Greater Extensions are completed and when they are 
in full operation, their total output will be 400,000 tons and the rails will 
not amount to anything like half of that. "They have told us that they 
interpret the contract as not binding them to supply a larger quantity of 
rails at these rates than they had been supplying. If so, it would only be 
for a couple of years time. The rails supplied under the contracts might 
be only (i0,000 out of an output of 400,000: it would not be really so im
,Portant. 

iIlT. Bishop.-From last year's figures .bout 140 to 150 thousand tons 
llnnually of rails in all are required by the Railways in India. Will they be 
able to supply these also when the Greater Extensions are complete P 

PTesident.-We cannot tell whether they would supply the whole demand. 
It depends on various circumstances. -

NT. Bishop.-What we cannot lIDdersmnd is, if Tams' industry required 
assistance, why should not Government pay Tatas the market price of the 
rails they took from them under the contract. 
- President.-Well as regards that, of course, it does not affect the Company 
Tailways. They are independent of Government in that matter. . 

liT. Bishop.-Well, they will soon be Government railways. 
Pre8ident.-The two important Railway Companies now 'under 'Company 

management which might come under the control of Government are the 
Great Indian Peninsula and the East Indian, and neither of these are 
included in Tatas' contracts. They' have no contracts with the Great Indian 
.Peninsula just now and I do' not think they ever supplied the East Indian. 

NT. Bishop.-But still it is on the quantity of rails that they do supply 
Ilnder these contracts that they are losing so much. . 
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President.-What you were suggesting was that Government should pay' 
a reasonable market price for the rails. they get from Tatas under the 
contract, ,but what I would point out is that at least half or more than half 
the rails supplied under the contracts go to the Company railw s and not
to the Government railways, so that if Government pay a higne rice i~' 
would not cover the whole ground. 

Mr. Bishop.-It would cover a good deal of it, I think. 
President.-It would cover something like 30,000 tons and that is the: ' 

extent' of it. As a' matter of fact what Tatas told us was that in the 
last two years Government had made concessions as regards price and had 
paid more than what they were bound to pay under the contract. That, 
was what we 'were told at Jamshedpur. I do not remember the exact· 
figure but it was something like this. The price under the contract was 
Rs. 130 and they actually received Rs. 156 or some figure like that. It wa~ 
given in the evidence at Jamshedpur. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That was for the last two years. The contract price was. 
.'.revised and brought up to the c.i.f. price. 

]}Ir. Bishop.-Then we understand Government have bought building. 
matel'ials on the basis of 10 per cent. below the cost of importation. 

President.-From Tatas P 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-That is not done under any contract, I think. 
Mr. Bishop.-I do not know. I think it must have been. 
President.-Where did you get your information fromP 
Mr. Bishop.-A member of our committee knew that there was a case in 

the United Provinces. 
President.-If there is any contract it has not been brought to the notice 

of the .Board yet, .but I think we were told that there were arrangement&' 
not only with Government but as a sort of a general practice materials were 
sold below the price of the imported stuff. 

Mr. BisllOp.-Latterly they have been selling exactly, or what they say' 
is exactly the equivalent of the imported price. During this year my :firm 
has been able to buy a considerable quantity of British material at lower 
rates and. it looked as if Tatas were, not hard pushed for orders. 

President.-This paper contains the information that was given to us at 
Jamshedpur about the contracts. The contracts with the Railway Board gG 
on up to the end of March 1927, but the one with the Bengal Nagpur Railway, 
which is at the lowest rate under the contracts-Rs: 110 aton~xpir.e$ at 
the end of March 1925 and the others at the end of March 1926, so that 
they do not last quite so long as you suggest. 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 3 of your representation you say that the price 

of Rs. 123 a ton is far below the cost of importation, which is about £1(' 
c.i.f. Is this duty paid or duty freeP ~ , 

Mr. Bishop.-That is duty paid. It should be f.o.r. 
President.-If that is c.i.f. plus duty, what is the f.o.b. price in Englandi" 

Mr. Bishop.-It shoul~ be £7-17-6, after deducting freight which would 
be £1-2-6 and duty about £1. • 

Preside!"t.-It was this sort of price that ygu had in mind when you said 
that you dld not think that the price of British steel would fall much lower. 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. '. 

Preaident.-In the last paragraph of your letter you suggest that th .. 
imposition of. 331 per cent. duty would not be of any benefi.t to Tatu· 
becau8~ Contmental manufacturers would at once drop their prices. Do
IOU thmk that they (lould drop the price to the full extent? 
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Mr. Bi,Tiop.-They- would ... ot 'have to drop very m.uch. Even with 33~ 
per cent. it would still be low. 

PreBidillt.~But is tl\at Iluality of material comparable with the .qualitY' 
,of Tatasjl ..•. 

Mr. BisAop.-Generally·spesking it is not so good. 
:-. ·PruWel'lt.-The policy of Tatss is to manufacture &8 far as they can 
possibly go up to the British standard, and naturally the price of the· 
inferior quality would be lower, but it does not follow th~t 'it would be able 
to compete with Tatas fo~ the same purpose. 

Mr. Bi'hop.-No. Concerns like railways, public bodies, etc., would stilt 
insist on having British standard quality but in the case of Indian buyers-· 
i.e., bazaar trade, where they will have to pay more for the British steel on 

'account of the extra duty-probably their choice would be for the cheapes:IP 
~u~ '. 

Preridellt.-So far as that is concerned the position is not very different 
at present. Those who are content with. the cheaper qualities buy Conti-

. nental steel DOW. The increase in the duty might acoentuate that competi.
tion to some extent, but still it does not seem to'me to count for very much. 
What you have said is "if the import duty be increased to 33! per cent. it 
is generally anticipated that Belgian and German exporters will immediate-· 
ly respond by reducing their prices to the extent of the additional duty." 
Is that possible? . • . 

Mr. Bishop.-I think it will be possible for them to.reduce their ratE!~. 
'and to bring them below the new level. . 

PreBident.-There is one more point. There is the question of freight 
from Continental ports: Can you give us any information as to the difference
in the freight rates at present between Antwerp and India and London and 
India? . 

Mr. Bishop.-I think the difference will be some lOs. (actually 8s~ 3d.). 
a ton. The London rate ill" 278. 6d. (actually. 228. 6d.) and the Continental 
rate would be 178. 6d. (actually 14s. 3d.). I am not however certain. 

PreBidellt.-You gave us the price of Rs. 165 as the price of certain 
sections of Continental steel at present. . . 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. • 
PreBidellt.-You have got to take off Rs. 15 for freight .and ~anding

ehsrges and the duty would be somewhere about Rs. 15 also .. 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 

. Presidellt.-So that the priCe that actually reaches the manufacturer 
would be about Rs. 135 or Rs. 140. 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Preaidellt.-When 331 duty is put on, in order to sell at the same price in 

India he would have to~ut what he actually received before by more than 
. Rs. 20. . 

Mr. Bishop.-But he pays duty on the freight too . 
. President . .:.......That is what he is supposed to do. He pays it on the c.i.f .. 

price. . 
Mr. Bishop.-In th~ case of some section '" fixed sum per ton is paid. 
Preaidellt.-As regards structural sections, things like angles, etc., the duty-

is always ad 'Valorem. . . • 

J • Mr. Bishop.-In the case of angles imd tees it is on a tariff valuation. 
/Olsts are on ~n ad 'Valorem basis; and bars, the import of which. is largest 
from the Contment, bear Rs. 18 a ton duty. They are on a tariff ·valuation. 

Presidellt.-Would it be possible for the Continental manufacturer to cuk: 
the price he actually receives by Rs. 20 or Rs. 30 a tonl' . 

Mr. Bi3hop.-1 think they have a certain amount· of bounties on the-
Continent; I do not l[now exactly how much. . 
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President.-Can you give us any definite information? 
Mr. Biskop.-No. 
President.-So far the only absolute definite information received was 

-as regards freight reduction on iron ore coming from Luxemburg and France 
into Belgium. It is said that there is very low freight on raw materials. 
-That is what Tata's told us. Are you in a position to give us any definite 
inforJJl8tion about that? 

Mr. Biskop.-No. , 
President.-Assuming that there are such bounties, they must be operat-

ing already P . 
Mi. Biskop.-Yes. 
President.-UDIeBB the Foreign Government responds by increasing the 

bounties as we increase the duty, they won't be able to cut further. I looked 
up some of the British Government's Overseas ilrade reports about the condi~ 
-tiona in Belgium. This is up to March 1922. This is what is said as regards 
wages in the engineering trade. ~'Metal workers' and engineers' wages 
vary from Frs. 1'75 to Frs. 3'00 per hour compared With Frs. 0'25 to Fr~. 0'50 
in 1913: in the brick making and constructional industries wages which in 
1913 were about Frs. 0'25 per hour are now Frs. 1'30 to Frs. 3'50." That 
is to say, the level of wages has gone up by 600 per cent. in Belgium. 

If the Belgian franc is taken at 80 to the pound it is worth in sterling 
less than i 'of what it was worth before the war, and the purchasing power 
'Of sterling as expressed in commodities is only t of what it was before. On 
that basis the purchasing power of the franc in commodity ought to be 5 to 6 
times less than it was before the war. The increase in wages apparently 
-balances the reduction in the value of the franc, and it is not clear that in 
that matter the Belgian manufacturer has an advantage. 

Mr. Biskop.-They manage to send us steel at 10 to 25 per cent. below 
British prices. 

President.-Is that quality for qualityP 
Mr. Biskop.-No. 
Mr. Matker.-That is not a new thing that has happened. It was the 

same before the war when there was no exchange difficulty. It seems to me 
• that it is a thing quite independent of the exchange. 

Mr. Biskop.-Yes. 
President.-The figures I gave you about the increase in wages, relate to 

~me period before March 1922. I do not know whether there has beeit' any 
further increase in wages since the occupation of the Ruhr and the fall in 
the value of the franc. If there has been a further rise in wages it would 
begin to hit the Belgian exporter. What I would like to have your opinicn 

,.about is this: where the value of a foreign currency has depreciated and 
has remained at the same depreciated figure for two or three years, do :you 
think that that country still retains an advantage for the purpose of exporting 
,goods? 

Mr. Biskop.-Do you mean that in a year or two they are likely to be 
'ill a worse position to export than now P 

Presidellt.-You said that the Continental manufacturer' enjoys advant-
.ages in exchange and in freight. ' 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-As regards exchange I want to get your Op1ll10n on the 

question whether when the exchange falls to a certain extent and then 
Temains steady at that for two or three years, does the manufacturer in that 
(lountry still retain any advantage? 

Mr. Biskop.-I am unable to answer that. 
President.-It is rather an important question-to what extent deprecia.

tion of the exchange does give the manufacturer in that flountry an 
advantage. - , 
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Mr. Biskop.-I do not think that anybody has got a correct estimate of 
-the exchange at all. 

President.-It is a matter a.bout which the Board will have to form an 
opinion and I was hoping that you would be able -to help us. ' 

Mr. Biskop.-Nobody will be able to say whether it will steady down 
permanently. 

Pr6sident.-1 think what has happened in foreign countries since the war 
nas tended to show that once the exchange steadies down at a figure, then 
the rise in wagee which always follows tends to remove the advantages which 
'the country undoubtedly possessed at the time of the fall in the exchange. 

Mr. Bishop.-Even if it is less than four years before Tata's contracts 
,fall in, we think it is rather dangerous to push the duties up now. They 
have only just gone l£p from 2i to 10. During the period there has been 
very bad trade and we do not see why the Tata Co ... should not be able to fully 
IllfI.intain their position. I'may tell you that my Association had a certain 
amount of correspondence with the Government over the manufactures of 
.ateel material at the Ishapur Factory, as competing with private importers, 
and what the Government' stated in connection with that was that a nucleus 
staff was necessary and they 'Jere turning out steel which could not be soid 
under market prices, and that the costs of the factory would be certified by 
one of the leading firms of chartered accountants so as to ensure manufaoture 
being carried ou-on_a paying basis. From what we have seen of Ishapur 
prices we think that the materi"al turned out there appear in price to be much 
-on a par with Tatas' rates and costs of imported materia), so that, if a small. 
concern like that can profitably manufacture material at these rates, then it 
would be very much easier for large works like Tatas. 

Pruident.-I quite understand your position on this point. _ It is a per
fectly fair contention that YOll have been able to put. before the Board, 
.because these are precisely the matters which the Board will have to investi
gate very carefully. 

Mr. Biskop.-We feel that if Tatas had got the market price for what 
.they produce they would not have any complaint. Nobody at the moment 
-wants to see them fall through and I do not -think there should be any 

. "llecessity for it. There is -a great deal of' material which they will not be 
able to manufacture even if they do get 331 per cent. protection. This will. 

'-mean that the importers of these other materials WllI all have to pay their 
,share towards a large amount of duty to support the Tata Co. We think 
that if they are given a bounty or paid at the market price it would be very 
.much better for everybody. 

Presid6'11t.-Under the bounty system a smaller amount of money is taken 
from the tax-payers, but in point of principle, there is not much. distinction. 

Mr. Bishop.-Another point is that when the'" Greater Extensions were 
planned, Tatas must have thought about the level at which prices would 
settle down and that they could not have counted then on high protection. 

Preside'llt.-As regards that, I don't 'think that Tatas were the only 
·people who started new works at the time, when prices were high. The plan 
for these Extensions was made, I believe, as far back as 1916. 

Mr. Biskop:-May be. 
Pr6sident.-At that time they were being urged by Government to manu

facture the largest possible quantity of steel, ,.nd it was not easy for them to 
'foresee at that time the effects of the war. Even after the war very few 
business men were able to forecast accurately the course of events. 

Mr. Biskop.-That is true. 

Preside'llt.-So that if the Tata Iron and Steel Co. were sliort-sighted, 
-they were not the only people who were so. You Bay in paragraph 2 of your 
'letter of 11th September that the Tats Co. should be able to maintain 
>themselves if their overhead charges are kept within reasonable limits. 
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Mr. Bishop.-We have got no figures to go on,but we know only generally
that the Tata Co. made huge profits during the boom period and that their
expenditure during' that period seemed to have no limits. That is also the
general idea of a great many people. 

Pre8ident.~an you make it alittle more precise? 
Mr. Bishop.-We think that if they had been more careful, the Tats Co. 

would have been very much better off now. 
President.-The main thing you suggest is that the Company is over' 

,capitalised in the mat~r of these extensions, the materials' being purchased 
when prices were very high? 

Mr. Bishop.-yes. 
President.-It is an undoubted fact, . Is that the kind of thing which is. 

in your mind? 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
president.-That is to say, when a business is started during a boom. 

period when prices are very high, it may be unable to earn profits on that 
scale and it is not reasonable for the State to come to the assistance
of the company in order to enable it to pay profits to that extent. 

Mr. Bishop.-That. is so. No concern ca~ expect to pay profits on. the-
boom capital value. . . 

President.-:-Supposing it-were proved that for. the nen two or three years,_ 
pr say four or five years, the Company were unable to produce steel at the" 
prices of the foreign manufacturers and make profits at all, what would: 
your views be about Government assistance? 

Mr. Bisltop.~I think that 80me assistance would undoubtedly be necessary,; 
President.-'-It is also desirable in the interests of the country, 'is it noti" 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-You regard it as important in the interests of India that the-

steel industry should be ca.rried on in this country? 
311'. Bishop.-Yes. 
Presidfnt.-Then ~hat you' suggest is that the increase in the tarijf. 

should be on--the basis of Imperial preference. But that question is not one
which has been specifically referred to the Board. Have your Association. r 

considered at all the question of what would be' the best way to deal with. 
dumping? 

Mr. Bishop.-No, they have not. 

Presi(lent.-So your proposal simply is that there should be a higher rat& 
of duty on the Continental steel and also a lower rate ·of duty on British.. 
steel? 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 

President . .,....Thali would mean, would "it not, a lower duty on British. 
steel which competes with Tatas' and a higher duty on the Continental steel 
which does not? I am not quite sure whether that would be a sound scheme. 
9£· course the dumping question is important. When things will settle dowm: 
In Germany, none of us know. I don't see how anybody can forecast what;: 
~s going to happen, but the possibility is undoubtedly there of a tremendollll« 
Increase in competition 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 

fresiden!.-Well, if that were to happen, would your Association favour' 
takmg speCial measures by Government to check -them? . 

Mr. B!shop.-I could not say definitely what should be the nature of' 
trlOse speCial measures. Our aotivities are mainly concerned with imports . 

. Pre~dent.-After. &ll, you are. not the people to protest to Governmen1l 
prImarIly, If dumpmg means more trade whatever your individual view;
is, as an Association, it may be of advantage to the trade. 
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'Tataa would be hi the form of bounty rather than in the shape of in
-ereased duty because as far as we can see the latter would increase thEi 
prices of everything. 

President.-I understand that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do yoU: object to the protection of steel on theoretical 

,grounds or is it your opin~n that Tatas have not maae out $ case for 
protection l' ' 

lIlr. Bishop.-We object on general grounds. Anything ~hich p~ts up 
'the cost of the raw material is objectionable. 

lIll'l. Ginwala.-You say-that with a 10 per cent. duty, with cheap coal 
and iron ore and heavy concessions in railway freights, etc., Tatas ought ,to 
lie able to maintain themselves. Supposing after this enquiry we are satisfied 
that even with these advantages mentioned by you, -steel cannot be manu· 
factured in India to compete against foreign steel, would you then object to 
the imposition of this duty? -

Mr. Bishop.-No,1 think that the members of our Association would be 
willing that Tataa should be given assistance. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In that case, you will not object? 
lIlr. Bishop.-No. We are only anxious that any help should not be' in ' 

the form of a protecti\"e duty. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is because you believe that they ought to 'be able to 

maintain themselves. If we are, satisfied as a Board, you will have no_objec-
-tion to our giving protection?' ' 

lIlT. Bishop.-We will have 'no' objection to their getting' assistance from 
'Government. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-Yoo say' The Cominittee wou1'd point out 'that if the steel 
manufacturing industry cannot, hold its own in this country with the present 
duty, it is not likely to do so with a duty of 331 per cent.' What is the 

lIasis for your statementP I ' 

lIlr. Bishop.-Because we regard the steel industry as having been estab
lished lor some thue and having had the benefit of the boom period. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What boom period are you referring to? ,Do you know 
,that the Tats Co. started manufacturing steel about the end of 1912? ' There 
-was no particular boom then, was there? 

Mr. Bi.hop.-No. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Then 1913 and 1914-were they boom years? 
lIlr. Bishop.-For t""o or three years, they made a profit of 100 per cent. 

-or so. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-That was due to other causes. Taking the whole period 

-of ten years, when was the boom period? 
lIlr. Bi8hop.-For some time. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-WhelJ. was it? . 
lIlr. Bishop.-At the en,d of the war' an4 up to the end of 1920. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-1920-21 was the year in which the price of steel was the 

:highest. ' 
lIlr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And then it began to drop; 
lIlr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that, except during those two or three years; you cannol 

'say that there have been any very great opportunities for the industry to 
-consolidate. 

Mr. Bishop.-They were working at a profit up to 1914 or up to 1916. 
We put that in really referring to the experience of some concerns ;here 
which had recently failed. Even if a ~rotection of the' kind 'now proposed! 
were given, I don't think that they would have been able to kellp going. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-What concerns were theyP 
Mr. Bishop.-A good many local concerns which were started during the.; 

boom and are now in liquidation. 
Mr. Ginwala.-;Was there any steel concern? 
Mr. Bishop.-No, not actually steel producing concern,. but various other 

manufacturing industl'ies. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You 'contend that their overhead charges should be kepi!

within reasonable limits. Have you tried to study their overhead charges? 
Mr. Bishop.-We have no means of studying them. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As it is a statement coming from a responsibre body, like

your Association, I want to know whether there is any actual basis for that. 
Mr. Bishop.-We. don't think that any manufacturing concern can pos

sibly be successful unless its overhead charges are kept within reasonable-
limits. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It assumes that their overhead charges are not kept within
reasonable limits. What makes you assume that? 

Mr. Bishop.-It is only a general impression that their charges were on 
a lavish scale. _____ 

Mr. Ginwala.-Can you be more precise as to what you mean? I shall 
put it to you in this way. When these Extensions are complete, they will· be 
able to produce about 400,000 tons a year. Is it your case that in the matter 
of these Extensigns they have spent too much money? 

Mr. Bishop.-That is our impression. We have no figures to prove it. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is the impression' that you have gathered from whafi; 

you have heard? 
Mr. Bishop.-We have only heard so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You also suggest that they started their works at a. very 

unfavourable moment? They also bought their machinery when prices were' 
very high and things like that?· . 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But in 1919-20, could anybody have. foreseen this drop in; 

prices. Supposing they had delayed their Extensions and the position had 
been reversed, would you ·not have suggested that they had waited too long? 

Mr. Bishop.-Possibly. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It is one of those things that does happen. Supposing 

that things had gone dsarer, people might have said that they had waited 
too long and that they had to pay a. good deal more than they would other
wise have had to ];ay. Is it not a sort of argument after the event? 

Mr. Bishop.-It appears so. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is not that so in the p=-esent case? 

lIfr. Bishop.-I don't think that anybody could have anticipated that: 
prices would rise and continue at that level for another year or two. 

MT. Ginwala.-Supposing this industry was of sufficient national import
ance, you still think that the construction should have been delayed because
the prices might come down eventually? 

Mr. Bishop.-We are not in a position to say. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Then you say that they sell at a much cheaper rate than, . 
the max:ket ra~e. '.!-'hat is one of your objections. Well, how do you look_ 
upon raIlways III thIS country? -

Mr. Bishop.-As customers. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Don't you look upon· them as a sort of Government pro
perty more or less, even if they are managed by companies P 

Mr. Bishop.-I look upon them as buyers of imports. 
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Mt'. Ginwala.-But if you regard. them as the property of the Governmentr· 
and therefore of the people-I mean the tax-payers-is it really an objection. 
that Tatas have sold rails to t~em cheaper than they would have got in the
market!' 
. Mr. Bishop.-I think it is. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Why!, Is it not taking money from one pocket and putting' 
it into another P . 

Mr. Bishop.-It seems .much more straightforward -to pay the market 
price. 

M'/". Ginwala.-That is to aay, if the Government had made this payment.. 
direct to Tatas and given them assistance in this form you would not object? 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.--Can you give us any evidence that the Continental steel'. 

manufacturers are favoured by cheaper freights? 
Mr. Bishop.-I cannot at the moment. 
President.-Could you let us have it!' 
Mr. Bishop.-I will.* 
Mr. Gi7lwala.-Your Association seems most likely to be able to give us· 

this information. So far as the question of exchange is concerned, it may 
have to be dealt with on a different basis, but as regards freights any inform--
ation that you can give us would be useful. . 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Gi7lwala.-Is there any ofticial publication in which you put the prices-

of various articles that you import? ., . 
Mr. Bishop.-We don't issue any. 
Mr. Giflwala.-Does your Association collect this information!' 
Mr. Bishop.-We don't tabulate. 
Mr. GiflwaZa.-How do you ascertain the prices prevalent in the market,_ 

say, for a particular article!' . 
.. Mr. Bishop.-I get my prices by cable from Home. 

M'/". Gi7lwala.-Do you collect these and publish them? 
Mr. Bi,hop.-It is no use. After a few weeks, it will be all out of date .. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-You belong to Messrs. Balmer, Lawrie & Co. P 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes . 
. Mr. Gi7lwaZa.-Would it be possible for you to give us the import prices~ 

for a number of typical articles, say bars, beams, and the like I' 
Mr. Bishop.-For both Continental and British? 
Mr. Gi7lwala.-Yes, for a certain number of yea~s. 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes.t 
Mr. GinwaZa.-If you can give from your office records the prices pre-· 

valent in 1913 and 1914 and also for the last two or three years, the inform
ation would be very valuable to us. That is the kind of information we are' 
trying to get. Y.our prices would be actual prices on which .business was 
done I' 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Gi7lwala.-That is more important than getting prices from trade· 

journals which may not after all represent the actual prices. 
Mr. Bishop.-Yos. 
Mr. Gi7lwala.-There are two aspects of_ this question, In the first place-' 

there is quite a considerable quantity of articles which are imported more
from the Continent than from Great Britain. 

Mr. Bishop . .:....Yes. 

* Vide Statement II (b). 
t Vide Statement II (a\ 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Take, for instance, bars, channels, and some other articles. 
~rhat I would very much like you to do is to select those articles in which the 

.(!ontinental imports are bigger than the British, because those are the articles 
'which Tatas are more likely to manufacture than those manufactured in 
England. If you could give us prices for these, it. would be very usefpl. 

Has the import trade been very much affected by the increase of duty 
'from 21 per cent. to ] 0 per cent.? 

Mr. Bishop.-It seems to us that trade has been getting worse since 1921 
.and whet~er the increase has had any effect or not r cannot say exactly. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-The position is ve~y curious. In 1920-21 when the' duty 
was only 21 per cent. the imports were bigger l' 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-And ilhe prices were bigger too. Now trade has diminished 
: and there is a general depression.. But there is nothing to indicate that the 
increase in the duty has necessarily affected the'trade? . 

Mr. Bishop.-No. 
lIfr. Ginwala.-~re you at all interested in coal? 
Mr. Bishop.-No. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the SS'! per cent. duty were imposed on steel, 
-will you be worse off than, Bombay importers of similar articles? 

Mr. Bishop.-I don't know. ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-There was one Bombay gentleman who suggesteg that, if 

'a. duty was levied, Bombay ought to be excluded. 
Mr. Bishop.-I don't see how. there "Would be any difference between 

Bombay and Calcuta, because freight from a Continental port to Bombay 
'or Calcutta, or from London to Calcutta or Bombay, Madras, or Karachi is 
,the same. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Your Association form a. sort of distributing agency for 
,this part of India? 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes, for this side of India. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the west, up to the United Provinces? 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the south? 
Mr.' Bishop.-About half way, down to Madras. : 
Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that quite a number of importers are not members 

·of your Association? 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-"':'With reference to 'Preference' within the Empire, does 

'it mean' that 'if Ii. Continental country gets advantage over India owing to 
the low rate of exchange, it ought not to have that advantage? Is that what 

,you meani' 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You mean that countries with low exchange should not be 

allowed to enjoy that advantage? . 

Mr. Bishop.-Suppose there is a big duty of 33! per' cent. arid SUPPOBb 
,the English price is .£12; the' duty will be £4 on anything imported 
here j the Continental price of that is £9 and they will pay only £3 asd~tYJ 
'that will make a big difference. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You can get over that by a specific duty. 
Mr. Bishop.-In many cases we can do that. 

. Mr. Ginwala.-Yoa are under the impression that this demand for liS! 
:per cent. duty applies to tlae whole of imported steel II 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes. ' 
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Mr. Ginuala.-That is hardly the case. Tata's do not want a general duty 
of 33t pec cent. 

Mr. Biskop.-We do not see how it can be denied to other people' if it is 
granted to Tata's. It will very soon cover an enormously large range of 
articles. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-They only ask protection for ~hose artiCles whicn they 
manufacture. Nobody can ask for protection on things which he does not 
manufacture. In that case the duty will not fan on an consumera of steel 
aa you aeem to think. It will only fan on consumers of such steel as ia 
produced by Tata's. . 

Mr. Biskop.-But you will BOon have to extend this· protection to every· 
body who manufactures steel as a raw material. They will require as. much; 
if not more, and you will get on and on. , 

Mr. Ginwala.-Can you suggest, if this bounty is given to the steel 
trade, any means by which money can be found to pay this bounty? 

Mr. Bukop.-We have not discussed that point. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That will be a considerable amount to find. You have 

not considered that point? 
Mr. Biakop.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I understood you to say-and it is stated in the report you 

handed to ua also-that you had lately some correspondence with Government 
about the manufacture of certain articles by Government. Would you object 
to Government doing that as 'a Ip-atter of principle? 

Mr. Biskop.-We think it should be restricted to the lowest possiblelimi,. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you apply that argument to the building of wagons 

by Government Railways? 
Mr. Biskop.-That is a question outside our consideration. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Why should not Government manufacture an' artiCle which 

can be manufactured by private enterprjse? . 

Mr. Biskop.-Because the tendency generally is for Government to under-
estimate the overhead chargea which private companies cannot afford to do. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You would consider that objectionable, would you not? 
Mr. Biskop.-Yes. . 
Mr. Kale.-As an Association interested in import tr.ade would you·liko 

to keep steel as cheap as possible in India? I 

Mr. Biskop.-Yes. 
Mr. KaZs.-But 'there are individual members of your Association who are 

interes't!ld in manipulating industries connected with steel. How are yolt 
able to reconcile the importing aspect and the manufacturing. aspect of the 
members of your Association? 

Mr. Biskop.-Manufacturers would prefer to have raw material coming 
free to manufacture from rather than to pay a duty. 

lfr. Kale.-Is it not a fact .that BOme of the manufacturing companies in 
India. want BOme form of protection froJ;ll Government? 

Mr. Bis'kop.-Yes. 

Mr. Kals;::'-Take the manufacture of wagons. Some of the engineerin/Z 
firms would like to receive BOme sort of help from Government, and as mere 
importers you insist on cheapness. Then the interest of those companies 
will suffer? 

Mr. Biskop.-Yes, I suppose it would. 
'Mr. Kale.-As importers of ~oods. you would nat~rall! lay stress upon 

cheapness, but BOrne of these engineering firms woulclo lIke In fact to increase 
the price because they want some sort of assistance or encouragement in 
the manufacture of commodities which are impol1ted cheaperP 

Mr. Bisftop.-Yes. 
VOL. m. 2 s 
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Mr. Kale.-May I take it that here is an instance- where the Association 
ia in favour of protection even though it increases the prices? . 

Mr. Bisholl.-No,. 
Mr. Kale.-In the case of some members at least? 
Mr. Bishop.-Some members have to manage different manufacturing con

cerns 'and, looking at the matter solely from the view of these concerns, pro
tection is the best thing for one, but from the aspect of the other business 
it.is very hard to say that. 

Mr. Kale.-So that there is a conHict of interests-interests which are 
sometimes different in the two branches of the same firm or interests of 
different firmsP. 

Mr; Bishop.-I am' not in a position to say. 
Mr. Kale.-If you are really interested in cheapness why should' you 

trouble yourself about dumping at all? Whether there is dumping by Con
tinental·countries or by England, you ought really to ignore it if articles are 
imported cheaply. You should not therefore object to dumping at all . 
. Dumping may be objected to by manufacturers but not by dealers, such as are 
rept'esented by youi·Association. 

M1·. Bishop.-The Association imports more from European firms at Home 
and have larger· connections with Great Britain than with the Continent .. 

Mr. Kale.-So it is because the bulk of your imports come from Great 
Britain that you want to discourage dumping? Is that so? 

Mr.· Bishop.-Yes. 
MI'. Kale.-To that extent you are not promoting the interest of the 

consumers in India? 
Mr. Bishop.-No, I cannot say that. 
Mr. Kale.-The consumer would suffer to the extent to which you dis

courage dumping whether it is from Continental countries or from any other 
country. May I take it that in the last resort if the steel industry does 
require protection, you are of opinion that it should be given in the form 
of a bounty rather than a protective duty? But I may go further and 
ask whether, if' it is found impracticable to give bounties, you would not 
favour. import duties. 

Mr. Bi.hop.-Bounties would be our first choice. 
~T. Kale.-But suppose bounties were found to be absolutely impracti

cable. 
Mr. Bislwp.-In that case-yes, but certainly not immediately, not until 

the result of a few more years' had ju~tified such a step. Nobody can form 
a judgment of what the position would be under normal conditions. 

Mr .. Kale.-Do you not think that India will continue to import steel in 
large quantities for many years to come even after Talas have begun to 
turn out 400,000 tons a year P 

Mr. Bishop.-Yes, certainly. 
Mr. Kale.-I suggest to you that the demand for steel is growing in 

India and when things become normal and this depression disappears, thll 
import of steel will go on steadily so .that trade will not suffer on account 
of the increased demand. 

Mr. Bish?p.-I think there will be demand eventually. 
Mr. Mathl71'.-Can you tell us approxi~ately what is the proportion of 

the iron and steel that come into Calcutta imported by firms of your Associa
tion? 

Mr. Bishop.-I think fully half, but it is quite impossible to give an 
accurate figure. 

Mr. Mathe.r.-M~. Ginwala has been asking you questions about tho! 
method. by whIch PStces· of steel are fixed, say, in Calcutta and the method 
by whICh one can ascertain the current local prices. Can you tell me 
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whether very large Rtocks of iron and steel in any form are ,in the hands of 
not'chants in Calcutta? 

Mr. Bishop.-Everynow and then there are sections of . which .the stock 
;. small and then prices for these sections automatically increase. 

1Ifr. Mather.-stocks are comparatively small and it.is always pos~ible 
that at one time 01' another the stock of one kind of steel maybe depleted 
lond then any local price that we ascertaiIi. will be more or less artificial dlia 
';0 scarcity in the local market, so that prices in the . local market will be 
'1ffected by temporary causes of this sort? 

11k Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. llather.-Can you give us any idea as to how much wrought iron: is 

imported? 
Mr. Bishop.-I have got the figures with me. Iron sections rolled-22,000 

tons last year up to March. 
Mr. Mather.-Does that include bars? 
Mr. Bishop.-Generltlly speaking, wrought iron is negligible in bulk:. as 

compared with steel. 
Mr. Mather.-Have you obtained these from the tr"de returns? 
Mr. Bishop.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-That does not necessarily exhaust it and probably some 

items are entered as "iroh or steel." . 
Mr. Bishop.-The quantity is very small compared to steel. They are 

imported only for special purposes. ~rices are anything up to two and three 
times the price of steel. 

1111'. lIIather.-1 think the last quotation I saw 'in the· Iron and Coal 
Trades Review steel was £8 to £10 and wrought iron was £12 to R13. 

1111'. Bishop.-That is common bars, but there are more expensive mate~ial 
which will go up higher. 

lIf·T. Mather.-Yes, but probably the greater part of the wrought iron 
imported is of common quality. However; your general experience as .im· 
porter$ of steel is that the import of wrought iron is quite small. 

1I1r. Bishop.-Yes. 
President.-There is just one point I want 'to put to you with referenCil 

to, what you said about Tata's overhead charges.. What they have said in 
their representation to the Board is that the amount actually paid in divi
dends from profits amounted to 8'78 pel' cent. pel' annum of the actual 
money invested over a period of 15 years. Do you regard that as a.-lavish 
distribution of dividends? The amount,set aside to deprec!ation from reserves 
amounts to 7'4 per cent. of the total value of the machmery, so that I do 
not know whether these figures I have quoted would modify in any way 
the opinion of your Association as to the policy followed by the Tata 
Company as regards the management of its reserve, payment of dividends 
and so on. 

lIfr. Bishop.-Our Association would like to see how these figures compare 
with those of other industries. 

President.-It includes the construction period. 
1111'. Rishop.-I think it is comparatively very good as compared to other 

new concerns. 
1111'. Ginwala.-When you were talking of that 100 per cent. dividend, I 

think YOIl wer~ thinking of the dividend on deferred shares not on ordinary 
shares? Deferred shares as you know corne in last of all in sharing a divi
dend. They may be 30-rupee shares and if you pay Rs. 30 on that it 
comes to 100 per cent. but that does not apply to the whole of the subscribed 
capital. Deferred shares are very few in number. I tnink there' iB this 
misapprehension on the part of the public. 

Mr. Bishop.-It is a fact that the public have the apprehensions which we . 
IlUuded to. 

2s~ 
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Mr. Ginwala.-That applies to the deferred shares o,nly which are D 

fraction of the original capital. 
p,.esident.-Nominal capital RD. 14,16,000. There are deferred 8harl'~ 

which are now valued at Rs. 30 each and the dividend in 1920 was Rs. 6f' 
a share . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-Deferred shares may not )get dividend at all for a consi
derable number of years. 

Mr. Bishop.-They could afford to do that on tb,at basis. 
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No. 91. 

Messrs. Geo. Service & Co. 

WBITTEN. 

Statement I.-Original rePf'esefltation wbmitted by Messrs. Geo. Service 
and Co., to the Tariff Board. 

1. The tonnage of steel sold by Geo. Service & Co., in the present stat'e 
of trade depression is about 10,000 tons per annum-the greater part of 
which, in the form of steel beams a.re chieHy used' in Hoor construction and 
at present prices are able to compete with other .forms of construction of 
which timber forms the principal competitor. 

With the recent drop in the price of timber,. however, the difference 
between the cost of steel and timber type of construction is reduced and it .is 
only by emphasizing other advantages of steel over timber and other forms 
of cOll8truction that business can be maintained. 

Any increase in the selling prices of steel caused through enhanced import 
duty will undoubtedly restrict business. It is in the interests 'of our buyers, 
chieHy Bombay and Mofussil Building Contractors, Engineering Workshops, 
Native States and others that the heavy type of steel in the forms of steel 
beams should be procurablj! at ,the lowest possible. cost so as to ,ensure fire
proof and permanent structures at low cost. A reversion to the timber form 
of construction is a retrograde one and to be able to supply steel at a figure 
to compete is essential. 

In this connection it may be mentioned many. customers prefer timber to 
steel, apart from the question of price. mainly because it is more readily 
procurable, easier to handle and work, and, it has been the custom in India 
to use timber for building work wherever possible. 

At present we purchase our steel from British Works, Continental Works. 
and when rollinj[s can be had, from the Tata Steelworks. Continental steel 
is at present the cheapest source of supply, and our London office can arrange 
to secure rapid deliveries of any particular section hv having a lare:e number 
of separate steel worlts both in Great Britain and the Continent from which 
they obtain supplies. In the event of a protective tariff being imposed we 

,might find that our husiness would be swamped by t.he monopolv of supply 
given to Indian steel works. and alSo that we should not be able to obtain 
supplies from them so Quickly as they are obtained at present from a larj[e 
number of comnetin/!: steel works in Europe and elsewhere. Further. t.here 
iq the railway di/li('ulty to face and it is unlikely that, for some con.iderable 
time to come, Indian Steelworks could arrange for' speedy delivery. on 
account of shortaee of wagons and other facilities, while centres like Karachi 
are extremely difficult to serve on account of lsck of through connections, 
and the cost of railway transit, in India compared with steamer freight from 
Europe. ' 

2. We are only a merchant firm of Iron and Steel Merchants and do not 
manufacture materialS. 

3. As a merchant firm competing with a large number of Indent house~ 
and stockholders in Bombay and other centres. we h~ve to buy our sectional 
steel in the cheapest market and we carry a stock of at present about 2:500 
tons of steel-about 75 per cent. being steel beams of all sections and 25 per 
cent. made up of angles. tees, rounds and other sundry sections. 

By arrangement with Richardson and Ci-udd8A, however, we have now 
dealt direct for manv years with the Tata Iron and Steel Works, and we are 
now runnin/!: our 13th Contract with them for the supply of such materials M 

it Buits us to buy and then to supply. At present the contract only amounts 
to about 1.000 tons per annum but was much larger in previous years when 
Continental steel was not available so cheaply as it now is, 
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In addition to the stock carried by us we import a considerable tonnage 
of steel for direct supply, mainly for mill work, factories, etc., and as already 
stated our tot.al turnover is now about 10.000 tons which is less than normal 
on account of dull trade'. . 

4. The principal consumers of our materials have already been given. 
They are Government Departments, 'Railways, Native States, Private Work
shops, Mills and Factories,Building Contractors and Private Consumers of 
. all khi.ds. As regards e-xport of steel we have shipped a considerable quantity 
to Persia and Irak, but on account of difficulty of claiming drawback of 
Customs duty and the competition of direct supplies of steel from Europe to 
Busra we have recently been unable to compete from our Bombay Stocks. 

5. Our plain sectional steel is bought extenSively for use by Fabricatillg 
Firms, Railway and other workshops, and we should say a considerable pro
portion of our tonnage forms the raw material of.other industries. 

6. The competition we have to meet is from Merchants 'and Indent ·Houses . 
in a similar line of business'to ourselves. Occasionally the Tata Steel Works 
have cut into our retail trade in distant markets but we are on very friendly 
teI,:D1S with them. 

It would be an advantage, however, if the retail trade were left in the 
hands of stockholders like ourselves. 

Generally speaking the imposition of a protective duty on steel materials 
imported by us would not accrue to our advantage as the cost would auto
matically' be raised againit ·the competition of cheaper forms of construction 
a'l timber, reinforced concrete, etc" and the tendency would be to give the 
big Indian Producers of steel a monopoly of the retail trade as well. 

The maintenance of a basic steel industry is a: matter of national im
portance, but we are averse on economic grounds to a high protective tariff 
which would affect the development of' Indian Industries and be a great 
hardship on small consumers throughout the country and consequently retard 
the diffused industrial growth of India. 

Any assistance the Tata Steel Works may prove to require, after the clo"est 
investigation, should take more the form of bounties than that of a hIgh 

. tnriff wnIl. At the same time we do not think another 5 per cent. duty on 
steel, making 15 per cent. in all would seriously retard the country's pro
gress or place a severe handicap on its economic prosperity. 

But the rate of dnty should apply to all kinds of steel, either raw or 
finished, now made in India and should he directed to fostering the develop
ment of the fabricating industries in India to whom we sell a considerable 
part of our tonnage. 

Further, as suggested.in the Fiscal Commission Report duty.should be 
charged· to all Government Departments, Railways and Native States alike. 

It is extremely unfair and a ;severe 'handicap on the development of 
Indian Industries that the 'biggest buyers of all, like Government and the 
State Railways, should be able to escape the payment of duty. 

By an increased duty assessed as above. Government should be able to'not 
Gnly assist the diffused Industrial development of India, but will be able to 
provide a bounty for the basic steel producers whose industries .would h .. 
entitled to this assiRt.ance from the point gf view of National importan ..... 
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STATEMENT II. 

CURRBNT BBITISH PBICBS 1'0B STBBL. 

Galvanized COfTtUJaIed Iron Shuts. 

RH. A. R". A. Rs. A. RH. A. Rs. A. 

32' ~ 240 6 17 4 7 17 4 8 17 4 9 17 4 10 17 4 
27' X 240 6 15 14 7 15 14 8 1514 9 15 14 10 16' 0 
32' X 200 6 17 12 7 17 12 8 17 12 \} 17 12 10 17 12 
3Z'x220 6 17 12 7 17 12 8 17 12 9 17 12 10 17 12 

Angles Tees. 
&s •. A. RH. A. 

0 0 II' X II' X 1/4' 10 0 
0 0 2' X 2' X 1/4' 10 0 
o 12 2' X 2' X 3/8' . 9 8 
0 0 21' X 21' X I{4' 9 8 
0 0 21' X 21' X 5{16' 9 8 
0 0 21' X 21' X 3{8' 9 8 
0 8 3' X 3' X 1{4' • 
0 0 3" X 3' X 3/8' • 10 4 
0 0 3' X 3' X 1/2' . 9 12 
0 0 31' X 31' X 3{8' 9 12 
0 0 3i' X 3i' X 1/2' 9 12 
0 0 4' X 4' X 3{8' • 912 
0 0 4' X 4' X 1{2' • 9 12 

Galvanized Plain Shuts. 

&s. A. RH.A. Rs. A. 

240 17 12 200 19 4 220 19 4 

Black SAuta. 

&s. A. Rs. A. &s. A. &s. A. 
1{16' • 11 8 I{S' S S 3{16' S 8 1/4' S 4 
5/16' . 8 2 3/S' S 4 I{2' S 0 

BoundJl. 

&s. A. &s. A. Rs. A. Re. A. 
3{16' • o 12 1/4' • 10 4 5/16' S 10 3{S' S 2 
1{2' .7 10 5{S' 7 10 3/4' 7 10 7/S' 710 
I' 7 10 11' 7 10 II' . 7 10 II' 7 10 

2' 8 0 
FlatJl. 

&s. A. RH. A. RH. A. 

II' X I{4' 7 10 II' X 3{S' 7 10 I' X I{2' 7 10 
2' x I{2' 7 10 2' X II" 7 10 Ii' X 3/S' 7 9 
II' X 1/2' · 7 10 21' x 1/2' 712 4' X 1/2' S 4 
2' X 3/S' · 7 10 II' X 1/2' 7 12 3' X 1/2' S 4 

S'!uaru. 

3/16' o 14 1/4' 912 5/16' S 12 3/S' . 8 12 
1/2' · 710 5/S' 7 8 3/4' . 7 10 7/S' 7 10 
I' 7 10 II'. 714 Ii' • None Ii' 712 
2' · 812 



Oral evidence of Mr~ A~ R. REITH, representing Messr~. 
Ge~rge Service & C~., r~cordedatBombay 

. on the 22nd November 1923~ 

. Pre.sid~nt . ......r. would like to say at.' ti,le.outset that ;Ve. ar'll g~\la.tly,; in~ebted to 
'you for having sent in yourwrit~n. statement. !,"nd corrung to give eVIdence a~ 
very short not~. We regret ,we could. not gIve you I!> later d.ate, but OUI 

.programme being tixed; We had to fit you. in as best ,as we ~uld. 
I gather from your written statement that it is' structural steel. that your. firm 

is chiefly interested in! ' 
Mr.' Reith.-Yes, principally. steel beams, aboun 75 per cent. 
Pre~ident.-That is to say, :you are not mnch;, conc'ernedwith' bars' in yoU! 

business! 
,Mr, Reith.-No. . 
Pr~sident . ....;1t is mainiy. steel that is required' for j)ridge-m.al\:ing and so. op. ? 
Mr. Reith.-Yes. The bread and butter'in'our'business is steel beams. 
President.-At present do:you import verY'iarg~ly' fr~Dt th~ C~ntinent 'or, from 

-Gteat Britain! . . . . ' ' . 

Mr. Reith.-From the ContineJ;lt. 
President.-Has that .been· so ·fo~ some, ~~e. past HI' has' t4ere .beenany chnge 

:in . tJ!at. respect, say, during the last, thre,e yea,~s ,? ". . . . 
Mr. Reitll-. ..... During the'wa~ -it was DOt. possible, to· get :steel.!from.the Continent 

at all and even after the war we found that steel was more' readily. ·procurable 
from Great Britain: also in 1920 we made a : contract, with. the Tata ·Iron. and 
.Steel Co" for. about 4,000 tons of lite'el, but ,they were very "busy at that time. 
The ~ritish works .. alsoheca,me v,ery busy and il).. spite of, a substantially large 
tODDage against various contracts, we were able .to get only a lill\ited ,supply and 
the result was th!\t: the market· droppeq away very . badly .and lots. qf people like 
ourselves got landed with large stocks bought, "t. a high price.' Afte~ 'that,. the 
ContinentaJ goods began, to c.ut int'? the steel market and m 1920 they: werji under· 
quotinsBritish prices and since thep.the Contin.en.t.,ha~JIlai!).ta,inellth!l ,lead"from 
.the prIce point of view. . . .. " . 

PreBide71t.-What is the ~ifference ·at pr'ilsent for steel beams? 
Mr. Reith.-The price of. British steel beams is 1 think £9-18-!i c, 1. f .seaboard 

'and I think the Continental price is £8·16·6. Another rep.ort was that the British 
pr!ce w~~ risins and the. OC'!tinenta\ price was. fallin~,: the .reason ,for' British 
prIces rIsmg bemg that, m vIew' of the' protective pohcy of' 90vernnlent, there 
is a tendency on' the plItt of the steel' manufacturers to push up prices,' while 
the r\lasClll for the fall ,in Continentalpr~cl!s. is that ,the exchange, .is falling 
.away. The difference ,of. £1 a ton is very largely made ,up by f~eight. . 

Pre8ident.-:'Could you teU' us' what 'the difference is? . 
'Mr. Reit~.-I think the British freights are roughly about 25' ,sbillings 

.and the Contmental about 17/6 a ton. They were mucll cileaper~a:bout 14 'shillings 
and odd: they.have gone lip on hoth ~ides. 

President.-But still there is a difference in· ·freighfi of' about 7 /6 and the 
balance is the difference in the f;. o. b. price? 

ilIr. Reith.-r-May, be ,0Daccoun:i,Qf,t&.e exchange.' ;,' 
Pre8ident.~Is that what it has beeil for ~he last 'two years! 
'Mr. Reith.-When first the' Continent started quoting:'l:thuili:'t~ere was a 

bigger difference, but the difference tended to stabilize at this figure. Both sides 
are working at the bottom pl'ice and 'would not be able 1;0" reduce any· further 
without loss. ., , . 

President.-The quotations you have given are for steel beams,. ot v~act.ieally 
the same 'quality? . 

( 657 ) 
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Mr. Reitl..-The Continental quality is about 24 to 26 tensile, strength and. 
the British is 26 to 32 pounds. 

President.-There' is some difference? 
.liT~ Reith.-There is some difference, but for ordinary building purposes it is-

not of much importance. With regard to this question of the difference in c. i.' f. 
price, I believe YOIl asked Mr. :Richardson to give': that jnformation, Well, we 
have been compiling that. information for the last two or three years showing 
the Continental price £1'0111. week to week. . 

President.-We ate very much indebted to you for this; it will be very 
useful to us. On page '1 in the second paragraph you say .. With the recent 
drop in the price of timber, however, the difference betWeen' the cost of steel 
and timber type of construction is reduced, and it is only by emphasi?;ing other 
advantages of steel over timber and- other forms of constructions that business 
cal!. be maintained."When .did this drop in. the price .of, timb.ertake place, and 
can you ascribe, it to any partIcular cause! 

Mr. Reith.-I do not know. much about the market in timber, liut people 
come to us and say that timber is cheaper and ask for reduction in the price
of steel. There has been a drop in the price of timber since the war. Is that 
what you allude to? 

President.-It is partly that, but I am ,not considering,the present position 
of steel but what ,is the development more or less month by month during the' 
last year or two. But. recently .there: has been a drop in the price of timber 
as well. Does that timber come from lIurma chiefly? . . 

Mr. Reith.-Yes. The drop in price is due to bad trade, I think. There is
a reduced demand for everything and people have got to sell what. they have, 
that is the reason for a drop in the price of timber. _ ' 

President.-'l;:akiilg the prices as they are to-day and supposing there was an 
incre;.se in the price of steel, timber remaining as it is; to what extent wollld.. 
thepllics ofi steell :hlWe to· rise bef~re there was any substantial change as regards
the employment of ·timber! ' 

M'r. Reith.-At present we are very apprehensiVe with regard to that position' 
becausebefol'e the war we did' a .very large trade in steel beams for people 
putting up steel bnildings. Go round the bazar to-day, you will find a very 
large number of buildings being put up in timber because there is a prejudice 
against the use of ste .. l beams as they arll' not supposed to last long in Bombay' 
on account of the sea -sand and lime C'Ombining to affect the steel work and make' 
it rusty. There -is another thing. On the' top floors of buildings in Bombay 
the heat causes the steel to expand and in some cases the roofs crack and allow 
water to get in. We have to figb,t these prejudices and I 'believe one might 
say that the ste ... l beams marklYt for building. purposes has been advll'l'sely 
affected during the last two or three years on account of these reasons, so that 
a further increase in the price of steel would be a further handicap. But 
even if it went up by .. another 10 per cent., I don't think it would affect 
the position so very badly-it is already affected badly-=and it would not impose
a very great handicap, though the business is not so good as it was. 

PTesident.-Of' course the curtailment must De to some extent due to genll'l'al 
slackness of business. Do you think if things became' more prosperous again 
the demand for steel, like the demand for· everything else, in Bombay would, 
be likely to go up! 

Mr. Reith.-Y~s. 
President.-In the case of buildings like factory buildings would timber be

at all likely to be able to compete! 

Mr. Reith.-I know of some factories recently .where they have adopted 
timber as it is cheaper than steeI.,Generally in trying to sell our steel we 
try to persuade people that steel is more fireproof and so on, but India is a 
conservative country and it is hard sometimes to induce people to adopt steel. 
Generally, f should say, the Fit'e Insurance companies prefer steel to wood. 

Preaident.-At the bottom of page 1 and top of page 2 you say .. In the event 
of a protective tariff being imposed we might find that our business would 
\)e' swamped .bythe monopoly of supply given to Indian steelworks, and also 
that we should lOot be able to, obtain supplies from them so' quickly as they 
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are obtained at ,resent from :I large' hu,nbei· of co~petingsteel works iii EuropE> 
'and elsewhere:' ·1.'here would·;not. be;·.for a ·considerable .. number of years.,to 
come IL monopoly of supply because :thetata~ pl'Oduct~on ·of ;the <Tata· Iron·. and 
Steel Co., when they get the Greatew 'ExtellSlons workmg, w,Ilbe about ·400,000 
tons, and that win ~ot supply ~nytl'i?gI,ik!l t.he l~h~le. r~~uiremimt ?f India:', 

Mr .. Reith.-TheY would supply. a vllryJarge pPDpcirHon o!:thll requirements 
.of Bombay and Calcutta, but the,'e wou14 stul remai!), avery large part· of 
India where they could ne'ller supply beClLllSe they' are inaccess!~le, ,from: the 
Tata Co.'s works. 

i'residmt.-N&turally it would be the .mark~ts close to them-Calcutta ,more 
than Bombay_wbera they waula be in a positioo to cover the whole demand of 
certain kinds of. steel. But then the,..difficulty yon )ulticipate is as to the time 
in which you could obtain supplies and the variety of sections' that the Tata Co. 
cannot stock '01' . undertake to roll at once. . . 

AIr. Reith.-Tatas .have :got 'a 40 inch. mill 01). w/licin t4ey roll sections up 
to 1S" x 6". It i!l possible .toimaginlj that .the Tata Co. may be. supplying tllese 
clifferent sections. A.t one time all .their mills were occupied';' if orders come in for 
other sections they are not able to fulfil them· until theSll sections are completed. 
Our London office in sending enquiries to a particular steel works similar to 
Tatas, when they. find that tiley are busy in roUin~ and. cannot sUpply; !limply 
ask others who are doing'that sort of 'thing to ·ao ·itfor us and thus they are 
able tit get quicker deliveries. .The position ,of the Tata" Co. is .that tiley would 
.be able to supply the -demand w steel,Dn acoount of ,havingheen able to put 
in more 'rolls and th.ey ,would endeavour to 'calli,!, sto.eks at Jamshj!<}pur, or:they 
may stock in Bombay.also. Well, the _ying 'f/f .:!ItlJolos at Bombay wolild mean 
really a formal competit!on against stock holders like ourselves and that will 
prejudice our stock position 'beca11ll8 the stock means that they would ,cut in the 
retail sales, whereas 'What we waRt is that the ·Mtail lfirade should lie 'left in the 
hands of people like ourselves.Tbe effect of having that stock would. mean 
that they would hsve to endeavour to cultivate l'etail .tradefor the disposal 
of their goods. That I think would be somewhat against the interest of 
merchant firms -who have 'hitherto importeii.. fl)1' ·stocking ilnrpose from 
Europe. < ~ 

Prfsidtmt.-ltake it that when protection -is wrodWled w. any country that 
kind of thing may occur. There is always ,the ·JlllBsibi1i.ty of course .. that·the 
Tata Co. might utilize the services of some of the IIxjstil).g merchant prms instead 
of holdiug stock themselves. They might work it out i,n that way. You hold a 
certain stock at present, don't you! 

Mr. Reith . .,..-7les. 

Presidtmt.-In any case that is not exactly .thepoint that is raised in the 
sentence we read. After a!l, if the Tata' Co, were .v.nable to supply th" Fartioular 
sections you require, you liave still got the alt~tiv" of imp<1rting. ., 

M~. Reith.-Yes, we have. 

Preside 'It.-It does not seem to lQ.e that tbe, position woald differmatll1'ially 
in that respect from what· it is at ,present. Wh,at is ,the practice of the Tata Co_ 
about price&--&re they selling just below the price of the imported material Y 
I don't want anything like co .. fidential info~mat.i.ol! about any particular arrange
ment you may have with the Tata Co. 

Mr. Reith.-I think the Tata Iron and'SteeI' Co, have hitherllo sold steel in 
Bombay at e. i. f. British priee, not the Continental price~r slightly less. But 
~hey have never attempted, to my knowledge, 10 sell at the Continental price, 
,f less. 

President.-In view of the policy of the firm as regards the manufacture 
of steel up to British specification, it is to a large extent what one would expect 
!-D b~ their POI!9', and it corroborates what other people have told us that it 
1S w1th the Br1tlsh steel on the whole that ·tile Tata Co. compete. The only 
variation is that some of ·the importers' have told us that in I he' up-countrv 
markets, for instance in the United Provinces and the Punjab. the Tats CO;8 
advantage in rai,Iway freight. is sufficiently treat to cut oft Continentalste;U: 
That of course 1S rather a dIfferent state 0 affairs. But th~n supposin .. that 
the difierence were 'substantially increased, I take it that the Tata Co. '8 °obi"r!, 
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would be to get as high a price as they could, provided they succeeded in getting 
just under tht: price -of,. the imported stuff, ~nd therefoJ:e, if t~ey were unable 
to supply' partIcular' sectIons 'at,'d you had to unport them, the dIfference between 
,the imported stu~ and the IndIan stuff would not be any greater than at present? 

Mr. Reith . .-It' is very often difficult when supplying steel for buildings to 
split up' different' makes' of steel for different sections. One prefers as a rule 
to try and place business for the saIlie make throughout. It somewhat compli· 
cates business if you introduce two or three different makes of steel to one 
kind of work. 

_ Presidcnt.-There'might be difficulties 'of that kind. Then as 'regards the 
shortage of wagons, have you had difficulties' in gettil)g deliveries of • steel' from 
'the Tata' Go.? Is there apt' to be great delay in getting the ,steel? ' 

M,·. Reith.-in this connection 'r may say th~t:we,',ar'lnotbuying much at 
pI'esent-,-about 1,000 tons, a year, that is' not very much-and the difficulty has 
mainly' been to .get wagon' loads. On account of. the' pe:centage ,being small we 
have had to walt and' make iIp a parcel of suffiCIent weIght to enable us to get 
.a. wagon load' so that we, can get, or at least the' Tata -Co, get, wagon load 
freight fl'Om Jamshedpur, which 'is' Rs; 18. 

P;esident.~On the, ,other hand, if !O~, ,wer~ 6rdering larger quantities from 
Jamshedpur it would be easier to make, up your wagon load? 

Mr. Reith.::-In 1920, we 'did order' large quantities. We' found very oonsider
'able difficulty in. getting bogey wagons which could, take' long, beams',up to 
40 feet. There was a shortage of ,bogeywagons'all,along·,th& line and theB. N. 
Railway were short of 'rolling' stock like all the local railways. 

P1'esident.-'-s0 th~t, fo~' these l~rger size~. of ,b~am~ there, will be a, total 
shortage'of wagons; that is taBay; there, are no ,wagons that can,take,them? 

, Mr_, Reith.-Bogey w~go~~re 441 long ~nd it. ill.an e~pensive wagon ,and can 
0111y be ,used. for long, t!ungs )ike, b~ms.,. .:. , ' ,. , ' 

President_-But, as regards the smaller sizes, there would not' probably, be the 
same diffiClllty? 

Mr. Reith.-No; but-T should say that the bulk-of the steel that we get 
from the 'Tata Co. has come in bogey wagons. " . 

President.-'-On the Q.ther' hand, 'I take it that if 'the B. N. Railway found 
that 'traffic of that kind was developing, they would "find means to provide 
more wagons? ' 

Mr. Reith.-It would take some years to do it as regards Bombay. 

President;-Then, you tell us! that 'you are how running your 13th' contract 
with the Tata Iron and Steel Go. for the supply of raw materials. Have you 
found the quality of their supplies satisfactory? 

Mr. Reith.-We supply their steel for building purposes. We do not analyse 
separately. We get their test certificates and they are all right. I have heard' 
from other people that dw:ing the war and after the war the steel was a little 
bit hard and I think recently. the quality. of their steel has improved. 

P·resident.-Have 'you had any complaints from any ·of your customers about 
it, say, in the last two years? 

Mr. Reith.r:We have only, had complaints with regard to sections not 'being 
fully rolled. I mean that. the rolling has be~ carelessly can'ied out. 

President."-You had one or tVI·o complaints of't.hat kind? 
M'r. Reith.-Yes. 
President.-Is the steel that you hola in stock raw steel, i.e., unfabricated 

steel! . . 

Mr. Reith.-Plain sectional steel. 
Pre8ident.~ When you import for' direct suppl;r, is that partly fabricated. and 

partly plain sectional steel? 
Mr. Reith.-All pl~in: sections. 
P1'esident.-You don't deal' in, any imported fabricated stilel! 
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Mr. Reith.-No. The reason why we don't. is because we have ,~rading: 
arrangements 'with ,anotb8l'l:nrm who, ,do, fabricating,io. Us. Prl\vious ,to,. th,a,t, 
we did. '.' ' 

president.-Isthat. a recent. ~rrangement.? .' 
Mr. Belth . ..,-\Ve. ~ni.er~d int~ an. arrang~~nt k 1910. 
President.-U :bas been going on since' 1910 r 
.Ib.Reit4.-Yes. ." 
President.-As rega~ds the expo~t. of ste~l to Persia and Irak, ist.hat II! trade. 

which has sPnplg UR during the·"ar or were you, ,doing that before _ t\le war? 
Mr. ·Reitll..-We did '1/0 very'limited trade before· the war of. ,export to .Ira9,

I '!Vent 'up to the" Gulf in 1919 and was able to make arrangements by which 1D 
1920 we shipped a'very large quantity of steel to Messrs. David Sasoon & Co. 
in Persia, but, they began' to find 'out. that. the Cont.inental: steel could be, imported 
direct.. We had' to pay an import dut.yhere .. We' cpuld not' deliver .the stuff 
to the I:ustomerll as we got no drawback and they would not. 'give, us a ,drawback 
and we bad. to let that stand. Added to that, there is a ver,! heavy freight 
from Bombay to, Basra ,as compared with the, direct freight. For these reasons 
we could not compete. . 

Pruident.-Is there ndarrangement \.n the : Bombay port by whIch steel· can 
be .tored OD bond, and re·expol·ted without actually passing tbJl ,customs barrier 
at all ?", ' 

Mr. Reith.-In that case it is necessary to have orders on hand.· If we, 
have;not got an order on hand.at·the time it i;s imported"we,have to take,it to 
the:stock:yvdor!out'it ta.lengths·required when: the order is for, certll.in lengths. 

Pre8ident.-tf' yquare'; U;. make' arrangements for all that, you will ha~e' 1:.<> 
b~sure of the',trade: 'Would it be worthw/:tile making sucharrangenients? 

,Jlr • .Reith..~:w. ~U cas~s-'lik~'th~t, wewoUId,wait:iill we got'the orders. ~If 
we got them. we. cOulcl' ask the London Office to 'ship it directly.. In l'ersi~ there' 
ii~\(ery little tr&de." It ·is a.very backward country and .thefe 'iii' practically 
nothing oi. steel which' is sen~. from Bombay so f~ as I know.' , ,., 

:PrcBident ...... I should not imagine that that demand is of. very great. import"· 
ancs. Your general position is that the maintenance of. a basic steekindustrYl: 
is a matter of national importance; that is to say, you ,tJ,tink that the e;xistence 
of the manufacture of steel ,in India. is of such importance th;tt it is worth 
whil~ for Governm,erit. to assi~t it tc,I t~e e~te,nt.ne8essary ,t?, en~bl~it t.o»,e~sist! 

.Mf'. ·Reitk.-I,think that t\)e, la~, war. pro'led ·that .it was· essential, to have 
a;,steel industry in India ,and if those circumstancea '.arose again, ,I"think " that 
w.,lihould, still find that·we·.needit, ,: ' " " 
;,: P1'Nident...-'1;hereforeit . would ' be . the ;legitimate- objectc

• of assistance' by 
Government for . the solli reason' that iii is considered' necessary-fol' the' national· 
security? 

.'11';:'Reith.-Yes; 
President.-Buf you apprehend' that, if the' asSistance tOok the form of high 

import dllty, it would 'be'injurious totlie"industrial developinent:of the country? 
Mr. Reith.-Yes. : ",' . ",< . 

. President.-Yoll,~~y . th~t~f,wo~~.reia~d.:.the diffU:s~d~wdustrial, gr~m.h) of 
Ind,ia.- ,; '",', .,', "',' .. ,:, " ,'.' "r', " ' 

Mr. Reith.-India is ~'pm)ll··ciountry ~nd it· is a dOuntry wJ:iere, if:yolI·wan~: 
to tr~d8, YOII: have goo:to sell: the,:aheapest; eiasses, of' articles ... andl.anything 
th!,t .Imposes a handicap on aeHing them, and on getting the people to change ,thei~ 
eXlst!ng methods of 'USUlg timber, etc." and to use steel instead, is likely.to·retard· 
the mdustrial dev.elopment 'of, India, 1m this"connectioD;I think that, iteughtl 
to be "emembered that a very .large .part of the steel.that is imported 'at Bomhay' 
goes to,all the .villages up-eountryand, Gujerat where.'villa.ge, blacksmiths .. turn. 
iLinto tyres and ploughs al1dit -is ,all· IISed up 'ln,',various' forms. In IDrdeii. 
that the village blacksmith may he ahle to sell it to others, it is necessary that 'he, 
should be able to buy;it cheaply., 

" J>Te4id~11t.r-1. is largely, the CODtinental, ··5teel- that, is impCll'ted in the form 
of bars tliat goes into. that wade, I. take, it !. 

Mr. Reitll.-Yes, flat ba.rs and round bars. 
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President;-Although you are· adverse to the imposition.. of a high protective 
tariff and favour as an alternative the grant .of bounties. or lIubsidies, you have 
said "At the same time we do not think another 5 per cent. duty on steel, 
making 15 per cent. in all, would seriously retard the country's progress or place 
.a severe handicap on its economic prosperity." 'A little earlier, in reply to one 
of my questions, you tol~ us that as regards the substitution of timber, you did 
not think tbat even an mcrease "of another 10 per cent. would. make, any very 
substantial difference. I take it that you would like to say that any enhanced 
import duty that may be imposed must be limited to 5 or at the most 10 per 
cent. Is that your general position? . .• 

lIlr. Reitlt.-I don't like to suggest even the'10 per cent. L think I mentioned 
that mainly in reply to a poinll from yourself which indicated the maximum 
-extent to which protection could go.' I thiuk·in B 'matte. like ,this it is very 
necessarv to go 'very sIQWly .. Later on, 5,6. or .. 10 years henell, if you find that 
the oouD'trywould stand 10 per- cent., then stick it on, It is a. matter of carefully 
testing the economic position of the country ... The- tariff figures shou!<i either 
be going up or coming down accordmg to the cOllUtry's state of prospel·ity. 

Pre.idellt.-On the other hand, ·there are other aspects of the case that have 
to be considered. If you adopt the policy of protection, it must be effective. 
If you merely raised the duties and failed to secure your primary object, well, 
the results would be wholly disastrous all along, the line. 

lb. Reith.-The primary object 81 this investigation,1 understand, is to see 
llOW' far a bounty can be obtained for Tatas amouuting to about Rs. 1i crores. 
Is not that right! . 

President.-Tl;lere are two things. One is that. the manufacture of steel by 
the only firm that is manufacturing at present should con1linue, and. in the 
second place that other firms should be encouraged to enter. upon the manu· 
facture. I think that both these are two exceedingly important aspects of the 
case. If it was merely onll firm and nobody else was to come into the field, 
I don't think that it would be a satisfactory state of affairs. So we bave got 
to consider not only what is to be done immediately, but also what eonsequences 
it will entail. • Supposing another firm: starts manufacturing steel, you cannot 
refuse. For financial reasons, there must be some limit to the extent to which 
'you can build up a policy .of boUnties. It . would rlUl into big figures.if another 
firm started. 

M1'. Reith.-I see that. 
Preside7lt.-lt is a matter which' the Board will have to'cOJisldetcarefully ... 

The whole question is to what extent the thing can be done by tariff duties 
and to what extent it ean be done by subsidies. We are trying to. keep our 
minds enth·ely open on ·this question. I rather took it from what you chad 
said here that you • don't see any very seriQus objection to a. limited· increase' 
in tariff the pl·oceeds of v.:hich might. to a' large. extent be devoted to ginng 
:such further assistance as was necessary in the 'orm of bOlUlties.' ,That i&, yOIU 
:general view! . 

1I1r. Reith.-That is so. In the matter of extending protection, I think I 
have mad~ it clear that it will have to be extended to all forms of steel. 
_ PI'e8ide,~t.-It would be extended' to all. sorts of producer~. -'Au persona wpo 
lmport steel should pay the duty! . . 

Hr. Reith.-Yes; also any increase in the duty should apply 'not only to plain 
sectional steel but elso other steels. Those people who make fabricated 'steel 
are our customers. it would help to establish business more firmly from' the 
industrial P!lint W' view if pl"Otection ,was conceded to. them as welL , '.. 

President.-I think that it is cleo 1lhat; if. t,h~ duty all raw steel_r. 
substantially increased, and if the duty on the fahl·ieated steel was left as it· ie, 
the inevitable result would be that more fabritlBted 'steel wotlldenller the colintry. 
People would ~nd it cheaper'to have the steel' fabricated befOl'll it came out. 
Therefore it is an important question. . As to the consequence of an increase in 
the .duty ~n raw steel, as to how it would allect the fabricated steel, we questiolled.. 
Major Rlchardson on the subj\!ct. aud I dou't know whether we need go into thaa 
further. . ' 

Mr. Rr·itlt.-'l'he top paragraph on page 4 refers. to' that. . ',;' " 
P",si,~ent.-You ar~ also of opinion that· Government and the Railways should 

pay the lmport duty m exactly the saine wav as a.nybody else'! . 
Mr. Reitll.-Yes. • 
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'PTesidtnt.-At-.theJ,Jp.!lSlUlt m?ment i r gather Ilhil<~ owing to ,the l.\yc,suit',an!i 
:the decision come to m the'1Ilgh Court", the :oompany"ma.naged .RaIlways ar" 
paying, no 'duty, and I alsouudEll'8tand': that ,they' paid up, Jto the ,dat!l Qf th~ 

·decision whereas the State railways did' nUt., ·OZll rlt_ nther, hllnd. In the rules 
for the purchase ofwres, the ,State ,Railways are supposed ,to, take the duty 
into account in comparillg prices. However, I gathe~ from what .yo~ say that you 
don't regard that as a sufficient safeguard and you, think, that, It -IS' muCh ,better 

,that they IIhouid -actually pa:F " 
Mr. Reith.-The Railway Illen, always trike, duty ,into' account and 'in spite 

-of their'taki",g it into account; I know of' 'cases' 'where they have gone tQ Great 
Britain for materials ,whiCh they might have bought Cheaper ,here. The duty 
was not paid by them. Unless it is paid in hard cash it is of no consequence. 

Pruident.-If; ~s. got to appear. i~ their expenditure and' tbt' is what it 
-mmes to. ' ' 

M". R.ith.~uite. 
Pruident.-In your written statement. I take it Ithat you have given the 

whole,'of your views 'a.nd, that you did, not. feel limited by the qU«lstionnaire. 
If you would like to supplement what you have given in the written statement, 
we should be glad to have it., " ' , 

Mr. Reith.-If one begins to think about i'evising the tariIf)n a.n upward 
direction, the difficulty one seems to be face~ with is how, far to go' on the 
Tariff SChedule for that revision. Take corrugated' sheets first .. Would the 'duty 

·on these be increased? ' 
P1'e8idJnt.'-WeU;, they are part of the' products whichtlie Tata" Co; eXpect 

1.0 produce wheri the Greater' Extensions 'are 10 full' sWing 'and therefor'e protection' 
would presumably have to be given to them if their other products were protected. 

Mr., Reit~.-Surely they wouldno't 'be protected until bher actually have',:the 
tonnage' &\'ailable .tor . sale. " , "" ' , 

PreaideRt . ..;..lt' would, ,not., take very ,)ong,!l\Coordingto, their .pre~e,nt plans 
.before they, wOllld rbe, ready to produce. , , " ' ' 

,Mr. Gmwala...:...;no you mean the' whole of ,the', requii-ements or a reasonable 
proportionaf ,thll,1'Ilqu!rements of, the. country' 7, ,:.If, yOll 'insi~t ,Q>;i', t,lte 'former/ 
there Qan"be lJ.f) protectlon',to any form: of 'II~ ~p ,present. ' , 

Mr. ~eith.-Perhaps on the'same basis that 4oo;OOOf4lD.s:o£.,stAlel, would .wo;k, 
to a reasonable pel'centag~,pf tile, imported ton.nage. Then ~here is the ques.tion' 
of galva.nised tubes~ , , , '" " ,':' ". ' 

l Pre,8idde~:.......r.b ,don't tI:I~, tI;la~ ,tb~re is~,I!-y, ,~r~iioSal. l~ ,;rt!dia, to ml'ke 
ga VaD18e ... es.. ' " ",' "~", ,," i " " 

M'; •. ,Re'itli.-~'be.e. is,.: ~nsi;t,;'lIhle"ka.Je in 'holts andriu~&, ,~e~,ursel'ves; 
and ,'B.iQhardaon and, CJ;udda:s ,:are ",endeavowrin~ 'to' 'work ,iip',qii~,. busine,sa ,'!ri 

,makIng, these bolts. ,There ll!, ,1 ,understand,' a, ,bolts ",nd' ,nuts cf)mpany ,10 

Calcutta which got into' very low water recently. I think, tba~ ~hes.~, ,also, will' 
,probably be subjected, to an increase in tbe duty. ',' , , , , 

Presid~nt •. -We bad 'no t,'epres,eritati?D front that oom}lany. ' 
Mr. 111 athe;'.~,Messrs; Burn,' & CO. 'I t.hink' 'have tOld that' they inake' bolts. , ' 
President.-It. is possible that they' inanuf~ctilr8 'bOlts' 'andiiilts in ,their 

,general ,engineering bus~ness", but·,iL don~t. ltbiukthat, th~y; Illlmufacture ,these 
separately. '" ,l' t, t ,li; , ' " 

Mr. Reith.-Richardson and Cruddas make bolts' and ,nuts jntheir" fabrication 
work., I thought tha~ ,these curr~nt"price~ ..for steel might intere~t YQU (hands II 
_statement to the PreSIdent).· " " , .' ",' " 

Preaident.-It would, be Yery useful ind~ed." , 
Mr. Reith.-These 'ar~ British prices.Gat;;anisedSheet~ an' come from 

England. Americaoccasionallyeomes 'inF"The corrugations 'are 'different' in 
AmericaD sheets.' ,If you put them' togethe, they don't fit, in properly and there 
is always objection. ,-, " ' 

President.-Will you band in'this 'stat~ent 'showing these pHces?-' 

Mr: Reith.~Yes. 
~"'8io:l8nt:_Ha!V~ you any other ,points to, :mention ,y", 

, ,;t 

;,\' 

'. Statemenl iI. "'\'" 
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Mr. Reith.-=Atthe bottom' of page 3 I sa.y "Any. assistance the Ta.ta. steeE 
works ma.y'prove 'to require, after the closest investigation should take more. 
the form 'of bounties.'" Closest investigations . means , reconciling their present. 

,statement with other sta.tements 'ma.de by them. , 
President.-I don't know what other ~tatement you refer to. 
Mr. Reith.,-In July i922, they said" The company"has had no difficulty 

in disposing of tbe wbole of their production in India a.t profitable prices,. a.nd.. 
the recent imposition of a. customs duty on import,ed steel in.India of 10 per c«lnt .. 
will ,ensure a stlll more favourable market in the future." ' '. 

President.-That is the particular statement yori refer' to? . 
Mr. Reith.-Ye~. ',"",' . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Are the prices mentioned here reta.il prices? 
Mr, Reith.-lf you go down to the market and ask for the price of a ,tono 

of l'OUDd bars, ,they would quote you this price. 
Mr. GintiJala.-'-Is it approximately the price at which business is actuall~ 

done! 
M,·. Reith.-That is ex-bazar. We are prepared to supply from the ioeal' bazar . at that' price. 
Mr. Ginwala~-You gave UJi .the price for beams at the beginning of the-

evidence. ' ". - .. . 

.1/i-. Reitk,-The sellip.g prices of beams are not given there becaustl there is. 
no market rate for them. To, carry stocks of beams requires a good, dea.l of-
fi~nce. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.,-What is the, price ()f beams! ' 
Mr. Reith.-It i~ £9-18-9, c. i. f., whereas the Continental,price is £8-17~. 
Pre8ident.-The 'duty and landing charges will' have to be added, I. think: 
Mr. Reith.-The current sale prices for",basic 'sections of, '12 by 6' comes to

about-,-delivery railway station' Bombay-".:.Rs. 8-8-0 a em.,' 'or Rs. 170 a' ton. 
lf you work that out all,d compare it with the' British price' I have given you, you' 
will see that there is no margin of profit." So the BritISh manufacturer is not able' 
to have a look in at th~ market:·' , ' 

, Mr. Ginwala . .....;..The Continental price is £8-8-0 and you will)1ave'to add about 
£1 to that for duty, etc. . 

Mr. Reith.-=-Take the British'price at' :£10, that is Rs: 150. Add 10 per cent. 
duty and about Rs. 7 for landing charges. That amounts to Rs; 172. On ,the
top of that there is thli profit, to be taken into consideration. That will be 

/ another seventeen rupees, that. is Rs. 189 or 190 '80 ton' is the price' at which
British steel would have ,to ,be' sold, whereas the local price of the' Continental 
steel is only Rs. 170; ", ,'. . '" . ' ..., i'. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-What are. the ch~rge; yo~ ha~e added to the c: j.' f:pri~e! -
Mr. Reith.;-You add duty according to ';Tariffan~ ;vou ~dd wh~~ag~: . 
Nr. Ginwala.-:-,How,1Ouch is that. per ~n! .' '. i .... ' . ,'. 

Mr . • Reith.-Rs. 2-4-0 a ton you pay to the Port Trust: Then you pay cart, 
charges for loading and unloading. That completes all the charges. . , " 

lIfr. Ginwalti.-How'much is : that !, 
lIfr. Reith;-It 'depends of co~se 'where it goes to: 'n rti~ 'delivered round' 

about bazar, it will be five rupees a ton. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It .l·oughly comes to Rs . . "r orRs. 7-8:0{' " , 
Mr. Reitl •. "","In the ease of long beams, you ~equk~ ~w<! ~arts .to ,m~ve ... pea~_ 
11lr. Ginwala."--I 'lI.\n'~sking YOlt'this question beoause in Calcutta, as far. as., 

I rememher, these extra charges amounted to Rs. 5 or Rs. 5-8-0. '" .,' 
Mr. Reith.-It, is a,bout the samejn both places. , , " . 
M,'. Mathe".:--There is no great difference between the total landing charges-

here and those m Calcutta, so far as I know. t ".\ , 

Mr. Reith.-I ha~e never; personally landed' any goods ,in Calcutta" sO r 
cannot say, but I beheve that Bombay as a port is cheaper than Calcutta wherit' 

! '" 
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they have got io pay pilotage charge which isa very expensive' item ,and it ,has. 
got to be added on. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Were you' ~ere 'during the war'? 

Mr. Reith.-I was here. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have' you been following the trend cif British' prices more
or less carefully! 

Mr. Reith.-I have been following thdt, but not particulari.:r~C&l'e{ully' because
I bave not been able to buy British steel on account (If competItlOn" 

Mr. GinuJala."-My point is this. You know'that there' have been fluctuations
in the price of steel. In a year there may be. a difference of £?- or more. , Do
you think that that difference has necessarily anything to do ~Vlth the cost. of 
production? 

MI". Reith.-I tliink that the reason for the high price :ofBriiish steel in 
1920 was this. I t.hink that labour was extremely 'expensive 'and the steel 
producel's in GI'eat Britain based their selling price, on the cost of ,labour,. and 
in the second place there was a very strong demand fOI' steel and, my expel'lence' 
of, R<itisb .teel. producers is that even if they saw, a silver lining ,~o the doud' 
in; the way of additional business, they very, promp,:tly pU,t, up the, pr,lces. 

IIb-. 'Ginwala.-That is to say, it lsally means that ,it does not depen'd on! 
what it costs them but on the conditions of the market. If there, iii a. depres~ 
sion in the steel industry, it will. naturally ·bring down the prices. 

illr:Reith.:;-Men's·wages ,come P'Iwri', auto~aticau.h hecause thet ~re based; 
on pl'lces. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We cannot, get direct ';videnc~ori 'that point. The 
evidence is; this. ' For instance, th'e cost of livihg in England has gone 
up by, say, 70 per cent. Wages have gone up by 30', to' 40 '1'e1" 
cent. in the 'steel manufacture" You cannot eX-lleot t,heBritish workmen'. to 
make cheap steel. for you when their, cost of lilTing has gona up by 60 or 70 
per cent .. These are "the things I mean when r say that' the rise and the fall 
ID the sale' price of steel may not necessal<ily have anything to do with, the-
cost, of production. ' "' ;, ' ' , 

lIlr. Reith.-You refel' to a specific case? 
Mr:'Gi;"wala,-Yes: ,'Cost of"producing steeL, 
Mr.' Reith~~rdO not think a's 'a x;"le tha~ we ~~ve;sU:ch 'violent iIdct]latiozi&. 

in steel. The' £2 difference.in selI,in'g, nrice was'an unduly high, variation, •. hat 
existed during the war. ..' '.'.' ~. ";, ' '. " ." ' "."/"' , " 

Mr. Ginu:ala.-Look at'the difference beiween" now and 192i: 
Mr. Reith:-That is th~resUIt ~f the bo~m af~r;the war. ~i:fi's !!,Pllol,utel:r 

exceptional. . , 
Mr. Ginwala . ...;.:.Even in this year 'th~re is' adiffer~nce of '3fu.i(;'£lfand this,. 

you think, is due 'to unusual 'circumstances ? 
Mr: Reit~.~uite ]l~usual. .. . ' 
Mr. Ginwala.-:-Having regard to the general rise in, price of P,laterials and 

wages of labour and in everything, do you consider that, if you were able to
get, steel, say. at 50 per cent. more than' the pre-war price, you' would bll doing 
reasonably well! "'.. ' 'I " I 

Mr.· Reith.'-Would you' mind statingth&'question";again! , 
lIlr. GinwUla.-Weknow, for instance, that ihoire' IS ~;i~e·'.in 'the :pri;J~ 'of' 

labour; money is dearer than before, to some extent, the prices of other materials 
that go to the manufacture of steel' have gone' up. The I·jse compared to . the 
pre-war days is, say, 50 pel' cent. Would you ,consider it reasonabll\ 'or' not,? 

.1! .. : Reith.-I' should consider, it so. I think 'jnthe case~ of' theContiilenta~ 
steel it is reasonable for the moment. "'. , ., . .. 

'Mr. ~inwala:-I am sp~aking of thelh:itish steel '~i.'tIi\lmb~!l.nti;,~~~US~ 
the Continental Industry J8 In a state of chaos for the moment. '. 

Mr.' Reith.-In tlili case of the B~itish steel I do not Utinktha( ~'ris~ of 
50 per ,cent., in the price of British ste~l as;\lOlDllared· with pre-w;u. .is unrea~n.,. 
ahle, because that is exactly what has happened .... Bri~ish,s~Il~, beforll, }he ;war 
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'used to cost a.bout £6"10 and it is now about £9, which is just a rise of about, 
:50 per cent. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If you get steel at £9, now would you consider that as a 
reasonable figure? 

Mr. Reith.-C. i. i. price Bombay-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind giving us your pre-War import pric~s if you 

,can get them for some sections? 
,Mr. Reith.---,Buying, or selling price ~ 
Mr. Ginwala.-C. i. f.' prices . 
.Mr. Reith.-It is, so long ago now it is 'rather difficult. ,to 'recollect. 
Mr, Gilpvdla;-Can you give us them after a reference ,to your books? 
Mr. Reith.-i'h~ lowest 'price of steer that we' were' able to lay down in 

Bombay (ContiIlental steel) was Rs. 4·4·0 a cwt. 
]J{r~ Ginu·ala . ....:..\Vhen was this,? 

Mr. Reitll.-It was in 1908. The reason why we' were able to lay down 
_'50 cheap was this: when the Hansa Line shipped from Antwerp and Hamburg 
and specifically brought in outside steamers the result was a drop in freight of 
lOs. a ton which automatically brought down the price of steel and it was 
possible' to sell steel at Bombay at that price. That- was the lowest price I 
have ever heal'd of. 

Mr. Oinu·ala.---,¥ou need not go so far hack. Take a pl:e-war year, 1913. If 
you can send the prices after a reference to your books we shall be glad. 

Mr. Reith.-I can give you the figures for Continental steel. 
Mr. Ginwala.~We should .like to have for both just to see how the pre-war 

:figures were ranging. .. 
Mr. Reith.~Pre"war prioeQ. i. f.' Coutinental £5.J.5'(). 

Do. Bl'itish somewhere between £6 and £6·5. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do, you thi~k' ,there is some arrangelIlent in the way of & 

bounty or subsidy by which Continental freights are very ,much lower than 
British freights. 

Mr. Reith.-l do not think thel·1l. is any, bounty in' Belgium or elsewhere, at 
least so fill;' as I know in Belgium, I met a Belgian the other day. He said 
that he saw in the reports here a statement that a bailnty is given in Belgium 
to Belgian producers and he strongly repudiated the stateme,nt to me., 

MI'. Ginwala.-yvhy did he not I'epudiate it here before us? 
. Mr. ~eith.-~ehas n~t been called to give evide~ce before ,the Board. He 
18 a forelgnsuhJed. " ' " 

MI'! Gillwala.-What can explain this diff~rence in freight! _ 
M'r:-' Reith.~Th~ reaso'n fo,: 'the' difference is that 'the Ger~ans' and other 

people, not finding very much employment for their steamers, take gooc4 at- any 
figure. This is not surprising when 13 million marks are equal to £1. ' 

Mr. '-Ginwilla.-"'-lhati of cow'se' is due' to the depreciation 'in: exchange.', 
.. - . • ,I . .; 

ill.,. R~ith.-1t.is mainly .tha.t. I believe the Continental shipping people. 
are making handsome profits even at current prices. :, __ ,> 

Alr. Ginwala.-In tJle other case" I understood ,you to say that, you have 
got the c. i. f. price in both cases? 

Mr. Rei~ll.--':'It. ~ 4ett81' -to hav~ it in the case ~f.~mpol·ta.tions because other-· 
wise you will ,not be able to quote your I·ate. ' - , , ' 

M". Ginwala.--One of the Teasons why I am asking this is that in -some 
oountries where they, have got anti-dumping legislation they mention low freight 

_as a factor specially to I:>e provided against. If we do, not get any evidel.lCll 
.as regards that, we would not be in a position to make any recommendation for 
such kind ofillgislatiou: "-'- _ - ,-

, Mr., Rettlt.:-:-Asreg.ar~s fr~igilt, it 'is >almo~t impossiblefol·India to ~feguard 
Itself. Suppose, 'a -shlppmg compimy has got a very handsome freight from 

,Bombay, say on 'cotton., pley ~ould send out steamers with practi~y an~in~ 
.at all and that would brmg fl'elghts down. ' ' ,-' ,> 
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lltb. Ginwalfl.-In fOur opinion it wonld ,alwaya .be safe. t<o take. the .. c. i., f. 
'F:~,to determine the selling price: or the buying priceJ, . 

Mr. Reitk.-Th~t would be the standard on which local charges a:(ld . the" 
standard profitlt would be· fixed. 

Mr. Gin1Ullfl.-It is principally the' Continental -countries from which' you 
.get .this cornpetitioo.<-BelgiuDL aad Lu.xemburgJ ' 

Mr. Reitt. ...... J.·would not refer to this oompetition myself. Do you: mean from 
the point of view of·· India ? " " . . - . ' 

Mr.' Oinu·aifl.:.c..Yes~ . , 
Mr. Reifk.-Most of . the, ste8J. ihat is· now imported from. the '~ontinen~ comes. 

from Belgium. Before the war the,.bulk of the steel that .. came mto .Indla came 
in the form of .beams and other sections. f1'om Stalwork, the. German Steel 
Syndicate, with headquarters at Dusseldorf and the small sect~ons like. angles, 

· tees, rounds and fiats came from, Belgium., ~ 

Mr. Oinwala.-That appears to be so from the .figures I have got from the 
official publications-that the hulk' of' the "foreign' steel' of this kind came from 

· Germany before the war, and during the post-war period chiefiy from Belgium. 
Mr. Reith.-Belghlln and Luxemburg. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-Can you say, as an' expert, whether it is really Belgian steel 

· (lr German steel or: any other steel f .. 
Mr. Reitk.-If you go round the Bomba;y docks you willfind·that·tirider the 

· Sea Customs Act the steel is marked .. made-in Belgium .. or .. made in France." 
You will hardly find anything marked .. made in Germany". 

Mr: Ginwala.-'-Perliaps 'Wis"matkeli'i'n Germany as ''''maite "jn·~Blllgimh." 
Is there any means to identify it! 

Mr~ 'Reith.-Youcan ask for'the nlakers~ invoices. YoucaIi a~ ~eiihporter 
to produce the makers' invoices., l'hen you can identify it. . , 

.IIi .. Gi~wdfl.~As aD. importer of steel~ would you cbnsider it' very moon
veniant 'for your business if You were asked ill. every case to produce 'you~ .invo~cea 

· by the customs authorities!. . ..' 
Mr. Reith . ....;,We -are very largely. doing, tt . now .because our London office 

in their invoiee ,put down lIB a maans flf ,ourselves . -w<erifyirig .. so ~y. tons 
.of steel.beams as per m.ake~·sjnvoice~lU1&with." . When the ~ustoms .authorities 

see that remark in the c.,;. f ..• invoices, they :immediately call for t4at invoice, 
i!lst to. verjfy our London office ,price with the price shown there . 

• 1I ~ •. "Ginwaia.~ 'l'h~t.is . the '.'nor~alPracticl\ ?, I~ would n:,t~n~~nv.enience, 
importers very much to produce ·them! ' . 

Mr. lleith.-It. is not ,the. normaJ.·.practice ,.with. Indian. merchants. in Bomhay 
who quote to Bazar merchants in sterling. 

t 
,Mr·duGinwthala.-;-Fo~ ad.ministrlltive .I??rposes .,,,(,qHld,,it n~t~ ~,.possible,for them 

o pro ce em. '" - '. .' . ' .' 
Mr. Reith.-There is a good deal of pbjectioll to doing. sq 'On .their Ilwq behalf. 

They do IIOt want the local mer~ts ;to .find .out \Vhat they·. are. puying and 
from whom they ar~. buyj.Dg •. Af; w, are "importing for our own,~erand do not 

· sell to other people m the same hne of ,business,. we should. not have. any obj~~ion, 
but Indian' merchants 'certainly would. . . -

.' Mr. Ginwala.-In. oxder. to gu!de ,us in the ~atter, w?ul\l ,,foQ, :hav\l,~'7 objec-
tIOn to let us have these prices m both currencies! • ",. 

Mr. lleitk.-:-Iam IIOt, sure if I. have gob very m~ch inf~r~ation. The Ge~ge 
Service Co.'s purc!J.ases .are made o,! a Co i. f. 'basis w:ithout reference to ,~voices. 
You refer to Contmental purchases. I shall try and give 'you figures. , " 

M.r. ~inwala.-J.f you. could give us a few ,instances we should be .glad. 
1forpract1calpu~oses.~he UQ.ited StlJ.tes does.nQtco~t a.t.;sll at .present in·thing& 
like beams, ,etc.. '. . , .... "', ' 

Mr; Reith..-It is purely A"coincidence that . they do- Rot. "If 'they ,do 'not 
count·at pres .. , theY'lI1aY'c0unt two years hence, for all·}·!tno\V. '.At·Ofte·time'onr' 
.firm were agent&: for t~'Carnegi8, 'and' il1 the nineties' aRd in 'the' 'first ,feW ;9MT8' 
of ·tha praseDA< century' Am"rican steelwasmncb"che&par ·tha'rli the 'J(Jorttilli!ntal: 

.or ;theBritisk;!lUd .m!l'!,amaunt..of 'toliflage was impertedinto India.';' 
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MI'. Ginwala.-'-But for the last few years there has not' been mucn. 
import so far as I can see' from the United States in these particular kinds of' 
steeL,,', , 

Mr. Reith.-The freights are against them: also there is such a' huge internal, 
demand that they have, not got much ,to spare ana export. ' '. , 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is there much feI'l'o-Concrete ·oonstructiori here, in Bombay! 
Mr. Reith.-8ince ,1919 the ferro-concrete construction in Bombay has been. 

enormous and it has very strongly adversely affected the market for steel here_ 
For instance, this building is a ferro-concrete building and if it was not, steel 
beams would have been used. During the war there was shortage of steel Deams. 
and our' business ~as under 'control by' Government and people had to use, 
something else and 'build tbeir houses, etc., with reinforced concrete. After' 
the war there were enOl'mous ,developments' in . building and public bodies are' 
only using reinforced concrete' for building purposes. It has ·become a ,fashion, 
as it were, to build in reinforced concrete which has eut 'our market very largely
for heavy steel like beams, etc. 

ilb- .. Gill~ala.'-:'Even tIl at would. require a: consid~rable amount of. light ·ste~l. 
Mr. Reitl,.-Comparatively speaking, the tonnage is not worth talking about., 
,lh'. Ginwala.-In Bombay I take it that most, of the heavier buildings will' 

not be able to substitute timber-most of tbese buildings in the Fort, for instance_, 
Mr. Reit".-Tbe building opposite here' is tim'l!er, the Bombay Club is timber" 

the NatiqnaJ Bank is timber. , , .... " ' 
,ll'r. Qin'll:ala.;-:-You. mean tl;J,41 ,older .buildings. I am' talking of the new' 

buildings. ,. 
Mr. Reith.-If, one wants to be up-to-datl! there is nothing l~e using steel, 

beamS. " ' 

President.-You are suggesting that reinforced, concrete is rather the fashion; 
but' steel is more up-to-date?' ,','." , 

Mr. Reitll.-The bazar merchant prefers timber' to steel. It is th~ tradi
tional' form of construction'; not only that, but it can, be more easily handled. 
If you find' a steel beam too 'long you 'have' got to cut it by' a smith and he' 
works at it for the whole day. It is very hard to make a comparison between
the two., It'is very ,difficult to w<ttk out exactly' what correspondmg section of 
timber would serve the' purposlfof a 'steel beam, That is a matter.of calculation .. 

Mr. Ginwala.""-Is "not thflmargitisufficieritly in favour of· steel for erecting:-
buildings now,' taking ,ever~hing 'into considera~ion?, , I' , ,"" '. 

Mr. Reith.-No, be'cause you 'have got' to take into accoUlit the 'prejudice of' 
the buyer, 'but if you' take the strength alone you will find' a considerable 
difference in favour of steel. : . • ", . 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-The pric'es of steel iii. 1920:2], were 'the' highest. since the war!' 
Mr. Reith_-Yes. ' ,'~.. ,., ' 
Mr. Ginu·ala . ..c:.And' t.t the same 'time the consumption, so 'far as',1ieams 'and; 

pillars go, is the highest on record . 
. JIi 1920-21' 'the impol twas '78,000 toris:' 
·In 1921-22 ',;'" 58,000 tons . 

. Itl' 1922-23'· " " 66,000 tons in round figures.' 
According' to'these figures I' have ca:Iculated the consumption was highest in, 
1920-21. ", 

Mr. Reith.~Perhaps towards the 'end of 1919 and'the, beginning of 1920 the-
price of steel was the highest.' .' . " . , ' ' • 

Mr. Ginwala;~That ,is the idea~ I mean to sa(that the i~creas~d price of, 
steel ddes not' 'necessarIly affect' the demand, prOVIded ,there IS not a' general' 
depression all round.' ' , . >', • "". , " • ," 

Mr. Reith.~r do not think you can read that meaning in'the post-war period 
quite in'that way;' Take our position iii 1919. Everybody said there is going:
to be a trade boom for the next five years. We were not able during the' war' 
years, to. have any trade. ,There was more ,demand' for' ~tee1.1 We went and 
entered 1Oto large contDac:t~with Tatas for 4,000 tons of steel which, ... if, we ,bad' 
made to-day, would have mvolved us in very heavy loss. ,On account 'of this,.. 
people, made large expenses Oil production encouraged. by the British manu~ 
facturers, and t.\le whole tendency of the world and a huge buying movement, was: 
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~t in force. Later on trouble came',' stocks were .,laid ,down. The ,British 
markets feU and affected' prices locally, and we ourselves .f,?und that om. stocks 
bad been drastically written down, and we, have been wrltmg down, our stocks 
every 'year since the' war finished. , 

Mr. Ginwola.~You cannot lay it down generally that because there is an 
,increase of 5 per cent. or 10 per cent, dnty it will affect the demand for steel: 
,there are so many other factors which ,contribute to the, deman<J for steel. It 
,is largely used by the richer kind of consumerb. 

Mr. Reith.~For building purposes men must have money. 
Mr. Ginwola.~1 think you suggested in your, statement, that fabricated steel 

ought to be protected. ,Do you' mean to 1Iay that -it needs more protection than 
'1"& w steel? ' 

Mr. Reith.-From George Service & Co.'s point of view t ain not much 
:interested in fabrication, but -I can tell you what ,I hear from people who buy 
that steel. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I waut to know yeur view. If a higber tariff is put'on raw 
steel, so far as it is used as a raw 1Dateriai ,for fabricated steel, that would 
become more expensive, so that, in any case that difference will /lave to ,be made 
good-assuming raw steel gets protection. What I want' to know i_in addition 
to that dQ you suggest th'at fabricated steel shoul4', be 'protIlCted' in itself!' Is my 
point clear' to ,you! " , c,' 

Mr. Reith.-You mean to say that if you had, say, a duty of 1qper c~nt. on 
pl,ain sectional steel, should that 1::; p~r cent.' be. put o,!- f8;bricate~ st~el or, anything 
hIgher? I should say that fabrIcated steel In 'India ,'s a thIng that can very 
easily be done, it does not entail very much trouble or a gi'eat' 'deal 'of' capita;}. The 
laying ,-down· of, a bridge sliop or a fabricating y;>rd does not require, .. very much 
power. It is an industry.which ill ,very much suited to India and aa,additio:mal 
pl'otection like that would help and add to the industrial strength. ,of ,the country. 
That ill what I should say about it. Additional protection woald,,be helpful in 
that "fay. , , , . ' ' ,,' , 

Mr., Ginwola-:-Would you .extend this protection' to all 'kitids:at fabricated 
steel 4r only to such kinds ot, steel as are manufactured :inthia country: 0 T 
mean you call have raw steel of the kind that is not ,manufactured, in ,this 
country and you can iabricate it here. 

lIlr. Reith.-I think in. considering 'tlIi~questiOIl 0,£ protection we o¥ght :onlv 
to protect something which is p~oduced in some volwne ill- ~"dia. . ' • 

Mr. Ginwola.-So 'fal' 'as protection to raw ·steel is concerned :the position'is a 
little simpler than protection of fabricated·' ,steel , because, you' ,need , only'protect 
that kind of raw, steel that 4s ,I',oduced in this country. ,With,regard "to ~abri
cated steel :'1011 may import any other kind of steel that is not produced ,in t.his 
country and fabricate it ,hele, So there the question isa little 'wider. In that 
ca~e will you propose that all kinds of. fabricated steel; whethel' 'the i'aw steel 
is manufactured here or not, ought to, »e protected? , 

,J/r. Reith.-I wQuld advocate that, if protection is intended, all,kinds of steel 
whether raw, plain, sectional or fabricated steel, should· he, protected. In this 
connection I wonld like to mention .that in the import tariff I think boilers come 
under machinery--do t.\;Iey 110t! 1 remember that on!!, of the Directors ,.of Tatas 
suggested. to me some years ago that it might be worth while ,considering the 
manufacture of boilers at Jamshedpur. Had we commenced the .manufacture of 
boilers at Jamshrdpur we would not. have any degree, of protection aboy!! 2! 
per cent. , . ' 
, Mr. Gin~ola.-That is .the point I am asking you !\bout now. Supposing, you 
Imported bOIler plates whIch are not manufactur~d at Tatas and which, lire not 
likely to be manufactm:ed. for some time, and ,manufactured, boilers here.. , ,would 
you recommend protectIon on that? " 

Mr. R.ith.~ertainly we should. I would remove it from the category of 
machinery and lut ·it ,under • fabricated.' Machinery requires to be very 
.accurately delhie in that respe~. 

Mr. Gin'wola.-I do not quite follow your point of view., You are advocating 
this line in the interests of whom-in the interest of fabricating. ,firms? 

Mr. Reith.-I have mentioned that in my representation :-Pige 3 ," Our 
·plain sectional steel is bought extensively for use by fabricating firms and ~ther 
workshops and we should say a considerable proportion of our tonnage forms the 
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'raw material of other industries." Then. again on page 4 of the representation;· 
I have, 'said .. But the rate of duty ,should apply to all kinds of steel either 
raw or finished ,now made in India and should be directed to fostering the 
development of the fabricating industries in India to whol\l we sell a consider
able part, of our tonnage." Does it not, make it clear? 

1I1r. Ginwala.-Yes. Does that mean that you consider the ,development of 
the fabricating industry as, equally important with the development and manu
facture of raw steel-or of even greater, importance? 

1I1r. Reitlt.-I consider it of even greater importance because it is in a dif(used~ 
,form of activity. The manufacture of raw steel in India is a huge concentrated 
effort of industrialism. What 'is wantedl I think, is diffused industl"ial develop
.. nent, every province, every town, every village should develop as a, whole and, 
nut as big patches. as it were. 

lib. Ginwa/a.-Itcomes to this, I think, that supposing it was not a question 
of protection of the manufacture of raw steel, even apart from that this question 
would have been worth considering. Is that, what you mean! 

Mr. Reith.-Yes/ protection of fabricated steel.' 
P}·cdidellt.-At any rate, we are not considering any suggestion of that kind., 

'Ve have always to bear in mind the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commis-' 
sion and the question that would arise is what natural advantages the fabricating 
industry possesses, apart from the manufacture of raw steel in India! 

lib. Reith.-Does not this question rather apply, to something being made' 
from raw material of some kind! What I mean by raw material is minerals, 
,oil extracts and things of that kind,. 

Pre8ident.~What they contemplate is that pI'Gtection should be given only 
to industries possessing natural advantages which cann!lt at the outset compete, 
but will eventually compete, on level terms with foreign manufactures; that is, 
I think, the general statement. 

Mr. Reith.-If IOU put it on an independent basis of its own, apart from 
the ,manufactw'e 0 ,steel, then I think I would suggest to you it would be, 
difficult to bring the fahricating industry in itself within the four corners of 
these recommendations. .' 

P're8ident.~ay, for the sake of argument, there was no steel industry in, 
India. The first condition to bli' satisfied is that the industry must be one' 
possessing natural. advantages such as an abundant supply of raw materials. 
Then there conld not be any question of protecting f~ricated steel, since the' 
abundant supply of raw materials would not be there. 

Mr. Reith.-We could get all abundant supply from abroad. 
Preside.llt.-Surely that is not what the commission meant. I' don't think, 

they contemplated imported raw material. 
Mr. Reith.-I was not quite sure of that. 
Jlr. Ginwala.-At present that difficulty has not got such a serious aspect 

as it otherwise would have because we are now investigating the question of the' 
raw material itself. Then, about the question of payment of duty by Govern
ment, you, have told us that the mere fact that Government officers have got 
to take the duty into account in comparing prices does not really operate as a 
means of making them act upon that always. 

M7. Reitlt.-That is mentioned hel'e and I have also found from what I have 
heard from other people. ' 

M7. 'Ginwala.-It comes to this-that the officer takes into account the fact 
that the duty, should be included in the price of the iinported article but he 
!,lso remembers that he does not actually pay the duty; that is really what 
It comes to! 

Mr. Reith.-He therefore forgets all about it. 
Mr • . Ginwala.-May I take it to mean that, supposing' there were no means 

of fin?mg money, in the event of our recommending protection of steel, for 
bountIes, up to 6 per cent. or sav 10 per cent. would not really matter to the 
country-in your opinion! - _ 

M.,. Reit4.-I a:n Vfl!Y l?ath to suggest any increase as India is a very poor 
country, but I don t thmk It would make such a vast difference as some people
make O1lt~ 
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make a reasonable amount of sacrifice to protect the steel' industry, 'from the' 
national point of view what would yo~ suggest? . 

lb. Bpith.-If it ifi essential to protect 'the raw steel which is produced by. 
the steel works in the ·country, if on a closer' examination of their financial 
position it is found essential to· give them protection for national purposes. then 
I think the country should pay for it and I think the country ea~ .affordto" 
pay it by imposing"a higher rate of duty on steel. imported into I.ndIa, whether 
plain, or blooms or fabricated or in any: other form,. provided the Government 
departments, the Railways and the NatIve States paId the same rate of duty 
as the general public, because otherwise it ma~es the handicap greater than ever. 

Mr. Gfnwala.-By this close investigation we are trying to make the position 
as clear as possible. Would you mind amplifyin.,g a bit y.our statement and telling 
us what YOll mean by handicap, so far as the '.f.'ata Company are concerned? 

lb. Reith.-':'I have got nothing that I cal). say as,regards the TatruIron 
and· Steel Co.'s internal position because I know nothing about it. I h~ve .been 
to their steel works three times and I was. imm~sely impressed with what 
I saw and the place struck me, as an outsider, as being 'most efficientlyrnn. I 
can ouly refer you to remarks ma~e by such people as ~r. J. A. Wadia a:nd' 
other people who know more about It than I do.. Mr. Wadla spoke at a meetmg' 
in Bombav-I do not know what he had at the ·back of his mind-and no doubt 
he would' be a very desirable witness before' the Tariff. Board .. 
_ MT. Ginwala.-The Tariff Board wmld welcome any witness who cpose ~o" 

give verbal evidence. 
Mr. R.ith.-I am a shareholder of the Company and we know the present 

price, bnt j do not know if the shareholders would be paid 'in l'elationship to their 
advancement. ~ 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-In a general statement like that we find it very hard to get 
at what we ale anxious to investigate. 

MT. Rtith.-I am afraid I am not in a position to give any evidence.on.tha!', 
point becanse I do not. know. 

Mr. Ginll·aTa.-In the prospectus you showed us just now I think the main! 
snggestion is that they felt that they could go on without further .protection· 
than they were getting and now their case is that they want 33!per cent, 

MT. Reith,-The prices have dropped badly since the war. It' is .also a· 
prospectus of course! 

Mr. Ginu·ma.-From yonl"- own experience in this line .of. bnsiness can you
say if it -is a fact that since that prospectus issued the prices have dropped? 

Mr. Reith.-I am not able to say very much about that; I thInk there has· 
been a fall hui how much I cannet say. 

JJIT. GinwaTa.-With regard to the Continental steel, Tatas case' is that com
petition is far more severe than- from the United Kingdom except of course in, 
the .matter of lails and things like that which are of special British manu-
facture! . 

JJ/r. Reitll.-In reply to that question I should say that once you get a 
statement showing comparative prices you will be able to see for your,selves 
whether there is any difference. 

Mr. Ginu·ala.-rou .have told- us .that the quality of the Continental 'steel is 
~ligh!ly. inferior ·to British steel. Can you gIve us an idea' of the degree of' 
mferIorIty! 

Mr. Reith.-'l'his iR a very difficult question for me to answer because it is 
a matter of c1lemical analysis, hut. I can ouly say that if we take the tensile 
strength t.here is a slight difference of a few pounds which for' ordinary bnilding
purposes IS not of any account. 

'!fr. Kale.-Do you think Continental steel is found to be more suitable in· 
IndIa on account of the poverty of the people who cannot buy a higher grade? 

Mr. Reitll.-That is so. 
Mr. Kale.-Bcfore the war it wa~ the general impressjon in the country

that goods were imported i.nto IndIa from Japan, Germany, Anstria and' 
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'Belgium, which were of infel,ior quality, but at the same time chear'er in price 
-than those from England, America and France, so tha.t the genera 'population 
in India, being poor, wanted cheaper goods though they were of inferior quality! 

Mr. Reith.-Ithink it applies generally to steel. 
Mr. KaIe.-¥ou' were speaking of the . substitution of timber in place of 

·steel in Bombay. Has that anything to do with the slump that has taken place 
·in house proPerty in the last two years in Bombay!' 

Mr. Reith,-I don't think that e,en if steel had. been "used, it would have 
.prevented the slump iti· house property. . 

Mr. Kale,-On account of the slump people cannot afford to use steel and 
are inclined to use tim her where,er new buildings are being put up, isn't that so? 

Mr. Reith,-I don't think so, My note explains the relative position of steel 
·and timber, and makes out, I think, that steel is a little cheaper than timber: tho.: 
is the impression I intended to convey. . 

. Mr, Kale,-Whythen should· people use timber! .. Is it only on account of 
·their prejudice and cust()m? .. 

Mr, Reith,-,-ThereasoU; why they use timber is that it is more readily 
_available. Take the, case. of .110121-6 11 beam, You will finn it difficult to cut 
that to t.he proper size .. But' you can always cut· a timber beam in a couple of 
.days and. can •. always get .it, quickly even in.an out-of-the-way sort of place, 
But it is not so in the .case of a st-eel beam, as you ha,e got to drill holes 
in the pillars, cut' the beam to. tile' .proper size for which you require a special 
'kind' of labour.' , . ' 

Mr. Kale.-Would you say that this applies. more or less to small places? 
Mr. Reith',-This applies equally to Bombay, There is great prejudice against 

the us~ of steel hel'e on account of the lime in the sea sand which acts adversely 
,on the. steel. 

Mr. Kale,-I think you said that in the Jlext few years the price of steel 
-is likely to be higher than the pre-war price by ahout 50 per cent, Am I 
,correct? . 

Itfr. Rcith,-I don't think you are correct there. I slto~ld not agree to 
predict the futul't', even the next· two monilis,-it is extremely unsafe. .\ll I think 
-I said,· was that from what I had l'ead and heard it appeared that hQth the 
Continental and British producers of steel were practicall~.- selling at bottom l'ates. 
That means that unless they got a l'eduction in the cost of labour, which is 
unlikely, or in: the price of raw 'materials like coal or manganese or anything 
like that, any lowering of the price would be unremunE'rative. How long this 
position will. continue I am not able to say. ' 

Mr, Kale':""Will it be an' inaccurate forecast if one says that the prices 
.during tile next two years will be 30 p"r, cent, higher, 01' will it be wide of the 
mark! 

Mr, Reith,-Provided the German marks do not. drop further, -it would be 
.fairly close to tile mark. 

Mr. Kale.'-¥ou have said in Your written statement that in the int~rests 
·of future industrial development it is necessary that the price of steelsliould 
be kept, as low, as possible, I want to put it to you in this way.- Supposing 
the consumer in India is prE'pared to pay a higher price for assisting the steet 
Industry ln this country, what will you say to that! Supposing the Government 
of India, on that account, decides to put up the duty which would increase 
.the price of all steel used in this. COUllt ry then what will yotl say to that! 

Mr. Rcith.-I should say the . consumer will pay it. 
Mr. Kale.-The consumer balances in his mind the advantages and dis

·advantages-:-the disadvanta~e of having to pay' a' higher price for his materials 
and ,the advantage of havmg rapid industrial development on account of the 
·openmg of steel works in this ('ountrv, This view may reconcile the consumer 
to the payment of a higher pri('e! • 

Mr. Reith.-Personallv I don't think there is much objection to a slight 
increase in the duty so 10ng as it: is kept within limits and does not increase 
the burden of the cultivator. 

. Mr. Kal.e,-You think that the burdE'n of the consumer in the villages for 
'lustanre, Will he \'ery heavy! . , , 



Mr. Reith.-Not if the ~uty is kept within the limits snggested by me. 

Mr. Kale;-Supposing the'ra was a 25 per cent. duty on iIriporte~ ~te,el; do' 
you ,think jj would affoot the raiyat in tbe., villages very much? .' 

Mr~ . Reith.i-I think it is excessive; 'It iii a 'substantial addition to their cost 
of man)' Msentiat I'rticles.. " .' , , ' . . '. , 

Mr. Kale.-But on' the other 'hand,. we' have to look to tbe needs of 'the steel' 
industry. It may' be very.' 8xce..sive from' the "point of . vie'" of the 'particular 
consumer but it' may be necessary.in order to give adequate, encouragement. to', the 
steel industry. That is this 'difficult position that has got to be faced. On the " 
one side you have the necessity of establishing the industry and on, the other, 
there is the· sacrifice to be made by the consumer. If on a balanceC1.,f the COil; 
sideration it is found that the sacrifice has got to be made and the ,consumilt 
is ,willing ~ make that IIBcrifice, t~en 'What will trade~ people like y?~ h~ve 
to say? ','.' , ,., . ,,' 

Mr. 1leitk.-I think, the interest of the jr'eater should' be CouSidere4 hefor~' 
the ,interest' of the small~ number. If you .Ulcrease the' duty.<!n ~te~l 'to s~~isfy, 
the' ,capitalists, th, 'prollueer, you. are to the extent that you have, mentIOned, 
adversely affecting the smaller and the poorer but the larger numb~,r, of .C9n·,
Burners of, that steel. 

Mr. ial~.':"'Th~ contentio~. is that primarily and at thebeglnning' the 4uty 
on steel might benefit a few 'people, but in the long run it will; benefi,t ~e 
countpY as a whole which means the majority of the population. 

M1'. ,!?e,ith.-Thl't is your contention? 
Mr, ,Kale.-N~t. my personal cont:ention., I)uppose :th~~ contentio,!-)s 'i!.~t 

before you! ' , 
Mr. Reith.-That is a matter of. very high politics I it ,is. aJw,ost, ~mii~s~ibie 

to express any opinion about that. What r 'would say is that' a duty of' 25 
per cent. is excessive from the point of view of the average 'consumer' in' India. 
Tbere·' is . al!ways' &- very, strong· objection in iIncHa, to the, iJ)crease. of:. pric~' of 
anything. h think that any lAorge inCl'ease, in price has got to. be. most care", 
fully investigatlld., A duty of 25 per cent. 'would involve' such .incre~se, in"the. 
price of steel throughout the country that I think it would have undesirable 
economic' conseqnences. ' " ' , . 

'Mr. Kale.-But.I am taking, into account. the undesirable effect"nan4!ly, thai 
the steel industry will disappear. That will be disastrous. . , 

Mr. Reith.-! don't think itwotild disappear .. ! thinlr it 'might lie "possible 
by rearranging things that the steel industry might still ·exist. :', :' . 

Mr. Kale.--Of· conrse no one is going to' impose a .duty of 26,pel' eent..'if 
it iSfossible that the steel industry could exist with a duty.of :10 'or 15 per·llIInt.i" 
but am assuming, for argument's sake, that 10 per cent. is not adequate 'and 
25 per r"nt.' is found tQ. bC\ indlspensabll!.: ' , 

M~. R~itA.~I think it should not be applied:in tbe form ~f .. duty.if· the .. 
steel industry'· requires support 'beyond another 5.'per cent. ,on' ·tbe dutiss .. ,'l'h4,., 
money"would have to,b. fouad in'some other. direction. 

Mr.~ale.":"Whicb direction would you ~uggest except taxation 7 ' 
Mr .. Re!tk.-Ther.e are still opportunities by which money 'can 'be ·raised..."..of' 

course It IS very dIfficult to say exactly-you have got a very large .revenue 
from the increase in. the salt tax. No doubt there are other methods by, which 
you may be able tQ Impose some· export duties or something of. that kind,- , : 

Mr; Kale . .....,!' don't' know'. whether the, Ji'inanca ;Department of the Govern. 
ment of India will find it '181'1 easy to discover such substitute. : .'," 

Mr . Reith.-~ think one. of the possible ways would be to reduce the army' 
expendIture,. whIch ",e all 1D Bombay know ab eXc:lessive. 

P'e.li~ent.-I am afl'aid that i$ realIybeyond. the jurisdiction of. the Tariff , 
Board. . - ". .. 

. 1 -. . . . ~ i 
!tlf'. Mather.-You have told us that the Continental beams imported into, 

Bombay have not got such high tensile strength as British beams or the Tata 
Company's beams!' '. " , , " 
.. Mr. ReitA.-Yes. In connection with that I m:ay say the' Tati. 'Iron ~rid 
Steel Co. produced what they called a bazar quality of beams--:bazar: 'quality of' 

'\ ;. 



steel rather-:-and ,that steel, was supposed to be marked B-Z. Tbat meant that 
it did not come up to the test as it· should have" done and iike bad money 
driving out the goolj they brought the steel on to the market which I think 
was a great mistake; and sold it as bazar quality and. which. gave their steel a 
had name. I think any good steel works should produce 'only one quality 
and, that is, the best quality which they cau produce. That bazar quality had 
no tensile strength ,given, so one could not tell what it was. 

, Mr.', MatheT.-You : say, that it is, not of great;.importan"ceto uie averag~ 
user'o" beams in the Bombav. Presidency that the"Continental steel is not of 
such· 'high tensile 'stl 'ength. 'Does it not mean that either the user has to' use 
a h~aviel' seption of sLeel .than he' otherwise would, which would of course meal!: 
a bIgger ' weIght, or:that ,he adopts a lower factor of safety! 

Mr. Reith.~He ~d~pts '~ low'er facto~' of safei~. 1.rost of the beams that 
are sold in, India arf'$old on a factor of safety which is the British standard of 
safety; but the American 'standard, I understand, 'is a factor of' 3, so that there 'is 
some difference' as 'regards what the factor of safety should be. From the point 
of :View of factQr '9f ,safety a 'difference of a pound in tensile strength is not 
of any account.' , ' , , ' , 

,Mr. lI/ather.-1t resolves itself into this-that the average ';'ser of beams in 
this' district ',is,so far,' as he uses Continental beams, adopting a lower factor of 
safety than is recognized a~ 'the British standard? 

Mr. Reith.-Yes. 
Mr. MatheT.-Can you tell us whether all the sections of' b~ams 'which you 

import, including the Continental beams, are British standard 'sections, ,or are 
there any other sections that you use! 

,M~., Re,it~.-Do you, refer ~ Tata's ,steel as well! " 
Mr.iMather, • ..,."The ,Tata steel sections I know are aU British, standard. 
MT. 'Reith:.....:The British steel that we import are all British standard sections : 

the' Continental steel that we import we endeavour to get as far as possible up 
to tile' British standard "and'to 'British tensile strength for whiclIwe pay extra. 

' .•. ,1' • ,'I' . " 

Mr. MathtT.-What I really want to find out is this whether there has 
gro~ up, owi~g to th~ use of Continental beam~,. a demand in Bemhay for 
sectIons of a dIfferent Size, ~nd shaJ.'e than the BrItIsh standard?," 

Mr. Reith.,:",-Yes, there: has sprung up a demand for, sections which are 
exclusively Continental and which have np reference to'the British standard. 

: Mr. MatheT:~As far as the quality .Df steel is concerned you endeavour to 
get 'Continental 'steel 'of,th&> same quality 'as, is specified ill the British' standard, 
specification! 

Mr. ,Rei/h.-We endeavour to do that by paying' a little extra. Take 5" x 3" 
steel beam. The British weighb is lllbs.the Continental weight is lOlbs; a foot 
but the beam measures 5H X 30. It is possible for unscrupulous merchants to 
call that a British beam and 'charge for, 11 lbs. a foot and make 1 lb. on' the 
weight and that occasionally happens. That.is why the practics' has, risen,ln 
India. to use the' Continelltal. standard because very' often there is a gain in 
weight. ' " " 

'iWT. ",l(ather.~My iuformation,js that it is not peculiaI' t.) Contin~tal makers. 
Mr. Reith.-I know of many British manufacturers who do that. 
Mr. MatheT.:"'-On this question of quality of Tata's steel, you have mentioned 

in your reply to the PI'esident that at one time there were occasional complaints 
about, Tata's steel. Just now you have given us a possible explanation. at any 
rate for a substantial proportion of these complaints. At one time Tata's were 
puttin~ on the market what .they definitely said 'to be a bazar quality 
for which they gave no guarantee, either express or implied, as regards quality., 
That being so, the fact that that steel is on the market is no reflection on Tata's' 
ability ito make steel. ' ' , 

Mf.. Reith.-None whate~er. 
Mr. lIlatl!er.-If they think that there is a m!\I'~et for that ~tuff without I!ony 

guarantee, they can make ,it~ , 
lb. Reith.-Quite, ' , 



· ~tf: ·lIiathet . .i:.'rlio·'aspect:' of tfle 'matrotthatihterests and' concermi the Board 
most" is to· 'make ~ure that· in' any, ilssistance ' that'· may· be . given' 00 .. the' stee) , 
indllstr1, . they , are . leaving 'It''possible for' /Inybo/ly:iil 'India ,til obtain· good· 'steel~. 
You' want' good' "steel' .1 'woUld 'like"to"'know" what your experienee 'has' ,been· 
about,the, qualitt'?f; 'J'~ta's 'steel'whet'e'a"~e'rtificate has been given that' ~t· ~as' 
come up' to the. BritIsh standard?' Have 'you 'foun!i" that' generally to be SImIlar 
in qUalIty'to thti'limported British'stel"l¥ .:'" '''' " : .,(. . ,,',,, ,I. 

lIlr. ReitA.-We seld~;n >te~t the "steer if ~e g~t)t '.~ith a,tesf certiftc;>.te' .. 
Wo"unreservedly'acceptthat. .. ,,; .. " ..... '.; .',' . ,'1", ," 

r. .' . " • ".' ." , • r ' .. I. J 1 _..' ~ I / . ' I , I. ',' ~ r:' I " _ , , . , 

Mr. M ather.-lt " is,I!I.Ot to, bl! ,~xpected, ~at YOll, wo~d make an !lIdepel\den~, 
test. Have you found in the use of such steel by yourelients tha!"lt ans'Wered 
its purpose satisfactorily! 

Mr. Reith.-My own opinion is that Tata's steel is as good as British steel. 
Mr. Mather.-It is very probable that the occasional reports that were brought 

to your notice about the defects at one time or~ another applied either to the 
material which Tata's turned out as bazar quality or possibly to their war time 
supplies when Government was explicitly pressiIig them, for its own supplies 
as well as for the supply of the market, to turn out ever~ing that can reason-
ably serve its purpose. . 

Mr. ReitA.-1t is giving the dog a bad name. There is rather a prejudice 
against Tatas, but I don't think that .it is based on any substantial ground. 

Mr. MatAer.-Cari you tell us whether there is any reliable market quotation 
for steel in the Bombay market! 

lIlr. Reith.-Yes, that is the one I handed you this morning.* 

Mr. M atAer.-Isthat pubJished- regularly in any particular journal? 

Mr.' Reith.-I don't think that it is published .. It. is only the people who 
are in touch with the market that can fin!i out. It is all in rupees. 

Mr . .illatheT.-Have you looked at the published 'reports of British prices or 
Continental prices in the same way at all? Whenever you get definite quotations 
from your London office of prices at which steel will actually be sold, do you 
compare those at all regularly with the trade paper quotations! 

Mr. ReitA.-I have hardly any time to read trade papers. The only paper 
which gives information is .. QUill'S Gazette" which is looked- upon as very 
re,liable for giving the price of steel-I ruean f. o. b. price. 

Mr. Mather.-Do you find that these figures compare favourably with the 
quotations that you have given? . 

Mr. Reith.-They are fairly reliable. It is possible, if you squeeze the seller, 
to get a little advantage. , 

Mr. Mather.-In a buyer's market such as has prevailed for the last two 
years on tlle whole, the market quotations tend to be rather higher than the 
figures at which business could actually be done. 

Mr. &#h.-I tJiink 60. 

lIlr. MatAer.-You can generally squeeze the seller to accept a lower price! 
Mr. ReitA.-If he is hard up, he will accept; if he is not, he won't. 1t 

depends entirely on the state of the market. 
Mr. Mather.-I am not quite sure whether I got your reply to Mr. Ginwa!a 

correctly 'On one point. You said that men's wages in steel works were based 
on the selling price. 

Mr. Reith.-I have very little information on that. point. 1 have never 
studied that at all, but I believe that men's wages are based on the selling 
price. 

Mr. Mather .-In the steel trade? 
Mr. Reith.-I think so. I believe that there is some arrangement of that 

kind, by which remuneration of the workmen is based on the selling price of 
steel, though I am not quite sure. 

------
II Statement II. 



!. MT.' M athet'.,.,-,J ,thiB]j; that whem from, time, fdI time periodical considerati,ons 
of-revision. of ,wage!> come, up, the relation of. wages to't)1e selling pr,ice' is 
natur~ly a.' thing whicQ. has ill be taken .into consideration," :P1,1t I. don't, think 
that so .f~ ali ste~ is concerned" there is any automatic ~ont.J;ol of wages' by the, 
seiting : price. . There is, to S01De extent, as far I a~ -th,e blast, furnace, men are 
concerned. As I said, on general grounds when a period of agreement !,xpires
and the question of renewing it or revising it comes up, :"the pt;ices are, taken 
into considerati~h.. B~t I i don't think that it ~~ automat~c. ,-~" _ 

Mr. Reith.-It was faIrly automatic during' the, war 01,', even after the 'war 
but l think it was rot automatic before the war. It mar. not be so automatic as 
perll~ps I i~IIl~~d. 'I, am n~t ver~ co?ve~sant with that side, of it. ,,' \ 
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No. 92. 

Messrs. Anandji Haridas and Coc.:pany. 

Written. 

Statement I.-Original repre8entation from Me88r8. Anandii Haridas ~ Co., 
Calcutta, to the Tariff Board, dated the 6th October 1923. 

In considering the question of protection for the Indian industry in iron and 
steel it is of primary importance that distinction must be made between 
materials that are manufactured in this country and those that are not manu
factured here. Distinction must also be made between the quality of the goods 
produced in this country and the quality of the bulk~f imported iron and steel. 

Presumably, the Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited produce materials 
which also form a greater portion of imported materials in iron and steel. 
This class of materials consists of rails, hars, angles, tees, joists, channels and 
plates. The last-named material is produced by Tatas from -r.'w" thickness and 
upwards. Thinner pla~s such as t" or -ro" thick are all imported. Tatas 
manufacture materials according to British Specifications and the quality of 
their goods strongly resembles the quality of materials of British manufacture. 
Tatas' prices are almost on the same level as British prices on which Tatas 
base theirs. Consumers requiring materials for a special purpose readily accept 
Tatas' in place of British manufactured goods. This is very noticeable in the 
case of joists. It is quite evident that such consumers will not accept Con. 
tinental materials as substitutes either for Tatas' or British. Tatas have 
therefore captured a particular section of the market in this country. 

Concession in railway freight enjoyed by Tatas has enabled ijlem to compete 
successfully against imported materials and almost to their exclusion in certain 
markets of the country. For the concession in ra~lway freight Tatas' goods 
hold a complete sway in such markets as Behar, United Provinces, the Punjab, 
Central Provinces and the Coromandel Coast. Tatas having in the places 
mentioned from 12 to 22 per cent. concession in railway freight have practically 
shut out imported Continental materials. Occasionally when Tatas cannot roll 
.certain sizes for immediate requirements in such praces, importing centres such 
as Bombay or Calcutta then have a chance of selling in those places. Also 
when the price of the .imported article becomes very low on account of 
~avourable exchange coupled with a fall in Continental prices and accumulation 
of stocks, Bomba'y or Calcutta gets a chance of competing with Tatas' goods 
in such places. From the preferential treatment received by Tatas in the 
matter of railway freight Tatas have been able to hold their Qwn in certain 
parts of India. . 

It is only in import"mg centres such as Bombay or Calcutta Tatas' goods 
bave not found much favour. There is one reason for this which must engage 
our serious attention. Ordinary consumllrs always seek the cheapest prices 
and therefore Continental goods find great favour with them. Continental ~ 
materials serve the ordinary purposes for which iron and· steel: are required. . 
The advantage of consumers of Continental materials as regards price can 
hardly be destroyed. 

In this connection it may be noted that Tates' output as regards bars, 
angles, tees, channels and joists is not adequate to the demand in the country. 
From official figures for 11122-23 it may be .safely said that Tatas' output is a 
little over one-third of the quantity imported. Almost two-thirds of the 
demand of. the country for iron and steel is supplieil hy imported iron and 
steel. 

From the last consideration we are of opinion that the raising of· duty 
to 331 per cent. as suggested by Tates would be a very excessive burden on 
-tht'l consumers of Continental materials. . . 
Wb~ 2~ 
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'Va shall now enumerate the materials which are n,1t produced in this 
country. Broadly speaking, they are galvanized sheets, both corrugated and 
plain, ,galvanized ridging, steel sheets, plates thinner than ,'." and steel hoops. 
All these articles are very largely consumed in this country and some of them 
are ,,'orked into commodities which are of daily nSl3 to the people of this 
country. 

Le. Us take the case of galvanized corrugated sheets. This material if> 
very largely used for roofing pm'poses. Before the war Calcutta was the biggest 
market in India for galvanized corrugated sheets. Calcutta used to import 
over one lac tons a year and the consumption was mainly confined to East 
Bengal districts where the material was used for the construction of houses 
and godowns. East Bengal districts are liable to be flooded during the rains .. 
Galvanized corrugated sheets are very convenient for construction of houses 
and cost considerably less than masonry buildings. Houses constructed with 
galvanized corru(?ated sheets have a small masonry foundation and the rest~ 
walls and roofs, IS mad~ up of galvanized corrugated sheets. They cannot be 
washed away by floods. The demand for galvanized corrugated sheets has 
considerably fallen off as regards East Bengal since the war. The cause is not 
far to seek. The high price at which this material has been selling since the 
termination of the war has prevented in a large meaeure the people in East 
Bengal from erecting a galvanized corrugated sheets'roofing over their houses_ 
East Bengal can buy largely if the price of the material is low. But since 
the custom duty has been raised from 21 per cent. to 10 per cent. the IndiaIl' 
price has not reached a low level although if the duty had been 'maintained' 
at 21 per cent. the present English price would have enabled East Bengar 
to buy largely. We are therefore of opinion that if the duty is raised to 331 
per cent. without distinction galvanized corrugated sheets and other articles 
which are not manufactured in this country will be beyond the reach of a 
large class of buyers. To sum up 

(1) We are strongly of opinion that the duty should not be raised to' 
33! per cent. -

(2) We are emphatically opposed to the raising of duty on galvanized' 
corrugated sheets and such other articles which are not manufac
tured in this country. 

(3) In raising the duty proper attention and consideration must be given: 
to the interests of the consumers. 

Statement H.-Letter from }.le88r8. Anandji Harida8 J; Co., Calcutta, to the 
Secretary, Tariff Board, Calcutta, No. E-10740, dated' 29th October 1923. 

With reference to your letter Nq. 386 and dated 9th instant, we beg to
submit the following papers for the consideration of the Board l--'-

(1) A short note showing how the demand is affected' by the rise or fall' 
in prices. 

(2) A list of freight for iron and steel to some principal stations in
case of Tata steel and also for imported steer. 

(3) A list of highest and lowest c.i.f. sterling prices of imported iro; 
and steel from July 1919 to date. 

(4) A list. of recognised extras charged on certain sizes of bars, etc • 

• Not nrint",L 
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(1) 

(1) The demand for imported black iron and steel does not fall oft. consi. 
derably on account of the rise of price.' The demand does diminish for some 
time after the rise of price but it reappears after some time. So that over 
a fairly long period say three months, the quantity consumed is about the 
llama at both high and low prices. From the figures given below it will be 
seen how the local price has been moving with the imported price. The 
local price could not remain much below the cost price because there was a 
good demand and the local stocks required to be replenished. 

(2) With regard to galvanized corrugated sheets the case is different. 
There is of course always some demand whether the price is high or low. But 
the average East Bengal buyer is apt to do without sheets when he finds, the 

,price beyond his means. The oonsumption of galvanized corrugated sheets 
in 1922 and 1923 has been much greater than what. it was in 1921 when the 
price was high. In 1920 Cal.utta imported a large quantity but it was the 
high rate of exchange which induced. importers to buy in large quantities. 
When the goods actually arrived late in the year the, exchange went down 
but the local price did not go up much. So th/Lt the 'loss of importers was 
much greater in galvanized corrultated sheets than in other steel "materials, 
although the price of both had fallen and the exchange 'also was unfavourable 
for liOth. The demand fell off so considerably that for more than a year 
practically nothing was imported from England and the demand wa~ fully 
supplied from the stocks in the hands of merchants in Calcutta .. 

We give below a comparative list of both rupee :;.nu sterling prices for 
galvanized corrugated sheets and bars in 1919, 1920 and 1921 to ilIust,rate 
our above statement.' . . 

Year. Material. Sterli~g price. Rupee rice. 

1919. Per ton. Per cwt. 
~ 

[G. C. Sheets • • 35 0 n 19 0 0, 
July to December 

M. S. Bat'S (ContinentaD 25 16 0 0' 0 0 

19211. f G. C. Sheets • • iio 0 0 19 8 0 
Januat'Y to June • 

M. S. Bars (Continental) 16 8 31 0 0 0 f G, C. Sheets • . 40 0 0 18 1:1 0 
July to December . 

M. S. Bars (Continental) , 18 0 0 14 0 () 

1921. f G. C. Sheets . 26 II 0 20 0 0, 
January to June 

M. S. Bars (Continental) 12 0 0 11 8 0, 

f G. C. Sheets . • 21 ,0 0 17 8 (). 

July to December . 
M. S. Bars (Continental) 9 lu 0 9 8 () 

From the above table you will find that :fluctuations of the price of bars 
have always kept pace with the importing prices but in the case of galvanized 
eorrugated sheets, the :fluctuations have been independent of the cost prices. 
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(2) 

Statement showing 'the difference in railway freig'ftl to certain centres betwetm 
the Tate for steeZ consigned by the Tata Iron and Steel Company and the 

Tate for impoTted Bteel. 

• 1 2 
Rate per Maund for Tata for imported 

atee! steel 
from Tatanagar. from Calcutta. 

to Rs, A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Ambala Cantonment . 015 5 2 0 0 

Cawnpol'e • 014 0 1 6 10 

.Allahabad F01't ~ o 140 0 1 2 1 

Delhi . o ]4 0 1 12 4 

J ullunder City 1 3 5 2 40 0 

Lahore 1 6 3 2-6 3 

Rawalpindi 1 12 6 2 lZ 6 

Muttl'a l!antonment 1 0 3 1 13 9 

Bal'eilly 013 8 1 12 10 

Lucknow o 13 8 1 6 9 

Agra City 014 0 III 9 

Patna City 0 1 1 \) 12 6 
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(3) 

Statement ,howing the low6,t and highest o.i.f. BteTling pTices of Oontinental· 
and BTitiBh Bteel. 

M.S. Bas. 

Year. G. C: Sheets 
British. 

I 
British. Continental. 

I 

1P19. £ 8. l. 

I 

£ 8. l. £. 8. l. 

r 31 0 0 22 lQ 0 2010 0 
July to December · 26 10 60 0 0 0 26 0 0 

-
19~(l. 

f 60 0 0 28 II) 0 28 10 0 
January to June , 60 0 0 86 0 0 86 0 0-\. 

r 53 0 0 34 0 0 32 0 0 
July to December -· 15 92 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 

• , 

1921. 

· { 32 0 0 25 0 O· 15 0 0 
January t.o June · 2410 0 15 0 0 9 Iii 0 

· . 
r 25 0 0 15 0 0 10 0 0 

July to December · 18 15 0 10 10 0 S 15 u 

1922. , 

· r 18 2· 6 1015 0 9 0 () 

January to Juue 
17 0 0 10 10 0 S 10 0-

r 16 18 4 10 5 0 f 0 0 
July to December · II 1817 10 0 0 810 0 

192a. 

r 19 2 6 10 15 0 7 10 0 
January to June · 20 15 0 13 0 .0 1015 0 

· r 19 5 0 12 10 0 S 7 6 
July only . · 18 12 6 12 0 0 BIG 0 
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Oral evidenc~ of Mr. ANANDJI represe.ting Messrs. 
Anandji Haridas & Co., recorded at Calcutta, 

on 8th October 1923 .. 

President.-I understand from the summary at the end of your represen
tation that there are two things that you are chiefly concerned with-(l) 
that you think 331 per cent. is an excessive rate of protection, and (2) that 
you are particularly anxious that articles which are not produced in India
should not have to bear higher import duties. But you do not take the 
line that you object to a protection for steel altogether P 

Mr. Anandji.-No. 
President.-But you are naturally 

little interference as possible with the 
both on account of the interest of the 
the consumer P 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 

anxious that there should be as 
trade in which you are interested 
buyers and also in the interest of 

President.-Now, you say the Tata Iron and Steel Company produce 
rails, bars, angles, tees, joists, channels and plates. As regards these our 
information is that they have only begun to manufacture plates within 
the last few months and they have not put a great deal on the market. 
Is that in accordance with your information P 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
President.-They have been manufacturing 

'Tinplate Company at Jamshedpur and they have 
that on the market. 

• tinplate bars for the 
not put any portion of 

Mr. Anandji.-Thcy have got small quantities of ready stock. 
President.-Plates, you say; are manufactured by Tatas from],\ of 

an inch upwards. According to the statement which Tatas supplied U8 
with by next year they will be manufacturing plates down to n of an 
inch. In accordance with trade custom anything thinner than ith' of an 
inch you consider as sheets P , 

. Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Pre3ident.-They will also be manufacturing sheets sometime next year, 

gauges 10 to 32 which, I think, covers thickness from about rto of an inch 
to T~ of an inch. 

Mr. Anandji.--8o far as I know, other countries in the world cannot 
produce in one year's time platos T'i to m of an inch. 

President.-Is it your point that, when there is only one firm manufac
turing steel, it is impossible for it to manufacture steel of all shapes and 
sizesP 

Mr. Anandii.-My idea is that, even if there were many concerns in 
India, they could not in one year's -time produce plates of Til) 'of an inch 
thickness. It will take some years before the workmen could roll such 
sheets. 

President.-You think they will have to confine themselves to some of 
the thicker sheets? 

Mr. Anandji.-I think so. 
President.-Let us take sheets. Are you in a position to say whether the' 

demand in India is mostly for the thicker sheets or the thinner sheets P 
Mr. Anandii.-MostIy for the thinner sheets. 
President.-For what purposes are they used? 
Mr. Anandii.-Galvanized sheets which, I suppose, are included in this, 

are used for roofing purposes, for making god owns and houses in Eastern 
Bengal and for other industrial concerns. 
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President.-What is the usual size of galvanized Rheet:: that they use 
for houses? 

Mr. Anandji.-Mostly 24 gauge. 
Pre,ident.~You have Iijlggested that as galvanized sheet is not produced 

in India at present no e~tra duty ought to be imposed upon it. There 
again the Tata Iron and Steel Company have informed us that before 
the end of 1925 they will be producing galvanized sheets. They assume 
that their production of sheets, which will be largely galvanized, will be 
86,000 tons a year. . 

Mr. Anandii.-I think when they produce shl'ets of 1'0 thickness or 
even thinner, up to say 20 gauge, it will be time to consider about galva
nized sheets. But it is very hard to pass an opinion now. Trade condition 
may change in a year's time. . 

President.-We will make a note of that point and when we examine 
Tatas again we shall put that point as to the time when they expect to 
be able to manufacture thinner sheets. 

Mr. Anandji.-One point to which I would like to draw your attention 
is that even. in Continental countries manufacturers are not able to roll 
'24 gauge and thinner sheets of such good quality as the British, so that 
the quality rolled by them is not much liked in the market and there is 
very little import of 24 gauge and thinner sheets from the Continent. 

President.-Is it your experience that in the case. of 24 ga~ge and 
thinner sheets the main part of the imports are of British manufacture? 

Mr. Anllndji.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-The sheets' that are used in Eastern Bengal for roofs are 

British? 
Mr. Anandii.-Almost entirely. 
President.-What are the thicker varieties of galvanized, sheets used 

for? 
Mr. Anandji.-22 gauge is used' for tea gardens mostly and by some 

.engineering works for roofing purposes but the quantity compared to 
the 24 gauge is very small . 

. President.-=-Taking your own figures from your own experience what do 
you think would be the proportion of total imports of 24 gauge and thinner 
tlbllets. 

'Mr. Anandji.-I think it is about 40 ,per cent. now in Calcutta. 
President.-And that is governed largely by the fact that in Eastern 

Bengal the material is used for houses and roofs? In a province where 
tha~ is not the case, the proportion of the imports of the thinner sheets 
might be small? I 

Mr. Anandji.-8lightly smailer, I think. 
Pruident.-Then, as regards structural materials. Your point is that 

the steel produced by Tatas compete rather with the steel imported from 
Great ·Britain and not with the steel imported from the Continent P 

Mr. Anluulji.-Yes. • 
Pre8ident.~ls it your suggestion that the cheaper qUliHties of steel which 

are not so good as the British steel or the Tata steel should be' exempted 
from any incuase in the import duty? 

Mr. Anandj:.-Tatas' goods are supposed to compete with British goods 
because their q14ality is based on the British standard steel though to some 
extent it competes with Continental steel, so that if it is proposed to give 
protection to Tatas it will be necessary to increase the import duty on 
Continental steel as well. , 

Presidcnt.-You say that owing to concessions in railway freight" Tatas' 
goods hold a complete sway in slliCh m~rkets as Bihar, United Provinces, 
the Punjab, Central Provinces ,and the Coromandel Coast. . Tatas having 
in the places mentioned from 12 to 24 per cent. concession in 'railway 
freight bave practically shut out Continental materials," I do not fully 
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material that would be shut out because, as you have already pointed out, 
the quality of steel produced by Tatas resembles rather the British steel 
than the Continental steel. Why is it that the. Continental steel will be 
.hut out? 

Mr. Anandji.-British steel is not imported by the average importer 
here. It is imported by engineering firms and those who want special kind 
of steel. Naturally the average merchant imports only Continental steel 
and where his goods are shut out it means that it is the Continental steel 
that is shut out. 

President.-The business you do as an importer is mainly in Continental 
steel? 

Mr. Anandii.-Yes. 
Presiaent.-You sometimes import British steeH What would be the 

proportion of Continental steel and British steel on the average i' 
Mr. Anandji.-British steel will be less than one per cent. I am not· 

talking of sheets and other things which are not made by Tatas. 
Preside'nt.-You find that you cannot do business with the provinces you 

have mentioned where you do not send any imported steel, for instance 
Bihar or the United Provinces. 

Mr. Anandji.-In our statement we have mentioned the circumstances 
when it is possible to sell imported steel, e.g., when Tatas cannot roll certain 
sizes or when the- price of tile imported article becomes ve,ry low on 
account of a favourable exchange coupled with a fall in Continental prices 
and accumulation of stock. 

Pre-&ident.-Would it be possible 'for you to give us any figures to illus
trate the rise and fall in the demand in the places you have mentioned for 
the kind of steel you importi' It is of great importance to us to know 
how the demand is likely to rise or faU with the rise and faU in prices. 

Mr. Anandji.-I do not mean to say that the demand increases but 
a part of the demand is diverted from Tatas. 

P,'esident.-Could you take one or two occasions on which there has 
been a markl'd fall in the price of steel and consequent increase in the 
demand for Continental steel? 

Mr. Anll>"'ji.-I know of two occasions but I do not remember exactly 
the months in which this occurred. 

PTtsident.-Could you look up your books and let us know about 
it? 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes, I will do that. • 
President.-It will be interesting to know what happens when there is 

a marked fall in price. 
Mr. Anandji.-There are occasions on which there is demand for 

imported steel and that is when Tatas cannot supply certain sizes. At 
prl'sent, as you know, Tatas do not sell according to the demand of buyen 
but according to their rolling programme, so that ordinarily when the 
merchant upcountry reqbires a certain size which he cannot get, he buys 
from impol'ting centres in those provinces, or from Calcutta or Bombay. 

President.-Who are your principal customers: to what kind of customers 
do you usually sell your steel P Is it to the contractors or to the bazar 
trade or whatP 

Mr. Anandji.-We sell to the' contractors, to the bazar trade, and to 
engineering firms as well as to retail buyers from upcountry. 

President.-We are trying to get informalion about the ordinary bazar 
trade in steel. Take an upcountry mofussil village; how is it supplied with 
the steel required for ploughshares, kodalis and so on, and any iron ~hat 
may be locally used P Through which channel does it reach the village P 

• Vide Statement No. I. 
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Mr. Anandji.-A Jl:ood deal of our upcountry business is done by corres
pondence. People near important centres like Cawnpur buy from there. 
Then there are commision agents who send goods upcountry. Sometime& 
buyers come here to Calcutta _ when they want in large quantities. 

President:-Is it steel bars that are mostly used in that kind of 
demand? 

Mr. Anandji . ...:..Yes, flat bars, square bars and round bars. 
President.--()ut of these ban all the smaller articles made of steel are

manufactured? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
PreBident.-1 suppose a good deal of manufacture goes on in the village

blacksmith's shop for_ making the smaller things P 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes, the bands on the wheels and smaller things are 

done by him, also the axles for the carts which are made from the thicker 
rods. 

President.-That trade, I take it, right through from the importer 
down to the consume; is ·practically in the hands of Indian merchants? 

Mr. Anandji.-Entirely. 
PreBident.-In the case of -this upcountry trade take all the different 

kinds of steel that are imported and pass through your hands: what articles 
are most sensitive to-an increase or decrease in the price-that is to say, 
in the case of which articles would the rise in the price be apt to decrease 
the demand P - I 

Mr. Anandji.-Bars are the most sensitive article; tees, joists, etc., are
not so very susceptible to the change of price. 

PreBident.-1 take it that this means that they are mainly used by the' 
richer class of consumers? - -

Mr. Anandji.-That is right.- When they want to get them, they 
probably do not wait for a fall 'in the price and therefore have to pay 'a 
higher prioe for their goods. 

Pruident.-But the demand for bars is very sensitive to the movement of' 
price? 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Do you think it is more sensitive to the movement of price

than galvanized sheets? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
PreBident.-8o that 'an increase in the price ,of bars might mean a 

reduction in consumption for sometime. Of course after a time they might. 
not be able to hold out any longer because they must buy. 

Mr. Anandji.-The price of bars varies very much from time to time 
80 that if they wait for sometime they probably get it ch~aper. 

President.-Let me put it to you in another way. Supposing by higher 
import duties the price of steel were permanently raised, say, for a period 
ofS or 6 years, where do you think the reduction of consumption would be 
most noticeable? Supposing there was an increase of 20 per cent; aIT 
round? 

-Mr. Anandji.-I don't think there will be much reduction in the long. 
run. 

PreBident.-It ~ould only be for a few months in the beginning you 
ithink? 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
PreBident.-you think that a 20 per ,cent. increa~e in the price would not, 

after a year or so materially reduce the consumption P 
Mr. Anandji.-Unless the Continental pritle went up at Ahe same

time. 
Presideflt.-I am assuming for the moment that there is an increase of-

20 per cent. in the price without attributing that to any particular cause., 
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.Qfcourse if you- put on a higher import duty and simultaneously the price 
in the ordinary market rose substantially, that might mean an increase of 
.50, 60 or even 70 per cent. in the price and that increase must almost 
certainly reduce the consumption. But if the price increase~ only by 20 pel' 
.cent. what then? 

Mr. Anandji.-I don't think so. ,Even now the Continental price has 
,gone up by 20 per cent. over what it was a few months back. 

President.-Is it so within the last three or four months? 
Mr. Anandji.-A year ago the price lYas £7 per ton for bars c.i.f. 

Price began to go up and it went up to about £8-10 about four or five 
-months ago and now it is £9. So that in a year's time it has risen from 
£7 to £9. 

President;"""::Has the result been to reduce the trade in bars: is it a 
good deal less than it was last year? 

Mr. Anandji.-No; it is about the same. Of course with regard to 
:galvanized sheets, even if Tatas manufactured sheets here, the demand' 
would diminish if prices went up. -

P1·esident.-That was one point I was particularly anxious to get informa.
-tion about. You think that, supposing the price of galvanized sheets rose 
by 20 per cent. and stayed up at that level there would be a reduction in 
-the demand? 

Mr. AnaWji.-Yes. It ~ill mainly be for the roofing stuff. The 
Eastern Bengal p~sant cann~ pay for the galvanized sheets anything over 
,a certain figure. He gets certain price for his jute and out of that he has 
-to buy his food, his household requirements and other things; and he has 
,got a certain amount left to buy sheets. If he cannot buy them within that 
figure he will have a thatched roof and use mud for liis walls. 

Prcsident.-That is an important point because obviously not only has 
the Tariff Board or Government to consider what the result of an import 
.duty will be, but also the protected manufacturer will have to consider that 
because, if he raises the price to the full extent of the protection given aDd 
-.finds he cannot sell his goods, he will have to bring it down again if he 
wants to sell it. 

You say in your representation "It is only in importing centres such 
as Bombay or Calcutta Tatas' goods have not found much favour": What 

..(10 you think is the reason for it? 
Mr. Anandji.-It is the question of Pt:ice. 
Preside11t.-The reason is, I take it, that the imported goods come 

-straight off the ship whereas Tatas' steel has got to ,come from Jamshedpur? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes, it is the difference in freight. 
President.-In upcountry also the consumers will take the imported steel 

-if he can get it at what he regards as the appropriate price? 
M1'. Anandji.-Yes. 
President.-You have calculated the advantage that Tatas have as 

regards freight to certain parts of the country as from 12 to 22 per cent. 
-Can you tell us how you worked that out? 

Mr. Anandji.-Freight from Calcutta to Ambala is Rs. 54-6-5 per ton 
for ordinary steel while the freight is Rs. 18-14-0 per ton from Tatanagar 
to Ambala. It makes about 22 per cent. difference.' , 

President.-I do not quite understa'ld how the difference can be so very 
;great because the information we have up till now is that Tatas gd 
,cohcession rates on the Bengal Nagpur Railway o1:)ly. 

Mr. Anandji.-They get it all over India. 
Mr. lIIather.-Is this the freight for materials like bars? 
Mr. Anandji.-This is for ordinary consumers and not for railway". 
P1'esident.-We will enquire into this but we have had no information 

"bO'lt till .. hitherto. The contract with the Bengal Nagpur Railway was 
_made as long ago as 1908 or 1909 at the time when the works were started. 
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'Ih .. concession rates- which they enjoy are not only below post-war rates 
but also below pre-war rates, but we have had no definite information ,as 
to their getting concessions over the ,East Indian Railway for instance. 
Have you definite information? 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes, I am quite sure about the information. 
President.-We will enquire into that. 
Mr. Anandji.-otherwise it would not be possible to seU Tatas goods 

in those places. 
President.-What do you mean? 
Mr. Anandji.-=-The difference between the price of Tatas ~oods and 

,Continental goods is such that the Tata Company will not be able to compete 
in those markets. Now practically theI: control those markets. I believe 
that in the representation sent to the Board from Bombay this statement 
is made. 

President.-There is nothing so definite as'that. 
Mr. Anandji.-But the hint is there. 
President.-Are you ,thinking of the representation from the Iron 

Merchants Association which came in about two months ago? 'I do remember 
- the le£ter but I don't remember any statement so definite. They were rather 

thinking of it the other way, that if the import duty were raised to a 
considerable extent, the Tata pomp any would _not be able to compete in 
Bombay owing to the fact that the railway freight would bEi very heavy. 
The Bombay consumer would: have to pay a- higher duty and not be able ,to 
get any benefit. That is the point they raised. 

Mr,. Anandji.-That was also a point, and this was one of the- points. 
For Delhi the ordinary freight is Rs. 48-1-1 per ton while for Tatas the 
freight is Rs. 16-7-5. ' 

President.-Well, I think that perhaps if you could let us have a state
ment • of comparative freights to the various places which you have worked 
out, it would save a little time. Instead of mentioning them all just now 
if you send that in a note, it would be convenient and it would be the 
easiest way. 

Mr! Anandji.-Yes. 
President.-You have said in your statement ., In this connection it 

may be noted that Tatas' output as regards bars, angles, tees, channels and 
joists' is not adequate to the demand in the country." Of course on, the 
outturn they have been able to produce hitherto, there is no doubt about 
that at all. It is only a small proportion of the demand of ' the country. "At 
present the output of Tatas is 1,30,000 tons, about, half of which has, been 
rails, so it is only just about 65,000 left" for anything else. But when 
the Greater Extensions come into operation, they expect to produce 4,00,000 
tons a year, and the proportion of rails to the total 'will be a ,good deal 
smaller, so that by that time they would be producing a fair proportion of 
the total demand of the country. You know that ,the object of protection 
is to encourage the development of industries and -in this case what the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company propose is 331 per cent. on the ground that 
that rate of protection is necessary if steel is to be manufactured at all. 
That'is what they claim. Supposing that the Board after enquiry were 
of opinion that the claim was well-founded and that it was necessary to 
protect to that extent in order that the manufacture of steel might go on, 
'what do you suggest the proper course would be'to pursue? You say that 
a duty of 331 per cent. would be an excessive burden on the consumer. 

Mr. Anandii.-I think that the duty should not be raised all at once 
.to 331 per cent .. 

President.-I am putting to you Ii hypothetical case., Supposing the 
Board came to the opinion that it was necessary and that nothing less 
'would do. 

• Vide Stat('ment No; II. 
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lIfr. Anandji.-Then the duty should be raised as production increased. 
President.-But supposing that we apprehended that if the duty was 

not raised to the full· extent, production would cease? 
Mr. Anand;i.-Well, in that case protection must be given. 
President.-I was wondering whether you have any alternative sugges

tion to make as to the method of protection. 
Mr. Anandii.-Well, I have read the other suggestion made with regard 

to subsidising Tabs, but I am of opinion that the best course would be tOo 
increase the duty. 

President.-That is your opinion. 
Mr. Anandii.-Yes. 
President.-You are not in favour of bounties or subsidies. 
Mr. Anandii.-No. 
President.-Will you please tell us the reason-we want to get as many 

opinions as possible--why you think tha~ bounties or subsidies arEt 
inadvisable? 

Mr. Anandji.-Then the money will have to come from the Imperial 
Exchequer, and they will have to raise this money by fresh taxation. That 
would be a great hardship because every one would have to bear the burden 
irrespective of the fact whether he consumes steel or not, but in the other 
case the burden will fall only on consumers of steel. 

President.-That is to say, you think that it is more advisable that thEt 
cost of protection should be borne by the consumers of steel, rather than by 
the tax-payers generally. -

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
President.-I see your point. 
Mr. Anandii.-The average consumer of steel is a little richer than the

average tax-payer in the country so that he can better bear the burden. 
President.-8upposing that the imposition of a higher import duty 

increased railway expenditure to such an extent that they had to put up 
rates and fares, that would affect a very large number of people. . 

Mr. Anandji.-I don't think that the burden would fall as heavily as it 
would if subsidies were given direct from .the revenues of the Imperial 
Government. 

President.-Have you considered the possibility of combining the two!> 
That is to say if the import duties were raised, 'quite apart from protei> 
tion, and the balance given in the form of bounties, the rates being soo 
arranged that the additional money received from the customs revenue would 
cover the expenditure on bounties, what would be your view? 

Mr. Anandji.-I think that that would be a better course. If the tax
payers don't have to pay and if the money came from the increased revenues, 
then it would be better to give bounties out of the increased income. 

President.--Can you give us the figures for the importation of galva
nized sheets before the warP You have said over a lakh of tons. Do you: 
happen to remember the exact .figttres? If you don't, you can give them 
to us later on. . . 

Mr. Anandii.-I think that it was about 1,20,000 tons, for Calcutta and 
the total for India was 2,50,000 tons. 

Mr. Mather.-The total for India in 1913-14 was 2,80,000 tons -for 
galvanized sheets. 

Presment.-8o that the present. consumption is only about half the pre-
war consumption. .-

Mr. Anandji.-Yes, Bombay is biking more than half and Calcutta less. 
than half. 

President.-Well now since the customs duty has been raised from ~t per
cent. to 10 per cent., the Indian price has not reached a low level. Even / 
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if the duty had been maintained at 21 per cent., the present price would 
not enable East Bengal to' buy largely, because the reduction of the du~ 
from 10 per cent. to 21 per cent. would only mean a reauction in the price 
flf about 7 per cent. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Pre,ident.-Can you give us the pre-war price of galvanized sheets and the 

prioe to-day P . 
Mr: Anandji.-The pre-war price was about Rs. 8 per cwt. and to-day 

it is between Rs. 16 and 17. 
President.-That is about 100 per cent. higher. 
Mr. Anand;i.-Yes. 
President.-If the duty were reduced from 10 per cent. to 21 per cent. 

that would not make a difference of more than a rupee per cwt. at the 
outset. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes; 
Pre,ident.~Would that be sufficient to make the differenceP 
Mr. Anandji.-The fan of a rupee in the price per cwt. would not 

bring that demand which there was before the war, but it would still 
increase the demand. . 

President.-It would certainly tend to increase the demand, but would 
it make very much difference P 

Mr. Anandji.-I think that it would make a certain difference. 
President.-Then there. is another point. Galvanized sheet is not pro

duoed in India at present and therefore the British manufacturer or the 
Continental manufacturer may compete against each other but they are not 
competillg against anybody in India .. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. . 
President.-Do you think that it is 1I0ssibie when the manufacture of 

galvanized sheets is commenced by Tatas, the foreign manufacturers would 
be able to reduce their prices so as to meet this competition P 

lIlr. Al\andji.-Great Britain will be able to hold its own against 
Tabs. 

Presiilent.-But the point I am making is this, that if the present price 
at which they were selling galvanized sheets is a little ·above what they 
could sell, the moment competition starts in India, they would bring down 
their prices and consequently· the price would not increase to the full 
extent of the import duty imposed. It would be something less. What do 
you think about thatP 

lIlr. Anandji.-It is possible that they might reduce their. prices in 
England. 

Preaident.-My main reason for suggesting that to you is this. Taking 
iron and steel, the average present day prices are not 100 per cent. over 
pre-war prices but a good deal less and therefore if one :finds in the case of 
certain kinds of steel the price has gone up by 100 per cent., one wonders 
whether perhaps there is not room for further reduction. 

Mr. Anandji.-I· think that they could reduoe their prices. The reason' 
why the price of galvanized sheets has not fallen as much as the price of 
other steel gooas is" that England is practically the sole supplier. 

Pre,ident.-Qf the thinner kindsP 
lIlr. Anandji.-Allcorrugated sheets. 
Presiaent.-I want to know whether it applies only to the thinner kind 

or whether it applies to both thinner and thicker kinds. 
Mr. Anand;i.-All kiliPs' of galvanized sheets. 
Pre,ident.-In th$ase, they have, so to speak, the monopoly of the 

market and they might reduce their.prices. -
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Yr. Anandji.--The price did go down to £17 last year and then it wen" 
up again to £20. 

President.-It has gone up again thi;c year? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Prcsident.-You have said" We are emphatically opposed to the raising 

of duty on galvanized and corrugated sheets and such other articles which 
are not manufactured in this country." Of course if the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company could not manufacture a particular kind of steel which can 
be definitely specified, or at any rate, if no one in India proposed to manu
facture a particular kind 3f steel, I don't suppose that any body would 
want to protect it. But with regard to the instance you have given, though 
galvanized and corrugated sheet is not. yet manufactured by the Tata 
Company, it may be manufactured by them in less than a year-possibly 
by July they may have started to manufacture. Now the question is 
whether you can exclude articles which the Tata Company are just about. 
to begin manufacturing and for which they. have made all arrangements. 
Is it your suggestion that, the Board should endeavour to limit the protec
tion to those sizes and shapes that the company are likely to manufacture 
on a considel"able scale exclliding those which they are not likely to manu
facture in an appreciable quantityP 

Mr. Anandji.-When Tatas have rolled plates of -!e" thickness, it is 
likely that they may soon be able to roll sheets of 1" thickness. But there 
is a great difference between 24 gauge sheets and those of ..(ii- thickness. 
It will I think take a long time for them. If they say that tIiey are going 
to roll in one year 24 gauge sheets, I think that it .is very doubtful. So, 
you should not raise the duty on 24 gauge sheets now. After Tatas have 
rolled them, you may raise the duty or at least when the Tatas have come 
to 20 gauge sheets it will be time enough to raise the duty on 24 gauge 
sheets. At present they are only rolling l~' sheets and it may take years 
to come to 24 gauge sheets. Particularly the rolling of galvanized sheets 
is a thing of which England has tot such control that even the Continent 
cannot compete with it and America too. England has practically the mono
poly of supply. I think that Tatas will take a long time before they can 
roll 24 gauge sheets. 

President.-I see, I think I understand now what your suggestion is 
about that. But I am anxious to get your opinion on the general point. 
There are various classes of materials as well as sheets. There are bars,. 
beams, channels, joists and 'so on. Is it your suggestion that the Board 
should endeavour to limit the protection to those particular sizes and shapes 
that the company are likely to produce in large quantities P 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
President.-Ex'cluding those which are not likely to be manufactured' 

in this countryP 
Mr. Anandii.-Yes. If the Tata Company are making experiments in 

certain things, the consumers should only be burdened after they have
succeeded and not before. 

Mr. Gintvala.-'Ve have received two or three different representations. 
You first put in your. representation on your own behalf. 

Mr. Anandii.-Yes. 
Mr. Gintvala.-And then there is a representation by the IndiR~ 

merchants in the Iron and Steel trade which you have also signed. 
Mr. Anandii.-We have not signed that. 
Presidcnt.-I don't find their signature on it. 
1\1, •. Gintvala.-I am sorry. Is there any association of Indiaa 

merchants engaged in iron and steel trade P 
Mr. Anandii.-Yes. 
M'I. Ginwala.-What is the name of the AssociationP 
Mr. Anandii.-Calcutta'lron Merchants Association. 
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Mr. Ginl,·ala.-That is purely IndiBIl. 
Mr. Anantlii.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginu:ala.-Your firm is a member of that Association. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginuoala.-And then we have received another reprcsentation frolTh 

dealers in irol\ BIld steel. That is signed by Messrs. 'I. B. Dutt & Co. 
Mr. Anandji.-Might be. 

'Mr. Ginwala.-There are 81 signatures on that. Have you put your' 
signature too? 

Mr. Anandji.-No • 
. Mr. Ginwala.-Do they all belong to the Association? How many mem-

bers are there? 
Mr. Anandji.-I don't know. 
Mr. Ginwala . ...:..Is it a registered Association? 
Mr. Anandji.-So far as I know, it is not registered; It is a body which 

does practically nothing. I don't remember t6 have attended even one meet·' 
ing of the Association. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is the gentleman to your left representing any of these' 
bodies? 

Mr. Anandji.-He is the manager of my firm. 
MT. Ginwala.-I was tryin:g to know who is giving evidence on whose.' 

behalf. How.long is your firm doing this business? 
Mr. Anandji.-About five years. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And do you do business on a fairly large scale? 
MT. Anandji.-Yes. ' 
MI'. Ginwala.-:-Now I would like you to give us some figures. We are at; 

present interested only in those articles which are manufactured in India. 
or are soon likely to be manufactured. At present the Tata Co. are the only 
people who manufacture steel in, this country. We confine our attention. 
only to those kinds of steel which are or are soon likely to be manufactured 
by Tatas and I would like you to give us the pri.ces of some typical articles * 
-c.i.f. prices-imported by .you from Great Britain bnd from the Continent .. 
Can you give us thege figures for say five years? 

MT. Anandji.-Ycs, we can give you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I would like you to give us the lowest' price for· the yeal" 

BIld the highest price for the year at which you imported in each case? 
MT. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala . ...,.You take such articles as bars, channels, etc. 
MT. Anandji.-We don~t import channels. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What are the principal articles which you import? 
Mr. Ananllji.-Galvanized sheets, black sheets, bars, angles, tees, plates .. 

rods, and joi9ts. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you import both from the United Kingdom and from the' 

Continent? 
MT. Anandji.-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala . ....:Th~n would you kindly give us your c.i.f. prices, exclud-

ing the duty and other landing charges, for these articles '! 
MT. Anandji.-You want them in rupee prices. 
MT. Ginwala.-Yes. 
MT. Anandji.-I .hall give you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I/ you have 'got sterling quotations, you can also give

them. 

• Vide Statement No. m. 



Mr. Anandji.-On what basis are we to calculate the rupee prices? 
Mr. Ginwala.-You pay in rupees, is it not? 
lIfr. Anandji.-Yes-. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are not both rupee and sterling prices quoted in the 

invoices in the case of goods· bought from the United Kingdom and in the 
case of Continental goods are not franc and rupee prices quded? 

Mr. Anandji.-We buy the Continental goods also in sterling. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And . then you have to convert the sterling prices into 

rupee prices • 
.lb. Anandji.-Yes, the· rate· of exchange fluctuates so very much. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have your accounts in rupee price.s. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Give us rupee prices. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. But during the last five years the :fluctuations in 

exchange had been so very great that the best course would be to take the 
tlterling prices. . .. 

'Mr. Ginwala,-Then take the sterling prices for five years for the goods 
both from the Continent and the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-Is it worth while going further back than three years in view 

of the fact that conditions were so very abnormal in 1919.20? If you want, 
you can have them. . 

Mr. Anandji.-In one year the price of galvanized sheets varied from £60 
to £30 per ton. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I would rather like to hay!! them. 
Mr. Anandji.-All right. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As an Indian, how do you look upon the protection of steel 

industry? Do you consider it of sufficient national importance to be protected 
.at all reasonable cost? .. . 

Mr. Anandji.-I should think so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Even though you may be affected by this, you are prepared 

to pay the price of protection on the ground that i~ is a national industry. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. It is not likely that we middlemen should be affected 

for long. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Probably you will get the Tatas agency. 
Mr. Anandji.-As a matter of fact, our Bombay office were the sole agents 

for Tatas during the war, but this. is apart from that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Apart from that, as an Indian, you say, you would be 

prepared to pay the price of protection. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do I understand you aright when I think that the com

petition from the Conti,nent is chiefly in such things as bars and joists? 
lIfr. Anandji.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-These are the main items where the competition is 
strongest. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you regard the competition from the Continent as 
unfair? 

Mr. Anandji.-I don't Bee any unfairn~s about that • 

.lI~r. Ginwala.-Have you studied the price~? Do you consider that the 
Contmental manufacturers are selling their goods at pri::es which are reason. 
ably above their cost of production?- Has it struck you that -they might be 
clumping their goods in this country? 
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not think they do it. Take the case six months ago. The British price was 
£10. Tatas' price was Rs. 8/4 a cwt. and the Continental price at that 
time was about £7/10 a ton which comes to about Rs. 6 a cwt. If they 
wanted to sell at a loss they would not sell it far below the cost price
they might sell at 0.4.0 less. They would not sell at Rs. 2 below their price. 
I think the exchange gives them the advantage. At Qne time I have seen 
an invoice for £3 a ton for bars from Germany. This comes to about Ra. 3 
a cwt. I think this advantage is due to exchange conditions.' 

Mr. Ginwala.-You just now gave-an instance where there was a fluctua
tion of £2. The c.i.f. price was £7 a year ago and .it is now £9. 1>0 you 
attribute that to the increase in the cost of production? 

Mr. Anandji.-When ,the Continental exchange began to be depreciated 
,the price level could not be adjusted immediately so that, those who had 
contract!! were benefited. Besides there is trouble in Ruhr which is one of 
the principal sourcell of supply from Germany. There is scarcity of coal in 
the Continent now. 

Afr. Ginwala.-That is one important factor. If competition becomes evcn 
keener than in the past would competition come rather from the Continent 
than from.Englund? For that reason in any scheme of protection would you 
suggest that the Continent should be specially dealt with? It may be'due to 
fluctuation in exchang!l; it may be due to the release stocks of materials when 
the Ruhr question is settled. 

Mr. Anandji.-Of course any form of protection would affect mostly the 
Continental goods. • 

Mr. Ginwala.-My point is this. So far as these particular articles are 
concerned the competition is more from ·the Continent than from the United 
Kingdom. 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you import any pig iron? 
Mr. Anandji.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala . ..:....Where did you get the information about the various con. 

~essions w-lIich you say Tatas have got in the matter of 'railway freight? 
Mr. Anandji .. -I got it from the railways themselves. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Thlt applies to all railway systems? 
Mr. Anandji.-I do not know what arrangements they have got and with 

whom • 
• Mr. Ginwala.-When did you get this information? 

Mr. Anandji.-Four or five months ago. Mr. Ghosh, our manager, went 
.and saw the Rates Superintendent, Bengal Nagpur Railway, about it. 

Mr. Ginwala.~Is it your information· that they get the concession by 
-arrangement with the foreign rl!ilways. / 

Mr. Anandji.-It may be; but I do not know. 
Mr. <1i~wala.-They may make a bill in that way but 'when the bill is 

settled Tatas may have to pay the difference to the other railways. 
Mr. Anandji.-They sell at a certain price: there is nothing extra to be 

~~ . 

Mr. Ginwala.-This is rather an important point. It is one of the di£6.. 
-culties of the question that even if Tatas get protection foreign steel may 
be imported in those ports of India which are too far from Tatas. Take 
Karachi for instance: Tatas' own case is that the freight to' Karachi is 
three times as much from Tatanagar as from some Engli~h ports to Karachi. 

Mr. Anandii.-That is why they cannot compete in Bombay with the 
imported articles. That is why the merchants in Bombay said that even if 
the duties were' raised the Tatas would not be able to sell in Bombay. 
'They have freight concessions I think all over India. 

VOL. III. 2 U 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Do'they include Karachi? Any how you have pr:l1ni$(>i us 
a note on this point. It seriouslY affects the question. 

Mr. Ananc1ji.-Yes. We shall send it to you. With this concession of 
freight they get 35 'per cent. protection in certain parts of India . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that most of the steel imFOIted by you is <,cn
sumed in Calcutta. Does it travel a very long distance by rail? 

Mr. Ananc1ji.-It goes as far as Cawnpore and sometimes further up when 
the price is cheap. _ -

Presic1ent.-In the statement put in by Tatas they say that they had to 
pay Rs. 15/14 from Tlttanagar to Bombay. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Pleasa take typical instances in this statement and com
pare ordinary rates and the Tatas' rates; They pay Rs. 45 freight to Karachi. 
hpparently they get no concession. 

Mr. Anandji.-No. The ordinary rat" should be a good deal moce than 
that as the freight to Delhi is about Rs. 54. 

The ordinary freight to Lahore is Rs. 65 but f01 Tatas it is Rs. 38. I 
think steel will go to Karachi via Delhi. 

President.-We are much indebted· to you for the ..;ery important point to 
which you have dl'awn the Board's attention. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-You appear to be under the imp!"llssion that Tatas want 
protection for all steel import~d into this country. That is why I think 
you have made this statement. 

Mr. Anandji.-I have made the statement just to draw the attention of. 
the Board to . the fact that if duty is raised it should not be raised in the 

-case of all things which are classed as steel and iron now. 
Mr. Ginwala.-As far as I understand i'atas' case, this is not their re·quest. 

They do not want 331 per cent. duty on all steel that is importcd irrespec
tive of whether they manufacture it or not: they want protection only OD 
those kinds of steel that they manufacture. Have you any serious objectioD 
to that? 

Mr. Anandji.-We have no objection to that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Who are the other principal iron and steel merchants in 

Calcutta? 
Mr. Ananc1ji.-Big importers of galvanised sheets ~re Messrs. Joharmull 

Gambirmull and Messrs. Charanmall Sivamal. Bbck iron is importei by a 
Dumber of people, but there are DO big importels. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You are one of the big importers. 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. • 
Mr. Ginwala.-The suggestion has been made to us by some of these films 

that fabricated structural steel should be protected, that is to say apart from 
protecting Tatas' steel. What is your opinion on that point? Certain kinds 
of unfabricated steel are produced in this country and they convert them into 
fabricated steel. Fabricated steel is also imported into this co.untry to a 
large extent. They say that apart from any protection of unfabricated steel 
they are not able to compete against foreign manufacturers of fabricated steel 
and want ·an additional duty on fabricated steel. Supposing that their case is 
as good as Tatas would you have any- objection to their being given protec
tion in order to enable them to compete against foreign fabricated steel? 

Mr. Anandji.-If you raise the duty on raw steel and if you do Dot raise 
the duty on fabricated material, fabricated steel will be imported instead of 
being turned out here. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Fabricated steel is imported as well as raw steel. Suppos
ing you put a duty on unfabricated steel of course the cost of their raw 
ma~tlrial w~ go .up. But even if DO duty is placed OIl unfabricat.ad areel 
their cr.~e IS. that they cannot fabricate steel in- this COJlDtry which can com
pete agBlnst Imported fabricated steel. 
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Mr. Anandji.-That duty wip. not afle7t the. ordi.nary consumer i;n this. 
country. It will only aflect mIlls and big engmeermg works or railways. 
Indirectly it will affect· the public to a smaIl degree but directly only the 
better classes. 

Mr. Ginwala.'-Looking at it from the national point of view do you think 
that fabricated steel also should get protection? , 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. I think BO. 

M,. Ginwala.-Do you import any castings? 
Mr. Anandji.-No. 
Mr. Kale.-Will you tell me who are your principal customers? I did 

not quite follow the answer that you ga.ve the Presiden~. Are they any 
big engineering firms or are the goods purchased for domeetlc purposes or for 
industries II 

Mr. Anandji.-We sell to all these classes. Of course bazaar m~rch~ts 
form. the principal part of our customers but we sell to all these-engmeermg 
firms, bazaar people, upcountry commission agents and other. people like these. 

Mf'. Kale."""7Do you sell from stocks or do you import to orderP 
Mr. Anandji.-We do both. 
Mr. Kale.-Are large orders placed with you or do you always anticipatE!. 

the demand in the coo,ntry and keep large stocks? 
Mr. Anandji.-We get large orders for galvanised sh.eets. 
Mr. Kale.-You say there' is a large demand for galvanised shee~ in 

Eastel"Jl Bengal. I should like to know what classes of: people in Eastern 
Bengal use these sheets. Is it the cultivating" class or the manufacturing class? 

Mr. Anandji.-No. n is the ordinary agriculturists. 
Mr. Kale.-They use these sheets for their huts? 
Mr. Anandji.-As well as for their godowns. The richer agriculturist§" get 

their godoWDs built of galvlinised sheets as the districts get flooded, during the 
rains. . 

Mr. Kale.-What would be the increase in the price of corrugated iron 
sheets if the duty were increased by say 15 per cent. or 10 per cent. per cwt? 

Mr. Anandji.-The increase would not be as much as the rise in the duty .• 
It will be II little loss on the people as some of the burden will fall on the 
exporters from the United Kingdom. , 

Mr. KaIB.-Do you think that the consuming classes would be aflected by 
that increase? Do you expect that their consumption will be reduced?· _ 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. It will be reduced. . 
Mr. KalB.-Suppose the cost of erecting II hut is Rs. 100 and on account 

of this increase in prjce which is due to the increase in the import duty the 
price of that hut goes up to Rs: 125. Do you think that the consumption 
will be reduced even if there is an increase of 25 per cent. II 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-What will they substitute~ 
Mr. Anandji.-They will liave thatched houses: they may have mud wall. 

Mr. Kale;-But you spoke of the disadvantages of these thatched roofs 
and mud walls. Do you think that the increase in price will be so pror.ihitive 
that they will rather suffer the disadvantagee of a thatched roof rather than 
pay II little more fot these galvaIDsed sheets? 

Mr. Anandji.-There is alsC) a sentiment in demand. During the war 
when the 'Prices went up to Rs.82 in Calcutta they removed the sheets from 
the houses and despatched them to Calcutta for being sold.. They will wait 
for one year even before they buy. 'l'hl! price is very sensitive. 

Mr. Kale.-~ould .,o~ rather like that if protection is given to the manu. _ 
factur~ of steel 1D India It should be such as would not unnecessarily reetrict 

2u2 
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the: cOlisumption and it shoulcL be so regulated that it should give just the 
amount of protection that is needed? 

Mr. Anandji,.-Yes: ... 
Mr. KalB.-If for instance the Board recommends that instead of 831 per 

cent. 25 or 22 or 20 per cent. would be quite enough to keep the industry 
going, then do you think that the amount of protection will not be so justi
fiable as the 331 per cent. P 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. My idea is that even if it is found necessary to raise 
the duty it should not be raised all at once. They might try for oue yl'ar. 
III the meantime the Continental prices may go up and will lead to an increase 
in the price of the material in England. At the same time Tatas may be 
able to effect certain economies in their own management so that it will not 
be necessary to increase the duty as much as it may now seem necessary. 

, Mr. KalB.-Suppose you raise the duty by 10 per cent. There -will then 
be the disadvantage of an increase in duty and at the same time the Tatas 
may' not get what they want. That .is the risk. Suppose instead of 33! 
per cent. you put on an additional ten per cent. while an increase of 15 per 
cent. seems to be necessary, what is the result? The result is that t,bs steel 
industry does not get the protection it wants and at the same time there is 
a burden imposed on the country. So that protection becomes futile and at' 
the same time it is burdensome. That is the difficulty in the way of the 
proposal that you have made. 

Mr. Anandji.-'-From the reports of the oral evidence of Mr. Pet;rson it 
seems to me that they are not making an actual loss now. They are not 
making enough on their capital but they are not making a loss so that even 
if the duty were raised by 10 per cent. for a year they would not get full 
return on their capital but they would get a return. If in the meantime 
the Con,tinental price goes up they will get an increase of profit. , 

Mr. Kale.-Suppose the firm does not get any benefit for three yaars. 
There is no loss but there is no gain. They are not able to give a dividend 
to shareholders. Do you thin~ that an industry can go on in that way? 

Mr. Anandji.-It could not go on indefinitely like that but)t can go on 
for a certain time. 

Mr. Kaie.-That is rath'er a kind of gambling in Continental prices. What 
we are considering is the urgent necessity of giving protection to what is 
represented to us to be a struggling industry. Can we afford ~ take risks 
and give a little protection in the expectation that prices will rise on the 
Continent? Suppose they do not rise for the next three years. Then the 
protection granted would be futile and the industry cannot run on. What have 
you get to say to this? . 

Mr. Anandji.-;-I think the Board should. put in proposals so that the duty 
may be raise<l next year by 10 per cent. If it is found that 'raLuS' cannot 
get on then it may be raised to 15 per cent. 

Mr. KalB.-Do I understand YOIl correctly when I say that the amount 
of protection should be just enough to enable the steel industry to go on 
for the first one or two years and in the meantime we should wait for the 
prices in Europe to go up. If the prices go up it would not be necessary to 
increase the protection but if the prices failed to go up then some 'further 
protection should be given? . 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-I have pointed out the difficulty. Suppose your expectations 

do not come out to be true. Then will you expect the Government to revise 
its decision next .vear? _ " 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. They should revise it acoording to circumstances. 
Mr .. Kale~-S6 that to begin 'with 'you think that a very small amount of 

protectIOn should be given and' if it is found to be 'inadequate it should be 
revised? 
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Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Xale.-So in your representation you do not .take your Jiltand upon 

your interest as a d.ealer merely? 
, Mr. Ano,ndji.-No. 

Mr. Kale.-Because you seem to suggest that the trade willl;le able to adji.lst 
itself to the' changed conditions. You would rather wish that an indigenous 
industry should be enabled to flourish in India. .• . " . 

Mr. Anandji.-Yes. We are paying 20 .to 25 . per. cllnt. ,more than what 
we used'to pay for Continental steel. 

Mr. Kale.-So you think that an adjustment will take place? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you sell much of Tata's steel? 
Mr. Anandji.-Very little. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you find in the bazar tha~ Tatas' steel has a geod 

reputation for quality? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. • 
Mr. Mailher.-Do you find that applies also to Tatas' bazar quality? 
Mr. Anandji.-On the score of price it does not compete wiib Continental 

steel. There is no one in the bazar, I think, who sells Tatas' steel as second 
class. They are all sold as one quality. • 

Mr. Mather.-How do you ascertain the Continental' price? Do you 
depend on quotations in trade papers or do you get it from London 
merchants or Continental merchants, or do you deal direct with the Conti
nental manufacturersP 

Mr. Anandji.-We get quotations from London merchants and from Conti
nental firms, the proprietor of one of which is connected with certain, Belgian 
worka too. -
. Mr. Mather.-You seem to think that it may take Tatasa long time to 

enable them to make, sheets successfully? 
Mr. Anandji.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Why do you think thatP The Tinplate Co., for instance, 

are rolling sheets from Tata's steel very successfully which are quite as thin 
88 are required for galvanized sheets. 

Mr. Anandji.-I have no idea of what the Tinplate Co. are doing. I say 
this from the fact that the Continent cannot compete with Great Britain 
even now in these goods. England buys sheet bars from the Continent, rolls 
them and exports them to India. 
, Mr. Mather.-Probably Tatas' policy is to bring out English sheet rollerS; 

in that case you would not particularly anticipate any difficulty? ' 

Mr. Anandji.-I think there will be some difficulty in close anneaIiilg sheets. 
I am not an expert myself, but from what I have heard about this 1 am· 
inclined to think that thE!. close annealing process requires both great heat 
and great cold, so that in the climate of Tatanagar it is difficult to manufilc
ture them. 

Mr. Mather.-I want to point out that the Tinplate Co. are rolling as thin 
sheets as the galvanized shaets and they have had no difficulty in doing that. 
If Tatas bring out European rollers who have had experience, thore dotlll 

--not seem any reason to anticipate that they will take a long time to make 
sheets successfully. • 

Prs8ident.-We will do our best to investigate this point. Do you do any 
business in steel scrap? . 

MI! Anandji.-No. 
Pre,ident.-You said that from what Mr. Peterson had said that although 

during last year's working the profit was very small indeed there was no 
actual loss. Supposing on examining the matter you found that there had 
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been a heavy loss in the manufacture of steal balanced by a profit on the 
manufacture of pig iron will not that make a good del¥ of difference? 

Mr. Anundji.-On the whole they had not made a Ibss. 
PrIl8ident.-Why should they make steel if they can make a profit by' 

making pig iron? 
Mr. Anundii.-They have got the hope before them that Government wIll 

help them. They may not help immediately but perhaps if they cannot go 
on next yea!: they will help them. . 

P1'esident.-However, it does. make a difference, does it not, that if there 
is an actual loss in the manufacture of steel, that indicates that .the need for 
protection is greater than you are inclined to think? 

Mr. Anandii.-That will be the case. 
. P1'eside'nt.-It is not- after all a question of a single firm. If protection 

is to do any good it must encourage other firms to enter into the manufac
ture of steel. You will agree, wouldn't you, that so long as the manufac
ture of steel is in the hands of a single firm we have not gone very far. 
We have not attained the object which it is sought to obt,ain until there 
are other firms to manufacture steel? . 

Mr. Anandii.-Yes. 
Mr . .Kale.-If, as you say, Tatas did not make any profit but did not also' 

make any loss, will that induce other people to put capital into the steel 
industry? If there is no profit in an industry, can you tell me as a busi
ness man whether any man will care to put money into this industry? 

Mr. Anandji.-I am inclined to think that as Tatas were the pioneers in 
the 1ield, they had got to invest more capital than would be necessary if 
otheFs were to come in. They would not have to invest so much or incur so 
much waste as Tatas had to incur, and moreover they will benefit by the 
experience of Tatas at the same time. Their plate mills were ordered just 
after the armistice and they had to pay a very high price. 

lib'. Kale.-I quite appreciate what you say, but you 'will agree that in 
the case of a· new concern which wants to run a steel industry a reasonable 
amount of profit will have to be secured and then only will people be en
couraged to pu.t their money into it, so that the Board will have to consider 
what should be the conditions with regard to price and protection which 
will induce people to put their money into new steel work~. Apart from ti,e 
case of Tabs what is the amount of a reasonable profit that must be earned 
by new ·steel works?' i. • 

Mr~ Anandji.-That point requires consideration. 
Mr .. Mather.-May I ask one more question? When you send in the 

prices asked for would you mind telling us what the recognized list of extras 
is for the various kinds of articles you buy. Take angles, for instance; you 
get quotations at the .basic price that you know, but· there are small angles 
and you have to pay a certain amount per ton extras. I suppose you have 
a list of e~tras. 

lIfr . .4:nandii.-Extras vary considerably with different . works as well as 
in different countries. I can send-you a list of one of the Continental works· 
"Xtrlls. ---_.-. ----_._--

• Vide Statement No. IV. 
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No. 93. 

MeslI's. Tllrner, Morrison & Co., Ltd. 

Written. 

NOTB.-Statement. I. and II are letters addressed to the Bengal Chambrr 
of Commerce in re8POn8e to the Chamber'8 Circular NQ. 965, dated the 14~h 
September 1925. 7'hese letters were forwarded to the Tariff Board under 
eover of the Bengal Chamber's letter, dated 30th October 1923. 

Statement l.~etter, dated 18th September 1929, from lIIetsrs.Turner; 
lIIorrison d: Co., Ltd., lIIanaging Agen.ts,- Lodna Colliery Company 
(1920)" Ltd., to the Bengal Ohamber of Commerce.' 

We are in receipt of your Circular No. 365-1923 of the 14th instant. 
On behalf of our collieries, we beg to lodge a strong protest against the 

extension of protection to the Indian steel industry. The main idea of the 
recommendations of the Fiscal Committee .was to adjust the Fiscal System 
of the country, so as to foster the development of industries. Any exten
-sian of protection which will increase the present high cost of raising coal 
is bound, so far from fostering the development of industries, to affect. them 
adversely, and we respectfully contend that, if protection is granted to the 
Indian steel industry, the cost of coal must automatically rise. 

The Indian steel industry is incapable at the present moment of, meeting 
India's demands, and we see no prospect, at any reasonable period if ever, 
of their being . able to do so. If protection is granted, collieries will have 
to pay increased rates for their steel requirements, and it is common know
ledge that such requirements, in a normal sized colliery, amount in. the 
year to a large sum of money and it naturally follows- that in developing a 
new property, the expense will be correspondingly greater. Even to-day it 
is held that the present price of good coal is such that it is hindering the deve
lopment of industries .• Coal is practically the keynote of all industries and 
we feel, therefore, that every effort ought to be made to avoid extending 
protect4on to any industry which is bound to cause increase in its price, 
and we, therefore, urge that the present -question of extending, protection 
to the Indian steel industry should be strongly. opposed. . 

Statement ll.--Letter, dated 19th SeptembU' 1929, from Messrs. Turner, 
Morri.on &: Co., Ltd., Mana!1ing Agents, Shalim,ar. Works, Ltd. 

With' reference to your Circular No. 365-1923, dated 14th September 
1923. 

We are strongly oppo~ed to protection in the form of increased duties 
on imported steel. We depend on steel to a large extent- for our manu
facturing and industrial processes and we are not assured that we can 
depend on local industries for satisfactory supply and delivery and are of 
opinion that any increase in cost would seriously injure our interests, unless 
engineering industries depending on fabricated steel were similarly pro
tected, as at least 50 per cent. of the operations of this Company would be 
affeeted. We think, moreover, that an increased duty on imported steel 
will not result in a net economic advantage to the country. We :~a:; say 
that practically all our production is consumed in India. . 

The problem of keeping alive the steel industry in India may be a 
difficult one but the case of Tatas should not be taken separately from other 
industries using steel. Further are Tatas struggling for existence or are 
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they merely suffering from the general trade depression which is most acute 
in the Engineering trade, and would any extra amount received in price 
from protection be regarded 116 an addition to the dividend capacity of the 
recipient, rendered necessary by over capitalisation or. would it be used for 
the improvement of methods of production which is the only ultimate 
guarantee of the permanent preservation of thlf industry? 

Th"e presefit great need for retrenchment and economy in all channels of 
expenditure should not be overlooked but if it is decided on National grounds 
that the steel industry should be p,otected, such protection, should, in our 
opinion, be -in the form of bounties, rather than import duties, which would 
tend to increase rather than to restrict consumption. In this case Engi
neering industries should also be protected to the same extent. 



~tatement IIL-Statement sIIowing ,cost of manufacture per ton, 1911-1923. 

LODNA COLLIBRY Co., J,'ID.-BYB-PRODUCT COXB PLANT. 

-- . August 1917. August 1918. August 1919 • August 1920. August 1922. August 1923. 

, 
! 

• Co&! 1 13 '4·0 1 4 4·0 .. 1 I! 5·0 3 12 1·0 5 7 10·0 
, Slack 2 1 10·0 2 3 0·0 211 4·8 2 0 0·0 1 9 7·0 2 10 9·0 
lban Coal .. .. .. .. 4 4, 6·0 2 2 g·O 
f breaking .. .. .- .. .. 0 4, 3·5 0 2 2·6 
and ling and Tramming o 14 7·0 0 7 6·8 0 6 5·5 o 13 1·4, 0 9 5·0 010 0·3 
ge Stores .. .. 0 3 9·9 0 5 4,·9 0 0 7·8 0 0 6·5 
ge Up.keep .. .. 0 0 8·3 O,OIH 0 0 7·4 0 2 4-2 
f carting. • .. .. 0 1 8'3 0 1 10·2 0 1 1-7 0 1 9·6 
;ing and Crushing .. .. 0 0 7·8 0 1 0·2 0 1 3·9 0 1 3·4 
I 0 4 n'9 0 7 0·6 0 410,3 0 6 2·6 0 7 5·5 0 9 2-l 
~ Stores • " 0 1, 9·5 0 7 1-6 0 8 9'9 0 5 4·2 0 5 n'5 0 2 6·1 ,I Charges. • . 0 4 6·3 0 .p 9·0 0 3 5·9 0 4 5·7 0 3 8·4 0 3 10·2 
ep. Repairs a.nd Renewals 0 0 4·6 0 0 3·4 0 1 0·3 0 1 5·1 0 9 2·7 -0 6 3·1 
ing Coke 0 4 1·7 0 3 10·3 0 3 8·3 \l 6' 2·6 0 7 5·9 0 7 4·5 
ng Coke .. .. .. 0 7 1·9 1 9 2·5 1 5 6·6 
IS 0 3 9·6 0 4 H 0 4 8·0 0 5 10'i; 0 3 10·2 0 Ii n'3 
ic powers 0 3 2·8 0 3 6·3 0 4 1-3 0 510·0 0 2 5·4 0 5 2·9 
,iation. .. .. .. .. 0 5 0·6 1 9 3·0 

'" Total cost per ton 6 4 7·4 5 12 10·1 5 7 4·6 7 13 3·4, 15 2 0·0 16 14 7·8 

. ~", ; , 5 t. E i ; .( .. J 



Statement IV.-Statement 8nowing cost of rt#sing8 per ton 1916-1923. 

LODNA. COLLIERY CO., LTD. 

-
, Bepr.1916. Sepr., 1917. Bopr.1918. Bepr.1919. Bepr.1920. Segr. 1921. Bepr.1922. Bepr.1923. 

, 

ent Establishment 0 3 7·603 0 3 11-598 0 4 4·950 0 3 10·064 0 4 100173 0 5 10'555 0 7 4·396 0 6 H!l~ , 
lages • 0 1 2·972 0 3 9·771 0 :3 9·639 0 5 9·934 0 6 6·810 0 8 2'249 011 7·3Rl o 13 6·702 

tors 1 o 11·329 1 2 3·681 1 1 11-597 1 2 5·860 1 :I 0·920 1 9 6·944 1 14 H86 1 15 7'·i02 

nd Materials 0 1 2·929 0 1 3·071 0 2 H42 0 2 4·932 0 3 5·711 0 4 1·263 0 4 11·249 0 4 4·041 

and renewals 0 0 2·543 0 1 9·528 0 o 11·944 0 2 7-799 0 1 9·169 0 1 9·663 0 2 1-056 0 0 8'39~ 

nd Royalties 0 0 7-145 0 0 7·345 0 0 6·625 0 0 6·068 0 0 6·621 0 0 6·;',44 0 0 7·639 0 0 6·681 

charges 0 o IH97 0 1 4·972 0 1 0·547 0 ,1 11·116 0 1 11·278 0 3 6·099 0 3 9·956 0 3 6·541 

~ of Buildings 0 0
1 

4·54,9 0 0 6·752 0 0 4·921 0 1 9·400 0 3, 6·483 0 1 0·336 0 2 0·852 0 3 5-414 

ation • 0 1 7-849 0 1 8·402 0 2 6·404 0 2 4-854 0 3 6·396 0 3 4'752 0 4 7-557 0 5 8·47e 

I 

, 

• 
, Total cost per ion. 1 10 10·416 2 1 5·120 2 1 10·069 2 7 10·027 2,13 8·561 3 6 0'405 4, 3 10·272 4 6 l-l6C 
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.statement V.-Letter dated .&th January 192.&, from Messrs. Turner, Morrison 
&; Co., Ltd., to the Tariff Board. 

We are in receipt of your tetter of the 3rd instant, and have pleasure ,in 
giving the information promised as follows: - _ \ -

(1) The present ma,rket price of Tar is Rs. 50 per ton. 
(2) The quantity of Tar recovered from 1 ton. of Coal may be taken 

at an average as 5 gallons, and the quantity of Sulphate of, 
Ammonia. as 18 lbs. 

(3) The figures of the cost of equipment of a. Colliery have been a.lread;~ 
Bent you. -
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Oral evidence of SIR ROBERT WATSON SMYTH re
I presenting Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co., 

recorded at Calcutta on Saturday, the 
3rd November 1923. 

President.-I should like to say in the first place that we are very much 
indebted to you for c;oming to give evidence. We have received from the 
Chamber of Commerce two letters* addressed to the' committee by your firm
Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co. I understand that it is your wish to give 
evidence on behalf of the firm. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
P1·esident.-You hold the office at present oi'Vice-President of ~he Cham

ber but you don't come as a representative of the Chamber? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-No. 
President.-Of the two letters from your firm ~o the Chamber, one was 

written as managing agents of the colliery company and the other as manll.
ging agents of the Shalimar Works. It is your wish to-day to limit yourself 
to these two particular aspects, or do you wish to take up the question rather 
from a wider point of view? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes, I ~ould like to do so, but lowe to the Board 
a short explanation about how these letters came to be written because it seems 
to me they are open to misconstruction. In my capacity as Vice--President of 
the Chamber-I don't think that this need be published in the press-it is 
merely a personal explanation . . . . . . 

President.-Just as you choose. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-In my capacity as Vice-President of tne Chamber I 
understood that the Chamber was going to submit a statement to you and I 
was asked, and agreed, to give evidence, if evidence was wanted by you, on 
behalf of the Chamber exactly in the same way as I did before the Fiscal 
Commission. As is the usual procedure, the Chamber issued a circular to 
all its members Faying that they proposed to put in a statement to the Tariif' 
Board, and would any member who had any views on the subject put them 
forwlj,rd to the Chamber in writing P The members, in such cases, put forward 
their views very shortly, more as headings than anything else, without going 
too much into the reasons, and these are collected by the Chllmbp,r, or by 
the sub-committee of the General Committee, and based on these views a 
reasoned statement is produced by the Chamber. When I left for DarjeeIing, 
that was, I thought, the procedure that was going to be adopted. When I 
got back, I found that the Chamber was not going to send in a statement, 
and that the individual letters that had been sent to the Chamber had been 
forwarded on to the Tariff Board. I thodght that as that was the arrange-
ment that had· been come to, my poor effort must have gone in. I then dis
covered that they had not yet gone in. It was then that I asked the Secretary 
of the Chamber to let me have them back again so that I might put in Bome-
thing which was fuller and which would represent the whole of Tuna." 
Morrisons' views on the subject. That, however, was too late and that ie 
how the thing arose. 

P4'esident.-We shoq,Jd be very glad if you will amplify to-day i~ your 
oral evidence what is said in your two letters. We are most anxious tit give 
you the opportunity of stating the views taken by your :firm on every aspect 
of the case to which you would ~ike to draw our attention. , 

* Statements I and II. 
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Sir B. Watson Smyth.-That I should like to do. 
President.-Well, then, we must leave it to you, i~ the first, instance, to 

explain to us what you would like to state. ' 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I should like first of all to state to you, Gentlemen, 

how QUr firm is interested in this matter. Our interests are all on one side. 
We have no interest in the steel industry. We don't hold any shates in Tata's .. 
Therefore we look upon it entirely from ,the point of view of. the 'importer 
and the consumer, and the people who have to sell what they produce or 
raise or manufacture. That is the only point of view that I want to put 
forward before you to-day. Our business is somewhat varied; and so our 
interest in this matter covers a large amount of ground. First of all we 
own a cotton mill and a flour mill in Bombay. ;We have a paint factory in 
Calcutta. - ' 

Mr. GinU'ala.-ls that not at Shalimar? 
Sir B. Watson Smyfh._Yes. We have engineering works both in Bombay 

and in Calcutta-the Shalimar Engineering Works and Alcock, Ashdown & Co., 
Bombay. We have a sugar refinery actually in working order, and a very 
large sugar scheme just coming to the stage of floating in Assam. We have 
& large interest in collieries in both fieldS:-Jheria and Raniganj. These 
collieries are all combined in one Company which is, the Lodna Colliery Com~ 
pany, but there are mines in both the fields mentioned above, In addition to 
that, we have Angelo's Shellack Works at ,Cossipore and a Rope Factory at 
Shalimar. That represents all' our business that would be affected by a rise 
in the import duty on steel. ' 

lJIr. GinwaTa.--Uave you no shippinginterestP 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes, we have a 'very ~arge shipping business, but 

I am not sure whether.it would be affected, very much. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have no riverine shipping? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.--Ours is all ocean-going. We have a fleet, of which 

we are managing agents, which trades round the coast of India and of course 
that would be affected to a certain extent in ,the 'matter of repairs, so that it 
might really be taken into consideration, and the rest is home-going steamer •. 
I thought of bringing this moro under the engineering department, being It 

'question of spare parts, repairs and renewals. That is the line that I should 
like to take, if it suits you. 

President.-Perfectly I 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Let me start with the cotton industry. An in

~rease in the duty on steel would not affect our interest very greatly...:..that 
is, immediately. Theoretically it 'would, but actually it, would not. Our 
large programme of reconstruction is' fortunately finished, but had, it not 
been, of course, the matter would have been entirely different. 

President.-~ take it that, in the case of the cotton mill, it is chiefly in 
the capital account that the effect of an increase in the price of steel would 
be noticeable. ' 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 

President.-So long as m.achine.ry comes in at a vefJ low rate of duty, 
and so long as cotton machmery IS not manufactured In India you would 
not be affected on the revenue side very much? ' 

Sir R. tya.tson Smyth.-.It would be capital: it would be' a question of 
IIteel for bUIldmgs and machInery, but what I want to emphasise'is the effect 
that it would have no possible developments. That ill' serious from our point 
of view .. As I said, fortunately our develop~ent is finished; but had it not 
been fimshed, we would have to face a capItal expenditure on the higher 
rate. I think that it is very likely. that these developments would not have 
been ma~e, or at any rate not to the. same extent. We could not have 
afforded It. Of course there would be a ,steady rise presumably in the -cost 
of spare parts and renewals which would come' into the revellue accounf. I 
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-might add that in Bombay we have another interest and that is the Union 
Flour Mill. There is i'othing fresh that I have got to say about it. Tlw 
same remarks apply. . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you carryon these concerns in different places in the 
same or different names? -

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-The firm is Turner, Morrison & Co., and we are 
the managing agents, and the largest shareholders of these other concerns. 
The cotton mill is called The Globe Manufacturing Company. The flour mill 
is called the Union Flour Mill: the Engineering works is called Alcock, 
Ashdown & Co. We will now take the engineering wor.ks. TjJ.ere the increase 
of duty on raw materials, of course .. will affect practically every job that we 
do. 

P1·esi!ent.-If I may' intervene just for one moment, we have received 
from the Shalimar Works a letter* which was sent to us by the Manager of 
the works in September. I do not know whether you have seen it. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I probably have. 
President.-Would you care to have ~ glance at it? This was received in 

reply to our questionnaire. 
Sir R. Wat.~on Smyth.-I remember handing itover to them to be answered 

direct by them. 
P1·esident.-I just wanted to remind you that we had some expression of 

their views as regards the engineering works. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. Of course if you would like·to question me 

Preside1lt.-It is far better that there should be a certain amount of 
repetition than that anything which you would like to say should be omitted. 
It is not my intention to curtail a.nything you wish ,to say. 

Sir R. U'atson Smyth.-If there is anything to be amplified there, I 
would be quite prepared to do it. It is difficult for us to estimate what is 
going to be the effect of it on our business. Of course we recognise that 
competing firms would be in exactly the same position as ourselves. As you 
may know, we have been passing through a period of extreme depression in 
this engineering traae. Going into the causes of this depression, one thing 
that stands out before everything else is the increased cost of what we 
produce and the want of buying power of our customers. Now, are you. 
going to ~mprove that by raising that cost? Of course, from our point of 
view, t.he answer would be 'no.' That is the thing that we view with the 
greatest anxiety. Another point is that the business that is now done in 
this country, but which could be done elsewhere would be cut down to a. 
minimum. There is the competitive business which of course would suffer 
very heavily indeed. By competitve business, I mean the repairs to ships 
that might be done here ~r could be done elsewhere. Our struggle for that 
ri;:ind of work, with the Home firms has been very keen and we should view 
with the gravest anxiety anything that handicaps us in that. This includes 
steamer repairs in general. There are many other forms of engineering, 
but I am merely confining myself to what applies to Turner, Morrison & Co. 
The greatest part of our work is steamer repairs. We are well placed for it. 
We have steamers of our own. We are agents for many of those that come 
into the port. We are looking at it from that point of view. Steamer 
repairs--and steamers also are passing through a period of very great de
pression and are cutting down their repairs to a minimum-will be done in 
the cheapest ports, and we should therefore suffer undoubtedly by a. prohi
bitive duty or rather a protective duty. That deals with our cotton mills 
and engineering works. 'l'hen we come to the Paint works. I believe there 
are no other Paint Works in India on anything like the scale of ours. There 
are one or two smaller ones started after we did, but it is with importerl 
paint··that we have had a terrible struggle for years. I can speak with first 

• Printed separately. 
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hand authority on that because I..)Vas in charge of our works from the 
time they started until I became the Senior partner four years ago. The 
imported paint has been our great trouble. }'irst of all there was the 
prejudice against country made goods, .but we finally won our market. There 
is another paint works now just started by a European firm up the river. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What firm is it? . 
Sir B. Wabon Smyth..-Barry & Co. There is plenty of r{lom for both 

and more still. To these works protection of steel will come as a serious 
blow. We cannot make paint machinery in India. When I say' we cannot: 
I mean that it has never been attempted here and there is not sufficient· 
market for it. It is a specialised form of machinery and is very expensive. 
If a high duty is added to it, it would become very expensive indeed. In 
addition to that, there are the usual expenses. Expenses on repairs to 
buildings and so on would also go up. From the .po~nt of view of our paint 
works, I view the proposal with alarm, especially now as we are faced there 
with heavy renewals. We have put off as much as we could during this 
period of high prices in the hope of things becoming cheaper. 

Sugar is again a thing that affects us .particularly at this moment. We 
have always been pioneers of sugar refining. Cossipore is known all over 
India and we have ourselves been refiners f{lr 70 years. First of all we
started with refining ghuT and then we started getting sugar from Java. 
That has developed into an enormous trade. However what we have beeD:: 
trying to do for years is to fuid BOme place in I.ndia where would be repro
duced the conditions of Java which our experts tell us is the finest sugar
growing country in the east and we think we have found it in Assam. We
have worked at it for four years, and the time has come when a big expen
diture has to be incurred. The factory will cost £100,000. You can imagirle· 
our feelings when we see the chance of all our calculations being upset by thig. 
protection. 

Shellac is also a very old trade of ours. We are one of the .few people
who manufacture shellac by a mechanical process instead of by the old hand 
process, and here agaiIj we ~hall be very badly hit if this protection is: 
adopted. We have started a new process whereby all forms of shellac are· 
manufo.ctured by the spirit process instead of by heat. Up till now we have 
only been able to manufacture the coarser forms of shellac oy spirit and the-· 
finer forms by heat. Heat, I may tell you, is a much more expensive form. 
of production. We have now invented a machine, and have installed one· 
complete unit. There are two more full units to come the price of which wilt 
be greatly increased if the duty is increased. • 

I have kept'the question of our collieries to the last. As regards collieries· 
no doubt other people will voice the matter better than I can, but still' 
there we get to the bigger aspect of the question than our little individual 
interests. Coal, I need not remind you, is tlie life force of every form of 
industry in India. Cheap coal is essential. What is going to be the effect. 
on coal of a protective duty like this? What has happened during the last.
I won't go back more than-7 years? I won't even go back before the 
waf. I shall only go back to the middle of the war and see what it cost 
me then to raise coal and what it costs' now. Lodna coal-I take the
corresponding month of this year and-1916 (and I can assure you that the 
month I have taken is not a ' freak' montli but an ordinary normal month}--. 
cost us to raise at pits mouth in 1916 Rs. 1-5-6. It now costs Rs. 4-10. 
In 1916 we put up a. by-product recovering plant for making. coke~ That·. 
was erected on the latest up to date method. There was one previous to 
that which was worked by the E. I. Railway's Colliery Company, but it was all> 
old fashioned plant and only recovered tar. We put up what was theD 
Simon Carve, latest plant and I think it was estimated to cost a little· 
over £30,000. We were caught by the war. Our fire-bricks were made in 
Belgium and were used for gun emplacements at the battle of Mons. We
were slaughtered in freight, and altogether, by the time when it went up> 
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iin 1916, the price was a good 50 per cent. higher than we had anticipated. 
But with all that it was a ch~ap plant, and it cost us a shade _under Rs. 4 to 
turn out coke. That' was what it cost us at the colliery, i.e., buying our 
·dust at the colliery (including the raising cost) and putting it through the by
product ovens and turning it into coke. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Does that Rs. 4 allow for by-products? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-The by-products are in addition. It is for coke 

-only. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It would -be a good deal less if you allow for the by-pro

ducts. 
fJir R. Watson Smyth.-The profit you make out of the by-product is 

'taken separately. 
Two years later the demand for coke was very high and we doubled the 

plant and of course that was aft!lr the war. It went up very quickly but 
-the price was very high with the rise in the cost of coal, cost of labour and 
:in everything. The coke now costs us Rs. 17 

Mr. lIlather._That is your producing cost? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Including depreciation on capital expenditure and so on? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
President.-It includes overhead charges also P 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. It includes everything. I must say that 

the calculation of depreciation was only by a rule of thumb method. 
That is the rise which has occurred in the cost of what is the life force 

of all industries during the last seven years. Well, if you are going to have 
-further big factories you want to increase your coke. You have got to 
put down more plants and they are going to cost you very much more. The 
first thing is how to work these prices down. That we have recognised for 
-the last two years-cost of coal, labour and transport. Cost of labour cannot 
"be brought down. Cost of coal and transport must be got down if you aPe 
going to compete with other industries. How is that addition of 331 per 
-cent.\to the cost of every steel article going to do that? I have put it from 
~ur point of view. 

President.-I am turning for a moment to your first letter on behalf of 
-the Lodlllt Colliery Company. You say there" The main idea of the recom
mendations of the Fiscal Committee was to adjust the fiscal system of the 
country, so as to foster the development of industries. Any extension of 
protection which will- incrllllse the present high cost of raising coal is bound, 

'so far from fostering the development of industries, to affect them adversely, 
·and we respectfully contend that, if protection is granted to the Indian steel 
in!1ustry, the cost of coal must automatically rise." I take it that your main 

-proposition is this: if a high import duty is imposed on steel for protective 
'purposes, the result will be not the encouragement of industries but it will 
retard and impede the development of industries. That is your fundamental 
'proposition? , 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes .• 
President.-At the same time there is this thing to be said. The Fiscal 

-Commission recognised that although the immediate effect of the imposition 
of a protective duty might be to hamper things for the time being, yet 
nevertheless, there might be such compensating advan~ges as would even-
tnally make it profitable to the country to impose a protecive duty._ Of courSd 
one of the main questions that the Board will have to consider is just how 
'far there is any possibility of that result happening in the case of steel. 
'I notice in the same letter you say" The Indian steel industry is incapable 
at the present moment of meeting India's demands, and we see no prospect 

-at any reasonable period-if ever-of their being able to do so." Of course the 
,evidence that was placed before us on behalf of the Tata Company, and which 
'was confirmed to a certain extent by some of the other witnesses who have 
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given evidence before us, was to the effect that India enjoyed such natural 
advantages, especially in respect of iron ore, and also t~ a lesser extent in the 
matter of coal, and in the third place in respect of the fact that the coal, and, 
iron ore were within a short distance of each other, that there was no reason 
why steel should not be produced in this country at least as cheaply as in 
any other country of the world. What was' urged was that, if protection 
were given now, and capital were attracted to the industry, it was reasonable 
to expect that, within 20 or' 30 years, India would be supplying her OWll 
requirements in the matter of steel, and might by that time be thinking of 
exporting. This sentence' that, I quote from your letter to the Chamber' 
" that the Indian Steel industry is incapable at the present moment 'of meeting 
India's demands" of course ,is correct, but the second part of it is "and we 
see no prospect at any reasonable period if ever of their being able to do so." 
I should ,like if, you, could amplify that statement a little and explain the, 
reasons why you think so.' ' 

Sir R. Wat.on Smyth..-It may be a litile too ~uch to say that they will 
never be able to supply the total needs. They may supply all that is required 
in time, but in the meantime such infinite harm will be done 'to all other,in
dustrIes·that the reqnirements of steel may go down to meet the output of ~he 
Indian factories. You mentioned a period of 20 to 30 years. I do not tliihk 
that the geD.tlemen who drafted our letter looked upon that as a ,reasonable 
period. We may have many works started and reconstructed by tha.t time, and 
possibly they will be.able to meet the demand. But what that requirement 
will be, and how it would compare with the development, as development 
should go on, it is very difficult to say. 

President.-of course if higher import duty were imposed on steel at the' 
present moment the result would be this; There is only one ,firm .that is 
manufacturing steel and therefore it is probable that, il1- accordance 'with 
the usual economic laws, the price will probably be increased to the full 'ex-. 
tent of the duty on a good many forms of steel. But as soon "'S other',firms 
enter, into. the industry and start the manufacture, you would at any rate 
have the beginning of competition within India. It might be a slow process, 
but would tend to reduce the internal price even behind the customs barrier. 

Sir R. Waban Smyth..-That is theoretically a splendid idea, but how,would· 
it work out? My own opinion is that it would not work out in -that way" 
in practice. In the first place you are right in saying that the existing steel 
works will take full advantage of the duty, but I feel' convinced that other 
steel works will, not start, until they have'sat on the fence sufficiently long 
to see the effect of the duty, and whether Tata's shareholders are getting a 
good return on their money. They recognise that this is an experiment they 
recognise that there, will be tremendous pressure brought to bear to remove 
protection if it ever comes into existence, and they will be very chary to risk· 
very ,much money until they see what the result is. It will be a long and, as 
y~u describe, a slow proC8Slil. 

President.-Every country undergoes this new devel~pment in the trade. 

Sir R. WatsOft Smyth..-What is in my mind is that there are Protection
ists and Free-traders whQ are born such and will never alter their opinion. 
By putting on this tariff you will never kill free trade, and Free-traders will 
never be satisfied so long as the tariff remaius. 

President • .....:you mean there will be agitation inside the country to remove 
that? ' 

Sir R. Watson S7iiyth..-What I mean is that, you cannot reconcile the 
Free-trader and the Protectionist merely by puttIng 331 per cent. on steel. 
Therefore you' cannot pass an Act and finish it by. saying that this will not 
be repealed for' a certain number of years. The time may come and very' 
likely will come, so we Free-traders say, when even the hide-bound Protec
tionist will join with the Free-trader and ask.to repeal such legislation. This. 
is our view. 
Wb~ 2x 
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President.-":"Therefore you think that any protective ~uty. imposed now 
will be on a very insecure foundation and we would find Jt ~dlicult to. ~ro

-eeed? That brings all to the qllestion of what may happen m the politIcal 
field. . 

Sir E. Watson Smyfh.-We will assume that these things have happened. 
We will assume that the capitaJist in India and elsewhere said" Now we ha.ve 
got· protection for steel. We will get inside the tariff wall and we will budd 
our works" and supposing that in the course of time they made enough steel 
to supply the needs of the whole country. Well, I think that has happened 
before in the course of -the world's history and the result has been not a 
reduct~on in. price but the formation of combines or trusts, who keep the 
prices just underneath the dut~ and keep world competition out. 

President.-I do not know if you have looked at the figures of the cost 
of steel in the United States of America and Great Britain after the intro
duction of protection in the United States. 

Sir E. Watson Smyth.-I have not actually looked up these figures but. 
I have seen some :figures quoted. I distrust figures a good deal. 

President.-The-Jigures so far as I have seen amount to this. For a cer
tain number of years after the introduction of-protection the internal price 
in the United States was above the world's price, sometimes to the full extent 
of the duty and sometimes to a less extent; but after some 10 or 12 years had 
passed, the internal price in the United States dropped nearer and nearer 
to the world's level, and eventually in the year 1911 the price was practically 
the same as the world's price. 

Sir E. Watson Smyth.-But not now. 
President.-There is not so very much difference now except in this. The 

internal demand in the United States has become so large that the country 
consumes the whole of its production. I believe that the duty has recently 
been reimposed upon imported steel. The American price for steel rails is 
42 dollars, which would be, at the present rate of exchange, something like· 
£9. It is much the same as the price of steel rails in Great Britain. 

,qir E. Watson Smyth.-From a Free-trader's point of view I wonder 
what would have been the price in America if there were no combines and a 
~igh tarilf was not allowed to .continue. 

President.-I do not remember whether it is a high tariff. 
Mr. Ginwala.-43 dollars is jus.t about the international price now. 

~ President.-There are two points in connection with collieries that the 
Doard will be very glad to have your opinion on. The Board quite recognise 
that it is a very important aspect of the matter that anything that leads to 
an increase in the price of coal must be adverse to aU industries, but we have 
not hitherto obtained any definite figures showing to what extent exactly 
the proposed 331 per cent. duty on steel would increase colliery expenditure. 
All you have said in your letter to the. Chamber is II it is a common knowledge 
that such requirements in a normal sized colliery amount in the year to a 
large sum of money, and it naturally follows that in developing a new pro
perty the expense will be correspondingly gteater." Well, that may very 
well be so, but we have hitherto not succeeded in getting detailed information. 
We wrote to the Colliery Association inviting them, or any of their members, 
to express an opinion on the point, but the Association said that ~hey did 
not propose to tender evidence on that point. Would your firm be able to 
help us about that? . -

Sir E. Watson Rmyth.-I anticipated a question like that. I thought 
that would naturally be the first question. I tell you candidly you cannot 
put a figure on that, and if you do mathematically put a figure to that, it 
would be entirely misleading, because. it is consequential rather than actual 
da~age that this thing is going. to do us; Take, for instance, a colliery that 
raJses 30,000 ton~ a ~onth. The two pitheads are up and will last fol" 
years. Its machmery JS good ftnd would not require anything bttt peth 
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renewals. On that colliery you may 'spend in the course of a year, gnly 
Rs. 1,000 that can really be put down to the rise in the cost of steel, and if 
you spread this over 31 lakhs of tons, you produce a figure- that is ridiculous. 
That is the effect on this particular colliery. Now I will give you the other 
side of the picture. I have a colliery on 6,000 bigha, that cannot be worked 
from one pair of pits. It means that you have to divide that colliery into 
two or three. I am now ready to put down my second pair of pits antl 
develop the second half of the colliery. One half is being developed and 
the other half is lying fallow. I have the money but I dare not, with :this 
thing hanging over us, order the8e" expensive pitheads and construct the I} 
miles of siding that is required in that connection. 

Pre.~ident.-This is a particular case and you could put a figure as to 
what the increased cost of equipment would be. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I could put a figure on equipment, but all I wished 
to say was that it would be more than I could afford, The resul~ is that the 
colliery cannot be developed. 

Presideflt.-Of course yo~ cannot give an answer to the question as' t" 
what this rise in cost of steel would mean to a ton of coal. You can at any 
rate state what it will be within .certain limits. Taking the equipment of a_ 
new colliery would it not be possible, after an examination of thll case; to 
.estimate the total cost of the steel going in P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-You are assuming. that we are opening out that 
colliery. . 

President.-It is a necessary assumption. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-It is a question whether the ·rise in price would 

make it worth while. 
President.-If that.is so, .what is the actual rise in price? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Spread over the field it will be gigantic. 
PTe;ident.-Let us assume that, ·if there was no increase in. the duty of 

steel, six new collieries would be opened in the next five years. If the duty 
on steel is raised, I should not expect that the whole six would be opened, 
but two or three might be. What I am trying to ascertain is the difference 
in the cost of equipment of one of the collieries ,which did go ahead. 

Sir R. Wahon Smyth.-That depends on how you dev~lop it. I will send 
you a rough estimate of the cost of equipping a 'colliery under present condi
tions. You may add whatever duty you may recommend' and you will find 
the result. 

PTesident.-The cost of the steel should be distinguished fr:om other ex
penditure, and if possible, the kinds of steel which will be affected from 
those which will not. 

Sir R. Wahon Smyth.-In the opening of a colliery practically every
~hing is steel. I shall only give you steel. 

,President.-But labour must come to a good deal. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I am taking jus~ the cost of' equipment, our pit
h.eads, our boilers and so on, not the cost of putting them in position. 

PTesident.-Even taking things like pitheads the cost would not nec~ssarily 
increase to the full extent of the duty, because you have got to take into 
account the labour involved in constructing the pit-head. 

Sir R. Wahon Smllth:-That labour is in England. The pitheads are 
merely bolted together out here~ They are only rivetted here. 

President.-You·import your pitheads from England? Are they not also 
made in this country P 

SiT R. Watson Smyth.~rtain companies make pitheads, but I do not 
know whether they make them out of Tatas' steeL, 

President.-The raw steel mayor may not come from Jamsbedpur. 
2x2 



Sir R. Watson Smyth.-If you want the actual figures I can give you our 
own figures. But our pitheads are imported into this country and rivetted 
here. ' 

President.-It would be very useful if you could give us that. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-The siding charges would be somewhat difficult. 
"President.-I suppose the sidings would be constructed for you by the 

railways, and you would pay the railways for the work done P 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Of course I can give you the cost of the raile and 

leave it at that. I mean I should not include the cost of engine house for 
instance. We have only got the whole thing jn a tabulated form. I have 
only got to pick out the' steel items but I do not know how you are going 
to apply that to the actual cost of a ton of coal. 

President.-You· could let us have ,the' estimated outturn of the colliery, 
and an estimate of the. increase i,n the capital expenditur:e which ~ould: 
result from the higher price of steel, the incidence per ton of coal can be 
calculated. If your firm could make a rough estimate of that kind that 
would be very helpful. 

Sir R. Watson S'myth.-The figure can be produced, but it would a mis
leading one. 

President.-But why more misleading than all statements of the kind? 
Sir R. Watson S'myth.":"'n by that figure you want to show that this is 

• the damage done by the 331 per cent. duty which is in your mind, then 
I say that this does not represent the damage done to the industry. 

President.--Can you tell us what the additional damage would be P 
Sir R .. Watson Smyth.-As I have tried to point out before, in talking 

about our own concerns, our anxiety is not so much 'for the existing con
cerns, except that our business will go slightly down, but it is the difficulty 
of development. that is the trouble, and if you are going to keep your 
collieries stationary because they cannot afford to develop, then if you deve
lop your steel works and other industries that must use coal, the price must 
go up art,ificially. 

President.-That at once make~ it possible to reconsider the question 
whether it is worth while opening a new colliery? 

Sir R. Wats.Jn Smyth.-Not necessarily. I can assure you that w~ were 
better off in 1916 than we are now when we are getting Rs. 9 a ton for our 
coat 

President.-That may very well be. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-A high price of coal is not good for the coal in

dustry, and it does not necessarily mean that you will develop. 
Preszdent.-But a shortage in development raises the price, and the rise 

in price tends to make development possible P . 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Well, as· I said before, that is theoretical. You· 

would think tnat development in the coal fields would be at an enormous 
spee~ I!0w when the price of coal is beyond what was our dream of avarice. 
but It Isn't. 

President.-That brings us on to another point-
Si~ R .. ~at8on Smyth.-I can tell you exactly what the rise is due to if 

that IS wIthm the scope of your enquiry. 

President.-It is certainly within the scope of our enquiry for this reason 
that it is the most importa~t element as regards the cost of production of 
steel. What I was very anXIOUS to know from the Mining Association was 
to ,,:hat causes they attributed the rise in the price of coal during, and mor~ 
sp,emally after, the war and whether they regarded this cause as permanent 

A
or te!llp~ra,ry. I do not know' whether you have seen the letter from th& 

ssomatlOn. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-:.I don't think I have. 
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PTuWent-.-We will be very grateful if you will give lis your opinion on 
the question what are the main causes of the ;rise in price, and how far you
think they are permanent or temporarY.:. 

BiT R. Watson Bmyth.-'-My own opinion is that transport is really at 
the bottom of the whole thing. The coal industry is sagging down-hill now. 
It cannot get back to anything like normal until transport facilities are 
better than they are. The whole. trouble is that we cannot get rid of our 
·output, our raisings are bad, but we carry heavY stocks and, if we made an 
ilffort to raise more coal, we should get into still heavier stocks. If prices 
fall half the collieries will go into liquidation. I mean if we had a buying 
ring such as they had in pre-war days and the early war days that forced the 
prices down, on our present outturn and despatches, a very few of us would 

-live at all. . 
PTllsident.-I want to make sure that I understood you correctly. Either 

"the collieries have to curtail their output or else large stocll;s accumulate at 
the pit's mouth and the coal which is stocked deteriorates. 

Sir B. Watson 8m-lIth.-That is what is happening now. 
PTe,ident.-you consider that as the most important factor? 
SiT R. Watson Sm-yth.-To a great many oius. I am advantageously 

:placed as mine is a colliery that can always sell. I have a collillry the pro
ducts of which, both coke and coal, can always be Sold, and yet I have 30,000 
tons stock of coal and nearly 20,000 tons of coke. If you get me facilities to 
·carry as much coal as I can. raise and give me a great deal less· f01" it there 
would be a more prosperous condition in the industry than we are working" 
under now. Just as much as coal is the life of an industry,. transport is 

-the life of a colliery. Railways are, I understand, losing something like 10 or 
11 crores in the two years, with all their charges up. 

PTllsident.-Confining !lurselves for the- moment· to this question, the 
"transport difficulty is I take it one which can by suitable .measures be 
removed? _ 

SiT R. Watson Smyth.-We have tried for years ever since I had to -do 
with coal, which is 11 years now, but the wagon difficulty has become pro
verbial, and matters have gone from bad to worse; Our export trade in coal 
is practically dead. The time was not so very long ago when chartering of 
-coal steamers was one of the chief duties in our shipping department, and 
nOW if we charter two ships in six· months that is all we do. There is one 
great branch of the industry stopped and at the same time there is at 

·Bombay ................. . 
PTesident.-I do not want to travel very far in that direction because that 

after all is inevitable as the prices have gone up very high, as compared with 
the price in other places. The fact is there, and we all know that it is there. 
What we are trying to get at is whether it is permanent, or a factor that is 
going to disappear. Is it your opinion that the transport difficulties must 
lie regarded as in all probability a permanent difficulty? 

SiT R. Watson Bmyth.-If this increased duty is put on permanently, the 
difficulty will remain permanently. Perhaps I should not go so far, but I 
don't see any solution of it. 

President.-The other main difficulty I take it is labour, that is, the rise 
in the wages of labour and lower efficiency of labour. Is that so? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-With labour as it is at the moment the two 
.lIhould go together; the more you pay the less a man works. 

President.-How far do you regara that as permanent? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-That I regard as absolutely permanent. 
President.-You !1o not get more work out Of the labour per man? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-No. 
p,.esident.-You don't think you will ever get }Dore work out of the me_ 

.again? . 
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Sir R. Watson Smyth;-I don't think we are ever going to see the cost of 
labour down to anything like what it was before. • 

President.-To what period are you referring? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I am talking of what it was three years ago

just before the big rise. On the whole, I regard the labour part of it as 
permanent. 

President.-But supposing the rates of wages remain up, but you gradually 
begin to get. a better outturn per man, would not that bring down the cost 
of working? 

Sir R. Wat&on Smyth.-I am of opinion that the present scale of so many 
rupees per ton on labour is not going down. 

President.-Although I suppose the smaller efficiency of labour is a 
particular feature and is more marked-in the collieries than elsewhere, we 
have had com~laints about exactly the same thing from a large number of 
witnesses in the engineering. trade. I have also seen in the newspapers 
similar cOIllPlaints about other trades since the war. But it is a very 
depressing conclusion that these conditions should be regarded as permanent. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-The reasons may not be the same. I think that 
the price per ton. in previous years was ridiculously low and we have come 
to a more or less living wage now, and it is not going down and should 
not go down.. . 

President.-It may be a fair wage for the tonnage produced, but there flo 
still the:further question how many days work the labourer puts in to get it. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-If he is going to do more work, you will also 
hav.e.to educate him into requiring a better standard of living; therefore his 
wages will go up . 

. Mr. Mather • ...::.Would not that be very much in the int!,rest of the colliery 
proprietors P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-But then wages would have to go up, t,hat is my 
view. 

President.-I think it was put to us 'by the Colliery Association that 
what it comes to is that they are getting only 3 days work for 6 days pay. 

Sir R. Watsoll, Smyth.-If you want to look so far ahead you must look at 
the broadest possible view which is " Is your labour per ton comparable with 
that of other classes of industry? Are you paying too much money for the 
amount of work done?" My answer is "In the coalfields, no." You are 
paying less than what the labourer can command elsewhere for his work. 

P'·esident.-Your view is that what the labourer receives in the coalfields 
for the work he actually does is a fair wage? , 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-It is a fair wage when you take it all round. 

President.-Have you compared at all the labour cost per ton in thi" 
eountry with the cost in other countries P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-No. Conditions are so entirely different. I have 
seen some trade union figures but I do not quite remember' them. 

President.-Before passing on to one or two ether matters I would draw 
your attention to what the Colliery Association said. They regard the in
crease in the cost of labour and the decrease in the efficiency of the labour as 
mainly responsible for the rise in price. Then in the last paragraph they go 
on to say "In a general sense of coutse inadequate transport facilities must 
affect prices, but the Committee doubt if it can be maintained that this 
factor has been of any greater importance within the past few years than it 
was in previous years. The mining industry has agitated for many years on 
the question of the inadequacy of the wagon supply and other transport 
facil~ties and this agitation has not been so much greater recently than it 
preVIOusly was that the Cqmmittee can say that it has had much effect on the 
rise in prices." Y,?u do not endorse that? 
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SiT B. -Watson Smllth.-I endorse it to an extent. I have noticed thi,. 
apathy on the part of the Indian Mining Association and supposed that the] 
were tired of agitation. 

PTelident.-It is a perfectly tenable line of argument that the transport 
difficulties are not worse than they have always beenP 

SiT B. Wabon SfIIlIth.,-I do not knpw what they call worse. I should, 
Bay they are far worse. I think they over-atate rather when they say that 
they are not worse. I look back 0111 times when you could get extra wagon., 
for the docks. You ,could get them here and- there always. You cannot 
get. them now. 

Prssident.-What time are you 'thinking of aproximatelyP 
SiT B. Watson Smllth.-Four or five years ago. ' 
PTuidsnt.-That is d~ring and immediately after the warP 
SiT B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. Of course duf'ing the war the whole thing 

was in charge .of Sir George Godfrey or tJomebody else, 'Bnd theJl' wagons were 
ordered here. and ordered there, bu.t perhaps iii the earlier lI8.rtof, and im
mediately before, the war when you had Government oontrol-and I was more 
actively employed in running coal mines-we grumbled pretty .steadily that 
facilities were very bad. I should certainly say that they are ,worse now, 
but we have got used· to "them. We are ada.pting :oursel'les, that is, we 'put 
up withthingB now as we put up with many thi'ngs during the war over which 
we would raise a great outcry before. 

Prssident.-As far as you can judge conditions of transport are very much 
worse now? ' 

SiT B. Watson Smllth.-I should certainly think so. 
Prsaident.-When you give us the particulars of the increase ~n the Cost of 

,equipment .of a colliery occasioned by a rise in duty on steel from 10 to 33$ 
per cent., it would be necessary to distinguish all steel machinery which 
come iIi on a 2i per cent. duty. 

Sir B. Watson Smytk.-I am only going to give you the prices; you must \ 
draw your own deductions and not make me responsible for them. 

President.-If you will at any rate indicate those items which at present 
are liable on importation to 2i per cent. duty it will be helpful. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I will give you the figures. 
Presidsnt.-It is perfectly open to you to make a disclaimer in supplying 

us with the figures. We shall not attempt to make you responsible' for infer-' 
ences that are ours and not yours. ' 

The further point to which you draw our: attention is really one which is 
a matter for argument and does not admit of any exact solution at all. There 
is another point. What you said at the beginning, when you, were talking 
of the cotton interests with which you are concerned, was that they w~uld 
mainly be affected by the increased cost of development in the construction of 
new mills. Have you recently erected any steel buildings? 

Sir B. Watson Smytk.-We have practically rebuilt our mills. 
Preaident.-Would it be possible to let us know to what extent your ex

penditure would have been increased if the duty had been raised? .We have 
nothing definite about that and it will be useful to have it. 

SiT B. Watson Smlltk.-I will try. These 'Bre items where exact figures 
can be got, but what use you are going to make of them is highly suspicious. 
I am afraid it will take a little time. 

Pre.ident.-Will you please let us have it as sQj)n as you can? 
SiT B. Watson Smyth.-I think I can let you have it next week. 

President.-It would be very much easier if you could quote one or two 
concrete cases and say that they were constructed for so much and, ,if there ill 
this duty, the increase must be so much. 

Sir R. Watsen Smyth.-We will do that. 
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President.-In your Shalimar Works you do a great deal of repairs to 
steamersi' . 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-It is really the main part of our business. 
. President.-As ;egards the manufacturing' of boats and launches do you 
find at present that competition of foreign manufacturers is very great? 

Sir B .. Watson Smyth.-No, not in boats and launches. They are all made 
out here with the exception of one 'or two quaint people like Government and 
the Port Commissioners and these will import boats in pieces from Home, and 
put them together in India. Practically all engines come out from Home. 

President.-Do you apprehend that, if the duty were raised from 10 to 33! 
per cent, you would then have difficulty in retaining the market? 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No, because we would all be in the same boat, 
but our market. will be curtailed, that is our fear. 

President.-That is to say, fewer boats and launches would be used? 
Sir Bo Wahon Sfl/-yth.-Yes, they will. become more a luxury. 
President.-'-You have told us about your paint works. What rate of duty 

is at present payable on imported paint?, 
Sir B. Watson'Smyth.-I am I1fraid I don't know. I think it is lIS per 

cent. but I am not absolutely certain. I might explain that we cannot make 
paint out of entirely indigenous chemicals. Although 'we have increased that 
to a great extent with the help of the Geological Department, and we have 
found a great deal in India which we used to import, but we have still to 
import a good deal on which we pay import duty. 

President.-You have told us about some particular kind of machinery 
which you use. 

Sir B.Watson Smyth.-The paint is all ground in a mill and all that 
. machinery has to be imported. ' 

Preside'!t.-But is not that. machinery subject to 2i per cent. duty? 
Sir II.. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
President.-And that machinery is not manufactured in India P 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No. . • 
President.-In thl1t case it would not be covered by any proposals made 

by the Board for the protection of steel. Nobody wants to protect what is 
not produced in India because you are not protecting anything. I admit it 
. may be a' very difficult thing to discriminate. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I understand you,.but somebody may say that it 
could be made in India. 

Presidimt.-That would not be in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Fiscal Commission which have been accepted by the Government of 
India and the Legislative Assembly. Discriminating protection is as far r.s 
possible to distinguish petween what is, and what is not, produced in India 
and to frame the tariff schedule accordingly. In the case of machinery which 
at present is subject to 2t per cent. duty only and is not manufactured in 
India, I think there would be no difficulty at all. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-our fear is that once you begin protection you 
will have to frame your case in such a way that all is going to be protected. 
As YOll say a line is very difficult to be drawn. The case of shellac machinery 
of course is exactly the same: . 

President.-That is not manufactured in India? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth~-No. 
President.-Are there any firms in India so equipped that they could 

manufacture it? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-No. Nobody has equipped hilllllelf. Whether he 
could do so or not is another matter. I have framed my case entirely on the 
assnmption that all is going to be protected. 
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PTtrident.-1 may Bay quite definitely that, where a particulat 'form of 

steel is not manufactured in India to-day, and no firm is equipped for the 
manufacture of that particular· kind, it would be the object of the Board 
so to frame its proposals as to exclude that, assuming that the Board make 
proposals for protective duty on steel. 

SiT B. Watson Smyth..-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala.-You are an ex-President of the Bengal Chamber of Com-

merceI' 
SiT .n. Wat.on Smyth.-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala.-You hold the office of Vice-President now!' 
SiT B.· Wat.on Smyth..-Yes, I do. 
MT. Ginwala.-You gave evidence on behalf of the Bengal Chamber of 

Commerce before the Fiscal Commission I' 
SiT B. Wabon Smyth.-I did. 
MT. Gi7iwala.-Were you then President!' 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I am not quite sure. I forget the date. 
MT. Ginwala.-I take it more or less that the views which you expressed 

then were the views of tae Chamber of Commerce which, generally speaking, 
met with your approval I' .. ' 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No, I won't say that. I';'as the mouthpiece of 
the Chamber and I spoke according· to instructions. I may tell you quite 
candidly, Mr. Ginwala, I am beirn and bred a Free-trader, and everything 
that did not come within the four corners of that creed did not meet with 
my approval, although I spoke as the mouthpiece of the Chamber. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I put it to you this way. The Bengal Chamber of Com
·merce as recently as 1922 gave evidence before the Fiscal Commission. It 
then had certain '9ieWB on the question of Free-trade and Protection. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth . ...;.Yes. 
Mr.·Ginwala:-Then the Fiscal Commission's report was published. We 

are now definitely appointed by the Government of India to enquire into the 
question of protection of the steel industry. We have asked the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce to give us its considered views on that question. It 
might hav~ had its views last year. As you know, it has now declined to 
give us its views. 

President.-I don't think we have received a definite statement to that 
effect. I don't think that ought to go out to the public as a statement of 
the Board. It is" not correct to say that the Chamber has informed us 
that it will not give evidence. • 

Mr. Ginwala.-The Chamber has sent us communications from individual 
firms in lieu of its own statement . 
• Sir B. Wahon Smyth.-I don't know that. I can tell you that these were 
sent in in my absence. I cannot hold myself responsible for this. I am not 
here as Vice-President· of the Chamber and what the Chamber has done, I 
beg leave to say I don't know. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Up till now the Chamber has not come forward to give 
evidence. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.,-If you tell me ihat, I' !!Ccept your statement, but 
I am here as the head of Turner, Morrison & Co. and not as Vice-President 
(If the Chamber. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You are an officer of the Chamber of Commerce. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I am not here in that capacity. 

• The· facts regarding the communications between the Chamber and the 
Tariff Board were stated by the President at a subsequent meeting. The 
Board had been given to understand the Chamber would not :tender evidence, 
but had not been so informed officially. 
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Mi'. Ginwala.-You· know that the Chamber has not yet come forward
that is a fact and you 'may take it as a fact-to give evidence before us. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-You must know better than I do. I will say 
" yes," if you like. ' 

1I1r. Ginwala.-Ypu have read in the newspaper that the Bengal Chamber' 
of Commerce is definitely moving a-resolution before the Associated Chambers 
of Commerce in December opposing the protection of the steel industry? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Gi1~wala.-As a member, and a leading member, of the Chamber of 

Oommerce, do you consider that the Bengal Chamber of Commerce is assisting: 
us in the way in which we are entitled to expect assistance in this public 
enquiry? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I am very sorry, I :really cannot answer that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Can you give me your personal ~pinionP 
Sir Robert.-I prefer not to give it. You are cross-examining me as'. 

though I am representing the Chamber here to-day. I am certainly not here 
in that capacity. I don't think I should be asked to criticise the acti~n of 
the Chamber. 

President.~We must accept that definitely. We are not entitled to .ask_ 
the witness questions which would really be put to him in a different capacity 

. from that in which he comes before us. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Am I not entitled t{) ask him his personal "Views as .& 

distinguished member of the ·commercial community and of the Chamber? 
President.-That is why I did not intervene. It is ~nly a courtesy to 

the witness who has expressed 'his inability. 
Sir R. Watlon Smyth.-You are embarrassing me. If you knew, I am sure 

you would not do it for a moment. The Tariff Board have written to the 
Chamber on this subject. That letter is coming up for consideration at a 
special meeting which is going to .be held on Monday, and you really cannot 
expect. me to say. anything. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If the Chamber of Commerce do not send in a statement, 
of course, we cannot compel it to do so, but J shall consider myself entitled 
to take the opinion of the President which was given before the Fiscar 
Commission as the opinion of the Chamber. There is nothing before us ~o 
lead us to think otherwise. . 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Why do you tell me that? I am here as the 
head of Messrs._Turner, Morrison & Co. and in no other capacity. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-That is my view. You can take it for what it is worth. 
I shall consider myself entitled to take the opinion given before the Fiscal 
Commission as the present opinion of the Chamber of Commerce until I know 
to the contrary. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I am here as the head of Messrs. Turner. 
Morrison &~. That firm did not give any evidence before the Fiscal Com
mission. I am not going to say anything about the Chamber of Commerce. 
I am very sorry that your questions have turned into this channel. I happen 
to be the Vice-President of the Chamber and they have not yet appeared 
before you. It is merely a coincidence. Mr. President, I am afraid I must 
appeal to you. • 

Mr. Ginwala.-I may take it that you have got nothing to say about 
the evidence you previously gave before the Fiscal Commission? 

Sir It Watson Smyth.:.....-In my present capacity I have given no evidence 
before the Fiscal Commission. 

·Mr. Ginwala.-All the opinions that you then expressed were, I take it. 
the opinions of the Bengal Chamber' of Commerce P 

Sir R. Watson 8myth~-I don't know whose they were. They were given 
under instructions, but I repeat I am here as the head of Messl's. Turner, 

. Morrison & Co. I have nothing to do with the Chamber at the moment. 
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, Mr. Ginwala ..... You have told me just now that you are an absolute Free
'trader and that under no conditions you would look at protection. Is that, 
your meaning P 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-That is my personal opinion. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You will not make an exception in the case. of any' 

industryP 
Sir B. Wabon Smyth.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.'-:"'Even if it is an industry of national importance? 
Sir 11. Watson Smyth.-No industry whatever. It is against my creed. 
Mr. Gimvala.-No matter how important an industry is-in ,time of war. 

for instance-you would not protect that industry? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-'-No, certainly not. That is how the whole British. 

industry is built up. ' 
lJlr. Ginwala.-Even in Great Britain, there is a tendency to ask for th&. 

protection of key ,industries. ' 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-There is. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And you don't agree with any chance of policy? Nor d() 

you attach any importance -to the experience of other countries which have 
gone in for protection P . 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Certainly,I attach such importance, but'having 
attached all the importance to it, enormous importance to it, I 'am still a 
Free-trader. " 

lJlr. Ginwala.-You would not personally be guided by the' experience of 
any other country exceptiug the Manchester School, I take it? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We are not guided but w~ are warned by the
experience of other countries. 

Mr. Gibwala.-You would not take that warning? 
Sir R .. Watson Smyfh.-Yes. It is the other people who would not take 

that warning. " 
Mr. Ginwala.-You 'are'aware there is no country in the world, except 

Great Britain, which is not protec;ting the ateel industry at present, including 
China, Japan, Balkan States or any other country you can think of. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I really have not come to be cross-examined on 
the ethics of Free-trade VB. Protection. I have come to render what little 
assistance I can from my firm's point of view. I never thought that the 
Board was going to cross-examine me on the ordinary ethics of Free-trade vs. 
Protection. If the Board were to insist, then I must really ask leave to 
withdraw. I think I have given you all the information I can. 

President.-We must all recognise from the start that the general abstract 
question of Free-trade and Protection is not really before us. It is closed 
tor us by the decision of the Government of India and the Legislative 
Assembly. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am really not going into the 'general question. 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I have given the President all the assistance 

I can. 
Pruident.-The Board woulcl be very sorry indeed if you were to withdraw 

at this stage. 
Mr.' Ginwala.-I have asked you that question as a very important wit

ness. If you have'any objection to'answering it, I would not press you. 
Preaident.-Please keep a little more closely to the immediate question. 
Mr. Gillwala.-We are enquiring into the question of protection of the. 

.teel industry . 
. Sir B. Watson Smyth.-You asked me a'series of questions about my 

views on protection generally and whether I am guided by actions in other' 
countries and so on. I, have not really come to. answer all thai. As 1 
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said, I have told you what I have got to say, and I don't think 1 have got; 
anything 'more to add 'to it. , 

Prc&ident.-The Board are most anxious to have the point of view which 
you represent fully placed before us. I fully appreciate your point of vie'll" 
and it must ultimately be for you to decide what questions you are pre
pared to answer and what questions you are not. I have no doubt 
Mr. Ginwala, that the last question you asked was only introductory which 
was to the effect that, apart from Great Britain, steel is protected in all 
other countries in the world. That is a fact that could be gathered easily. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would be taken as a rough guide. 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Very well. Come along, Mr. Ginwala. I say 

"yes." - -
Mr. Ginwala.-I am. very sorry if you are under the impression that I 

am trying to get anything out of you which you are not willing to say. 
,Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Not at all. If we are to have a round table 

ICOnference as to the merits of Free-trade 'liS. Protection, I am prepared to 
hold my own against anybody. What I said was that I had come to put 
forward the views of Messrs. Turner, Morrison & Co. I thought that the 
Whole thing would be over in half an hour. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I'gather that you were rather under the impression that 
the 331 per cen,t. duty on steel would apply to all the steel. ' 

Sir R. Watson ,S·myth.-As I said, not kIiowing what particular recom
mendations you were going to make, I had to base my case on that. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is hardly so. The demand of Tatas is confined more 
or less to the kind of steel that they manufacture. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that case, do you consider whether your, particular 

interests would be affected P • 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-To anything that was, not protected, my argu

ments :would not apply. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I dare say you know the kinds of steel that Tatas 

manufacture, I mean generally speaking. They are rails, certain classes of 
structural materials and other kinds of basic rolled steel. 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-At present the country is only interested, according to 

Tatas' point of view, in the protection of those particular articles. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I understand that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that case the opinions that you gave would. be subjeot 

to those modifications P 
Sir R. Watson 'Smyth.-Thete can be no objection if the thing is not 

protected. At the same time, the fear still exists: if you once start pro
tecting, protection will keep pace with development. If certain things are 
not protected to-day, they will be protected to-morrow, when Tatas or 
somebody else may say that they are prepared to manufacture them in this 
country. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would be a matter for further enquiry. 

Mr. R. Watson Smyth.-From our point of view we are, opposed to it. 
This is only a thin end of the wedge when you begin. 

Mr. Ginwala.-From that point of view we would like you-it may give 
you a certain amount of trouble--to give us some figures having regard to 
the kind of steel that is manufactured in this country. Would you give us 
some idea as to how you are going to be affected, in the engineering in
dustry? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I have said that the engineering industry would 
be the one which would be affected least. We should all be in thp. ~Ame 
boat, but we fear that it would restrict our market. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, if the prices of raw materials go up, the 
general demand would be curtailed. 

Bir B. Watson Smyth.-That is our fear. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Taking the engineering industry as a whole just now, it is. 

a very big industry I' 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-We have some evidence given before us that that industry 

is also suffering from foreign competition in regard to fabricated articles. -
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-That rather .. cerns the other part of engi

neering.work. I would only put forward the case of our own smarr work
shops. We are not bothered by foreign competition and as we only do
ships' repairs and so on, the foreign competition that we fear is that the 
ships will go to some other ports for their repairs~ Ships that come out here
and ships that trade round the' coasts might find it cheaper to do their 
repairs somewhere else, say Colombo, for, instance. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the steel industry was protected to the limited. 
extent, i.e., protection being given to what was produced in the country, 
then would you be in favour of giving any additional protection to the
fabricated structural steel that the engineering industry manufactures P 

Sir B. Wataon Smyth.-Having protected one thing, ,you will, have to
protect everything, and that 'Y'0uld help to increase the price& generally; 

Mr. Ginwala.-In any case that would be necessary. 
Sir B. Watson Bmyth.-Presumably it would be necessary. Don't think, 

?tIro Ginwala that it makes it better. If I manufacture a thing here and have
to pay higher prices for the raw materials, I cannot cOmpete with the man 
who 'can pt:oduce the thing ready made, unless I am protected too. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-Apart from what may be called compensatory protection, 
they claim that they need protection because they cannot compete against. 
foreign articles. To that'extent, will you accept their ,opinionI' 

. Sir B. Watson Bmyth.-That all our people say. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, that may be taken as the existing state of 

affairs I' 
Bir B. Watson Smyth.-I IIhould think so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to coal the figures that you gave are very 

interesting. You go in for manufacturing coke out of coaU 
Sir B. Watson Smytk.-Yes. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-As you know that is ali important factor in the manu~ 

facture of steel. 
Bir B. Watson Bmyth.-Yes.· 
Mr. Ginwala.-Would you oblige the Board by giving some sort of ali-

account of your cokingplantP 
Sir R. Watson Bmyth.-You mean how it is done? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes, what sort of a plant you have got and so on. 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-of course, I will. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What by-products do you getP 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-our by-products recovery plant is a battery of' 

BO ovens. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How many batteries have youI' 
Sir B. Watson Bmyth.-We have got two. There are 30 ovens in a 

battery. The ovens are about the size of half of one of those doors (com-' 
mittee room doors) and they open at both ends and they have a hole at the 
top through which they may be fed. In between them are flues which run 
under and between the ovens. Coal in the form of dust is sent up to a. 
hopper by an elevator and it is fed through the holes into these batteries 
until each oven is filled tight with this dust. The flues are then opened. The 
gas ignites all round and for 24 to 30 hours this dust is burnt to a state of' 
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-white heat that drives off ~ll the gases out of it which by succession are 
taken tbrough tbe' top. First of all they pass through a cyclone which 
whirls the gases ~oun~ and sbakes t~e tar out of them and then they bubble 
thrqugh sulphuric aCid and _deposit sulpbate of ammonia and then they 
go back again to the furnace to fire the boilers and to the ovens to burn 

I -.in the flues. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the name of the makers? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Simon Carves. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What did it c~ you? _ 
Sir It Watson Smyth.-One £~,OOO and another £70,000. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-What is their capacity? 
Sir ll. Watson Smyth.-About 7,000 tons of coke a month. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-How much coal would you require to make ~at quantity? 
Sir R. Wcdson Smyth.-About 9,000 tons of coal. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-You have given the cost of coke in 1916-17 as Rs. 4 per ton 

:plus by-products. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
President.":"-Thatwas works cost. Did it include overhead charges, etc. P 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-It has risen toRs. 17 per ton in the present year? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala:--8o the cost has gone up more than four times? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Has tbis c~rresponded more or less with the cost of 

Taising tbe coal at the pit's mouth P 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-It has gone up in the same ratio, but it does not 

. correspond. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-Wha't I cannot understand is this: you say you use 9,000 

tone of coal to get 7,000 tons of coke, and yet the cost has gon~ up all round 
by more than four times. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-That is what I cannot understand myself. It ill 
my mission in life, unsuccessful so far, to find out why the raising cost has 
-gone up. 

lIlr: Ginwala.-The coking cost has gone up a good deal. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We know exactly how much the price of coal has 

gone up, and we have to find out what all the rest of it is. 
lIlr. Gimvala.-That is what you have not been able to ascertain? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We have analysed it down to a decimal point. 

-Why all this happens, goodness only knows. But these figures are perfectly 
,-accurate. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-What do you do with the surplus gases? 
Si,1 R. Watson .~myth.-They burn. It is a continual process. 
Mr. Gimvala.-Still, there will be a considerable amount of gas left? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-It goes up the chimney. There is nothing in it, 

-except benzol. 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to by-products, your principal by-products, I 

-take it, are coal tar and sulphate of ammonia? -
_ Sir R. Watson Smyth.-They are the only two. There is a third, benzol. 

We don't recover that. It is wasted. --
lIlr. Ginwala.-Do you use your tar or do you sell it? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We bring it down to our distillery near Calcutta 

-to make it into creosote, -disinfectants and pitch. . 
lilt·. Gimoala.-Is there a market for these in this countryP 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-The reason why I am asking this qUllstion is that Tata. 

have told us that they cannot find a market for their tar. . 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I do not know about Tatas, but I buy nell-rly all 

the other tar that is manufactured. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Could you give us some idea of the market price of tar at 

present? ~ 

Sir B. Watson Smllth.-I have not got it here. I can send it to you as 
Boon 88 I get back. If you give me a note what figures you want, I can let 
you know in five minutes.· 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind telling us this? You have told us that 
out of 9,000 tons of coal you make 7,000 tons of coke. How much would 
you recover by way of tar and sulphate of ,ammonia P , 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-I can give you these figures later.t I can send 
them with absolute accuracy. It would be about., 70 to 80 tons of tar and 
30 tons of sulphate of ammonia. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There is one other point. In the manufacture of steel 
as yon know coke is a very important item. Of course, Tatas have supplied 
us their cost of production of coke. Have you any objection to giving us 
your cost of productioni' 

Sir B. Wabon Smyth.-Not in the least. I will give you with full 
-details.: Why not? I should be delighted to .let you know . 

• Mr. Ginwala . ..,..That would be very useful from our point of. view." 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Do you..mean nil these items, including the cost of 

coal at the colliery, etc.? I can give you all the figures about coke. I never 
thought that you' would want them. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Would you mind giving us also those figures. Tatas also 
nave given us. You have told us the raising cost of coal in 1916 and' also in " 
1922-23. Would you mind giving us the cost for every year? 

Sir B. Wahon Smyth.-With pleasure.,. If you want month by month in 
Each year I can give you, or if you prefer I can give on an average 12 
months divided by 12. My raising cost, I may tell you, is low compared 
with others. You must know that we were one of the pioneers. We deve
loped on certain conservative lines which other people have not and the 
consequence is that in comparison with them, I suppose ours is the lowest in 
the coalfields. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-No one can tell us how much equipment a colliery requires. 
Sir B. Wahon Smyth.-Of course, it needs more as it develops. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose you take a normal colliery and its output is 

going to be 1 million tons a. year, how much machinery will you require? 
Sir B. Watson· Smyth.-We have not collieries that develop to anything 

like that. They get 60 to· 70 thousand tons a. mpnth. I do not know what 
Tatas do. They have got a group of collieries. Of course, Lodna is a. 
fairly big colliery and its output is 30,000 tons a. month. What you want 
really to get at is, I think, the development of one pair, of pit-heads. If you 
take a whole colliery it is difficult to explain the equipment. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-My point is this: a. good deal has been said about Tatas' 
investment in collieries. 

Sir B. Wabon Symth.-Do you mean the one'they bought from Kilburns, 
and developed afterwards i' 

Mr. Ginwala.-They spent a certain amount of money on the equipment 
of these collieries, but we cannot say whether what they have done is right 
or not. If you can give us a. general idea as to what' it would normally cost 
taking the output to be 30,000 tons a month we shall be very glad. 

• Re. 50 per ton. See Statement V (1). 
t See Statement V (2). 

: Statement III. 
'V Statement IV. 



· Sir B.Watson Smyth.-It will be very difficult. One, of course, coul\i 
do it. If I set my inen to work out an estimate for a hypothetical "Colliery 
to raise that, I could give you the figures, but whether that would help you 
to ascertain whether Tatas paid too much for their colliery or spent toOe 
much on equipment I do not know. -

Mr. Ginwala.-If you will give us an estimate of the cost of equipment 
that will be sufficient. Do you think yo.u would be able to give information 
on that? 

Sir B. Watson Smyth . ....:.Yes. I can give it to yoil. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Tatas' case is this: they have entered. into some contracts 

for the purchase of coal. At the same time they have bought these collieries 
and equipped them. Their 'explanation is that' they cannot always rely on 
a regular supply of coal. Is that a reasonable view to take from the steel 
manufacturer's point of view?' " 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. There comes in the question' of transport. 
If the transport was good it would be an absurd statement to make, because 
they could buy from first class people; but the transport in recent years 
has become so bad that every contract has got in it the words "subjec\ 
to the supply of wagons," and this has been, grossly misused by a great 
many people and I quite sympathise with Tatas as I am myself buying 
outside coal. They cannot be certain of getting it in time and defaulters can 
always put it ,down on shortage of wagons. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say to that extent; there is justification for that? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-If I had not half my own coal I would never have 

thought of- putting up a costly coking plant. Tatas also have got a conti
nuous process of manufacture. Sugar has given me many grey hairs for the 
same reason: if I did not get coal I would destroy a tremendous amount 
of sugar at the works. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you keep any record of the price of British cokei' 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No. I do not: it does not come within our 

scope at all. . 
Mf. Ginwala.-Is your coke used locally!, Who are the principal con

sumers? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-It goes all over India. Our coke is especially 

good for blast furnaces because it is very hard. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-On the question ~f labour I think I heard you say that 

.the wages of labour, must not be brought down? 
Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. That is a fair statement I think. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Because YOIl consider that the inefficiency of the labour is 

due to the low style of life and, if the standard of living goes up, you think 
that it will be beneficial to the industry as a whole~ 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-You have' got a very low type of aboriginaf 
labour. They are quite satisfied with primitive methods of living and conse
quently they have got primitive ideas as to how much work they should do. 
If you could educate them they would alter their views, and they would be 
better workmen altogether, but .they would want, and would earn more 
wages. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Referring to your letter of 18th September you say 
" The Indian Steel industry is incapable at the present moment of meeting 
India's demands, and we see no prospect, at any reasonable period if ever, of 
their being able to do so." Is that based on any careful examination of the 
industry or is it a general statement? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I think it is more a general statement. When 
the President was examining me on that point.1 explained to him what was 
in our minds. ,. 

Mr. Ginwala.-At present India's demands may be roughly taken at 
Ii million tons of steel including railway material, and of that there are 
certain kinds of stet'l which cannot be produced at all in this country. 



8ir R. Waban 8myth.-t admit I was more or less going on the assump
tion th.t protection, if it came at all, was to go the whole hog and was no' 
only for what Tatas are actually producing now. I thought that it was to. 
luit the requirements of the 60untry as a whole and not for what Tatas werEi 
able to tum ouK 

;atr. GiflwaZa.-Unfortunately that seems to be the impression abroad. 
Bir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. That is the impression. 
Mr. GiflwaZa.-In your second letter· as Managing Agents of the Shalimar 

:Works, Limited, you say "Further are Tatas struggling for existence or 
are they merely suffering from the general trade depression which is most 
acute in the engineering trade, and would any extra·amount received in price
from protection be regarded as an addition to the dividend capacity of the reci
pient, rendered necessary by over-capitalisation or would it btl, used for tlut 
improvement of methods of production which is the only ultimate guarantee
of the permanent preservation of the industryP" ., That also I take it is a. 
general statementP 

Sir B. Watlofl Smyth.-That is more or less a general statement. Oil 
course, as you know the general impression is that the improvement in Xatas. 
~going to pay Tatas dividends. That, of. course, we leave entirely in your 
hands. We were merely pointing out the general impression abroad. 

Mr. Giflwala.-With regard to the question of dividends their average 
Dowwor\!:s at about 6 per cent. You would not regard that as a. very 
extraordinary dividend P 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No: But do not take that as my co=ent on 
Tatas' business. If you put the question whether 6 per cent. is an extra
ordinary dividend, my answer is "no." 

Mr. Ginwala.-It has been put to us that any new industry that has 
to be established in this country cannot obtain money unless there is a 
reasonable prospect of getting more dividend, say 10 per cent. What is your 
~p . ' 

Bir B. Watson Smyth.-That is so. I am Dot one of those against bIg 
dividends. I look not to the dividend only or to the capital, but to the rela
tion between dividend and capital. 

Mr. Giflwala.-There is one other point I wanted to ask youabout-,the· 
general financing of a company. It has been suggested sometimes that you 
can raise your capital either by asking for ordinary shares or for preference 
shares which, of course, carry a smaller rate of interest. Would it be-possible
for a new company to raise a large capital by preference shares P . 

Sir R. Wabon Smy.th ........ That is the usual procedure. When you float a 
company you make up your mind how much you put on ordinary capital and 
how much on preference shares. They appeal to different publics: som& 
people like preference shares with a fixed rate of interest and prefer them. 
to ordinary capital, while some others like the gamble on ordinary shares. 
Every jute mill has preference capital. . 

lIlr. Ginwala.-At present would 8 per cent. interest attract preference-
sharesP . 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 
lIlr. Ginwala.-With regard to the method of depreciation I should like

your' opinion. With regard to mining machinery would 10 per cent. be a. 
• high percentage for obsolescence and depreciation P 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-No. You would not be allowed that by the'ln
come-tax authorities.' 

.Pre'ident ..... 1 think it is rather the ether way. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I have talked of depreciation already. ·1 shall be 
very satisfied if I were allowed it by the Income-tax authorities: I hope 

• Statement II. 
VOL.m. 2y 
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they would, but I unders't.ood tha.t we were not allowed it by the I~com8-tax 
people. " 
. " Mr: Ginwala.-But Tatas stated that they were allowed 10 per cent. " 

Sir B. Watson Bmyth.-That is all right then. 
Mr. Ginwala.-On general machinery" you wou.ld regard "71 per cent. all

reasonable P 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. 

. Mr . .Ginwala.-With regard to the figures that'the President asked for 
it will not be easy for you to give the exact figures as to how much per to~ 
:t;he cost would go up P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I am not going to attempt to give that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing you are quoting for coal, would you ~dd 

certain overhead charges and other charges on the actual cost of raising 
-coal? 

,sir R. Watson Smyth.-That is not how we quote. We quote according 
to the market rate. 

President.~To find out whether it is profitable to raise coal you will 
have to make an allowance for your overhead charges and so on P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We have got our own scale of what we call the 
raising cost and that is made up of several items. It includes depreciation 
and everything else. 

Mr. Ginwala.-In depreciating the colliery do you depreciate the purchase 
price of the colliery P 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-We depreciate everything. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose you have got a colliery for Rs. 50 lakhs. In 

depreciating it what life would you give it!' _ 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-You mean taking coal as a wasting asset: we do 

npt take that into account in depreciation, nor in our raising cost. It is 
only taken into "account when the expert gives the life of the colliery as a 
-certain period. We do not put any particular item to the wasting asset of 
-the colliery. We look to get our reserve up to the block account so that, 
when the coal finishes, there is a reserve there which will be enough to" pay 
-to the shares of the value of the property. You put aside something every 
'year. But the life of the colliery is not taken into consideration. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you considered the question of bounties to which 
!reference is made in the letter-" if protection is to be given it should 
-take the form of bounties" II 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-That is engineering. I really cannot support 
-that because I do not believe in it myself. I did not draft that letter. Of 
(Jourse, it is quite understandable from the engineering point of view, but I 
-do not -think many people would agree with that. It just transfers the 
burden from the consumer to the general tax-payer . 

. Mr. Ginwala.-There is a dut"y of 10 per cent. on steel. Do you think 
-that it is the utmost that steel can bear II 

" , 

Sir R. Wat80n Smyth.-It is, of course, difficult to say that. I should 
;not like to commit myself to any opinion. My opinion is that all these . 
Tevenue taxes have come to a point where they have become protective. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Suppose it is necessary for the Government of India to 
·get more revenueP 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I cannot say that it has reached that limit. I do 
not think that anybody knows what the limit is. If you mean that if they 
'l'aise another 2 per cent. the whole industry would crumble up, I do not 
-think so. But it is very heavy, almost higher than it could bear. 

Mr. KaZe.-You have told us that new capital would not come into the 
'industry, even if protection were granted to the existing industry in India, 
because there is no guarantee that the policy of protection will continll.e. 
]lave I understood you correctly? 
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Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes, more or Jess. I said there was that-danger. 
',lir. Kale.-If you assume, that a sort of guarantee is given by the people': 

-to justify that this policy will continue for five' or six _years, in,- that, case 
would there be any difficulty? _ " ' " . 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Of course it would be better, arid ,15 years would: 
'from that point of view be a stl."onger inducement than ,10, and 20 than 15. 
Of course, it does a;way with my objection. ' . 

.111'. Kale.-If 'political conditions were such and the opinion of the ,Gov
'ernment and the country was such that sufficient assurance was obtained by 
capitalists that the protection would continue for a reasonable length of 
time, I think there would be no difficulty in attracting capital. 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-No. But at the same time it should ,~e consi
dered what form of guarantee you are going to get from a democratic Gov
-ernment. Agriculturists are generally all Free-traders. 

Mr. Kale.-You'seem to suggest that, if a~country adopts protection 
'there is the danger of Trusts. 'To some extent it is true, but I should ljke to 
ask whether that danger does not exist in Free-trade 1C0untries also, and 
whether we have not got combines and other evils in countries where there 
is no protection P 

Sir ll. Watson Smyth.-We have other evils but not these evils. You 
'have got foreign competition to face. You have combinations, of course, to 
prevent unnecessary competition, but you are always kept down by foreign' 
competition. ' 

Mr. Ka/e.-You have ;told us that your firm wete the pioneers in the 
manufacture of sugar, Is Indian sugar getting any protection on account 
of the high duty that exists? 

Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Yes. They are getting protection to the extent 
of 15 per cent. on a tariff value: and tariff value has been at times very 
mucll higher than the market value of sugar so that protection has been as 
high as 20 per cent. But it has not done much good to Indian sugar. 

Mr. Kale.-Suppose the duty were removed, do you think it will handicap 
-your industry? -

Bir R. Wahon Smyth.-Of corlrs9. it will. 
Mr. Kale.-8uppose the Government of India decide to do away with the 

,duty altogether. Will your industry be adversely affected? 
S'ir B. Watson Smyth.-It will bEl affected to that extent. 
Mr. KaZe.-In that case would you not ask for protection? 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-Never, The only time when my, firm entered 

-the list very strongly on the question of duties wa\ when there were counter
vailing duties on sugar. We fought bounties successfully and very strongly 
sgainst 'the Bombay side. Bounties are unfair competition. Countervailing 
duties against bounties I believe in. 

Mr. Ka/e.-Am I to understand that if the excise duty is raised to 11 per 
-eent. in the cotton industry you would not object? The Indian cotton mill 
industry has g;ot protection to 'bBe extent of 71 per cent. 

Bir R. Watson Smyth.-That is a very big question, if you put a revenue 
duty how much you will take it by way of excise. I do not believe in excise 
duties. 

Yr. Kals.-I want io know your attitude. 
Sir R. Watson Smyth.-I should object to such a thing. 
Mr. Mather.-There is only one question that I )VouJd ask you. In the

'earlier part of your statement on engineering works I think you said that 
-there are two difficulties at present in the engineering industry, one of 
'which is the high cost of materials and the other the diminishing purchasing 
-power of Y01lr consumers. You said again that the chief raw material was 
.. teel ~nd you appeared to consider the rresent price to be high. Can ,.,,, 

2y2 
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give us any rough approximation of the increase in the price of steel to y03' 
as you buy now as compared with the pre-war price P 

Sif/ B. Watson, Smyth.-Not off-hand. I have not compared these. 
Mr. Mather.-The reason why I ask you is this: the general opinion in, 

the steel industry here and in America too, apart from the recent boom in 
the United States, is that the increase in the price of steel has been less than 
that in practically every other article. , 

Sir B. Wahon Smyth.-Ido not think I said that. In the first instance
I· said not " a rise in the price of steel" but " in the price of what we had. 

, to sell." , 

President.-I think you used the word" cost." 
Sir R.' Watson Smvth.-But I had in view the cost of the finished article' 

that we had to sell and the purchasing power of the man who was going to 
buy it. We build barges. A barge which you could get for Rs. 10,000 then 
we cali only sell for Rs. 15,000 and the man who buys it has not got as much 
money~now-as he had when he bought it for Rs. 10,000. 

Mr. Mather.-You are not claiming that the cost of the raw materials has 
increased P . 

Sir B. Watson Smyth.-?o'fy argument is that the position is bad now, but 
that ii you put 20 per cent. to the price of raw material, the position will be
It ill worse. . 
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No.N. 

The Standard Oil CompaDy of New York. 

WRITTEN. 

Statement I.-Repre,efltatiofl from the Standard OiZ Compan!l of New :torkf 
Calcutta, to the Secretary, Tariff Board, Calcutta, No. 776, dat,ed 1t9t1J, 

, October 1923. 

With reference to the inquiries which, your Board has been making in 
'connection with the proposals for a tariff ,on steel manufactures to protect 
,the steel industry in India, we have the honor to request permission to 
put before you certain information relating to the reqilest for a 45 per cent. 
-duty on tinplate. The points we wish to discuss ~have come up in a general 
way during your preliminary hearings, ,but we have seen nothing in preSe 
reports indicating that they have been placed officially before youin protest 
oagainst the proposed protective duty. 

We are concerned largely with the use of tinplate for the ma:nufact~e of 
,tins 8S containers for kerosene oil, and are, therefore, likely' to be vitally 
affected by any increase in duty, partimjlarly since there is every probability 

-of our having to depend for many years to come on tinplate imported from: 
abroad. The local industry' admits its inability to put tinplate on the 
()pen market for the present and is most indefinite in its predictions on the 
possibility of doing so in the near or distant future. 

We submit that the imPOsition of animport duty of 45 per Klent. on tin
plate in these circumstanoes carries with it an addition to the cost of 
kerosene in tins that will in all probability have to be passed wholly on to the 
.consumers of oil. Based on' our consumption of approximately 7,200 tons 
in 1922, the proposed levy would mean for this Company alone an annual 
increase of Rs. 10,80,000 in the cost of tins, which, as we have said, would 
'very probably have to be charged to the- consumers of kerosene. If other oil 
:companies were to follow the same procedure the total additional cost of 
kerosene in tins to consumers in India wpuld amoupt to approximately 
Rs. 40,00,000 per year. '_ 

In view of the inability of the local, tinplate industry to supply flle 
'total demand in India for plates, we ,are of the opinion that sooh charges 
on the consumers of kerosene are unjustified, even if the figure on our busi
ness be alone considered. The addition of nearly eleven lakhs per year to 
-our marketing costs is likely' to be a handicap on us and a hardship oD. 
,the consumers of our kerosene'. It would be absolutely without direct benefit 
·to The Tinplate Company of India Limited, because, on their-own statement, 
,they cannot supply the quantity of tinplate used by us, and our tinplate 
-does not, therefore, come into competition with ·their production, and, ,will 
not do 80 until they are in a position to meet the full demand of this 
-country. It would appear from the press reports of -their testimony that 
'their plans for the immediate future do not contemplate the production of, 
more ";han half of such demand. The situation therefore would be, if the 
45 per cent. duty be. imposed, that we and other users of half the tinplate 

1lOnsumed in India would be penalized and di8Klriminated . against without 
any opportunity of purchasing from The Tinplate Company of India Limited, 
,our requirements of tinplate at equal or lower cost than that which this 
:proposal would place on the imported product. ' 

Previous to the reKlent erection of the tinplate mills at Golmuri, the 
<Oil Companies as a whole used abQut one half of the total tinplate imported 
into India annually. The present import duty into India ontinplates is 
at the rate of 10 per cent. on a fixed valuation of Rs. 400 per fun. To 
JDanufacture a ,four-gallon tin, this duty cost amounts to Re. ().().8t. If 
-the rate be enhanced to 45 per cent., a four-gallon tin would then eoat 
. .Be. 0-3-2 for duty on the tinplate alone. 
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The tinplate mills at GOlmuri which were primarily institu~d to manu.
facture plates to meet the requirements of the principal owners,' have an 
eventual capacity of 28,000 tons annually. According to statements noted 
at the sittings of your Board, it will be some considerable time yet before' 
there is any of its products to offer for sale in the open market, and then 
only 7,000 tons annually at the most. This quantity we could ourselves take 
,up, prices being equitable. 

" We therefore deduce that in order to protect an industry which at some
~istant date proposes to have only a .maximum of 20 per cent. of the open 
market requirements of tinplate to offer for sale, it hllS been suggeste. 
that a heavy protective tariff be imposed on the purchasers of the 80, per
,cent. which must be brought in from outside sources. 

We may Bay that the greater part of our tinplate is imported from the
"United Kingdom and that it follows that our position on this question i .. 
,unaffected by anything other than our own interests and those of the Indian: 
consumers of our products. The cil'lCumstances being what they are, Wit
:Jeel it necessary to record our emphatic opposition to a proposal, that if 
carried out; would have in its application a uselessly harmful effect upoa. 
our business. 

YVe are prepared to appear before you to giv~ any evidence you may;
Tequire in support of the statements made herein. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. V. L. WHITNEY, representing 
the Standard Oil Company of New York, 

recorded at Calcutta on the 3rd 
November 1923. 

Prerideflt.-Mr. Whitney, you have come to give evidence on behalf of 
the Standard Oil Co. of New York with regard to this proposal which -ha, 
been made for a 45 per cent. duty on tinplateP 

Mr. Wkitney.-Yes, Sir. 
President.-One of the questions in which Wll have had some difficulty iii 

getting at the facts is to get the figure of the total consumption of tinplate 
in India and also as to how their total consumption is divided between the 
Oil Companies and other consumers. It is only within the last six months 
that the tinplate figures have been shown separately in the trade returns; 
I do not know if your Company has got any detailed information about that.· 

Mr. Whitney.-No. .. , 

Prerideflt.-You have given certain figureli in the representation that; 
reached us which involve a .certainassumption as to the total. consumption. 
You say .. Previous to the recent erection of the tinplate mills at Golmuri. 
the Oil Companies as a whole used about one-half of the total tinpla~ 
imported into India .annually." Where did you get that information P . I 

Mr. Whitney.-We arrived at that on the statement of the Tinplate 
Company in their preliminary hearing in which they said that the Burma. 
Oi. Company would use 21,000 tons, and as we use about 7,000 tons that 
represents half of the Indian consumption, as stated by the Tinplate 
Company. ' -

Prerident.-You are simply going on. these figuresP 
Mr. Whitney.-Yes. 
Prerident.-The only figure you definitely knew is your own consumptioD 

which comes to 7,200 tonsP _ 
Mr. Whitney.-Yes. . 
Pruident.-Your objection to the imposition of this duty is primarily 

this-that it would raise your costsP 
Mr.J.f~itney.-Yes. . 
Pruident.-But does the Standard Oil Company .. of New York take any 

theoretical view on. the general question.~f protection,P .. ,- : . 
Mr. Wkitfley.-No. 
Pre8ident.-The Tinplate Company drew-our attention to the action-taken 

about tinplate in America about 30 year!! ago, when the duty on tinplate 
was imposed. It was a very heavy duty, and at that time Americanproo 
duction was very small; but it was followed by a very rapid increase in 
production and within a comparatively short time America was' in a position 
to'provide'the whole of the tinplate she required. If the same results were 
to follow in this country, would that affect the views of the Standard Oil 
Company of New York at aUP v : 

Mr. Wkitney.-No. Bir. We are Concerned 'with the immediate ,eost. to 
. us; that is what we are thinking about at the present time. ' 

Preridcflt.-If India were to imitate the action taken in America S(J 
:years ago would you consider that we are .acting on a good precedentP 

Mr. Whitney.-I am not in a position to defend or attack onr . protection 
policy in the United States. . ' . . ,; 
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. President.-Supposing that this duty were imposed, I think you have told 
~s that the cost of 4 gallon tins will go up' to a little over three annas? 

Mr. Whitney.-It would come to the difference between 8t pies and 3 
'.nnas and two pies, that is to say, the tin would cost the Company about 
Rs. 2-6 more. . . 

President.-Wouid it be the policy of the Company to pass that increased 
cost on to the consumer i' 

I 'Mr. Whitney.-I can~ot say definitely, but that would very likely be the 
ll"esult. . 

.President.-I do not know what the practice is when the oil is sold in 
tin~. Is the tin charged for separatelyi' , 

Mr. Whitney.-No. There.is, a pric~ fixed for the oil in bulk; to this is 
. added the cost of the tin, and the handling of the packages and the dunnage 
:pecessary for loading and so forth. 

President.-I take it, however, that unless all the Companies adopted the 
flame policy, I mean if one of the large companies were to refuse to rai"e the 
price, . the others might be unable to do so owing to the competition i' 
, Mr. Whitney.-I cannot tell you what would happen in' such a case. 

P..resident.-Do you think it probable that the extra .cost would be passed 
on to the consumer P 

'Mr.Whitney.-Yes, we think that very likely; 
President.-AJid oil in tins would cost more? 
Mr. Whitney.-Yes. ' 
President.-Do you think that the cost of second hand tins is alS) likely 

~ go upi' ' . 
Mr. Whitney.-':That would follow. 
Pr~sident.-I see' that .part of your objection to the proposal is t8at, 

owing to their 'contract with tlie Burma Oil Company, three-fourths of the 
tinplates manufactured by the Tinplate Company is likely to be absorbed 
lIy that Company, and that leaves only 7,000 tons availablll for other require
ments. You consider that in these circumstances it is not fair to put 
on the extra duty. Taking the total consumption at 56,000 tons and taking 
the Burmah Oil Company's consumption as 21,000 tons, there would be a 
balance of 35,000 tons of which they could supply only 7,000 tons. Thitt 
Jtouchu on a general question which is of some interest to the Tariff Board, 
tliz. : -what proportion of the total consumption of the country an industry 
ought to-produce before protection is considered? 

Mr. Whitney.-I should t,hink they ought to be producing somewhere in 
the neighbourhood of 75 to 80 per cent. . ' .-
. Preaident.-Is not that a pretty high standard to impose? It would 
make it very difficult to start a new industry for the people who attempiled 
it, it might collapse before they got anywhere near the stage of 75 per cent. 

Mr. Whitney.-I am not familiar with the circumstances that require 
the Tinplate Company to ask for this protection. I do not know what their 
costs are. ' 

Preaident.-If their expectations are realised they would -be producing 
half the total consumption of the country so far as we could ascertain it, 
but of course there is this complication that the Burmah Oil Company would 
be entitled to' take up the whole of thei!' demand and are likely to take up 
21 thoUSMld tons. I quite admit that is an unusual complication, and only 
a. small proportion of the production would be available to the other con
Bumers. But taking it on more general lines, your opinion seems to be !.hat 
the ~ompany ought to be producing a substantial proportion of the publio 
requirements before the question of. protection is considered.-

Mr. Whitney.-We ought to be able to come in to the open market with 
some chance of buying tinplate ,at a cost which would be level with the cost 
at which it can be imported, or below. With a productio~ by the Tinplate 
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Company of only 1,000 tons of the 35,000 tons required by the open market 
our opportunity for doing so is greatly circumscribed, I think. 

President.-That is true. Would you care to amplify the representation 
in the letter QIl any other point? Has any additional point occurred to you 
since the letter was writtenI' 

Mr. Wkitnell.-No; I think it covers our views.entireJy. 
·P·resident.-In America, does the Standard Oil Company make its own 

tinplates or buy in the open market!' 
Mr. Wkitnell.-I am unable to .tell you. I think we buy some tinplates 

from the United States Steel Prodllcts Co. . 
Pusident.-What· you require in India you take ·from the United' 

.Xingdom!' . 
Mr. Wkitney.-Most of it. 
PreBident.-Can you tell us the c.i.f. price oftinplatef 
Mr. Whitney.-C.I.F. cost of a box of 110 lbs. of 14><181 size is. 

lta. 20-11. 
Pr~sident.-What date is that I' 
Mr: Whitney.-:That is our most 'recent shipment-within a month. The 

'C.i.f. cost of a box of 10 x 20 size containing 156 Ibs. of tinplate is Rs. 28-2-2 
a box. To this must be added landing charges, railway .freight, unload~ng 

. charges, etc. .. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-What has 'been the movement in pnces within the last 

few yearsI' 
Mr. Whitnell.-Prices have come down: 
Mr. Ginwala.-How do they compare with the prices two or three years 

ago I' 
lIIr. Whitnell.-I think they· are about 331 per cent. down. 'Of course 

I am only speaking from memory. . . 
Mr. Ginwala.~Are the American prices regulated like the price of, say, 

rails, by the United Steel CorporationI' 
. Mr. Whitney.-I cannot give. you any 'inform!l-tion about,that. 
President.'-Is. there a sort of a standard 'price that the manufacturers· 

-try to maintain as long as possible .. For instance, before the war steel raHs 
were sold· at $28. a. ton_for quite a considerable number of years, the big 
manufacturers trying to steady the price at that figure. Can you tell us 
if there is anything like that in tinplate I' . 

. Mr. Whitnell.-I do not know .. These prices I have given you are made 
'up on the average of different shipment, some from the United Kingdom 
and some from the United States. I can give you them s.eparately, if ' 
·necessary. 

Mr. Ginwala.-May I take it as generally true that there is not -much
:difference between the. United States price and that of the United KingdomI' 

Mr. Whitney.-As far as I know that is so. We buy a good deal in the 
United Kingdom because of the fact, I believe, that the freight is less. -

Mr. Ginwala.-You have given the relative increase in' duty 8t 'pies to 
as. 3-2. What does the whole finished tin cost? 

Mr. Whitney.-At present' the tin costs as. 8-7'6339, that' is our Septem-
ber figure.' _ . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-It w~uld go up by about say a~; 2-lO. 
Mr. Whitne\.-About as. 2-6 per tin, or as. 5 a unit •. 

_ Mr. Ginwala.--:-Sllpposing that you tran&fer·that to the consumer, would 
It affect very much the .demand for kerosine oilP 

Mr. Wkitney.~That· all depends on whether competitors follow this . or 
not. If t?ey did not follow:, it ~ould be a very great handicap to .u.s .. 

Mr. Gl'/lwul(l.-Wo.uld the pnce of the container be a decisive factor in 
·determining the price'of kerosine oilP . . 
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Mr. Whitney.-We believe that in the event of this duty coming on, aU 
.Companies would .try to realize it in an additional price on tinned oil. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is it not more or less in the oil business a fact that this. 
cost of production and other things do not always necessaril,. determine the
selling price for the time being? 

Mr. Whitney.-I am not qualified to speak on that. I do not know what: 
is worked on in fixing the prices. I am instructed to sell oil at a certain ' 
price and that is all 1. am concerned with. 

Mr. Gin:tvala.~These figures that YOll have given us for youf consumption. 
are based on 1922 figures? ' 

Mr. Whitney.-Yes. 
Mr. Gin1l'ula.-Yours is a better quality kerosine 'as compared with that. 

of the Burmah Oil Company? 
Mr. Whitney.-We Qlaim that, but I am afraid the Burmah Oil Company 

.do not admit it. 
Mr. Gintvala.-Your prices are higher at any rate than theirs? 
Mr. Whitney.-Our oil is superior to their low grade oil. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Tnke your highest grade oil. 
Mr. Whitney.-The Burmah Oil Company ,make two grades of oil for the

market, white oil and red oil. The white oil is supposed to compete .with 
our white oil. Ours is all white and our prices are theref.n-e higher than.. 
theirs on low grade. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is the difference? 
Mr. Whitney.-The present difference is as. 9 a unit or four and a hair 

anna~ a tin. , 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the difference in price between your wliite oil and.. 

theirs? 
M,·. Whitney.-It is the same price. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Are you prepared to express any OplnlOn on the question.. 

of protection of an industry as an American citizen? 
Mr. Whitney.-No. , 
M'r. Ginwula.-'-You would not support protection on the same lines as in. 

America? 
Mr. Whitlley.-Unfortunately, I have bean so placed that I have never 

been able to take part in politics in America. There is a large body of' 
opinion there which is opposed to protection in which opinion I might have' 
believed, in which' case I would support the views of our Company·as now put 
before you. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you at all studied the position of the tinplate". 
industry in your country P 

Mr. Whitney.-No. 
Mr. Kale.~an you tell me what share in the total consumption of kero-

sine in India is supplied by your Company?' '. 
Mr, ll'h'itney.-I can tell you, but may I ask you if it comes exactly.' 

within the purview 'Of this examination? 
P,'esident.-It depends on what purpose it is wanted for. 
M,'. Kale.-You have stated to what extent there will be an increase in. 

the price of kerosine and also the total increase that will take place. 
Mr. Tl'hitney.-We have based that figure on the statement that the' 

Burmah Oil Company will use 21,000 tons of tinplate. We believe that 
'21,000 tons covers most of our competitors" consumption. On Rs. 400 pel" 
ton tariff valuation with an increase of 35 per cent. you get Rs. 29 lakhs' 
'~hicb, added to our 10 lakbs odd, makes about 40 lakbs. T.hose figures wilr 
give you the appl'oximate proportion of our trade to the total. : 

Mr . . Kale.-You have tried to make out that there 'WOUld be an increase" 
~f price to the consumer in India if protflction is given. I want to findl: 
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'o~t how the price of kerosine will b~ -determined and for this reason it is:. 
necessary to know what are the sources of the supply' of kerosine and how 
the prices -are determined in the market to-day. 

Mr. Whitney.-As far as I can give it you, you can take our ,share of th$ 
trade as approximately 24 per cent. 

Mr. Kale.-Is there any attempt in the kerosine market to combine for 
fixing the price P 

Mr. Whitney.-To my knowledge, absolutely none; There is competition, 
of the hottest kind. 

Mr. Kale.-If there is competition is it not possible that, the 'increase 1ft. 
price on account of protection of the tinplate' industry may' have to be-
borne, partly in any case, by kerosine companies P , 

Mr. Whitney.-I am unable to tell you what the futUre has in store but 
I believe that we should have to include such increased costs in our selling-
prices. " 

Mr. Kale.-.That is only possible if there is a monopoly, but if, there is. 
competition, as you say there is, then the 'Companies which are supplying, 
kerosine to India will compete' among themselves and in that case they will' 
have to bear a part of the increase? -

Mr. Whitfley.-I am not, qualified to give' you an ans\ver as to what the' 
future will bring fo~ us beyond that we shall probably have to add to our 
8elling prices on tinned oil .if the duty comes on. 

Mr. Kale.-Would you be able to do that where there is the other
possibility, ."iz., of competition as you say there is? If there is no competi. 
tion, of course; it is easy to pass the increase on to the consumer. 

Mr. Whitfley.-The fact that there is competition is evidenced by the faict, 
'that most of the competitive kerosine is 'sold to-day at, annaa 9 below our' 
price. 

Mr. Kale.-There is a feeling in the country 'that the price of li:erosine
in India is a sort of ,a monopoly price, that there'is an agreement between 
the kerosine companies and that they try to impose their price on the-
public. . 

Mr. Whitney . ....:.I am absolutely unqualified to speak on that because I 
have no idea. I sell at the rates at which I. am instructed to sell. The
prices are fixed at Home. 

Mr. Kale.-Are you aware or-the large dividend's that are paid by some
of the Oil Companies P 

Mr. Whitney.-I know nothtng of the dividends of the other Companies. 
Mr. Kale.-It is sometimes 20 to 25 per cent., have you noticed? 

- Mr. Whitfley.-I have never followed the dividends of the Burmah Oil 
Company or the Asiatic. 

Mr. Kale.-Have you any objection to telling me what your OWD 
Company pays? _ 

Mr. Whitney.-I cannot tell you exactly, but I thiIik it works Ot't to 
16 per cent. per year on the pal' value of the stock. , 

Mr. Kale.-I was putting this question to you only to find out whether 
'there was not a margin of profit which the companies were making out of 
which" a part of the increase in price might be borne. 

Mr. Whitn6y.-I do not.. know what the profits of our business are in 
India; that is"ilandled by our head office, ' ' • 

Mr. Kale.--Are you aware whether your company at any time opposed 
protection to the American Tinplate industry in the past on the same ground 
on which itia opposing protection in India? 

Mr.' Whitney.-That happened long before my day. I know nothing 
.bout it. -

Mr. Kale.-How many years' standing has your Company got? 
Mr. Whitnev.-60 years. 
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Illf'. Kale.-So that the Company.avas certainly in a position, if it wanted 
-to do so, to oppose protection in America? . 

Mr. Whitnell.-1 do not know. I presume that they were in such a 
position, but whether they did or not, I do not know. 

lIIr. Kale.-It would have been very interesting to know whether your 
Company put up a fight on behalf of the consumers in America as it is 
partly doing to-day in India. 

Mr. Whitflell.-1 cannot tell you anything about that. 
Mr. Mather.-You make your own tins and so do the Burmah Oil Com-

pany. Are there any other companies in India making their own tins? 
Mr. Whitney.-Yes, Asiatic Petroleum and Indo.Burma. 
Mr. Mather.-Where do you make your tins? 
lIfr. Whitnell.-At Budge Budge, Karachi, Madras, etc. 
Mr. Mather.-At each distributing centre you have your own factory tel 

make these tins? 
lIfr. Whitflell:-Yes. 
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Mr. Go Pilcher. 
'WRITTEN 

Statement I.-llepresentution from ]Jlr. G. Pilcl~er,to the Tariff Board" 
dated 9rlf, November 1923. 

The Tariff Board was appointed by the Government of India on the recom
mendation of the Indian' Fiscal Commission. It is engaged· in an inquiry, 
as to the desirability of according protection ,to the indigenous' steel industry' 
in India. It is my object to voice, however inadequately, not the view.of any' 
particular, specific, interest as to the merits of the exClusion of imported ' 
steel and the encouragement of the Indian steel maiJ.ufacturer but rather the" 
mean of the opinion which, iil the Calcutta economic watershed at least •. 
results from blending .the views of all the many conflicting interests involved 
in a proposa.l to place a tax: on imported' steel. The ascertaining of· this· 
general, average opinion was, I take it, the task which the Fiscal Commission. 
desired to see assigned to the Tariff Board. The criterion which the Com. 
mission supplied for the Board's guidance in the case of difficult Claims to
protection was to the effect that the concession of protection •• should result 
in a net economic advantsge to the country." In the case of basic industriel!' 
the decision, in the opinion of the Tariff Commission, should rest "rather' 
on consideraions of national economics than on the economics of the parti. 
cular industry. The Fiscal Commission spoke in its report of a Tariff 
!Board of unimpeachable integrity and impartia.lity; upon which will be laid the' 
II duty of sifting with the utmost care· the Claims of industries to protection: 
and insisting that the n8IJ888it-y of protection should be fully proved." The' 
Co=ission predicated .. perfect frankness and lucidity" in the statement 
of the case for and against the protection of branch of Indian industry, •• so' 
that the public may be in a position to form its own judgment. .. It demanded 
that, if and when any modification of the ·tariff occurred, . such modification 
should be .. in the interests of. the country. " The practica.l problem, the, 
Commission said, was to devise a stimulus which would bring in the end " a' 
gain " to the country as a whole greater than the immediate .. loss." It .. 
deprecated the exClusion of imported coal on the ground that such exclusion. 
would not be in the interests of .. the country as a whole" and it stipulated: 
that initia.lmistakes should .. not 'be perpetuated at the cost of the .. com. 
munity." Protection was to be discriminatingly employed along" the lines 
indicated in the report and. the Co=ission defip.ed indiscriminate protection 
as being such protection as .. would entail a sacrifice out of proportion to the
results." Thus the .. attention of the Board was specia.lly directed by the 
Co=ission to the necessity for striking a balance between the" claims o~: 
interests which, as the Commission Clearly foresaw, and admitted, might 
conflict; and, in general, for striking a balance between good and evil, gain ane 
loss. Where the issue was in doubt, the controlling factor in the Board's· 
decisions was to be always the consideration of the general good rather than 
the claims or ambitions of a particular. interest. . . 

For the estimation of the net effect likely to be produced, On ba.lance, on' 
the country's industry and trade by any given economio departure Ca.loutta 
affords an unique 'point of vantage and one whioh .justifies its claim to be· 
treated with consideration and respect. A great port of entry and departure 
and of the entrepot trade, it provides the machinery for the movement of" 
two·fifths of India'S entire foreign commerce. Its share of that C'ommerce 
is valued annually at some. two hundred crores of rupees. To the Customs 
receipts of the Government of Indi.a yielding 56 per cent. of Indian Revenue· 
under" Principal Heads," Calcutta yielded 16 orores; out of 42 crores shown 
in the revised Budget of 1922-23. Within the economic watershed immediately 
lerved by Calcutta are situated the whole of the country's jute mills an~ 
presses employing some 350,000 workers and practically the whole of its: 
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-collieries emplOy'ing some 220,000 ~rsons. "Together those two industries 
-alone provide e~ployment for nearly one-third of _the entire total (1,750,000) 
-of India's organized industrial workers. In addition Calcutta -has within 
'her immediate 'sphere of influence the whole of the partially industrialized 
tea industry with its 300,000 employees and-in workshops such as Jamal~ur, 
Kharagpur, Lillooah and Kanchrapara-nearly one-third of the railway worKers, 
:numbering 150,000 who, after the cotton, jute and coal industries, contribute 
the fourth largest quota to the body of India's industrial labour. Further, 
in the now extremely varied yards and workshops' devoted to the furnishing 

-()f the port and the production of railway wagons, of agricultural, colliery 
and textile - machinery and implements, of cotton yam and piece-goods, of 
paper, of tanned hides, leather and boots and shoes, of kerosine and petrol 
-tins, of spare partS' for the motor and other industries. of building materials, 
of Hour, biscuits, milled rice and cheficols there are to be found within the 
-{)alcutta sphere of economic influence a large proportion (between 150,000' and 
-200,000) of the miscellaneous workers who, with the cotten, jute, colliery _ and:' 
railway operatives compose India's all too slender resources in industrial labour 
and experiences in industrial labour and experience. Of India's 1,750,000 
-industrial workers nearly one-half are concentrated within a radius of two 
'hundred miles of Calcutta. (With the variety and numerical J!trength of the 
'industrial employees in the old Bengal Presidency may be contrasted thE) 
position of the Bombay Presidency where, apart from 280,000 workers in cotton 
mills and presses, only 90,000 persons are officially recorded as in industrial 
-employment.) The capital which formed an indispensible preliminary to the 
employment of the workers in the Calcutta industrial sphere was raised in 
-Calcutta. Its supreme direction is still vested in this city in the hands of 
managing agencies which' are themselves constantly engaged on tasks of 
commercial adaptation, adjustment and reconciliation whicll demand skill no 
less delicate than that which the Tariff Board is now itself asked to display. 
A single Calcutta agency firm may be engaged at one and the same time in 
-several, or indeed many, of the following tasks: the management of collieries, 
jute mills and tea gardens, of works concerned with the production of 
machinery for the jute mills and collieries and of electric current for the 
latter, of saw mills which are engsged in the production of materials for 
utilisation in the tea trade, of cement, lime and stone quarries and manu- ~ 
factories contributory to the building trade; of a constructional departmeGlt, 
of a boot and shoe manufactory, of a system of wholesale labour supply, of 
large up-country zemindaries, -of light railways directly tapping the agricultural' 
wealth of vast areas, and the attendant import and export business, river 
equipment and so forth which is the natural concomitant of the possession 
of a total labour .l'oll extending, sometimes into the hundred thousand. Sucli 
llrms--and there' are several, the variety and magnitude of whose operations 
assume very large dimensions--present a microcosm of Indian industry and
-trade as a whole. - For economic purposes each of tnem is India in .petta and in 
-the detailed architecture of their combined interests there may be seen in 
-operation the thrusts and pulls and stresses whicJl are at work in the greater 
fabric of India's trade and industry. At the present moment, on a super
-ficiaI view at least, the colliery interests of such • firm appear to demand 
-protec~ion from an invasion of foreign coal. (I am for the moment referri.ng 
excluBlvely to the narrow interests of these concerns viewed strictly from the 
!loint of view of the -balance of gain and loss in their sale retums.) The
mterests of its paper factory perennially demand -protection from foreign 
co~petition both in price and quality which, under normal conditions. no 
!ndlan paper factory has yet been able to withstand. Equally emphatically 
Its saw-mIll and boot and shoe !nterests appear to demand protection against 
the Venesta three ply box or the product of tne Northampton factories. On 
!,he other hand. its jute interests are l'lossibly-tliough doubtfully-neutral 
In the contest over the protectionist principle. Presumably raw jute will 
always make good its entry into foreign -markets, although ~ven by the jute 
trade t.ber.e are dangers to be faced in tne event of the adoption of any
protectIOnist. procedure by India, name,y, that restriction of imports, by 
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~rcing up exchan~e, may place seriou~ difficulties in the way, of foreign buyera 
.or .that retaliation against India's manufacturers of jute bags and cloth may', 
follow in the wake of India's tariff aggression..against foreign steel or hardware 
.or motor.cars. More decisively in favour of complete freedom of foreign im.· 
porlation are the interests of firms such as I have described which are' con., 
iiemed in the erection of buildings or the manufacture of machinery in this' 
country. For successful competition with foreign contractors or indentors 
from abroad it is essential that all the raw materials of such operations' shall 
reach the Indian domiciled firm at the lowest competitive price; c.i.f. Both 
from abroad, and within India itself, tqe competition-as those who Know 
8!lything, for example, of the building trade in .Calcutta, or the provision 'of' 
colliery plant in the coal-fields, .will agree-thlil competition is' ruthless.' 
!Yet it is to be observed that the con1lict of immediate interests entailed ,by the' 
operations of a single agency firm in Calcutta is far from be4J.g limited to 
considerations based merely on the probable main~enance of sales or output. 
General considerations of the stability or fluctuation of 63lchangB may vitally' 
impair all calculations of ultimate profit or loss which are based merely on the 
'apparent cheapness or dearness of raw or finished materials. There is to-day' 
in Calc~tta scarcely a firm' but regrets the access of feverish prosperity in 
India,'s export trade which raised the exchange value of the rupee to 28. lld . 

• ~ February, 1920. Nor are there many firms but regret the implilse imparted 
to dreams of manufacturing expansion in India by the relative cheapness of 
machinery and constructional costs which followed in the wake of that move· 
ment of exchange. Similarly the mature judgment. of the composite trading 
body, is conditioned by considerations of the efficiency 'and adequacy of the 
country's railways and POTt8. The export, trade in Indian ,coal was destroyed, 
perhaps beyond recovery, by the inadequacy of railway facilities in 1921. 
In the previous year the outward trade in oil seeds was damaged by the 
same cause and cargoes of, inward produce intended for up-country were in 
1Iome cases retumed to their port. of origin fOl: the same reason. Considerations 
tlf the temporary p01lentialities of the Indian labour' supply.ilI: any given area 
'ID.ay similarly deflect a firm's judgment and commitments, while such factors 
as the course of the money market, the burden of taxation, the absorptive 
-capacity of the consuming markets and even the economic health and political' 
,contentment of, the' masses are never absent from the :calculations of those 
responsible for' framing a successful trading policy. 'Upon these broader 

-considerations the attitude of a multiple trading concem towards a specific 
and particular trading departure may, in the ultimate issue, often depend. 
Hence some synthesis of all its multiple interests must always be attained 
if disaster is to be avoided. Some such synthesis of India's interests vis a 'Vis 
·the . demand for the protection of the indigenous steel industry appears to be . 
imperatively necessary at the present moment. There seems to be a real' 

. danger lest the general good may be subordinated to the clamant appeals of 
'interests unduly obsessed by considerations of only temporary or partial' or 
local Validity and blind to broader motives of Indian policy. I propose first 
·to -enumerate some of the not inharmonious, though multiple, industrial and 
-trading interests, which demand consideration in an effort to create that 
balance sheet of Indian profit and loss which the Tariff Commission postulated 
as the necessary preliminary to the. protection of steel or any other manufacture. 

'Thereafter I propose briefly to advance some of the more general considerations 
affecting the economic stability of the country which must, in the opinion 
of experien?ed observers, condition-and possibly preclude-the acceptance 
of the specific proposals for the protection of its' steel industry which have 

-recently been ,placed before the Tariff Board. ' 
The port of Calcutta-that Is. to. say, the.receiv!ng and dis~ribut!ng machinery 

.~ontrol~ed by the Po;t ~oIIllIllssloners,-Is, stnctly speaking, Itself a great 
mdustn.al concem, still m. process of developuient and still the prey of the 

"i!conOmIO competition maintained by its principal rivals. Dockyard employees 
.(public and private) !'I'ere shown in the last abstract as exceeding 10000 in 
J3engal while shipbuilding and allied engineering works gave emploYU;enfi to 
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fl,500. The task of attracting shipping to the Hooghly has involved from 
first to last a block expenditure on land, works, etc., which to-day stands ·af;. 
approximately ~O crores. Large developments are even now in progress at. 
the riverside jetties and the King George's docks, the object of the creation of 
which is the self-preservation of the port by the maintenance of its efficiency,. 
and the postponement of the date, dreaded in the case of every industrial 
undertaking, when capital already invested shall in any senSe -becomes 0;. 

,lI'asting asset. Since the date of the commencement of the war enhancements. 
of port dues have been necessitated by increased costs of materials and 'of 
labour and, in a measure, by fluctuations of tonnage using the port due to 
variations in the prosperity of various staple trades, whether import or export. 
As regards the actual manipulative part of this impo~ing and exporting .. 
machinery of the port of Calcutta the mos.t obvious fact is that its chief 
component is steel. In the port itself all structural work is necessa~y heavy. 
Where erection on steel piles has been folmd necessary some 70 per cent. or 
the total outlay on buildings may be ascribed to their steel constituents. 
Where, as in the case of the import .and export sheds at the new docks, 
construction on solid ground is possible, some fifty per cent. of cost musi> 
still be assigned to the same item. In the construction of the four new 
riverside berths at Garden Reach no less than 31,777 tons of con~tructional. 
steel were utilized. Even at the present costs of steel (some £11 per ton 
e.Lf.) and at the present tariff rate of ten per cent. ad valoTem the import 
duty payable on the steel utilized in this single item of port constructional 
work would amount to £35,000 while, under the prohibitive Tariff on foreign.. 
steel demanded by the Jamshedpur interests, the duty charges would amounf; 
to some £116,000, or a surcharge of £80,000 over present rates. In the case
of the Ring George's Docks now under constr1:lction and due for completion 
in 1927 or 1928 it is estimated that the price paid for constructional steel,. 
excluding duty charges, will approximate to 50 lakhs. In the over-all cost 
of those docks (6'29 crores) further large expenditure will be involved on, cranes, 
lock gates, etc. Should it be found impossible· to restrict the influence, of the 
proposed protective iariff to steel only-as contrasted with machinery-:-the-
increment in the over-all cost of the new docks, would be rendered even more 
considerable than is apparent from the figure .given. Nor is the outlay of the 
port authorities on steel !imitated to their constructional outlay. ,It bulks 
large in their expenditure on service vessels, on their shipbuilding yard and 
en tlleir repair shops.· From the foregoing it is clear that all proposals for the
protection of the indigenous steel trade in this country are calculated 
to increa~e the cost of maintenance and new construction in. the port 
of Cl;\lcutta and enhance both the block values o~ the existing pJant and 
the sum annually set aside against Us depreciation and replacement. To that 
extent all such proposals retard the constructional development of the port. 
and must contribute to.the further enhancement of port dues which are already 
(e.g., in the temporary extinct trade in export ·coal) by no means a negligible 
factor in checking the resistance offered by Indian-produced commodities 
to their foreign ·competitors. In cases such as that now presented by the 
competition of Natal coal with the Bengal commodity in Bombay the difference 
of a few annas more or less in the over.all transport costs per ton of Bengal 
coal may go some way to tum the scale in favour of the foreign as against 
the Indian product. On differential freight charges of a few annas, or at 
most a rupee or two, per ton may tum the success or failure of a particular
Indian industry in the whole foreign branch of its trade. Its success in that 
branch of its trade may involve for the ports, the handling of m,any hundred 
thousand tons of additional merchandize per annum and the ·berthing in the 
port of many additional ships per month. Conversely the failure of & stogIe 
industry. in a single branch of its foreign activities ¥lay-- have proportionately 
adverse effects on the port.· In 1920-21, when Bengal's ('.oal exports were-
1,142,608, -vessels clearing from Calcutta numbered 720,_ tonilage 2.225,000. 
In 1922.23, when coal exports had shrunk to 97,624 tons, vessels clearing from 
Calcutta numbered 492 Cl.752,OOO tons). In sucn a ease not merely is the. 
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trade itself damaged and the prosperity of the port injured b~t injury i .. 
Ilustained also by all those who, from contractors of bunker supplies upwards._ 
are ~onnected with the shipping industry., 

Unfortunately the potentially adverse effects of high steel prices on the
development and maintenance of the country's ports do not begin and end 
with structural considerations. Of the impoTts entering the country through 
the port of Calcutta in 1922-23 no less than 28 per cent. (23 crores) were 
referable (under value) to the headings Metals and ore (chiefly iron and steel). 
Machinery' and mill-work, Railway plant, and Hardware. Indian imports as a 
whole pres"ent similar results. aut of a total importation for the whole of India 
in 1921.22 valued at Rs. 280 crores, no less ~han 81t crores, or between one
third and one-fourth (in value) was supplied by machinery (35t crores), hon 
and steel sections (21 "rores), Railway plant (19 crores), and hardware (& 
crores). Specially noteworthy is the fact that these particular imports. re
presenting as they do the demands not of the "consuming" 'classes but 
rather the capital expenditure of the great industries, are less sensitive to 
general economic depression than are the other principal items in the import 
list. Thus. while cotton importations declined from 36 per cent. of the 

. pre-war total to 21 per cent. of that total- in 1921-22. the combined iron and 
steel and machinery and hardware groups rose from 17 per cent. pre-war 
to 23 per cent. in 1920-21 and, in 1921-22 31' per cent. of India's total 
importation. In each of these items-which comprise three of the five largest 
classified contributions to India's import trad~teel bulks heavily and the 
effect likely to accrue to the trade of the ports from a prohibitive tariff on this 
great section of the foreign trade of the country 'must he considered in any 
attempt to assess the claims to preferential treatment of the Indian steel 
industry. 

By the advocates of exclusion it is~('onstantly assumed that the imposition 
of heavy Tariff duties on foreign steel-<>r. indeed, on any foreign commodity
will increase, or at least stabilise, the Customs revenue of the central Govern
ment and do the ports no harm. Even by the Tariff Commission it was 
apparently assumed that the imposition of customs charges on railway 
d .. liveries for the State railways, although it would reduce the profits of 
those railways, would be unimportant from the point of view of Imperial 
finance because the loss ro the Railway Department would he made good' 
under the heading of Customs. From the point of view of the administra
tors of ports and Customs it cannot be too clearly emphasized that the
object. and the effect. of protective tariffs-if they are in any sense to prodUJt!e
the results anticipated from them-is to exclude imported goods. To the 
extent to which the tariff on steel is successful the inward tonnage utilizinlZ 
the ports must tend either to arrive in ballast or to decrease in quantity amI 
the Customs receipts from the schedules under discussion must decline. 
Unless the deficiency is made good by new branches of importation there
must ensue a change in the proportion of' export and import bills available 
whereby the country's foreign exchange must ultimately be affected to a 
degree which it is difficult to anticipate but which, if the disturbed balance' 
of exportation remains· excessive, must operate to the .further disadvantage 
of the ports and to the ultimate detriment of. the exporting community. 
This, in India, is composed in the main of the agricultural classes number
ing- over 200 millions to the predominance of whose claim' to economic 
consideration the Indian Fiscal. Commission made frequent allusion. 

To India's imports at the present time cotton manufacturers contribute 
(1921-22) 21 per cent. in value .and the iron and steel machinery, railway 
Iilld hardware group 31 per cent. The decline of 'he former under the 
inHuence of protection-artificial, in the shape of duties, and quasi-natural, 
in the shape of high producing costs in Europe-has been prodigious in 
volume and its significance for the ports and the country's trade has been 
concealed only by the high' money values temporarily prevailing. The 
number of Yllrds of pIece goods imported, in 1921-22 was 1.079 millions as 
compared with an importation which, in 1913-14 amounted to 3.158 millions 
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The ultimate effect of that reduction on the inward freight market and on 
supplies of outward freight has been considerable and is likely to become 
more so. If the tendency towards the reduction of importation is now to 
be deliberately extended by means of hostile tariffs charges on that large 
section of ,the country's foreign trade in which steel is either the sole or 
the main constituent the possible consequences demand serious considera
tion in advance. Together, cotton piece goods and the iron and steel 
group constitute more than one-half of India's total importation. Since 
the Sixties of last century India's foreign trade has been slowly and 
lab?riously nursed upwards from a value of less than 90 crores until to-day 
it exceeds 500 crores. Throughout that long 'period of nearly sixty years the 
,duties on iron and steel and machinery at no time exceeded five ptlr cent.! 
while for forty years they either entered the country free or at a nomina" 
duty of 1 or ,2i per cent. ad valorem. The same policy was deliberately 
pursued in regard to cottonmanuflictures, with the result that these two 
great classe~ of importation became in a sense the exchange medium whereby 
the world paid India for the major fraction of her growing volume of 
exports, composed mainly of foodstuffs or raw materials. These importations 
formed, too, the economic magnet by which tonnage was attracted to and 
retained on the trade routes to India. On the basis of the'prosperity reHect
ed in the growth of her foreign trade India's population, mainly in the 
agricultural spaere, underwent a large expansion. It is possible that, 
granted a marked diminution in the bulk of India's importation, the world 
would for a time still insistently demand her exportations of jute, raw 
cotton, hides, grains and, ultimately, even iron and steel. It is even 
arguable that, in time an~ at long last, the creation in India of factories 
devoted to the production 01 steel and machinery would, through the promo
tion of general prosperity and a higher standard of living, create a new 
and alternative demand for foreign importations, which would more than 
take the place of those now in danger of being destroyed. Unfortunately 
that vision relates to the futu.re. It involves complex assumptions regarding 
the ultimate competence of Indian labour and the expansive capacity of 
the country's social system which need separate discussion. At the present 
time India has to face the fact that through her import trade she must make 
provision for the foreign payment to her of a bill for her own exported 
commodities which annually verges on 250 crores. If she fails to do so it 
can only be at the ultimate expense of her export trade and at the cost 
of endless suffering to the agricultural masses who, in a very literal sense, 
have been the creation and offspring of the economic policy which it is 
now proposed 10 subvert (Sir Robert Giffen's figure for the population of 
India in "1815-21" was 136,000,000. The official figure for 1872 was 
206,000,000 and for 1911 315,000,000 since increased to some 320,000,000). 
The permanent reduction of importation in the iron and steel and machinery 
group on a scale parallel to that observable of late years in the cotton piece
goods section would result (more especially if accompanied in the export 
trade by a rapid expansion of iron and steel despatches) in the creation 
of a balaIllCe of trade so "favourable" to India-but in reality so excessive 
as against importing countries--that a high rate of exchange, involving a 
further reduction of the world's already restricted buying power, would 
become all but inevitable. The Bufferers would be the producers, manufac. 
turers and exporters of India's agricultural output and semi-manufactured 
goods. Neither to the 96,000,000 agricultural workers in the districts, to 
their dependents exceeding 100,000,000, nor to the large population depen
dent upon the ports would any compensatory satisfaction accrue from the 
fact that commodity prices in the iron and steel and attendant industries 
were )oising against tnem and that a few thousand factory employees were 
receiving good wages in Bihar and Orissa. 

As is remarked by the compiler of the "Review of the Trade of India 
in 1921-22," the' country's imports of iron and steel, machinery and 
railway materials themselves represent capital expenditure. They arrive in 
India not in response to the ephemeral demands of day to day or month to 
tIlonth consumption (compare the other two principal items in the importa-



tion list, namely piecll goods and sugar) but to satisfy the necessities of 
the great constructive utilities and industries which,. directly or indirectly, 
are themselves responsible for the maintenance of the trade of the ports 
in an external direction. "It seems regrettable," writes Mr. Ainscough in 
his able and impartial report on the conditions and prospects of trade in 
India (1922) "that at a time when India requires such large quantities of 
~tructural steel to make good the depreciation ddring the war and to build 
up her nascent industries, the cost of steel-the raw material of almost-all 
industrieB-fihould be artificially raised as a result of import duties." Mr . 
.Ainscough is here referring to the existing Customs taxation imposed for 
,.evenue purposes. Of all these public utilities and industries the first in 
importance is obviously the railways. The problem of the precise influence 
likely to be exercised on railway development by a permanentc increase .jn 
the cost of steel, arid sooner or later, of every commodity into which it enters, 
is one for expert and detailed presentation to the 'I'ariff Board. I confine 
myself to drawing attention to the fact that in 1921-22, for the first time 
in their recent history, the railways of India, in which are invested 645 crores 
of public money (necessitating an annual interest payment of over 20 crores) 
showed a nett loss after payment of interest, provision of sinking fund, 
etc., of nine crores. A loss of 11 crores again ·appeared in the following 
year. This year receipts are disappointing and final receipts are expected 
to be below the actuals of 1922-23 although something is being saved on 
the debit side of the account. by restrictions of expenditure the wisdom 
()f which is by no means certain. Losses made by individual railways in 
1921-22 were; North Western, 4 crores; G. I. P. 31 crores; Eastern Bengal, 
881 lakhs; M. and S. M. 61 lakhs, and O. and R. 261 lakhs. In 1922-23 
the loss on the N. W. R. was again at 21 crores, on the G. I. P. at 90 lakhs 
and on the E. B. Railway at 62 lakhs .. These unsatisfactory working 
Tesults, as contrasted with the steadily developing prosperity of the period 
ended in 1914, were attributed mainly to the all round increase in· construc
tional and running costs, although admittedly the parallel increase in the 
number and cost of personnel was an important factor also. Of 605 crores 
of State railways capital which were subjected to analysis by the Inchcape 
Committee 180 crores were invested in State-worked lines and 425 crores in 
those at present operated by the Companies. Of the entire total 242 crores 
is debited to expenditure on construction of lines and works, 111 crores 
to rolling stock, and 3.11 crores to stores. In addition 224 crores represent 
AI liability for purchase of main lines." From these figures it is difficult to 
assess the proportion of railway outlay, capital and recurring·, in which 
steel plays a predominant part. It is clear, however, of the total railway 
expenditure from capital and from revenue allotted for renewal purposes, not 
less than one-half is likely to be affeoted by a permanent tariff charge on 
foreign steel and-its inevitable concomitant· if the purpose of the tariff 
is to be realized-a permanent tariff charge on imported machinery. At 
the present time capital railway expenditure amounts to 30 crores of rupees 
per annum under the Acworth programme. Under the heading of renewalll 
from revenue the total expenditure should, for this and next year, be some 
nine crores. Before the last Railway Committee the Agent of the G. I. P. 
Railway stated that an expenditure of 40 crores would be necessary, on his 
line alone, to restore the pre-war condition of efficiency. Some ascertain
able proportion of this outlay must be affected by a prohibitive tariff on 
foreign steel and I suggest that it is the Tariff Board's duty to afford the 
country the clearest possible indication of the annual monetary sacrifice 
involved to the taxpayers in any projected increase of duty. [A faint 
indication of the increase in railway costs involved in any compulsion pl8lCed 
upon the Railway Board or the Companies to purchase in this country at 
the present time, with the steel tariff standing at ten per cent., is afforded 
by the statement of the Railway Industries Committee that, on a purchase 
in India of 3132 railway wagons merely, the additional cost to the tax-payer 
would have been approximately half a crore of· rupees as compared. with 
the cost of the imported commodity. Were still greater protection afforded 
-:to the indigenous steel industry the disparity between foreign and Indian 
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'prices would .necessarily become more marked,] if only in view of the fa.el 
that the Indian ~anufacturers are dep~ndent on foreign sources of supply 
for no les~ than eighty, per cent .. of their steel requirements. The retort of 
th? stee~ mterest n!l-turally ta~es the form of an assertion that ultimately 
prices will fall despIte the ObVIOUS fact that, for so long as the total Indian 
steel output falls short not merely of the total requirements of Indian con
sumption, but of the maximum variety 0/ output demanded by those require
ments, for so long can the competing steel producers in India maintain 
prices at or just below the foreign competing level determined by the tariff. 
Yet the reduction of all forms of railway expenditure and the construction 
of new lines are the, most urgellt industrial necessities of the moment. 
Among the causes to which the Tata Company attributed the decline in 
its own profits is the enhancement of railway costs. Working expenses on 
the Indian railways rose from 29 crores in 1913-14 to 67 crores in 1922-23. 
The average cost of maintenance and renewal of .existing lines per mile 
of permanent way rose from Rs. 1,035 in 1913-14 to Rs. 2,628 in 1922-23. 
The average cost of repairs and renewal both of locomotives and w~gons 
rose above 200 per cent. per vehicle during the same period. The Inchcape 
Committee said: "It is, in our opinion, not practicable to make any great 
iruJrease in rates and fares without adversely affecting the trade of the 
country." The Acworth Committee, like the Mackay and other Com
mittees before it, descanted on the hopeless inadequacy of India's railway 
system to the country's existing trade potentialities. The Industrial 
Commission .saw in intensive railway development the only possibility that 
India would obtain the "cheap supplyo~ coal" which it declared to bEt 
the" foundation of future industrial progress in India" and it declared that 
'" a cheap railway .service is of nearly as great importance to industries 
as cheap machinery and it would be difficult to justify a high duty on 
railway materials, if it were likely to raise the iCost of the railway service 
merely in order to protect the manufacture of raw materials in India." 
India with its 320 millions of population and its vast extent possesses 37,000 
miles of line as compared with 39,000 miles of line engaged in coping with 
the needs of Canada's 8,000,000 inhabitants and 29,000 miles of line for 
Australia's six millions. New construction will become imperatively necessary 
as soon as the existing 150 crore programme of rehabilitation is completed. 
The trade exigencies of the railway position are well illustrated by the fact
that less than three years ago the then affiue.nt Tata Iron and Steel interest 
was offering 'the Bengal Nagpur Railway a loan of four crores to facilitate 
more rapid construction of new lines.- At best the new capital requisite 
for the task of expansion will be obtained lin the basis of five and a half 
or six per !Cent. interest now current for Indian loans in the city of Lon~on 
as compared with the basis of three o~ three and a half per cent. upon WhICh 
much of the railwJ1.Ys' existing capital was obtained. If the country~s 
railways are not to become a wasting asset economy of outlay and expendi
ture is essential in every branch of the replacement and reneWll.ls programme. 
If new capital is to be raised on favourable terms for the much needed 
expansion the greatest economy of capital outlay is nec~ssary. .Nothing 
can be more certain than that, so long as railway deficIts contmue the 
recurring costs involved in the raising of new capital will rise as ag~i.nst 
India. In view of these desiderata, essential as they are to the rehablhta
tion of both Imperial and provincial schemes of taxa~ion no less tha~ to: 
the progress of the country's industries, the pr~sent IS scarce~y the .ldeaI 
moment for the adoption of a tariff policy WhICh, wha~ever Its ultlm~te' 
benefits, must for years to come increase the cost .9f raIlway constructIOn 
and maintenaruJe. Considerations of the security of the taxpayers'. past
investment of 600 crores in the railway system should surely ex~rC1se a 
material influence when claims are made on behalf of a nascent Indust~y
the private investment in which still falls short of 20, and may never attam-
the limit of 100. crores. . 

It is sometimes co~tended that, granted the payment of. Customs, c~a:ges 
by all the State-owned railways as recommended by the FISCal <?ommI.sslOn,. 
thE' State will not lose seriously because what it takes out of ItS railway 
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-pocket it will put into its Customs pocket. This contention illustrates the 
fundamental faUacy underlying the Fiscal Commission's assertion that, a 
high Customs revenue being neeessitated by the country's financial exigencies, 
the Customs duties may well be of iI. protective character. Protective 

-Cusu.ms duties are designed to exclude foreigu commodjties. If they are 
successful in their aim the State revenue from Customs duties declines 
pari pa88U with the- growth of internal industries and internal trade mono
-polies. For a time, it is true, the Imperial revenues would suffer a net 
loss not greatly exceeding the surplus profit accruing to indigenous steel 
interests from the higher prices paid for that fraction of State railway 
material derived from their factories. Ultimately, however. as- the propor
tion of railway materials derived from i indigenous' sources of supply grew 

1arger, the excess profit accruing to those sources would become progressively 
laI'ger while the Customs receipts accruing; to the State would become 
-smaller and smaller until. finally the whole loss represented by the 
·difference between pTices before and after the imposition of a protective 
~ariff would fall -on the railway revenne_in other words on the Indian 
taxpayer and every industry utilizing the railways. 

To give concrete examples of the increased burden likely to accrue from 
the enhancement of taxation on the raw materials employed in the constrlliC
tion of utilities is always difficult. An engineer of high reputation informs 
'IJle, however, that the cost of the cantilever bridge of 15,000 foot span, 
140 feet wide the construction of which ·across the Hooghly, at Howrah, 
is overdue, is likely to be enhanced to the extent of from 30 to 35Jakhs 
if a prohibitive duty. of 331 per cent is placed on raw. steel merely, and 
'by 50 to 60 lakhs of rupees if the duty is extended to fabricated steel. 
Such an estimate is of importance to the railway administration in a 
country which par exedlenee (although by an unfortunate necessity) is the 
land of railway bridges. I submit that a flood of light. would be thrown on 
the direct cost to the utilities of the country of. the proposals for the 
prohibitive taxation of foreign steel, if precise estimates were obtained 
~f its incidence not merely on -the annual railway programme but on' the 
following projects: - . 

(a) the not yet matured, though most essential, scheme for a Grand 
Trunk Canal in Bengal; 

. (b) tha.scheme for a Calcutta. tube railway originally estimated to cost 
£3,500,000 ; 

(e) the proposed East Indian Railway bridge across the Hooghly at 
B~; . 

(d) the Sukkur Barrage scheme now being initiated at an estimated 
cost, under the existing tariff, of some 20 tCrores; 

.(/) the third and latest of the hydro-electric schemes now undergoing 
development in the Western C;hats to assist the promotion of 
which the Tata interest has recently acquired £1,750,000 from 
the State Guaranteed and London loan ma.rket; 

{g) the Khyber railway scheme, the rails of which' are to be laid 
next year; and 

, (h) in retrospect merely, of certain existing works such as the 
_ Hardinge bridge across the Ganges. 

13y such means a certainty of prospective loss will ellsue which will be eloquent 
-of the sacrifices nec.essary in order to secure the so called .. national " 
advantages of a protective proposal. 

The probable reaction' of the proposed tariff on the port of Calcutta 
regarded as the inlet and ou1;let for two-fifths of India's foreign trade 
'Valued at 200 crores has been briefly noted under the heading of port· 
·administratioll, foreign importation of steel and steel commodities, and 
railways. Of the export industries represented in the trade of the port that 
concerned with the handling of raw and manufactured jute is the largest--as, 
indeed, in 1921-22. it was... in point of value, the largest of the items 
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contributory, to India's annual statistics of foreign trade. Bengal's exportS' 
of raw jute were valued in 1922-23 at 211 crores. Her exports of manu
~actured ju.te wer~ valued in the same year at 401 crores.· Together thesE!' 
ltems const~tuted, In value, 55 per cent. of the outwa~d trade of the province, 
or 24 per cent. of the export trade of the whole of IndIa, cotton following next 
wit~ 19 per cent. Doubtless the export of raw jute, as of all other purely 
agrIcultural ~roducts, would be affected o~ly in indirect fashion by an I 

enhancement In the cost of steel. On the Jute manufacturing industry of 
Bengal, on the other hand, the effect of steel taxation would be direct 
a~d immediate, as well as indirect. The capital invested in the 51 jute
mIlls on the Hooghly exceeds 50 crores composed as follows: Ordinary 
fully paid capital, 14 crores; debentures, 4 crores j preference shares,. 
41 crores jreserves and other funds (the bulk of which at the present time' 
is in liquid or'semi-liquid state) 30 crores. Looms in the 51 mills number 
44,000 which, at pre-war costs of construction, must have involved the' 
expenditure of some 26 crores of rupees on buildings and machinery and' 
at to-<lay's cost would involve the expenditure of some 40 croreson bui'ldings 
and machinery. At least one large mill, laid down when the price of' 
materials was at its zenith, cost its promoters Rs. 20,000 per loom operated, 
as compared with the pre-war estimate of Rs. 6,000 per loom operated and: 
to-day's estimate of Rs. 9,000 per loom operated. 

In the jute trade it is, I believe, the cust{)m, dictated ,by long experience, 
to divide the value of mill -block into ,two shares-one-third of outlay being 
assigned to buildings and two-thirds to machinery. The total value of 
existing plant affected by any enhancement of steel costs may therefore 
be assessed at some 22 crores, or two-thirds of a sum midway between 26 
and 40 crores. It was, and I believe remains, the ambition of the jute
industry on the Hooghly to maintain. a steady ten per cent. increase in 
the number of looms operating on the river. New construction should 
therefore, given healthly conditions, be maintained in the region of 4,400 
new looms per annum. Calculated on the basis of the over-all capital 
expenditure now necessitated by the ~rection of new mills, namely Rs. 9,000 
per loom ultimately operated, that rate of new construction would entail 
the annual expenditure of some Rs. 4 crores per annum, of which two~thirdsr 
or 21 crores, would be assigned to machinery mainly of steel composition., 
Since the war at least. two plants have 'been laid down in India for the 
manufacture of this machinery. Granted the proposed protection of steel 
these and all such enterprises for the manufacture of jute mill machinery 
must necessarily be afforded a protection of their interests proportionate t~ 
that assignedLo the steel industry or be ocmpelled to close \lown. 

To contend that, betCause the jute mill industry has enjoyed a prosperouS' 
decade, it 'should be taxed in its capital and replacement outlay in order to 
assist in the foundation of another industry, is, from the economist's point 
of view, puerile. The Indian jute mill industry established itself in the 
teeth of advantages enjoyed by Dundee-advantages the equivalent of tho~-e 
enjoyed, thanks to their long start, by the Lancashire cotton mills as
compared with those of Bombay. Many of the earliest jute mill companies 
were reconstructed at great cost to their promoters and some stood idle 
for years. As recently as 1912 the juts mill industry paid an American 
organiser a large fee to examine its then imperfectly organized induslry 
with a view to acquiring, through his investigations, the secret of consistent 
profit makipg. It is open to serious question whether, -during its earlier 
period of struggles, the natural advantages enjoyed by the jute mill industry 
were, in view of India's. then backwaFd condition, superior to those enjo~ed 
to-day by the indigenous steel industry. After periods of' f1uctuatmg 
fortune success was eventually achieved by means of drastic economy of 
management, the husbanding of reserves, the training and nursing of labour 
d4lrived from great distances and by trade combination. If war-time pros
perity played its part in the ultimate success of the jute industry the steel 
industry in this country' can point, in the first decade of its existence, to' 

equal prosperity under war conditions and to comparable profits during 
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the same period. These jute mills companies which were projected or 
constructed-as several were--on the basis of machinery costs prevailing 
in 1919 and 1920 have only their own imprudence to thank for their present 
position and their promoters recognize the fact and refrain from appealing 
to public charity now that their position is becoming apparent. Itshould 
be added that, secure though the fiduciary position of the mills undoubtedly 
is, the margin of profit on the four days' working week now prevailing is 
by no means such as to permit of the reckless taxation of the industry in 
the interest of other capitalistic enterprises, especially if such taxation 
takes the form of a Customs duty on machinery and building materials 
whether necessitated by new construction or replacements. The position 
of the Bengal jute trade is good but the considerations of national economy 
urged by the Tariff Commission suggest that its inherent soundness should be 
utilized in the interest of the maintenance of India's foreign trade balances 
rather than as the basis of economic experimentatiotl in spheres with which 
it has no direct connection. 

As affording a concrete illustration of the effects likely to accrue to the 
jute industry from the taxation of steel.and of machinery wherein steel is 
the main component I give the following carefully prepared statistics of cons
tructional and other costs involved in the outlay of a single group: Total 
capital subscribed Rs. 3,47,50,000 (roughly, 3! crores). Total original cost 
of bloc, much of it obviously financed from accruing profits in the course of 
development: Rs. 7,08,00,000 (slightly in excess of 7 crore8) .. Total original 
cost of m,achinery Rs. 3,64,00,000 (roughly 3f crores). Total original cost 
of steel-work in buildings 601 lakhs. On the basis of an annual allowance 
of five per cent. for depreciation, some 35 lakhs is now set aside annually 
from trading profits to provide for the deterioration of this plant, of which 
amount more than half is on account of machinery and steel components 
of buildings. An easy calculation suggests the additional deduction from 
annual profits which would be entailed by any ad valorem increase of the 
import duties Oll foreign steel and machinery. Incidentally these'- figures 
suggest a caution .against the assumption that the subscribed capital of a 
sllJCcessful company necessarily affords an indication of the total capital 
involved in its operatio~s and hence menaced by Tariff proposals adverse 
to its prospects. Judged ,by the. group of jute mills to which the above 
figures relate the total .expenditure forming the basis of the operations Df 
the 51 jute mills on the river Hooghly is at least .. double their subscrib~d 
and paid up !Capital. 

In Calcutta's exportation in 1922-23 the sl'Cond largest contributory item 
was tea. The total value of tea exports was 15 crores, 01',13,3 .per cent. of 
Calcutta's exports in point of value and 7 per cent. of India's total export 
trade. The tea exports were furnished by gardens possessing a rupee capi .. 
talisation of 5 crores of rupees (prefei'ence and ordinary shares) and reserves. 
of 11 crores, and a large sterling capitalisation. The Indian tea industry, 
founded in 1840, has been responsible f.r thl.' l"'~/)lamat!on or sonte 700,000. 
acres from jungle and it gives employment to some 300,000 persons. It 
supplies-in keen competition with Ceylon and China-some irds of the 
total tea importation of the United Kingdom, although under stress of CODl

petition from the Java produce it has recently lost its predominent positi4U1 
in the Australian market. Whilst. the general progress of the industry haS' 
bpen steady and continuous, it has suffered severe temporary setbacks. So 
recently as 1920 a dividend was dis~ributed by only 13 rupee companies out 
of 136. The record of the sterling tea companies in that and the following 
year was equally deplorable. Every tea garden in Bengal and Assam 'IS 
dependent upon machinery for the manufacture of its leaf and there appears 
to be complete unanimity among its promoters in resenting a prohibitive im
port duty on steel as a potential impo§t on their own capital and replace
ment outlay at a time when recovery is being laboriously achieved after a 
perio~ of disastrouB lo~es. At least one engineerin~ concern, for .long 
assocIated honourably WIth the supply of tea manufacturing machinery to 



the gardens, is threatened with heavy loss on its Indian investments in the 
E'vent of the imposition of a prohibitive tariff on steel. The only visible 
alternative t.o its severe penalisation is an increase in the tariff charges on 
such machinery as it exists to provide. The effect of such procedure on the 
tea industry would be even more disastrous than the mere compulsion placed 
upon it by a heavy steel duty to resort for its requirements exclusively to 
European manufacturers. 

In the list of Calcutta's exports the semi-i~dustrialised trades in jute and 
tea bulk large. They contributed in 1922-23 no less than 69 per cent. of 

- the outward trade of the port in point of value. Of the .other considerable 
items, in the list, namely, lac, grains, seeds and hides, contributing among 
them over 20 per cent. of the port's total export trade, all are " agricultural" 
in character and the same is, for the most part, true of the items which 
together compose the remaining eleven per cent. of Calcutta's foreign ex
ports. In the whole field of Indian exportation the facts are not dissimilar 
except that the jute and cotton trades supplied respectively (in 1921-22) 24 
and 19 per cent. of the whole (248 crores) followed by hides 12 per cent., 
seeds 8 per cent., tea 7 per cent., grains 5 per cent., and a miscellaneous 
remainder 25 per cent. The possible influence of dear steel on this colossal 
agricultural industry will demand consideration later. Meanwhile there c:llls 
for treatment an important trade, essentially industrial in its aims and 
organization, which in the past has bulked considerably in the outward 
commerce of Calcutta and the inward commerce of- Bombay, Madras an';' 
Karachi, and which itself constitutes, together with iron and steel, an all 
important factor in the basic process of distribution. "An abundant and 
cheap supply of coal," wrote the India!! Fiscal Commission, "is the found
ation of future industrial progress in India. . . .. This is one of those 
cases in which we are convicted that the protection of the basic industry or 
raw material would not be. to the advantage of the country as a whole. Cheap 
coal is essential to industry and we are not !Jrepared to recommend any 
measures which will make coal dearer." India's coal sJIPplies are derived in 
the main from the coal-fields in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. In the five 
years prece!Iing the war India's reliance on imported foreign coal was limited 
to an annual average of 427,000 tons or 250,000 less than the average annual 
exportation of Indian coal. In the same five years the average annual pro
duction of coal from Indian pits was 15i rnlllion tons, slightly less than which. 
quantity was actually consumed in this country. The average value of a ton 
of Indian coal at pit's head in the pre-war year was Rs. 3-9. By 1919 the 
annual output of coal from the Indian pits had risen to over 22i million tons, 
in part owing to the disappearance of competing foreign suppliE's-theoe in 
1919 had fallen below 50,000 tons-but in part also to the growing demand for 
coal proceeding from the railway and indigenous industries. Of the 
22,500,000 tons produced in 1919 only half a million tons left the country. 
The large balance, plus the insignificant foreigx\ importation already men-

_ tioned, went wholly into domestic consumption. The result -of the steadily 
expanding demand was a considerable rise in average pit head prices from 
Rs. 3-9 in 1914 to Rs. 4-8 in 1919 and an almost panicky apprehension, now
here more prevalent than in official circles concerned with railways and indus
tries, of a serious shortage of coal supplies in the near future. This appre
hension was emphasized by the inability of the railways, greatly impaired as 
their efficiency and carrying acpacity had become as a result of the war's 
depredations, to cope with the traffic demands both of a coal output enhanc('d 
by some 30 per cent. in six years and. of an indigenous industry then showing 
apparent signs of J:apitl development. The immediate result was & stiff rise 
in the price paid for coal deliveries. Long term Railway Board contracts 
provided for the average payment of from nine to eleven rupees for first class 
coal a·s compared with a third of that price before the war. The Deshargarh. 
quotation in Calcutta which, at the Qpening of 1914, had stood at Rs. 6-8 pEOr 
ton and which still stood in 1919 at a similar figure, had risen in the early 
part of 1921 to Rs, 17-8. In Bombay the parallel rise-assisted by a cent. 
per cent. increase in the pre-war freight charges of Rs. 5 per ton, Calcutta 
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1.0 Bombay-had been from Rs. 16-8 to Rs. 38. On the railways whose coat 
.consumption in 1922-23 exceeded six million tons; or nearly one-third of the 
entire output of the Indian coal-fields, the result of rising prices, is seen 
in the fact that the average cost per ton of coal utilized on the broad gauge 
railways rose from Its: 10-8 in 1913-14 to Rs. 16-6 in 1922-23 and on the 
metre gauge lines from Rs. 13-5 to Rs. 23-7 per ton. In the present year 
-the railways' coal supplies, even allowing for an "arbitrary ,cut" of one 
.crore of rupees on Agents' demands, are estimated to cost 81 crores,' as com
pared with a total cost at engine shed in 1913-14 of 51 crores. As regards 
-the small, new industrial concerns which, to the number of nearly one 
thousand, sprang up at this time in Bengal with a total authorised capital 
-of 140 crores, it is certain that the enhanced cost of coal and the extreme 
difficulty of obtaining it played an important, if not a decisive, part in the 
fate of those companies, so~e three-fourths of which are now already dead or 
seriously moribund. Among the causes to whic!!, their decline of profits is 
attributed by the Tats Iron and Steel Company is to be found precisely 
this rapid enhancement of coal prices-in their case from Rs. 4-2 per ton 
in 1916-17 to Rs. 9-3 in October 1922-from which they in common with all 

.other industrial undertakings' suffered. 

Unfortunately high prices entirely failed -to produce the effect on coal 
·output which it was hoped that they would produce. Production fell away 
from the maximum of 22i million tons ,reached in 1919 to some 18 million 
tons in the following year, .followed by a rise to 19,300,000 tons in 1921. 
Production again showed a slight rise in 1922 but a decline of raisings 
is now again said to be evident. The decline' in 1920 was' explained 
in part by the deterrent effect produced on colliery raisings by wagon 
shortage and inevitable transit delays and in part'by the deterre.nt 
effect produced on labour by political agitation and the' concession of higher 
wages. Writing in 1921 Mr. Ainscough asserted that the "output of the 
Indian collieries had been steadily declining pari passu, with each advance 
in wages" and that the "esseniial industries" of the country were suffering 
severely from curtailment of their normal supplies. The effect of this reduc
tion of output on domestic prices for coal was enhanced by a sudden revival 
of the foreign export trade in 1920 to a figul'e of 11 million tons valued at' 
157 lakhs-the largest in the history of the Indian collieries. The extreme 
domestic shortage led to a total official prohibition placed on 'the export of 
Indian coal (now, it is true, removed but still operative owing to high costs
(If production and transit to the chief sources of foreign demand, namely, 
Ceylon and the Straits- Settlements) and to the re-appearance, in. Indian 
markets, on a scale never contemplated since the eighties of last century, of 
foreign' coal. The importation amounted in 1921-22 to 1,489,282 tons (of 
which Bombay took 1,116,000 tons) valued at 578 lakhs of rupees (nearly 40 
rupees a ton) and in 1922-23 to 881,810 tons valued at 3091akhs of rupees. 
During the first six months of the current year foreign coal importations 
amounted to 337,258 tons valued at 94 lakhs. Natal has been, and remains, 
a leading beneficiary of this Indian coal shortage, her' imports amounting to 
.339,000 tons in 1921-22, to 253,720 tons in 1922-23 and to 143,000 tons in the 
first six months of the present year. The United Kingdom's share amounted 
to 700,000 tons, in 1921-22 and 500,000 tons in 1922-23. m the dear imported 
coal the main consumers have been the Bombay mills-which" aided by a 7~ 
per cent. net protection against the foreign piece-goods manufacturer have 
,shifted the incidence on to the Indian consumer of piece-goods-a~d the' 
railways. Allowance must be made for the utilisation of the dear imported 
coal in considering the figures of increased prices for railway coal quoted 
above. The Inchcape Committee, from whose Report those figures are taken 
mentions that in 1921-22 imported coal used on the G. I. P. Railway cosi 
:Rs. 52'75 per t:on delivered at the engine shed as compa.red with Rs. 14·47 
per .ton for IndIan coal. Recently for Natal coal the Bombay mills have been 

• paymg between Rs. 26 and Rs. 29 per ton, whose successful competition has 
been assisted by a special freight concession of seven or eight shillings a tall 
JUade by the Natal Government over its land lilies. 
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The inability of the Bengal collieries to compete in Bombay at the price;J. 
nmntioned is eloquent, however, of the unsatisfactory nature of the Indian 
coal position at,the present time. The price in Bombay before the war of a 
sea-borne Bengal coal superior in quality to that now arriving in BombaY" 
from Natal was from Rs. 12 to Rs.· 15 a ton. Pit head prices in the coal
field have trebled and, to a large extent at least, they reHect enhanced cost 
of materials, labour and overhead charges. Freight charges from the coal
field to the Calcutta docks have risen some fifty per cent. Port charges are
higher and the steamer companies' freight rates (Calcutta to Bombay-Karachi) 
have risen from the pl e-war figure of Rs. 4 or Rs. 5 per ton to Rs. 10-8 or 
Rs. 8-0 (according to Collector of Customs' last report). Owing to the exi
gencies of their own unsatisfactory financial position, the railways profess
themselves entirely unable to restore the pre-war concession for "export" 
coal and even the prospect held out to them of a total sea-borne traffic 
exceeding 3,000,000 tons per annum for foreign and domestic ports leaves· 
them adamant. It is to be noted that the problem of the success or failure 
of the Bengal collieries in their competition with foreign coal in Bombay 
turns on a difference of at most Re. 1-8 a ton. .Granted a fiat rate railway 
freight of Rs. 2-8 a ton from all the coal-fields to the Calcutta docks (as 
compared with Rs. 4-8 and Rs. 3-12 now prevailing in the case of the two
principal fields) foreign coal would disappear to-morrow from the Bom
bay market. This would operate to the great advantage of the Indian 
collieries--who would much prefer a' natural expansion of markets and out
put to the precarious official patronage on which their prices, and their 
limited prosperity, still largely depend-and of the Indian railways, of the 
port of Calcutta D.nd of the Bombay merchant. 

The official list of joint stock colliery companies at work in India on 
March 31, 1921, included 256 companies with a total authorized capital of 
16 crores, of which some 91 crores were paid up. The reserves of these com
panies amount to at least. 7 crores fully employed in tlie process of develop
ment or in providing banking facilities, etc. A concrete example taken from 
the statistics of a large operating group will best show the position of these 
companies. The group in question has an ordinary and fixed interest capital 
of 148 lakhs. From first to last it has expended 405 lakhs on its block (ori
ginal cost). Of that block expenditure, 1231 lakhs was devoted to machinery. 
The total raisings in an ordinary year are in tlie vicinity of It million tons. 
Depreciation is allowed at the rate of ten per cent. on ordinary and 71 per 
cent. on electrical machinery, calculated on original costs. The total depre
ciation to be provided from working profits is therefore 12 lakhs,' represent
ing some 111 annas per ton of coal raised. If the cost of replacing colliery 
machinery is to be artificially enhanced by serious tariff differentiations against 
foreign steel, block revaluation will become necessary in the case of every 
colliery company, and concurrently with such revaluation, the depreciation 
allowances made from trading proper will necessarily undergo enhancement. 
A 331 per cent. enhancement of replacement costs under the heading of 
machinery in the multiple concern described would entail an additional annas 
3'81 per ton on raising costs for depreciation alone, apart altogether from 
the purchase of machinery for extensions, repairs and renewals which, as is 
proved by the difference between total paid-up capital and total original cost 
of block, is always in process. 

Of the precise effect likely to be exercised by high steel prices on capital 
development in the older coal-fields and in the vast new coal areas awaiting 
development it is difficult to speak with precision. The figures given above
prove that of total outlay on colliery development over a. long term of years' 
nearly one-third has in the past been devoted to the purchase of machinery. 
~t the .present time the proportion is growing. In the future it may grow, 
mcreaslDgly larger. Costs. of machinery and constructional steel are them
selves higher than ten years ago and no lesson of recent colliery development . 
in India. is. clearer thali. that large scale success can be won only by the large
scale development of mechanical processes in substitution for, or at least as. 
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a supplement to, the increasingly unsatisfactory labour supply. No one in
the coal-field believes that, for many years to come, it will be possible---quite, 
apart from the question of .cost-to rely on Indian steel factories for all the' 
multitudinous contributory details of cutting, hauling, winding and despatch
ing plants, To rely at the present time on Indian steel for even a modicum' 
o~ colliery requirements entails an infinity of delay, of waste and of ex as- . 
peration. Meanwhile colliery expansion in India must proceed and costs must 
be reduced unless the existing stagnation of railway and industrial develop-· 
ment js to be prolonged indefinitely. As the Indian Fiscal Commission 
clearly saw, the colliery industry is "basic" to a degree which is denilld' 
even to the railways and the. ports, and much more to the steel industry. 
Steel can be procured from Europe with facility at prices which, at the
present time, compare favourably even with' pre-war prices and in the quan.· 
tities demanded by India, whose consumption in a single year under the' 
hending Iron and Steel has rarely exceeded one million tons. On the other' 
hand, India's coal consumption is already in' the vicinity of 20,000,000 tons· 
as compared with some 16,000,000 tons in 1914 and prices are at a level which 
imply the perpetual starvation of industries and of the domestic consumer. 
and the imposition of an inordinate burden on the railways and general 
indnstry of the country, to say nothing of the fact that such prices facilitate' 
the successful competition with Indian coal'of 'coal from ports some hundreds, 
or even thousands, of miles distant. India, in the words of the Fiscal Com-, 
mission, needs all " abundant and cheap supply of coal" above every other' 
industrial desideratum. Next in importance to tlJ,at necessity comes tho 
need for railway expansion and it is a peculiarity of the Indian problem that' 
neither colliery nor railway development is possible unless the two proceed 
in strict co-ordination with one another. To retard or jeopardise either of' 
them in the interest of the development of a raw material, however import-, 
ant, would be to defy the clear injunction given by the Fiscal Commission 
and to disregard the warnings as to the inadequacy of India's coal supplies· 
and transit facilities which have proceeded from so niany fi1;st class autho
rities during recent years. If India can olice aga~n be assured of cheap and" 
plentiful coal and cheap and adequate railway facilities, her economic future' 
is lIafe. So far as concerns the material side of India's equipment the time
will then be fully ripe for the energetio development of mineral resourceS· 
whose large scale exploitation under existing conditions can apparently be' 
achieved only at the cost of prodigious sacrifices to all pre-existing economio' 
interests. 

In considering the effect on colliery development of the encouragement of 
the indigenous steel industry allusion must be made to the fact that the' 
Tata Iron and Steel works are already utilizing one and a half million tons of 
coal in the production of iron and steel. Apprehension undoubtedly exists~ 
in the coal-field as to the effect on coal prices of the closing down of the' 
Tata concern and the sudden "dumping" of its coal consumption on to
the Indian market.· Temporarily, the effect on prices' would be serious from 
the point of view of the colliery interests although it is not less certain that: 
industry in general would stand to profit by the fall. Undoubtedly this is not 
the kind of "development" by which it is desirable to bring about that re
dn"tion of fuel costs and railway maintenance which Indian industry sadly 
needs. The ideal method is the provision of ample railway and port facilities, 
conducive to the development of new coal markets, the steady expansion of' 
colliery output and the cheapening of raising costs by the progressive utilisa
tion of labour-saving processes. By such means the welfare of the coal in
dustry and of the consuming public will undergo parallel development. The
sudden contraction of coal consumption, on the' other hand, would involvea' 
benefit to a large fraction of the consumers at the, expense of a smaJler f1'ac-· 
tion; and of the whole colliery industry. In the general interests of the coal 
trade, however (no less than of the country's industries as a whole), it appears 
infinitely preferable to face an immediate contraction of consumption by' 
Ii million tons than to sanction a perpetual tax on colliery and railway' 
interests at the behest of a single enterp1'ise-:-unless it can be proved beyondf 
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:Shadow of doubt that such enterprise can speedily become self-supporting at. 
~ negligible cost to the community. . 

The return. of large industrial establishments in India (1923) gives parti
oCulars of engineering works under at least four different headings. Under 
the heading Minerals, Bengal is exhibited as giving employment to 10,000 
persons (cf. 5,000 in the case of Bombay) under the sub-heading "Iron and 
brass foundries." Under the heading Transport, Bengal is shown as giving 
employment to 52,000 persons (cf. 38,500 in the case of Bombay) under the 
1!ub-headings dockyards, railway workshops and shipbuilding and engineel'
in~ works. Under the heading "Process relating to new stone and glass," 
Bengal is shown as employing some 4,000 workers (cf. Bombay, 1,100) in motor 
repair workshops .. Finally, under the heading Miscellaneous, Bengal's gene- • 
Tal engineering workshops are shown as giving employment to 21,000 persons . 
{cf. 4,000 in the case of Bombay). In all these shops and in many others in 
the long miscellaneous list which of itself accounts for 85,000 industrIal 
.employees in Bengal the entire factory procedure depends upon the employ
.ment of steel machinery. In many, if not the majority, steel is also the raw 
material of which the factory's ultimate product is composed. By several of 
the latter class direct representations have been made to the Tariff Board 
with the object Qf safeguarding their immediate trading interests in so far -as 
-those are affected by the prospect of dear steel. . Special allusion is desirable, 
'however, to the group of 24 "engineering and metal works" which find a 
place in the list of companies registered, and mostly operating in or near 

·Calcutta. These companies possess a combined paid-up ordinarily capital of 
-rather over 3 crores. Their reserves, if the old established concern of 
-Messrs. Burn & Co. be included, exceed 2l crores. These companies (ex-
-eluding the few old established ones among them) are of interest mainly as 
oonstituting, together with a considerable number of miscellaneous concernd 
spread over the whole gamut of industrial activity, tbe last visible token of 
one of the most amazing booms in company-promotion of which economic 

-history has record. New flotations in this province in 1919-20 numbered 514 
with an aggregate authorllJed capital of 103 crores. In 1920-21 they num
bered 436 with an aggregate authorised capital of 36 cro1'es. In ~ombay new 
companies saw the light with a total authorised capital of 203 crores. In the 
two presidencies together liquid capital or promises of liquid capital to the 
-amount of £225,000,000 were forthcoming in two years for the purpose of 
--industrial development. The Bombay flotations included a large number of 
banking, insurance and shipping projects framed often on the grandiose 

--scale, which is the bane of economic development in the Western Presidency. 
The thousand new flotations in Bengal were mainly small industrial concerns, 
which aimed at the intensive employment of indigenous raw materials and 
-the training and utilisation of indigenous labour, operating on modern 
-principles with western machinery under foreign superintendence. For the 
most part the Bengal concerns-unlike many of those started in Bombay 
--either utilised their whole capital from -the commenoement or called it 
up before the futility of their efforts was renlised. At the present time the 
great majority of the new miscellaneous flotations in Bengal are either in

.curring a daily and weekly loss by their operations .or have already gone 
-into liquidation. To obtain an appreciation of the reasons underlying their 
failure the Tariff Board could scarcely do better than invite as a witness one 
~r other of the expert chartered accountants who are now everywhere engaged 
in the liquidation process. The Board would discover more than one analogy 
between the present position of some of these companies and that of the Tab 
Iron and Steel Company. Possibly in every casE" the causa causans of the 
wa~te and disappointment resulting from the company boom in India waa 

--the disproving of the notion entertained by the promoters that war-time prices 
would endure and that one of the chief factors in producing them. namely. 
State supersession of the ordinary processes of economical distribution, would 
in some degree at least be permanent. -War-time prices disappeared and t.he 

_State itself was forced back on to a policy of strict economy which rendered 
,i~JPossible its artificial support of the new concerns, many of which had been 
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brought into existence through its direct encouragement. The new concernsr 
although confronted by falling commodity prices' and the absence of Gov
ernment orders, found themselves at the same time the prey of rising labour 
-costs, of' g"reatly enhanced freight rates a~d of coal deliveries which were at. 
once dear and uncertain. Money rates went against them when ,banking 
accommodation was desired and for many the high' exchange rates, of 1920 
were alone sufficient to give them their quietus. A certain number survive, 
but generally speaking experience has shown that no degree of application or 
skill can enable a company, once launched, to triumpli over fundamental) 
Jni3calc:ulation~ as to the extent of its potential market, the cost of prodllet:on 
Ilnd the course of prices. Splendid machinery may have been assembled and 
first class experts have been engaged but both are to no purpose failing that, 
direct clft"respondence between supply and demand which is the basis of aU 
successful trading. It is for this reason that the" one man concern," labo
riously developed from min1j.te, bpginnings and expanded only in response to' 
definite opportunity, so often shows a resistal!,ce to- commercial depression 
which is greatly superior to tha.t exhibited by the ready-made factory equipped 
according to the developed principles -of Birmingham or Glasgow. It is to 
be observed that company failures in Bengal have proceeded from causes 
some of which are identical with those whereto the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company ascribe their decline in profits and there is at least a prima facie' 
case for inquiring whether the original calculations--or in the case of the' 
Tata Company the calculations underlying the war-time schemes ~or " greater 
extensions "-were not equally at fault in both cases. Of the numerous com
panies liquidated in Bengal; it is to be noted that rarely' has the smallest 
effort been made to save them. By way of example mention may be made
of company with a ten lakh capital and fifteen lakh block expenditure on 
some of the finest machinery ever brought to India. It has disappeared from 
the company list and I am informed that not a single offer of one lakh was' 
forthcoming from.a purchaserwilliDg to operate it. The company's aims had 
DO correspondence with permanent Indian industrial and economic condi· 
iions----costs, wages, markets, transit facilities and so forth-and only practical 
desuetude and abandonment met the case. Failing the certainty of ultimate' 
achievement, accompanied by large rewards for intervening failure, the only 
economical policy was to "cut the loss" and cut it quickly. The case is not' 
materially altered whether the guaralltors of tlie concern be a private com
pany or the tax-payers of a country. TQ justify industrial survival in sucll 
circumstances indisputable and independent expert evidence of the power to' 
survive, and to survive under Indian conditions, is necessarY. Meanwhile 
the sustained efforts now being made by the survivors of the industrial boom 
justify their insistence that no unnecessary additional burden shall be im
posed upon them at the dictation of an undertaking whose difficulties differ' 
from their own in degree rather than in kind. A prohibitive duty on foreign 
steel, unaccompanied by a compensating duty on the products of these small 
engineering firms, will go far' to extinguish the last lingering hope that 
Indian industry may have derived some permanent incentive from the enor
mous outlay of capital during the period 1919-1922. 

Among the interests which must necessarily be influenced by taxation 
affecting the cost of a commodity which the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
describe as the "basis of our existing civilization" and the "raw mate
rial of all industries," detailed mention has still to be made of one, the' 
greatest, 'namely, agriculture. The Indian Fiscal Commission spoke of its 
"predominant importance." This it described as constituting the, "out
standing feature" of India's present economic position. The Commission 
went further when it said that agriculture " is, and must remain, the founda
tion of the economic life of India, and this not merely because it furnishes' 
the livelihood of thre&-quarters of the population. Indian industries eannot 
flourish without a prosperous agricultmre.Agriculture is largely the provider
of the raw materials for industry and the Indian agriculturist will offer the 
main market for the products of Indian industries. Any form of protection. 
therefore which would seriously affect the industry of agrwllIture would gO' 
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far 'to defe:tt its own object." The Commission emphasized the fact that, at 
the census of 19l1, the number of. persons returned under ilie heading of 
ordinary cultivators; farm servants and field labourers and growers of special 
products was 210 millions, of whom 46 per cent., or some 96 milf"wns, were 
actual workers; whereas those employed in industrial establishments in 1919 -
were OB the average only. 1,367,000. The industrial workers were thus equi
valent, the Commission remarked, to not much 'more than 1 per cent. of the 
agricultural workers. The impress of these facts aI!pears on ev~ branch of 
Indian economics. With the exception of manufactured jut~, coustituting 
'35·87 of the. exports of the port of Calcutta in 1922-24, there was scarcely 
another considerable item in the Calcutta export list but fell within the 
.description of "purely agricultural." Metals, ores and saltpetre contri
buted among them some three crores to a total of 100 crores. In the list of 
Indian exports for 1922, the sections "Food, Drink and Tobacco" and 
"'Raw Materials" represented a value of 155 crores out of a total exporta
tion valued at 231 crores. Of that value all save some three crores, referable 
to metallic ores, coal and liquors, was the direct outcome of agricultural 
industry. To the total of 66 crores assigned to "Articles wholly and partIy 
manufactured" the great semi-agricultural industdes of jute and cotton con
tributed nearly 46 crores and hides another 4 crores. Of IndiaYs total export
ation in 1921-22 valued at 231 crores it is doubtful whether 23 crores, or ten 
per cent., could have been exported without the instrumentality of the agri
culturist. He it is who, with truth, may be said to provide the medium 
which alone renders possible India's commercial exchanges with the outside 
world and on him must fall the loss and inconvenience of any violent disturb
Ance of the existing adjustment of India's foreign trade. He, too, is the 
"unfrowning caryatides" who, since the recasting of the financial system, 
sustains almost the whole burden of provincial taxation. Moreover i since he 
is poor-the average aggregate income of the agricultural classes is believed 
to fall somewhere between the extreme limits of Rs. 30 Gnd Rs. 6O-it is 
Axiomatic that anything resembling a natural disaster or involving a sharp 
reversal of economic policy or implying a heavy increase of taxation charges 
must affect him closely and severely. To the steady reduction of land revenue 
charges and the elimination of the worst consequences of defective crops 
through the improvement of communications and the spread of irrigation he 
()wes the relative prosperity which he enjoys to-day. His main hope for the 
future lies in the maintenance of land revenue charges at a low level and in 
the further increase of the net return to his labour through the improvement 
·of his methods of agriculture, through the continued spread of irrigation 
and through the opening of ever larger and brisk"r markets for his produce 
by the extension of the railway system. How, it may well be asked, is the 
prospect of dear steel calculated to affect the cultivating classes, whether its 
influence on their prospects be direct or indirect? 

Under the hC:lding of direct influences it is t() be noted that from the 
primitive kodali and the tire of his bullock-cart to the steam plough and 
tractor, iron and steel are components in almost every implement of the 
cultivator's trade. In thousands. of smithies throughout the country they 
are the raw material of every operation. In every district the agents of the 
Agricultural Departmenm, working again!)t the odds. constituted by rigid 
custom, are busy popularising the oil pumping plant and the mechanical 
plough, crusher, thresher, and tractor. That, given protection, the indigen
()US steel industry hopes to invade this market is proved t() demonstrate by 
the existence at Jamshedpur to-d~y, under the wing of the Tata enterprise, 
of the \;ubsidiary Agricultural Implements Company, Limited. Of the analo
gous companies subsidiary to the Tata (>nterprise one has already demanded 
a protective import duty of fifty per cent. ad va/01'em against the commodity 
whieh it manufactures. This demand it has attempted to justify as a count~r
balancing force necessitated hy the proposed enhancement of the price of 
steel which constitutes the raw material of its operations. Nothing is DOW 

certain than that the artificial inllation of steel prices in India will prompt 
•• imilar demand from the Agricultural Implements Company-and, indeed, 
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-from all Indian domicil~d concerns' engaged .in the provIsIon or .repair . of 
agricultural machinery or implements-under menace of the certain. alter" 
native of their disappearance beneath the weight of EUropean competition:. 
Similar protection will probably be demanded by manufactureBS' of the 
galvanized sheets (corrugated) which, for every.purpose connected with- tho 
construction of houses and farm buildings, ar~ in demand. from Peshawarte. 
Dacca. Of this corrugated sheeting the imports totalled- in 1920-21, 57,000 
tons valued at 21 crores; in 1921-22, 75,000' tons valued at 21' crores; in 
1922-23, 108,000 tons valued I!-t 31 crore8; and in the first six months Of' the' 
current year, .64,000 tons valued "Olt 2 crore8. . 

In a sense whi'fb is wholly direct the proposed exclusion of foreign &teel' 
Dlay be expected to react with special disadvantage to agriculture through 
its effect on irrigational processes and canal construction. At the end of 
1920-21 irrigation canals constructed under official supervisioa t:>talled 55,000 
miles. The area irrigated in the previous year exceeded 28,000,000 acres. 
Works now under construction will add an additional 4,000,000 acres to the 
total while sanctioned projects (excluding the Sukkur barrage) will add 
another 31 million acres. The area to be influenced by the Sukkur barrage 
exceeds the whole of Egypt in extent.' The total capital hitherto invested 
in Government irrigation is '£79,000,000. Between 1900-01 and 1920-21 the 
average expenditure on new irrigational construction totalled £1,750,000 a 
year. Although £19,000,000 o~ the capital expended has been sunk in pro
tective and minor works, the llet yield to total capital.invested was at the 
rate of neady eight per cent. It is calculated by experts that some 25 per 
cent. of the whole cropped area in British India is benefited and protected 
by Government irrigation·.works. Iu the vast area watered by the Indus 
and ~utlej the construction of perennial, as opposed to mera inundation, 
canals has scarcely been commenced. The sum of £10,000,000 could be laid 
out immediately in that area alone on the construction of permanent bar
rages, the main component of which would be steel constructional work: 
The only obstacle has long been found in the problem of financing -the neces
sary capital expenditnre. Every artificial increase of the expenditure neces~ 
·sary lllust delay pro rata the inauguration of these beneficent works. 

But it is in their general effect on the cultivator's prosperity thl!-t high 
steel prices most urgently demand consideration. As was remarked by 
~fr. Peterson of the Tata Company in his general evidence before the Indian 
Fiscal Commission, iron and steel are the' ".raw material of -all industries 
as without them practically no manufacturing plant could be erected and no 
efficient means of transport could be devised." 'Vherever and whenever the 
price of iron and steel has been artificially raised by fiscal excl\1.sion and the 
artificial encouragement of home manufactures there has commenced a gene-. 
Tal rise in commodity prices and wages which sooner or later has compelled 
the country conducting the experiment either to embark on the intensive 
wooing of foreign industrial markets (as in the case of Germany and. 
America) or drastically to restrict the population (as in the case of Australia 
and to a less degree in the case of Canada). If it be once conceded-as I think 
it must in view of the basic nature of the iron and -steel industry and its 
relation to all forms of transit and manufacture-that a general advance in 
prices may ensue on its protection, then the effect of such a rise of prices in 
Indie. must be considered in its relation to the"interests of the vast mass 
of the peopl~f the agricultural classes numbering 210,000,000 and of the 
agricultural workers numbering 96,000,000. As was emphasised by the IndiaI!. 
Fiscal Commission, the" great mass of the people in India are poor." "We 
have throughout our inquiry borlle this in mind," wrote the Commission. 
" Our general recommendations have been framed with a view to confining 
the sacrifice which must be demanded of the Indian consumer within the 
narrowest limits possible." Unfortunately the limits of the Indian agricnl
tural consumer's purchasing power are already so narrow that there is no 
wide margin for additional sacrifice. Among the pOGrer and most numerous 
classes the cultivator and his family consume all or almost all ·the grain ... 
stuffs which t~ey grow or, alternatively, they exchange their raw textiles for 
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·foodstuffs. the whole of which they consume. A .general . rise in prices wilt 
affect. this class t~r~lUgh the prices of its agricultura.I tools, the costs of 
renewmg and repa~rmg t~em. and so forth at the smithy, through the prices 
ot the soanty clothmg whIch It can afford to buy, .and through .the increasea 
dearness of Dr~ss, .enamel and galvanized. articles, the expansion of th~ 
demand. for whIch IS one of the clearest eVIdences of the slowly advancing: 
prospenty of the humblest classes. Higher in the agricultural scale is the' 
cultivator whose labour contribute~ directly to the. production of that SUT-' 

plus. of foodstuffs which goes far to accountJor the magnitude of India's 
foreign trade, or the returns from whose sales of raw fibre are considerably 
in excess' of the sum required annually to provide himself and his familv 
with the bare. necessities of life. As' regards the class' which furnishes th"e 
surplus of grains it is to be remarked that, vast though' it is, its output. 
regarded economically, is strictly a surplus. Of the grains produced i~ 
India it is believed that two-thirds at least are used for the satisfaction of 
the needs of the population in the immediately -ensuing season, while, world' 
prices and transit conditions being· satisfactory, one-third may find its way 
into the export markets. It will find its way thither in full measure only if 
the Indian crop is plentiful, if th& price obtained in the previous season. 
appears to· the Indian cultivator to be sufficiently remunerative, and if (in 
the case, e.(J., of cotton and wheat) Indian quality and prices confornr to
the world's demands. Almost all these desiderata depend for their pro
gressive realisation on the improvement of Indian agricultural methods and 
the extension and cheapening of transport facilities. Dearness of steel wilT 
go far to check the adoption of all enlIghtened agriculturaL dedces. It wilT 
increase the cosl of every repair and of every job done in ·the country's in
numerable smithies. It will enhance the Cflst of transport over the long 
Indian land leads which count for so much in -the competition between India's 
produce and that of oountries whose. commerce is mainly sea·borne. It will 
indefinitely. retard' the progress of irrigational development. and enhance' 
existing irrigation. charges. It willAend further to ·lower the already de
clining standard of road and bridge· construction due to restricted District 
Board resources and the great· increase in costs of labour, and of materials, 
such as steam-rollers, etc. Fina.Ily, as already suggested, it may, through its 
operation in restriction of iron and steel importation, set up ageinst the 
foreign importer and in favour of. India a balance of trade so strong as' 
to affect adversely to thEi foreigner the cost of .the rupee exchange. If this 
happens Indian commodities will cost the foreign consumer more in terIns of 
his own currency. In that event nothing can be more certain, in the present 
condition of the world's markets and finance, than a decline in foreign demand 
for the Indian agriculturist's' output, for it may be doubted whether any 
economist would now seriously contend-as was contended three years ago
that whether' the value of the rupee be fixed at Is. 4d. or 2s. the foreign' 
dema.nd for India's staples will remain constant in the long run. As far as' 
can be foretold, foreign demand would decline, the surplus of India's crops 
would decrease in magnitude and the prosperity of the surplus~producing 
class on which depends BO much of India's chance nf material and moral pro
gress would be jeopardized. The harmful reaction of such a de,:elopment 
alike on the progressive improvement of Indian standards of comfort, on. the 
expansion of internal markets to which such improvement contributes and on 
India's foreign export trade would soon become apparent. India's co~tinu
ous progress, alike moral and material, is closely related to the prosp~rIty of 
the middle and upper-or surplus-producing-classes among the cultlvators. 
On their prosperity depends the chance of modernizing the system of agri
culture. On their prosperity and financial co-operation depends the. hope of 
establishing a widespread system of education. It is difficult to percelve from 
what source they could hope to' obtain compensation for detriment suffered 
under a regime of one-sided and premature industrialisatio~ .• If, 'through 
the attraction of population to the industrial centres, agricultnral.w?rkers 
would be relieved of the obligation of feeding many hungry mouths, It IS not· 
less true that the development of industry would tend to raise the cost .of all' 
hired labour and to promote standards of living which. srrantert a dechne· or 
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agricultural prosperity~ would be more than ever_beyond the resch'of the . 
.agricultural population. Viewed in relation to its vast mass, the agricultural 
population would be but illi~tly re~uced although.it mig~t grad.uaJly ~e per
meated by a discontent which, owmg to lack of industrial aptitude and of 
educational opportunity, could ouly be very slowly transformed into content
ment by the process of industrialisation .. Before Indi!l- proceeds. to the. drastic 
.step of excluding cheap supplies of the "raw material of all mdustrles u. It 
"Were well that she should reBect on the fact that considerations of her future: 
·destiny cannot be divorced from considerations of her past history~' As with 
England,so with India, long continued prosperity. realized along fixed ~ines 
of development, has brought into existence a teeming population, whose 
necessities and interests and' aptitudes cannot be ignored in allY chan~ of 
-economic orientlition. 

The probability that los'~ and disturbance will be oceasioned by higher 
steel prices scarcely demands discussion in view of 1;he Tata Iron' and .steel 
Company's. description of their product as .. the raw material of all indu8-
tries. " That it will be widespread demands no more convincing proof than 
tbe Bdmistlions of Mr. Peterson on behalf of the Tate. Iron and Steel Com
pany in his note relating to .. compensating protection." (Tats Statement 
No. XI.) Already, he explains, one-tenth of his Company's output passes. 
into the hands of the small industrieil suc-h iIfIblackslniths and wheel
wrights. .. In the case of such· industrieil," he adlnits, .. a protective duty 
will 'increase the price of the article produced by the ,amount of the duty." 
That duty, also according to his· admi.lsion, .. will be borne by the ultimate 
·consumer." The same conditions will apply, according to the same autho
rity, whenever the article manufaclured is .. not commonly imported in 
titandardized form and in 'large quantities," while in some ClISes in which 
large importation in' standardized form proceeds pari pa8811. with indigenous 
manufacture, a substantial handicap will occur ,which will neceilsitate the 
protection of the indigenous manufacturer on a scale •• at least ~qual to the 
increase in east caui:led by the duty placed on steel. " In' some· instances 
'it is hoped, under a regime of protection, to extract the ilteel manufacturer's 
additional profit from the indigenous operator's" very large margin of profit," 
'but generally ilpeaking Mr. Peterson adlnits on behalf of the steel interest 
in India that the consumer will pay-an admission in general accordance 
with the popularly accepted impression of the effecl of protectionist duties 
Oil commodity priceil. 

Generally it is contended on behalf of those who advocate the protectLln 
of industries that its inconvenient effects will be more" than counterbalanced 
'b» work' for all at high wages'. Apparently no claim iluch as this is advanced 
·-IIave in very indirect· form-by the existing steel manufacturing intereSt 
,il! India. The prosperity of the American steel induStry is cited as an 
'inspiration for India, but"on the ilpecific point of a wages advanee even for 
·the labour directly engaged .in steel production, it is contended that already 
wages in the industry are too high. Among' the causes of the increased 
costs of steel production in India since 1916-17 Mr. R. D. Tata (see letter to 

:Government of India, dated October 23, 1922) cites a rise in labour CooM 
b.v over 50 per cent. .. We are endeavouring,. as the Government is aware," 
Mr. tats proceeds, .. to reduce wages at our worki! but we are faced wit,h 

·the Bame problem that .to-day meets all I.ndian manufacturers, and the pro. 
cess muSt be gradual. Labour is not organized or educated in this country. 
,We belie~e that it will be adlnitted by Government that the wages paid 
by the railways are at present too high, but that it is impoi!sible to reduce 

. ~hem excep~ slowly and by gradual degrees because any such propoi!al would 
~nvolv~ an Immediate strike." Evidently, therefore, the mass of consumers 
!s unhkely to receive in India the form of compensation for highprices which' 
IS often dangled before them jn protectionit!t countries. . 

Justi~c~tion for the p~otection: of the 'steel industry and the inc-reased 
"il?St of hvmg and pr~ductlOn ",hich if; must 'entail is Bought in other dirac
"ilOns. AmoDg them IS the fact that iron and steel are the "nation's first 
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foodstuffs the whole of which they consume. A general . rise in prices wilT. 
affect this class through the prices of its agricultural tools, the costs of 
renewing and repairing them and so forth at the smithy, through the prices
of the Soanty clothing which it can afford to buy, .and through .the increaseo. 
dearness of brass, enamel and galvanized articles, the expansion of the
demand for which is one of the clearest evidences of the slowly advancing: 
prosperity of the humblest classes. Higher in the agricultural scale is' the' 
cultivator whose labour contribute~ directly to the. production of that SUf-' 

plus of foodstuffs which goes far to accountJor the magnitude of India's' 
foreign trade, or the returns from whose sales of raw fibre are considerablv 
in excess of the sum required annually to provide hi~self. and his family 
with the bare. necessities of life. As regards the class il"hich furnishes the 
surplus of grains it is to be remarked tha't, vast though' it is, its output, 
regarded economically, is strictly a surplus, Of. the grains produced in 
India it iij believed that two-thirds at least are used for the satisfaction of 
the needs of the population in the immediately -ensuing season, while, world 
prices and transit conditions being· satisfactory, one-third may find its way 
into the export markets. It will find its way thither in full measure only if 
the Indian crop is plentiful, if th~ price obtained in the previous season. 
appears to the Indian cultivator to be sufficiently remunerati.e, and if (in 
the case, e.g., of cotton . and wheat) Indian quality and prices confornr to
the world's demands. Almost all these desiderata depend for their pro
gressive realisation on the improvement of Indian agricultural methods and" 
the extension and cheapening of transport facilities. Dearness of steel wilf 
go far to check the adoption of all enhghtened agricultural de.ices. It will" 
increase the cos1; of every repair and of every job done in ·the country's in
numerable smithies. It will enhance the cost of transport over ·the long' 
Indian land leads which count for so much in the competition between India's· 
produce and that of oountries whese. commerce is mainly sea-borne. It will 
indefinitely. retard the progress. of irrigational development and enhance' 
existing irrigation, charges. It. willAend further. to ·lower the already de-
clining standard of road and bridge· construction due to restricted District 
Board resources and the great·increase in costs of labour, and of materials, 
such as steam-rollers, etc. Finally, as already suggested, it may, through its 
operation in restriction of iron and steel importation, set up against the 
foreign importer and in favour of. India a balance of trade so strong as
to affect adversely to the foreigner the cost of ,the rupee exchange. If this 
happens Indian commodities will cost the foreign consumer more in terms of 
his own currency. In that event nothing can be more certain, in the present 
condition of the world's markets and finance, than a decline in foreign demand 
for the Indian agriculturist's output, for it may be doubted whether any 
economist would now seriously contend-as was contended three years ago
that whether' the value of the rupee be fixed at Is. 4d. or 2s. the foreign' 
demand for India's staples will remain constant in the long run. As far as' 
ca,n be foretold, foreign demand would decline, the surplus of India's crops 
would decrea~e in magnitude and the prosperity of the surplus~producing 
class on which depends so much of India's ~hance nf material and moral pro
gress would be jeopardized. The harmful reaction of such a development 
alike on the progressive improvement of Indinn standards of comfort, on. the 
expansion of internal markets to which such improvement contributes and on 
India's foreign export trade would soon become apparent. India's cont,inu
OUB progress, alike moral and material, is closely related to the prosperity of 
the middle and upper--or surplus-producing-classes among the cultivators. 
On their prosperity depends the chance of modernizing the system of agri
culture. On their prosperity and financial co-operation depends the hope of 
establishing a widespread system of education. It is difficult to perceive from 
what source they could hope to' obtain compensation for detriment suffered 
under a regime of one-sided and premature industrialisation.- If, -through 
the attraction of population to the industrial centres, agricultural workers 
would be relieved of the obligation of feeding many hungry mouths, it is not 
less true that the development of industry would tend to raise the cost of aIt 
hired labour and to promote standards of living which. e;r"nteil a decline of 
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agricultural prosperity, would be more than ever_beyond the reach 'of the, 
Jlgricultural population. Viewed in relation to its vast mass, the agricultural, 
popUlation would be but slightly reduced although it might gradually be per
meated by a discontent which, owing to lack of industrial aptitude and of 
educational opportunity, could only be very slowly transformed into content
ment by the process of industrialisation .. Before India proceeds to' the drastic 
,1Itep of excluding cheap supplies of the'" raw material of all industries u. it' 
were well that she should rellect on the fact that considerations of her futu.e, 
,destiny cannot be divorced from COBsiderations of her past history~' As with 
England, so with India, long cQntinued prosperity realized 'along fixed lineS 
,of development, has brought into existence a teeming ~opulation, whosl! 
necessities and interests and' aptitudes cannot be ignored lD allY change or 
-tlCOnomic orient1tion. 

The probability, that lost; and disturbance will be occssioned by higher 
1Iteel prices scarcely demands discussion in view of ~ha Tata Iron' and .steel 
.company'li description of their product ss "the raw material of all induB,
tIies. .. That it will be widespread demands no more convincing proof than 
the admis~ionll of Mr. Peterson on behalf 'of the Tate. Iron and Steel Com. 
pany in his note relating to .. compensating protection." (Tata Statement 
No. XI.) Already, he explains, one-tenth of his Company's output passes, 
into the hands of the small industriei:l such 88 blacksmiths and wheel. 
wrights. .. In the csse of such industriei:l," he admits, .. 8 protective duty 
will incresse the price of the article produced by the ,amount e>f the duty." 
t.rhat duty, also according to his ad~sion, .. will be borne by the ultimate 
,consumer." The same conditions will apply, according to the same autho
rity, whenever the article manufactured is "llot commonly imported in 
titandardized form and in 'large quantities," while in some cases in which 
large importation in' standardized form proceeds pari pa88U with indigenous 
manufacture, a substantial handieap will occur .. which will necei:lsitate the 
protection of the indigenous manufacturer OIl a seale " at least equal to the 
:incresse in east eauiled by the duty placed on steel." In' Borne instances 
'it is hoped, under a regime of protection, to extraet the steel manufacturer's 
additional profit from the indigenous operator's" very large margin of profit," 
Dut generally ilpeaking Mr. Peterson admits on behalf of the steel interest 
in India that the eonsumer will pa,Y-8D admission in general accordance 
with the popularly accepted impreSSion of the effect of protectionist duties 
011 commodity priCetl. ' 

Generally it is contended on behalf of those who advocate the protecti->n 
of industries that its inconvenient effects will be more than counterbalanced 
'by work' for all at high wages'. Apparently no claim iluch as thIs is advanced 
--1lave in very indirect form-by the existing steel manufacturing intereSt 
ill India. The prosperity of the Ameriean steel indui;try is citild ss an 
'inspiration for India, but'on the specific point of a wages advanC'8 even for 
,the labour directly engaged in steel production, it is contended that already 
wages in the industry are too high. Among' 'the causes of the increased 

,costs of steel production in India since 1916-17 Mr. R. D. Tata (see letter to 
-Government of India, dated October 23, 1922)' cites a rise in labour costil 
'by over 50 per cent." .. We are endeavouring,. ss tl;Ie Government is aware," 
Mr. Tata proceeds, to reduce wages at our workil but we are faced with 

'the same problem that ,to-day meets all Indian manufacturers, and the pro. 
cess muilt be gradual. Labour is not organized or educated in this country. 
,We belie~e that it will be admitted by Government that the wages paid 
by the railways are at present too high, but that it is impoSsible to reduce 
them except slowly and by gradual degrees because any such propoSal would 
~nvolv~ an immed!ate. strike." Evidently, therefore, the mass of consumers 
,!S unlIkely to receive lD India the form of compensation for high prices which' 
IS often dangled before them in protectioniilt countries. 

Justification for the protection:, of the 'steel industry and the incressed 
"C!'8t of living and production whieh it must entail is sought in other direc. 
-ilons. Among them is the fact that iron and steel are the "nation's first 
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line of defence .. and stress is laid on the Indian Fiscal Commissiou's recom
mendation that favourable consideration shall always be given to the needs 
of nascent or growing industries -which are essential to the security of the 
country. While the argument is an important one it is scarcely convincing, 
as a plea in favour of the derangement and possible stultification of indus-
tries whose requirements were' responsible in 1921.22 for some thirty per 
cent. of India's total importation and which, as, is admitted, extend down·' 
wards frqm railway construction and bridge.building to the repair of the 
simplest agricultural tools. India.. has survived the greateSt war in the world's 
history and the indigenous ilteel contribution, to her own and the Empire's. 
defence was limited during the whole war period to 290,000 tons (cf. the 
world's total output~-1913, 741 million tons; 1920, 681 million tons; 1921, 
41 million tons). At present India relies, and for at leas!; thirty years to 
come will continue to rely, on extraneous help in the officering of her land 
forces. For the whole of her seaward protection she re1ies on a non.Indian 
Navy. While it is clearly deSirable that India should ultimately be able 
to defend herself, it is not less evident that the process of acquiring self
dependence must be fairly prolonged. There is thus no case, on grounds of 
defence merely, for the extortion from the consumer of excessive sacrificei!' 
to secure a possibly disproportionate advance in what, at most, is only one-· 
phase of India's ultimate problem of self.defence. If reasonable progress in 
the Indian steel industry iii assured the requirements of the ease will be
fully satisfied. 

An attempt has been' made to justify the special treatment of the steel 
industry on the ground of sacrifices already made by it in the public interest 
during the war, and of savings now being effected, and until 1927 to be 
effected,on publio (railway) contracts extending to the delivery of some 
90,000 tons of Indian rails and fish plates per annum. Whether or not the· 
total of these benefits be valued at twenty crores or lees, and whether or 
not it is true that good value has already been returned for a large propor., 
tion of them, they eupply inadequate justification for the infliction of heavy
burdens, in permanence, on particular branehes of the country's industry .. 
Based on present costs the steel importations of the ooontry, even excluding 
maohinery, railway material and hardware, may be valued annually at not 
much less than 15 crorllS. Grallted a tariff of 331 per cent. ad 'Valorem on 
this importation, the ultimate annual sacrifice to the country, if all the steel 
now imported be manufactured in Indian factories, will total 5 l'rores per 
annum. Other rates of duty will involve sacrifiC'eS PTO rata. If the country's 
gratitude for past favours is to be the inspiring motive of the proposed pro. 
tection it were better that it took the shape of a guarantee of Government: 
orders, for a term of years only, the price paid to be based on strict costing' 
processes in the factory conoerned and to be limited to a maximum price. 

In the main the arguments. in favour of the pr9teMion of the Indian 
steel industry are based on allegations that foreign ilteel is being dumped in 
India at somethiDg less than cost of production in the country of origin 
and that the effect of thid process, if prolonged, must be the elimination of 
the existing Indian steel industry and the destruction of almost the last. 
hope. of its reappearance. So far as can be observed this argument is based: 
on l\ttle else than the fact that, while costs of produotion in India's only' 
steel factory have risen steadily since the war in every branch of its aC'tivity,. 
the costs of production of European steel producers have been subjected to' 
the exactly contrary process. It is to be observed that, as recently as 1918,. 
the Directors of the Tata Iron and Steel Industry believed that for the 
period 1920 to 1926 the price of Re. 122·8 per ton (slightl~ over £8) would.' 
-afford them adequate remuneration for the supply to the I Palmer" group" 
of. railways of 33,500 tons of rails annually, while a year later they were,' 
stIll cot;ltent to conclude with the Railway Board a oontract based on Rs. 130, 
or conslderll;bly less t~an ~9 a ton.' The average oost of rails produced at the' 
Tata factolles had lISen m '1922.23 to Rs. 186 (some £12-8) but the price 
charged f.o.b. by th~ ~rit!sh and .Belgia~ producers had meantime beell 
reduced to a figure Justliymg a pnce whICh bears a striking resemblance .. 
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to that which, on' Messrs. Tata's own 'previous c'alculation, wall likely ,to 
prevail at the present. time but. which they now describe as a .. dumping .. 
figure. Both the reason and the means adopted for the reduction, of English: 
prices may be sought in the speech of Lord Furness in submitting the. accounts 
of the Cargo Fleet Iron Company for 1921. After referring' to th~ fact that 
British steel selling prices were then at £8-108. per ton as compared with 
£7 in 1913, and alluding to the increased costs of coal, transit and so forth, 
Lord Furness continued, .. In the depreisBed state of trade that exists to-day 

_ we must stimulate demand by .cheaper prices; conilequently the moral of 
these figures is east very considerable reductions ar,1I imperative' in the near 
future both in coal priceB anll railway rate'8 if our indu1i\try is, to ,recover its 
position in the market.! of the world." That policy has ,been pursued con
sistently in the chief steel-producing countries of, Europe.. Labour, coal and 
transit costs, B6 well as wages and taxation; have. beim progressively reduced, 
while in India the process' has been the reverse or, at best,the- elements of 
cost have remained stationary at or near the inll.atedfigures current during 
the war, or during the poi!t-war boom.' Between 1916~17 and 1922-23 the 
average cost of production of pig arid scrap at J amshedpul' has' riseii in' 
steady and unbroken progression from, Re. 29·46 per ton to Rs. 55·62 and 
during every stage of the process of converting iron into steel an enhance
ment of cost.!, greater or less, has been in progress. Thus during. the con
version of pig into steel rails labour (producing) costs, which in 1916-17 

'stood at Rs. 13·99 per ton of 'rails produced, stooCi in 1922-23 at Rs. 17; gas 
producers accounted for Rs. 13·52 B6 compared .with 5'51; steam tor 
Rs. 7·86 as compared with Rs. 2'42 Bnd intereSt charges for Re. 17"02 per 
ton of steel, lid compared with'Re. 2"71. The" allin," cost of rails rose 
from Re. 110 in 1916-17 to Re., 186·75 in 1922-23 or Rs. 175 if allowance 
be. made-as . it !,,~ould' be-for the long strike. In July 1923 .. all in ,. 
prICes were still rismg and stood at Rs. 179·39 ,per ton although no strike has 
recently occurred. The figures of world production which I have already 
quoted go far to disprove 'the assertion that over~production on a large scale 
is infiuencing the dumping of iron and steel in India's market, the restricted: 
capacity of whose total importation'(1913-14, one million tons; 1920-21, 711,OO() 
tons; 1921-2~, 6.12!OOO tons; 1922-23, "746,467 tons) is obvious. The world's. 
total output m pig iron WB6' as follows:-

Miilion tonB. 
1913. 1920. 1921. 

76)- 60)- 36 
The world's output in steel (million tons) was as follows:-

1913. 1920. 1921. 

41 
The world's exports of iron and steel were as fOllOWS (million tons):-

1913. 1920. 1921. 

15)- 11£ 8 

, . The ~tal mischi~f within Gelmany:s reach-her manufactures are alle ed 
to be Seri?US contributory offenders via the Belgian ports-i,s suggested gby, 
the followmg figures of her total output:- , -

Million ton8_ 
1918. 1920. 1921. 

Pig 19 6j- 7)-

Steel 181 8 II 
342 
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In view of these statistics an almost grotesque eharl.lCter attaches to the 
assertion that India. at the present time is .. the one great dumping growld 
ior steel 'by reason of itd large demand." In genera.! it may be said that, 
for three years past, the world's manufacturers have practised extreme re
straint of their normal enterprise whilst adapting themselves to the vital 
necessity of the world's markets, 'Viz., a drastic reduction of costs of produc
tion. The Indian steel interest, on the other hand, persists in its programme 
of expansion at a. time when, everywhere else, restriction of effort is being 
practised. If its demands are conceded now they will contribute to a further 
rise both in its own costs of production and distribution and of the costs of 
prodp.ctiollc and distribution, whick are in every direction operating so ad
versely against India's economic recovery. Ordinary prudence suggests that 
the reduction of coal and transit coi!ts should precede, and not be postponed 
to, the success of, the indigenous steel industry. When such reduction has 
been achieved and the coOits of Indian steel production ha.ve been reduced 
commensurately with it, the time will ha.ve come to consider whether the 
Indiansj;eel manufacturer can face the blast of foreign competition or whether 
be needs, for his assistance the adventitioUS a.id of a high protective ta.ri:II. 

in this connectilm it may be noted that the Indian steel manufacturers' 
demands for protection are supported by ample references to the experience 
of the United States, which resorted to the protection of its steel producers, 
in the 'early seventies and ha.s since become the greatest, and among the 
most' economical, of the world's steel-producing countries. The two cases 
appear to differ from one another toto creZo. In 1871 the United States 
possessed' a. population of sma.ll proportions occupying an undeveloped coun
try even va.ster, and potentially far richer, than India. That population 
was composed of a hardy -pioneering class inheriting great industrialtradi
tions from its European past. It had already created in its own country 
.a. tradition of universal and intensive education.' It enjoyed the confidence 
()f the European money markets in every branch of expansion and develop
ment which it undertook. To-day India's prime task is to feed the mouths 
of 320 million 'people who possess almost no industrial traditions, who are 
admittedly harassed by ancient customs in every effort to create such tradi
tions and who are so poor that their prospeCts of attaining a system of 
universal education recede rather than draw near. The recurring costs of 
capital needed for'railway expansion are high and the accommodation forth
coming in European money centres for, such expansion,is strictly limited. 
All the conditions which contributed to the expansion of American steel 
production from Ii million tons in 1870 to 27,000,000 tons in 1910 appear 
to be absent in the case of India. During the first eleven years of the 
intensive pursuit of the steel industry in America. the selling cost of American 
steel rails, fixed though it was wholly, by American costs of production, 
had halved, although the duty against foreign steel remained at its original 
exclusive level. The result of eleven years of the manufacture of iron aud 
steel in India. has oo.n to exhibit an alarming increase in the cost of 
manufacturing steel rails. Large reductions in works costs' during the 
iirst five years of operation have been followed by more than corresponding 
increases which have'raised the cost of manufacture by some sixty per cent. 
'Since 1916-17. Apparently costs were still rising in July 1923. The times 
are exceptional, it is true, but it is difficult to point to a. single circumstance 
warranting the assumption that the prime costs of steet production in this 
eountry will decline during the next few years even with the assistance of 
high tariffs. The American success was attrihutablein large part to the 
,adaptability and high qualifications of the American skilled workman and 
in large measure also to the proorei;sive development of the cOlmtry's 
resources in a hundred different ~lthough parallel directions. That pro
gressive development both created the demand for steel and went far to 
conceal and ease the 'incidence of the burden involved for the American 
public in its satisfaction exclusively by American manufacturers. ' The accu
mulation in the pockets of such steel pioneers a.s ,Messrs. Carnegie and 
Frick of millions of dollars extorted from the public's necessity was in 
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soml! degree rendered palatable by the fact that parallel success was within 
the reach of pioneers' in a hundred' branches of" developmental activity. 
No such compensation is within reach of the masses in an. ancient "and 
thickly populated Country such as India. Their part in the process is likely 
to be confined to the unpleasant obligation of contributing to' a new source 
of wealth the creation of which, for many years to come, will serve only 
to increase their anxieties and lower their standard of living. ' ' , 

I refrain from any attempt to analyse in detail so much 'of the system of 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company's accounts as 'has been made public. The 
present inquiry, although it may have been necessitated by the position of 
the Tata concern, involves much more than & mere consideration of its past 
record &nd future necessities. I confine myself, therefore" to drawing the 
Board's attention to one or two facts which throw some light on the claims 
which the Tat& interest \lOW feels itself iVlpelled" to put forward. Up to 
and including the year 1921·22 the net profits of the Tata Iron and' Steel 
Company, as shown in its own balance sheets, amounted, after payment of 
debenture interest, to 71 crores. This profit was the result of at most ten 
years' effective working of, all or a, portion of the original plant and early 
extensions. 'l'he net sum placed to reserve during the course of that long 
and generally prosperous period was 17 lakhs 'of rupees (as opposed to 
depreciationwh,ich absorbed 295 lakhs). Moreover the bulk of the profits 
shown were earned when the ordinary preferred and deferred capital was 
standing at a figure which was something les/! than four crores. During 
the five years ended 1916~17, with a tot'll ordinary, preferred and deferred 
capital of Rs. 2,31,75,000 the Company showed a ,total net profit of 
Rs. 2,35,09,000 or some four lakhs niore than, its working capital. During 
those years it wrote off for depreciation Rs. 56,20,000 and placed' to' reserve 
the sum of Rs. 201 lakhs. In 1916-17, the Company, in the fifth year of 
its'effective working; on 'a total paid-up capital ofRs. 2;31,75,000 realized & 
net profit of Rs. 1,10,00,000. It placed to reserve the sum .... of eleven lakhs 
and distributed 54 lakhs in the form of dividends. In 1917-18, on,& total 
paid-up capital, of 2,561 lakhs it showed anlit profit of Rs. 1,05,69,000; 
In 1918-19, on a paid-up capital which scarcely exceeded 280' lakhs it 
showed a net profit of 67 lakhs. In 1919-20, on a capital still standing 
during the greater part of the year at a maximum of some 31 crores it 
showed a net profit of 115 lakhs; while, in the following' year, an almost 
identical profit was realized on paid-up capital which, until the end 'of 
September, stood at roughly 4 crores. During the four years conimencing 
1917-18 and ending 1920-21 the Tata Iron and Steel Company repeated its 
performance of thll preceding five years. It again exhibited net profits 
(amounting to Rs. 4.09 la~ equal to, and indeed exceeding, the' whole of 
the average paid.up capital on which it relied for' the conduct of its opera. 
tions. During the last six months of this period, it is true, the Company 
had in its hands 105 lakhs, and in the last two months of the period a further 
105 lakhs, of the new capital necessitated by the'" greater extensions" 
project. It seems improbable, however, that this new capital, made available 
late in the year, can have materially influenced the returns which exhibit 
marked similarity to those' of 1916-17, 1917-18 and 1919-20, in each of 
which the net projects exceeded one' crore.' During the remarkable period 
1917-18 to 192Q-21 (inc.) the Company placed to reserve, out of net profits 
exceeding 4 crores derived mainly from a like "apital, the sum of Rs. 2,58,000, 
while some 2 crores was written off during the four years for'depreciation. 
Dividends paid during the four fears amounted to some Rs. 166 lakhs. 
During'the nine-year period 1912-13 to 1920-21, the total of dividends paid 
amounted to Rs. 291 lakhs. Of that sum the deferred shareholders, who 
at. no time represented more than Rs. 14,59,000 of the Company's total 
capital, received no less & sum than 80 lakhs of rupees. In the deferred 
scrip of the Company gambling on the stock exchange reached monstrous 
limits, the price of the thirty-rupee holding J>eing ramed by the market as 
high as Rs. 1,630 in the financial yeaF ended June 1918, to Rs.l,460 in 
the financial year ended March 1919 and again to Rs. 1,070 in the lasl 
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year of the _series, 1920-21. The Company is open to criticism in that 11. 
wag seriously at3ault in its failure to build up large reserves against post
war ,depression -and -also on the ~ound of the encouragement it accorded to 
the motion that the first duty of the Directors even of nascent industries 
is to dazzle their shareholders with large dividend payments. -

It may be doubted whether the Company exhibited any greater foresight 
ill its sales contracts whether they were, concluded with the Railway Board, 
the Palmer (Railway) Companies or the subsidiary companies with which 
it has surrounded itself. Until 1925 in the case of the Palmer Companies 
and until 1926 in the case of the 'Bengal Nagpur Company the Tata Iron 
~nd Steel Company, is committed to the annual supply of large quantities 
1)f rails at prices which (Rs. 110 in the former case and Rs. 122-8 in -the 
latter), if accepted by the English and Belgian Companies, would be described 
1)fficially by the Tata C()mpany as an example of dumping. Making all 
allowance for gratuitous revisil1n of contract r4tes by the Railway Board, 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company is supplying rails for the State-managed 
railways on terms which, on the basis of th.compan;y's cost of production 
in July 1923, shows a loss to the Company of some Rs. 23 for every ton 
1)f rails supplied (difference between Rs. 156 and Rs. 179). Still more extra
()rdinary is the fact that the Tata Iron and Steel Company has accepted 
the Swansea, or mean of British and American cost of production, as the 
basis of its supply of steel to its subsidiary companies. One of the largest 
of these contracts binds the Company until 1948 - and none is for a leSs 
term of years than ten. It is pel:lllissible in reviewing these contracts to 
remind the Tariff Board of the Fiscal Commission's injunctions against the 
"stereotyping of inefficiency" and the "encouragement of inefficient pro
duction." There is in Calcutta no single interest but earnestly- desires the 
:!Success of the Tam Iron and Steel Company and the permanent establish, 
ment of its affairs on the basis of economic production and a generous 
reward to capital. From every point of view, the sacrifice of its invaluable 
~xperience and the serious- impairment of its capital resources, estimated 
at some 20 crores, would be regarded as lamentable. The findings of the 
Fiscal Commission furnish no sanction, however, for the· condonation of 

"fierious errors in past management nor for the transfer to the shoulders 
. ()f the public of burdens which such errors may bring in their train. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. G. PILCHER, recorded at 
Calcutta on the 9th November 1923. 

President.-I should like to say at the outset that we are very much 
indebted to you for coming forward to give evidence and for the very full 
:mtatement that you have given of the point of view you represent. We 
understand that although you are-the Assistant Editor of the State8man you are 
not appearing to-day in any respect on behalf of'that newspaper. 

},fr: Pilcher.--Quite. • 
·PT88ident.-Your object I think is to secure that t~e point of view which 

is prevalent in the business circles in Calcutta should be fully placed before the 
Board? 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yes, the point of view of Calcutta and for. iii radius of 250 
miles round this place. 

PTuident.-I should like l;o say one word here which is not directly relevant 
to your evidence, but I tliink this is an opportunity which might be taken 
to say something on ,that point. We have been in Calcutta now for over 10 
weeks and we have not received . very much evidence on the lines taken in 
the written statement which you have submitted. Naturally· if the opiniolis 
which you have expressed represent in a general way the prevalent 'or the 
predominant feeling in the Calcutta area, one would have expected that.more 
witnesses would have come forward to represent· that point of view. IiI. 
particular I think that the Board might naturally expect that they' would 
have received some .statement of the views of. the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce. I want to allude to that now because -what was said' at the 
previous meeting when Sir Robert Watson Smyth was under .examination 
was, I think, calculated to create a misleading impression as 1;0 what had 
sctually occurred. Originally we understQod in a g~neral'Way that lhe 
Chamber of Commerce were likely-to address us. Subsequently we were informed 
by what appeared to us to be an unquestionable authority that the Chambet 
did not intend to' send in a written statement of their views to the Board._ 
i)oon after that, the Board saw in the newspapers the announcement of· iii 
Tesolution to be moved at the meeting of the ASsOciated Chambers of Commerce 
'in Bombay by the delegates of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. This was 
a resolution strongly condemning the protection of steel. As soon as we saw 
this resolution, we wrote to the Bengal Chamber to enquire whether this 
t'esolution represented the considered opinion of the Chamber because. we said
I don't remember at the moment the exact words of the letter-that we 
tlssumt<'d that this could not be so in view of the fact that ·no expression of 
their views of the Chamber of Commerce had reached us; We have not yet 
l'eeeived a reply to our letter, but we have seen-I think it was in the 
yesterday's issue .of the Statesman,........g, paragt'aph which implied that it was 
1l0W the intention of the Bengal Chamber to address the Tariff Board,' and I 
need not say we shall be extremely glad to- receive it when it comes if the 
information contained in the newspaper paragt'aph is correct, and we shall 
-do our best to do the fullest justice to any views that are placed before us. 
But I think it is reasonable that the public should know that, if up to this 
time the Board received very little evidence representing the point of view 
which in your opinion is the prevalent view within the whole Calcutta area 
I do not think the responsibility rests with the Board.' Weare all the nior~ 
Indebted to you, Mr. Pilcher, for coming forward so that a full statement of 
the case, from that point of view, may be in,our possession. 

Mr. Pilch sr.-The only comment I would like to make, if I may i9 to 
-draw your attention-I am not here speaking in connection with the ChaIT.ber 
-proposition-to the extreme difficulty which the generai public,' the general 
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consuming public, must find in preparing any statement of the kind you hope
to receive from .them. Fortunately in my own case. it is part of my daily 

'work to follow these discussions very, very closely and I have got sources at. 
my disposal of which I have made some USjl at the expense of much time· 
aria so forth, but there is 'no large leisured class--ofcourse there is a very" 
very small leisured class-which can give time to this sort of work, and their 
resources in the matter of satistics and so forth are very limited., 

Pre8ident.-I wes not suggesting that it was incumbent upon the memberll 
of the, public to' come forward with· their views-each of them with a' whole 
statement of their case,but what I was mther suggesting was that those 
whose interests will" if we accept your evidence, be v~ry seriously and most 
prejudicially affected by the imposition -of a protective duty on steel, have not 
come forward to say how it would affect them. That is rather important andl 
the Chamber of Commerce is the natural body to attempt to sum up the' 
general opinion in business circles. 

lIfr. Pilcher.-Yes. 
MT. Ginwala.-Ta'ke your own statement, which is a very full statement, 

Be far as the case appears to you in the light of the information that you 
have got. For instance, you are referring to the eiect of increased tariff on the 

,jute industry. You are also referring to the coal industry; you are also· 
referring to irrigation, ports, eto •. You naturally expeot that those oonSlImers. 
would go out of their way to proteot their own interests. 

MT. Pilcker.-Has the Board approached the Chairman of the Pori; 
Commissioners? 

Mr. Ginwala.'-Yes. 
Mr. PilckeT.-I'don't mention the Port Commissioners in partioular, but 

the representatives of those great industries. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Let me finish. So far as you ,have followed the proceesings 

of this Board_I take it you follow our proceedings pretty closely-you must: 
haVE! noticed, that so far none of these bodies have oome forward as bodies. 

Mr. PilckBT.-,.I wohdered several times whether theyreoeived the necessary 
invitation. . • ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-The President will presllilltly tell you what we have don-e in 
that respect. Take the jute industry for-instance. It is' a very powerful 
industry in this place. You' said that the tariff on steel would embarras(F 
the industry to a considerable extent. Has any representative of the jut~ 
industry as such oome forward before us? 

Mr. PilcheT.-I don't know. 
Mr. Ginwal<!.-You have followed the prooeedings. Have you notfued: 

anybody? ' 

Mr. Pilcker.-I cannot say I have. I am prepared to aooept your statement; 
for it. ' , . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Take the coal industry. Of course individual owners of 
collieries have come forward and given us their statement inoidentally' m 
connection with other matters. We have addressed both the Associations. 
Weare not being helped as we ought t~ be. 

PTeBident.-We wrote to the Port Commissioners indicating the points on 
which we were particularly desirous of getting the information' as to tlie 
effect of the inoreased duty on steel. ,We had a reply from them stating that; 
they were sending us a written statement which would be ready by the 13th 
of· November. As regards the mining interests, we wrote both to the Indian' 
Mini!lg Assoc~ation and the Indian Mining Federation. Both the bodies. replied' 
defimtely ~aymg that it was noll ~heir intention to make any representatioll' 
to the Tarlff Board on the question of what effect the protection of steel mignt 
have on th~ coal. industry. We wrote again to both bodies as part of onr 
attemp~ to InVestlgate the reasons for the increases in the price of coal and too 
ascertam how far these causes were likely to be temporary or permanent. 
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On that point we have received replies from both the bodies giving their 
views; but on the general questioD; of how protecti?n of ste~1 would -affe~t the
coal industry we have had 8O,meklVldence, as Mr. GlDwala sald, from part~cu.liJ.' 
firms, representatives of which appeared before us, but- both the AssoclatlOIL 
and the Federation have declined to say anything. 

Mr. PilcheT.-I think I can throw some "light on, the attitudes of these
bodies. I The two Mining Associations have replied to you where i~ was merely; 
a question of estimating. What was the other point? ' 

PT8sident.-They replied_to us on the question of our ilecond letter which 
was an inquiry directed to ascertain the causes which have led to the increases. 
in the price of coal. ' 

MT. PilcheT.-That, I think, goes far to exPlain the situation. Where it 
is a question of merjl fact, you get your &DIwer directly, but, where you ask. 
them to say whether your interests will be damaged or assisted, there you 
have got those bodies representing a large number of firms. Perhaps the
majority of them will stand to be damaged in their interests and you may have 
a strong minority owing to the peculiar nature - of ,their particular' private
interests which may even be assisted. In the case of the collieries, I can give' 
you a case in point., 

President.-All I wish to say is this: that in our original letter to the 
Association and the Federation we enquired if the Association or any of itk
members desired to express any- opinion. I presume in the ordinary coursll
of business our letter would be fJirculated to the firms which constitute the 
Association, or the Federatio~, as the case II)ay be.' , 

Mr. ~ilche1.-In the case of the coal industry, you haye this prevalent 
fear that, if anything happens to the Tata Steel Corporation, YO\1 will 'have
Ii million tons of coal dumped on the market and there, will be a crash. A 
number of firms would stand to lose and others are 'not ina position to 
resist it. , # 

Preaident.-They should ~ome and ,state it. What'is the Boardtci- do?'
Ii those persons who ,are likely to give this information &.nd are most qualified 
to give it, do not come forward and give information, what is the Board to
do? That is what I want to say. 

Mr. PilcheT.-I see it is'diffi~t. 
President.-All I should like to add, so that the statement may be more

~omplete, is that we did not write expressly--at least I don't think we senl;. 
any special letter-either to the Tea Association or the Jute Association. 
:But our communiqd issued at the opening of the Tariff Board enqlliri
copies of which were sent to the Press-was perhaps an invitation to the general 
community and it was the' desire of the Board that if their interests were' 
affected they were at liberty to come forward. If there had been any doubt in 
the mind of persons unconnected with these industries, I do hope that what 
had been said to-day will remove thei!.' doubt, The express purpose for which. 
the Tariff -Bo,ard was appointed was to give an opportunity for ,all interests 
who may be affected. by protection to come forward and state their case, and 
meanwhile let me once more say that we are much indebted to you for 
having attempted to state their case for them. _ 

Your statement is so full that it will not be necessary to ask many questionlt 
to-day with the object of developing your argument. It is quite clear on almost 
every. point what your line is. ' 

One page 5 you refer to the' fact" The supreme direction of 'the· variou~ 
industries is still vested in this. city in the hands of managing agencies which 
are themselves constantly engaged in tasks of 'commercial adaptation, adjust. 
ment and reconciliation which demand skill no less delicate than that which 
the Tariff Board i~ now itself asked .to dis~lay." May I sugges~ that possibly 
the absl'nce of eVidence from certain sectIOns of the' comm'erCial communitv
may be due to the fact that their capacity for adaptation, adjustment and 
reconciliation proved inadequate to the problem before them?' 
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Mr. PilckeT.-You are quite welcome to suggest that. 
Pre8ident.-U just occurred to me in reading your evidence. On page 8 

'You say .. Nor are there many firms but regret the impulse imparted to 
dreams of manufacturing expansion in India by the relative cheapness of 
machinery and constructional costs which followed in the wake of that 
.movement of exchange." That is the movement in the beginning of 1920 . 
.It has been put before us in evidence that Tatas were unwise in undertaking 
their new capitllol programme at the time they did on the ground that the 
prices at whicli their materials had to be purchased especially in the years 
1919-20 were much too high. You are suggesting here that that time owin1. 
to the high exchange was a favourable time for .launching into capital 
expenditure.' Do you think that the high exchange fully counterbalanced the 
lIigh price of materials? 

Mr. Pilcker.-I should imagine that Tatas' Greater Extension scheme 
was born considerably earlier. It would be in the earlier years (1917, etc.) when 
they had huge profits. Here in Calcutta you had a number of small concerns 
which were simply hypnotised by the high purchasing value of the rupee and 
they simply rushed in and :concerns were floated in a few months. 

Pre8ident.-I see your point: also the payments which Tatas had to 
make on account of their Greater Extensions began before- and continued 
sfter the period of the high exchange. 
40 Mr. PilckeT . .,.....r may draw attention to the fact that .there were very 
.conservative concerns in Calcutta who kept the more general idea always in 
.,iew and who hardly touched this floatation business precisely because they 
were so cautious and farse~ing. . 

,Pre8ident.-Wha~ I want to suggest is this: it was not so much the 
nigh exchilnge thst was the influence leading to the industrial boom, but 
rather the high profits that could be made at the war -and immediately 
post-war prices. , 

Mr. Pilcker.-That was also a factor, but I think in Calcutta in the case of 
smaIl concerns the other was the direct inspiration. I fuink very cautious 
.firms !esisted it . 

. PT68ident.-You are referring to the floatation of companies in 1920? 
Mr. Pilcker.-Flotations were geing on almost every week in 1920. 
PT68ident.-In the first' page of your note, and I think especially in pages lit 

lI.nd 16, your main lines of argument appear to be this, that the imposition 
of a protective duty on steel would very seriously reduce the imports of goods 
into India, and consequently reduce at the same time also the export, and 
that would be prejudicial to the'interests of the country. _ 

MT. PilckeT.-Yes, provided that the development of the steel export trade 
is actually achieved at the expense of the steel import trade. . 

Pre8ident.-Yes certainly, but in ·so far as the policy of protection is 
'successful, steel will 'be manufaotured in India instead of being, imported 
from abroad. 

MT. PilckeT.-Not only so but manufactured in surplus quantities for export 
at the expense of the consumer. 

Pre8ident.-You say at the bottom of page.17 .. if the tendency towards the 
red.uction of importation is now to be deliberately extended by means of hostile 
tarlfi charges on that, large section of t.he country's foreign trade in which 
steel is eit.her the .sole ?r t.he main constituent, the possible consequences 
demand ser10u,S cons~derabon m advance." And a little lower down on page 19 
you say: ... It IS pOSSIble that, granted a marked diminution in the bulk of India's 
imI!ortation, the world.would fo; a time still insistently demand her exportations 

<>f Jute, raw cotton, hides, grams and ultimately even iron and steel" But 
.. .At the present time India has to face the 'f~ct that through ,her' import 
trade she must make provision for the forei!l1l p8ym~nt to her of a bill for her 
~~ exported ~ommoditieR which annually"verges on Rs. 250 crores. - If she 
.aIls to do so, It can only be at the ultimate expense of her eXPQrt trade and at 
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the cost, of endless su1fering to the agricultural masses who in Ii very literal 
tleIlSe, have been the creation and offspring of the economic policy which it is 
now proposed to subvert." The question I put to you ~ is whether it is your 
view that the restriction in this way of the market for Indja's export would 
oe a serious injury to the countryP 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think that the restriction of the existing export trade would 
iinvolve a serious injury to the agricultural ~opulation of the country. The 
.Fiscal Commission specially warned the Board against those dangers •. 

Preaident.-What I want to put to you is this: supposing that conditions 
!lad been different, that the expectations of the years 1916, ,1917 and 1918 
~s to the possibility of manufacturing steel in India had been fulfilled, and 
supposing that the Indian manufacturer of steel found no difficulty in selling 
'his products at remunerative rates; and one or two of these other firms which, 
,as you know, made schemes ·for the manufacture of steel in India had already 
begun to manufacture, and the restrictions on the import of iron. and steel 
!had come about in a perfectly normal way, would you still consider that it 
'would be injurious. to the interests of the country?' 

Mr. Pilchllr.-I still think that such a process, would threaten a revolution 
'in India's exchange balance. I think you will have seriously to consider the 
cHect on the rupee, the alteration in the exchange and the prejudicial effect on 

.agriculture (of any rapid advance in the industrializing process). 
P1'esident.-Do you think that under existing conditions it is inadvisable 

-that the Government of India should 'encourage the development of industries P 
Mr. Pilcher'"""'71 think it is most desirable that the process should be verJ 

:gradual, so that the import and export trade may adjust themselves. Certainly 
I would not advocate the artificial forcing on of this change. 

PTBBident.-It seems to me that whether the change comes about artificially 
<or naturally, it does not make very much difference. I appreciate your point 
that you would deprecate a sudden change. 

MT. PilchBT.-Yes. 
PreBid6nt.-In anotIier year's time the Tata Iron and Steel Company will 

1>e equipped to manufacture steel to the extent of 400,000 tons a year, unless 
-the concern shuts down. ,That would lead to a reduction' in the imports, 
.quite apart from any protective duty. 

Mr. PilchBr.-The position, as I have said, will be ixr a very acute form. 
Pr6Bid6nt.-The result would be, you think, a'rise in 6J!:changel' 

Mr. PilcMr.-Yes. ~hat might increase the balance of trade to India's 
1AIivantage very- rapidly and .,fudden!y and I think there will be a' sharp rise 
in exchange. 

PTeBidBnt.-The i=ediate effect of that would be to mcrease India's 
:purchasing power in the foreigI! market and thereby restore the import trade. 

Mr. PilchBT.-The damage done to India's prosperity during the intervening 
:period of violent fluctuations in exchange might prove to be incalculable. 

PreBidenk-Do you anticipate that the fluctuations would. be so very severeI' 
Mr. Pilcher.-I think it is a danger that has to be faced and to be considered. 

'I have shown that the cotton and iron and steel together constitute. over 5Q 
'Per cent. of the total importations of the country in point of value. 'I forge!; 
-the exact figures. The decline in the cotton importations has already affected 
-the exchange and, if you put the two together, the results for the agricultural 
'industry might be as serious ss I suggest. 

Pr68ident.-Every rise in the exchange would increase the possibilit;y of 
'importing cotton from England. Suppose the exchange rises from h. 4d. to 
Is. 6d., that would mean a reduction to tne Indian consumer of 10 per cent. 
·in the price of cotton goods manufactured in England P 

Mr. Pilcher.-Theoretically I quite agree with you, but if you once concede 
.dhis principle with that result, then the -demand for protection by tlie cotton 
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mill people brought about by.the enhanced purchasing value of the rupee wiIi 
bo) absolutely ~rresistible. It seems to me that you will have to go on to that. 

President.-That is a more general point of view. The exceedingly violent. 
fluctuations in the exchsnge in· 1919-20 were to a large extent due to a. 
complete disorgsnisation of the ordinary chsnnels of trade produced by the war. 
'J3ince then things have settled down a great deal, and the movement of 
commodities' would be more sensitive to small changes in the exchange. I 
suggest· that there is no particular reason to fear that there should be such 
violent fluctuations. I think this point ought to be taken into consideration. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I /:It ill think that the present rise in India's balance of trad~ 
is a clear sign of the times and it is extremely dangerous, from the point of 
view of the IIgriculturist classes, to go in for the deliberate diminution of th~ 
import trade. t 

_ Pre8ident.~Do you think that it- would be better in the interests of the
country that the extra eteel which Ta,tas will be able to manufacture should. 
not be manufactured in India? 

Mr. PilcheT.--Certainly I think it is desirable that the development of the
steel industry should be left to be eontrolled by more or less natural forces .. 
The first thing is to -get the cost of production down gradually. 

PreBident.-If rolled steel is to be manufactured in. India at all, we had 
it,in evidence that the smallest economic unit which any modem manufacturer 
would-think of putting up would be one capable of producing 130,000 to 140,000 
tons a year. ,That is roughly Tatas' present production. In fact what they 
ba.ve done is to add about two units to their present plant, and that would 
make up the 400,000 tons. If"'the manufacture of steel in India is to be
proceeded with at all and gradually increased it can only be increased by 
pretty big jumps. You may say that this is double the ordinary jump but· 
sooner or later that kind of situation has got to be faced. . 

MT. Piloher.-My reply would be that, if this development is left to be
controlled by natural economic forces, it will ultimately come about on a 
profitable basis for India. It will create so much additional prosperity in this: 
country that the purchasing power of the country will be increased. But to-day 
you will get absolutely nothing from it through the decrease in impQr~!!. by 
their exclusion and a general adverse effect on imports through the deteriorating
purchasing power of the masses generally. The cost of transit will go up, 
coal costs will go up and all costs of agricultural production will go up. 
I think you will cut both ways if you go into this unnatural encouragement 
of the steel industry. If you will only wait and do things -naturally, you won't. 
have all this maladjustment of exchange and the beneficial forces created by 
the manufacture of steel will develop and tend to balance things. 

President.-Buti supposing the result of refusing protection were ilhis thai;; 
the manufacture of steel in India ceased altogether, would you regard it as a 
smaller calamity to. th,e country?' 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think if the present attempt to manufacture steel in the' 
country does cease-I don't think it necessarily will-I think Tata's concern' 
will be reconstructed; capital is not going to lie idre, some-one will have 
to reconstruct it and they may attempt to work on an economio basis-
I think, the fact that you have got iron ore here with 60 to 70 per cent. 
iron absolutely assures ultimate development once you get your coal and other-
eosts down. . 

• PTeside~t.-One has to consider this, that one reason why India is IIG 

~ackwa.rd 1n manufactures is the difficulty of attracting Indian capital to-
~ndustr~es. Apllrt from the cotton mills, the Tata Company}s the first great 
mdustrlal ach!evement due solely to Indian capital. One has to consider the 
~ffect that Il!lgh,t be produced on the minds of Indian capitalists regarding 
mvestments In mdustrial business. 
d Mr. Pilcher:-I ~hould very much like to see capital pouring into industriar 

eve!opments I? thiS country, but whether you will ever attract capital bv 
keepmg your rlulway and coal cost 80 high that the cost of production absolutely 
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;.costs down and then capital will be attracted. The ,cost. of production of the 
r,Tata Iron and Steel Co., in July 1923 was Rs. 179 per ton of rails and the cost 
~of prodl;lction at Swansea was not more than 135 a ton. 
f Mr. Ginwala.-Selling price you mean? 

Mr. Pilcher.-F.o.r. price was certainly not more than Rs. 14Q a ton. 
~ PreBident.-That is not necessarily an indication of cost of productioli. As 
; .. matter of fact what the Tats Company said about that was that they c!fd not 
tthink that any firm in Great Britain could at present be manufacturing steel 
iTails at anything below £8 a ton, and I doubt if anyone in India has better' 
'iinformation about that than Tatas. ' 

Mr. Pilcher.-You cannot attract capiial into an industry when there is 
'Bomethi,!g between 30 to 40 per !'ent. difierence in the cost of production. 
It is to me almost incredible that all these factories in England are turning 
'out these large quantities, which I have mentioned in my written evidence, 
,at a dead loss. 

President.-I don't think anybody would deny that the iron ap.d steel firms 
'generally for the last two years in the United Kingdom have been barely' 
.covering their cost of production in a very large number of cases,. because I 
know that is pretty nearly certain. Of course it is a question how long they 
~an go on; one would expect there would come a period when the firms would 
<lease to produce. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I pointed out to you that the English cost' is just about the 
same as that anticipated by Tata's, Rs. 140 a ton, They are 'actually supplying 
10 the .. Palmer .. Railways at Rs. 122.8 a ton. They have a contract with 'the 
D. N. Railway at Rs. 110 a ton. 

President.-If the Tata Company expected to make a profit by selling 'at 
, Rs. 130 a ton, their cost of production would certainly not be higher than that. 

Mr~ Pilcher.-My point is when you keep . your cost of production back 'to 
'something like that there is a clfance of the steel industry in ,India meeting 
the demand of the foreign market and then you will 'attract capital into it. 
'The point we are now discussing is the desirability of attracting capital into the 
manufacture of steel in India. ' 

President.-It is more than that. The tendency that will be set loose wili 
"be that no capital will come into industries of any ki!lcl in India. 

Mr. Pilcher.-My point is that more capital will come in when the cost 
-of coal and railway freight and so on goes down again. . 

President.-Surely the difficulty to attract capital' in, investment in 
India existed before the war when the railway freights, etc., and the cost 
of coal were very low? ' 

M,. Pilcher.":"'I doubt whether it was realised then that this industrial 
-opportunity existed. It was not then known that there was all this aVailable' 
ore in the country: It was only known in restricted circles that this ' ore with 
a high iron content existed in India. " . 

President.-It is not only a question of attracting capital to the .iron' and 
,steel industry but to indusiries of any kind. . 

Mr. Pilcher.-Are Y9U going to attfact capital by artificially increasing- the 
-cost of the basic material in the mBIluf.llcturing process? 

President.-It may be so. It is only an aspect of the case' that cannot 
be ignored. , I 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think the odds are all the other way. 

PreBident.-On pages 12, 15 and 16 you have spoken of the imposition of' 
prohibitive tarift on steel. I take it that what you mea~ by j;hat is a tariff 
the immediate object of which i$ til s~ure that the whole of fndia's demand 
is met in India? • 

Mr. Pi.lcher.-Yes. 
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Pre8ident.-And you would admit. no doubt that on its immediate. e!f?ct, 
the tariff would not and could not be prohibitive.' It could only be prohlbltlV. 
if the total consumption of India sunk to 400,000 tons which is Taias own 
production. . 

MT. Pilcher.-It may not be absolutely prohibitive, but its effect on the
industries of. the country would be that their foreign supplies would be restricted 
almost to the point of prohibition. . 

. PT8ident.-Certainly not. After all the increase in the price caused by the
duty will be .23! per cent. over the present p~ice: Do .you th~k that an 
increase of prlce by 23! p"er cent. would make It lmposslble to unport steel 
at all? 

Mr. PilcheT.-You have got Tatas cost in July as Rs. 179 a ton. The whol&. 
object of the tariff is to make it profitable for Tatas to manufacture. 

PTe8ident.-Not necessarily-at a cost of Rs. 179 per ton. 
MT. PilcheT.-How are you going to ~ecure a reduction in cost? 
Presiient.-I think the Tata Company themselves recognize that this cost i&' 

higher than it ought to be, ~nd what they have asked for is an increase of 
duty from 10 to 33! per cent., that· is to say, what costs Rs. 110 now would: 
cost Rs. 133, which is a little more thlln a 20 per cent. increase. What I 
am putting to you is that an increase of 20 per cent. in the price of steel is. 
not prohibitive? 

Mr. Pilche;.-Not absolutely prohibit\:,e. 
Pre8ident.-After all during the war we managed to pay a price very much 

higher than'that. Not very long ago, in 1920.21, the Railway Board paid for 
imported rails-

for the 1st 
for the 2nd 
for' the 3rd 
for the 4th 

quarter 
quarter' 
quarter 
quarter 

Rs. 251 a ton. 
Rs. 308 a ton. 
Rs. 375 a ton. 
Rs. 348 Ii. ton. 

Mr. Pilcher.-=-I am familiar with those figures, but what was the effect o~ 
railway construction? The only possible purchaser was the State Railways, anll 
they purchased at a very expensive rate, but private concerns almost ceasem 
purchasing. -

Pre8ident.-I am not for the moment considering the question how far the
increase in price was prejudicial to railway development j that is another 
question. But if it is suggested that an increase in the price of 20 per cent~ 
would have a prohibitive effect, I do suggest that it is going too far •. 

Mr. PilcheT.-It may not be absolutely prohibitive, I agree. 

Presid8nt.-The Tata Iron and Steel Co.'s position is this, that probably 
rails on the average for the next few· years will come into India at about 
Rs. 150 a ton without duty. If a 3S! per cent. duty were imposed, it would, 
raise the price to somewhere near Rs. 200.. The question really is, would the. 
consumer find it impossible to purchase at that price? 

Mr. Prlcher.-I don't think it would be impossible, but it would be a-
very great burden on private industries.,. . 

Presidenf.-You rather overstate their case, and that is why I put it te
you whether.it is really prqhibitive. It may be prohibitive in the sense that 
ultimately it is hoped that India will produce all its own requirements in iron. 
~nd 8t~el, but I don't think it' is quiM right to suggest that it is prohibitive-
lmmedlately. , 

Mr. Pilch8r.-I think. II exclusive" would have been better thllll
II prohibitive. " . . 

Pr88ident.-Then on page 14 you say Ii In 1920.21, when Bimgal's ooaf. 
exports were 1,142,608, vessels clearing from Caloutta !!umbered 720, tonnage-
2,225,000. In 1922.23, when coal exports had shrunk to 97,624 tons, veBSels> 
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clearing from Calcutta numbered 492 (1,752,000 tons)." Have you traced tha. 
eause and effect of these two things? 

},fr. Pilcher.-Yes. The coal industry can give you the exact figUres all

regards tonnage. 
PreBident.-Do you suggest that the difference is accounted for merely by. 

the absence of coal for export I' 
},fr. Pilcher.-A large pr~portion of it. Sir R. Watson Smyth told the> 

Board the other day that there used to be-~ think he spoke in regard to-his 
office alone-very heavy work on chartering of steamers- for coal tonnage, and 
now there is hardly work for one man at their table. 

Pre8ident.-Taking trade generally is it not a fact that there hIlS been ~ 
collsiderabk:reduction in the volume of trade in these two yearsI' 

},fr. Pilcher.-The whole of the difference is not 8ccounted for by the. 
difIerence in' coal shipments, but much of it is. The Port authorities know the
number of coal steamers they used to have and the number they get now, 
and- the colliery people C&ll also give you the figures. The fact that coal does. 
go abroad brings in a considerable amount of tonnage into the port. 

PreBident.-Do the export figures you have quoted include bunker coal o~ 
coal exported elsewhere? . . 

Mr. PilcheT.-I cannot tell you. 
PTeBident.-1t is not of great importance. 
},fr, PiZcheT.-Bunker trade is 'of great importance to'the collieries, specially, '0 the second class collieries. 
PreBident.-On page 25 you say .. A faint indication of the increase in 

railway costs involved in any compulsion places upon the Railway Board or 
the Companies to purchase in this country at the present time, with the' 
steel tariff standing .at 10 per cent., is afforded by the statement of the 
Railway Industries Committee that, on a purchase in India of 3132 railway 
wagons merely, the additional cost to the taxpay~ would have been approxi
mately half a crore of -rupees, .as compared with the" cost of the irilported 
commodity. Were still greater' protection afforded to the indigenous steel 
industry, the disparity between foreign and Indian prices would necessarily 
become more marked." Well, I can't say how it could become more marked 
than it was already, because most of the wagon building firms have asked for 
B rate of duty which would secure the price they endeavoured to obtai!1- in 
1922 aqd the disparity would just be where it is, would it not? 

_ },fr. Pilcker.-If so, then their profits would be very much less.than the;y 
expected on. the order-that is, if they have to buy steel at a higher price. 
Somebody hIlS got to make a sacrifice j I do not know who. is going to make it. 
. PreBident.-What we were told in evidence about the tender which secured: 
the order for the 3,000 wagons in 1922 WIIS that, as far lIS it could be compared 
with the pre.war price, it was really lower than the pre.war p~icfil. 

Mr. PiZcher.-I have heard of that. 
• Pre8ident.-Supposing for the moment that that statement is aecur~te, da 

you think it is possible that for any substantial period India will be .ableto buy 
in the United Kingdom wagons at about the pre.war price? • 

},fro PilchIlT.-They are buying now. 
Pre8ident.-There WIIS one successful tender. oir 8,000 wagons which 

apparently got the order at about the pre·war priceI' 
Mr; PilcheT.-Yes. 
Pr/lBident.-Do you think it is possible, having regard to the condition of the

world generally, that it could go on I' 

Mr: Pilcher.-I think very strenuous endeavours are being made in' the 
steel market at Home and other markets to get down to pre.warlevel or 
somewhere near a level at which India can buy; that is the .one govenrlng 
ambition of these industries. . 
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President.-Let me put it to you that in the greatest, steel producing 
eountry in the world, the United States of America; the price of steel rails 
is 50 per ce~t. more than the pre-war price and appears likely to remain at that 
level. ' 

Mr. Pilcher.-They have gone on to the self-contained process: they have 
,surrounded themselves by a high tariff and they have become_ a self-contained 
unit. I think their case is, a special one. . 

President.-But they are producing more steel than all the rest of the world 
put together"and they can hardly be left out. I admit that the British manu
:facturer has been doing his utmost to reduce cost with' the result that in real 
-wages lahourers in. the iron and steel trade are distinctly worse off than 
before the WBJ:. . 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yes. . _ 
President.-One does not see thattha1i can be pushed v~ry much further. 
Mr. Pilcher.-I personally think that, the conditions of the Indian railways 

'bping what they are, and the whole of the industries depending upon t~ansport 
-which is inadequate, the very greatest use, should be made of the present 
opportunity in India's interest. If the steel industry will only wait patiently: 
,till railway freights come down, their time will come. 

PT~sident:-The sum and substance of your argument is that it is an 
,aJtogether inopportune time? 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yes; it seems t-o me to be in conflict with the !I).chcapll 
-Committee's recommendations. It seems to fly in the face of post-war 
·experience and the necessities, o~ the post-war time. 

Pre;ident.-Then the. policy that you advocate as the best policy in the 
'interest of India is to buy in the cheapest market regardless of the conse
quence it may have on your own industries? 

Mr. Pilch6T.-For the time being, with this rider added that this particular 
,steel interest having come into 'existence, buy from it to the extent of it~ 
'Production on the basis of cost at the lowest level at which they can produce 
within their limitations: do not stifle it: do not extinguish it, but do not 
encourage it artificially at this critical time when, above all things, Indil\ 
"Tequiras cheapness by lowering of transport charges, etc. 

Pr6sident.-This is a considerable qualification of yo~r general position. 
Am I right in. saying that you think Government would be justified in 
'purchasing all the steel the Tata Company could produce at ,the lowesi price 
which ,,·euld enable them to carryon? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think the question requires most careful examination, but 
-in view of the undesirability of this one steel industry going under, I think 
something should be done to help them. But the governing consideration is 
,the necessity of buying cheaply for railway reconstruction and for other 
'industrial advancements such as bridges and collieries and so forth. I think 
it help of the kind mentioned were accorded to Tatas a very clc.se secUl'ity 
would naturally be required at the Tata Company's works.' • 

President.-At page 26 there is a reference and quotatiOIi from the Industrial 
·Comnussion's report. I was wondering if you could give me a reference. It 
declares that .. cheap supply of coal is the foundation of future industrial 
'progress in India." . 

- Mr. Pilchsr.-I shall be glad to give it to the Board. I will send it down. 
. Pre8ident.-Going on now to the Jute trade you say .. It was, and I 
believe remains, the ambition of the jute industry on the Hooghly to maintain 
'8 steady ten per cent. increase in the number of looms operating on the 
"Tiver." Well. that depends of course on the growth of the demand solely.. 
Unless more jute is required there is no justi.fication for the increase in the . 
~~~b~ " , 

M.r. PilcheT..--I think you can safely leave the jute trade to look after itcJ, 
<lwn Interests, and to guard itself against over production. ' . . • 
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PreBident.~I was interested in the statement' as I myself do, not know by 
what law of nature the jute trade 'would extend at that rate, or should it be an 
object which ;Government should set itself to secure?, . '_ . 

Mr. PilcheT.-My object there has been to give ,the Board s6me estimate 
of the steady rate of expansion and thlis to enable' you to get to. the steel 
factor.' I'would not claim it as a matter of right for· the jute industry. 

PreBident.-You say" Sin"" the war ,at least two plants have' been laid 
down in India ·for the .manufacture of this machinery.'" , I' think we . have 
heard from three' firms manufacturing jute mill machinery. 'We' had a written 

. statement from one, I think the Angus Engineering Company. We visited 
. 'the .Works of. the other two but have received no written . statement from 

either of them ·yet. If they regard it as of great importance that any pro
tection granted to steel should be passed on to them, we should ,have heara 
lram them 'more than we have heard. But there .is,~I think, this point to be 
considered -that it does not necessarily follow that an their machinery is made 
()f steel, some of it may' be made' of cast iron. 

Mr. Pilcher . .:....The whole of ilds not steel, but it must be left to BJiexpert , 
to elucidate what proportion of that. is made of steel. 

PreBident.":"Then on page 87 you say "Every tea garden in Bengal ilnet 
Assai:n is dependent upon machinery for the manufacture of its leaf slld therQ 
appears to be complete unanimity among its promoters in resenting a' pro
hibitive import duty on steel as ,a potential import on their own capital and 
Teplacement outlay at a time when recovery is being laboriously achieved 
after a period of disastrous losses. At least one engineering' concern for long . 
ass~iated honourably with the supply of tea ,manufacturing machinery, to the 
gardens, is threatened with ,heavy loss on its Iridian investments in the event 
of the imposition of a ,prohibitive tariff on steel. " Would it be a; fair question 
to ask what that concern is? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I should rather not discuss 'that. 
PreBident.-:-All, that I would like to say is that if they came up: we 

would naturally hear what they have to say. We visited ,the Works of 
MeBsra. Marshall Sons &' Co., where they: manufacture tea machinery, a firm 
I undetstand established in England, but who'starMd a branch in India, and 
we understood quite distinctly that that firm did not intend to address us. 

Then, on page 48 you go on to the question of the concessions that coal. 
export used to enjoy; and you are of opinion that it is very desirable· that it 
should be reintroduced in order that the coal ,export maybe resumed" 'But 
bave you considered the ;Railway point of view that"they are unable at the 
present moment to move any more coal than they are ,already moving, and, 
if so, would the remedy you suggest produce any appreciable effect? 

.Mr. Pilcher.-I understand the wagon position. is daily growing better. 
ThIS is a very profitable trade and there is this to be said also that a great 
de~l of the coal now taken,. over the .l~ng .land lead would, granted railway 
1I881stance for. the sea. route, ,come ,down to Calcutta by the short lead." There 
'Would be large :wagon economies on the .Iongland journeys. The bulk of the 
~oal would come down to Calcutta in 5 days there. and back for the wagons. 
'The rest of the coal transport would be done by sea. 

Pre8ident.-You will relieve corige~tion by increased traffic? 
Mr. Pilcher.-You. will take a great deal of coal off the long and on to the 

short land leads. It would economize wagons in one direction and' it is 
-doubtful whether any net increase of mileage run would result from sending 
the coal to the Bea 1Jid Calcutta... . 

PreBident.-It is not a point that is of importance tc the Tariff Board, but, 
aa I understand it, the railway contention is that for practical purposes they 
<cannot move more coal than they are moving,. • 

~fT. Pilcher.-I would like in any case to emphasise the neceoRit.y for 
·gettmg more wagons and getting, them quickly. 

VOL. IU. 311 
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Pl'eszdent.-On page 44 I find a little difficulty tn following your figures. 
Have you any information as to the price of Bengal coal at Bombay just now?' 

MT. PilckeT.-It is very easily available. I think the price of Bengal coal 
is Rs. 28 or Rs. 29 per ton which is a libtle above the deli~ery price ofJoreign 
coal-I think it is merely a matter of annas twelve 01' II' ..rupee above that. 

PTe8ident.-Bombay is paying between Rs. 26 and 29 'and the Indian coal 
is just about that? 

MT. PilckeT.-A few annas more will settle the whole thing-I should ratlier 
say a rupee at the outside would enable the Bengal coal to get into the 
Bombay market. 

PTesident.-On page 45 you say: .. A concrete example taken from the 
statistics of a large operating group will best show the position of these 
companies." There again I would like to put it to you whether you are in 
8. position to say what group you are referring to? 

MT. PilckeT.,.-I don't think ~ am. These statistics have been obtained from 
personal friends and from people who were willing to help me. Sometimes 
help was given and .sometimes they were diffident about giving me any 
information. 

PTeBident.-You have no authority to disclose the names of the firms you 
are referring to? 

MT. PilckeT.-No. 
PTesident.-That of course ends the matter, ,but we hope you will at least 

convey to them our desire (although of course their feelings are the same as 
yours) to hear what they have to say. ' 

Then, on page 46 you say .. A 331 per cent. enhancement of replacement 
costs under the heading of, machinery in the multiple concern described would 
entail an 'additional 8·81 annas per ton on raising costs for depreciation alone.''' 
I take it that in a modem colliery, the~ electrical machinery itself accounts. 
for a considerable part of the machinery? 

MT. PilckeT.-In that particular group that I gave you the electricaI 
maohinery bears a 'very small proportion at the present time to the total 
blook outlay, although eleotrification is going on and they think it is the one 
hope of salvation in the future. 

PTesident.-If the representatives of the firms were before us we could' 
have tried to ascertain to what extent their machinery could be produced in 
India to.day; if it could not, then there wculd be no question of including 
it in the higher tariff duty. For instance, there are various steel parts of 
machinery, B.g., boiler plates, that are not really produced in India, and they 
ought to be eliminated in any attempt to calculate the cost. But of course 
you are not intimately acquainted with the thing and we can hardly expect 
you to give us the information we want as it must be someone who is intimately 
acquainted with the facts. 

Mr. Pilcker.-Quite. 
PT6sident.-On page 60 you say: .. Of the analogous companies subsidiary 

to the Tata enterprise one has already demanded a protective import duty 
C'f 45 per cent. ad valorem." Which subsidiary company are you referring to? 

"IT. rilcher.-It is the Tinplate Company. 
Pre.,ident.-I want to be certain about it. 
lIfr. Pilchcr.-It was based on recollection of. newspaper reading. 
lIIr. Gi1l1"ala.-Tou, I take it, represent more or less the theoretical aspect 

of the case, and so far as it refers to the consumers of India. You are not 
a practical consumer, any more thn .. n I P 

Mr. Pilc1Ier.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are not interested in any industry? 
Mr. Pilcher.-No. 
lIfr. Gintl,ala.-So, it is more or less a theoretical presentation of the

case~ 
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M,r. l'ilcher.-I" am·a consumer. }dy. railway and other forms of. outlay 
are going up. 

Mr. Ginwala'.-You don't use any steel? 
·Mr.Pilchei-.~e. . 

. Mt, Gillw(lltt.~You arA quite right in presenting to the Tariff Board 
the consumer's point of view. We must decide this 'question after takmg 
into consideration the various recommendations of the Fiscal Commission, 

. and striking more or less a sort of balance between advantages and dis
advantages arising from protection. You have in the first part of your 
exposition generally dealt with the question. You hav~ tried to show what. • 
effect it would have generally on industries and so on, but that, I think, . 
hardly helps us, unless you get us the necessary figures, or. put us in the way 
of obtaining them; or unless those particular industries concerned are going 
to come forward and help us. What I mean is this. I am trying to wQl"k 
out a sort of profit and loss account from the consumjlrs' poin~ of view. 
First of all I should like to determine what is the burden in money in the 
event of steel getting protection. First· of all I should iike to know if you 
have taken this 331 per cent. as being applicable to the whole 1 million tons 
of ste.l. 

Mr, Pilcher.-For the purposes of calculation, I have done so. 
Mr. Ginwalg.-That is hardly the figure. We are at present investigating 

not into the position of all kinds 'of steel imported but into 'the position of 
the kind of steel that is 01' is soon likely to be manufactured in this country. 
That is a great qualification, 

Mr. Pilcher.-It see~ to me inevitable that ultimately the steel industry, 
if once protected, will aim at supplying the whole Indian market. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We do not know what may be in the remote future. We 
are only concerned with the present and more or less immediate future. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Are you-concerned only with 140,000 tons or with 400,0001' 
President.-Mr. Ginwala means that the Tariff Board are only c~ncerned 

with the kind of steel that is produced or can be produced within a reason
able time in this country. 

Mi. Pilcher.-In one of the statements supplied by Tatas, they give a list. 
of the various articles they hope to produce in the country. 

Mr. Gillwala.-There are various things made of acid steel, like high speed 
tools, which cannot be manufactured in this country. They must be imported. 
But we are now confining our attention to the kind of steel that is manu
factured in this country. 

Mr. Pilcher.-If you are going to reduce the one million tons under this 
head, you have to take in different. classes of machinery, hardware and so 
fu~ . 

Mr. Ginwala.-We have to exclude everything that is not manufactured in 
India. So your figure will require a considerable modification. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Also amplification because there are those other heads. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What do you mean? 
Mr. Pilcher.-You have got the Agricultural Implements Company at 

Jamshedpur trying to oust the foreign manufacturer. Under your imports 
where you get 1 million tons imported, it does not include kodalis, etc. . . 

Mr. Gi1l1cala.-I am only taking those things that are manufactured in 
this country. We· are not dealing with anything that is not manufactured 
in India. 

Mr. Pilcher.-In the ultimate, balance-sheet, you will get a very much 
higher figure than the 15 crores I have given . 
. Mr. Ginwala.-We do not know what the figures are. ,That is one limita

tion. H;aving got that, you hav~ got to distribute the total burden amongst 
the various consumers. ,The railways are the most important· consumers. 
Are they not? . 
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11fr. Pileher.-I must emphasise that the burden is by no means confined 
to the mere 'addition to the cost of price. There is the indirect burden to 
be considered. I don't know whether you are asking me to consider the 
whole burden. 

11fr. Ginwala.-I am not talking of the moral or ethical burden. I am 
(mly talking of the money burden for the time being. 

11fr. Pilcher.-Yes. 
1I1r. Ginwala.-Take the railways. They are the principal consumers. 
Mr. Pilcher.-Also Gover;"ment. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Yes, Government in its various Departments, the most 

important being the Public Works Department, Irrigation Department and 
Ordnance Department. Then take the industries, textiles both cotton and 
jute, coal, agriculture, tea, engineering and machinery. We shall have to 
know from these various consumers how much steel of the kina I have referred 
to is going to be used by them in any particular year. We have not got the 
figures. We are doing our best to get them. Then we have to take the 
advantages that would accrue. 

Mr. Pilchei-.-':'I want to emphasise again that you have not touched the 
whole cost to the country. You have hardly begun. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Let us go step by step. Let us take the money value 
first. You can amplify it if you like. I want to know whether this is the 
correct system or method to arrive at the money cost of protection. Against 
that you will set off what the country gains by it, that is to say, the value 
of the steel that is produced in the country-money remaining in the country, 
.so many people finding employment in the country and also it being a means 
of securing its defence under certain contingencies and the like. Then we 
shall take the consumers separately. With regard to railways you have 
said that it would increase the cost of transport. On the other hand, there 
is the fact that railways would get increased traffic by the expansion of the 
steel industry. 

11fr. Pilcher.-l\fay I enquire ~hether I am to observe silence or do you 
expect me to comment? I want to comment on practically all these observa
tions. 

Mr. Gintvala.-I will first explain to you our general position. I want 
you to. help us as far as you can. Take the advantages that go to the -rail
ways: the increased traffic and also the facilities that they get by obtaining
their steel products as far as possible in this country. On the Government's 
side, there is the income-tax on the profits of steel and also certain appliances 
for national defence. Then you come to the ports. If the capacity of the 
people for buying increases, there must be more imports. Then we come to 
the industries." The most important are jute and coal. Now take coal. 
'Ve have been told that one ton of steel requires about 4 tons of coal-it may 
be more or less--and at present the consumption of coal by the direct manu
facture of steel is about 1 million tons. There are also a number of subsi
diary industries which will also, use a considerable amount of coal, so that 
perhaps lth of the total output of coal may be roughly taken as being 
used by the steel industry, So far as coal is concerned, it derives a direct 
benefit by the existence of the steel industry. When we have got all these 
figures, we would be ,in a position ,to know the cost of protection to 'ohe·
country as well as the consumer. Do you think that we can get the figures 
I have referred toP 

lIfr. Pilcher.-I think that the noa~d might go a long way towards getting 
some sort of monetary balance sheet, but it would be quite impossible to 
make it really comprehensive, by assuming that all the effects of protection 
are direct. Who can possibly estimate the effect on the vast agricultural 
industry of a retarded railway developmentP 

Mr. Ginwalll.:-'What is the total money burden involved? How much 
more would it cost the country? It may be Rs. 2, 3 or 5 crores. We 
3mow that it has got to be distributed over a very large section of the public. 
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It is no use saying that the country's progress would be retarded. You 
have got to satisfy us with figures. We are not disputing the proposition 
that when there is a tariff; the cost of the article to the consumer increases 
for the time being. There is nothing in that. Nobody would deny it. 
When it comes really to determine how much that burden amounts to it is a 
different proposition. 

Mr. Pilcher.-It is difficult to calculate. The Board's task is one of 
extreme difficulty. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Are you prepared to help us on those Lines? . '. 
Mr. Pilcher.-I cannot possibly tell you what the country will lose in any 

.one year in trade if its railway!! were simply inadequate. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing the tariff is raised from 10 to 33s per cent., 

caq't you·.tell how much itis'going to cost? 
Mr. Pilcher.-You can work it out. 
Mr. Ginwola.-If you are satisfie& that the advantages and disadvantages 

approximately balance, would you object to protection? 
Mr. Pilcher.-I should be very interested to see the balance-sheet. 
Mr. Ginwala.-8upposing 'we are satisfied that on the whole the advan':' 

tages of protection to the country are greater, what will be your position? -
Mr. Pilcher.-I can only say 'that i: should scrutinise the balance-sheet 

with some interest. As far as I can see. most of the items on the debit 
Bide will be enormously greater than those- on the credit side.' . . 

Ur. Gintvala.-You may say so. It must remain a matter. of opinion t() 
some extent. . 

Mr. Pilchcr.-It is for the Board to calculate and summarise the results of 
the calculation. It is the Board's task. I simply endeavour to remind the 
Board that there are big items to-be taken into their calculation. 

Mr. Gimvala.-Ilow is the Board to do it? Is there any other way which 
you can suggest? 

Mr. Pilcher_I cannot, I must confess. I think that it is desirable that you 
should bear the vi~ws of tbe consuming class-representatives of..agriculturists 
in particular. 

Mr. Ginwala.-8o far as you are concerned,-you cannot . give more .tban 
wbat you have. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I cannot. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Take tbe jute machinery. We have visited some of tb& 

Jute Macbinery Works. Of course, no jute machinery manufacturer bas.. 
given evidence before the Board. Our impression was first of all there was 
Bot so much steel in the jute machinery as you migbt tbink at first sight 
and secondly it was not the kind of steel in most cases which is .manu
factured in this country. 

Mr. Pilcher.':'-I don't think that it is quite fair to contend, as you so 
often do, that because a particular thing is not now manufactured, therefore 
it is to be ruled right out of the question. The tendency of these powerful 
interests will ultimately be to manufacture everything. There is already a 
loco!llotive company which· proposes to manufacture every part of the 10CQ-
motive. • . 

. Mr. Gintvala.-That is a differcnt proposition. Then, somebody else will 
make a furtber enquiry. We are at present. concerned with the immediate 
future. . . _. . .' 

lIlr. Pilcher.-Tbe Board is ~ing to give the direct incentive. to this 
process. 

Mr. Gintval~.-You contend thai the- jute industry ""'lUid be affected very 
m~ch by the Impomtion of the additional tariff on ""eel, but thore is no 
eVIdence so ~ar to suggest. that most of 'the machinery is-made· of the kind 
of steel that.lB manufactured in' this country. 
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Mr, Pilcher.-I only ask you to go into the jute factory and see with your 
own eyes whether the machinery is not made of steel. 

lIfr. Ginwala.-I went there a. few days ago and I am telling you that 
th.e kind of stee1 that is manufactured here does not seem to be a very large 
percentage. 

Mr. Pilcher.-That is only a question of time. I should think that Messrs. 
}'airburn, Lawson, Combe Barber, Limited, would be the best persons to 
tell you what they think of it. 

President.-We were promised a written statement which has not yet 
'<lome. . 

1I1r. Pilcher.-It is novel to me that jute machinery is not mainly com~ 
posed of steel. . " 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is not made of the kind of steel that is manufactured 
here. . 

1I1r. Pilcher.-I suggest that every kind of steel will be manufactured in 
this country before very long. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-That mayor may not be. The same thing applies to the 
coal machinery to some extent, but there is a good deal more in it than 
in the jute machinery. 

1111'. Pilcher.-I would suggest to you, if you are going to divide the steel 
in the coal and jute operations into steel made in this country and not made 
in this country, and if you are going to oblige the firms to order one half 
()f their requirements in this country and one half from abroad, the amount 
()f delay and inconvenience will be colossal. Take certain sections which 
they have to send for from Home. There is sure to be long delay; and 
consequently a great waste of capital, loss of interest and so forth through 
this postponement. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The point still remains' that we cannot take into considera
tion any kind of .steel that is not manufactured at present or will not be 
manufactured within a reasonable time. 80 unless you can support your 
general exposition 'by certain figures, your argument loses a considerable 
amount of its value. 

1I1r. Pilcher.-It seems to me to be really asking too much of a firm like 
Fairburn's to analyse their machinery into the different kinds of steel in the 
way in which you require. 

Mr. Ginwala.-So far as the general propositions are concerned from the 
point of view of 'economic doctrine, they may. or may not be correct. This 
is not the time to go into them. But when you make a statement that such 
and such proposal will have such and such effect, we are entitled to ask 
you how and on what basis you say that. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I derive my impression from people who are most interested 
in the manufacturing process. 

Mr. Ginwala.~They have not come forward to give evidence. 
Mr. Pilcher.-I can only repeat that the people engaged in this particular 

industry' are now discussing it and the industry is permeated by this feeling 
from top to bOttom. 

Mr: Gintmla.-Taking the general aspect of the question, I take it that 
your view is that India should in the matter of its steel industry more or 
less put up with whatever conditions of business that happen to exist in 

, Great Britain or in other foreign countries. 
Mr. Pilcller.-I would not say that at all. My position is this. The 

great manufacturers in Great Britain at this particular moment are en
deavouring to confer the greatest· service on India which they possibly can 
by rehabilitating her railways and industries. It seems to me that these 
proposals check that process absolutely. 

:llr. Gilllt"ala.-ls it your contention that those prices' tllat 'prevail in 
Grcat Britain and other foreign countries are going to be permanently as 

low as they appear to be just now. 
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.111'. P/kher.-The ~ndency is certainly to keep 'them down to' that point. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you maintain that every time that happens with refer

ence to this or any other industry, India must not develop that industry. 
Mr. Pilcher.-My' point is that ultimately a most excellent time will 

.arrive for developing the steel trade. I want to see it developed. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Butat present you must stop itP 
Mr. Pilcher.-Every eff~rt should be made to: give some assistance to the 

existing industry. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Will you stop the development of the steel industry until 

that time arrives? 
Mr. Pilcher.-You can leave it to the industry. Messrs. Cammell Laird 

d; Co. examined the position as experts. They have the, great advantage of 
receiving advice from a big managing agency hous,e in Calcutta. They came 
to the conclusion that the present was not approp~iate for attempting to 
expand the steel industry . 

• lIr. Ginwala.-What period are you referring to? 
Mr. Pilcher.-They made most exhaustive enquiries in 1920-21. 
Mr. Ginwala.-May I now give yoU: theopini~n that they gave 'us: here 

()nly this week? Will you accept their opinion P 
Mr. Pilchcr.-I should like to hear the opinion of Messrs. Cammell Laird 

d; Co. in Sheffield. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am afraid we cannot get you that. So far as their repre

tlentatives are concerned, I can tell you their' position was this: that the 
1!teel industry could not be started here' just now witlwut a certain amount 
()f protection. That is the first point. They suggested an additional pro
tection of 5 per cent.-that was on the old figures they had-subject to 
Tevision-by 'Which they meant that they might have to ask for more, possibly 
10 per cent. That is their opinion. ' 

Mr. Pilcher.-I adhere to my belief that the general tendency in the steel 
industry of the world-I exclude the United States of America.,-is to slow 
down production. 

President.-We are now talking of Cammell'Laird;s. 
1111'. Pilcher.-Even if you gave them 5 per cent., it is very hypothetical 

whether they would start or not. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-,-Unless you gave ~hat, they would not. 

Jlr. Pilchcr.-Even if it is given, they might not. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-They would not think of doing so because they would not 
get capital. My point is, do you suggest that each time an industry that is 
established in this country to compete against a foreign industry finds itself 
in difficulties, it should shut' its business until the conditions in the' rinl 
~ountry have become norm alP That is the logical conclusion. ' 

Mr. Pilcher.-My answer is that it should not get public support. 

Mr. Ginwala.-An industry is already in existencll. Owing to causes over 
which it had no control, it is unable to compete with a foreign industry. 
Do you mean to say that the nation should say "We cannot help you until 
-conditions in other countries change P" Do you think that it is a fair way 
()f dealing with it, looking at it from, the Indian national point of view? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think that those new industries -in which over £200 
millions was invested had an equally good case to come and ask for the 
'nation's help. In 1920-21, they were in the same position. I don't think 
,any industry has a right, merely because it is in difficult circumstances, to 
o()ome and ask for financial assistance. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The point is that certain conditions have changed in other 
.countries. ' 

Mr. Pilcher.-Their cost of production has gone down; here it has gone up. 
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.Ur.Gimvala.-Hascost of production gone downP You are probabiYll 
mixing up the selling price with the cost of production which is a differen~1 
thing alto~ethei'. . 

Mr. Pi/cuer.-Yon can work out the cost of production. 
lfr .. Gimvala.-We should be very thankful if you would. 
Mr. Pilcuer.-The reduction in the price of coal and transit charges at ti 

Home is well known. We mu~t go on with those here and must cut them ~ 
down further. 

Mr. Gimvala.-Until that time, should India wait? 
Mr. Peter.-It is a question whether expansion under existing conditions' 

in India is to I;>e enC'Ouraged. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Tatas' case is this. They are at present the only people· 

who manufacture steel. They say that unless they get protection, they 
cannot go on. -

lllr. Pilcuer.-Every pioneer industry in this country has a right to come
and say that. You are establishing a very dangerous principle. Other
pione-er industries all round us are now in tlie hands <>f liquidators. 

Mr. Ginwala.-What is your opinion. Do you say that an -industry which 
is important, but which finds itself in difficulties due to causes over which it 
had no control, should be shut down? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I cannot conceive that it has no control over its own cost of 
pr(\duction. It is a competitive industry. It is in trouble because it cannot 
compete with the foreign manufacturer. If it brings down its own cost of 
production, its tro".lble will be over. 

lIlr. GinlVala.-But at present it is dependent to a large e!<t'mt on the
selling price of the foreign manufacturer. 

Mr. Pilcher.-That is based on their cost of production. '!'hat is proved' 
by the fact that you have had a reduotionin selling costs at .swansea abso-· 
lutely prQ rata to the reduction of the Board of Trade indas !'If the' cost of 
~~ . 

lIr. Gin.wala.-The pre-war price of rails was about £6, but the present 
day price is £8: that is £2 more. Do you suggest that this difference
of two pounds represents the general rise in the cost of living and in the
cost of materials? . 

Mr. Pilcher.-All these interests are making a tremendous sacrifice to try-
and sell at a profit. . 

Yr. Gintt·ala.-That is just the point. They are fighting with their back 
to the wall. Do you expect India to do the same P 

Mr. Pilcher.-I think that if you follow the example set by the Home 
(}overnment, you will get them to lower their cost of production here, but if 
you give them tariff assistance you will never get them to lower their cost· 
of production. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The logical conclusion of your argument is that India must 
always be equal'to whatever conditions happen to prevail in foreign coun
tries. Is that not what it really comes to P 

Mr. Pilcher.-That is the safe rule to go on with unless you are going 
to subsidise all industries whenever they are in difficulties. That is a dange
l'OUS principle. 

]lIr. Ginwala.-Will not that mean the end of protection altogether? India 
.must in that case under all conditions be prepared to meet the conditions of 
industries prevalent in foreign countries. . 

lIlr. Pilrher.-It is the duty of the capitalists to have looked into this. If 
they did not work out their prospects on some !Such secure basis, they should: 
not have come into the business. . 

Mr. Gintvala.-You 'say that the cost of production' ought to be brought 
down. H.1W can you bring dowll the cost. of production unless you can carry 
on the industry? 
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JJlr. Pilcher.-You cnnbring down your cost of transport and colliery 
production. -

JJlr. Gimoala.-How could the bteel industry do itP 
President.-Is it your argument that the increase that has taken place

during the last two or three years should have been prevented? What 
)1r. Ginwala has Ruggested to you- is that before any question of reducing 
the cost of production can arisl.', the firm must at ·least exist. If they went 
out of operation, the problem would. disappear. 

IIlr. Pilcher.~You have had a number of small concerns started very 
hopl.'fuJ1y but they have had to go out of existence. I cannot see why they 
should not have been preserved equally with Tatas. It is a-most dangero\lS' 
principle and it will, I think, end in the ruination of the country. 

Jlr. Ginn·ala.-We have got to take these cases as they arise. You say 
that they have got to bring down their cost of production. How do you 
suggest that the cost should be brought down? 

IIlr. Pilcher.-Suppose they had pros-perous times, they would have had
sound dividends. In order to tide over difficult periods- when prices are high 
some are selling helow actual cost price. It does not appear to me an ilIegiti-
mate proceeding as it appears to you. The cost of production may go up. 
If YOII have got a fairly well-established reserve it may be to your advantage to' 
sell below cost for two or three years of difficult times. If you can survive 
the high cost of production period, there is a good chance of your getting a 
market whl.'n the cost of production goes down and transport and other 
difficulties c1i~appear. 

IIlr. Ginwala.-You say that the cost of production should be got down. 
How is the industry responsible for an increase in the cost of transport or 
how is it responsible for a rise in the cost of coal P 

IIlr. Pilcher.-This is -an abnormal period of high costs. 
Presidenf.-On the question hf reserve, how would a_ company which has

spl'nt itR reRerves he able to get through a prolonged period of bad trade? 
_ Mr. Pilcher.-Ml'. Ginwala puts me this question: "Are you going to. 

force II concern to go under if it is not in a position to meet -the increased 
cost of production 1'" Every time the cost of production goes up firms dis
appear. It is only what happens in the rest of the world. 

JJlr. Ginwala.-I am not concerned with tlf"at question generally. I am 
drawing your attention to this particular industry. I wish to know how 
this cost should go down unless this industry has got a chance of bringing it 
down. 

IIIi-. Pilcher.-It is practically an unan~werable question. 
lIfr. Ginivala.-Then there is an end of that. In dealing with the general 

question of protection to the steel industry, have you considered it with. 
reference to the -recommendations of the Fiscal Commission P 

Mr. Pilcher.":"Yes, I have, very carefully. 
Mr. Gi1l1t'ala.-There are three important conditions subject to which pro

tection may be give.. Have you considered these conditions and whether 
they are fulfilled in the case of the steel industry: 

(1) that the indus~ry must be one possessing natural advantages, such 
as nn abundant supply of raw material; cheap power, a-sufficient 
supply of labour, or a large home market; 

(2) the indusvy must b~ one which without the help of protection 
either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country; and 

(3) the industry must be one which will -eventually b& able to face 
worhl_ competition without protection. 

These are the three principal conditions. 
lIIr. Pilcher."::"I think it breaks down nnder the second condition. .The 

Indian steel industry in_1913-14, thought it had a fair chance of Burv.ivinc. 
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without artificial ~elp against the competition of a world then, was subjecte~ 
to very low taxatIon. 

Jlr. Ginwala.-At present what is the position? We are not concerned' 
with what it has been. 

Mr. Pilch er.-I observe that the enunciation of these points by,the Com
mission was followed by the suggestion that in the case of an 'industry pos
!lessing great natural advantages, the advantage might be so great as to 
-preclude all question of pro~ction. 

Mr. Ginwala.""7"You say that the second condition is not fulfilled here. 
Mr. PiZcher.-1 think it is v~ry doubtful whether the steel industry cannot 

'Survive in India without protection. 

M1·. Ginwala.-Will you give us some facts which will enable us to accept 
your view? It is very difficult for us to accept it without them. Tatas say 
" Here is our cost of production at present: here are the foreign prices." 
We-have got to see whether they can compete against foreign manufacturers 
under those conditions. Are you satisfied that they can, assuming that these 
:figures are correct? 

.1111'. Pilclier.-I do, not know how far their excessive capitalisation and 
factors like that ha'ICB brought them to the position they are now in. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The question of over-capitalisation hardly arises at pre
'Sent. We are dealing with what they are doing at present-with the old 
'block. 

Mr. Pilcher:-I think the-best answer is that they went in with their 
-eyes open when the price of steel was £7. They were satisfied with the 
~haracter of their resources: they went on and did extraordinarily well. 
I do not think it is at all fair for them now to come to the country and ask 
for help because they have come upon evil times. 

lIlr. Ginwala.-That is to say, it does not matter to the country whether 
all this capital that is sunk in the steel industry or other interests that have 
:sprung lip, come to grief? 

Mr. Pilcher.-It is lamentable that £200 miIIions of subscribed capital' 
'was lost by the small industries which were floated in 1920-21. 

President.-Surely that was the authorised capital, not the subscribed 
-capital? ..... 

Mr. Pilcher.-In any case it was a very much larger sum than what was 
invested by Tatas. A very large proportion of that sum was paid up, 

Mr, Kule.-You are putting it from the statistics compiled by the Statis-
-tical Department? , 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yon can ascertain this from the expert Chartered Account 
.ants here who are engaged in the liquidation process. 

President.-I am Auggesting to you that the amount of capital actually 
paid up was much smaller. 

lIlr. Pilcher.-Capital considerably greater in extent than all the capital 
-employed in Tata's has been lost, because the new concerns could not'resist 
-the struggle. 

President.-I think the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies wiII be able 
-to give us the information. The authorised capital is sometimes more than 
-twice the paid up cn.pita!. 

Mr. Gi1l1cal.a.-What year are you referring to? 

Mr. Pilcher.-The flotations w~nt on tiII 1921. I should think that in 
Calcutta it was mostly paid up. :My recolIection is that after the boom period 
about 60 per cent. was paid up. ,. , 

Mr. Gilllrala,-Here are the figures of j'oint Stock Companies up to the 
end of 1920. The total authorised capital was 548 orores and the paid up 

, capital was 123 crOTes up to that date. 
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Mr. PilcheT.-We had not then finished the boom and it is very dangerous 
to go on pre-boom figures. Investment money was forthcOlp.ing here and the 
~ncerns took i~ readily. Their case was equally strong with Tatas and 
.entirely parallel, but they have never asked for help . 

• 111·. Ginwala.-Here is an industry and other small industries who have 
invested crores of rupees. The question is would it be cheaper for the coun
try to give protection and _save this investment or wipe it out? 

.lIT. PilcheT.-Very much cheaper to wipe it out. 
MT. Ginlllala.-You do not think that it will have any prejudicial effect 

1In the industrial development of the country if such a big industry comes 
to grief? 

Mr. PilcheT.-I think it will have a temporarily prejudicial effect. 
:lIT. Ginwala.-Won't it mean a set-back to the industrial development of 

the country for some time? -
MT. PilcheT.-I still think that an interest like Cammell Laird will take 

op this proposition sooner or later. , 
i1IT. Ginwala.-I have given you already the opinion of the representatives 

of Cammell Lairds and that is what they stated only early this week. 
MT. PilcheT.-I still adhere to my conviction that, if coal and railway 

transport once. come down, you will get capital in this industry all right. 
Presidcnt.-I think we are rather covering the same ground. 
lilT. Ginwala.-Do you consider yourself a Free Trader? 
MT. PilcheT.-1 do not wish to discuss my general economic views. 
:I/-r. Ginwala.-Having regard to the fact that duties must be levied for 

revenue purposes, is it possible for India to be -a- Free Trade country in that 
-sense at any time? 

11fT. Pilch cT.-I think every care has been, and can be, devoted to the 
Teduction of revenue tariffs. 

lilT. Ginu:ala~Do you think that India can give up its revenue duties
lInd become a Free Trade country now? _ 

MT. Pilcher.-In the sense, that the duties are levied for revenue purposes, 
,it is a Free Trade country now. 

lilT. Ginwala.-We have some duties which come very near being pro
-tective . 

• 1IT. Pilch cT.-To that extent it is a protectionist country. I think the 
lleavy customs revenue is largely due to the exceptional conditions that we 
nave been through. It is desirable to lowe~ these duties, if possible. 

1111·. Gillu:ala.-Will you suggest in order to make the country a really 
·free trade country any countervailing excise duties? -

MT. Pilcher.-In the case of cotton I would keep the excise duties on the 
level of the import duty. 

MT. Gintvala.-There is a duty of 15 per cent., I believe, on lute. Would 
~'ou recommend any countervailing excise duty on iute corresponding to the 
"Import duty? 

MT. PilcheT.-Jute corning into India is ridiculously small in quantity 
.and it does not matter much. -
. MT. Ginu:ala.-If the free trade argument is carried to excess it, must 
Imply 'the imposition of countervailing excise duties again-st import duty. 
-Supposing there was an import duty on jute, would you agree to a counter
vailing excise duty on jute? 

Mr. l'ilcheT.--The question is so purely academical that I can hflrdly 
an~wer it. 

Mr. Gi1l1cala.-It is in keeping with free trade opinion. Supposing there 
w~ an impol"t duty for revenue purposes would you support a rountervailing 
""Clse duty on free trade grounds? 

11fT. PilcheT.-=--There are no importations, I think. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing there was an import duty, on free trade grounds 
will YOll support a countervailing excise duty? 

Mr. Pilcher.-Is-it your meaning that I should put th~ jute industry on 
the same level as cotton industry? If so, there' is absolutely no ground for 
treating it differently. 

Mr. Kule.-I should like you to tell me how the Indian cultivator will be 
affected by an increased duty on steel. Take the ordinary cultivator living; 
in the village and cultivating his own field. Take his standard of living and 
tell me how his standard of living will be affected by an increase in the 
pl'ice of steel. You have referred so often in your statement to the 30()' 
million Indian cultivators whose interests ought to be safeguarded that 1 
should lil,e to know how the standard of living of the ordinary cultivator is 
likely to be adversely affected by a duty on steel. 

1111'. Pilcher.-I have distinguished in my paper there between the non
surplus producing and surplus-producing cultivator. I think the non-surplus 
pr(,ducing cultivator who consumes practically all his produce, or exchanges 
all his raw textile produce for his foC'd for daily, consumptio'n, I think 
the, effects on him would be rather indirect except through the additional 
cast of elementary agricultural implements. 

Mr. Xule.-So that in the first instance, you distinguish between one class, 
of cultivator and ,another, namely, the cultivator who has a surplus to sell 
and the cultivator who has no surplus to sell. What is the proportion P 

Mr. Pilcher.-In the case of the cultivator who has no surplus to sell, his 
agricultural implements will cost more in case the price of steer goes up. 
Hi~ kodalis will cost more: his enamel will cost more: his standard of living 
is so Jimited that he cannot be very much affected. But even he will be 
affected indirectly by the raising of transit dues and by the indirect results. 
produced by any fluctuations in exchange. 

Mr. Kale.-What is the proportion of these two classes of cultivators? 
Mr. Pilcher.-That could easily be ascertained. Probably 1\11'. Datta giveS' 

us an idea of that. ' 
Mr. Kale.-\Ve may form an idea from what is stated in the Government, 

of India's memorandum published with the Babington Smith Committee's 
report on currency. They have stated that about to per cent. of -(he Indian 
cultivators are more or less labourers. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I remember that. was the sort of figure I have also seen. 
M7·. Kale.~o that you will have to eliminate one-half of the cultivating: 

class from your calculation. 
Mr. Pilch cr.-Except in so far as agricultural implements and the smithy 

are concerned. 
Mr. Kule.-Take a cultivator. Look at the ,capital with which he culti

vates his land. He has got a plough, of which the ploughshare alone is made 
of steel, and a pair of bullocks. The price of the plough which he uses will! 
not be appreciably affected by the increased price of ,steel. He does not live 
in a house in building which any steel is used. He does not own a motor car 
and he does not even travel by rail. -

lIlr. Pilcher.-But I do not 'think he is the man on whom ,India depends 
for her progress. 

lIlr. ,[(ale.-To that extent your statement must be modified. 
lIlr. Pilcher.-I carefully excepted him. 
lIlr. Kule.-I,et me make it plain; half of the cultivating classes-will not 

be affected except indirectly hy any increase in the price of steel. 
lIlr. Pllrher.-They are the lowest and the least progressive class in India. 
lIIr. Kule.-The second class comes in. according to your view, through 

the balance of trade and the exchange rate and railways? 
ilIr. Pilcher.-Everything that tends to impede transit or the develop-: 

ment of transit. 
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lIr. Kule.-Can you give me an idea as to the average Burplu ra\~ 
material that this class of cultivator hasP 

.111'. Pilcher.-~ fancy Mr. Datta says that he consumes irds d the whole 
qua.ntity and has lrd as exportable surplus. 

Mr. Kale.-You may take it from me that in the case of wheat, for 
instan<:-e, about l/lOth is exported out of the total production, and in the 
case of rice a minute proportion is exported and with regard to other cereals 
practically nothing is 1!xported, about 4 per cent. of the total production of 
food, grains being exported. If this is the case, you'must tell me how the 
cultivator is going to be affected? 

Mt'. Pilcher.-The Indian Fiscal Commission devoted a whole chapter to 
thiA subject. 

iIt'o Kule.-I am here concerned with your arguments. You say that those 
who have surplus to sell will be affected by any increase 'in cost·of transport. 
If the proportion of the total exportable raw materials is very small, then 
the adverse effect on the cultivator may not be very considerable. 

Mt' .. Pilcher.-The actual export may be ver:J Email, but the encourage
ment and the incitement that the export trade gives to the production of 
a surplus' is of vital importance to the welfare of the agricultural class£. 
It has been held-I cannot remember by whom-that if you tax that surplus 
and the surplus ceases to exist, you cut' almost at the root of the operative 
capacity of the agricultural cla~8es: The fact that the surplus is going 
abrllad keeps production .always well above consumption., and this is one of 
the factors which go to prevent famine. 

Mr. Kule.-The export of food grains and raw materials will be governed 
by the demand outside lndia'P 

Mr. Pilcher.--Governed by the prices. 
Mr. Kule.-If the demand outside India is very large there will be a 

good market for Indian food grains and raw materials? 
Mr~ Pilcher.-If the Indian prices are satisfactory. 
Mr. Kale.-The export of groundnuts has increased during recent years, 

for instance, which is on account of demand. Then it comes to this, that 
the effect upon the cultivator will be indirect and' will be confined to a small 
section of the total agricultural population and not to the whole of the 
300 millions. ,. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I cannot agree to that. I think the effects of the exporta
tion on the welfare of the agricultural community is very subtle. This 
lIubiect is developed in a clear way by the Indian Fiscal Commission in the~r 
report. I give the Board a special warning. 

. Mr. Kale.-Do you think that exports are an end in themselves or meims 
to an endl' ' 

Mt'. Pilcher.-I have shown in my paper that since 1820 the increase in 
the agricultural population comes to about 200 milliol!s. 

Mr. Kali.-It may be due to absence of war, improvement of sanitation, 
etc. - . 

Mr. Pilcher.-It is due to the encouragement given to the Indian agri
cultural exportation. 

Mr. ·Kale.-These are what are called natural restrictions to population; 
'The security which the Government has given to the country has largely 
increased the population. 

1111'. Pilcher.-The security given by the British Raj by itself could not 
:have increased the population. 

Mr. Kale.-It is the -peace and. orderly government we have had, not 
the increase of exports, that.has contributed mainly to the growth of population. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Mere security without adequate facilities for export would 
lIlever have secured the increase of the population. 
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Mr. Kale.-What l: was pntting to you is this: the internal trade may he
many times niore important than external trade. I believe that the internal 
trade of India is at least five times as much as the external trade of India_ 
You have quoted a figure as regards foreign trade in India. You have given 
the value at 500 crores but the internal trade is worth 1,500 crores, so that,. 
~f the Indian cultivator is .able to exchange his food and raw materials ilk 
the indust~ial and commercial towns which might be created on account of 
the development of new industries, he will not be a loser. 

Mr. Pilcher.-To make this possible you must have gi'eat internal EX

pansion. 
Mr. Kale.-Suppose internal means of communication and industries are. 

developed in the country, and the working classes make greater demand" oUI 
the supply of food and other things, the cultivator will have a ready market.. 
in the country itself? 

lIlr. Pilcher.-If that could be secured without very severe sacrifices. 
You start by putting up the cost of railway construction. It seems to me
a queer way of encouraging the cultivator. 

Mr. Kale.-You said that 'the cultivator should have a sufficienti:9 large
market: whether the market is within the country or outside the country is: 
immaterial for your argument. It is more than possible that an internar 
market may be created with industrial expansion in the country, and the
effects of imports on exportll need not affect us very much. 

Mr. Pilch cr.-You cannot disregard the previous course of your history. 
That is going to be a slow process: you have to feed 300 millions of people. 

,Mr. Kalc.-Has it not been a slow evolution? When did Tatas st.art!" 
How many years has it taken for Tatas to produce 100,000 tons of steel? 

Mr. Pilcher.-But once the Greater Extensions plant works you wilf 
have a very rapid increase of tonnage. 

Mr. Kale.-It is not a very rapid evolution or change? 
Mr. Pilcher.-I think the evolution will be extremely rapid if you 

give them higher protection now. 
Mr. Kale.-You lay particular stress upon the fact that you must provide-

some means by which you can get the value of your exports into the country?' 
Mr. Pilch-er.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale'TIf.a policy of protection is adopted imports would be restricted?' 
1I1r. Pilchcr.-Yes. ' 

Mr. Kale.-If the imports are restricted there will be no biils by means of 
which the exports could be financed? 

Mr. Pilch-er.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Don't you think that trade should be left to adjust itself?' 

You say that" if the import of steel is restricted, if the import of cotton 
goods is restricted what will be the position of the cultivator?" Will not, 
some adjustment take place? If steel or cotton cloth does not come into the
country, gold may come or some other things may come into the country? 

1I1r. Pilcher.-If you disturb the metal import market you will have the· 
same phenomenon as occurred in 1920. I don't think the majority of the. 
people engaged in industry would CM'e to comtemplate such a thing. 

lIfr. Kale.-I think it is a wrong way to go about business to say that, in', 
order to keep the exchange right, we should adjust the flow of exports and 
imports. Exchange is, af1;er all, a relation between the exports and imports, 
so when the exports and imports adjust themselves the exchange will adjust, 
itself. You cannot expect Government or anybody else to adjust the exchange
in order .to keep these exports and imports fixed in a particular relation. , 

1I1r. Pilcher.-I only warn the Board. The exchange mechanism has beeD 
built up on'the basis of agricultural exports and imports composed mainly
of piece goods and iron and steel goods. If you disturb the mechanism it. 
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may adjuat itself, but i: think it is very'dQubtful wisdom. You have got tbil, 
large population to feed. • 

Mi'. Kale.-Is it not a fact that before. the war the import of iron and 
steel was very small comparatively P 

Mr. Pilcker.-The figures were not so different. 
Mr. Mather.::l...In 1913-14 the figures, as nearly as I can ascertain, for 

imports of iron and steel, railway material aad Government stores, etc., 
were 1,289,000 tons; in 1922-23 it was 953,000 tons. They were greater in 
1913-14 than they were in 1922-23. 

Mr. Kale.~These figures speak for themselves. 
Mr. Pilcher.-They were then what'they are now. They were most im

portant, about 25 to 30 per_ cent. of the total value of imports. 
Mr. Kale.-And the element of the depreciation of money has to be taken 

into account P . 
Mr. Pilcher.-I don't think there will be much alteration. The cotton 

piece goods and the whole of your iron and steel sections did constitute 50 
per cent. of the whole imports before the war. Of course, I am speaking 
from memory. 

Mr. Kale.-Will it be a calamity if the people produced all the cloth and 
all the steel within the country itself? 

Mr. Pilcker.-I think it will be a calamity to the cultivators wh() are 
producing surplus agricultural products. 

Mr. Kale.-I cannot understand how it will be so. 
, Mr. Piloker.-At the present moment-, just as in England the operative 
classes are discussing this tarill' reform question, so here, if there is going to 
be a violent change, it, is the cultivating classes who will fell the calamity 
most. . 

Mr. Kale.-But it cannot be a violent change. 
ltfr. Pilcher.-The position in 'England and the position in India are the 

result of 100 years of economic development, and you cannot break oil', as it 
seems to me, this historic chain of development at the mere suggestion of 
interested persons. 

ltfr. Ka!e.-Is it going to be sudden? 
Mr. Pilcker.-The change will be sudden. I think there. is a danger if it 

is very sudden. . 
Mr. Kale.-How? The largest output of Tatas as far as I can see will be 

about 400,000 tons. 
Mr. Pilcher.-The President put it to me that possibly this fluctuation 

will slowly proceed to adjust itself; and.in reply I suggested that the Indian 
cotton industry would immediately suffer from the process of adjustment and 
ihis would go on in a circle. 

Mr. Kale.-Is not India a debtor countryP 
ltfr. Pi!cher.-It still must be. 
Mr. Kale.-For a number of years? 
Mr. Pilcker.-There has been a difference since the war. 
Mr. Kale.-Have you seen that the total foreign capital invested in India 

Ilomes to 6 or 7 hundred crores of rupees? 
Mr. Pilcker.-It must be more than that, because most of the Railways 

have been built up with the help of foreign capital. 
Mr. Kule.-So that having regard to tha~ India must send Ollt every 

:rear interest upon this amount, profits upon European manufactures' and 
what are called the Home charges p, All this must go, out of the country 
from year tb year? It means that there must be an excess of exports over 
imports in any case, then where is the fear? 

Mr. Piloker.-You can ascertain from a long period of years what that· 
excess has been. ' . 
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Mr. Kule.-That was very large. There was, before the war, constantly 
a very large excess except in 1907-08. From year to year the balance of 
trade has been favourable and it has got to be favourable, India "being tI. 
debtor country. " 

Mr. Pilcher . .:....It must be favourable. 
Mr. "Kale.~1 don't see the apprehension that you entertain. 
Mr. Pilcher.-It will become excessively favourable, and the adjustment 

«Jf importations and exportations and the growth of agricultural population 
has depended on the balance not being too large. 

Mr. Eule.-But the country must pay what she owes to other countries?" 
Mr. Pilcher.-8he has been paying niceiy for these 100 years and it wall 

very steady. Until you had excessive importation followed by excessive ex
portation, things did go on splendidly. 

·Mr. Kule.-How is it going to be sudden and excessive? 
"Mr. Pilcher.-It will affect cotton and steel imports. The balance of trade 

will be larger. " 
Mr. Kale.-In the first place we need not assume that cotton i.mports are 

going to drop altogethet. • 
Mr. Pilcher.-They now constitute only one-third of the total pre-war 

yolume. 
Mr. Kale.-There are various reasons for the drop in the imports, e.g., 

the Manchester firms were not able to produce their cotton cloth so cheaply 
as they used to do before and the Indian consumer could not afford to" pay 
high pricel!!. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I don't think it affects the exchange. 
Mr. Xale.-There is no grpund for supposing that imports of cotton cloth 

will stop or seriously decline, and I do not see how that assumption can be 
made. . . ' . 

Mr. Pilcher . .,...My point is that they would seriously decline. 
"Mr. Kale.-For various reasons owing to abnormal conditions there has 

lIeen a slight decline. 
Mr. Pilchcr.-I think the difference between the excise and import duties 

bas a great deal to do with it. 
Mr. Kale..-With regard to coal what is your viewP Should Bombay 

l'urchase foreign coal because it is cheaper than Bengal coal P 
Mr. Pilcher.-Certainly. • 
Mr. Kale.-You do not support the argument of the owners of Bengal 

collieries P 

Mr. Pilcher.-I support the argument to help Beng~l by' all legitimate 
means, by re-creating the chain of railway and sea distributio~. 

Mr. Kale.-Why should you spend money in this way when you are getting 
foreign coal cheaper? 

Mr. Pilcher.-Precisely because this large output of Indian coal" gives em-
1'10yment to labour and capital. 

_ Mr. Kale.-There is then the element of protection here!' 

Mr. Pilcher.-I do not ask for any protection. I suggest that- the rail
way cost should be kept as low as possible. The effect of this taxation would 
be to put these costs up, and it tends to restrict railway development. 

President.-You suggest that the railways ought to ~rant favourable 
rates for coal to Calcutta" suhject to the qualification that it must be 
\t'emunerative? . 

Mr. Pilrher.-The whole point at issue in this struggle is that people start 
,. trade which is unremunerative and it is their misclllculation which has 
llrought in capital. This cannot keep going on. The small firms which 
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came into existence during the boom have met with severe punishment and 
if the Board proposes to bolster up this industry-

Mr. Kale.-That was the point I was going to touch upon. Don't' you 
see that there is a good deal of difference between the position of those 
companies which went into liquidation and the T,ata Company? I mean the 
Tata Company have been in existence for many Yllars; they have been slowly 
developing as the industry is being evolved while these other '\:ompanies cam~' 
on the top of a wave of speculation during the boom. Does not that malse 
a difference? 

Mr. Pilcher.-There is a good deal of difference fram the. point of view of 
,the amount of sympathy that they deserve. I extend much more s,mpathy 
to the Tata Company than to the others, but I do not think -the effect of 
stabilizing one or the other from the public purse is greatly different. • 

President.-Before going to the second sectiolf of your note I wonder 
whether this statement gives a large part of your case. It is not only the 
immediate loss which the country might suffer as a result of the grant of 
protection that moves you, but the fact that in your opinion it would prevent 
the creation of wealth which would otherwise be created. I think that was 
in your mind and I thought it worth while mentioning it. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I felt that all the time. 
President.-On page 4, of ·this section of your. note the point you are 

dealing with is the claim that f< iron and steel are the nation's first line of 
defence" . . . . and then you go a little lower down to "India has 
survived the greatest war in the world's history and the indigenous steel 
contribution to her own and the Empire's defence was limited during the 
whole period to 290,000 tons." Does not that really rather strengthen the 
argument fro~ the point of view of national security that, if during the war 
[ndia was able to make a contribution,. however small, it is not 113fe to run 
the risk of another war .without finding us' better equipped than we were 
then? ' 

Mr, Pilcher.-The British Empire and India were assaulted by the 
greatest Inilitary combination the world has ever seen and they have survived 
that attack without India producing much steel, and this seems to me ,an 
inadequate ground for disturbing the present arrangements. It scarcely 
justifies a far-reaching economic change. 

Pre8ident.-After all, the greatest difficulty of getting steel that was 
wanted was present in the mind of anybody who was in charge of the ad
ministration of the forces during the war. 

1111'. Pilcher.-I think the necessity of having internaI' resources to build 
bridges and so on and defend the country in case of war is a point which is 
to he kept ~n view, but it should not be made an excuse for diverting the 
trade currents of the country. ' 

P,·esident.-Is it not a characteristic which the war has changed in the 
last few years, that unless you have got avery considerable railway system 
you simply cannot wage war under modern conditions? 

Mr. Pilcher.-No. I think that argument turns in my favour, because 
I always hold that you are going to impede railway development by this 
artificial protection of the steel industry. -

President.-During the last war India had to sacrifice rails in large 
quantities P , 

Mr. Pilcher.-During the war rails had to be pulled up and transported 
to other fields of military operations. 

President.-Naturally rails are required when there is a state of war? 
Mr. piZcher.-Yes. 
President.-You have got' to manufacture them. Your opportunities aro 

very seriously limited. 

Mr. Pilcher.-It, is very desirable that means of transportation should 
be improved, as they are even more fundamental than the a(lt~al supply 01' 

w~~ 30 
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steel in this country. You have got to obi'ain steel more satisfactorily; We 
had to pull up rails and send them to Mesopotamia in considerable quantitiili 
during the war. 

President.-Had the country been better equipped for the manufacture of 
nils; that would not have been necessary. 

IJlr. Pilcher...-On the has is of higher price you 'might stop your railway' 
expansion by forcing up prices of rails. The necessity for cheap rails seems 
io dominate the position. 

President.-It is not merely a question of rails, it goes into many different 
branches of steel in connection with the war. You must remember that 
great stress was laid in 1917 and 1918, on the importance of building ships 

. in India. The difficulty then was that plates could not be manufactured. 
IJIr. Pilcher.-From the point of view of the country's defence I agree; 

from that point of view the matter deserves consideration, but there is the 
dangel' of stereotyping high cost at the present time in such a way that you 
may diminish the ultimat~ possibility of achieving a steel export trade. It 
is quite clear that you cannot build up the steel export trade on a rail cost 
of Rs. 179 a ton-if you are going to perpetuate that cost. 

President.-That is assuming a great deal. 
Mr. Pilcher.-I fear there will be a tendency. I don't think that is going 

to promote efficiency in an internal industry. in India. For war purposes 
you do want to have a permanent large surplus, for export in war times, 
which you could tum to war purposes directly emergency arises. It won't 
help India very much merely to bolster up the existing steel manufacture to 
the extent of 400,000 tons a year; that won't help in war time .. 

President.-I think 400,000 tons of steel might make a very considerable 
difference. 

Mr. Pilcher.-From the point of view of the defence of this vast sub
continent of"lndia, if you are going to defend this country from its internal 
resources--3,OOO miles of northern frontier and two or three thousand miles 
of coast line-the total steel manufacture of 400,000 tons is a mere joke; it 
is mere nothing. 

President.-That is hardly an argument for doing nothing. 
1Ifr. Pilcher.--No: 
Pre.,idellf:.-!n the second place I would point out that, if protection is 

given effect to, within 5 years the production will tend to increase to more 
than 400,000 tons. 

Mr. Pilcher.-The maximum it can go up to at this high price'by putting 
pressure on your internal consumption would be about one million tons. But 
by basing it on cheap cost of manufacture and making y(lUr ultimate goal 
the reduction of cost, you can ultimately attack the foreign market, and 
there may come a period-it is not an impossible dream-when India may 
eventually produce even 25 million tons. Personally I think the condition 
of .Indian labour, lack of education and so many other things will make it 
impossible. But there is a chance, if you can get your steel cost down and 
do not stereotype the present high cost, that you will get into thll foreign 
market .. To build up a steel export trade you must have cheap transport 
lind coal. 

President.-On that basis the export market will not be a fact wjthin 
60 years. If we were to suggest that, on that basis we might have to wait 
for another 60 years before there was any export of steel from India P 

Mr. Pilcher.-If you stultify your railway development you may have to 
wait very much longer. 

President.-It has been found in other countries that the protection of 
the home markt't to a certain extent facilitates exports. 

lllr. Pilcher..-I don't know whether you have .ever had- a country of such 
'f'astness where the home market is so small. A home market of 1 million 
tons for a population of 320 millions is grotesquely small. 
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President.-Let DIe put-to you another point and· it is this: the moment 
there are two firms manufacturing the same kind of steel the process of 
competition sets in and the incentive to reduce the cost of production is at 
work. Apart from that even when there is only one firm, if it is found that 
the effect of raising the price to the full extent of the duty resulted in consi
derable restriction of the market., it is exceedingly doubtful whether the" 
policy of the firm would be to go out for. the full price to the full extent of 
the duty. The moment consumption is found to fall rapidly, tbe manu~ 
facturer has to cut his pricE'S. 

Mr. Pilcher.-It is impossible to say which- way it would operate. I 
should have thought that, if there were two or three firms, they" would be 
very much inclined to combine and fix prices which would keep out foreign 
competition and make a very wide margin of prot).t on. the whole of their 
production, and satisfy themselves on the return to their capital. 

President.-Does not that assume that there is no supervision on the part 
of Government or the Legisla.ture? You think the Legislature and Govern
ment would sit idle and permit the firms to form a combination and quote 
their own price? 

Mr. Pilr.hcr.-They would almost certainly be flouted. In the small deve
lopment of 10 years what nas been the result? You have got th~ Tata con
cern which consumes 1! million .tons of coal. I think this is a very serious 
consideration in silencing the firms which are not coming to discuss the 
lIituation with you. 

President.-'Ve are no~ talking just" now of Government interference to 
prevent them making any profits "so as to endanger their shutting down, 
but as to whether, if the profits of these various manufacturing firms were 
found to be very high, it is not likely that Government and the Legislature 
would reconsider the matter. . • 

Mr .. Pilcher.-It would have created ·very strong vested interest. You 
have already created a vested interest in the coalfields. People who are 
supplying that coal are already contemplating the future. Although it is 
-only a few collieries which supply the Ii million tons, the stoppage of Tata's 
will have a most serious effect on the whole coalfield and most collieries 
:must suffer. 

PTesident.-It does mean that vested interests will crop up. One under. 
stands the general argument quite well. Under a system of· protection they 
are all the more stroJlger. 

Jlr. Pilcher.-No State that has started with a protective tariff has suc
ceeded in turning back. I don't think there is any historical instance where 
a State has turned back. • " " 

Prcsident.-Bteel rails were freed from duty for about 10 years in America .. 
11fT. PilcheT.-That did not apply to the whole American steel market. 
PTesident.-Most of the steel, I think. For a period of more than 10 

years the American market was absolutely free for the entrance of foreign 
~~. . 

dlt,.. Pilrher.-Only some steel rails ap"pear to have "been imported and that 
was for their own purposes. 

President.-It was not rails. 
. Mr. PilcheT.-It was about 1911 or thereabouts that the" brill; was taken 

off the rails. 
President.-1914.22: it was a war period. They have gone back now. 
Mr. Ginwala.-By 2t per cent. 
MT. PilchM.-Yes. It WIIS a period of immense prosperity for the 

Ameri~an trade. ThiS particularly applies to rails, but does not apply to 
an forms of steel. It WIIS a war time measure to lower the coSt of production. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It has nothing to do with the war. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Blooms were free from 1914.22. 
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President.-On -page 9 you say " The figureS of world production which 
I have already quoted go far to disprove the assertion that over-production 
on a large scale is influencing the dumping of iron and steel in India's 
market." The figureS you refer to will show that the 1921 production of steel 
was very substantially smaller than that of 1913. I do not think anybody 
has claimed that the present Etate of affairs has arisen because the world is 
producing more steel than it used to do but that the world is producing 
more steel than it want.!. You havEflover-produclion if there is only a demand 
for 20 million tons and you are producing 21 million tons. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I tllink one of the witnesses said that the present state 
of affairs was due to the enormous expansion in the capacity for steel pra
duction which went on during the war. 

Pre8ident.-The point is that more steel is being produced than is wanted, 
at any rate at a remunerative price to the manufacturer. Besides that there 
is little prospect of prices going higher because the moment there is a. slight 
rise additional plant comes into operation and pulls the price down. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The world is now equipped - for the production of more 
steel than ever before, but there is no sufficient market for the amount of 
steel that it can produce. 

Pre8ident.-There has been a great increase in the capacity and a great 
reduction iIi the actual consumption. 

Mr. Pilcher'"""71 still think that the world, which conSumed 76 million 
tons in 1914, is capable of consuming more than 41 million tons, which 
was the total consumption in 1921-22. 

Pre8ident.-The United States-' production this year will greatly exceed 
41 million tons. 

MT. PilcheT.;-It. has a great internal' boom. Everyone knows that it has 
made itself. more or less a self-contained unit. It is fighting for its own 
market. It. has a local boom, which the rest of the world has no experience 
of. -

President.-I do not clearly follow your argument. All I say is that 
the claim is not that the demand is as it was before the war. The claim 
is that the capacity to produce has increased and that consumption, apan 
from the United States of America, has very greatly fallen. 

Mr. Pilcher.-The whole of that I admit. 
PT6sident.-I don'.1; think that there was any question- of increase in 

production. 
Mr. PilcheT.-There has been a reduction of almost 50 per cent. in the 

actual production since 1914. Has the consuming capacity of the world been 
reduced since the commencement of the war? . 

President.-" Consuming capacity" has no meaning, except what it actually 
consumes. . 

Mr. PilcheT.-In 1914, it consumed 76 million tons. In 1921-22 it ~as 
afforded a' chance of consuming 41 million tons. It looks as though there 
is some Bort of rough relationship between these two figures. The producers 
have deliberately stopped production and they are trying to assess the world's 
consuming capacity. My point is that they are not over-producing delibe
rat~ly and just throwing it on the world in a maliciouS fashion. 

President.-:-Nobody has ever asserted that. 
Mr. PilcheT.-The very word' dumping' has been used. 
President.-As'to what Germany might do. 
Mr. Pilcher.-Germany haS a population of 55 to 60 millionS. These 

people are managing somehow with that reduced quantity of nine million 
to~s. of steel. Will you. compare it, say, with their pre-war -figure of IS! 
mIllion tons? _ 

Pr68ident.-They are all beginning to work up towards their pre-war' p~ 
duction, but the serious thin" ill that pricllll have faUIlD. 
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Mr. Pilcher.-Thecase put to you is that India is suffering -from ar~i
ticial low rates due to this tver-production. That is the argument that 1S 
employed. . 

Pre8ident.-You can take it from me that argument has not been placed 
before the Board. The argument is that the world steel plants are· ca~able 
of producing more steel than the world can pay for, even at the.praisent pr1ces. 

Mr. PilckeT.-I am perfectly sure of that. J:t is quite clear. 
l'ro.ident.-That iii all that is claimed. Nobody has sugges~d that 

directly they are producing steel !lnd throwing it on to the world. 
Mr. Pilcher.-I have tried to prove to your satisfaction that the reduction 

in producing capacity may be very much greater than appears on the surface. 
Actually they are producing a great deal less than in 1914. The labour 
employed must be also very much less. 

Pre8ident.-U ndoubtedly. 
MT. PilckeT.-Whether the plant is or is not there, it does not affect the 

point. 
PTe8ident.-The importance of the difference due to the existeace of the 

plant is that it prevents any chance for several years to come of any rise 
in the price. 

Mr. Pilcker.-It may do so. . 
President.-Prices must be low because as soon as you get a rise of 

Rs. 10 in the price, new blast furnaces are lighted up and the steel works 
can at once easily increase their production and then prices will go down. 

Mr. PilckeT.-It assumeR fluidity of labour, capital an:d all sorts of con
ditions. Labour cannot Imddenly be mobilised for that sort of worK. For 
practical PUI1lOSetl their productive capacity is greatly reducea. It looks to 
me 8S if both the producing and consuming scale of the world has been 
reduced. 

Pre8ident.-What has been reduced? 
Mr. Pilcker.-The effective producing capacity has been reduced. 
PTe8ident.-For instance you would not say the steel plant in the Ruh!:- , 

hus ceased to be effective because at present they are not allowed to produce? 
Mr. Pilcker.-The plant is most effectively in the condition, of non

production. 
PTe8ident.-Even more serious than that is that, with all these plants out of 

the market, steel prices are not going to rise. 
- MT. PilckeT.-I don't think that we want prices to rise. 

Pre8ident.-From the point of view of the steel manufacturer, it is argued 
that prices are exceedingly low and they are going to stay. 

Mr. Pilcker.-The British shareholders consider that prices are not low 
enough. The whole object of their existence is now to reduce the price. 
Lord Furness expressed it in submitting the accounts' of the Cargo, Fleet 
Iron Company for 1921. 

President.-Pardon me. What he said was that coal and railway ex
penses' must be brought down. He said nothing about bringing down the 
price of steel. There is a great deal of difference between the two. Messll!. 
Burn & Co. and other engineering firms assure us that it .... is all important 
that the price of raw llteel should go down, but that the priCe of fabricated 
8t~el should go up. Similarly Lord !<'urness regards the coal prices and 
railway rates 88 outrageous, but think!! that the price he charges for steel 
has been exceedingly moderate. 

Mr. Pilcher.-His point is that their .selling prices are not low enough 
to tap the market completely, but they are trying to brin" their costs down 
to get into the market more effectively. That is my reading of it. 

o Pre8ident.-This is wha~ he Sa.Yll. '" In the depressed· state of trade that 
eXists to-day we must stlffiulate demand by cheape& prices; consequently 
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the moral of these figures is that very considerable reductions are impera
tive in the near future, both in coal prices and .ailway rates, if ou~ industry 
is to recover its position in the markets of the world." , I still think that 
he should have referred more to the reduction of prices in other things 
than to the reduction of price of steel. 

I think that it was not until the vear 1922 prices in Great Britain had' 
reached the bed-roc-k level. It hill speech was written when prices were 
substantially above the lower level, which they attained later, it would be 
open to us to reply to your argument that the result he desired had already 
been attained. However, I do not know whether it is worth while going 
into that in greater detail. 

On page 15 dealing with the accounts of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., 
Y0l1 I!ay .. The nett sum placed to res.erve during the course of that long 
and generally prosperous period, was 17 lakhs of rupees (as opposed to 
depreciation which absorbed 295 lakhs)." The only pQint I would like to 
mention in this- connection is that out of the sum allotted for depreciation 
-this is the figure which Mr. Peterson gave us-Rs. 117 lakhs was definitely 
-allotted to the construction of Greater Extensions. I put it to him in that 
case that it was inaccurate or misleading to describe it as depreciation, which 
meant something else, and there was a good deal of discussion on that. 
But as far..as we have been able to make out 'something like Rs. 1 crore 
seems to have been spent on new capital expenditure 'ou.,t of the allotment 
for depreciation. If they had allotted depreciation merely in accordance 
with the commercial practice, it would not have exceeded Rs. 2 crores. It is 
very difficult to get at the exact figure. In that respect, the published 
account~of the Company are less favourable to them than the facts are. 

Then on the same page a little lower down you say .. with a total 
ordinary, preferred and deferred capital of Rs. 2,31,75,000 the Company 
showed a total net profit of Rs. 2,35,09,000 or some four lakhs more than 
its working capital." I don't think you mean working capital. Working 
capital is used in a different sense usually. You mean capital in operation 
or something .of that kind-producing capital. • Working capital' is used 
merely to cover the money that is borrowed in order to meet the cost of 
production before you are paid for what you are produC'ing. 

Mr. PilckeT.-Yes, 
Pres'iticnt.-{)n the questioll of dividends what the Tata Company 'have 

claimed is " Excluding the amounts written off for depreciation and reserve, 
the amount actually paid in dividends from the profits has amounted to 8'78 
per annum on the whole capitat invested over a period of 15 years." That 
was up to the end of 1921. If you look at the year 1922-23, you ~ill see that 
the perce~tage has g~ne down. 

Mr. PilckeT.-Does that include barren years-years of development? 
Pre8ident.-1 was going to put that question to' you. What do you 

think is reasonable that a company should do? 

Mr. PilckeT.-If it had been a prudent company managed by one of the 
best managing agents in Calc-utta, whatever their prosperity, they would not 
have paid any dividends for five or six years. • 

1\1'7, Ginu:ala.-The Tata Iron and Steel Company did not give any for 
that period. ., 

President.-What is your view on that question? A:ny steel manufac. 
turing company has to calculate on its period of construction lai;;ting for a 
period of five years before steel is finally manufactured. Is it not reason
able in the dividends of future years to make some allowance for the barren 
years that have taken place? . " 

, MT. Pllcker.-They' have made a most generous r.llowance. The deferred 
shareholders who at no time represent,ed more than Rs. 14,59,000 of the 
company's, total capital rec-eived Rs. 80 lakhs as dividend-that isfiv& or six 
timBll tbe capital itsell. 
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Pruidf'nt.-That is a little away from the point I am putting to you. 
It ia not a question at the moment what was the interest on any kind of 
capital, but taking all the facts into account, profits have been too liberally 
distributed. 

Mr. Pi/.cher.-I think they bave been, considering the unlooked for 
proo;perity and obviously precarious nature of the Company's prosperity. 
The firm was distributing its profits far too liberally. The times were abupr
mal and their success was also abnormal. These facts should have been 
recognised. -

President.-The first dividend was paid in 1914-15 or, about that date. 
~'he dividends were paid out of the capital for 'two years which· must be 
for preference shares. In 1912.13 the amount of dividends paid was a 
little over Rt!. 12 lakhs and it rose in three years ,to Re. u4 lakhs and then 
there was a big drop for one year ,and it now is between ·40 and 50 lakhs, 
Do you think that on the whole the distribution of profits as dividends was 
entirely lavish? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I do. It wilt! hardly prudent to distribute the dividends 
so liberally. , :1 , 

Pre8idcnt.-The distribution is to) a large extent determined by the 
Articles of Association, once the company is formed. After all the prefer .. 
ence shareholders would only get their 6 per cent. As between the ordinary 
and deferred if you pay under the Articles of Association a fixed amount, 
you cannot help it. . 

Mr. PilcheT . .LThey seem to have issued new deferred shares some years 
later. . . 

Pre8ident.~The new deferred shares have never .had any dividend. 
Mr. Pillllher.-I do not know. 'I should like to know whether there are 

any pItcedellts in any industrial undertaking for this. I have never heard 
of it. 

Pre8ident.-Plenty of precedents can. be found in Great. Britain, founders' 
shareR and so on." With reference to the statement .. During the nine.year 
period 1912.13 to 1920.21, the total of dividends paid amounted' to 291 lakhs. 
Of that sum the deferred shareholders, who at no time represented more than 
Rs. 14,59,000 of the Company's total capital received no less a sum than 
80 lakhs of rupees ", 'my pointi~, if once you have decided on the distri
Lution of dividends pn the ordinary shares, the distribution on the preference' 
shares followed automatically. It is quite a' fair c-ritici"m to say that the 
existence of such deferred shares is an undesirable feature. 

AIr. Pilcher . ...:.I limit myself to that •. 
Pre8ident.-Personally I should be inclined to agree with you; It is 

ahllflYs pos.~iblE', but -if you have a certain number of these shares, it may 
make it easier to get the ordinary capital subscribed. 

Mr. Pilc-her.~Yes. -
Pre8ident.-If people have a chance. of getting a fairly big return ,on part 

of thie investment, they are more ready to. subscribe. 
Mr. PilC'her.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You were laying great stress on what Lord Furness said. 

Just look at the figures he has given. He says that the pre.war price of 
steel was £7 per ton and that the present price is £8·10.0 per ton; 
You maintain that thig was very nearly their cost of production. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yes. . 

• Mr., Ginwala._Take those figures which he gives further on, He says 
that in 1913 the price of coal was 13s. per ton. It ·was in that year (1922) 
288. a_ ten. Now take the most conservative proportion of coal which is 
2 tons--I' don't believe anyone useS' less than 2 tons for each ton of steel 
-probably it is three tons or more. The difference in cost of coal is 
thus between 308. and 458. The freight' on- finished steel increased 'by 148. 
8d. Before the war it was 148. I am not including the la~oui in it at 
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If you take three tons of coal, it gives you £3 roughly extra. Therefore 
if £7.10 was a fair and reasonable price in 1913, the British manufacturer 
cannot now Bell at a profit for anything less than £10, whereas he is getting 
only £8. I don't know whether these figures are right or wrong. From 
these figures it is pretty obviouS that the British manufacturer is losing. 

I Mr. PilcheT.-Do you suggest that the whole lot is being sold at a loss? 
Mr. Ginwala.-You can draw your own inference from the passaae you 

yourself relied on: That makes no allowance for increased wages which have 
been estimatad at about 40 per cent. in the steel trade, though the cost of 
living 'is about 70 per cent. more than the pre.war cost. If you make any 
allowance for these, probably he· will be losing £3 a ton. 

MT. Pilcher.-I cannot answer. 
Mr. GinwIJ,Ja.-You maintained -that £8.10 was the price at which the 

British manufacturer could sell at a profit. 
MT. Pilcher.-It is incredible that the steel industry in Great Britain 

and BelQum was working at a Io&!. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am only quoting your 'own figures. 
Mr. Pilcher.-During the war by the improvement of organisation and 

Su forth, the cost of production in those great concerns in Enaland and on 
the Continent has been brought down to an extremely low leveY. More con
centration, improvement of mechanical means and all sorts of things must 
account for this low price. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We are comparing now the pre·war price with the present 
price. ~ '.' . 

Mr. PiloheT.-You ask how is it possible for them to sell at a low 
pric,,? My reply is that I cannot understand it except in a gene!)1.1 way. 
The improvement in these Home factories in the matter of organisation 
during the war was prodigious. They have got their overhead cost, their 
superintendence and things of that kind so greatly improved that they !lBII 
lower their prices. . .. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I am simply stating a fact on these figures as it appesrs 
'to me. Take the Uriited States prices Oil. the same basis. The pre-war 
price of rails was 28$. At present, it may be taken at 43$ which' is sup. 
posed to correspond to international rates. There is an increase in the 
proportion of 28 to 43$. Now if you take the British price and work out 
the post.war price in that proportion, you will get about £10.10-0 or· 10-15-0. 
That ought to ,be the price in Great Britain now if the American propor
tion applied. Ther~ is practically. hardly any tariff on rails in the United 
States. ~o th&Umted States price must correspond to the world price of 
rails landed in the United States. 

Mr. PilcheT.-They have got their big protected domestic market. 
Mr. Ginwala.-There is no question of protection as regards rails. 
Mr. PilcheT.-The necessity in the case of protected A~erica for obtain

ing an entry into the foreign market does not compare with the British 
necessity. Lord Furness has got to get into the foreign mal'ket or has 
to shut his work down. 

Mr. Ginwala.-He is suggesting the same combination' 8$ in the United 
States in the next extract. , 

Mr. PilckeT.-The combination of British steel interests would bring down_ 
the cost again. 

MT. Ginwala.-Can TatQs combine with anybody else here? 
Mr. PilcheT.-I submit that if Tatas in India could obtain the kind of 

ability which Americans obtained in 11 years-America had her steel pro
tected betwee~ 1871-1882-if Tatas qr any other steel,interests in India. 
could find Ind18n labour as adaptable and BO forth as the American labour, 
you would not have this· difficulty at J amshedpul' 
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Mr. Ginwala.-I will analyse the cost of production now. You ha~e 
taken a few items. Labour (producing) costs which stood at Rs, 13·99 In 

1916.17 rose to Bs. 17 in 1922.23. Do you think, assuming that wages have 
~one up by 40 per cent., that is a very great increase? 

Mr. Pilcher.-I don't desire to criticise those figures. I don't think I 
'Was criticising them. 

Mr. Ginwala.-It is well known that wages have- gone up. 
Mr. Pilcher.-Quite so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore they must have relation to labour costs? 
Mr. Pilcher.-That was not meant to be a criticism. It was a mere ana'lysis. 
Mr. Ginwa/a.-J3ut you base your argument on that. 
Mr. Pilcher.-Would you mind .reading that portion? 
Mr. Ginwala.-You say .. That policy haS been pursued consistently 

iL the chief steel producing countries of .Europe. Labour, coal and transit 
costs, as well as wages and taxation, have been progressively reduced while 
in India the process has been the reverse or, at... best, the elements of cost 
have remained stationary at or near the inflated figures current 'during the 
war." Then you give this as an illustration. I am trying to point out to 
you that what took place in Gr~at Britain and other plac~s, was different 
from what took place here. There the wages went up dunng the war, but 
here the wages went up just about the time of the armistice or a little later. 
The rise in the wages was due to the genel'al rise in the cost of living. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Apart from the increase in labour costs, the increase in 
other things is remarkable. I don't pretend to understand it., 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say gas produce!!! accounted for Rs. 13'52 as compared 
,,·ith 5'51. 

Mr. Pilc~er.-That is in a single ton of output of steel. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Have you followed the rise in the price of coal? 
Mr. 'Pilcher.-I am aware of that. But I cannot remember what argu· 

ment I am using. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are trying to show that whereas there have been 

savings in these directions in other places, they are going up in this country. 
I am trying to point out that the rise must have some relation to the rise 
in the price of coal, labour, etc. All that turns upon more or less the 
price of coal for which you can hardly blame the in,dustry. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I don't think I e:m blaming them. What I am suggesting 
is that by this artificial encouragement you will only be stereotyping the 
present high cost.! and diverting them from the natural course of the .indus. 
try, which should be to bring down costs of production. -Prosperity for the 
industry cannot come in any other way. I am perfectly certain it cannot 
come. 

Mr. Ginwala.~How can the industry control the price of eoal? 

Mr. Pilcher.-They can go slowly until railway rate!! and coal prices 
bave fallen in India. If you put this steel duty on, I believe those priCe!! 
will start going up. 

Mr. Ginwala.-How can the industry check the rise in those prices? 

-Mr. Pilcher.-They will have to wait till the proper' time comes. Let 
them wait for three or four years more. Things will improve. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Coming to tho dividends you say first. of all with reg.ard 
to deferred shares that they have paid Rs. 80 lakhs in dividends during 
the nine years from 1912.13 to 1920.21. Have you ~een that they have got 
more than that back for the Company from the deferred shares? It is 
a point about which much hal! been _ said in your letter. If it is true that 
they paid Rs. 80 lakhs in dividends, when tney issued the new deferred 
ehares they got about Rs. 99 lakhs by way of. premium. 

Mr. Pilcher.-I want to ascertain how they treated this windfall. 
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PTe8ident.~wing to the high dividend they had distributed they were 
able to issue the new deferred shares. It is really equivalent to a reserve 
which is invested in the business. 

Mr. Ginwala.-The point is that whatever they paid by way of dividends 
they got. back to the Company. 

Mr. PiloheT.-On the basis of their prosperity over :five or six years of 
abnormal conditions, the Company in 1916 issued new deferred capital and 
now, five or six years after that period, the Company come and ask for 
Government help, saying that they cannot carryon. This is a very im
portant point. That is the measure of the prudence of their finance five or 
six years ago and that is the kind of company you now want to bolster up. 
It throws a good deal of light on their ways. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We are just discussing the finance of the Company as it 
appears now on the figures before us. 

MT. PilckeT.-It does not still make me approve their system of deferred 
shares. . 

MT. Ginwala.-You say that they do not lay aside sufficient money by way of 
a reserve out of ·t,heir net profit.!. 

MT. PilokeT.-Yes. It was a very ;abnormal 'period and I think elemen
. tary prudence ought to have. suggested this to them. I think they could 

have been more cautious and put by something. 
MT. Ginwala.-It all .depends on how you iook upon your reServe. They 

wrote off' more under depreciation during these years than they ought to 
have done if -they had provided for actual depreciation. Instead of spending 
their depreciation funds they carried them as reserves. 

Mr. PilckeT.-It seems to me that these heavy depreciation allowances 
point to the terrible rate of depreciation they were undel"going in their plant 
ag a result of their whole.hearted work for Government to meet the Railway 
Board's demands. 

Mr. Ginwal(J.-Out of the profits they appropriated about half to the 
depreciation account and half to the dividend fund. You cannot say tliat, 
they have not made any provision for their reserve. From the dividend 
account they have got Rs. 1 crore nearly and from the depreciation account 
they have taken and invested Rs. It crores on the Greater Extensions. Only 
it happens to be that these reserves have been invested in the same business 
as capital. Do you suggest that 50 per cent. of the profits devoted to depre
ciation reserve is a small percentage? 

Mr. PilokeT.-Under the abnormal conditions in which they were operating 
I do think the percentage ii! small; 

Mr. Ginwala.-Out of the net profits that they made they put 50 per 
r",nt. roughly on dividends and 50 per cent. on depreciation reserve. Do you 
think it is a small percentage? . 

Mr. PilokeT.-I. think they should have encouraged. their shareholders to 
look to the future and they would have been willing to do that. Instesd 

. of this they got into the way of exaggerating their prospects. If you will 
only look at the quotations of Tatas' shares during the war you will be 
satisfied on that point. 

MT. Ginwala.-Supposing that this Board is satisfied that at any rate the 
business C1mIlot be carried on at all unless some protection is given, what is 
your opinion in regard to this industry? . 

Mr. Piloker.-I think 8. reconstruction will be the natural way. It will 
be on a reduced capitalisation but it won't affect .the plant. 

Mr. Ginwala.-l3ut has anybody worked out as to how much it should be 
i'educed by'? 

Mr. Pilch-er.-You will have to get a Chartered Accountant to work this 
out., -." . 

Mr. Ginwala .. -There are several ways in which you can reconstruct. You 
may go on the basis of the previous losi!es and you write off the losseEt 
from the capitalisation. In this case there are no losses. The next thing 
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iil to value the assets after allowing for depreciation. In. this case if the. 
value was written down and the plant, etc., brought to ltS present value,; 
would not it be the same thing as reconstruction? 

Mr. Pilcher.-Yes. Ii you will write your plant down to your present day
cost I think you will probably get at a working basis. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You think that reconstruction on these lines is one of 
the remedies and assuming it was done by us you will be satisfied? 

Mr. PilcheT.-I think on the whole that will be satisfactory . 
• Mr. Ginwala.-The main thing is that the value of the plant, etc., should 

be brought down to its present value as far as possible and profit paid on. 
that and nBir more. 
, Mr. PilcneT.-Yes. 

MT. Ginwala.-With regard to the cost of produ6tion there is again some· 
difficulty. Except yourself, I believe ao far nobody has given any evidence
a~a.inst their cost of production. 

MT. Pilcher.-I have dealt with. that question adequately in my second. 
note. Thercis no difficulty atl far as I know. 

MT. Ginwala.-We' hope other people who have had now access to the
papers will come forward and give us some .assistance on the point. 

MT. PilckeT.-Very little has, been said so fa~ on the question ofrecon
struction. 

MT. Ginwala.-You say that after all the services rendered by Tatas during' 
the war were,' not very great, because they were only reilponsible for an. 
output of 290,00()' tons. Is that little ~ 

MT. Pilcher.-It· does 'not seem much when compared to the millions of -
tons produced by the Empire. By that statement I did' not in any way 
wish to minimise Tate.'a services. 

MT. Ginwala.-India lost many lives in the war. Will' you say that 
that sacrifice ~as nothing when compared to the loss. of many m1llions of 
lives in the war? 

],fT. PilckeT.-There must be some limitation. Suppose a man was wounded. 
in the war and got a D. S. O. for services rendered. He has got to stop 
talking about it after some time. There is no use talking of this man's 
or that campany's services again and again. Do you think that the 30 Rs. 
deferred holding in the Tata Company would have been sold at Re. 1,600 if 
there had been no .Government to buy their products? I do not wish to, 
minimise their services but there must be some limitation to the satisfaotion 
of one's demands for services rendered. Look at the profits that they made 
during that period. Have you ever heard of.a steel company making such 
profi ts in the first ten years of its existence? 

Mr. Ginwala.-The Railways also were able to purchase rails at-lower
rates than they could have got in the market. Do you mean to say ,that it' 
will be unfair if the Railways are asked to make good some o~ the advantagec 
to the industry? Would it be unfair to Iklk them to bear some of the J:mrden 
now? 

MT. PilckeT.-I do not think you can reopen the war episode. Railwayi>' 
are limited liability companies and their accounts have been closed. 

MT. Ginwala:-Suppos.ing it became necessary to protect .theiltee1 industry
and Railways had to pay their share of the burden which the country had 
to bear, would it be unfair to ask them to do so? ' 

MT. Pilo.keT.-I do not care a bit about the Railways qua RaIlways 7. 
I am only thinking of the consumer. Whether it is fair or not to ask the' 
railways to bear the burden I do not know. ' 

Mr. Ginwa~.-But the consumer. also bl;!nefited when the railways bene-. 
fited by being able to purchase their rails cheaper during the war? . 

Pre8ident.-To my mind there is rather a difference between the actual 
war period and the period after the war. During the war period Tatas made-
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:profits on all the seriices they conferred and I canilot see how they ar-e 
-entitled now to any further concession whatever ... 

MT. Ginwata.-For the last two years, 1920 to 1922, Tatas' case is that 
tbe Railways saved Rt!. 1'42 crores on the rails supplied to the companies 
under the contracts.· . 

MT. PilckeT.-Have they not bought from Tatas' at these rates? 
Mr. Ginwala.-Tbey did because they had these contracts. 
Mr. Pilcker.-Tatas' allegation is that the Bengal Nagpur Railway imported 

rails at Rs. 120 a ton. 
Mr. Ginwala.-No. We are informed tbat the Be!lgal Na~r Railway 

purcbased them at Rs. 132 c.i.f. Calcutta.-aee page 11 of their prmted repre-
sentation. • 

Pre8idcnt.-The two years referred to by you were 1920 to 1922, but this 
quantity purchaaed by the Bengal Nagpur Railway appears to have been in 
1922.· . 

Mr. PilckeT.-But this purchase is on a basis of Rs. 109 f.o.b. Swansea. 
Mr. Ginwala.-There they have given the difference to the railways. They 

summarise the difference 'and put it at Rs. 1'42 crores. 
Mr. PilckeT.-What I sal is that the contractual price came into effect 

only after the contracts were made, and in consequence of it this railway 
did not go to- the Home market and did not buy. We have evidence here 
to show that the Swansea f.o.b. 'price was Rs. 109 . 

. President.-Having regard to the price I suggest that it is wholly 
impossible. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you think that that is no consideration whatever? 
Mr. Pilcker.-I think your proposal could be very hard on the railways, 

but I should have to examine these figures yery closely before I" gave an 
opinion. 

Mr. Kale.-The point has been put to you both by the President and' by 
Mr. Ginwala but I want to refer to it again. You seem to me to minimise 
tbe importance of the contribution that India made to the sucress of the 
'War in the matt.er of the supply of rails. What do you say to the view 
taken by some that it is humiliating and shameful and unsafe on the part 
of India not to bave a steel industry· developed within her borders so that 
Government may bave the necessary rails and military equipment? 

Mr. PilckeT.-it is depiorable indeed, but the industry should. be developed 
on thoroughly economic lines. This proposal I should think endangers that. 

Mr. Kale.-You say at page 4 " India has survived the greatest war ill 
the world's history and tbe indigenous steel contribution to her own and the 
Empire's defence was limited during the whole war period to 290,000 tons." 
You mean to say that India's contribution is a drop in the bucket? 

Mr. 'Pilcker.-I only meant that Jour contribution was relatively small 
when c?mpared' to what ~~ers contributed. The point is only relative. 

MT. Kale.-India reoruited about 14 lakhs of soldiers I&gainst Great 
:Britain's total oontribution of 74 lakhs. You will say' 14 is nothing when 
compared to 74. What is,the good of having an Indian army'? 

MT. PilckeT.-That is wresting the real meaning of my real argument. 
Mr. Kale.-You refer also to the navy? 
Mr. Pilcker.-Will you read the relevant paragraph of my letterP 

Mr,' Kale.-" There is thus no ("ase, on grounds of defence merely for the 
extorti~n hom the consumer of excei:Jsive sacrifices to secure a possibly dis
proportlOnate advance in what, at most, is only one phase of India's ultimate 
llroblem of self-defence. If reasonable progress in the Indian steel industry 
.lli. assure~ the requirements of the case. will be fully satisfied." You mini
mise the Importance of that defence: according to others India's defence i51 
:a primary consideration,. ' 
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Mr. PilchIlT.-YOU cannot complete your defence in lesl! than 40 or 50 
YeBm. You have 'still got British officem in your army. Take the wholEI' 
thing gradually and cautiously and let it go ahead. I do not want to see a 
one sided development. 

MT. Kale.-You seem to have an eaSy mind over this question but aver) 
large number of people are worried about the question of defence •. You need 
not be told that India's defence is based on her railway system. If hdia 
ia not able to supply her own rails to the military railways-.-take for instance 
the case of the new 'railway in the Khyber-who is going to supply thElm? 

MT. PilokeT.-It is desirable to consider this problem on the basis of 
necessity. I.am prepared to admit that. 

MT. Kale.-Is it not a thing worth making sacrifice for? 
MT. PilokIlT.-It is not a question her~ of mere ilacrifiee. In the hum8Jl' 

organisation reasonable sacrifices are desirable, but by this sacrifice you are 
going to crush development and your whole organisation, 

MT. Kale.-You would give to the consumer cheap steel rather than en
sure the defence of India. It is a question of cheap steel to the consumer 
or the building of a satisfactory defence for India. . Would you not sacrifiC6 . 
the interests of the consumer to the interests of defence? 

Mr. Pilcker.-I won't say" No " to that, but I· think the future of India's·' 
defence is bound up with the future health of the consumer and you should . 
not do anything to damage his health. 

MT. Kale.-But the consumer will not be there: he will have been killed 
by' the enemy in the meantime. . 

MT. PilckeT.-1 do not think we shall have such an emergency for anothel." 
2C or SO years. . 

• Mr. Kale.-You have probably heard that the Governments. of the United 
States and the United Kingdom have been considering the capacity of all 
their factories for producing munitions, even in peace times. Recently the 

• Government of the United States have made a survey of the capacity of their 
plants for turning out munitions in case war came on. If that is what 
other countries are doing, I do not think India would be foolish. 

MT. PilokeT.-1 think it will be extremely ·well advised. But you must 
make perfectly sure that your policy is such that your steel production wilL 
expand. Tatas' say that they will succeed only if their coot goes down. 
I say go slowly even at the sacrifice of one steel manufi!.cturer: let them 
bring down their costs. 

MT. Kale.-Supposing the Government is convinced on enquiry' that it is 
absolutely essential to protect this industry-despite the interests of the con
sumer-on military and national grounds. Even then you would not advise 
Government to give protection to the industry? 

MT. PilokeT.-It will be undermining the industry: it will not be pro. 
tecting it. You will only be undel"mining the possibilities of success of the 
industry: you are going to impair its ~estic market by reducing its pur
chasing capacity, by diminishing its tr&port facilities and by rai~g the
price of coal and you are going to make the foreign market impoSsible for' 
it. 

MT. Kale.-We are not thinking of exporting at the present time. 
MT. PilokeT.-1f it is to be of any great help to the steel industry it 

must export. 
MT. Kale.-You have said that conditions in India are entirely' different 

from those of the United States. Are you aware that many people who are' 
closely ~sociated wit~ modern manufacturing ~dustries hav~ given the opinion 
that IndIan labour pICks up these new operatIOns very easIly. that it can b9 
easily trained 'and that the Indian labour in a ,short tim!l becomes as efficient 
l1li ia desirable? That is the view elqlressed .by many industrialish! who have 
h~ much to d~ with Ind}an la~our. You say Indian conditions are so 
dIfferent that IndIan labour. IS not hkely to be as efficient as American labour? 
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Mr. Pilaker.-I think the best proof is to tum to the history of the steel 
industry immediately after it· was protected, what they did in 11 years and 
what has been done in India in 11 years. -
• Mr. I{ale.-Have we not made much progress in this country? We may 
not hav4i\ attained their standard,- it may not have been phenomenal. It 
.clep,endson economic conditions, but in any case it has made a satisfactory 
'progress inspite of the social conditions and so on. 

Mr. PilokeT.-Here is another side of the question. I do not in any 
way wish to criticize or discourage: I am only anxious to point out that 
:any such progress as has been made has been done under entirely foreign 
suggestion and supervision; we mulil; not leave that out of account. Nobody 
.says progress has not been made, but the progress made in this country 
has not been such as was made in America. 

Mr. Kale.-I will give you an example. The tinpiate industry was started 
ill America. and was developed with the assistance of Welsh labourers. The 
Americans themselves c6uld not carry on the industry for a number of years 
",ithout their help andit is with the help of the Welshmen who are now 
-domiciled in America that this industry has been fostered. 

Mr. Pilaker.-That is very import.ant. Here it ha.! not been a mere 
matter of assistance. It is a matter of complete. supervision and superin
tendence, and a. very expensiye assistan<."e too. Don't you think Tatas would 
to-morrow abolish Europeans' supervision if they could manage without them? 

Mr. Kale.-They will when the time comes. They have done so already in 
.'8 number of departments. 

Mr. PiZaker.-But they say they cannot go any further. 
Mr. Kale.-The quantity of the Indian labour has gone up not because 

'European lab&ur has gone down. The two are entirely different. There' 
is no such connection as you imagine there is. We have taken evidence on 
-that point and we have been assured. that there is no connection between. 
these two at all. In the departments that have been completely Indianized 
we have been told that the working is eminently satisfactory. 

Mr. Piloher .-Completely lridianized? 
Mr. Kale.-Yes. Take for instance the coke ovens department, and the 

chemical department . 
. Mr. PiZaker.--One particular case of which I had. practicaJ knowledge is 

.that where you have got an Iridian personnel of, say, 250, the presence of 
one or two EuropeanS there makes the ,working economical and thoroughly 
-efficient. If you take the 2 away-it is a very small number-there would 
he absolute disaster. 

Mr. Kale.-You know there are cotton mills in Bombay which are entirely 
run by Indians? 

Mr. Pilaker.-I have seen that. I think the point .is that you will be 
on dangerous ground if you push .. he American analogy as Tatas' do. You 
tlTe go~ to mislead the Indian public. My object is to help in working the 
development of this industry, but I am sure that the Tata pampWet dealing 
with the American analogy is thoroughly misleading, and it'is a dangerous 
thing to put into the hands of those who have not got a chance of com
paring conditions here with those prevailing in America. The position of the 
two countries is absolutely. different. 

Mr. Kale:-The view is very largely held in this country that lridians 
cnn mnnage this industry, provided sufficient opportunities and training are 
given to them. '1'here is that feeling and there are certain industries which 
are actually being carried on with success by Indians. 

MT. 1IfatheT.-On page 4 you tell us .. India haS survived the greatest
war in the world's history and the indigenous steel eontribution 'to her own 
and the Empire's defence was limited during the' whole Wllr period to 
290,000 tons." 
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Mr. Piloher.-It should be steel rails. 
Mr. Mather,:-If it should be rails or anyone limited class or classes of 

steel, then obviously it is hardly correct to compare it with the world's total 
output of steel. 

Mr. Pilcher.-Can you tell me what the total Indian output is? 
Mr. Mathe.r.--on T~tas' own figures it would be nearly 400,000 tons. 

For the war period itself it was 300,000 tons of finished steel from July 
1914 to J Ulle 1918 and' the remainder of 1918 would bring it to nearly 
400,000 tons. 

IIr. Pilcher.~Thank you, I will revise my statement. 
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No. 96. 

Mr. M. Homi, B.A., LL.B . 
. Written .. 

Statement I.-Representation ·of lIlr. M. HOllli, B.A., LL.1J:, Bombay, t& 
the Tariff Board. 

The Tata Iron and Steel Company has asked for a Tariff Protection oi. 
33} per cent. duty on' all steel imported into India. 

2. Leaving aside the merits of the case for the present, I m_y'say tha1J.th" 
proposition is CIne that affects many interests, there being two classes that. 
are going to be affected-principally and vitally-by such impost, viz., those 
that use such imported stuff for manufacture into other materials and the 
general consuming public. It is as a member of this latter class whom I do 
not propose to see burdened with any fresh increase in the cost of living, 
that I tender my st3.tement and to show the necessity of a thorough and 
detailed investigation into the inner working of the industry before the 
granting of any such request that this representation is :filed. 

3. Apart from a theoretical consideration of the. whole proposition, my 
information is based on an intimate acquaintance of the steel manufacture, 
both at the Tata plant at Jamshedpur-and several such units in the United 
States of America, whence I am just returning. From my experience, I 
am thoroughly convinced, that of all the other industries that India has at 
present or may have in the future, the iron and steel industry least needs 
protection and is perhaps the only one capable of standing on its own legs 
and by itself, without any form of extraneous help, either as bounty from 
State Funds or as a Tariff Impost or even as preferential treapment in the 
matter of orders from State-owned or State-managed institutions, and judged 
purely on its own merits. The steel industry in India, besides being a key 
industry, is a potential weapon in itself that can be wielded for the regula
tion of other tariffs without the intervention of the State or Government, 'but 
few realize or care to study its possibilities. -

4. An industry ordinarily deserves protection when it is being unfairly 
competed against by its foreign rivals, who are bent not so much in securing 
and assuring to themselves a fair market, as in destroying their opponent.~ 
and &econdly, when that industry is handicapped at home by certain natural 
or economic disadvantages t.hat preclude the possibilities of any successful 
competition, as for example, lack of suitable raw materials, their great 
distances from the point of assembly or manufacture, high or fluctuating 
freight rates, transportation difficulties, irregular supplies both of materials 
and labour, the lack or scarcity of the latter, both skilled and unskilled, etc. 
The Tata Iron and Steel Company suffers from none such and EO cannot 
come within the category of needy industries. It must stand or fall by 
itself. It is a question of the survival of the fittest. The steel industry 
has come to stay in India, it may be the Tatas that will be running it or it. 
may be somebody else better built. 

5. My representation will, in its essence, be mainly a negative proposition, 
meaning thereby, it will in the main be an examination and refutation of 
the reasons adduced for protection as also some of the principal causes why the 
industry is not in a flourishing condition. The positive aspect, i.e., what 
should be done to put it in a sound basis, relates to the province of expert 
consultative practice, that is, is a matter of technical detaiil! and of rupees, 
annas and pies, and hence, for thll time being, is not touched. 

6. Let us examine the case:-
AccOl"ding to the Tata Iron and Steel Company, this import duty IIf 

331 per cent. is necessary for the protection and fostering of steel mnnu
iacture "the industry being essential to national defence and that prote,'
tion should be granted to it irrespective of other 'conditions laid dOWI1, hy 
the Commission." , 

7. The first part of the statement as such is unimpeachable and while not 
professing to a knowledge of "the other conditions laid down by the COIl1-
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mission," I maintain that the stand 'is' perfectly justifiable. Whatever con
duces to national defence deserves protection, as nothing else constitutes, in 
the final analysis, an assurance of safety, 'as a ,fostering and conservation of 
one's own resources. These are the final arbiters in any emergency. ~e have 
nothing to say against this argument, the only point for determination being 
whether this condition forms the major part,of their ,request for protection 
or acts merely as a convenient cloak for some other real motive. However 
much I may be inclined to be charitable, I cannot accept the proposition all 
totally disinterested.' , 

8. Their second argument is that this industrY is still in its infancy and as 
such, deserves protection. I may be permitted for the present to dismisl 
this argument with just one sentence, that it is not so much this industry 
that is in its infancy as it is the infants that are still in the industry, I 
mean, that are still permitted to run the show. ExaCtly what I mean, the 
elucidation will follow and gradually throughout the rest of the statement. 

9. The third argument-their main argument and in the light of the evi~ 
dence . available before the Board .and the public, it would seem their only 
argument-in support of such contention, is that there is a certain amount 
of dumping going 'on hi this Country of 'steel gooilsat prices that prevents' 
them from selling their products at a reasonable profit or inde@d any profit 
at all. Examining the situation, we' find that this. ilumping could affect 
only a part of their products and 'not the whole. The' rails are particularly 
immune from such competition,' as they have a standing order for a larga 
tonnage and evidently prices would not make any difference, as they have 
themselves curtailed their freedolU in this respect. The only portion there
fore that comes under competlition is that portion of the finished produc'tll 
that goes under the designation of struciurals; . 

10. Taking' the rails only, out of a total' output in 1918, 1919, 1920 of 
346,570 tons of finishecl product, 179,21'1: tons--,-exclusive of 7,784, tons of 
fishplates-were manufactured, i.~., 51'7, per cent. of the total output was 
devoted to rails, big and small. The rest, i.e., 48'3 per cent. was struc
turals. The Company knew well it did not make much on rll,iIs-at least on 
the bigq;er ones-it had four solid years of experience both of manufacture 
and of market and yet in 1920-21, two years ,ago, it goes all the way to 
Simla and arranges for. a six years contract for an increased' tonnage of 
I)ftils and to crown all, at a fixed price, when an their experience ought to 
!Jave pointed out to them the unwisdom of it all. The tonnage goes up from 
1Jl:7 per cent. of their total production to 64'6 per cent. ill 1921 and 1922 
for rails, i.II., ,vith all the express knowledge at their command, they cur
tailed their output of structurals that yielded them a better return, in 
favour of rails on which they made practically nothing. 

11. This ~uch so far as the wisdom for contracting for more rails is con
cerned. Now as regards business procedure or method. So far as my in
formation~oes, no concern'in the world out for business contracts or orders 
for a commodity for a period that is long and never at a price that is fixed, 
for it Cl"nnot under any circumstances be certain of a control over the various 
factors, such as the price of raw materials, condition of markets, rates of 
labour, etc., that go into the manufacture of such a commodity. Taking the 
United States Steel Corporation as a prominent instance we note that it 
never .contracts for orders for more than a quarter ahead that is, three, 
months for immediate delivery, but orders are booked for future supply at 
'prices to be determined' by those prevailing during that quarter when' 
delivery is demanded, the booking of the order amounting in fact. to a mere 
verbal assurance of such commodity being forthcoming. This arrangement 
they have found best and most practicable, fair to themselves as to their 
customers, ensuring aft equitable return on their time and labour, materials 
and money spent. That the Tata sales organization may not have known of 
this method of business, but that their versatile experts. did not come to 
their guidance Bnd help !in this respect is a matter 'of keen Burprise and 
worth investigating. Without allocating to, ourselves the fathoming of 
peoples' motives, we may be permitted to. observe that this unprecedente<f. 
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mode of business transaction adapted by the Tatas can only be ascrib~. 
from an observation of their sales methods, to their disinclination to ru\;1o 
about for sales and to assure to themselves a comfortable time and an immu
nity from worry. This tendency "to play sa.fe" has landed them into 8. 
morass, for which we see no reason why the public should be made to pull 
their chestnuts out of the fire. My confirmed opinion is tnat a greater part 

. {If this personal: worry for such transactions would have disappeared had 
they a sales organization that could take care of business as they can make, 
as it comes or as it is found, like any other organization of the kind. I 

'perceive in this case yet one more instance of us, Indians, unwilling to strike 
out boldly for themselves 'and take the necessary chance, relying on an 
external agency, mostly Government, for a cut and dry programme. This, 
in case of the .Tatas, comes as a striking contrast to the bold initiative and 
vigour of its great Founder, who believed in the results of exertion rather 
than on the fruits of benevolence. I invite the Company to publish the 
report submitted to taem by Mr. Mott whom they had engaged to organiae 
their Sales Forces, and my remarks about Tatas Sales Force and Method wiD 
be borne out. -

12. Having shown the present deplorable plight of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, s. far as two-thirds of their total production of finished goods as 
due to their own handiwork, in which the public had no part nor initiative, 
I now come to the other part of . the Tata's output-the structurals. Imay 
add that with the deflation in the market values, i.fl.,with the lowering of 
the prices of these stuff in the market during the slump of 1921 and onwards, 
inducing thus lesser profits, the Tatas added to their troubles by two other 
factors, entirely within their control, viz., the increasing cost of production 
side by side with a decreasing output, this latter. in turn, coupled to a. dimi
nishing tonnage devtlted to the I'oIling of these materials on which they made 
the best returns. I have already drawn attention to this last, how witb. 
the increase in the production of rails from 51'7 per!. cent. to 64'6 per cent.
the amount Q",voted to struct'lTals naturally and proportionally dwindled down 
ft:om 48'3 per cent. to 35'4 per eent.-a procedure that was entirely of their 
own doing. The public was certainly not at fault in this grave error of 
judgment. 

13. Regarding the second point- the decreased output, I quote the figures 
as follows:-

Production Tonnage. 

O.lI. Dlooms. Finished Goods. 
1916 139,433 123,046 98,727 
1917 181,313 153,098 123,890 
1918 138,949 123,127 101,988 
1919 169,796 146,530 122,232 
1920 170,882 150,357 122,356 
1921 182,107 156,901 125,871 
.1922 152,573 138,440 114,700 

14. The peak prodUJCtion for O. H. Steel was in 1917 with average five fur
naces in operation and the seven furnaces have been running since March 
1920, the production has not increased proportionately, except in 1921 by a 
mere paltry few hundred tons. The Blooming Mills merely . reflect thfl 
situation ~n the O. H. as also do the Rolling Mills, the highest being in the 
same year' 1921 and that by some 2,000 tons (1,981) odd over the peak in 1917. 

15. We will review some of the causes for this falling off in the production 
later on. . 

Now as regards the first, the increasing Cost of Production, we caD 
split this in two parts, the Cost of Metal and the Cost Above Net Metal. 
Cost of Metal in the Mills is the reflection of the cost of materials, plu&' cost 
of labour, pl'l/;I cost of service, through the successive stages in which the 
Basic Raw Materials have trav~lled. Thus Iron Ore, Coal, .Dolomite have 
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passed as Pig Iron through the Blast Furnaces, Steel Ingots through the 
(). H. Furnaces, and Blooms and Billets through the Blooming Mills until 
they reached the RaiJ and Bar Mills as Blooms and Billets respectively.' 

16. Taking therefore, first .the Cost of Raw materials,. we will readily 
observe that few concerns in the world enjoyed the unique position of a stabi
lity of and control over the pr,ices of these Raw Materials as the Tata did and 
are doing. They get their ores for nominally nothing, a fixed royalty being 
all the price. They had their own coal mines and stone quarries. ' . .A fixed 
freight schedule added to their unique position. The only fluctuating factor 
in thE'Be items was that of· Labour and even then it was not so uncertain 
or valying-there waa a 10 per cent. increase in 1916 and an .additional 
10 per cent. in 1920. Presuming average efficiency in the operation of 
mining and assuming at the same time a uniform,sustained demand as was 
actually the !Case, one would expect as. a necessary consequence, a 'more or 
less uniform price of these materials, increased by 10 per cent. in 1916 
and 10 per cent. more in 1920. As· a matter of fact, they showed the 
widest divergence between the theoretical cost and the actual cost. 

18. As regards the Coal, it is difficult to adequately grasp the position taken 
by the Tata Iron and Steel Company and its responsible advisers. Accord
ing to the evidence of the General Manager before the Tariff Board, the 
'Tata Iron and Steel Comp8l1Y, have reserves of 410,000,000 tons of Coking 
Coal, 91,000,000 tons of Gas and 387,000,000 tons of Steam Coal; 888,000,000 
tons fuel all told-reserves in the form of mines .they actually acquired, as 
I understand and yet the 'Tatas bought and contracted for coal in the market 
at tremendous prices for the steel works, according to their General Manager 
to protect themselves, in what manner I cannot' conceive, while their. own 
'Coal was sold iri the open market. It is difficult to fathom the mystery of 
this peculiar mode of business. Apart from the unwisdom of' tying up 
capital in properties that were not to. be developed and exploited in the 
interests of the concern that supplied the resourcE'S, the parent company was 
further mulcted in the form of the middleman's profit· for every ton 'lf 
coal that was consumed at the plant, and that could have been avoided' had 
their own coal been used. 

Taking even a million tons consumption a year with the Greater Exten
sions running at full swing, the company has supplies for' 888 years in ,their 
own properties alone. Surely, they were in no imminent danger of having 
their reserves exhausted. I can see' no protection of the Company's interests 
in this game. There could not. be any inducement to buy in the market. 

20. In January 1917, under the regime of the present General Manager, 
• Messrs. Kilburn & Co. 'took charge of the Tisco Collieries, apparently 

because they could not be run cheaply, if we give credence to rumours per
sistent at that time and even that step evidently did nat accomplish the 
desired objective, in that the prices kept soaring. 

And further, what is more to the point, the quality of !Coal coming to 
the works has decidedly become poorer from 10 per cent. to 12 per cent, ash 
in the better grades of coal then to 18 per cent. to 20 per cent. now in 
the same grades. Certainly Indian coal could' not have deteriorated that 
much and not that quick, in the last two years, and I could see no reason, 
when good price is paid, why a good quality should not be secured. It 
would be interesting to know On what' basis was the contract for the coal 
made, whether there was any stipulation as to. quality apart from the 
supply and if the quality mentioned had any refereDICe to its physical and 
~hemical constituents. This coal proposition is really worth" a serious 
thought,. more so in that the unit cost of it is higher than -either' ore .or 
~tone, needing t.hus greater conservation in resources as equal economy 
in consumption. 'fhe situation, though complex, is an apt subject for investi. 
gation,-complete and serious-for the 'solution ought· to . be plain' as. it is 
simple. '. , . 

21. Summing up, cheap as the raw materials hi India are and unexcellei 
in point of location and quality, I am· very much inclined to believe the~ 

3»2 
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oould have been still cheaper to the Company than what they actually cost 
thee tl:.ase last few years. I have seen companies managing their properties
themselves, efficiently and well, seldom going into the market for a product 
which they can raise themselv.es. In case of inability to raise at competitive
prices they have abandoned the properties, unlocking the capital investment. 
The money sunk in· mines and quarries by the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
were ostensibly for the purpose of giving this same Tata Iron and Steel 
Company that much advantage in the price of the materials as is represented 
by the operators' profit over that article. Yet notwithstanding locking Up' 
tha.t capital, the ·purpose has not been achieved. 

22. Turning now from the supply and prices of raw materials over which 
the management enjoyed a greater control than any otner concern anywhere 

. else in the world-an advantage which they did not adequately grasp and 
needlessly sacrificed, and even conceding for argument's sake this point in 
their favour that they could not have helped in the matter of raw materials, 
we now come to the phase wherein they: are converted into various produc~s 
such as Pig Iron, Ingots, Blooms, eto., in other words, ilie Oonllersion Oost, 
which costs and their tendency were already within. their knowledge. The 

. Cost of Conversion represents the difference between the final price of the 
product less the price of materials or metal that go into its manufacture. 

23. It is one succession of upward jumps ani the conclusion from all these 
sonrces could be but one. It is surprising how anyone could have adopted 
any other course in the .face of such evidence, but evidently the Tatas· 
jumped in where others would fear to tread. 

24. Tilus, supposing all the external factors in the market totally subverted 
all the calculations of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, its Agents and its
Management, here they had their own incontrovertible' figure, both of Raw 
Materials, Conversion Cost and the Final Grand Cost which unerringly 
pointed out. to them the path, which they chose to ignore. Now it is pro
posed to mulct the public because they have come to grief. 

25. Summing up, the Dumping argument does not affect their rail produc
tion, which is two-thirds of their total output. Their only trouble in this 
respect being a fixity of price, which was their own handiwork. As regards 
their structural production, they deliberately curtailed the tonnage devoted 
to it instead of increasing it, whilst no measures seem to have been taken to' 
reduce the cost of its production, nor to increase the total output by getting: 
the utmost their plant is capable of. 

26. After the slump of 1921, which affected the world production and world 
consumption of steel, but which did not hit India nor the Tatas to any sucb,. 
extent, stringent measures' were adopted everywhere to reduca the Cost of 
Labour per ton of product as also the Cost of Service and Materials reducing 
thereby the final cost of the article. No such steps, however, appear 
to have been taken at the T. I. 'and S. Works, whose figures kept ever 
mounting higher. The result was that whereas the products of Europe
&nd America represented the results of the most economical, up-to-date, an'! 
scientific methods following war time utravagance the products of Jamshed
pur underwent no such drastic reorganization or economic readjustment, 
but if not continued in the same unsatisfactory state, took a decided turn 
for the worse, as we shall show presently. Naturally, they could not stand" 
competition after the war as they did not before it. It is a case of the 
"best man winning." After what they did not do for themselves and by 
themselves or would not do, who shall say now that the Country and the' 
Public shoUld be blamed for.any disastrous consequencesP 

27. One word more about the dumping proposi~ion. I am clearly satisfied' 
that no amount of dumping by any concern in the world can stand for any 
length of time against the terrific advantages the steel industry in India 
possesses in point of the quality and location of its raw materials, cheap' 
abundant labour, the proximity of its markets and its sustained uniform 
demands, if only the Tatas's products represent normal efficiency in their 
production or even 50 per cent. of it. 
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28. I propose now to analyse first the natural resources of the Tata Iron 
.and Steel Company-the potentialities of the Basic Raw Materials in other 
words, and see how they compare with average conditions in other parts .. , 
-the world. 

29. In Great Britain, the Jurassic Ironstones contribute the greater part 
,of all iron ores mined and their average iron content is under 28 per ceJlt. 
Many of these are distinctly silicious and several.of them I'resent a problem, 
in economic mining. The Fordingham Iron and Steel Company, in Lincoln
shire, had to remove 50 feet of cover to open 11.' bed of ore 24 feet thick" 
assaying only 22'65 per cent. iron. West. Coast Hematites, which average 
about 45-50 per cent. iron are not in any very considerable quantities. 
The bulk of the supplies of better grades have to be imported, the main 
portion being the Spanish Rubio or Algerian Ores with average iron content 
of 50 per cent. The smallness of the country alldits surrounding seas. 
'reduce rail and water hauls, and coal, iron and flux are I1-ssembled easily 
,apd cheaply. '. . 

30. The Ores of Briey and surrounding regions in France assay about 33 
per cent. iron with 6 per cent.' Silica and 16 per cent. Lime-the Minetttl ore 
with. only 32 per cent. Fe-and these cases are by no means unusual. 

31. In the., United States, the ores range anything from 36 per cent. to· 
49 per cent.-the average higher content ores' coming' mostly' from the. Lake', 
.Superior districts. The Vermilion, the Mesaba, the Menominee, the Geogebic' 
ranges, etc" whence they are' shipped down by water to their respective 

--destinations. Most of these ores are so lean that they have to.cbs: Concen
trated in order to reducE\' transportation- charges per unit content -of iron 
.and hence various aintering plants have been erected for the' purpose; 
The average ore we may take as containing 49 per cent. iron. Excepting· 
'Birmingham District, in Alabama, the basic raw materials ha-y-e to travel 
·Qver often very vast distances before they could be brought together. Thus . 
"Pittsburgh, the largest steel making centre in the world, receives its ore 
1,1100 miles away. The tremendous freight charge~ add to the cost of ores . 
.Another factor adds to the difficulty, in that twelve months supply has :to be 
laid down in seven months, during which the Lakes are open. to navigation 
.and space had to be found for the storage of this huge quantity. The Coal 
.and Stones have also to go over a respectable haul before assemblage. 

32. No such problems confront steel industry in India. A bountiful Provi
denl'6 has abundantly stocked her natural resources 'and at convenient 
points; so far as the situation of the Tata Works is concerned, the position 
is unique in the world, in that within hundred miles, as the crow, flies, they 
can lay their hands on most 'all they want .. Their ores are first class red 
hematites, 59-62 per cent. average Fe content and accessible by rail within 
50 miles. Their mining does not present any problem either,. being simple 
gulping down of whole hills. Coal, though not of the best grade, is by no 
means bad and is in enough quantities for any possible requirements of the, 
dim future. 

33. Taken ,as a whole, it would not be.a vain guess to say that no concern 
in the world -compares with the Tata Iron and Steel Company, in the strength 
of supply of its raw materials, their quality and their proximity. Let U! 
turn to their quantity. 

34. Iron and Steel Companies elsewhere iIi. the world, would consider them 
~elveB lucky if they were sure by any chance of atleast a.100 years' supply. 
Here the Tatas reckon their supplies by centuries. 

550 million tons of Iron Ore (disputed by Government experts). 
410" "Coking Coal. 
387" "Steam Coal. 
91" "Gas Coal. 

151 " "Dolomite. 
t " '" Limea~ne. 
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35. Surely the' mythical wealth of the East Indies has not died out yet. 
and all this in the hands of one concern. Socialists could not find a better 
weapon in their outcry against Capitalism, than in tliese figures. HoW" 
many years' supply do these figures mean P 

Their resouroes have a lasting value of:-

Iron Ore 1,100 years. When their Greater Extensions are in fun 
swing their needs could not possibly exceed.. 

Coking Coal 800 
" 

Iron Ore . L,OOO,OOO tons 550 'fe.\,·e. 
Coking Coal 1,000,000" 410" 
Gas Coal . 200,'000" 455" 

Gas Coal 600 
" Steam Coal 2,500 
" Dolomite 755 
" Steam Coal 200,000" 1,935 " 

Limestone 133 
" Dolomite . 400,000" 370" 

36. In passing, the question in fairness arises, whether anyone concern caD 
be permitted to thus monopolise such a tremendous amount of raw material&.
which, under any, circumstances, it cannot utilize in the next fifty or even 
a hundred years, preventing further enterprise to the detriment of immediate. 
industrial development. Surely, it is time to devIse some method whereb1' 
there may be an equitable distribution of the natural resources of the 
country amongst concerns that are ready to take the field in the immediate
future as it assures the children of the soil, who are c<i~partners in such 
natural gifts, a fair and certain participation in the benefits derived from 
such enterprise. I will again revert to the matter later on. 

37. Having mentioned the quality and quantity of the Basic Raw Mate
rials in which India easily leads the field, I propose to show that she holds 
the premier rank also in point of its prioe, being by far the cheapest available .. 
The comparisoll will be mainly with American prices, though wherever 

. possible, I have inserted English equivalents for those years also. 

Iron Ort. 

i91S. '1914. 1916. 1916. 1917. 1918. 1919. 1990. 1931. 1922. 
8a. I.. P. Bs. I.. P. R ••. .I.. P.· Pa. I.. P. lis. I.. P. R •• .t.. P. ~. I.. P. R8. ,. P. Ra. I.. P, R •• I.. P •. 

United State. 
of America 4 1 011 6 on s 014 8 01913 01016 021 6 025- 5 023 6 011 I 0 

Englalld 14 8 0 16 8 ()o 

.Ooal. 

191t. )917. ·1920. 1922. 1923 •• 
Rs. 4. P. Jls. I.. P. Rs. '. P. Rs ••• P. R ..... P. 

United StatA!fl 
of America 6 6 6 '11 0 1110 0 16 0 0 713 0 

Ellgland 913 0 11 0 0 

·Stone. 
United States 

of America 8 16 6 4 1 0 6 13 0 7 11 0 
England 3 1 9 , 8 0 

38, These tables, though incomplete for certain years, give however clear 
and ample conviction as to the immenseness of the advantage enjoyed by 
Indian Basic Raw Materials that go into the manufacture of iron and steel. 
When to' this we add the labour ratio, we simply sweep the field. In 
all calculations for labour; the standard of Common Labour is adopted' 
as a basis for comparison. Here the disparity is still more evident and I 
should. add st. ... rtling. 

o nited States 

Labour. 

1013. 1914. 1916. 1916. 1917: 1918. 1919. 1920. IO!!. 1932. 1933. 
118. I.. p.R ..... p.R •• l..p.Rs. l..p.Ra .... p.Rs. •• P" Rs. I.. P. Rs. I.. p.Rs. I.. p.Rs. I.. p.Rs .... P. 

0600600600660660680 & 6 0 6 00 6'00 6 00 6 II 

of America , 0 0' 0 0 6 0 0 6 0. 0 8 0 0 9 8 0 10. 8 0 11 40 0 9 8· 0. 8 0 0. 0. 8 ~ 
England .,. I. 0 0 I 16 0. S 5. 0' 8 ,0. G 3 .,. r 1 0. r 10. 0. 7 4 0 5 10 0 ... 
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39. The figures are all quoted for a day of eight hours and show, to take a 
recent rate, for the year 1922 tl;J.at the Indian labour was fifteen timelt 
cheaper than English labour and twenty-one times less than its equivalent 
i. America, but I cannot say it was less useful. I will revert to the subjeco 
uuder the heading Labour. \ 

40. Call anyone lay his hand on his heart and say that a country blessed 
with such resources, needs to be protected P The shoe is altogether on the' 
other leg. . . 

41. Having cleared the ground and' established beyond a shadow of doubt' 
the immense preponderance the Tata Iron and Steel Company enjoyed over' its 
competitors in respect of ilB prime sources of manufactures, both the basic 
raw materiaJ.s-.Ore, Coal and StoIl&-and Labour, thirty and forty time& 
roughly as compared to England and, America--as lhese. two countries reo 
present for the present the most important iron manufacturing units-I will 
now proceed to show how they were utilized for the benefit of the industry 
or shall I say detriment? 

Labour. 
42. Counting all employees of the Tata tron and' Steel Company, that is, 

all those employed at the various departments of the works, at mines and 
quarries, town administration, etc:., from 1914 onwards to 1922 we find tha~. 
on an average each employee produces per year less than' 5 tons on lit 
rough estimate. As against this we .have the figure of 53 tons on an aver9.g~ 
per mlUl per ye&:l for tlje United States Bteel Corporation and ·this figure 
has kept prectically constant from a period of years' from. 1913 to 1921. 
~hese men include all employees from Judge Gary dowliwardsto the humbles1i 
water.boy, in' every department, ·adm.inlstrative, accounting, mines, quarries, 
steamships, railroads, coke ovens, blast furnaces, steel work rolling and 
finishing mills, etc. Borne of the subsidiary companies manufacture highly 
finished products, such as tubes, wires, wire ropes, sheets, etc., all of which 
require a large nUJ;llber of men. But the figures for the TaM Iron and Steel 
Company do not include the Bombay Office force nor their sales equipment, 
neither do they have steamships or railroads and do not make any highly 
finished products. It has recently been officially announced that in. the steel 
works of America about 20 per cent. of the employees work 12 hours shifts 
but these men could hardly exceed 5 per cent;. of the total employees. 
They also use labour saving devices in their mines and quarries, but these 
differences would not offset the increases over the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company's employees due to the highly finished products they make and the 
other subsidiary organizations like! transportations and sales, etc., that they 
have. 

43. Consequently at the above figure of 5 tons against 53 means that iii 
takes about ten men--Europeans and Illdians-at Jamshedpur to do i~ India 
what one man accomplishes in America--a cotldition that actually obtains but 
which I refuse to believe as either necessary or inevitable. 

«. Taking now the figures for the Works alone: In 1921,. one large steel 
company making products similar. to the Tata 1r6n and Steel Company had 
an average production of finished materials per man per year of 107.5 tons. 
The employees counted in arriving at this figure include every mail from 
the' President downwards for Coke Ovens, Blast Furnaces, O.H., etc., em. 
ployed at the. plant but do not include employees. at mines and. quarries. 
Another company find that over a period of years their production under thlt 
Bame conditions amounlB to one·third ot .. ton per man per day, or ·apprOlti. 
mately ~03 tons per man per year. 

45. Comparing these figures with those at .Tamshedpur and leaving out of 
IIOunt those employed at mines and quarries,we':firid the'average figure of 
9~08 to,u J'et'mtln pef' !lsaf' fop the last three years and lesser still from 1914 
onwards. In arriving at this figure we have made due allowance for the 
eight hour shift worked,- as also for the hand loading of coke and sand casting 
and loading of pig.. ~ron. 9utaide of these lattar. the. J amshedpur plant com~ 
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pares favourably with an average American plant so far as labour saving 
appliances are concerned. Moreover, in considering the figure of finished 
products, we have given the Company ample latitude by not only count
ing the actual tonnage turned out but also what could have been made from 
~e amount of Pig iron used in the foundry and sold in the market. Thill 
figure 9'08 tons per man per year works out at eZeven Europeans and Indians 
at Jamshedpur needed to produce what one man accomplishes in American 
plants-ohecking very closely with the first figure of Ten all told from the 
raw materials to the finished product, meaning that at Jamshedpur is em. 
ployed a JOTe" ten ·timeB the necessary ~equirements of a plant of that size. 

46. One steel plant with an average total force of 813 men at the works and 
producing. approximately 2,000 tons of sheet bars and billets per day shows 
the followmg tOM per man per day:- -

Blast Furnace 
O.H. 
Rolling Mills 
Total Plant • 

Tons. 
5'69 
8'98 
7'27 

• 2'46 

Tons. 
'35 J 
:;: JTat~s' record production in 1921-22. 

'24 . -

·47. 'fhe above comparison is so ridiculous that any correction for lack of 
labour saving devices, 12-hour shifts, effect of climate, additional men for rail 
mills and merchant bars, etc., could not bring them within reason. Why, the 
total number of men employed at the whole plant with a production four 
times the Tatas was less than .were used at either the Blast Furnaces or 
the O.H. departmentS alone. . 

48. Using another comparison, the figures for the Tata Plant seem still 
more shocking. 

Illinois Steel Co. (Gary) • 
Carnegie Steel Co. (Homestead) 
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. 
RepUblic Iron and Steel Co. (North and South) 
Tata Iron and Steel Co., India 

Production. Men 
employed. -

Tons.· 
2,260,000 
1,500,000 
1,450,000 
1,004,000 

150,000 

10,000 
9,900 
9,600 

13,000 
29,204 

49. Looking to this labour problem from another angle-the financial side 
of it, one company over a period from: 1913 to 1921 inclusive found that its 
total mill labour, including departmental heads but not the General Office 
Expense, amounted to the pay of a common labourer fol' 24 hours .at the 
average rate during that period. The maximum was 49 hours and the mini. 
blum 21 hours. The figures for.the Tatas work out as under:-

1920 
1921 
1922 

HOUIB. 

• 746 J . 
• 736 Is any comparison possible II 
• '136 

50. The effect of the climate here is not nearly as great as we are led tl. 
suppose, for the severe. winters in America add greatly to the number of men 
employed, as also to the Cost of Production. In America five months' supply 
must be stocked and picked up again in the worst season of the year,' a 
procedure that involves additional number of men, both for operating and 
repairs; in fact on an average abont 75 per cent. of their ores is handled 
twice. If anything, the inconvenience of a month or two of hot weather 
here is more than counterbalanced by the shorter hours worked· as also by 
lhe disadvantages of five months of cold season there. • 
. 51. I admit that a man can do more work in the temperate zone than i. 
the tropics but the disparity shown above is simply. beyond the bounds of 
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reasonable comprehension. I' have the work of the Company's Consulting 
Engineer and from my own Personal observation and contact I can vouch that 
our native labour, if not actually superior, is at the least the equal of the 
.. rious emigrant labour that come to the United States, the Slav, Greeks, 
Hungarians, Pollacks, etc., in point of ability, endurance, and conscientious 
attention to their work. I am not prepared to believe they are inefficient or 
incapabl_inexperienced they may be, but it does not take them, long to 
learn and grasp the fundamentals of their particular job, to handle it neatly 
and well. After all, in a modern industrial organization, it is only the few 
that do the, thinking, the rest are mere automatons that follow in the lines 
ehalked out for them. I have seen raw farm hands who had never seen 
lIor worked on machinery in their lives, drafted into the shops, straight 
Irom the fields, and doing most intricate work on locomotives and on machines" 

, but under eupervision, during the great railroad strike in 1922 in the United 
States. That's added reason why brain power in a factory' counts for morti, 
than the horse-power developed therein. It is high time we disabused our 
IDinds about the popular misconception and the pet cry of the ineflieiency 
and inexperience of our native labour. How can we expect them to do a 
mal day's work 'when it is not required of them? As an instance-by no 
JIleans solitary-I will quote from one of the departments of the 'rata Iron 
and Steel Works, say the Coke Ovens. Any observer there will not fail 
to be etruck by the presence, of a veritable ,army of women employed in 
Loading Coke. They number roughly 825 in all. These ovens produce <lJl 
an average, less than 549 tona of coke a day, which meana that all that 
is required of each of these women is to lift about 466 pounds of ,coke 
and carry it five to ten feet away to the wagon in one hour. This consbi
lUtes six baskets in 60 minutes. And yet this is cited as an instance of 
the inefficiency of our native labour. ' 

52. From a prolonged tour' of various steel plants in America last year the 
ligures as determined by me, as to the number of em!>loyees, come to on 

1 
maximum number of men employed 

reckoned at. • 94 ' 
the Blast Furnaces . minimum number of men employed 

reckoned at. • 47 
average worked out at 'i5 

{

maximum 31 
the O.H. Furnac~ . minimum 2~ 

average • 28 

The number of men in the above figures include not only, the: men' :JVork.I 
ing at the, plant, but also those in transportatbn, gensral labour, shops" e.tc., 
Whose time is d!stributed among different departments. 

53. I am satisfied that a thorough, searching and scientific investigation' 
into the labour requirements of the plant alone and the employment of just 
the number needed for the maximum efficiency, will result in a very gratify
ing saving of at least 50 per cent. of the present disbursements, amounting, 
now to between 79 to 80 lac. of rupees annually. A clear cut 85 to 40 lac. of 
the rupee, ,a"ing on the Labour item. alone would mean a substantial return 
en the total in"estment. ' 

54. I am prepared to concede, but only for argument's sake, that due to 
inexperience and lack of stamina of our uIiderfed, and undernourished Iabom 
it may be deemed desirable to employ two men where one is used on an 
aversge in Europe and America, but I trust no sane executive could ev~ 
agree that nine to ten times as many are needed where one would ordinariI) 
luffice and besides, we do not ask that much effort hom them. They work 
Dnly eight hours as against their twelve elsewhere. 

55. This wanton extravagance in the number of men employed is naturallJ 
reftected in the Labour COlt per Ton of various products in the mills, whicll, 
despite the cheapness of our labour, toms out 100 be a very costly factor 
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in the end. in actual operation. The mythical cheapness vanishes intO' 
nothingness. We will revelji to it presently.' 

56. Summing up, just in the matter of raw materials, so in the matter 
of Labour, the Tata Iron and Steel Company enjoyed a pre-eminence that 
few plants in the world even hoped ever to. attain, and as I will show, just 
as in the case of raw materials so in the case of labour, they chose to throw 
away the very resources that would otherwise have contributed to their 
greatness. Is the public or the country to be held up to.blame? 

57. We will now go through the various phases of manufacture wherein the 
raw materials and the labour combine to turn out the various products and' 
compare such operation methods as prevail at J amshedpur with average 
practices in America, the American standard being stressed as the Ta.ta IroQ. 
and Steel Company's Plant is supposed to be run by American Experts ou 
American lines and as the market prices are mostly based, on the final 
analysis, on American costs, it being an axiom of ecollomiCli that the general 
level of prices of a commodity is determined by the' cost of productioQ. of 
that produce that is raised at the greatest expense. 

58. The American figures are taken from a. number or plants that are 
smaller, equal, or larger in size than that at Jamshedpur; that have a varying. 
tonnage and equally varying practice-plants that have the most up-to-date
equipments and labour saving devices and plants that still get a good many 
things done by hand labour. I could not find a steel works in the States 
comp'arable with that at J amshedpur, in the line of tonnage and kind of' 
products; also plants differ widely as to general layouts, age, amount of 
labour saving devices, etc. Hence I have collected figures from plants of 
different equipment, located at various sections and operated under varioua. 
conditions and with a practice that is good, bad and indifferent-the average
of which should be representative and their comparison with corresponding, 
figures at J amshedpur enlightenmg. 

59_ To show how representative these figures are, I am quoting average
costs for combined production tonnages or several Coke Ovens producing up
wards of 7,000,000 tons of Coke, of Blast }'umaces producing over 8,000,000 
tons of Pig Iron, of O.H. Steel plants producing over 8,000,000 tons of steel 
ingots and of Rails over a million tons a year. 

60. Because of the great difference in the Cost of Raw Materials which, as. 
I have mentioned previously, are in the nature of Gifts of Providence and 
consequently beyond man's help, I have confined the figures to the Works. 
site alone, i.e., to those of Labour and All Other Costs-combined what are 
called costs above, which costs are largely within the control of the
m&ogemenfi. ' 

, 61 .. The total co,, above includes every and all items of Cost-except. 
interest, depreciation, taxes, insurance, etc. No credit of ajlY kind is given. 
whether for gas, scrap, by-products, etc. 

62. It is well to remember again at this juncture that the Tatas started 
with an initial advantage in respect of raw materials and labour of roughly 
80 times over England and 40 times over the United States. 

Ll\bour 

All labour 
All other costs 

Total cost above 

1914. 

Coke. 

U.s.A. -
Re. 5-0-0 

Rs. 0-11.1 
Rs. 0-9.3 

Re. 1-4.40 
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Pig Iron. 

" U.S.A. 
AU labour Rs. 1-10.04. 
All other costs· Rs. 2-13.2. 

Total cost above . ' Rs . 4-7.24 

Ingot •• 

All'labour . Rs. 2-0.00 
All other costs .' . }ts. 5-6.10 

Total. cost above Rs. 7~.10 

B!o(!m •• 
I 

All labour Rs. .1-11-Q 
AU ot~r costs , Rs. 2-6-0 

" 

Total cost above " Rs. 4-1-0 

1917. 
U.S.A., 

J,.abour Rs. 7~-O 

Coke. 
AU labour Rs. 1-0-6 
All other costs Rs. 0-11-0 

Total cost above Rs. 1-11-6 

Pig Iron. 

All labour Rs. 2-7-0 
All other' costs Rs. 3-15-0 

Total cost above Rs. 6-6-0 

Ingots. 

All labour Rs. 2-13-0 
AU other costs Rs. 8-10-0 

Total cost above Rs. 11-7-0' 

Bloom •• 

All labour Rs. 2-6-6', 
All other costs Rs. 3-0-0 

Total cost above lts. 5-6-6 

1918. 

U. S.A... 
Labour . .Re. 9-e-O' 
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Ooke. 
U.S.A • 

.All labour · Ra. 3-8.8 
All other costs · Re. 4-5.5 

Total cost above · · Re. 7·14.3 

Pig Iron. 

All labour- Ra. 3-0.3 
All other costs · Re. 4-15.0 

Total cost above Ra. 7-15.3 
.' 

Ingot •• 

.All labour · Ra. 3-4.65 

.All other costs · Ra. 10-14.74 

Total cost above · Ra. 14-3.39 

Bloom., 

.All labour Re. 3-12-0 
All other costs Ra. 4-6-0 

---
Total cost above · Rs. 8-2-0 

BaiZa (90 lb •• ) 

All labour Ra. 8-3.8 
.All other costS Ra. 9-0.1 

Total cost allpve · · Ra. 17-3.9 

1920. 

U. S. A. 
Labour Rs. 11-8-0 

Ooke. 

All labour- Rs. 1-15.95 
All other costs Rs. 1-3.95 

"Total cost above · Rs. 3-3.90 

Pig Iron., 

.All labour · Ra. 4-6-0 
AU other costs Ra. 4-14-0 

Total cost above · Re. 10-4-0 
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Ingot.. 
U. S.A. 

All labour · Rs. 5-2.0 

All other costs · Rs. 14-7.0 

Total cost above Re .. 19-9.0 

Bloom •• 

All labour Re. 5-3.0 
All other costs Rs. 6-11.0 

Total cost above Rs. 10-14.0 

1921. 

U.S. A. 
Labour Rs. 9-8-0 

.Coke. 

AlI labour Re. 1-4.0 
All other costs Rs. 1-2.25 

Total cost above · Rs. 2-6.75 

Pig I1'on. 

All labour Rs. 3-10.10 
All other costs Rs. 8-1.0 

Total cost above Rs. 11·,11.10 

Ingot •• 

All labour Rs. 4-1-0 
All other coste Re. 14-4.0 

Total cost above > • Rs. 18-2.8 

B1Qom •• 

All labour · Rs. 3-10-0 
All other costs Rs. -5-12-0 

Total cost above . Rs. 19-6.0 

Baila (Heav!I). 

All labour Rs. 7-1.5 
All other costs RII. 8-1.3 

Total cost above Rs. -15-2.8 
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63. The above comparisons are on a fair basis, except for Blooms, and 
'Billets, where practically the entire output of the 40" American Blooming Mills 
is in the form of billets for shipment and not for direct rolling into rails, struo
turals, etc. As a largE" proportion of this output is in the form of 4" x 4' 
billets, their tonnage is necessarily far below their capacity for blooms of the 
size chiefly made at Jamshedpur and consequently their Costs Above are 
higher than they would be for the product corresponding to that at Jamshed
pur. 

64. It will be .noticed that the Producing Labour here per ton is leSs than 
for American plants, but when we consider that the American Common Labour 
is over 16, 22, 28, _ 30, 25 times that at J amshedpur for the various years 
·considered, .there is certainly nothing iii the small difference to congratulate 
-oneself about: the' difference should be many times as great. The reason, 
.however, is plain-output far below its capacity and ten times as many 
-ilmployees are required in America. 

. 65. The Comparison of " All Other Costs" or what are called Service Coste 
·or -Charges is not so much -in favour of the Tatas as those for Labour. 
Some of the supplies at Jamshedpur do cost more than in America, others 

,again .cost less but when we consider that a ccnsiderable proportion of these 
" O~her Costs" is really due to labour, such as in Steam, Electric Power, 

'Transportation, Laboratory, Shops, Accouilting, etc., there is no question in 
my mind that a very little effort and thought could result in greater economy 
in this direction also. 

66. As an instance, I would call attention to the General Works Expense 
which ti me Beem terrible to behold. These are three to five times those in 
the U. S. A. In 1914-15 they Wolre thrE'8 times the American figures In 

1918 in spite of the· fact that then was no increase in wages and salary 
·compared to the hundred and hundred and :fifty per cent. rise that took 
place in America over the 1914 figure. To put it in a nut-shell, there is a 
'Top Heavy Administration at Jamshedpur. 

67. Very few plants in Americ!, of the size and capacity as the Tata IrolJ, 
:and Steel Company Works would go in for a General Manager and his IIltab
'lishment charged over and above a General Superintendent and his staff. No 
plants, however big, keep half a dozen General Master Mechanics, t10ating 
Engineers of all sorts and conditions. There are three personal assistants to 
the General Manager, three for the Chief Accountants, two for the General 
Superintendent, besides" veritable army corps of clerks. Jobs are created 
~nd multiplied ad infinitum to accommodate men that evidently waste the 
company's substance and the gain to it by way of service or efficiency is very 
'problematical. -

68. There is a costly and intricate system of accounting, both cost a General 
Accounting-wherein neither clarity nor simplicity of either is evident. A 
'heavy Sales Establishment that has no centre of gravity and little co-ordina
tion, adds to the burden. The General Manager contracts Sales, the Sales 
:Manager attends to that, too, and the Bombay Office make frequent inroads 
-with the same object in view. 

69. In spite of a veritable army of clerks, there are very few good records 
()f essential matters in all departments. 

70. The amount of stationery consumed, the Travelling and Law Chargee 
·are all on a most lavish Bcale. 

71. The Shops-Machine and Blacksmith Shops and the Foundries--aro • 
monopolized on the repairs and renewals that have to be done by thousands. 
A wonderfully equipped Machine Shop-the best this side of the Suez, without 
exaggeration and that would, by itself, earn millions annually, now caters 
every lllinute. to somebody's negligence or oversight, somebody's spirit of 
mischief or experiment, a Foundry specially erected for Pot sleepers now 
also has to look to ,.his same breakdown business, Lhat pile up the costs by 
thousands and lacs .. 
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72. The Electrical Department has a surplus of stores and spares enough 
to take care of the needs of three such plants and a motor for a generator 
burnt out is merely a matter of casual note. 

73. One of the essential forms of economy in thE!. internal workings of an 
iron and steel plant is the movement of different materials interdepart
mentally with the minimum amount of Switching interference-an element 
that is sadly missing from the plant at Jamshedpur and that is heightened 
with the productiol; of the Greater Extensions. Twenty-two locomotives are 
doing the work now that I have seen done efficiently in America with only a 
quarter the number. There are four big engines on the four Blast Furnaces 
alone. Surely that is not economy. Up to the end of 1919 there were just 
seyen engines on the job and a Plate Mill, new Coke Ovens, and Duplex 
_plant are amongst all the ne'l'l' additions with the Tinplate and a couple of 
subsidiaries on the" go. Surely, that does not neild fifteen more locomotives. 

74. Relining Funds are calculated on a most extravagant basis, necessitated 
by continual breakdowns and burnouts. The Batelle Blast Furnace has 
to be dismantled in ten months and 'is ready for it again within three years, 
and the O. H. Furnaces need an overhaul practically every month. These 
afford a striking contrast to ordinary six and seven years' lease of life for 
blast furnaces and two complete overhauls a year on O. H. 'Furnaces for 
average practices, and yet our bricks are not so bad. " 

75. All these items swellThe "All other or -service Costs" and raise the 
final price per ton of the various products. " 

76. We will now take a look in through individual departments after/this 
preliminary general survey and enquire into various items of practice and 
procedure and cost and compare them with average conditions in American 
plant. 

COST OF KAXING PIG IRON. 

Cost 01 making one ton of Pig ITO",. 

England. U. B.A. England. U. S. A. 

1013 10r41 1023 I 1021 

Ore . - • BI.20-O-O Ba.25-<Hl Ba. 30-0-0 : 1I .. 43-6·6 

Coke .. 13-10.0 .. 3-O.Q 

" 31+0 ,i 13-1'·' 
Flux .. 1+0 .. 1-12.0 ., S-3.o ., 2-14-' 

Labour • ... .. 2-8-0 .. - '! 8-10'1 

AU othei Cos, , . .. 5-12.0 .. 0-12-6 .. 10-15 .. 8+0 , -------I 

TOTAr. Ba. 40-10-0 Be. 88-0'6 Be.- 64-11-0 Be_ 131-13'41 
; 

78. Where, do we -ask, was kll this tremendous start dissipated P . Why 
we.re not these intial advantages followed up and the dUl'erence, if not that. 
much, a certain reasonable ratio shown in the finished product? The reason 
could be traced in the various items of their praotica. 

79. An average of the last six years shows their consumption of Ores as 
• _ pounds per ton of Pig Iron, of the best, Q.lean and lumpy 59-62 per 

cent. Iron content ore as compared to 4,046 pounds--the average of the 
United States Steel Corporation's plants for the last fifteen year&--o~ 
approximate 49--50 per cent. Iron Ore, representing on that basis an. excess 
of four hundred to five hundred pounds of ore per ton of iron produced: 

80. The Coke C!,nsumption for the same period averag~ pounds of 
Coke "per ton of Pig Iron, whereas the prevailing practice in. the States is 
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2,00D-:-2,100 pounds. And with the best practice, I have noted, that figure 
has gone down to 1,695, 1,750, 1,865 pounds of their coke with 10, 12 and 
14 per cent. Ash content. Granted the Tatas Coke contains 8 to 10 per 
cent. more ash than the American Coke and therefore 8 to 10 per cent. 
more fuel is needed still the _figure would come to 2,300 Ibs. showing an 
excess of 600 to 700 lbs. of fuet per every ton of iron produced. In fact, 
the opinion of several practical men consulted on the subject has elicited 
the fact that this excess ash ought not to make a whit of diJference as there 
is so much less gang" or matrix to take care of in the hearth as the ore is 
clean and not fine and what is more to the point, there is 9--10 per cent. 
more iron for the same volume and weight for reduction necessitating the 
use of less iron ore per ton of pig produced. 

81. Ore and Coke form the two principal in~edients in sme1ting-and ~o
nomy in this direction, would result in substantial savings per ton. Same jn 
the matter of Flux, which at present is consumed about 30 per cent. more due 
to the greater ash content in the Coke. This once more emphasizes the 
necessity of selecting the best grade of" coal, which ought not to be a difficult 
matter in that they buy their supply in the market and when a good price 
is paid (Rs. 9) a. very good quality has to be secured. 

82. t may be permitted here to observe that there is a decided room for 
improvement in the quality" of Coke turned out as also in the 'amount of 
by-products recovered. Cutting down of the Coking time from the preseni 
24 hours, would yield a denser and harder coke that can well stand the 
burthen and better methods of cooling and condensing would result in more 
by-products-at least tar and oils-than at present. 31 to 4 gallons of tar 
to a ton of coal that has about the same volatile constituents as American 
Coal, represents to m~ an entirely inadequate yield, as against 9 to lZ 
gallons per ton. 

84. On an average not less than 500 men are employed per furnace •• 
Jamshedpur, a "figure that, when quoted to an1 pf the steel men in America, 
invariably evokes a cOIitemptuous guffaw. 

The average, as previously noted, comes to 75 men in American plants, 
meaning 100 men of eight-hour shifts and there are some plants where they 
do not amount to more than 30 at a time. 

L.ui017B (PER TON PIG). 

1914. 1915. 1916. IIH:'. 1918. 1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 

United States 0/ America. 

RB. 1-l2-O 1-7-0 1-12-0 ~7-O 3-0-3 3-10-0 4-6-0 3-10-10 • • " 

85. It is easily comprehended the Amerioan figure is higher than the Tatas 
flom 1915 onwards, because of the increasing rate of wages paid to the 
American Labour; but what we want to impress is how muoh lower the Tats. 
cost of labour would still he.ve been than they were, if there was not that 
lavish scale of employment at the furnaces .. 

86. In passing, I want to hint at the disparity in the scale of wages. 
between the covenanted and the local native force. 

88. Coming now to .. All Other Costs," we will quote as follows:"'::' 

AU other cosb. 

loa. 1916. 1918. 1911. 1918. 1919. 1020. . 19!1. 1922. 

Bs. I-S'8 1·1S'1) 2-2'0 S-lK '-2.8 6-8'0 6-l4'0 SoH' United States of 
Amerioa .. 

89. Up to 1919, the American oosts are lower than the Tatas and 1920 was. 
the peak year in point of prices of everything. The year 1921 was one of 
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"Suspense and instability and when half the number of furnaces were either 
banked or blown out and I am san~uine, the cests here have considerably 
lowered down in 1922. 

90. The various economies that could be effected in the use of ore, coke, 
fiux, labour and materials, in repairs and on maintertance and in the cost of 
fiervice, would result in substantially reducing the ·final grand total works 
eost, whooh according to my estimate could be well circumscribed so as not, 
,to ex~eed Rs. 25 per ton of pig at the present time. 

91. On the present basis of production, with even Rs. 10 reduction iJl the 
(!ost of production, there would be a net saving of Rs. 30 to R,. 35 lacs 
per annum. _-

92. A further item that needs serious consideration is the rate of produc
tion of pig iron from the present installation. There is a down grad. 
tendency even when the number of furnaces have increased, meaning a neil 
loss per year of from 110,000 to 150,000 tons of metal, representing at a 
profit of only Rs. 30 per ton on the present cost of production, of a net loss 
of from Rs. 32 to 45, lacs 01 rupees. 

93. This sum, added to the previous 30 to 35 lakhs of rupees, represents 
more than half the net profits of i;heir best year's average, when they 
di.tributed hand,ome dividends> Must the publie and the country be made, 
io disburse to the Tabs this amount when they_ chose to throw it away 
(If their OWIII accord P 

Open Hearth and Steel Works. 
94. i: now propose to turn your attention to the Open Hearth Department. 

where the expenses, I make bold to say, are nowhere equalled. It is the 
place that eats up most of what would otherwise be dividends and it is 
the very department that has proved the ruin of companies that preceded 
the Tatas. This is the place where expenses are apt .to leak, but where 
even with moderate efficiency, they ought to reap handsome profits! It is' 
an economic doctrine of very sound value that " Other things being equal, 
the country that can produce the cheaI!,est pig iron, has the advantage over 

-its competitors throughout the whole range of heavy steel products," and 
. yet the affairs of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., are apparently falsifying 
the most accepted of beliefs. It would not be hard to show, howeTer, that 
the doctrine still holds' good, but that it is the fact that somebody. has 
grossly fallel\ down in the management of the concern that has apparently 
created the doubt. Even the present high costs of pig iron at Jamshedpur 
are cheaper compared to that produced elsewhere in the world and one 
would naturally conclude that the final products through O.H.,. Blooming, 
Rail and FinishiDg' Mills could still be- a payable proposition. As a matter 
of fact the condition is quite the reverse. Mr. H. A. Brassert, a very 
well-known Consulting Engineer, and the foremost Authority on' Iron and 
Steel in 'the United States of America, in a report on a local steel company, 
observes c. I wish to emphasize the importance of a low initial cost of 
pig iron and ingots as it decreases the cost of the finished products 
at an increasing rate through the succession of rolling operations, 
in iConverting the ingots into merchantable products." , The essential consi. 
deration here is pig iron, whic4, wlien connected with the larger operation 
of smelting and rolling into steel, necessarily induces lower costs on the 
ingots than when it is made for the market and yet in spite of that pro
position, the cost of ingots at Jamshedpur is extravagant and prohibitive. 
Jamshedpur..{)peration methods have literally turned down all theories and 
I cannot help adding, have turned inside out all practices. 

95. A third axiom, so Bubv;rted at Jamshedpur, refers to the" Spread" 
between Pig Iron and Billets and betwoon Billets and Steel Bars. It was 
eonsidered at one time substantially true in the steel industry in America 
that a 5 spread would cover costs between these two sets of products . 

• During and after the war, a new standard ·came into being, tentatively 
1!et down at 10. Bv.t the Tate. spread, in. site of not being handicapped ' 
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by any lIuch extraordinary rises in the costs of Men, Materials and Freighti!'r
as in the States, has averaged something remarkable. 

96. The cause of these remarkable high costs could be principally ascribecf 
to. the O. H. Department, where the expenses are totally disproportiona.te ~ 
any needs, however, extravagant. 

97. Starting with four furnaces of 40 tons and a German crew, the whole 
department. was overhauled and about the end of 1914, the furnaces were
enlarged to 55-30 top.s capacity and a wholly fresh crew of English and 
American smelters put in charge. . 

99. Compare this figure of . tons with the average of 4,291 tons per 
furnace per month, the average of thirty American O.H. Furnaces of rated· 
capacity between 50 and 65 tons. The. average rated capacity being 58 tons· 
a trille smaller than the Tatas. 

100. Further, it should be borne in mind that the practice at Jamshedpur' 
is more calculated to increase than retard or lower the production. They 
use on an average 7S:-S0 per cent. hot metal-l,872 pounds as against 
1,288 per ton in the above figuJie-and as such, helps in accelerating the
time of the heat and yet with this advantage, their tonnage is lower. I 
have seen at Jamshedpur, heats tapped out in six hours, five hours fifty 
minutes on occasions, for a succession of heats, a record time for the whole 
world I should say and yet the final result is so far short of actual 
Ilapacity. . 

101. Again, Nos. 5 and 6 furnaces were started in May and August 1917, 
respectively, furnaces of a rated capacity of 85 tons, almost exact replicB& 
of those installed in the plant of the Brier Hill Steel Co. at Youngstown, 
Ohio; in fact their designs were practically copies from the Brier HilI 
drawings. 

102. The Brier Hill plant of seven furnaces averaged per month an output 
o'f 30,000 tons or 4,285 tons per furnace and with 12 furnaces running 
they made not less 'than 50,000 tons per furnace, but their practice was 
with an average of 50-50 mix of hot metal to cold scrap and pig. The 
Tata furnaces with 75-80 per,cent. hot metal should easily have produced:. 
5,000 tons per month per furnace. -

103. With six furnaces, the Tata plant should have easily turned out 
112.000 tons per month and when the seventh one was added-same as 
Nos. 5 and 6-in March 1920, the production should have been 27,000 tons. 
As a matter of fact, their average production per month from all furnaces. 
was as under:-

Tons per month. 
1918 11,57S 
1919 14,149 
1920 14,240 
1921 15,175 
1922 12,714 
A verage of 6 years 13,571 

or only 50 per cent. of what the department is capable of. Is there any 
wonder if the cost of production is high, when the whole cost has to be 
Ciiatributed over only half the output? And should the country and the 
people be asked to make good for the other half p. . 

104. I will quote another figure from the Brier Hill plant. In 
September 1922 they made 68,197 tons of ingots 1 '" 68Yccoldscrap and pig 
.october' 1922 they made 79,054 tons of ingots USlD:! 420[ hot metal ' 
November 1922 they made 69,Oi8, tons of ingots on y. /0 • 

105. Their average production, therefore, 
per furnace operating was 6,256, 6,934, 6,513 tons respectively. 
lief. furnaoe installed was 5,683, 6,587, 5,7M tons respectively. 
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Is there any comparison possible? At that r'cord rate, the Tata Nos. '5, 
6 and 7 furnaces alone should produce more steel than the average actual 
production of their 7 furnaces. 

106. On the present basis of production in the O.H. Department, not les. 
than 100,000 tons of metal is lost per year, meaning at the rate of Rs. 30 
profit a ton, a net loss of 80 lakhs of rupees--a very handsome sum, I'll S&y. 

109. Let us ntw look to some further detailed ~speOts of the "p~actice " 
at the Tata Iron and Steel Company's Works. As we alluded to before, one 
great and decided advantage lies in" the e«:tensive use of hot. metal-'{5 per 
cent. to 80 per cent.-in the bath, weaning as much less time for smelting 
than if cold pig was charged. One would naturally look forward to greater. 
production as a result, but 'one looks for it in vai~. , 

110. Another item is the use of manganese ore in the furnace. The advan
tage of the use of this ore in the steel furnace to oxidize the non-ferrous ele
ments is well understood by any steel smelter. First, it gives high manganese 
in the slag, which, within limits, is beneficial, in that it ,reduces the fusion 
temperature, especially when the slag contains a high percentage of lime. 
Secondly, a good bit of manganese gets into the metal-depending on" the. 
way and the size in which it is added, reducing, as a result, the final addition 
of ferro-manganese, which is a, very costly article. Thirdly, the manganese 
tends to eliminate sulphur from the metal in an important degree. Manga~ 
nese ores I have not seen used in any American furnaces, because their cost" 
is prohibitive, but not an ounce of advantage" is evidently achieved 'at 
Jamshedpur, because the production ,is neither hastened nor is the consump
tion of ferro-manganese reduced. 

111. J.'he consumption of ferro-manganese averages about lbs., to take 
recent two years, per ton of ingots as against 12 lbs. average in the United 
States. The figure for the whole of America, including every form of steel 
and special casting is 171bs. for every ton of steel produced in the country, but 
even this figure is exceeded at .Jamshedpur on the O. H. alone. Fifteen 
pounds would be a very fair amount for ingots alone, and making every 
allowance for the 60 per cent. average Mn. Content, instead of the 72 per 
cent. average in American practice. 

112. Chrome ore and Fluer spar are used as a matter of routine and conve
nience in the Jamshedpur Smelting practice, what is required elsewhere only 
in special exigencies. ,This adds to the costs. 

113. High priced Chan"da ore of 70 per' cent. Fe. Oontent is used for reduc. 
tion in the furnace, when ordinary cheap Gurumahishini ore not high in 
Silica would do equally well. Here" is another item in the cost. 

114. The II Practice" as a result of these different items of procedure men· 
tioned above, is very costly and not a little wasteful, yielding scarcely any 
worthwhile results in output. 

115. Turning now to II All Other Costs" or .. Cost 01, Service" the 
following table should b, enlightening: -

1914 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
U22 

.<lll ot"et' cost •. 

" 

U.S.A. 

Rs. 5-14-0 
Rs. 8-10-0 
Rs. 10-15-0 & 12-7-0 
Rs. 13-2-0 
Rs. 14-7-0 
Rs. 14-4-0 
ltsc 

When throughout these years, there was the widest diversity in the price of 
coal, fuel, lubricants, tools, refractories, labour, etc. 

3E2 
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116. The Tata costs are going up from 1920, whereas that year waa the 
peak year for all American costs: the 1921 figure is 1!igh as the production was 
less than 50 per cent. of the normal due to the slump, and though I have no 
authentic figures to quote, I have been authoritatively informed that they 
were decidedly lower for 1922 and for the present year, even including the 
two increases to Labour granted in September and April last. 

117. The Tata costs are- a natural sequeIliCe to the state of. affairs prevail
ing there. I have never seen in all my !lxperience through the :various steel 
plants, both in Jamshedpur and elsewhere, so much waste, so many break
downs, such a large quantity of stores and spares consumed as take place 
at Jamshedpur. Indeed there is enough stores consumed to go round the 
needs of three plants and enough spares manufactured and available to 
build two new plants., The late Superintendent used to say that he had 
signed more Requisition Slips and Works Orders in a month at Jamshedpur 
than he had ever done in a year at Gary and with twice the number of 
furnaces in a single shop. Tools and lubricants, pipes. and wires and other 
supplies go in galore. 

118. Oxygen gas is used as a matter of routine in opening the tap holes of 
the furnaces that I have seen done everywhere with an iron rod, and oxygen 
is costly. ' 

119 . .At one time the Tatas had to import their Silica and Fine Bricks from 
Europe, then from Japan and now they use those made at Kumardubi, 
India. Notwithstanding the local supply and lower prices, the costs for 
these both per ton and total have increased enormously. 

120. The average of practices in American furnaces, it would be safe to say, 
comes to two complete overhauls once a year, i.e., two new roofs, checkers, 
side walls, etc., but at Jamshedpur, there is something or other doin~ every 
month, practically, either on the roof, or on the front or back walls, or the 
ports or the checkers. Somebody or other ever falls down on the job and 
as a result, something or other always breaks down or burns out. There has 
to be, for that reason, a large number of men maintained on repair works 
who are kept permanently busy. It would not be an exaggeration to say 
that from 1914 onwards the Tatas have spent enough on repairs to build an 
average of one new furnace a year, in other words, to duplicate by now, the 
whole O. B. Department. The numlier of cranes working on the O. B.'s is 
simply appalling. I have seen plants with 14 and 7 furnaces, for instance, 
working with 2 and S cranes respectively and they do all the cleaning and 
loading job on'the pit side as well •. Every such item piles up the ".All Other 
Costs." . . 

121. 'Ve now come to the question of Labour on the O. B .. Department-in 
itself a very knotty, yet a tremendously important problem and a very 
po~nt factor in the total costs. 

Labour per ton Ingoh. 

Tatss. U.".'~. 

1914 Rs. 4-3.10 Rs. 2-0.70 
1917 Rs. 4-13.39 Rs. 2-13-0 
1918 " 

Rs. 5-0.61 Rs. 3-4.65 and 4-1.0 
1919 Rs. 5-2.69 Rs. 4-15-0, 
1920 Rs. 6-5.79 Rs. 5-2-0 
1921 Rs. 6-4.48 Rs. 4-1-0 
1922 Rs. 6-2.08 Rs. ...... 

122. In 1914, the Tatas labour costr per ingot ton was nearly, twice the 
American figure. In 1917, it was also about the same. In 1921, it was Rs. 6-4-0 
against Rs. 4-1-0 and Rs. 5-2-0 the year previous. The peak had passed in 
1920 and the labour cost had been brought down, but the Tata StatuI Quo' 
remained the same. It would not be out of place to repeat here that 



American labour is the highest pri('ed in the. world and where we paid 
Re. 0-5-0 for 8 hours works here, the:!: had to pay Rs. 5 there in 1914. 
In 1920, they had to pay Rs. 11-4-0 against our Be. 0-6-0 here. They are 
paying now Rs. 9-8-0 against our Re. 0-6-6. We can ascribe the excess cost 
of labour at Jamshedpur, inspite of its cheapness, amongst others, to the 
following causeS. Firstly, on each furnace in America there is a first and 
a second helper, who watch both sides, the charging and the pit side, and 
the second. hand has to go often enough into the pit itself to help 'out his 
labourer. Four men is the utmost help on any furnace. But at J amshed
pur, besides the imported first and second hands, there are extra eight to 
nine helpers on the: charging side and a whole' gang on the pit side for 
Slag and Cinder and a baboo for ~his and a baboo for that, till the number 
swells nnconscionably high. 

123. The following 'table will make .the disparity clear:-
Xumber of Men Men per 

fnrnBI'( 8. emplo~·ed. fnrnace. 

Homestead Plant - 64 1,600 25 
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co .. 12 330 28 
Brier Hill Plant . °12 450 38 
Trumbull 7 400 57 
Gary 12 387 32 
Tata Iron & Steel Co. .. 7 2,142 aue 

The number of men here represents the total force employed -in the 
department and includes all smelters; their helpers, cleaning gang, crane
men. stockyard, weigh clerks, etc. No amount of allowance for 8-hour day, 
hot weather (June to September in America are equally unbearable) lack -
of stamina, etc., can make up for the excess force employed. 

124< Secondly, excepting common labour, almost everyone in America is 
paid by tonnage, i.Il., by a rate calculated on the capacity of the furnace, and 
which is fair both to the Company and to the men. This rate takes into 
consideration the period of repairs and shutdowns, for" when a furnace is 
not working, nothing is paid out. At Jamshedpur, it is different. Every 
one is paid by the amount of attendance put in. It makes no difference 
if not an ounce of steel is turned out. In the case of certain high positions, 
I grant, salary has to be paid, e.g., Superintendent, Assistant Superin
tendent. frequently, llut not always, General 'Foreman, Gas Foreman, etc. 
But smelters, first, se~nd and third-Charging and Ladle Craneman, Pourers, 
etc., should be always on a tonnage basis, as they are elsewhere. I under
stand it has been impressed on the· authorities that men cannot be induced 
to come Overseai unless a fixed rate is assured them. My investigations in 
America have put me into a different impression. I have noted men willing 
to sign on tonnage basis, with a certain minimum guaranteed yearly-an 
enough inducement when to this is added eight honrs work a day, six days 
a week and eleven months' work for 12 months' pay...:....transporta~ion of 
eourse included both ways. 

125. One result of tonnage rate is an inducement for men to give a fair 
day's work for a fair day's wages and any extra exertion on the part of the 
men means an extra return to them as to their employers. 

126. At Jamshedpur, whether they make good steel, bad steel or any steel 
aU, they get' paid aU the same, aud even when they have. no furnace the 
iirst hands stay away but keep drawing their money. 

127. Thirdly, over and above this privilege, !COmes the Bonus that is granted 
~ the Covenanted men~ Apart from the glaring injustice of shutting 
'Indian hands from participation therein, the principle on which it was 
based and calculated appears to me to be very unsound and extravagant. 
'the Bonus was calculated on the Contbined tonnage of all the furnaces and 
)lot as it should have been on the output of the individual furnace,. thus 
,df'feating the very meaning of the word "Bonus," by withdrawing the 
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element of self-help and individnal exertion from the scheme. In strict 
principle, it was unfair- as between the men themselves and positively harmful 
to the interests of the Company, for when a furnace was down, the men 
may consent to take a sporting chance amongst themselves, the Company
lSuffered, for though it meant no production and consequently no profits. this 
did not reduce the number of participants in the Bonus. In other words, 
the cost would continue the same, though the production may go down. 

128. Then again, the Base Rate of such Bonus was fixed on a very inade
quate tonnage. It started with 8,000 tons in August 1915, with practically all 
four furnaces in full swing, meaning 2,000 tons a piece, or one heat of . 
50 tons in 15 hours and it was a patent fact that a heat then 'was turned 
out in seven, eight and nine hours. As we previously said in regard to 
production, each of the furnaces had a capacity of 4,000 tons a piece, 
meaning a production of at least 10,000 tons a month with four furnaces, 
which figure, in complete fairness to the Company, should have been fixed 
as the Base Rate. 

129. In Ma.y and August 1917, Nos. 5 and 6 furnaces .:were put in operation 
and the bonus was altered in late September from 8,000 basis to 9,500 tons 
for foremen and 10,500 tons fllr .furnacemen as the base rate. Now, those 
two .furnaces were of a larger capacity than the first fours, being 75---S0-
tons as against 55--60 tons and yet only 1,250 tons were assigned to each as 
its monthly production as against 2,000 of the small fours. This meant less 
than one full heat in .twenty-four hours. for a furnace that could easily 
make 5,000 tons a month. . 

130. When the seventh furnace was started in 1\laooh 1920, there was very 
little change effected, so that prll( ticaIIy speaking, the entire tonnage of 
Nos. 5, 6 and 7 furnaces go by way of a bonus on the working of a depart
ment, that has seven furnaces all told. 

131. The effect of this Bonus was that there was regular 80 per cent. in
crease over the contracted salaries of the smelters from 1915 to 1920.- The 
production in 1921 was the highest on record and the bonus was equally 
high. In September 1920, the Company offered 10 per cent. straight rise 
tQ the smelters who had struck and the settlement ended with a 20 per cent. 
straight, being 10 per cent. on the average earnings of the two previous 
years, which had netted them practically 100 per cent. bonus on the salary. 

132. The sum total of all these manipulations was that not only did the 
total labour cost in the department kept mounting, but the cost per ton as 
well, though one could scarcely Dote any marked incre_e either ia efficiency or 
yield. On. the contrary, there was a decided falling off both in production 
and in yield. . 

134. In the light of these facts there is no wonder that the Tata labour cost 
per bon of ingots should be so very unconscionably. high and that the produe

'\ion of steel should he a drag rather than a profit. 
135. Su~ming up, the loss of production of .Ingots in this Open Hearth 

Department amounts to not lass than 100,000 tons a year, meaning at the 
rate of Rs. 30 profit a ton, a flet loss 0/ Rs. 30 lokhs a year. 

136. Even at the p.resent rate of output, the cost per ingot ton is capable of 
considerable toning down, on an average Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 less per ton would 
not be a'bad calculation and that at that rllte real good money is thrown away 
to the tune of Rs. SO to 89 laklts per year. The aggregate of these is a very 
handsome sum in one department alone. 

137. Takjln as a whole, seventy-five per cent. of all the adv.antages of- cheap 
raw materiJtls, labour and pig iron are Slink in making steel. 'Vould it be 
fair to burden the country and the people to enable a thoroughly.unsound 
practice to continue P-

Mills Departmefl.t. 
138. We now ~nter the Blooming and the Rail Mills Department7 places 

where the steel mgots from the Open Hearths are rolled into blooms or 
billets and then further rolled into finished goods' for the market. . 
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1::19. Unhappily, the design 01 the miH was not of the very best, a handicap 

Jleing placed- on rapidity of rolling, by first, the intervention of the Shears 
in front of the Blooming Mills at the entrance of the ingot and not at the 
rear as is the sound practice, and secopdly, the coupling of the Rail and 
the Blooming Mills both to one engine, with the result that the ingot that 
.had a short stroke had to wait till the full length of the big mill product 
had passed one way, before it could be reversed. The latter .defect was 
remedied by the installation of the new Galloway engine for the Blooming 
Mill, leaving the old giant to the Rail Mill alone. The result was that this 
Jatter, that never had any very exceptionally strong foundation, was still 
further shaken loose until it is more or less ready for the junk pile, neces
·sitating constant tinkering to keep the ball rolling. 

140". The quantity ~f steel rolled out is very mlH!h disproportionate to the 
capacity of the mills or to anything like the- number of men employed. 

~41. One 431/ Mills averages over 2,000 tons of blooms a day and has a 
-twenty-four record of over 3,100 tons. Another 40" Mill rolls the average 
{). H. Production 50,000 to 60,000 tons of ingots a montli into blooms and 
slabs. Another 40" Mill had.1nany records of 4,000 tons of blooms per 24 
.hours. The average rated capacity' of a 40/1 Blooming Mill reversing is gene
rally accepted in America as being anything from 600 tons of 4 n X 4/1 billets to 
3,000 tons of large blooms' and slabs per 24 hours, the actual capacity, of 
course, depending on the size of the ingot and the finished product. 

142. The Jamshedpur Mill has made a record in 1921 of 156,902 tons or 
13,075 tons per month or 523 tons per day, which is about 20 per cent. 
~f the minimum production of a Blooming Mill in America. 

1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 

Labour. 

Toltas. 
Rs. 1-12.54 
Rs. 1-9.26 
Ri. 1-5.37 
Rs. 1-7.85 
Rs. 1-1.80 
Rs. 1-2.84 
Rs. 1-8.86 
Rs. 1-11.52 
Rs. 1-12.64 

U. S.A. 
Rs. 1-11-0 
Rs. 2-1-0 
Rs. 2-4-0 
Rs. 2-6-0 
Rs. 3-12-0 
Rs. 5-5-0 
Rs. 5-3-0 
Rs. 3-10-0 

143. The Tatas labour cost here is decidedly lower than the American. 
1igures for the corresponding years, but,. though i-t could be explained by the 
enormous disparity in the scale of wages, I p,ave noticed, that of all the 
departments, the Blooming Mills show a very great improvement ".in the 
number of men employed and with judicious discrimination, even this low 
-cost could be .till lower. 

144. In the labour section, the largest single item: is the amount and cost 
,of labour in the repairs and maintenance, preponderating over even any 
other item on the producing side. 

145. After deducting the cost of m~tal and fuel, the Tepair bill on the 
'Blooming Mills alone came to 24 per cent. of the gross total cost of th,e 
.whole departmen~ in 1914-15. 

147. I do not recollect having seen anywhere such a terrible amount of 
breakdowns and mishaps as happen in and around these mills. . Burning out 

, ilf motors, breakages in table-l'olls, roller cranks (fr~uent changes) of the main 
bearing of the big engine, wastages of oils and lubricants, etc., constitute 
'some of the items that eat up a big part of the Company's substance. I 
remember of no occasion when an indicator chart of the engines was taken 
-to determine the index of efficiency, which I have no hesitation in declariJ)g, 
would be found to be very low, indeed. . 
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148. The following" All Other Costs" of the Blooming Mills tell their owa 
tale :-:-

Tabs. U.S: A. U. S. A.. Below. 
1914 RlI. 4-4.99 Rs. 2-6-0 Rs.- 1-14.99 
1915 Rs. 4-8.94 Rs. 2-1-0 Rs. 2-7.94 
19;16 Rs. 4-3.82 Rs. 2-8-0 Rs. 1-11.32 
1917 Rs. 4-0.05 Rs. 3-0-0 Rs. 1-0.05 
1918 Rs. 5-15.83 Rs. 4-6-0 Ra. 1-9.83 
1919 Rs. 5-0.04 Rs. 5-5-0 Rs. 
1920 Rs. 6-6.20 Rs. 5-11-0 Rs: 0-11.20 
1921 Rs. 6-3._84 Rs. 5-12-0 Ra. -0-7.84 
1922 Rs. 7-7.52 Rs. ...... Rs . 

and yet the Tatas had an overwhelming advantage over American condition. 
149. Turning now to the Rail Mills, because of the diversity of' the

products rolled and the various sizes of these mills, it is impossible to give 
any very accurate data, but I will quote some figures for the -rails wherever 
I have been able to secure the same and as a matter of reference, will be
found to be invaluable. 

Tata'. U.~. A. 

I9LS. 1921. InS. 1(121_ 
,Labour • Rs. 6-8.89 Rs. 7-11.0 Rs. 8-3.8 Rs. 7-1.5 
All other costs Rs. 12-5.01 Rs. 13-12.9 Rs. 9-0.1 Rs. 8-1.3 

Total Cost Above Rs. 18-13.90 Rs. 21-7.90 Rs. 17-3.9 Rs. 15-2.8-
There is no wonder, looking to these figures,. if the rolling of rails is 

found to be unremune'rative at Jamshedpur. -
150. The total cost of production of rails in 1921 for the American plants. 

whose cost above was quoted was $32.22 minimum to $47.15 maximum, the 
average being $36.26. The Tatas', cost for the same years came to $39.12 
at normal exchange and for 1922 was $40. 

151. Coming n'ow to the Merchant Mills, the spread or conversion costs 
between billets and mercha~t bars, that one time was $5 in America has now 
to be tentatively fixed to $10 average-$10.61·average for pre-war years-the 
maximum being $12.94 in, March 1913 and the 1llinimum $4.69 in November 
1911. The Tata average was ,$11.10. In .:the post-war period, the maximum 
iI). America being $24 in April 1920 and the minimum $1.59 in May 1922-
the average being regarded at $1P..00. For the same period, the Tatas
average was $14.56, miles high under ,any circumstances. 

153. Looking to another single item, repairs and maintenance-both labour' 
and materials-there is an ever increasing sum spent in keeping the wheels 
going. 

154. My personal opinion based on experience -of mills is that much of this 
cost is capable of toning down to a marked degree resulting in greater 
-improvement and saving in the final cost, till it could be well stabilized some
where near Rs. 90 for the big mills and Rs. 100 for the merchant products. 
At that rate, on the present scale of production, there is possible a saving 
of !7 lakhs of rupees on the big mills and 11 lakhs of rupees on the bar mills 
or a total :not less than 30 lakhs annually as amongst the mills. Surely, a 
figure like this is worth a serious thought. At any rate, before the country 
and the public are burdened to yield dividends to the stockholders, a thorougk 
investigation into the inner worldng of the plant is vitally essential and' 
ealled for. 

Fuel problem. 
155. While the amount of raw materials entering into the manufacture of 

.teel should be reduced to a minimum equal expenditure of thought and' 
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money will usually accomplish better results when applied to the item of 
Fuel- than do either of the other. That is particularly the case at Jamshed
pur where the unit cost of coal is higher, as we said previously, than either 
ore or tltone and where apparently the coal reserves will be exhausted lon~ 
before the ore. 

156. Theoretically, the only fuel necessary to produce finished steel, such 
as rails and structurals, using a 50-55 mix in the open hearths, blowing: 
the furnace with turbo-blowers and furnishing electricity for driving. the· 
mills from turbo-generators, is the coal entering into the blast f,urnace coke. 

157. While this condition has never been fully realised, all progressive' 
plants in America are working towards that end and the saving so far accom
plished are very gratifying. In the case of the Tatas, where more _pig iron 
is produced than is required for the steel made -anti. where 70-80 per cent. 

-hot metal is used in the open hearth furnaces, I have no hesitation in 
claiming that the Tatas should be able to finish all their steel without the
use of a pound of coal anywhere, except at the coke works and in the'loco
motives and cranes and shops, provided the mills were electrified and I am 
reasonably sure that that could be accomplished even with the present 
engines, but if not fully done, the coal -now burnt under the boilers and on 
the gas plant can be reduced to a very small fraction of their present require
ments. One can imagine the !laving resulting from less c()al, no labour
or repairs on gas producers, no cleaning out of gas mains, no trouble from, 
sulphur on the O. H. and heating furnace fuel and practically no operating 
labour at the boiler house. In labour alone, oV\lr 500 men could be cut off 
from the gas producers and several hundreds from the coal and ash loading. 
and unloading gangs and probably more than that amount elsewhere in addi
tion. Let us first turn to the boiler problem. 

159. I am satisfied that all this money-if not every bit of it at least a -good 
bit of it-represents needless expenditure. Calculated on the basis of 2,000 
pounds of coke to a ton of pig iron, there is evolved enouflJ! gas, which, 
after making due provisions for heating the stoves and for loss by leakage, 
loss, interruption, etc., is_ able to provide enough surplus for power genera-· 
tion purposes the equivalent of thirty h~rse power per every. ton of pig 
produced. 

160. The consumption of coke at the Tata furnaces averages 3,000 Ibs. 
meaning thereby more gas evolution and should, under any circumstances, be
enough to take care of practically all their steam requirements. A few tons 
of coal now and then for priming the gas should be all the fuel needed_ 

161. There was a costly pipe line laid out from the coke ovens, directing 
the-non-recoveryand by-product gas through to the boilers, instead of senaing 
it to the open hearths where it would have been more profitable, and alto
gether a conf1l8ion of coal, blast furnace and coke oven gas was fed into the
chamber, without apparently any thought or study as to composition, velocity, 
air requirements of the gases fed, etc., with the result that though there
was a lurid red column of unburnt gases ignited at 'the chimney top, the 
steam could not be kept up. At present some boilers are fed with coal tar, 
an exceptionable procedure in itself if there is any excess of tar available, 
bnt my submission is that it could be very well and more profitably utilized
at the furnaces for smelting operation., to which we now turn our attention. 

163. Forty-six lakhs of rupees have gone by the board on these two fuel 
hills alone, the boilers and the O. H. furnaces in the last. three years and 
several more are now under way-31 lakhs this year's average. . 

165. Fifty-one lakh. of rupees all told could have been handsome profits in
these three years on the fuel item alone:' Should the country and the people 
disburse these sums to the Tata Iron and Steel Company if it prefer to· 
throw them away P 

166. The Tata-Iron and Steel Company eompute that it takes them 4, tons 
of coal to make one ton of finished goods and there is no wonder. in the light 
of these facts. Even this figure would mount higher if we consider the million&; 
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-of thermal unitS consumed from tha oven gases and coal tar burnt undir the 
boilers. One plant of the Carnegie Steel Company, with a million tons of 
output ahnually~ uses 2.49 tons of coal; two other plants of the United 
States St~1 Corporation with approximately 350 tons output annually, use 
only 3.2 and 3.17 tons respectively. Another independent Corporation's 
aveTage runs from 2.5 to 3 tons per ton of steel manufactured. But the 
figure of the Tata Works beats them hollow. These individual cases are 
-cited not because they are favourable to our contention, but because theil" 
practice is more akin to that at Jamshedpur in that there is no natural nor 
by-product _gas used for smelting and have non-condensing- steam drive for 
their engines. 
- 167. Just one phase of this problem of the elimination of waste in fuel 
would have resulted in greater transportation facilities, in that there would 
-have been released on an average 750 wagons of 2U tons capacity every month 
these last three years for more useful work elsewhere in the country and even 
at the plant in Jamshedpur, there would have been such a welcome relief 
from congestion in the yards at-Tatanagar, Sini, etc., causing incidentally 
a tremendous saving in the demurrage charges. 

168. As we said previously, coaf costs the Tatas delivered per ton more 
than either of the other two basic raw materials -entering into the finished 
products, yet it seems to be regarded at the works in about the same light as 
labour, i.e., too cheap to be worth saving. 

169. The amount of coal required is about a matter of exact calculation 
and figures show that with gas engines for driving the furnace blowers and 
the generators, theoretically no coal would be required, except for producing 
the necessary amount of coke. The figures at Gary are very close to the theo
retical calculations and in a plant such _ as the Tatas, where a considerable 
amount of pig is sold, I have no hesitation in saying practically, no coal' 
8/lOltld be required except at tile coke works. 

Greater Extensions. 

170. Considering all these facts, one would naturally think that there was 
an enormous scope for improvement and saving both in practice and adminis
tration at the old plant to bring about a reduction in the cost of production 
without having recourse to the other doubtful expedient of adding to the 
·capacit.y of the plant with a view to spreading the cost of production over 
a greater output and thus trying iKl lower it. 

171. Without going into the various steps taken and the procedure adopted 
that resulted in bringing forth the scheme of the Greater Extensions, nor 
opening on the wisdom or otherwise of the whole project, we take the matter 
up as it stands and see how the plant compares -for its design and for the 
incorporation therein of various new .items and determine whether the 
expectations entertained for it by the Tatas are capable of full realization. 

li2. At this stage, it would be well to remember Mr. Peterson's words, 
-II that the Tata Company was asking for protection really on the strength of 
-the increased plant. If the Greater Extensions had not been erected and were 
not to come into operation, then the case for protection would be weakened." 
In other words, all previous arguments about national safety, national in
dustry, dumping, etc., are all given the air and that the real fact is that 
hl}d it not been for the millions sunk in the Greater Extensions-many more 
millions taan were estimated by experts-the steel industry would not have 
needed any protection, or looking from another angle, the public and the 
C'ountry -should be made to pay dividends on the further commitments in 
which the Company finds itself involved. _ Even then this proposition may 
not seem as absurd and may be entertained on its merits if there is an 
assurance, a solid guarantee, that the Greater Extensions are going to change 
the whole aspect of the situation, in other words, to effect the miracle. We 
are very much apprehensive as to the final outcome and as we will pre
sently show, the Greater Extensions are yet another frail reed to lean 
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-upon. It is solely the question of efficiency and economy that is going'to 
.(!ecide the whole issue. Any other remedy will be just prolonging the agony. 

173. The Greater Extensions were sanctioned in December 1916 and it wi.ll 
shortly be seven years since the inauguration of the scheme and presumably 
will need three years more for completion-ten long years on a plant of 
250,000 tons annual capacity. Making every allowances for war Conditions 
about whi£h so much useless fuss is made, on difficulties of transportation, 
exchange troubles, men falling down on their jobs, ,etc., the period is un
·c.onscionably long. The capital seven crores provided for the. Extensions go. 
up to seventeen crores now and even this does not seem to -be the limit. 
The whole Gary plant'of the Illinois Steel Company, the largest in the world 
was started up in two years and ten months from the time the drawings 
were prepared-March 1906 to January 1909-when-the first rails were rolled 
on the 17th of the month. And it has a capacity of two ·and a quarter 
million tons of finished goods. 

174. Another instance to show the way in which things move at Jamshed
pur is the case of the batelle furnace. The whole structure arrived on the 
plant site by IIliddle of May when the founda~ions and everything was ready 
:for its reoeption and yet the furnace was not ready to blow until August 
1919-fifteen months after the arrival and the total cost completed had 
gone to Rs. 38,61,000 from its purchase price Rs. 12,75,000 odd, nearly 
three times, though in America itself, few 'persons cared to take it off the 
hands of the re~ivers even for a song. 

175. The same was the case with the Plate Mill, which was" rushed" to 
secure fabulous profits from the sharp price of plates and sheets then pre
vailing and did not start rolling till at the dead end of 1922. I understand 
from 36 lakhs, ·..j;he estimated figure, the actual expenditure has gone to 
1)5 lakhs of .rupeii8)..,and at present. is running merely one turn, about 15 
-tons a month's production, of a plant ,that can easily turn out ten times 
that much, the rest of the capital and the plant apparently being in a state 
of enforced idleness. 

176. The Wilputte coke ovens-three batteries of 50 ovens each-were sup
posed to take care of the coke requirements of three additional blast furnaces-

. Batelle, C 'and D. As not even one battery could be completed till very 
near the end of 1922, five years after the work was started on it a costly 

.row of the now discredited and discarded drag ovens-300 of them wag laid 
out, that could not have cost them less than 12 lacs of rupees to build,. to be 
afterwards thrown to pot. The third battery of the same installation is not 
yet complete. The great Clairton works of the Carnegie Steel Company, 
consisting of 768 ovens and a full by-product recovery plant--the largest of 
its kind in the world-and completed in the rush of the war, 1917-18, in lesa 
than 18 months and the Tatas 150 ovens have taken upwards of 80 months. 

. And so the scheme 'proceeds, ad libitum, nobody apparently being 'in 
any too great a hurry. . 

177. Now as regards some of the features of the scheme, let me turn to the 
Duplex plant. The use '1lf Duplex Process for making steel has not. fou~d 
much favour in England or in America and in the latter continent" there 
are these plants only of any considerable size' t4at use the duplex process in 
conjunction with the tilting furnaces. At one of these plants, the Lacka
,wanna Steel Company, Buffalo, New York, I am told that the costs are 
'such that the duplex process is only used during times of large production, 
being 'shut dow;n wherever there is a falling off in the d"emand in the market. 

1.18. At Jones and La~ghlin'B- at their Aliquippa plant near Pittsburgh, the 
offiCIals state that the hIgher grades of steel are never made py this process 
and that straight Talbot alone will not make any more steel in a given time 
-th~n _ the straight O. H. process, 'provided quality is the same. At the 
IllInOIS Steel Company's plant at Gary better quality of steel is never made 
.at tha:!; 'IIhop, but transferred to the straight O. H. furnaces. 
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179. In Canada, the Dominion Iron and Steel Company at Sydney, N. S.,. 
had two 250-ton and ten 50-ton tilting furnaces, operated so far as 
possible in cojunction with Bessemer converters, but over three years ago, 
they abandoned this method entirely and dismantled the Bessemer plant, 
because the process did not pay as well as·the straight O. H. operation. 

180. Another evidence of the way this matter is looked upon and as an 
index to the trend of modem thought, is shown by the fact that with the
exception of one, additional tilting furnace at Gary, all the new plants and 
extensions made in the United States of America for quite a number of years. 
have adopted the ordinary straight type furnace. In 1922 there were seven 
furnaces completed at various steel plants and at the end of the year fourteen. 
1I10re were under ·construction, none of which were for duplexing. 

181. The reasons are obvious. There is a double conversion cost, first blow.· 
ing the pig iron in c::mverters and secondly, in working same in the furnace. 
both of which add to the final cost of production. Secondly, there is a. 
decided prejudice amongst Railway Engineering circles to look down with 
disfavour on the use of the Duplex steel for rails, better grades of plates, 
sheets, etc., for a steel that is once oxidized and then de.!Jxidised can never 
be the equal of a steel that has not undergone the cycle. .The metal whose 
manganese and silicon is reduced with a blast in the converter is a different 
produ('t from the one whose impurities are worked out by means of lime in 
a furnace. 

182. Thirdly, pig iron with two or more per cent. of manganese, it- never 
pays to eliminate it in duplexing, for manganese has to be added later on in 
the bath and it is wasteful to take a thing out when you have to reintroduce 
it. The lack of manganese is a serious handicap that necessitates the additions
of ferro in the ladle, increasing thus the cost or even when it is added in 
the. form of speigle in the bath, for ferro-manganese is costly. "If good 
steel has to be made by the Duplex process, it is necessary to have a sufficient: 
amount of manganese in the bath as well as in the slag." 

The already inferior quality of Tatas steel will be further heightened 
when they begin to duplex it. 

183. It is a moot point whether the railways will accept any duplex steel 
for their rails for I have a specificatiol! of Canadian railways in which it is 
expressly barred and presumably Canadian practice is based on British
precedents. There are going to be two 25-ton converters at Jamshedpur. 
and I cannot figure out where they are going to get all the metal they want 
for their capacity. Two only 12-ton converters of the Youngstown Sheet and 
Tube Company have au. average production of 65,000 tons per mouth or· 
780,000 tons a year, a production of pig which all of Tatas furnaces cannot
evidently make and certainly some part of this-and a fairly good part
hM to be sold without duplexing for the market. 

184. Similarly, the amount of steel that can be turned out from two tilting. 
and seven straight 0: H. furnaces will be far in excess of any requirements 
that can be met from the blast furnaces, even considering that no time was 
shortened for the heat on the old furnaces by the charging of unblown pig. 
This means that the plant will have to run part time, in other words, the 
cost will still further have to go up. 

185. Turning now from the Duplex plant to the mills, one is evidently con-· 
fronted with a like power. Where is all the steel going to come from to 
feed these mills. It is a well known axiom in America that running of 
mills less than 60 per cent. of capacity does not pay. The Tatas will probably 
find it is tru~ in th&ir case also_ 

186. Let· us take only ·one for the present-the' Morgan 24" and 18" ('ontinu
ous sheet bar and billet mill. According t'l the average of practices of anum· 
bel' of plants, a mill of this type has a capacity of between 2,500 and 3,000 tons 
of sheet bars and billets a day. Where is all this product going to be dis
posed olp For their 16" and 19" merchant mills there wiII l)e a demand of 200 
tons a djly-their record was 177 tons in 191i~and possibly about 150 tons 
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for the tin plate mills, though they might use as many as 200 tons, and with 
50 tons additional for any of the subsidiaries making a total consumption 
of 450 tons a day or 11,250 tons a month, a tonnage that this mill will roll 
in about five days and not more than six or only twenty per cent. of the 
capacity-raising thereby the question of the disposal of the rest -of the 
output of billets for which we have our doubts as to any possible market 'in 
this GOuntry,--or meaning that the whole mill will remain idle the rest of the 
time with its costly skilled staff-both imported and local-drawing all the 
same. Would this conduce to any increase in production or any economy 
in the cost thereof? 

187. A- Morgan continuous mill is a quantity production mill and the 
terrible initial investment is justified only when it is-.run to capacity which 
in turn can be done only when there is a demand for one kind of stufi only. 

188. Another question that naturally suggests itself is as to where this steel 
is to come from that might keep this mill busy all the time. The pig irDn 
from six blast furnaces on the average of present production will hardly 
yield enough steel or what would just suffi~ to keep the Morgan mill opera
ting at capacity leaving no pig iron-their important source of profit-for 
sale or no steel for any of their other mills. We will presently show how. 

189. Taking 1,900 tons of pig iron a day, from five blast furnaces, assuming 
full capacity production, which they have never been worked to yield, would 

• mean at 50-50 mix of hot metal and scrap, a total charge of 3,600 tons, 
which in turn at 90 per cent. yield, would mean 3,420 tons of ingots a day 
or not enough to keep. the Morgan Mills going continuously. (On the presen1i 
average of production, 1,600 a day roughly, there will be 2,880 tons of ingots 
a day.) This reckoning assumed all the pig to be turned into steel and as 
we said, evidently they want some for their foundries and a good bit for 
the market. 50-50 mix, besides, _ is impossible because there will pro
bably be never that much scrap in India and it does not pay to duplex such 
B small proportion of pig. 

190. One or the other investment, our opinion is both, is a ghastly mistake. 
The new Blooming Mill alone can easily take care of the entire output of 
ingots and the old one will have to remain idle. If the Morgan Mill has to 
be fed alone, lIhere would be nothing left for the two 28° rail mills. 
. 19l. To us it seems there c')uldnot be a worst ill balanced plant ev~r 
designed nor fastened to the nt'ICks of any concern. Even taking. the most 
charitable view, the needs of the present seem to have been totally sacl'lliced 
to the exigencies of the future--ofwhich everybody is uncertain. -

19'2. Taken as a whole, the expectations entertained of the Greater Exten
sions seem to us to be grossly exagge:r:ated or that the Tatas are It bunch of 
inveterate optimists. If past history, the trend of prices, and the prece
dents of -the Company are any index to a forecast, the conclusion can bll 
only one, that the tendency of costs at Jamshedpur keeping pace with pro
ductil)n is only way, that is, to increase with. increased output. 

- 193. To the original plant were added one Bar Mill in 1915; 50 Kopper's 
ovens in 1916; 2 O. H. furnaces in 1917; one blast furnace in 1919 and one 
more O. H. furnace in 1920. The increase in tonna~e thus rendered possible 
-will serve as a guide which can be profitably employed in forming an idea a9 
to the possible trend of events with regard to the extensions. Of course, 
strikes, lock-outs, dislocation in transport, lack of facilities, etc., will arise' 
in the course of an industrial existence and a far-seeing- management wisely _ -
makes provision for all such contingencies. They are seldom pleaded as 
specious causes. 

194. The attached charts are submitted in support of my contentions that 
"the Tata's costs are ever mounting. Is there anything to Show that a like 
phenomenon is unlikely in the future P , 

195. From this analysis it would seem that the prospects are noite too rosy 
llven when the Greater Extensions have come into operation. Altogether to~ 
:much is expected out of these Extensions and the public induced to believe 
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that the entire aspects is likely to be changed when the whole plant is. 
working. 

196. The costs of production will not lessen simply because there is going. 
to·a. greater output. Two main reasons for this is double conversion costs and 
the fact that .the plant will be idle part of the time, we should say, greater 
part of the time. There is no assurance that the overhead will not increase, 

. nor is there any guarantee that the prices of materials will not rise. With 
new additions in the plant coming into effect, more men will be needed and 
evidently more housing facilities for them, i.e., more investments on that 
score or increased overhead. The increase in import duty will mean increased 
price of steel and collieries and other-mines will be apt to put up their 
prices and so the vicious circle will continue. Duties cannot be indefinitely 
increased nor can the tangled affairs at Jamshedpul' last indefinitely. The
only possible solution lies in the introduction of the hitherto missing elements 
-efficiency and economy-on the plant. A. thorough overhauling is needed, 
a drastic policy of retrenchment and a selection of the most efficient workmen. 
in other words, a. basis of organization. The first factor in the stability of 
any concern is the existence of an organization that has to be built and 
then preserved, both of which need not only a level and clever head, but an 
education and training on the part of the exeeutives that singles them out 
and puts them in possession of the aptitude for such work. The Company, 
unhappily had never the good fortune of having any Qne of the proper stamp 
to guide its bark through uncharted seas; Business in modern times has 
evolved rapidly from the one man- show to that of a huge enterprise, in 
which the ramifications are so complex that it might be truly said, that 
business to-day entails the merging together of half a dozen professions into· 
one. It is manifestly impossible for anyone man, no matter who he is to be 
superior in the knowledge of all the multifarious branches, each of which 
need a real live expert, totally different from the kind one generally finds 
at Jamshedpur. 

197. The most successful man in the steel world ever known, Mr. A.ndrew 
Carnegie, followed the princjple of putting the best mim he could find in 
charge of his particular line and demanding results. One of his favourite· 
maxims was " A goodman is cheap at any figure and a PQDr man is dear at 
any price" and so far as is known, he never committed the mistake of 
paying i=ense wages to exceptionally poor men. 

198. This takes us to the subject of E:z;pert Labour at the plant. We now
a-days hear too much about experts and are ap1l invariably to take for granted· 
what is claimed than to enquire for any 'solid achievements. .An investiga
tion into the precedents of many of the so-called" Experts" at Jamshedpur 
and their qualifications to hold the position they at present do, will sheti 
some very interesting light on the kind of men recruited as also incidentally 
afford as to just why the Company is not thriving as it should. The investiga
tion is reu.lly worth the time' and trouble expended thereon. 

199. The Tata. Company was very reluctant to name any fixed period within 
which they hoped to eliminate all their imported experts. To us it seems 
strange how any concern can hope to be -reasonably certain of its existence, 
with such a galaxy of useful servants as are at Jamshedpur free to exercise 
their will in a direction they are ill equipped by way of experience, informa
tion or knowledge. Is there any wonder, we ask, if the affairs of the Com
pany are not very promising. It would pay the Company very, very hand
somely . to secure men for pQsitions who have already filled similar positions 
at home, even if that .would mean a few hundred extra rupees, for then 
the knowledge and experience gained elsewhere could be utilized for the 
benefit of the Company and not as it obtains at present, to prepare them at 
Jamshedpur for a vocation in life and which they may be free to exercise
elsewhere. -

200. Another point of immense importance is the eternal shuffiing and 
shifting to which men are Bubjected...from time to time from OI18 department' 
to another. It has been calculated' that it costs on an average $l00-for 
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every marr so transferled-by way of loss of efficiency, if by nothing else,. 
during the time the new incumbent settles in his line. At that rate the bilt 
at·Jamshedpur can be calculated by lacs every ~ear. 

201. Coming to the subject'of Indianization of services, some people .~re. 
under the impression that the ending of all troubles at Jamshedpur ·can be· 
brought about by replacill$ every covenanted hand by indigenous talent. 
However, desirable the idea, we are satisfied there will be very' little good· 
aehieved under the present system-or lack ,-of system-taat prevails there. 
What is want~d first is a thoroughly sound, prll-Ctical, business-like, fool-proof 
orgauization and then there will be time for such action and the period c.ould. 
not be very far away, either. Within five years from now, one"can confidently 
and' justifiably look to only two men-two real expe~ts-as the only outsid .. 
help that can bll profitably entertained. 

202. Summing up, the whole question of protection for thE!. steel industry· 
or the key industry, hinges on whether it is capable of standing on its mYll· 
legs without outside support, either by way of a bounty or a tariff wall. 

203. A bounty would cost the country an incalculable burden'-nearly two' 
crores of rupees_very year which is simply out of question, looking to 
the present state of the State finances. A high protective tariff would throw 
back the progress of the country' by nearly fifty years by making the use 
of steel prohibitive. The greatness of a country lies not so much in isolated 
steel development as in the presence of a steel consuming population. Why 
is the north of the United States of America so .great in steel making, 
notwithstanding adverse conditions, whilst the south is poorer in spite of _ 
better facilities and natural advantages? It is in the absence of a demand 
for steel from the local population of the south, that the answer lies. ,High. 
prices of steel in India would retard manufacturing facilities, meaning if 
not throwing 'out a part of the present workers, at least. in not creating 
further employment. That aspect of the case has to be studied and carefully 
looked to as well. 

204. I hope I have shown that steel industry in India, that is the basic or 
parent industry, does not need any form of State aid; that it is quite able· 
to stand on its own legs on the unique strength and character of. the 
enormous advantages bestowed on it by a beneficient providence, but that 
the present state ot.tha industry is solely due to the fact that practically every 
one connected with it has been content to let the same providence continue 
its activity in running the works, that' from the comparison of costs here
and elsewhere, a tariff is really necessary as conditions stand but if proper 
attentions were paid to Indian costs, it will probably be found that such is 
unnecessary. The show, then, will be altogether on the other legs. 

205. If the facts and figures adduced herein are found by' any melins. inade-· ' 
quate, a strong case, I hope will be found to have been made out for a 
thorough and impartial enquiry by a committee of really expert engineers
entirely unconnected with the present Company to frame out an opinion on 
the situation and I may be permitted to add,'I have very liltle doubt but. 
that my statement will be substantially borne out. Hitherto, the enquiry 
has proceeded solely on the evidence furnished by the Tatas, but not a voice· 
seems to have been raised to find out if the Tata costs are the most economi
cal, scientific and modern costs and if there is not any room .for bringing; 
them up-to-date. • 

206. 'rhe Tatas may have a great overhead-as much as 10 to 15 rupees
tacked on to every ton of pig iron manufactured and 30 to 40 . rupees on 
every ton of finished steel made-due to all the various burdens of a' great 
t?wn-planning, administration, sanitation, water supply, etc.,-but that 
81tuation can be met by other devices, i.e., by reorganization into an entirely 
separate company, or by the creation of a municipality or .some such other 
methods and I am reasonably optimistic, the result could be achieved by 
merely an economic overhaul in both directions, the town and the works. 
Before any decision is arrived, we trust the Board will see its way to· 
recommend a committee of investigation in that direction also. A self-sup-
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;porting, economical, indigenous steel industry would be a great blessing to 
.the country as against- an industry that has to be propped from time to 
time, for then there is naturally no inducement to economic management. 
As we previously hinted, the children of the soil are co-partners in any 
natural advantages that a country is blessed with and as such should share 
in the benefits so conferred. If steel could be manufactured in India cheaper 
than anywhere else in the world, it should be made to sell equally cheaply 
in the interests of the country and the price should be determined not on 
the c.i.f. basis, but on the as per actual costs. An investigation is now 
pending before the Federal Trade Commission in the United States of 
America, over ,the "Pittsburgh Plus" plan of selling in the Chicago dis
tricts and westwards of steel made in it but at a price on which is tacked 
thec.i.f. Pittsburg charges. The protest has been lodged by merchants and 
consumers on the injustice of the variouS-steel concerns' action in this respect. 

207. Further it is very welcome that attention should have been drawn by 
yarious testifying firm in India as to the adverse effect crellted on the 
manufacturing firms by the placing of tenders for stores by the Government 
of India and the Railways elsewhere than in India. The interests of any 
country demand that they be invited in the currency of the country alone 
if local enterprise has to survive. That is the surest guarantee of the crea
tion and fostering of the various industries in the country, which cannot 
fail to be beneficial in the end. I want to cite the recent case of the 
Roumanian Government that placed" a large order with American locomotive 
-:firms for the repairing and building of locomotives provided they were 
manufactured_ in the country. In two years time, facilities were created 
-Bnd now the industry is in the land and providing thousands with employ
ment and what is more, making it independent of foreign supplies in times 
-of crisis. 

208. Similar steps were taken during the regime of President McKinley of 
-the United States with regard to tinplates -and other allied goods. The 
interests of India too, demand a similar course, for we cannot continue to 
sacrifice indefinitely generations of consumers on a precarious chance of one 
day saving the situation. It would be infinitely more benefieial if found
inevitable to pinch one generation 'so that the coming ones can, at least, be 
sure of an adequate reward. 

FC'I"1'o-mangancse. 

209. While we are on the subject of protection of the steel industry I may 
be permitted to put forth a further suggestion regarding the conservation of 
certain other raw materials on which its very existence depends. I refer to 
the manganese ores. Large quantities are being exported at present of 
the Indiali ores, which are of a very superior quality. This ore is converted 
abroad into ferro-manganese and used in the steel manufacture. So far 
as tlle present is concerned and unless and until some radical method is 
discovered to eliminate its use, Ferro-manganese is and will continue to 
be a yery vita} factor in such manufacture, so much so that there can be no 
steel unless there is ferro-manganese- into it. If the present tendency to 
export manganese ores is continued indefinitely there may come a time when 
its supplies will be found inadequate to meet the demands of an expanded 
and developed Indian steel industry, which would be positively harmful. I 
would suggest an export tax. on all manganese ores shipped out and the 
manufacture of _ ferro-manganese encouraged in the country, if necessary, 
eyen by a bounty. I will presently show the industry is a paying one in 
itself and need not entail any excessive capital. ;" 

210. The Tata works cost of ferro-manganese for tlie last few years i§ as 
under: . ~ 

1918. 191P. 1920. 1921. 1922, 1923 Mar. April. 
AYerage selling-price of ferro-manganese per gross ton at seaboard U. S. "A ... 

'R,. 867·2 444·3 " 603·12 21'7.1 231.15 390·10 to 405·4 (at 
II :,rmnl exchange). 
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The Tata cost of pro4ucti~n is excessive due to a terrible wastage in quantity 
of ore and coke per ton product and one can be reasonably sure of getting 
a better product with considerably less cost and the prevailing prices offer 
a reasonable remuneration even after making ample allowance for freight 
and the Ii duty per poulld manganese c!lntained in the alloy in the States. 

211. Recapitulating, there is room at Jamshedpur for an annual saving 
from retrenchment and economy in labour, in fuel, in stores, in the tonnage 
manufactured both of pig iron and steel as also in the cost of sucll production 
to the tune of a crore of rupees, in itself a handsome dividend on the total 
investment. 

APPENmx A. 

Amount of saving from the Labour Force by a "judicious selection and 
emplo.vment of just the numbef of mim needed for the maximum of efficiency 
would result in .................. 96 to 40 lakhli 0/ rupees per annum. 

APPENDIX B. 

Elimination of waste in the Boiler Fuel p~~b1em would net in ve>:y 
easily .......•.......... 1.11 to 1!j lakhs of rupees per annum. 

APPENDIX C. 

Utilization of internal resources for the Fuel Needs of Smelting. a'TId 
Heating in the 0: H. and reheating furna9es would save from .................. 12 
to 14 lakh. 0/ ,.upees every yea,.. 

APPENDIX D. 

LOBS in Pig Iron Production at the present rate of output at a profit of 
Rs. 30 per ton would mean a loss to the Company of a sum from ................. . 
32 til 40 lakhs of rupees per annum. 

APPENDIX E. 

Economies effected in practice and procedure at the blast furnaces would 
result in cutting the Cost of P"llduction by at least Rs. 10 per every ton of 
pig iron manufactured would save from ............ , ..... 90 to 95 lakhs of rupees 
every year.' , 

APPENDIX F. 

, Loss in Steel Ingot P,.oduction at the present rate of output amounts at 
Re. 30 profit per ton to .................. 90 lakhs of rupees every year. . 

APpENDIX G. 

Improvement and economy in practice at the O. H. fUFDaces would so 
bring the COBt of Production down as to lower the present figure by an 
average of Rs. 20 to 25 a ton ensuring a saving oL ... ............. 30 to 99 lakhs 
of rtlpee& a yea,.. . 

APPENDIX H. 

Efficiency in maintenance and running of _the· mills-blooming bar an& 
rail-would bring the Cost of Repair, to practically half of the pres~nt figures 
resUlting in a net saving of approximate .................. 5 lakhs. of 'Mtpees\every 
1/fflr. - . 

VOL. ro. 3 F 
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Statement Il.-Letter from Mr. M. Ho'mi, to the .. Kai8ar-i-Hind," dated 
4th.- ~N ovember 1923. 

" In your issue of last Sunday there is an observation in your columns over 
the Labour situation at the Tata Iron and Steel Works, Jamshedpur, in which 
you dtaw a long tirade against labour as such and condemn them for their 
unjust demands in Bellking or attempting to seek advantages that really ought 
to go to the stock-holders. 

Sir, you apparently draw your cue from the Chairman's speech at the 
last Annual General Meeting, when he attributed 40 lakhs of rupees as ':he 
lo~s accruing directly and ipdirectly from the strike last year. The strike 
lasted for exactly 34 days and I am given to understand, ill a frantic effort 
to save its face, the management at .Tamshedpur, spent directly twelve lakhs 
of rupees in feeding and providing for men to keep up a show of running 
the plant. The men so engaged could not have exceeded a couple' of thousand 
and if the 'management thought that it,.could effect a miracle with them, 
what is the use of employing 25,000 men throughout the year long. The men 
were few and cared for on a most lavish scale: enormous stores of tinned_ 
provisions, butter and ghee, puris and biscuits, cigars and cigarettes, beer 
al).d stout, were expended both inside and out of the worksite, to keep up 
a few men, working what-at the most a few boilers. 

Imagine t.welve lakhs in 34 dais, which works at the sale of 36,000 rupees 
per day in an effort at most to save the management's face! 

One woll.ld like to know, besides, how this fig~re of 40 lakhs was arrived:
at. Taking the loss of production at the Blast Furnaces at 22,500 tons for 
the period of the strike (computing on the basis of their record output of 
19.:&!) and reckoning thirty rupees profit per ton (they did not get even that 
much at times) gives us Rs. 6,75,000. Similar reckoning of their Mill 
product gives the loss to tonnage at 10,500 tons and a't the same rate of 
profit, i.e., Rs." 30 a ton (they don't get are that), gives the figure of 
Rs. 3,15,000 or a total of about 10 lakhs of rupees. Add to that a couple 
of lakhs as profits from Coke Ovens products and five lakhs as needed to put 
things iii good shape again, gives a grand total of rupees seventeen lakhs 
Rs. 17,00,000) and we wonder on what ba.sis was forty lakhs computed. 

It is further said, that it took the management fully three months io 
restore ,normal conditions and normal production at the plant. They surely 
must have been wonderful experts, for the officials got busy with the work 
only and not with finding fault with participants in the strike. 

Then again we are told that 25,923 men were employed at the Works, 
exclusive of contractor's labour as against 26,179 men for 1921. 

, The production in 1921 of finished goods was 125,871 tons against their 
previous record of 123,890 tons in 1917, when they had employed only 11,715 
men on the plant-in other words, for 1.981 tons of excess production in 
1921, they had to have 15,264 more men than in the year 1917. That sure 
is efficient working. It may be urged that in 1921, there was one more 
hlast furnace O1\e more battery of Cove Ovens, etc., than in 1917, but surely 
that did not ~eed all those men and further with all their additions, where is 
the additional tonnage P 

Let me .quote some figures from American Mills. 

Illinois S~eel Co. (Gary Works) 
Carnegie Steel Co., (Homestead Co.) . . 
Youngsto~Steel & Tube Co. (Youngston Co.) . 
Republic Iron and Steel Co. tNorth and South 

Work) . . . . . . . . 
'rata 'h-ou Aud Steel Co. (.Tamshedpur Works) • 

Is any comparison possible? 

Production 
tons, 

2,260,000 
1,500.000 
1,250,000 

1,004,000 
150,000 

Men 
cmploy~d. 

10;000 
10.000 
9,600 

13.00.1 
::'6,000 
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Further, reckoned on this basis, in 1921 and 1922, they were producing. at 
Jamshedp~r 4'S and 4'4)ans respectively of finished goods per man per year 
compared to lO'S tons in 1917. This figu,re is so ridiculously lower than the 
American average of about lOS tons per man per year, that talking to the 
President of a very prominellt steel company, the official insisted on believirig 
that we could not be employing men but merely children. 

One need not be surprised, that a great· amoul!t of money is going to pot 
or rather is distributed amongst a larger number of men· instead of sending 
it to the pockets of stock-holders. Is labour. to be blamed if more are em
ployed by the management. More labour naturally means more expenditure, 
but this fact has not go£ to be lost sight of that though a larger number of 
men may have profited by this indiscriminate emplOYment, the workman 
individually was no better off than before. 

,Since the plant came into existence in 1911, there were known only two 
general increases in wages, -one 10 per -cent. in 1913, on the initiative of the 
Agents themselves-we will give then the credit-and the second 10 per cent. in 
1920, but-not until after a regrettable loss of precious liveS and much suffering. 
But then in 1920, the war had already. been won and. the people would" go 
to the dogs .. 

During this same period, 1911 to 1920, there were ten general increases 
in America from 171 cents to nearly 50 cents per hour for common labour 
a.nd about ird that number in England al).d yet the Agents say that Labour 
eats away II. small bit of the Company's substance. An impression created at 
the meeting was that Labour was the enemy of the stockholders and that 
as a consequence· they did not . deserve any SYmpathy .. Sir, the situation is 
entirely.different and I trust you will give· prominence to· this article in 
fair play to labour .and with a view to dispelling some of the misconceptions 
to the Agents themselves. . 

STATEMENT III. 

Gentltimen, 'l'he Directors of The Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, 
Bombay. 

·May it please you, do the following item ·interest you P 

(1) How would you iike to know that the normal force of 2S,000 to 30,000 
men employed at your works is merely energy misspent and that it can imme
diately and easily be reduced to half its strength without impairing its 
productive capacity and the monthly total pay roll of seven to seven and-a
half lakhs of rupees proportionate reduced,-resulting in a saving per annum 
of Rs. 36 to 40 lakhs. 

(2) How would you like to know that the Consumpti~n of Stores at your 
plant is an extravagant waste and that a cut can be administered to it right 
away of 30 per cent. of its expenditure and that more could follow later. A 
saving can be effected in the purchase and use of the stores of approximately 

. per annum Rs. 24 lal<:hs. 

(3) Does it carry any significance to you when told that the 10,000 to 
11,000 tons of coal fired away every month .under the boilers is a: preventible 
waste? How would you like the money spent on this item go into your 
pockets as p1'Qfits instead of being blown to nought. The sum involved come3 
per annuRl to Rs. 12 tn 15 lakhs. 

(4) Would you wish an additional like sum· to accrfte as divid~nds from 
a~other of yo.ur Fuel Bill-the one charged to Smelting and Heating Opera
tlOn by way of gas supplied to O. H. department and Heating furRacesP 
This 8um amounts per annum to Rs. 12 to 14 Jakhs .. 

(5) Do you know that on your production of Pig Iron your loss amount~ 
to 110,000 to 15\),000 tons of metal ever;y ;;'ear, meaning at a profit o~ Rs. ;10 

3F2 
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per ton on the' present Cost of Production, a net loss per year of belw~~u 
Rs. 32 to 45 lakhs. 

(6) Do you know that even at the present Cost of Production YOll nr~ 
losing per eVery ton at least Rs. 10 it is capable of goiilg down RR. .L& 
these extravagance and waste, both of men and materials, representina an 
average loss per year on Pig Iron Production alone of Rs. 30 to 35 lakhs~ 

(7) Do you know that your present Ingot Production on H. O. Fur~aces 
is merely 50 per cent. of what you are entitled to and the furnaces are 
capable of yielding and that you lose about not less than 100,000 tons a year 
in this department alone beaD:in~ at the rate of R~. 30 profit per ton, what 
should net you, but you are mlssmg Rs. 30 lakhs. 

(8) Would yoJ like to know that your present O. H. Cost of Production 
are simply shocking and that they are capable of considerable toning down. 
On an average Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 a ton less would not be a bad calculation, 
and that at that rate, even on the present seale of production you are 
losing your real good money to the tune, per year of Rs. 30 to 33 lakhs. 

(9) Your, cost of Production oi'Pig Iron should not exceed Rs. 25 per ton 
nor your Ingot Cost go above Rs. 55 reckoned on the present basis of prices, of 
materials and labour. 

(10) Your annual Repair Bill on Mills-Blooming, Rail and Bar-repre
SoB'Q! a ~eckless extravagance that costs you every year 21, 3 and Ii lakhs of 
rupees, Un1>~, can readily be eliminated, resulting in a lik(· saving annually (If 
appro>:lmate Rli. :; lakhs. 

These figures do not talk mere enthusiasm, but are the dictates of sound 
good sense and practical knowledge of men and materials and procedure. 
Do they interest you P How would you like to laugh at Competition instead 
of eating the humble pie? Give the undersigned a chance to prove his state. 
JIlent and convince the sceptical. 

The 1Mh October 1929. 

M. HOMI, B.A., LL.B., 

Member of American Iron and Steel Institute, 
Late of Tata Iron 'and Steel Works, Jamshedpur, 

Munchershah Buildings, 
7, Khambatta Lane, 

Khetwadi. 

Statement IV.-Letter, dated 90th November 1923, from Mr. M. Homi. 

I am forwarding herewith the corrected version of my evidence before the, 
Board and so far as I c~ +ecollect. . 

One point I desire to draw the attention of the Board, on going throllQ'J, 
the pages, is contained on pages 10 and 11, wherein in answer to certaift 
questions, have been mentioned the names of two' companies, viz., Homestead 
Steel 'Works and the Pittsburgh Steel Company. These are"'inisquotations 
obviously. I cannot recall how they could have been made, but evidently 
they must have been made in 'the momentary confusion of thought or of 
confounding the various figures. . 

I have tried to verify them-the reason for the delay in returning the 
papers-and I find. they are two entirely different companies, whose names 
for the present, may be withheld. 
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Hence, these names should be delel;ed, for obvious reasons. 

I am sending herewith three 1922 American costs for reference as also two 
of the statements that I promised, dealing on fuel costs. . 

(1) Statment showing the true average costs for 1922. 

. -- Coke. Pig Iron . Ingots. 

Re. A.. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Lahour o 15 6 2 1 0 2 13 0 

All other Costs ' . o 15 0 5 15 0 10'12 0 .. 
-----------------

T-oTAL COST ABOVE 114 6 8 0 0 12 15 0 

------ ---------........ -
Approximate Tounage 9,000,000 8,000,000 4,500,000 

Excilnnge b • ...,d on • = Rs. 3·2·0. 

(2) Statement showing the saving eUect2d Irom USB 01 by-product Gas and Tar lor 
Smelting in O. H; Furnaces. 

-- 1920. 'I 1921. ~~ 
O. B. Tonnage 170,882 182,107 152,573 .. . 
Fuel Coot per ton Rs~ 5'6'03 Re. 6-2'88 R.'. 7-12'20 .. 
Total Fuel Cost .. 9,18,811 .. 11,26,787 .. 11,82,440 .. 
aa. available from By-product 

Ovens. (Surplus) Cuft. 
775,285,000 849,690,000 789,995,000 .. 

"far available ,from same sources , gals. 54,299 gals. 694,214 gals: 871,909 .. 
Tons Steel from Tar and Gas 91,095 102,324 145,782 .. 
Approximate saving in Fnel Ba. 4lakbs. R. •• 7lakbs. Ba. 10 lakhs. .. 

Tar and Ga. from the By-product Ovens alone would h.ve m.de more steel than has been actually 
turned out from the, O.H. Furnaces and when the third battery of the Wilputte ovens come into oper
ation, there will be a very handsome surplus left for heating, in Soaking Pits and Reheating Furnaces, 
moat All the .teel 80 turned out. 

Tar • 

By-Product Gas 

Produeer Gas 

Tharmal Valu!. 

UO-150,OOO B.T.U. 

585-60<! B.T.U. 

115-120 B.T.U. 
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(3) Stat'men! showing the Fuel Value 0/ Blast Furnace Waste Ga8e8 in the Interior 
EConomy of the Tata Iron and Steel Works. 

Assuming a Coke Consumption of 2,000-2,100 pounds to a ton of pig iron, 
there is evolved on an average of between 140,000 to 150,000 cubic feet 9f waste 
gases as products of combustion of average 95-100 B.T.U. value. Allowing 3(} 
per cent. for heating the stoves, 8 per cent. to 10 per cent. for wastages by loss, 
leakage, interrup\ion, etc., etc., there is available for power generation purposes 
net 60 per cent. of the total gas evolution or the equivalent of approximately 17 
Horse Power Hours per every ton of Pig Iron produced. 

Capacity • tons 

-- 1920. 

B Fcc. 

300 

1~21. 

E Fe? 

250 

1922. 

D Fee. 

500 

1923. 

C. Fc'. 

500 per day. 

1923 and 
onwards 

(when' C' 
BElIARKS. comes into 

commis-
sion). 

Furnaccs 3 3 3+1 " 5 Per day. 

Total Production • 850 8:;0 1,01& 1,350 1,850 Capacity per 

Total H.P. Hours • 14,350 14,850 17,272 22,950 
day. 

83,450 Based on Capa. 
city produc-
tion. 

Boilers operated . 26 81 84 40 56 On an average .. 

H.P. Developed 18,000 15;500 17,000 20,000 28,000 From Boilers 
assuming 500 

Exce •• available Nil 272 2,950 _ 5,450 
H.P. per unit_ 

1,350 From Cal'acity 
Prod llctlOn of 

Actual H.P. Hours 11,959 12,797 .13,869 17,892 .. Pig Iron. . 
From actual 

Prod u ctioa 

2,708 8,131 2,107 - per day. 
Exce.s H.P. left to be 1,041 .. 

raised with Coal. 

" -
The Tatas use more than the average consumption of Coke in America per 

tOil of pig iron produced, which makes the situation much more emphatic, so far 
as the production of gases is concerned, meaning a marked ability to take care of 
the needs of the small excess remaining of Horse Power left to be raised by coal. 
The, ,actual production is less than the capacity of pig and with a more efficient 
practice should be .able to take care of practically the whole plant. When the 
C Furnace comes into operation, there will be more power available from the 
combined Blast Furnace insta.llation tha.n is the capacity of all the Boilers on the 
plant put together, 

Statement V.-Letter, dated 2nd November 1923, from Mr. Homi, about 
sourc6of his information regarding facts and figures submitted by him. 

With reference to your No. 472 of tlie 27th ultimo enquiring on behalf of 
the Board about the sources of my information on facts and figurt:s sub
mitted by me-

(a) regarding the cost of steel, etc., in the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America, I have the honour to say that the 
same has been derived from ·detailed and extensive cost and 
practice .charts of various companies in the United States. 
supplemented -by timely and suitable articles in such noted 
joul'Uals as the .. Iron Age" and the .. Iron Trade Review." 
and' contributeed by variouil eminent authorities, and, 
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(b) regarding .the operations of the Tata Iron and"Steel Company from 
personal knowledge and experience at the works for nearly five 
years, supplemented by complete cost and practice charts of the 
Company from 1911 onwards. I expect to disclose both these 
sources, to t,he Board, in extenso, in due course and otherwise· 
satisfy them as to their It~ma fidq. Of COWlll, it has to.be borne 
in mind that cost sheets are not lightly disclosed nor easily 

. secured and the difficulties attendant there may be the source 
of the creeping in of an occasional-error, but wltich error will 
remain more an error of an item than of the fundamental. 

I shall be at the service of the Board on Saturday the 17th as' well .. 

Statement V.-Letter, dated 14th January 1924,' /rpm Mr. M. lIomi. abouo 
source of his information regarding figures submitted by- Mm. 

In accordance with an undertaking I gave to you at the time of my 
evidence 'before the Board, to let you know some of the sources of my 
infOTmation, after receiving permission therefrom to do so, I. am glad to be 
able to announce 'one such source and that is--

Mr. Barton R. Shover, 
Consulting Engineer, 

Pittsburgh, Pa. (U. S. A.). 

Mr. Shover is a graduate of the famous -Rose Polytechnic Institute, has 
been for many years Chief Electrical Engineer of the Carnegie 'Steel Com
pany, Youngstown, 0.; of the Illinois Steel Company, Gray, Ind.; Consulting 
Engineer to the Dominion Iron and Steel Company, Sydney, Nova Scotia; 
Alloy Steel Company, Charleroi, Pa.; Ashtabula Steel Company, The Ameri
can Zinc Co., etc., etc., has been on the Engineering Committee of the 
United States Government; is at present busy designing and laying 'out a. 
Cold Strip Mill and has been selected to write the American paper on " power 
in the Steel Industry." for the World Power Conference to be held in London, 
June 30th to July 12th. Mr. Shover is, besides, a member of the American 
Iron and Steel Institute, Association of Iron and Steel Electrical Enginee!"s, 
Engineering Society Of Western Pennsylvania, etc. 

Mr. Shover has expressed his willingness to make, if necessary, an. aflidav!t 
in regard to the accuracy of the figures given. by him-the said figures 
referring to the Ilverages quoted, but· would necessarily decline to furnish 
the Board ,names of individual companies for obvious reasons. 

I have' not as yet hear~ from the other sources, but expect to do so 
shortly, unless one of them-and the most important of them-is in Holland 
in .connection with an Iron and Steel Plant that is being erected there. 
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Statement VI,-'Letter, dated 5th November 1923, from Messrs. Tata SOliS, 

Limited, submitting statement about Mr. Homi', representation. 

We have the honout to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 470, date-i 
27th October 1923, enclosing copy of a statement submitted by Mr. Maneck 
H6mi to the Boardeand inviting us td make> our comments thereon. 

2. As you are pnbably awara, Mr. Maneck HOlllr was employed at Jam
shedpnf in certain II1inor capacities between November 1914 snd September 
1919. He f>tarted on a salary of Rs. 150 as Assistant Shipper in the Rollin!1; 
Mills Department. He was transferred to the Open Hearth in Janua.ry 1915 
and worked there fot about 3 years and 5 months; he was transferred from 
that Department as Assistant to the Traffic, Superintendent in June 1918-
and resignt'd his appointment in September 1919 when he left for America. 
His salary then was Rs. 275 per month. 

3. In America we do not know exactly what work he was doing or what 
training he received. According to his own statement,. through the kindness 
of Mr. Perin he got admission into one of the Carnegie Works; he applied 
for a scholarship or Borne monetary assistance from our Company in 1920 
hom America; but on the strength of the advice received from the Acting 
General Manager, Mr. S. M. Marshall, at Jamshedpur, we had to decline 
his application. We understand from Mr. Tutwiler that Mr. Homi, while 
in America, cabled to his father at Jamshedpur to see Mr. Tutwiler in regard 
to some position for Mr. Homi in the new Wilputte Coke Ovens. 
MI'. Tutwiler declined to take him, Mr. Homi on arrival ot Jamshedpur 
this year, seenis to have upp\ied to Mr. Tutwiler personally, but did not 
succoed in getting a position. These are simple facts; and we do not desire 
to refer to the p(lrsonal aspect any more than may be absolutely necessary 
for us to do in refuting statements which he might make. 'Ve do not know 
,-vhat surt .)f work he did while in America, and by his own sliowing he does 
not seem to possess any American University degree or diploma; but in his 
letter to us he gives out that he is a member of the American Iron & Steel 
Institute. What this connotes we do nllt know at this moment, but it may 
mean 'nothing so' far as technical qualifications are concerned. Nor do we· 
know how or where he obtainE"d the figurE"s which he' has collected in his 
statl'ment. All the same Mr. Homi seems to have visit'3d several of our 
Direct.ors in Bombay and offered to help the Company to save enormous 
sums tor a cOllsideration. 'On nane of them, however, did he leave the im
prE'ssion that he had any special ideas os to the busines..~ he was talking about 
except that he thought that he could run the organization and operate the 
plant much better than anyone else. He also addressed the Agents and 
laid a stat.emellt before them abont six weeks ago of much the same nature in 
which he stated that, if we did not adopt his proposals and convene our 

,Board,to meet him, he would at once make the statement public and send 
it to the Tariff Board, and he assumed that we had suppressed material 
facts in our evidence. He was told that he could publish anything he 
wished. 

4. The manner in which he has handled our costs in comparing them 
with English or American costs batrays his incapacity. He seems to assume 
that, if the total working cost of a Department in one factory compares un
favourably with the working cost of a corresponding Department in another 
factory elsewhere, each of the component items of the f!)rmer should com
pare unfavimrably with each of the corresponding items in the latter. This 
would obviuusly be absurd, as one factory situated in India and another situ
ated in America moy have certain advantages under certain heads and dis
advantAges in others so that, although the details may not uniformly corul 
pare> with one another, the aggregate may show a result not visible under 
each head. As the Tariff. Board is by now aware, this Company has been 
examining costs over and over again every month. Besides, with a view to 
scrutinize the details in comparison with. up-to-date factories in America we 

- had brought out an expert Accountant two years ago who stayed at Jamshed-
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1>UI' for several months, looked into all the detaiis and who then (1921) 
Teported to us that the costs, though high under certain heads, did not 
-compare unfavourably with those of similar Works in America. He pre
parer! charts comparing our practice with American. These are now, 
of course, out of date but, if the Board wish to see them, we shall be pleased 
to have copies made and will forward them. Independently of this, an 
English expert who had been called out by another concern to advise on " 
proposition to establish an Iron & Steel Works in competition with ourselves 
is known to have exprGEsed his conclusion, after knowing our practice and 
·('osts at Jamshedpur, that they were as good as or better than ]<jnglish costs. 
'Thi- seems to ha7e deterred progress with the rival scheme. As the Board 
is, no doubt, aware, the Bengal Iron Works which began the. manufacture of 
steel gave it up as impossible yeat"s ago restricting its work to the manufac
ture of pig iron, castings, ferro-manganese. etc. Similarly, the new Indian 
Iron and Steel Company has also restricted itself to the manufacture of l,ig 
iron and castings only, whereas it is the Ta~a Steel Company alone which 
has "been struggling successfully in manufacturing iron and steel and, on the 
-whol", showing a net profit in successive years some of which have been 
known to have been the wor~t in the history of the iron and steel trade.. It 
is easy to conjecture, therefore, that, while on steel we have not been able 
to make largo profits or have been making sometimes losses, our Works have 
(lonsistEntly been making such profits on pig iron as to enable the Company 
to withstand the losses on steel and pay all its charges and also pay dividends 
wholly or in part. 'l'his could only have been possible if the cost of produc
tion of pig iron at J amshlidpur is considerably lower than .the corresponding 
(lost in our rival concern~ in India or elscwherl', aud this is true. 

S. Thus, Mr. Manock Homi's contention that our costs are high or savings 
~uld be effected cannot apply to the manufacture of pig and as regards the 
monufacturo of steel, as we have shown above, the fact that our rival oon
-cerns have found it impossible to go into it shows that there could not be 
very much room under existing conditions in India to bring down costs with

oQut further ·experience and ·skilled labour. That strenuous efforts are being 
made to this end is well-known to the Tariff Board. A statement submitted 
to the Board at Jamshedpur has also shown that, while there has been a 
.teady increase of production in the Steel Works, the number of covenanted 
men employed has been stationary or, at any rate, has not increased in any
~hing like the samo proportion as the increase of tonnage. 'Whereas at 

.Jamshedpur we have S hours' shifts, in America t.hey are having 12 hours' 
shifts. In each Department of the plant at JamshedpuT only a few at the 
top are covenanted men with skill in'their trade, while the Indians working 
under them who are by far the larger number have been gradually acquir
ing slrill. The comparative efficiency of the Indian workman due to such 
-well-known causes as physical stamina,' climatic conditions, train.ing, is low, 
perhaps one-fourth or one-fifth of the American or the Englishmen or Scotch
men in Steel Works. It necessarily follows, therefore, that the number of 
men operating in each Department in India should be larger than in similar 
Works in the more advanced countries .• This does not require any elabora
tion. 

6. That Mr. Maneck Homi does not POSSp.ss the necessary qualifications 
to ctiticize or advI~e the Company will be obVIOUS from the manner in which 
he makcs snggestions. For example, he states that the Steel Company em
ploys 30,000 men while American Works do with a very much smaller num
ber. He does not mention that this 30,000 includes about 14,000 coolies and 
only about 16,000 skilled men directly concerned with operations. Nor does 
h~ mention that t~is 80,000 in~lude~ the operatives employed both in opera
tlO~ RntI co~str\lctlon. There 1M besl~es the element of efficiency per man in 
!ndla and !n more advanced. countries. For example, even. ih the cotton 
mdustry which has be~n estabhshed II? successfully in Bombay and one ortwl) 
other centres, the effiCle~cy per man IS to-day after so many years of experi
ence,. much less proportionately than ·the efficiency per man in England or 
AmerICa, and three or four men are requ!red in the place of one. 
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7. Again, 1\1r. Homi alludes to the large quantity of· fuel consu~ed at;. 
Jamshedpur compared with Europe or America. But he does not go into
the comparibon of the quality of the coal available in India as compared with 
t,hat available in America and the reason for this. Similarly, he compares, 
to,our disadvantage, the cost oi silica brick used at Jamshedpur with the 
practice in America and elsewhert'. Had he known anything whatever about, 
the subject, he would have known that tht' manufacture of silica bricks in 
Europe or America has been a recognized industry for a long period, whereas. 
in India the p1anufacture oi similar bricks is only a few years old, that the 
cost must, therefore, necessarily be high and that the quality of bricks in. 
India is not equal to that of those manufactured in America or Eur9P~, 
though it is hoped that that standard may soon be reached. His remarks on' 
the cost of relining are, therefore, of little value. 

8. As an example of the inaccuracy of Mr. Homi's statements we may 
take ene simple instance: on page 9 of the Memorandum forwarded to u~ 
the following words occur:-

" Yet the Tatas bought and contracted for coal in the market at tre-
mendous prices for the SteelWorks." 

It is within the knowledge of the Tariff Board that our prices for coal sup
plies from outside are fixed by the contracts at 8 annas per ton above the
price paid by the Railway Board, and we believe we are correct in stating: 
that the contracts of the Indian Iron It Steel Company for coal are fixed In 

the same manner. . 
9. The ludic;ollsN'SS of the situation will be obvious when we mention 

that oqt of the total expenses on prodnction of ,pig iron and steel, i.fl., 
Rs. 210 lacs during the last year Mr. Homi by a Jetter of his addressed to
the Directcrs, of which we enclose a. copy, undertaKes to reduce Rs. 160 
lacs, leaving: only Rs, 50 lacs fOl' the whole operation, raw material, etc. 
The absurdity will be clear when we mention that in the Rs. 210 lacs the' 
wages of labour alone of all kinds is Rs. 90 lacs. How Rs. 160 lacs could be 
saved out of Rs. 210 lacs is beyond our comprehension. 

10. It seems to us that under the circqmstances mentioned above it· 
would be a waste of public time for the Tariff Board to take Mr. Homt 

- seriously and lay upon us the burden of going through the voluminous docu· 
ment he has produced and controverting every single point raised by him. 
If, however, the 'fariff Board have satisfied themselves that Mr. Homi is; 
competent to criticise and his status is such as to warrant tIme being spent 
on him) we shall lay before the Board a statement in d~e course. 

Statement oVll.-Letter, dated 14th November 192.3, from the Tata Iron ana 
Steel Oompany, Lim:ited, forrecting certain statement, made in the 
.. Kaisar-i-Hilld " iI-y Mr. Homi. 

Our attention has been called to a. letter addressed by Mr. M. Homi and 
published in the "Kaisar-i-Hind," an Anglo-Vernacular weekly paper, OD 
the 4th November 1923 (copy enclosed), and in the-interests of the Company 
we desire to correct the false statements made therein. 

It is not true that during the strike the Company spent 12 lacs of rupeelf 
in 34 days in feeding a few men working at a few boilers. The total actual 
out-of-pocket expensi'S during the strike did not even reach this figure, and 
were about 9 lacs. The total cost of feeding men in the plant and for pro
visions was 1 lac, and this included the distribution of rice to coolies, wh~ 
at certain periods of the strike attended in numbers of 7,000 to 8;000 per 
day, and were given rations equivalent to two full meals per day. :rhere is a statement in the letter thRt beer and stout were amongst the 
artICles that were provided at the worksite.· This statement is entirely 
false. Nothing was spent by the Company on beer and stout and, to our 
knowledge, no one was permitted to bring liqu\lrs inside t.he Works. 
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The letter also says that there is a disparity in the number of meD 
employed compared with the production. The writer suggests that a~ against 
11,715 men on the plant in 1Jl17 producing 123,890 tons of finished materials 
there were nearly 26,000 men in the past year producing 150,000 ~ons. This 
latter tonnage was the reduced tonnage forced on us on account of the set
back caused by the strike. But what is a more important mis-statement is 
that the labour force .hown by the writer as existing in 1917" is the total 
labour forco in· the Operation Departments alone, whilst in the case of the
labour force for the past year, the figure given by him includes all the men 
working in the Greater Extensions. 

It is .also stated in the letter that only two increases of 10 per cent. in 
wages have been given since the plant started as against ht'avy increases. 
elsewhere. This again is grossly incorrect. The work of individuals has 
been' appreciated from time to time and increases given specifically for dif
ferent jobs.. Besides this the increases were from 20 per cent. up to 25 per 
cent. on a sliding Bcale in March 1920, with a further increase of 15 per I 

cent., 10 per cent., and 5.per cent. on a sliding scale in June 1920. To this. 
must be added the advantage of the Provident }'und which means a ..cost of 
8t per cent. to the Company in addition to the extra wages paid to labour. 
Mr. Homi's· statement is, therefore, entirely inaQcurate and misleading~ 
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Oral evidence, of ~r. M. HOMI. recorded at Bombay on 
-' 16th November 1923, 

P,'esident.-Mr. Homi, you were formerly, I think, in the service of the 
'J."ata Iron and Steel Co., at Jamshedpur? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
P,'esident.-Can you give us the date when, you entered their service? 
Mr. Homi.-November 1914. 
Pl'eBi.ieat.-Before you entered their service would you tell us what- your 

training had been,-whether you had any technical training before then? 
Mr. Homi.-No. I had no trainin!f. I wase. Graduate of the Bombay 

University in Chemistry and Physics. ' 
Pr6sident.-I think you hold .the Degree of M.A.? 
Mr, Homi.-I am a B.A., LL.B. I studied up to M.A. standard in 

Chemistry. 
President.-In what departments were you employed in the Tata Works? 
lIfr. Homi.-I started as Assistant Chief Shipping Officer: then r' was 

switched on to the Gas Producer plant. 
Presidellt.-Will you give tbe datesP 

. Mr. Homi.-It was about February 1915 when I was put in charge of 
one of the Producer gas plants in the open h~arth furnace where I remained 
up to 1918. From there I went for training to, the Bengal Light HQl'Se, 
and ,on return I was put in as Assistant Traffic Superintendent. That 
position I held up to September 1919. Then I resigned and went out t.u 
America.. \ 

Presidcnt.-Then yeu resigned your posit~on about September ~919P 
1I1r. Homi.-Yes. 
Pr6sident.-Then you went to America. Will you tell the Board what 

your object was in going to America? 
Mr. Homi.-I wanted to specialise in coke and by-product plant. For 

that purpose I entered the Cal'negieSteel Company's plant at Clairton. I 
was there for abou,t a year. It was a course marked out and I was allowed to 
gil and work in different departments for two or three months each. 

President.-How were you able to ootain admission? 
Mr. Homi.-Through the good offices of c·ertain friends of mine who are 

in the steel line. After that I 'Went to another plant of the Carnegie Steel 
Co. at Clairton. There I was permitted to go round and see the whole 
piant. 

Mr. Alather.-The first year you were in Clairton, you were entirely on 
the Coke oven and by-product plant? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-How long were you on the second plant? 

Mr. Homi.-I think ~t was about 8 months. 

Pr6sident.-In that establishment you were not confined to anyone 
department but were allowed to examine all departments? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
'P7'esidcnt.-Were you in the service of that companyP 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-And in what capacity were you employed in t,he company?; 
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Mr. Homi.-I was employed as an ordinary labourer. 'Vhen a person 
first goes in there he has to take some sort of a job. There are no unpaid 
apprentices and as it was the time of slump no man was employed and 
many men were sent off. I wanted to get iii. and that was the only way to· 
get in. As I had just got out of the Coke oven I got in here as a labourer 
on the muster roll, but was permitted through the good offices of the General 
Superintendent to go and sell. the whole plant. After finishing that I went 
out on a tour of inspection or visit to different other plants and in that way 
I travelled to many places. ' 

Pruident.-How many plants did you see? 
Mr: Homi.-More than half a dozen. 
President.-How long did this tour occupy? 
Mr. lnlmi.-8 to 10 months. 
Pre8ident.~How did you obtain facilities for examining the works in' 

the various shops? 
Mr. Homi.-Through the good offices of certain persons ,whom I knew 

intimately and some others who were actually in the plant, i.e., who were 
officials an these Steel Plants whom I used to meet when visiting different 
institutions, attending association meetings, etc. 

Pt'eaident.-Did you take with you credentials from either of the two 
firms under whom you were employed l' 

Mr. Homi.-No. I had 'an introduction from a well known Consulting 
Engineer at Pittsburgh. Through that I.was afforded ofacilities to go and 
see things. 

Pt'e,ident.-During this tour did you present these letters of introduc-
tion to the mansgement when you went to the works? 

Mr. Homi.-To many of them. 
President.-'What happened after this t~ur of 8 to 10 months? 
Mr. Ho~i.-I came back to Piit.burgh which I had kept as a sort of 

headquarters, being in almost a central position. Then I started to com
pare all these' different things that I had seen, tabulating them with the
state of affairs prevailing at Jamshedpur. After that I came over here to 
Bombay. 

President.-Wben did you come back to Bombay? 
. Mr. Homi.-27th July last. 

President.-Havesou been continuously in Bombay since then l' 
Mr. Homi.-I paid a visit to Jamshedpur and came back to Bombay. 
Pt'uident.-How long did you spend at Jamshedpur? 
Mr. Homi.-I think about a month. 
Preaident.-you have told us that you were employed in the Gas Producer 

plant, in the Shipping department and in the Traffic Department at Jamshed
pur. Again in America you were employed on the Coke ovens and then 
nominally as a labourer in another concern. You have had no actual ex
perience of working in any other branch of iron and steel manufacture? 

Mr. Homi.-You mean practical experience? 
President.-Yes. 
Mr. Homi.-I had no practical experience. . 
President.-In the written statement that you have sent.in to the Board 

you have given a number of interesting figures as to the state of affairs
which exists in the United States of America and also occasionally, in the 
United Kingdom. You will remem,ber no doubt that the Board wrote to
you on the 27th October and said that they would be glad if you would inform 
them from what source the facts and figures in your written statement were 
obtained, and pointed out that they. had to .decide what value should be' 
attached to the statements of fact placed before them in evidence, and that . 
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they -'veJ:e n'lt in a pOsition to do this unless the SO~lrces from which tli.II. 
information had been derived were disclosed or they were otherwise satisfied 
-of the accuracy of the statements made. As regards your statements regard. 
ing the r.tate of affairs in the United States of America' will you tell the 
.Board generally in the first place from what sourees you got that information!' 

Mr. Homi.-Do you mean olnformation regarding cost and practiceI' 
President.-I should like to take the question generally in the firs~ 

.instance. No doubt some of your information was obtained in one way and 

.some in another way. I should like you in the first place generally to tell 

.us how the information was obtained. ' • • 
Mr • .{Iomi.-Through the good offices of some friends in the StateS who 

:are directly engaged in the Iron and Steel work and supplementtyl by my 
:own personal information. • 

President.-Am I to understand that none of it was obtained from pub. 
dished sources? I am referring to your written statement. 

Mr. Homi . ....:..Part of tne information as regards the United Kingdom was from 
published sources. . 

. P7·esident.-Let us confine ourselves to the United States first.- As far 
.as information about the United States is concerned, I take it that none of 
the information is obtainable in any publication? 

Mr. Homi.-The majority of the statements and facts put forward by ma 
,have been obtained from cost and practiC9 sheets of different companies, and 
part of them' are 'Supplemented by published statements in the various 
journals like the • Iron Age' and the • Iron and Coal Trades Review' and 
,so on. 

President.-Are you in a position to indicate which portions of the 
:information were obtained from published sources? Perhaps we had better 
take it in -detail, and run through the various paragraphs of the statement. 
We shall fi"St take up information as regards the United Kingdom. 

M,. Homi.-The statements as regards the United Kingdom are entirely 
trom published sources. I did not spend much time in England. 

President.-In paragraphs 29-31, as we have numbered them, you refer 
to the various qualities of iron ore indiffereD.t countries. May I take it 
that the information about the ores was. obtained Tn all cases from 
published sources I' 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 

P·resident.~In paragraph 37 you give a comparison of the Tatas' prices 
with prices of iron ore, coal and limestone in America and in England. Can 
you tuil us how the American prices were obtained P 

Mr. Homi.-They were obtained from published sources. 

President.-Can you tell us what those sources were, because it 'is import. 
~nt to know whether it is possible to verify these !l0urces I' ' 

Mr. Homi.-There is a publication-A. statist.i<;al journal-called the Daily 
Metal Reporter. That gives you for all the different ores their prices includ-, 
ing certain amount of freight charges for Pittsburgh district calculated at 
the rate of 1 dollar and 10 or 15 cents a,.. ton, for rough idea. 

President.-Were these three sets or figures, so far as the United States 
was concerned, obtained from this publication? • 

Mr. Homi.-Entirely; it is a daily publication. 

President.-But you give the average for the year? 

Mr. Homi.-There is an annual average also given there. The prices of 
coal have been obtained from the Statistical department of the Carnegie 
Librat·y at Pittsburgh Technologic-a! section. That is a publio library which' 
will give you any -sort of ' information as to·trade statistics and so OL. 
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PreBid~nt.-In the next paragraph (paragraph 38) you give a comparison 
.(If the labour charges. The American figure for wages of labour is, 1 take it, 
for ordinary unskilled common labour •• 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. These figures are published by the Bureau of Labour 
.ud in other journals. It is a matter of common knowledge. 

Preaident.-Is it for the common labour employed in all trades or in the iron 
and steel trade i' 

Mr. Homi.-It is for the Iron and "Steel trade. 
Prt.idl"nt .-Does the Statistical Blneau publish- figures for different indus. 

tries? 
Mr. Homi.-¥es. 
Pr18ident.-And the English figures P 
Mr. HOnli.-The English figures are from" a publiration called .. Iron 

Age." 
President.-That is 'an American publication, is it ~otP 
Mr. Homi.-¥es. 
PresiJe .. t.~"an you give us reference to- the date of the issue a.; regards 

"that? 
Mr. Homi.-4th January 1923. 
Prtsidtnt.-U you will now turn on to parllgraph 42 (it is at the begin

ning of the section you head as- "labour") you give us a- figure for" the 
average outtnrn per man per year "for the United States Steel Corporation. 
Can YOll tell us how this figure was obtained!' " 

Mr. Homi.-This is a matter of common knowledge. We can get from 
the annual balance sheet the amount of tonnage and the number of men 
employed. 

Prc3ident.-¥ou won't get the number of men employed from the balance 
sheet. 

Mr. Homi.-Part of it ito published in the annual reports. 
Preaident.~That is to say, 'the Corporation publish annually in their 

l"f'port the number of men employed? " 
Mr. IlJml.-Yes,·Sir. And also the tonnage they make and then various 

comments are made on that by different journals. -
(Hands over an article from a journal* to the P~esident for his perusal.) 
Pruident.-I want to know wlu!re the figures you give were obtained 

from . 
• 'IIr. Homi.-From the office of the United States Steel "Corporation 

apparently. 
Mr. GinU'ala.-Were these for long terms or short terms? 
Mr. Homi.-Short terms. - -
Prf'Bidf'nt.-Going doWn to paragraph 44 you say .. In 1921, one larae 

Steel C(). making products similar to the Tatas' had an average producti';n 
nf finished materials per man per year of 107'5 tons." Can you inform the 
Board what steel company you are referring to!' 

Mr. Homi.-The C"rnegie Steel Co. 
President.--Can yau ten us how that information was obtainedi' 
Mr. Homi.-Thia was supplied by , friend of mine, a Consulting 

Engineer. 

Pruident.-Ia he in the employment of the company? 

Mr. Homi.-No: he is a friend of mine. 

Pruid,,,t.-The Question still remains where he obtained the information 

Mr. Homi.-I do not know if I would be permitted to disclose the source 

. " 
• Not printed •. 
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Prtsident.-The Board wa.nts to know what authority there is behind 
thi~ statement. It is impossible for us to rely on such lJ.statement. 

M7'. Homi.-It is for Homestead Steel Works. 
Presid~nt._We understood you obtained these figures from a Consulting 

Engineer who was not in the service of the company. Are you prepared to-
supplement what you have stated, in any way? , 

Mr. Homi.-Matters like that are of common knowledge in the United 
States, especially about the tonnage per man and so on. 

President.-If it were common knowledge it would be about 100 and no" 
107.5 tons-down to the decimal ,point. Of course if it is merely on the 
authority of a Consulting Engineer, who had prima facie no means of know
ing, it does not appear that the authority for the statement is very high. 

Mr. Homi.-He could not have made the statement unless he ~as sure 
of his ground. 

President'!O-W 0 know nothing of the Consulting E~gineer and we are not 
in a position to say what weight is to be attached to the authority. 

1111'. Homf.-The Board has to judge it. 
]>resident.-You are not in a. position to tell us anything further as to 

how he obtained the information? 
Mr. Homi,-No. 
President.-In paragraph 46 you say" One steel plant with an average 

total force of sra men at the 'works and producing approximately. 2,000 tons 
of sheet bars and billets per day shows the following tons per man per day." 
Could you tell us what plant it was? 

Mr. Homi.-Pittsburgh Steel Co.'s. 
President.-Can you tell us how you obtained that information? 
Mr. Homi.-Same source. 
Prr.si:ient.-In paragraph 48 you give figures for four lsrge steel.making 

concerDS in the United States. Can you tell us where that fuformation was 
obtained? 

Mr. Homi.-Obtained by me personallJ'. 
Presiaent.-Are these published figures? 
M,'. Homi.'-They were given ,to me by the Vice-President of the Steel 

Company. 
In the case of Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. the information was 

given by the Vice-President of the Co. 
In the case of Carnegie Steel Co.-by the General Superintendent. 

" Illinois, Steel Co. (Gary)-by one oi the Mill Superin-
tendents. 

In the elise' of Republican Iron and Steel Co.-by the Assistant to the 
Vice-President.-From the Annual Report for 1920 (shown to the 
Board).- ' 

President.-Taking tlie Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. where you got the 
information from the Vice-President, did he give you permission to use the 
information publicly? 

M'r. Romi.-Yes. It is a matter of common knowledge. 
President.-Are details such as production in tons and the number of 

men employed annually published in the annual reports of Steel Companies 
in America? 

Mr • .Homi.-Many of them do, but not all. I have got a report of the 
Republican Iron and Steel Co. They have given this information. 

, Pre8ident.-They give you production in tons als~is that so? 
Mr. Hc.1ni.-Yes. 

Pre8ident.-That is one of the Companie>! you have mentioned? 

- Not printed. 
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1fT. Romi.-Yes.· . !" 
PreBid6nt.~~d that docwnent that Sou have just sho;wn me is cl/o public 

documenti' .' .. 
MT. Romi.-Yes. The figures .ar~ for 1920. . . 
President.-Am I"right in· understanding that in each of these concelns 

the figures were supplied by an official of the Company· who· gave you per-
mi6Sion to·use it?· -. .-, -. . 

Mr: Bomi.-There ~as no 'implied objecti~nto it; 
Presid8nt . .-~ 'the case, of .the ·Younll!'toWu·' Shee~ ~d Tube Co., 1 

nnderstood you to say that the Vice-Presldent told you that there was no 
objection to your using them. 

Mr. Bomi.-Yes. 
President.-In the case of the Carnegie StIlel Co. P . 
Mr. Romi.-There was an implied nnderstasding that thllre would be 'nl) 

objection. He knew the purpose it was to be used for and he would not have 
given it unless he felt that it could be published.. _ 

-President.-As regards the Illinois' Steel Oo.? Was ~e. lIiIPl .Superin-
tendent in a position to supply these figures? ". 

Mr. Bomi.-The figure is in ronnd numbers and he gave it from his ewn 
information: it could have been more or less. 

President:-Then the Tata Iron and Steel Co. P 
MT: Homi.-From the balance sheet . 

• PreBident.-Tak8 the ne~t paragraph No. 49. Yon. say "one company 
over a period from 1913 to 1921 inclusive fonnd that its total mill labour, 
including departmental heads but not the general office expense, amounted 
to the pay of a: common labourer for· 24 hours at the' average· rate during 
that period." Can you tell us what that Company wai3? . 

Mr. Homi.-This information was from that Consulting Engineer friend of 
mine from Pittsburgh. The name cannot be. divnlged. . 

President.-Did he' giv~ you that name? 
Mr. Romi.-No. . 

President.-lt merely rests on this that your Consulting Engineer friend 
W America informed you that one Company obtained these results? 

Mr. Bomi.-Yes. " 
, President.-In paragraph 52 you say II From a prolonged tour of tarious 

steel plants in America last year, the figures' as determined by. me, as to the 
number of employees . '. • . . ." and then you go on to give the figures. 
These figures, I take it, were obtained from a number of sources during your 
tourp· . 

Mr. Rami~-Yes. 
President.-How were YOI1 able to obtain these figures? 

. Mr. Romi.-From the Superintendents of iIDferent departments. 
President.-Were they in any case supplied to you by the management of 

the concerns? . 

Mr. Romi.-No. 
Pruident.-You obtained them from departmental heads? 

Mr. Rami.-Yes. Of course 'it may not be with the express consent of 
the management, but in giving me permission to go round the plant and 

.8IISisting me to investigate they implied a certain sort, of conse~t. 
President-"::-But you did not in any case get express permission of the

management P 
Mr. Romi.-No. 

YOLo ITr. 3a 
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President.-I take ·it the departmentll 8uperin~ndents were not' in 8 
position to give Y\lU permission to USe the figures.' They were merely servants 
and not responsible for the management of the concern. Your position is, I 
tal<e it, that since nothing was said, and there was no word of prohibition, 
therefore you presume that you are entitled to use' the figures? 

3Ir. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-If you look to paragraph 58 you say "The American figures 

are taken from a number of plants that are smaller, equal or larger in size 
than at Jamilhedpur, etc." and that is referring forward to the long table 
which you give In paragraph 62. Will you tell us how these figures were 
obtained? 

Mr. Homi.-These figures were obtained from a well known firm of Con. 
lulting Engineers In Chicago, and from the same Consulting Engineer to whom 
I ~ave referred and one firm of Consulting Engi~eers at Pitteburgh: 

President.-Two in Pittsburgh and one at Chicago? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
p,.esiilent:.-Ho~ were they ,in possession of these figures? 
1.Ir. Homi.-J'could not say. 
President.-Were they the Consulting Engineers for the firms whose figures 

1II'ere obtained P 
;lfT. Homi.-No. • 
President.-So that they had no special means of obtaining these figuresP 
Mr. Homi.-You may take it that they were in a position to obtain these 

~gures, not necessarily by any underhand means or anything of that kind. 
PI·esident.-Yes, but we cannot question them before the Board and ask 

~hem how they obtained these figures. 
3fr. Homi.-These figures were supplied to me on condition that I did not 

make any use of them while I was in America, but that I was at liberty to 
make use of them when I returned to India so long as I used figures wEich 
were only an average and did not disclose the name of the firma. 

PI·esident.-What was it that they gave youP Did each firm give you 
figures company by company" or did they merely give you an average? 

Mr. Homi.-In some cases average, and in some cases individual com
panies. 

President.-Did you ,draw any inference from the fact that they expressly 
" stipulated that you were not to disclose t\le names of the firms from whol1l 

these figures were obtained? 
JIr. Homi.-Yes. 
Pl·esident.-May I ask you what was the inference you drew from that' 
;lIr. Homi.-The cost sheets were mostly secret affairs and they naturall, 

wished that these should not be published. ' 

President.~That is to say, the information which they held they ought 
not to have been in possession of? 

)IT. Homi.-I should not say that. When an Engineer writes in a 
journal he is in possession of certain figures of a number of companies but 
he does not necessarily disclose th9 names of the companies. In the same 
way these firms were in possession of the figures and they ,in turn supplied 
the figures to me. 

P1"e8ident.-A)·e the kind of article$ yeu are thinking of anonynlous 
articles or signed articles P 

Mr. Homi.-Signed articles. :", 

. President.-Dut in this case you have told us that tW Consulting 
Enginee)·~ refused to sign; they expressly stipulated that th,eir names iihould 

• (Jot be (hsclosed P , 
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• • Mr. HOllli.-For the time being, but I have written to them. When I 

came to India I did not contemplate appearing before the Board and then 
things cropped up and I have now' written to them whetner I could disclose 
their names. 

President.-But they did expl'essly stipulate that theirnamell should 
not be disclosed? - , 

.lIr. Homi.-That is so. 
President.-May I take it that the figures in these tables in .paragrap'h 62 

are fi'lpres that steel making companies in America would not wish til 
mak.. p!1blic? 

Mr. Homi.-It all depends. 
President.-Have you seen corresponding figures for any company in any 

publication in America? 
Mr. Homi.-There would· be no objection to publisliing, ·if it became 

necessary-I mean the old figures. 
PT6sident_I would still like to have an answer to my question.' Have 

'you seen figures of ,that kind published for individual companies in- America? 
.1Ir. Homi.-With their names on? 
Preside.nt.-Yes. 
Mr. Homi.-Nd, Sir. 
P·resident.-Then you may take it that these figures are figures wQich 

the companies concerned would object to the Board having for public use. 
Mr. Homi.-I should suppose that is-so, but it all depends on the opinion 

of individual companies. 
President.-I quite recognize that what has been given are only average~ 

and that· makes a great deal of difference. But supposing the figures were 
of individual companies, are these the kind of figures which steel-making 
companies in America ~ould_ usually object to publishing? 

Mr. Homi.-It would be difficult to say what their attitude would be. 
If I werE!' concerned in the matt~r, I would not objec.t to publishing the 
old figures. 

President.-Your figures are for the year 1921. May I take it that tne 
American companies object to the publication of the figures for 1921? 

Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 
President.-If y~u look on to paragraph 76, you give the cost of making 

one ton of pig iron in tite United States of America in .1914 and 1921. . Can 
you tell us where you got these figures from? .

Mr. Homi.-From the' Iron ·Age' of some week in January, 'The chart 
that I have enclosed with this paragraph was made out from the chart 
published->in the' Iron Age,' by a well.known Consulting Engineer. 

President.-You wish the Board to understand. that these figures wele 
obtained from public sources?· . 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 79 ~ou give the average consumption of iron 

ore for a. ton of pig 'iron for the United Steel Corporation plants for 15 years: 
is that a published figure? . 

Mr. Homi.-No, that was obtained from a. private source. I don't-know 
whether that has been published or not . 

. Presidellt.-Are you in a position to tell us what is the source? 
Mr.· Homi.-The same source that we discussed about in paragraph 62 •. _ 
P.residen.t.-This is from one of the firms of Consulting Engineers you have 

mentioned? .... .... 
Mr. Homi.--Yes. These statistics were made out from the iron ore con., 

8umption of different companies in different years from 1902 onwards and' 
thiB was one of them. 

3G2 
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Pre8ident.-Similarly in the next paragraph--8O--you give the average. 
consumption of -coke per ton of pig iron. 

Mr. Homi.-It is from the same source. 
President.-Your authority for these figures entirely depends on the

reliability of the particula.r firm of Consulting Engineers who furnished them? 
Mr. Homi.-I have no hesitation in saying that these -are most authentic 

sources. 
President.-What is the authentic source that you contemplate? Do you 

wish me to understand that the figures were supplied by the United Steel 
Corporation to these firms of Consulting Engineers? 

Mr. Homi.-I don't say that. 
President.-Is not that naturally the source that one would consider as. 

the most authentic? 
Mr. Homi.-That would be so. It may ~ that they got it that way or 

some other way. 
President.-::Yes, but if they were obtained in some other way, would 

you consider that as authentic? 
. Mr. Homi.-Well, there are many factors; take coke, for instllIUle, which 

is a matter of common knowledge, it makes no difference . . , . . . • . . 
President.-Matters of common knowledge are in. our own experience

veJ:,V often exceedingly inaccurate and are certainly not statements on which_ 
the Board, in any case, could rely. When it is a question of prices in a 
manufacturing operation for which a quantity of certain raw materials are
used for a period of, say, 15 years it is not a question of common knowledge. 
That would be a matter of common knowledge if the matter had been dealt 
with in the trade journals in a full way, but it is not a matter of common 
knowledge when it is a kind of figure that .these companies do Dot publish. 

Mr. Homi.-I can give you full details of practice made by the Trumble 
Steel Co. It is in . the 'Iron Age' of .. March 1923. 

President.--Just give us the reference to the' Iron Age.' 
lIfr. Homi.-March 29th, 1923. Their consumption 'of coke was 1,986 lbs. 
President.-In paragraph 83, dealing with the conversion cost of pig 

iron, you say" whereas in the United States, when the price of men and 
materials had gone up 100 per cent. or more, it was only $3'07 or Rs. 9-
roughly." 

Mr. Homi.-This refel'll to a particular Company making as much as about 
20 million tons of pig iron. 

PT6sident.~Will you please tell us what Company it was? 
Mr. Homi.-I am afraid I would not be able to say that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I should not think there can be more than one Company 

producing suoh a big amount. 
President.-Are you in a position to teU the Board from what source yon. 

obtained this information P 
Mr. Homi.-From the Consulting ~ngineer, a friend of mine. 
Presidcnt.-Do you think the Boal'd ought to -rely on figures of that 

kind. 
Mr. Homi.-It is for the Board to decide. 
President.-In paragraph 84 you have given us the United States figure&

for labour per ton of pig iron. Can you tell us how these were obtainedP 

Mr. Ilomi.-These are averages of different steel companies. They are' 
not published figures, 1mt wel'e obtained from private sources. . 

Pre8iden~ln paragraph 88 you have given figures for • aU other costs.' 

lIfr. Homi.-That is from the IIame source. I have got all these COIIts with 
me- and I would have no hesitation in showing them to the 'Board to
convince them . . • • • . • • 
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President.-The point. Wi! are dealing with is that these statements 
emanated from the Consulting Engineers and you have no other higher 
.authority thm these Engineers themselves and as you are not in a position 
to tell us who they are, it does not carry us very far. 

Mr. Homi.-I am afraid that is the situation. 
President.:.....In paragraph 94 you quote from a statement by Mr.H. A. 

Brassert, ' a very well.known Consulting Engineer and the foremOtlt authority 
on iron and steel in the United States of America.' The statement that you 
quote was made in a report on a local steel Company. Is that a published 
report? . 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
President.-How did you obtain that? 
Mr. Homi.-It was given to me by Mr. Brassert himself. 
President.-l>id he give you authority to publish it? 
.Mr. Homi.-No, but I could quote things of general interest but. not 

figures. 
President.-Did he give you authority? 
Mr. Homi.-I aon't see how an authority" is needed in publishing a general 

question of that kind. He neither gave'it to me nor did I think it necessary 
in any way. 

President.-Was it a report that in its nature waS confidential? 
Mr. Homi.-The figures and other materials were confidential. 
Pre,ident.-Did he give you authority to use his name for a publiCI 

.statement? 
Mr. Homi.-He has written· in several journals, he has given several 

lectures and addressed in different institutions and- it is quite possible that 
this sentence is about the same as what he may have repeated hundreds of 
times in different societies and in engineering magazines. . 

President.-You quote him as making a statement in a report on a steel 
Company. Does it not occur to you that it discloses the fact that he gave 
'you a copy of this report? . . 

.\Jr. Homi.-He has made reports on several different concerns--not 
necessarily one. 

President.-In paragraph 95 you give certain figures for the American 
, Spread' between -'pig iron and billets and between billets and steel bars. 
Can you tell us where you got these. from? 

3fr. Homi.-These are from the " Iron Age." 
President.-:Can you give us the date? 
Mr. Homi.-March or April of this year, I think. 
President.-In paragraph 99 you give "an average of 4,291 tons per 

furnace per month" as the average of 30 American open heart.h furnaces. 
Can you tell us where you obtained these· figures? . 

Mr. Homi.-From the Consulting '~ngineer at Pittsburgh. 
President.-Are these figures that would ordinarily be published in 

America? 
Mr. Homi.-I suppose so. 
Pre,ident.-But do you know? 

Mr. Homi.-I have seen figures like that often published in trade journals·; 
-even newspapers publish figures like that. There would be absolutely no 
objection. 

President.-Take paragraph 102. You give us ilie actual operation of 
tl!e Brier Hill.plant (YOU~gBtown). Can you tell us how you obtaoined thesel 

Mr. Homi.-These were given by the President of tne Brier Hill Steel 
~o. to this Consulting Engineer at Pittsburgh. 
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P'l'esidcnf.-With permission to use them? 
lIfr. Homi.-Yes. 
Pre8ident.-:That is what you were told by the Consulting Engineer? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes, that'l! my recollection. 
Pre8ident.-And the Consulting Engineer informed you that the Brier 

Hill plant authorities had no objection to their publication? 
Mr. Homi.-I suppose so! 
President.-That applies no doubt to paragraph 104 about the Brier 

Hill plant? 
Mr. Homi.-These are the toEnages they made. I think I had seen them, 

in newspapers. 
, pj·Bsident.-In paragraph 111 you give the average consumption of ferro-

manganese per ton of steel in the United States. Can you tell us how you, 
got that? 

Mr. Homi.~This is one of the points which is a matter of common 
knowledge in engineering subiects and I will now sub'Stantiate it by quoting, 
fJom the" Iron Age "-17 Ibs. inclusive of special castings. 

President.-May I take it that the figure for the whole of America 
'including every form of steel and special castings is 17 Ibs. for every kind 
of steel? 

Mr. Homi.-That figure of 17 lbs. ,\\'as obtained from the" Iron Age'" of 
April 1923. , 

,President.-Where did you get the 12 Ibs. figure fromP 
Mr. Homi.-The 12 115s, figure is merely the figure for ingots. That is the 

average of 4 or 5 different companies. 
President.-Where did you get the figure from? 
Mr. Homi.-From the same Consulting Engineer from his cost and praetice 

sheet. Everyone who moves in engineering circles knows what will be the 
aVdl'age proportion for malj:ing steel in~ots; 80 per cent. of ferro-manganese. 
It is a matter of mathematical calculatIOn. , • 

. President.-That is a matter which will be taken up by the Board's 
technical adviser. Then, paragraph 116 ,where you have given the American 
costs? 

Mr. Homi.-I have got this information from the same source. 
Presiden,t.-In paragraph 119 you have given the United States co~tbf 

silica and fire bricks; where did you get these P 
Mr. Homi.-From the same source. 
Pre8ident.-Incidentally, what is it the cost of? 
Mr. Homi.-Cost of relining per tori. 
President:-There ·is not a word about relining in this. The figures are 

unintelligible, as they stand. Possibly there has been some disarrangement 
while printing. 

Mr. Homi.-One set of figures refers to the cost of relining at Tntlls alld 
the other set refers to America. 

Prtsident.-It must be per something. 
- Mr. Homi.-Per ton of product. 

Mr. Ginwala.-At whaf rate have you taken the exchange? 
lib'. Homi.-Normal excha;ge. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Exchange has not been normal. " 
Mr. Homi.-I have calculated for simplicity's sake at the rate of

Rs.S-2-O. per dollar, the ra't\ls have been fluctuating so often and so much. 
Mr; Ginwala.-You have taken the exchange at Rs.' 8-2 per dollar. Do 

you. think that the dollar had been as cheap as that? ' 
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Mr. Homi.-Dollars _might have been worth more at that time, but for 
convenience sake I have worked at this rate. I 

Mr. GinU'ala.-Don't you think that you have put the figures the_ otlier 
way about? The rupee value of the dollar is much smaller than it actually 
was at that time. 

Mr. Homi.-I did not have the various figures of exchange at that time. 
and I have for that reason calculated at this rate. -

Mr. Ginwala.-Does it strike vou as fair-taking the least value of the 
dollar and comparing it with rupees. _ 

Mr. Homi,-They might have fluctuated.ln 1919 and 1920. In 1914. 
they did not. 

PreBident.-In paragraph 121, you have given labour per ton of. ingots. 
Could you tell us where you got these figures fromP 

Mr. Homi.-From the same source. 
President.-As regards the figures given for United States of America, 

are they for one compalll' or for how manyP 
Mr. Homi.-For about 8 or 10 concerns. 
President.-Are you in a pos~tion to state what concerns they are? 
Mr. Homi.-No. I am not permitted to divulge the names of those 

companies. 
President.-In paragraph 123, you give the number of furnaces, men 

employed and men per furnace in five different American plants. Could you 
tell us how you obtained theseP -

Mr. Homi.-These were obtained by me personally. 
l'resident.-Had you permission to use themP 
~17'. Homi.-Yes, 
President.-In each easel' 
Mr. Homi.-Yes, 
Pre&ident.-Was that llermission obtained from the ~anagement? 
Mr. Homi.-Not necessarily. There is no implied objection to- using them. 
President.-There was no explicit authority asked for or given? 
MI'. Homi.-No. 
Presidsnt.-But you took it for granted that you were entitled to 

use them publicly P 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-I 4;ake it that you were admitted ~ these works by the 

courtesy of the Manager? 
MI'. Homi.-Yes. 
Prssident.-Do you ,consit4lr that it is fair to the management of the 

works to assume that you are at liberty to puOlish these figures which Y(;.l 

obtained while visiting the works? -
Mr. Homi.-They knew for wha"t purpose I was out. In every case the 

purpose was explained. 
PI-esident.-What did you state as your purpose? 

Mr. Homi.-I told them that I wanted to compare their costs with the 
costs. at home (India). 

President.-In paragraph 141, you give jigures about the average pro
duction of blooming mills. 

-Mr. Homi.--The43" mill refers to the mill at Ainsley, at Alabama.. The 
40" mill refers to the mill at Trumliull steel works. 

President.-There is another 40n iuill mentioned here. Thre"mil1sare 
rr.entioned altogether. Can y!or • •• U me how you manEgeQ. to get these 
figures? I 
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Mr. Homi.-Whenever a record is made, or something worth taking credit 
for is achieved, these are published both in the trade journals and in daily 
papers. Here is a publication (hands a chart to the President) of the 
40" -blooming mill showing different records and different tonnages turned 
out. 

President.-You. show me this as being the source from which you OD-
tained the information? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. This would give you the average capacity of a -40" 
blooming mill. It need not necessarily refer to one of the mills here. 

President.-Where- did YOll get these figures from? I don't understand 
which figure in paragraph 141 you got from this. 

3fr. Homi.-Not necessarily from the one published here. 
President.-Which figure in paragraph 141 did you get from the published 

Bource? 
Mr. Homi.-Not from the published source. t am showing you a 

copy ..... . 
President.-It does not seem to me to be quite a satisfactory- reply. 

What lam trying to get at is; how did you obtain these figures? 
Mr. Homi.-From different mills. 
President.-During the course of your tour? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Pr88ident.-rJ;hese are the milL; you visited? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-And the same thing applies to these figures as applies to 

other figures I have asked you about? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-Then you give, in paragraph 142, the labour figures for a 

blooming mill, in the United States. 
Mr. Homi.-These figures have reference to the ('ost sheets supplied by 

the Consulting Engineers. -
President.-Are they averages of 9 or 10 concerns or what? 
Mr. Homi.--S or 9. 
President.-The same thing applies to ' all other costs' of blooming millsP 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. . 
President.-The Bame thing applies also to the figures about rail mills in 

paragraph 149? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. • 
President.-In paragraph 150, you give the total costs of production of 

rails in 1921 for Amedcan plants as $32'22 minimum to $47'15 maximum. 
Has that come from the same source? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes; 
President.-8imilarly in paragraph 151, you give figures about mercluo-nt 

mills. Have they also come from the same source? 
Mr. Homi.-This is separate. It is the one which I showed you before. , 
President.-In paragraph 152, you give the output per man per day iii 

America. Was that obtained from the Consulting Engineers? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 166, you give the figures for coal consumption 

per ton of finished steel. These figures relate to the Carnegie Steel Co., 
United States Steel Oorporation and another independent Oorporation. Can 
you tell us what the other independent Corporation was P 

Mr. Homi.-That. is the Republican Iron and Steel Co. 
PTesident.-Oould you tell us how you got these figures? 
Mr. Homi.-They were supplied by the Consulting Engineers. 
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Pre8ident.-They were not published? 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
President.-In paragraphs 177, 178, 179 and 180, you give certain in. 

formation about the Duplex Process in America. Could you tell us how 
that information was obtainedP 

Mr. Homi.-During the course of my tour, but as regards Canada the 
information was obtained from the Consulting Engineers. 

Preaident.-As regards Canada, you obtained your information from one 
·of the Consulting Engineers, but as regards the others, you obtained it in 
-the cOurse of your tour P 

Mr. Homi.-,-Yes. 
Preaident.-They were obtained from the people whom you talked to when 

you visited these works? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 183, you say "Two only 12 ton converters of 

the Youngstown Sheei; and Tube Company have an average production of 
'65,000 tons per month." Could you tell us where you got these fromP 

Mr. Homi.-From the same source. 
President.-You remember when the Board wrote to you as to the sources 

of your information, we asked not only regarding the cost of production of 
steel in the United Kingdom and in the United -States of America. but also 
regarding the operations of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. Your reply is that 
rl'garding the operations of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. your information 
was obtained from personal knowledge and experience at works for neatly 
a years supplemented by complete cost and practice eharts of the Company 
from 1912 onwards. That I think gives your answer. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-You have of course read the news{japer reports of the evi·· 

dence taken by the Tariff Board while. they were at Jamshedpur? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes.o 

President.-But I think I am right in saying that at the time your written 
statement was complete, the Board had not yet issued the printed copies of 
the evidence they had taken. 

Mr. Homi.-That is right. 
Pre8ident.-So that, apart, from the ,newspaper I'eports the evidence taken 

by the Tariff Board at Jamshedpur was not one. of your sources of information, 
_ Mr. Homi . ..:....No. . . 

President ....... Did you obtain these complete cost and practice charts of 
the Company from the management at Jamshedpm? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Preaident.-They are, I think, confidential documents, are they not,that. 

the management do not usually disclos~and certainly not for publication 
~xcept for special reasonsP 

Mr. Homi.--.so I understand. 
President.-Are you prepared to. inform the Board how you obtained 

these documents P 
Mr. Homi.-No, excepting a general statement that Tatas' costs,- so 

far as I know, are not a matter of very 'great secrecy. I ha~e found these 
costs in America as late as 1920 and 1921-open hearth and blast furnace 
~osts at Gary and coke ovens and metal costs and some others at Pittsburgh. 

·Preaidenf.-You Saw them in America? 

Mr. Homi.-Part o,f them. 

President.-Can you t.ell us where you· saw them P 
J!T. Homi.-I could not say that for obvious reasons. 
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President.-Then you are not prepared to inform the Board how yAltl. 
obtained these documents? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Pre8ident.-Th~n you wish to give evidence on thi~ footing-that you have 

placed before the Board confidential information and are not prepared to· 
disclose how 'You obtained it? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-Are you content that the Board should draw its own inference· 

as to how you obtained them? 
M1·. Homi.-Absolutely. I have made statements about two things and. 

it is up to the Board to judge about them. 
Prcsident.-And C you think that t.he Board would be justified in placing 

reliance on information of this kind P 
Mr. Homi.-It remains for the Bo;rd to decide. 

Prcsidcnt.-Unquestionably, but I am asking for your opinion. 

Mr. Homi.-I prefer not to give an opini')n. 

President.-Can you suggest any means by which these statements could 
have been obtained except from some ~ervants of the Company? 

• Mr. Homi.-Generally he would be a servant of the Company who would 
have these costs with him. I would have been reluctant to disclose all these 
things, were it not for the fact that I found when I was in America these· 
figures were very well known over there. 

P1·esident.-Butyou are not prepared to tell us where you saw them? 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
President.-You ask us to accept your statement that they were very. 

well known, but you are not prepared to tell us by whom they were known? 
Mr. Homi.-I make it for what it is worth. 
Presidcnt.-On this question as to your sources of information, before we 

go further, my colleagues would probably wish to ask you certain questions. 
M1·. Ginwala.-I think that you have taken upon yourself a very· serious

duty as you realise, that is to say, you have placed before us materials which 
if we accepted as correct were intended to inlluence our decision adversely 
against the industry in the country. 

Mr. Homi.-Not necessarily adversely. I have placed before you certain 
figures with the idea of helping the Board as well as the industry itself. 

1111-. Ginwala.-But the main allegations in your written 'statement are 
intended ·to convey that the steel industry is not carried on in the way ill 
which it ought to be. 

Mr. Homi.-At least that would be the inference. 
. AfT. Ginwala.'-It would be our duty-and you would agree, I take it

to see first whether we could accept the statements which you have made ill 
this letter of yours. 

Mr. Homi.-It is up to the Board to satisfy themselves. If I may b& 
permitted to cite a case, there is a Tariff enquiry going on in America at 
present. The Tariff Commission there has issued a questionnaire not onI, 
to the manufacturing firms in America itself but also to manufacturing 
firms in England, France and Germany and asked them to supply certain 
figures which will of course be treated as confidential. Most of the countries 
have supplied except France, and there was a big talk to find out whether 
Bome penal provisions of the Act could not be enforced against France for 
refusing to give the figures wanted by the:Tariff Commission. ·If the Tllriff 
Board think that these figures that I have put in are in any way going. 
to give a hint or any conviction, it is up to the Board to try and investigate, 
in whatever way they like, to ·satisfy themselves about the cost of produc. 
tion in other countries outside of India, because it is an international 
question. 
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M1·. Ginwala.-That is not my point. I think that you will accept m." 
view on this point. It is the duty of the 1;Ioard no doubt to sift all thl!' 
materials that have been- placed before them, no matter from whom they 
come. You will agree that it is the duty of the Board to satisfy themselves
that these materials are correctly placed before them. 

Mr. Homi.-Yee. 
Mr. Gi~wala.-Now in ~hi8 case how can the Board satisfy themselves? 

First of all the Board have got to satisfy themselves that you are in a 
position to giv:e your opinion as an expert on the manufacture of steel. Is
not that so? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-At least, we must, I think, presupJe that. 
Mr. Homi.-It is for the Board to judge that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am asking you, Mr. Homi, whether we should not start. 

with the assumption that a man who gives evidence must be qualified to give 
evidence. . 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore we must assume that you are an expert on the 

manufacture of steel. 
Mr. Homi.-I don't claim to be an !lxpert as much as I claim to' be :I 

student of the manufacture of iron and steel. . 
- -

Mr. Ginwala.-But you have never been in charge of any part of the-
steel plant up till now I' 

Mr. Homi.-Unless you want me to specify the producer gas plant which 
is a very important plant in steel making. Though one is apt to minimise 
the importance of the produ('cr gas plant because it is a dirty thing-this 
is not however the case and it is running in intimate contact with the 
steel plant--oll'.l has full opportunities. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-You have never been in charge of any,part of an open: 
hearth furnace? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.~Nor have you beEln in charge Of. a blooming mill? 
Mr. Homi.-No .. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Nor of a rail mill-nor of ·any part of any steel works? 
Mr. H07lli.-No. / 
Mr. Ginwala.-Therefore to that extent your opinion is qualified, is it 

not? 

Mr. H07lli.-Yes. 

Mr. Ginwala.-And the Board will be justified in scrutinising that? 
Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 

Mr. Ginwala.-As regards the other materials that you have placed before
the Board, you say that you got them from some Consulting Engineer, is 
not that so? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are not prepared to disclose his name? 

Mr. Homi.-Not until I hear from him. 

Mr. Ginwala.":"'You are not (n a position to tell us how he got hilt 
information P 

Mr. Homi.-No. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We do not know the qualifications of this Consultin&, 
Engineer? 

\ Mr. Homi.-NC!t yet. 
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. Mr. Ginwala.-Then it comes to this. We have got to accept your opi
tlion as to whether the Consulting Engineer also is qualified to give an opinion, 
;is not that so /' 

Mr. Homi.-Y~: 
Mr. GinwalG.-Do you think that the Board can reasonably do this '/ 
Mr. Homi.-It is up to the Board. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I am asking your opinion. Put yourself in ~u~ position. 
Mr. Homi.-If I put myself in your shoes I would think that you are 

.giving me enough hint. The statement itself is not meant so much to base 
an opinion on as to show the necessity for further investigation. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is perfectly true, but my point is this. You have 
placed your statement before us which is based on third hand or a fourth 
hand information. I am asking you whether the Board as a responsible. 
;body could act on that. 

~ 

Mr. Homi.-It is not a question of acting. 
Mr. Ginwala.~You -are using that information. Can the Board use it? 

Mr. Homi.-As I said, I have ·disclosed enough grounds for investigation. 
Unfortunately there are no steel manufacturing companies in India, except 
"'l'Btns' • We are very far away from sources of information and the Board 
is sitting here. I db not know how far it is in possession of facts and 
~gu~s from companies outside of India, i.e., in America, and other placee 
and whether it can judge or compare Tatas costs with others. 
. Mr. Ginwala.-We are trying to get this information but you have declined 
·to give us the source. I thought you came here to assist the Board. 

1I1r. Homi.-I find the situation is such t}iat it takes a long time befor9 
.one gets any reply. I informed the Board of it in a personal note. This 
was meant primarily for Tatas. I first made the whole statement and wanted 
:to draw the attention of the Directors of the Tata Co. to it and I had 
occasion to see4bout half a dozen of them, but my impression after meeting 

.all these was that t1ley seemed to be uninterested and finally I had to pre· 
pare this report and send it to the Board. ' 

Mr. 'GinwalG.-That may very well be, but they may be also under the 
same difficulty as ourselves as to the source of information. 

Mr. Homi.-They had all chances of investigation. 
Mr; Ginwala.-We are now trying to investigate the matter. You have 

come forward to assist us for- which we are grateful to you, but when we 
<lOme to ask you for the source of your information you decline to give us it 

lIfr. Homi.-You will realise my position. Unless and until I hear frl>w 
:America it would not be up to me to disclose it. Of course these men havfI 
consented in case it came to a tUBBle to verify all these things, but I must 

..bave their permiBBion to'disclose the Bource. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Was it not important to have satisfied yourself as to 

'Whether you would be able to substantiate these things/' 
Mr. Homi.-;-I have satisfied myself so far as I am concerned. 
Mr. Ginwaza.-Do you expect that the Board would accept it without 

,your undertaking to satisfy them P 
Mr. Homi.-I have satisfied myself and on the facts I have given I have 

asked the Board to base an investigation • 

.lIr. Ginwala.-There are many facts >whioh you have no doubt taken 
-from public sources. Of course we have these. You also make allegations 
based on private sources of informltion which we have no means of verifying 
at present, and I am asking you whether that being so the Bosrd would be 
justified in accepting those allegations as correctP 

Mr. Homi.-I refrain from pronouncing any opinion. r wiD leave tJie 
-whole situation entirely to the- Board. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-That is nodol!bt true but try and help us. The point ill' 
that you make very serious allegations in connection with an industry. 
These are based upon facts which you say you have derived from private 
sources and you won't disclose the nature of the sources and you do not" 
tell us how you got the information. ' 

Mr. Homi.-Might I suggest one thing? ff these figures that I have
givtIl for TatllS are found to be correct, I do not know if it is too much for 
the Board to give me credit as 'regards 'the other information also, i,e., I 

,claim that the figures I have'given as regardaotber companies might be taken, 
as equally correct. 

Mr. GinwaTa.-Why? You may have "much more easily acquired inform. 
ation from Tatas of an accurate description than in America. 

Mr. Homi.-I do not know whether easiness and all that sort of thing 
comes in. 

MT. GinwaTa.-You say that if ~'atas' figures you have given arEr 
found to be correct, the other information should be alelo taken as correct. 
Is it a reasonable suggesbion to make? ' 

Mr. Homi.-I have given these things for what they are worth and r 
will leave it entirely to the Board to do what they like with them. But 
until such time as I have heard from America I cannot aisclose anything. 

Mr. Ginwala.-When you went to America you went to specialise in cokEr 
ovens and the course was for one yeap. 

Mr. ltomi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How did' you start visiting these steel works? What watt 

the intention P 
Mr. Homi.-Being connected with the coke plant there '\'Vere ample oppor

tunities and facilities of looking things round and being of an inquisitive
turn of mind on these points it was not difficult for me to look and study 
different faciors connected with the steel industry. . 

MT. Ginwala.-It WIIS then mert) inquisitiveness, I take it, that led you to 
collect these figures in America? 1# 

Mr. Homi.-The object was to help the iron and steel industry as muclr 
as possible in India. 

Mr. Ginwala.-By what means? 
Mr. Homi.-By means of comparison. 
MT. Ginwala.-Merely by mean~ of comparison? 
Mr. Homi.-Not only by comparison of costs but by taking into consider

'ation' all the resources of different materials in themselves, raw materials .and 
so on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-For that purpose you spent two or three years in America i!
Mr. Homi.-About 3 years and 5 months. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Including the period during which you were studying. 

coke? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. including that. My total stay in America was 3 years-

IIond 5 months. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-8o you devoted 3 years and 5 montns in order to get 

information to advance the .steel industry in this country P 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaTa.-When you were visiting these works in America, did you 

,tell any of the management that you were collecting these figures for thi!
purpose? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes . 
. Mr. Ginwala.-Yoll told' the Heads of. the Departments and managers:-

uf the works about this? . 
Mr. Homi.-I had letters given to me by the Consulting Engineer that: 

I should be put in flossesaion of these figures. 
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Mr. Ginwala.-I am talking of these cost figures. 
Mr. Homi.-The·cost figures were given to me by the Consulting Engineers 

but the figures as to the number of men employed, tonnage production per 
man, and tonnage outturn were based on my. personal investigation. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Officially? 
Mr. Homi.-They were given to me by the managers and others. I have 

here got a letter from a Company in which. these. figures were given to me by 
the authorities themselves. .' . . 

Mr. Ginwala.-We are more concerned with the cost of production. Are 
these figures b'ssed on what you were told by the firms' Consulting Engineers? 

;]Ir. Homi.-I shall be very glad to disclose as to how I got these things 
were it not for the fact that I must have their permission first. 

Mr; Ginwala.-Quite so: but you have given figures in respect of these 
various steel works. Did you ask for permission of the management of 
these steel works? 

Mr. Homi.-In this case the information furnished is not considered as 
vital and does not seem to be a great secret. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You have got the average cost of production of half a 
dozen steel works. Were these costs given to you by the Consulting Engineers? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But have you tried to obtain permission from these works? 
Mr. I:lomi.-When I have them from the Consulting Engineer I took it for ~ 

~ranted that he had their permission. \ 
Mr. Ginwala.-Their permission to give them to you? 
Mr. Homi.-l\Iay be: I do not know. 
Mr. Ginwala.-\Vith regard to Tatas' works cost we should like to know, 

if you will tell us, how you had any experience of the working of their steel 
plant. You were never in charge of any of the departments which are con
cerned with steel and you say in your statement that you have experience 
of the works from other sources. 

Mr. Homi.-I have said knowledge also and information. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Quite so, but what did your knowledge of the steel works 

consist ofi' You were working in the gas producing department. 
Mr. Homi.-That did not tie me up to the plant all day long. That 

left me ample time to go round and keep myself in touch with persons in 
the steel production section-superintendents, smelters and so on. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you suggest that you got this information from the 
officials who were employed in the Tats Works? 

lIr. Homi.-No, Sir. ' 
Mr. Ginwola.-There are only two sources of information, either men in 

charge of the departments or men in charge of the office. 
Mr. Homi.-If you will take it, so far as furnace is concerned, I had 

ample time to learn the practice and at the same time to know of things, 
,going on in other departments. 

Mr. Ginwola.-You may know these things hut you cannot get the exad 
figures. • 

Mr. Homi.-It is for the Board to judge whether thes.e figures are right 
or not. 

Mr. Ginwola.-We should like to know.how you got these figures because 
as you know Tatas' were unwilling at one time to allow us to publish these' 
figuree so far as they were concerned. That shows tliat they attach a con· 
siderable amount of importance 'to the works cost figures and the Board 
~ould like to know how you had access to these figures. 

Jlr. Ilomi.-I have nothing to add to what I have said: 
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, '?lIT. Ginwala.-Namely, that you won't tell us ,how you got them? 
, ,lIr. Homi.-My source of information cannot be disclosed. 
l/r Ginwala.-You see that all our proceedings are conducted in public, 

the' id~a being' that there should be as much publicity given to everyth~g 
that 'is said here as possible. If you do not tell us how you got that in

formation, do you think that we can act on that infOl'mation? 
lifT. Homi.-It i.; for th~ Company to contradict it. It ~eed not necessar~ly 

be put before them for theIr acceptance but they are at hberty to contradIct 
it, if they can. ,. 

Jir. Ginwala.-Before we ask somebody to examine a document We must 
ourselves be satisfied. ' 

Mr. Homi.-I think it is a question of public importance and should'be 
made available to any person. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-It all depends on who is the author ofthedooument, on 
I\'hat authority he' publishes the document, and Oil what information he bases 
biR opinions. Unless the Board is satisfied on these points, do you think it 
would be fair to take it as correct to ask anybody to go into the document? 
That is what 1 want to know. 

Mr. Homi.-That is for the Board to decid~. 

lir. Ginwala.-You are not prepared to give the information and you 
expect the Board to explore the ,;ources? 

Mr. Homi.-If it considers it of sufficient importance. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-The importance of a document depends to some extent on 
the source from which it is obtained. Supposing we got representations 
from persons about any industry. Do you think that it is thE! duty of the 
Board to go into them unless they are satisfied on these pointS? 

Mr. Homi.-I think the only way is to try and get the sanction of these 
men. 

lIIr. GinIVala.-Do.!1't you think that you ought to have ~ot the sanction 
before placing the 'information before us? , 

Mr. Homi.-I had just written to them when I got a letter from you. 
Mr. Ginwala.~When you were at Jamshedpur did not you decide to put 

in this written statement? ' 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-When did you think of it? 
Mr. Homi.-After I found that my representation to the Directors did 

not result in anything. ,I tried to place' all this information at their disposal 
to enable them to start an investigation. I was prepared to give them all 
possible help in this respect. I had no objection even to disclosing the name 
of the parties to the Directors of the Tata Co. but 1 did not get a satisfactory 
reply from them. Then the first idea came to me of placing it before the 
Board. -

lIIr. Ginwala.-I think you attended one or two meetings of the Board 
at Jamshedpur when we were there. Did not you think that it was of 
sufficient importance to place it before the Board then? 

Mr. Homi.-I thought th~t if I got the Directors to investigate these 
things by themselves and find out a way there was no necessity to rush to 
the press. I thought if things could be done quietly it was no good to rush 
into print. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-You knew that we were making investigations into the 
steel industry. Did not it strike you that the proper authority before whom 
you should place tllis matter was this Boaro.? 

Mr: Homi.-My personal opinion is that Tatas were first to be consulted. 

JlI1'. ~in!»ala.-But at the sam!l ti~e 'you never 'thougM of obt.~ining 
ihe permIssIon of these gentlemen In AmerIca. 

, ' 
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Mr~ Homi,--I had no hesitation' in putting the names of thesegentlemeu. 
before 'the Directors: I could have done it unhesitatingly. But I· did 'not 
have that permission to put 'it 'before the ~Board or any public 'body. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-You are at liberty to give theSe names 'to the ,Directors 
Did, you offer them?"·, , ' , 

, Mr.' Homi:"':";Sut they did, not ask me for this : they' never considered mJl 
statement. -:But if the Boord of "Directors had asked me'to give the names. 
1; would 1!-ltve 4~<:lllsed theIl1: to tnem. . ' " , , 

Mr. Ginwala.-When. do you expect this reply from America?' 
,. M1!.· .Ho!hl.~1t wtill be a long time: I cannot, say definitely. .' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Youhave only written to the Consulting Engineei'? 
Mr;, Homi;'-"I hllive written to two of them. . ' 
Mr. Ginwa!l..-You have not written to anybody else? 
Mr. Homi . .:....No. . 
Mr. 'Kale.-Most of those who have come to' give evidence-before uST 

having been representatives of certain firms or, industries, have spoken with 
authority on the subject with which tItey dealt. You have told us that the 
statement that has been submitted to us should be taken .as a basis for 
further investigation. Do you not represent quite a different type of witness· 
coming before the Board? 
'·"1r!r. 'tlomi.-'-I am afraid. 'so. 

Mr. Kale.-In the case of the other witnesses we 'call 'go upon's"uch facts
and figures and stat~ments as they place before us, but we cannot .make any 
immediate 'use of your figures and facts. Are \ve not handicapped to that 
extent? 

,Mr. ·Homi.-I suppose so. , , 
Mr. Kale.'-'-AIid' you ,cannot speak with authority for the moment? 
Mi. Homi.;;"";"'No:' ' , " ' 

,Mr. Kale.-:-To that extent is not the value of the evideIJ«)e you are giving 
very heavily discounted p' • . ., . 

Mr. Homi.-It all depends on the view that·the'Board decide to take. 
Mr. Kale.-'-This is the view I: personally should take. 'When a witnesa 

comes alid says he merely' throws out suggestions and it is for, the Board 
to carryon further investigationS I would Bay that ·it is of no value. That 
is not helpful to us. What the witness is asking us to do. is to investigate. 
That is indeed why we are here and, why the ,witnesses. come here als~ 
to help the Board with facts and figures .. If ,you are not going ~ help us 
with facts and figUres, your,evidence is discounted to that extent. Is it not 
a great handioap P ',' , ., r , ' 

Mr. Homi.-You are welco!!le to take whatever view you like but so fn 
as I 'am concerned, my view is that 'these figures are authentic. 

Mr. Kal8~_That may be'so.' . '. 
Mr. Homi.-It may be discounted in the opinion of ilie Board. 
Mr. ,Kale.-Suppose certain figures are hopelessly at variance with. the

figures give~ to us by' Tatas. Is it not reasonable that we' should put more 
faith in the figures given .by Tatas" than in those you have given? q, 

,Mr. Homi.-It depends oli the view the Board takes. I do ,not suggest 
for a moment that Tatas' fig,ures have to be discounted: neither do I suggest 
that my figures are to b. taken in the way in which I want them to b& 
taken. 

Mr. Kale:-That is'to say, 'you are practically giving no evidence befor& 
usP . ' . , ' 

Mr. Homi.-lt may not be iegal evidenc~. 
Mr. Kale.-Not even substantial evidenc~vidence in the real sense of 

the word. Evidenoe is something whioh .is given with authority. You you-
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-tel~re .not Bure of your authority. You are wait}.ng for a certaiD; reply to 
eome from America. Till that reply comes and till we are certam of the 
.authenticity of the information we are handicapped to that extent. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes.· 
Mr. Kale.-I think you have made a statement that the· workmen ali 

.Jamshedpur during the last six or seven years have been given only two 
increase_l0 per cent. each time. Have you not made a statement of that 
"kind somewhere here? 

AIr. Homi.-Yes. That st-atement needs a little correction. The 10 per 
·cent. increase was in 1920. I IIelieve the average should be 15 per cent. 
because 80 far aamy information goes it was 20 per cent. given to people 

·drawing under Rs. 50, 15 per cent. for people drawing under· RH. 150 and 
10 per cent. for people over that;. So that if you iake tile average it will 
-come to 15 per cent. 

Mr. Xale . ....:..But your statement was that there were two general increases, 
one an increase of 10 per cent. in 1913 and .another increase of 10 per cent. 
in 1920. Is not. that your statement? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. So far as my information goes. 

Mr. Xale.-8uppose we receil"e another statement from Tatas which te~ 
·U8 that it was not only an increase· of 10 but 20, or 25 per cent.? 

Mr. Homi.-That will not make muoIl difference booause the increalJ8l 
given in America was something like 300 per cent. . 

Mr. Kale.-I think you have told us that Tates' have thrown their labour 
:to the dogs. You have made that statement in a newspaper in Bombay? 

Mr. Homi.-I would like to s6e that first. 
Mr. Kale.-Have you not written a letter to a newspaper in Bombay on 

ihis sllbject? Have you not said Something about wages of labOW"? Suppose. 
you have said that the workmen at Jamshedpur have been thr01Ul to the 
~ngs by Tatas'. 

Mr. Homi.-It may not be in so many' words : I do not know if it is the 
·effect produced on the readers. 

Mr~ Kale.-You cannot say what the effectllroduced will be. 
Mr. Homi.~I 8m prepared at any time to mod~fJl' my statements in th" 

·light of subsequent information available.· 
.Mr. Kale.-What I aJ!l trying to find out is whether the Board would 

be justi~ed in relying upon the figures you have given, and I point out to vou 
that in one or two of the statements you have made you are hopelessly wrong, 

Mr. Homi_There are 75 pages which the Board have to go over.· 
Mr. Xale.-There may be 200 more. If I show you that one or two 

rC[ these statements are perfectly incorrect, is not the Board justified in 
putting the same interpretation on some other figures? 

Mr. Homi.-This statement was not written witliany antagonistic view 
. .vith Tata's and not necessarily with a view to misrepresent. thelll. 

Mi. Xale.-Do not presume that I am attributing any baa motive to 
."yeu. Here is the letter* written by Mr. ~r. Homi appearing in the Kaiser-I
Hind of 4th November on "Tata Iron and Steel Works-Is Labour respon
sible for losa?-A labourite's . explanation." The statement here is "Since 

·the plant came into existence in 1911, there were known only two general 
increaees in wages one 10 Pf1,(" cent. in 1913, on the initiative of the Agents 

. tbemselve&-we will give them the credit.-and the second 10 per cent. in· 
1920, but not, until after a regrettable loss of ,.·scious lives and much 

. Buffering. But then in 1920, the war had already been won and the people 
could· go to the dogs." This is the statement that you have made. If we 
have another set o~ figures which go to show iliat the increases in wage • 

• * Statement II. 
VOL. III. 
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have been much larger than you have given· here, then what will you saY' 
about it?- . 
. Mr. Homi.-l have never c~iti.cised the ComplloJlY's figures. 

Mr. Kale.-The point at issue is that you have given certain sets 01 
figures and if We find that these figures are absolutely incorrect, giving a -
w:ong impression of Tatas' whom you are so very anxious to help, what: 
is the Board to do i' How can we proceed on the information given i' 
. Mr. Homi.-It i~ a questio~ of comparison of the labour figures of TataB' 

with those obtained from the United States of America. 
Mr. Kale.-Here the United States does not .. come in. This is a mel"f/' 

atatement ot fact, whether the increases given were 10 per cent. or more. 
Are you sure of this facti' 

Mr. Homi • ....:...so .far as my information went. 
Mr. Kale.-Now if you find that these figures are not correct, shall we 

not say that a heavy discount has to be allowed to most of the statements-
• that you have made i' 

Mr. Homi.-l\f.ost of these were made by themselves. 
Mr. Kale.-But you have made certain statements about Tatas' manage

men!!! Are we not justified in allowing similar discount in the case of these?" 
Several illustrations may.be given where you appear to have exaggerated 
what may be the defects in Tabs' management .. We are not concerned 
with these now. I am only concerned with the way in which you hav& 
'given these figures. At least in one case· you are hopelessly wrong. 

Mr; Homi.-If I am wrong lam prepared to modify the statement wita 
reference to subsequent information. So far as Tatas' figures are concemedr 
I am sure you have all these with you. . 

Mr. Kale.-In that case we must wait for months until we verify every 
statement of yours; and is this the. kind of evidence that you have got tit 
give before the Tariff Board, when you are yourself not sure of the 
.factsi' ' -

Mr. Homi.-As I have said I have written for permission and until 
I get it I cannot disclose the source. In case of any errors I am prepared 
to modify them, but in so far as the vital facts are concerned I am ready 
to take my stand. 

Mr. Kale.-What- I suggestis-would it not be reasonable for you to 
take up such figures and facts as have been given by Tabs rather than 
follow this course which is not satisfactory even to you, and then offer your 
criticism on themi' Would it not be more helpful to the Board and Tatas 

-if you had followed this course i' 
Mr. Homi.-That is a different proposition altogether. 
Mr. Kale.-I am putting that proposition to you because I find that your

statement is not satisfactory to yourself. Would it not be more satisfactory, 
I ask youi' . 

Mr. Homi.-I beg your pardon. I never said that it is not satisfactory 
to myself. . 

Mr. Kale.-By your admission the figures are wrong. We, as a Board, 
have to go on certain facts and figures. If it is a difference of, say, 10' 
lakhs in the labour cost in the figures you give and Tatas give, ,then OUf' 
conclusions will go wrong. 

Mr. Homi.-:-Well, you will realize m;y difliculties. I was not in an '. 
official possession of these facts that the Tata Company afe in a position to. 
disclose. • 

Mr. Kale.-Now that the Tata Company has given you the facts and: 
figures, if you criticize them that will be more helpful. I would very much: 
welcome YOUf help as' a sort of criti.cism: would not your help be much 
better if it were based. upon such facts and figures as are published: 
already? . 
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Mr. Homi.-We are now discussing figures that were placediefore you 
before the facts and figures were made public. It is up to th Board to 
find out how much of it is right and how much is wrong. 

Mr. Kalll.-You are not going to help the .Boardi' You are giving 
.vi~nce, as you say, to help us but you are throwing mu4 at other people 
and asking them to wash it off if they can. 

Mr. H(ltn.i.-Throwing mud, that will be too big a thing to say. I have 
not tried to throw mud at anyone. . 

Mr. Kalll.-You give figures of which you are not sure and base your corr 
demnation on those figures. I put it to yo.u, can' you do this as a fair 
critici' 

Mr. H(lmi.-These figures have been ~t my disposal and so far.is my 
information. So far and no further. You could not expect I believe that 
any person could go further in the light of any new figures disclosed by 
Tatas ana would be prepared to modify his statements. 

Mr. Kalll.-In that lOase you leave us to form our own judgment on the
figures you have giveni' 

Mr. Homi.-I have left it to them from the very beginning. 
Mr. Kalll.-I should say a rather big discount has to be allowed on your 

statements, in the light of what I have said just now. 
Mr. Homi.-I lea've it to you. 
Mr. Kale.-What do,yo~ think was thll reason wh~ch led the Directors of 

the Tata Iron and Steel Company not to accept your views i' Th~y 81"" 
interested as much as you are in economy and better productioni' 

Mr. Homi.-It is up to the Directors to say. 
Mr. Kale.-You cannot· divine what their motives have been? 

. Mr. Homi.-My inference may be wrong. 
Mr. Kale.-In so far as the public are cODICerned, they would natura~. 

be inclined to believe that Tatas should have welcomed any assistan¢e 
such as was in your possession. If you offered it why shoulcl they rioii. 
have accepted your help P 
. Mr, Homi.-It is something which I cannot divine. 

Mr. Kalll.'-I 'suggest to you that they might have had the same difficul-
ties that the Tariff Board have. . 

Mr. Homi.-They did not even argue on this point. 
Mr. Kalll.-Because they knew perhape that your figures and faots could 

not be trusted and accepted. 
Mr. Homi.-I cannot say •. 
Mr. Kale.-The impression that I have gained from what you said in 

reply to the ques.ions asked by the President and Mr. Ginwala is that your 
statement is only a sort of iooidental guide for us in determining what the 
costs of the United States are and what the. comparative costs of the Tat .. 
Company are and then arriving at our own conclusion as to whether .the help' 
asked for by the Tata Iron and Steel Company for their industry from 
Government is justified or not. Is that correct? 

Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 
Mr. Kale.-8o that we should take that evidence for wllat it is worth and 

then prosecute further enquiries on the baBis of the statement that you 
have made; and then if we think there is something in it we might in the 
light of the statement examine the position of the .Tata Company. That. ir 
how you think about it? 

Mr. Homi.-That is right. 

Mf.. Mather.-I should like to ask you one questiou, Mr. Rami. A lot 'Of 
your evidence about the cost and colidition in America has coma apparently 
w)m a Consulting Engineer in Pittsburgh. . 

Mr. Homi.-Pittsburgh and Chicago. 
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Mr. lIJather.-One Oonsulting 1!:ngineer whom you have referred to sev&ral 
times here. Can you tell us in what branch of Engineering that Engineer has 
.J>ecialized P 

Mr, Homi.-J, would not make any statement. 
Mr .. Mather.-You are' not prepared to answer any question on.that pointP 

That makes it much more difficult to attach even provisional value to hiB 
:statement becamfe there are ver,y many Consulting Engineers-Consulting 
Engineers who are eminent and competent in their own line but not specially 
experienced in criticizing'steel works costs. There are some who are suitable 
~~~~~~~~~~~to~m~~~ 
information regarding the partlcular Consulting Engineer P 

Mr, Homi.-:-Not at present. 
President.-There are one or two questions that I should like to ask at thi. 

stage. 1 should like to have information regarding your relations with the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company. After you left their service in November 
1919, . had you communication with the Company during you'r stay in 
AmelicaP 

Mr. Homi.-I would like to know first how ,all these have any relevancy 
'With reference to the statements made, with all due' respect to you, Mr. 
PresidentP 

President.-I am' afraid I must take the responsibility on myself for 
the question that I have put, but it is perfectly open to you to decline to 
answer that. Well, Mr. Homi, statements have been made to us by the 
Tata Iron and Steel Company on the subject of your relation with them 
which appear to the Board to be of some importance as bearing on the 
question of the weight to be attached to your statement. 

Mr. Homi.-I have no hesitation in replying to this question but I obiect 
to that on point of principle. The investigation proceeds on the condition of 
the iron and steel industry, not what my relations are with the Tata 
Company or how this man or that man is related to an industry. 

Pr6sident.-It may b~, but still on the question of the weight which 
the Board can attach to the evidence given by you I think I am bound to 
put the question, and it rests with you whether you are ready to answer 
or not. ' 

Mr. Homi . ...:....1 h.ke an objection on point of principle and for that reason 
refrain from answering it. 

Mr. Kale.-You are not prepared to answer any question bearing oli your 
relations with the Tata CompanyP , 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.""7""You asked the President why he put this question. I 

think I have made it clear in my examination that it is very necessary that 
the Board should be satisfied as to the bona /ides of thtl -authority who 
makes these allegations in the statement and I think that the Board is' 
entitled to know whether you are prejudiced in any way against this parti. 
cular industry or not. 

Mr. Homi.-I am not prejudiced in any way against the iron industry or 
the Tata Iron' and Steel Company. 

Mr. Ginwala.-You say you decline to answer questions which relate 'to 
your relation with your former employers!" ' 

1I1r~ Homl.-Iobject only on point of principle. While the investiga
tion proceeds on iron and steel industry, no personal relation or anything 
of that kind are involved. 

Mr. Ginwala.-If we accept your information that will have material 
influence on our decision; therefore it is imperative on our part to see 
whether you have got any prejudooe for or against the Tab Company. 
In these circumstances it is necessary for us to enquire from you whether 
your relations with Tatas' were such that your mind is unprejudiced P 

Mr. Homi.-Well; let us assume that I am the most perverted individual 
.and that I am act.uated by the most vindicative prejudice against the Com. 
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pany., These facts are hardly for a Tariff Board, to judge. Perl!onat" prejudice 
or anything of that kind does not come into ~hat. 

Mr. Ginwala.-We must satisfy' ourselves 'oil this' point before we look 
into the question. 

Mr. Homi.-:-I am asking you to assume. 
Mr., Ginwala.:"'"""W'hy sli.ould we? If',we foOOd that you were 'as you stated 

the most perverted of men and tha.t 'your statement, W3tl prejudiced, we 
should have no hesitation in telling you that' we did"'not attach any impor~ 
tance to it.' " ' , , , . : 

Mr. Homi.-It is for' you to judge whether any, sort pI' prej1,lllic'e, ' or " 
vindiotiveness or anything, of that kind can crop up- in a' statement so' far 
as the iron and steel industry is concerned. 

MT. Ginwala.-These, statimient.; have been made to US and if we went 
into them as you expected us to do,' it would be lleceSsary for us to examine 
the Tata people, and I am just trying to point out to 'you that we will not 
be able to prevent them from disclooing ':rour ralations, with them. . 

Mr, Homi'.-They are at liberty to~o ~o.. .',,' , 
Mr. Ginwala.-In that case would it not be bebter for you 'when you are 

here before us ,to'explain ,your position before the Bbard '/ 
Mr. Homi.-I have absolutely no objection to'disclosing my relatisI!ls bub 

I object on point of principle. ',' ' 
. ,Mr. Ginwala.-What is that principle? , 

Mr. Homi.-Investigation .into the connection of a particular iD.dividual 
with any Company has absolutely no bearmg on the investigation into the 
iron and steel industry. 

Mr.Ginwala.-E~cuse me, your bona /idea is, a very, relevant enquir'y o~ 
the part of the Board ·to make. 

Mr. Homi.-I beg to diffe~ from you. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I may point out to you, Mr. Homi, that you are .pre

judicing a very good caile by declining to answer and tha.t, the inference 
might be that your .relations with the Tata Company are such tha.t you are 
afraid to tell the Board. ' 

Mr. Homi.-I have nothing to add to what I have already said. I can 
make this personal statement, however, :that nQ prejudice or any kind of 
motive has been allowed to creep into the matter of making this statement. 
In fact my bona fide8 could have been well understood'if I told you that I 
went for about a month and a half after these Directors trying to persuade 
them to give me a hearing as a Board which I failed to receive. ' 

MT.GinwaZa."7"You say you .had seel!- the'Directors. ,'Whom .did yoU: 
seeP " , , 
• MT. Homi . ....,...I don't think it would be right to !Iisclosetheir names. I 
saw about half a dozen of them. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Whl!n did you see them? 
MT. Homi.-From the middle of September right down to about the time 

[ sent tIiese statements to the Board. 
MT. Gintuala.-Did you ask for an interview? 
'Mr. Homi.-I approached the Directors myself. In certain cases I was 

taken 1;0 the Directors by certain friends of mine who already knew these' 
Directors. . ' 

MT. Giflwala.-Did you make any communication to any of themP 
MT. Homi.-Communication was sent later on. 
MT. GiflwaZa.-When was ·that? 
MT. Homi.-Before I had an interview with their agents.' 
MT. GinwaZa.-:--Which members of the firm? . 
MT. Homi.-Mr. Peters9n and Mr.'R. D:Tata... , 
MT. GinwaZa.-Subsequent to that you never wrote to them a letter? 
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. J.lir. HOflti.-Yes, I had sent·a sort of circular letter to those Directors 
whom I had seen. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Is this what you call a circular I' (Shows Mr. Rami the 
cir~ular letter).* 

Mr. Hoflti.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What was the idea of sending this circular I' 
Mr. HOflti.-After I had failed to receive an appointment or a hearing I 

thought I would send all these suggestions to them with a view to see if 
. they were interested in knowing anything about. them. 

1I1r. Ginwala.-You had no other motiveP . 
Mr. Homi . .:....Nothing at all. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You put 10 points before them? 
Mr. Homi..-Yes: the same points that I have put in the statement . 
.lIr. Ginwald.-And you wound up by saying "Do thily interest you? 

How would you like to laugh at competition instead of eating the humble 
pieP" What did you mean by thatP 

Mr. Homi.-If they had given me a hearing I could have convinced them. 
11oIr. Ginwala.-Did you not wish to obtain some sort of appointment in 

th€ WorksI' .. 
Mr. Homi.-Not at any time after my.return from America. 
Mr. Gintvala,-Did you apply for any appointment from America? 
Mr. Homi.-I think it was in 1921. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Whilst you were in America? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What sort of appointment did you ask for? 
Mr. Homi.-On the coke ovens. 
Mr. (;J7l1mla.-Who is in charge of the coke worksI' 
Mr~ Homi.-·-Mr. Gupta. The new Coke ovens were just coming into 

ths ",ork~. 
M·r. Ginwall' -Your idea was to supersede Mr .. GuptaI' 
Mr. llQlIIi.- -1\'lt in the slightest degree .. He was in charge of the old 

coke ovens and the'.·e was a proposal of getting a man for the new coke ovens 
and I caUl,· tJ know of that while in America. At that time I made'my 
proposal but nevor heard further from them. In fact I would not have made 
that request, if I mlly be permitted· to strike a personal note, but it was in 
response to a r('quest from my father. 

Mr. l1intl'lll.!.--Did you ask for a stipend while you were in AmericaI' 
lib'. Honti.-J<~al'lier in 1!)21 I asked for a scholarship from them. _ 
JIr. GillllvLla.-Then after your return from America you did not see 

anybody at Jamshedpurl' 
M,'. Homi.-I saw the. General Manager but merely a~ a personal affair, 

not in connection with any appointment at all. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Did you tell the General Manager that you had these 

figures I' 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
M,;.' Ginwala.-Is not the Works Manager the person who is most 

interested I' 
Mr. Homi.~rdinarily he is so. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Can you suggest any reason why you did. not approach 
that person I' . 

Mr. Homi.-My impression was that the Manager. is not interested at 
all in outside suggestions. I had known :that from my 5 years' experience in 

• Statement III. 
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the plant and I thought it was no use letting him have all these facts whic.:h 
would have gone to the Manager in the ordinary normal course. 

Mr. GinwaJa.-JVould it not have been just as well to tell him what' you 
have said here!' ' 

Mr. Homi.-:-That might be, but I was not out for a job at all. .l 
thought it would interest the Directors more than the Manager, so I did not 
tell anything to him. 

Mr, Ginwala.-You had an interview with tJle Directors and you had these 
Rapers with you. Did you hand them a copy!' , 

Mr. Homi."":"1 had these figures with me o~l'y when I had an appointment 
with the agents. To every Director whom I had seen I h~ shown these 
various charts which were ealfT to grasp. -

Mr. Ginwala.-When you had an interview with' the Directors- and the 
sgents, did you show them these figures in the- document that you have 
1I8nt usP 

Mr. Homi.-No, sir, because this document was not prepared ,then. 
MT. Ginwala.-It was only when they'refused to considel' those figureSi' 
Mr. Homi . ..:....Yes: then this document was made out. 
Mr. 'Ginwala.-After you made out this document' you did not se8 

them I' 
MT. Homi.-No. A friend ,of mine took me to,one of the Directors, but 

that was only a personal matter. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Didn't you tell them that if they did not listen to what 

3'ou were going to tell them, .1011 would send them to the Tariff BoardP
Mr. Homi.--'-No. 
MT. Ginwala.-Did you put your case in this form before them-I mean 

these 10 points that you have got? You had them with you at the time 
when you saw the Directors: did you not refer them to these points i' ' 

MT. Homi.-Yes I did. They thought the figures were' ridiculously 
high. . 

MT. Ginwala.-They told you thatP 
MT. Homi.-Yes, at least 'one of them:. 
MT. Ginwala.-They told you that the figures were ridiculous!' 
MT. Homi...!..They said that they' were very willing to accept any kiJld of 

'Iuggestions that would save even Rs. 50, lakhs but that these figures were 
I'idiculously high without even going into the matter. 

MT. Ginwala.-What is the amount you proposed to savel' If everything 
took place as you suggested there would be a saving of about 2 crore~ of 
1I'1lpeesP l _ " ' 

MT. Homi.-The savings in the individual items would constitute a 
-certain amount of saving in the cost of production and it is the cost 'Qf 
:production that has to be taken into consideration. 

AlT. Ginwala.-I see. What was your idea when the Directors did 'not 
'Want to listen to youi' They did not want to do anything for you. You 
had no parti.cular interest in this: what was It then that influenced you' to 
make these suggestions to the Directors i' 

AlT. Homi.-The p~int that urged me to send this representation to the 
'Tariff Board was . . • . '. • " 

Mr. Ginwala.-Leave alone the Board .for the moment. Why were you 
060 persistent in enlightening the Directors even when' they did not show 
.any interest i' 

Mr. Homi.-Because I thought the Tata Iron and Steel Company was no 
more a private corporation but affected the destinies of the whole country
the industrial development of India-and as such I thought it to be a duty 
of every right-minded Indian to give them as much help as was in hill 
:power. " , 
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Mr. ·Gi"waZr.i;~When you were at Tatas' were you all right right with> 
. rour superior officers? 

Mr. Homi:"':-I believe so. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-They formed' a' good opinion' of .YOll aCcording ,to yO~JI 

idea? 
'Mr. Homi.-Absolutely, not only according to my own 'but theirs too. 

That will be shown by the number of increases that were given.. to me whil~ 
I was there. 

Mr. GinwnZa,.-Did they give you increases? 
lIIr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. c1intvaZa.-'On what pay did you start? 
Mr. Homi'.-I started on Rs. 100 and rose to Rs. 300. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Afte'r how long? 
Mr. Homi.-Five years. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Do you consider that a heavy increase? 
Mr. Homi.~i>uring that time three increases were cut off. 

'Mr. GinwaZa.-Is this the only thing to show that they thought well of 
your work? ' 
- Mr. Homi.-The, increases granted by the immediate bosses were often not' 
aQCepted or partly accepted by the Manager. Here was a procedure in: 
which the man who is actually on the spot to judge of the whole affair 
if! superseded in that rei!pect by the higher management. This is a very' 
unusual procedure. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-How often were you superseded? 
Mr. Homi.-About ,three or four times I think. Three different superin

tendents . had given me increases which had been cut· off by the local 
management. 

M?·. Ginwala.-Did you appeal against the management. 
Mr. Homi.-No; because there. was ,no hope from it. 
Mr. Ginwal.a.-Can you suggest any reason why the higher managemw. 

took that view? 
Mr. Homi.-I refrain from giving any opinion though I know the reason. 

It would be of no use to the Board or anyone else. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-May I take it that Bince your return from America you> 

never intended to obtain any appointment in the Jamshedpur workshops? 
Mr. Homi.-Absolutelynot. -
Mr. Ginuiaza~-Did you try ,to infltielllCe the management in any wayi' 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
President.-Am' I correct in understanding that you did not think of 

approaching the Tariff Board until'you had been to the Directors and the)!, 
refused to hear P 

Mr. Homi.':-Yes, sir, not until I had firSt seen :the Directors. 
PreBident . ....,-When did you see the Directors i' ' ' 
Mr. Homi.-Somewhere about the middle of September. 
P?·esident.-Can you give us the date definitely at alli' 
Mr. Homi.-No. • 
President.-You think it was about the middle of Septemberi' 
Mr. Homi.-I came here on the 13th September. 

, President.-;-Did ~ou ~ee the Directors the next day, the day after or 
whati' 

Mr; Homi.-No, after about a week. 
P;uident.-It was ~t until then. after 'they had refused to hear you. 

that; you thought of approaching the Tariff BoardP 
I lifT:, HOllli.-Yes. 
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Pre.ide~t.-Did you see the Directors. the, nert' day or' what P 
Mr. Homi.-After about a week. 
Pre.ident.-It was not until after they liad -refused, to see you, that: 

you thought, of approaching the Tariff Board. ' 
Mr. Homi.-That is right. 
Pre.ident.-I invite your attention to, the da.te of this letter. (Handa. 

Mr. Homi a letter). ' 

Bombay, September 16th; 1923. 
To 

The, Secretary, 
Tariff Board, Calcutta. 

DEAB SIB, .. 

1 shall be obliged if you will let me know what' is the latest 'date the Com. 
mission is prepared to accept evidence for and aglJoinst Protection Steer 
Industry, as I have a great mind to appear before you\: Board' opposing
Buch protection and have some of the most vital statistics, both {rom Home-
and from America, to sustain my contentions. ' 

It is however, improbable that my statement will be ready for submission 
before the end of this month and shall be ready and' glad to be examined: 
orally to further elucidate my arguments, in tl,te first week of October. -

If your Board will grant me the necessary time, :r am' sure the Board' 
as well as the public will have some startling and very convincing mat~rials, 
whereon to base definitively a considered ,judgment. ' 

Trusting to hear from you at' an early date and thanking you in advance. 

Yours, truly, 

1(. HOMI, 

C/o MR. S.,~ DALAL, 
Khambatta Lan-e, 
Bombay, Khetwadi_ 

Mr. Homi.-This letter has no bearing on that. From the papers, r 
understood that the latest date for hearing .evidence, 1 mean for receiving 
communications. was 'about the 15th, September., That communique :was 
issued in the Calcutta papers. ,I was afraid.lest it, might have been too late: 
It did not necessarily indicate any idea whether the representation',would' 
be sent or not. ' " ' 

President.-That was merely to reserve your right to Bend in a represen-, 
tation? ' 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Pre.idenf.-Supposing the Directors of the Company had agreed 'to 'hear-' 

you and had started an investigation into the accura,cy of your statement, 
1 mean an investigation at Jamshedpur, ,would you have sent' a representa-
tion to the Tariff Board P • 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Pre.ident.-Even if the Tata Company had continued to, proceed with' 

their application for protection? 
Mr. HOllli.-1 do not really grasp the p~int., 
Pre&ident.-That is to say, as long as the, Di~ectors inv~tigated your

statement, you would be' quite prepared to allow the Tariff Board to go on 
their way without the advantage of the information you had, so that protec
tion might h&ve been granted although you were convinced that it was. 
unnecessary. ' " ' , 

Mr. Homi.-I am a protedionist out 'and' out.l\fay I be permitted to 
make a statement? 
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l'Tesielent.-·But the point is. this. You consider that there is nothing 
like efficiellt Dlanagement at Jamshedpur· and that therefore' protection ill 
unnecessary P , 

MT. Homi.-Yes. 
PTesielent.-If. the Directors had started an investigation on the basis of 

your statement, you. would. not have approached the Tariff Board on the 
'Subject? . . 

MT. Homi.-The Board of Directors had enough evidence to start investi
gating, but did they? 

PTesielent.-Why should the action ~r inaction of the Directors affect 
your coming or no~ coming to the Tariff Board? 

MT. Homi.-Becausethe point is this: if no action was taken by any 
party, in my opinion, the industry was standing a chance_ of being, you 
might say, doomed. 

.. PTesielent.-What I am-putting to you is that the Directors would he 
investigating your statement and simultaneously proceeding with their appli
'Cation for protection: 

MT. Homi.-"'7It would have been for the Directors to justify their position 
then. _ 

PTesielent.-You think that that is a sufficient justification for refraining 
irom coming to the Tariff Board simply because the Directors were following 
up l.he line of enquiry you were suggesting P 

MT. Homi.-My whole motive is to put the whole industry on a stable 
basis. It does not matter who puts it. If the Company did it of their own 
accord, it was well and good. 

Presiclent.-What I am putting to you is that the Company might inves
tigate but that they might go on with their application for protection. 

Mr. Homi.-It is, as I said, for the Company to justify their position 
in the matter. 

P"e"ielent.-Ifthey had investigated your assertions, you would have felt 
that it was J1'ot fo~ you to interfere? 

Mr. Homi.-That is my personal opinion. 
Prcsielent.-At this stage, bElfore proceeding further with your examina

tIon, I think that the Board would desire to discuss. privately the position 
which has arisen in consequence of the answers given on one or two points 
on which; mutual consultation is desirable. Probably.we shall be able ·to let 
you know in 10 or 15 minutes what the decision of the Boara is whether the 
-examination is tq go on to-day or to-morrow. 

(The Boarel then adjourn eel fOI' 15 minutes.) 
Presielent;-I should like to say, Mr. Homi, that the Board had con

'siderable difficulty in coming to a conclusion as to the way in which they 
ought to view the written statement that you have tendered. I won't enter 
'into details just now. They feel that inasmuch as the decision they come to 
in this case may to a large extent affect their decision in similar cases in 
future, it is a matter which ought to be very carefully considered before they 
decide what is the best thing to do. The Board have therefore made up 
their minds that no decision shall be intimated this afternoon. They will 
·consider the matter further and if you will be good enough to be present 
to-morrow morning at 11 o'clock, the decision of the -Board as to the pro
·cedure will then be announced. I would like to explain th!\t until the 
Board have come to a decision on the point as to the way in which the 
written statement is to be treated, it is impossible for them to give pub
licity to it. For that reason it is not possible to issue to the representatives 
«)f the press to-night copies of. the written statement. Whether they will 
'be issued to-morrow will depend upon the decision at which the BoarCl arrive .. 

• I am sorry to leave the matter in suspense but the Board are strongly of 
«)pinion that the question is important and that it should be fully 
~onsiderei1. 
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Oral evidence of Mr. M. HOMI, recorded· at Bombay 
on SatUrday the 17th November ,1923. 

President.-Mr. Hami, the ,Tariff Board have. .. carefully considered how 
they should deal with the written statement you have submitted. That state
ment containR many figures relating to the operations of the Tata Iron and 
'Steel Company, which were evidently obtained from copies of the complete 
.cost and practice charts of the Company from 1912 onwards. 'These docu
ments are in your possession although the Company treatS them as confiden
tial, and· YOIl have. declined to inform the Board from what· source 'you 
obtained them. The only inference the Board can draw'is that you obtained 
them from servants of the Company whose duty it was to withhold the 
information. 

The Board feel that it would be contrary to the pulllic interest, if they were 
to accept as . evidence and give publicity to information apparently obtained 
by methods open to the strongest objection. ~'hey must, therefore, decline 
at this stage to bring the written statement as it stands upon the record or 
to proceed further with your examination upon that basis. At the same time 
they recognize that there are a number of /paragraphs in the written state
ment which are flot open to objection on the ground stated. They have 
-decided to limit their oral e;l[smination to these portions of the statement 
and they will resume the examination for this purpose at S p.m., on 
Monday the 19th November if the date 'and hour are convenient .to ·you. 

The portions of the written statement which' it will be necessary to 
-exclude deal with many questions which· have already received and will 
-continue to. r!)ceive the attention of the BOl!rd. ·It is their' duty to acquaint 
·themselves to the best of their ability with .all .the relevant facts. But they 
-cannot take as the basis of their investigation. information. irregularly obtained •. 
To do so would be to acquiesce in methods of which the Board emphatically 
disapprove. 

The Board will of course ask the Tata Iron and Steel Company for all 
information that appears to them necessary for the purposes of their enquiry 
·and the Company have at all times expressed their willingness to give. all 
the information that 'might be asked for. 

M".. Homi.-Gentlemen of the Tariff Board, may I be permitted to say 8 
few words in explanation of my position and the stand I have taken up. I 
nope the Board will be good enough to accede to my request. 

I have nothing to say one way or the other about the decision of. the 
Board. I make no comments on the e:.:pediency ·or otherwise of the said 
~ecision. It is entirely within the competence of tht! Board to arrive at 
any solution it cares to. But I want an opportunity to clear up my stand. 

It is to be extremely regretted ·that the Tata Iron. and Steel Company 
1!hould have taken upon itself to drag personalities into a question that is 
discussed and should be thrashed out solely on its merits. The pleasantness 
or otherwise of my relations with either the Bombay Office or the Manage:
ment at Jamshedpur, the scale of my salary or the importance or otherwise 
flf my work sf; the plant, I beg to submit, has nothing whatever to do with 
an. enquiry that is started. by the Government of India into the Iron and 
Steel industry in the country. 

At the risk of' repetition and to take an extreme case, granted for a 
moment I was the most· perverse of individuals, guided by the rankest 
motives both mercenary and vindictive, and the most inveterate prejudice 
against the Company, I put it to the Board-which is. not ~ judicial tribunal 
that can be swayed one way or the other in its decision. by the question of 
motives-I say, I put it to the Board whether that in any way affects the 
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investigation 118 to why. the Ta.ta Iron and Steel Company is not making 
money as I declare it ought to. The subject of motive does not answel 
my contention 'as to why twenty to twenty.five thou~and men are employed 
where half would ordinarily suffice: ,It does not offer any. explanation wh, 
their production is going doWn with an increase in facilities for an increased 
tonnage: It makes no refutation of my statement that they have an extre
mely poor manufacturing practice, that. they have pra~tically no business. 
like organisation, that they have a top-heavy and extravagant management. 
On the contrary, a great and noted firm like the Tata Iron and Steel 
Qompany like a good lawyer with a rotten case, stoops down to the petty 
question of personalities. I may be a humble individual compared to the 
great firm of the'T.atas" but sincerity is not n.ecessarily their monopoly •. 
This step therefore is to· be extremely regretted. Whenever a' question· of 
its kirid has cropped up when some· one has, raised his voice on the score. 
the Company has tried to runaway with the topic by bespattering mud all 
round. . 

. While yesterday registering my protest on the grounds of principle against 
the Board being converted consciously or unconsciously into holding a . sort. 
of brief on behalf of the Company on this line of argument, I dearly' made
it understood that I had nothing to conceal or be. afraid of. My motives. 
could not, under any circumstances, be anythiug but fair and square as is, 
evidenced by almost a month of . my fruitless chase after half II' dozen 
Directors to give me a hearing, on the point, as- a Board. I was after no
consideration 'for I politely declined the suggestion of one of them to- use 
his good offices' in· that direotioil. I had no axe to grind whatever, I waS' 
ready and willing to give them any' and ali the information at my disposall 
which I am satisfied is authentic, even to the extent of divulging to them 
the sources together with other confidential reports fOI" which 1 have the
express permission of the parties concerned so tar. as the matter was taken 
up with the Directors only. The question· of reference to the Tariff Board' 
never 'arose. because I had no definite information about its establishment priol" 
to my departure from the States;· 

However willing I may be to help the Board in its works-my representa. 
tion was forwarded with that' express intention--it will readily recognise. 
I 'had no such permission t() divulge the sources t.o the Board in fairness, t9 
all parties, unless' and until I got their consent,pending the receipt 01 
which there was nothing else to do but to decline and merely assert ·their 
bona /ides. Besides ri' . statement has not been put forward, so much with: 
the ,object ,of in~uen ing~ t~e de<:isio~ of th~Bo;"rd o!"e .~ay or other as ~o 
furmsh the baSIS fo an' InvestIgatIOn, whIch I maintain' to the last, 18-

a~solutely essential and the least, to my mind, that could be done under thl! 
Circumstances. 

The reason is obvious. The Tats Iron lind Steel Company h; the only 
concern that makes .steel products in. the country and there. is very little 
knowledge or information obtainable in the land regarding. manufacturing 
practice and procedure. One. is apt to take it for granted that .the TatS' 
practiM is the' .. 'Ultima th'Ule" in that respect. For that reason, any 
information on that point emanating from countries well established iD 
such industries, it would seem, should be very welcome, more so, since s 
commercial firm like the Tats Iron and Steel Company has made inc:.ursionir 
into the realm of politics and seeks to bind down 320 million people to " 
policy based ou its own presentation of facts. ~'heir disinclination to furnish 
the Board with detailed practice figures of various departments is conse. 
quently highly significant. . 
. The amount of different ingredients needed in iron and steel manufacture
IS a matter of mathematical calculation and more or less a mechanical 
operation,' quite unlike the atmosphere of deep mystery that is ordinarily 
~reated round a~out Jamshedpur. That ourtain I have tried to lift in thll" 
Interests of the Industry which means both in the interest of the Tats Iro~ 
and Steel Company and the country. My efforts shall be contioued till' 
that object has bean attained. 
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I thaDk you. 
PT<,idtnt.-May we expe~t to' see you on Monday afternoon? 
}.fT. Hcmi.-Ifyoti will permit 'me, 1 sball communicate my .deoision OD 

Monday morning. ' 
. Preaidr.nf.-It entirely rests with you of c()\irse. If you are unablo to tell 

us now, you will no doubt let Ull know on Monday morning. 
MT. H~mi.-=:-I will. ., 

Oral evidence of Mr. M. HOMI, recorded at Bombay. 
on Monday the 19th November 1923. 

Pre,ident._Mr. Homi, your note deals with II goodJllany.questions ",hich 
are of a te~bnical nature dealing with processes in the msn'Jlllcture of iron 
and steel and the mo~t cOllvenient p~ocl'.dure will be that Mr. 'l\lather, our 
Technical Advisor, ,should in. the. first instance ~xainille you' with -regard t.) 
those points and the members of the Board them,selves will wait until that 
is finished before putting any 'Iuestions to you: .. 

Mr. Hom.; .-A word from me. before the examination is reSumed. After' 
mature ~onsideration and weiilhipg in carefully the ~lternative.. i..etor!" m~ 
-concerning my written statement, of presenting it to the Board as .• Tuk.a it 

, or leave it' or permitting myself to be examined. piecemeal on the para, 
.grapbs on ,,·hich the Board desire.;, eluc.idation, I bl!ove deddcu to cbc.ose 
the latter lind am appearing to.day for. tbe purpose dedared, of . helping , 
in the labours of the l~oard. It should. however •. be made clear that· my' 
presence does not in any way indicate any agreement from me .. )vith .the 
opinion the Board formed on Sattmlay last nor of any suw;ilription to itli 
attitude towards the question of the publication- of Tata's costs.' As I pointed 
out on the first day, Tata'lI. costs, ancj. figures are confidential .only ill n~e 
or in their estimation alone,: for, they are well, known. in- various parts of 
America and but too. well known ·in some· eastel"X). sections of Ollr own 
-peninsula. In . certain in-stances my emph~tic opinion is the information has. 
not been divulged out of any disinterested motives by responsible sen-ants .. 
-of the Company but this much I may be perIl)ittedto I1,dd regarding my 
sources,' that nothing but the best of intentions ,and the ~ost ,patriotic of 
motives have been ·the guiding stars. !lut for. that, .'1 wou,ld have be.m 
eXlremely l'eluctant to disclose them. Out of deference to, the Board's dlicis'ion 
I shall confine myself to topics where Tata's rupees, annas and pies {}o not 
~~ -

PTesident.-AIl tbat I, wish to say abouli that is. tbat the decision of. the 
noard is the decision of the Board. I aUL quite willing ~at. you sbould, as 
you bave done in tbe paper, make your position clear, but· the matter. ends 
bere. You have said wbat you had to say .and ·tbe Board have given . their 
decision. Mr. Mather will now proceed with· his examination. 

Mr. Mather.--In paragrllph 10 you' say .. 'l'be Company know well'it: 
.aid not mal,e much on rails-at least on the bigger ones-it had four' solid 
:years of experience both of manufacture aild of market and yet in 1920.21,' 
two years ago, it goes all the way to Simla and arranges' for a six years 
-contract for an increased tonnage of rails and to crown all at· a fixed price 
when all their experience would have pointed out to them the' unwhidom 
of it all." That is not in accordance with my information. The Railway 
eontra.cts were arranged at an earlier period and I think it is important 
that that sbould be realized, because tbe date' on which the contract W86 
made very materially influences the opinion of tbe parties to the contract 
as to the probable price. . 
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Mr. Homi.-'l'hank you very much. 
Mr. MatheT.-Lower down in the same paragraph you say" with all thlJ 

e~press knowledge at their command ,they ourtailed their outpu1i of struc
turals that yielded them a better return in fa.vour of xai1s on which they 
made practioally nothing." We are aware of course that the ~rata Company 
had made definite oontracts to suppiy oertain quantities of rails to the Railway
Companiell. They had, so far as I am aware, no such far.reaching oontraet!;. 
in regard to the supply of structural steel. After these contracts had been 
made the pric-e of rails went against them and the manufacture of rails was 
not profitable fora time, was less profitable than the manufacture of 
structural steeL Do you suggest that simply because the manufacture of 
rails was less profitable than structural steel the Tata Company would have· 
been justified In curtailing the manufacture of railDP Is it not rather to
their credit that they endeavoured' to ,make the contraot deliveries even: 
when the price proved unfavourable P 
, Mr. Homi.-It all depends upon the business line that they had taken. 
I don't Bay that they should have gone against the oontract. 

Mr. Mather.-I think the attitude of the Railway Board and other railway 
oompanies is. that the Tata Company have done what they could to carry 
out their oontraots. 

Mr. Homi.-I am afraid in my opinion these' oontracts were rather rash. 
Mr. Mather.-After having made the oontracts, do you think that Tata's: 

ought ,to have ourtailed their output of rails? 
Mr.. Hllmi.-I admire their loyalty in this respect. 
Mr. Mather.-That being 110, I don't think it quite represents the position 

to say that they. curtailed their output of structural steel, 
Mr. Homi.-The natural inference is that, if they go in for more rails, it. 

would ourtail the manufacture of structural steel to that proportion. 
Mr. Ma~her.-Inparagraph 11 you come to the question of the advisability 

of making thelle contracts. These C'Ontracts were made with the railways for
a long period at a fixed price. It may be questionable whether that was a 
sound policy. But at any rate there is this to be borne in mind that the rail
ways had, previous to these contracts for the supply. of rails, contracted to
supply transport for a still longer period at a fixed price. and the .railways. 
themselves were adhering to that. It follows that there is a precedent, in the
case of the railways, for having a definite price fixed for a considerable. 
period. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-Then you suggest further on in this paragraph that the' 

method of businei!s of the United States Steel Corporation is a reasonable
thing for the Tata Company to aim at. Do you think that the oonditiohs 
of the steel industry in ·the United States and particularly the Steel Corpo
ration with, regard to that industry are in any way oomparable with the' 
conditions in this oountry? ' 
. Mr.. Homi.-It is not so much a question of comparison of the local' 
oonditions as the question of comparing business methods. LOIlg term oon
tracts bind, the parties to supply material at a fixed prioe whioh may not 
turn out to be favourable. It might tum out, as it did in the oase of 
Tata's, that all oost of production might go up. and they stand to lose on. 
that. 

Mr. Mather.-It might happen the other way about? 
Mr. Homi.-Quite right. 
Mr. Marher.-My point is this. The United States Steel Corporation can'. 

s~ttle its method of doing business practioally without any fear of oompeti-. 
tlOn fl1?m other countries. It is generally reoognized that as regards internal: 
o?mpetltors the Steel Corporation has an advantage in the oost of produo. 
tlOn. . The 0d!?-s.equence is that the United States Steel Corporation is practi
oally In a pOSitIOn to adopt whatever method of doing business suits it best. 
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Mr. Hottli.-Not so much 88' it suite best, but because it has a grasp 
of the situation right on the ilpoh and a control over the cost of production, 
and the prices are only fixed Jor a quarter though the orders maybe
taken for a longer period. 

:. M,: Mather.-I think I am substantially correct in making a generaliza-
tion that the Steel Corporation is in a position to adopt any method which 
Buite it best. It exercises it with considerable wisdom I haye no doubh. 
but no Indian steel company in the' past at any rate has been in that position. 
They had to face the prospect of considerable foreign competition. 

M,. Homi.-Yes. 
M,. Mathllr.-In paragraph 13 you give us the production figures for opeIL 

hearlh, blooms and finished goods, year to year. I take it that the ;year 
which you mention as 1916 is 191H-17? 

Mr. Homi.-I took the standard 1917 figures. 
MT. Mathllr.-That I take it is Tata's year 1917-18? 
M,. Homi.-Yes. ' 
Mr. MathIlT.-And similarly throughout~ 
Mr. Homi . .,.-Yes. 

, Mr. Mather.-Then' you show for 1918 a considerable drop in production. 
but you ought to have allowed for the fact that the Tata Oompany's official 
year 1918 was only 9 lllOnths and therefore there was no real drop. 

Mr. Homi.-We can omit that figure for comparison. 
M,. Mabhe, . .....,.The year 1919 was a year in which there was a strike. 
Mr. Hvmi.-It was in 1920. 
M,. Mathllr.-That was the year 1919-20. Th~ strike began in February 

and lasted for 24 days. That again affects the output-sothat there again. 
the figures for that year are considerably affected by the strike, which como, 
pletely stopped all production. Again in 1920 there were two strikes, first 
in the gas producer plant and later on in the open heanh which again, 
affected the output for that year. Similarly in 1922 there was a strike 
which lasted for about 5 weeks and inevitably aflected the production for a 
consider8bly longer period. ' 

M,. Homi.-Yes, but in 1920 they had 7 furnaces running. 
Mr. Mathsr.--Certainly, except when the strikes were on. 
Mr. Homi.-There was one more furnace in operation as compared to I). 

furnaces average in 1917. ' 
Mr. Mather.-Do you IIlean: month by month 'the average of furnaces 

making steel Wild 5? 
Mr. Homi.-Not month by month; average for the whole year. 

Mr. Mathor.'-In paragraph 16.where yo~ hegin to discuss the cost 'of 
raw materials you observe • few concerns enjoyed the unique position of' a 
stability of and control over the priceS of these raw materials as Tats's did 
and Bre doing. " I cannot see that the Tata Company have any very special 
advantage in that respect. You have been in the United States of America. 
Have you not found there' that it is a' regular thing for a large iron and 
steel concern to have control over ite own coal, iron ore and limestone?'. 

Mr. Homi.-But not over transpon facilitieil. 
Mr. Mathsr.-What control have Tata"s got here? 
Mr. Homi.-They' have long term contracts for fl'6ight and the comp~ni&' 

in the States do not at all have any advantage in that. 

M,. Mathllr.-I referred to that as being a possible off-set to the long 
contracbJ which Tats's gave to the railways. ' . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do not the Steel companies have their own railwaYil? 
fe,. Homi.-Only for shon distances. " 
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Mr. Mather.-Sou don't claim that Tata's are in· any unique positiuu 
:as :regal'ds anything but transport? 

M1·. Homi.-Transport aildt.he price of the iron ore. 
Mr. Mather.~ln what way have they. greater control over the price of 

"their ore than other companies in other countries which own their own iron 
.ores? 

Mr. Homi.-Very many. companies get their supplies from different 
.syndicates. 

Mr. Mather.-In most cases they are large shareholders. 
Mr. Homi.-That may be, but not necessarily. 
Mr. Mather.-Of course that is so. In England and on the Continent 

where I'know the works well, it is a common thing for concerns manufactur
:ing the kind of steel that ~I.'atars do to. control their own iron ore, coal and' 
limestone. I think that it is exaggerating the position very considerably. to 
'refer to Tata's as being in an unique position in that respect. I think that 
:it is almost the regular practice. 

Mr. Homi.-I still cling to my opinion. 
J lIlr, Mather.-Lower down you say" The only fluctuating factor in these 
'Items was that of labour and even then it was not 80 uncertain or varying
"there was a 10 per cent. increa.se in 1916 and an additional 10 per cent. in 
1920." 

. Mr. Homi.-I have to change the " 10 pet cent. in 1920." There was a" 
:general increase of 20 per cent. in March 1920 and later on in June certain 
-concessions were given. which amounted in the case of common labour to 
about 7 per cent. addition, being 'in the form of two days' additional pay 
for four weeks' flontinuous work. 

Mr. Mather .. -We will take it then that you have mctdified it. But the 
·question still remains whether you think that the labour cost would be the 
~nly fluctuating 'factor in the cost of raising ore . 

. Mr. Homi.-A very great one . 
.'Ifr. Jfather;-In the next few lines you rather assume the cost of ore 

'Should increase by the same percentage as the cost of labour, neither more 
110r less. You quote the same figures. Do you. modify these figures in the 
'Same way? If the cost of labour has risen by 10 per cent. it would only 
mean 10 per cent. on the cost of the ore. There are other ~tems in the 
·cost of the ore. Do you take it that the other items have not changed 
"to Any important extent? 

Mr. Homi.-I do not know whether I wouJd be permitted to take advan-
"tage of the next paragraph-paragraph 17. • 

President.-I am afraid that paragraph 17 is not before the Board. 
Mr. Homi.-But it answers the question put by Mr. Mather. 
President.-The only way in whicli you can deal with it is to tell 

Mr. Mather 'what you have 'to say. 
M1·. Homi.-I have said in this paragraph that labour costs need not be 

the only factor. There may have been considerable rise in the cost of 
mining operations. 

Mr. Mather.-That is what I am. getting at. It is not a sound method 
"to arrive at the percentage increase in the total cost from the percentage 
increllje in labour. 

lIfr. Homi.-My proposition was that the increase in labour costs snd 
increases in mining operations could not have amounted to such proportion 
as to induce that much increase in the cost of their final product. 

M·r. lIlat1ter.-In paragraph 18, you tell us' that Tata's bought and con
"tracted for coal. You mention first of all Tats's own coal resr-rves and then 
liIay ,., Tatas bought and contracted for coal in the market in order .. to pro
tect themselves in what manner I cannot conceive." You don't appear to 
<lons~der this as a Bound method. Supposing the coal reserves which Tal;a's 
reqmred were not· fully developed to their maximum output, (you wo~ld 
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probably agree that it would take a considerable: ti~e,to de~elop these.coal
fields) don't you think it, reasonable that Tata's should have entered into 
contracts for coal until such time as the coal Properties, were' devedoped:P 

Mr. Homi.-The 'Generai 'M~nagerin his evidence said that about 60 
per cent. of coal was being bought in the open mark~t, so far as I remem-. 
ber the figures. I 'underetand that these coal, inines:were bought ,about 
1916-17. There were about-ilix or seven long years to develop these proper
ties. I may be a little bit more exacting,b1i.t'my opinion is that tliere was 
enough time during which these fields' coUld have ,been developed to meet 
the full demands of the whole works. ' , 

Mr. 1IIather.-That of 'course is a matter of opinion. It is a; matter for 
coal experts. We have been trying to get the opini~n, of, people connected 
with the coal industry, in order to ,clear ,up' this particular point, but at 
any rate you don'. want the Board to object f~ndamentany to the principle 
of contracting for coal in the open market in: such clrcllJilstancesP 

1I1r. Homi.-If TataTs sold their coal in ihe open market, I would like 
to know ,how these buyers got their wagons ·when' Tata's themselves could 
not. ' , , , ' , 

Mr. Mather.~That is a matter for tlie Wagon Controller;' Then you refer 
to the selling price' in the open market. It is always possilile-I do riot 
know whether it has not occurred to you-that some coal that was raised 
might not be of the particular quality that Tata's, would require . .;I:n: one 
mine coal may vary from, seam to Seam. ' ,', " , ' 

lIlr. Homi.:......Jt 'can under :a:ny circumstaIicesbe' used' as 'steam' coal. 
Mr. 'Ma.ther.~it can, but it ~aynot b~,alwan advisabJe to do'~o; 
llr. Homi.-I do not know about that. , 
Mr. Mather.~Then, in paragraph 19 in discussing Tata/s, coal reserves; 

and the period for which the reserves will be iiufli!lient; you take a million 
tons consumption a year with the Greater Extensions ,ru~ning at full swing, 
but later on in para. 33 you say that :when: the Greater Extensions are in 
full swing, the coal requirements might, reach 1,400,000 tons a' year: ' 

Mr., Homi.~Even ,if it were 2, million t;ons, th!lY would last' 400 years 
which would be quite a long span of life: " ' , . ~" , 

. lIlr. Mather.,-,-It ","oul4 not look so startling as yoUr figure 888, would,it? 
Then in para. 20;you say:that "'MeSsrs. Kilburn & Co, took charge of ' the 
Tisco Collieries because they could ',not be run cheaply if we' give, credence 
to rumours." You will understand that. it is not the function 'of the Board 
to give credence to rumours. ,They will require evideme before they cll-Ii 
attach 811y importance to the statement.' " , 

Mr. Homi.-i cllnnot stat;) more 'thim 'what I have said. You can tam 
it for what it is worth. " 

lIlr. Mather.-Further down in paragraph 20 you sa.y "what is more to 
the point, the quality of coal coming to' the works has decidedly become 
poorer from 10 per cent. to'12 per cent. ash in the better grades, of coal, 
then to 18 aer cent. to 20 per cent, now in the same grades.'.' ,Do you think 
that tbere is a worse deterioration 'in the quality of coal than. has, occurred 
generally throughout the coal industry in India P , , 

lIfr; Homi:-It is answered in the 'next line-c, Certainly Indian ,coal 
could not have deteriorated that much and not that quick." 

lIlr. Mather.-You say that it could not have deterioratea. Suppose it 
did? " 

lIfr. Homi.~I would be surDrised~ 
Mr: lIlather.-All the evidelice we have is to the effect that it did. The 

quality of Indian coal did deteriorate and this deterioration'was not peculiar 
to Tata's. The railways had trouble and all the other big users had trouble, 
The coal companies themselves admit ,that the quality of ooal-wimt ',down. 

'Mr.', Hoini .. ~Do ypu think that the same seanis yielded a ,worse quality P 
Mr.'Mather.-BecauSe of the difficultieS" of labour 'and'wagop. BuppI, 

it was impossible to do proper screening' and picking. ' , , 
VOL. m.'· 3 I 
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Mr. Homi.,Then it is not a defect in the coal itself;' it is a sort vf 
outside physical defect. 

Mr. Mather . ..,...,We are not disc~ssing the coal as' it . lies in the seam. 
The question' we are discussing here is' the quality of coal as it reaches 
consumers. . 

Mr. Homi.-My point 'was that there -had been deterioration. It meant 
not in the fundamental quality' of the seam and hence ,could have been 
averted by replacing .with better grades. 

Mr. Mather.-The fundamental quality could not be changed. The only 
thing that matters is the quality of the coal as it reaches the works a~d not 
as . it lies under-ground. The point I want to make is thai it was almost 
impossible to maintain the standard. Practically all large consumers of 
coal have complained ineffectually on that subject. The evidence from the' 
coal industry suggests that Tata's could not have been expected to have 
avoided a serious deterioration. • 

Mr. Homi.-I should have been glad to have been the exception, if by 
personal efforts or any other Dleans it could have belln averted. 

Mr. Mather.-The quality is improving again now. There was a con
siderable period in which-it is the unanimous opinion of the coal industry
the coal as delivered was poor in quality and: at that time they could not 
have avoided it. To that extent Tata's appear to be in much the same 
position as other people. That of course rather covers your, sentence. at the 
end of para. 20 in which you say '''The situation, though complex, is an api! 
subject for investigation-complete and serious-for the solution ought to be 
plain as it is simple." 1 am afraid that it has been neither plain nor simple 
for the collieries in Bengal and in Bihar and Orissa. It has been worrying 
them very. seriously. 

At the beginnig of para. 22 you 'say that Tata's enjoy a greater control 
than any other conCjlrn in the world in the matter of supply. and price of 
raw materials. This is a view which I cannot accept and I repeat that 
control over ores and other things' is normal with big steel works and not 
exceptional. . 

In paragraph 25' again you have a reference to the curtailment of struc
tural output. I have already dealt with this point. 

In paragraph 26 you say "After the slump of 1921, which affected the 
'World production and world consumption of steel, but which did not hit India 
nor the Tata's to any such extent." I think that it hit Tata's to the .same 
extent at any rate in the extremely important matter of price. The price 
()f steel went down almost as rapidly here as it did in other countries. 

Mr. Homi.-:-The point was whet.h~r there was a drop in demand or in 
consumption. I have not referred to the price. The reference is about the 
stoppage of demand. 

M,·. lIfathel·.-You are referring to the necessity of some works closing 
down. To that extent, owing partly to their contracts, Tata's were in a 
better position. • '. 

Mr. Homi.-In America, at that time there was absolutely no. demand 
from railways and so the works had to be shut down. 

Mr. Mather.-From' paragraph 28 onwnrds you begin to discuss the rela
tive value of ore mines or ore concessions and you seem to think that Tata's 
have altogether an overwhelming advantage in the quality of their ore. You 
refer particularly as regards the BI'itish ores to the Frodingham Iron and 
Steel Company which had to remove 50 feet of cover to open a bed of ore 
24 feet thick assaying only 22·65 per cent; iron. You have never been to 
the Frodingham Works, have you? 

Mr.· Homi.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-I was there last summer and I took the opportunity of 

. learning how that lean ore was used. That . ore contains, a l~ge percentagll 
of lime. . ' 
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lIT. Homi.-Self-fluxing? 
Mr. Mather.-It is more than self.fluxing. The consequence is that ir:on 

works in that district are able to bring in .their Ol'e from Northamptonshire 
perhaps 80 miles away with a higher content .of iro';l anti make ,8. ·selt· 
duxing mixture at 8. very small cos~. Although th~ ~mn content, 18 ver, 
much lower than Tata's hematites, on the whole it IS comparatively ~n 
economi.,al ore in these circumstances since they don't have to bring in 
limestone. 

Mr. Homi.-Thecase of Frodingham's w::.s cited ~o show the miniu3 
difticultiee and the cost of l'ai::;ing the ore. . . . 

M,. Mat~eT.-I am' lltlt at all sure that the mmmg. difficultia 
at Frodingham arc seriously greater than those at Gurumaisbini. The.o.re is 
practically on the works site and is in a very thick deposit and is easily 
worked. There are· places in the ore fields where there is practically .!lO 
cover to be removed. The ore is very thick and can be mined very econQ-
micaJly. There is no tr~;.nsportati<ln question. _ 

Mr. llomi.-The last t\VO lines in the same paragraph explain the situation. 
Mr. Mather.-The British official mining report shows that the ores ot 

Linconshire and Northampto,! c.ould be raised at a cost of Rs. 1/10 per. ton 
in 1913, but in 1922 the cost was Rs. 2-5.. This will show that as regards 
the cost of raising the ore, Tata's have not got any fundamental advantage. 
As regards the quality, I certainly would not say tliat the .English ore is 
as good, but the difference in value is by no mellDs as big as the difference 
in iron content would s~ggest .. Very much the same thing applies to the 
ores of Briey you refer to'in paragraph 30. "The eres of Briey and surround. 
;ng regions in France assay about 33 per cent. iron." There are large depositjl 
~ntaining m(;re than 33 per cent. iron-8tandard Briey ore contains 36 per 
cent. There again it occurs in such big deposits and in such circumstances 
that before the war it could be raised under tW9 rupees per ton. In' most 
cases although the iron content is less its actual .commercial value' is more 
nearly equal to that of the hematite that occurs in Singhbhum than the iron 
~ntent suggests, as it is self·fluxing. . . 

In paragraph 31, you discuss the .American iron ore. I was reading only 
recently the revision of the prices for the standard contract for the Mesaba 
ore in America. That contract is based on an iron content of 51'7 per cent. 
That in itself is enough to indicate that there are ores containing substantially 
more than 49 per cent. 

Mr: Homi.-In the case of concentrat~d ores, they go to 66 per cent. 
Mr. Mather.-You don't want to suggest that most of the American ores 

&I'e concentrated? . . 
. lb. Homi.-This is a new process coming in shape, as good 'ores are 

bemg emausted out. . 
Mr. Mather.-Lower down, you say that most of these ores are lean and 

have to be concentrated. 

Mr. Homi.-M06t of the ores are lean. They work without concentrating. 
Mr. Mather.-You say exactly the opposite-that most of the ores" are 

eoncentrated." 

M,. Homi.-They have to be concentrated. 

M,. Mather.-Perhaps they ought-to be concentrated. 

MI'. Homi.-" 'l;'hey have to be concentrated ", and not" thl}Y ·are." o' 

M,.. lIlather.-In paragraph 32, you tell us that" as far as the situation of 
the Tata works is concerned, the position is unique in the world in that within 
• hun~red miles as the crow flies they can lay, their hands on most all they 
want. C8JI. . you tell me of ~y large works m E!lgl~d that has to go as 
far as 100 miles for raw materials except those which Import from Spain or 
either countries, .hich many of .them do ilOtp '. 

lIr. Homi.-lf they do iJnpon., they are h!llliicapped in that respect. 
. . . / 312 
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Mr. Mather.-You say that the situation is unique. The Frodingham 
Iron and Steel Company never imports any iron ore. It does not have to 
go far for its raw' materials. Coal is within 30 miles and most of the ore' 
is much nearer. ' 

Mr. lIomi.-We will not quarrel over grammar. It only shows the general 
situation. ' " 
, MT. Mathel'.-It is about the general situation I am rather anxious to 
be clear. Take the Frodingham Iron and Steel Company sinCG you have 
mentioned it. It is one of the English works which exports a lot of steel 
to India and it is not in an unfavourable position with regard to its raw 
materials or shipping to 8,nything like the extent that this paragraph of yours 
suggests. . 

MT. Homi.-Do they not import ores from Spain? 
Mr. Mather.-No. They are all English ores, the bulk of which are on 

the works site. Coal does not come more than 30 or 35 miles and the 
limestone is within 15 to 20 miles. 

Mr. Homi.-Thank you for the information. 
Mr. MathcT.-We cannot accept the view that the position of Tata's is 

unique, and that Tata's, in comparison with their competitors, are more 
favourably situated as regards their raw materials in all cases. You go back 

, again here to the details of the mining of this are. You suggest that the 
mining of Tata's are does not present any problem, being simple gulping 
down of whole hills. That, I think, is by no means the position. There 
was a time many years ago when they thought that that might be' so. 
That is not the position now, and the mining of that ore is in, many ways 
'8 more complicated problem than that of other large are deposits in that 
the are is scattered in lumps about the' face of the hill and in the, bodl 

- of the hill it is not good. , 
Mr. Homi.-Do you refer to their new acquirements? 
'Mr. Mather.-We are talking for the moment about what they are actually 

working on, which is Gurumaishini. 
Then in paragraph 36 you raise the question of Tata's reserves. I am not 

concerned with the number of years. It is obviously a matter of general 
policy, but you say that it prevents .. further ~nterprise to the detriment 
of ,immediate industrial development." Do you think that has actually 
happened or is likely to happen in the near future? 

Based only on the knowledge that I have been able to acquire in a per
fectly general way, partly by visiting those ore fields and partly from publi
cations of the Geological Survey and discussions with people of that kind, 
that there are enormous deposits of ore which have not been taken by any 
company. Each company interested in' iron ore, including the two com
panies which have not started working at all, has got all the reserves that it 
wants and it is an exaggeration to say that Tata's are preventing further 
enterprise. 

Mr. Romi.-It may be a general conclusion not necessarily based on facts. 
If one particular party monopolises the ore others would be' out of count 
to that extent. If it reserves so much for itself it is only closing the doors 
to others. 

Mr. Mather.-But if there is an enormous quantity elsewhere it is not II 
particular hardship to the other party. 

Mr. Homi.-Not necessarily in any particular case. 
Mr. Math6r.-1 mean you do not claim that" it has prevented." 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Math6r.-You might even go and say that there is no fear of tha' 

in the near future. 
Mr. Homi.-I don't know. 

·l\{r. Mather.-In paragraph 37 you give· us the prices of American. ores 
and the English ores. These prices are the market quotation~ of the ores, I 
presume, delivered at the blast furnace? .." 
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Mr. Homf.-Market qilotations pluBfreight up to Pittsburgh Docks, no_ 
from the docks to the works. , 

Mr. Matk~r.-I had. alre~dy before I received y~ur statem~t. been col.te~t. 
ing informatIOn on thlS pomt. I do not suggest that the dlScrepancy In 
figures affects the argument very greatly, -but al any rate I arrived at a 
lower figure than you have for American prices. The 1922 price for '(Lake 
Superior) ore (51'5 per cent. iron) at Lower Lake ports was 5'05 dollars:' 
freight to Pittsburgh 1'15. dollars. Total 6'20 dollars. rh~~ even at Rs. 3'3 per 
dollar is only Rs. 20-8, Instead of Rs. 21c2 you have gIven, and at the, par 
of exchange at wh;ch yo'~ were converting these figures (3'07) it would have 
come to Rs. 18-13 on· the 1922 figures. However, I do not say that i,t 
affects comparison very greatly but I wanted to bring it to your notice. 
Similarly the only figure you have given for English ()re is I l'resume for 
Hematite. It is not typical of the cost of ore used by British blast furnaces. 
It is considerably higher than the actual average I cost to the furnaces. Th,ell 
as regards coal, I do not know whether you have any particulars of the actu~l 
~uality of coal which is covered by these American and English pric~ .. 

Mr. Homi.-No. ' 
Mr. Mather.-But the presumption is that it is rather a better grade coal? 
Mr. 'Homi.-I imagine so~ , 
Mr. Matker.-I think the same 'Would' probably apply. to the stone, by 

which you' probably mean limestone. 
Mr. Homi.-I meant Tata's dolomite and limestone. 
Mr. Matker.-Tata's are under a handicap in this respect. These are th~, 

priees of limestone lind in most cases so far as the blast furnaces are 
concerned the English, and probably American, limestone is of a higher grade. 
Theirs is ratlfer a better grade than Tata's both as regards coal and limestone. 

Mr. Homi.--Yes. 
iib-. Mather.-In paragraph 38 you have given a table of labour increases. 

I take also the corrections that you have now made for .1918-19. You .will
agree'that these rates arEl rather higher than what you have given. 

M'r. Homi.-I will make Rs. 0-6-6 instead of 6 annas in 1920. 
Mr. Mather.-I think it would be 7 annas or a little more, but we need 

not trouble. In paragraph 42 you have told us ". that from 1914-22 we find 
that on an average each employee produces per year less than 5 tons on Ii 
l'ough t'stimate." Is that 5 tons of pig iron or 5 tons of finislied steel? 

Mr. Homi.-Finished steel. 
Mr. 1IIatker.-Do you make any allowance for the surplu~ pig iron .that) 

~'as made other than that actually., used for steel? 
Mr. Homi.-No. It is for the finished products only. 
Mr. Matker.-All the surplus pig iron was not taken into account; to that 

extent it was not calculated on the same basis as the 53 tons for the United 
States Steel Corporation plallt. . 

Mr. Homi.-The Steel Corporation never sells any pig iron. 
Mr. Ma!iker.-Exactly. There are' other discrepallcies in. the comparison. 

I think you will agree with me that other Steel works do not have to employ 
a staff for town administration at ally rate over the whole of their operation., 

Mr. Homi.-Some ·-,f them-no; others do have their land and buildings 
Departments and· their staff to count.' . \ 

Mr. Matker.-So that Tata's pay for a Dumber of employees who are non. 
productive Ii!! against steel producing emplovees: similarly men employed 
on the Greater Extensions. • . ' 

_ Mr. Homi.-Men on the Greater Extensions hav.e been eliminated. 
1I1r. Matker.-You have not eliminated them at all stages. That is why 

it,is difficult to compare one figure with. another. But to mako our 
final figure9 which we. shall be working on this basis, I have also turned 
up some of the Steel Corporation figurel ana I agree with your figure 53.tClDS 
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which includes tra,nsportation employees. The United States Steel Corpora
tion figure for 1922 after eliminating transportation employees was 61 tons per 
man. A little lower down in the same paragraph you say .. It has recently 
been officially lnnounced that in the steel works of America about 20 per 
cent. of the employees ,work 12 hours shifts but these men could ,hardly 
exceed 5 per cent. of the total employees." Do you know whether it includes 
blast furnace men? • Mr. Homi.-Part of them. 

Mr. Mather.-I cannot make that coincide with your next line, which 
suggests that the Iron and Steel Companies in America only employ about 
1 of their whole staff of the steel works or the blast furnace. , 

Mr. Homi.-Take for example the men working on the tressle and the ore 
bins j they do not work 12 hours shift. 
, Mr., Mather.-You say "hat 20 per oent. of these men work 12 hours 
shifts? , 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. In that men are included who are really needed in the
operation, first llnd second smelters, blast furnace men and so on. 

Mr. 'Mather.-It is very difficult to make much use of it without any 
accurate definition of the class of labour. Doubtless you know that the.. 
12 hourn day ha9 been abandoned now in the United States. 

lIfr. Homi.-Most of the companies have atarted 8 hours day. -, 
Mr. Ma.ther.-In paragraph 45 you say "Comparing these figures with 

those at Jamshedpur and leaving out of account those employed at mines and 
quarries, we find the average figure of 9·08 tons per man per year for the 
last three years and lesser still from 1914 onwards," and a little lower 
~own you say "that you have made allowance' for the S hour shift worked, 
as' also, for'the' handloading of coke and sand casting and loading of pig 
iron." How did you calculate that? 

Mr. Homi.-I took the total tonnage of pig iron produced and subtracted 
from 1t the pig iron used in the open hearth furnace and converted the
remaining pig into steel as well. 

Mr. Mather.-Assuming that it was all converted into steel? .What figure-
did you divide it by? . ,- , 

, Mr. Homi.-By the labour in the works alone, excluding Greater 
Extensions. 

Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 46 you give us the output of a steel plant with 
an average total force of 813 men at the works and producing approximately 
2,000 tons of sheet bars and billets per day. I do not suppose you would 
contend that any of Tatas' mills could be expected to get the same output 
per day as a modern mill. 

Mr., Homi.-They have their.40" blooming mill~ .. 
Mr: Mather.-When was this American plant constructedI' It is probably 

a recent one. 
MT. Homi.-I do not know. I think ft is an old plant. 
MT. MatheT.-It is an old company and an old mill? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
MT. Math8T.-In paragraph 48 you give us the production and the number 

rof men employed in the various American works and Tata's for comparison. 
You give a production of 150,OO(} tons. 
~ Mr. Homi.-This is not neceSsarily actual productiCln. That is taken as
a lump' figure. The number of lUen employed is according to my calcula
tion 29,204 though 26,173 is taken from the company's reports: 

Mr. Mather.-'\Vhere are the~e men working? . 

Mr. Homi.-On the plant. 

Jfr. Mather.-Inclllding the Greater ExtensionsP' 
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MT. Homi.-Yes. '. . 
}.fr. Mather.-Do you think it is a' fair comparison? So far as my 

general information goes, the number of meIl< on the 'whole of, the operatiolll 
department is not more than half of that. Abo'!t half .he men work at 
Jamshedpur on the Greater Extensions. 

lilT. Homi.-You mean including the cooly labour, contractors' labour? 
14'. Math6r.-Yes. . 
Mr. Homi . .....:But this does not take the contractors' labour into account. 
M,. Math6T.-It is' a much higher labour figure than I have ever seen. 
Mr. Homi.-The figure 26,000 given in the company's report excludes 

contractors' labour. ' 
Mr. ,Maah6r.-But that includes Greater Extensions. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. There is a difference of 3,000 here. 
Mr. Math6r.-That 26,000 is a rough approximation. At any rate I think 

that about only one half are employed on the whole plant on the. actual 
production out of this 26,000 that you ,have given here. ' 

Mr. Homi.-My information is that there are only 3 ,to 4 thousand men. 
employed on the Greater' Extensions. 

Mr. Math6T.-I think the comparison is very much exaggerated. We sball 
get accurate figures about that. 

lilT. Homi.-So far as I remember it'is 3,800 or somewhat lIlore. t 
Mr. lIfiJth6T.-In para. 49 I am not entirely clear about the meaning. 

Am I right in understanding you to mean that the pay of the coinm~>n iabour 
for 24 hours is equal to the cost of one ton, of something? ' 

Afr. Homi.-One ton of finished product. 
lilT. Mather.-Of CO'1r8e your figure for Tata's would 'depend entirely on 

the accuracy of the total labour employed. ' 
Mr. Homi.-Should probably be, revised. M:ay be crossed out~, 

Mr. Matf.tr.-In para. 50 you say that 5 months' supply must be stocked 
and picked up again in the worst season of the year. What is that supply 
exactly? 

M,'. Homi.-Supply of ores and raw materials. 
Mr. Math6r.-That is exactly the point wIi'ich,.I want to be' sure about. 

I can understand that so far as Lake Superior ore is concerned. ,But so 
far as it comes from other districts they do not have that particular difficult:i' 

MT. Homi.-They may then suffer in point, of coal. Coal also comes 
through rivers. I 

MT. Math6T.-It is! quite possible that there are some' interruptions. 
MT. Homi.-In the winter months. 
11l1·. Mather.-Just as there are interruptions here during the monsoon 

but you would not suggest that this stocking of 5 months' requirement.: 
applies l'quslly to tbe coal and limestone as it does to ore. ' 

Mr. Homi.-Coal and ore mostly: they come from the Lake 'ports to 
Pittsburgh district. 

Mr • ...Mather.-Works in the Pittsburgh district do not get their coal 
from ports. 

'Mr. Homi.-This comes through different rivers in barges. 
Mr. Mather.- For how long will this difficulty continue in the year? 
,'vIr. Homi.-From about end of November to' about February or March. 

It depend~ on actual weather conditions. ' Sometimes the ice has 'to be liroken 
by dynamiting it. , ' . ' 
" Mr. MatheT.-They stock it up because railway freight is pj.,?hibitive~ 

t Note added by witness, when correcting the record "mistaken for 1920 
fi~ures.~' 
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Mr. Homi.-Yes: They do it. They cannot stop the works. 
Nr. Mather.-You ,tell us in para. 51 .. I have the word of the Company's 

Consulting Engineer and from my own personal observation and contact I 
can vouch thlrt our native labour, if not actually superior, is at least the
equivalent of the various emigrant labour that come to the United States;" 
Again at some later stage (in para. 54) on the same subject you say it 
should not be necessary to employ more than :;l men in. India where one 
would have been sufficient in America. Do you know whether there 8xe 
any other big industries in India requiring heavy manual work which have 
succeeded in reducing their labour requirements to that level? 

Mr. Homi.-I am referring only to Tata's and my experience of these 
wOI'ks compared to ot,her works in America. That is my opinion. I have IlOt 
studied other industries. 

Mr. Mathei'.-I think that, if you study other industries, you will find 
that wherever heavy manual labour is required the number of men employed 
is very much greater, 4, 5 or 6 times than the number employed in similar 

_ works in other countries. Suppose you have got that in other industries do 
you think that there is possibly some justification in Tata's employing so 
many? 

Mr. Homi.-The more men vou employ the greater is the inefficiency. 
Mr. Mather.-Nobody would question the desirability of reducing the 

number, but we know that in actual practic~ Tata's have not succeeded in 
reducing the number of men· to twice the' number oL men employed in 
Europe. If other industries also requiring heavy manual labour had succcf)ded 
in reducing the number of men required to this level then prima facie one 
'would think that Tata's ough~ to be able to do it. But if it happens that 
all industries in India employ more men it would be a reasonable presump
tion .that the Indian labourer at present cannot do this heavy lahom as 
efficiently as iii Americ!!. and -Europe. . 

Mr. Homi.-If this is the view you take on the question, I may be 
permitted to say that' I do not bind myself to that opinion. It :night be 
then presumed that similar condition.; esist there the same as at 1'ata's. ' 

Mr. lIlather.-'-Can you tell us th •• t other industries have been able to' 
reduce labour in the way you think Tata's ought to do? 

Mr. Homi.-I have no idEJVo ot other industries and I cannot tell yon. 
}.IT. lIlather.-Towards the end of para. 51 you tell us about the number 

of women employed in loading coke alid you say .. that these ovens pro-
d~ce on an average less than 549 tons of coke a day ........ . 

lIlr. Homi.-This should be 540 tollS and includes non-recovery ovens 
coke only-those four batteries of non-recovery ovens. • 

lIlr. .'father.-Is it exactly same number of ovens that employ these 325 
women or are they employed in all ovens? 

Mr. Homi.-All tlle Evence-Coppee ovens? 
Mr. Mather._You say that they have to carry it five to' ten ft. away to 

the wagon. lily idea was that it was about 5 times as much. 
Mr. lJomi.-The pank could not- be very broad -from which coke is. 

hauled up. 
Mr • .lIlaiher.-It would be about 50 ft. My estimate would therefore be 

p times yours. 
Mr. Homi.-To haul up coke right into the wagons I take it will he 

20 ft.· 
lIlr .. Mather.-I think you are rather under-estimating. 
Do you claim that these womeil do not take more than 3 or 4 stepli 

with their coke to get it into the wagon II 
Mr. Homi.-It is not a question of taking steps but a queat.ion of. 

baskets. My point is this that we are not getting enough work out. ~.f 
these people. We allow themsufficfent leisure to'do their work: TEey 'can afford-
to do It because there are so many of them, . 
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Mr. Mather.-What ,the Board is anxiou!! to know is how far they can 
accept your figures as being reliable, and if you tell us that these womea 
have to carry the coke only 5 to 10 ft., I doubt the accuracy of the figures. 

Mr. Hbmi.-Suppose the bank is 20 ft. broad? 
Mr. Mather.-Your general. argument' still remains. We cannot however 

go and say that these women only carry 10 to 20 ft. unless we, are sure 
of it. 

Mr. Homi.-When the coke comes out it occupies almost half the bank 
and that eliminates half the width of the bank. 

Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 54 you have discussed the. question of labour 
and you say that the workmen in India work only eight hours as against their 
12 elsewhere. This'12 hours work has been abandoned for some years in 
Europe anel is now being abandoned in America also. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. \ 
Mr. Mather.-At the bottom of page 13 you give us a long table of 

the cost of producing coke, pig iron and so on in the United States, these 
costs being divided between labour and "all other costs." Can you tell 
me exactly what" all other costs" are? 

Mr. Homi.-Cost of services. 
Mr. Ma/her.-Every firm has a different idea of what should, be included 

in"things of that kind. 
Mr. Homi.-I will tell you. ,That includes materials in repairs and main,

tenanclj, steam, water, electric power, yard switching, contingent fund, relin
ing fund and so on. 

Mr. Mather.-Not depreciation? 
Mr. Homi.-No depreciation, no interest, no in§urance. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 65 on page '17 in discussing these other costs 

you say "Some of the supplies at J amshedpur do cost more than in America, 
others 'again cost less but when' we consider that a considerable proportion 
of these "other costs" is really due to labour; .... .". Can you tell us of. 
any important class of supply which would, cost less in J amshedpul' than 
they would be expected to cost in other countries? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, lalJol'lr supply upon the steam and power generation and' 
other purposes. Steam is one of the items and then there are laboratory 
expenses. We get our chemists here cheaper than in other countries. Tbis 
goes with other costs. ' 

Mr. Mather.-Anything else? 
• Mr. Homi.-Accounting, shops and so on. 

Mr., Muther.-You say in paragraph 67 "Very few plants in America of 
the size and capacity as the Tata Iron and Steel Company Works would'go for 
a General Manager and his establishment charges over and above a Generlll 
"Superintendent and his staff." I can only say to that that I have seeu. 
Steel works in every important .steel producing country in EU1'ope allcl r 
have never known of works of that size with only a General Superintendent. 

Mr. Homi.-I have mentioned about America. Take, for instance,' the 
United States Steel Corporation. They are all in charge' of General Super'; 
intendents. There is no ,General Manager. The rest are all Superintendents 
-of departments. , , '" 

Mr. Mather.-Each company in the COl'poration has a, Superintendent. 
Mr. Ho'llti.-There are various sections of a particular shop. Take, Open 

Hearth, for instance. A person appointed in charge of a shop may go as, 
'Superintendent and above him there is a General Superintendent for Open, 
Hearth or such shops.' ' 

Mr. Mather.-You will agree that every large ~te~l producing company 
bas a General Manager. 

,Mr. Homi.-'-I beg your pardon. It is the Board that _works it and the 
works is represented by the General SuperintendeIlt. There is' no' General 
};Ianage: for the whole company. 
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Mr. MathoT.-That is certainly the case with most of Tatas' competitors .. 
What vou say may be the case in America. 

Then you tell us "No plants however big keep half a dozen General 
Master mechanics, floating engineers of all sorts and conditions." Do you 
imply by that that' Tatas employ half a dozen-master mechanics? . 
, ·Mr. Homi.-We have at the Jamshedpur plant about half a dozen in 
round figures. 

Pre8idont,-Why mention half a dozen if it is not accurate? 
Mr. Homi.-Tha~ is what is called in general terms. 
President.-The clear implication in this instance is that Tatas' have got 

a certain staff at J amshedpur which is' unnecessary. If you mention the 
figure as half a dozen .surely we must take that to mean that there are 
half a dozen. 

Mr. Homi.-If you take General Master mechanics al~ne it will be less. 
President.-Then there are only two or three floating engineers. That 

is included in the half a dozen. • . 
Mr. Mather.-" Engineers of all sorts" may be half a dozen and more. 

At the bottom of paragraph 71 you refer to a wonderfully equipped machine
shop. That I take it is the newest of the machine shops, 

Mr. Homi.-No. 2 machine shop. 
Mr. Mather.-You rafer to that in a way that suggests that it is oc;,u

pied chiefly in doing repairs and maintenance of the plants in operation bull ' 
in actual practice you will find that the machine shop is devoted almost 

.exclusively to new construction, in making plant, etc., fC!r the Greater 
Extensions .. 

1I1r. Homi.-And after it is built-after the Greater Extensions are COIDt

plete-;-I do Jlot kn!>w to what purpose it will be devoted. 
Mr. Mather.-You do not know. and I do not know. That will be for 

the Directors to settle. We cannot. prophesy: . they may find some work fOl' 
it. 

Pre~idont.-The implication in the first sentence is that it is diverted flo 
another purpose. 

lifT. Mather.-You do not regard the ·manufacture' of new plant for tIie 
Greater Extensions as being repairs and renewals? 

Pre8ident.-Nor is the construction of the Greater Extensions' due to 
~omehody's neglect or oversight? I 

).{r. Homi.-The Greater Extensions have come into existence shiee thelP. 
Prior to that, for the previous three or four years t!tey w ~re only doing repairs 
and renewals. 

Mr. Muthor.-When was this machine shop completed and equipped with 
these machinery? Is it only since the Greater extensions started? 

Mr. Homi.~Yes. . . 

Mr. Mathr.-It would not be correct to imply that these machine a.m.l 
blacksmiths' shops are monopolised on the repairs and renewals. 

Mr. MathM'.-The same criticism would apply to your figures in para-
'graph 73 about the number of locomotives. It is inevitable that the number 
of locomotives should be greater in a Works building such large extensions, 
as Tata's are doing as otherwise materials cannot be brought to the site
quickly. 

Mr. Homi.-I have seenwol'ks in operation of the size of ~ plant of that; 
kind. having only a fraction of that number. 

Mr. Mather.-Do you want to imply that 22 locomotiv:es were occupiecf 
on the operations _ depaltment only P 

Mr. Homi.-I say that in my opinion 22 locomotives, even considering ther 
necessities of the Greater Extensions, are entirely. too high. ' 
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Mr. Ginwala.-Even for the construction? 
Mr. Homi.-yea, as you will see in the lines following !' Up to the • .!lnd'of 

1919 there -were just seven engines on the job and a Plate Mill, ,new Coke
ovens, and Duplex plant are amongst all the new additions 'with a Tiriplat& 
and a couple of subsidiaries on the go. Surely thaI; does not need 15 loco
motives." 

Mr. Mather.-At any rate some considerable increase is obviously neces
sary. Then in paragrap' 74 you say "the open hearth furnaces need an 
overhaul practically every month." It is one of my duties when I am at my 
ordinary work to keep a record of the production of all steel made by Tata'S' 
and my records do not indicate the need for this 'overhauling every montb 
at all. 

Mr. Homi."'-Overhaul does not necessarily, mean complete overhauling. 
It includes everyday overhaul as well as complete overhaul. ' 

Mr. Mather.-In that case you might have said- overhaul at- the end of 
every heat. ~ 

Mr. Homi.-That would not" come under overhaul. 
]Jlr. Mather.-Now, 'in paragraph 79 you tell uS that the United States 

Steel Corporation' uses 4,046 lbs. of approximately 49-50 per- cent. iron ore' 
to make a ton of pig iron;' tAat is the average for the last 15 years.'l"hat 
would be equivalent to 2,023 lbs. of pure ir-on? 

M1'. Homi.-Yea, 
M'r. Mather.-Gan you tell me how many pounds fif iron there are in 

one ton of the Corporation pig iron? 
Mr. Homi.-:-It is measured by the long ton. 
Mr. Mather.-But how many tons of pure iron are there in the 'Corpor

ation pig?' , 
, Mr. Homi.-That depen~ on how much of silicon, sulphur and other' 

constituents there are. 1, ' 
Mr. Mtither;-Can you tell us what tha't- is? 
Mr. Homi.-:-I cannot tell' you off-hand. 
,Mr. Mather'.-WiU you accept from me that it cannot be more than i 

per cent? 
Mr. Homi.-About that, I thirik. , 
Mr. Mather.-This ore consumption ,that you mention cannot give more

than about 90'3 'per cent. of pure iron in the pig iron. Where does the 
Corporation get the other iron from:-

Mr. Homi.:-'-From scrap. 
Mr. Mather . ...:.Do you think it is an accU:r~te comparison to put these

figures of the Steel Corporation against the figures of other companies witb,-
out stating in eaca case how much scrap is used? -

Mr. Homi.-I can give you that for the Corporation." 
Mr. Mather.-I shall be glad if you would. Is there anvthing to support, 

as the figures stand, that the Tata' Co. are using more ore than is necessaryp-
Mr. Homi.-I will give you that. t -

, Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 80 on ,the question of coke consumption, you. 
give ns some Am~rican figures for the consumption of coke in furnaces using, 
coke with 10, 12 and 14 per: cent. ash, content and then you 'say "Granted 
the Tata coke contains 8 to 10 per ,cent. more ash than the American coke
and therefore 8 to 10 per cent. more fuel is needed." , But surely 'you are
aware that very much more than 8 to 10 per cent, fuel will be required if 
there is ~ to 10 per cent. more ash. " ' • 

Mr. Homi.-In- this case I had the opinion of various persons who have-
had considerable experience of the blast furnaces .• ' --

"Not received. 
t Statement IV (3). 
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Mr. Mather.-But no blast furnace roan would agree to that.' It would 
require much greater ~xtra consumption of coke per ton of pig, as that addi-
tional ash has to be fluxed· and heated. . 

.Mr. Homi.-It all depends upon the practice. 
Mr. Mather.-It does not depend upon practice. It all depends upon the 

inevitable necessity of the reactions in the furnace for the production of 
pig iron. 
. Mr. Homi.:"--If you are going on the same basi. that it would need much 
more, I may cite the case of one of the companies and you will then see 
whether their figures entirely tally with these figures or not. 

Mr. Mather.-That is not the point at all. You convey an impression 
that because Indian coke containQ 8 to 10 per cent. more ash than the 
American coke you refer to, therefore only B to 10 per cent. more fuel will be 
required to make a ton of pig iron all other things being equal. That I say 
~ s a serious fallacy. -

, Mr. Homi.-That may be a matter of opinion. If you alter your furnace 
and change your other conditions you may manage. . .. 

Mr. Mather.-You still adhere to the opinion you have. expressed? 
Mr. Homi.-I do. . 
~1" Mather.-That other things being equal if one coke contains 10 per 

cent. more ash than another, you will require 10 per cent. more fuel? 
Mr. Hom·i.-I adhere to my opinion. 
Mr. Mather.-All I can say is that I cannot give it any support what:. 

ever and I have never come across any experienced blast furnace man who 
would. 

][r. Homi.-I am supported in my information by the Tata Co.'s figures 
themselves. 

M'r. Mather.-'-That is not to the point as it introduces new factors. In 
paragraph 81 you admit that more flux is required, due to the greater ash in 
coke and then you go on to say "This once more emphasizes the necessity 
of selecting the best grade of coal, which ought not to be a difficult matter 
.in that they buy their supply in ille market and when a good price is 
I·pid (Rs. 9) a very good quality has to be secured." Do you think you can 
,go into the market and buy better coal? 

Mr. Homi.-I have never tried it. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you thinlt that if you went to any of the coal owners in 

Bengal or Bihar and told them you were paying Re. 9 per ton, they would 
give you better quality? 

Mr. Homi.-This goes as·a corollary to the other one in which· I have 
mentioned that Indian coal could not have deteriorated to the extent alleged 
.and if it had not deteriorated and good quality is available, there is no 
rea,son why it could not be had. 

Mr. Mather.-But if we admit that there has been a general deterio
ration in the quality of coal, then you will agree that this drops out for the 
time being? 

Mr. Homi.-I can't say: I have no experience of coal mines in India. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 84 you tell us that some of the steel men in 

America laugh at the idea of 500 men employed per furnace at Jamshedpur. 
Has any of these Dlen had IIny experience of Indian conditions? 

M1·. Homi.-No, they judged by the results and that is how •. 1 would have 
,(Jone. . 

Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 94 you tell us "It is the place that eats up 
most of what' would otherwise be dividends and it is tne very departmeat 
that' has proved the ruin of companies that preceded the Tatas." This I 
think is the department that you are most critical of: it gives the best 
"Scope for improvement P 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
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Mr. Mather.-But' this statement of yours indicates that in your opin~oD 
.it is likely to be the most difficult department to run. Hav.s, you any kmd 
of evideJlce that this particular department, and not other thmgs, proved the, 
ruin of the companies? 

Mr. Homi.-The Bengal Iron and Steel Co. had a steel department and 
it shut down because it could not produce steel cheaply: it had all sorts of 
difficulties. 

Mr. Mather.-Were they specially open hearth'difficulties? 
Mr. Homi.-Most of them. So far as my impressionjs from reading the 

history of these companie~ and hearing lectures read by the late Assistant 
Government Chemist at Jamshedpur, Mr. A. K. Bose-he is dead now":'" 
that was published by some Society in England, and there it was expressly 
mentioned ,that it was the open hearth that proved their ruin. 

Mr. Mather.-If we accept that as the greatest difficulty, then that rather 
indicates ,that it is a particularly difficult department to run in India at any 
rate. If a completely separate Company, not connected in any way with the 
Tata Co., also found that it was particularly difficult; doesn't that indicate 
that? -. 

Mr. Homi.-Probably their conditions were then the same as Tata'-s- con
ditions, bllt that is not necessarily so. 

Mr. Mather.-It does rather indicate that it is a very difficult' problem 
to deal with in India. I don't say that the difficulties cannot be got over. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, that is true. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 95-would, you mina Imaking clear just 

e~actly what these' spreads' are? 
Mr. Homi.-Conversion costs. 
Mr. Mather.-Your point ig that the difference between the works cost of 

one ton of pig iron and the works cost of one ton of ingots (liilZets) used to 
be $5 in America. 

Mr. Homi.-The "spreads" are now placed at about $10. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph'99 you give us the average of 4,291 tons per 

furnace per month for one American plant or a group of plants. 
Mr. Homi.-Group of two plants. 
Mr. Mather.-What kind of steel were they making? 
Mr. Homi.-Rail steel as well as structural steel. 
,M'r. Mather.-What kind of pig iron were they using? 
Mr. Homi.-They ,were 1,lsing pig iron from their own blast furnaces. 
Mr. Mather.-How much phosphorus, do you know? 
Mr. Homi.-About ·25 to ·so. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 100 you express an opinion whicll is ,repeated 

p,gain at a later stage that the practice at Jamshedpur is more calculated to. 
increase than retard or lower the production. You Beem to imply that with 
75 to 80 per cent. pig iron and the remainder scrap, they' should be ,able to 
make taeir steel more quickly. Have not the American furnaces used niore 
,Bcrap? 

Mr. Homi.-More scrap and cold pig. 
Mr. Mather.-You have never mentioned cold pig. 
Mr. Homi.~1.'his American percentage of 45 to 50 includes both cold pig 

and scrap. It does not entirely mean cold scrap., ' 
lIlr. Mather.-If they have enough pig iron it ri!ust be so, but that is not 

the normal thing. 
You h!J.ve mentioned in .paragraph 102 that "The Brier Hill' plant of 

seven fw:naces averaged per month an output of SO,OOO tons' or 4,285 tons 
per furnace and with 12 furnaces, running they made not less than 50000 

, tons per furnace, but their practice was with an average{)f SO-50 mix' of 
hot .metal to cold scrap and pig." That does not mean at all that all the 
pig iron is _cold. 
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Mr. Homi.-No, it does not necessarily mean· all cold pig. 
Mr. Mather.-Do, you think that Tata's, with 75 'to 80 per cent. hot 

metal, ought to be able to make steel more quickly than the Brier lIill plant 
"With 50 per cent? 

1111'. Homi.-That is my contention. 
lIfr. lIfather.-It is your contention that Tata's were in a specially good 

position to make steel rapidly in their open hearth furnaces P 
1111'. Homi.-Yes. 
M,'. Mather.-Do you know on the whole wherl! the most rapid open 

be~rth practice is P 
1111'. Homi.-I have no experience outside of America. 
Mr. lICather.-Don't you think that is rather a limitation if you have no 

experience of practice outside America in criticizing details of that kind? 
Mr. Homi.-Not nec~ssari·ly. . 
Mr. Mather.-I take it you have no prolonged experience of your own in 

open hearth practice? 
lib'. Homi.-During ~y. stay at Jamshedpur on the gas producer plant I 

had ample opportunities of learning the open hearth practice. 
Mr. Mather.-Had you ample opportunities of learning how far these 

<londitions are a handicap or an advantage? 
Mr. Homi.-I devoted my time in the open hearth· furnaces in America 

too, a!ld am comparing these two. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you think that the Tata Co. have an advantage in using 

75 per cent.. of pig iron against these American plants which are using 50 
per cent? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, because that means so much time less i,!l smelting.' 
Mr. Mather.-But it means' more extra time in' removing impurities. 

Steel is most rapidly manufactured in the basic open hearth plants in Bel. 
gium, Lorraine and Germany, where they use on the average only 25 per 
<lent. of pig and 75 per cent. cold scrap, :lnd they make steel there· more 
rapidly than they do in ~merica. 

Mr. Homi.-With this 75 per cent. of cold scrap they don't have to 
remove impurities, but the natural consequence is that it takes more time 
to smelt the scrap. 

Mr. 1I1ather.-The time saved by not haying to melt the scrap is more 
than lost by having to remove the impurities. ' 

Mr. Homi.-That has to be found in practice as to how much impuritics 
are in Tata's pig and in what quantity. 

Mr. Mather.-That has been found. All these are known facts and I put 
it to you that no open hearth man who has experience of different condi
tions in America would give an opinion that the Tata Co. have an advalit
age in having to use 75 pcr cent. of pig iron. It is a drawback. 

Mr. Homi.-My C:lntention is substantiated by the number of hours re
quired for doing the heats at the plant. I have seen at Jamshedpur heats 
tapped out in 1>, 6 OJ;' 8 houl'S and that is generally quicker time than it 

. takes in America. , 
Mr .. Mather.-That· is not a shorter time than the normal practice' in 

\!ome countries. 
Mr. Homi.-It all depends upon the .amount of impurities 'to be removed. 
Mr. Mather.-And it is exactly that point that makes your contention' 

that Tata's have an advantage by using 75 pl.'r cent. pig iron a fallacy. 

In paragraph 111 you refer to Tata's consumption of ferro manganese in 
the open hearth department. You tell us that 15 lbs. of ferro manganese 
would be a very fair amount. 

MI'. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-on what basis 'do you say that? 
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Mr. Homi.-By looking to th~ amount of manganese that is nee,ded In 
th~ dillerent 8pe~ifications of the steel., ' , . • ' 

Mr .. Vather.-Will you tell us how much is needed in dillerent specificS: 
tions? " 

Mr. Homi.-It all depends on whether it is rail steelo!' structural steel. 
Mr. Mather.-Well, as 1 am responsible fOi' most of these specifications, 1 

am in a position to tell you that even a&8uming that the. whole. of the man, 
ganese contained in the ferro-menganese remained in the steel, which does 
not happen in any steel works, 15 lbs. of ferro-manganese would not put in 
enough manganese to bring the steel within the specification. 

Mr. Homi.-I am open to correction in that respect. But you will agree 
that 30 to 35 lhs. is rather too high. 

Mr. Mather.-I expreSs no opinion; In paragraph 117,there'is a l'athel 
interesting remark. You say" The late Superintendent used to say that he 
had signed more requisition slips and works orders in a month at Jamshed- , 
pur than he had ever done in Gary with twice the number of·furnaces in a 
single shop." Why did he sign these requisition slipsP Is it becauJ!e his 
cwn open hearth furnaces required repairs for which, these articles were to 
be used? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
. Mr. Mather.-May I suggest that if that is so, does not that rathel 
indicate that· Indian labour is not nearly as efficient as in other countries 
and that he could not train his men as quickly as he expected toP' 

Mr. Homi.-He was thereoior only 3 years. When a new man comes he 
has to get in touch with Inman conditions and by the time he settles dQwn 
h~ finds that his contract is over and as there is no chance of a renewal he 
does not giv~particular attention to how things go on. ' 

Mr. Mathtlr.-This may' be as m;"ch 'a. reflection on' t~e Superintendent 
a8 on the system~ , , , , 

Mr. Homi.-And yet,1 may_be permitted to say, .this SuperiuteDdent 
made more steel .than anyone else. I shall rea~ a letter, from that Superin. 
tendent. 

President.-Please let .us know what it is you wish to read. 
Mr. Homi.-·His attitude about the situation. 
President.-Is it a private letter from him? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. -
President.-Have you got his permission to read it? 
Mr. Homi.-Thes~ ar~ replies to certain of my questions about the IroD 

and Steel Works. 

President.-For what purpose are you putting that in P 
Mr. Homi.-In order to show the difficulty about the Tata's works. It 

ther~ is a constant change of men there is no tendency or inclination· on. the 
part of the men to look to the interests of the works. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Who is the man? 

Mr. Homi.-The late Superintendent of the Open Hearth Furnace. 
President.-You want to give that letter informally. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes . 

. P1·esid£nt.~1 don:t know wheth~r it is admissible. In order to prove th€ 
eXistence of a ~rtalD state of thmgs' at Jamshedpur, you want to place 
befor~ the Bo~rd a letter which you hav~ received from a former ~mploy~e 
of the company P . -

lIlr. Homi.-Yes. 

Pr6sident:-1 don't think that it is a res .. onable way of doing ft. 
:Mr. Homi.-This is just a remark, inter alia. 
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P'I'esident.-If you would send us a copy of that letter, we will SCq 

whether we can admit it, but I am not prepared to admit it at this stage. 
Mr Homl.-:-All right.., , 
Mr. Mather . ...,...There should not be any difficulty in the way of meetinG 

my point. I do not know the gentleman you refer to here. 
Mr. Homi.-He left in 1918. 
Mr. Mather.-The feeling that I had when I. read this paragraph wa~ 

this: that if a Superintendent who had proved his efficiency in an American 
plant still found it necessary after being in Jamshedpur to do things "'Which 
meant quite a large expenditure of money on repairs-if a really efficient 
open hearth man found that necessary, is not that an indication that there
are very serious difficulties in the way of reaching the same standard of 
efficiency in India as in' America? If it was possible to reach the sam& 
standard in the open hearth department, presumably this gentleman would 
have done it. 

Mr. Homi.-He could not do it in three years' time which is the Cf)n
tract time. 

Mr. Ginwala.-How long would that take? 
Mr. Homi.-If a man is limited up to three years, he does not care very 

much for the whole thing. 
Mr. Mather.-That implies that the Superintendent himself did not car& 

to do the work with zeal. 
Mr. Homi.-I make no reflection on anybpdy. I only point out that if 

a man remains only for three years, he does not devote the best of his 
ab!l~ty.. The company is not benefited.in any 'Way from· the best of such 
abIlitIes. 

Mr ... Mather.-If you are justilied in making such an imputation, that 
·would seem to be a naturat disadvantage which Indian steel companies 
would Huffer from, so long as it was necessary to bring men from outside for 
the open hearth department. 

111'1'. Homi.-The state of affairs can be readily and quickly remedied. 
lIfr. Mather.-:-In paragraph 118 you say that Oxygen gas is used as a· 

matter of routine in opening the tap holes of the fUl:naces. Up to what 
time was that statement correct? 

Mr. Homi.-Up to 1919. 
Mr. Mather.-In that case, probably you will be pleased to hear that it. 

is no longer a routine. 
Mr. Homi.-It is very much to be desired. 
President.-Do you think that you are justified in saying that Oxygen. 

gas is used as a matter of routine when all the evidence you have had is as
far back as· 1919? 

. Mr. Homi.-It all depends on how you take that" it is a matter qf 
routine." 

President.-Do you think that that statement of fact is justified by the
information you had? 

M'I'~ Homi.-I do, in the light of information I had. 
President.-You have told us that-your own personal experiE'I!CS W&8 Uf\" 

to 1919 . 
. Mr. Homi.-It was entirely a matter of routine up to 1919. A~ the present. 

time though it has varied, it still is a matter of routine whjll compared with 
other plants. . 

President.-What other plants? I understood you to Bay distinctly to· 
Mr. Mather that you knew that this state of things existed up to 1919. 

Mr. Mather.-Do you think that it still continues? 
Mr. Homi.-It may not be to that extent,- but certainly:it is greater

when compared with the plants in America. 
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President.-Your statement is that it is a matter of routine. Do.you 
adherB to that viewP 

lIr. Homi.-I am prepared to modify that in the light of Mr. Mather's 
statement. Up to 1919 it was a matter of routine for every heat, but that 
it is no more so. The information on which my contention was baSed was 
that it might not be to that particular extent, but; it is still used. to such 
an extent that it is regarded as routine when. compared with what obtains 
in the case of other plants. ' 

Mr. J1ather.-1 did not state that it was a matter of routine up to 1919. 
Mr. GilllCala.-What is the percentage, in America? 
Mr. Homi.-Seldom, if ever, they use it. 
lIr. Mather.-In my opinIon at the present time, it is not a matter of 

~~~ , . 
In paragJlLph 119 you' discuss the use of silica and fire bricks which 

1Iere formerly imported from Europe and Japan and never- obtained in 
India. You tell us that tha costs of these, presumably per ton of ingots 
made. have increased enormously. Does it not occur to, you that this may 
be inevitable? You cannot expect to get silica bricks at the same pri!)e a;o 
in 1916. • • Mr. H01I1i.-No. The question is proportion .. 

.lIr . .lIather.-:-At any rate. that accounts for a great proportion .of tho 
1·ise . 

• .lIT. Homi.-It has relation. to the relining· fund that I waS talking about . 
.lIr. Mather.-Another item to be borne in mind in connection with 

-silica and fire bricks is this: that during the war it becaine extremely diffi • 
.cult, if not quite impossible, for Tata's to import fire b)."icks and silica bricks 
and they tried to get them made in India. 'for a time they were not able 
"to obtain bricks of the quality they desired, but now I have reason to believe 
that the quality of the bricks is satisfs.ctory. So it necessarily meant 
greater expense to the' people who used them. • , 

Mr. Hami.-I am taking the business pdint of view. When they founa 
that the bricks that were made here did not come up to their standard, they 
should have bought from outside and they had ample opportunities of buy· 
ing them from outside. 

Mr. Mather.-Duringthe war, they had not. 
MT. Hami.-From 1919 onwards, I believe there were ample oppoduni-

ties. ' 
Mr. MatheT.-There were many aspects to the business point of view. 

It might be necaSS81j7, once having started the making of fire bricks, to con· 
tinue at any rate as'long as there was any hope of giving r-easonable satis
faction, which has, I underst."lnd, now been achieved. It is quite possible 
that these two factors may account for the greater part of the rise tha("has 
taken' place in the expenditure on these articles Per ton of ingots.· -

Oral evidence of Mr. HOMI,oB.A., U.B., recorded at 
Bombay on Tuesday, the 20th NoveDlber 1923. 

Mr. Homi..-Yesterday in paragraph 48 about Tata's labour, the figure 
quoted by me is the number of employees on the muster rolls and the number 
of presentees would be considerably less: also some of them would be work~ 
ing on the Greater Extensions .. 

Mr. Mather.-Yes, part of them. 
Mr. Hami.-Then in paragraph 67 where there is a mention of half a 

dozen Master Mechanics, ftoa.ting ,Engineers of all sorts and conditions I 
iind that the number of these engineers is still the same as I have mention~d. 
"There. are six Master Mechanics plus .Engineers. ' 

VOL. DI. 3 K 
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Mr. ¥atker.-Yes; 
Mr. Homi.-About the coke consamption, I have given 'the subject my 

deep consideration' and I aD;! satisfied in my argument in which I am borne
out by the comp'iny's results. I think that the consumption of fuel can be
'well Circumscribed to considerably less than what obtains at present. 

Mr. Matfi,er·.-Whether Tata's consumption of coke could by any method 
be reduced was not the criticism I was making on your remarks. My point 
was this. If one coke contains 10 per cent. more ash than another, it must 
be. used to the extent of more than an extra 10 per cent; per ton of pig iron 
on account of the extra ash,' other things being equal. Your statement is 
that if the difference in ash content is 8 to 10 pel' cent. more, then only 
10 per cent. more fuel is needed. That is the statement I cannot. accept. 

Mr. Homi.-It is susceptible of being brought down. 
lIh. Matker.-For· other reasons which I was not discussin~ 
Mr. Homi.-I see that, now. 
Mr. Matker.-I cannot accept YOUI' original statement. Tliere is another 

.point to be borne in mind in connection. with the comparison of coke con
sumption at Tata's Works and at other works. You have not given us 
any details, but I presume that the pig iNn made at these other works is 
very largely or almost entirely basic pig and that pig iron is used for steel 
making. . ' . 

Mr.' Homi.-Mostly. 
Mr. Matker.-The majority of Tata's pig iron is basic pig iron, but they 

have been making very much more foundry iron than most steel works. 
Ordinarily the manufacture of foundry iron inevitably requires more coke 
per ton than pig iron. Does it not occur to you that it may possibly account 
for some of the excE\SS consumption? 

Mr. Homi.-I make no comment ~t this stage, beyond what I have said. 
Mr. Matker.-In ·paragraph 120,. you say at the end" I have seen plants 

with 14 and 7 furnaces, for instance,. working with 2 and· 3 cranes respec
tively." Presumably, the. figur~s. have to be reversed into 3 and 2. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Matker.-They are entirely on the pit side? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Matker.-In paragraph 121 you give us some labour costs per ton 

of ingots. Can you tell us what classes of labour these American .figures. 
cover? 

Mr. Homi.-All labour. 
Mr. Mather.-IncIuding gas producer labour·? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes 
Mr. Matker.-Are you sure they dol' . 
Mr. Homi.-(Looking at some papers) No. They include all productive

labour as well as Labour in repairs and maintenance. 

Mr. Mather.-But not gas producer labour? 
. Mr. Homi.-Idon't think tha~ they have made any separate classifica

tion of that. I presume that goes in the item of fueL 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 124 you disctlsa the method of payment to the· 

fovenanted hands in the Open Hearth Department and you tell us that 
"you have noted men willing to sign on tonnage basis with a. certain mini
mum guarante9d yearly." Is not that almost exactly h'lw Tata's system of 
payment works out-that each man gets a minimum monthly payme~t and 
on the top of that he gets a bonus calculated on the tonnage output of the
departmentP It does not differ in any important respect from the system 
you have mentioned 1-ere. 

Mr. Homi.-It would cornEl to considerably less than the rate that is. 
fixed. 
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Mr. Matlt,er.-As far as the system is concerned-we are simply discussing 
the system-it is essentially the same.' '. ' 

Mr. Homi.-Not necessarily, suppose in thos,e cases I have mentIoned 
tonnage basis was fixed. It might amount in the 1st month to say less than 
what a man is entitled to get. In that case he would have to work extra 
hard next month. It would be an inducement for him to work, hard rather 
than wait till the end of the year. 

Mr; Matlt,er.-You mean instead of a monthly minimum, there should be a 
yearly minimum? '" 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
M'/". Matlt,er.-The difference is not really very important whether the

minimum is paid on a monthly basis or an annual basis. 
Mr. Homi.-I think that it would conduce to better results. 
Mr. Matlt,er.-In its essential features the system you, advocate is very 

'similar to the system that has actually been adopted. ' 
In paragraph 126 you say "At Jamshedpur, whether 'they make good 

steel, bad steel or any steel, they get .paid all the same." I cannot accept. 
that as, correct; 'so far as my experience with the Company's steel-making 
goes, men are not paid for any bad steel that they may make. 

Mr. Homi.-My point is whether they make good steel or not, there. is 
a fixed guaranteed salary per month. 

Mr. Matlt,er.-That fixed sum is not in any case a sufficient inducement. 
for men to come ou.. , 

Mr. Homi.-There is a differe~ce of opinion. ' 
Mr. Matlt,er.-You may have a different opinion. Even, the Company 

would not claim anything to support that, as far as I have seen. ' 
Mr. Homi.-In case there is a break-out in a fUTnace, the men in America 

would not be paid anything for that, but in Jamshedpur it makes 1I0dif
ference. 

Mr.' Matlt,er.-Excuse me, it does make a difference. The 'men are paid 
a fixed monthly salary. It is a' comparatively small salary and not, in any 
case sufficient to induce men to come out to India to make steel. Therefor~ 
the bonus has been so fixed that in an ordinary month every man doeS get 
a bonus. Without that the man would not be satisfied to stay here. There
fore any accident due to careless work of that kind deprives him of some of 
his bonus automatically. If there is any break-out, the man would not get. 
anything on that steel. 

M'/". Homi.-There we eome to the same point whether the men are paid 
adequately or not. , 

Mr. Matlt,er.-It woulll be for you to prove that men ,would be willing 
to come to India to do this work on a pay substantially lower than they are
getting at present. You have not adduced facts and figures to show that, 
and till you do so I would wait for evidence about,the possibility. 

Mr. Homi.-I hu,ve mentioned somewhere. 
Mr. Matlt,er.-The whole of your paragraphs 128, 129 and 130 really work 

out to this that you think on the whole the net effect of the Company's: 
system of payment is that they give these men more pay than is necessary. 
You probably are aware that in September 1920 there w~ a strike of the
covenanted hands on the Open Hearth Department, who were being paid on 
this basis, because the pay was not sufficient. Naturally the Company had 
no tendency to give the men extra pay but ultimately they had to give iii. 
Does not that rather suggest that the Company is not giving pay unless it 
is absolutely neOO$$ary and the presumption is that those rates are nepessary. 

Mr. Homi.-I don't accept the Company's decision. The Company's deci-
sion is the decision of the men at Jamshedpur. ,,', 

Mr. Mather.-The men would not accept your decision either~ 
"3 K2 
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MI'. Homi.-I am glvmg an eXjlression of my. ~pmlOn. I still say that' 
the men are paid there much more than is necessary. 

Mr .. 1Iather.-Don't you think that' .the Board would be entitled tc 
attach more value to the very effective expression of 'opinion of the men doing. 
the work and the opinion of the Company against whose interest it is to 
give these men ml)re pay? 

Mr .. Homi.-Don't you think that there are various other circumstancef' 
that make up for any deficiency that there may be in their pay by way ot: 
their getting privilege leave, eight hours work and other different advantagesf 

Mr. lIlather.-Eight hours day is customary now' in all steel making 
countries. 

Mr. H01/li.-Since 19151' 
Mr. Mather . ..,-All these other questions of subsidiary benefits were aJI 

carefully weighed and taken into account and th~ Company did all the) 
could to press those arguments and made the most of the subsidiary bene
fits. But the men who were actively concerned maintained at a consider
able risk to themselves that the wages were not sufficient. I think that it 
is hardly to be expected that the Board ca.n accept any other view about 
these rates unless it is supported by some extremely strong facts. 

Mr. Homi.-I do think that the Company was extremely generous on 
that point. -

Mr. Mathn.-But of course the men did not. It is rather difficult fOI 

you, unless you can bring up more facts than you have mentioned about 
these rates of pay, to establish that. 

Mr. Homi.-I will adduce that later on. 
Mr. Mather.-'-In paragraph 141 in which you' are discussing the Mills 

Department, you tell us of ceri;!l.in American Mills which were getting large 
outputs frQm blooming mills. Are you sure that these mills are starting 
with the same size of ingots as TatasP 

M·T. Homi.-Almost the same--56 cwt. or thereabout. 
Mr. Mathel·.-Are they rolling the same sized blooms? 
iJIr: Ho"ti.~Most of the American mills roll 4/1 x4" billets. There are 

'Very niany of them which roll S" x S/I blooms, so the tonnage varies. 
111'. Mather.-Some of them rollS/lxS' and others_4"x4"!, 
Mr. Homi.-It all depends on the works. If·you take all the works in 

the United States, you can say' yes.' . 
Mr. Mather.-And probably that applies to all the mills with a big out

put? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. M~ther.-Whereas, as you are aware, Tatas' have to roll a consider

able proportion of 4" X 4" billets in their mills and to that IIxtent they can· 
not be expected to keep back. 

Mr. Homi.-If they are rolling rails to the extent of 60 per cent. of their 
output, then they would require S/I X S" blooms, which mll.ans less rolling time. 

Mr. Mather.-That leaves a substantial proportion of smaller blooms or 
billets which interferes of course seriously with the maximum output of the 
mill. , 

Mr. Homi.-I do not know how it should. 
M·T. Mather.-In paragraph 147 YOIl tell us that you don't recollect.bavin!l 

seen anywhere such a terrible amount of breakdowns and mi'shaps as happen 
in and around these mills. I think that you are still discussing the bloom
ing mills? 

Mr. Homi.-This includes blooming as well 'as rail and other mills. 
Mr. Mathflr.-You have 110t mentioned rails. 
Mr. Homi.-No. . 
Mr. Mathflr.-Do you think that this applies to the blooming mill as weD 

-.s to the rail mill? 
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Mr. Homi.-Part of. it. ,,- , 
Mr. Matker.-Do you think that therearemaliy morii breakdowns in thd" 

blooming mills than there are in,mills in other countries? 
Mr. Homi.-Not in the blooming mill. 
Mr. Matker.-You are satisfied there? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes., ," ' 
Mr. Matk&r.-This should be qualified as only applying to the rail mill? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. Table-rolls come'into the blooming mills, as well. 
Mr. Matker.-'fhese breakdowns you attribute to thli faulty design of the-

mill In the first instance? ' 
Mr. Homi,,,,,Yo'l might blame that for the cranks. 
Mr. Matker.-Or to the carelessness of the staff? ,. 
Mr. Homi.-Partly that and partly the faulty design of the machinery. 
Mr. Matker.-Do you think,that the carelessness on the part' of the stalE 

is responsible for, these ~ 
Mr. Homi.-Quite a bit. 
Mr. Matker;-On the blooming mills, there 48 only orie, European employ· 

ed in each shift. 
Mr. Homi.-I make no qualifications about Europeans at all. 
President.-Are you aware of the fact that on the blooming mills \lnly 

one European is employed on each shift? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-Very well then, if there are more breakages due, to careless

ntes, probably you would admit that no one man whatever his pos~tion or 
qualification can take up detailed responsibility for every piece of plant. 
Does not that then impl;r that' the Indians who form the rest are riot yet sO 
efficient in the maintenance and manipulation of these mills? ' 

Mr. Hami.-I don't ~ccept th/!.t view at all. My' contention is that there 
is no organisation. ' 

Mr. Matker.-You think that it is only a question of more organisation? 
lIIr. Homi.-Yes. Personality is more and more subordinated in modern 

industrial concerns. ' ' 
Preawent.-8ince 1919, you had no' opportunity of forming an indepen. 

dent opinion as regards the management and organisation? 
Mr. Homi.-Evidently, but I have kept myself in close touch. 
President.-8o that your Ilpinion is based on your'rooollection? 
Mr. Homi.-AI80. ./ 
lIIr. Matker.-I am inclined to think still that your opinion in the state. 

ment that there are more breakages in table rolls, 1'01161" cranks, etc., and 
that they are generally more considerable than in other plants is one of the 
many cases which do go to prove that up to the present it has not been 
possible to train Indian labour to the same- standp,rd of efficiency, as obtains 
in other countries. That is a question to which we referred yesterday. 

Mr. Homi.-It m~y be untrained. l.say no efforts have beim made,to 
train them for the line. . , . 

Mr. Ma~k6'l'.-Later on in the same paragraph (147~ you say" I remember 
of n~ occasion whe!,- an indicator chart of the engines wa!! taken to determin~ 
the mdex of e!fiClency." Is there any particular reason why you should 
know when an Indicator chart of the engines is taken? I do' not think that 
anybody can say that. That statement cannot carry any authority unless it, 
c0l!1es from a person who ought to know when an indicator chart is taken. 
ThiS statement does not mean anything if it comes from other persons. , ' 

7Ifr. Homi.-That 'means that no chart was' taken~ . 

Mr. Matker.-Does that mean that no chart was taken because: you did 
not know that It was taken? ' 
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Mr .. Homi.-I know it for a faot. 
President.-You know it from information received from others? 
Mr. Homi.-Up to 1919 I know it, Sir, from my own personal experience.. 
President.-You were not at any time employed in the blooming mill? 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
President.-Your statement is that if the indicator chart had been taken 

you would have known it? 
Mr. Homi.-N\>t necessarily officially. 
President.-It is not a question of official or unofficial. You did not hear 

or see it was taken and you infer it was not taken .. 
Mr. HQmi.-1 infer it and know it for a fact. 
Presid!nt.-Your statement is that you know it for a fact .. Our busi

ness is to enquire what evidence you had to justify such a statement. 
Mr. Homi.-I have known very lOany things and this was one of .these 

·that never come out. In fact on two occasions indicator chart was proposed 
to be taken but the proposal was· turned down. 

President.-It is for you to inform the Board, as far as you can, how you 
·obtained this information and I understand your statement is this:' that 
:bad the indicator chart been taken you must have known and, as you do 
;not know, it was not taken. 

Mr. Homi.-This is not the line of argument. I know it for a fact that 
this was not taken. 

President.-How P 
Mr. Homi.-From various sources of information. In a small plant like 

that at .1amshedpur there is hardly anything that occurs in one department 
'which is not known in the other departments. . 

P1·esident.-By hearsay? 
Mr. Homi.-Mostly by hearsay and also by personal examination. 
President.-If you make a personal examination you can satisfy yourself 

that a certain thing is done. But you cannot by personal observation satisfy 
,yourself that a thing is not done unless you have watched all the t!me. 

Mr. Homi.-If you have not seen a thing done, you do come to the con
·clusion that.such a thing is not done. 

President.-I am still in doubt as to the materials you have to bear out 
this statement. 

MT. Homi.-This will be borne out by the Company's own statement. 
Pre~ident.-Let us leave it at that. 
M·T. Mather.~Leaving the question of the indicator chart, are you an 

-experienced steam engineer P 
Mr. Homi.-No,.Sir. 
Mr. Mather.-In spite of that fact and your statement that no indicator 

-chart has been taken, you still have no hesitation in declaring that the. 
-efficiency will be very low. 

Mr. Homi.-l do possess the elementary knowledge of a steam engineer 
and even a layman would say that the efficiency of an engine would react 
'Very greatly on steam production and steam consumption of the Qoiler 
plant. . . 

Mr. Mather.-You are aware of course that the. boiler plant at Tata's is 
·serving very many purposes. I want to know what qualifications you have 
merely by looking at that engine to say that it is an engine of very low 
efficiency, since on your own statement no indicator chart has been taken. 

Mr. Homi.-I bad that information from engineers who were already on 
the spot. _, 

Mr. Mather.-So it is not on your own authority at all. If they come 
to give evidence on that 8uggestio~ it would carry weight. Then in para. 
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,graph 148 you give us "all other costs " !If Tata's mills and United States 
mills-blooming mills-for comparison. I take it that the iteIDll included in. 
the two sets are identical? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
JIr. Mather.-You say that Tata's had an overwhelming advantage over 

~o\merican conditions. Will you say in what respects Tata's had . an advant. 
age?;: • 

Mr. Homi.-In the items of supply which go into" all other costs." 
J1r. Mather.-Most of. these resolve thems~lves ultimately to coal. 
Mr. Homi.-There are l~bo~r, steam, water, electric current, shops, 

laboratory expenses, yard sWltchmg and so on. . 
3IT. MatheT.-In paragraph 151 you are'discussing the' spread' or 'con· 

version costs' .between billets and merchant bars. There are one or two 
figures that seem to me very surprising. First of all you tell us that at 
one time the spread in America was. 5 dollars bllt that the average for pre. 
war years was 10·61 dollars. Is that the average for pre-war years? Jf so, 
what do you mean by 5 dollars? ' 

1I1r. Homi.-That was before 1921. , 
Mr._Mather.-Pre-war years were before 1914. 
Mr. Homi.-5 dollars has reference to years before 1911 and the pre-war 

years' are taken from 1911 to 1914; , 
1I1r. Mather.-However, 5 dollars spread is a sort of basis as you mention 

it two or three times and thiil 10·61 dollars for pre-war years is fairly eonsis
'tent with your maximum of 12·94 in Ma.rch 1913 and the minimum of 
4·69 dollars in November 1911. I would like to find out what you think 
ilhould be taken as a basi! for pre~war cost. 

President.-If you can' tell us at what' tiine the spread waif 5 dollars in: 
America that would help us. . 

Mr. Homi.-If I can read from this article. "It was once regarded as' 
substantialty axiomatic in' the steel industry that 5 dollars spread would 
cover costs' between pig iron and billets and a similar 5 dollars spread would' 
cover costs between billets and steel' bars. Recent eras of high prices have 
upset this interesting theory." The five dollars has reference to years prior 
to 1911. -

1If.r. 1I1ather.-What is the date of the article? 
lIlr. Homi.-This I have not been able to find out. 
lIlr. Mather.-The figures which you have got from some other source 

appear to indicate that in pre-war Yllars the spread was 10·61 and in the post
'War period you tell us that the average may be regarded as 10 dollars. 
Does that mean that the costs have actually come down in the United States 
and they are actually lower than in pre-war' years? . 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-There is a smaller spread now since the war than it was 

before the war. 
Mr. Ho·mi.-This 10·61 dollars' refers to the figures from 1911-14 and I 

nave. compared this pre-war figure with the ~ata's figure for 19~4-18 which 
·comes to an average of 11.10 dollars. ThEIn In the post-war period' 1919-22 
the maximum in America is 24 dollars and the averlllge is 10 dollars. 

Mr. Mather.-The average in America for 1919-22 is 10 dollars and the 
average for pre-war years was 10·61 dollars. Can you tell us what the state 
.Df the steel industry has been in America to account for this falling off? 

Mr. Homi.-There was a slump and war-time extravagance had been' 
practically got rid of. "-

Mr. Mather.-There was a boom in 1920 and there was no war-time 
·extravagance between 1911 and 1914. . ' 

Mr. Homi.-Of course not, but during the war time it got very high. 
Conditions after the war are becoming as normal as before _ the war; 
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Mr. Mather.-I am specially interested in this because this is the only 
indication we have that post-war cost is actually less than pre-war cost. DO' 
you think it is really so? 

Mr. Homi.-EvidentIy from the article that I read it is clear. "Appar
ently a new base line has been established which might tentatively be placed 
at 10 dollars for all rongh purposes of calculation. This 10 dollars may 
therefore reasonably be capable of covering substantial conversion cost. 
from pig iron to steel ingots and thence into billets of commercial size." 

M'I' .. Mather.~If you Cilll point to any reasonable - explanation for 
this that· would be very interesting: otherwise the inference is that the 
figures have not been taken on the same basis. 

M". Homi.-l0 dollars has more reference, I presume, to 5 dollars of 'pre-
war spread. . 

President.-But pre-war spI'ead was according to you 10·61 dollars. 
Mr. Homi.-This 5 dollars spread has reference to years beyond that, not 

1911-14.' . 
Mr. Mather.-For 1911-14 it was 10·61 dollars. For the three years after 

the war it was 10 dollars and for the three years before the 1I"ar it was 
10·61 dollars. 

Mr. Homi.-It might b~ explained. in this way. 1'here 1I"ere large scale
productions during the war time as compared to what had been before, and 
this has appreciably brought down the cost of production though the prices 
of materials may have gone up. 

Mr. Mather.-But 1919-22 was not war-time. 
lIfr. Homi.-No: but they have extended their plants during the 1I"ar' 

time and had greater production necessitating reduction "f cost. 
Mr. Mather.-:-Can· you tell us exactly what developments led to this 

reduction in cost in 1919-22 when compared to 1911-14? There is no indica
tion that there has been any increased production in those years to bring the 
cost down when compared with that of the pre-war years. I was looking to 
these figures .with some interest as possibly supplying us with a basis of 
reasonable costs of rolling billets into bars, but I find it very difficult to
accept them on their face value because they seem to me inconsistent with 
themselves. You quote a minimum spread of 1·59 dollars in 1922. Do you 
think that anybody was actually rolling billets into bars at as low a cost as 
that? . 

Mr. Homi.-There may be plants that are taking billets and rolling out 
to bars: that may account for the difference. I am merely quoting from 
the article. 

M·r. Mather.-Do you think that the cost may be 1·59 ~ven in the case 
of a single plant? 

Mr. Homi.-It may be one of the causes! I take it as a possibility. 
Mr. Mather.-8ince you have given these figures, if you will trace a:nd 

supply the Board with details of cost, it would be of interest to have them. 
Mr. Homi.-I shaU try my best.* 
Mr. Mather.-Later on you begin to discuss the fuel problem. Then 

again in considering .the amount of fuel required to make steel (in paragraph 
156) you say " using a 50-55 mix in the open hearths only a certain amount 
of fuel is required." May I again point out and emphasise that Tata.'s do
not use 50-55 mix, because the scrap is not .available? 

Mr. Homi.-It should be 50-50 mix. 
. Mr. Mathe'l'.-Tata's cannot possibly use that mix because the scrap is 
not available and the mix they are compeUed to use is one which requires 
more fuel per ton. Therefore on that basis it may be misleading. 

Mr. Homi.-It is only on theoretical basis. 
lIfr. Mather.-You admit that' it is only on a theoretical basis? 

·Vide Statement IV (1) .. 
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Mr. Homi.-Yes. Tata'sdo no~ have any electricity to drive their millS' 
, either. 

Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 157 you suggest that producer gas should no
longer be used for heating Open Hearth furnace. Have you any pl'.rtic~htr 
substitute in mind? 

Mr. Homi.-What do you refer to? 
Mr. Mather.-You say "I have. no hesitation in claiming that Tata'itc. 

should be able to finish all their steel without the use of a pound of coal 
elsewhere, except at the coke works and in the locomotives and cranes and. 
shops ... " That in fact me~ns gas producer plant, Do you, think they. 
will have enough coal tar? 

Mr. Homi.-At present they have. 
Mr. Mather.-But if they were turning all their pig iron into steel which.. 

is approximately what they intend to do in future? 
Mr. Homi.-I have got a statement which I am going to file to-day where 

I have shown how much saving can be effected from that source and how 
much steel could be made from available sources of coal tar. I want to put 
in that statement.* 

Mr. Mather.-Is it your opinion ihat in addition to coal tar some coke· 
oven gas would be required P 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You go on to ~ay "One can imagine the saving resulting. 

from less coal, no labour or repairs on gas producers, no cleaning out of gas 
mains ... " I take it that coke ovens require gas mains. So that cannot 
be elimina ted. 

Mr. Homi.-For coke-oven gas we need not· have gas mains because it 
goes out by means of pipes. 

Mr. Math~T.-What is the difference between main~ andpip'es,P 
Mr. Homi.-For' producer gas you have to have big mains or. they would_ 

be all clogged up with soot. ' 
Mr. Mather.-It will have to be sent through pipeS": there is no essentiaL 

difference' between a pipe and a main. 
Mr. Homi.-The pipe is of a smaller size. There is very little chance of 

its being choked up, being clean by-product gas, and there need not be clean ... · 
ing always. ' 

Mr. Mather.-That is rather different 'from no cleaning out of gas mains .. 
I think you will find that nobody can go on passing gas in a maip. without. 
cleaning occasionally. 

Mr. Homi.-Not e~ery week,-anyway .• 
Mr. Mather.-There will be occasiollal cleaning. In paragraph 159 you 

tell us that a blast furnace· would be able to provide enough surplus fOI' 
power generation purposes the equivalent of 30 H. P. for eve~y ton of pig. 
produced. 

M'T. Homi.-It should be 250 to-300 kilowatt-hours. Perhaps we will scrap
out the whole sentence and say "For power generation purposes practi
cally of the whole plant." "Equivalent of 30 H. P., etc.," may go out. 

Mr. 1IIather.-In paragraph 161 you tell us about some attempt to burn 
blast furnace and coke oven gas under the boilers and a lurid red column of 
unburnt gases ignited at the chimney top. May I ask when this was? ' . 

Mr. Homi.-In 1911, 1918 and 1919. 

Mr. Mather.-Do you think it is reasonable to quote a thing like that.· 
which may possibly have been experimental and rectified several years ago? 

Mr. Homi.-That is why I was referring to the past. 
Mr. Mather.-Do you think it has any bearing on present or future cost? 
Mr. Homi.-It has: great bearing on the present condition of the plant;, 

*Statement IV (2). -,---
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Mr. Mather.-·-You think that might happen no~l' 

Mr. Homi.-I think that extravagance would lead to the same result and' 
llIing the' plant down to the condition which it is now. 

Mr. Mather.~It does not necessarily follow that what happened in 1918 
is still happening. This is certainly not happening, phis flame on the top 
~f the chimney. 

Mr. Homi.-I do not say it is happening. The amount of materials and 
ofIloney spent then has been responsible for the present condition of the 
jllant. 

Mr. 1IIather.-It is quite possible it is your opinion, but it is not. sound 
to argue that more men are being employed -and more materials are being 

·consumed now on the basis of something that happened in 1918. 
1I1r. Homi.-I was simply showing here a. reflection on previous operation 

.methods. 
1111'. 1I1ather.-They may have been completely discredited now. 
Mr. Homi.-They may ha.ve been. 
1111'. Mather.-We come to your discussions of the Greater Extensions 

-You tell us "The Greater Extensions were sanctioned in December 1916 and 
·it will shortly be seven years since the inauguration of the scheme." To 
·that extent it is quite true, but thEm you go on and say "and presumably 
'will need three years more for completion." That does not agree at all 
'with the information available to the Boa-rd or with any competent examin
-ntion of the 'present position in Jamshedpur. All the indications are that 
-the Greater Extensions will be completed in six months, not in three years. 

Mr. Homi.-I tLink these are statements that have been given out by 
·the Directors frClm time to time in which they expected the Greater Exten
,sions plant to Le in full swing in about three years. 

Mr. Mather.-When was this statement made? 
Mr. Homi.-If you will give me some time I shall find it out. 

MI'. Mather.-In the meantime we must rely on the information the Board 
nas got that the indications are that the Greater Extensions will be com
pleted in ab(}Ut six months' time. 

Mr. Homi.-The Directors from time to time made several estimates of 
-the time within which particular units might be completed, and many such 
;forecasts were failures. . 

Mr. 1I1qther.-In some cases they may have been speeded up: that has 
-been the tendency of late and things have been coming into operation more 
quickly than they used to do a year or two ago. However we need not 
.ngue that point. Then you go on to tell us the speed with which the Gary 
pl9nt was built. The Gary plant wa§ built up in a. very highly developed 
"industrial country by the most powerful industrial corporation in the world, 
"Which was able to supply most of its own raw materials and a good deal 
~f its transport and had. practically none of the difficulties such as are 
-encountered in India. 

111".. Homi.-You must look at the same time at the magnitude of the 
works . 

. Mr. Mather.-The magnitude is smaller in proportion to the reserves of 
-the United States Steel Corporation than' the Extensions here are in propor
·tion to the reserves of Tatas' • 

• Mr. Homi.-It is a matter of opinion. 
Mr. 1I1atkel".-The Gary plant added perhaps 15 per cent. to the United 

'States Steel COJporation's output of steel while the extensions to 
the Tata Co's plant will oIl. an average add 200 per cent. Is it not obvious 
-that in proportion to their resources it was a smaller 'Undertaking for the 
"United States Steel Corporation to put up that plantP The United States 
:Steel Corporation could supply the whole steel required for putting up the 
plant, for instance; the Tata Co. were not in a position to do so. 
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Mr. Homi.-'fhey I:,ad contracts made out and estimates formed as to the 
"time of completion, which had evidently been exceeded tremendously. an item 
-over which Tata's had absolute ,control.' ' ' 

Mr. Mathl!lT'.-Do you think any firm which enters into contracts has 
,absolute control? 

Mr. Homi.-All of them do. 
Mr. Matker.-Not by any means. 
Mr. Horni.-They ask for the minimum time within which,the contract is 

1;0 be carried out, otherwise there are various penal clauses ,attached to it. 
Mr. Mather.-I want to point out that it is I}ot calculated to impress the 

Board as a reasonable comparison' thaj; because the most powerful Steel Com
pany in the world could add 15 per cent. to its capacity in a period of 21 
years in peace time in ~ v~ry highly industrial country, therefore the Tll;ta 
Iron & Steel Co., 1)r any other company, should add 150 per cent. to Its 
\capacity in India partly in war time in anything like that period? 

Mr. Horni.-They calculated all that and they 'Yere sanguine that they 
would be able to do it. 

Mr. Mather.-I am not in a position to say how sanguine they were, but 
it would not be likely to impress the Board or tha- outside public as being 
Teasonable to expect that in war time. ' 

Mr. Horni.-You know the Tat& Co., in the' beginning expected to com
pletethe Greater Extensions in 18 months. 

Mr. Mather.-Then in paragraph 175 you talk about the plate mill which 
"was 'rushed' to secure fabulous profits." Are you quite sure that you 
:are fully aware of the motives of the Directors in rushing the plate mill? 

Mr. Homi.-Of one of them. 
Mr. Mather.-It is only a surmise? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Mather.-You have no particular information about it? 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Mather.-Will you admit that there may have been causes known to 

-the Directors in rushing the plate mill that you are not aware of? 
Mr. Homi.~There may have been. 
Mr. Mather.-,Later on in the same paragraph you say that "this plate 

mill is really running merely 'one turn, about 15 tons a month production." 
Mr. Homi.-It should be 1,500 tons. ' 
Mr. lI[a.ther.-~In any event, YOll do not expect the Board or the public to 

take that as a criticism of the plate mill? I presume you may be aware 
-that that is only a temporary feature. 

Mr. Homi.-That is because there is no demand for plates: the prices 
'have"gone down. If this plant had been ready by the time they had 'expect. 
oed it might probably have run to its full capacity. ' 

Mr. Ma,tker.-That is a different thing: we are discussing'-the present 
"Situation. Do you want to suggest ,that it is going to be normal to run 
-only one turn.? 

Mr. Homi.-I do not suggest anything of that kind at all. I ,have 
-expressly mentioned "At present it is running one turn." 

Mr. Mather.-The inference being of course', since sou do_not mention 
lIny exceptional conditions, that there might not be any particular ,circum
"Stances to cause that. 

In paragraph 177 you begin to discuss the Duplex plant. Can you tell 
lOS how many Duplex plants there are in the United States? 

Mr. Homi.-Tbere are three. ' 
Mr. Mather.-Do you think there are ~nly three?' 
Mr. Homi.-I mean of any considerable size. 
Mr. Mather.-:-What amount of output would you 'call considerable? 

I 
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Mr. Homi.-l50,OOO or 200,000 per year. 
MI'. Mather.-Since the Tam Company expect to get rather more tonnage

of ingots, you think there are oilly 3 duplex plants in tIM United States of 
approximately the same size as the Tata Co.'s plant? 

Mr. Homi.-I mean per furnace. 
Mr. Mather.-Unless you give us the number of Duplex plants or say 

exactly. ,,:hat you limit yourself to, it does n6t give much of a basis to form. 
any OpInIOn-. 

In paragraph 178 you discuss the possibility of making higher grades of 
steel by straight Talhot alone. That has not much bearing on this investi.· 
gation of Tatas, has it? .. 

MI'. Homi.-Whenever it is run as a 'straight' Talbot instead of duplex.· 
ing it. . 

Mr. Mather.-So you think that the Tata Company have handicapped 
themselves OlS regards the making of steel by putting in a Talbot furnace? 

Mr. Homi.~No. They could not make more steel that way than bvthe-
.straight open hearth process. • -

Mr. Mather.-And you think they would not be such good quality? 
Mr. Homi.-Possibly not. I am quoting the opinion of the officials

" that higher grade3 are neV3i' made hy this process and that straight Talbot. 
alone will not make any more steel in a given time than the straight O. H. 
<process-provided the quality is the same." 

Mr. Mather.-You have not considered the opinion of any other authori. 
ties on the subject? 

Mr. Homi.-I have, so far as they were available to me. 
Mr. Mather.-P·robably the most careful comparison of different open· 

hearth processes was made at Witkowitz for 8 years on a scale much more· 
satisfactory than an;y experiment that has besn conducted in the United 
States or any other country, and, a"s a result of that careful and prolonged 
large &Cale experiment, the management werd of opinion that the Talbot 
furnace could ·make equally good steel of many different qualities and· prob
ably· make it more cheaply. 

Mr .. Homi.-Continued large scale production? 
Mr. Mather.-Yes. 
Mr. Homi.-But there is nothing to show that the conditions at Jamshed

pur will be duplicates of those at Witkowitzi' 

Mr. Mather.-Is there anything to show that the conditions in the United' 
States which you are asking the Board to consider could be repeated at 
J amshedpur? 

Mr. Homi.-Evidently the plant and .the staff .in Jamshedpur are Ameri
c.an and they are eventually likely to be influenced by their experienee in. 
the United States. 

Mr. Mather.-I am afraid you are wrong on a point of fact. The openl 
hearth is run by a European Superintendent. 

MI'. Homi.-Not at all. There are smelters who are Americans. The
Assistant Superintendent on the Duplex is an American gentleman. 

Mr. Mathe·r.-I am not prepared to accept. your opinion about the Talbot 
furnace because I do not regard it as having been based on the best opiniolB 
that is available. 

Mr. Homi.-That is your opinion. 
Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 181 you say "there is a decided prejudicE!" 

amongst Railway Engineering circles to loo>k down with disfavour on the
use of the Duplex for rails, better grades of plates, sheets, etc·., for a steer 
that is once oxidized and then deoxidized can never be the. equal of a steel' 
tha t ha!l not undergone the cycle.' , Would you mind telling us ~ what" 
procesa steel is made without being oxidized and deoxidized ~ 
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Jl r. Homi.-This refers to oxidization through the blast in converters. 
M'r. JIather.-I cannot accept the first sentence as it stands. In the 

-other you tell us that "The metal whose manganese and silicon is reduced 
with a blast in the converter is a different product from the one whose im
purities are worked out by means of lime in a furnace." Let us assume 
for the moment that it is different. -Do you mean that it is worse or better? 

Mr. Homi.-By blast you will never get the same quality. 
11fT. Mather.-Do you get better quality? 
1111'. lIomi.-Worse. 
Mr. Mather.-Invariably? 
11fT. Homi.-l\lostly. 
Mr. JIather.-You know that most of the steel rails laid in India have 

been made by the converter process? 
Mr. Homi.-There are various engineers who differ in their opinion. 

Whether it should be duplex steel or open hearth steel is mOEtly influenced 
by the chief engineers of railways and their metallurgists. 

Mr. Mathe1·.-We are discussing for the moment the principle of steel 
manufacture; we are not discussing what the railway engineers think of it. 
You seem to assume that steel made in a converter is necessarily of inferior 
tl.uality, 

Mr. llomi.-Inferior to that made in the open hearth. 
lIfr. 1IJather.-That is not the invariable experience. Then you say it is 

a different prodUJt from the one whose impurities are worked out by mea·ns 
·of lime in a furnace. May I point out that the impurities in the open hearth 
are not worked out by means of lime but by means of iron ore? 

Mr. Homi.-Iron ore brings about the reaction. It is the lime that 
absorbs the impurities .. 

lIIr.Mather.-It is rather a different. thing from what you said. 
In paragraph 182 you say "pig iron with two or more per cent. of man

ganese, it never pays to eliminate it in duplexing." How much manganes~ 
. does Tata's pig contain? 

Mr. Homi.-It should be 1 per cent. or more. 
Mr. Mather.-You seem to think that in any pig iron which contains 

·one per cent. or more manganese it never pays to eliminate it in duplexing, 
for manganese has to be added later on in the bath and it is wasteful to 

·duplex it. 
lilT. Homi.-This is the opinion of a man who was actually running a 

. duplex plant in America. 
Mr. Ma.the1'.-Can you tell us what happens to the manganese when it is 

'worked in the straight Open Hearth? 
11fT. Homi.-It goes out and therefore there is no more waste. When 

you duplex it you blowout all the manganese in the converters and add it 
later on in the 'bath. ' 

1111". JIather.-You are speaking of the waste of manganese and the excess 
,cost of ferro-manganese. Th.} manganese is going to be wasted by which
,ever process you manufacture. 

1111'. Homi.-That makes a difference about the quality. 
MT. ]/athe1'.-We are going on to the quality later on. At the end of 

paragraph 182 you say "The already inferior quality of Tata's steel will 
'be further heightened when they begin to duplex it." On what basis do you 
regard Tata's steel as inferior P 

Mr. Homi.-That is the general trend of opinion in the market. 
]/1\ Jlfathe1'.-Is that your own opinion? 
Mr. Homi.-I have heard that sort of opinion cited before the Board 

'already by certain witnesses so far as I remember, having studied it in the 
'Bombay papers, that Tata's steel is not of actually the same grade as British 
-steel. 
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Mr. Kale.-It is all the other way about. 
President.-Myncollection is that no witness has stated in evidence 

before the Board that Tata's steel is inferior to British steel. 
Mr. Homi.-That wail my impression. 
Mr. Matker.-Were you relying entirely on the. newspaper reports of 

the evidence given before the Board P . 
Mr. Homi.-YeS. 
Mr. Matlter.-If there is nothing in the Board's evidence to support that. 

view, you would agree that Tata's steel ~ as good as any other steel? 
Mr. Homi.-I a·m ready to alter my opinien. 
Mr. Matker.-In paragraph 183 you say "It is a moot point whether 

the railways will accept any duplex steel for their rails." Have you any 
particular ground for assuming that the railways will raise any objection P 

Mr. Homi.-No, except in the light of this Canadian specificatiun. 
Mr. Matker.-You think that might inHuence the railways to object to-

the use of duplex steel? 
Mr. Homi.-Might. 
Mr. Matker.-Have you studied the specification for rails made in IndiaI'" 
Mr. Homi.-:-No. . 
Mr. Matker.-It is my duty to keep that and I consider that the specifi

cation for rails made in India is such that if steel made by the duplex pro
cess passes this specification it would be perfectly satisfactory for use, and. 
there is no reason to cast this aspersion on duplex steel. 

Mr. Homi.-It is not so much aspersion as assumption. 
Mr. Matker.-In that case I say there is no reason to make this assump-

tion. In a large part of the next paragraph you. develop the argument 
which amounts, I think, generally to this, that the capacity of the mills is, 

'very much greater than the capacity of the steel making plant in the new 
extensions and again that the steel making plant has possibly a greater
capacity than the blast furnaces behind it. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Matker.-Supposing that that proves to be so-supposing that the· 

Tata Co. were able to train the Indian staff to work their mills at the same 
pitch of efficiency as is done in the United States-do you not t\rink that. 
means that Tab's prospects for making steel cheaply are more favourable· 
than they have assumed them P The consequence of that would be that, if' 
the mills could turn out more than 420,000 tons of rolled steel which Tata'iI' 
expect to get if they can turn out, say, 500,000 tons, the Tata Co. would be· 
able to arrive at an ultimate production of 500,000 tons merely by, say, in
creasing steel making capacity or blast furnace capacity, without having. 
any additional overhead charges for the mill plant, and therefore their over-· 
head charges per ton will be less over the whole output. 

Mr. Homi.-They expected very many things which have not come ouL 
There have been many suppositions, besides yours, at Jamshedpur. I migM, 
say the plant was ill-balanced. . ' 

Mr. Matker.-If on the basis of what you consider an iIl-l:ialanced plant
they, expect to be able to manufacture steel at a reasonable cost, then if· 
they do rectify balance, their overhead charges will be less than they are' 
now and therefore the Tata Company will be in a better position. 

Mr. Homi.-Where is the gu'arantee and when are they going to do it~ 
Supposing the Greater Extensions came into operation iII. about 6 months as: 
you say; they have made no provision of that kind. It is a sort of assump
tion, from beginning to end. 

Mr. Matker.-I don't say for a moment that Tata's will accept yc-Ul' 
opinion about the balance. 

lIfr. Homi.-I. can express no opinion myself at all I am mllrely Rayin~ 
what the facts really are. 

, I 
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Mr. Mather.-My point is this, if it is ill-balanced, .as you say, their 
ultimately, by rectifying the balance, Tata's will }>e able to. make steer 
cheaper than they expect. 

Mr. Homi.-rhe whole question hinges upon the time available· to do so, 
If they take unduly long time, the,n by the t~me they make it the Company-
will be already swamped. ._ 

Mr. Mather.-In paragraph 200 you call attention to a point which is 
certainly of considerable importance to all industrial establishments Ilnd
that is _ the changing of men from one plant to another. That of course
occurs to a certain extent in all plants I have been acquainted with-it may 
ha'l"e been more in Tata's or it may have been less, and it is no doubt a 
costly process. Then you go on to say "it has been calculated that it-costs 
on an average dollars 100 for every man so transferred by way of loss of
efficiency." Do you think that that figure of 100 dollars has any kind of 

• bearing on Indian conditions? Do you want to infer that it l'I'ould cost 
100 dollars by way of loss of efficiency in the casB' of Tatas? 

Mr. Homi.-It might cost more or it might cost less; it mig}lt not· cost: 
them exactly that amount. I am -quoting the American figures, and at 
Jamshedpur it might cost more or cost less, but it is certainly a costly pro-
cess. . .• 

Mr. Mather.-Everybody engaged in industrial operations. is aware of 
that. Have_ you seen an analysis of that 100 dollars? 

Mr. Homi.-No. It could not be definitely proved: it must remain as an 
assumption. 

Mr. Mather.-I have seen the analysis-of American figflres for this pur-
pose and they contained elements some of which do not exist in India, ancf 
I do not think that the figure modified for Indian conditions would in-
volve so much loss. 

In paragraph 206. you realize clearly that the Tata Company have various, 
burdens due to all the , __ costs of "great town-planning, administrationr 
sanitation, water supply, -etc:" and you suggest that this can be- met "by 
other devices, e.g., by reorganization into an entirely separate- company, or
by the creation of a municipality or some such other methods." Let us look 
at the position. These services are a considerable burden to -Tatas and do
you expect that they could unload that burden on anybody else without 
pa)ing somebody 'to take that burdeil?Do you know of anybody who wants. 
to take that burden, whether they oall themselves a municipality or some-
thing else, ,free of charge? - . 

Mr. Homi.~Nobody -would t~ke .it unless they were assured of an ade-
quate return from that.' -

Mr. Mather.-Do you think they -would get a return for instance, from. 
the expenses on sanitation? , , • 

Mr. Homi.-You must take the town as a whole: you_cannot divide it in 
sections, sanitation taken up by a certain party, education by a separate
party, town-planning by a third party and so on. They should all gO' 
together. , 

Mr. Mather.-Well let us take it as a complete .holding. Do you think 
that there is any financier in India, -or out of India, who wouIU be willing to' 
take over, that on any terms which would be of benefit ,to Tatas? And' 
.they would not take it up unless it is of benefit- to themselves. 

Mr. Homi.-The position is capable of solution. 
President.-The question is whether the solution would reduce Tata'it 

cost or not. 

Mr. Math:r.-At present it is costing Tatas a great deal. _,There is B 
net burden on Tatas in respect of these services. Do you suggest that they
could get rid of the -burden? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
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Mr. Mather.-'-Since that is a burden, I want to know whether they can 
:get rid of it except by pa.ying. Would people come along and be willing to 
give good money for taking over the burden? . 

Mi'. Homi • ...:..Would not the formation of a municipality in the town 
aeduce the cost of Tatas? . 

Mr. Mather.-Can you tell us in what way? 
Mr. Homi.-It may lead to further taxation on other_ items.in the town 

ibut it would certaiply lead to a solution so that the expenditure made afte .. 
:the town could freely be reimbursed by the income derived, from loc~axes. 

AIr. Ma.ther.-On whom would this burden fall? 
Mr. Homi.-Tata's employees.' . 
Mr. Mather.-In that case is not that merely shifting the burden from 

.one man to another 'man? . 
Mr. Homi.-That would not in that 'case affect the whole production. 
President.-Would not the local rates paid by the Tata Company form a 

iPart of the cost of production? If Tatas have to pay taxes to this munici
pality would not these taxes have been met out of the. cost of the Company? 

Mi'. Homi.-A part of it ",ill be recovered from the population. 
" Mr. Mather.-That means that living would be more expensive than it is 

:now at Jamshedpur and higher wages would be demanded. Have you given 
·it a careful consideration before making that suggestion? 

Mr . . Homi.-I have made a suggestion only. 
Mr. Mather.-At the end of the SSIDe paragraph 206 you tell us that an 

:investigation is now pending before the Federal Trade Commission in the 
United States of America \lver the .. Pittsburgh Plus .. plan of selling in the 

·Chicago districts and westwards of steel made in it. I.cannot see what bearing 
:that has on Indian conditions. 

Mr. Homl.-It has bearing in th'is way that Tata's prices are based on' the 
·c.i.f. prices and, if steel could be made chesper in India, there is no reason 
why it should not be made to sell cheaper instead of being based on the c.i.f. 
-prices. _ '. . 

Mr. Mather.-What connection has that with the .. Pittsburgh PlulI" 
plan of selling in the United States? -

M·r. Homi.-In .the Chicago districts steel is made and sold on the Pitts
burgh basis. If steel could be made in Chicago at cheaper rates, wby should 
;the c.i.f. price be taken into consideration? 

Mr. Mather.-That is a matter for Americans. , if 
Mr. Homi.-In the SSIDe way, if steel could be made in India cheaper, there 

'is no reason why the selling price should be on the basis of the c.i.f .. price of 
'steel coming into the country instead of on the basis of the actual cost of 
-production, with a reasonable profit of course. 

Mr. Mather.":'I SID afraid I fail to see the connection between the two. 
In ,paragraph 209, you discuss the question of ferro-manganese. You 

appear to favour that instead' of exporting the manganese ores, the manu~ 
'facture of ferro-manganese should be encouraged in this country. Do you 
·think that Indian-made ferro-manganese would find a market in other steel
making countries at a favourable price?' 

,V·T. Homi.-Yes, if the quality remained the same. 

Mr. Jllather.-Do you think that the quality would be the SSIDe P 
Mr. Homi.-There is every possibility. 

. Mr. Mather.-How would you propose that an Indian manufacturer should 
make ferro-manganese with low phosphorul! since there is a high phosphorus 
-content in the Indian coke? ., 

Mr. Homi.-There are various ways which could .be found out. _ 

• Mr. Mather.-Are you quite sure that it is possible to-eliminate: phoaphorua 
Ul the blast furnaces" . 
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Mr. Ho;,ii.-yesi if you have got a~ow grade of phos,PhorUs in the' ~ar. 
Mr. Matlier.'-Is there anysl1tlh coal in India?' ' 
Mr. Homi.-I shall give you one instance. In Mysol'~ they have got coke. 

Could not that pQSsibly be used for ferro-manganese purposes? 
Mr_ Mather.-It is charcoal. Have you calculated how much it would cos, 

to make ferro-manganese from charcoal? 
Mr. Homi.-It is not my 'blisinesj' to calculate that. 
Mr. Mather.-But you are suggesting ,as a pr~cticable 'proposition io~ the 

consideration 'Of the Board and. Government that an export tax should be made 
on the manganese ore in .order to encourage 1he manufacture of ferro-manganese 
in this country. , " , 
, .Mr. Homi.-By investigation, it could be found out. 

Mr. Mather.-This is the i;nvestigation.I am trying to investigate it 
through you for the moment as the suggestion hlis come froni you., 

Mr. Homi.-I am of belief that it 'is possible; 
Mr. Mather.-Since you believe, you must have some evideJ:lce. Would 

you mind telling us the evidenae on this 'particular point? 
Mr. Homi.-Tatas made ferro-manganese' and shipped out during the war

time to the States. 
Mr. Mather.-When they could not get it froin any other source. 
Mr. Homi.-In the United States,- there is a large consumption of ferro. 

manganese which generally . comes in the shape of imports • 
. Mr. Mather.-You might, even go s,o far as to say there is 'a ,large 'cOn. 

sumption in all steel-making countries, not.onlY United-States 'of America. 
But are you'not aware that almost immEldia.tely the war was over,when ferro
manganese could be got from other countries, the purchase 'of ferro-manganese 
from India immediately ceased'. on 'account of: the 'Pp-osphorus due to the 
quality of the coke P , ,,' .' .. . 

Mr. Homi.-Tatas were the only people who made ferro-manganese. 
Mr. Mather.-Other companies also in India made fe~-~ganese 'and. 

exported it during the war, but are unable to -export it now; , 
Mr. Homi.-Myimpression ~as·that Tatas were the only people and that 

their quality was not, very up-to-date. " 
Mr. 'Mather.-:-Nor was th~t of the other companies. 
Mr. Homi.-I·did not know then. 
Mr. Mather.-The rea~on was the high phosphorus content in the Indian 

ooal. Nobody has suggested a satisfactory solution so f/lor,. Owing to that; 
high' phosphorus content, Indian-made ferro-manganese, is too high in 
phosphorus for the steel-makers in other countrie~ in normal times when they 
can get a better quality- elsewhere. , 

Mr. Homi.-There is a possibility' of eliminating the phosphorus in the· 
coking process by mesns of lime. , . 

Mr. Mather.-Have you any evidence to show that that will actually lVorkP 
Mr. Homi.-You could get that from metallurgical books. 
Mr. )}Iather.-I am afraid you are getting confused with the. possibility of 

eliminating sulphur from producer gas by means of· lime. That has been tried. 
But there is no prospect of eliminating the phosphorus ,from ~Qke by means 
of lime. -

Mr. Homi.-I ~illiook up the question. 
President.-You should have looked up tb,is, before. rs it wise to communi. 

cate one's impressionRin this. way, becaliseafter all I tlQnk that when 'a 
suggestion had been made, it ought to have been thought out before and not 
afterwards? , ' 

Mr. Homi.-The' Board also has got to think out quite a good hit. 
. President.--:Before !ou'piit-in 'anything, you ought·,~o h~v!l thougU.abou~ 
It £:om our pomt of view. . • ' 

VOL. fiI. 3 L 
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Mr.- Homi.-You.have more resourc",s at your diSpOAal to do it than I have. 
Mr. Math6r.-You tell us in paragraph 16 in connection with iron ore that 

Tatas get their ores for nominally nothing, a fixed royalty being all the price. 
Can, you tell us what that royalty exactly was in 1914 and what it is now? 

Mr. Homi.-If you look up the memorandum of Tatas and -the report 
submitted by their mining engineers, it will be seen that it comes to about ..• 

Pr6Bident.-Are these published documents? 
Mr. Homi.-No, I don't think so. 
President.-Then I must ask you not to refer to them. 

- Mr. Homi.-I would not suggest that, but the question.; ..........•..• 
Mr. Mather.-I won't put that. qnest;on in that form. My impression was 

that royalties have been not fixed and have been raised. .• 
• Mr. Homi.-My impression is that it has been fixed at a certain perClmtage 

for a period of 30 years or so. .._ 
PreBident.-Which lease are you referring to? 
Mr. Homi.-The Mayurbhanj State. 
PreBident.-1 may tell you that in the case of the earliest lease the rate 

of royalty fixed was started at a low figure put was to increase periodically up to 
3 or 4 annas a ton. In the case of some of the later leases, the rate of royalty 
t;1.oes not vary during the first 30 years. My recollection is that the details 
about the royalty are printed in one of the memoranda. on Imperial Minera
logical Resourges. 

Mr. Homi.-I cannot quote it beC'ame I do not know whether it has· been 
published. I $hink that the rate is liable to be renewed after 30 years or so. 

... Mr. Mather;-The President has pointed out that the ore which they are 
actually using is the Gurumai~ini ore. It is the only ore which has been 
used so far to any important extent and it is subject to royalty which has risen 
to quite an appreciable extent. 

1I(r. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 4 of your memorandum you say, first, that an 

industry ordinarily deserves protection when it is being unfairly competed 
against by foreign rivals, and, secondly, that when that industry is handi
capped at home by certain natural or econoinic disadvantages that preclude 
the possibilities of any successful competition as, for example, lack of suit
able raw materials, their great distances from the point of assllmbly or manu
faMure, high or fluctuating freight rates, tr.ansportation difficulties, irre
gular supplies both of materials and labour, the lack or scarcity of ~e latter, 
both skilled and unskilled, there are reasons which would justify the grant 
of protection. I should like to read to you what the Fiscal Commission say 
on the subject. "In dealing with all claims to protection the Tariff Board 
should in the first inst:lnce satisfy itself that the following conditions are 
fulfilled: -

"(I) The industry must· be one possessing- natural advantages such as an 
abundant supply of raw material, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour, 
or a lar~e home market ......... . 

.. • .. .. .. .. 
(3) The. protection we contemplate is a temporary protection to be 

given to industrills which will e,·entually be able to stand alone." 
Apparently you don't think that !>rotection ought to be given unless the 

industry is going to become a permanent burden on the community. 
lIfr. Homi.-Yes . 

. _ PrBsident.-Of course the opinion of the Fiscal Commission, having been 
approved by the Government of India and the Legislative Assembly, binds 
the T!,-riff Board. I am only asking this question because I want to get at 
w~at IS III ~()ur mind. Your view is a different one altogether that the indus
tries that require protection a·ro those which never could maintain thems6lves 
,against foreign oompetition. 
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MI'. Homi.-I had not the Fiscal Commissien's report before me and so 
these are the pessibilities that I could conceive of right at the memento Other 
~onditions may of course arise. 

Pr68id6nt.~You say that Tatas have all these natural advantages and that 
therefore they should not get protectien. The Fiscal Cemmis,sien· say that 
an i'ndustry which possesses these natural advantages s!:lOuld get protection 
until it can stand alone. 

Mr. Hbmi.-Evidently it amounts tIl that. 
President.-That is wha,.t they said, so that. yeu. will recognise that it is 

impossible for the Board, to accept the different peint ef. view tliat yeu have: 
put forward. '.. , 

Then, if yeu look at paragraph 10 about the rdil centracts, yeu taik; abeut. 
these centracts having been made at a fixed price when all their experience· 
eught to have pointed out to. them the unwisdem ef it all. B~t yeu are aware, 
Bre you not, that up to 1919-almost up to the beginning of 192o.:-they were 
selling 80 or 90 per cent. ef their eutput at centrelled prices, so that they 
bad very little experience as to what prices could be obtained in the open 
market for rails after the war. Everything thah they supplied to Govemmenb 
was supplied at controlled prices. - . 
M~ Homi.-There was Government contrel right through. 
PI'B8iaBnt.-In paragraph 11, yeu say .. T-aking the United States Steel 

Cerperation as a prominent instance we note that it never centracts for orders 
for moce than a quarter ahead, that is, three menths fer immediate delivery, 
but orders are booked fer future' supply at prices to be deterIIl4ted by those 
prevailing during that quarter". You are:aware I suppose that t;he· Tata Co 
have. made centracts on similar liIles,. net fer the sale ef its output, but .fer 
the purchase of its ceal? . 

MI'. Homi.-Yes. 
PrB8ident.-That is to say, where they have contracted to. purchase coal 

at the price paid by the Railway Beard, er slightly abeve that price, yeu· 
approve contracts of that kind. Do you think that that is tlie. kind of- co:O:· 
tract they ought to have made for the sale of their steel? 

Mr. Homi.'-I give no epinien en that score, whether it is advisable er net; 
Pr6sident.-You recognise. I suppose, that it is very important to a steel 

manufacturing company to be assured of large orders for standard section~ 
which would keep the works employed? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
PI'68ident.-That ·is the object of making these ·contracts, but you suggest 

that they should not be at fixed price. In America there is the United States 
Steel Corporation. i de net know what percentage ef the steel production of 
the country it controls; but at one time It was between 50 or 60 per cent. It 
is ali any rate so important in the steel market that it can to a large extent 
centrol pricee. Its policy hllB been to stabilise prices and avoid frequent fluctua
tions. Therefore if a firm in America made contracts on the basis of the Steel 
Corporation's prices, it would have some guarantee that it would be receiving 
abeut the market price. Similarly in the case of the coal'contracts, in India. 
since the Railway Board is so much the mest iinpdrtant ef all purchasers of 
coal, I take it that the assumption of Tatas was that, if they contracted to 
pay at Railway Board rates, they weuld not be paying too much. BuiJ the 
question still remains wh~ther it was possible to make a similar contract m 
the case of rails for sale to the Indian Railways. . 

MT. Homi.-For the sale of rails to the Railway Board? • 
PTesiaBnf.-Hew waS that to be done? 

Mr. Homi.-The Railways generally know their rel],uirements quite a leng. 
time ahead. . 

Pr6Bident.-What about the prices? What conditiens were to be .Illad. 
about pric,es? . " . ' . 

MI'. Homi.--Could not prices be fixed at the time when, delivery was made'" 
3L2 " 
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Pre8ident.~n what ilasi!i? 
Mr. Homi.-On the basis of tte c.i.f. price. 
President.-Do you think that the railways would have been willing to 

make such contracts? 
Mr. Homi.-That is a.different question. 
President.-Unless the railways were willing;, to make such contracta, 

the Tata Company could not compel them to do so? 
Mr. Horni.-There is that question: in case Tab's were unwilling to. 

make suCh contracts with the Railway BO&'rd, it would mean that there woul~ 
be less production of rails and that the}' could roll more structurals. . 

Pre8ident.-We are not going into the question of structurals. We assumed 
that in order t() get a steady demand for a very important standard sectio~ 
it would be worth while to make forward contracts for the supply of rails; 
The question is whether they could make contracts on the line~ you suggest? 

Mr. Homi.-Possibly not. 
Pr88ident.-Of course they could not, it was either a case of fixed price or 

no contract. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-Have you e,er been ·to the ore mines at Gurumaishini since 

you came back from America P 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
Prl!sident.-T think that if you visited them, you might possibly be able 

to ascertain Bome of the reasons as to why the cos1l of ore production walt 
likely to rise. 

Then in paragraph 18 you say .. I understand and yet the Tata's bought 
and contracted for coal in the market at tremendous prices for thl1 steel 
works, according to their General Manager to protect themselves, in what 
manner I cannot conceive, while their own coal was sold in the open market. ,. 
Now you know, do you not, that the prices entered in these contracts were 
either Railway Board prices or some addition to the Railway Board prices
eight annas or something like that? Are you aware that until recently, i.e., 
the present year-t.he price of coal in the ·-open market was higher than the 
Railway Board price? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, because fhe Railway Boare! was controlling most of the 
coal. . 

President.-The'price for which you could buy In the .open market was 
higher than the Railway Board price. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. • 
Pr8sident.-Don't you think -that it might be a good bargain for 'the Tata 

Co. to sell their own coal for which they got more and buy the other coal 
for whioh they paid less? 

Mr. Homi.-What about the investments that they had made? 
President.-They would be getting a better return. If you can sell your 

coal for Rs~12 a ton and buy other coal for Rs. 9 a ton, it might be profit. 
ab~e to sell as much as possible and buy as much as possible. 

·M,. Homi.-That has been going on for the last four years . 

. Pr68ident.":"'Undoubtedly. They could not do it now because the market 
rate for the last 9 months has been below the Railway Board price. 

Mr. flomi.-Coal control came in 1918. 

President.-Assuming that the market price. :was higher than the Railway 
Board price, it might be a very good bargain for the Tab Co. to sell their own 
coal and buy other coal for their requirements-might it not? . 

. Mr. Homi.-So far as that goes. But the point is whether there is any 
profit ultimately in selling their good coal and using enormous quantities of \ 
ut, eool cn the l>lan~. 
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Pre8ident.-Would you tell me what yoir l!ontention is? Do you: know 
for how long the Tata Co. have been selling their own coal-in the open market? 
Have you any information about that 'I ' 

Mr. Homi.-I don't have any. 
Pte8idenl.-Do you know as a fact tliat they'have done so at aIl2 
Mr. Homi.-So far as fllY impression goes. 
Pr88ident.-It is 'Only an impressi.on?, 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. " 
Pre8ident.-In paragraph 36 you are' talking about the large resources of 

raw materials of the Tata Co., and you suggest" that it is time to devise some 
methods whereby there may be an equitable'distribut.,n of the naturOl resourceg 
of the country amongst concerns that are ready to take the field in ,the 
immediate future as it assures the children of the soil who are co.partners in 
such natural gifts, a fair and certain participation in the benefits derived from 
such enterprise." You know, I suppose, that the great bulk of the iron ore 
is not in British India at all. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Pr88id8nt.-And therefore the .. children of the soil .. are the residents of 

the Feudatory States? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes, and of the country as a whole. 
Pr88ident.-I wanted to be sure whether you understood that, 
In paragraph 41 .... you say" The Tata Iron and Steel Co. enjoyed 'over its 

competitors in respect of its prime sources of manufactures, both the basio 
raw materials-1m~,' coal and stone-and labour, thirty and forty times 
roughly as compared to EIlgland and America." I want to understand just 
exactly what your contention is as regards that. Does i~ mean ,that, if we 
take the quantity of ore required to make a ton of pig iron and also the 
quantity of ,limestone and coal in. each of these companies and,. multiply by 
the cost of these materiOls, and if again we take the number of men required 
to make a ton of pig and take their wages as the wages of an average unskilled 
labour and take similar figures for England and India, is it your contention 
that supposing the cost of ' labour and raw materiOls came to Rs. 5 in India, 
it would cpme to Rs. 150 in England and Rs. 200 in America 'I 

Mr. Homi.-A certain .reasonable proportion. 
President.-What is the meaning of "thirty and forty timesP" 
Mr. Homi.-So far as priees were concerned at the initial stage. lt is not 

necessary that because the supplies of raw materials and labour come to 
about 20 or 30 times cheaper than in other countries, the same shQuld be 
reflected in the cost of a particular product. 

Pr88ident.-I am not suggesting that it should. Take the quantity of lime. 
stone requi'red and multiply it by the price;' do the same with coOl and ore in 
each of the three countries. Then I understand you are making your' labour 
comparison on the basis of wages of an ordinary unskilled,1abourer. Very well, 
take the number of \!len required to make a ton of pig iron in America; 
multiply that by the wages of unskilled labour. Take the same number of men 
in India and multiply that by the wages of unskilled labour. Do the same 
with 'regard to England. Is it your contention-I am going to give you .. 
hypothetical figure--that if the cost came to one rupee in the case of India, 
i~ would be Ra. 30 and Re. 40 in the caslil of England and America, ,respell
tlvely? 

Mr. Homi.-A oertain reasonable'proportion is to be shewn in the product. 
President.-'What do you mean by .. thirty aJ!,d forty times?" Thirty 

and forty times what? • -
Mr. Homi.-30 and 40 times the advantage of t4e'raw materials. 

. President.-I can follo1\ you!' calculations about labour to a certain extent 
but I cannot follow it as regards raw materials. " 

Mr. Homi.-Supposing the raw materiOls cost one rupee in India. 
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President.~Take it on tlie basis of a ton of pig.-
Mr. Homi.-If in America the cost comes to Rs. 20, would it be 20 times 

the advantage? 
Pr6Bid8nt.-I am asking you what your meaning is. 
Mr. Homi.-Addition of these advantages. -
PreBident.-Take one ton of coal. 
Mr. Homi.-It is five times cheaper in India. 
Pr68ident.-That is one method. I am taking one ton of coal, one toll 

of iron ore and one ton of limestone and I am to write down the prices of these 
in India, England and America and then I am to add them. Then I am to take
s certain number of labourers-the same for each of these three countries and 
Iam to multiply that number in each case by the rate of wages of unskilled
labour in that country end· after I have done that, I shall find -that the
English figure is 30 times, and the American figure 40 times, the Indian 
.figure. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-In paragraph 54 you say "I am prepared to concede, but only 

lor argument's sake, that due to inexperience and lack of stamina of our 
underfed and undernourished labour it may be deemed desirable to employ 
two men where one is used on an average in Europe and America." 
Mr. Mather has already asked you so many questions on this but there is 
only one point on which I want to ask a question. Do you think that low-
paid labour is the same thing as cheap labour? ' 

Mr. Homi.-Cheap in what respect? 
President.-The fact that in a particular country labour is low-paid, does 

that mean that labour is cheap in that country? 
Mr. Homi.-It has been found to be economical. 
President.-Is it so generally? 
Mr. Homi.-8o far. 
President.-If it were the case in all industries in India that two mel'l 

are as good as one man in any other country, considering the difference in 
the rate of wages, would it not mean that India could capture the markets 
of the world in every branch of industry? Take cotton mills, for instance. 
. Mr. Homi.-I have no experience of cotton mills and I cannot say. 

President.-If two Indians are as good as one AJ;llerican in respect of steel 
making,' there is 110 obvious reason why they .sholJld not be equally good in 
cotton or any other industry. _ 

Mr. Homi.-If certain operation can be performed by a certain number 
of men there is no reason why there should be more men employed on that. 
$:lost work is done by machinery. 

President.-Have you ever considered why it is that labour is low paid in 
India? 

Mr. Homi.-Because there is a great supply . 
. President.-Are .you aware, for instance, that in the coalfields th~re is 

great labour trouble? 

Mr. Homi.-Bselluse the conditions of labour are not satisfactory to the 
men. 

President.-You think- that conditions of work in the coalfields are not 
suited 1;0 the men, whereas in the steel manufacture they are? 

Mr. Homi.-Not necessarily but take for trgument's sake. 

President.~1 am afraid I am not prepared to take it ~n that basis. After 
J?ll it i~ a separate issue. 'Yeo all know that wages of labour are very low 
m Indl&:: we algo know that lD a great many manufactures that does not. 
necessarIly mean tha~ labour is cheap. It does not. necessarily mean you' 
have got to spend .on It 'a smaller amount than in England or America. 
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Mr. Homi.-I take it this might be because of the tremendous supply of 
labour; labour owing to lack of means to keep body and soUl. together for 
the whole year round go and literally swat;np the labour market. Because 
there is a great supply of labour men are not treated by the empl~ers in 
the same way as the! would be if there was. an actual shortage. In that 
case the employers will take more care of thell' labour. Owing to the men 
being changed continuously there is scarcely any' chance of their becoming 
efficient. In that' light if employers of labour change their men often or 
employ more Jlumber than is actually necessary, the real cheapness vanishes 
in practice. ' 

President.-It is applicable not only to the steel industry but to all 
industries. After Itll it is not surprising that Tatas' have not been more 
JluccessfUl than other manufacturers. 

Mr: Homi.-That does not show why Tatas' should not have set an 
example. 

President.-But it makes a considerable difference whether the result 
that you think is possible is peculiar to Tatas' or whether it is one that is 
common to all industries in India. 

Mr. Homi.-It is common to almost all industries. 
President.-In paragraph 72 you say "The Electrical Department has a 

surplus of stores and spares enough to take care of the needs of three such 
plants." That is, as compared with similar plants in United States. Is 
thd the idea P 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
President.-<Jan you think of 'any reason why it should be' necessary in 

India to keep more spares than in the United Stales? 
Mr. Homi.-Because there is more wear and tear and mote breakages. 
President.-Have you considered the length of time which it takes to 

replace broken or injured parts P 
. Mr. Homi.-Most parts are manufactured right on the spot so far as the 

Electrical Department is concerned. 
President.:-Your view is that electrical apparatus can be manufactured 

on the spotP 
. Mr. Homi.-Yes, say, in case the generator or a motor is burnt out they 
replace it. . 

President.-They cannot do it properly unless they have got spare. parts 
on the spot. -

Mr. Homi.-When such' parts are burnt out they replace those parts 
in shops by employing native labour. If you take it right from the begin-
ning it is different, I lUean so far as machinery is concerned. . 

President.-If you do take it from the beginning does not that mean 
that the Indian manufacturer Ii~s got to have a large number of spare parts 
owing to the time it takes to get things ,when ordered from abroad P .-

Mr. Homi.-It depends on the quantity of the order. 
President.-You admitthiln that the Indian manufacturer, as comparE!d 

with the American, is at a necessary disadvantage ana that allowance must be' 
lUlLde for it? . 

Mr. Homi.-It is a question of the degree of allowance. 
President.-In paragraph 110 you talk about the use of manganese ore 'in 

the furnace. You say that it is not done at Jamshedpur. Can you tell us 
where manganese ore is used in the furnaces at present P , 

Mr. Homi.-In the open hearth. 
President.-In what country? 
Mr. Homi.-At Jamshedpur. In America they, cannotl1se it because 

the price of the ores is prohibitive. 
Pre8ident.-1 imagined when I read the passage that you me1tnt that the 

Ta.ta Company were not using it at .Jamshedpur. 
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Mr. Mather.-You-think it is a good thing that it should be used? 
M.r. Homi.-Yes. -But whether you get adequate advantages and returrls 

irom it is a different point. 
lilt. Mather.-You will bear in mind that the manganese ore is much 

.heaper in Jamshedpur than it is likely to be in the United States. 
Mr. Homi.-Absolutely so, 
President.-In paragraph 113 you Bay" High priced Chanda ore of 70 per 

.cent. Fe. content is used for reduction in the furnace • • •• Can you 
tell us what your information about that is? 

Mr- Homi.-Frgm the Tatas' cost sheets. 
President.-Is it your information that it is still done at Jamshedpur? 
Mr. Homi.-Not reCently. 
President.-:It was done when you were at the Works? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes, and up to a very late period. 
President.-Up to what time? 
Mr. Homi.-May I be permitted to_ divulge that? 
President.-If the information came to you from the documents of the 

Company you cannot quote it, but if it came to you from o~her sources it 
might be admissible. 

Mr. Homi.-From other sources when I was there and for later periods 
from the Company's cost sheets. . 

President;-Is it your information that the practice was going on very 
recently? 

Mr. Homi.-Up to 1922. 
Presidont.-In paragraph 72 you refer to a certain statement made by 

Mr. Peterson. Can you just give me refercnce to it anywhere in his oral or 
written evidence? 

Mr. Homi.-Page 104 of the Statements and noteir-Tatas' evidence. 
President.-At the end in the six appendices to your statement you give 

J!o list of the savings that could be made: 

(A) Saving on the labour forceRs. 36 to 401akhs. 
(B) Elimination of waste on the boiler fuel Rs. 12 to 15 lakhs. 
(C) Utilisation of internal resources for the l 

fuel needs of smelting and heating Rs, 12 to 14 lakhs. 
(E) Economics effected in practice and pro- /I 

cedure Rs. 30 to 35 lakhs. 
(G) Improvement and economy iIi practice at 

the O. H. furnaces -Rs. 30 to 33 lakhs. 
(H) Efficiency in maintenance and running 

of mills 
Total economies 

Rs. 5lakhs. 
Rs. 125 to 142 lakhs. 

Have you any idea of the percentage it comes to of the total expenditure 
.f the Company P 

Mr. Homi.-The total expenditure of the-Company comes to about Rs. 21 
nores. 

Presid6nt.-So that you think they can effect a saving of 50 per cent. or 
Inore in that P 

Mr. Homi.-Omitting these items G and E .. 

President.-I have already excluded Appendices D and F which show 
!bss in production. The other items come to about Rs.·125 lakha .. - .-

. Mr .. Homi.-Appendi~es A, B. C and H. .These are the only items which 
wlll brmg down the cost of production on the basis of the existing outturn. 
These are shown again in the $tems E aJld G. 
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President.-I have left out D and F and taken the other five items which· . 
ClOme to Rs. 125 lakhs -Rs. 142 lakhs. . . 

Mr. Homi.~nly Appendices A,·B,. C and H 'shQuld be added together. 
Pre.ident.-Why not E and G? ' 
Mr. Homi.-These four items added together come to Rs. 65 lakhs and 

these will bring daVin the cost of production of any particular product, say 
at the blast furnace or at the open hearth, by the elimination of waste in 
fuel, etc. . . 

President.-You have made a definite statement that they can effect a 
saving of so many lakhs of rupees. . • 

Mr. Homi.-I have given particular items and I have nothing to add to 
these. 

President.-'-You have not given particular items. 
Mr. Homi.-That is the point which I just now explained. Bringing 

down the cost of fuel would reflect· on the production cost: also bringing 
down the labour cost would reflect on cost of production. So the real two 
items to be considered are items E and G (item E-Rs. 30 to 35 lak4s plus 
item G-Rs. 30-:33 lakhs or Rs. 60 to 68 lakhs). These are the two items 
of saving. 

hesident.-With the exception of D and F they are all economies which 
you say could be effected on the basis of the existing. outturn. I have 
added them all together and they come to Rs. 125 to Rs. 142 lakhs. 

Mr. Homi.-But this is not the right way. The items of saving E and G 
on the cost of production could 'be ~r.ought about by economies effected in 
items A, B, C and H. 

President .-They are all cost of production? 
Mr. Homi.+-No, these reflect on the total cost of production. So the real 

saving is (Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 lakhs. plus Rs •. 30 to Rs. 33 lakhs) or Rs. 68 laws. 
President.-Am I'to understand that the list 'Of savings you have given. 

us overlap each other and some items, for 'instance the cost of labour, are 
also included in the O. H. furnace? 

Mr. Homi.-Fue\ labour and maintenance are reflected in' E and G. 
President.-Do you think it is a fair way to try and convey to the Board 

the impression that all these savings are ·feasible when to a large extent you 
!;new thl!ot they were duplicates? 

MT; Homi.-They are not'du,plicates. 
President.-You have just' told us that they, are. You say that 

there would be a saving of Rs. 36 td 40 lakhs in labour force and part of 
-that is included in the Rs. 30 to 33 !akhs which "JIlight be sav:ed under the 
.open hearth "furnace. 

Mr. Homi.-These different appendices show where these savings cQuld be 
-effected. ' 

Presid __ nt.-That is not the way in which you have put it in your written 
6tatement; I am afraid I must. adhere to my own view. I can only leave it 
at that and do not propose to go further. 

Mr. Homi.-If I can explain it further it is in this form. Supposing we 
started making a saving on the fuel problem and leave out all the rest. We 
will tackle the fuel problem in the boilers and in smelting. Each item will 
·make so much saving and that will .rElflect on the' total cost. Supposing it 
takes Rs.5 from the cost of production. 

President.-Yo\l have not put it in that way: you have put it in round 
BUms of lakhs of rupees. We must deal with the items in the way in which 
you have. given them in the statement. , 

Mr. Homi.-If you bike the item of fuel-=-ap.d these are items Band 0-
that would yield a necessary saving. Suppose We start with the labour force 
It would effect Ii saving in a particular, direction, ana'the total of these two 
,jIavings would reflect on the total cost of production. . 
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~residentr-I now understand you to say that I am not at liberty to
add together the figures in these six appendices excluding D and G because 
they overlap, that is to say, the improvement and economy in pr~ctice at 
the open hearth furnace covers part of the saving in the labour and some' 
of the saving in fuel. 

Mr. Homi.-The real point is that items E and G have to be added up 
and that is the net saving. 

President.-Don't you think that the form in which you have put your' 
cas,e is very misleading P 

Mr. Homi.-No, it may be a question of putting E and G at the end. 
President.-You have made no suggestion that the items were not cumu-· 

lative. 
]\fro Homi.-I have made it clear now. 
Presiilettt.-'-What is the saving YOll do 'consider could be made in the' 

total cost of production P 
Mr. Homi.-Adding E and G toget.her which romes to Rs. 60 to Rs. 68; 

1akhs. 
President.-The rest WI! need not pay any attention to. 
Mr. Hom.i.-The rest are included in this. They bring about this reiult. 
President.-For instance, you consider that the efficiency in maintenance-

and running of the mills, et.c., is covered to some extent in the blast furnace 
economy and open hearth furnace economy P 

Mr. Homi.-It cannot be included in that: it would be included in the
cost of production of the mills. I have mentioned that in dealing with the 
mills in para. 154 "]\fy personal opinion based on experience of mills 
is that much of this cost is capable of toning down to a marked degree' 
resulting in greater improvement and saving in the final cost, till it could 
be well stabilised somewhere near Rs. 90 for the big mills and Rs. 100 for' 
the merchant products. At that rat9, on the present Beale of production, 
there is possibly a Baving of Rs. 27 lakhs on the big mills and .11 lakhs of
rupees on the bar mills or a total n,)t less than Rs. aD lakhs annually as' 
amongst the mills." So this padicula~ item has also to go in. 

Pres·ident.-I must leave it there bllt I cannot say I understand what. 
you mean. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Part of your case against Tatas' is that they hrl 
many natural advantages which han' been practically now thrown away 
by them. I am trying to understand what YfjPr case is. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-All of them you say have disappeared P 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Then you say that their practice has deteri9rated P 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Gillwala.-And that by comparison with America it is shown to be 

very bad. You also lay stress on the fact that in America the practice has
improved and the cost of production has come down. Am I correct? 

M·r. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginu'ala.-You give certain facts and figures to establish these pro

positions. We have decided, as you know, that, until you get permission to
make use of the American figures, we cannot go upon them at present. I 
shall, therefore, put to you the figures that are available to show how far 
they are established. ]\fay I take it that you will admit this as a working 
proposition-that the average American price iii! a fair indication of the co~1r 
of production at a particular period? Supposing tl;te pre-war price of pIg 
was Rs. 5 a ton and after the war it has risen to Rs. 10 a ton, you may 
fairly cOl\clude that the cost of production must have risen by about 100 per' 
cent. Therefore on that basis I want you to help me to decide whether the 
case that you are. setting up has been established. First we shall take the-
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market price of. various articles in America. Will you accept these figures 
aa more or less correct for the purposes? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Take the market Frice of .ore. We shall take for America 

the year 1913. Which year ,,",ould you like to take for Tatas' corresponding 
to a pre-war year? 

Mr. Homi.-1913-14 is the initial stage. We may take any year in lIh& 
period from 1914--1918. . 

Mr. GinwaZa.-We shall take the year 1916-17 in the case of Tatas'. 

Ore-
lbll .. 1923. 

America-average 3.40 (Dollars). Jan. 5.05 (Dollars). 
There is an increase there of roughly 50 per cent. 01' more. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes .. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Then take basic pig corresponding to Tatas No.3 Cleve

land. 

1913. 
AmeriCll"-14.63 Dollars. 

There is an increase of nearly 80 per cent. 

Billets-
1913. 
25.96 Dollars. 

Steel bars-their price is stated per pound. 
i913. 
1.38 cents. 

Bails-
28 dollars. 

1923. 

25.50 Dollars. 

1923. 
37.50 Dollars. 

192~. 

·~.1 cents (January). 

43 dollars. 

If you take those percentages and take Tata's costs so far as they allt 
available, in order to &how that Tata's practice has deteriorated you will 
have t.o justify that Tatas' cost of production has increased in a.much greater 
proportion than the American cost of production. . 

Mr. Homi,,"lt depends on the various factors that bring it out. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Take it as a whole. Yfe are now talking of practi,ce 

generally. Take the price of rails. It has risen by about 50 per cent. in the 
United States. Unless you are able to show that Tatas' costs for, say, 
1921-22, which is a normal y!lar for Tata's have increased by a good deal 
more than 50 per cent. sinoe 1916-17, can you reasonably argue that Tatas" 
practice has deteriorated as compared with America? 

-Mr. Homi.-My st3ndpointabout the Tata practioe is on the production 
and price. . 

Mr. Gillwala.-After all, everything depends on the ultimate selling price. 
Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 
Mr. Gillwala.-It bears a necessary relation to the cost of production? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. GillwaZa.-If the American cost of production has gone up by 60 per 

cent., would it be too much if Tatas cost of production goes up .in the same 
proportion, other things being equal? Would you expect Tabs' cost to go 
up less when the American cost has gone up by _60 per cent? • 

Mr. Homi.-You have to remember how the prices of their raw materials, 
have increased. ' 

Mr. Ginwala.-'-In some cases India has an advantage while in otherlJ
America has an advantage. That is to be balanced in the end. 'What I now-
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"Want to know is, supposing the cost of production in Amedca has gone up by 
60 per cent. would it be unfair to expect Tatas' price to go up at least by 

-.that per cent. P 
Mr. Homi.-Well, for argument's sake let us say "yes." 
Mr. GinwaZa.-'-Did you expect them to go up? 

. Mr. Homi.-Yes. • 
Mr. GinwaZa.-There is nothing to be surprised at? 
Mr. Homi.-No. • . Mr. Ginwala.-I think you have given the· British price somewhere too. 

'LWill you take the price that I give you? You have worked it out in rupees 
and it does not correspond. Take the price or No. 3 Cleveland pig iron. 

In England in 1913 the price was 58 shillings. 
Ditto in 1922-23 the price was 95/6 shillings. 

t.fr. Homi.-That may ·be taken as correct. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The price of rails in 1913-14 in England may be taken 

as 122-6d. The quoted price to-day is £8-10, that is 160 or 170 shillings in 
England. There also you find that the price has risen by 60 or 70 per 

-cent. So that if Tabs' cost of production does not increase more than that, 
you would admit that they compare favourably with the British manufac
turer, other ~hings oeing equal P 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, other things being equal. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Now, taking steel as a whole, I think one of your maiD. 

allegations is that the cost of labour and the "all in cost" of Tatas are 
·higher than they ought to be. 

Mr. Homi.-'Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Take first the labour per ton of pig (pllragraph 84) in the 

,United States-
1914 

• 1921 
• Rs. 1-12-0 
. Rs. 3-10-0 

'That is exactly double, an increase of 100 per cent., in a ton of pig. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-The same thing applies to " all other costs" in the United 

;States-
• 1914 

1921 
. if· • Re. 2-2-0 

. Rs ... 8-1-0 

·or 350 per cent., roughly 4 times. Then let us· take "all other costs" 
.~paragraph 115) about pig iron. . 

Mr. Homi.-May I at this stage l'ut in the 1922 American costs that I 
:have received a day or two ago P _ 

1922--0n nn average production of 8 million tons of pig, the cost of 
labour waa Rs. 2-1-0. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That is a big drop from Rs. 8-1-0 to Rs. 2-1-0. 
Mr. Homi.-And .. all other costs" is Rs. 5-15-0. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is a 300 per cent. increase, is it not? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Take paragraph 115 "all other costs." I think that 

applies to ........... . 
Mr. Homi.-1922 cost in the open hearth comes to Rs. 10'-11-0. 

• Mr. Ginwala.-Let us ~ke labour fi;st (paragraph 121). 
Labour per ton of ingot in the United States in 

1914 Rs. 2-0-7 
Ditto 
Ditto 

ditto 
ditto 

in 1921 '. 
in 1922 

• Rs. 4-1-0 
• Rs. 2-13-0 
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Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. GiflwaZa.-Now WEI will take" all other costs." 

.. All other costs" in United States, 1914 
Ditto, 1921 ~ 

That is nearly 200 per cent. P 

• Its. 5-14-0' 
Rs. 14-4-0 ... 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. In 1922 it would Its. 10-12-0. 
Mr. Ginwala.'-That just makes 100 per cent. 

think, is in the mills. Take the blooming Iqill. 
Now, the next item, 

United States! 1914 
Ditto 1921 

Rs. 1-11-0 
Rs. 3-10-0 

• just 100 per cent increase. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-" All other costs ," United States (paTagraph 158). 

1914 Rs. 2-6-0 
1921 . Rs. 5-12-0 

1111 increase of 150 per cent. 
Mr. Homi~=-Yes. 
Mr. Giflwala.-But Tata',s lalio~~emained stationery? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 

. . . 

Mr. Gi'l\waZa.-'l'he same thing with regard to 'fatas. " all other costs."
If you take 1917 at Rs. 4 and 1921 ah Rs. 6-3 there is rise of 50 per cent. 
there. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 

lIr. Ginwala.-Having taken all these ~hings together, I mean without 
going into much detail, does it not appear as though the labour and" all
in costs" in the United State has gone up by at least 100 per cent. P 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-So that if Tata's costs compared to '1916-17 did not go· 

up by more than 100 per cent., they would compare favourably with American, 
practice speaking generally F 

Mr. Homi.-Yes, but r do not rerognize the 1916-17 practice as efficient. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-And to that extent you cannot criticize Tatas' practice too· 

adversely? 
Mr. Homi.-But does It take into cO'1sideration that amount of increase 

a;iyen to labour P 

Mf'. GinwaZa.-In spite of everything. I may now sum up the general ' 
results to. you. I have tried to ~ll')W you that in. some of the finished 
articles of steel the selling price in the United States has gone 'up 57 per' 
cent. and in some cases 70 per cent. more or less, and we have decided that, 
is to be taken as a fair indication of the cost of production. Then I have, 
tried to show that taking the practice as a whole.in America'the labour' 
and the "all-in costs" which would include service and other things have 
gone up 100 per cent., if not more and other things being equal, therefore, 
if Tatas' costs have ~ot increa&ed in much greater proportion than that, on 
general grounds, can you condemn Tatas' practice P , , ' 

Mr. Homi.-But the question is whether all things are equal. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Why do you say other things ar~ not equal? We IItarted' 
with an industry, and took it as it stood. in both countries on a particular
date. Then we watched its progress in both &untries and the result. One' 
country has produced certain results. Rails which sold at 28 dollars in the
United States before the war now sell at 43 dollars. The- question is u the" 
United States claims an increase of 57 per cent. on :the pre-war price, wha4i.' 
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increase ought the 'rata Company legitimately to claim in regard to their 
production of rails, without going into details? 

Mr; Homi.-I think it would be hard to go on that line. 
Mr. Gi~wala ....... Why? 
:Mr. Homi.-Becaus.;' unl~s you examine each of these different items it 

would be unfai'-" . .. 
Mr. Ginwala.~We are comparing the practice in two countries and we are 

judging the practice by results. After all the results are the best indication 
-of a man's· work, are they not? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You do not examine every detail of his life. I want to 

,apply the same principle to an industry. H the result is more or less the 
same, has the country much reason to complain? I am not saying anything 
.about Tatas. 

Mr. Homi.-I cannot give an opinion on that line of argument. 
Mr. Ginw/:Jla.-You cannot accept that as It correct way of reasoning. 

You would insist upon going into every item and examine the relative 
importance of each item 1n each country I' 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala;...,....,Would that be a better method, or this one in which we 

·can judge by the results? • 
Mr. Homi.-Suppose I take a particular cas~ay the blast furnace,

we have not touched the labour problem. We had two blast furnaces up to 
August 1918. --These individual units can be worked up by a certain force, 
"by a certain standard number of men; and taking, say, a minimum of 100 or 
whatever it is, they cannot be run with less than that, if two blast furnaces 
could be run in 1918 with 286 men and now we have 1,500 on 2 blast furnaces, 
doesn't it emphasize that there has been extravagance? 

Mr. Ginwala.-Not necessarily. To what would you assign the increase 
in the price of rails in the Unitect States? 

Mr. Homi.--One item· is the increase granted to labour. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Taking things as a whole, unless you are able to satisfy 

me-I am not looking at it from an expert point of view, I am speaking 
like an ordinary man in the street-I want you to satisfy me why you 
-expect different results in India from America, other things being the same. 
We started with the same conditions; we assume that conditions remain the 
same, why do you expect India to produce qpite different resultsl' 

Mr. Homi.-I would like to analyze thirlgs a little deeper. I w{)uld like 
to question "other things being equal" and. see whether they have realIy' 
continued to remain the same. 

Mr. Ginwala.-H you do not arrive at different results in the end, how 
would the analysis help you? 

Mr. Homi.-The 100 per cent. in America and the 100 per cent. increase 
in India may be due to two different factors. 

Mr. Ginwa~a.-It may be due to 100 different factors. 
Mr. Homi'.-'ra1;:ing, for argument's sake, two factors, first taking the cost 

.of labour only, supposing they used a large number of labour or a ilmaller 
number of labour having granted them different increases bringing their 
wages to 100 per cent .. more, as a matterof fact Tatas have not had to 
increase their labour charges to that large extent in point of wages as they 
have increased in point of number. That I want to emphasize: that brings 
about' the same results. 

Mr. Ginwala.-Supposing that America has doubled its wages and Tatas' 
"have doubled their number of .. men, they arrive at the same result but by 
different methods because the conditions of the countries have been very 
. different, and that is what I am trying to point out. H the two countries 
,arrive at the same result, the method by which they arrive at the result is 
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ilOmparatively of little importance. I am putting it from the common sense, 
.88 opposed to the techn¥!al, point of view. ' 

Mr. Homi.-It is not a question of common sense. The. inc;rease in the 
wages rate has . 
, Jfr. Ginwala.-On the other hand something else may be decreased, here 

which might have gone up ill the United States. So far as I am concerned, 
I am only looking at 'it from the results point Qf view and unless you can 
show better results... ......•.. ' . 

Mr. Homi.-Better result is governed by better practice in-the plant. 
Mr. Ginwala.~1 think you have stated somewhere in the statement that 

there are too many Americans employed especially on the open hearth. You 
don't allege that in the coke ovens' or in the blast furnace or in the blooming 
mills there are more Dfln-Indians than there ought to be? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the coke ovens there is no American. In the bl!\st 

furnace there are 8 covenanted employes. 
1I1r. Homi.-'-They'are all Americans. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you consider that an excessive number? 
lIfr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Take the open hearth. There are 7 open hearth furnaces, 

are there not? 
Mr. Homi'.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-And' 3 shifts a' day, that is 21 furnaces a day and you 

have got 42 men, that is to say, 2 men for each furnace per shift. Do you 
consider that excessive? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In the blooming mill you have got 3; you do not consider 

that excessive? 
Mr. Homi.-No. If I remember aright I have not mentioned that there 

are any excessive number of covenanted meri. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You allege that more money is spent on labour; do you 

mean excessive men or wages? 
Mr. Honti.~ln this case, wages. 
Mr. -Ginwala.-The same thing applies to the rail mill. Do you consider . 

there are more covenanted hands than there ought to beP 
Mr. Homi.-I believe so. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How many you think they ought to have? 
Mr. Homi.-There ~re 15 men altogether. This rail mill produces 60,000 

tons or an average of 4,000 tons per man. In my opinion 2 men would be 
enough to run the whole mill. 

Mr. GfnwaZa.-In three shifts? 
lIfr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.=-How can they run 3 shifts? 
Mr. Homi.-With replacement by Indian labour., 

Mr. Ginwala.-No covenanted man would, I think, be able to run three 
shifts a day efficiently. 

Mr. Homi.--One man in the bar mill and one man in the roIling mill, as 
.upervisory or advisory staff. 

Mr. GinwaZ!'.-Would it give oontinuous supervision for 24 hours a day? 

Mr. Homi.-Ail the covenanted hands that can at present be utilized in 
the mills should be merely limited to two men.' 

Mr. Ginwala.-Have you any justification for that assertion? 
Mr. Homi.-I think the Ind~an staff is capable of looking round the 

whole of the mill. 
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Mf'. GinwaZa.-Is it not a fact, so far as machinery goe~, that the largest 
number of breakages are in the rolling mill and tlie bar mill? 

Mr. H~mi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In spite of there being more extensive supervision? 

, Mr. Homi.-The point is that there is very little organization. 
Mr.' Ginwala.-But still do you think that at~present in place of 20 me. 

you can do with 2 men? ' 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-With regard to the Indian labour you say the number 01 

employes is excessive? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-And you allow that out of these 26,000 mw altogether 

about 3,000 men are employed in the Greater Extensions? 
Mf'. Homi.-That is my information. 
Mr. GinwaZa.-Does it not strike you that that information may require 

considerable modification? I mean you make a statement that they employed 
,26,000 men, but you do not take care to verify how many of them are really 
employed on steel production and how many on the extensions? 

Mr. Homi.-This figure does not take ,into consideration all contractors' 
labour. There is a mistake here. In 1922 it should have been 7,200. 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would leave about 19,000 for steel production? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. Y 

Mr. Ginwala.-You are taking the men on the rolls? 
Mr. Homi.~Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you know the number of absentees; how many pel 

cent. would you allow-leave alone these figures for the present, we arE 
talking of the general conditions of industry in this country,-what is a fail 
percentage of absentees P 

Mr. Homi.-I will give you the exact figures. There are 29,000 on thE 
muster roll, about 25,000 presentees-about 4,000 less. 

, Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say a little less than 20 per cent. But don'i 
you kI\oW that the number of absentees in the works is greater than outside, 
generally speaking, in Indian industries, so that that percentage would hardly 
apply to the men actually employed in the works? 

Mr. Homi.-That accentuates my point that labour has to be domiciled 
and made suitable. 

Mr. Ginwala.-But you object to money being spent' on allowing th! 
labour to be domiciled. This morning you said that the Tata Company haVE 
spent so much money on housing, etc. I am trying to point this out to you 
that you say that of the laboUr employed about·30 to 40 per cent. arE 
absentees. 

Mr. Homi.-That is so. 

Mr.·Ginwala.-That is not the case in America? 
Mr. Homi.-No. That again emphasizes the need for organization. If 

labour were treated well there would be no chance of its running away 01 

fluctuating. -
Mr. Ginwala.-What is your complaint about the treatment of labour? 

Mr. Homi.-These men aTe never sure of their jobs. 

Mr. 6inwala.-Are you talking of the skilled or unskilled? 
Mr. Homi.-I am talking of ordinary labour, both skilled and unskilled'. 

Mr. GinwaZa.-That is to say, they are liable to be turned out at any time. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. Their wages are given monthly, but then there is na 

ftxity of tenure. 
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Mr •. Ginwala.-Is there not in this country a greater bity of tenure tpan in 
AmerIca where you get your wages .every week? . 

MT. Homi.-The point is different.' Whether. you give them one week'llI 
wages or one month's wagell it,makes no difference. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-An employer does nol; ordinarily. change his labo.ur if th\! 
labour is suitable in this country or ~j,n any other country. 

Mr. Homi.-The situation in Jamshedpur is something which requires a 
change. I apeak from my own experience.. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-Do you mean to say that they get rid of the labolll' for no 
rhyme or reason? 

Mr. Hami.-Very often I have seen labour being turned out because some. 
body was laughed at. • 

Mr. Ginwala.-Ifl may be a very serious thing if one wel'e to·laugh at.one's 
superior.. . . . 

Mr. Homi.-It is not a question of laughing at .a IlUperior. 
Mr. Ginwala.-What is the other complaint? ~ 
Mr. Homi.-No uniformity of wages. Take the case of locomoti'vedrivers. 

One man will be getting 12 annas a day, and another 14 annas a day. There 
is no fixed scale of wages fo1" any particular jobs. In America it is' not the 
man that counts but the particular job that counts. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would apply to nearly all krms of labour in any country. 
Do you know we get different. wages even on this Board? 

Mr. Homi.-Wages may vary in degree .but where the work implies the 
same effort, it is unreasonable that it should not carry the same pay. 

PrIlBident.-Does luch an uniformity exist in America? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. Then there is the question of promotion. It depends 

entirely on the whim of. the officers concerned. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is the complaint against all employers in the world. 
Mr. Homi.-It has been very much emphasised at Jamshedpur. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You might say the same thing about GDvernment or the 

Corporation or any other public body. Everywhere promotion must depend 
largely on the good Dr bad opinion that your immediate superiol" has of you. 
Is not that an element of some importance? Have you any other 
complaint? 

Mr. Homi.-About the question of fines. 
'i', Mr. Ginwala._These are small matters. You sav that the three or four 

principal causes which you have mentioned make labour uncertain and make 
it necessary for them to employ more men than necessary. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. There is also the question of lack of housing facilities. 
Mr. Ginwala.-Do you complain that there are not ~nough housing facilities? 
Mr. Homi.-50 per cent. of the employJes have no place to go to. 
Mr. Ginwala.-But then, the Company have spent a considerable amount 

.. already on housing. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-They have spent'a great deal more money thaD. most of the 

employers'in India have spent. ,. . 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
'Mr. Ginwala.-Your complaint in this memorandum is that they are 

spending too much. 
Mr. Homi.-It is not to be taken in this particular light. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You talked of various things and then said that they were 

spending too much money. .' 
Mr. Homi.-I am tillking absolutely, not with reference to any context. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I think that you have said that' there is a great deal more 

money spent on these services than there ought to be. 
VOL. III. 3 H 
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Mr. Homi.-Have we left the question of labollr? 
Mr. Ginwala.~This is connected with ·labour., 
Mr. 'Homi.-Then there, is this point. When you say that there is so much 

money spent... . 
:Mr. Ginwala.-I don't say that. You say that so much more money is 

spent. • 
Mr. Homi.-Yes, on these services and' housing facilities and Still the 

accommodation has not been sufticient for the workmen." How much more 
~ould these existing facilities have been useful if they. had not employed that 
large number of men? -

Mr. Ginwala;-If we have to keep 140 instead of 100 men, you have to make 
provision for 140, must you not? ~ 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You have just now tried to point out that they have got 

to keep 140 men in place of 100, so that you co~ld hardly blaIPe the Company 
for doing that. ~ 

Mr. Homi.-I did not accept that. Disproportionate sums have been spent 
on two different kinds of houses, one for the higher service people and the 
other for labour. 

Mr. Ginwala.-I don't quite follow. 
Mr. Homi.-Bungalows are built for persons who draw higher.wages. 

They are very well and adequately housed when compared to the large amount 
of labour that is ill housed and draws low wages. . 

Mr. Ginwala.-That would be 'so in most places. 
Mr. Homi.-We were talking of 'the reasons why labour was discontented. 
Mr. Ilinwala.-You agree gener'&lly that as a matter of principle the 

employer must house his labour. 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. . 
Mr. Ginwala.-Assuming that Tatas had not employed too many men, you 

would expect then to find aooommodation for what they ought to employ? 
Mr. Homi.-Mostly. I will give you one personal experience. In Americ~, 

the first thing a person employed asked is whether he has any accommodation 
near by the mills and whether they can help him in finding one. 

Mr. Ginwala.-There tliey can do it, but can it be done here? 
Mr. Homi.-Tpat is true, but they must take care of their labour any way. 
Mr. Ginwala.-In paragraph 196, you say that the cost of production will 

not come down, even when they have a larger out.put, that is when the 
Greater Extensions are in full swing. 

,Mr. Homi.-Yes. . • 
Mr. Ginwala.-Is that remark based on ~y figures? 
Mr. Homi.-That is my inference. 
Mr. Ginwala.-I take it that you admit that the greater l.he units, t1i.e • 

lesser the cost of production. ~ 
Mr. Homi.-As a rule it is. 

Mr. ainwalci.-Other things being equal, it ought to be so in Tata's case 
but you say that it will not be so? 

Mr. Homi.-It will not be. 
Mr. Ginwala,-The main reason you give is that it is an ill-conceived plant; 
Mr . . Homi.-One of them. 
Mr. Gi'7lwala.-8o far as the Greater, Exten:ions a~ concerned, that is the 

only thing you allege. ' . 

Mr. Homi.-Firstly it is an ill-conceived plant, and secondly if it is run on 
the same old lines, the results would be identic.al. ' '. '" 

Mr. Ginwala.-How do you know' 
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Mr. Homi.-"If past history, the trend of prices and the precedents oftha 
Company are any index to a forecast, the conclusion can be oilly one, that the 
ttmdency of costs at Jamshedpur keeping pace with production is the only way, 
that is, to increase with increased output." . 

Mr. GinwaZa.-The Greater Extensions as yoy. know' are constrUlCted to 
produce a much bigger output in a much shorter time by continuous processes. 

ltIr. Homi.-YcB. - -.-
Mr. Ginwala.-So, why do you assume,the plant being difierently con· 

structed, that it would necessarily be workel!. like the old plant P . 
Mr. Hqmi.-Because I know the way~ of the Company. 
Mr. Ginwala.-How can you say that with reference to the Greatef 

Extensions?' . ' - , 
Mr. Homl.-I have made a forecast. I 1ml entitled to that. 
Mr. Ginwala.-That is to say, you will apply your observations that you 

made with reference to the pld plant to the new plant even before it hail 
come into· operation. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Ginwala.-You are entitled to do 'so, of course. I cannot stop you. 
Mr. Homi.-Time alone will show. 
Mr .. KaI6.--Can you tell me whether you are a free trader or a protec-

tionistP . 
Mr:- Homi.-I am a protectionist out and out. If a system of protection 

could ensure to the J>eople of the country a comfortable and decent standard 
of '!1ving by increasing the facilities for employment and the development of 
industries, I have no objection in advocating a pplicy of protection. 

Mr. KaIB.-You have tried to modify the term" protectionist" by a long 
statement. 

Mr. Homi.-Protection would generally conduce to that result. 
Mr. KaIB.-I want to ask :y.:ou whether you understood the word" protec. 

£i(mist " in different senses. I understood the word in one sense, namely, to 
me~n one who wants to promote the industries of the country, even at a 
sacrifice, because he believes that in the long run the country benefits by that 
policy. That is the definition of a protectionist. Have you got a different 
definition of p'rotectionist? 

Mr. Homi.-That is the same. You are looking. from hypothesis, I am 
looking from results.' 

Mr. KaIB.-Have you studied the history of steel manfacture in the United 
States from the ve.ry first? 

Mr. Homi.-It may not be a detailed history, but I know 1;hegeneral 
points. • -

Mr. KaIB.-Do you know thl-ough what stage that industry has passed? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 

.. Mr. Kale.-Do you know that the Government of the United" States adopted 
j>rttection in the case of the steel industry because in spite of natural dis. 
advantages, the Government'and the people thought that it was an essential 
industry from the national point of view? 

Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 
Mr. KaIB.-If, therefore, the people and the Government in India believe 

that the steel industry. must be developed in this country at any cost, do you 
think that it will be unreasonable for them to give what protection is thought 
necessary? . 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
MT. Kale.-So that you would not think it unreasonable if the people arid 

the Government in India follow the same' policy as the people and the 
!Jovernment in the United States have adopted with regard to their steel 
lndustryP 

3.M2 



Mr. Romi.~N:o'b a. bit. 
Mr. Kale.-Your only complaint with regard to the existing a'teel laduatty 

is that there is a good deal of room for economy and improvement. That is 
your only ground? .' 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-From certain remarks you have made towards the close of your 

statement, it appears that you are very keen upon giving encouragement to 
industries for the benefit of the people? 

, Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. [(ale.-So that if you are satisfied that all practicable improvements 

and eoonomies are introduced in the existing steel works in India, then Govern. 
ment and the people must incur the necessary sacrifice for encouraging that, 
industry? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Assume that the Government and the people after prolonged 

study and deliberation come to the conclusion that all the economies and 
improvements that are practicable could only reduce the toost of production b:t 
10 per cent. and that further improvements and economies are not practicable , 
at the present stage; if that is the conclusion to which the Legislature and 
the Government and the Board deliberately come, then do you still think 
that no protection should be granted? -

Mr. Homi.-I think that I should make my position clear. I have absolutely 
no objection to Tatas' being granted protection; in fact to any Company that 
comes for making steel in India. At the same time,' when the people are 
asked to make a. certain amount of sacrifice, I think it reasonable and right 
that they must expect that the bounty or protection-whatever form it takes-
whioh has been given should be utilised to the fullest extent. It is a natural 
tendenoy _that when a person is sure of a certain income, there is very little 
induoement for him to exert. . 

Mr. Kale.-Shall we not assume that the Legislature and the Government 
and the people will see to it that there is no monopoly and ~ that a particular 
Industry. is not being pampered P We will assume that the people and the 
Government will be wide awake and see that these evils do not take place. 
If the Legislature and the Government come to the conclusion that all the 
economies and improvements .that are practicable for a few years to come could 
only reduce the cost of production by about 10 per cent., do you still adhere 
to your view that protection should not be granted unless and until ,a reduction 
of 50 per cent. is made in the cost? . 

Mr Homi.-I have never expressed that it should not be granted unless 
IUld until that reduction is made. 

Mr. Kale.-I am asking what your view isP 
Mr. Homi.-I have stated my view very clearly. 
Mr. Kale.-Will you please repeat it? 
Mr. Homi.~I will in a minute. .. Tariff is reall.v necebsary as conditions 

are at present but if proper attention were paid to Indian costs, it wiU 
probably be found that such is unnecessary." So under the existing cir. 
cum stances , tariff is really necessary. 

Mr. Kale.-If, P\1 /l. careful enquiry, it is found that a certain measure of 
protection either in tlie form of bounties or import duty is absolutely necessary 
to keep up the Industry going, then you won't object to protection being 
granted? 

Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. Kale.--':I should like to know whether yO'l have studied the steel 

industry in the States from .the point of view, of the industrial organisation 
generally, not from the peint of view of internal organisation of this or that 
department, employment of labour and working of the machinery, but the 
wider point of view of industrial organisation? Have 'you studied the steel 
indus,try from that point of view? 
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Mr. Homi.-Thab i~, in this form that protection tended to develop 
lnduskiesi' 

Mr. Kalll.-Taking the social conditions, political condition!!, intellectual 
conditions and what is suited to their particular needs and conditions, lNlve 
you studied the steel industry from the {loint of view of these things? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Have you done the same thing with regard to the steel industty 

in India both before you went to the States and after you returned from the 
States? -

Mr. Homi.-I don't grasp the point. 
Mr. Kale.-You cannot express any opinion on any industry unless and until 

you have taken a very wide view. of the problem. Have you had time and 
opportunity to study this problem after your return from America? 

Mr. Homi.-I have compared both these problems together; 
Mr. Kale.-Have you studied it after your return? That is an important 

question? 
.Mr. Homi.-:-That is, after I landed in India? It maKes 'no difference 

where I studied. 
Mr. Kale.-It makes a world of difference In this way. When ;}Tou returned 

to India with a certain amount of knowledge of American conditions, you 
were in a position to apply that knowledge to Indian conditions. That of 
course requires time. Have you had the time and the opportunities to apply 
your information and your knowledge to -existing Indian conditions P I am 
afraid, you had not. _ 

Mr. Homi.-I had not. How can I? Where is the time that is needed. 
Mr. Kale.-You had no time to do it. On the TarQI Board we have spent 

3 or 4 months and even now we do not know where we stand. -From our 
experience, it appears that a good deal of time is necessary to study from all 
points of view a large and complicated industry like the steel industry. 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. ' , 
Mr. Kale.-Does' it not occur to you that on further, application of 

your knowledge to the steel industry in ~dia,- you may modify some o~ the 
statements that you have made? - _ 

Mr. Homi • ....,..Which particular one are you referring to? 
Mr. Kale.-I am not referring to any particular statement. It may be 

that you will have to modify some of your statements and conclusions in the 
light of further observations that you may make. 

Mr. Homi.-It is a proposition which unless it iR put into practi~ you 
cannot answer. _ 

Mr. Kale.-Of course it is problematical. Neither you nor I can say what 
will happen. I am only asking you. ' 

Mr. Homi.-There is a possibility one way or the other., 
Mr. Kale.-You will have to modify your assertions because, you had not 

the time and opportunities to study the problem? . 
Mr. Homi.-It all depends upon whether a person controls 'the circumstanoes 

or allows himself to be controlled by circumstances. -
Mr. l{ale.-There is a good deal in what you say. But human uitelligence 

is limited and in the case of a big problem like the steel industry, so far as 
I am cOncerned I think that however intelligent a man may be, he will require 
some time and opportunities to study it. -

Mr. Homi.-There are C\lrtain limitations. 
Mr. Kale.-Will you not agree that the steel industry in India, whoever 

starts it and takes it up at the present moment, is surrounded· with certain 
difficulties? Thare are certain initial difficulties which the steel industry in 
India has to encounter? . 

Mr. Homi.-There are certain cliflioulties ~hich are apt to be exaggerated. 
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Mr. Kale.~Everything is apt to be exaggerated, ev~n the difficulty by whicB 
the steel industry is surrounded. The question is whether th~ difficulty is 
there or not. In America there were those difficulties and they have succeeded 
in overcoming them. An effort must be made in this country also to over
come those difficulties. In the meantime, a certain measure of protection 
may become neces~ary. Do you agree to that? 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. A real effort must be made to overcome difficulties . 
• ~, Mr. Kale.-These difficulties may refer to lack of experience among Indians 

and to want of training among workmen? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-Are they not two very important points? Very few people in 

India are really closely acquainted with the organisation of steel works, for 
instance. ' , 

Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kal,.-Very few people in India are skilled really in the sense in 

which American workmen are skilled in the steel indu.stry? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-In spite of the fact that Tatas' works have been in existence 

for, say, 15 years, a good deal of 'training is still necessary in the case of 
Indian workmen. 

Mr. Homi.-15 years is anough time for training up a particular staff for 
their own purpose. 

Mr. Kale.-A certain amount of staff no doubt;. but if you are extending 
your works, for example, you won't get the whole of your skilled labour 
unless it is trained for some time? 

Mr. Homi.-I don't agree to that. 
. Mr. Kale.-Don't you think that in America there have been generations 
of steel workmen? . 

Mr.· Homi.-There are in other trades too. 
Mr. KalB.-In India too, in the matter of labour organisation, generations 

have been bom and bred in certain. kinds of manufacture? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. ... 
Mr. Kale.-Has it happened in the case of the steel industry? Even a 

generation has not yet passed since the birth of the steel industry so that the 
tradition, as we 'may call it, has yet to grow and without the growth of a 
tradition you cannot really get the proper kind of trained men. I am not 
speaking of the men at the top. I am speaking of the men on the middle 
and on the lower rungs' of the manufacturing ladder. 

Mr. Homi.-Do you mean mechanics and such like? 
Mr. Kale.-There you required more time for training? 
Mr.' Homi.-But in India we have had several generations of mechanics. 
Mr. Kale.-Not mechanics who 'have worked in such large steel works? 
Mr. Homi.-It makes no difference whether it is a large works or not. 
Mr. Kale.-Do you think that a blacksmith who is workin~ in a village 

will be efficient in the Tatas' works at Jamshedpur without trarningi' 
Mr. Homi.-If you compare him with any other ordinary labourer, he will 

be efficient. He will certainly pick it up quicker. 
Mr. [(ale.-Though he is a blacksmitp., he will still require a certain amount 

of time? -, I , ' I 
Mr Homi.-That depends upon the time. 
Mr. Kale.-That is exactly my point. . 
Mr. Homi.-The question of time of course differs in the case of different 

people. Some people put it at 15 and others more than that. 
Mr. ~ale.-We are speaking of averages. In the matter of training, if I 

more traming or more time is neoessary, that means an .increase in the cost, 
comparativel" ' ' 
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Mf'. Homi.-Yes. 
Mf'. Kale.-Will you tell me what 'is your :view about, the difference in 

efficiency and wages between the skilled labour and unskilled labour in America 
as compared with the skilled and unskilled labour in India P Are there many 
unskilled labourers in the American works just as we hav~ at Jamshedpud 

Mr. Homi.-They dare not to, such an extent. In this connection another. 
question arises whether this. unskilled laboltr is being trained for anything 
eIRe or any other purpose or avocation in life., ' 

Mr. Kale.-I don't follow. 
Mr. Homi.-There is'. tremenclous swarm at Jamshedpur. Is it being 

trainea conscio"sly or unconsciously for any avocation or' any particular linll 
of work? ' 

Mf'. Ktile.-Do you suggest 'that it should be trained? 
Mf'. Homi.-Yes. 
Mf'. Kale.-Just'llt the moment it is not trained? 
Mr. Homi.-No. 
Mr. -Kale.-Will it not be necessary, therefore, to employ'a iarger number 

in India than in the United 'States if there is a lack of trained "labour here 
compared with the States? ' • 

Mf'. Homi.-On general 'grounds it would, but if you enter into particulars 
whether any particular job needs sll the number of men, you would, differ. 

Mf'. Ka!e.-Thatis a matter' of experience and not of theory? 
Mr. Homi.-i think that 15 years is too long a period. 
Mr. Kale.-You might say that 15 years will be sufficient. Anotherman 

may say that 20 years will be necessary. We all agree that a long period is 
necessary, and till the Indian labour is properly trained to the necessary level, 

'a larger number will ~ve to be employed? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes. ' 
Mr. Kale.-In India, as you know, 'we have not got labour-saving 

machinery III they employ in the States., ' 
Mr. Homi.-If you refer to Tatas' Works, they compare very favourably, 

except in the matter of loading and unloading of wagons: 
Mf'. Kale.-If you lump them sll together, then the number to be employed 

at Tatas' Worfs will have to be greater? " 
Mr. Homi.-If by the addition of a certain fixedeipenditure you would 

lessen the number of men, how much cheaper and more profitable would that 
be to having to employ inde~nitely labourwbich we consider as cheap but 
which turns out not to be so. ' , , ' , 

Mr. Kale.-No employer would 'like to employ more men than necessary. 
We are comparing the conditiQns which obtain 4ere with those in the States. 
The point I am putting to you is that on account of cE,rtitin difficulties or 
disadvantages, namely lack of training, a larger number of absentees, peculiar 
Indian social conditions and so forth, it may be necessary to employ a much 
larger numbar of men in India than in the States. ,What that llumber will be, 
we cannot say. It iff not a .matter of theory.. It is a matter of experience. 
People "'Will differ on that point. 

Mr. Homi.-Absolutely. 
Mr. Kale.-How will yciu compare -the wages of skilled and unskilled labour 

in India with those of the labour in the United States? -
Mr. Homi.-Different trades have different standards. -
M7. Kale.-Takeany ,trade. . .' 
Mr. HO'mi.-Take the case of a mechanic working in a railroad machine ~ 

shop. He earns about 70 cents an hour, whereas in Jamshedpur he will be 
earning from about 80 to 80 rupees a month, ' . ' 

Mr. Kale.-That· comes to less than two to three rupees I/o dl'Y? 
Mr. H07ni.--res1 for a day of eight hours. 



Mf. Kale.-In Amer!ca do they work 12 hours? . 
• Mr. Honti.-No, they hlive changed from 12 to 8 hours a day. 

Mr. Kole.-Will you then try to put all these factors· together and see 
whether India compares favourably with the United States, viz., lack of train
ing, lack of experience and organisation, lack of labour s8>ving machinery, ~d 
so forth. These are the peculiar disadvantages that the industry has to suffer 
from for a few years to come in any case. If you put all these together, don't< 
you think that the cost in India will to that extent be higher than in America? 
We are all agreed that, wherever possible, economies should be introduced, but 
these fire difficulties which cannot be, overlooked. The cost to that extent will 
be higher in this cQuntry than in the States, and if on a careful examination 
it is found that for some years we have to make an allowance for them and to 
see. that this industry survives in India to that extent you would agree to 
protection h6ing grauted? . 

Mr. Homi.-If it is a question of survival, then protection should be 
granted. ' 
. Mr. Kale.-Then it may be necessary to make a tremendouA sacrifice? 

Mr. Homi.--Yes. 
Mr. Kale.-I~ you find that there is a prospect of war coming on-in tb.at 

case we. must be dependent upon ourselves and we cannot depend upon ·other 
countries-then you would support any amount .of protection? " 

Mr. Homi.·-Yes, I have said so.' :. 
Mr. Kak·-You only desire that as far as possible wherever there are 

"'e~;nomies practicable these should be effected and no uIinecessary burden 
Rhould be imposed on the public? . . 

11",. Hom.i.-Yes. That is the point. 
Mr. Kale.-I take'it that the various suggestions contain~d in your state

!llent were. made .in ord~r t~at they may be investi¥ated b;r ~ose who are 
mtel'ested m the mdustnes, t.e., that those who are Interested III the genpra) 
development of the industry should see that these economies are brought about 
and tlie general burden on the tax-payer will be redu.ced? 

Mr. Homi.-And that the sacrifice made by the tax-payer be not abused, 
Jlr. Kale.-And it is in this spirit you have put forward these sugges. 

t,ions? 
Mr. Homi.-Yes . 
. Mr. Kale.-That is, if your suggestions are investigated, and it is found 

that some of them are practicable, they should as far as possible be put into 
operation? 

Mr:' llomi.--That is my view: you have put it in a nIce form. The whole 
!If the statemsnt has been introduced just with a desire to see that the industry 
is put on It 'stable basis. If by any syEtem of protection 0r by any other way 
the steel indll~try in the country is pu.t o~ It stable bas~~ an~ is made to J!I~ 
at the same tIme by internal re-organwatlOn, I am one for It. 
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